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TIAI)E A( IIEEM ENTS ACT EXTENSION
FRIDAY, JUNE 27t 1058
UNI'THO S'r^1E S&HATZ,

(IouMfivimxoN MNANCE~

The committee iiet, purisuit to recess at 10: 05 it.in, in room 312,
Senate
siding. Office Buildigg Son'tor Jiarry blood Byrd (chairman) prePresent: Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Frear, Douglas, Martin,
Williams, Malone, Carlson and Bennett.
Also pIresent: Eli abcth . Springer, chief clerk.
Tie CrHA AH . The committee will come to order.
The first witness is Mr. 0. It. Strackboin, chairman of the NationWide Committee on linpoit-Expoit Policy.
Will you procml
STATEMENT OF 0. R. STRAOKBEIN, CHAIRMAN, THE NATION-WIDE
COMMITTEE ON IMPORT-EXPORT POLICY
Mr. StAcKn urN. My name is O. R. Strackbein.
I am the chairman of the Nation-Wide Committee on Import-Export Policy.
I may say that this committee is composed of organizations of industry, of labor, and agriculture that have in common among them
thoproblem of import competition.
I it is so desired, Mr. Chairman, I will be very glad to give a list
of the names of our members.
The CHAIRMAr. It may be filed.
Senator MAwRTN. Why not submit it for the record?
Mr. STPcRnCuN. Yes, sir.

(The list is as follows:)
LIST OF MEMBERS AND ASSocIATEs OF NATION-WID1 CoumMuxn
AORICULTURB AND LADOR ON I MPORT-ExPORT PoLIoY

or IxmnUaTr,

American National Cattlemen's Association
Unit .d Mine Workers of America (Ind.)
National Wool Growers Association
American Tung Oil Association, A. A. L.
Seafarers International Union of North America (AFL-CIO)
Wine Institute
American Flint Glass Workers' Union of North America (AFL-CIO)
Florida Fruit and Vegetable Association
The Hat Institute, Inc.
Book Manufacturers Institute, Inc.
Bicycle Institute of America, Inc.
Cordage Institute
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The United States Potters Association
Atlautie Flshermen'c Union (AFL-010)
American LAce Manufacturers Association, Inc.
International Photo Engravers' Union of North America (AFL-CIO)
California Walnut Growers Association
California Almond Growers Exchange
Pin, Clip and Fastener Association
Amalgamated LAce Operatives of America (Ind.)
National Assoclation Greenhouse Vegetable Growers
United States Wood Screw Service Bureau
United States Machine Screw Service Bureau
United States Cap Screw Service Bureau
Service Tools Institute
Orogon Filbert Commission
American Knit Handwear Association, Inc.
Pacific Coast Fish Producers Institute
Canner,, Workers Union of the Pacific (AFL-CIO)
Cannery Workers & Fishermen's Union (AFL-CIO)
Wyoming Wool Growers Association
Carpet Institute, Inc.
Harley-Davidson Motor Co.
The Dow Chemical Co.
Zohn B. Stetson Co.
Onondaga Pottery Co.
National Creameries Association
The Wall Paper Institute, Inc.
Reynolds Metals 00., Inc.
Hardwood Plywood Institute
American Glassware Association
Win. Ainsworth & Sons, Inc.
Scientific Apparatus Makers' Association
Tile Council of America
Air Products, Inc.
Industrial Fasteners Institute
American Tunaboat Association
International Leather Goods, Pl-,tis & Novelty Workers Union (AFL-CIO)
International Brotherhood of Operative Potters (AFL-CIO)
The Diamond Gardner Co.

Pacific Match Co.
Oupples Co.
Massachusetts Fisheries Association, Inc.
Seafood Produecrs Association of New Bedford
Mushroom Growers Cooperative Association
National Authority for the Ladies Handbag Industry
American Cyanamid Co.
United Hatters, Cap & Millinery Workers International Union
Pass and Seymour, Inc.
Hoffman-LaRoche, Inc.
Idaho Wool Growers Association
California Fig Institute
AmericanZine, Lead & Smelting Co.
Monsanto Chemical Co.
Young Aniline Works, Inc.
Food Machinery & Chemical Corp.
Pharna Chemical Corp.
Pfister Chemical Works, Inc.
Texas Sheep and Goat Raisers Association
Hooker Electrochemleal Co.
American Fine China Guild
Umbrella Frame Manufacturing Industry
National Match Workers' Council
Rhode Island Textile Association
Allied Chemical & Dye Corp.
Carus Chemical Co.
Five Star Fish & Cold Storage
Fuller Brtash Co.
E. S. Mayer & Son

(AFL-CIO)
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Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co.
American Thermos Products Co.
Arnold, Schwinn & Co.
Canonsburg Pottery Co.
The Central Silica C
The Ohemstrand Co
Commercial Decal, in.
American Dehydrated Onion and Garlic Association
Detroit Steel Corp.
Dolan Steel Co., Inc.
B. F. Drakenfeld & Co., Inc.
.Engelhard Industries, Inc.
Feldspar Corp.
Ferro Corp.
Fostoria Glass Co.
Fourco Glass Co.
French Saxon China Co.
The Hall China Co.
The Harris Clay Co.
Harshaw Chemical Co.
Hartford Steel Ball Co., Inc.
The Homer Laughlin China Co.
Illinois Coal Operators Association
Imperial Glass Corp.
Independent Domestic Fluorspar Productrs Association
The Edwin M. Knowles China Co.
Mayer China Co.
Mesinger Manufacturing Co., Inc.
National Lead Co.
New Castle Refractories Co.
Northern West Virginia Coal Association
Pemco Corp.
Pennsylvania Pulverizing Co.
Persons-Majestic Manufacturing Co.
The Potters Supply Co.
The Rlsdon Manufacturing Co.
Rockwell Manufacturing Co.
The Salem China Co.
H. 0. Spinks Clay Co.
Star-Kist Foods, Inc.
Tha Sterltng China Co.
Swindell-Dressler Corp.
Taylor, Smith & Taylor Co.
The Torrington Co.
United Clay 3ilnes Corp.
Universal Potterles, Inc.
Van Camp Sea Food Co.
Vitachrome, Inc.
The Wellsville China Co.
Westfield Manufacturing Co.
Westgate-California Corp.
The S. 0. Williams Co.
Detrex Chemical Industries, Inc.
United Glass and Ceramic Workers of North America.
Pensac Oil Co.
Phelps Dodge Corp.
Sayles Biltmore Bleacherles, Inc.
Bausch & Lomb Optical Co.
Brewer Manufacturing Co.
Columbian Rope Co.
Delta Electric Co.
The Eagle-Picher Co.
Harnlschfeger Corp.
Kelly-Springfield Tire Co.
Mcauley Metal Products, Inc.
Ohio Rubber Co.
Wyckoff Steel Co.
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Mr. STIRAOKI)IN. It is the purpose of this statement to analyze those
futures of 11. R. 12591 that we regard as unacceptable and indeed
against the best interests of the many industries that would be affected adversely by the bill's passage.
12501 disregards some ofthe most justifiable
We believe that II. It.
complaints lodged a aninst the administration of the trade agreements
program by those w-ho have been injured by miport competition.
Experience with the escape clause, in articlel ar, has been distressing to industries that have in good faith looked to the machinery and
procedures provided by Congress for relief from serious injury caused
by increasing imlpOrts.
I do not believe that the house of Representatives is as indifferent
to the welfare of the many industries, miners, farmers, growers and
workers that have complained about imports, as the vote of that body
on 11. R.12591 would indicate.
This is not to say, Mr. Chairman, that the House voted blindly;
nor Is it the purpose here to blame the inordinate and I may say
rampant lobbyinmg that went with the bill's progress.
T e principal -rouble lay in the rules of the House and the particular rule under which this bill was considered.
This was a so-called modified closed rule which severely limited
any rounded consideration of the rather complicated issue.
The limitation prescribed by the rule was unfortunate precisely
because the difference that divided the proponents and opponents of
the bill was a matter of degree. One disagreement for example was
over the length of time for which the extension should be made: 2
years or 5 years.
Another and perhaps more important disagreement was over the
question of congressional versus executive control over Tariff Cornminion recommendations.
A third difference lay in the treatment of products that are necesssrv to the national security.

A fourth lay in the peril point proceeding.s..

By forcing these somewhat varied provisions into a single substitute bill it was not possible to go to the merits of each particular
point. Therefore the vote was not a clear expresssion on the time
period, I. e., 2 years versus 5 years, nor on the question. of restoring
to Congress iti authority over the regulation of foreign commerce
or the several other provisions on whicl there was a difference.
None of these points could be voted on separately, even though each
one was of sufficient importance to justify a separate vote.

It is therefore hoped that more detailed consideration may be
given to these points by this connittee and by the Senate.
This statement will confine itself to what are undoubtedly the two
leading points. Ona is the number of years of the renewal. The
other isthe question of congressional authority over Tariff Commission findings as opposed to complete domination by the Executive.
I shall address myself to these two points from here on.
Mr. Chairman, our concern over the 5-year extension is very clear
and, I would hope, very compelling. A 5-year extension of the trade
agreements program would to all intents and purposes exclude the
many industries, mining interests, fisheries, farmers and workers
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who take the brunt of foreign competition from; making, 'wreeftry
into the legislative channels for the full _-year periOd.
It woul4 for all practical purposes be the same is closing the doors
of Congress during that period so far as general, tariff and trde
leg slation is concerned.
: .,
it is diflcult indeed to reconcile such a propowalwith the very
principles of our Government. Two now Congtesset will have been
elected and will have run their course during this perod,, without
having the opportunity to express themselves on an issue that is-vety

important to those who sent them here.

,r"

In these unsettled days 5 years is a long time -particulIrlyiin, the
field of international relations and in view of the irat'etnomio'1ild
competitive developments abroad, as a result of which one domestic
industry after another that was previously unhatmed. by impltd
finds foreign products progressively capturing more arkind ore'ofthe
domestic markcet..
,, .
Congress
should
not
absent
itself,
so
to
speak,
for
so 1rigAperiod,
Constitutionally it really has no right to do so.' tshouldbetssible whenever the need for legislation arises to find, the legislative
channels open, and not locked by the key of a moratorium4t :,l i
The reason advanced for the moratorium of 5yearsid found In the
desire to introduce stability into our foreign econewio poliOYh;*#
Other countries, it is said, find it disconcerting~to:b6 coftfronted
with the possibility of tariff changes in this country wheh stch coun 4
tries greatly increase their exports to these shores.,, They, In, not
bother to expand their markets here for fear that.4f thby afetshecessful we will raise our tariff or impose a quota,/ , k, .
i/Parenthetically it might'be said, Mr. Chairman) tha aetally the
escape clause cases that have been processed have-,nt.impeded imz
.'

port.

,

,),U

r I

.'

-

Imports have gone right ahead and in fact in aTuber of instances

have increased before, during and after escape-olluse actions'
On the other hand, it seems to matter little or nothing, th1it the
lack of safeguards, the want of a remedy, confrohtstourtown industries
with uncertainties at least as grave as those'laied by
other .coun' r
tries when they ship goods into this country. ,o,
The House bill would have the effect of throwinitearlythe whole
-

burden of uncertainty over the future upon our wni-indukites while
.' rq
,;
seeking-to assure other countries of stability.
Five years of uncertainty will greatly cripple sdimhe of our industries as indeed uncertainty in recent years has already done.; :',
We hoped that the House would recognize this factbit Wire handed
a nettle for our pains.

,

.p-r

,,

,

The maximum extension in our judgment should be for 2 years.
One year would be preferable in view of the preintzn,=ertainty in
the very elements that undoubtedly weighed heaVilyiin the judgement
of the House, namely, the European Common Mard~t 'nd thd'Itussian economic challenge.
_4
5,,#,,
I might interpolate here to say that the uncertainty*ofi the thifopean political situation is such that no one knows whetherth Eur6.'
pean
Market
will actually develop or not, and/..,::-,
itht-saiewitht
the
Russian
situation.
1 %oT
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Mr, ChaIrman Itseems to me that being bound up in tho general
Ogreement on tarffs and trade in the manner that we would bo for 6
more year1 under the bill, is ono of the least appropriate methods of
either confronting RuMIII economically or the Europoan Common
Market tariftwise.
We should keep ouelves as a nation in a more floxiblo position
and avoid these larndou le.
For xmplo, should %yeundertake to wngae 1rsia In a campalgp
of meonomio wArfare we would abov all neod inanlelverability, such
as Is not provided under OA'P1' nor for that matter by private In.

termtlontil trade Itsl
We would (ind it imoary to ongagi In Statq trading to an tin.
known extentn The tide agreements system would be of]ittlo or no
lPlin ftot Itmight be a hlibilitI,
AS for th HEuropean\ Common 'fMrlet

once more the QA'1V system

would work to our disadvantage in tying our hands in a manner
quite sultablo to thie membor countries of 1to ,hiErop n blood. Thoy
could outvote us 0 to 1 and liter po,,xIbly 10 or 17 to 1, oven though
thMr population would be about equnl to our own,
The ohbr point of Nxtroee Importance in this logllation Is the
ono ofoontrol ove our foreign trade.
Th

onsttutlon is vory clear on this point. No one questions

tis. The troublo has arlsen undei the delgation of power that has
been ntdo twin thtme to tA

by Congrem to the exttive brnmch

undtv the trado agreement. progrm

1

Undor this dMt ton tho actAl powor of Congrss has boen
alimted aid overwoven by a network of intornationaTl commitments
that in point of fiot gteaty constriots the freedom of Congreem to
l4-Mtte,
and diroety
wel f~dtrin
bod'. threatms its standing as an independent and
It has become obvious under the present escapeeclause procedures
that Oongress has lost its influmc: -lnfaot, through an unfortunate
wording of the escape clause gave it away.
As matters stand today the voice of Congress in the escape clause
extends not on6 inch beyond the outer portals of the Tart.ff Commission,.
Once a recominendation leaves thie T irff Commission on
its way to the White House the authority of Congress is instantly
and omplebly dissolved.
Tho Pryeident presumes not to be bound by the criteria laid down
by Congress in te eape clause and make his own dispoition of
the Tariff Commission's recommendation as he sees .ft,unrestrained
by any legislative mandate. The guidance contained in the delegte
power, to repeat does not extend beyond the Tariff Cominiion.
The result is that the President operates under delegated power
without any restraint beyond the need of writing identical letters to
the Finance Committee of the Senate and the Committee of,Ways
and Moms of the House, and Mr. Chairman, apparently those letters
are very easily written.
It Is this kbolute power of the President to dispose of Tariff
commission recommendations as he pleases that gives rie to most
of the complaints that are made against the administration of the
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The effect of tis unlimited power, from which there is no appeal,
is to onitlrono foreign relations as the suproino arbiter over our
foreign trlo.
Tho Presldont takes Mi cue on capo-clause cases principally
from the State J)opartnnt because of is function. in tho conduct
of foreign f(alro, The Secrotary of State hs said thAt foreign
Afir weigh voy heavily in the State Departnent's advice to Ahm
P1rmdont FiA
mtpo.olIumo cawes,
lie so toWtile([ before the House Committeo oil Ways and Mean.

and I believe tlhiit ho took a sinillar position before this committee,
lIowovor ho also mintains that he gives equal weight to consider.
ations of ie dometlo economy, such as the Injury being Inflioted
by imports ozi a doilelo Industry.
'1'ho fat in nevertholes that, the State Department's concern is
with foreign relations and that these relations, intricate and presing
an they are tend to crowd out the domestic considerations. Some.
one olHo or some oior branch of the Government must pmeak for
the poo)le bnok home If their voice Is really to be heard ratlior than
morly listened to And then (lisregardod,
This is the function of Congrew The Constitution makers placwd
upon Congress those powers that most closely affect the people, such
as taxes, war-leclarationt Appropriations, the regulation of trade,
etcetera.
The inost sensitive ones among these must originate in point of legislntion in the .]out,

wmi illa turn Is the more snofive of the

two Houses to the sentiment of the people, by virtue of the fact they
are elected every 2 years And the number is many times greater
than the membership of the Senate.
lAying of duties is one of the legislative functions that must start
ill the Mouse.
It must be clear that when the control over foreign trade such as
Is centered In the escape clause is brought under the unlimited power
of the executive, particularly under circumstance in which foreign
affairs are most likely to outweigh the considerations of the domestic
economy,, this sensitivity and responsiveness provided for this Constitution is not only weakened but actually destryed.
The proof of the pudding iSin the eating. What might have been
expected from the present system of this executive domination has
happened in fact. The escape-clause route has been strewn with
the bones of rejected cases. The President since 1951 has refuses to
put into effect at least 2 of every 8 Tariff Commission recommendations, including 7 or 8 unanimous ones. The latest is the lead and
Zino 080.
The Tariff Commission itself has failed to find injury in well over
half the cases brought before it (some 50 out of 84 cases) thus showing that only the most serious cases have a chance of Tariff Commission support.
The President has promulgated a tariff increase in only 9 cases
and 7' of these have related to products of minor commercial significance, such as hatters' fur, al kie clover seed, linen toweling, spring
clothespins, et cetera.
I don't meani to say the cases are not important to the partr.ular

communities or the people employed in those particular industries,
merely because they are small.
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I do say that of the 9 cases approved by the President 7 were of
minor commercial significance.
This record, I repeat might have been expected, had not three
Presidents in succession, in talking to the Nation, repeatedly given
assurances' that no domestic industry would be placed in jeopardy
by the trade agreements program.
Evidently that was for public consumption and to avoid the spread
of dissatisfaction to the general public, from the industries that have
been'turied away.
'The Congress has on its part on three Occasionfi amended the escape
clause to make certain that its intent was clear.
. Yet ijo difference could subsequently be detected in the final outcome of the cases brought under thie amended law.
The inevitable'conclusion is that so long as this absolute power to
override the Tariff Commission is allowed to reside in the President
precisely so long will the future experience with the escape clause
remain the same as in the past.
That is wiy the executive, power should be curbed in the very delegation of authority itself. This should be done in such a manner that
Congress will be able to determine how its delegation of power under
the escape clause is t6 be carried out.
. As it is, this is impossible because the President cannot be restrained
since he acknowledges no idelines established by Congress and feels
fie to do as he wishes with a power that belongs to the Congress and
not to him.*
"Mr. Chairman, there are several alternate ways by which the law
could be amendedito assure the final authority of Congress in the
premises. However, the method proposed in H. R. 12591 is not one
of them
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, a word about the State Department
and executive policy in this whole field. There is an almost pitiful
faith placed in the trade agreements program to pull us out of our
international difficulties.
I This faith borders'on desperation and numbers among its adherents
the various woien's organizations that believe that trade leads to
peace of the world, although even now trade is to be used as a weapon
of.economic warfare against Russia.
The actual. value of the trade agrements program to the State Department however, lies principally in the enhancement of the executiv6 power, It gives the Department more ammunition and a feeling
of a broader range of power in negotiations.
I It is more than doubtful, however, that the power borrowed from
Congress and toward which the Department now adopts an attitude
of outright ownership, has really he pod our foreign relations.
To a considerable extent the present Russian economic challenge is
an outgrowth 6f, the foreign economic policy of this country. Our
posture of world economic and political leadership, resting all too
upon the principle of buying our way through, has given
Russia the means of driving us from pillar to post; also, it has placed
a powerful weapon in the hands of countries that seek to play us off
against Russia.
So long as 0urdipomaoy continues to proceed on the policy of buying our waythrougl4 rather than standing on principle, so long will
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the State Department continue to ask for additional chips from the
people and so long will the need for more chips continue unassuaged.
The trade agreements program with its call for further tariff reductions is but a measure of the weakness of our diplomacy.
What is now proposed in 11. It. 12591 is more of the same rather
than a redirection of a bootless and bottomless policy.
We give our support to the amendment to H. R. 12591 introduced
into the Senate on June 24 by Senator Strom Thurmond and strongly
urge this committee to adopt it. This would restore some of the
balance now lacking in the trade agreements program.
Mr. Chairman that concludes my written statement
I have a few documents that I would like to insert in the record.
The CHAIRMAN. Without objection they will be inserted in the
record.
Thank you very much, Mr. Strackbein.
Will you briefly explain the Thurmond amendment?
Mr. SThACKIIE1N. The Thurmond amendment provides, No. 1, for a
2-year extension, and, No. 2, for Tariff Commission recommendations
to be sent to the Congress as well as to the President.
Should the President disagree with the Tariff Commission recommendation and seek to reject t he would so propose to Congress.
If neither House acted or if a Congress did not take action within
60 days, the Tariff Commission's recommendation would go into
effect.
In other words, the burden would be placed upon the President to
obtain the approval of Congress to his proposal of rejection.
The difference between that and the present bill, the H. R. 12591, is
that the burden in the latter is placed on an industry that has succeeded in gaining a favorable recommendation from the Tariff Commission.
Under the present bill, the bill before this committee, a Presidential
veto or rejection of a Tariff Commission recommendation would
stand unless overridden by the two-third vote majority of both Houses
of Congress. There is a very considerable difference between these
two proposals.
In the Thurmond bill recognition is given to the fact that the original power of regulating foreign commerce and the constitutional responsibility of laying and collecting taxes and duties resides in
Congress.
The President's right is only secondary. It is a delegated power
and, therefore, the bill recognizes that Congress should have the last
word, and that it should be the burden of the President to gain the
support of Congress rather than the other way around.
'ro set up an administrative recommendation on the same basis
as a law of Congress requiring a two-thirds vote to override the
President does not seem to be justified.
A recommendation of the Tariff Commission is not an act of Congress. It is one step in an administrative process, one step in an administrative process, may I repeat, carried out under law that has
already been passed and already been signed by the President.
Therefore to put a recommendation of the Tariff Commission and
its rejection by the President on the same basis as the overriding of
a veto of a law passed by Congress, does not seem to be justified and
the Thurmond amendment makes that distinction.
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The CIAIRMAN Thank you very muich ir,
Mr. SmuzimN, Along with that, tho Thurmond amendment
Nvould, Instead of granting tho Pireident 25 percent reduction powor.4
in the tarffH, out. that (town to 10 permt.
Tithe ClAIrAN. Ya

flave you concluded I

sir,

r, SRtAOKwuIN. Yoe, ir,
you very much,
',
Tlank
TIho CHAI^nu.

Are there any questlonsf

Soator Xxitt, Yes.

I want to ask questions,

Is It your concept that the Tnrlif Commission is an angncy of the
Conugkis

rft;.
STRAOKIMIN. YOs, sir.

St, ator ICV.RR, Created by the Congz'ess to carry out a function in
connection with the responsibility of tim Congress under the Cons itulon mlating to the r gulation of trade and commerce?
Mr. STRAOXIIIN. Correct,
Senator Kixan, Then does it not seem like more than delegation of
an autthority, and rather the abandonment of an authority and ropudiation of a responsibility to say that the Executive can nullify or refuse
to recognize or consider tei recommendation of this agency set up by

the Congress unless" the Congress then, at a later time, supports its

own omuro by a two.thirds vote of boti [Te1ses?
Mr. ST v wi . Yeo, Mr. Korr, I would go along with that, and
say that it was In faot, or that the action taken by Congress in grant.
in this poor, did in fact. result in abandonment by the Congress.
"Whtther it was so Intended in the flrst0 llace or not,, it has come
to that result,
Senator Kxn. I asked you if it was not oniy a dologation of authority but an abandoning of the responsibili y and power placed
_
upon the Congress by the (onstitution,
Mr. STRAO URINr. Yes, I would agree with that except that I do not
want to say that Congress intended such abandonment when it dole.
gated this power.
Tho fact has come about and so I do not suppose it makes much
difference whether this was intended by Congress or not.
Senator Kxln. I agree with you that they did not intend to. I
am only addressing myself in my question to the actual net restilt of
the action.
Mr. STRAc-BRIN. I agree with you a hundred percent.
Senator K.RR Do you know who is going to be the next President
of the United States
Mr. S-rmiActarNuu. No; I lmve not the remotest idea. I don't Aven
know who the nominees will be.
Semtor KMR. Does it not seem like an amazing and, in fact, astounding situation for Congress for a peiod of 78 years to thus
abandon its authority and its responsibility to an identity which not
amigh
single Member of the Congress has the remotest idea- of who it
SmoumCmn. It seems preposterous to me, Mr. Kerr, that such
mr. bel
a thing should be proposed, should be seriously proposed.
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Senator KvRR And for a period of 81 years to give to a personage
whose identity is not known, whose attitudes could not be known,
practically complete authority to disregard the overall recommendations made by a creature of the Congress itself?
Mr. S

oKi,1.

I frankly don't believe that the proposal Is con-

stitutional; I don't think it carries out the spirit, or he letter of the
Constitution, and yet it Isone of those things that Is like the old story
where you are told that they cannot put you In jail when in fact you
talking through the bars to the person who Is in jail.
fit other words, this apparently cannot conie about but it has come
about
Senator Kmiu., And is proposed by this bill?
Mr. RritAox amw,.And it fs proposed to bless this with the support
and the vote of Congress. To me It is almost inconceivable that Congrs should seriously propose taking such a step.
Senator this Is the same as saying to the people back home, to the
interests that are clearly at stake, in the matter of increasing imports
that for 5 years they will not have a chance to come before Congress
and have a bill introduced and heard by the Ways nnd Means Committeo to change the system.
It was always my impression that we had elections In this country
for the very purpose of testing the changing sentiment of the country.
Now what good would it do to test this change of sentiment in the
country if it cannot be expressed in the |Jalls of Congress?
Senator KEam, In other words, this Congress, if it passed this bill,
would be saying, in effect, that an authority veted in the Congress by
the Constitution would be denied exercise by the next two Congresses?
Mr. SrTACKnEIN. Correct.

Senator KERi-.. But would rest firmly and finally in the hands of
the Chief Executive, the identity or attitudes of whom are both unknown at this time by the Congress so delegating that authority?
Mr. SnAoxmamm. That is correct.
There is another angle to this, Senator, and that is the position of
tC. a State Department.
It is the function of the State Department to carry on o r foreign

relations. That is their business. They look outwardly from the
United States. They try to maintain friendly relations with other
countries, and I say that is their function. They are supposed to do
that, and they are in their field when they operate in that fashion.
Now when this sort of authority is given into their hands to make
trade agreements, to use trade as a pawn in diplomacy, I believe that
it is entirely human that they should become extremely impatient of
anybody, including the Congress of the United States, looking over
their shoulder and restraining them.
They feel that they can do this job so much better.
Senator .K.RR. Would not they have some reason to have that attitude if this Congress gave them that unlimited authority for 3
years beyond the end of this present Executive's term I
Mr. S&RAcKnia . They would feel that they had been confirmed in
what they have done and what they have b6en doing There is no
question about it.
Senator Kmm. I want to thank you for your statement. It is one
of the best I have heard on this question.
27629--58--pt. 2-2--
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Are there other questions?

Senator WIMIAMS. No questions.
Senator DouoLAs. I wondered if I might ask Mr. Strackbein a

question or two.
Mr. Strackbein, how frequently do you think that Congress should
review tariff policy?
Mr. STRAOCRIMN. I think that should depend entirely upon the

demand of the interested parties as to how often they thought the
law should be reviewed.
In other words, if the law were satisfactory, I see no rason why it
should be reviewed in more than once in 10 or 20 Tears. It all dopends; I don't think you should put a time period on it.
Senator DouoAs. Well, the period in this bill is only 5 years.
In5 years we would have a chance to review the tariff policy.
Senator Kv.Ra. Would the Senator speak a little louder?
Senator DouoIAs. Yes; I say under the present bill there would be
another review in 5 years.
You suggested 10 or 20 yearsI
Mr. STRAOKBEINTN. NO, Mr. Douglas, I have not suggested 10 or 20.
Senator Douows. I thought you did.
Mr. STRACK11IN'. I said there should be no time period specified.
Senator Douokbs. Well, do you think it should be reviewed every
year?

Mr. STRAOUURIN. I say it should be reviewed when the necessity
for it becomes clear.
Senator Douoias. And who is to be the judge?
Mr. STP, OKmsEJ. Without any relation to any particular time
period.
Senator DouaLAs. Who is the judge of the necessity?
Mr. STRAOKBEIN. The people most affected.
Senator Douores. Who are they?
Mr. STRACKBiEIz. The people of the United States.
Senator DouoLAs. Yes; and how do they make their desires known?
Mr. STRACK1nx. Presumably by communication with their elected
representatives.
Senator Douo. s. So that when any considerable group of ,people
want to have the tariff revised then Congress, beginning with the
Ways and Means Committee of the House, would hold hearings?

Mr. STRAoKBmN. Yes, sir; if there were sufficient substance in these

requests for revision.
Senator DoymuAs. Isn't it true that at any one time there are groups
dissatisfied with any law?
Mr. STRACKnFJN. Undoubtedly.
Senator DoUGLAs. And isn't it probable that if your demands were
laid down at every session, that possibly every session and every year
there would be demands for revisions of the tariff and rather strong
demands?
Mr. STRACKBFJN. Now, Senator, if you will go back into the tariff
history of the United States, you will find that there was not a de.
mand for legislation on the tariff every year or two. The 1913
tariff, the Underwood tariff remained in effect until the emergency
tariff act) right after World War-
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Senator DouOIAS, The Tariff Act remained in effect as long as the
Derocratio Party was in power. But when the Republican Party
canio into power in 1021, we had the FordIey protective tariff.
Mr. STR^A UNINU Well, there had been an election in the meantime,
Senator DouoAs. Yes.
Mr. STMOKUIMN. It seems to me entirely Rpvropriate if this question was it public or national issue that there should have been another tariff bill.
Senator l)ouor1,As. You approve of the Fordney tariff of 1921?

Do I approve of it?
Mr. STUACKgEI.
Senator Douois. As compared. with the Underwood tariff of 1013.

Mr. STRAOmIZIN. Well, I have never had occasion to make the kind
of analysis that would be necessary to answer the question. The Underwood tariff was superseded very shortly by the outbreak of the
European war, and I do not believe that the Underwood tariff was
ever really tested economically.
Senator DouoLs. Do you think the Smoot-Hawley tariff was an
improvement over tile Fordney tariff?
Mr. STmAOInr3LN. You mean in the ratesV
There were some increases in the rates. I would not say all tariff
rates are necessarily beneficial.
Senator rDoUOIAS. Very appreciable increase.
Do you think the effects o the Smoot-Hawley tariff were good?
Mr. STRAOKIEIN. Senator the increases were not as teat as is
sometimes supposed. Keep in mind that manY of our tariffs are speciflo duties, so much per piece, per dozen or the like. They have no
o.
relation to the price of the got
be so high
seemedto
lIawley.Smoob.tariff
the
Now one reason why
was that there was a tremendous decline i prices while the speinc
tariff rates remained the same. Therefore tie protective incidence
increased.
Senator DouoLAs. Well, the price decreases came after rather than
before it was enacted.
Mr. .$ oKBE. The rate on sugar was 9 cents a pound and 1.76
when it came from Cuba. The price when that was first legislated,
the price of sugar was probably, let us say, around 5 or 6 cents a
pound.
In the early 1930's this price fell below 1 cent, so the duty was
automatically raised 100 percent or over. But that was not the fault
of the Smoot-Hawley tariff as such. It was the system of specific
versus ad valorem duties.
Senator DouoLAs. Even at the prices prevailing in 1930 and prices
bad not fallen so greatly by 130-the Smoot-Hawley tariff was
appreciable increase over the Fordney tariff of 1921?
. It was an increase; yes.
Mr. S&mAOqxi
Senator 'DouoLs. Do you think on the whole there was an improvement?
Mr. SnracmmaxJ. I would not judge a tariff, a broad tariff bill on
the basis of whether or not it increased rates percentagewise. I would
not judge a tarift bill in that marner;
Senator DouorAs. Do you think the so-called Hull Act of 1934 was
a step backward from the Sinoot-Hawley tariff?
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Mr. SmAoKDzN. I do not think it was a stop backward. I think
the way it has been administered, this law has been administered, has
been retrogressive; yes. I do not think it needs to have been administered the way it was, Senator.
Senator DouorAs. With my brief service on the Finance Committee,
I find we have many complicated questions of taxation and social
security to deal with,
Mr. SmhAoKmitN. Yes.

Senator DouOLAs. And the same thing is true of 'he Ways and
Means Committee of the House and if on top of that you superimpose
the job of passing on specific tariff schedules which are extremely
complicateddo on thinkwe have really the leisure and the knowledge
to deal with those issues?
Mr. SnuomAe.i . Senator, what is advocated by the organization of
which I am the chairman is not a return to tariff writingby Congress,
or the committees of Congress. We are not advocating that. We
have never advocated it, contrary to statements that you may from
time to time read in the press of the country. And I may say that
the press Is very conspicuous by its absence this morning, as might
be expected.
Senator DouoLAs. But what you are saying is that the decisions of
the Tariff Commission are to go into effect unless specifically overruled by Congress
Is that what you said I
Mr. STR.ACKIiN. The Tariff Commission's recommendations; yes.
These are not so numerous. These are not so numerous, I repeat.
Since 1951 there have been about 28 recommendations to the President. That is a period of 7 or 8 years, and that would come down to
3 or 4 or 6 cases a year on the average--at least if the present rate
were continued. And I don't believe that that is too many.
Senator DOUGLAS. Each one involving an industry?
Mr. STRACKBEzI. Each one involving a product, not necessarily a
whole industry, but a product a product of commerce; yes.
Senator DouotAs. It would require a very thorough examination?
Mir. STRARBEIN. The Tariff Commission makes the examination.
Senator DouvLAs. I mean by Congress. We cannot delegate everything.
Mr'. SmRcimZi. Senator, you have already provided for a Tariff
Commission, presumably a competent body in this field. We are not
asking that you go into each little detail of a Tariff Commission decision. That is the purpose of the Tariff Commission.
If the Tariff Commission is not functioning properly and if it is
not competent then one should be set up that is competent.
Senator DouoLAs. We would have a chance to review their decisions
because we would have to decide whether or not they would go into
effect and that would require that we become acquainted with the
facts upon which they made their decision.
Mr. STRACKBFjx. Just this comment: YoU will admit, I believe, that
the President is also a busy man, then why should this function be
saddled on the President when it i a function of the Congress in the
first place_
Senator DouaLAs. You think such a thing-
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Mr. STRAoKBmN. As a matter of fact, I think the President would
be very well advised to say to the Congress to carry on its own constitutional functions and not bother him with it.
Senator DouoLs. You think there is such a thing as a national
interest as distinguished from a series of specific industrial local
interests?
Mr. !nIoKaMTs.
I think that the national interest, the term "national interest," is undefinable.
Senator DoUoLAS. But there is such a thing, is there not?
Mr. STAOxBEm. Yes, but what is it?
Senator DouoL~s. It is supposedly the interest of the people as a
whole.
Mr. SmAcmnrut. Yes, supposedly. But who will determine what
thatisl
Has anyone ever given a definition of the national interest that
can be applied without vast disagreement among those who express
their opinions?
Senator DOUGLAS. Of course it is true that the President is the one
official who is elected by the people as a whole, whereas Members of the
House of Representatives are elected from specific districts and Members of the Senate from specific States.
Mr. STPOKBm N. You are saying then that the Constitution is
wrong?
Senator DouoLAS. No, no I am not saying anything of the kind.
Mr. STRACKBE!N. Well, obviously the Prident is elected by all the
people but Congress is elected by the people in a manner that makes
them, the Members, more sensitive and more responsive than the President,
Otherwise there would have been no reason for dividing the country into districts and having elections every 2 years for the Members
of the Congress.
The very purpose of that was to have a body of public spokesmen
that were responsive to the people.
You will note also that in the judicial system the tenure of office
is entirely different because the Constitution makers felt that in the
judicial field there should not be that responsiveness.
A judicial judgment is supposed to b objective, free from the emotions and prejudices of the time, and therefore the Supreme Court
members are put in there for life or during a period of good behavior.
But the Cngre and particularly the House of Representatives
was set up by the Constitution to be responsive and sensitive to the
electorate; and this subject of tariffs and others including the regulation of commerce was given to the House. The laying and collecting
of taxes and duties mustoriginate in the House which is the most
sensitive of all the governmental branches.
And, Senator, let me tell you, this is not an academic question. It
is not a question merely to be debated by high-school students as an
interesting subject.
I can tell you that this constitutional matter is a question of life
and blood and substance.
Senator DouolA's. I am quite well aware of it.
Mr. SnuAoKex. We feel it. We know how it works. We know
what it is to be excluded from Congress. These industries that come
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il here sonic of then1 having
no before the Tariff Comnissilon ov0ral tines, lot for the futi off. not in order to pay legal fees, but beeau.N they wor being badly lured, feel that Conges should earry
out its ftunet ion.
Senator otro.,s. Mr. St-raekben, there are two other etAs of inMr. ST^AKIIVIN. And they lid hoped there was a remedy such as
the State Departiuont. had nhtways ltbllly stated that there wa, ald
they found out tat there was n1ot and tlat Is why we are her pleadtine for a ohango in this system,
sO1nator DIULAS. I do not want to prolong thile. I will merely
munftlon that there are two other sets of Interests which are not as
strongly represented by organizatio, s such ts yours. These are, first
the exjoiling interests, whihel have some deg=re of rroesentation and
wine1, dlree of interest, but not as strong as- he industries which want
tariff pr6temt.on.
Th6n there is the *at' relatively utorfai ed group of consuners,
whose interests are diffused and frequent y !t re1ogi ized, but whose
intorets are etremely important, and I think the history of tariff

making

by

Conress

bears out the fact that these two latter sets of

Interests tend totbe relatively disregarded.
Mr. SmAoxiamB . Well now, Senator, we are now in a state of very
high consumer pries. This after 24 years of tariff reduction. If the
consumer interests are so great., something else must have failed, because our tariffs have been reduced greatly during this period.
Senator'l
mouoAs. There has been worldwide inflation, primarily

caused by the-

Mr. SRACKnBIN. You would not say the tariff caused this?
Sm.ator Douots. Primarily caused by the war, but prices would,
in ny judgment, have been higher if the tariffs had ben higher.
Ii fact, the reason you want tariffs, protective tariffs, is to get
higher prices. If it did not give you higher prices, you would not
want them. We could argue with each other for a long time.
31r. SmAowomara. That is not quite to the point. It is not necessarily that you want higher prices. You do not want your market
disrimpted by the uncertainties of shipments that come in here, and
particularly in the time of a buyer's market and disrupt the prices.
It is not altogether a question of the level of the prices. F think
you would agree that the Sherman Antitrust Act, the Clayton Act,
the Federal Trade Commission Act, the Robinson-Patman Act, and
a number of other acts, call for fairness of competition.
Now fairness of competition sometimes does mean higher prices
to the consumer, and that is what we are talking about with tariffs.
We want fairness of external competition, and -Tthink with the history of that kind of legislation going back as far as 1890, a lon
history in the domestic field, to assure fairness of competition, I think
we are somewhat behind the times in undertaking to create fairness
of competition on the front of import trade.
Senator DouotAs. That is all.
Senator KER. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask another question
or two.
The CnAMnAw. All right.,
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Sontor KIin. , - -..4mvhar with the first amendment to the
Constitution, Mr. Stfrakb tn
M'. S-MAOXIIHI . Well, I think I am.
Senator KE at. I wan.t to road it to you, and I want to read it Into
the record. I wotld like for the Senator from Illinois to hear It.
Congress shall make no law respecting an establishment of religion, or pro.
hibiting the free exercise thereof; or abridging the freedom of speech or of the
press; or the right of the people peaceably to assemble and to petition the
government for a redress of grievances.

Applicable to this situation, it would read:
Congress shall make no law abridging the right of the people peaceuab!y to
assemble and to petition the Government for a redress of grievances.

Mr. SmivouxzN, Correct.

Senator KRit. If we pass a 5-year extension of this act, do we not
do just what. tis amend ment says Congress shall not do, in that for
aperiod of that time we would materially affect and Impair the right
of the people to petition the Government for a redress of grievances?
Mr. nTACoKnI)PN. Precisely; precisely.
Senator wiCnn.
You and the Senator from Illinois had quite an
illuminating discussion there on the national interest, and indicated
a difficulty in defining it.
Senator 1oJoLAs. No difficulty on my part, I will say to my good
friend from Oklahoma. [Laughter.]
Senator KERR. Well1 I do not know whether your failure to define
it was because of the inability to do so or because you did not want
to do so.

Senator DovoLAs. I do not admit to any inability.
Senator KYRR. I am aware of that disposition on the part of the
Senator from Illinois. [Laughter.]
Is it possible that this might be a definition of the national interest:
That it is the sum total of the individual interests of the people of
the country?
'Mr. STRAoKnEIN. Yes. Of course, many of those interests might
conflict with each other.
Senator KERR. I understand.
Mr. STRA0oKExn.

a-

So it is sometimes very difficult to come out with

Senator KElR. But the sum total of all the interests of all the peo.
ple has some relationship to the national interest?
Mr. STRAOKBEIN. Correct.

Senator Kmnn. Now the Senator was talking about how often Congress would be called on to act. It would not be called upon to act
at all unless the President overruled or refused to carry out the recommendation mRde by the creature of the Congress, would it?
Mr. STRAoKBmN. No; no.

Senator Kzim. He said if you superimposed the job of regulating
the tariffs upon the Con'
would it not be a burdensome and oppressive load that we would have to carry.
I did not understand that you were in the posture of putting that
burden on the Congress.
Mr. S vh
AoKEi. I think that was done in 1789.
Senator KERR. I understood you to refer to the fact that was done
by the Constitution.
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Mr. Snohoywati. That Isright.
Senator (P.RR. And it would seem to me that it might be appro-

priate at any time the Congress [ot to whore it was unwilling or unable to carry out the responsibility imposed upon it by the Constitution, it either ought to move In the manner provided by law to let
the people decide whether that ought to be amended or, if the burden
was so intolerable on the Members of the Congress, they might retire
and let others assume the position who wouldbe willing to meet the
responsibility imposed upon them, not by you as a witness, but by the
Constitution itself.
Mr. SmToiclmr. Yes. I agree with tnt.
Senator Kman. Thank you.
The CIAIiMAN. Are there any further questionsI
Senator CARLSON. ir. Chairman, just one.

Mr. Strackbein, there has been some discussion here about extendingthis for 6 years and the effect it would have upon its review.

You are not contending here this morning if we extend it for 6 years
Congress could not review it in (ie next session, 1059, if they wanted
tof
Mr. STRACKMIBE. Theoretically, the Congress could. Actually it

would not.

Senator CAIRso1. Well now, just a minute. After all, one ssion
of Congress cannot bind another. You would not want to say that.
Mr. STnAoKtnBN. The State Department has bound not only one
semion of Congress but all future Congresses in some of the hiternational commitments they have made in this field. I mean bound
in fact.
Senator CARISON. I am just not going to let the record stand that
one session of Congress can bind another session because, after all,
the people who elect now representatives coming in at the next session
can completely take this upMir. SmACxnEIz;. Senator, I will say this: I would say go ahead

and make a 6-year extension if you can guarantee that next year, or
the year after, if there is sufficient demand, we can get a hearing
before the House Ways and Means Committee on a general tariff bill.
The very purpose of the 5-year extension is to prevent just that.
Senator Kmm.It would require two-thirds of the Congress to
change it, would it not?
Mr. Sm&cvimrw. WellSenator KmR. If the President vetoed an action.
Mr. STRACKnEIr. We are talking now about bringing in another
tariff bill.
Senator Kmw. I understand. But if we did and the President
vetoed it, it would take two-thirds of the Congress to do it.
Mr. SmAcmm.tz;. Yes, that is true. That is true.
Senator KERR. So we are bound to that extent, are we not?
Mr. SImIACKmEI. Beyond that, if the committee did hold hearings
and refused to report the bill, you would have to get a discharge petition of 218 Members.
Senator K=m. But if it passed a bill and' it was vetoed by the
President, it would take two-thirds of the Congress to change this
law.

Mr. STRACmRRI.

You are right.
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Our protest is that unusual obstacles are placed in the path and in
the channels of legislation, barriers that do not belong there and the
purpose of the -year extension is to assure other countries that there
willbe no tarif legislation in this country during that time
And if we acted contrarily, it would be saidMr. Chairman, that
the United States is being unfaithful to its friends and allies in the
rest of the world, and they would gravitate to the Communist camp.
The argument and the gambit is very clear. Let us not fool ourselves.
Senator CAnLo8N. Of course t Mr. Strackboin, that is a logical argue
ment1 and that may be the basis of a 5-year extension. But the fact
remains that in January 1059, the Congress of the United States can
repeal the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.
Now the Senator from Oklahoma says the President might veto it
and it would take a two-thirds vote. That is true. But they can
do it. Under the Constitution, which has been read here this morning, they certainly have control over it, soMr. STrfAq.xBIz. Senator, I agree with you, and I say again theo.
retically, it is again theoretical, they cannot put you in jailSenator CARLSON. But factually-y

Mr. SIAoMKEIN. But you are in jail. The Congress is in fact in
jailSenator CA.uiow. That is all.
Mr. SiuoimriN. On this subject.
Senator CARusoN. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
The CHAMMAx. Thank you very much, Mr. Strackbein.
Mr. SWAoxmrnx. Thank you Mr Chairman.
(The documents submitted 1y Mr. Strackbein follow:)
0. R. STaACKwN, CHAIRMAN, THl NATIONWIOU
ON ImpoxR-vExpOT Powar ON EzoUTin DOMINATION OVER TAR=

IEXOERPTS FROM STATZMNNT Or

CoMMnrn
AND Tana

ADMINISTRATION

As more and more industries began to feel the effects of the tariff reductions

executed by the President through the medium of trade agreements and as one

after another Industry tested the successive reassuring Presidential

statements

(since 1984) that no domestic Industry was to be jeopardized, and pondered
repeated State Department protestations that all duty reductions were made

only after adequate hearing and careful examinaton of the facts, and fourd

both the Presidential assurances and State Department protestations mislead-

ing, it soon became apparent that a qualitative change in our constitutional systern, as It relates to the regulation of foreign commerce, had taken place.
As successive escape clause cases were processed through the Tariff Commission and It became increasingly clear that the President, dating from 1951, was
rejecting a vast majority of the Tariff Commission cases, Including unanimous
decisions tobaccoo pipes, silk scarves, lead and zinc, ferrocerium, groundlish fil-

lets, velveteen fabrics), It became obvious that the State Department, as principal administrator of our foreign relations, had effectively superseded the

Congrekis as the branch of the Government that regulated our foreign commerce
and admint tered tariff adjustments.
This represented a transformation of power executed within Wshington,
D. 0., without referendum, constitutional amendment, or recourse to any of the
known and recogni_ , democratic processes.

It became a wholly frustrating experence' with few exceptions, for industry

and labor groups, seeking relief from oppressive import competition, to make
representatlonsto tbei elected representatives, to exhaust their supposed leg-

islative remedies, or to take their'troubles to the executive departments that had

t6'411 Int

and V=

replaced the'ongres.

7,

The elected representat ves were powerless. They had in one way or another
been dispossessed of their authority. This now lay elsewhere, diffused in var-
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fans executive departments, ofMms,

nhild agencies and therefore became ns diM.
rult to idenltify and piece together as the scattered and brokepi bones of a pre.

historic mning link. Thus, there was substituted for the responsiveness of the
legislator the ctumiveiess, the finely spilt but Interloeking Irresponutblltlets and
atblIte helplesmto"m of the bureucrat who Is ctaught li the Inesh of a policy
that ho himself perhaps helped fashion attd would not In any case change If he

could,

It becatne clear fiat under the cIrcunistances such executive officials had oily
one characterlslic recourse auid that was knowingly to offer fair words and
Aynipathy to titilonling group, who sought their help; for the bureucrat know
that he could not extricate hinself from tie policy niesh hi which l1e found
himself enta1gled even if it1 some Improbable event he disagreed with It.
Therefore, unless the petitioning group had a problem the solution of which
coul be found to lie within tile lines of the general policy to which the executive
was conunitted, the bureaucrat was It fact helpless uuilsa Indeed he inspired
to a tartyr's crown. Hineo there was no wish frontally to offend the people who
appealed to hint, test slow political erosion set lit, tim huruerat wade a show
of sincere regret and offers a number of suggestions that lie probably knew
to be wholly sterile,
lependling upon the bureautrat's resourcefulness on the oto hand and the
degree of pItlence and faith of the petitioiers on the other, lits eat and mouse
gana nilht be good for 2 3 or 4 years.
The bureaucrat's supreno hope was that In the meantino tie prmssing group
would have gone broke, become cynically disillusioned or that fate land been good
to tiem and helped then out of their difficulty.
The upshot Is that the concentration of what Is a legislative responsibility
in the hands of the executive Is In fact delivering power to those who cannot
exercise it equitably except by accident or coincidence and can use It only as
an instrument In furtherance of an executive policy. Only when the pltltloner's
request fits into the policy can he hope for rolef-unless he Is sufficiently
powerful to bargain against the life ot the policy Itself.
Itepeated experiences with executive administration of the trade agreements
program have deeply convinced the successively frustrated participants that
under the escape clause or other Instrumentalities, such as section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act or the national security clause, an industry or
branch of agriculture will not be extended relief from Injurious Inport corn.
petition on the basis of the facts of the case and the criteria set forth In law
but Will be judged, either favorably or unfavorably, but generally unfavorably
by factors that are nowhere set forth In any written law.
The assumption invoked In support of the executive administration of the
trade agreements program must be that the people of the United States are
not competent to regulate their foreign commerce through Congress.
The Executive duly began to make International relations the ulitoato crterion of his disposal of Tariff Commission recommendatIons under the escape
clause. This was the infinite opening through which every congressional enactment on tariffs and trade could be scuttled. It was also the opening through
which congressional authority was sent down the drain.
That Is why Executive domination over tariff administration Is the uppermost Issue today In the formulation of foreign trade policy by Congress.
We hare now come to the real question. What Is wrong with Executive
domination of our foreign trade? Let us assume that the State Department
would say what It has not yet been bold enough to say: "We admit the allegation. What of It?"
It Is unfortunate Indeed that so many of the questions that go to the heart
of the controversy cannot be answered by reference to factual data. That
rery fact perhaps explains why the tariff Issue has so long been a political
Issue in this country. Where mathematical or scientific certainty cannot be
established differences of opinion will flourish and generally reflect 'diversity
of interest. Policy determinations must be resolved on inemplete data and
through judgments that In great part must stand on their own feet. Ultimate
proof In support of the position of either aide is lacking.
It Is In this setting that Executive control takes away the Interplay of forces
that we look to n our system to assure a fair chance for'all concerned. What
the exponents of Executive control say in effect Is that Congress In policy
matters cannot be trusted to stay put precisely because It has Its ears to the
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grotlnd. Yet It Infor the very reason that Congress does listen to the voters
that we can have a Government of the people, by the people, for the people.
In the ebb and flow of economic ttldes and the permutation of advantages that
go with them, It will always come about that n program or line of action that
may have looked goyl to the people of this country yesterday nmny today confront
us with a strangely umwelcomne npect. If the particular program in based on
legislation, the people can adapt themselves to the changed conditions, but only
no long oa th legislative channels are kept open.
It In therefore preclely becnune there Is no final answer to the question of
tariff and trade policy that It would be repugnant to the rules of the game and
at the iatue
timetuwise to accept and Insulate one particular policy against
change by delivering It to executive control; and that In what ies been happening
and that Inwhat is now under challengo In the tariff and trade controversy.
On further reflection it becomes clear that even the trade-ngreemrent procedures
(Including public hearings) In the long run were In any event of little moment,
and mere window dreilming at best, becnume In tl end the Prosident could back.
stop any throws that se, ued to imlm
to te heading outside the policy limits.
'The permlive feature of time law under which the President had dIserellon
not to accept the Commission's recommendnalon (under the escape clause) was
ued as a door to walk away from any semblance of a tie to congressional power.
The Presldent imhaclalined the right to Invoke consideratlons that do not appear
In the law to support hl rejection of Tariff ComnimlIion recommendations; and
has done so repeatedly. Thin means that the criteria laid down In the law
(escape clause) become Inoperative once a recommendation leaves the portals
of the Commission. Since the Tariff Commilion Itself In an agency created by
Congress to carry out certain aspects of tariff administration, time authority of
Congress also collapses once the Commission has finished Its findings and
recommendat ion.
flurely there are legitimate methods by which the regulation of our foreign
commerce and the adjustment of our tariffs can be correlated with the executive
conduct of our foreign affairs without violating the Constitution or doing violence
to the substantial guaranties contained In that document.
Such correlation does not call for either congressional abdication or transfer
of authority to the Executive under such broad terms that the Executive can
contrive the elimination of Congreas from Its legitimate field of control. It does
call for an advisory liaison between the Executive, I. e., the State Department,
and the Congres; but the freedom of Congress to accept or reject any advice
that
might be tendered must be recognized as the ruling principle of the
relationship.
Elimination of the Presidential veto Is vital to the restoration of congressional
power. To retain this veto would be to foredoom all other efforts to break the
zecutive domination. It inthis power of final review that enables the State
Department through the President to frustrate the responsiveness of Congress
to the peop!e. It Is this final power that makes a mockery of all Intermediate
procedures, such as conscientious hearings and investigations. It is also this
nal power that enforces the executive policy as distinguished from the legisla.
tive and puts all interested parties, the industries, the workers, the farmers, the
owners of mines, plants or mills into the Valm. of the Executive's hands and at
the mercy of his predileetions and those of his advisers.
THlE NATIONWIDE COMMIIIZ or Iousitv, AoaIcULTUUE
AND LADOs O2 UIsPOr-ExOlr POUOr,
Washington, D. 0., March 7,195A
Re Mr. Dulles' statement on 11. B. 10308.
Mr.' WrmuR D. MiuA,

Chairman,,House Committee on Ways and Means,

House O11e Building, Washington, D. 0.
Mm.ts: On February 24 1058, the Secretary of State, Mr. John
Foster Dulle, appeared bIfore your committee and presented a prepared statement for the record.
I would like to offer an analysis of, and comments on, seme of the leading points
set forth by Mr. Dulles and hope that this may be Included In the record. OrdInarily I would make no request of this'kind but I believe that because o the
far.reaching implications of some of Mr. Dules' observations and judgments and
DEAn M.
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their vital bearing on the merit* of the legislation that In before your committee
In the form of K It,
i10 , you And members of your committee no less than
those who look to the hearings record for Information and guidance will be
interested In an analysis of his statement fromts the point of view of one who
disagrem with his position.
The Secretary of atnte'
paper it divided Into seven parts and litle reply will
be addressed In sequence to these parts.
In part, I, Ir. Dulteo wrers to what he calls the two mainn aspects of the
PIreiOdent'a proposal to extend and strengthen the Trade Agreetents Act.
The secondd
aspwet was selected by Mr. Dutle himself for youir Attention, As
set forth by htim this asiect of the I'resident's propon! is the part "dcragnrd to
hell moke IthUntef tntes stvutie ;galoD tslcloal datvser." (ialie snpplled.)
The Secretary of $tate Phould be lauded for his franukne.
It is clear froin
his statement that the Trade Agreements Act is to be wrencheld front Its origlhit
intent und converted Into ni Instrumentality of the diplomacy of this conlitry.
That It has In fact tte used itthis mnnor for a number of yonrs linus Iwli
asserted numerous tihue by those who bave questioned the umauthorlredl dlr,,.
tion taken by the prturaut but never before has the tate )epartnent so clearly
pleaded gullt to the charge.
The question thts presented by Mr. Dulles Isreally twofold, Ono Is whether
the danger to the United states on the political side N no great and Imminent
that It should be raised, to An overriding discipline, supersedlng our constitution
and stch considerations of the donestie economy as might be held to upset In.
tornatlonal diplonwatie maneuvers and negotiations. The other In whether Inter.
national trade as an instrumentality of diplomacy Is In fact a suitable or useful
or manageable toot that can be used suelstfully to further the security of this
country against external danger.
The first part of the question is a most serious one. Itwe keep in mind that
there was a time less than 20 years ago when the American colonists were
willing to risk death And privation and did indeed experience both, for the sake
of setting up a constitutional system of government on this continent, we must
naturally wonder why today we should throw the principles of that Constitution
overboard its
a means of courting safety.
Presumably danger may be so great at times that we must temporarily forego
the benefit of principles for the establishment of which others died; but when
there may be a clear doubt about the nature of the danger and when there is in
any case no compellng reason for believing that the action proposed to avert
th danger would be more fruitful than other proposal% then surely there can
be no Justification for Jumping to a totalitarian conclusion about what should
be done.
It has become a habit In high places to shoot from the hip with superlatives,
to my,for example, that a course of action iiot conforming to the official proposal,
would be "totally disastrous." The meaning of words is thus vitiated and test.
aony that deals In such superlatives loses its weight. If It I necessary to invoke totalitarian principles in order to gain the acceptance of testimony It may
W suspected that the testimony lacks the force to recommend Itself.
The other part of the question, I. e., conceding the danger, whether the trade
agreements program is a suitable instrumentality for warding It off, should also
be closely examined. This phase of the question leads us Into parts 11, 11, IV
of Mr. Dulles' statement.
The Seeretary's statement says that the trade agreements legislation of the
United States has become "symbolic of economic cooperation as a substitute of
economic warfare." Then, going back to the depression of 19, the statement
refers to the trade barriers that were erected as a means of reviving the econ.
omies of various countries and the decline In world trade that ensued. Since
World War II "the trend has happily been In the other direction, at least so far
as the free world Is concerned" the statement continues.
Thti latter statement will come as news to many people whQ are under the
impression that Intemational trade became more closely hedged by quotas, ex.
ctage controls% embargoes and Import licensing systems after World War 'I
than ever before. The Secretary evidently paints with very broad strolces of
the brush. Very recent years have indeed witnessed some'relaxation; but the
trade of most countries continues under close surveillance of their governments;
and there Is visible little or no hesitation to restore restrictionsitat
have been
taken off Ifthis is regarded as necessary.
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'Tho United Kingdom still has the token import plan which greatly restricts
Imports of t ong lit of goods from this country. Yor thin thee may be good
reasons, The pount Is that cA'Yl' or no OAT1 other countries shuttle between
liberallatlon and restriction of trade very much to mutt themselves,
Mr. Dulles points to the need of liberal ling trade nore and inore because of
th" physicall danger that We Iee."
VIlently 24 years of the trade agreements prograit did nnt prevent us from
utriftling Int a such physical danger. Why then should we try wore of the same
medicine? Mvidently ans preventive it was not effective: and Just as surely It
has not acted as i cure. WhbenIe the notion then that the record supports a
further 5-year extension of the program?
"Air the first time in history,' the statement continues, "the United tatt.
Imsubject to major devastation from weapons launched from foreign mol."
(Ian Mr lilies really believe lit the existence or rotllnuatlon of tho trAde.
angreements prograni bears any aScertnlnoblo relevance to the fact that Rull
hns rimen to n posItloi of challenging thin country physically? If there In any
relevaney, the more obvious conclusion, according to ordinary logic, would he
that the program did nothing to prevent the unwelcome development, It It did
not Indeed, ehnneo it,
110 does, Inceed, claim that "the danger is met, and our pence Is preserved,
by one tact and one fact alone-that is, that the free world is not disunited,
hit work. together and provides dispersed power to retaliate against armed
aggXsilon."
In saying this, he makes two assumptions. One Is that mtch unity as there
is does not com from military conmiderations, but from the trade-agreements
program. The other is that the trade-agreements program will be the magnet
that will keep the tree world together,
Both are very strand assumptions, and can be sustained at best, and then
only Ilimily by exaggerating vastly the proposals of the so-called protectionists.
Thus, Mr. Julles says, "Itother world nations think that the United states
market will be Increasingly closed to them, that will Immeasurably help the
,4nvli (- ammunist bloc to promecute their plan of economic encirclement ind
ultimate strangulatlon of tho United Statole"
In other words, the free world
will lose Its unity and Russia will pounee on us.
'Thera Is no proposal before the Ways anti Means Committee or before Congress
that would come anywhere near closing our market to Imports. There are,
indeed, proposals that would keep imports from running wild, as they have
In some sectors since the war, and with their low-wage advantages driving our
own producer, with their vaunted higher productivity armor, like chaff before
the wind. Princlpally, these are proposals to keep imports within bounds and
to housebreak them competitively s that it will he psible to live with them.
Again, Mr. Dulles In part IV says that "some elements of the United States
Industry seek to Improve their competitive position by Implying that any competition from abroad, merely because ItIs'foreign,' should, on that account, be
debarred."
It woald hoevery helpful If Mr. illes supported this bald assertion with
sube81Mtiating citations. Without bothering to do so, he swings stoutly at
this uxly strawman that he has thus set up and brings him down flat witb this:
"The United States cannot accept that viewpoint without endangering our
whole Nation." This, In part V of his statement.
Naturally, we are moved to shout "Brave I" The trade-agreements policy
scores again, as It has scored so many times, against the villains made of straw.
But then Mr. Dulls softens. This is a pity, betause it robs him of his victory.
He says, "There Is, of course, a wide range of cases where foreign competition
should be restrained, and Is restrained by protective action."
This admission brings him within the range of reality, but in the process
he lost his lance.
lis admission that there is a "wide range of cases where foreign competition
should be restrained" ranges him alongside the proposals of the so-called pro.
tectionlsts. That is all that they have claimed. They do not propose a general
Increase In tariff rates nor the general imposition of Import quotas. They
seek redress against Injury only when thin can be proved to the satisfadlon
of the Tariff Commission In public hearings where all sides are heard, in Indivldual cases, and they advocate quotas only where the tariff alone Is uneqWa
to the situation because of the operation of the most-favored-naUon clause.
Why Is Mr. Dulles not satisfied with this? He,as spokesman for the State
Department and accepting the long-tme position of that Deprtnet, does
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not believe that the regulation of our foreignl coninlerce can be left to the
Uoitgregs, where It was place by the Constitution.
Anti why doea this attitude cnto so naturally to the SrtetDepartinent?
1vIdently, It ts not so much a maiter of principle as It Is a lMtter of who exerlises
power. That it lis not a point of principle is readily dedtced front the
Secretary's and the State liepartintet's view of restralnhig imports so long
as It is done by that Departnient In consort with the Department of Comluerce
or other executive agencies and not by Congres.
Thus liecites with approbation the voluntary restriction of oil Imports,
includingg those frot Venezuela and Canada," These restrictions, such as they
are are In the fori of quotas. Obviously, quotas are respectable It they are
under the control of the Nxecutive, but unspeakably kicked Itthey are Imposed
as a matter of law under procedures spelled out by Congress and controlled by
ongr.
Again he points approvingly (p. VI) to the restrictions Imp.ed by Japan on
her exports of "textiles, flatware and other goods sold to tho United Htates."
Once more, these voluntary, sel.imposed restrictions find no echo in the well.
stockeil arsenal of iII will against quotas in the Blots Department,
Obviously, it Is all right to impose trade barriers so long as It is done by 'the
Stato Deiartinent or oen other arm of the executive, Hvidently, slibecomes
saintly If it is committed In the right quarter.
It other words, what concerns the State lepartmnent Is not the restriction of
trade as such, but who does it, even it the law and Its orderly application must
be set aside, and even if our system of government must be subverted In the
proeos
Such a view Is a natural product of the assumption that diplomacy
must be the arbiter of our lives. All else must then be subordinated to the conalderations of foreign relations, including the Congress.
V1 AND Vii

Here Mr. Dulles tdrus tWil -points of the compass, north, south, east, and
west.
lie cites Canada and her unfavorable balance of trade with us in 1057 and,
byv deploring such R condition, swallows the mercantilistic philosophy that his
lleArtment abhors so busily. In 1057, a year during which Canada made
tremendous capital outlays for pipelines, Iron-ore development, and other enterprises that drew heavily upon United States sources of supply, that country
imported *30 billion from this country, but sold us only $2.9 billion. Already,
toward the end of 1057, this unfavorable balance began to move toward a balane, as should have beet%excited as these developmental enterprises neared
completion. Imports from this country dropped $100 million In the second half
of the year. That the unfavorable balance was no great strain on Canada In
the sound exchange position of the Canadian
the first Instance was reflected 1in
dollar.
What Mr. Dulles did not mention is notable. He said nothing about the
Canadian grievance against our ltberatltrade-mtnded wheat producers and flour
millers who hold tenaciously to a virtual embargo against the importation of
Canadian wheat and wheat flour while ranging themselves stanchly on the side
of the freer trade advocates In this country.
Also, Mr. Dulles failed to note that the duty on American goods going into
Canada averages a good 2% times our average duty on Imports from Canada.
Southward, he points to Venezuela and points out that in 1057 we shipped $1
million. He
billion of exports to that couatty while we bought only #0
observes that "if the Government of Venezuela considers that we intend to put
up serious barriers to imports from Venezuela the consequences will not be in
the interest of our national security." Yet 'he admits that we have a "Government-sponsored voluntary restriction which limits oil imports, including those
from Venezuela and Canada." In other words, the restrictions are sanctified
by the fact that they were sponsored, not merely by our Government, but by
the executive branch thereof. Had they been put on by Congress or an agency
of Congress under due process of law, the same restrictions would have to go
to the foot of the line and stand as a monument to the crumbling of our national
security.
Now, eastward, he points to the United Kingdom, a country that he correctly
describes as living "by participation in world trade." In 1057, the United Kingdom bought $1.1 billion from us but we Imported only $0.775 billion from there.
This left a balance of over $300 mIUion against England.
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One of the principal troubles isthat Britain competes In our market, principally, with finished products that not only we elso manufacture but that are
also manufactured and shipped to us by
glnland's competitors, such as West
Germany, Franco, Italy, the Netherlands, Belgium, and, not least, Japan. The
most.favored-nation clause prevents our granting lower duties to British Imports as could be done In many cases because of their relatively higher prices.
Should we lower the rate on imports from the United Kingdom, the same lower
rates would bo applied uncondiltionaIly under the most.favored-nation clause to
Imports front all her competitors. This would only widen their price advantage
in this market over Imports from IHngland, and would not help her.
go, the capping tatern, n of Mr. Dulles is mere hollowness and rhetoric
when he say$: "Iftho United States were to adopt policies that would set In molion a series of worldwide Irade restrictions and hlgh-tariff policies, the effect
upon the United Kingdom would be grievous,"
l'omlbly. However, there Is no proposal before Congress that suggests what
Mr. Dulles professes to fear. Moreover Britain did her best In a world of hlgh
tariffs Mefore World War I. Lower wage competition, in combination with the
mcxt.favorod.aulIon clause (the principle of nondiserimlination), later under.
mined her position,
duringg westward, Mr. Dulles comes upon Japan. lie points at her unfavor.
able trade balnee with us. In 1115, she bought $1.25 billion from us, but we
took ily $0.0 illlion, or halt as much, from her.
Unqueatonably, we have a responsiillity here so long as we Insist that Japan
must not trade with lied China aid North Korea.
However, recognition of the re ponpilblilty does not solve the problem. Of
all the routes to take in our relations with Japan, (AV'T Isprobably the poorest.
We should not have sponsored Japanese neme rship InGATT,but should have
entered Into a bilateral agreement with her. Fourteen of the other leading
nations of GATT have, In any case, refused to extre1 most-favoreul-natlon-clause
treatment to her, although we have done no. Our support of Japanese entry
Into OATV was a case of n bankruptcy of ideas and of following what appeared
to be the obvious and easiest channel.
We should have made a study of our trade with Japan and of the capacity
of our industries to absorb competition from Japan In our market. We should
then have devised Import quotas which would have kept the Imports within
limits, but which would have set aside a reasonable share of themarket to be
supplied by Japan. This would have made It possible to live with the Imports.
As it Im,we are being driven of necewsily, to the use of Import quotas on a
global basis because Imports from Jnpam not only confront our own Industries
with a problem In our market but, also, exporters from Europe and especially
the United Kingdom.
In the end, Mr. Dulies again Invokes danger as the impelling consideration
In support of H, R.10388.
What Is his suggestion worth? The trade-agreement extension for another
5 years would, presumably, provide us the necessary shield.
Now, let us suppose that the Russian economic threat againt which Mr. Dulles
so properly warns us should materialize. The next question Is how GATT,
which Is the offspring of our trade-agreements program but which, in turn, houses
the program, Is fitted for economic warfare. Let ts remember that at the outset
Mr. DulleS said that, since 1084, we had moved toward economic cooperation
as a substitute for economic warfare. Now, apparently, we are to use the
same instrumentality of International cooperation, I. e.,GAIT, for purposes
of economic warfare.
Obviously what Ismeant here Is the use of foreign trade by our Government
for International political purposes--in a new direction, namely, to block Russia.
Implicit In this undertaking is an end to private International commerce;
for nothing Is less suited to economic warfare than private trade conducted
for profit. What we are really witnessing here Is the effort of the State Lepartment In the guise of freer trade to gain complete dominion over the flow of
commerce.
This effort continues to reflect the same philosophy that produced both the
illstarred ITO (International Trade Organzatlon) signed In 1948 but rejected
by Congress in 1950, and the still waiting OTO (Organization for Trade Oooperation) which Isstill In the eggshell on which Congress has been stung for
8 years. The Russian economic and military threats are merely handy argu-
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meats to be pressed into service in the attempt to denude Congress of its authority over foreign commerce.
Obviously, if it becomes necessary to meet the Russian trade challenge by
extraordinary means we must quickly forget the most-favored-nation-clause in
order to gain greater maneuverability. Also we must set aside earmarked
products, raw materials and farm surpluses for shipment where they will do the
most good, and not according to profit consideration nor through established
distribution channels. Commercial considerations must be brushed aside.
Such a course would upse tie normal trade channels to an incalculable degree
and would undoubtedly Intedere with our trade relations with GALT countries.
Instead of being of help to us OATT would no doubt challenge our violations and
throw into doubt the value of our economic efforts against Russia.
All that Mr. Dulles really accomplished in his statement was to press into
the service of the State Department the latest international d%elopments for
help toward gaining the long standing objective of the Department, but which
it has so far not quite succeeded In assuring-and that is, making of international
relations a totalitarian discipline to which Congress and our Constitution must
bow if any of us are to remain free or even alive and establishing the executive
branch of the Government and the State Department in particular as the supreme
arbiter.
Sincerely yours,
0. R. STRAOKnFrJN,
Ohafman,
How A Tans Ao0nmzNT IS MADE
Commentary by 0. R. Strackben, Chairman tlte Nation-Wide Committee on
Import-Export Policy, April 30, 1958
The Department of State has issued a brochure under the title "How A Trade
Agreement Is Made." It bears the date of February 1958 and has recently
been distributed far and wide. This dissemination corresponds with the consideration by the Congress of the trade agreements extension bill of 1958.
The publication presents in detail the interdepartmental organization that
initiates trade agreements, sets forth the several steps involved in preparing lists
of items on which it is proposed to reduce the tariff on the one hand, and on
which concessions are to be asked from other countries, on the other; traces
the public hearings process, the setting up of negotiating teams to deal with
foreign representatives, the actual process and considerations that guide the bargaining operations and the final promulgation of the results by the President.
The Department is to be congratulated on the thoroughness of its job.
However, in making this exposition the Department was probably unaware
of the thorough manner in which It also confirmed the many bitter complaints
lodged against this very system by numerous domestic producers who have
experienced the results of the organizational features described in the brochure
and the airtight procerures pursued in making a trade agreement
Intentional or not, the system almost completely shuts out all influences other
than those of the executive power, which is enthroned atop of numerous interlocking and same-thinking subsidiary committees, which in their turn are also
drawn, with minor exceptions, from the swollen and teeming executive departments; State, Treasury, Defense, Interior, Agriculture, Commerce, and Labor.
As well try to penetrate the Inner precincts of a medieval palace through the
concentric rings of guards as to undertake to produce the least effect upon the
deliberations of these executive representatives. Their precautions against influence from outside the executive branch would all be appropriate with respect
to subjects that fall exclusively under the functions of the Executive; but are
out of place with respect to a subject on which no settled policy can be forespoken.
It becomes obvious that such devices as hearings before the Committee for
Reciprocity Information (which is made up almost completely of executive departmental personnel) in preparation for trade agreements are nothing more
than hollow concessions made to outward appearances. The executive personnel
of the Committee for Reciprocity Information (a hearings agency) is the same as
that of the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements (an operating
gronp). Not only is this odd but reflects once more the prevalent attitude that
domestic producers whose vital interests are involved should be told and not
asked. Theirs is not to reason on the bows and whys.
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If the document on How a Trade Agreement Is Made is read against the con.
stitutional enumeration of the powers of Congress, where the responsibility for
the regulation of foreign commerce and tariff-making is placed unequivocally
upon Congress, it becomes obvious that once the portals to the executive maze
that leads to a trade agreement are entered Congress s soon lost to sight; and no
one has yet been able to find or fight his way back. The dungeon keepers
of the Middle Ages would find the atmosphere familiar; and the marauders of
the Arabian Nights would recognize a kindred world.
To men of the open day and sunlight the system is and should be abhorrent.
The men who sit on these inner committees are as bound in thought aw conclusion as the members of a Russian Soviet; and this Is alien to the American
system.
How can this be?
The fact arises from a basic error of administrative concept:
What has happened is that the administration of a law governing an evercontroversial issue (tariffs and trade) has been treated since 1934 as if it had
been moved into a settled arena, to be guided henceforth by an inflexible and
undebatable formula: in this case, progressive and relentless tariff reduction
under executive rule with but a shadow of recourse by those who are injured.
The procedure established could only be based on the assumption that the
electorate once having spoken had relinquished Its Interest In the tariff and trade
subject and left it to the President (meaning in effect the State Department) to
do with as he saw fit. Judging by the executive procedures established to govern the trade agreements program, the 78d Congress sitting in 1934 was apparently regarded as having spoken for all future Congresses as well. This is,
of course, wholly out of keeping with the Constitution which contemplates
changes in sentiment among the people and the expression of such changes
through their elected representatives.
Procedures for making trade agreements under the legislation were characteristically set forth In an Executive order (No. 9832). This was in effect an act
of waving goodbye to representative government In this particular field.
Why?
It is because executive personnel of the departments who became almost the
exclusive administrators are appointed by the Brecutive, owe their tenure, the
future of their careers, their advancement and all else that makes for loyalty,
to the Executive. Their function Is to carry out settled policy. Theirs Is not a
legislative or parliamentary field nor one in which the voice of tDe voters is
registered.
Therefore, it is unrealistic to look to public hearings conducted by executive personnel and expect results significantly at odds with the ruling executive
policy. Such personnel is not responsive to Congress; and the voice of Congress is lost in the intervening chasm.
It would be different if the administering bodies were creatures of Congress and responsible to Congress, as are some of the independent agencies.
That is the distinction between the Tariff Commissions which is an agency set
up by Congress to do the detailed and technical work of Congress, and the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements and its alter ego the Committee
for Reciprocity Information, which are not creatures of the Congress but arms
of the executive. The Tariff Commission under the present setup, is but an
edentate body constantly frustrated by the President.
The nonresponsive effect produced by this system could still be overcome but
for two practices that effectively lock the door to the reentry of congressional
influence.
1. Tariff Commission recommendations under the escape clause are sent exclusively to the President to do with as he likes. The escape clause represents
the principal recourse against injury from trade agreements available to do.
mestic producers. In rejecting such recommendations the President has blt
to sign a letter directed to the chairmen reso.ctively of the Senate Financo
Committee and. the House C9mmittee on Ways and Means. From this there io
is no appeal, and the residentt has since 1951, when the escape clause was first
enacted rejected About two recommiendations for every one he has signed.
(These rejections appear to be completely at odds with, the. successive Presiwould be hurt by the trade agre,dential assurances that no domestic industry
menits progra.#. This reassuring face Is the one the exe utive has turned to.the
public while in the meantime the trade agreements machinery has continued to
grind out its results quite oblivious of these assurances.)
27629---t. 2-3
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"'110 ("t1AIaRNAX. Tile next wiess is Dr. Lewis Pi Lloyd, of the
Auneriean Tariff Leaue, Inc.
Come forwardt, D~r. Lloyd.
STATEMENT OF LEWIS E. LLOYD, REGIONAL VICE PRESIDENT,
THE AMERICAN TARIFF LEAGUE, INC.
Mr. Ltovm *,%r. Chuairmian -I an! Lkwis VH.Lloydl,'economiist and
hie-ad of tile busine,<k research for the Dow Chuemical Co. However
I appear today in behalif of the American Tariff League, of which
In belf of the Amierican Tariff League, I would like to suggest

that It. R. 12591 which proposes to extend the Trade Agreements lAct
for 6 yrear, can b8 improved by this committee by addition of a few

simpl; amiendmients which would bring this bill more clearly into line
with current conditions.
*Fr,,t, however, nity I preface my suggestions with a comment
about. the objectives involved. Contrary .to statements by some of
the proponent, those of us who see dangers in a fl-year extension of
the Trade Agreements Act aire not opposed to trade. Speaking for
myself, as well as for the league, I want to assure you that we recognize the importance of foreign trade to the economy of the Ulnitedl
States.
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VTe iito lm not, whetlier we mliould have foreign trade, but rather
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program tioi' ho kept in balaiwb, It recognizes that whti l we inay
reM1Iee ratty%
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ieit Cotigress shiouild have a share in the finol detoiiinatioi o f tiny rate3 or quota miodification growing ouit of escape clause
'Vlio changes jproprise4l by tile Ifo

bill indicate a recognition of

Clio jiL'C for lflJ)FovelIIet ini lie trade agreements programm. During
thie wA 26 years of Its adin~iistra~tioni (hero have developed inmtny fini1101 1fctotis, Oven inlliJlieso ill ftle jprceuit14 tariff law, 1mild ftpecially
in tile Chaotic Itarf xcedules that have resulted.
T1hie bill now before this conitittee nleedls further refinemnt, how-

ever,- before it can give efTeclive, improvement, VTho league, after
paio~aingandlong rt-A-aich, has adopted afid publishedl recoinmendtioN lo, thorough overhaul of our tariff sytei and schedules.
WeO hope that Collgresm at an early (late will give serious consideration
to our prolposalo. l it tilheiantitinie, however, the present bill, suitably
amitided, e4)ltld fill the need for a conti nuingprogramn.
When we examine H. RI. 1259 we note tI at it provides for an uinpreeonted 6-year extension of time 1'remb ient's authority to enter
into trade agreements by Executive action, 5 years which may well
become 10 ptars. This results from language which permits reductlins nlegotiatedl (luring tlie 5-year period to be put into effect in, 5
atna Istes extending beond that period.
'Riussaal awenacted by the present Congress would be administered
throughout 2 future Presm(ential terms and 5 new Congresses We
doubt the wisdom of 'committing- the country'; trade policies that
far in advance.
The main argument offered by the administration in support of
this unprecedented 5-year extension is that it is necessary to cope
with thes European Economic Community when that- organization
determines what, its external tariff rates will be in 1962 and thereafter.,
Thip argument; is valid ounly if one assumes that the Common
Maret
illkee toitsanouncdtm schedule - that unless effective
pressure is exerted by the United States the Com mon Market will
act, in a manner adverse to our -interests -and that the proviins, of
the General Agreement on Tar iffs-and 1T rae whichar upoet
control the formation' of customs 'unions and free'.trade areas of its
members are iiadequmt.
When ,we examine the fIrst of these assumpions--namely, the timeitable for the'Common Mfarket-we begin to6 have doubts. Mlready
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ono important member country, rance, is undergoing political upheaval Which could disrupt the time table and even raises some doubts
as to whether the Common Market will become a working reality.
There are of course, many other stresses in Europe which can re-

formation of the Common Market or even clngo Its direction.
In the light of these uncertainties, and at a time when the international scene changes so fast, we doubt the wisdom of attempting to
establish a program which reaches so far lIto the future.
ni-fit
better extend tfe Trade Agreements Act for 2 years, after which, a
(ta

We

Congress could evaluate the problems facing us at that time.
The second assumption which we mentioned implies an Intent oil

new

our part to attempt to influence the decisions of the E.,uropean Evo.
noiae Community. If the proposed Common Market succeeds, it will
greatly advance IEuropean economic integration, It will strengthen
Smuetmber 11ntlons and munko then more inportalt and effective

allies in the family of free nations. It will improve European eco-

nomip efficiency and assist in raising European standards of living.
All this Is in our own best interests. We should be offering encouraglment and helpful sugtstlions, and should not be engaged in
devising ways to force the luropean Comnnon Market to ae against
Its own best jud uiets. If its interests require a given common
tariff, would we b wise in trying to undermineeit Have we forsaken our belief in the
irutclplo
of national self-determinism?
We are told that anot er reason for the 5-year extension is to meet
the trade offetnsive of Soviet Itussia. It is interesting to note that
troubles which lave been fomented by Communist tactica around the
world came into being during the life of the trade agreements
prog ram.
We do not wish to infer that these troubles have been caused by
the trado agreements program or in fact that it has contributed to
them; but it Is obvious that it did not prevent them. If it could not
prevent these problems, how can it b the cure for them?
The Russian economlo offensive will pose severe problems. We
shall need to give close attention to them. The program proposed by
the House bill, which could commit us for as much as 10 years, will
not give us the flexibility to reexamine the changing scene and adjust
to new conditions as they arise.
Ve should remain free to review and revise our program in the
light of the changing world picture and adjust to new economic situstions at home as w l as abroad. A 2-year extension of the Trade

Agreements Act will better fit present needs than the proposed unprecedented 5-year extension.
There is an additional reason for a short extension. Con e'ss, in
1956, directed the Tariff Commission to revise, coordinate andsimpli-

fy the tariff schedules. The Commission is nearing the end of this
herculean task and should be ready to offer its recommendations for
congressional consideration next year.

Since Congress set the task, it wifl want to consider most seriously

the resulting recommendations, free from any hampering commitments. A ong-term extensibn of the Tradb Agreements Act now
would prejudice such an objective approach.
H. IL 12591 authorizes the President to cut tariffs bY 25 percent,
even more in certain cases. The 1955 extension permitted a lesser re-
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ductlonp onily 15 percent; and yet something less than one-quartor of
tl potential Larfif-cutting authority has boon utilized up to now.
T1he bill which we are considering asks for now and more drastic
tariff-cutting power. We can only conclude that it intends to cut
rates that have already been cut many times before, including the
period of the most recent 8-year extension. In other words, we are
now definitely in the sensitive area of tariff cutting.
Mr. Chainnan, we can conceive of a tariff as having a "threshold
valuo," a rate to which, under ordinary circumstances, a previously
higher rate can be cut without much affecting imports. This Is tho
theory of the peril point.
Jlowover, peril poteit settings cannot be mathematically exact; and,
as the situation changes, a peril point set today may not be realistic
tomorrow. This is especially important when we realize that, in recent years, manufacturers in the industrial free nations have been
building modern now plants. Many of these are automated mass.
production plants with low unit costs. A peril point established oven
8 or 4 years ago may be completely unrealistic now, and one establisled now may soon be obsolete.
I It seems to us, therefore, that Congress ought not to authorize
a further 25 percent reduction which will surely drive some of our
tariffs below the "threshold vaue." Nor should Congress authorize
the two-percentage-point-reduction feature proposed in the new bill
which, on already low rates, permits reductions in excess of 25 percont.
We submit that a carryover of the unused authority should be adequate to meet the needs over the next 2 years. In any case, if new
tariff-cutting authority is granted, it should be limited to 5 percent
per year during the life of a 2-year extension.
The House bill wisely introduces the principle of having Congress
share in the final determination of escape-clause cases. T is sharing
is an extension in this field of the checks and balances which we find

so fundamental'to our Federal system.
The administration of the escape clause involves consideration of

two sets of facts: one has to do with the question of injury to domestic

producers from imports; the other involves relations with other nations and the effect of proposed remedial action on foreign policy,
including national defense.
The United States Tariff Commission is an able body, operating
under congressional directives, standards, and criteria. It is competent to determine the economic effects of injury in escape-clause
cases and of recommending the rate of duty or the import regulation
needed to alleviate that injury.
The executive department, on the other hand, is in a position to
assemble facts and make recommendations conceang the foreign
policy aspects of proposed escape-clause action. Hence, it is wise and
proper to assign to the executive department this aspect of the problem.
Any remedial action, be it a tariff increase or quota, is apt to arouse
opposition by foreign producers. They may and often do enlist support of their own foreign office to oppose such action. This may create problems, large or small, for our own State Department. In the
interest of easing their own jobs, our State Department would 44.
urally oppose remedial action for every escape-clause case.
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It seems Imperative to uts, therefore, that an arbiter or judge is

needed and that Congress is tile logical one. In escape clause Cana
where national defense or foreign policy would be seriously htindi-

capped by proceeding with the I ariff Commission recommnndations
the executive department would so report to Congress, giving full
account of the reasons and alternative proposals, if any.
We have every confidence in th0 Congres of the United States and
i the responsibility of its Members. -We know that in those cases
where the executive department would report to Congress evidence
of overriding national defense or foreign policy considerations, the
Congress would give due consideration to the merits of the case and
select the course which would serve the best interests of the country.
However, If the case for national interest were more imagined than
real, it seems unlikely that the President would bring the case to Congros In this way, Congress cal regain its proper voice in tariff
and trade matters without doing violent to Executive responsibility
it the field of foreign affairs. Moreover, the burden on Congress
should not be large, because few cases would be brought to Coilgregm
for arbitration.
The provision of the House bill has a reverse twist. It would
authorize the President to reject or modify the Tariff Commission's
recommendation unless Congres, by a two-t thirds vote of both Houses,
directs otherwise. Tile likely ihooi of any industry group, patricularly
a small business, ever obtaining support of two.thirds of both Houses
is so remote as to make the avenue of relief only a tantalizing mirage.
The other approach seems to its more practical; one in which the
President would initiate congressional action if he wished to reject
or modify the Tariff Commission's recommendation. The President,
by expressing the views of the interested executive departmentstote, Commerce, and others-the Defense agencies and the foreign
governments through their diplomatic channels in Washington, can
marshal all the facts concerning any overriding national interest.
Therefore, we suggest that H. 1R. 12591 be amended to provide that
a Tariff Commission recommendation in an escape clause case be made
effective unless the President, within 60 days, obtains some form of
congressional approval for rejection or modification.
Such approval could take any one of several forms: action by both
Houses, action of either House, or action by thle House Ways and

Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee, in a manner
analogous to the principle in the Executive reorganization plans.
Since such action would be at the express request of the President,
as well as in furtherance of an act already on the statute books, it
would seem to satisfy our basic concept of balance between the legislative and executive finctions.
The changes which we have suggested would, in our opinion, make
H. R. 12591 a more realistic law in the framework of today's world
and we urge these refinements in the interest of an improved United
States foreign trade policy.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman:
The C IATRUMzr. Thank you very much, sir.
Are there any questions.
Senator Ka;. No questions.
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Senate r WIL,.1,AMs. Mr. Lloyd, I notice you recommend several
changes in the bill. )id you sub mit to the Ways and Means Committee any suggested amendments I
Mr. LLOY. We have not submitted any language, but we will be
glad to offer some proposed changes, if Tou would like.
WIfLLIAMS. Would you subinit such to the committee for our
Senntor
study
I
Mr. LoYI. We surely will.
The CHAIRMAN. 'I'hiink you.
Senator BKNxNivr. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask one question.
At the top of page 4, you say we should be offering encouragement
and helpfu- suggestions, and should not be engaged in devising ways
to force the ,iiropean Common Market to act against its own best
judgment.
In what respect does this bill force the European Common Market
_
to act against its own best judgm ent
Mr. Senator1 Ir understand the proponents, including
Mr. LToyo.
the adminiistraltion, they visualize the 5-year extension as a means of
entering into negotiation widti the European Common Market to try
to force down or. try.to negotiate with them lower tariff schedules than
they would propose. and plan to put into effect oil their external tariffs,
on their external trade.

Frr. Well, have we any power to use the European
Senator 1FNN
Common Market to do anythingI
Mr. LToYD. Well, this is a question of. practice versus theory again.
In theory, of course we have no power. But you know the economic
weight of the United States in world affairs, and you know if we come
in with suggestions: they will be given consideration, perhaps well beyond the merit of them.
Senator BI:iNs-ir. You are interested in protecting the importer
but not the exporter. Do you not think tinder certain circumstances
the American exporters' needs or interests should be adequately represented by the United States?
Mr. Lr~oy. Well, as I saw the list of testimony before this committee and the Ifouse Ways and Means Committee, I saw a number of
exporting representatives giving testimony.
Moreover, if one examines the situation on commodity imports
that from the first quarter of 1957
we find
right now,
and
to theexports
first quarter
of 1958,
exports dropped about a billion dollars,
a 20-percent drop. Imports dropped only about $100 million, less
than a.4-percelt.d rop.
So it would seem that at present tariff schedules, we are not affecting exports by the import situation. There are other factors, apparently, such as the competitive situation in third countries where
foreign operators are able to undersell us and take our export markets
from us.
Senator Bzim-'rr. You are talking about the past, and in this testimony you are talking about our power to force certain tariff schedules
or the adoption of certain tariff policies on the part of the European
Common Market, which has yet to be developed.
You feel, then, there should be no power in the United States, the
State Department should have no power, to make recommendations
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or enter Into negotiations with the European countries as they develop
their Common Market, for the protoetin of our exporters?

Mr. Lioym. If I understand It, our State Department and executive
branch have always had thle power to negotiate with foreign countries

on subjects including trade and commerce, even prior to the Trade
Aureoinents Act.
Senator IIF.NNwmr. Then what new power do they get to force the
Common Market to act against Its own beet judgment

Mr. Lt~oyn. Well, its spaeifle power for tariff cutting what at

GAW'f' nigotiations or negotiations with the COmmon Market repro-

sentatives would bo an opportunity to try to get them to reduce their
tariffs. Perhaps they would'bo inclined to do this against their own
best judgment because of not wanting to offend us.

Senator lhasrnmr. Then do you not think your word "force" is a

little strong?

Mr. TyoYv. This may be a bit strong, Senator.
Senator BpEN mr, We have no power to force. We have merely the
power to negotiate.
Mr. x -Top
That is right,
Senator )3emmr. That is all, Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much, Dr. Lloyd.

(Mr. Lloyd subsequently submitted the following for the record:)
Tu

AutO.N TARtI'

LrAour, INo.,

Now York, N. Y., Jul 8, 1958.

Hon. llAIRn" F. BTV.

Okalrmon, Committed oi Pfnnure,
United States Reote, lI'asahlgtois, D. 0.
DEAR S.AToR Rywn: At the completion of my testimony on beliAlf of the
American Tariff League, Inc., before your committee on Friday, June 27, the

following colloquy occurred between Senator John J. Williams, of Delaware,
and myself:

"Senator WnLUAMs. Mr. Lloyd, I notice you recommend several changes in
the bill. Did you submit to the Ways and Means Committee any suggested

amendments?
"Mr.iloyD. We have not submitted any language, but we will be glad to offer
some proposed changes, if you would like.
"Senator WtLLTAUILs. Would you submit such to the committee for our study?
"Mr. LTorv. We surely will."
In response to the Senator's suggestion, therefore I would like to submit the
attached legislative suggestions for the Improvement of H. R. 12,S1. These would
accomplish the following:

1. Reduce the term of the measure from 5 to 2 yeOr.

2. Provide that the President shall proclaim the recommendations of the

United States Tariff Commission, an agent of the Congress, unless both Houses

of the Congress disapprove. The mechanics here suggested would be similar,
proedurally, to those In the administration bill, but differ importantly in a
substantive way.
8. Provide for possible tariff reductions of 5 percent a year, noncumulative,
over the 2-year period.
The Tariff Commission's comprehensive studies are shortly to become avail-

able. Such a lengthy extension could, In effect, cause the Commission's moun.
mental studies to be academic. H. Ri. 12591 could develop into a 10-year tariffcutting bill, and we feel that this is entirely too long a term for a delegation of
congressional authority.
Respectfully yours,
LEwIs B. LtoYD,
Repiol Vice Pre8bfdet.
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RK*. 0. Subsection () of section 7 of the Trade Agreements lfxtension Act of
1051, as amended (10 U. 8. 0. 1804 (e)), Is amended to read ns follows:
(1) Within thirty days after receipt of the Tariff Commission's report
"()
on Its Investigatiol and finding, the President shall make such adjustments in
the rates of duty, impose such quotas, or make such other modifications as are
found and reported by the .loazsslozn to be nee sary to prevent or remedy
serious Injury to the respective domestic Industry.
"In the event that the President does not within thirty days after the receipt
of the commission's report make such adjustments or modifications or Im
much quotas, he shall not more' than ten days after the end of such period submit
a report to the Congress recommending that no adjustments or modifications be
made or no such quotas be Imposed or recommending that alternative means of
preventing or remedying Injury to the respective Industry be adopted.
"Within sixty days after the receipt of such report from the President, unles
the Congress by concurrent resolution shall nfllrmatively disapprove of the Commission's findings and recommendations, they shall become effective upon the
expiration of the six ty-day period.
"Ohould the Prxsident make his report when the Congrex4 Is not In semion or
less thnn sixty diays before the adjournment of Congress sne lie, the findings
and recommendations, of thp commission shall become finally effective sixty days
after the (into on which the next session of the Congress beginit, unless during
such sixty-day period Congress by concurrent resolution aiflrmatively dimpproves of the findings and recommendations of the Commission."
(1) Sectlon 2 of l,R. 1I01 Is amended by striking out "June 80, 1003" and
Inserting In 116w thereif "June 80 1000".
(2) Section 8 (a)'(4) (A), (li), (0), and (D) of T,.I. 1201 are amended
to read as follows:
"(4) (A) No proclamation pursuant to paragraph (1) (B) of 1his subsection shall be made, In order to carry out n foreign trade agreement
1,
8, decreasing any rate of
entered Into by the Presidepat on or after July It
f6h1fng rates:
duty bel6w the lowest of tlib
"(1) The rate which Would result from decreasing tMO rate existing
on July 1, 1058, by 10 per centum of such rate.
"(i) The rate 5 per centum ad valorem or, In the cae of any article
subject to a specific rate of duty or to a combination of rates Including
a specific rate, and rate (or combination of rates), however Otated, the
ad valorem equivalent of which has been" determined as 50 Oer centum
ad yalorem.,

The provislona of clause (i) of this subparagraph and of aubparagroph
(B) (11)of this paragraph shall, In the case of any article subject to:a
combination of ad valorepn ates of duty, apply to the aggregate of, uch
iates, and,'In the cAe of ary article Atbject t&'A specific Me of 'duty or
to - combination of rates Including a speeficrate, such provisions shall
apply on ito basis. of the ad valorem equivalent of.sueh rate or rates, durIng a repre.ontativo period (whether or not such period Includes July 1,
1058). determined In the same manner as the ad valorem equivalent of rates
not stated wholly In ad 'Valorem terms Is determined fot the purpose of
of this subsection.
paragraph (2) () (11)
"(B) (I) In the case of any decrease In duty to which clause (I) of subparagraph (A) of this paropaph applies,, such decrease shall become Inltialily effective In pot more than two annual stage, and no amount of decrease becoming Initially effective at one time shall exceed i5per centum of
the rate of duty existing on July 1. 1058, or one-half of the total amount of
the decrease under the foreign trade agreement, whichever is the greater.
"(Ii) Tn tbe case of any decrease In duty to which clause (it) of subparagraph (A) of this paragraph applies, Ouch decrease shall become Initially effective in not more than two aihtal stages, and no amount of decrease becoming Initially effective at one time shall exceed one-half of the
total amount of the decrease under theforeign trade agreemomt.
"(0) In the case of any decrease in duty to which subparagraph '(A)
of this paragraph applies, no part of a decrease after the first part shall
become Initially effective (I) until the Immediately previous part shall have
been In effect for a period or periods aggregating not less than one year. .,
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"(1)) No mrit of itt' eren iut diuy to iwhlih t(le nueritlivo H,'i-411e
lIt (4) (A) (I) of It& midwtrnvtioi l Illes Hluill lim-oine iotill1y ei'fedlyll
iifter tho Ck~pIrntI'm of (lt, two ymr poii whicht begin" on Jo1y It11MI~."
(,Sectioni 811h) (0) Inauied0 by PtrIhIist otit "1(4) (A) (111)" lit itho 10
ni ilketh~it lit till thcew,14t
" ) (A) (11)"1.

Thto'oxt wit nvm iRMr. to, (Iilhi VIL.
SenAtor KE~it, IhIi. Clialrinan, this gouttlenwi coming front Oklaon
0 of flip 11lu01 pulibcl1h011111 1111y I have JuSt Ami11ute( to PAY thilt heIt
spliritedi tklens of Okiliom, a stnuch chininpimi of rugged Anerliniis-ki. I linplem to know heo linti jtl'cu more than 200 talks bWore
high schools, colicws uni
t
civic cluibs lit Okiuhon, stressing tile
v'irtues of the Akmerican way of life nm coiitrasted1 with (lie enoronfle
Va'teins and shneles praoticed lit community it vouintyies,
I am vory happy, AN. Cinirmtm, to present, AN. leckle to thim

Theo (1ImAmmtM.A.
you may procovd.

Mtr. 1.eckle, we ore very glld to have ,011, oir', 811(1

STATEMENT OP L. GIFFIN ECKL91 OWNER AND OPERATOR, LEE'S
BIOYOLE SHOP, TULSA, OKLA.
Mr, 'HeKi*. N1tr. (lulrmin tind ini tiher of the comuumuttee, I have
lprepare-d aim oral statememit, a brief oral stnteitent, amd I should like
pornilfsNiom to fleo for tlie recordl a more lengthy one.
Tito CnuI tMx. WVithout, objection, youir .4ateteit.will be included
in tile rvvord.
Atr, Vxxi.x AIN, tinnie IRL. Orifth Ecklo. I own And oJperato Lee's
Bicycle Shop, Ani Istitutioun of 50 years', standing, located at '1'ulsa,
Okla.
It. ist quite possible that our e.,cperiellce Indealing with thle many
priles heated. by Imported bicycles and accesories, as well as thle
serlyears devoted to research as related to reeiproeni trading, forelgnl-lmuadoe mrvandise, and the effect it is seeming to have onl our
ecno
y,a be of some assistance to this committee in evahi ating
Wing more familiar with the bicycle business thaiothoe, I ask
your idulgence when I refer speciflijily to thle bicycle problems.
eileut. of thle
Let me, at the outset, make it clear that while I nco
ma~ny benefits resulting from world trading, I cannot believe th at the
economic welfare of our Amnerican industries as well as thiat of indiv'iduals, should be baorgained away to other nations by our Glovernment.
I am confident, though, that our present trade laws can be amended
so'as to improve and strengthen economic conditions.
Hanv, American industries are being seriously threatened by the
w.A increase in imports, which is due prirnrily to low-tariff and
foreign-labor rates. This impact. is resulting in tremendous lo&sses of
employment, production and sales.
hlundreds of items of foreign make are being offered in competition
to American-made products at prices ridiculously lower than is possible,for is to meet and still maintain our American standard of living.
Accrding to the United States News of March 7, 10.58,- many industries are closing down with no intention of reopening. One mnanufacturer of chinaiware said hie cannot, pay an average wage of $1.97 per
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hour andticompete

with ,japneso products nado with 20-cent-por.hour
lalxn',
Me can by no moans minliniize the importance and sorlousnms of the
current oconomio ioesslon. Neither can we bypiss the vital Import'raiic eta~rnwcvsful 'defense l)rogranIu
]tt 1 ant iuiAblo to find written into our Constitution, or even lK'tween tho line, where our State
Departinent or others should use our economio welfare via the recipro.
cal trade ogroluonts pi ogram to penluitilo nations to rofeuso an Invitation to communism or to )urclmilso our )eaeo and security.
A nation (lint holds Ienco with us only. as long as we are making
th payments (ies not merit our citlnuous hll), And itnation mil
our side only because we are patronizing it Is on our side only until
we stop Iayj fig...
Acompanylng the dn 'of the present administration relative to
rroal

rade Is astate of con fusion as to its truo meaning. When

the 1 reshldnt asked that tm trade ogretnont act be extended another
t years and that lie be nuthorl.cd to further lower the tariffs In accordntce with his disoretion, many agreed that we must have foreign cominerce but, asked: "Vhy reciprocal trade agreements?"
e
While te distinction between reciprocal trading and foreign tradil Is apparent, many people consider them to b6 one and the same.
We
are told that curbing of Import could create 41h million unemployed..
The Denrtmont of Commerce has said we had 61h million unemployed in March. Imports had not been curbed, but many American
Leforles wore either Idle or working only part time, due to the tre.
i (ondous
increase In imports.
We are told by this IDepartment that in 1957 more products were
exported--19 billion-that were imported-419 billion. Dollarwise
this Is true, but it is doubtful that productwise this would prove true.
In other words, products manufactured at 20 cents to 45 cents per
hour labor rates multiply volume much more than those we produce at
a national average of $1.07 per hour.
White I am deeply concerned over the effect imports are having upon economic conditions in general, I ain more specifically concerned
with the effect they are having upon my business, and upon the entire
bicycle industry.
For almost a century, the bicycle shop has carried with pride its
heavy responsibility to the children of America. Not only has it
allpp)ied reliable bicycles, but it has kept them in safe repair. At the
same time the bicycle shop has received remuneration in amounts that
have enabled the owners to continue operation and to furnish employmnet for many years.
But during the past 0 years, the bicycle shop has witnessed more
confusion and less remuneration. CoAfusion created by bicycles of
foreign make, and less remuneration due to the imported bicycles,
parts, and accessories sold by chain and department stores at prices
often below dealer's cost of American-made products, which we sell.
Beause of the many different brands of foreign-made products used
on foreign-made bicycles, it is essential that we carry a much heavier
inventory of parts than we normally would. This requires much more
time in locating the proper parts, and in many cases we are forced
to -tate. that we cafinot get the paits. But in all cases, we do make
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wvry OttR' to-ta06 care of tho oeprirs of suolh bicyelea, although wo
oftontilosmo110e1Y Indoing go.
MYrge luRIh systoma deAl dirtly with lijprtorg aind sil Inforelgin
acesorips for tim on American btop'olos. 'They recolv unibeleva y
C~oncurrently, thb Inaronno fit pu~rlow prices foii thia nrloimH,
chases of foreign moechitndive britigi a. decrease Ini Anierlcan-mado
iohli~t
thereby ninking the dealer moat for Aniorian products
Inrato while the hutporter can quott tin eromi lower price on foreign.

m1ado Items.

Itimportod Niom 1Hu ro~n, bieyelos Oiinlr Innppmnranco to Ainorlaumnuiade bloyolce are pmrl~vd any whoro fromn $24 .05 to $40 '0$ whilo we are
compoli oa to risk from $43.08 to $03.451 for thme very fitie line of An'
unmnado blcycles we tiffer.
The Itrwssstore sell a. (lernimmematdo bloycle for PDA.0t that Oiven
thoAppavalooof ani Aniorican-inado b~cjoae 'which sells for $18.011.
customers flint this wide dltteoec In prica
it tiflolttocoiwinop
a
tan posabl3' be jutified by t%
differomit ~inlity or for nny other
reamit. Conseiquently, the Imports have caused us to lowe many sales.
Now, a bicyole shtop, tch ab uts, dopends greattly upon the Christ'
Mna voinme.-and 1IMight add:t there 4hat ninny stores melI bicycles
only at th6 Christmams season' the department stores do, ammq they 1180
thiAs a loader. Thi111 ruth Into our -volitniN Without this volume
amnd without a noial niargin of proflt, weo auIfer. .Wo also depolid upamd ", enitos for Installing such Itemns.
on Parts Rnfd n~vmory usan
Yet our sal"s Ini this depInrnent have hotcoahly decreased duarhl tho
pu a or 4 year# as %ariusstories began I Ito saloeo -fImpor'ted iCdes, pedals, Saddles, tiros, tubes, lights, chalii,- amnd other itemns.
someio
es these implorts iro dtood nt retail prceA below dealers'
cost of alnar An~a'umsies
For exavnple, I haewith, me a catalog ithowing dealoermot of an
An-wrlean-iadb bicycle chn at $1.65, Oernihiannde, chains at 85
tents,' amd JApknoie nmado chains at 0? cents, Forel umrmadd chainq
are being sold for as little as 08 cents in TulA. There appears -to
be no market for Aniorianiado chains at American prices. ;ICompatrable difeientials extendl Into the other, parts and accessories
sold in our business$ and it is not at all uncommon for a dustoinelr to
bring to uts his bicycle for repair, handing uts a bundle of parts and
aooris made i Europe1 and, putrchased elsewhere. Although we
men to retain, the labor business, we aro losing niany of the parts and
sce*sories salesBicycle shops as at rule, have taken trade-in's of old bicycles on new
onee. When tradek-ins were rebuilt, they were sold at a noinimtl margin
of profit. However1 we can no lon~er oven recover our trade-in and
rebuild cost in meeting the compton oftelwpriced im'porta as
our cost of rebuilding a thade-fn usually exceeds the retail price of
such imports.
Maiiy of the profit opportunities have been taken from the bicycle
shop through the volumirnoiqs sale of imported merchandise. It now
appears that we must sell' this foreignernade merchandise, instead of
Amnerican products if we would survive.- -TO assist the dealers in
meeting this competition, many cycle distributors are fast stocking
their wairehouses with low-pried imported merchandise..
We haye watched some of our manufacturers either close or curtail
production because of the impact of imported bicycles and acessories.
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We have soon the Now Doparture division of General Motors Corp.

and the 1olipse Machine division of the Bendix Aviation Corp, sul.
for frenioidos losses of business to the IComet flrako Co., ol Oernitny, and the Perry Brako Co., of ]ingland. Such a switch of busi.
ness Is causing is to pay a high premium in order to got an Americanmuado broke.
Spreading as an epidemic this "Europeanitils" has now gained ad.
ced with
mission into some of our Anierlcan bicycle factories.

largo hikes in stool and rubber prices1 together with increases In labor

rates, some Amerison bicycle factories have boon practically forced
to assemble their Anerican-nado fratne and fork construction with
foivign.inndo spokes, pedals, Htddles, front hubs, brakes, cranks,

chains lights, luggage carriers tlrv, tubes and other 1teni. It ap'
pears lo be one way of sturviva,

Another would be that of reducing

American labor to European1 labor rates.

The theory "If you can't beat thorn, join them," may render temporary relief to some of us but what Is to become of the American
factorle which have, In 10 past, been supplying spokes, pedals
brakes, and what have you, but have had to stand by and watoh these
Items displaced by imported products
By extending such practices into other Industries, we seriously InJure our Nation's buying power. Without buying power, it haters
not If the product Is Imported or what it costs.
Since 1935, the United States has comdiitently, lowered tariff rates
while other nations have increased restrictionm on imports to protect
their domestic industries. Under our tariffs wo collect about 5 percent of the total value of goods imported, while England collects about

25 porcont. thereby making it practically impossible for many Amerloan-inado products to be so d in England.
The Ainerican-made bicycle is an example of this, and it is que.
tiomnable that reciprocal trading, as presently adminfstered, is really
reciprocal. The'ariff Commission report (1949-66) shows 1,223,090
bloycles, or 41.8 percent of the American consumption, were imported
in 1955, while only 7,000 were exported from this country. Complete
figures for 19580 were not shown in the report, Naturallky this means

increased production in Europe and decreased production n America.
The Commeilson's report further shows nearly one-half million
bicycles as imported from West Germany both in 1955 and 195. In
a release by Rteuters from Bonn, Germany, on December 24, 1957, the
West German Ministry of Economics reported:

Another very successful year with gross national production showing an i&crease * * bring It to a level of more than 70 percent higher than the prevom
year.

It is good to increase production in other lands if our own industries
are not seriously injured in doing so. There are now about 5Y2 million
prsona unemployed in our Nation. I believe our unemployed should
have priority of our consideration and should be returned to work by
increasing production in this country, and this would result from
placing reasonable curbs on imports.
I reiterate that we must participate in foreign commerce, but that
such commerce must be better controlled and administered. Effective legislation is greatly needed to provide for the imposition and
administration of fair and reasonable Import quota&
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III tho leycIIIidiAtiry )to p)ormima~blo IlteIVA0 III teill? rntom cotid
pOMs1ly 1004uately 1AIev the Injuries boeig HtIyprodl tu a lV811tt. of
11ot~r&
Ohi~ ~l
iitddt 1OiO1OII oIit
Thie melipeAu
f15 watt 11tnd torovide
by
ltMI'l11I
ueorkiu h11(httv1,11 throligh INtAIIIIArttnb Iumi
te lrelthdent fol.
lowig lte reoueduowof tho Tneiff (OtiIm~
. Slee It
Ceklmnt) the1 Pt(Ai t haR rvJeRted tho C6 uid1WAlnu 'momeonda~uhthinsIi1111 great. mutjor-Ity ofet'Aomf. 8111,b rejetIINpa
flI IoI y 1111
tlt(
the I tnt onl of (16nngrm nid (e41)trftdltetin Am
allklyn ll!8110
by mur sevoril (idol I utivom hitim 10114 tOlt. no worthy dotneitI0
IIIduIItry wouildIbeo lnurdited bly the6 trade ngieeiuielitA prgrm
Sime thtt wil )0 0611 was enactfed, only 811)
011t. of 81 eg sos have
1*0n kilt to the 11'1to IHm, with meollunllit ionsm for 110 tori. It
all of theim% eO~llt~tifn had Wonu ad~opted th1 e me fi&t~lI
ioh
$13 billion of 111liorts would havobeIK'tiulltea*Iitnl, but. tile jobs of
thousats of Aunorleau, workmotn would have hoen more weitre atid
tho aftted domue"0ttIo
iustrioa would have Shared III thle gelneual prog.
perlty of tho Naition.
Tho in Wession ao widely publiekoild that. atuh faction would wi-eek
Otte whole foreign- trade proi'iuu Aind leave its at. tile tnloro of the0
Ru1Silos, 01' bar 1iiq from ally irade it thle coultries III the h4UNMropeau
Common Market, it; Rbsumrd Tho whole arguitint smm to b alleud
oil foar.

It Our foreign trildeshould be, Wiped exit, It will not be due to auly
protecion p1von, to the small1 domestic Imidtiries.
The chairman of the Council for For'eign 1"e01on1n116 Polkoy Is
qnoted by IReader's l)gMs, September 105T.:
Otir klo'votmumnt eftimot oeiIltBth a tariff or Impo~rt wuota to benefit one
omn
t the )x~pillatin wvtimot thereby Imiunpsg an tm itivalelt M)initonti pn
mie other segmnt,

The oviap*e lauseo provides for measures of relief rather titan Wilmefit, and if such relief cannot be given under oxisfig lawsuit wouldl
,vem bm rativo to change thle law inI a, way thint it could be
Our Constituition writers recognized the necesity -of constant watcht
Over our economy. They saw the Nvisdom of p~lachng the authority
to regulate foreign commerce in the hands of Congress. Subsoqtientlv this authority was given the President,
I have great faith i thie wisdom of this commnit tee. I believe that
in~
xri,~ ~~ this wicdom InI considering 11. R. 12501 it will be 1ognixed this bill does not afford adequate lproteet 101 when providing
for a congressional two-thirds majority override of a mogative deeis~li by tMe President, following a p)ositive reconmnendationt by thle
Tariff (6ommis-siou,that, relief be administered.
We have passed inumigration laws to protect American Tiorkers
from cheap labor competition from abroad. Then we destroy such
protection by forcing American industries to transfer their production activities oversas order to survive. This caulms numerous
American factories to cew or curtail. Then American workers be,come unemployed.,I
We are all of us for a better 'world. Bt I believeothe timie has comie
when we should be including the welfare of the Amierican. people in
our planning.
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Ali at metHimit etigngcd III A hlifle too 811all to I* ree0gtilled q
Adiailtl'flij, I turi to thisl"
atmili lwiH~m by tho §Iiinll Illiw
to 1I0uina
Cwiiinl1ttoo0 with c0iaIddliwo (int you will aer(A mord1014
wheun found to be justified.
IluttL effcive melief he adilloord
Bly Chtunlgluig It. R. 12601 to rt'adI:
fit i'dio of dimnmriinenIl eis hit. exicutive brionch and f11w recoinresdntionx
Tn'riIT ComIuuII 1luI(1, (lmi&uiimd~l u'hii Immundeo by (oiuiressouf111L,

tnd by pro'vidIig it 2.your uxtaiiion rnthinr tMay 5, 1 believe flint indulltry liim workers %wouiltllK'eohl r('nwliv(il 1111 ild Aula legislationl
would begin tOn enld of tho meessoti,
Ali-, (limilrmrt, tlint conclifleg lily stM enllpt.
for nil iiforinatve
The (Ommm.N, 'I'iuk yoil very itit
Are there ny iitiemonoi
Wo 14jpflhitl.)

Ilie CIaAuuu?

1flintk Vou, oida.
OfMr. Pkkle'm otippleanenial olttemnt follows:)

RTATIMMMNT lJ to. (1sirix Roxix, OWr.X ANDJ OIVRJATOR OV 1,15W 11CUcLK
'VeMnA, 0914.

14180rp,

P~OW Neck out AefNig. Yet wo American n re hzelping to ginae lite way for at
very *etioua one. Twenty toI forty-flve conix per hour ianMur ratex (aii bie agywaliho'buiyer, liut it bccoimv a oliftereaut Atorr when we nreakedi to we f r
lag toainount.
thY

Thon vnnt luucreauw III iintiortui, (ite Jlifulnrily to thei low level (if nor tariff Rnd
HuropeanI lbor ratex, Ix apipalling with fi f renwnnio Injiact on the Arnerkeati
market. The volume of this impact in remilling In tremndous losses of employ.
ment, poduetiof, and Mico. lIn (not, (fie sisrv ivat of nmany American faditrieg
to

bell,~ sernily tliri'nt('11t.

On 1118 urface, one might got tiiO Imjreamloii that such a flood of Phiropemnwiie werchanuiino reaching our American markett, Imaeompllnhl~ng the Intent of

oiw Trade Agreenint aAct.
In'the period 1O0O4IS we wiueggetl one of the mont devitnIng deprosonu mir
Nation find ever experfenceil. It will bie recalled that one of the finmt OHMlia
actons oft Corilell, Iull, fix Hecrelary of Otate, wan to recommend we adlopt a
reciprocal tradeo agreepnentn programs. In 1004 Congress pasae the 'friule Agree.
ineaitn Act of 1034. Rome of yott may have been prJvIleged to vote on thin istsue
at thattimie. Others i y have voted on It during xuboequent years. At any rate,
ydn wili rcall the reanntn that wvas advanced for its passage. You will reumember that we were to swlt items of surplus from this NJation to nations that
had need of much Items, andl we would purchase their surplus Item needed by
110. *Herewas reciprocity. flut together we have observed our GJovernment arrange to Ahip our surpulus products needed "over there" and buy for as products
from them which were already adequate In qjuantity here. This hax meant
flooding our markets with overproduced items and han contributed largely to our
current serious recession.
It never has been proposed by Congress that our American economy be serfously damaged at the expenme of reciprocal trading. Actually. Congress pirovided the ecap'cfauise for the protection of Industries proving such injury.
,A number of American Indupltrles have nought such relief through the emcape
clause. According to the Wall Street Journal, "M3ore and more businesamnen
are rapping at more and more Federal doors asking for protection against rising

imoports."1For several years, dealers hare been placing orders for the low-priced forelgti-rmmmd6 merchandise, through Importers. Today, however, the trend Is to-,
ward several Jobbers banding together and sending one buyer into foreign lands.
This method of purchasing Is affording an even lower price than received frout

the Importers.
At the' same time,, the result of'the Ateel strike In America han definitely left
IN~ imprint.od American prices.- Whereas,'KEuropean prices have come down.
Atiirican merchandise has Increased in price. 7It should be simple to ascertain
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the effect that theso price difforontele1 are having on our America

economy,

Itecontly we toured a numubr of etait its in our city. We found WNW$
of dfttreht types of morthasidiso that had ben !iportod. ly Its Aide wai

found Awerleanumado merchais, stitir In design and qualiy, but priced
much lilghor than the foreels products. We Ilatenod to the ialenian u hoex.
talined that it would be foolish to buy Ameriean.muado pliers at $1.9, when the
0
eu
lpiers wore Just as good and wore only 08 cents.
We viilted two priting concerns with new proesa imported from l4ngland.
We were told that tiho price was much les than that of American mntfueturer
for slmtiar equtpuiet. tw'Vo accounting flItUSl
revealed tho latest models of cal.
culalttg nuAchlnes, #hipped in ttqu lolland, at about two-thirds the cost of
Afierltsin-oRdo equipment.
We visited a factory that formerly minufacttired and Assembled precision
instrunients. We found that most of this work is now belig done In Swiltmr.
land, duo to the tremendous savings titthe price of labor and the low tariff
rates. In getieral, we found inerchandiso niiufnctured lit
Huropodn countries,
,apan, Australiat NOw Zealand, and elsewhere tit
tho world, was affording un
beatable price advantages and Atuorlcat-niado werchandis was, for the large
p ,rtgoing begging for a market.
It Illecely.,onjos evident that the low labor rates coupled with low tariffs on
Imports, is appealing to American buyers front the viewpoint of effectilg savings.
Itsuch appeal gains too muCh ionentut and preference goes consistently to
foreignmdni e products, then American factories must do 1 of 2 things. Hithor
curtall produttton and possibly close thO factories, or attempt to reduce labor
to ratos comparable Nvith those of their foreign cmiictitors.
One might think he mtoper would work for such rates but Itenough factories
should curtail productIon, uneuploynient would continue to pyramid and the
price of labor would be thrown into an open market that could force us to yield.
At any rate, it Mauds to reason that under those circunstances, our labor rates
uxmld be forced to the level of our foreign comupetitors.
In 105 John It. (libson, saft reporter for the Wall Street Journal o said "In
the midst of the country's greatest botom, a growing nukilber of comlpanes nre
fretting over losing sales to stiff competition from abroad. With any downturn In the economy, tho din would surely niottut." Mr. Gibson refers to our
1055 so-called boom as a prosperity pitradox. Can we deuy the results of the
10t4t8 downturnI
During the period 10M, to 1981, the United States has reduced Its tariffs by,
73 percent, coletitlng only &I peIrent of the total value of goods imported Into
this country. Nuglaud, In comparison, collects 25.0 percent; France, 10.0 percent; and Italy &4 percent. Such practices make it practically Impossible for
some American manufacturers to sell their products in Europe. It makes us ask,
"What Is reclprocal about reciprocal trade)"
In spite of all we know, the wild spending for the low-priced foreign-made
merchandise is Increasing rapidly. We are all helping to convince American
industry that we do not wish to continue with the present high labor rates that
are being paid today. Through our purchases of this low-priced foreign mercbandie, we are begging for our rate of pay to be dropped to 20 to 45 cents
per hour. We are struggling against ourselves as though we were digging a bole
with one hand and simultaneously refilling it with the other.
It always has been considered sound practice to keep tariff rates on Imports
at such level that foreIgn-produced goods are forced to compete at prices not
damaging to the American economy. Certainly, we all recognize that our economic program must include reciprocal trade agreements. The world must have
our assistance in its recovery from two vicious wars. This aid must partially
Gow through our purchases of forelgn-made products but at prices comparable
to those of American manufacturers. But there must be a way of providing
a quick stop at the right time. Instead of waiting until an Industry has Its back
to the wal before it can appeal to the Tariff Commission, a closer ind wiser
control of tariff rates and quotas should be established. And when the Tariff
Commission determines relief Is needed, it should be administered. The Presidut has een fit to abide by only a very few of the relief recommendations of
the Commission. Yet he asks that we grant him further reducing powers and
states that we have "the escape clause" as our protection. We must now ask
the question "what protection1" We derive the Idea that the tremendous expense of maintaining the Tariff Commission and conducting such hearings is
a waste of the taxpayers' money If their recommendations are to be constantly
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overruled by the rocomnendaUons of the ltato Department, which frankly
admits that Its buslness Is the "toreign relations of the United tss.",
II. It, igoJ9, which you are considering, does not provide adequate proeltion,
(Jongroial mujorl y of two-thirds Ix liractlkully an iniljsulbllily when it
comes to overridlng a dcisiou of the Presldent. If this were changed to it
f'simple liiaJority," Atnerican Industries would regain confidence, expand in.
aredof curtall, place Americans back on the job, and soon end the reeslon,
from
It Is further bolluved that because we cannot foroxi the needs 0 "arg
now, we should roduco tho oxtonsloni to 2 learn, by which time we wll/havo boon
able to comprehend more fully the effect the trade program Is having ,on our
International rointlonshlp. It will also enable us to have a quicker and better
concept of the offoct such a program Is hanlug on our American economy. We
need a program that expresses proper balance! one that relleves the Injured
ludustrios its well as on that helps the exporters of the Nation,
Sotnwhoro down the line wo have been taught Ihat small business concerns
have built our Nation. lilcyclo shops all over the country are either stocking
foreign bicycles antd parts in order to survive the competition of chainstores

handling such foreign-made products or their business Is suffering for lack
of sales duo to the unbeatable prices afforded by the Imported products sold
by their competitors.
We are constantly reminded that we can also get on the foreign bandwagon
and be all right, Dut our buslneu has been built iy American workers and w.
have a dofingto obligation to buy and sell American-made products In order to
keep those Amerlcan workers employed, We, have also steered away from the
forel g products Ibcause of the dulcuity sometimes in replacing the parts,

lut go true reason many of us havo stayed American In oir lines is because we
do not believe It right to promote Incentive to invest In and build Industry and
then have the Oovernment provide ways and means to destroy not only the In.
dumtrlos, but also their Incentive. The crisis has now reached far beyond the
blcycle industry.
It In recognlid that there are two sides to this question which most be solved
by the Oougross. Both sides have good, sound reasoning. It alt bolls down
to whether one is being helped or injured by reciprocal trading. I live In the
vicinity of lead and zinc smelters, as well as ollfleldso and find the people In the
area violently opposed to Imports via reciprocal trade. On the other hand those
residing In areas producing Items for export are most naturally advocating In.
crease of foreign trade. So the fact remains that Congress passed "the escape
clause" with a purpose In mind, that being the provision of protection to those
industries needing relief and providing to the Tariff Commison that they are
suffering from dnaging effects of Imports.
Itay Tucker, noted columnist, wrote recently from Bydney, Australia:
"Twenty-five years of American tariff generosity to foreign nations have not
terminated bitter trade wars or contributed appreciably to domestic Industry or
labor. No other realistic conclusion can be drawn as a result of a 28O00-mile
around.the-world trip and a study of the fierce commercial rivalries among nations and International exporters. A most serious threat to American commerce,
ironically, Is the flood of cheap German and Japanese goods on the world mar.
kets, ranging from machinery to textiles and costume jewelry."
Mr. Tucker continues:
"In order to end-run tariff walls, which have not been leveled In response to
Roosevelt-Trumanlfsenhower concessions, American corporations have had to
resort to two maneuvers., But In each Instance, their strategy amounts to a sideswipe at American labor and capital. The most popular method Is to buy control of a local industry that can be regeared to produce their products, such as
refrigerators, electric appliances etc." * * * (They are then man ufactured In
Japan or elsewhere with much cheaper labor, as well as other cots)
"The other method Is to issue licenses to native concerns for manufacture of
Imitations of the American variety. * * * Unfortunately, economic changes seem
to nullifythe supposed advantages of this kind of reciprocity."
Large increases In production usually bring lower costs per unit. Similarly
large decreases In production are often accompanied by higher costs per unit.
Hence, as we sharply Increase our imports of any product, we are reducing production In this country and increasing our production coats per unlL On the
other hand, we are Increasing production In foreign lands, thereby reducing unit
cost prices of imports. Can there be any doubt as to why our factories are curb.
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01Y
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necessay to prvide eveft toilidprary lience
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the Tulsa Tribune recntly stated:
ISecITI,.
AMt withoutt
previous training ot (ixperlenee, without help from ally fot'~gf gov.
eritwent, without techinical exfierta ialitainedt by foreigti taxpnyers, without
arty Federl tinanclal wssistance or subsidee, we converted the wilciertues of
tin* Into the umst productive nation In history. *, 6 * We don't have to support
MIl the VK epics on earth. It Is titue we stopped Irving And began to rebutild the'
Xwmea our forefathers bequeathed its. What kind of ntn America do we beqitftth out youth today ?"
tur. Price Dnitel of Texas recently stated:o "It Is time that foreign liiilwtrters are ifroftnted with the true facts coneernItug tie'danige they are doing
'l\"A and Its economy."I.I
It Is i'espettilly submitted that we should not refuse protection to Americn
industries Our already overburdened Presidlent And 'our Secretary of .Stftte are,
ttuy "etpigClose watch on economic progress Iii foreign ntIons. "B1huwhat
kind of watcht over economic conditions In these, 48 States is. being provide? 'It
would seem that 5114 million unemployed persons In America together with the
hosile reception we recev% when visiting foreign countrieA.,'dlprove the elaIMMd
benefits recilprocal. trade Is having upon our economy and upon peace And sectirity,
over the world.
It is believed that the Tariff Commission should continue to determine If Any
industry. ts being seriousLy, Injured by Imports and should 'then make Its recoinnrrtdations. In the event the President should refuse to invokce the retonimended relief, the Congress should be enabled to grant sch, reljf over, the
Presient'sdeciion Tis type of law would be more. lilceepftA wthoot ot
of government. Certainty It would be more ad'eqbate than H.r
I'.Mi9.
It fig
Meieved that such a provision would serve ns-a 91titiluh to Atfieric4 indifstry"
and the needed confidence would be restored, thereby aiding In the recovery
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front ilia couond fecesmloit. Dut without It, we destroy tlia incentive or Atilrl.
cant Industry.
our CJonstitution wri tere saw ilia idont of placing final decislons In mratterm
(it funu' oni foreign cvoierve Ints
Ilifnitils (fith Uittnress. Under fip Tw'rade
AgreeionInt Act [film responsibility imgiven to tho I'teSIilent.
Wye are truly tearing down tlia plE'tA'cloh to Ainsirltean workers; proflded by
out Intiilgruatitit lawso, when we-tiecessitate our Ainerican induitstries moving
to othior county eg In order-to enjoy tho benefits afforded by low, low tariff rIae
andu chep labor,
1 call upon you to strengthen our trad& tgreettiisfo anid to see that our Own
econy Is not destroyed In order to help tlia onnoy of oilier tinfltimus
It Ifils1111 meit
sein i 111l0 to 11RS4
relief for IN114 ilisttfles Nioitsly ke1jured1
relief asn provided lylaw.
At tis point, 1 x mild like to tat reduce for the recorded a copy of it talk I guavo
before ilia Itepublienn Mlinute 11vi'M organization at 'hite., is.
An it Lierchrnat engaged In a business too sma~ll to be recognlred by tilia ~Minll
Husiness Adnainletrittion, I turn witls hop toyur counmittee atnd ask that the
cotents of tis statements Wmcarefuly welgiemi.
I liavo faith in your widoi and belive you will give this statement your
earnest consideration when you make your recoini,,enflntionm to the 14-ennte,
H~im'm41
OV'romr 791KY)tIMUIILWAR MlITY-MN Or TVLsA, 091,
Tihe vnmt increase In thme
Influx~ of t-henji Ityporle'f * erchandulie Is fast 1XV11ming
oto of tim ecmnoinfe problems of the day, Alany Iraduetries havoc for several years
ben bogging the (iovernmnent for relief where Injury'lhas been proven, Others
contend tbat curbing imports would bring ont the Natlon's worst depression.
However, mrntn phinttAfiger at the Ot~tensntptft reecritly wbefi the liritish
I'nrlntncnt by S1ir David H~ciem, president of the TkMddn Ilojrd of TIrR~le. Mir
llnvi4 sm4id 1hat the cutre for America's recesson Ilex In lowering trade farriers.
flut when naked 'whatt lRngland would do In the event thmt the recessort rmiched
It, Air David replied that there could be no alternative, but to curb Imports. 1uit
we must recognize too tbht there are those who bellevfe we wIll have our worst
depression unless we curb imports.
Many factories are closing down because of their inability to pay An average
wage rate of $1.07 jand still compete with Japanese Industries paying 20 cents per
htour andu Fauropeas fisctories paying an average rate of 45 cents per hitur. Tne
Department of Commerce contends that only a few hundred thoustind enijAoyeex
are being nNfeted. The Nationwide (kiinittee on Imnport.1fzport Polley takes
issue with euch figures. I only wish thAt time, your Interest, and your Patience
would permit us to thoroughly explore these claims.
We can by no means inimitize the seriousness of our present economic slump.
Blut we are repeatedly told by the ndminhstratlon'and the'press that the hottest
battle--the most vital Issue to come before the Congtess in IW05-will be the Presl.
dent's proposal for att-year extension 6f the reciprocal trade agreements; program
with broadened powers granted him. But In spite of Its; tremendous Importance,
more confusion exists as to r distinction between foreign commerce and reciprocal
trade than In inbst any other terminology. If a street surrey were to be conducted and the question asked "Shjould the reciprocal trade.Agreements program
be extended the ahswer-in nearly every instance 'would likely be, "We inust
have foreign trade." Bunt, As you know, there Is a clear distinction.
In order tQ gain a little better understanding of this difference, let's Itum back
to 1034,,when Franklin P). Roosevelt was Present and when we were experienc-.
ing oneof the worst economic crises tW Nation had ever known.
In an effort to speed up economic recovery the Congress In 1034 lowered trade
barriqres by shifting the responsibility of regulating foreign commerce and iregolatIng tariffs rates from the Congress as provided by the Constitution, to the
President by passing the Ueklprocal, Trade 'Act In 1934. The act delegated to
im the power to conclude- agreeuients wih'other nations without specific congressional 'approval. 'It lmi ted his power to reduce tariffs to 50G
percent of existing duties a of January , 1034. This power was. granted for a period of 3
years..A total of 1t) extensions have been granted for periods ranging from 1
.to* 3 Tears. F urther authority was giren the Prfedent ip 10)15, to lower rates
b~fOpercent. of the existing d9ties; as'nof Joinuary'1,' 1945. This brought about
A possible reduction in tariff rates,,of'76 p-ht:
In 1951, realizing that many
1400tries were becmg seriously. ,lnjnred by' i ports, Cnrs a da
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ditionditont to tho llcviprmla Trado AgrrenQts Act, which It vailod thoe acapao
Clau@*.
Now, the eoApo eiauweN lit bripf, provides that auy Indutry bolloiti'g itself
to ho metiously iniumlt by linports bo tilven the opportunaity to provo such liijitry
to tho Toirift
~ i. file oIvtt
0T'a tnh lInjury WiproJven, 1110 'i'ultf (GoniInitsMolo wiay reconnelu to the I'refaldent that ho either raise tho, trift or filli.
kWR q1111tft U1101 11u10h impor1ted 11ticles 111thse fit qUOstion. 3iUL 11ithough
hol'rt'sheit In ituthorlmed, ho Is not required to take action.
OWMe flow tho I'ft'Pillolt with nirequest tlint tike reclircal trAdo aglreernonts
oxtetiet onothor 0 yea with power
10&, be
expdre
t woftraw.l
tadnciwhielh
to lower
(atiffJune
rtles&),
atiotitr
00 percelit of Wxislig (Ift ci Hi
t Jnil usry
1. 10W. 8iteh redttctlonot Would bring nlixit plossblo accuitaulnied reductions
of totrift rottca by 8I1% 1wrent.
Naturally, tho I'resitt's li)g~rani fit fitrouply sup)riodl by (home0
dileiti
ulum industtiexp~joriung frotin tis Nalion. Oil file oilher hand, tho lirograin
ito utig
itong olquoitioti frotii thoop deliti upiot Ividumtries boing
01,rt~illed Aflti III 111011Y C1100 045KA9 dOW11 beIWUle Of LD 1111111X
(If V011ttotitig
ceap' iportak It almost ceaLes it) beouo it qutestti of wiht Is right andc
what ia wroug. It bolsa dtswi to wvhat ton Wo done to hellp those who itee' help
and rftAit fthimt hurtin the rest. There can be tn doubt bitt thalt toore, Amorl.
vans aim empjloymi its a result oft our exoKrls thnit empjloyed In fartoriem aftecteA
hy imports.
it wo Cannot looto Afight of the Me~t tintt lnrgo mittlis of caital
havo tI I lvCstXd Will%C011ildQuL*- only to havoc Nuch cotaflulnce Kahattored by
public statoulents, tuado by those at vornting tho lresideait'n progrant "T1o close
down ithe facetories andi try somieting ole It you Can't liroduce liroducls as
che*Apy as those tiported.'1 And statentt 10il1o lay off fill trailed amliloyees
and lot thenli loarn. another tirade." WVhat does this do to the Incentive %Zlhth
WA haVe alwayS trltd. to provide?
Onthelu other hanud, (he aduilitistrntion tolls us thot "Ie'Miuro to meew end
strengthen, this act would enidatiger our Ite)itilile andi cacti anti every person In
It. Thalt It I* tvsettlv~l to enoilo its (o liteet the latest forn of emilomic ehnl*
long-o In tho Are world lirt'tntod by cunis,"It
Ix our belief that Amiern
can foreign trade dee ntot reach the heights of Such Iitipottlim to other nattlin
and a naitio that holds i1'ace with its only no long an we Are iiking the
jiayuwaats on tluko does not tuerlt any kind of continuous help from uts. Ai'rthor.
iuore with Anierlca workers Idle because (it curtailed rroductiono It woUld he
diffiult to keepi up the ixvuients for our Ita awl titeurity.
Tho oppo*i1tn to th~'e ldeut's prograin then states %"We cannot survive
unles *tomething io Mute, to ease up the owpetition of the chieap Imports."
The i'resIdent replies, "Support riny prorani, You have the escape clause for
your prot(%ction." Bunt the oppoit~lou examined the record careftilly, only
to diud that In almost every casie where the %arift Oomintsiton has rccom.mmftlt relie be itiven, the President hats not exercised his authority. And so
naturally, the question Is asked, "WVhat protection"? Why abould Indlustry
support this 1pograui If no protection is provided although promised? What
line of %easounagcan possbly be advanced to convince that such protection will
be' provided. Experience shows that It has not been given In the past.
The Saturday RvenlgPost recently quoted Clarence B. Randall, chairman
of the Council for Fore g: Eonomic Policyt, "Our Government cannot Impose
a tariff or Import quota to benefit one segment of the population through the
escape clauseN without thereby Imposing an equivalent burden uapon some other
segreenL M~r. Randall loses sight of the fact that the escape clause provides
a means of relief and reve was Intended to benefit anyone. All In all, as a
repreeentaUve of the administration, he admits the Inability to relieve American IndustrIes suffering from "Europeanitls."
&tiW we are asked to support this program because We have the escpe clause
for our protection. I hae t
this point very strongly and I hope not
offensively. But we should be made to realize that If this law cannot be effected,
It Issolaw, anasould therefore be re led On the other hand,If not repeald, the law should function as Intended by Congress.
Some of the prs refer to the fact that the opposition wants to build bad
trade barriers and kill reciprocal trading. The truth ts that were It possible
to pre a button and automalically raise aU tariffs or discontinue foreign tradIn&,the bittrs opponents of the President's program would not touch the buttan. That Isn't what they want, at .11. What they want ts to receive relief
when they have proven Injury. If It be true that those affected by tbeap Im.
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polts Are In great minritly, It should not create too serious a problem to carry
out the recoinmnenda (loam of tho Taeriff Ocinlsalon, Blut because such relief has
not been granted, by the P'resident In tho pwilt legimlation Innow before (iongreoss king that the findings of tlie Tariff Coramisslon be referred to the V.on-

Sregm Instead of to Ihe already overburdened IreeldeaL Then If the (3on e
oem not take ndvormd action to the Oommznslon'g recoinmnondaliornx, within 00
days, direct action would bo taken to provIde such relief.
The adminhst ration says such n plan would hAmstrIng Its foreign negntlatIong, Ito opponents tiny It In (lie one way to regAin the conflderiee of Amrican
indumiry "Hlint relief can and will be Admlislred when found to be Jusilfied."1
Thin would to a KrOat esient satisfy the oppoultlon to the 1'reslderi('s pro.
extended.
gramg with (lao posmihlo exception of reducing tbe number otfyears to beo
And Wte apparent that our reciprocal trading could continue with accomPany.
lug beoins.
ifeate, thim plan would provide relief for thos Inneed of It find IUU not hurt
t he exiporters of our NAtIon.
Thin plati would begin tho end of the recessmon IN It 100 Much to Ask?
'l116 VIIIwMAN, n1Io noxi; wilies is Air, Patrick 1fmly of theo
XNaioinl MfIlk( Prodile4rm Fedeoration.
Rountor IlarKNWIr. Mr. Chairman, off the record.

(OR? lift record.)

STATEMENT OP PATRICK R, HEALY, A8IBTANT 890RETARY,
NATIONAL MILK-PRODUOZES FEDERATION; ACCOMPANIED BY
M. R. GARSTANG, GENERAL COUNSEL, NATIONAL MILK PRODUOEIIS FEDERATION
mr. ir1VArY. MV'. 011airmnh, I -wmild like to introduce Mir. M. R,
(Iormtaig, who is; (ho general eminmol of the National Milk Producers
IFederati on and 6k for youir gi'brmission to have him jiartlcipato *ith
nme Ili thil tMsIftnohy.
'Vho CHtAIuRMANi. thank yol, aijr.
Mr. irr.AtIZ Ser'ondly, witb yout, pel'mitiof, I wmiold like to file
my statein~bt for 1110 rmed and commeinthriefly on wsome of tlio
lpertihient points.

Tho CoAiumA ii. -Without hb ection, the otatornent -will -be made a
,,.,I
'part of the recordI. .'
nem tho assi~tnntseoftta'y-of the Natinal Milk Producers Fedeation
with offices at 1731 1 Street in Washington'.'
The National Mfilk Producers Federation is a national farm organization, the oldest and largest of the commodity or anizationR in the
country. We have, as menberhip somne 800 dairy farmers cooperatives locate d in every Siteein the union and they in turn have as
members over 500,00 dairy farmers.
ThIese dairy 'farmners establish' the policies of the federation and
they do so by meeting annually to review our current policies, and to
establish new ones in line with current events.
Most reently, they have reviewed the federation's policies with
reference to foreign ttade, -eid, briefly, tbey have adopted these two
'
statetnnsof general ,ol10
First tathe federation is in' favor of international trade and
n sch
Upanding
trade.
and deveIoin
V
of ex
However, we believe ,thalt piny international trade and particularly
ostered and
that with reference to the dairy industry whic is
which can grow, must be beneficial to botii nations which engage in it.
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for' t~gtinlthg fin'elgl (1-11416 111
mid

t)itlt'y

tttI4
11104t.

Mkt'IJItI'it111t

i-mvised to it de~ivo that. will proittit H110('Ikd froilt 1lligliig

Otti Iti 't'?l liutwo ltdlt'4f Olest' pl~b~iP i4IAl~IIIII(iRM ),ecliu (1)(y

feti

ilt) exl
istlivie of tint dillry 11(1181.,
Hth n(u
1

olittry t1(hj(itdt

11tptII eflkhtieiti
1111(
olv.ie iot elt ro I of 11111110 (WiHf
1ttttttiitfil. ed tldily

'11we utlry' 1uduthiy 18 t(

)-11
inIto 1duitry hI Rg-loult.1uro

I( Is tint 6uwgst. t1liglo wgimim tot Itn Amnu'rku tgrivutt iriuei
uto01t1V, iti lis mtt'li It,ivaeInI4tto V11-11101%. oierv tetl IonII thimI-01ountry
Atl altets mn' farmt fatillos' opprat itms.
'I'luemf'ol t. imItt mthilt (4to 0111i
li0 "griitlittiuld ecoltoit3y, tutu

to tho Nittiou geintraliv to txxN that. we do not hmn'eo an ngilcu~ltural

dl'tiIt tut1til. Thell dthly ltI(titty, 0ticu dmirtoyed o(hi' OtImaltln,
t0attttttt. N bettuidt. tit oint st'ut.40t or' 1 yer.
It. ta10111#11'tbt ktgl of titu to dovelhi All etlckut1 herdl of

itilk txms.
Woe have Ni distttirl&M tot' sot'Ot'l years over tntim wo have Itoticedl titie addilstrkiltloll of the forolgu trade poles Matblimuhod by
'Mc give .%oul a little baiekgromtid onl why wve are disthirbed, the lDe.
partnett of Agiuttr a ta tre surveys oit (lie hourly Incomte
of dairy farmers.
In esorn Wisconsiti, dairy faritters reeve anl average of 43 cents
an hour for their labor.
it wetern Witsconsiti, 62 conft nu hour, atnd in tlie central northeast. part, of flte country, 70 sent8 urn hotir (Agricuilture Information
11u1letin1 No. I7O, 15)
go, 'you See, we are itot attempting to develop restrictions on Imports
which Nill provide cotiutance of a real good thing for (dairyfu'mrs.
It. is a matter of survival.
Dairy farmers in this count ry are in a%
serious cost-prIce squeeze, as
is ovideiuced by tlhe facet that with all their iitvestimiut and ktuowledge
they can only inake from 43 to 70 cents an hour for their labor.
In order to not, even these small returns, which, the dairy farmers
get. out. of operating their farnis, butter must be priced at Now York
at 58% cents por pound.
Now we have noticed in some, of the foreign trade circulna that
Danish butter is being offered on the world market at 28.1 cents per
pound (Foreign Crops and Markets, USDA, May 20, 105 8, ). 34).
It costs about, 4 cents a pound to get that butter to New York and
the highest tariff that can be imposed onl that butter is 14 cents a
pound.
So butter can be lauded here at slightly in excess of 41 cents a
pound.
Now the support- price for our butter in New York is 58%/ cents a
pound, which leaves a profit which could accrue to importers of over
17.5 cents at puntd for any butter which is allowed to coins in here.
Senator KERR. How does that compare with the profit that farmer
makes on the product that he sellsI
Mr. 1Th.&LY Well, about 1700 percent, I think, Senator,
Senator Kiii. Greatly
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Mr. l lAt0b. Ye4.

Now Ikwaue of hotele fNtels and they aro facts, there Is a great tlndbrlig butter in hert'e,
1 n1(I erceii(, pIroft, on their Inv(itmiet In btIlnlp rltrIhll
('1li11o
tr by hbitding If,lIINow York.
Now wo hlave 1.lt1w(,1 bitter as nil example, bl. t ile saie problem

111111y
to W11Iu1. to

,ts.
exists willh irlpmt to other dairy I)rodi
Thereftore, tny relaxation. of tle control over imports of dairy prod.
110.4 C0o1l br'li reutl disaster to our dairy lihI~tiy,
for ourp donwst aoPecolnoy. 1e0 ealize tlatt the dairy Iniduntry In tfilm
country imbnoically ai loiestio industry.
hiIs ben (ld Imalay I(l)i i) both I loues aMMt
I knOWIlan (JoIgreIg'M
how Iho ('eiietal Agivemetlat, Oil 'JiutiIrs and Trado11 the ieiproeal
trade Igreelliitl1 which are estnblilshid foster (lo export, of (fairy
Vroiiicl from Iis ou'llrlly, /so we have looked itIto flint, pretty eareIiiry exports from
rtue
lly,
aJd im aire prnelt lally 0 rcOnii'erei'lf
m1,
11hm Coutr{Iy.

lPx)orlt if airy, size at all-there might, bi a little milk Iowder that
(0qM'xii.o, thero night be a little whole uilk I)owdor lppel to
to
insl,rinilid, nll so forth---but most. of the miibtintial
Itol'ir
exlgorts of dAiry produls otre mididized.
ourioeoiunie lnl inrket i truly doniestic.
Now we produce n little trphlu.
1ar
iied last. year somewhere between 4% nnd 5 percent more
1%
milk ft We
,n colld sell collillercilly In this Conltry. We (to not feel
tlnt, we live n right to duitp thattsurplus on foreign market indiscrinititely so as to destroy inirkels whichaother (lonletic producers
hove hIilt'for theinselves.
However, we know there are more people inI this world to drihk
milk than fhe is milk for them to drink.
And we, as (fairy fariners, have legislation before lis Congress
which would allow us in effect to donate that milk to develop markets.
Markets which we know we would lose to these people who tan producn butter for 23 cents; but we could, in turn, devoop more and more
markets until we got down hore to market X, where we could develop
a true coDmerchil market. for our own excess production.
Now because this dairy productionn industry--and again-I do not
speak for the whole industry, I speak for the dairy farmers-is truly
it domestic industry, we feel that this Congress should take note of
that, mid should make n strong domestic agricultural economy a part
of any foreign trade policy which we develop.
We do not want, to have to work with a foreign trade policy which
is not cognizant of the distress of our own people.
We want. to have the people who negotiate our trade agreements
recognize that, there is a domestic dairy industry which is important
to this country and which must be taken into account when they
negotiate agreements.
Now, because of that, we have several sagestions which we would
like to make relative to this bill IT. I. 12591, which is before this
committee.
First of all, we feel that any extension of this trade agreement
authority should be limited to I year.
g
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The mmonO~ for that. Is that those of us who have nit Iteret Ini
doinestia industries inat have freqttnt opp)ortunlities to come before
tile Collgres aId petition It to straig~hten olit nnytlig that nmay hovi
been golig wrong i the foreign trade,rigreenins.
We1
do not think It,Inunreamounbie to rink thint the trade, agreemelnts
power, be i' enacted oaoh yenr becaime if the trndo ng roments which
hadlen ne0gotinted durig tfio, attyear could stand the seruttiny of
Congress, ertily thee Niould no trouble inextouding ft)e power.
tf they would no4 stand the,scrutiny of Congress, certainly Congrms
would want t6~ do somnethig about It..
Ifhe wecold tbing, and Item agai I Vui speaking only for the lid ry
farmers of title country, we hiae imart. controls for the protection of
mir donmtic. industry uniter the Agrietiltural Adi ustitit. Act.
iato
Sectlin 22 of that at. allows th&'Presiderut to 18ISSu
IinlitioNgth iimporta of certain dairy products.
ed,
hw Ihe wtmihnery
We beleve Ihat, should be stougte
under Which It.opeIrates Intoo cumnbersoine.
I would like, 1ust for a ninoute, to tell you a story which In fats
rsdn
teary
a!_ hut tstry known as, the TExylono str.el
proclaims a_lmitationi ow Imports of butter' mid of cottio the prime
constituent of butter Islmitterfat.
Therefore several people in Now ?VenAlntd and In thl~q country cot
together mil 'shiiped n small qintititv, 4t08 pounds of butter'oil, wh11chl
is pure milk fait into til coontrey.
'This pilot. shipment wvas elasified as a butter qubstitute not'tlie
to tho butter quota, so the way was openi for it, to 1%Imported. Some
24million pounds canio intb, this country before we could got t.6
thing stopped.
Wet inally went, through the procedure of going to the. Secretary
of Agricutturo and asking-hhn to go to tho Whit House to ask the
Prei ent to go to tho Trariff Commission alid req~tpst- It to hold 'a
hearing for the purpose of informing the President so heo could Issue
R rolaniatioii. It took aboutO6 months to got the Iiports cortoll4l
Vn the meantime, we hand about 21h million pounds of butter oil.
Come into this couintrv which meant, under this'surphtd condition thht
we are Uninow that the Commodit.y, Credit Corpdration had to buy ati
additional Aa unnecessary 21/. million pounds of buttterfat at about
75 centi a pound to take off the domestic market.
Senator MAxrI ?. How much butterfat do we use in this country?
Mr. IPw~imr Well, let's see, we have-we sell about 110 billion pounds
of milk and it is about 4 percent fait, it should be about 4 billion
in milk and all dairy products.
pounds of fat in all forms, that is9
The CIIMMAN. Do you have figures on the importat ion of butter
under these other dairy'productsI
Mr. Hz&1Y. Yes, air.
The CHAiumi4-. Would yobu produce thiem?
Mr. flzixL. I will out it in the record.
The CIAUMMrx. Do you have figures on the importation during
Mr. HiAY. We can supply -those for the record; yes, sir.
Senator Rmirrx. Suppl those because they are important.
The CnAnar&?. You do not have them &aalable?
Mr. frLwY. No, sir; rot with me%but I will supply them.
The C~&a~. Thank you.
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(The Information Is " follows :)
MauOtAMDUM

United States butterfat production In 1057 was 4.8 billion pounds. Butterfat
purchased and removed from the domestic market In 1057 wav 280.6 million
pounds. llutterfat Imported during 1057 was 20 Iflllon pounds.

Mr. IHtLx. To continue the exylono story, flie butter oil proclama.
tin says that butter oil, which is a product meeting certain spelfica.
tions, can no longer be Imported In excem of 1^,000 pounds per
year. So these same people got together again and put 8 percent
sugar In the butter oil and a little bit of vanilla and called It exylono.
They shipped i. another 0 million pounds, and we went through the
saife procedure again of going to the Secretary of Agriculture and
asking him to go to the President who In turn would go to the Tariff
Commission. The Tariff Commission held a hearing, the result was
reported to the Presldent and a proclamation was Issued controlling
the oxylono Imports.
So we have designed some legislation which we believe would
strengthen the ability of the Government to act In haste when It Is
necessary, and I would like to leave that with the commit" for your
consideration, because we think tha, It is vitally important to-The CHAIRMAN. Are these suggested amendments to the bill?

Mr. HEALY.
Suggested
amendments
to the
bill, yes, sir.
Those
amendnmit
do two
things: They
strengthen
the Import control authority which we now have. In affect, they would tell the

Government that it is the desire of the Congress to make the domestic
agricultural economy of this country a part of our foreign trade
policy, which we think Isvitally Important.
Senator WILLIAMS. Is that a suggested modification of section 22f
Mr. HIV.ALY. Yes, sir I am fl Fng a copy of my suggested amendment with my prepared statement, which I understand will be printed
following my oral remarks.
Senator J3ENNmvr. Is there a problem of jurisdiction here?
Mr. HEALY. No, sir; I do not think so. Section 22 has previously
been amended by this committee,
Senator BzNNxvr. Was section 22 as it was originally passed handled by this committee or by the Committee on Agriculture?
Mr. Hr.ArY. The Committee on Agriculture.
Senator BDNNYIr. For the information of the committee, could you

tell us what happened to that product that was imported from AuZtralia? What ifnal form did it take in this country?
Mr. HzALT. Ice cream.
You see 10 or 12 million pounds of fat may not seem imuortant
in view of the fact that we do produce and consume some 4 billion
pounds. However, practically all of that fat hit the New England
market. It came into New York and when you put 10 or 12 million
pounds of fat into 1 market at 1 time, it introduces considerable chaos
into that market.
And that is what happens to it. It is not spread around so everybody
qnq-tenth
ounce
or whatever it would be.
Onetakes
market
has toof-1
absorb
it and
live with it until it is gone, Furthermore, had controls not been imposed, the imports would have
increased to tremendous volumes.
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It, J1141 1110nm Ma~t
80tuitor KIuuti. It yolk already hlavo As4,111,
1

Inuch mnore the (2mConilty Ctedit, Corporation1 Isgoloig t) live to

but'
Yi' MAIN NOW What thaft u11IIeau WAS Abouit $7m11ll liddii imuil

eXpendituro to (X'd. Aka you ktio~v, (Ite Coninodity Creit Corimorat iou takes otT tile tniarkot llt the butterfait wIddIl Cannoti be eoII14ut1u.'d
Niv. 81tivo they %vviv talking siiU otf iIlIN-vnr h h Ip IVA fllidIN,
alld Ally lidditI41
tonalmuint willeAi eoile 1 t11 i'ountry, tIwuII11 they
hatvo to take tOlt mitl inoro olt tlie donims It!nirket. f dtik It,Co.st
0101%i about $?Million,
80e11tor K(VAM And then thepy export thalt under it subsillized lNiI
or a gift f
Mr. Ilmr, IRxatly.
Senatom K,,ti. Mhat haR)IPpeed Iwas (lit that C111111 In hevre Amnd
wits bought, anti our (loveritient, theit bought, up a like aniomuit, And
addedl to that which we wero shippinlllg to H011113W u're v-l1e 1111d giving
it a1way?
Speintor Amut~ktj.
owNV
Counltryt
Mr. flt9At.I

White1 We aire ot tt, whalt Is thie uRjjpluA III our

About 6 ercent now, Senat or,

Senator MAIrINI. Wilat does thiat 111041

lit 13ouds11
tant try ing to compare It with what this--

Mr
Wer.
rll It, incaiv about 0 lhlliou oundt of nfiiik, wich~l
would 11neali about 2A0 mtiillon pounds of butterfat.
The-CRIM1AN. What b%It lit dollars?
Mr. IhAL.Y. WVell, 230 inill'on pounds. of butter, would be worth
.boua a lflion-.Senator llaN.N nr, 170.
MIr. MALY~. $t 11
mil1io% to $100 Millioll-somlethiiig In that Ileigh-

borhood.

Tio other thing thiat. ust hle routeuibered about these butter 1111

I ha~ve shown youi where thecy canl he landed liere at
1-oorts-although
17. cents a pound eaper thani we cani sell o6r butter, tlhe AMerieaut

consume1111rR do not get that 17.0 ecets. Thle importer makes, it. Ile
se~lls the imports for half it cent or so) under the domiestic niarket, 8o
it would be no great,boon to Aniericans to have butter imported ait.Stich
a redulced price
It is a boon to t Amiericami who is cagey~ enough ~to go thtroughi the
loopholes which are in this setion 22 and make his 17 or 18 cents ai
pound on it,
Senator IBF.-.;N m. When the President b~y proclamnation. closed the
seond loophole to which you referred, hvive they tried againI
Mr. 1I7EALY. Yes, sir; (ho second loophole was, closed by Saying anything fromi which butterfat could be commercially extracted and which
contained 45 percent or mnore of butterfat. w~as excluded. Now we
know these samie people are going through the country trying to get
orders for a 44 percent. fat product, so weo lave got the whole thing to
go through with once more.
The CitArR.IAx. Whty is it that the Danes can produce butter for 23
cents and it costs its 60 cents
As I notice wages here are 43 cents in Wisconsin, 'TO cents, in central
and notheastMr. MEALY. Yes, sir.
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Why doeii It cost inore flhan twice as nuchI
Senator Ktit.u TJhey imko flint, I tlike It thint they niunufacturo
(Iirlteet products for different. marikets.
Some of tlii have atgood cheepse market.
'1110e GtAIIII. I'li' sIIpeaking Of the b1uter,
MA'. I [PIN W0ll, t0oIt ront degree no.it of the pro(Iucta which can.
iIt, (himi ninrket are nubidhfied.
Mi t ter of fact, we reportedly to tile Hotse that me, northern
Fi4'-Otwnia Imte,' IH 111g fiuhbjdiZeul t0 the extent of 21 cents( per
T1he (htIAIRMA,~

It Is1 exportedl.
(',AfnIAN. )'OH Said( ill YOlW HIateineiit Oil page 4 the Danlish
bufter lis 23.1 cents per poundii nnd It costs, what di you say I
Mi '. 1IHAI.Y. Four MeNs to SLIP it.
1116e CIIAMnMAN. Yes, Mir.
Senator K~vii. T did not uiudermtand thle statement thle wily you dlo,
'111

Senator.

saysa thin INhow much they snake anl hour onl the bapis of getting
0Ile
6O
1 cents a l011111 for their butter find 85. cents for their chews.
0CJ!AIIIHAIJ. ThtIs Wht they0 get, Is itn;ot?
fl'in banishi butter does sell in DenW.~ HIhN~~. YesR, that INFlffact
mark for 23 cents, that 1s correct.
''1i0 CHAIRMAN. What are these lgorea-your hourly returns from
dairy farmners onl page 3, 43 cents In eaitern Wisconsiin. Is that what
they et when they (Iispose of butter at 001/2 cents per pound in New
Mr. lINAfir. Yes, sir; that is their hourly return for'The ("ItAmnMAN. Thalnt ima very low wage.
Ifow ig it then that. the Danes canl produce It for less than one-halfI
Afr1. HE~ALY. I (to not believe tile flanes produce it for less than onehalf, Senator. I think this export price of 23 cents is a subsidized
export price.
Thi e UCnl'AnICHA. I have been through D)enmark and seen those great
farnis there and I was told that thie wages there were about 60 to 60
centsanti hour in ouritmoney. Isthafttcorrect?
Mr. 111MALT. Yes, sr
Senator KrimH. Dostheir machinery cost at lot less than ours?
Mri. HEpALYr. No, air, I don't believe so. I do know that Europeans
have subsidized their butter exports to thie extent of 21 cents, which
of course manke tip a lot of this ( ifference.
Senator By?;rivr. Since you are using the Danish exports do you
know that tlie Panes have done it?
Mr. HEPALYr. NO sire I don't have the information about the Danes
but I will supply tRat ior the record.
The'NCIRMAN. Try to supply an explanation as to why they can
produce it at 23 cents, while it. costs us here 60) cents, bsL on wag"s
to the dairymen of 43 cents an hour, which is about the same, or less
than the wages in Denmark.
(Tile information is as follows:)
MEMORA4DUM

The figures given above ranging from 43 to TO 6ents per hour repre t the
hourly returns of dairy farm operator&. that In., the proft converted Into cents
per hour for the labor of the dairy farm operator. This Is the figure which
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York price of butter should be reduced
would have to be roduWe It Iha Now
cannot work for iose, not, in factor
to woot imp~ort itces. Obyiously the tfarmers
thoy tiow rmceiv.
return%
low
the
for
work
to
long
can thoy tontnue
Is o1nlY atDfat of the cMt Of
Thto profit to the dairy NMIn owner or operitor
ilmsolf makes And
fart labor costs more than the dliry fannter ltorbib
butter. WIr
enter
ital
aponttlollitand
u
tra
pCakging,
1"utifacture,
In
mots
labor
enter It loCLof o uet i nd
Into the Picture. lage bor 7 cost iwP16 the
OqUl 1114111;ulisod all I11a way downt
thor supple tho farmeor buys as well noand doirgbute
bultr.
tho line to trausiort,IoQ , packnge,
country are high, not only for farmers but for labor
lAyingiatandards well, anti
mood t i proessig as
to the nverago world
We do not want to ae thms living itandardsa reduced
rates reduvvd to tho averae
l4Ve1, nti do we Want to me Aluerinu wagonotandairds
raised rather than to
world levels. WYe would prefer to goe world

tco ourt loworod.
butter exports tire
The folowing comnUt indicate that much oflHuropman,
Dauish subildies.
subidlied, W do not know the exact extent
front
NOn V'ebruarr 18, tlie wholesale linkoa of D)Atish butter wan reduce dairies
KI to %6. conts per pound. This Msthe lowest priee sittee 1048. when
receivd as.cots per pokud.
sevrail months in the hope that thO
'fth 11iCO redUCtiom Was It)Otion for tinod
tlio datiries were compensaed
this
During
tIwproVX%
export price would
dairy industry butter pool fund,.
ftr the low export 0ri0 through the D~anish
depleted" (Worelgn Cirops
The recent pimk rduction anto when the fund wits
aihbttrpie(e
o
to),
Mar.10K
and Markets,
ta 1119 AdVAntAP Of the lwDns utrp~e(e
"iiwtiah 011t011S
IT$1ION) through shopp011ing tours
rein cros aud Marketo, Mar, 10 and Mar. to
22, about 80 00 "Wedish shop.
tW Denmark. During the week of W'brurkry 10Danish
foodtu~d Into Sweden,. In.
port brought I.? million msunds of duty.fe
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Mr. HMANx. Well one thhig that would figure Into It Is what hap-

poens to tids milk after It leaves the Ismr, The plant labor Is higher,
the transportation Is hither and so on,
The CHAIMMAN. WIl Iyou give us a metnorandum explaining that?
Mr. 11HMbY. Yes, sirt I will,
Senator MARnN. Mr,Chairman, as I understand, what the hourly

wao Is,
that Is to the operator.

Mr. IIHAim. To the farmer.
Senator MAnsi. Well, now what does he pay, do you have an In-

formatlon as to whalI to pays Yor life hired hep or hlied laborI Wiat
I ai getting at, I thought Ilwas much higher than that,.
Mr. Ilf K. lie pays his help more than he nets for himself.

Senator MArnt. That Iswhat I was trying to find out. Do you
have any figures on that I

I know In my own State, I know that our farmers have to pay conslderably more than 00 cents an hour
Mr. 11Mtmy. That Is correct.
Senator BIr.rnmr. Then your figure of wages of 48 cents an hour
Is really profit translated Into wages!

Mr. fIaLy. That Is correct.

Senator Fa n.By the operator?
Senator 11sm 'r By the operator.
Mr. lIKAf, It amounts to his entire profit for owning a farm and
spending all his time on It,.
Senator Bmw'r. That Is right, But you are comparing profit in
one case with wages paid In another case, which Is not always an
accurate comparison.
Mr. HnALY. That is true.
Senator Kzsn. What you are saying Isthat his profit amounts to
that much to him on the basis of the hours which he and his family
put into the operation.
Mr. iAlLY. That is correct Senator.
TheoCAIRMAN. But a o many farmers in my section do most of
the work themselves and i that event they would only get 43 cents;
is that right?
Mr. HHrAL. That Is correct.
The CnIAMMAN. That would be regarded as wages?
Mr. HzALY. That Iscorrect.
Senator MAmir. Do you take into consideration the investment
that the farmer has, his land-he owns his land, he owns equipment,
I know u: my part of the country to equip a 100-acre farm aman has
got to invest about $80,000 in equipment, and I mean that is a minimum, that is no luxurious equipment, that is just the necessary
equipment.,
Mr. HwY. This Department study makes a reasonable allowance
for return on capital before computing net income and then converts
net income into cents per hour for the farmer's time. The CHAMMIAN. I do not see how he could live on 48 cents.
3Mr. Har. I have,seen reently a study of the northern Ilinois
farm management service which indicated that if a man got 4 percent
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on his capital investment il his farll, before they showed any return
for wages, he would have to have a large farm.
Tile CHAIUMAN. I wish you would review the bottom part of page
a and give us anthel memorandum supplementing it.
Mr. IIV Ai,. Yeq, sir; we will be happy to do that.
Tlie CHAHOJ
MAN. Try to ascertain whether this Demnark butter is
subsidized, And, if not subsidized, why they can produce it, for 23 cents
11d it costs 60 cents in this country, appallntly with equal wage scales.
Mr. I IEAL. W e wil be glad to furnish that to you.
TIi

CUAIAMN. I am not criticizing your statement. but I would

like you to Amplify the statements on paes 3 and 4.
Mr. IItAiXv. Yes, sir; wO will be glad to furnish that for the rec*ord. (The matOrial referred to is covered in the pirvious memorandum.)
The CItAIrNIAUM. You may prceed.
Mr. Ill.'ix. Senator, that completes what I wanted to say.
The CuIrIRMAN. Are there any questions?
Senator BI, m.r. I just hav one. You are l)rotected by section
22 so you do not. face a fre and open importation of dairy products?
Mrl.tAI. That is corrct yes, sir.
Senator lEr
NN'r. )o I miderstand the most serious invasion you
have faced is this invasion of Australian butterfat which amounts to
4 million pounds out of 12 billion
Mr. IIEAIX. Well, we have faced-this is the latest. We have faced
a series of these things back to 1951 or 19152Senator BENxNK-rT. But in every case the law, the machinery of the
existing law, has operated and 'one by one these threats have been
wied out even though it took time to wipe them out?
Mr. HEiALY. Well, not. necessarily, Senator Bennett., because what
happens, as in the case of this butter oil, the way we got. it stopped was
with a proclamation which allowed about 11/ million pounds of it in
each year.
Each time we stop something we lose ground.
Senator BN mwr. flut comparatively small
Mr. HmALY. Comparatively small; yes, sir.
Senator BEmNN'r. In other words, you are in a much more fortunate position than the bicycle industry represented by the man who
,testified ahead of you.
Mr. HEALY. I don't know.
Senator BENN
.Tr. Well, he testified that a million bicycles came
in as compared with-let's see, what were his figures-41.3 percent.
of the American consumption was represented by imported bicycles.
You do not have such a situation? Mr. HE-ALY. As I have previously testified, it is important to the
national, welfare to protect the daiiy production indiistfy because of
its itotance in the agricultural economy.
Because milk is bulky and perishable and must be marketed each
day, a very small surplus can demoralize pricing in every market. We
are producing only about 5 percent more milk than is being,consumed
commercially. This excess production is within the realm of manageability. This 5-percent surplus problem is one upon which the
Congress and every dairy farmer in our Nation is working to attempt
to find a solution. Therefore, it is of extreme importance to limit"this
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problem to a domestic problem. 'T'le legislation which we propose
would go a long way toward accomplishing this goal.
Section '22 of the Agricultural Adjustnent fet is operative only
when there are Qovernment prograins which would be affected by
imports. Therefore, we find ourselves in the anonialous situation of
attempting to reduce our surpluses so that we can achieve better farm
prices for milk when we know that if we were to reduce our surplus(_
and put the Goverminent out of price support business, we would then
make wecl ion 22 inoperative and allow for the flooding of our markets

with foreign surpluses.
For this reason, the proposed legislation also broadens the base
under which section 22 would operate.
Senator Bzsaswrr. I think the coimmiittee will have to find out
whether in fact, it does have Jurisdiction over section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act and I think as an observation, the bicycle

man would be very happy to trade his position for yours.
The CH^,iMh.ix. Do I understand you will furnish the information
about, tie imports of these different categories?
Aft'. HEALY. Yes, sir.
The CmFAnrMrM.,. 'T'hank you very much.
Senator CAmu1os. Mr. I-lealy, I just want to say that you have

very fine members in Kansas and I will report to then you have
finely represented themn here.

iho CAIIAItMA,. Thank you for your statement, sir.
(Mr. Ilealy's statement and suggested amendment is as follows:)
8TATMIUNT (Or iATRICK II.

IEAi.Y.

AMMTIHTANT HE;KIATIIY OF TIl
P PRODUCERSHFEIIERATION
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The Nalloli Milk 1Produers Federation Is a national form organization.

ILK

It

represents over half a million dairy farmers and some 800 or more dairy coop-

erative associations which they own and operate and through which they act
together to process and market at cost the milk and butterfat they produce
on their farms.
The federation reflects a composite viewpoint of dairy farmers located In all
of the 48 States. Our bylaws require that at least 75 percent of our board of
directors must be active dairy farmers. The remainder of the board Is made
up of managers and officials of dairy cooperatives which in turn are owned
and comIjtt'olted by the dairy farmers they serve.
Practically every form of dairy product produced In the United States In
substantial volume is produced and marketed through farmer-owned cooperative dairy ilnntg represented by the federation.
The policies of the federation are determined at annual membership meetings.
These meetings are attended by some 1,000 or more dairymen from all parts
of the Nation. The delegates are selected locally, primarily on the basis of
their leadership and Interest In the dairy field. Every State In the Union and
the various forms In which milk is processed and marketed are represented on
our general resolution committee. As a result of this broad representation,
the federation's policies provide an accurate cross-section of the thinking of
the American dairy farmer.
i
t
n
Dairy farmers for many years have been deeply concerned about matters of
foreign trade Insofar as they relate to dairy products. They are particularly
disturbed over the apparent trend in recent years to permit American farmers
and American labor to be used as pawns in the Intangible and nebulous game
of international politics.
The very existence of the dairy industry in this country depends on effective
controls against a destructive level of dairy product Imports. We believe,
sincerely, that had the federation not accurately presented the danger to Congress. and had Congress not acted In our behalf, our domestic source of supply
of milk and dairy products by now vould have been seriously Impaired.
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This committee will recall the determined and repeated efforts of the State
Department to terminate import controls on dairy products under section 104
of the Defense Production Act without providing alternative controls. Had
the State Department been successful In that effort, our domestic source of supply of milk and dairy products In a very substantial measure, would, by now,
have ceased to exist Only the wise action of Congress, under such power as it
still retains over foreign trade, prevented that unhappy result.
There has never been a time in the history of the Nation when it was more
Important to have within our own shores the capacity to produce adequate supplies of such essential foods as milk and butterfat. We would only be fooling
ourselves if we did not recognize the fact that in the event of war an offshore
source of supply of dairy products would be most uncertain and unreliable.
Should our domestic source of supply be displaced to any substantial extent by
excessive imports It could not be redeveloped In time to meet emergency needs.
We would surely be playing Into the hands of our enemies If we permitted this
Important domestic source of an essential food to be traded away for dim and
uncertain political benefits. Congress must retain Its power to prevent this.
Agriculture is a very important segment of the national economy and dairying
Is a very important segment of our agricultural economy. It Is most important
that the economic stability of dairying be not Jeopardized by excessive imports
of dairy products.
Dairy farmers are In a serious economic squeeze, and their economic status,
like that of agriculture generally, Is out of balance with the rest of the economy.
One of the thingh we learned from the depression of 1929 was the Important
bearing which the purchasing power of farmers, or the lack of it, has on the
economy of the Nation as a whole. There Is a striking similarity of pattern between the beating down of farmers' prices that preceded the depression of 129
and the beating down of farmers' prices during the past few years that preceded
the current downturn.
Hourly returns for dairy farmers in the three test areas reported by the Department of Agriculture are 48 cents In eastern Wisconsin, 52 cents In western
Wisconsin, and 70 cents in the central northeast. These are unfair wages under
any standard, and the country Is unfairly living off the depreciation and reserves
of the dairymen. These returns cannot go down to meet lower priced Imports
produced In countries where wages and living standards are far below those In
this country. These returns are based on support prices for butter in New York
of 60% cents per pound, cheese 85 cents per pound, and nonfat dry milk 16 cents
per pound. Since April 1, these support prices have been further reduced. The
current support price for butter in New York Is W.1 cents per pound.
Contrasted with these prices are the export prices of Commodity Credit Corporation of 30 cents per pound for butter, 22 cents per pound for cheese, and
9.9 cents per pound for nonfat dry milk. That world prices are actually lower
than these figures is clearly Indicated by the small volume of CCO stocks moving
into world trade at these prices. The May Issue of Foreign Crops and Markets,
USDA. quotes Danish butter at 23.1 cents per pound wholesale in Copenhagen.
New Zealand and Australian butter delivered in London Is quoted at less than
26 cents per pound. United States tariffs are only 7 cents per pound on 60
million pounds and 14 cents per pound on all over 60 million pounds. Shipping
costs are about 4 cents per pound.
Thus It Is apparent that there Is a price differential between our domestic
prices and world prices which would result Immediately In a destructive level
of imports if effective controls are not maintained. As Indicated above, domestic
prices cannot be further reduced to meet the foreign prices, because they are
already at a dangerously low level, both In terms of actual dollars and In terms
of comparative purchasing power.
These price differentials result from the higher standard of living maintained
In this country and from higher wages paid labor which goes into the cost of
production and also Into the cost of the things that farmers buy.
A stock argument in favor of free trade Is that American efficiency will offset
lower wage rates and lower living Ftandards of competing foreign nations. That
may be true in some highly mechanized industries. In the dairy industry, the
price disparity noted above exists in spite of all the advances that have been
made In efficiency and mechanization.
-'
Another argument frequently inade is that dairy exports exceed dairy imports. While we are grateful for such dairy exports as we have, the volume
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is relatively small and practically all of the exports are either giveaways or sales
at reduced prices through COO.
It requires only a moment's thought to realize that with the sharp price disparity that exists any relaxation of import controls would result only in a flood
of dairy imports without any corresponding increase in commercial dairy exports. We do not believe the American dairy industry should be traded off to
permit some other industry or some other segment of agriculture to ship more
of its products abroad.
We are not opposed to foreign trade. On the contrary, we believe that every
effort should be made to develop a beneficial foreign trade. Beneficial foreign
trade result when one nation trades to another things which the importing
nation wants and needs and which it cau Ipuc to a constructive use. We are unable to see anything beneficial in foreign trade through which we are forced by
other countries to take products which we do not want and do not need and
which merely add to the already heavy burden of our own surplus. Is it possible
that we still must learn the hard way that there Is no profit in carrying coals to
Newcastle? Neither do we see anything beneficial in a level of imports which
would undermine one of our most Important and essential segments ol American agriculture and Impair our domestic source of supply for an essential food.
As long as living standards in this Nation remain high and a substantial
price disparity exists between domestic and world prices, it Is obvious that
effective Import controls must be maintained to regulate the volume of dairy
products coming Into this country. The same conditions require that export
prices be adjusted to world levels for those products to be moved abroad.
In that connection, the federation has never recommended that our surplus
dairy products be dumped Into world trade in such a manner as to disrupt the
world market.
We do believe, however, that this country should Insist upon moving Into world
trade, at competitive world prices, a volume of agricultural products equal to
our fair share of the world market.
We believe, also, that this country need not and should not apologize for protecting its own agricultural economy and enterprises from a destructive level
of imports.
The federation has never asked for permission to ship dairy products Into a
foreign nation at levels which would undermine or destroy the dairy Industry of
that nation. It is time that other nations should accord us the same courtesyand it is time that this country should Insist that they do.
We would like at this point to call attention to the testimony recently given
the Subcommittee on Foreign Trade Policy of the House Ways and Means Committee by Dr. John H. Davis, of Harard University. He recommended that our
foreign-trade policy recognize the price disparities which exist and are likely to
exist for some time with respect to our agricultural products and that we make
section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act a definite part of our foreign-trade
policy.
In this connection, we would like to call to your attention again the weak,
apologetic, and uncertain waiver which the State Department entered into with
the GA'T nations. In effect, the waiver takes the position that the use of section 22 Import controls, even though authorized by Congress, Is a violation of
OA'TI and that this country can use such controls only at the sufferance of the
other OATT nations.
One of the considerations bearlngr on the waiver Is the fact that prices for
agricultural products in this eou y are being reduced to the minimum levels
permitted by law.
Thus, in effect, we have the 0A'tVX nations undertaking to say to us that
Congress cannot control our own foreign trade except with the consent of the
GATT nations and that we may not be able to get that consent if we do not
adjust our domestic agricultural prices to suit their wishes.
This condition is bad enough now, but we fear it would be greatly aggravated
if Congress should ever give its approval to GATT or to an international trade
organization, such as OTO, to administer OATF.
We believe it is most Important that legislation extending the authority of
the President to enter Into trade agreements bear a caveat against approval of
OATT. Such a caveat serves as notice to foreign nations that Congress, and
not the President, is still the source of the constitutional power to regulate the
foreign trade of the United States.
V?629-5-r-t. 2----
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We recomulenl that authority to negotiate trade agreements be limited to 1
year and that authority for additional tariff cutting lowers be deleted from the.
bill. The bill before the committee would permit tariff cuts to be wade over

the next 0 years. A lengthy extension Is not necessary, and Vongress will have

relinquished much of Its direction and control over the program if it does not
review and renew the President's authority at shorter Intervals.
Actually, iit the case of dairy products, tariff cuts already made, coupled with
Inflation and currency devaluation, and manipulation, have rendered tie current
tariff rates Ineffective. As n result, we have be n conxlled to turn to import
quotas to prevent a destructive level of lmlorts. It Is our belief thut Import
quotas are the most practical way to control iaports. One of their big advantages
Is that they are definite and certain, and the volume to le a,!ltted can be accurately planned. lRenmoving uncertainty as to the, actual volume that con be
imported Is benellclal to both the exporting and Importing countries. Imports
of a known volume, we believe, cause much less harim on tMe market than would
actual Imports of n similar volume coupled with uncertainty as to what the total
amount might ie. With tnriffs there is no way of controlling the total volume
because foreign price changes or currency inanimulation in foreign countries can
materially change the picture. In the case of dairy prdhlucts which must he
stored during the flush season, this presents a serious Iproblem. Te difficulty
Is enhanced by tIe fact that Important dairy exporting countries south of the
Equator have their flash seastmi when our domestic products must move out of
storage.
Turning to tihe bill I. It. 12591, we have Indicated our opposition to a 5-year
extenslo of the Trade Agreements Act and to the additional tariff cutting power
It would provide.
The bill would authorize the President to proclaim Increased tariffs negotiated
under a trade agreement 50 percent above the rate in effect July 1, 1934. While
we have no objection to this provision, we (1o not think that it has any practical
value. The power which the President already has to prociaimn increased tariffs
negotiated In a trade agreement has not been used, nd we know of no reason
which would justify us In assuming that the increased power will be used.
Aplprently this provision was Included In the hill to support arguments that
added protection is being provided under the escape clause. Many statements
About the Bill indicate that the provision is being used for that purpose.
It should be pointed out that this provision (loes not increase at all the remedy
in escape-clause actions. It applies only to tariff increases which * * *. "are
required or appropriate to carry out any foreign trade agreement that the President has entered Into * * " (19 U. S. C. see. 1351 (a) (1) (B)).
The remedy tn escape-clause ation Is set out lit title 19. United States Code,
section 134, and Is listed to the withdrawal of trade agreement concessions or
the establishment of import quotas.
We recommend that the power to increase tariffs 50 percent above the rate In
effect July 1, 1034, be transferred to the escape-clause section.
It this provision is Intenled In good faith to strengthen the escape clause,
there will be no objection to transferring It to the eseape-clause section. If
it Is not so transferred it should be stricken from the bill to prevent its further
use as a subterfuge.
We are apprehensive about the provisions of the bill requiring a two-thirds
vote of both Houses of Congress to put Into effect a Tariff Commission recommendation to prevent Injury, over the objection of the President.
This Is a direct reversal of the constitutional provision requiring International
agreements In the form of treaties to be approved by a two-thirds vote of the
Senate (art. II, see. 2, clause 2 of the Constitution), and we fear It represents
another stage in the tremendous struggle going on to wrest from Congress Its
constitutional power to regulate foreign commerce.
We believe this provision would be a further reliquishment by Congress of
this most Important power, and we recommend that It be deleted;
The escape clause Is not operating satisfactorily and some control over the
power of the President to Ignore Tariff Commnission findings of Injury and recommendations for relief Is urgently needed. However, this control should be exercised by Congress reclaiming some of its delegated power and not by further
relinquishing its power.
We are at a loss to understand the provision for an escape-clause investigation following a peril-point finding of inadequate tariffs. Certainly if there
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were any Intention on the part of the Presldent to recognize Injury to the American producers he could do so In the peril-point negotiations, If he chose to Ignore
Injury to the American producer in peril-point negotiations presumably he would
follow the same course In the following escape-clause action.
We are concerned lest this provision be used ns an excuse for Ignoring the
perli-point rcomnimendations.
A prolswal for dealing with excessive Imports of agricultural commodltles
hns been develoied by the National Conference of Commodity Organizations.
Tho NCCO Is composed of 80 commodity organizations, all representing producer Interests, which have banded together for the purpose of developing a united
ioll.y on matters of common Interest such an our domestic agricultural programs
und tho.o foreign trado policies which may adversely affect our domestic agrlculturs.
Thin propsoied amendment of section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act
would authorize the Secretary of Agriculture to use Import quotas to protect
the agricultural pollcles of Congres and the agricultural programts authorized
by Congress against a harmful level of imports.
It would not restrict imports which do not adversely affect the agricultural
l)ollkles of Congres",4 nor would it permit Import quotas to be set below the mini.
muu levels now provided by section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act.
It proceeds on the theory that determinations of Import levels, InsofAr as such
Imports affect agriculture, should be made by the Secretary of Agriculture. It
then nuthorizes the Presldent to permit additional Imports In the Interest of foreign trade, foreign relations, or other considerations which affect the Nation
ns n whole.
Hinco imports In excess of the level set by the Secretary would be harmful
per so to the domestic commodity or product affected, the Commodity Cradit
Corporation would remove a corresponding amount of such product from the
domestic market, thus offsetting the harmful effect of the additional Imports.
The cost of this would be charged to the foreign trade, foreign relations, or
other program served by such additional imports.

AORICULTURAL IMPORTS
Sm. -. Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, Is further
amended by adding the following new subsections:
"(g) In addition to the Import controls provided above, the Secretary of Agriculture is authorized and directed to prescribe Import quotas In the manner
hereinafter provided for the purpose of preventing Imports from adversely affecting the agricultural policies of Congress. It is the policy of Congess, except
as otherwise expressly provided for any commodity, to maintain adequate domestic sources of supply of agricultural commodities and the products thereof
and to stabilize domestic prices for such commodities and products at levels
which will equalize the economic status of agricultural producers with that of
other segments of the economy generally and provide fair returns for the labor
and investment of such producers.
"(h) Imports of articles which Interfere or tend to Interfere with the objectives mentioned above by displacing or tending to displace sales o? other outlets
for domestically produced agricultural commodities or the products tbereof or by
creating a condition of uncertainty with respect to domestic supply-demand relationships, or by injecting an element of Instability In long-range planning, adversely affect the agricultural policies of Congress. Import quotas shall be established by the Secretary for all articles the Importation of which In the quantities reasonably to be anticipated would adversely affect the agricultural policies
of Congress with respect to any agricultural commodity or the products thereof.
Subject to the limitations hereinafter provided, quotas so established shall be at
such levels as the Secretary determines and announces would )jot have such adverse effect.
"(I) Import quotas established by the Secretary under this section may not be
proportionately less than W0 percent of the total quantity of such article which
was admitted for consumption during a representative period determined by the
Secretary. If there were no Imports of the designated article in a representative
period, a zero quota may be established. Designations of articles insuch quotas
shall be sufficiently broad to prevent evasion and unless otherwise provided shall
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Include any form, mixture, product, or source In whIch, the article appears in
other than lcousequentlal amounts, Designations may be amended by the Seeretary to prevent eyaslon, without hearing. The Secretary shall give due notice
and afford Interested parties an opportunity to appear and present statements in
comection with any ruling establihhing, modifying In a substantial degree, or
terminating any such Import quota. The Secretary may prescribe rules and
regulations relating to the powers conferred upon him by this section, and his
decisions with resp to such import quotas shall be final.
"(J) The President may authorize Imports of any article in excess of the
quantities established by the Secretary as the level at which .the agricultural
polieles of Congress would be adversely affected.
-'(k) No Imports, of any article'for which impott quotas have been established by the Secretary In accordance with this section shall be admitted for
consumption In excess of the Import quota so established plus such additional
quantities as may be authorized by the President in accordance with this section.
"(I) Whenever additional Imports of any article shall be admitted for consumption in accordance with the authorization of the President as herein provided, the Secretary through the Commodity Credit Corporation or any other
agency available to him, shall remove from the domestic market a correspondIng quantity of articles the sales or other outlets for which are adversely affected
by such Imports. Articles so removed from the domestic market shall not thereaftir be disposed of by the Secretary In such a manner as to adversely affect
the agricultural policies of congress. In removing such excess supplies from
the market, the Secretary may acquire either Imported articles or domestically
produced articles. The cost of removing from the domestic market excess sup.
plies equal to additional Imports authorized by the President, as herein provided,
shall be separately computed and shall be charged to appropriations relating to
the
program
served by such additional Imports.
. "(m)
7he provisions
of subsections (a) through (e) shall not be applicable
to the commodities or products covered by subsections (g). through (in), except
that Import quotas or tariff rates In effect on any such 6ommodfty or product
shall continue In effect until such time as Import controls covering such commodity or product become effective under subsection (g) through (m)."

The CHAaMAN. The next witness is Mt. R. W. Hooker, Synthetic
OrMr.
anie ooker
Chemical
I Manufacturers Association.

STATE T OP R. WOLCOTT HOOKEP, PREI

ENT, SYNTHETIC

OROANIC CHEMICAL MANUFACTURES ASSOCIATION
Mr. Chairman and distinguished members of this committee, I am
R. Wolcott Hooker, president of the Synthetic Organic Chemical
Manufacturers Association, whose members produce more than 90
percent of the total output of synthetic organic chemicals of this

country.
Our industry is comprised of more than 237 000 employees, located
in 760 different establishments, in 42 of our ;8 States. Our annual
payroll is in excess of $1 billion.
A strong organic chemical industry is vital to America's continued
security, particularly in the aream of atomic energy, chemical warfare, missiles, space satellites, and jet propulsion. The ability of our
industry to serve the military and security needs of the United States
depends upon the maintenance of its productive capacity lind the retention
of its organic
technically
trainedthemselves
manpower.are the result of numerous
Synthetic
chemicals
separate and complex operations involving techniques and know-how
which are acquired only after years of study and training. Many of
these products are the result of 'batch ' operations, where mass volume
production or use of automated plant equipment is not feasible.
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The operations'of our domestic Organic chemical industry are so

interrelated and complex that an ordinary chemical sold for many
commercial purposes may well be the most essential material in the
production or use of a critical and classified military implement or
material.
The spectacular growth of the organic chemical industry inWest
Germany France, Switzerland, the United i.Kdom, Italy, and Japan and the demonstrated ability of those countries to produce similar
products ih comparable output at labor costs from one-fourth to onetenth of those in the United States requires that great caution be exercised in considering further tariff reductions on these products.
However, in appearing before you today, in bpposition to H; R.
12591, we wish to emphlwize that our association does not oppose a
truly reciprocal and mutually advantageous trade agreements
program.
As admi nistered, hoWever, the present program has not been truly
reciprocal in the past. We agree with the Randall Commission' report, the stud reIently completed by the Boggs subcommittee (if
the House, a
e
t
month by the Rockefeller
Bros. Foundation that
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Without Wishing to inject, ourselves into &'complex question of
const itutional aw,,w doubt the usefuhiess of the proviion which
requ r. s a two-thirds vote of both houses to overturn the Preddent!s
disapprovalof Tariff Conimission findings under the escape clause
We deire, however, to comment on pro iins contained-In L R.
12o1 dealing with the escape-claur,re edies available to domestic
producers who claim injury as a resultof trade-agreewent concessions
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It is our feeling that legislation extending the Trade Agreements
Act should contain provisions making the findings of the Tariff Commission final and conclusive on questions of serious injury, but permit
the President to override these findings where impelling questions
affecting national interest may be involved.
The Presidentl in such cases, should clearly indicate that considerations other than injury to an industry are the basis of his action.
H. R. 12691 amends existing law to provide that wherever the Tariff
Commission determines that a peril point has been exceeded, it shall
immediately institute an investigation under the eseape-clause provisions of the law.
It also changes the time within which the Tariff Commission must
ascertain
peril-point findings from 120 days in existing law to 180
days.oth ofitsthese
changes, in the opinion of our association, are desirable and are improvements in the administration of the program.
H. 1l. 12591 does not provide, however, for what we consider a most
important part of intelligent administration of the trade-agreements
-program. -Existing law provides standards or guidelines to the Tariff
Commission in determining when and under what circumstances the
escape-clause remedies may be invoked.
Equally important, in our opinion, is the necessity of establishing
peril-point standards to guide the Commission in preventing the possibility of injury.
The Congress has wisely required that peril-point determinations
be made in advance of negotiations of a trade agreement, but has left
the Commission without legislative criteria by which it may intelligently perform this most necessary task.
We suggest that the Commission be required to consider several
factors in arriving at a peril-point determination. Among these the
Commission should compare the selling prices of an imported product
under existing rates of duty with that of a similar and competing domestic product.
Where imports are selling below the usual wholesale price of a
domestic product a further reduction in duty may, an& probably
would, result in injury or threat of injury to a competing domestic
producer.
The Commission should also determine which is the principal foreign supplier country for each item on the negotiating list and determine the extent to which other foreign suppliers may be a major
beneficiary of any concession.
Under existing law, as well as H. R. 12591, the President in theory
and executive agencies in practice prepare a list of articles for negotiation of a proposed trade agreement.
There is nothing in the law which authorizes or directs the Tariff
Commission, which we submit is for this purpose the best-informed
agency of Government, to participate in the formulation of these lists
or to advise the President as to the contents of such lists.
It iq our opinion that since the Tariff Commission possesses expert
knowledge by reason of its long and broad experience in these matters,
and is fully acquainted with the problems of domestic industry as well
as thoroughly familiar with conditions affecting imports, that any
extension of the Trade Ag-eements Act should contain provisions di-
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reacting that the Commission be made a party to the formulation of
these lists and that its advice be sought and considered by the President prior to the promulgation of such preliminary lists.
We al o submit ,a suggestion which we believe to be noncontroversial. There are defects in the procedluro for publication of notice
of hearings if proposed negotiations of trade agreements. Notice of
these hearings has been inadequate, so far as our industry is concerned,
in inforinin" producers whether products which they make may become iteirs for tariff reductions.
It is a matter of record that in the 1950 trade agreement negotiations, concessions were granted on broad categories of chemicals provided for in so-called "basket clauses" of schedule I of the Tariff Act.
The "basket clause" language is so broad that domestic producers
could not know which of their products were intended to be made the
subject, of negotiations.
It is not possible for domestic industry to prepare itself to comply
with the requests for information from agencies of the executive department or the Tariff Commission and make an adequate presentation where the form of notice is so vague as to comprehend hundreds
of chemicals within the scope of the language used.
A simple amendment of existing law would dispel the uncertainty
faced by domestic industry as each round of tariff negotiations is announced. Certainly domestic producers are entitled to know which
of their products are or may be the subject of negotiations.
Where it appears that the tariff classification of any similar imported products is covered by "basket clause" language, the public announcement should specify not only the tariff provision but identify
specific products tinder such provision.
This may be done by listing the commercial or common name of
each product, as well as its tariff classification provision.
The provisions of H. R. 12591 amending section 2 of the 1954 Trade
Agreements Extension Act, the so-called national defense provisions
of existing law, are, in the opinion of the association, desirable changes.
We believe that under the language of H. R. 12591, investigations on
national defense questions will be speeded up and determinations
made under these provisions will be predicated upon a sounder basis.
In closing, may we emphasize again that it is our belief that onl
through a complete overhaul of the trade-agreements program will
the United States be in a position to meet the new and fundamentally
diffei-nt economic alliance and trade patterns which will emerge
over the next 10 years.
ire note that administration spokesmen have indicated negotiations
under a 5-year extension of the act probably will not be completed
until mid-1962. It is possible that the authority will not be used up
until 1968-in effect a 10-year extension of the law.
The economic offensive of the Soviet, the development of the
Euiropean Common Market and possible creation of Western Hemisphere trade federations will create varied problems requiring tremenlous flexibility ih our foreign economic policy.

We must he prepared to cope with "state trading" practices of
the Soviet; we mnay find it desirable to adapt our most-favored-nation

principle to nieetconditions arising out of regional trade compacts
establishing pif erentir, tariffs; we must not commit ourselves to
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kxolttxt. mid not for their formn. If I many, I hiave hoe 1Ritgost
Amiiietswith
il milliunets fibout; the011 4(wsribiig whalt (1(oy aro
pmW toAMcIllphish'itind I would like tostibinittheim for the record.
ZSenator FRml. I aii sure we would I* glatd to hanve then, Mr.
Hooker. and I want it. undorstood for thle record, too, that. I haveo not
mmn you betorm

Senatr M~oN~.Y'.i don't repudiato hin, do youI
Atenator 'iPARi. I tin not repite him, but., fortunately, we asked
for samnethitlg that, he%
had, but. I know ho would not come ill prepaRred
anyhow.
$4neuator .Nrartiii f
Senator MATNNo questions,

Senator FrAiR. senator 1)uglas.
Se*natoar 1)oUGIAS. Mr. Hooker, do you believe the tariff on chem.
icals should be increased I
Mr. lfooxnj. No, sir.
Senator Douql-s. Do You think quotas should be imposed on the
importation of chemicals)
Mr. flooxzu. I think that this should be possible in some cases. I
think, in an emergency, I have no specifoSenator DouaiLx&s But, in general, you favor restricting further the
importation of chemicals?
31r. Hoom Yes, sir.
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$ein1ttor I)OVrLAS. What are the toal Importis Indollftro, dollarwise,
Of ehi'ndICAla Int(IIs011
outry jI
I yoou romemimp I
Mr, HtOOKY,( 1Il% total niipor 1*-well, lot me see;!I catinot give yon
(he figure, but It Isnpprox iffatoly $6MO
tiIoit.

Meuin1tOr D011h1fkA0. WhAt Are tho tOtNl OXpots Of CheIC11ls
Mr. lroommmi TIhe total exports, Air, is 4 very conlroversintl flmirp,

because, AN liiublslod IIn

anr (Jnvert~nnt publication, they Inc udi

iliilleatls nutl 11141 jprAdict A nd you would be amiti.&d how many
tiins cn be MUlM to duhinialop and sodyou get itgr@At dlstortilt of
fi we 11t flue
41
litoffical Inuntsry regard as real ch eiAlft

Honintor l)OVOuLAN, Clan you reniounberwiat thoe)parttnent of otn
morce floure are on chteini als find ti1hied products?
HP. lrooKIaNI I ftlifisk It Isnpproxlrnateiy three times,

Senatfor lDotro.Am A lillilon And 14half?

Altxweii, A billonnd a itt;something of that hind.

HI4

801111lor DOVOI.ANI Whiat are wno

of these aliedrHie

M r. lrOoKICn, I would like to saty, mir, It Is my rexcoleelon, we In the

chuemiucal Inumisry would ncept approximately $W0 million as it rwa
sonably nurftte figure of chemicals,
801iuator DIULAR, What aro some of th we aled products?
Mr. Ifooxr.n. 'rue others fire Allied products,
80etor DOUOI.-Af. Whatt nrA 018
heAllied
108d1ts
Mfr. 11OOKV.R. 'They Are phosphate rock;sohey tire dri ed blood; there

aire all sorts of mtranke tlhings
19enator DOWILrAR. IW0111d Imagine that the exportton of dried
blood would come to enorinotia dollar figures.

Mfr. Ioomu'n. Aslsitypthlueere examples.
liond--lIiftlf figure alnd listing the specific aled-products items
that youi think tire not chemicals And the value of the exports of eath
of these?
HMr. lrootxat. r think that there IsIn the room one of my assomiAtes

Senattor JQUoLANM, Have yott ever prepared an analysis of the bil-

who hang a list of several of those that I could-If you will exen"e me
Senator DotoAf. Surely.
Mr. llooixrm. Here are wone of the things, Senator; fertilizer mate.
rial, such as (dried bloodl; phosphate. rock, coke ovens byprodnets,
pharmaceutical preparations.
Senator DOUOLAR. Excuse ITIO; on that pharmaceutical products,
aren't they chemicals?
Mr. lfooxpat. Yes. 'They are chemicals in a real senge.
Senator Douo Ms. Isn't phosphate really a chemical?
Mr. HOOKER. In the form of rock I would not think so. Herbs,
leaves, roots, pigments paints, varisesSenator DouoL.As. 1W"uldn't, you say paints are chemicalsI
Mr. HOOKER. Closely allied, sir, and this is the confusion, because
they throw it into something they call allied products& True, there
is no question about it. The oil industry is very' closely allied with the
chemical industry and, in fact, in many areas it is the chemical industry, but still we talk about oilSenator DotTOLAs. The figures onl oilpublished by the Department
of Commiere though, are separate, are they notI
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Mr. IIooKP'l. Yes.- There tre toilet prmparations, turpiit-h,g nns,
and other navl stores. Really, none of tlioso things are what I1think

we here are talking about-tli chemical industry. 'rhe fact is that we

cannot got ani exact, nlantis to answer your question, because the fig-

ures simply are not available in anaccurate way sir.

Soiator )ouoi ,s. But ven according to your hgures, your exports
of wht you would olaswfy as Chemicals Approximately "re $800 1iil-

A IIooKmr. They are more thlt---

Senator 1)ouoL.A9. Sixty parent more?
Mr. HooKut. Yes, ir.
Senator 1)ouoi.As. Stiepo)s we imlposed (uotaR on chemicals coming
from abroad; might not, his load the other nations to hnpose quotas
on ohemieals coining from us and, therefore, would we no Injure the
chetnial Industry more by that program than we would help them,
taking the industry a a whole?
Mr. IlooKst. Sir, a great many, I cannot say all, but almost all of
thl Europelan count ries do impose quotas.
Senator I)ouot%A.
I know, but hey might impose more rigorous
1
quotas.,
Mr. lfoor~n. Yes, si', it is a matter of dogre. Tly might hnI'os more rigorouR ones, this is quite true.
Senator DOcrvoLAS. The chemical industry really has me puzzled,
because the ox port figure are greater than Nohe import fl lre and yet
we havo thes big
lonietal companies asking for either fIigher tariffs
or more restrlcti e quotas, aid I wondete whether it. is only certain
branches of the chemical industry who feel this way.
Mr. IRoomir, Sir, if I can nake some remarks on that, T am reasonably sure that you have listened to enough speech es on this subject
to recall that right after the First World War, Wilson himself
said that the chemical industry of this country should never find
itself awil in a position whore it was dependent so totally on foreign
production, and so thore was built into the law t protection for tile
chemical
industry..
Tie chemical Industry of the
It does not xvgrd itself as an
very proud, we are very proud
an industry to the eurity and

country.

United States is very proud of itself.
infant or a weak industry. We are
of the contribution we have made as
the strength and the economy of the

We want to preserve that strength for its usefulness and for its
rofit We feel that the trend is wrong. We are not asking for
higher tariffs, we are asking to lot them stay where they are long
enough to have a really honest opportunity to see what the facts are.
Senator Douctas. You are asking for more rstrictive quotas,
though.
Mr. Hooxing. In some cases, yes, where necessary in an emergency.
Senator DouolAs. If you can export your chemicals abroad and
meet foreign cometition abroad after paying the shipping costs,
why are you afraid of competition here at home from abroad?
Mr. HooiuxR. I think your statement-there are obvious exceptions
to all statements, sir. I can only just give you my own experience
in our company.
Immediateli after the war representatives from Switzerland anl
from Italy and from France and from England, Germany, came to
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inydoor° I live at Niagara Falls# and I opened the price book and

saf(11 "Well, we have so much of this," antf they bought a great deal
of our chemicals. That trade has dried up completely. There is
none of It for us.
Senator DouoAs; What do you manufacture?
Mr. llooxmn. We manufacture caustic soda and chlorine; processed
chiemicals, and then we manufacture detergents, things that go into

soap and go into the manufacture of rayon, o hito intermediates

for dyestuts, for bleaching textiles or for dyeing textiles.
Wehav a very substantial plastics division in our company.
Sector DoUGAs. May I ask whatyour company is?
Mr. Iloozn. looker Chemical Corp
Senator FIrnAR. You also manufac ure paradichlorobenyene?
Mr. Hooxmii. Yes, sir' we do. There is a product--and I may
my,sir, if I may, partially in anmwer to you, Senator, the thing that
bothers us, will you gentlemen excuse my back, I don't know quite
how I anSenator Fmr'An, That is quite all right.
Mr. Ifoom.[lThe thing that bottlers us in the industry is that
alnost every week, perhaps every day, during the last 2 or 3 years
one more product that we in the Hooker Co. have been making, or
that somebody inMonsanto or in Diu Pont or Dow has been making,
bes fallen by the wayside because we cannot make it and deliver it
at
the doorstep
of the buyer for as little as our foreign competition is
doing..
...,And it is just such attrition that we want
to stop. We are til
very healthy, as an industry-not right at the moment, we could
stand a whalo of a lot of orders, but we are not asking for a great deal
of sympatby, sir, we are asking for understanding.
We are askingSenator DouoLAs. You want something more substantial than sympathy i don't you?

Mir. HOOKER. Yes, sir.

Senator DoUoLAS. I mean sympathy ispleasant emotionally but
it is not of much aid economicallyi
Mfr. lTooXiR. Yes, that is right.
We are just trying, if we can, to bc let alone under present conditions long enough to see if under these conditions we can continue to
exist is aSenator DouGLAs. Are you afraid more of what may happen to
you in the future than you feel injured by what has happened to you
to date?
Mr. IlooKxE. We knowSenator DouoL s. Is it the future that you fear rather than the
present?
Mr. HIOOKE. It is the present-the present has not been extremely
serious-it has been serious. You know to the fellow who has lost
his job, it is a depression but -to his next-door neighbor, who is
working-it is a recession. But some people have been seriously hurt.
In our case, because most of our things involve large freight charges,

why we have not been so seriously hurt. But our problem, our immediate problem, is that a great many of our chemicals go to the companies who have been hurt, so we are losing our Customers in this
country.
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Senator DouOrAS. Mr. Hooker, I do not want to )rolong this too
long, but In 1980 because such pleas as this and at a very similar
time because there was high unemployment then, we increased the
tariffs and alost lininedia ly In reprisal for our itcrease ittariffs
the Huropean nations increaW theirs, and also bogant to impose

quotas.

Now, aren't you somewhat afraid that If we were to Impose quotas
as you wish, and if tho Tariff Commission were to Imposo quotas
which you augget, and, as you slgeat, we made it relatively imposmble for the-President to overrule them, tht.tho net. result would
be that the foreign countries would then begin to still further restrict
the Importation of American chomleals and that would hurt the
American chemical Industry more than you would be helping the
comical industry here by Imposing quoas on goodA coining from
abroad?
That is%haven't you more to los from a tariff or quota war thani

you have to gain and haven't you more to gain by getting the nations
of the world to reduce tariffs and quotas than you have to lose?
Mr. Ifoormin. Sir as we have said lere, we are not opposed to a
truly reciprocal traie ngreemtont.
It is our fmeling that as it has been administered the results havb
not boen reciproeal for the cheincal indist.ry of the United States.
Senator DMrLAs. Can you back that feeling up with facts, sir?
Mr. hTOoKER. Well, no, T do not think just at this point T can back
that up with statements that would be relevant here. But this is
porhas a high degree of emotion but I think there is a high degree
of fact also that could be supported.
Senator Douglas, I would be very glad if you could produce the
facts.
Mr. HooKER. I would be delighted to attempt to.
Senator DoUOLAB. In a supplemental memorandum.
Mr. HooKER. To supplement that statement for the record, if you
would like to have it.
Senator DOUOLAR. May I ask if there is a representative of the
State Department present
I wonder if we could ask the State Department to submit a memo.
randum if the have not already done so, on the concessions which
they believe they have obtained from foreign countries under the
reciprocal trade agreements
Senator FRF.AR. Does the Senator from Illinois desire the Chairman to request such information?
Senator DoroLus. I would like to have him do so if he can do so.
Senator BE 9nr. Is the Senator referring to chemicals specifically?
Senator DoVr.AS. Not only chemicals but other commodities in
general because the same charge comes up from time to time the reciprocal trade program is not reciprocal, that under it we make cones.
sions but do not obtain corresponding concessions from other countries, and I would appreciate it very much if we could have a tabular
presentation of the concessions which the State Department believes
we have obtained from abroad together with the concessions whieh
we have made, so that we can bring it out of the realm of emotion
on either side into the field of fact.
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Mr. ooI0CR. I would rather, sir, have an opportunity to get some

facts-

Senator DOV0LAS, Yes, I understand.

Mr. JIooxzn (continuing). Than to try to giveSenator DouLAs. I hope, Mr. Chairman, that Mr. Hooker will be
free to submit such a memorandum and it will be printed in the
record at the conclusion of his remarks this morning.
Mr. HoOKER. I would be very happy to do so if I have your permission.
Senator FnNAR. You may do so.
(Tho information is as follows:)
BNTHnmnO"

OANIO CIMIOAL MAN

tUFAOTUrAF

AsaOCATIlON

OV TIHE UNIrED STAVrs,

I0NOW
York, N. Y., July 8, 1958.
Hon. HaRRY F. BYRaD

Oha(rma", Senate 7ommillee on ~fnance
Senate 0O Bulidtig, Waehikglon, b. 0i.
l)rA% m& pYRD: in accordance with the request of Senator Douglas, made of
Mr. It. W. Hooker, president of this association, at hearings on the above bill
on June 27,1058, there is enclosed a supplemental memorandum on behalf of the
association pertaining to the point that the administration of the trade-agree.
ments program has not been truly reciprocal insofar as the synthetic organic
chemical Industry Isconcerned.
Yours very truly,
A. STWAIRT GRr, 0efOeary.
StP'n.EMNTALV MFMORANDUM II.l. 12191,0
'Tso EtNATE COIMII'rZ oN 7NmAN03
IN IrPONSA TO A RCQUST TO A REQUEST FROM 81NATOa PAUL DOUNLas, or

JLUINO8
On June 27, 1O8, Mr. R.W. Hooker, president of the Synthetic Organic Chemi.
cal Manufacturers AssoclaUon, appeared before this committee and during his
testimony was Interrogated by Senator Douglas, of Illinols. inresponse to a
question, Mr. Hooker stated, In effect, that the association Is not opposed to a
truly reciprocal trade-agreements program, but that It feels the administration of the present program has not produced reciprocal results for the organic
chemical Industry of the United States. Senator Douglas requested that this
opinion be supported by a statement of facts (transcript, pp. 126--127).
The organic chemical Industry of the United States has found It increasingly
difficult to export many of Its products. In some instances, foreign countries
which formerly were export markets have practiced numerous devices to restrict
organic chemical Imports or to establish absolute embargoes. Many countries
of the world, Including the Soviet, are establishing or expanding their organ
chemical industries. These efforts are #,overnmentally encouraged to provide
these nations with equipment and know-how, which Isessential to the conduct
of modern warfare of either an offensive or defensive character. Just as the
United States after World War I deemed it a prudent national policy to foster
and encourage the development of a strong organic chemical Industry In the
United States, today the United Kingdom, Soviet Russia, Italy, India, West
Germany, and other nations are following the policy so vigorously suggested to
the Congress by President Woodrow Wilson.
It Is almost Impossible to Introduce certain synthetic organic chemicals and
chemical products Into Italian commerce. Aside from It. conventional Importlicensing system, which may be administered unequally, a wide variety of restrictive devices outside the field of tariffs are employed. For example, a completely effective embargo has been Imposed In Italy barring the sale of certain
American-made organic dyes and Intermediates. In order to import these products into Italy It Is necessary for the American exporter to disclose the complete
chemical structural formula of each producL Such disclosure of unpatented
Information would reveal carefully guarded trade secrets to the private Import-
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Ing parts In Itally and also to Italian governmental 6111clnls. As a connequ6nec,
exportatlons of these chemicals to Italy have ceased.
Another example of R restrictive device Is the practice followed Intho United
Kingdom of not granting Ihaort lilenses for organs( chemical 1i1 instances
where a shnllar product is prodned Inthat ntillonI In other Inlsidnee, the United
Kindont perits only token Importntioni to supplement its own domestic
productions.
Since the conclusion of World War 11, foreign countries, particularly Franco
and West Germany, have Increased rather than decreased their tariff rates
Ibsofar as certain organic chemicals nre concerned.
The Committee on Ways anti Means of the House of Representatlves, In ro.
porting out II. It. 12591, proposed an nmeudment to existing law requiring the
PreIdent to submit a report to the Congress of "the results of action taken to
obtain removal of foreign trade restrictions (including discriminatory restric.
tons against United States exports, remaining restrictions, mnd tile measure.
available to seek their removal In accordance with the objectives of this
section,"
It Is sIgnificant that the Ways and Means Committee found it necessary to
direct the Presldent to seek the removal of discriminatory restrictions against"
American exporls. If the administration of the act over tiet past 23 years had
resulted In the elimination of restrictions It would not have been necessary for
the louse of ltepresentatlves to Incorporate this provision in I1 It. 12691.
The association Is aware of balance-of-lpymnent dliffculties of many foreign
nations and of obstacles which mast be overcome to achieve a substantial con.
vertibility of currencies. Efforts of the United States to ameliorate these con.
editions have been attempted outside the administration of the trade-agreenients
program. Pertinent [in this connection is the Ninth report of the United Htates
Tariff Commission, Oieratlon of the Trade Agreements Program, July 1055 to
June 15 (p. 231 et seq.).
-Of the 43 countries with which the United States had trade agreements In
forct during all or part of the period front July 1, 195M, to Juno 30. 10M, 97
restrict Imports for balbtce-of.papoirteite i as4os mad dfaerim(nate bcet ic n sources
of supply. There are 23 general-agreement countries In this group, as well as 4
countries with which the United States a4 trade agreements on a bilateral basis.
"Although the general agreement lays down the rules for the relaxation and final
elimination of quantitative trade restrictions, it is mot intetidcd to be an Insru.
ueiet for the solutios of tho baslo problems that make such restriltions necessary.
It therefore remains for other agentei4 to bring about such improvemonts in, the
Internal cconomic ad flmanmcal coditiona of countries as ietS assist them to
o.verome their etternto economoia and finano/al difilOties. The reduction of
tariffs under the general agreement, although a type of cooperative effort among
countries for a particular purpose, does not in Itself lead to cooperation In the
use of financial aid from the United States or in the solution of such problems
as the Increasing of production and productive efficiency, Improving the balanceof.layments positlon by Increasing exports, combating inflation, and attaining a
balanced external financial position that will permit currency convertibility.
Solution of these problems has been the special responsibility of agencies that
have no direct or necessary connection with the General Agreements on Tariffs
and Trade, yet have worked toward the same general objectives as those sought
b•""Most
the general agreement. * 0 *
of the countries with which the United States has trade agreements made
additional progress during 1955-58 In overcoming their external financial dlificvultes. -They continued to match this Improvement by further relaxing quantt.
tative trade controls and exchange restrictions originally Imposed for balanceo-paymentareaons.* *
. "eiger a tariff retisos by a fow countries during 1955-56 and numerous upt e+d odjflmitns in Indiridual rases of d4tits by almost all countries resoled
the mi'rol' tendeftey-noted In the TirIff Commission's last two reports -for
countries to inou'rat the prOtective In'iden<de of their tariff's as tho progressrefy elimindte the more direct forms of trade ontrol, such as quotas &dW 4m.
poirt Ii<essin'" (Emphasis added.)
.
This memorandum Is not Intended to be comprehensive or all-iclusive iuliport
of tt as9ociation's poitton+that the admitnistration of the trade-agreements+
program has not been truly reciprocal. The few Instances cited are, however, in
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accord with oth6r ximila dnf and addiltlonal oxamplen of dlaerminatlon agalnat
flit,
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mtrliilarly In view of iho limited the allowed on to fllo
thix memornndum for
nluxinlorn
hit(Io printed hearlngn.
ISonator
I)ouOIAs. )id I tiltlorstll

(to cmirman requested tho

State )opartlent to proplrtm uch a lnomornulmlt

?

Sonator FMAR. Yes; tlio chairman of thocominitfee will.
senator ])ouoi~s. I thank tho chairman.
('filo nenorauiduin requestedl is as follows:)
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I Not available.

Senator FRF:AR. Senator Williams?
Senator Malone?
Senator MALONE. Could the chairman make a further request from
the State Department to furnish the lists of commodities included in
all bilateral and multilateral trade agreements, just a lict of all

separate commodities?

Senator FF.tAR. I am sure the chairman of the full committee would
extend the same courtesy to you as he did to the Senator from Illinois.
Senator MASONz. The quicker we could get it the better we could
question some other witnesses on it.
(The bilateral, and multilateral trade agreements previously filed
with the committee at the request of Senator Malone (seeep. 45)
list the commodities on which the United States has granted con-

cessions.)

SQnator MAONE. I am very much interested in your testimony

and also some of your answers on cross-examination.
Where is your*headquartersI
Mr. HooxkiR. Niagara Falls, N. Y.
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Senator MALo-N. And the Synthetio Organic Mantifaettilrorm?
Mr. l10o0KV.t. 'T110 lCadquti1rters of tlat organization i.s il Nmw York
R"nator MALONr. It is? Your own company is ill Niagara lalls?
Mr. IooRnt. Ye,; my own Complny.
Senator ?.fAroN . ow ma1ny C0oiipantcMS 1r- included ill this Symithetio Orgamic Chemical Manufacturers Association?
Mr. Ilootit. I think 05.
Senator AltAoN&. Substantially all of the comnpanie0
Mr. IIooRrat. Yes. Virtually-not, dil of the chemical comlmpnies,
there are some who are not synthetic or orgatic chemical matifactnrers but, it. is the givat overwhelming bulk of the chemical inl-

dustry of the country.
Senator PIHReAi. It IrMuces about 00 prce1M t. of tho total ultl)tlt of
the synthetic organie cliemieals?

Mr, lttmrit. Yo, sir.
Senator MALoMR. You have a very. interesting stateMnett. There
artr 23?7 000 employees located in 760 different establishmeuis in 42 of
the 48 Atates.
Mr. HIooxRn. Yes sir.

And a payroll o over a billion dollars as I say there, too.
Senator AtATPNE. YeS.
It. is a very important industry. I heard Vou say, ill answer to a
question that you were not asking for any liigher tariffs.
Mr. looxxn. No, sir; we are not,.
Senator MA NHA..
1)o you understand this 1034 Trade Agreements
Act in its final objetives
Mr. 11ooxr t8. Tis, in All miOesty, I probably should say "No." I
probably should say "No." I have tried to understand it sir.
Senator MALOE, I think that could apply to all of uqs iecause we
all find unsuspected things the more we study it and f have tried
to study it for 12 years here.
What is the ultimate result of the principle laid down in the act?
What do you think could be the ultimate result?
First it was a 50.percent reduction, then another 50 percent, then
15 percent at 5 percent a year.
Now it is an additional 25 percent. That would be of what was
left each time?
Mr. HooxirR. It is just attrition sir. It is the gradual wearing
down of the chemical industry which has been built up and which has
made a magnificent, and we think, a truly magnificent contribution
and is making a contribution to the country.
Senator MAWNE. I agree with you.
I was in that First World War with a battery of field artillery over
in France when we did not have any chemicals here at all.
Mr. HooxR. That is right,
Senator MAwtE. I do remember what you said, that it was concluded by the powers that be that that should never happen again.
But isn't it on the way to happening I
Mr. HooKr.R. This is our fear, sir, this is why we are fighting to
keep life in the body; it is much more fun to breathe than it is to-Senator M ww. Of course to me the terrible thing that has hap.
pened to the Congress of the United States, is that they would adopt
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a policy of only defending an industry that is necessary for national
defense. 'lhat imne(iiate-y puts every businessman's head on the
block thait cannot, show that his product is important to national
dofenso. ani, even if it is important to national defense, he has to show
serious injury.
That.is true, is it not,?
Mr. llooimii. Th at is quite right.
Senator MAW10s. By the tine you cnn show a serious injury to an
industry, sometimes it is too late to apply any remedy, isn't it?
Mr. Ilooxmn. 'That is our fear; yes, sir. 'Tat by the time you can
show serious injury that you may have lost your ability to survive.
Sel11tor MALONtE. I think that is like a man having tuberculosis
thnt could not be treated until lie could show that he was about to
die--AMr. IIooKtmi. That is right.
Senator MALONK. Sometimes that might be too late.
Mr. llooxxii. That is right, sir.
This is our fear.
Senator MALON. In 1934 at the time of the passage of this act
wasn't that lie first time any such policy of theory was ever adopted
by the United States?
Mr. lIooxr.r. To the best of my knowledge.
Senator MAAlNE. Wasn't it this country's poloy for almost 160
years from the time of the first Tariff Act In 1789 until 1934, to
simply protect the workingmen and the investors in this Nation-tip
to the point, at least., of the differential in the cost of production here
and in the chief competing nation I
Mr. hloxr. That is my understanding, and I am fully aware of
the fact-I cannot say that I have completely read your very fine
volume on this subject but I have read enough of it to know you have
become a very real student of the subject.
Senator MALON. That was my first effort but I just could not, I
cannot yet, understand how you get the American people in a frame
of mind that when a business starts to make money you must
destroy it.
Mr.HooKER. This is our plea.
Senator MALtwoN. I know and you should not have to appeal to
Senators to stay alive another 6 months. We should have a policy.
Now, how can you invest money in any business that can be
destroyed overnight by an Executive Qrder from Washington?
On what theory would you invest it in the first place?
Mr. Hoomm. It just would not happen, sir.
I mean banks won't give it, individuals won't give it, as soon as this
becomes apparent or possible.
That form of investment capital will disappear.
Senator MALONE. Well, isn't it apparent now?
Mr. HooxER. Yes; sure.
Senator MwLONrn Well, you know that Secretary Dulles testified
here on Saturday that the President could trade apart or all of any
industry to further his foreign policy, if he, in his judgment, thought
it would help the overall position of the United States and his foreign
policy.
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yol, is long as tlt) lolititiltioiil 1wollnsiility of ('llltgress to regiii adj t It. tlUt' , i XCiSt5, IIiild ilill)oSlS, relinill4
l ate foreign trd and
wVill
llekiit.ive, who iltly ti'ld tliosl iiditis it
ill tho 11ils of tin
if he 1*liOVes tilt) overall rtsilt, will het%gol, I think v4i ilii giig to
tiny iln'liltttiu
be in jiSt th Q4i110 pDosi 11 regardless fils,
lil ilnlli
o er
I it
li
I mead sollie of yolii test illion1y ieol till fotl; l iely
itt 1iig.
coitll ilt' fle

or

Mr. IN-mKER. Me fel this should liehlkeli itway fromil h Pisiden. We Should not rlol oil the jIl1iini1t of oe1 1111111 Nito Cantiot

possibly lt till

elir

e
ill Miatis
lI. hilly
1111)3'f ble til
'it.
eloney national illterlt, 111t lic Calllot, be all expert in till

til

of tie

jlirdilets 'of illlistry, a11l. their rMiation to oilr ecololmy, id our
international )ClfillP\
Vt do think that tho Federal Trade Comillissiol, becasels of its long
j-Li[iienco and constant. attention to dime, init tocis,inator WLVLIJAMS. You nimn the Taritf Conimission?
Mr. Hloo . The Tariff Commission, I lleant to say.
I misspoke mslf. The Tarit Conuission, because of its long
attention to these matters is more expert and that their advice should
be sought and substantially relied uplon unless the President, for
reasons which he may know and whici may not be known publicly
or can

be givein proper coglilaceo by the Tariff Commission, wants

to overrule them.
Senator %LLOx. That is what you have in this act.
In other words, he can overrule it and does overrule it.
Mr. HoOKEJI. We think that the Congis should have the right

to change that so that the Congress has the control rather than the
President.
Senator

MALONE.

United States.

I am afraid you are for the Constitution of the

Mr. HOOKER. Yes, I am, sir.
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4401111,t01 1'IlKAII.

(10444 if,?
SeuuI100'

PAlAlA1NP.

01111(tpirdze oiur t hueIby 1111 fu4fiitelient;
)OPH 1ht
1

I (hIl, kunoi

yt hitg auiua the timo. I ktiow

thllt
youl luuvo got, lioluietlhilug heo youl uIII trying to forA, through
I tlliuk mauyl~o yoi rts
her~o Withlout, [lily prloparh quetioniig 111,1

going 1(1(do it.
AuItylKIyoul Iro

going to1
regrol it,

ri erwaiul.

IW#1ii141 like t 11 sk it (41Iilo (f1lll4(lS
(l Oim.
S01111101or IlfilAl 11
Su ly.
ThIA
It i
ig Whlt, 111he (1o,-itIll i44)
S0111i01-

Of

Ilia 1.IIiit

MIr. 1mi lt.u. Vis, hiii.
SPenatOr' AIIAd)NX. T1hal. (loiigip
rsh dall ,'egidlo foreign 111d
adhiist Ih 1110 $ 01PJ111fisOCIN
I iJII)OANt OLu WO'(
(fill I1trlH?
80nuItI' NIMAJANPE. Articlofefi((
n&18
Nit 11018 (Ioiuirzms ini its wisdlom, pissed

if(nd

an adt, in 1934, anid 'have
oxtolnuled it. 10 1toni's, 11111t, wnlilr( I lwir haniuds of thaut Wnifuitituiti')luful
res)oIHihbil ity and put it hii Ilia hands of an J'xectitivo. 'I'hue (onfltiittion Iuis uitheafy. put ill tho hands of the 'xculv the rosponsmi.
bill
o fihigforeign policy.
ileonsition
p~ointedly Fietpanto file two andl Gmonge tied
xeuuive, and( fie does this without
thorn togetho ic'ugiil id1(li te
anyro foiconce to Congress whlatsoever,
Mr. 1[oommi. That if; right. It is oiir hope, sir, that Congress
will tnk(%hack lte constitutional powers which were p~resnted to
them back in 1789.
Seintor MtALO)Nf. All you hafVe to (10 is Sit Stil ii
ad let this act
exgire andi you would have it,
fI ooxI:J. T[hfat would suit me flno.
0enator' MiAbONN. If we lot that act (3xl)ire then do you understand
that, file procedure is to go right back to the 1930 Tariff Act under
which tho Tariff C.ommissioiu aduhsts the tariffs onl what you m ight
call it basis of fair and( reasoriathe competition. They adjust that
flexible tariff on each product at all times either onl their own motion,
or mq~uost of the P'residlent or Congret" or consumer or producer, to
equal substantially that difference between the cost of pr-oducing an
article hiere-not the high cost or low cost, but the reasonable costand reducing that same article or a like article in the chief competinipcoreign~ country and that is their tariff.
Mr. I IoKEFR. That is rig~ht.
Senator AMAikNE. That is what you want, isn't it?
Mr. IHooxER. That is right; yes.
Senator MALONE.. And that is a principle upon which you can go
to a bank and borrow money; is it notI
Mrt. HOOKER.' I agree witi you thoroughly, sir.
Senator ALoNE. And you cannot borrow money under the current
conditions ait all.
Mfr. HOOKER. It becomes increasingly difficult.
Senator ALoNE. Some of these che~mical companies-I do not remember dhe names of them, we have 3 or 4 chemical or electrochemical
companies in H-endersn, Nv.Mr. HOOKER. Yes, sir-Statifer.
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Senator MALONE. Yes; and they are slowly going out of business.
They laid off 500 men in the titanium inluslry last year because we
imported more titaiiium, that now high-ratio weight-strength heatresistant metal, from Japan where they paid 22 cents an hour for
labor as against what they paid in Iendermon, than was produced at
the tenderson plant which formerly produced half of our domestic
consumption.
Mr. HooxF.R. Yes, sir.

Senator MALONE. Half of it was produced in Now Jersey by Dui
Pont?
I have not talked to any of them but I expect they may take care
of them, too. The boys down in Henderson just could not understand.
They had nice houses that they are paying for and they thought everything was all right and suddenly they are on the st-reetMr. 1tooKEv.R. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. And they are in the same condition all over the

United Statm; 6 million of them.
Mr. IIoov.R. That is right.
Senator MALONR. What happens if we don't extend this act and it
dies on midnight of June 80?
After 60 days' notice to the Secretary-General of the United Nations any product under a multilateral agreement would revert to the
Tariff Comfmission, an agent of Congress, and the tariff could be regulated flexibly on the basis we 3ust explained.
Upon 6 month's notice to the nations with which we have bilateral
trade agreements made by the Secretary of State, those products would
revert to the Tariff Commission on the statutory rate to be regulated
in the same manner.
You understand that?
Mr. HOOKER. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONF.. In my opinion there is no amendment that is
going to help you people, if we leave it in the hands of the White
House, at the discretion of one man, no matter who he is--Roosevelt,
Truman, Eisenhower, or anybody else-because it is not done on any
principle.
There is no principle attached to it at all except one man's opinion
that it will help the United States in the future sometime.
How anybody could vote for it I could never understand.
Mr. HoomR. We agree with that, sir, with the possible exception
that that one man, the President, because of his peculiar position might
possibly be in possession of knowledge that affected the Nation's interests, that would justify him in making a decision, but that decision
should clearly be tempered by all of the recommendations that the
experts in the Tariff Commission should make and it should be possible for the Congress to tell that one man that he is wrong.
Senator MAtoz. Well, the Constitution of the United States says
that the President of the United States shall tell the Congress the
state of the Nation every yearMr. HoowzR. Yes.
Senator MAtowr. And he can come up specially any time he thinks

he has some information that we ought to have and Congress can act
and it does actMr. Hooxm1. Yes, sir.
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And we think it should act in this area more often.
Senator MALwN. But the President and Congress said to chemicals, "You should never be in that position," but you are in it.
Mr. HooKE. We certainly are
Senator MALON. -Now I will tell you what some of the chemical
companies have told me who have quit and are going to quit. They
are going to put their money in Germany and other foreign nations.
They said they (lid not want to do it; they told me that.
Mr. HooERF. That is the distressing feature, sir, that so many of
the chemical companies are putting their plants, making their Investments, in foreign countries, and bringing their chemicals into
this country.
Senator MALON. Who is to blame?
It is the Congress, is it not?
Mr. flooKE. Sure it is the Congress.
Senator MALONx. All right.

It is not your fault, if you have to do that, Mr. Hooker.

Mr. HOOKER. No, sir.

Senator MALONE. In order to survive?
Mr. HooxER. That is right.
Senator MALOxE. But it is our fault for making that necessary for
you to survive as a chemical company.
Mr. HOOKER. I believe that is a correct statement, sr.
Senator MALONE. Now all foreign nations understand the effect of
shading a tariff or shading a subsidy or something because most of
them have lived by their wits for 300 years.
Mr. HooxzR. Yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. England thoroughly understands it, France understands it, Belgium understands it.
We don't understand iL That when you have a tariff on anything
that makes the difference in the costs of production then there is no
advantage in putting your plant in another country and your invest.
ments stay athome.
Mr. HoxR. That is right.

Senator MALoNz. "lut when our tariff is lower so that there is no
protection and they ,rotect their industries, which they doMr. HooxR. They certainly do, sir.
Senator MALONE. We are the only free-trade nation in the whole
world. Every other one of them has manipulation of their currency
for trade advantage in terms of the dollar, or they have quotas or they
have import permits or exchange permits, or all four.
Mr. HooKER. Yes, sir.

Senator MALNE. And they do not live up to their part of the trade
agreements, just as the rules of GATT say they need not doMr. HOOKER. That is right.
Senator MALoNE. Therefore, for a company or an individual to
make any profit and to get their market they must go there to produce.
Mr. HOOKER. Yes, sir.
Senator MAwLoe. And then, in doing that, can get our market under
the free trade.
Now, anybody who does not understand that should not be in this
body and if he understands that and votes for it, I do not understand
it.
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Mr. HOOKER. Well, we do not either, sir.
Senator MALONE. So that is th. only thing I really have to say

about it.
I liked your testimony and I think you know what you are talking
about afid you are in a very important industry.
Mr. HOoKER. Thank you, sir.
Senator MALONE. And all I will say in closing is it remains to be,
seen what Congress will do.
If they do extend this act, I think we will have a special session
before the-first of the year because unemployment will be such that

you just cannot stand it in this country.

Mr. HOOKER. If so, I should like the privilege of addressing this
body again, sir.
Senator MALONE. You certainly may as far as I am concerned.
That is all.
(The documents referred to are as follow:)
THjE PURPOSE OF AMENDmENT (A)

Amendment (A) to H. R. 12591 would extend the act for a period of 2 years
and retain the authority in the President to modify rates' of duty during this
2-year period. The formula utilized is essentially that wbich was enacted by the
Congress in the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1965, modified to fit the
2-year extension period.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT (A)

'TO H.

R. 12591

On page 1, line 9, strike out "1963" and'insert In lieu thereof "1960".
On page 2, beginning with line 3, strike out through line 0, on page 6, and
insert In lieu thereof the following:
. "(1) ParagraVh (2) (A)is amended.by striking out "January 1, 1945" and
by Inserting In lieu thereof "July 1, 1934".
"(2) Paragraph (2) (D) is amended to read as follows:
"(D) In order to carry out a foreign trade agreement entered into by the
President on or after July 1, 158, and before July 1, 1O00, decreasing (except
as provided in subparagraph (C). of this paragraph) any rate of duty below.
the lowest of the following rates:
"(1) The rate 10 per centum below the rate existing on July 1, 1958.
"(0i) In the case of any article subject to an ad valorem rate of duty
above 50 per centum (or a combination of ad valorem rates aggregating more
than 50 per centum), the rate 50 per centum ad valorem (or a combination
of ad valorem rates aggregrating 50 percentum). In the case of any article'
subject to.a specific rate of duty (or a combination of rates including a
specific rate) the ad valorem equivalent of which has been determined by
the President to have been above 50 per' centum during a period deter-'
mined by the President to be a representative period, the rate 50 per centum
ad valorem or the rate (or a combination of rates), however stated, the ad
valorem equivalent of which the President determines would have been 50
per centum during such period. The standards of valuation contained in
section 402 or 402 (a) of this Act (as in effect, with respect to the article
concerned, during the representative period) shall be utilized by the President, to the maximum extent he finds such utilization practicable, in making
the determinations under the preceding sentence.
"(g) Paragraph (3) (B) (1)*I amended to read as follows:
"(I) If the total amount of the decrease under the foreign trade agreement
does not exceed 10 per centum of the rate existing on July 1, 1958, the
amount of decrease becoming Initially effective at one time shall not exceed
5 per cenitmubf the rate existing on "uly 1, 158;
"(4) Paragraph (3) (B) (I) is amended to read as follows:
"(i), except as-provided In clause (I), not raore than one-half of the
total amount of the decrease under the foreign trade agreement shall
become Initially effective at one time;
"(5) Paragraph (3) (0) Is amended to read as follows:
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"(0) No part of any decrease In duty to which the alternative specified in
paragraph (2) (D) (1) of this subsection applies shall become inititally effective
after the expiration of the two-year period which begins on July 1, 1958. If any
part of such decrease has become effective, then for purposes of this subparagraph
any time thereafter during which such part of the decrease is not in effect by
reason of legislation of the United States or action thereunder shall be excluded
in determining when the two-year period expires."
TIlE PUBPOSE OF AMENDMENT

(B)

A purpose of the amendment Is to permit interested parties to make representations to the appropriate agencies of the Government concerning products
on the list transmitted by the President. In the past industry sometimes has
been compelled to guess which chemical products are intended to be the subject
of negotiation, since many provisions of the chemical schedule of the tariff
act provide for classes of chemicals rather than listing hundreds of specific
chemicals by name. There are thousands of organic chemical products which
are now or are likely to be articles of commerce. Members of the industry may
be unaware that a reduction in duty Is contemplated on specific products which
they manufacture. On the other hand, members of the Industry are put to
needless expenditures of time and money investigating chemical lists to find later
that specific products In which they are vitally interested are not Intended to
be the subject of trade agreement negotiations.
This difficulty could be simply resolved by a statutory requirement that the
list of articles indicate the commercial name or designation, as well as the
paragraph or other provision of the tariff act under which each such article is
classified for duty.
Another purpose of the amendment is to utilize the long experience and expert
knowledge of the Tariff Commission to assist the President in the important
task of preparing for negotiations of a foreign trade agreement. The amending
language does not take away from the President the Initiative of sponsoring trade
agreements but places at his disposal all of the material concerning the volume
of domestic production,, prices and other data which has been carefully prepared over a period of many years by the Commission; the Commission also,
over a period of many years has acquainted itself with economic conditions in
foreign countries and regularly receives reports from the Departments of State,
Commerce, and other executive agencies which it reviews and evaluates.
The Commission also is in a position to advise the President whether existing
rates of duty should be increased on any article imported into the United States
either by reason of prior investigations under the peril point or. escape clause
provisions of the law or because of its practice of compiling import statistics
and of its experience in evaluating the competitive impact of Imports upon domestic producers of like or similar articles.
It seems desirable that the Congress should be Informed as to the Tariff
Commission's advice in such a manner that the proposed negotiations will not
be jeopardized. To that end, the suggested amendment would require that the
Commission's advice to the President not be disclosed until the peril point investigations have been completed. The Congress should be made aware of the
Commission's advice to the President that additional Import restrictionmshoold:
be imposed upon certain articles in order that the Congress maybe informed
whether the executive department is carrying out the purposes of the law.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT (B) TO SEC. 3 (A) OF THE TRADE AGOXEMENTS EXTENSION ACT
OF 1951, AS AMENDED, (19 U. S. a, SEO. 1960 (A))

H. R. 12591 amend the third and fourth sentences to subsection (a) by
striking out "120" days and inserting In lieu thereof "8 months."
Further amendments are as follows:
I
The first sentence of subsection '(a) of section 3 of the Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 1951, as amended (19 U.' S. (., sec. 1360 (a)), is amended to
read as follows (matter in brackets deleted t new matter Italic):
'!SEO. 3. (a) Before entering into negotiations concerning any proposed foreign
trade agreement under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, ap amended, the
President shall request the advice of [furnish] the United States Tariff Commission (hereinafter in this Act referred to as the 'Commission') [with In the
preparation of a list of, all articles imported into the United States to be considered for possible m6dilivation of duties and other import festrictious,' ir-
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position of additional import restrictions, or continuance of existing customs or
exeie treatment. The OomU4.sioxs shell include 0s Port of its advice to the
President a report oonoernlsgall artelee imported into the Uhited !tates ohich,
in the Jodoment of the oommnsslon, should be considered by the President for
possible Impostion of additional import restrictions. After reoeit of such
advice and report of the Commision, the President sAall furnfsh the C7ommission
with the list of imported articles prepared by him and such istshall specify
eowh article by its commercial name or designation and indicate the paragraph
or other provision ot the tariff Act of 1980 under which such article is cklaied
for duty purposes. [Upon receipt of such list] Et] The Commission shall make
an investigation and report to the President the findings of the Commission
with respect to each such article on the list as to (1) the limit to which such
modification, Imposition, or continuance may be extended in order to carry out
the purpose of such section 850 without causing or threatening serious injury
to the domestic Industry producing like or directly competitive articles; and
(2) IfIncreases In duties or additional import restrictions are required to avold
serious injury to the domestic Industry producing like or directly competitive
articles the minimum increases in duties or additional Import restrictions required. Such report shall be made by the Commission to the President not later
than [120 days] six months after the receipt of such list by the Commission.
No such foreign trade agreement shall be entered into until the Commission has
made its report to the President or until the expiration of the "120 day] Stawith the submission of such report to the President,
month period. Ooncurrently
the Commission shall submit to the Oommittee on Ways and Means of the House
and to the Committee on Finance of the Senate a copyi of its advice and report
to the President referred to in the second sentence of this paragraph."
TIM PURPOSE OF AMSMVME

(0)

The peril point provisions of existing law do not establish standards or guidelines to assist the Oommission in making its determinations in preventing the
posIbillty of Injury whch might flow from a proposed concession on Imports.
Although the Congress directs the Commission to ascertain the minimum Increases or decreases In duty or other modifications of existing customs treatment, no criteria are set forth in the law to aid the Commission. As a matter
of practice the Commission undoubtedly has established working rules which
It applies to factual problems presented to It In peril point Investigations. It
would seem desirable that the statute Itself furnish some standards which the
Commission would be required to apply In addition to weighing other factors
which it deems pertinent or relevant.
(C) TO H. f. 12899 AND TO SZtiO 3 (B) 01 THlE TRAD
PrbpooEo AM IDUE
AGREEMENTS EXTENSION AOT O 1951 AS AMENDED (19 U. S. 0., SEC. 1380 (8))

Subsection (b) of section 8 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951
as amended (19 U. B. 0., sec. 1860 (b)) is amended by adding at the end thereof
the following new sentences:
"Each investigation of the Commission shall, without excluding other factors,
ascertaln"(1) The average invoice price, converted into currency of the United
States in accordance with the'provisions of stion 522 of the Tariff Act of
1930, as amended, at which the foreign article is sold for export to the
United States on a country of origin basis, and the price of like or directly
competitive domestic articles when sold at wholesale in the markets of the
United States.during the last calendar year preceding such investigation.
"(2) The Cmnission shall estimate the increased volume of imports
which, under normal conditions of trade, will result from the granting of
the maximum reductions In rates of duty and maximum concessions in
other Import restrictions permitted under this part during each of the
a years following the effective date of any proposed trade agreement
and shall also estimate the maximum Increase in Imports which may occur
without causing injury to the domestic Industry producing like or directly
competitive articles.
"($) The Commission shall request the executive department for Information in its possession concerning pries, and other economic data from the
principal supplier foreign country of each such article.
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"(4) If In the course of any such Investigation the Commission shall find
with respect to any article on the list upon which a tariff concession has
been granted that an Increase in duty or additional Import restriction Is
required to avoid serious Injury to the domestic Industry producing like or
directly competitive articles, the Commission shall promptly Institute an
Investigation with respect to that article pursuant to section 7 of this
Act."
THE PURPOSE OF AMENIDMENiT (D)

A major attack upon the administration of the trade agreements program is
centered upon the actions of the President In overruling the factual findings of
the Tariff Commission, or in refusing to accept such findings on the ground that
they are insufficient or Inadequate. Although the Commission has expended 9
months time on each escape clause case and has utilized all of Its investigative
facilities and the experience of its expert staff In making factual determinations,
the President within a period of 00 days, through executive agencies which are
not experts In this field, second-guesses the Commission.
Existing law does not grant the President specific authority to substitute his
judgment of facts for that of the Commission, but the provision of law which
permits him to advise the Congress of his refusal to follow the Tariff Commission recommendations has been converted Into a presidential review of the
facts of injury.
As will be seen from an examination of amendment Bi, the inclusion of language in the law making the decision of the Commissioh on the question of
injury 13Mial and conclusive will not arbitrarily deprive the President of diLcretionary power of disapproving the Commission's decision in national Security
matters.
PROPOSED AMENDMENT (D)

TO H. 2. 12591

The third paragraph of subsection (a) of section'7 of the Trade Agreements
Act of 1951 as amended (19 U. S. C., sec. 1364 (a)) Is amended by adding at the
end of said paragraph the following:
"The findings of the Tariff Commission as to Injury' or threat of serious inJury made pursuant to the provisions of this section shall be final and conTHE PURPOSE OF AMENDMENT

(9)

It Is recognized that the President may deem it advisable not to approve Of
the TarY Commission's findings of injury where it would be Inimical to the
security of the United States if adjustments or modifications of duty or Impositions of quotas recommended by the Commission were made effective.
The amendments would permit the President to inform the Congress that our
national security needs require that he not act in accordance with the findings of
the Commission and such report would be binding upon the United States unless the Congress were to affirmatively disapprove of the President's decision
by adopting a concurrent resolution.
PROP0oED AMENDMENT (i)

TO H. IL 12591

On page 9, beginning with lhie 11, strike out through line 16 page 10, and
insert in lieu thereof the following:"8w. 0. Subsection (c) of section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1951, as amended (19'U. S. C., see. 134 (c)) Is amended by inserting '(1)'
after '(c)' at the beginning thereof, and by striking out
"'If the President does not take such action within 60 days he shall
Immediately submit a report to the Committee on Ways and Meais of the
House and to the Committee on Finance of the Senate stating why he has
not made such adjustments or modilflcatQns, or Imposed such quotas.'
and bs' inserting in lieu thereof the following:
"'Whenever the Preldent determines that the security needs of the
advbrsely affected by 4uchadjustments or modifica.
United States woul
tons '6 fmposltlnl psch
6t'hbas, heshall withifn ,e,dys of receipt of the
Tariff Cobmmissiob'sk
At,
ubo1it a report 0o the'Committe on Ways and
Means of the H60us and'to tie C~ximlttee on. Finance of the Senate speclfying the natdnal security need'Which, in his Judgment, requires that the
'findings of thd Taiff Commilon not be approved.
2

-t--Dt. 2----
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"'(2) Within 0 days following the date on wideh the report referred to
in the second sentence of paragraph (1) Is submitted to such committees,
unless both Houses of the Congress shall adopt a concurrent resolution (Its.
approving of the President's determination made pursuant to provisions of
paragraph (1), the finding of the President shall supercede and replace
the report of the Coomission. Where the Coiigress by such concurrent resolution disapproves of sucha finding, the President shall within 15 days thereafter take such action as may be necessary to make the adjustments,
impose the quotas, or make such other nodiflcations as were found and
reported by the Comnmitsion to be necessary. For the purposes of this
pmragraph, in the computation of the 00 day period there shall be excluded
tihe days on which either oume Is not In session because of an adjournment
of more than 3 days to a day certain, or an adjournment of the Congress
sine die.'"

Senator FREAI. Senator Bennett?
Senator ]ip'xiTn-r. No questions.
Senator FREAR. Thank you very much, Mr. Ihooker, for this te-stiroIi, and I ain sure that. you have gained something from the ques-

tions that. were asked of you also, as I know the members of the committee have gained from questioning you.
Mr. IlooKiER. I appreciate the opportunity of appearing here, gentlemen.
Senator FR.AR. Thank you all very much.
'l'he committee will stanil in recess until 2: 30 in this room.
(Whereupon, at 1: 15 p. in. the committee was recessed, to reconvene at 2: 30 p. in. of the same day.)
tVERNOON SESSION

Senator CARtsoN (presiding). The committee will come to order.
The next witness is Mr. Bronson Trevor, American Coalition of

Patriotic Societies.
Mr. Trevor, we are very happy to have you here before the committee, and we would be glad to have you make a statement, read
your statement, or proceed in any way you wish.
STATEMENT OF BRONSON TREVOR, REPRESENTING THE
AMERICAN COALITION OF PATRIOTIC SOCIETIES
Mr. TREVOR. I would read my statement if I may.

The American Coalition of Patriotic Societies at its annual con-

vention held on January 30, 1958, by resolution reaffirmed its opposi-

tion. to the reciprocal trade agreements program as expressed in a
resolution passed at its annual convention held on January 13, 1955,

which reads as follows:

REGULATION OF FOREIGN COMMERCE
Whereas the reciprocal trade agreements program represents an unwarranted
encroachment of the executive branch of our Government upon the legislative
responsibility conferred upon Congress by the Constitution of the United
States, and
Whereas as a result of reduction of tariffs under the reciprocal trade agreements program various lndustrlwj important to our healthy economy and strong
national defense have been injrred or forced out of business with consequent
'
Injury and loss of jobs by the American workingman: Therefore be it
Resolved, That the Americtn Coalition of Patriotic Societies in annual convention assembled urges Congress to allow the 1934 Trade Agreements Act (Re-
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ciprocal Trade Agreements Act) to expire June 12, 1955, and upon its expiration,
the Congress should resume its constitutional responsibility of regulating for.
eign commerce through Its agent, the Tariff Commission.

' Tie growing number of unemployed in the United States should
cause us to examine with care the legislation to extend the reciprocal
trade agreements program. Congress has been supplied with much
evidence, according to U. S. News & World Report for March 7
1958 that thousands of American workers have been thrown out of
employment by foreign imports.
'resident bisenhower in his message to )ngre&s has argued that
these imports were necessary **** to provide foreign nations the op-

portunity to earn the dollarsito pay for the goods we sell."
This argument is so basic to the whole legislation that it is important to see the incompleteness of its reasoning, because there are other
ways in which the money obtained by foreign nations can be spent.
With data obtained from the Economic Almanac, 1958, we find that
from 1947 through 1956, inclusive, the United States put in foreign
hands by spending on imports of goods and services, unilateral transfers, capital investments abroad, and the purchase of gold about $19
billion more than the world spent on our exports of goods and services
and on unilateral transfers.
The $19 billion went to build up foreign balances, on investments in
this country, and in the purchase of gold. The Federal Reserve Bulletin for April 1950 pointed out that even during the so-called dollar
shortage In 1948 and 1949, foreign investments in the United States,
some of them secret., incresed by $1.0 billion and $0.9 billion, respectively. Is it any wonder that in the 2 years from 1954 to 1956, foreign
assets and investments in the United States jumped from a total of
$26.8 billion to $31.6 billion I
Obviously there is something wrong with legislation which in 10
years allowed. $19 billion, that in theory would be spent on our exports,
to be diverted to the stock market and other channels.
The New York Times of January 2, 1955, in a special dispatch from
Geneva, reported the following:
FLIGHT OF CAPITAL TO UNITED STATES CONTINUES

OAT' STUDIES INDICATE IT IS A BASIC CAUSE OF CHRONIC DOLLAR CRISIS

ABROAD

* * * The policy implications of these new studies, some of which are based
on new data, are substantial and highly controversial. Indeed, they contain so
it is highly unlikely the study will ever be published in an
much dynamite that
official paper. * * • The studies also throw considerable doubt on the thesis that
lowering the American tariff is essential to the establishment of better balance in
world trade. * * *

With reference to the movement of foreign funds at the present
time, there is still a tendency toward investment in American securi-

ties or in gold. The New York Journal-American of April 27, 1958,
had this to say:
Some of the recent strength In our market due to revived buying by European
traders. Some firms report Swiss, British interest in our leading steels, oils,
papers, and business machines. * * *

The New York World-Telegram and Sun. for April 25, 1958, renorted that the United States had a loss of gold to foreigners of
W29 million since the first of the year, with $124 million of this
amount being lost in the week ended Wednesday, April 23.
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The United States, because it is a great capital-creating nation,
dos not need investment hero by foreigners of money obtained by
them because of our purchases, of imports. Until we stop the diversion of this money from the legitimate function of paying for our
exports, we should expect our unemployment to increase.
Foreign nations control thl! investment of funds, in areas under
their control, to their best advantage. The Wall Street Journal for
September 16, 1948, reports that in regard to Africa:
In some colonies, for example, Americans have been advised they can Invest

only in the nonbasie industries.

The British reserve to their own nationals

the right to develop comuiunlcations, power, base minerils, transportation, and
other basic industries. * * * Other Americans have found this discrimination
against American investors running throughout Europe. Many profitable in.

dustries are "reserved" for European nationals.

Not only Ii new investments is this discrimination tlhe case, but
it i so even in the case Of stocks traded in London security markets.
Tho' New York World-Telegram of July 6, 1948, reported the followingi
The Prtitsh Governmont through the Bank of England has thwarted qn
Atorcten mn ve to pr baQ control of the lrtisth-owne4 tao, Franctsco Mires
of Jexlco, the EvenIng Standatd aid today. *

•

"

* Today, the Standard said, the Bank of England refused to issue any

further licenses in connection with these mining shares.

bad honored transactions made with "security sterlings."

Previously the bank

The paper stated that big British. interests had pointed out to the Bank of

England the undesirability of permitting control of ths * 5,200,000 elyer, lettd,
and sine property t6 pass out of British hands.

* *0

A similar but unsuccessful attempt, reported in the'Wall Street
Journal of June 11, 1956, was made to block the Texas Co. when it
made ahi offer to purchase stock in the Trinidad 011 Co., Ltd.
In 1950, when Britain ended gasoline rationing, the Standard Oil
Company of ,New Jersey aiid Caltex agreed to :accept payment for
supplies 100 percent in pound. sterling. Acordiig to the Wall Street
Journal of -May 27'1,
1950 the British Minister of Fue aind Power,
Philip Noel-Baker, said that the agreement provided that the sterling
must be spent in Britain on oil equipment machinery, and other goods
used by the companies in their oil operations, but must be in addition
to present purchases.

The American motion picture industry was subjected to similar
restriction on its blockedd" earnings in Britain, according to the
Wall Street Journal of September 6, 1949, with only 27 authorized
purposes for which tie frozen funds could be spent.

On the other hand, foreign exchange has ieen made available for

investment purposes by countries suffering from a so-called dollar

shortage,
Business Week for July 31, 1948, reported:

***Britain Is pushing overseas investment.
More than 250 firms are currently studying prospects of Canadian branch

plants.

About 45 have plans well advanced involving Investments of from

$100,000 to over $1 million. One $8 million plant Is Hated.,
Seventy firms are investigating manufacturing prospects in Australia. South'
Africa is not bing overlooked. Britain hopes, by rebuilding overseas investment, to rfcspture some of the Income lost through wartime divestment, * * *

'million
to get toa .$l6
were .able
pngineerulf
Two Freoh~
3 Anierican
preference
.l in Per~t~n
a stee_ groups,
.t complete
c0.tract
engineering groups -acording to BusinQew Week of July 81, 1954,
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because of liberal credit terms offered "bythe Banque de Paris et des
Pays Bas.

I

'rheNow York Times of October 10, 1954, said the British Govern-

inent approved the transfer of $15 million in British funds to pro.
vide the equity capital for a new American subsidiary of the Bowater
Paper Corp., Ltd., of London. Among other things, this project included the purchase of 200 000 acres of land in Tennessee. Chancellor of the Exchequer R.A. Butler was quoted by the New York Times
s Saying:
This venture is the largest investment sanctioned by the British Govern.
ment In the United States since the war.

An attempt, authorized by the British Treasury, to use scarce
dollar exchange to buy retail stores here so that American manufactures on their shelves could be displaced by British products is
described in the New York World-Telegram of February 11, 1949:
A high British trade official today disclosed that the Labor Government is
ready to ease curbs on foreign exchange sufficiently to permit Investments In
American retail enterprises.
The move Is, frankly, Intended to facilitate the sale of British goods here, said

Neville Blond, United Kingdom trade adviser to this country.

Top-level officials, he said, have Just authorized a $750,000 Investment by
Great Universal Stores, Ltd. ** 4

While this transaction was never completed, the head of Great
Universal Stores, Ltd. was reported by the Wall Street Journal of

December 381954, as being interested in investing $100 million In
Montgomery Ward & Co., to use the firm as an American outlet for
British goods. This approach to the management of Montgomery
Ward & Co. was not successful.

In connection with the favoring of investments by Britain in
foreign lands over the purchase of goods from the United States, it
would be well for us to remember the statement of Chancellor of the
E4'xchequer R.A. Butler, as reported in the Wall Street Journal of
February 4, 1953, which said:
MI. Butler Warned foreigners who would like to sell more goods to the United
Kingdom they should not count on any relaxation in Britan's, import controls
in the near future. He indicated Britain, itself needed a surplus in excess of
$800 million a year on its current account to take care of its debts and to meet
itsOierseas investment "commitments"

The exports from the United States face many obstacles isinicated
by a dispatch in the Wall Street Journal for April 10, 1950, which
said:
A little-known committee of representatives from British Commonwealth
countries sits down every week in London to discuss the question: What not to

buy in America?
I .
The comnmiittee represents Britain, Australia, New ZeAland, South Africa,
India, Pakistan, Ceylon, Southern RhodeSia, and British colonies. Last summer, members agreed to try and cut imports from dollar areas by 26 per.
I .
c e n t , ,* * , ,:

Busifiesa Week of February 21,1953, carried the following headline
abeut a United Nations report:
U. N.'s Advice *

to the Latin American Businessman: Push Trade With

Europe' aid Bt1q Less From the U. S.

~Whide itis be expected tlat forign governments might not,welcome our expor , it is paintuly evid nt thatf the Uriited States has
financed competition for its industries. The Economic Cooperation
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"ECA Dollars Build
Administration has been active in this regard.
the Factories That May Whittle U. S. 'Sales," headlined the Wall
Street Journal of November 21, 1950.
On Juno 20, 194.9, the same paper reported:
HOA reveals plan to finance now steel plant In France. * * * Mill would put
France In export nmnrket.

On April 22, 1958, the samne paper said:
Imported steel grows cheaper, adding to the woes of Imlf Idllo Uited States
mills. This country already buys nearly 0 percent of Its barbed wro from
abroad, steel mni estimate. 0 * 0

On Juto 21, 1950, the Wall St reot Journal reported:
FOA eports groom Turkey to help supply West Europe's grain.

Oni November 20 1955, the same palwr said:
k\'relgu farmers lift output, dlinitning loug-rango export prospects for United
States crolm.

An interesting examiplo of the ECA attitude toward American industry is revealed in I business W\ eek for April 16, 1949, which said:
* * Other manufacturers are mad at OA fur urging foreigners to buy anywhere but in the United States If possible. (This Is a cardinal prihelple of
the Marshall plan-to cut back dollar buying and stimulate litra-European
trade.) * * * A Worcester machi ne-tool man suis up the feelings of wnany
of his disillusioned colleagues: "We were hopeful RJOA would be of great benefit. But now we find they are urging France, for Instance, to buy tools in
lEtlgland." * * *

The thoroughness with which our Government helps foreigners to
get dollar exchange is indicated by nit item in the Wall Street Journal of June 11, 1918. It reported that the Department of Commerce
was opposed to the establishment of a travel service in the Interior
Department because it feared undue emphasis on the wonders of the
United States national parks and playgrounds.

The Department of

Commerce, according to Interior Department officials, stressed overseas travel because it was a form of export for foreigners.
Paul G. hoffman, ECA Administrator, apparently recognized that
increased imports would decemse employment here because, according to the New York Daily News of February 23, 1950, lie testified
before the Senate Foreign Relations Committee that American workers who lost their jobs as a result of foreign goods sold to this country by Marshall plan nations should draw Federal-State jobless pay.
As the evidence accumulates, it becomes apparent that the policy
of our Government is not to promote our exports. Therefore, the
argument that the legislation to extend the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act is designed to help our exports does not fit into the pattern
of our Government's action, and is more plausible than realistic.
However, increasing our imports does cohicide with the British desire, as expressed by Chancellor of the Exchequer Butler, to sell at
least SO million more goods than they would buy, and use the surplus for debts and investments. The foreign investments are being
made in this country, and the imports are coming in. Is that not the
real effect of this legislation?I
Another misconception of the reciprocal trade-agreements program
is that American industry will always try to safeguard the employment of labor in its Amerlcan plants by asking for tariff protection.
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This is not necessarily so, because in the auto industry, for example,

there are foreign plants now, according to Business Wek of February
22, 1958, whici are as low-cost oflicient producers a any company in

the United States.
General Motors, Ford, American Motors, and Studebaker-Packard
are now importing cars from abroad, and Chrysler is anxious to do
likewise.
Business Week of February 22, 1058, says:
With the tide running heavily against exports from the United States and

toward production abroad, one Detroit executive has been heard to may: "Before

1 retire, I hope to see my company producing as many units abroad as In the
United States."

With regard to more than a dozen American companies setting up
factories in Scotland since World War II because, among other reasons, of the skilled labor which was a third cheaper than in the United
States, the Now York Herald 'Tribune of March 20, 1049, had this
to say:
* * * One complication would be customs duties charged on goods exported
to the United States. Some believe, however, American tariffs might be reduced.
This they regarded as something new-American manufacturers lobbying to cut
American tariffs. * * *

This legislation is said to be necessary to meet the threat of the
European IEconomic Community in creating a Common Market. It
will do nothing of the kind. The Common market, consists of France,
West Germany, Italy, Belguim the Netherlands, and Luxembourg.
Our present duties on imports from these countries were lowered in
exchange for concessions on duties on our exports to them. The
tariff duties of the Common Market could consist of the highest duty
charged by any of the 6 nations; so that, in 5 cases out of 6, our exports could face a higher duty, and yet our Government seems to consider itself unable to obtain any redress for the canceled concessions
under the GATT agreement.
The ultimate effect is obviously, going to be that our duties will
be lower while foreign Auties in many instances may be higher than
noW.

. Business Week of February 22, 1958, in discussing the auto industry, says:
Right off the bat, the Common Market and free-trade area mean the European
market for United States-built passenger cars Is almost gone.

The same publication, on September 28, 1957, reported:
* * * Creation of the European Common Market has led Rockwell 3auufacturing Co., a United States producer of valves, meters, and regulators, into buyIng a foreign property. * * * It fears low Import quotas and high tariffs around
the Common Market will'prevent United States companies as well as others
outside the Common Market and the proposed associated free-trade area from
maintaining their present sales volume. * * *

With reference to a speech by James A. Moffett, president of Corn
Products Refining International, the New York Herald Tribune of
April 16, 1958, had this to say:
I * * * As a result of the Common Market development, the speaker said, Ameri.
can business may have to reappraise its situation because the Increase in pro.
duction abroad will ultimately eUminate the need for American manufactured
goods. * * *
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The President says that the reciprocal trade agreements program is

necessary to meet the economic offensive of the Soviet Union. It is
a fact, however, that this legislation will not make our exports sufficiently'cheap, as the prices of our goods are determined by commercial
and not by political considerations.
That this is so is borne out by a recent. speech of Henry Cabot Lodge,
United States Ambassador to the United Nat ions, reported in the New
York Journal-American of April 17, 1958. He said that the United
States may have to subsidize exporters in order to compete with Soviet
prestige prie.ccutting abroad.
It is obvious that. A mbassador Lodge recognized the futility of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act to lelp in this connection.
Furthermore, it s ould not be forgotten that when we subsidize our
exports there are immediate adverse repercussions from other exporting nations, so that the cure may be worse than the disease.
b or example, the Wall Street Journal of February 16,1055, reported
that American subsidies on exports of oranges were denounced at the
then current GATT session in Switzerland by representatives of Italy,
South Africa, Greece, Austialia, Cyprus, and the British West Indies.
Therefore, any benefit must be confined to goods which we might
import, rather than to let. them go to the Soviet Union. In this intsance, also however, the Soviet 1hion can outbid us when diplomacy
dictates suh a course.
Central Intelligence Agency Director Allen Dulles is quoted by
Time magazine of May 5, 1958, as saying of the Russians:
They will buy anything, trade anything, and dump anything if it advances
communism or helps to destroy the influence of the West.

The money to pay for imports into the Soviet Union could cone
from the sale of their gold. Leslie Gould,, financial editor of the
New York Journal-American, on April 9, 1058, in an article under
the headline "United States Gold Policy Helps Reds Compete in
South America," had this to say:
Brazil is "here the Russians, under their "new look," will contest the United

States In the economic phase of the East-West cold war. The Argentine is the
other big battleground, with Chile and Uruguay smaller targets.
Russia Is dangling long-term credits, Including needed dollars, and barter
deals of oil equipment and other machinery.
The Irony of these proposals Is that these credits are made possible by the
United States Treasury's 3-an-ounce fixed price of gold. This puts a firm
floor under the world gold triarkets, no matter how heavy the offerings of

metal. * *

Russia Is a heavy seller of gold.

These sales are the source of much of the

money being used to carry on the economic phase of the Communists' cold war,
as well as to finance subversive activities of Its other agents. * * *

Although definite figures are not available, Samuel Montagu & Co.,
a leading- British bullion dealer, according to theNorthern Miner of
February 27, 1958, has estimated that gold is produced in the Soviet
Union at the rate of 17 million ounces annually, which would be worth
$595 million a year.
We must not forget that the value of gold is largely dependent
upon the willingness of the Government of the United States to buy
gold in unlimited amounts from no matter what source of production
Confirming this view is the statement by Douglas Abbott, the
Canadian F6deral Minister of Finance, according to the Northbrn
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Miner of May 22t 1952, who, while speaking in the Canadian House

of Commons, maintained that gold itself had little intrinsic value

and that its stability as a medium of international exchange depended
on the willingness of the United States Treasury to buy it at the
fixed price of $35 per ounce.

As long as our country stands ready to supply the Soviet Union
with an amount of dollars limited only by the size of the latter's gold
reserve, it is futile for us to expect to compete successfully with that
nation1 in the arena of economic warfare.

Under the circumstances, we do not believe that the arguments are

valid in favor of the passage of the bill extending the reciprocal trade
agreements program, and tlie American Coalition of Patriotic Societies opposes such action.
Senator CARLSON. Mr. Trevor, we appreciate your appearing here
before the committee. I notice you appear here for the American
Coalition of Patriotic Societies.
Mr. TnEVoR. Yes, sir.
Senator COAmsoN. Would you mind mentioning some of them, or
would you list them for the record I
Mr. TEVOR. I can supply the clerk with the list. It is about 103
societies.
(The material referred to follows:)
Soo0rEs COOMAi.TTIO Wrrn

?us AuzsIOAN CoALrrrox or PATsoTro Soocnms

As of December 6,1957

Alliance, Inc., The
American Coalition of New York
American Public Relations Forum, Inc.
American Tradition, The
American War Mothers
American Women's Legion of World Wars
Americanism Defense League
Bill of Rights Commemorative Society
Connecticut Volunteers
Dames of the Loyal Legion of the United States
Dames of the Loyal Legion of the United States, District of Columbia
Dames of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Pennsylvania
Daughters of America, National Council
Daughters of America, District of Columbia Council
Daughters of the Revolution, National Society
Daughters of the Revolution, New Jersey Society
Daughters of the Revolution, New York Society
Daughters of the Revolution, Commonwealth of Pennsylvania
Daughters of the Revolution, Colonial Chapter
Daughters of the Revolution, Lafayette Chapter
Daughters of the Revolution, Liberty Bell Chapter
Defenders of the American Constitution, Inc.
Defenders of State Sovereignty and Individual Liberty, Arlington Chapter
Descendants of the Signers of the Declaration of Independence
Fraternal Patriotic Americans, State of Pennsylvania, Inc.
General Society of the War of 1812
General Society of the War of 1812, District of Columbia Division
General Society of the War of 1812, New York Division
Grass Roots League, Inc.
Junior Order United American Mechinics, New Jersey
Junior Order United American Mechanics, New York, Inc.
Junior Order United American Mechanics, Pennsylvania
Ladies of the Grand Army of thi Republic
Ladies of the Grand Army of the Republic, Department of the Potomac
Marine Corps League Auxiliary
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Massachusetts Committees of Correspondence
Michigan Coalition of Constitutionalists
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Commandery in Chief
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Commandery of the
District of Columbia
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Commandery of the
'State of New York
Military Order of the Loyal Legion of the United States, Commandery of the
State of Pennsylvania
Military Order of the World Ware
Minnesota Coalition of Patriotic Societies, Inc.
National Constitution Day Committee
National Huguenot Society, The
National Society, Colonial Dames of the XVII Century, New York State Society
National Society for Constitutional Security
National Society for Constitutional Security, Chapter I
National Society for Constitutional Society, Chapter II
National Society for Constitutional Security, Chapter III
.
National Soclety, Daughters of the Union, 1861-05
National Society, Magna Charta Dames
National Society of New England Women
National Society of Ne* England Women, New York City Colony
National Society, Patriotic Women of America, Inc.
National Society, Patriotic Women of America, D. 0. Council
National Society, Patriotic Women of America, N. Y. Council
National Society, Service Star Legion
National Society, Sons and Daughters of the Pilgrims
National Society, U. S. Daughters of 1812, State of New York
National Society, Women Descendant of the Ancient and Honorable Artillery
Company
National Sojourners, Ine.
National Woman's Relief Corps
Naval and Military Order of the Spanish-American War, National Commandery
New Jersey Coalition, Inc.
Ohio Coalition of Patriotic Societies
Order of Fraternal Americans, Grand Council
Order of Independent Americans, Inc., State Council of Penna.
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, California
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, D. C.
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, Mass.
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, New Jersey
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, New York
Order of the Founders and Patriots of America, R, I.
Order of the Three Crusades 1090-1102, Inc. (The)
Order of Washington
Patriotic Order Sons of America, National Camp
Patriotic Order Sons of America, State Camp of Pennsylvania
Rhode Island Association of Patriots
Society of Old Plymouth Colony Descendants
Society of the Sons of the Revolution in the Commonwealth of Massachusetts
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, National Council
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, State Council Conn.
Sons and Daugbters of Liberty, State Council D. C.
Sons and PaughterA of Liberty, State Council Md.
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, State Council Mass.
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, State Council N. H.
Sons and Daughters of Liberty, State Council Pena.
Sons of the American Revolution, -NationalSociety
Sons of the American Revolution; California Society
Sons of the American Revolution, Empire State Society
Sons of the American Revolution, Iowa Society
Sons of the American Revolution, New Jersey Society
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War Commandery-In-Chief
Sons of Union Veterans of the Civil War, Mass. Dept.
Sovereignty Preservation Council of Delaware
United States Day Committee, Inc.
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United States Flag Committee
Wheel of Progress, The
William Thaw Council of Americans, Inc.
Woman's Relief Corps, Department of Potomac
Women of Army and Navy Legion of Valor, U. S. A.
Women's National Defense Committee of Philadelphia

Senator CARLSON. Senator Malone?
Senator MALONE. Mr. Trevor, your statement is very interesting,
and has brought up some new points.

What is the customary method forthe- nations of Europe and Asia
to preserve their own markets for their own people?
Mr. TREVOR. Well, the prevent our goods from being sold there
in one way or another. If the tariff rate is fixed, they make a q 'ta
or they make some regulation like the bize of automobiles that are
sold, that can only be met by foreign cars, and otherwise.
Senator MALONE. Do they have import quotas or exchange permits?
Mr. TREVOR. I think they have all those things.
Senator MALONE. With an utter disregard for any trade agreement
that they may have signed at Geneva ?
Mr. TREVOR. Well, that is right. This Common Market system is
just setting a whole new bunch of tariffs on top of the tariffs they
had agreed on in the negotiating sessions before.
Senator MAmoNE. See if I am correct. Did I read in news dispatches a month or two ago that when they set up this Common
Market it would be a considerable time before they even had free
trade among themselves, but one of the objects of it was to protect
that market for the nations included in the Common Market?
Mr. TREVOR. That is correct.
Senator MALONE. Am I right about that?

Mr. TREVon. That is correct; yes, sir.
Senator MALONE. I wonder if you could furnish for the record
some documentary evidence that that is a fact--that is to say, news
dispatches or current statements. You understand we have 15 members of this committee and 96 Members of the Senate. I know they
will be glad to get factual information such as that.
Mr.. TREVOR. Well, I supplied the statements by people who analyzed it here: to such an extent that they had either decided they
had better move their factories into it to avoid what they saw was
inevitable. Mr. Moffett, who handles this Corn Products Refining
InternationalSenator MALO.

And Rockwell?

Mr. TREVOR. Well, the Rockwell Manufacturing Co. are putting
their plant abroad. James A. MoWfet, who is the president of the
Corn Products Refining International made this statement:
As a result of the Common Market development, the speaker said, American

business may have to reappraise its situation because the increase in production abroad will ultimately eliminate the need for American manufactured
goods.

Senator MALONE. Then what is the effect of import permits or exchange permits or manipulation of the price of their money in terms
of the dollar for trade advantage.: What influence does that have
on the location of mnAnufacturhig or processing plants or mines?
Mr. TREVOR. Well, it makes it desirable to invest abroad rather
than in the United States.
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Senator MAtON,. In other words, if you have an import permit
which cuts the amount of goods that they allow to come in at any
tline, they can allow a certain type to come in if they want then
and
it? if they do not want them they can just refuse a permit; is thai
Mr. TRY.voe. That. seems to be the'way It works.
Senator MtALOrN. And It is done by Executive brder in most cases.
They do not have to go through it Congie-s like we have to do here,
in nost cases, do they?
Mr. 'T'mtwo. I really could n6t. Answer that.
Senator Moxv.* Well, I will answer that for you: That it is done
by E,xecutive order in about 08 percent of the cags.
Now then, if'the only Nray you can sell in that market is to have
your lant located there, then It Is an incentive tot American plants
and others to operate there if they want to get into'the market, is it
not
Mr. TmVon. It certainly is..
Senator MAoOn. If we, on the other hand, have a virtually free
trade jpoiicy, and we live up to it, lowering out tariffs and not having
such import or exchange pebmitsor mnanipulation of the prlve of
ourf money It%terms of their money, then they know they cn-- have
ths market, also.
Mt. Taon, That is right.
Senator MAtkNV. With their lower cost labor. Arid the machinery,
of course, is just th\esame as we use here and in some eases, when
it
It" Is better ,"machinery' than they have in the plants
htemr,is aislaterplant,
ItnftlI
Mr. Tizvor. That is right, and I think that, is one of the reasons
these companies are moving to Scotland. They paid less, they re
building brandnew plats. and ultimately they are going to ship
their products back to ths country.
Senator MALoNx. The EOA,' th6n, finds it is not advantageous to
recommend that they buy American goods with American money,
is that it
Mr. TnvoR. Well, the ECA is trying or was trying to.strengthen
the 4uropean countries, and their theory of strengthening seemed
to be that they should not import anything from the United States.
Senator N~iLvoNE. You mentioned imported steel. As to these
lower wages and lower costs for the higher gtade-steel, is that having its effect in imports in this country 1
Mr. TmRvo% Well, apparently. Barbed Wire, 60 percent coming in
from abroad now. I am not too familiar with all the different
grades of steel, how it affects each grade separately. I could not
answer that question.
Senator MALONm. Have we, in the last little while, made it very
clear that we intend to divide our markets with certain European
and Asiatic nations; in other words, preserve oily a certain percent
of it, if any, for the United States?
Mr. Tivort.
I have never seen anything whidh indicated We really
planned to preserve any of it for our domestic manufacturers..
The ECA
policy
is to..,..,
buy abroad wherever possible id "not': buy
anything
in thb;
eolittry
Senator Xkwme 1oe:I there is some pend g letslatibi which
I approve only because there is no other way of-keeping our Amer-
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icans in business. This morning I think a bill was reported.out- of
the Interior and Insular Affairs Committee on certain minerals,
whereby the Government will pay a subsidy on several minerals up
to a certain amount, which proves to be about 25 to 80percent of the
market. Then they do not subsidize beyond tl~at. S6 it means our
own producers would have a maximum of that amount of the market, and the prices set would seem to be inadeqipite, so they may
not even get that much.
So that in carrying out what was announced many years ago-.
by "many years," I mean 10 or 15 years ago-that it was necessary
to divide the American market with the nations of the world to
wants so
and have the tranquillity that everybody
peace
reserve
adlly..
You were not aware of that bill I
Mr. Twvoit, Well, it slipped my mind at the moment. I have
seen it.

Senator MALONH. It is a start, but it is a policy that naturally the
only way we can sell anything abroad is to subsidize it, like .ur
grain and other materials; is that about right?
Mr. Tnsvon. I think so. I think somebody testified before the
Honse Ways and Means Committee that 42 percent of our agricultural exports are subsidized.
Senator MALONE. Well, we have given them approximately $70

billion. There is some argument about it,, I or 2 billion either way,
which does not seem to make much differ nce-but that is since
World War II, to build plants for them to gain dollar balances
e or,
n power,
d t
other purposes.
our gold, and
against
in
A good~d-eal~of
it for
is goin
to keep certain dictators
,
at least that is the effect
You talked about certain credits they were building up with the
money we give them, and its effect on the gold supply and investments of this country. I think that should be made a little clearer.
Mr. TIw.oP. Well now, I had a clipping just a couple of days ago
from the Wall Street Journal of June 24, 1958:
Foreign nations hike gold dollar reserves in first perlod by cutting buying in
the United States. Foreign Countries increased their holdings of gold and dollar reserves by $4 million in the first 8 months of 1958, largely by reducing
their purchases In the United States, the Comuierce Department reported.

Senator MALON.. Well, that .seems to be very clear, and you are
familiar with the investigation this committee is carrying on on the
status of our economic structure. lBoth Secretary1 of the Treasury
Humphrey, then Secretary last fall, and Mr. Martin, the Chairman
of the Federal Reserve Board, testified that if all of the dollar balances which could be converted to nations' balances abroad and
come tinder the policy of our paying dollar balances in gold, if they
were all presented within a reasonable" time, vte would- have abotit
$5.7 billion worth of gold left out of the $22.4 billion held in our'
Federal dejgsitories.
.. I
: f.
You are familiar with that testimony?
the U. S. Newc,
I
think
it
was
in
a
statement,
Mr. TiRVO. I saw
" I do not have it with nie--to the effect if all
and' World Reportb
of the foreign balances were taken out in gold, there would be a
deficit of $1.7 billion in gold &s cover for our currency; that a con-
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traction would have to be made, and the outstanding currency or
the gold coverage of the currency would have to be reduced by that
amount.

Senator MAWO. I thlnk it would be at least that bad. But we
Ct a report every so often from this Federal Reserve Board that we
ave onl deposit 2.4 billion (it varies slightly from time to time)
indicating we own that much gold, which of course we do not.
Tile Iusslaii cold war--of course, I do not see anything cold about
it, becauSe tlhe,

ireCOgniA3d (ollunlinist China;
Ilitions tttve
Eiroplfl
u

they wave tradedl with them ever since WorlI War 11. They had n list.

of strategic and critical materials, a copy of which I cured when I
was i Paris in 1955, but these materials were all going to those

countries.,
We were shipping these materials to European countries, who in
turn shipped thenito tile Iron Curtain countries. Then If Russia
wanted tiliem they were shipped right on through. That was proven
here, like on copper, before tile committee.
Do you know anything about this situation or do you think there
is anything cold about this war we nre suppose to be having on trade?
Mr. Tiover. Well I gav6 you some data in my prepared statement
about the opinion o the financial editor of the Now York JournalAmerican which seems to be borne out, as far as I cani make out, by
other evidence. I haven't, got ainy with me.
Senator MAIONE. Well, is it not itpeculiar situation when every
European nation has to export to some other nation to ivH,and we
furnish tle money to build their manufacturing and proessing plants,
and to build niinesl
There was no substantial market. in any of those nations, even for
their own products) was there, with their low wages? Do they not
have to export itorIer to live? Is that the argument?
Mr. °Npvor. Yes, I think so. I think they specialized in different
things. T1hey are smaller countries than we are.
Senator MALON.. I mean like England. They have lived off exports to their colonials for 300 years; have they nott
Mr. TRIE OR. Well, they have lived off their income of their investments abroad to a large extent. Actually, the exports of Enigland
have been inadequate without the investments made very early in the
game in South America and Africa. That income is coming back.
They invested in this country. I thitik there are still large British
holdings of real estate, in the South particularly.
Senator MALoxF. That came about through controls of the markets
of lesser nations abroad, did it not?
Mr. TREVoR. Well I Can say originally it came about by conquest.
Senator MALOE. lihat is right..
Mr. TKEvoR. That gave them control of the market.
Senator MAWNm. The colonial system died, of course, when the air.
plane dominated the British Fleet in World War II. They have been
living on momentum since that time through trade agreements where
they can get the markets of such a nation as America. We broke away
from the colonial system and the interminable trade wars of Europe
in 1776, but now we have joined them again through this system of
free trade for the United States while allowing them to protect their
own markets-so we are becoming an economic colonial again; are we
not?
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Mr. Th.zvon. Well, we are heading in that direction,

Senator MALONE. And with them1aving no responsibility for our
welfare at all.
Mr. Tilvor. Well, they want, according to Butler, the Chancellor
of file Exchuor, they Want to sell $800 million more than they buy.
Senator MALONE. Well that is a terrific ambition, and it would
be wonderful if every nation in the world could do that.
I (o not want to prolong tile examination. You have made a very
fine statement. What do you recommend iin regard to this act?
Ar. '1'RVoi. I recommend that sonitt Provision-

Senator M,%uo)Nz. Your Patriotic Societies.
Mr. TRmvoH, That some provision be made to restrict the inoney that
is obtained by selling goods in this country in such a way that it
would be spent on our exports. That is what the President sAys
the money does, nud of course it doesn't. It seems to ime the advocates of this legislation should not object to any provision which
made tile law do what they say it does do but does not do.
Senator MALONX. flow did we get in this situation to start with?
For 150 years we seemed to do pretty well. We just had a tariff or a
duty, as provided in article I, section 8 of the Constitution, regulating
it so that it evened or balanced the wages and taxes, the cost of doing
business, here and in tihe chief competing country so that there was
no advantage of low wages.
Mr. mt,VoR. That was the intention of all recent tariff Acts,
certainly.
Senator M,%IoNE. For 150 years under that policy Congress did
not go into, how much of our market they were going to give to a
foreign nation or whether or not they should let you survive in whatever business you were in, or when you had reached a peril point
where you were being destroyed that they would then tke up a
collection for .you or give you some specifc advantage. When did
Congress get into all this business? What put them in it?
Mr. TnHVoR. That seemed to start in 1934, I think, when the trade
agreements started.
Senator MALON. Do you know what happens if the Trade Agreements Act is not renewed?
Air. TeRvvoiR. Well, I believe it goes back to the Smoot-HIawley
legislation, if we denounce our agreements and break off all the GATT
arrangements.
Senator MALONE..IVe revert to the 1930 Trade Agreements Act,
which was a flexible import fee or tariff act. Upon 2 months' notice
to the Secretary-General of the United Nations all of -the articles
covered by multilateral' trade agreements revert to the Tariff Commission, an agent of Congress, on a statutory rate; and on 6 months'
notice to nations party to-bilateral treaties that the State Department
has made, all those products revert on the same basis.
Do you1.know
provided
,, what that so-called Smoot-Ilawley Tariff Act really

Mir. TEvon: I believe it provided for an equalization of the wvige
ate costs 6f:products in the United States as against the world.
Senator MAL ONE. Against the chief competing nation on each
product.
Mr. TRuvor. Yes.
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Senator MfALONE. Well, is that not exactly what you need I

Mr. TimyoR. Well, it would seem so if you want the American work-

men to have the jobs.
Senator MALoNE. In other words, if you want the American workingmen atid the American investors to have equal access to their own
market then you would just revert to the flexible adjustment of the
duty or imposts or tariff, whatever you want to call it, and let it
equalize the wages and the cost of doing business here and in the chief
competing nation abroad; would you not?
Mr. TEVOR. That is right.
Senator ALOme. Is that not what everybody is trying to say, only
just afraid to say they are against this monstrosity that was passed
in 1984?
Mr. TzvoR. Well, I suppose there are some people who just want
to help the foreigners and don't care about this country; I don't know.
Senator MALVE. Well, I am not so sure of that.
I have been in all these countries and I have tried to analyze it. I
thought I had to see all our star boarders before I could vote intelligentl y. I think you hit the nail on the head a while ago when you
said it was a phenomenon in this country for American producers to
be asking for free trade. But Oren't they Americans that are interested in these plants abroad, to furnish this market?
Mr. TREvoR. That is right,
Senator MALoNE. Well isn't it just that simple?
Mr. TamvoR. It certainly is simple.
Senator MALONE.. Then it. is the international investor versus the
American workingman and American investors; isn't it about that
simple?
Mr. TFvop. It certainly seems so.
Senator MALONE Then would the Tariff A,t of 1930 need any substantial improvement if we reverted to it as we know we can do just
by sitting still and not extending this act?
Mr. I mvon. I should not think so.
Senator MALONe. Mr. Chairman, I thin that Mr. Trevor has iade
a fine witness, and I think it ought to set some of our Members of the
House and Senate thinking very seriously about this act.
Senator CAmiisoN. Senator Bennett?
Senator BE:mrr. I have just one question.
As I read your statement on the bottom of page 9 you believe the
American price for gold at $35 an otmnce is actually holding up the
world market and that if we cease to buy gold freely that the price
of gold would go down?
Mr. TraVoR. That is apparently the view of the Canadian Federal
Minister of Finance.
Senator BENNm'r. Well, you present it as your view.
Mr. TREvoR. It is my View too.
Senator B.-.;Nmr. I think that will be of interest to our friend
from Nevada because the gold miners of America figure that if we
would just set the price of gold free it might double; and that the
American Government is actually keeping the price of kold down
and preventing the development of local gold ' resources. What do
you have to say to that?
Mr. TRivoR. Well, my personal opinion is that the price of gold
would not go up. I think the market should be free in this country
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at least.. Whether it is free for the Russians to send their gold over
here and sell- that is something else. I do not think I am in favor
of that,.
Senator BENNm-r. Well, you believe we should have import restrictions on gold?
Mr. TRzvoR. I certainly do; yes.
Senator BzqNnrr. Then if we need gold in this country and cannot
produce enough we should go without the gold because obviously
Mr. TREvoR. I think I would discriminate where you would get it
instead of just saying you would get it any place. Getting gold from
a Canadian mine or South American mine is entirely different from
a Russian mine.
Senator Biwr. Are you depending largely on this statement of
the Canadian Minister of Finance for your conception that gold
would go down or do you have any other specific information that
would lead to that point of view?
Mr. TRm'o. No, I cannot say that I have any. specific-I do not
think yqou can be specific any more than that. It is a matter of opinion. It has never been tried.
Senator B.NNrr. Well, I think-let's put it this way: You are
the first witness who has ever come before this committee to indicate
that in his opinion the price of gold would go down if it were free.
Mr. TREvoR. I know for instance in Peru, they created a coin that
had no monetary value, but was a slug that weighed so much gold,
and tried to sell that.
There was not any very great market for it.
Senator BBxNrff. When did this happen?
Mr. TP.von. I think about 1940 some time, I could not give you
the exact date.
Senator BENzNim. I listened to your statement with a great deal
of interest and it seems to me you have done a beautiful paper and
scissors job. You have collected a variety of statements made over
a period of 10 or 12 years under various' circuknstances and out of'
them'you build a rather plausible ca.*, and I do not think that is.
particularly convincing to this committee.
It certainly is not to me, because you have no central unified core.
You have taken a whole variety of newspaper headlines, unrelated
articles and tried to put them together and- Mr. Tlvo. I think they are related, sir, if I may respectfully disagree with you on that.
Senator .BENNmT. Well, you can disagree, but As I say, to this
Senator, at least, that kind of an approach is not at all impressive.
That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator CARLsoir. Mr. Trevor, we certainly appreciate your appearance here:
Senator MAwN. Mr. Chairman, I would like to ask another question. First I would like to say that I have introduced two gold bills.
I do not of my own knowledge know whether gold would go up.or go
down as a result. But I do believe th6 way to fiid it 6ut is to Iave a
free market for a while and one of my bills would provide just that.
Mr. TAnvoR. That is right.
Senator MAwoNB Turn it loose and let our people buy.and sell
gold just like they do in Editrpd.

nlos-

T111)1 -,AD
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-.$Y see, through the Marshall plan and ECA and- whatever. it is

called now.we givehis, folding money, to Europeans -and they can'
use that to build up gold balances, whereas when you earn your money
h e y
o nn t b4 ,y
gol d . . , ..i - :
" . .,
, ,
odn't think it is a very hoalthy situato.
:.
,.Then, too, -as Canada is a little smarterr than we are: in several
instances, I think ,the worth.,of their dollarreflects that -lorsesense
they are usini-up there.m, :It is worth more. now than.ours.,, I was up
there , in.1947, to make a talk before .their National- Mining Conference I, believe it- is called; At that time theywere paying,a subsidy
for g1d ,f,$1,60 ano=uce to the miners and then selhng it to us for
$35 an ounce Which I told them looked to me like a pretty-good deal.
They. also waited until we pa-ed the Marshall plan and gave the
money
to:EBngland
to buy the
they, would
sell
any ,whlat
.Egland,,,;
. wheat
._., for, cash before
: : ,.::
: -..

S, while I was pointing out these things I was not doing verywell.
as-r ,as: creting-friends and influencing people but. then -Whexl'I
founol they did not like that kind: of talk, I changed the subject and
after that we got along prety well.
.,:
.They have a lotof seise in Canada
My other bill _regarding gold provides that after'we deermine"the
value, of, the gold through A. free market, whether it is $25, $5,.or
5,wego on the gold standard
And I.think thatometifnes, there is a very grave, difference of
opinion in hearings in this committee, but what we need todo is get
testimony in the hearings *thatmight -bring out what we should do,.
hlhae a free market'for,
There are people who think, you'hbAdgolandtiethe m
oeyrtogold but notqf a price 6nThe kold.
To'that I cannot reply adequately. I only know that we,do-not:
hivetho anseriiow lnd that we hadbetter find one
;
'Now, Istilliant to compliment you on your approach.,.
,
I as& you then what you;thought we ought' to'd6 and you-an
swerved tand I also believe that is what we should do. - . , , .
Ifw6 don4t have.thec votes to stop this extension hnd we have
never had them, it has been extended 1.times, they claim-4V2 million'
people working oh' foreign tfade jobs, but I showed in a table- and
.I want-to argue the question with .anybody 'who"takes exception 'to
it, that we'are now expiting less percentage -of 'our .exportable
goods in dollars than:w'e' did in the firstthree decades bf the eentry,
and before we had any such thing as so-called reciprMl. trade, f0teign
aid barter prkramsor. sale for worthless foreign curreneies you
deduct- all te "subsidies and cash, payment. Wi give themto.buyi the
goods.
expect something tocome out of that, became' 6oineone is
going. to take exception to & and we are goinitohavbeso edat oh it.
I have never been able to get very much out of the Departthent.
of- commerce 1.
ItoldSereryWeeks thtiffid Secretarytu1leg, and

mabe 'ivev ill ea littlem1orenb*.', Ihope we do.

n low we a 6 nillion.boysonthe street even if there, rielyfare
4 million Working here 'shipping thi stuff, aocrosm thd Atiatitio indPacifb, oceans. -:O ,mines are dowhi our textiles are goh g Out, our
crockery destroyede: Several hundred industries Are on theo'#ay'6&[
aild,1*6uldlik t have youriddaonlhisanle 0fit.
:* '
Mr. Tvoi. I think the reason for thi ;d.ltyilsthat siiYipoedl"

the money thatwe give foreigners by buying m rts i spent on our.
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exports,,ad it is demonstrable tliat it is not, otherwise, there is this
c~ipiin riht' thePre tat sy foeg nations. hike- gold-dolla'rserves "f
fitpexiold byutting
'in
iyig iii UnitedStt.
The "qtco' ot buy our Oxpiorts. Thre are other things" they can
do with heir moy anid they o it'
They. buWland i the cdunry, thezv buy ~stocl on the- stock, exclianaes,
ore is no justification for t lat.
Seflator' A~wI. I think it is fine "if they can do that with their t
own mneny 9
I would appro'ye of that heartily.
Mr, TaRvoiR. But 1,do not think it should be done -with money that,
We give the by bVying their I mports,
Senator"=
MAXAW. So what does seem'to bie the oetiv of lthiss"
Is it a port of eveie of Athe Wealth of the Uzuted Natioiis'with
forQi hations'or is it a, elibeat nd'e
An o Anircniet
U gtfle aif n h knrl
tto
that
~ abroad
~th ~through
~ h'Aegnti~d
_
Adumo
eo~ip
tatfmdsty
s, t bjce
h
Iti
otcneaetat
rpop don kowwat thy l
doing.
Mr
aRo. Wel f seenia,
carryng otChanceblloro~tlr
9 reconunenditip
enaiptig nga
sell $800milliow
more than she is,wIlII
o
Sntr, may I
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Se~tr Mw
Iam ory
ll
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have",a
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We agre with this observation' ut we do nbt agree tha ouinational
policy ohnfdrejIttrade was ifii~ed to-ekmbisly harm mnpolt- 1 14nyta
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lite established a n tf=onsl policy, 61 fireig
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be clearly implied from-the Trade.Agreements Act as amended.
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As we see it, simply stated, this policy is that tariff concessions may
be made on a reciprocal basis, but no tariff concessions should be made
or maintained which would result in serious injury to any domestic
hidustry. It is our belief that the word "reciprocal" was intended to
mean reciprocity in kind, namely a trade of tariff concessions for tariff
concessions. We failto find any declared intent of Congress that
within the meaning of the word "reciprocal" would be included a
diplomatic or military advantage.
Further, we find nothing in the existing legislation to warrant an
inference that the Congress in enacting the peril point and escape
clauses, had any exceptions in mind to the policy that domestic industry
and labor should not be seriously injured by excessive imports resulting from tariff concessions.
Now then, a reference to the record of the administration of the
trade 'agreements program, with which you are all familiar, makes it
clear that those charged with this administration have established and
practiced a, different national policy on foreign trade than was intended or visualized by the Congress. If that were not so there would
be no flght on this pending legislation. The seriously injured domestic
industries would have escaped that injury because they would have
had the intended equal opportunity tb compete.
I would like to stress those words, "equal opportunity to compete."
The record shows to the contrary, that in only one-third of the
cases in which the Tariff Commission recommended favorable action
was some remedial action authorized by the executive department.
The executive offices and the State DepArtment want the power tb
carry out their, own versioA of a foreign-trade policy. They desire
the power to trade off American industry ahd jobs to obtain some
diplomatic or military advantage that usually is only temporary.
The administration wants H. JR. 12591. That means to us that this
bill will give them the power they desire to impose their own foreigntrade policy on the country.
'
if the Senate wants the administration to have this power to establish such a nationAL policy on foreign trade, It will enact this bill as
it is written. In that event we suggest"that the Congress at the same
time, having adopted this indirect method of repudiating its previous
policy, 'should a a matter of good faith clearly inform the American
people of its intention to establish as a national policy the executive
department's concept of a foreign trade policy. The Senate should
recognize at the same time that the established peril-point and escapeclau s procedures would hold out to import-sensitive domestic industries little hope of equality of opportunity to compete as was the
original intent of Congress.
TBit we cannot believe the Congress has any intention of repudiating
its present policy. We cannot believe the Congress will put the fate
of our many import'vulnerable industries and thousands of workers
in the hands of ome individual or individuals h the executive department. Such action in the light of the responsibility imposed on' the
Congress by the Constitution, in our -opinion,would amount to 'a
denial of justice to many American citizens.
This is not a question of trust in the Office of the President or the
Secretary of State. '_We know full well that no occupant of these
offices in this age could ever find the time to master time detail Involved
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in these cases to the degree contemplated by the Constitution in the
promise of judicial process for the protection of American citizens.
Every administration witness, so far as we know, has emphasized
the importance of maintaining our export business and has tried
to convey the impression that protection of Import-sensitive industries
would destroy our export business. We are in complete disagreement
with this premise and we are sure that the members of this committee
are fully aware ol the fallacy of the figures and the Various misleading
interpretations Which have been used by these witnesses in support
of this argument. Most industries engaged in export, export only
a small percentage of their total output. We cannot agree, and we do
not contend that the import business of any industry should be supported at the expense of an import industry any more than that the
export business of any industry should be supported at the expense
of an import-sensitive industry.
Do not our import-vulnerable industries employ people and contribute taxes to the benefit of our economy and the diversification
necessary to our national growth and security I Do not many of these
import-vulnerable industries make a direct contribution to foreign
trade, for that matter?
Our own industry, for example, imports all of its natural raw fibers
from foreign countries. On the question of employment, is it not a
fact that generally our import-vulnerable industries are those requiring the most hand labr-in their operations, thus offering the
greatest proportionate opportunity for employment? The'very reason
they are so vulnerable is because import competition is mainly in
those areas where the greatest amount of hand-labor is involved.
It is inconceivable to us that the Congress in the consideration of
these and other factors Would establish, or allow to be establish hod,
a' national policy that permits the sacrifice of many of our industries
and thousandkof jobs, topromote the temporary interest of expoiting
industries. We say "temporary" because in our opinion the rapid industrialization of many areas of the world; and the resulting surplus
manufactured products, in many countries, manufactured at much
lower cost than is possible here will in due course confront our exporting industries with unbeatable price competition in most of the
markets they now serve. In recognition of this prospect, niany American 'exporting industries have established plants abroad.
According to the June 20 1958, Washington report of the Chamber
of Commerce of the United States, private investment abroad totals
about $35 billion i and 23 percent of our imports come from foreign
branches of American companies. There you have it. Not only do our
export industries recognize their coining inability to sell Tnited
States-produced items abroad but they are alto going a long step
beyond, in taking advantage o? low-cost foreign labor to manufacture
products for export to the United States. In the present state of uneniployment in this country, perhaps there should be some authoritative calculation on the number of American jobs which have been exported to foreign shores, to produce the 23 percent of United States
imports referred to.
Senator BzNzrr, May I interrupt at this point? DO you have
figure to show what portion of that the 23 percent represents products
that are also manufactured in the United States ?

II
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*That is'an overall figure, and it must include all the foreign oil
that comes to us from the Near East..
It must include tlie American companies that own bananas and
olher ag'icultural products offslore.
.
Mr.

GFo.OR.

Senator, I believe the answer to the question you

asked is contaiied in the statement made by the Uited States
Cliambe'of Commerce here a few days ago.
Page V of the statement of the Chamber of Commerce of the United
States niade here June 26, 1958, the second paragraph states:
For instance, in 1055 (the latest figures) United States producers abroad
supplied 88 percent of crude-oil imports; 06 percent of aluminum imports
(including bauxite) ; 87 percent of nickel imports; 72 percent of copper imports;
85 percent of Iron Imports; 50 percent of lead imports; and 78 percent of
imports of paperbase stocks.- In total, United States companies abroad provided 23 percent of our 195 commodity Imports.

Senator BENNett. I will comment on those whenyou have finished

your statement,.
Senator CARLSON. You may proceed.

I
,,

.

Mr.- GEoRoE., Section 6 of j. R. 12591 permits thd Chief Executive

to modify or disregard a Tariff Commission recommendation in an
escpeclause procedure, and. requires a two-thirds majority vote in
both Houses of Con"
to overcome such Presidential aOtion. ,We
are convinced that it is ,inthe national interest that the Congress
recapture, its constitutional responsibility 'and enforce its national
policy on foreign trade. This would. require the. elimination of this
provision, and m lieu thereof provide that ai'eidentialmodiflcatibn
or nullification of a Tariff Coifission recommendation in an escapeclause procedure, would not, become, effective unleSs approved by
"either House of Congress. If the Chief -Executive's reasons for the
proPOSed action are important to the national interest, he should have
no difioulty in obtaining this approval; whereas,'aa ,weall know,-it
would be virtually impoible Tor any industry to obtain the twothirds majority of both H-ouses of,C6ngress as provided, in the bill..
Further, we suggest. that thetermof tile extension of the act be
limited to 2 years and tariff cuts to not more than 10 percent, There
is no real reason why the act should be extended for a, longer term
since Mr. Dulles and others have stated that it ,was not expected that
this authority would be used in connection with the proposed European Common Market for at least 3 years.
I That allows 1 year as leeway after a 2-year extension to get a fur,
...
.' . 1
-.,
,
.'
other extension of this act.,
In: view Of, the rapidly changing circumstances of the world, it
would seem onlyprudent that the Congress limitthe extension to the
shorter term. At the expiration of the 2 years the Congress would
have another opportunity. to consider the necessity of 6hanges and
further extensions in the light of the then-current situation.
As it happens, one of our principal products is onthe free list. We
have filed an application with theTariff Commission underthe escape
clause. The ;present law would limit favorable action toia recomimendation for a quota, sectioif 5, subsections (c). and (f) of HIR.
12591' pqrpiit§ the imposition of 9 duty ias, well awa,a quota in such
caseS.andwe earnestly urge that this sectio ,be xetainediin. the bill
so that the Tariff Commission mpy have greater flexibility-in its-recommendations for remedial action.
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We are for international trad. We believe, that there can be a
healthy and expanding international trade without the sabrif& of
dwhy our economy and the
domestic industries, and we see no reason
diversification of our industries should be prejudiced to achieve temporary gain for exporting industries oi' for temporary diplomatic or
military advantage.
Thahk youiMr. Chairman.
(The attachment previously referred to follows:)
UNITED STATES'P IVATEIARID FIBER CORDAGE AND TW xINEMANUFACTUREjR&
MEIJBERS OF CO)IDAOE INSTITUTE

American Manufacturing Co., Brooklyn, N. Y.,
St. Louis Cordage Mills, 9t. LoUis, Mo.
Cating Rope Works, Inc., Maspetb, N. Y.
Columbian Rope Co., Auburn, N. Y.
Edwin I1. Fitler Co., Philadelphia, Pa.; New Orleans,-La. Thomas Jackson & Son Co., Reading, Pa.New Bedford C0idage Co., New Bedford, Mass."
Peoria Cordage Co., Peoria, Ill.
Plymouth Cordage Co., North Plymouth, Mas. New'Orleans, IA.
. ',' Ruig 0o,; Newark,, Ohio..
q'ubb Qordage Co., SanFranclsco, Calif,
' TubbsCordage Co., Seattle, Wash.
Great Western Cordage Co., Orange, Calif.
*Wall Rope Works,.Inc., New York, N. Y.; Beverl), N."J.
Whitlock Cordage Co., New York, N. Y.; Jersey City, N. J.
NKONUMER3 Of CORDAGE INSTITUTE"
Badger Cordage Mills, Ine.,-Milwaukee, Wis..

Hooven & Allison Co., Xenia, Ohio.

Senator OA.som

Senator Bennett?

.
.

-

.

Senator B NEThr, Mr. Chairman, Iwould justlike t return tothe
,questioi.I raised earlier.
.'-..
't,,:
f
The text of your statement 6n pate 6cdrtaiily gav- me the imprAsion that, the 23, percent of imports coining front foreign branches of
American companies was based largely on manufactured products.
because in tho sentence you say:
Not only do ou. export industries .recognize their common inability to s el
United States produced *items abroad, 'but, tbey are also -going a long -step
beyond, in taking advantage of low-cost foreign labor to manufacture products
.,
for export to the United States.

Yet wheniydu take the figures given'in the second paragraph on
page :7"of'the Chambers report all we see are raw materials with thepossible'exception of,paper-based stock, which is certainly onl a semiini~hed product.

,.

.

fair. to say ,that if-the United Statesis defloient'in every
But it is,
one of the materials listed in this list, we could not exist, without.
imports.-

"rfolcan.argue about crude, oil, but certainly, there is no te'deny,.
I -have, heard nobody suggest thfat we cut out all importation of oil,.
particularly from thp Near EaistL,
We are not completely sufficient in aluminum, in nickel, in copper,.
ill
iron,-in led or zin, and in jiapetbasd stocks.: !.
:J.' bardly think theee iguresbear oiltyour'contenti6n that, out'
manufacturers are going abroad to manufacture finished products,
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and then turn around and ship what I assume to be consumer goods
or things of that kind back to the United States.
Mr. GzoaoE. Your point is well taken, Senator, but I am sure
you do not mean to infer that there are no manufacturing branches
of American companies abroad who are exporting manufactured
products to this country I
Senator BximErr. I think they are comparatively insignificant.
If you can give us some important examples of large-scale imports
of items manufactured in this country; and also manufactured by
the same companies abroad for reshipment here, I would be glad to
have them.
Mr. G~oRoE. Offhand, I can think of the growing trend of small
cars that are manufactured by American companies.
Senator BENxrr. That is fine.
Now, what percentage does the total import of foreign cars bear
to the total American manufacture I
Mr. Gwjor. I believe the most recent figures I have heard was
7 percent.
Senator BIeNwm'r. That is right.

So when you take out of those cars, cars that are manufactured
by foreign-owned companies, it becomes a much smaller figure than
that.

Mr. GxoRoE. Well, Senator, I am sure you appreciate when you
read from this page 7 here that this is not intended to be all-inclusive;
these figures they quote. They say, for instanceSenator BE;NEwr. The only reason I put them in the record is
that when I questioned your figure, you referred me to them.
Mr. Gxokz. Correct.

Senator BPrmv. And I just want the record to show that the 23
percent to which they refer, and which you quote, does not actually
represent consumer products manufactured abroad for resale in the
United States; but rather, I think rather substantially represents raw
materials that we need that we could not get along without, rather than
the other.
Mr. GEEoE. Well, Senator, I agree with your point, with the
premise,

As I said, we, in our industry, import all natural raw fibres; we
have to.
Senator BF.NNmr. That is right.

Mr. GEosE. So that foreign trade to us is extremely important. I
do not presume to be an authority on all phases of this question.
All I know is that I work for a company, and in our particular industry, imports and the items that make up about 60 percent of the
total volume have grown from 23 percent in 1950 to 65 percent of the
total United States market in 195t7.
Senator BE.NNmr. I think there is no question about the seriousness of your problem. But at the same time, since you depend on imported materials, you would not like to see a program of the kind
advocated by the previous speaker which would more or less cut off
American imports.:.
Mr. GEos. I did not gather that he wanted to cut off American
imports. I certainly couldn't endorse that completely; I am sure'no

one else could.
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Senator B.ENErr. I have no further questions.
Senator CAwL8ON. Mr. George, we appreciate your appearance before the committee.
Mr. GEonoS. I thank you for yourcourtesies.
Senator CAPL5Ox. Our next witness is Mr. W. M. Chapman, director
of research for the American Tunaboat Association of San Diego,
Calif. Mr. Chapman, will you take the stand and proceed with your
statement.
STATEMENT OF W. M. CHAPMAN, AMERICAN TUNADOAT
ASSOCIATION
Mr. ChAPMAN. My name is W. M. Chapman. I Am director of research for the American Tunaboat Association, of San Diego Calif.
Our association is composed of boatowners whose vessels fisl or yellowfin and skipjack tuna, exclusively by the'livebait method, and is
organized as a fisher cooperative marketing association under the
laws of the State of California.
A comparison of table 7 of the report by the United States Tariff
Commission on tunafish of May 1958 and table 9 of the report of the
Secretary of the Interior on fresh or frozen yellowfin, skipjack, and
bigeye tuna, of May 1958 will show that vessels of this typ, fishing
out of San Diego, produced 61 percent of the tuna consumed in 'the
United States in 1948, and 83 percent of the tuna consumed in the
United States in 1967, the lastyer of full record.
In our statement before the House Committee on :Ways and Means
on Marh'18, 1958, with respect ot the Reciprocal Trade Agrements
Extension Act (a copy of which is attached as ,ppendix i), *e dwelt
exclusively upon the fact that the Trade Agreements Act as then co,4templated would not help _Us or hurt us because no remedy for our
condition was provided in it. We deliberately refrained from making
any statement with respect to the efficiency with which the act, in our
experience, was administered. It will be the primary purpose of this
statement to examine the experiences we have had in getting relief
under this act, with a view to providing the committee with a. specific
example of how a small industry like ourg, inconsequential in dollar
volume in the gross national product, fares under the act as it'is administered by the executive branch of the Government. In order to
do this, it is necessary to briefly examine the problem first:
THE PROBLEM

The problem Is summarized succinctly in table 1 of the above-cited Tariff

Commission study wherein It Is shown that(a) imports of tuna In all forms (expressed In whole-fish weights) have
increased steadily from 26 million pounds in 1948 to 277 million pounds in
- 1957;

(b) the apparent annual United States consumption of tuna has Increased
steadily In the same period of time from 855 million pounds In 1948 to 599
million pounds In 1957;
(o) the ratio of landings by American-flag tuna vessels to apparent annual
c )sumptioti has declined steadily from 92.8 percent in 1948 to 53.9 percent In

S1957,;and

(d) the ratio of imported tuna to the landings by American-flag tuna
vessels has Increased steadily from 7.8 percent In 1948 to 85.5 percent.
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To indicate that these trends, which have been consistent for 10 years, have

not altered this year, Xcite these tatisi.c"
(a)

I am reliably informed that the tuna survey of the Nielsen Co. shows

total consumer sales of canned tuna In the United States for the first 5 months
of 1058 to have been 15 percent higher, than for the Same period in 1957 (those

-for 195T had been 9 percent higher than those for 1956).
, (.b)I am reliably Informed that the actual sales of canned tuna by the

members of the Callforifla Fish Canners Association In the first 5 months of
1958 were 23 percent higher than for the same period In 1957.
(o) The June 10 report (P-120) of the Market News Service of the Department
of the Interior shows the total Imports of fresh and frozen tuna Into California

from January 1 to June 14, 1958, to have been 1,100 tons ahead of the same
period in 1057, the previous highest year of record.
(4) The above-cited report shows the total landings for the domestic bait-boat
fleet during this period to have declined by 2,500 tons from the same period In
1057, and by 14,900 tons from the same period In 1950.
PROBLEM OF CANNERS VERSUS PRODUCERS

The weight of this import problem has fallen with diametrically different emphasis on the two primary sectors of the domestic Industry, the tuna canners
as juxtaposed with the tuna producers (boatowners and fishermen).

Canners: The canners, after having received a severe setback in
1950 and 1951, when the Jdpanese dumped such an enormous volume
.of canned tuna in thi market that it severely damaged b6th the Anyeri,can and Japanese canners, have thrived.
The market for canned tuna in the United States has continued thei
rapid increase that has marked the whble history of the industry.
The consumption of canned tuna in the United States, when converted
from the Tariff Commission's whole-fish basis to the more familiar
standard cases of 48 one-half-pound cans, has risen spectacularly in
the past 10 years in this manner:
1948------------------------------------------------------1952 -------------------------------------------------------1957
------------------------------------------------1958 (projected)
----------------------------------------

7o0,000
11, 000, 000
15,000,000
16, 500, 000

To the best of my knowledge, only two of the tuna-canning com.
panies in the United -States are publicly held stock companies and
issue publicly annual profit-and-loss statements. One of these is the
Columbia River Packers' Association, Inc., of Astoria, Oreg., and the
.other isthe-Van Camp Seafood Co.,of Terminal Island, Calf.
The Colimbia River Packers' Association is about the fourth largest
tuna-canning firm in the United States. It utilizes substantially more
imported tuna in its pack than it does domestically caught tuna. Its
reporting year coincides with the calendar year. Its annual report
for the year ending December 31, 1957, gives the following tabulation
of its gross sales and operating profit for the'last 6 years:
•

.

Year
19

.

rosSas

............... .....................

16..................................................
IO.
.
..................
1988..............
....................................
1987 ........................ *.....

812.692

..

14,36,6
4 2K672
i1S,406173i
18,833,40

0pemttns

ipemnt

Oprft

prIt

8 87,

5,883
1.162997
11,0
1,17,973

8.8
7.8
7.8
.9.6
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The Van Camp Sea Food Co., Inc., is either marginally the largest
canner of tuia in the United'States, or jiarginhilly the second largest.
It utilizes substantially mOre domestically caughtUna in its pack
than it does imported tuna. Its- reporting year is front May 30
to June 1. Its annual report for fiscal 1957 will not. be released
until sometime in August. It does, howeVer, issue public semiannual
reports. Its semiannual reportfor the period June 1 to Noveiiiber
30, 1957, shows a totoI sales of $'24 5't0,000 for the 6-month' period
and an operating 'profit of $1,127,06F, or 4 percent on sales, It is
generally understood ini the trade that the operating profit for this
conApany in the last 6 months of its fiscal year will be sliown'to be
substantially greater than during the first 6 months' reportwl upon
above. This understanding appears to be supported by (1) the
action 'of the company this month in raising its quarterly dividend
on common stock from 20 cents per share to 25 tents per share and
(2) the current listing of the common stock oii exchanges at $i per
share versus $7per share of 3 and 4 year ago.
Table 36 of the Tariff Commission report shows, for all tuna
cannes in the United States a net operating profit of 5.3 percent on
canned tuna sales in 1957.
Government statistics covering the processors of food and kindred
products in the entire United States in 1952 show the following net
profits before taxes on gross sales to have been as follows:
Quarter

Sales

Percent of
net profit

1st
......................................................................
.1. ,KODo,
00o
4.28
2d ......................................
..................
1l,7M0OOO.OO
4.47
3d .................................................................... %Wo .000
&.is
4t...........................................................
12,4g6,OO
4.1

Thus it is clearly evident that in this.period of yeais when the
imports. of tuna have been increasing steadily in Volume the tuna
canning'industry has enjoyed a iapid and steady increasein its volume,
and a*rate of profit on its sales which certainly compares favorably
with thatenjoyed by kindred processors of food in the United States.
The year 1958, which i a reckon,
i year for much of United States
industry, gives every prospt of being a boom year for the domestic
tuna canning industry. If the whole rear holds
to the first 6
months, total sales of canned tuna for f958 will be
to 20 percent
higher than during '1957, the previous highist year of record. Profit
on sales will Without'a doubt be substantially higher than last year for
the reason that there have already been two price rises om'can&d tuna
at the wholesale lev61 this. year, aid there has beei no compiinsatory
increase in the pi"ce 6f tun to the'fisherinenoo in the cainr's other
costs of pr duc i6n. This is reflected in th6 retail proi'cof "tuna in
the Washington, D. C., area where ddvertised brand hghtI
eatIischunk
now
year, and
style tuna was'selling at 27 to29,cents per can last
selling at 31' hn pe: cazn.
Canned tun has.protective'tariffs 4iad quotas. -htm.,d4nned in
oilbeaisA'dutVy"f 35 percnt ad'valor6en.
Tiua Canned'ih bWhne bears
a duty of 12b ler'Sen advilorem u. to 20cnt
of th4 total appar-

eht cnsumlpti6i'6f tuinain'the United States, tftei which it bears a
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duty of 25 percent ad valorem. The quota has never been reached
andthe higher duty after it has never, thus, been paid.
This tariff protection afforded by the United States Government
to the domestic tuna canning industry, however is by no means as
direct, strong and helpful as the protection aforded to it at the
present time by the Japanesse Government.
The export of all canned tuna from Japan to the Unifed States is
regulated fully as to price and volume by the Japanese Canned Tuna
Export Association, a cartel operating under the supervision of the
Japanese Government. This cartel has embargoed the shipment of
tuna canned in oil to the United States and has limited the export of
tuna canned in brine to definite monthly and annual quotas at regulated "fair-trade" prices. The operation of this cartel, and its companion frozen tuna cartel, in this market are described in our attached
better (appendix 2, 2a, 2b, and 2e) of August 27, 1957 to the Secretary
of State in which we asked him to invoke article XVIII of the Treaty
of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation between the United States
and Japan and thus abate the harmful effects of these cartels on the
tuna trade between the two countries.
Thus the United States tuna canners are almost completely protected from serious Japanese competition in this market by legal protection afforded by the United States Government and extra-legal
protection affordeA by the Japanese Government. It is little wonder
that they look askance at any effort on our part to disturb the status
quo.
It is only fair to state that their primary and useful protection is
that which comes from the Japanese Government through its canned
tuna cartel' and that this is cap able of being withdrawn instantly
upon the whim of the Japanese (or in retaliation should the domestic
tuna canners aid the domestic tuna producers in attaining assistance
from the United States Government.)
in this Situation the only worry among domestic tuna canners is
confined to the large canners who Ii ve advertised brands. They look
with sharp distaste at the rapid decline nowtaking place in the productive capacity of the domestic tuna producers b eAuse they realize
only too 'wel that when t ey become dependent upon the Japanese for
their raw matrial the Japanese will sooner or later own their hrands
and their market., They have not quite' gotten into the'position
yet, however, Where this worry overcomes their fierce competitive
urrto cut each other's throats.
1 ait-bod[ producori: There are three different types of fleets that
produce tuna domestiolly:
I
'(1) The bait-boat fleet that fishes'exclusively tor tuna, ahnost
exclusively for yellowfln, skipjack, and bigeoyeluna, and normally
caches about, 76 percent of the dom.esti tuna production ,
'()
The puirse-sein6 fl~et which not only lshes'or tuna but a lso
for sardine, mackerel, Ond aichovies in season,* and oiMdnarily
catches
aboutand
18 percent
thA and
domestiotuna
fin, skipjiaek,
blt~efi 6f
tunia;
,,•:.. production (yellow.h e3ilbacore
$eet'*h~c4
fiishes
,ollr*dk''et'io
seasn, maiyv
V !S~
f W1 ieh fish
in other
'adbaere tunab .hhother Sheriea in .othe seI-p,"1
sons,, 4nd ,hch ordinarily catches about. p6eret of the'dqmestic tuna pioductioi.
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The bait-boat fleet, being by far the largest component of the domestic tuna producers ii volume 6f production and being concerned
solely with tuna production, reflects most clearly and simply the effects of tuna imports upon th6 domestic tuna producers. My use
of this fleet as an example, for purposes of simplicity of presentation,
should not be allowed to cloud the fact that the purse-seine fleet and
the albacore fleet have been harmed as much or more in their tuna
operations by tuha imports as has the bait-boat fleet. Among the
purse-seiners the number of vessels fishing for tuna iathis period of
years has been reduced from 120 to 45, and among the albacore fleet
the number of vessels participating in the fishery has been reduced
from about 3,000 to about 1,200.
The physical changefithat have taken place in the domestic fishing
for yellowfin and skipjack tuna are listed as follows by the Secretary of the Interior in his report published less than a month ago:
(1)A decline of 27 percent in landings from 1950 to 1957;
2) No overfishing to account for this;
3) A decline of 30 percentkiithe number of vessels participating
in the fishing from the high point of 1951 to 1957, and a decline of
percent in the carrying capacity tonnage of the fleet
(4) A decline of 25 percent in the price of yellowfin and 28 percent in the price of skipjack from the peak year of 1954 to 1957;
(5) A decline in berths available on bait boats of 27 percent since
1951,and on purse seiners of 50 percent since 1949;
(6)A steady increase in the actual and proportionate share of the
United States tuna market held by tuna imports (6 percent in 1948;
39 percent in 1956; 46 percent in 1957) ; and
(7) More than a doubling of tuna imports since the big year of
1950 when imports broke the United States tuna market.
The other part of the picture is given in table i4of the above-cited
Tariff Commission Report on Tuna Fish, Wh6re the owner's net profit
P
or loss before taxes is given as follows for recent years:
-------------------------------------------------1.6
1053
4.0
----------------------------------------195 ----1
-------------------------------------------------------1955
1956

-------------------------------------------------

1957

--------------------------

---------------------

1.1

3.7

A comparison of these profits with those cited above for the Columbia River Packers' Association, and in table 36 of the Tariff
Commission report for.all canners, quite aptly summarizes the differing views of the tuna-canning industry fn4 the tuna-producing industry to tuna imports. The former is thriving; the latter is going out
of business as rapidly as capital can disengage itself from vesssel
ownership.

The Secretary ofthe Interior, i hi report cited above, ascribes
the downward trend in production and loss of markets to these primary factors:
Declining ex-vessel prices;
(2? Increasing competition from inmrs of frozen tuna,- canned
tuna ip brin e1 e~n frozen Cooked tnkL loj)i ;i4 disks; .
~rioijtmua import categories;
(3)Differing tariff rates on the v
(4O wing use by canneries of importd frozen tuna;
oree o*ste of.United Statesv.esel operations;,
5
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a$0) HIigher costs of construction of United States tuna vessels;
(7) Increasing insurance cost for United States tuna vessels.
[0 also notes that the Japanese hith-seas tuna fleet has nearly
doubled its size since 1951 under the stinuli of subsidies by government on the construction, rebuilding, and insuring of vessels, as well
as long-terin operational loans at low rates of interest,
It is a matter of prime importance to notice from the present and

former reports of tle Tariff Commission on tna fish that tie profit-

anud-loss situation of the tuna-bait boats has had a 1-year periodicity
since 1950. Profits- have been highest in the oven-numbered years
and losses have been greatest in the odd-numnbered years. Thto reason
has been primarily political.
In 1950there was heavy dumping of tuna canned in oil in the last
6 months of the year and this broke the market in 1951 with consequent losses to us. The House of Representatives passed a temporary
3 cents per pound tariff on frozen tuna in 1951 so near the end of
the session that your committee could not, act upon it.
The Japanese reacted to this by restricting the volume and con.
trolling the price of tuna exports to this country temporarily in order
to create a sufficient illusion of prosperity in our industry that the
Senate would not enact the House bill. They did give us a breathing
spell which brought our earnings back into the black a little way; the
legislation was defeated.
Immediately the legislation was defeated in mid 1052 the Japanesm
let down the bars again and the pent-up flood hit us and as a consequence 1953 was again a loss year for us. Toward the end of 1953
new legislation was introduced on tuna in ports into the Congress.
This time the Japanese abated the flow of canned tuna, apparently
under the correct assumption that if they got the domestic canners
on their side the domestic tuna producers would not have sufficient
political push toget the bill through thi Congress. 1954 put us again
in the black, and the bill never advanced in the Congrem.
In 1955 the flood of imports br,,ke our prices y 23. percent, laid
up the fleet and was a ruinous year to us. This time, instead of trylegislation we implored the executive branch of the Government
for help as hard as we could. This was completely ineffective but it
did cause the Japanese to draw back a little and we barely edged into
.
the black again in 1056.
In 1950 the Japanese frozen tuna cartel seriously mis udged the
economic forces at. work, suffered severe losses on frozen albacore, and
finally had to dump their surplus on this market at distress prices in
the first half of 1057. This knocked us off our feet again in 195T
when we suffered the worst financial losses yet.
Having now had some years at this business we began preparing
for the next legislative campaign with better care and foresight. The
Japanese also have had some years of experience at whipping us so
they also have engaged in their counter activities with greater care
andskill. They now have their entire tuna trade with this country
tightly controlled by the two cartels under Goveriment supervision
(the controls have had loopholes of greater ori less size in theprevious
years).
'The cartels this year cut off tuna canned in oil for this market completely. In the early winter--at the direction of the Japanese Gov-
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ernient and we have reqson to believe upon the suggestion of the

UnitM1 States Governient--they prohibiod the export of cooked
tuna loins to this country (beginning last month they began taking
orders for cooked loins for delivery after the close of this session of
Congress). They closely regulated the flow of tunt.. canned in brine
to this market, and they raised the check price on the f. o. b. Tokyo.
price of both yellow fin and albacore.
In the past month they have brought about what we have reason to.
believe is the cleverest whizzer yet. All of a sudden there has turned
out to 'be a shortage of albacore in Japan and as a consequence the
price of albacore has been rising sharply and steadily in Japan, there
is great outcry among canners on both sides of the Pacific about thedire albacore shortage and the fiercely high prices.
We would not be so cynical about this particular albacore shortage,
if we did not know these things:
1. In 1050, the Japanese summer albacore catch also was moderatemid the price high, but at the end of September thlit year the frozentuna cartel suddenly found 14,000 tons frozen at 'warehouse that
had been there since June. It turned out that the cartel had been
successfully suppressing the news of this volume of frozen albacore.
for 8 months to keep it from breaking the market.
2. We have legislation before this Congress and this Congress will'
adjourn before the end of August
However, this being an even numbered year we have the likelihood
of breaking even this year or even getting into the black a little. Wenevertheless dread the thought of the odd numbered 1959 ahead of us,
when, without the paAge of this legislation, H. R. 9287, we will be
hit with the pent-up flood of Japanese exports to this market like in
151, 1953, 1055, and 1957.
Each cycle tile profit we are allowed in the even numbered yearis less than the cycle before and we are fewer in number- each cycle:
the loss we suffer in the odd nufilbered year is greater thfin tiltit of*
the preceding cyclic year.
T-o suln ip this section, the problem is that the Japanese are drivingthe United States tuna-fishing industry out of business while they
cherish and support. the United'States tuna-canning industiY so as
to avoid the political danger of the canners supporting our legislative
efforts. Obviously, the strategy is to take us over first, after which
the canned-tuna cartel can readily reduce the American tuna-canningindustry to submission.
TIlE REMEDY

The remedies to a situation of this sort are obvious and'they are,
two in number. They are obvious because one or both are in steadyuse by all of the major fishing countries of the world inchlding Japan,
and excepting the Ulitod States only. On the one hand the domestic.
producer can be protected by controlling the flow of imports whetheiby tari fs, quotas, or combinations of'the two.
'On the other' hand the domestic jProdutcer can be protected b- giving.
h~im a subsidy:that will equalize his cost per 'unitof production wit.
that of his foreign' competitor. This can be doneby dihet subsidy.
per unit of production (the cheapest way) or by giving hliiva.numbM of odds And: ends ,of. aids,, grants, -ete., that are politically morepalatable to a people that resent outright subsidization (this way is;
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the more expensive, and less productive way that tends, by reason of
Parkinson's law, to aid the bureaucracy rather than the producers).
I know of another way to meet such a problem and still maintain
the United States standard of living.
The unfortunate situation of industries like ours which are bein
driven out of business by imports is that on the one hand the United
States Congress appears to bie dead set against the adoption of new
subsidies to deal with such problems, and on the other hand the
executive branch of the Government seems to be dead set against
tariffs to deal with such a situation, and will not tolerate the thought
of a quota at all as being against the will of God and the interests

of society.

And yet the Congress for a generation and the executive branch
through administrations of both parties, have iterated and reierated
that the trade policy of the United States was to encourage the increase of foreign trade consistent with not bringing serious injur, or
the threat of serious injury, to a domestic industry. It will certainly
not be necessary for me to recite to this committee the numerous statements of Presidents, Secretaries of State, other administration officers, and reports of committees of Congr
and citations of law that
thoroughly establish this as being the set policy and law of the United
States of America.
The plain trouble of course is that stated law and policy on the one
hand and administration of law and actual policy on the other are
in pretty direct conflict on this subject and have been for a number
of years. Any small industry like ours that attempts the voyage
between this Scylla, and Charybdis is in for more trouble, risk, expense, and disappointment than Ulysses ever dreamed of. We were
not ignorant of this or novices in this sort of voyaging when we
started the present campaign. The attached letter from Air. Lester
Balingr to the Department of Labor (appendix 3) quite adequately
describes the previous experiences which the tuna producers have
had along this ine.
The economic experiences of 1955 were so chilling to us, however,
that we determined to take one last try before we were dead or too
weak to move. Nineteen hundred and fifty-five had proved to us two
things: (1) We could not land tuna in the United States as cheaply as
the Japanese could, and therefore, barring assistance from the United
States Governmenti we were going out of business either soon or at a
rate chosen by the Japanese, and (2) we could expect not one shred
of help, expression of sympathy, or intelligent investigation of our
problem by the executive branch of the Government as it was then
constituted.
The only recourse left to us was to again approach the United States
Congress with legislation aimed at correcting our problem. There
we knew we would face the united, energetic, and skillful oppositionof the freetraders who by now were scattered all through the executive branch of the Government. To have any chance of success at all
we Would have to have an airtight case, based upon evidence created
by the Government, itself, and have exhausted every other avenue of
relief available to us.
We started first to exhaust the remedies that had been propj o, by
the six-department task force which for months had been studying
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the tuna problem. In similar letter's to Senator Kuchel and Congressman Bob Wilson presidential assistant I. Jack Martin had listed
5 or 6 ways in which the administration was willing to help the industry help itself. These were all farcial to anyone who knew the
situation, but we knew we had to follow out each of these suggested
remedies to its ultimate conclusion or this would be held against it.
We did so and reported on each, as we completed the checkout, in individual letters to President Eisenhower, copies of which are in the

committee's files.

Two of these blind alleys we found particularly amusing (1) the
task force said the Small-Business Administration would give first
priority to applications for loans by our vessels. It turned out, after
some months of stalling, that the Small-Business Administration
would not loan one of our vessels a plugged nickel, on the good and
sufficient grounds that it could find no evidence that the loans could
be repaid out of earnings, (2) the task force had said the Department
of State would examine into the possibility of getting the Japanese
under GATT commitments, to raise the substandard wages of Japanese tuna fishermen. We all, of course, knew that while the Japanese
tuna fishermen only averaged $100 per month, this was better than
the pay rate of college professors in Japan and about twice that of
skilled workers ashore. The Department has never released the results of its study.

Beginning with testimony before the Senate Committee on Interstate

and Foreign Commerce in November 1955 we initiated a reorganization of the fisheries functions of the United States Government.
Although the executive branch, and particularly the Department of
State, opposed this legislation, it was adopted by the Congress and
signed into law by the-President on August 7, 1956.
Section 9 (b) of the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956 authorized the
Secretary of the Interior, upon the request of a segment of the fishing
industry affected by the imports to ma e a report to the President and
Congress on:
(1) Whether there has been a downward trend in the production, employment
In the production, or prices, or a decline In the sales, of the like of directly
competitive product by the domestic industry; and

(2) Whether there has been an increase in the imports of the fishery products
Into the United States, either actual or relative to the production of the like,
or directly competitive product produced by the domestic Industry.

The next week after the bill was signed by the President our association and the Fishermen's Cooprative Association of San Pedro, Calif.,
asked the Secretary of the CIterior to make such a report with respect to frozen yellowfin, skipjack, and bigeye tuna. This study pro-

ceeded for over a year.
In the late fall of 1956 we also brought an action with respect to
frozen Albacore dumping before the Department of the Treasury.
This was an o n-and-shut cajse wheie the members of the frozen tuna
cartel dumpel4,000 tons of tuna on this market at a loss to themselves
of more than $100 per ton. We had lavish documentation from translated Japanese explanations of the matter. But after 5 montl' in.
vestigation the We-partment of the Treasury decided that within the
terms of the Antidumping Act there has been no dumping. The
27629-58-pt. 2-
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documentation of this case will be found in your hearings on the
Antidumping Act.
The economic situation of 1957 in the tuna fishing industry as a
reaction to this albacore dumping in 1956 was the worst we had had
it yeL The albacore producers initiated an escape clause proceedings
before the United States Tariff Commission. They were turned down
on the grounds that there was nothing the Tariff Commission could do
for them by reason of the fact that if they closed down on frozen
albacore the commodity would only divert into frozen cooked loins, or
tuna in brine, or otherwise.
Upon following this up we were told flatly that there was nothing
that the Tariff Commission could do under existing legislation to
rectify the problems of the tunafishing industry. There were so many
categories of tuna imports under so many tariff rates, the biggest item
(frozen yellowfin, skipjack, and bigeye) was not a concession item or
dutiable and, therefore, did not come within the purview of the
escape-clause proceedings, the raw fish itself was so capable of being
transferred around among these commodities (that is, had so high a
degree of fungibility), that the only recourse we had was the adoption
of specific tuna legislation. Dr. Brossard so testified before the House
Committee on Ways and Means in February 1958.
The Tariff Commission was not even in a position, staffwise, to
bring up to date the 1952 cost of production stAdy on tuna that your
committee had then ordered and would not feel justified in doing so
without further specific instructions from you. These instructions
you were kind enough to give in the form of a resolution on August
20, 1957. The Tariff Commission began its renewed study of our
problem.
In order to further stimulate the reporting machinery of the executive branch of the Government, preparatory to legislative action, Senators Magnuson and Kuchel cosponsored the Tuna Import Act of 1958,
and introduced it in the Senate before the summer recess in 1957.
Congressmen King, Wilson, Utt, and Tollefson introduced similar and
identical bills in the House of Representatives. The House Committee on Ways und feans and your committee, of course, sent these bills
to the appropriate departments of the executive for their comments last
August as normal routine. It is now 10 months later and neither
committee has received a report from any branch of the executive on
this legislation.
The-United States Tariff Commission went forward energetically
with its study. Its report was delayed by 2 months but it finally was
completed and made public in due course after completion. This
study did not bear directly upon our problem. Being a direct continuation of studies initiated under the trade conditions resulting from
the canned tuna dumping of 1950 it was out of tune with the trade
problems of today, when it is tuna products that were not then in international trade which are causing the trouble in the market. Nevertheless it was a valuable study and contributed materially to the public
and governmental knowledge concerning our business.
Furthermore, it had one prime and necessary virtue. With it published so very recently the Department of State could not say as it had
done in 1951: "Let us not take hasty action on'this legislation; let us
wait until the Tariff Commission has a chance to study the alleged
facts." That study is done.
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With the report of the Department of the Interior the situation
was quite different. The study bore directly upon our problems.
Since we knew what the facts and figures were and we knew that the
men on the technical level who were doing the actual work were able,
concientious, and above all intellectually honest, we knew what the
answers would be.
This study had been progressing since Augiu:t of 1956. Since this
is the substantive agency on fisheries in the Government the technical
people who had the work in hand were already thoroughly knowledgeablo on the subject when thy began. In January 1958 we were
told that the study was substantially completed. Since we knew that
the Government import statistics are always about. 2 months behind,
and that the Congress would be consideriiig tuna legislation in the
late spring, we suggested that the completion of the report be delayed
until the full 1957 import statistics were at hand so that the study
could be complete to January 1, 1958. We were told that this would
delay the completion of the report until March 15 but since we were
the people who asked for the report in the first place if we were not
worried- about the delay it was not only satisfactory but preferable
to them. Subsequent information satisfied us that the report was in
fact completed and ready for distribution on March 15.
But April 15 came and the Interior report was not out; then May 15
came and tbA same was true. In this interval we learned from our
opponents, via trade rumor channels, that the report was buried and
never would come out. We began digging prodding and prying.
Sure enough somebody in the Department of State had got wind of
the report, was deathly afraid its publication would destroy JapaneseAmerican relations, and had had it buried. First they had wanted it
referred to the Tariff Commission so it could be used as background
material for that report; then they had just wanted it kept quiet; and
finally they had succeeded in getting it transferred to the Bureau of
the Budget, that great burial ground for legislative reports.
But this was not a legislative report, nor did it deal with legislation.
Accordingly it was outside the purview of the Bureau of the Budget..
If the Bureau of the Budget had the duty of reviewing and censoring
all of the technical reports issued by the agencies of the United States
Government it would need a considerably larger staff than it has, and
if it had such a duty we would have a considerably different type of
Government than we are supposed to have.
We pointed these things out. The Bureau of the Budget agreed
that it had no business having the report there and sent it back to
Interior. There it still rested and we got reasonably well irritated.
Finally we learned that the Department of State had requested at
least gat the report not be made public until after the Japanese elections because, apparently, the Kishi government might lose out.
This was so ridiculous as to be humorous, but we .vere perfectly
agreeable. As a footnote to history it may be noted that whereas the
Socialists in Japan had been expected to pick up 15 or 20 extra seats
in the Diet they only gained 3. We would like to have this election
victory recorded in history, as a tribute to a bunch of American tuna
fishermen who, in self-abnegation agreed to an additional 3-day delay
in the public release of the Secretary of the Interior's report on
frozen yellowfin, skipjack, and bigeye tuna. What a farce.

1
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So 67 days after the completion of the report it saw the light of
day and here came the real amusing stroke. It did not contain any
recommendations at all. It was A bare and dry, albeit crystal clear
and readable, recital of statistical facts bearing directly to the criteria
listed in section 9 (b) of the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956. Had
there not been such a fuss made about suppressing it, it would have
got no, more attention than the next statistical report issued by a
Government agency. It did not compare in completeness, scope, or
adequacy with the 1953 report of the same agency on the same problem, which had a full set of recommendations (including the necessity of equalizing tariff rates on all tuna products), and which fell
with a dull thud when it was published as a normal routine Governmoent technical report in 1953.
But the wails of anguish from our opponents was pitifiul. You
would have thought that their throats had been cut. A word about
those opponents might be of interest. Among them, aside from the
excellent work of the Japanese Embassy staff (who of course have
free access to all our governmental agencies and are particularly welcome at the Department of State), are thren able law firms bired by
the Japanese. One represents the Japanese Export Trade Organization (the seinigovernmental trade agency), a second represents the Japanese Canned Tuna Export Association (the canned tuna cartel), and
the third is hired by the Japanese Frozen Tuna Export Association
(the frozen tuna cartel).
In addition a brandnew trade association of American canners
who import most of their raw material from Japan sprang up suddenly last month in southern California, having no other discoverable
function or aim than the defeat of the Tuna Import Act of 1958.
And then we learned that the Japanese who have been dickering
through the United States Government with the California Fish
Canners Association over, the establishment of a joint advertising
fund for canned tuna had made a new offer. Instead of requiring
matching funds, the Japanese were prepared to give that association
$400,000 for that purpose to be used at the discretion and initiative of
that association.
We are aghast, if not dismayed, by what seems to us to be a plethora
of able Japanese representation against us. We are a very small
group of very small-business men and plain fishermen. We have no
money for hiring lawyers of any sort in Washington to help us,
or anyone else for that matter. We would not have the slightest idea
how to hire snebody to represent us in Japan if we had the money.
-Wehad thought that an efficient Embassy and half a State Department would have been sufficient for the Japanese to whip us with,
without this added expense.
Having got the technical reports out of the Tariff Commission and
Interior we still did not have reports out of any agency on the Tuna
Import Act of 1958, and we still do not have. Simple inquiry elicited
the response some weeks ago that the Department of the Interior
Department of Labor, Department of the Treasury, and the United
States Tariff Commission had their reports into the Bureau of the
Budget and they were generally "favorable." The Bureau of the
Budget would not release them, however, because it had been informed
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,y the Department of State that its report would be unfavorable.
he same was true of the Department of Commerce.
With respect to the Department of Commerce we were somewhat
puzzled. Pursuant to the Fish and Wildlife Act of 1956, the functions dealing with foreign commerce and policy relating to fish
formerly in the Department of Commerce, was transferred to the Department of the Interior this winter and the Department of Commerce
not only has no fishery functions leit, but it also has no fish specialists
left. This contradiction, however, was elucidated to us in this
fashion: The Department of Commerce had, with the Department of
State, joint responsibility for lobbying through the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Extension Act and there might be a relationship between
that and our legislation. This seemed about as sensible to us as the
relationship between the publication of Interior's tuna report and the
election of a Socialist government in Japan, but nevertheless Commerce's report was not forthcoming.
With respect to the Department of State, the situation was quite
different. our Japanese opponents were working around us like a
cooper works around a barrel. All American industry is nasty at the
Department of State, because it keeps the standards of living in the
United States higher than the rest of the world and this not only embarrasses the Department in dealing with other countries, but is the
root source of a great deal of their problems. American industry
that competes with foreign industry in the United States market is
unpatriotic and industry that competes in this market with Japanese
industry is probably plotting to throw the Japanese into the Communist camp-as if the Japanese were stupid enough to throw their
standard of living into the melting pot with China and the rest of
Asia.
Above all, we tuna producers seem to be anathema to the Department of State. We will not die and we will not stop competing. We
do not have so many boats left and we only have half the market
left. But those American fishermen who are left in the tuna fishing
are a pretty tough, hardy, and efficient lot. We do not intend to get
run further out of business by anyone, if there is anything humanly
possible to do to prevent it. We have had enough experience with the
Department of State in the past 10 years not to expect a fair shake
from them. If. there was a bill on tuna before the Congress upon
which. they would give a favorable report, we would view it ith

suspicion.

The tactic of the Department of State in this instance was reasonably transparent. It is generally known that the Ways and Means
Committee does not act on legislation before it. normally, until it
has received at least some departmental reports on the bill. Departments of the executive have no reports for committees until they have
been cleared by the Bureau of the Budget. The Bureau of the
Budget normally does Pot clear any departmental reports on legislation until all of the affected departments have responded. In par.
ticular it does not so clear reports if it knows that an unfavorable
report is on the way. It was ]ae June and the Congress would rise
in mid-August. Clearly the best opposition tactic the Department
of State could use was to stall for time and do nothing.
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Accordingly the Department of State informed the Bureau of the
Budget that. its report would be adverse and then did not submit
it,With no exertion it stopped dead these particular wheels of Govermnent. This was in late May and it is now late June, and within
seven weeks the Congress will be home or very nearly there.
We naturally exerted every effort toget the wheels of Government
turnling again. Finally this'week the Department of Commerce and
ti l)epartment of State reports reached the Bureau of the Budget
antd the wheels of that organization are ready to start turning again,
if the spirit moves and the Department of State has not got d spoke
il a wheel somewhere farther up that we have not yet discovered.
Mind you the Departments of State and Commerce have not reported to the Bureau of the Budget oi the "Tuna Import Act of
1958." Tlev have only reported on Interior's report on that act,
Where this leaves us w e siml)0 fishermen atre unsure, excej)t that if
the Congress should enact this quite innocuous bill (winch is not
even intended to cut back Japan's tuna trade with the United States),
they will still have a clear, uncommitted position to recommend a
veto to the President..
We have gone to this extent in describing our recent experiences
in order to demonstrate to yol why we have tile position on the Reciprocal Trade Agreements IFxtension Act that we hold.
IO haive preciselyy no selfish interest in whether that act. in its
In..it form is pa.wsed unanimously or defeated by a standing vote of
he lt ire. Congress.
So long as the executive branch of the Government has sole discre.
tion to veto recommendations of the Tariff Conuission the so-called
safeguards provided in this bill will remain a hollow mockery as they
have been in the past. The provision enabling the Congress to override the President's decision by a two-thirds vote of both Houses does
nothing of a practical nature to change this situation.
The reason for this that the Department of State absolutely domlnates foreign policy in this Government and it always will. If foreign trade is made an integral part of foreign policy as this bill makes
it, with the Congress maintaining no practical brake on its exercise,
tllen the Department of State will dominate foreign trade as absolutely
as it dominates foreign policy no matter in what department of government titular control of foreign trade policy may reside.
The Department of State is in about the same position with its constituency as a Congressman who has to stand for election every day.
Its constituents are 86 foreign sovereign States all of whom have been
taught to aspire to American standards of living and to do this by
earning, or otherwise getting, American dollars. This situation cannot be changed in generations.
The experiences we have related indicate the ends to which the
Department of State will go to prevent any impediment being placed
on the trade of one of its constituents in this country regardless of
injury to a domestic industry. That will not change until the Congress decides to protect its own constituency at least to the extent of
getting an even break with the constituents of the Department of
State.
This bill does not do that..
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(Mr. Chapman's statement before the House Ways and Means Committee follows:)
APPENDIX I
STATE NT OF ,un AMERMCAN

TUABOAT AssocATio,

My name is W. M. Chapman. I am director of research of the American
Tunaboat Association which is a group of boatowners organized as a coopera.
tivo marketing association under the laws of the State of California. Our
members produce about 40 percent of the tuna consumed In the United States
and about 00 percent of the tuna produced by American fishermen.
In repeated appearances before this committee over the past 8 years we have
described the progressive decline of the domestic tuna fisheries under the adminIstration. of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act and the causes of this decline. The two most recent such appearances were on September 25, 1950,
before the Subcommittee on Customs, Tariffs, and Iteciprocal Trade Agreements
and on July 80, 1057, before the full committee with respect to the revision
of the Autidumping Act. In order to conserve the time of the committee, I
would like to submit for the record three documents.
1. Our statement to the United States Tariff Commission on December 11,
1057,
2. Our letter to President Eisenhower of March 4, 1058, and
3. Our supplementary statement to the United States Tariff Commission of
March 17, 1058.
These documents describe quite fully the changes which have taken place
in the tuna fishing industry with respect to imports since our last appearance
before this committee.
The Trade Agreements Act has the purpose of implementing the often stated
policy of Increasing foreign trade as fully as possible consonant with not creating serious Injury or the threat of serious injury to a domestic industry. We
fully subscribe to this policy.
The Trade Agreements Act has provisions which are purportedly for the
purpose of providing safeguards against serious injury or the threat of serious
injury to an American industry through the increased imports that the policy
generates. The extension act now under consideration purports to increase
those safeguards. Without making any statement with respect to the efficiency
of the administration of these safeguards, we simply state that they are not
available to us.
The reason that these safeguards are not, and have not been, available to
us is this. There are six primary tuna commodities recognized in United States
custom law. They are treated under that law in five different ways. The
original commodity, the raw tuna, can be quite freely switched around among
these commodity classes. Accordingly, no control can be had on any one tuna
commodity without control over all.
The largest of these products, by volume, does not come within the purview
of the Trade Agreements Act at all because it is on the free list and is not
the subject of a trade agreement. Three of the other products have been devised to exploit loopholes In the trade law and not in response to market demand. If an escape-clause proceeding is successfully brought against one or
more of these products and quotas or embargoes established, It would have no
effect on relieving the injury to the tuna-fishing industry from Imports because
the tuna would simply come in in another form. And if all fire commodities
that are subject to a trade agreement are stopped the tuna will come in as the
sixth form which is not under a trade agreement.
This situation is adequately analyzed in testimony being submitted today by
Mr. Balinger, and requires no further elaboration by me.
This situation is fully recognized by the administration. In 1055, because our
situation had grown progressively worse, domestic tuna producers asked the
executive department to establish a tuna quota, either by executive action or by
negotiated agreement with the principal producing country. The White House
established a Tuna Task Force to examine the proposals composed of represents.
ties of the Departments of State, Defense, Interior, Commerce, Labor, and
Treasury. The report of the task force as transmitted in a letter from Presidentlal Assistant I. Jack Martin to Congressman Wilson and Senator Kuchel in a
letter of July 28, 1955, read in part:
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"Under existing law, the only way in which a quota could be-lmposed by thePresident by proclamation would be pursuant to an escape-clause proceeding
under the Trade Agreements Extension Act. This approach is v va lable, however, because, as you know, there is presently no concession on imports of fresh or
frozen tunafish In any of this country's trade agreements. An escape-clause,
proceeding before the Tariff Commission may not, as you are aware, be initiated
unless there has been such a concession." [Italic supplied.]
This situation Is fully recognized by the United States Tariff Commission. In
196 and 1957, the Japanese frozen-tuna cartel dumped about 15,000 tons of
albacore tuna on this market at $100 to $125 per ton les than their cost of
production. This completely demoralized the markets of all domestic tuna producers in the United States. We were as fully injured as the albacore producers,
because the dumped albacore after canning can be, and Is, sold as either whitemeat or light-meat canned tuna. We could not initiate an escape-clause actionourselves, however, because we do not produce albacore in substantial amounts.
Our- yellowfin skipjac)i tuna production Is not the subject of a concession il
any trade agreement.
The domestic albacore producers did ask for an escape-clause proceeding last
fall, however. Mr. Stewart will dcscribe.their purpose and the reply they had
from the Tariff Commission. They were turned down not because there was noInjury, but because the Tariff Commission could not remedy the injury under the
Trade Agreements Act. If they restricted the frozen albacore, It would simply
come in in other forms.
The Chairman of the Tariff Commission, Dr. Brossard, testified quite clearly as
to this situation In his answers to committee questions during the second week of
the present hearings.
Since no relief to the tuna-import problem can be derived from the Trade
Agreement Extension Act, we asked the Executive to negotiate a tuna-quota
agreement with Japan covering all tuna commodities. The Tuna Task Force,
reporting through the I. Jack Martin letter referred to above, said:
"The departments 0 1 * also examined the possibility ot an executive agreement between the United States and Japanese Governments as to the amounts of
fresh and frozen tunaflsh that Japan would ship into this country. The difficulty
with this possibility Is that It would be In direct conflict with existing international commitments from which the United States derives important advantages
0 * * the departments gave this possibility every test, but concluded, in the last
analysis, that it was not feasible."
In December 1157, high officials of the Japanese Government suggested to
our representatives the desirability of a tunia trade agreement between the two
Governments covering all forms of tuna Imports. We told them that, while
we had no particular aversion to this approach, our plain understanding was
that the executive branch'of the United States Government would not be agreeable to it. We have, as a1 matter of fact, brought this again' to the President's
attention
In our letter
of March 4, 1958.
The Japanese
industry
has repeatedly intimated that a satisfactory private
agreement could be worked out between the 2 industries to govern the tuna trader
between the 2 countrIes. We have, as repeatedly, replied to them that we could
not and would not even discuss the tnatter with them because of United States
domestic law respecting restraints on trade, and that such negotiations are
the prerogative of governments only under our law.
The Japanese have from time to time over the past e years initiated voluntarycontrols with respect to both price and volume of tuna products coming to the
United States. The effect of these controls has been very damaging to us, has
resulted in the total dollar income to Japan from tuna exports decreasing even
though volume increases, and has caused repeated Injury to each segment of the
Japanese tuna industry., We have discussed these voluntary unilaterot cofitrols and their harmful effects on the trade In some detail In Our letter' to
President Eisenhower of March 4, which Is'a part of this statement. 'We have
asked him to abate these harmful effects by Invoking article XVIII of the
Trety of Friendship, Commerce and Navigation between Japan and the
United States.
There appears to be no remaining doubt In the executive branch of the Government or In the Tariff Commission that a serious problem exists in the domestictuna-fishing industry, that this problem arises from Imports, and that it cannot
be resolved by existing United States law or the extension of the Trade Agreement Act now before the committee.
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After a detailed examination and exploration of all possible avenues of relief
suggested to us, or discovered by. us, we have come to agree with Dr. Brossard

that the only way to resolve this trade problem Is specific legislation enacted
:by the United States Congress embracing all tuna commodities.

This legislation might take the form of direct oPerational subsidies. This
has, apparently, worked with gome satisfaction In the wool-producing industry
and In the merchant marine, both of which Industries had international conpetitive problems very similar to ours. We have suggested such legislation for
the consideration of the Presideot but we have not even asked any Congressman
to submit it before the Cqngress because our preliminary, but rather thorough,
Investigation of the matter In the Executlve and in the appropriate committees
-of Congress leads us to think that neither the Bxecutlve nor the Congress is
likely to approve such legislation.
The remaining alternative Is compieheih' e legislation governing the tiade In
all tuna commodities by quota ,and. tariffs. Such legislation Is before your
committee in theTuna Import Act of 1058, introduced separately, by Congressmen King, Utt, Wilson, and Tollefson.
We are thoroughly in sup ort of t0is act. - Even more Imprtant we tlhroughly
:support the .remarks made by Congressman. King when he introduced the
legislation on August 18, 1057. In those remarks he plainly states the phlloso,phy of the bill:
"Thus this bill does not intend to reduce the Imports: of tuna from Japan
or from other countries as to actual volune.. It accepts the status'quo with
respect to volume.
"Nor does thi, bill attempt to restrict the share of the dogiestic tuna market
that Isnow enjoyed by the foreign producers."
We agree with Mr. King that It is not necessary to cut back th v-olume of

;tuna Imports in order to solve the problems of the domestic tuna fishing indus-try. The;market for -canned, tuna i1 the United States Is WIncreasing :rapidly
-enough that t Imports are stabliseas to volue, the tmrffs .equalized on all
.products, and the ability of.the twO, Japanese tuna cartels to manipulate this
market Is limited, then we wl.t be able to pui 'out of this steady decline that
bas begin getting more'rapld'eachyear since 1950.
We recommend the Tuna Act of 1M68 most heartily to your consideratAon and
point out once more that it is only by specific legislation of this nature that
the Congress can, with respect o our industry, implement the policy it stated
for fisheries in the Fish and Wife Actof 1956,'1. e, "stimulating the developmient of a strong, prospqrous, and' thriving ihr
.4 indtyV
The Trade 'Agreement Extension Act will not, help us, and no remedy for our
*condtion-is,provided In It.
AruN~ix 2.
AmxERCAN TuNAOAT AssoCUoN,
San Diego, Oal(/. August 87, 1957.

lion. :OHN Foms¢ DrLto.
Secretary of State,
Departmet of 'tate, WasMngton, D. 0.
" My DrAk MR. SftrARY: Article XVIII of the Treaty of ]'rlendshlp, Co n.
anerce, and Navigation between the United States and Japan which became
effective October 30, 1963, reads as follows:
"1. The two parties agree that business practices which resttain competition,
-limit access to markets or foster monopolistic control, and which' are engaged In
or made effective by one or more private or public commercial enterprises or by
.oombinatlot ;. agreement or other arra~tement among such enteiprlses, may
have harmful effects upon cotnmerce between their respective territories. 'Ac.
cordingly, each party, agrees Upon the request of the other party to consult' with
respect to any Ach practiceI and to take such measures as it deenis appropriate
'withA
- -ie
t?
dominating such harmful effeci."
Pursuant tb basic law Iii Japan established in 1064,- and amended ih May
1967, 'the- export 'trade in tuna to thb United'States Is co 'nfined t0 two cattC41
-governed and -controlled' by the Ministr of 'Akriculture aiqd F6restiy and the
lilitry of Intermiatloihal Tkade nd'Industry in congultatton with the Fo~elgn
.

'he cartel which controls the exPott trade In 4nned tuna' is-the Japan
,anned Tuna Zxport Flhery AssociaVion, Its sales agency Is the Tokyo C.nned
lduna Sales Co;, Ltd., appointed by memihers o. the association. 8inch Its
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organization some years ago all exported canned tuna from Japan has passed
through the Tokyo Canned Tuna Sales Co., whether that tuna was processed
by a member of the Japan Canned Tuna Export Fishery Association or was
processed by an outside firm not a member of the association. For several years
all of the exports handled by this firm went through eight exporting firms.
This firms.
was changed by the appropriate Ministry in the spring of 1957 to 19
export
The cartel which controls the export trade in frozen tuna is the All Japan
Frozen Marine Products Export Association. Like the canned tuna cartel, this
cartel organized a sales company to handle its business in 1956 known as the
Frozen Tuna Sales Cooperative Co. Errors in business judgment resulting in
substantial economic losses by the members of the association led to a reorgan.
ization of the members of the association into 12 firms and the abandonment of
the sales company early in 1957. The 12 firms organized the Cooperative Sales
Business Liaison Committee, which consists of an export committee and a raw
fish planning committee. The production, consignment, and export sales of
frozen tuna in Japan is now under the full control of the business liaison committee of the All Japan Frozen Marine Products Export Association.
Under present law these two export fishery associations are empowered to do
these things:
1. Make loans to members.
2. Receive funds for use of members.
8. Store, transport, inspect, and carry out the business of supplying raw
materials to members.
4. Make purchases of not only secondary goods for its members but also
raw materials.
5. Make necessary contractual obligations with exporters, fish traders,
and their groups.
8. Establish the quantit, of goods etch member produces and sells.
7. Establish the method of manufacture, the time of manufacture, the
quality, the quantity in each grade for each member.
8. Establish the quantity to be shipped, the method of shipping, and the
time of shipment of each member's products.
9. Establish the sales methods, sales time, sales prices, as well as sales
quantity used by each member.
10. Restrict the number and kind of manufacturing installations to be
built, operated, and maintained by each member.
11. Handle on consignment the products of firms not in the association,
all of which must be handled through the association.
It should be noted that under the revisions of law adopted in May 1957, all
fishing vessels In Japan capable of refrigerating their catches are considered
to be manufacturers and come within the purview of these associations. The
owners of the 117 vessels affected now have under contemplation the formation
of a cartel of their own. The Japanese Fishery Agency has not yet given its
permission to them to do so.
In doing these things the appropriate association must notify the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry of the details of the plan 20 days before it Is to
become effective. The Ministry may approve or disapprove the plan within that
20-day period. If it does neither the plan goes into effect, with the effect of law,
at the expiration of that period.
Over the past several years the operations of these Japanese Government
cartels in their manipulations of price and volume of the various tuna commode.
ties exported by them to the United States have had the harmful effects upon
commerce between their respective territories which the two nations con.
templated in the above-cited article from the treaty of friendship, commerce
and navigation. Should it be desired by the Department, we could make an
exhaustive study of the harmful effects that have resulted not only to our industry but to the Japanese industry and the commerce n tuna between the 2
countries arising from the vacillating restraints placed by the Japanese Govern.
meant through these twin cartels on the trade In tuna with the United States.
However, for present purposes we will cite only the following 2 examples:
1. In April 1956, the All Japan Frozen Marine Products Export Association put the sales of frozen tuna to the United States in the sole hands of
the Frozen Tuna Sales Cooperative Co. A detailed accounting of the financial fRaso that ensued, and its effects In this market to those dates, have
been described fully in letters of May 27 and July 15, with attachments, to
the Honorable Jere Cooper, chairman, House Committee on Ways and Means,
of which you have previously been supplied copies.
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In essence the sales company misjudged the albacore market In the United
States, attempted for some months to support an artificially high price for
frozen albacore, and then finally had to dump 14,000 tons of frozen albacore
on this market at something more than $100 per ton less than their actual
cost of production.
Results which have flowed form this dumping action so far are (a) depression of the ex-vessel albacore price in Japan this summer to about half
the level of the previous summer; (b) depression of the buyers' label market
for canned tuna In the United States by about $1.50 per case which haf
already resulted in a $1 cut In Japanete prices on their tuna canned in brine;
(o).depresslon of the United States ex-vessel price on albacore to $280 per
ton versus the $375 per ton price at the same time last year; (d) depression
of the United States ex-vessel price of bluefin from Its last year level of
$260 per ton to the present price which is vacillating between $200 and $230
per ton; (M) depression of the United States ex-vesselyellowfin price from
$270 to $230 per ton, and skipjack from $230 to $190 per ton (these latter
prices are $120 per ton lower than those obtaining 24 months ago) ; (I) and
a lay up of the domestic tuna clipper fleet for over 40 days for-lack of
market It Is anticipated that further breaks will come in the canned tuna
market price structure as a logical economic effect of these factors. This
will react disadvantageously to the industries of both countries.
Secondly, the Japanese Government and the Tokyo Canned Tun Saleo
Co. have prohibited the sale of more than nominal quantities of tuna canned
in oil to the United States. As a consequence, there is distress among the
tuna canners in Japan who are holding considerable inventories of this commodity and cannot sell it. Accordingly, the free on board Tokyo price of
this commodity to other markets in the world has dropped to the level
between $5 and $5.60 per ease. This low price In Europe is seriously damaging the Peruvian bonito canning industry.' Also, tuna canned in oil In
Japan Is leaking around the Japanese prohibition by being transshipped
back from Europe and Canada to the United States. This commodity by
reason of this prohibition has been depressed to such low price levels in
Japan that if this Japanese regulation Is removed, It can be laid. down in
the United States duty paid at $3 per case less than the going price In the
already depressed United States canned tuna market. The economic pressure against this artificial barrier in Japan grows by the day. When the
barrier gives way, as past history Indicates it will, the repercussions In both
the Japanese and American tuna industries will be considerably more damaging than had the commodity been permitted to flow normally In trade.
We have provided to you a considerable quantity of data on this subject in the
letter of July 15, with attachments, to the Honorable Jere Cooper, chairman,
House committee on Ways and Means. We are attaching hereto a copy of the
Mechanics of the Exports of Tuna translated from the Tuna and Skipjack
Monthly, No. 63, June 1957. This journal Is the official organ of the Japanese
Skipjack and Tuna Fishery Association, to which all high seas Japanese tuna
fishing vessels belong. We have a considerable amount of further data from
Japan on this subject which we would be glad to provide to the Department upon
your request.
We ask that you request the Japanese Government to consult with the United
States Government, pursuant to artivie XVIII of the treaty of friendship,
commerce, and navigation as to taking such measures as are deemed to be appropriate to eliminate the harmful effects upon the tuna trade between the countries
that have arisen from the business practices now b being exercised In Japan on
the part of the Japanese Canned Tuna Export Fishery Association and the All
Japan Frozen Marine Products Export Association In conjunction with the
Ministry of International Trade and Industry, the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, and the Foreign Office or any such practices which are being engaged

In or made effective by any other private or public commercial enterprises in

Japan or by combination of such enterprises that restrain competition in this
market, limit access to this market and foster monopolistic control of this
market. We further ask that you request the cessation of the business practices
from which these harmful effects flow.
We would appreciate being kept informed of your progress in this matter.
The situation In this Industry is critical.
Sincerely yours,
, .
JearpiH J. MADRu0A, Pre81det#.
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The strong port prices of last year's summer albacore has faded away like a
rainbow, and the prices of this year's summer albacore has certainly dropped
violently. Exports of tuna, especially albacore, Is practically all destined for
the United State& The point to be observed Isthat fish pries and market
conditions, In the United States are affected by port prices in Japan.
In the movements of port prices In-Japan, and In the movement of port
prices n the United States, there appears to be a kind of mutual repercussion
that the American tuna operators draw up each year an agreement with the
packers on the price of tuna. Japan's export prices on tuna has an effect on
their port prices. The movement of port prices In Japan also affects the way
of fixing the sale price of tuna by United States fishermen.
On the other hand# until the tuna actually reach'. the United States there
exists In Japan a complicated and fixed system of channeling. Various laws
and restrictions control this industry.. Since the reemIving party is a foreign
country tuna exports must necessarily pass through such channels. Due to
the perishable nature of the fish, and because of the intensive connections in
the domestic export market, things are now, becoming very compl!,ated.
The fish are landed by fishermen, canned or frozen by canners o- freezers,
and exported. Bach of these stages is goterned and controlled by certain
Ministries and laws. For instance, manufacturers (freezers and canners) are
under the export fisheries promotion law. They are Joined together under
specific organizations to make connections between fishermen and exporters.
Again,, exporters are under the Import and export transaction law, and they
likewle have their specific organLtatlon to pave the way between manufacturers
.
and the exporting firms.
Let'us now look upon the laws axid channels as applied to the exports of tuna
in general from the export fisheries Industries pointof view. A revision ot the
law on the promotion of fisheries export was made in May of this year (basic
law established in 1964).
MAIN POINT$ Or THI

REYISION

O THE EXPORT FsIHERsS PROMOTION LAW

Voluntary adJustments are made on the part of manufacturer* as regards
this law in order to reach their main objective; stabilizatton of the adminIstration. They are, however, restricted to a certain extent by the monopoly law
and the common transaction laws. Under this new revision fish operators who
own self-refrigerating ships are regarded as manufacturers.
DVVINtTIONS

Report $liherles busfie#.-Designatons are to be made through Government
ordinances for those engaged In manufacturing export' fisheries products.
Preezers also come under this category which also Includes refrigeration-ship
owners. Consignment by outsiders Is also Included In this category.
Rport fl##Acer
lrader.-Thoee who are engaged In the aforementioned
export fisheries business. In this case, traders who receive and carry out
consignments from outsiders are not Included.
RESTORATION OF PLACE OF BUSINESS S

Each place of business for manufacture must be registered With the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry according tO different classes of export fisheries
products made. Skipjack and tuna vessels with freezing facilities will also come
under this category.
BASIS 103 REGISTsATION

The basis for manufacturing installations have been slightly raised. Again,
qualifications for technicians and their number Is to be newly fixed by Gov.
ernmnet ordinance. Those who carry on business by consignments to outsiders
'Source: Tuna and Skipjack Monthly No.68, publIshed by the Japan Skipjack and Tuna
Fishery Anoclation, June edition.
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must list their place of business. This is to eliminate the so-called one-telephone fishery traders.
Til WORK OF 11K EXPORT FISHERY ASSOOJATIOI
This association is established to makq lIoas receive funds for use of meembers, make sales of export fisheries product, to purchase, to store, to transport,
to Inspect, and to carry out the business of supplying raw materials. The
association may make purchases not only for secondary goods, bit can carry
out purcl.ising operations for principal raw materials. Again, In connection
with this business, necessary corporation agreements may be concluded with
fish traders and their groups.
AJUOTMIRT

IN RELATION TO EXPORT JSHUERXME
PAOoUOTS

Business adjustments which the association may carry, out Is In relation to:
Manufactured quantities, method of manufacture, perlo4 of Manufacture,
shipped quantities, method ot shipment, period of shipment, quality, grade,
sales quantity, salea method, sales period, sales price, and restrictions in relation to manufacturing Installations. The contents of the adjustment and the
provisions, for making such adjustments must be reported to the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry a full 20 days before Its establishment. During
this 20-day period the Ministry will either approve or disapprove the adjust.
ment, and should this 20-day period elapse without any decision being made
on the part of the Ministry, the adjustment isapproved automatically.
When, during a period of adjustment for inoernlsatlon, a member of the
association is allowed to make sales or to make sales of fitheries products
on consignment to the sales orpltaUon witliz, the ossocitilon, then the
rented papers on this organisatlon must be sent In to the Minlstry ot AgrI.
culture and Forestry.
When any adjustment of the association Is not rec gnized by the Minli If
Agriculture and Forestry as having attained Its objective, then the Ministry of
Agriculture and Forestry shall have the power to Issue restriekive orders; the
contents which wil) be adjusted from borrowed references from the provisions
of the adjustments belonging to the association, Zxport fisheries traders other
than members o the association'can be made to conform to the above, ,
'Again, within-the restrictive order regarding sales. In fixing the appointed
organs, the order may stpulate tht concerned export fisherles trae0.(inclusive
of those other than memere'of the'aeocatlon) Must make sales through thefe
ap#onted organs As to the business Of such appointed orgaWf#tlo
tbN "mtls.
try of Agriculture and Forestry retains the right of supervision, and whenever
necessary, may withhold registration of new business locations for a definite
period of time.
FROM L44NDINOS TO EXPORTS

The stage

@1produotpok.-When the fish are brought in by tuna or skipjack

vessels it islanded on the market, and upon being bid or auctioned by middlemen
are thus disposed of. Yellowfin and albacore which Isto be eventually exported
to the United States In the form of frozen goods or canned goods Is purchased
by canners and freezers front. these middlemen. These goods are either stored
In r 'rigerators or made Into canned products. In actual practice, however; pur.
chases by canners and freezers take on the form of consignments to these mddlefAtp frozes goods.---These goods are sold directly to the freezing traders with.
opt passing through the hands of the middlemen, but prices here are decided
upon a mutual basis of understanding, Axed, and then sold. The export fibheries
trgiders have built up an association covering the whole country. As for the
canning and freexlg Industry, each has a separate ortanliation called the Japan
04nn= Tuna -Export Fishery Association and the All Japan Frozen Marine
P'tolucts Hxport Association. Those who are not members of these associations
ar4 called outsiders. The Export Fisheries. Association can make its own adjustments to the promotion law (note 1).
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PARTICULARS OF ADJUSTUENT
Freezers: Based on adjustments made In 1057 by the All Japan Frozen Marine
Products Export Association.
1. Tuna in general (Including skipjack): During the period from April 1,
1057, to November 80, 1957, export allocations made to members of the association
of frozen albacore shipped to the United States were:
T'oni
(a) Amount of allocations on past results
--------------------(b) Amount of open or free allocations -----------------------------(o) Reserved quantity ----------------------------------------------

14,700
4, 000
200

Total- ------------------------------------------------------19,800
Amount of allocationson past result.-This means that those traders who have
made previous shipments to the United States or Canada up to a specific date
will receive allocations based on the yearly average quantity of shipments during
the specified period.
Amount of open or free allooations.-Thosewho have used up their past results
allocations will receive an additional allocation from this within the limits
decided upon.
Refered quan tiy.-Allocatlons will be made from this to those who do not
hold past actual results.
The shipping quantity Is fixed only on shipments of frozen albacore to the
United States and Canada. Thus, various producers who are members of the
association cannot make shipments above the allocations they hold.
Note 1. According to the revision of the trade promotion law and in connection with the purchases of raw fish, agreements may be concluded with the fish
traders or their organizations. A fish trader who acts as a purchasing agent
and who is also a member of the Export Fisheries Association, is bound by the
stipulations of such an agreement because he is a member of the association. le
cannot make his own selection of the purchaser, but acts in the capacity of the
association.
ALBACORE DESTINED TO THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

For round goods, consignment of sales must be made to the sales cooperative
organ which Is appointed by the asosclation (note 2).
Loin and disk tuna does not necessarily have to pass through the sales coop.
erative organ, but the exports must be made by a member of the Japan Frozen
Marine Products Export Association. In all the above Instances a certificate of
Inspection on the goods Is to be attached and submitted to the association to
obtain confirmation.
ALBACORE DESTINED TO OTHER COUNTRIES
There Is no export restrictions on these, but similarly, Inspection certificates
are to be attached and recognition of the association must be obtained.
DIxCr EXPORT LANPINoS BY FISHINO VESSELS
Approval to make direct landings must previously be made in writing and sub.
mltted to the association.
All tuna, regardless of species, Is restricted on the sales price. The sale price
must be above the price received and approved by the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry which has been passed and resolved at a respective directors' meeting of
the association.
Note 2. In order to realize the aim In the adjustments of the association, to
control sales method, and in order to concentrate manufactured goods, the Frozen
Tuna Sales Co. was organized in 19M0. After its establishment, results were altogether not obtainable due to high port prices, dumping complaints, and a slump
In sales. Before the 1957 summer albacore season, adjustments were made within
the association. They reorganized the association by grouping themselves into 12
window firms. Using this as a precedent, the producers openly prepared to
become factionalzed.
From the 12 window firms, representatives were chosen to organize the cooperative sales business liaison committee which would run the export committee
and the raw fish planning committee. These committees would handle everythitg from raw fish purchases right up to exports. In other words, producing,
consigning, and export sales would be entirely under the supervision of the 12
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window firms. Thus, the cooperative sales committee went out of existence
with the business liaison committee taking Its place.
SWORDFISH

During the period from April 1, 1957, to September 30, 1957, allocatlous
to members of the Frozen Marine Products Export Association Is as follows:

Tome
Allocations based on past results ----------------------------------------------------------------------Open or free allocations
Allocations to new traders -------------------.----------------------

1,568
392
20

Total
-----------------------------------------1, 90
Allocations according to past results and free allocations are based on the
same system as frozen albacore. Allocations to new traders retains the same
characteristics as the allocations held in reserve mentioned in frozen albacore.
SWORDFISH EXPORTS TO THE UNITED STATES AND CANADA

Frozen swordfish is restricted In exports only to the United States and
Canada. Sales of frozen swordfish can only be mads by members of the Japan
Frozen Marine Products Export Association. In this Instance, inspection
certificates are to be attached and confirmation must be received from the-.
association.
swosDFISH

EXPORTzD To OHErm couNTmREs

There is no limit to the amount that may be exported to countries other
than the United States and Canada. However, in such cases a report of the
shipment must be made to the association.
CANNED

OODS

Based on adjustments of the Japan Canned Tuna Export Fisheries Association, 1957.
During the period from April 1, to December 30, 1957, on canned tuna In brine,
export allocations for association members are:

AVlocations on past results -------------------------------------014n or free allocations
Allocations to new traders

--------------------------------------------------------------

I 118, 500
478500
5,000

Total
--------------------------------------I600, 000
1239.500 cases each for the lit and 2d term.
Norv.-lt term: Apr. 1, 1957, to Aug. 31, 19 7. 2d term: SeptL 2, 195T, to Dee. 81,
1957.
These adjustments (restrictions), similar to the freezing Industry, are based
on the promotion law. Thus, the contents are basically no different.
Caned tuna in brine.-Tuna (including skipjack) products must be sold under
consignment by a fixed set of agreements to a sales organization (Tokyo Canned
Tuna Sales Co., Ltd., see note 8) appointed by members of the association.
These prices must be above the prices received and approved by the Ministry
of Agriculture and Forestry which has been previously passed and decided upon
at a respective directors meeting of the association. This sales organization, In
watching tends of the United States market, will make the sale to an importing
irm with which it has drawn up a basic buying and selling contract.
Oannej tuna In oil.-All exports of canned tuna in oil to the United States
is prohibited.
ven indirect export of this product to the United States Is not
approvs, le. Those exporters exporting to other countries must receive approval
of the P.ssociation's board of directors, and sell above the price received and
approved by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry. Canned tuna in oil
exported to countries other than the United States does not necessarily have to
pass through the hands of the cooperative sales organization.
. Thus, by passing through such restrictions and adjustments, numerous difficult
problems on the production of tuna are carried out. In the event the Minister
of Agriculture and Forestry decides that the objectives of the industry cannot
be reached through sale voluntary adjustments of the association, It will issue an
order In relation to restrictions based on the promotion law.
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NoTs 8.--Up tothep*eeent there never has been a case where an outsider

organization of themade exrorts without frst paesink throughthi, cooperative
basic sales and purchasing

Tokyo Tana Pales Co. The eight firms which signed
Shizuko,
contract (Dai Icht Bussan, Mitsubishi Shoji, Toshoku, Nozakl, Talyo,
were well organItechu, "d Kanematau) became the export window lma who summer
ised and produced good result. However, prior to last year'ssucceeded albacore.
In securseason, tw, outside firms planned a strong export policy and
and
Ing export licenses. Due to the confusion, the Ministry of Agriculture
was
Forestry Issued a restrictive order against outsiders late in 1956.lawThis
In April
followed by a restrictive order in connection with the sales methodwas increased
of 1957. During this time the number of export window firms
from 8 to 19. Due to this change considerable confusion has become apparent..
THE EXPORTERS

Passing from the export fisheries traders to the exporters we leave the export
fisheries promotion law as governed by the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry
of the.
and move on the export and Import transaction law under the jurisdiction
Ministry of International Trade and Industry. Beside this law the exporters.
and
are governed by the, export articles control law, the foreign exchange law,
the fkorelp trade control laws, the foreign exchange control ordinane, and theexport trade control ordinance.
wWfo4I0fts trade control aw.-In order to plan for theForIn eto
normal expansion of foreign trade, these two laws carry out necessary basic.
supervision on external transactions .
Is
Foreign exchange confrolordbnawn and export trade oonfrol ordnnce.a-It
prethrough these ordinanew that restrictions and prohibitions in instances fixed
scribed by law are stipulated. Approval on exports of tuna products are
by the export trade control ordinance.
The principal product of the California packers being tuna, the result would
other
be that they would be taken In by the salmon and fruit packers of the
the Callareas which is unbearable. Because of this situation, for some time
burnfornia canners and laborers had been waiting for a chance to set the spark
ing on the restriction movement against imports of Japavse loins and disks.
AGMD

CUT-AUSE FOR UoHeTINO O
ORICE

YUsE

Unfortunately and at a very bad time the Japanese trade circles, completelywithout any preparation, unoficially decided on the following resolutions: with
-1. To restrict loin and disk tuna under the export control law Identical
the round albacore.
2. The f. o. b. per ton check price on this to be:
Loin

Disk

3. Separately from the check price, and same as heretofore, to establish an
agreed price to conform to prevailing prices. Also, future agreed prices for the
time being to be as follows:
Loin

'Old prke ws

Dik

$7Md.

The computation ratio for the yellowfin loin and disk against rounds to be one,
to one.
The above news was circulated in California and became a matter of great
consternation. The fact that the agreed price was decreased as much as $100ona
ton was charged by California packers as only adding cheap Japanese labor
to the $270 a ton f. o. b. check price for round frozen albacore. When seen front
this angle the price of rounds Is comparatively high. The fact that the yellowfin
computation ratio of 1 to 1 was made, clearly Indicated that the plan openly-
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favored loins. The above factors greatly Irritated the Californians who suddenly
began to increase their voices to restrict Imports Of loins.
At any rate, California Is a precious customer of Japanese round albacore
with contracts for shipments In August and September still remaining. If the
exports of rounds, because of* the fracas concerning loins, should be stopped,
then both capital and interest will be lost.
Thus, the Japanese tuna industry hastily retreated and rejected the previous
plan with a decision1.Not to establish a check price for the time being.
2. The computation ratio of yellowfin to be returned to a clean slate. (A
matter of coarse since yellowfin export restrictions was aborted).
8. Fifty dollars for albacore and thirty dollars for yellowfin to be added to
the former mentioned prices respectively.
Once the fire, starts burning It Is not easily quelled. If matters are Jumbled
-upthings may develop Into an uproar and into a state of affairs where cancellation of contracts may really be made. Under such circumstances the opinion
of the industry In Japan has become divided. The following is some views
expressed by the industry:
1. Tihere Is a necessity to take voluntary restrictive measures inprohibiting
loin exports.
2. To rise agreed prices still further, and this may become settled only by
bringing it up to the former price level of $700 per ton.
& Even at the present agreed price of $6W a ton for albacore loins, the.
northwestern canners are not buying, saying It Is too high. Therefore, even
at the present level of prices, It is believed, that the fruits of self.discipline.
cannot be attained.
While each theory has Its own merits and demerits, that there is a serious.
red.signal being raised against loin exports to the United States is true.
Although general opinion stresses the need to start concrete plans to cope
with this situation, as It must be made by an Industry which is suffering Internal complications, It would be difficult to predict what kind of plan would be
forthcoming from them. Be that as it may, since It Is being said that loins and
disks will become the hope of the frozen tuna Industry, It Is wished that careful
ruear... as be considered as much as posW . e. This is especially so at the present
becat'e various areas In the United States are equipping themselves to handle.
Ja;an, j loins and disks. It is said that after next year they are scheduled:
to go Into full operation. For some time to come we must make an effort to gain,
the confidence of the Californians and prepare for developments In the future.
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APPENDIX 2-B
AMERIcAN TUNABOAT ASSOCIATION,

San Diego, Oalilf., Scptmbcr 80, 1957.
GENTLMEN: Attached Is a translation of an article published in the Nikkan

Sulsan Tsushin, a Tokyo trade publication, In the July 1957 edition.
The section Red Signal on Exports of Loin and Disks to the United States Is
of particular interest to every tuna fisherman and tuna cannery worker in the
United States and every tuna canner in California. In this section the Japa.
nese set out plainly what their objective Is: "Instead of exporting frozen round
tuna, since we can add processing charges, it would be profitable for us and
for United States packers by doing away with high labor costs.. This meant to
manufacture canned goods in the United States with cheap Japanese labor."
Loins are tuna which have been precooked and cleaned ready for canning.
They represent about one-third of the original weight of the fish. Accordingly,
it Is cheaper to ship these loins to the United States than it Is round fish by
more than one-half.
The cheap cannery labor In Japan makes it possible to do the gutting, precooking, and cleaning in Japan at far less than in the United States. Loins
shipped here require a pack shaper, closing machine, and retorting to finish them
off as canned tuna. More than half of the United States cannery labor here
would be replaced by cheap Japanese labor if loins were used.
Disks are further processed. They have been precooked, cleaned, and shaped
In Japan. All that is required is to put the disk In a can, add salt and oil,
seal the can, and retort It. The process can be carried on In a garage. No
elaborate cannery Is needed in the United States. The cannery labor is Japa-nese, and It is used and paid for in Japan.
The Japanese prefer to advance the manufacturing of Imported tuna as far
as possible in Japan. If they could send all of their tuna here In the canned
form this would be their best wish because all of the labor used would be Japanese and the maximum dollar Income for Japan would be gained.
If the Japanese send all their tuna canned into the United States, however,
they fear that United States canners would join with United States cannery
workers and fishermen In seeking legislation to restrain Imports, and would be
successful. Therefore, they limit canned-tuna-in-oil exports to the United States
to a small amount and keep their tuna-canned-in-brine exports to the United
States at reasonably stable levels of value and volume. Thus they have kept
the canners calm and quiet.
The next best thing they can do is ship their tuna to this country as loins
and disks. This will give them almost as much net dollar Income from tuna sales
as canned tuna would because they do not have to Import the materials for tinplate or oil However, most tuna cannery labor in the United States will be
replaced by Japanese labor and the United States cannery workers will join the
United States tuna fishermen In seeking legislation to restrain Imports, and they
might be successful.
The answer to this problem, they have believed, is to ship no tuna loins and
disks to California. Ninety percent of the tuna cannery workers in this country
are In California and what they do not see they do not worry about. Therefore,
the Japanese prohibited sending loins and disks to California canners. Since
they have monopolistic control of the export tuna trade through two cartels
operating under the direction of the Japanese Government they can control
such things under law.
They sent their loins and disks to canneries in the Pacific Northwest that are
primarily salmon canners, to canners in Maryland that are primarily fruit
canners, to canners in Maine that are primarily sardine canners, and to Puerto
Rico where Van Camp has taken over a tuna cannery that was going broke.
Thus everyone was happy. As the Japanese report, these canners were equipping
themselves to handle Japanese loins and disks o.a a large scale and next year
were scheduled to go into full operation.
But the Japanese made a mistake. In 15M they had a big albacore year. They
misjudged the albacore market In the United States and held albacore in frozen
storage all summer and fall waiting for-the market there to develop. It did
not do so. Finally they had to dump about 14,000 tons of frozen albacore on this
market at more than $100 per ton less than their cost of production. This led
to a softening of the canned tuna market here, to a glut of the frozen tuna
market here, and finally resulted In the ex vessel price of albacore getting down
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to as low as $120 per ton during the height of this summer's albacore run in
Japan, which peaks In June and ends early in July.
Under the low price, glut conditions that resulted n the Japanese frozen tuna
business this summer as a result of these things plus a heavy run of albacore,
the Japanese tuna cartels made another serious blunder. They cut the loin and
disk prices by $100 and $150 per ton, respectively. This gave the northwestern,
eastern, and Puerto 11ican canners such a tremendous advantage that the
California canners raised a howl. The Japanese cartels retreated for the time
being and raised the price back to the old level so as not to damage the sale of
round albacore and tuna to California canners.
The greater mistake In all of this, however, on the part of the Japanese tuna
cartels was dropping temporarily the screen which had shielded their designs
and operations with respect to the American tuna markets. In doing this they
did these thin:.j:
1. Demonstrated to United States Government officials that the Japanese tuna
cartels were capable of operating, and did operate, In this market as a monopoly
able to restrain trade to their own advantage and to the disadvantage of the
American tuna Industry and the American consumer.
2. Demonstrated to American tuna cannery workers that the Japanese plans
to supplant their jobb with Japanese labor were well advanced and almost
capable of being put into effect now.
3. Demonstrated to the canners of tuna in California, especially those whose
principal sales were in their own advertised brands that their days as principal
factors in the American tuna trade were numbered unless some control could
be exerted over the activities of the Japanese tuna monopoly in this market.
4. Demonstrated to United States tuna fishermen what they already knew to
be the case, that they were In a flght to the death to maintain their ability to
earn a living in this trade against the power of the Japanese tuna monopoly
to restrain and manipulate the trade In tuna In the United States until one section after another of the United States fishery was disposed of as a competitive
factor.
The attached article requires no further explanation. It is written In a hand
all men can read.
Sincerely yours,
W.

M.

CHAPMAN,

Director of Research.

APPENDIX 2THE FROZEN TUNA INDUSTRY "GOOD AT Fassr, BAD LATER ON"
The 2 months of June and July 1057 have revealed many Interesting topics
on the frozen export tuna industry. The first of these topics is that a greater
part of last year's losses on summer albacore was recovered this year because
of the smooth progression of the exports of albacore (round). The second
story concerns the attempt of the frozen-tuna Industry to undertake adjustments in the production and exports of yellowfiln which, unexpectedly, came
against a brick wall In the form of the Skipjack & Tuna Fishery Association.
The loin and disk export problem is the third topic which, up to this time,
had not shown any outward movements. However, because of the movements
stated in the United States, the problem has suddenly come to the fore. The
last topic concerns the dumping problem which Is showing signs of flaring
up gain.
For good or for bad the appearance of so many problems popping up within
such a short period of time may cause exceedingly grave consequences In the
future for the export freezing traders.
Let us summarize the characteristics in the "Good at first, bad later on" Sitution of the industry.
Sales con tracts made for 20,000 tons of albacore in $ months, ritality regained
by drop i port prices
It was from mid-May that the actual summer albacore season began. The
prevailing port prices then fluctuated between $242 to $255 a ton. However,
with a total landings of 558 tons realized at Yaizu and Shimizu ports on
'Source: NIkkan Sulsan Tsmsbln Supplement No. 12 for July 1957. pp. 23-36.
limbed by Sulsan Tausbin Sha.
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May 11, prices dropped In 1 stride to the $215 a ton level. At this time a dr)op
In prices was forecasted for future summer albacore. From the point of
view of the freezers and canners, it Is believed that their policy was not to
look around for purchases or to stockpile goods since they realized that fishing
conditions were excellent and further large landings of summer albacore could
be anticipated.
As regards the canners; due to being pushed by tremendous stockpiles of
canned tuna In the United States the market situation In Japan followed a
rapid road of decline. This Is especially true of the market price for white
meat which dropled to the level of light meat, thus, making the outlook for
the future uncertain. This also meant that prospects were not good for the
exports of canned tuna In brine which left business firms In the plight of being
spurred on to make cheap sales as a matter of policy. As a result thereof,
various packers, including those in Shizuoka Prefecture, worried on the thought
of "must the official prices of the sales co-op be reduced?" This was more so
because up to now large quantities of manufactured goods had been produced
with high cost raw materials, and In the holding of considerable amounts in
stock they were faced with no certain plan as to the manufacture of canned
white meat In the future.
Moreover, medium and small packers had practically produced all of their
quota for canned tuna In brine for this year, and with the exports of canned
tuna in oil at a slump, It appeared as If there was no outlet to be had.
As for the freezers; with the losses incurred last year still fresh in their
memories, all business firms adhered strictly to a moderate production policy.
Though a month and a half had passed from April to May, only 1,400 tons of
albacore had been purchased by the freezers because of their policy to make purchases only after Its sales were made definite. Thus, the fish traders had to
be content to remain speechless with empty arms on the mountains of summer
albacore being piled up on the market each day.
The landings of summer albacore increased daily, and proportionately the
port prices continued to decline. Picked at random, the fluctuation of port
prices were (fresh albacore averaging 16 to 40 pounds) : May 1, $268 to $276
a ton; early May, $235 to $249 a ton; mid-May, $215 to $222 a ton; end of May,
$202 to $208 a ton; early June $181 to $102 a ton; mid-June $168 to $175 a
ton; end of June, $148 to $155 a ton; and early July, $128 to $141 a ton. ThiR
means that the prices at the end of the season dropped to less than half of the
price at the beginning of the season.
It was about the end of May when the price was around $202 a ton that
freezing traders began to make purchases. This was not in the nature of a mad
buying spree, but was only to secure spot goods for sales contracts on about 1,800
tons realized during the middle and end of May. This go slow policy proved
successful In the long run, for it prevented a rise in port prices later on when
carrying out large purchases because of the increase In sales contracts.
This year's entire landings of summer albacore is roughly estimated to be
40,000 tons. The fact of Its surpassing the 86,802 tons of last year, which was
considered as a good fishing year, Is unmistakably the main reason for the
cheap port prices. The freezing traders, by their cautious approach, stopped
making purchases at about 20,000 tons which Is only halt of the total landings.
This cautious plan did not come into existence because of artificial manipulations. It came about because of the effects of the financial difficulties of the
trade which saw no other way out.
The fact that this financial difficulty had still more harsh effects upon the
canning people cannot be overlooked. In line with the tight-money policy of
the Japanese Government, turnover of goods became more sluggish which made
it more difficult for the canned tuna industry to operate. The truth of the whole
matter is that they could not purchase as they wished, but just watched the
continuing drop In port prices.
Roughly $833,33 of profits on summer albacorealone
On the other hand, frozen albacore sales made sudden strides from the
beginning of June. ORPA purchased a total of 0,700 tons which, in a single
stroke pulled the stagnant industry together. Starkist also contracted for
approximately 4,000 tons by mid-July with B. C. packers of Canada purchasing
about 2,000 tons (800 tons unreported to the Frozen Marine Products Erport
Fisheries Association). Up to now Westgate, which has previously passed as
being anti-Japanese in Its attitude, also purchased 1,000 tons through Mr. Jimmy
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Ohta. Small- and medium-sized packers also purchased 2,500 tons. Inclusive
of the sales quantity (before the single sales system of fralbecks) before May
20 about 20,000 tons of summer albacore were sold between the 3-month period
of April to July. The estimated sales quantity for the first half period from

April to September was 20,000 tons. Thus, it can be seen how satisfactory

exports went. .
Even with conditions being so excellent, to have the sales price after May
pegged at the check price of $270 a ton f. o. b. Is something, which to the business
firms, is nothing to be proud of. Recently, instead of trying to raise the price,
the business firms are trying within all means not to go under the check price.
This can be said to be nearer the truth. Actually the check price of $270 a ton
f. o. b. was disastrous many times. The greatest moment of peril was probably
during the 1-week period immediately after the reopening of the single selling
system of fralbecks. The foreign parties observed the continuous decline in
port prices and demanded to carry out transactions below $270 a ton f. o. b. Of
course, to break this check price would be a violation of the exports control law,
and although It could not be openly violated, it appears that they were shown
how to circumvent this problem by manipulating letter of credits and cutting
down the expenses of freight rates. To cite an example, on the basis of c. i. f.
$325 a ton, the freight rate at that time was $61.65 a ton. Thus, it was absolutely certain that the prices of $270 a ton f. o. b. would be violated. However,
the buyers Indicated that it would be all right to use a tramper which would
uphold the $270 a ton f. o. b. line. Quite a few exporters appeared to agree on
this, but felt that such action on their part would stimulate other packers in the
United States to demand a price cut below $270 a ton f. o. b. which, in the end,
would become uncontrollable. The fierce opposition by most business firms
caused the matter to fade away. Such opposition was possible because, different
to last year, large stocks were not being held. On this point there was an easy
sense of feeling because of no necessity to make hasty sales and no weak point
to be taken advantage of.
How much of the losses Incurred last year were they able to recover during
this year's summer albacore boom? To answer this question for each individual
trader cannot be given because of the degree of losses being different and the
amount of he profits for this year varying. Generally speaking, for the medium
and small producers and those who did not commit anything rash last year,
all have practically recovered the loss in full. It Is safd that for the larger
firms about half of the losses have been written off. The profit per ton for both
the business firms and the producers combined, calculated on the basis of the
average port price of $168 a ton, would presume to be around $70 a ton for
early shipments before September. Profits on September and later thipments
would be around $41 a ton. Roughly, total profits for this year's summer adbacore
shipments would come to around $833,333. From this amount the actual portion
of profits finding their way into the pockets of the producers would at most be
around $04,444. There Is still a long way to go before the loss last year of
$2,777,778 can be written off. However, upon looking at the balance accounts
for this year, business firms are smiling. As for the producers, it has given
them time to take a breathing spell and to look over the situation at hand.
Argument opt export restrictiono VeUo tfln strong at first but weak later
After the start of the fiscal year In April the argument restricting the exports
of yellowfin to the United States began to be studied concretely.
The first intention appeared more in a haste to restrict direct exports to Italy.
This restriction was met with fierce opposition by the business firms who were
Just about to embark upon the direct export business. Moreover, the fishery
agency announced its license policy concerning Atlantic tuna operations which
helped to make complications worse. Talk of restrictions on direct exports
faded away and in its place a trend in the movement to tackle the main objective
of restrictions to the United States gained momentum.
Up to the present the exports of yellowfin to the United States was apt to be
recognized and handled as dependent upon albacore exports. In spite of the
exported quantities being rather large It was comparatively modest In character.
The general expressed opinion would not progress easily.
First, the bigger exporting firms of yellowfin show strong tendencies to handle
this product principally for its financial manipulations. To be frank, without
fully possessing outlooks on port prices or amount of landings and as a result
of rashly placing contracts on future goods, the exports of these business firms
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were constantly of an unstabilized nature. There were strong tendencies to take
In much conditions as being normal.
Second, being different from albacore, the greater percentage of exported
yellowflish (about 00 percent) Is ship frozen goods. This Is said to be difficult to
procure through regular market transactions since only middlemen having
special connections with shipowners are able to handle these goods. This has
been a long established custom.
Third, unlike albacore, yellowfin Is not a classified export article. Yellowfln
Is not only exported to the United States but It Is also used extensively for
domestic fresh goods. Yellowfin Is also exported to Italy.
Fourth, the larger tuna canning factories In the United States possess their
own tuna fleets and do not have to depend on Imports for their yellowfln material. Thus, exports of yellowfin to the United States Is mainly being directed
to the medium and small sized packers. These packers were able to perceive
market conditions so at times there was a loss of equilibrium against the
exporters.
Due to these various mentioned reasons the restriction of yellowfin up to the
present had been hindered. In surmounting these obstacles, the resolutions of
the industry to carry out restrictions was a great progress, though It was not
successful and ended off where they began. There is no room here to go into
detail regarding the necessity for the restriction. Let it suffice by only stating
the following facts:
Starting from this year It appears that at long last an export system of albacore will take shape. Because of the good results attained this year, It rallied
the parties upl-olding the theory of the restriction policy. Again, there was a
sudden increase in purchases during April-May for yellowfin futures. Assisted
by the fact that the estimated catch was below expectation, port prices for
20 to 80 pound yellowfin came to an unheard of price of $200 a ton (ship frozen
goods). Because the sales price was around $2404250 a ton f. o. b., a loss on
an average of $70 a ton was Incurred. On top of this, spot goods were not
available, causing considerable cases of nonfulfillment of contracts (Indemnities
had to be paid In such breach of contracts). This further spurred arguments
for restrictions.
Move of the skipjack d Tuna Fishery Assoolatlon key to 8olullon
The basic outlines for restrictive plans in the exports of yellowfln was practically settled during mid-June. Following the example, an export allotment
was established (80,000 tons annually) with the method of allotment entirely
based on past showings and free allotments not recognized at all. Up to the
time the original draft was decided upon by members if the export planning
committee of the Export Freezing Association, there were quite a few complications. However, due too strong assertions by the large business firms, the medIum and small makers were made to give their consent. There was no special
reason to lodge complaints by the medium and small producers, although It cannot be said that they were secretly not satisfied in having the restrictive measures taken right away. Truthfully speaking, they did not dare oppose the
larger firms. Although it appeared that at times the atmosphere was charged
with haziness, the plan to establish the export allotment was at last passed
unanimously by the export planning committee, and within a few days, after
going through the directors meeting and the general meeting, a decision was
reached to make the plan officially effective from August 1. Furthermore, to
additionally establish a shipping allotment to conform to the export quota, with
the anticipation that there would be new members from the Skipjack & Tuna
Fishery Association joining the All Japan Freezers Association, the unanimous
decision was not to-make these allotments Individually but to fix only the total
shipping quantities which was to be enforced as of August 1. At this point,
however, an unforeseen incident broke out.
On July 10, contrary to general opinion, the ship freezers section of the ShipJack & Tuna Fishery Association commonly agreed that, "deep-sea tuna shipowners who have received registration based on the export fisheries promotion
law will not join the All Japan Freezers Asociatlon but shall, for the sake of
promoting exports, continue their future studies In the direction of building up
a separate organization."
Things turning this way now seemed disastrous for the All Japan Freezers
Association. Should a separate Export Fisheries Association be established
then all the members of the All Japan Freezers Association would, In substance,
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be entirely unable to handle yellowfin intended for exports. They would, in essence, be completely shut out because 00 percent of yellowfin for export were
ship frozen goods held by tie ship freezers section of the SkipJack & Tuna
Fishery Association. The intention of the Skipjack & Tuna Fishery Association Is not known. Present action seems to be court and gain tie goodwill of the
Skipjack & Tuna Fishery Association. Since there Is no way out but to ask
them to Join the All Japan Freezers Association.
Those In the the first place who were not too keen in carrying out the present
problem of adjustments In the shipment of yellowfin, demanded and brought
about the indefinite postponement of restrictions co.nrijing shipping quotas.
Things turning this way, the problem now would be whether or not to brush
aside the shipping quota and establish only an export quota. Although voices
were heard from a section of the business firms to have this vigorously carried
out, the fishery agency began to show its opposition. The fishery agency, up
to this time, had agreed to establishing a shipping quota which was conditional
upon the establishment of an export restriction.
Again, those business firms which held only meager holdings of past showings
In The exports of yellowfin started giving their disapproval. In summary, the
arguments in favor of the necessity for the restrictions were based on personal
benefits which Is the reason for Its Ineffectiveness. Unable to pacify the differences, the question of restrictions seems to have been shelved.
Red signal on exports of loin and disk# to the United States
During mid-June when the trade circles were drunk with the excellent situation of albacore exports, preparations were steadily being made in the United
States to cast cold water over their heads. This was the restrictive movement
in the United States against the imports of Japanese loin and disk tuna.
Up to the present, loin and disk tuna was successful, ever since its trial
production several years ago. With the prosperity of today's several thousand
tons exported annually, the byword usually being reiterated was, "instead of
exporting frozen round tuna, since we can add processing charges, it would be
profitable for us and for United States packers by doing away with high labor
costs." This meant to manufacture canned goods in the United States with

cheap Japanese labor.

A very good story, but on account of this there would be some who would be
hit hard. One of these being canned factory lab',rers in the United States, and
the other being those packers In the United States who, by various reasons, are
unable to import loins and disks. The United States cannery laborers, especially the labor unions In southern California, were from the first strongly
opposed to the imports of loins. They contended that If such loins nud disks
should become Imported in large quantities to replace rounds, the result would
be less work for them and more unemployment.
However, the situation changes when it pertains to areas other than California. For example, In the northwestern areas such as Seattle where the principal manufactured article is canned salmon, nearly all of these factories were
placed in a situation where they had to close down during the offseason. During such shutdown periods, if purchases were to be made of round or loin tuna
from Japan, the workers would be able to continue working and-it would be
more profitable for the manufacturers. Needless to say, if by importing rounds
there would be more work to do, insufficiently equipped to process round tuna.
Again, they would not possess the cash reserves to carry at all times the necessary personnel which would be required. Thus, at any cost it must rely on
loin tuna. The situation is the same for the eastern canners principally canning
fruits.
Under these various circumstances, Japanese trade circles have been strictly
prohibiting the exports of loin and disk tuna to California. Their main customers have been in the northwestern and eastern States and Puerto Rico.
However, thls would be contested by the California packers who are unable to
make purchases of loin and disk tuna. Thus, they would have to pay more for
h.gh labor costs as compared to the packers in the other areas who would
benefit from the imports of loin and disk tuna in carrying out the so-called
spare-time work in the manufacturing of canned tuna. In other words, in spite
of the principal product of the California packers being tuna, the result would
be that they would be taken in by the salmon and fruitpackers of the other areas
which is unbearable. Because of this situation, for some time the California
canners and laborers had been waiting for a chance to set the spark burning on
the restriction movement against imports of Japanese loins and disks.
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Agreed prke ou t-oaue for ligh 8g of fuse
Unfortunately and at a very bad time the Japanese trade circles, completely
without any preparation, unofficlally decided on the following resolutions:
1. To restrict loin and disk tuna under the export control law identical with
the round albacore.
2. 'The f. o. b. per ton check price on this to be:
Lola

Disk

Albacore ...............................................................
$600
S50
Yelowfin ....................................................................
450
470
S. Separately from the check price, and same as heretofore, to establish an
agreed price to conform to prevailing prices. Also, future agreed prices for the
time being to be as follows:
LOWn
Albs eo ...................................................................

Yellow tn ....................................................................

'Old

I$0001

5

t

l) sk
1$w

M0

Prkc wsa $770.

The computation ratio for the yeliowfln loin and disk against rounds to be
1to 1.
The above news was circulated in California and became a matter of great
consternation. The fact that the agreed price was decreased as much as $100
a ton was charged by California packers as only adding cheap Japanese labor
on to the $270 a ton f. o. b. check price for round frozen albacore. When seen
from this angle the price of rounds is comparatively high. The fact that the
yellowfln computation ratio of I to 1 was made, clearly Indicated that the plan
openly favored loans. The above factors greatly irritated the Californians who
suddenly began to increase their voices to restrict imports of loins.
At any rate, California is a precious customer of Japanese round albacore with
contracts for shipments in August and September still remaining. If the exports
of rounds, because of the fracas concerning loins, should be stopped, them both
capital and interest will be lost.
Thus, the Japanese tuna industry hastily retreated and rejected the previous
plan with a decision:
1. Not to establish a check price for the time being.
2. The computation ratio of yellowfin to be returned to a clean slate. (a
matter of course since yellowfin export restrictions was aborted).
3. Fifty dollars for albacore and $30 for yellowfin to be added to the former
mentioned prices respectively.
Once the fire starts burning it Is not easily quelled. If matters are jumbled
up things may develop Into an uproar and into a state of affairs where cancellation of contracts may really be made. Under such circumstances the opinion of
the Industry In Japan has become divided. The following is some views expressed by the industry:
1. There is a necessity to take voluntary restrictive measures In prohibiting
loin exports.
2. To raise agreed prices still further, and this may become settled only by
bringing It up to the former price level of $700 per ton.
3. Even at the present agreed of $350 a ton for albacore loins, the northwestern
canners are not buying, saying it is too high. Therefore, even at the present level
of prices, it is believed that the fruits of self-discipline cannot be attained.
While each theory has It own merits and demerits, that there Is a serious red
signal being raised against loan exports to the United States Is true.
Although general opinion stresses the need to start concrete plans to cope
with this situation, as it must be made by an industry which is suffering internal
complications, it would be difficult to predict what kind of plan would be forthcoming from them. Be that as it may, since It is being said that loins and disks
will become the hope of the frozen tuna industry, it is wished that careful
measures be considered as much as possible. This Is especially so at the present
because various areas in the United States are equipping themselves to handle
Japanese loins and disks. It is said that after next year they are scheduled
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to go into full operation. For some time to come we must make an effort to
gain the confidence of the Californians and prepare for developments In the
future.
STATISTICS ATTACHED WITH ARTICLE

5ales of frozen albacore by

group rins
g

[Unit tons, as of uly 25, 19371
Export
quota

Exporling group firm

D lhi Bu san ............,71.48
Talye Fisberies ..............
5,315.16
Miltsubtshl hl ..............
2,41.78
Tokyo Shokubln ............442.66
Notkl gang-. ...............
2$4170
Tokyo 8bh1
..............
.953. 28
[toChu ..................... 2, 19.32
NihonRe e..................
1.47M9
Abe Boek I.................
1,8394.80
Marubenlids ...............
2,16IM18
Kanematsu .................. 8708
TalyB ussa................673.10
S hebj.................
29&.24
Bussan.................
241.9
Kasho ......................
10. 72
Others ........................
61.38

Sales made
before
May 30

2,437.82

Franco.
Italian

200

Starkist

Westgate

B.0.
Packers

730
0
700 ............
300
31.62
2.475 ............
.........................
200
700
100
100.0
40
271
350
00
I. 0
200
283.4
G80
250
200.0
240
216
180
i,170........................
300
335
430 .....................
I762
32 ............. 2
100
100
a
250.
25
200
00
100.0 ............
6& 6
100.............10.
.........
............. 100
44)...................
........................
00
121.8
60
8 20
I0 ......... .
..........
............
............
..........
.......................
....... .................

Total ..................
29,. 44

CalMarine

CRPA

d,65

Others I

1

..

Loin and
disk

5

372

4.015

1,001.8

,350

Total
352

..... 100
I 20D
25&.146
N,82.766
50
........ 210
.......... I,82
........ ........ ........ 219.64
1,648.64
.......
200
3,853.4
........
.".....
.2.......
. .. .....
6 ... ........ ........
........

....

.........

........

... . ..

..........

........ ..........

1,365
8,1.
960.
1.80

130

S-.... ...
231.
........
........
........
I ..........
--- i
1 -7371
,-5

J--

-I

M,47.719,012.406

90

1 Rtmarks: F. E. Booth, 400 tons; Washington Fbh & Oyster, 345 tons; Pan Pacific, 210 tons.
I. Figures have been taken from the ones having been completed and reported to the Froten Tuna Espoul
Fisheries Association.
2. B. 0. Packers has a contract for 800 tons separately, but destination Is not made dear.
3. Loin disks are computed quantities hosed on rounds.
4. 180 tons sold to OCPA by Tokyo 8hosha contracted for by Wllbur Ellis.

APPENDIXX 8
CANNERY WORKERS & FISHERMEN'S UNION,

San Diego, Oalif., Notcmber 8, 1957.
LEONARD R. LiNSEMAYM,

Associate Director,Ofgice of InternatlonalLabor Affairs,
Deparlmmt of Labor, Washington, D. (7.
Dz&Ru Sri: In the course of our conversation while I was in Washington a few
weeks ago, I promised to give you a brief history of the tuna-fishing industry
In the postwar years, an analysis of the economic difficulties of the Industry,
their origins, and what I feel might be done in a practical manner to arrest the
decline of this Industry and direct it toward a normal, healthy growth con-

sistent with the progress of the general economy of the Nation. This follows:
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World War II was a disruptive force of major importance to our industry,
as well as to others. Most of our long-range tuna clippers were enlisted by the
Navy for service in the South Pacific theater. In many instances, the crews
went with the vessels because of the nature of the emergency, and were enlisted
later. This class of vessel proved to be so useful to the Navy in the far reaches
of the Pacific that it built 28 for its own use during the war (they were called
YP's) besides those of our own that had been conscripted.
At the end of the Pacific war, the vessels taken by the Navy, except those
lost in action, were returned to their owners, and the YP's were soon declared
surplus and made their way Into our fleet. The skilled personnel returned with
the vessels, and the productive capabilities of this fleet grew rapidly between
1945 and 1949 from these causes.
The market for canned tuna in the United States grew more rapidly during
these years than did the productive capabilities of the fleet. You will remember that there was a general shortage of protein food in the world during the
immediate postwar years and that this was also true in the United States.
With the release of the economy from price-control restrictions, prices of scarcer
commodities increased substantially and generally. This was true of tuna at
the ex vessel frozen-tuna level, the wholesale canned-tuna level, and at the retail
canned-tuna level. This created general prosperity among the canners, boatowners, and fishermen, as it did in the general economy.
The fishermen plowed back the earnings of these prosperous years, formed
partnerships, and became boatowners, this creating more Jobs for fishermen.
The long-range tuna clippers have always been substantially owned by the
men who operate them, rather than by the canners who buy their catches, for
the simple economic reason that owner-operated vessels produce tuna at a
cheaper cost per ton of production than do clippers manned by hired cv.-ws.
The prosperous condition of the fishery continued through 1949, 1950, and Into
early 1951. The fishermen kept plowing their earnings back into new vessels,
and the fleet grew as it tried to keep pace with the growing market. As a
matter of fact, the fleet continued to grow through 1951 and into early 1952,
even after the economy of the fleet received a severe setback in 1951, for the
reason that it takes from 9 to 18 months to complete a tuna clipper from the
time that a building contract is let.
A tabulation of the number of vessels in the fleet and their combined carrying
capacity for each year from 1947 to date is given in appendix 1. The estimated
consumption of canned tuna in the United States from 1047 to date is given In
appendix 2.
One of the reasons for this postwar prosperity in the industry was that tie
tuna fleet of Japan had been substantially destroyed in the last months of the
Pacific war and there was little or no competition in this market. This situation was altered as rapidly as possible by the Un!Ited States Government in the
postwar years-in the first instance to provide food for a hungry Japan, and
in the second Instance to earn dollar exchange for an economically exhausted
Japan which was turning from being a vigorous enemy to being a badly needed
ally.
Until 1948, all of the product of the rapidly expanding Japanese tuna fleet was
needed to feed Japan. In that year, SOAP permitted a small export of tuna to
the United States, and in 1949 a larger amount. By 1950, the Japanese tuna
Industry had recovered Its prewar productive capabilities and was prepared
to reestablish its position in the United States canned-tuna market.
The tariff situation In which it found itself in 1950 was much better than
it had been in 1941. In 1913, the 45 percent tariff on tuna canned in oil-then
the only tuna commodity in world trade in a substantial volume-was cut to
22% percent ad valorem in a trade agreement concluded with Mexico, although
Mexico had never been a substantial supplier of tuna to this market nor did it
become so by reason of the concession thus made to It.
The American industry was keeping close watch on the growing industry In
Japan. In late 1018, during 1049 and early 1950, we, along with other parts
of the industry, made numerous representations to the Department of State, the
Committee for Reciprocity Information, and other Instrumentalities of the tradeagreement machinery of the Government to return to us some part of the protection we required to compete with the cheap labor of the Japanese.
In mid-1050, the tuna-fishing industry received the most vicious and cruel
bLw It has yet had from the Executive. In the late spring, Mexico gar'e notice
that it was abrogating its trade agreement with the United States. The causes
of abrogation were not related to tuna, because Mexico has never been interested
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In Its inconsequential trade in tuna. But the effects were momentous to the
tuna trade. At the date which abrogation took effect, the tariff dn tuna canned
In oil would revert automatically from 22% to 45 percent ad valorem.
Our Government had the choice, within a range of months, of when the new
duties would come Into effect as a result of the abrogation. The tuna industry
made most desperate representations to the Department of State to make
the duty changes effective at the same date as the abrogation was announced,
for the simple reason that the Japanese would dump all of the tuna on this
market they could get into the can as soon as they learned of the new duty rate
so as to get there in advance of the new duty.
The result of our representations was that the Department of State completely and deliberately ignored our pleas and chose dates which brought a
maximum amount of damage to the United States tuna industry. Mexico abro.
gated the trade agreement in June 1050 and the Department of State announced
that the new duty rates brought about by this action would be effective on
January 1, 1051.
The consequences of this action were even greater than the industry had
anticipated. The Japanese dumped about 1,500,000 cases of tuna on this market
during the 6-month period. In terms of processed weight the size of this shock
can be measured by the following statistics. The average annual Importation
of canned tuna In the years 1931-40 was 8,060,800 pounds. The highest for
a prewar year (1933) was 14,882,100 pounds. To 1048 it was 8,280,400 pounds
and in 1049, 4,504,900 pounds. But in 1950 it was 36,409,500 pounds. Almost
all of this came in during the last 0 months of 1050. It came in a pellmell
dash to beat the January 1 dateline. Not only was it dumped in an indiscrimi.
nate manner but most came in through brokers and importers inexperienced in
the tuna trade who dumped it into the wholesale channels as rapidly as they could.
The effect of this dumping hit the market with full Impact In mid-151 and
by the early fall our canneries were closing, our fleet was being tied up with
Its frozen tuna on board with no market in which it could be sold, and the
United States tuna industry was grinding to an abrupt halt which ran on for
the rest of 1051 and into 1952.
The full effect of this act by the Department of State in mid-1950 has still
not left this industry. But from that date to this the Department of State has
used every weapon In Its arsenal to prevent us from recovering from the blow.
It has opposed every proposal we have made to the Congress or to the Executive. Its counterproposals have been designed to be of no benefit to the domestic
Industry whatsoever. It has, on the other hand, we believe, used every office it
could to encourage the Japanese In increasing their tuna shipments to this
country. It is opposing us at this moment of writing and is, by doing so, aiding
the Japanese.
The crisIs was so aqute In this west-coast industry In 1051 that a number of
west-coast Congressmen submitted a variety of bills aimed at correcting the situation. The House Ways aid Means Committee established a special Tuna Subcommittee which held hearings. The Department* of State opposed all of the
permanent corrective legislation before the committee. It had to admit that
there was a serious crisis in the domestic Industry. But it took the view that
this was transitory and that the Industry would adjust to the new situation
wihout serious Injury.
In spite of this the Ways and Means Committee reported out a bill which
would have done two things: (1) Establish a 3-cent-per-pound tariff on frozen
tuna until March 31, 1953, and (2) direct the United States Tariff Commission
and the Secretary of the Interior to make comprehensive studies of the competltive status of the domestic tuna Industry and report their findings to the Congress before that date so that the Congress could properly formulate permanent
legislation.
This bill was passed by the House in the closing days of the 1951 session to
the considerable surprise of the opposition. I believe it was the first legislation
In nearly 80 years Imposing a tariff increase which had been reported by the
Ways and Means Committee and passed by the House. Had It gotten to the
Senate floor during that session, It no doubt would have been enacted. The days
were so few to recess time that the opposition was able to block this by getting
the Senate Finance Committee to Insist upon hearings, for which there was not
time before the recess. The upshot was that the bill held over to the second
session, but Senator George, chairman of the Senate Finance Committee,
promised us early hearings.
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At the beginning of the new session the opponents of the bill attempted to
postpone hearings before Finance. They were successful for a tine, but In late
March, Senator George fulfilled his commitment and held hearings. At the bearings and afterward the opponents at first worked for an unfavorable report and
then shifted to recommending import-quota legislation which at that time was
anathema to it and the majority of the Ways and Means Committee. Obviously,
the tactics were to get a bill reported out of the Senate Finance Committee
which would have to go back to the House for Its reconsideration in the hopes that
the session would end before passage. We were at last able to prevail ullon the
Senate Finance Committee to report out unchanged the bill which the House had
paqased.
The Department then attempted to prevent the bill being brought to the floor
of the Senate but we were able to convince the leadership to bring It up late in
the session. The Department turned the full force of Its lobbying activity, which
Is formidable, loose against the bill. After full debate In the Senate a voice
vote was taken. The issue was so close that yeas and nays were called for.
This favored the Department because we had been told by a few Senators that
on a voice vote they would be with us but on a record vote they would have to
oppose because of administration (then Democratic) request. The upshot was
the loss of the bill in the Senate by a few votes.
However, Senator George and the Finance Committee did pass a resolution
instructing the United States Tariff Commission to make a full study of the
competitive status of the domestic tuna industry. The six west coast Senators
jointly requested the Secretary of the Interior to make the study the bill requested. In both cases competent Investigations were made and reports made
to the Congress. As a matter of fact, I have been told that the report made by
the Department of the Interior was felt to be so competent that its authors
were awarded a prize. However, nothing ever came from the report. None of
the recommendations made were put into effect or further considered after
being made.
From the dumping of canned tuna in the last half of 1950 and the legislative
efforts of 1051 and 1952 arose a number of lines of activity In the tuna trade
which have importantly affected it and which may best be considered under
separate headings.
1. Voluntary quotas
The Japanese during 1052 became so disturbed by the sucesaful trend of the
tuna producers legislative efforts that the Japanese Government Imposed voluntary quotas and check prices on tuna exports to the United States. The purpose was quite frankly to effect the defeat of the legislation, which It successfully
did.
This action had residual effects, however, which were beneficial to the tuna
trade in the United States during the latter half of 1952 and 1953 In that they
brought a degree of stability to the market here and temporarily eased the
distress of the American tuna producer and permitted the ex-vessel price to
increase here.
These results were only temporary, however, because they set up stresses
within the Japanese tuna industry which resulted In the eventual disintegration
of the controls during 1954, 155, and 190. Japanese canners and the Japanese
frozen tuna exporters bidding against each other for tuna In Japan to send
here alternately caused high and then low prices to the Japanese fishermen,
then alternately created high and low prices for the frozen tuna being sent
here, then high profits followed by gluts and losses were experienced first by the
frozen tuna exporter and then by the Japanese exporters of canned tuna.
The consequences of these stresses and strains in Japan were that the voluntary, unilateral controls broke down by late 1953 and during 1954, 1965, and
1956 the voluntary quotas became more like achievement goals, which were
changed as the occasion required, then restrictive machinery on trade, and the
voluntary price controls were more noted by their breach than by their performance. The consequence of these movements on this market, however, has been
to keep It continually upset both as to price and volume and to continually Increase the volume of frozen tuna sent here during this period.
Our Government has quite consistently refused to take cognizance of this
situation or make representations to the Japanese Government with respect
thereto, although the mechanisms which the Japanese have used to restrain
and control the trade in tuna in this country clearly come within the purview
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of article 18 of the Treaty of Friendship, Commerce, and Navigation between
the United States and Japan.
2. una in brine
During 1051 the Japanese learned that If the 11were left out of canned tuna
and plain water added to the can In Its stead the product came within the tariff
category flash , canned, other than In oil." Prior to this time this basket category
had contained antipasto, smoked pollock, and other oddities of the fish trade
which were of nominal volume In the import trade. However, during 1943 the
tariff on this basket category had been decreased to 12% percent ad valorem
under the trade agreement with Iceland.
Iceland does not produce tuna. They do not occur In those cold northern
waters. Iceland had not considered that tuna had been Included In Its trade
agreement, nor had the Department of State-which had been at the same
time negotiating the tariff on canned tuna downward In the trade agreement
with Mexico. Nevertheless, the Department of State allowed that this basket
category did contain tuna. Therefore the Japanese could and do export canned
percent Instead of 45 percent by the simple
tuna to the United States at 12
expedient of adding water Instead of oil to the can before retorting.
Thus a new commodity was created In trade by an administrative decision
under the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. It was a poor product, but so long
as it sells on the retail shelf at 6 to d cents per can less than tuna canned In oil,
it will sell against it. Since the duty is so much lower, and since the water
in the case is about $1 per case cheaper than the salad oil would be in Japan,
it can and does sell profitable. That it is u poor product is signified not only
by the fact that It has to sell so much cheaper than tuna in oil to move off the
shelf, but that Japan sends tuna In brine only to the United States. To the
twenty.odd other countries to which she exports canned tuna she sends only
tuna canned in oil. Japan will not risk damaging its canned tuna market in
these other countries by exporting such a poor produdL
This cheap product has tended consistently since its entry on the market in
1051 to drag down and fluctuate the price of canned tuna In the United States.
The industry sought aid from Treasury and State as this newly created commodity Increasingly disturbed the market. State at first said that it could not
take the matter up with Iceland for fear of offending that ally. Private Inquiry
by the Industry, I am told, showed that Iceland would be quite willing to have
the United States Invoke the escape clause In their trade agreement with
respect to this commodity. Finally, the Department of State -made the same
inquiry through diplomatic channels and got the same answer.
However, the Department of State even then for more than a year would not
invoke the escape clause in the Icelandic trade agreement and remove tuna in
brine from its effects. It did so only after tuna in brine had been bound at
12% percent ad valorem in 1955 under the newly negotiated trade agreement
with Japan.
At the same time the Department of State announced, In one of Its many
press releases, that it not only had removed tuna In brine from the Icelandic
trade agreement for the aid of the domestic Industry, but has established a
quota for it of 20 percent of apparent annual consumption of canned tuna in
the United States. Any tuna In brine imported above that amount in any year
would bear a duty of 25 percent ad valorem.
The complete ineffectiveness of this action [a reflected by the fact that tuna
in brine has never reached a level of 20 percent of apparent annual consumption of caned tuna in the United States nor is such a product ever lkely so todo. Furthermore, if the tariff on tuna in brine were 25 percent ad valorem as
against 35 percent for tuna in oil, it Is our opinion that tuna In brine would
disappear as a commodity from world commerce

S. Growth of the Japanesetmg-rouge tuna fleet
In 1952 the Japanese decided to increase their long-range tuna fleet. Accordingly, the special balance law was passed by the Diet which subsidized the construction of large-sized long-range tuna vessels. It was a temporary law, expiring in 1958. It was a law which substantially altered the balances of the
tuna trade between Japan and the United States, affected the whole world trade
In tuna, and in fact created a world tuna trade, world tuna market, and world
ttna prices
Under the stimulus of this temporary subsidy law the Japanese built a new
lo.aig.range tuna fleet which increased the number of vessels in the category of
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100 gross tons and over from 272 up to 587, which is an increase of 109 percent,
and increased the carrying capacity of that long-range fleet from 24,428 tons
to 70,878 tons, which is an increase of 190 percent.
Our own tuna clipper fleet at the end of 1956 had been reduced to 153 vessels
with a carrying capacity of 85,035 tons. Thus i 4 years' time, under subsidy
of the Japanese Government, the Japanese tuna-fishing industry built an eiltirely
new fleet which increased their long-range fleet by considerably more than the
size of our total fleet.
With this new fleet the Japanese have penetrated the tropical and subtropical
oceans of the world. First they expanded throughout the Pacific, then in 1953
to 1955 they expanded throughout the tropical and subtropical Indian Ocean. At
last in 1958 they entered the Atlantic Ocean and in the last 12 months have
extended their tuna fishery throughout the tropical and subtropical Atlantic.
The'expansion of the Japanese tuna fleet as to size and as to area of operation
was accompanied by the formation of the Japanese Overseas Fisheries Development Association financed by the Japanese Government so that the full diplomatic
effort of the Foreign Office, technical effort of the Ministry of Agriculture and
Forestry, and trade effort of the Ministry of Internation Trade and Industry
could be combined behind the expansion of the Japanese tuna fishery to dominance in the world tuna.fishing areas and world tuna-sales centers.
Under this agency trade agents are kept in residence on both the east and
west coasts of the United States; concessions to operate tuna vessels out of
Cuba have been obtained; concessions to settle fishing families in the Dominican
Republic have been secured; bases at Bermuda with free port privileges for
transhipment of Atlantic tuna catches to the United States are under negotiation;
rights to operate vessels out of Brazil, including fueling, freezing, provisioning
and sale of product have been obtained and are being exploited; trade representatives are in permanent resident in Italy to nell the product of the New Atlantic
fisheries; Joint fishing companies have been established in Iran, Iraq, and
Pakistan which permit the, use of Japanese-flag vessels out of ports of those
countries; the use of a base for long-range vessels at Hombassa is under negotla.
tion; basing, fueling, and transhipment of catch rights for vessels have been
obtained at Singapore; a base capable of handling 100 tuna vessels and freezing
and shipping their catches is under construction on the west coast of Thailand;
a joint American, British, and Japanese tuna-producing company has been
established in the New Hebrides under agreement between Japan and Great
Britain; fishing rights for tuna vessels have been obtained and are being exercised in American Samoa by another one of the executive decisions that always
seem to go against the welfare of the domestic industry in the United States;
basing right for Japanese vessels have been obtained in Chile; similar rights
are under negotiation in Peru, Ecuador, Venezuela, and Mexico; and an exploratory Japanese tuna-fishing vesl is working out of Tahiti through French
Oceania by arrangement with France.
While this expansion of fleet, working area, and basing privileges has not
yet come to an end the results already obtained have been formidable. These
long-line vessels catch mostly yellowfin and blgeye tuna.
The catch of these two kinds of tuna has risen in Japan in recent years in
this fashion:
Tons
Toss

1950 ----------------------1951 --------------------1952 ------------------1953-------------------

27,859 1954 ------------------79,971
88,841 1955-------------------- _ 118,817
5,459 195
-------------188 73
6,098

As the catch of these kinds of tuna have risen in Japan their export to the
United States has risen In this fashion:

Tom

fTo"e

1950 -----------------------11,000 1954 -----------------------' 19,104
1951 ------------------------' 1,259 1955 -----------------------23,907
1952 -----------------------. % 858 1958.
...-----------------'27,819
1953 ----------------------'5 6M
'Estmated.
'Japanese Government figures.
This heavily subsidized expansion of fleet, production, and export of yellowfin tuna is not comparable with any activity of the United States Government
In any of its commercial fisheries. With the Japanese tuna fisheries being expanded practically as an arm of the Japanese Government and the executive
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branch of the United States Government consistently opposing every move our
Industry has made to better its lot, we have been caught in a bind with which
we have been unable successfully to cope.
4. Growth ol the Japawnee Government apon8ored tuna oartels
The crisis in the United States tuna industry in 1951 and 1952 arose from
the dumping of canned tuna in oil on this market in the last halt of 1950. The
Japanese Government and the tuna-canning industry of Japan collaborated
to straighten out the market mess they had caused here then for two reasons:
(1) It had caused bad publicity for Japan in the United States and almost
resulted in legislation being passed by Congress which would have defeated the
Japanese long-term objective of dominating the United States tuna market;
and (2) the upset market here had lowered the dollar income to Japan from
United States tuna sales and caused distress among Japanese tuna canners.
The upshot of this collaboration was the formation of the Japan Canned
Tuna Export Fishery Association in Japan which consisted of most of the
canners and exporters engaged in exporting canned tuna to the United States.
This group formed the Tokyo Canned Tuna Sales Co., through which all of
the members sold their canned tuna to the United States. This sales-company regulated the kinds of canned tuna that could be sent to the United
States, the volume of each kind that could be so exported, and the prices at
which the exports could be sold in the United States as well as supervising the
quality of the product. Legislation was adopted to make all of this legal in
Japan. The operation of the sales company and the association was in the
hands of private industry but policy, and occasionally specific operations,
was under the direction of the Ministry of International Trade and Industry
and the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry with the concurrence of the
Foreign Office.
In 1952 the albacore catch in Japan was much the largest it had been to
that date and at a level that was not equaled again until 1957. This produced substantial strain in the frozen-tuna half of the Japanese tuna-export
industry, as well as starting the disintegration of the Japanese system of voluntary quotas which had been adopted to cause the defeat of our legislation
earlier in 1952.
The consequences of this situation together with the fact that the cannedtuna producers and exporters were tightly organized, was that the producers
and exporters of frozen tuna also organized into similar organizations similarly
related to the Japanese Government the All Japan Frozen Marine Products
Export Association and the Frozen Tuna Sales Cooperative Co.
The effect of these two combinations of tuna exporters in Japan has been
to set up stresses and strains in the Japanese Government which have at
times permitted close controls of exports to the United States and at other
times have almost eliminated those controls, to establish competitive relations
between the Japanese canners and the Japanese frozen-tuna exporters in Japan
which have at times forced the tuna price in Japan well above the world tuna
price and at other times has depressed it well below the world tuna price,
and to generally keep the tuna market in Japan and In the United States
upset.
These combined, have, whether legally or illegally, undertaken for varying
intervals of time with varying degrees of success in recent years, to do the
following:
1. Limit the sale of tuna canned in oil to the United States to a nominal
level so that they will not be accused of upsetting the canned-tuna market;
2 Limit the sale of tuna canned in brine to restricted market areas in the
United States;
8. Limit the sale of tuna canned in brine primarily to the institutional trade
so they could not be accused by United States canners of disturbing the normal
trade in consumer-size cans in this country.
4. Prevent the sale of cooked loins and disks of tuna to California canners in
order to prevent the cannery workers of California from Joining with fishermen
in demanding rstritions on tuna imports;
6. Limit the total sale of Japanese frozen albacore in the United States:
6. Limit the sale of frozen albacore to specific canners in the United States;
7. Establish the prices at which frozen tuna can be exported to the United
States;
0
& Establish the volume of frozen tuna that can be exported to the United
States; and
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9.'Regulate the price at which Japanese Imported canned tuna In the United
States can be sold at the wholesale level.
Typically, these restrictive moves have followed this pattern: A restriction has
been put into effect which, either as to price or volume, stabilized a sector in the
American market. This restriction causes the inventories of that particular tuna
commodity to build up in Japan. This buildup in inventory in Japan creates
credit problems for the Japanese firms holding the inventory, many of which are
smaU and without solid long-range lines of credit. These firms bring pressure
upon the appropriate agency of the Japanese Government to remove the restriction. After a longer or shorter period of haggling, during which time economic
pressures continue to rise against the artificial dam of the restraint, the agency
gives in and the pent-up flood hits the American market. This caused repercussions In the American market which not only affects adversely the United States
tuna industry but backlashes into the other sector of the Japanese tuna industry.
This pattern has been repeated both with frozen- and canned-tuna exports from
Japan for the past 7 years to a degree that the tuna-canning and tuna-producing
industries both in Japan and the United States have become most uncertain and
undependable. The classic and latest case of this was the dumping of frozen
albacore in this market in the last half of 1956 and first quarter of 1957, which
will be detailed below, and which is the immediate apparent cause of our Industry's present crisis.
Further and further corrections to this situation have been applied by the
Japanese Government until in May of 1957 the Japanese Diet made changes in
various trade antimonopoly and export laws which not only permitted but practically forced the export trade in tuna into two tightly held cartels, one for
canned tuna, the other for frozen tuna; both under the detailed control of the
Japanese Government through the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry, the
Ministry of International Trade. and Industry, and the Foreign Office.
Aside from coming within the purview of article 18 of the Treaty of Friendship Commerce and Navigation between Japan and the United States, the
restrictive practices now used by these two government sponsored cartels in
the United States tuna market would appear to be clearly contrary to section
337 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. We have been informed that these
facts with supporting data have been supplied to the Department of State, Treasury, Commerce, Interior, the United States Tariff Commission, and the White
House. We are not aware of any studies that are underway to determine
whether or not United States law or treaty obligations of Japan are being violated in the manner suggested.
Early 1954 was, generally speaking, a good period for the American tuna
producer-especially after having followed the very slim period of 151, 1952,
and 1953. Prices were high, demand was good, and fishing was average.
By early fall of 1954 however, the weight of the rapidly growing imports
of frozen yellowfin tuna made Itself felt on the market and a downward price
adjustment was made by the domestic fishermen of $20 per ton. In early 1955
the market was still plugged with tuna and our boats were again being delayed
in unloading. - Our fish price was once again cut by $20 per ton. This second
price drop did not bring the desired result. 'Te boats were delayed longer
and longer in unloading. Finally on August 1, 1955. a $40 per ton price cut
was made. These 3 cuts, totaling 23 percent of the 1054 price, brought the price
of yellowfin tuna to $270 per ton and of skipjack tuna to $230 per ton. Taking
the prices of the period 1948 and 1949 as being 100 percent, the price level of
August 1, 1955, represented 69.4 percent. How these declines in price affect
the individual fisherman's earnings are marked appendix III attached hereto.
The continued long delays In unloading and the repeated lowering of prices
made 1955 the worst year economically that this fleet has had since the depression days of the early 1930s. Vigorous representations were made to the
United States Government to give us some relief from the overwhelming burden
of Increasing imports. Our pleas were finally sufficient to cause the White
House to establish a Tuna Task Force comprised of representatives from the
Departments of State, Defense, Treasury, Labor, Interior, and Commerce. This
finally resulted in a report released in late July 1955 in the form of a letter from
Jack Martin, Presidential Assistant, to Senator Kuchel and Congressman Bob
Wilson.
This report was notable for three things.
1. No Import controls were thought to be desirable or necessary.
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2 The' date of the report was so late Jn the congressional sessionn hati it
would be Impogsible for the Industry to obtain any relief through legislativ
means; and
$. The report AUggesteo soterai yays in which these six departments of the
executive thought that the United Atates Government could aid'the industry i0
helping itself out of its'economic d',1culties.
The Otate Department, Mr. M,.rtln said, would make inquiries of the Japanese Government with a view to raising the wages of 'Japanese tuna fishermen
and to see If there was a violation of (ATP In this respect. However, the
wages of. Japanese tuna fishermen then and now were well above the average
for Japanese Industry and most Japanese tuna fishermen then and now earn
more than most Japanese college professors.
These rudimentry facts were known even to us. We have never heard further
of any State Department inquiries in this matter.
The Small Business Administration, Mr. Martin said, woi!d give priority
attention to loans to tuna boats, I am informed after making numerous appli*
cations for such loans and the industry followed them jpp In detail for aome
months, all loans to tuna boats were rejected by the Small Business Administration on the grounds that there lacked the assurance that the loan could be
repaid out of earnings, This was hardly news to anyone in the producing'end
of the Industry.
The United States Fish and Wildlife Service, Mr. Martin said, would continue
its vigorous program of aid to the Industry and consider expanding it even
further, The Fish and Wildlife Serv-ce was doing nothing for us at the time
that we knew of. After investigating this avenue for some months, spokesmen
for the producers informed the President that if the whole Department of the
Interior went out of business we would not notice It In our cost per too of
.
I
production of earnings.
The other lines of purported relief, upon Investigation, pll turned out to be
similar humbug. During the course of these studies by the task force and our
investigation of their sterile recommendations we found out that the Branch
of Commercial Fisheries hidden over In a Corner of the Department of the
Interior had been pretty well Ignored by the White House and the task force and
we were sent to the Department of Commerce for relief and cogsultat.,
This whole turn-around procedure disgusted us so that we determined to start
right back at the beginning and see if the Congreis would establish a policy
for the commercial fisheries of the Nation and establish in the executive an
agency on a policymaking leyel competent to Implement the policy.
•
We made such representations to the Senate Commikte. on Interstate and
Foreign Commerce in lNovember 1960. Legislation was Introduced in January
1908 to accomplish these objectives. The result was the /ish and Wildlife Act
of 1908 which reorganized the handling of'commerctal fishery matters in the
Federal Government, established a bureau of Oommerelal Fisheries in Interior,
created an Assistant Secretaryship in Interior for Fish and Wildlife, apd clearly
established the policy that the purpose of..
the legislation was to cre#e condl,
tlions that would build a vigorous and prosperous fishing industry in the United

States.

The Department of State kept its record of wor iing against the lnterwtJ of
(Aq domestic tuna fisheries clear by opposing this leg station In committee;
the bill did become public law, however, on August 7,196.
During the course of this legislative campaign one of the most pecuiaractions
taken against the domestic tuna fishing industry by the executive occurred.
On Augu4t 29, 196, the Federal Trade -Commission issued a complaint against
every union, every cooperative and every canner In the west coast tuna indu4try. In the case of the unions and cooperatives the Individual officers, staff
members, and members were cited individually as,,well as collectively, All
sorts of Illegal activities were charged, such as restraint of trade which raised
tuna prices attempting to block tuna shipments from Japan, etc, The complaint
read m06r like an attempt to discredit the entire tuna Industry than like a legal
indictment for malfeasance, Our iuspleIons were heightened when we heard that
the Departmeot of the Interior and the Department of Yustice had recommended
against bringing such an action against the cooperatives and unions In the tuna
industry -and-that, the Federal Trade Commission had moved against these
agency recommendations
..
There may have been some deeper smted motives behind this Federal Trade
Commission action than we know about, but It will take a good deal of explanaU209-68-pt 2-11
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tion to convince the tuna fishermen that this was anything much more comply.
cated than a punitive fishing expedition inspired by the Department of State to
sear, us into cessation of legislative efforts to secure import controls. This
susplcion was only heightened when, after nearly a year of investigation, the
Federal Trade Commission offered a consent decree Which so benefited the unions
and cooperatives that it was obviously better business judgment to accept the
decree than contest the original accusations In court.
In 1958 the domestic tuna industry again suffered one of those blows from
Japanese Imports that have gradually hammered it to Its knees In the last 7
years.
During the winter albacore season In Japan, which extends from late November
through March, the Japanese canners and the Japanese frozen tuna exporters
contested vigorously for the catches of the Japanese albacore fishermen. As a
consequence the prices tended steadily upward over the prices of the same period
in the previous year, despite the fact that we had cut our prices in the mean.
time by $80 pox ton.
On April 7, 1950, our price cuts of the previous year were finally reflected by
a cut of $2 per case In the wholesale price of canned tuna In the United States.
This resulted in an Immediate upsurge in the sale of canned tuna In the United
States. Under the impetus of this movement the Japanese frozen tuna exporters
steadily drove the ex-vessel price of albacore upward In Japan through the sum.
mer season. The catch of albacore during the . weeks from June 1 to July 15
was about 20,000 tons above the same period of the former year and expectations.
In April the All Japan Frozen Tuna Export Fisheries Association had formed
the Frozen Tuna Export Cooperative Co. to handle all sales of Its members to
the United States.
In late September the west coast tuna trade learned that there were about
15,000 tons of frozen albacore in warehouses that the Japanese frozen tuna cartel
was Intending to dump on this market at something over $100 per ton less than
their cost of production. This news produced two results In early October:
The price of albacore to domestic fishermen dropped from $3T5 to $300 per ton,
and the Industry file.1 an antidumping complaint with the Secretary of the
Treasury.
This industry Is now calloused from its treatment at the bands of the
executive but this time we thought that there was no way In which the Secretary
of the Treasury could avoid his responsibilities under the law and refuse to
prevent this dumping. Even the Japanesse freeley admitted that the price
at which they were preparing to sell this 15,000 tons of frozen albacore In the
United States was $120 per ton below what it had cost them to produce.
However the Department of the Treasury once more cut the free trade pattern
and on March 1, 1957, announced that there had been no sales at less than fair
value nor were any expected.
The consequence was that the Japanese dumped the whole lot of albacore
in this market at more than $100 per ton less than Its cost of production.
This has been the final straw which has ]boken this Industry. The results
which have already flowed from this action ae these;
1. The domestic albacore price ope). , at $300 per ton, rose briefly to $310
per ton, and then when the fish began coming in dropped to $280 per ton.
2. The bluefin price which opened at $200 per ton, dropped to $240 per ton,
then to $210 per ton, and we understand it Is now being offered as low as $150
per ton.
3. The canners started to slow down the unloading of tuna clippers In the first
week of June. By the second week of August, when unloading stopped entirely,
the vessels had been waiting for 40 days to unload. There was every Indication
that there would be no further unloading before mid-October. There Were 40
vessels in harbor with 8,000 tons of fish aboard. Accordingly, on August 19
the price of yellowfin and skipjack tuna declined by another $40 per ton so
as to get the vessels unloaded.
This has been a move of desperation. I do not believe tuna clippers can
operate profitably under the best of conditions at prices of $230 per ton for
yellowfin and $190 per ton for skipjack tuna. I know fisheirmen cannot make
living wages at these price levels. The very best that can happen as a result
of this move Is that 50 of the 153 vessels left in this fleet will go broke and be
removed from the fishery. The worst that can happen Is that the whole fleet
will be tied up, and either one is a calamity for the fishermen.
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The trade laws of this country provide that they will be implemented In such
a manner as to increase the flow of Imports so long as that Increase does not
seriously injure or threaten to seriously injure a domestic industry. A series
of criteria are provided In the law to define serious injury. By every one of
those criteria our industry has been seriously injured by increased imports.
The Department of State and each of the other executive departments affected
have nevertheless consistently opposed every effort we have made to get relief
from imports and stabilize this market.
An example of the bitter end opposition of the Department of State to the
welfare of this industry and in support of the welfare of the Japanese Industry
was given In 1955. In the middle of the worst year in the history of this Industry
up to that date the Department concluded a trade agreement with Japan which1. Cut the tariff on tuna canned In oil from 45 percent ad valorem to 35 percent ad valorem.
2. Bound the tariff on tuna canned In brine at 12% percent ad valorem; and
3. Bound frozen albacore on the free list.
The mockery of hearings before the Committee for Reciprocity Information
had been again complied with and as usual the Trade Agreements Committee
paid no attention whatever to the information given by the industry, or to
compliance either with the Intent of the law or President Eisenhower's repeated assurance that no serious Injury would be permitted to occur to a domesticindustry by reason of the Trade Agreements Extension Act.
The Department of State and the Trade Agreements Committee has, indeed,
proceeded deliberately to fragment the tuna import problem so as to put the
maximum difficulties In the way of rectifying the problem either by Executive
action or by the Congress. The situation of the different tuna commodities
under the trade laws is as follows:
1. Frozen yellowfin, skipjack, bigeye, and bluefin tuna bear no duty and are
not the subject of a trade agreement. Accordingly, the Executive can do nothing to regulate those imports. The only thing that can be done Is for the Congress to enact a law providing for a duty or a quota for this category of tuna
commodities
However, there is no use in the Congress passing such a law because It would
affect only one category of tuna commodities. The Japanese would simply
shift their Imports Into other categories which are included in trade agreements and with respect to which it cannot legislate because the United States
would then be In violation of its international obligations.
Furthermore this deliberately and cleverly splits the political effectiveness of
the tuna industry Into two segments, (1) the fishermen who need this protection, who are opposed (2) by the canners who-do not want tariffs on frozen tuna
unless they can be protected against the Japanese shifting this volume into
canned tuna categories covered by trade agreements and Presumably outside
the legislative reach of the Congress.
Finally the Department of State would bitterly oppose any such legislation
as they did the temporary and relatively innocubus legislation proposed by the
House Ways and Means Committee in 1951.
This category Is actually comprisd of three primary commodities:
A. Round, whole tuna;
B. Killed and gutted tuna which are about 8 percent by weight less than the
fish In category 1; and
0. Fillet fish which are about half by weight of the fish In category A.
The Treasury so far have refused to keep these commodities separated in its
import statistics, and the valuations It prints are admittedly inaccurate.
2. Frozen albacore are bound on the free list under the trade agreement with
Japan concluded In 1955. Obviously tha only reason for binding on the free list
a commodity already duty free is to remove it from the jurisdiction of the
Congress.
However under the trade agreement law it would be expected that this would
place frozen albacore within the purview of the escape-clause provisions of that
act. Yet when two of the albacore producing cooperatives applied to the United
States Tariff Commissln In July 1957 for escape-clause proceedings with re.
Wpect to frozen albacore the Tariff Commission denied them this avenue of
relief as Uttle.as that may have meant. One of the reasons adduced by the
Tariff Commission- for denying this application is particularly pertinent. It
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s,id that even If it could give relief on frozen albacore thought an import quota
this would bo of no practical benefit to the fishermen because t Japanese would
only send the albacore in the canned form.
3. Cookea and frozen loins and disks of tuna are Imported at a duty rate of
1 cent per pound.' This equates with a duty of about 8 per ton on round fish.
This rate of duty Is bound under the General Agreement of Tariff and Trade.
These are two of the new tuna commodities which have arisen not from
normal market demand but have been created artificially by administrative
decision under the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended. It has been so determined
that these two commodities fall within a "basket" category in that act. On
the one hand the Japanese save duty by sending tuna in these two forms rather
than hermetically sealed In the can; on the other hand they save freight at
nominal duty rate by sending tuna in this form instead of as whole round flab.
Quite significantly the Japanese have prohibited the export of these 2 tuna
commodities to canneries In the State of California (which can approximately
90 percent of the tuna canned in the United States.) The reason for this is
quite frankly stated by them to be to keep the cannery workers of California
separated from the California tuna fishermen in demanding relief from imports.
Their fears in this regard are realistic. Tuna loins dispense with holf the
cannery labor. They only require being cut into proper lengths and put in the
can. Tuna disks dispense with most of the rest of the cannery labor. They
are already cut to the right length and only have to be put in the can.
These 2 commodities have been increasing In volume sharply for the past
12 months. There has been a strong effort to get the Department of the Treasurl to at least keep track of them separately in their import statistics.
. Tuna canned in brine has already been discussed above. It is now the
principal canned tuna commodity imported into the United States. It Is bound
at 12% percent ad valorem in the trade agreement with Japan. It also has a
quota (so large that it has never yet been reached) of 20 percent of the apparent
annual consumption of tuna In the United States.
Like cooked loins and disks this is an artificial commodity created by administrative decision under tariff act of 1030, as amended, rather than by the
of the market. The only reason it enters the market is that
natural demands
Its duty is 12 1h percent ad valorem whereas the duty on tuna canned in oil is
35 percent ad valorem. We are informed that it is not sold in any other
country in the world at this time.
5. Tuna canned In oil is bound at 35 percent ad valorem under the trade
agreement with Japan, in which the duty on this commodity was reduced from
45 percent ad valorem. There is no quota on this commodity.
The Japanese restrict the Import of this commodity to the United States
to a nominal volume in an attempt to keep the tuna canners in the United
States from Joining politically with their cannery workers and fishermen in
requesting import controls from the Congress.
This year the Japanese are having difficulties in enforcing this regulation
for the reason that this commodity can be laid down in the United States, duty
paid, at $3 per case below the wholesale price level of tuna canned in oil in
the United States. Accordingly, the Japanese canners have a great Incentive
to evade their own Government's regulations. They have been doing so, the
Japanese say, by diverting European and Canadian shipments to New York and
Boston. At any rate the imports of tuna canned in oil this year so far have
been running at about double the rate of last year. In our opinion there is
no way out of this mess that the tuna industry has been deliberately forced
into by our Government executive department except by comprehensive legislation which will control all forms of tuna Imports. In reaction to our needs,
Congressmen King, Wilson and Utt Introduced identical bills on August 1&
Mr. King's bill Is numbered H. Rl. 9237, Mr. Wilson's, H. R: 9244 and Mr.
Utt's, H. R. 924S. Senator Magnuson and Senator Kuchel Jointly introduced
S. 2784 on August 8, a bill having objectives similar to the House bill.
Mr. King's bill would do these things:
1. The total volume of tuna permitted to enter the United States would be
200 million pounds or 35 percent of the apparent annual consumption of tuna
in the United States, whichever Is the greater.
2. Frozen tuna of all kinds would be treated in three categories:
(a) The first 50 million pounds, or C$percent of annual apparent consump.
tion whichever Is the greater, would be duty free.
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(b) The next 0 million would pay a duty of 3 cents per pound and
(e) All over 140 million pounds would pay a duty of 0 cents per pound.
3. All tuna prepared or preserved In any kind of container would pay 35
percent ad valorem duty. This would Include loins and disks as well as tuna
In brine and tuna In oil.
4. Tuna landed In Samoa, Guam, and the Virgin Islands would be treated
as imported tuna.
5. No duties would be collected contrary to international obligations of the
United States but the President would be instructed to renegotiate any trade
agreements to the extent necessary to make them conform to the act.
The effect of this bill, If enacted, would not be to reduce Japan's trade In
tuna with the United States. For the past 3 years It has run between 200 million
pounds and 35 percent of the market.
It would not reduce the amount of frozen tuna Imports. The average for the
past 3 years has been actually a little less than 140 million pounds. It would
not cut down the amount of canned tuna they could export to the United
States. This has been running at about 60 million pounds per year on a round
weight basis.
Nor would it breach an international obligation of the United States. But It
would give tuna fishermen some tariff protection to even out the protection
tuna canners now have and permit them to earn living wages from their labor.
It would eliminate cooked loins and disks from the market and also tuna canned
in brine. It also would create a basis of stability In the market which would
permit us to once more begin growing and earning.
These minimum objectives we do not feel we can live without as an Industry.
We hope that you and your Department will aid us In attaining these objectives.
Sincerely yours,
LEsTER BALTO,
Secretary.Treasurer.
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Senator CARLsoN. Thank you Mr. Chapman.
The next witness will be Mr. John . Lerch. Will you have a
seat, Mr. Lerch.
STATEMENT OF JOHN 0. LER(C,

LAMB & LER(H, NEW YORK

Mr. LuoH. My name is John G. Larch, 25 Broadway, New York
City. I am an attorney specializing in the practice of customs law.
I am appearing today in opposition to the enactment of H. R. 12591
on behalf of the following clients:
American Manufacturers of Thermostatic Containers
The Candle Manufacturers Association
Collapsible Tube Manufacturers Association
The Industrial Wire Cloth Institute
The National Building Granite Quarries Association
The Rubber Footwear Division of the Rubber Manufacturers
Association
The Toy Manufacturers of the U. S. A., Inc.
The Twisted Jute Packing and Oakum Institute
United States Potters Association
The American Manufacturers of Toy Balloons
Manufacturers of Cotton Veleveteens
Tuna Research Foundation
In my appearance before the Ways and Means Committee of the
House of Representatives on March 14,1958 when this bill was before
that committee, I, at some length, revieweA the history and the operation of this trade agreement legislation.
At the request of the clerk of your committee to make my presentation as brief as possible, and in order to save duplication and your
time, I ask that my statement before that committee be made a part
of my appearance today.
Senator CARlsON. It will be, Mr. Larch.
Mr. LiRcH. However, in view of subsecjuent developments, there
are a few points that I would like to develop before your committee.
s When the Trade Agreements Actwas proposed in 1934 in appearing against its enactment, we stressed the unconstitutional delegation
of power by Congress to the executive.
Under ai-ticle I, section 8, of the Constitution, only Congress has
the power tolay and collect taxes, duties, imposts and excises, to pay the debts and provide

for the common defense and general welfare of the United States; * *.
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There can be no question but that tie' power to increase or decrease
the duty collected upon imports ito the United States At the dis.

cretion of the executive, without the Congress prescribing limitations
ind directives, is An unconstitutional degation of power imposed
exclusively on the Congre of the United States._
At each of the extensions of th6:Tiade: Agreements A, we have
invited the attention of the Congress to this phase of the ddo Agree

ments Act. Since H. R. 10368 Was introduced at this Congress, we
have read in the Congressionial *Record extensive commnnent, both in
this body and in the House of Relresentatives of able members of the
legal profession as to its unconstitutional delegation of power to the
executive.
After waiting for years for Congress to pass the law reinstating
section 616 (b) of the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect t0 trade agreement concessions, we have perfected a suit in the'Vnited States Customs Court, Stor-fKft Foods, ino. v. The United states (Protest No.
258737-K). This case has been tried and briefed and is now awaitin decision by the United States Cuistoms Court.
The ultimate outcome of this litigation will undoubtedly decide
the constitutionality of the Trade Agreements Act. In the ordinary
course of events, this litigation should be concluded in not more
than 2 years. We suggest that this is an additional argument against
the extension of the Tiixde Agreements Act for a longer period than 2
years.
:1
. The proponents of H. R. 12591, now pending
before this committee,
make much of an alleged concession made by the administration in the
amendment which provides for a! reversal of th6 President's decision
under the escape clause by a two-thirds vote in each House of Congress.
As we have stated it is inherent in'the power of Congress, under
our Contitutiioinito levy taxes,'dutiest imposts, ete.
*'This can be done b3y a simple inajority:vote 6f each House of Congress. In other words, under established procedure, if the President
refuses to proclaini the findings df the Tariff Commission.' The
enactment of A law purporting to*require a two-thirds vote to accom;
plish what Congre_ inherently -cani do on ,a majority vote imposes
another factor in the question of the constitutionality of the abbeg&tion of cofigres ional pqvers in the' form' of :an attempt to place in
the Execut ive unlimited discretion 'to exercise a power reserved to
the Cngress Of the United'Stateo by oiar Constitution.
'
In the current, issue of Life magazine (June 23, 1958) atpage 96
begins an 'article entitled "Steubenville Ohio, Meets the World."
Since, among others, I am appearing for the pottery industry, [was
intrigued by the pictures of my clients'as well as other businessmen
of Steubenvlle, 'and the paragraphs Writtenthertunder.
SOn reading the beg'nning'of the text of th6 article, ( was impressed
by tt. e.ear perception displayed by its author of the damaging
effects oZ Japanese imports on the economy of the city, of Steube nville. I had but to"read f6n to find that there was another, industry
in Steubenville, the steel industry, that manufactured steel which it
shipped to Japan'and which found these exports veryprofitable.'
The ricle proceeds to d6i'lop thbItheor, that it is more beneficial
to the e*On6my of ths'.United States to nirintain the export trade of
the steel plants of St6ilbenville than to preserve the pottery industry,
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althoughli service is paid to the prospects of this policy reaching
into major Industries, which could result in serious economic embar.
rassment.
In the article it is mentioned that our exports of steel are paid for
by the imports of pottery that we receive from Japan.

Therefore, since the pottery industry of Steubenville is less important to that city t han the steel indusry, the pottery industry should
be sacrificed on the altar of foreign trade.
To any thoughtful reader of this article, several pertinent questions flow from this premise:
How many industries in the United States find themselves in the
same position as the pottery industry of Steubenville?
How much of the steel exported from Steubenville finds it way
into the manufacture of machine tools, toys, and other fabricated
articles which are shipped to the United States to compete with
American manufacturers?
How long will the Steubenville steel manufacturers continue to
export their material, when low labor cost countries such as Ger.
many, Russia, et, decide to supply Japan with its needs, at less
than we can supply them?
Among other questions that could be put to these one-world, freetrade economists that seem to be dictating the policy of the unconstitu.
tional delegation of power to the Executive are those questions reating to the ever-changing flow of currency; the shifting supply of
gold; the ever-expanding invasion of our export trade biy Germany
and Russia and many others, which deliberately or by inadvertence
have not been considered in this article.
The answers to all of these questions and many others were su
lied by Representative Daniel A. Reed when this bill was before tis
House of Representatives-Congressional Record, volume 104, No. 92,
page 9472, June 9, 1958. These will bear careful analysis by your
committee.
It would seem that every industrial country in the world except the
United States realizes that its economy cannot be preserved if foreign
merchandise is permitted to enter its commerce at less than it can be
produced within its own borders.
For a century before 1934 we, too, realized this and, with few exceptions, our tariff rates were calculated on this basis. That this principle should become permanent and workable, section 330 of the Tariff
Act of 1922 was enacted.
If one will take the trouble to investigate the provisions of this section, it will be found that it was intended to set the formula for all
tariff legislation and to take the tariff out, of politics and place it upon
an economically sound basis. Had this formula been adhered to, we
are convinced that the Trade Agreements Act of 1934 would never
have been passed.
In retrospect, let us see what has happened since 1922. When we
announced to the world by legislative enactment that our measure of
tariff protection (see. WJO) was to be the exact equalization of cost of
production in the United States and in the principal country of exportation to the United States, apparently that satisfied all of our competitors for there were relatively few actions brought under this section by-importers or domestic interests between 1922 and the enactment
of the Trade Agreements Act in 1934.
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In 1934, with the passage of the Trade Agreements Act, Congress
suspended the operation of section 336 as to all rates reduced under
that act. Its application to rates which have been reduced under the
Trade Agreements Act has never been restored, although the act itself

remains on the books.

It has been said that to permit section 330 to operate would ruini
the whole policy of the Trade Agreements Act. This in itself is an

admission that the negotiated rates will permit the introduction of

manufactured l)roducts into the markets of the United States at less
than they can be pi-oduced here.
Assuming this to be true, how long can we continue our system

of free enterprise, either on the part of labor or industry? ,

Again, under this system, how long can be maintain our present

economy or remain one of the leading industrial nations of the world
While we remain firmly of the belief that the economy of the United
States would be best served by permitting the Trade Agrments Act
to expire on June 30 of this year, if it is to be extended, we strongly

recommend the enactment of the Simpson bill, H. R. 12676, for a period

not to exceed 2 years.
Senator CARLwOx. Senator Bennett?
Mr. Lerch, we appreciate your appearance before the committee.
Mr. LEoRCH. Thank you.
(Mr. Lerch's prepared statement follows:)
Reviewing the alleged accomplishments of the trade-agreements program over
Its period of operation, we come up with the fact that some rates that were 90
percent In the act of 1930 are now as low as 22% percent; rates that were 75
percent are now as low as 241y percent; and rates that were as low as 20 percent
are now 5i percent ad valorew. I bave selected the foregoing three examples as
being Indicative of what has happened to the range of tariff rates found necessary
In 1030 to protect the Industries involved. In the quarter of a century that has
followed, practically every economic factor In the United States has moved
upward, whereas foreign labor and material costs have remained reasonably
static, or In some cases diminished. Thus, the breach between domestic and
foreign costs has widened; protection of American Industry has been consistently
narrowed.
During the existence of the trade-agreement policy, Congress has recognized
some of the fallacies of the program and Its effect on American Industries, and
American economy, by restoration of the provisions of section 516 (b) of the
Tariff Act of 1030, which permits an American manufacturer to challenge in our
courts the rate applied by the Collector of Customs, and by the enactment of
the so-called escape clause, in subsection 7 of section 350 of the Tariff Act of
1030, as amended. Congress has not yet brought itself to reinstate section 336
of the Tariff Act of 1030, the flexible tariff provision, which was suspended as to
all rates reduced under the Trade Agreements Act of 1934. Prior to 1934, section
336 provided American Industry with a medium through which it could assure
itself of reasonable tariff protection against unfair foreign competition.
Although I have read much of the writings of economists, and self-appointed
economists, on the Idealistic benefits of free trade on the overall economy of the
United States, I have yet to find a logical explanation of how the Introduction of
foreign merchandise Into a competitive market in the United States, with Its
attending results In unemployment and Impairment of capital, benefits the
overall economy of the United States.
Nor have I found any explanation of why we should permit the Introduction
of foreign merchandise Into our markets at a price which Is less than It costs
the American manufacturer to produce IL Our statute books are replete with
laws that govern merchandise entering Into interstate commerce, such as
unfair practices, monopoly, and other provisions governing competition between
American producers. By the operation of the Trade Agreements Act, In effect.
all of these measures are ignored in actual practice, it not officially.
Where can there be any logical reason for permitting a foreign producer to
introduce into the competitive markets of the United States a product which
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can be sold for less than the bare costs of material and labor of a competitive
domestically produced article? The purpose of many United States statutes is
to prohibit Just such practices between domestic producers In the markets of
the United States. Why, then, permit vendors of imported merchandise to circumvent these very statutes?
From the above illustrations, we submit that Congress should adhere to Its
policy of 1930, which was intended to insure the bringing of foreign merchandise
into the United States at not less than the coat of production of competitive inerchandise produced in the United States. This can be prevented only by an act
of Congress, so stating, or by reinstatement of the flexible tariff, section 836 of
the Tariff Act of 130.
The Trade Agreements policy was originally enacted in 1034. Its extension is
now before this committee. It may be helpful to pause long enough to examine
the intent of Congress in framing the original Trade Agreements Act; it appears
in section 350 (a). Succinctly outlined, the intent of the Congress was stated to
have been
Dxpanding foreign markets for the products of the United States.
Assisting in the "present" emergency in restoring the American standard
of living.
Overcoming domestic unemployment and the "present" economic depression.
Increasing the purchasing power of the American public.
Establishment and maintenance of a better relationship among various
branches of American agriculture Industry, mining, and commerce.
Regulation of the admission of foreign goods into the United States in
accordance with the characteristics and needs of various branches of American production so that foreign markets will be made available to those
branches of American production which require and are capable of de.
veloping such outlets.
Affording corresponding marketing opportunities for foreign products
In the United States.
This was 24 years ago. In the meantime, under the operation of this law,
the then existing tariff rates, averaging approximately 50 percent ad valorew,
have been reduced to what is now an approximate average of 12 percent ad
valorem. No one can challenge the zeal with which the agencies charged with
the administration of this act have applied its provislns.
Reexamining the Intent of Congress, as above outlined, and applying its various aspects to the economy of today, as we know It, one might readily question
the practicality of reenacting an act of Congress designed to accomplish those resuits. After 24 years of the operation of the present act, we find ourselves in
the same position that gave rise, according to the stated intent of Congress,
to the enactment of the original Trade Agreements Act. It would seem to
follow as a logical conclusion that in a quarter of a century of Its application,
If the stated purposes of the act have not been realized no miracle can be an.
ticipated during the proposed period of its extension which will accomplish
those results.
I appeared in opposition to the enactment of the Trade Agreements Act in 1934
and have appeared in opposition to each of its extensions since that date. In my
original appearance, I called attention to the unconstitutional delegation of
power by the Congress to the Executive. In each of my subsequent appearances, I have repeated my views on the unfettered discretionary power delegated
to the President by the Congress, which our Constitution reserves solely to the
Congress of the United States.
After years of effort, we have perfected an appeal to or Federal courts to
test the constitutionality of this act. This appeal is now pending in the United
States Customs Court, Star-Kist Foods, Ino. v. The Untled States (protest No.
258737-K). This case has been tried, briefed by the plaintiff, and is awaiting a
reply brief by the United States. A decision on the merits of this issue is expected in the near future. We give this as one more reason why the terms of
the present act should not be extended at this time. Again, we propose the
Inquiry, if remedial legislation is in order to stem the tide of our receding
economy, might not a more deliberate study on the part of Congress bring forth
a more effective medium? At least one that would come within the powers expressly delegated to the Congress by our Constitution?
In the course of the present hearings, there have been proposed various
methods for the administration of the Trade Agreements Act in the event of its
extension.
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One of the proposals is to give to the Tariff' Coimisslon, under certain conditlons, the right to transfer commodities from the free list to the dutiable list
and from the dutiable list to the free list. As I have pointed out, the right
to levy taxes Is, by our Constitution, reserved to the Congress. When Congress
enacted the free list of the Tariff Act, It enumerated those commodities which
were not to be taxed. The placement of these commodities on the dutiable
Hat by the Executive Is effectually levying a tax.
In other testimony of the proponents of the bill, constant reference has been
made to the fact that Department of Commerce statistics show imports for the
year of 1057 as $13 billion, whereas exports in 1957 are reputed to have amounted
to $1o,r00 million. Secretary Weeks commented upon the fact that the export
figure represented 0 percent of the Nation's output.
The use of the foregoing figures in this connection, we believe, Is misleading.
In Sununary Report FT 900-E, dated December 1957 and released on February
10, 1058, by the Secretary's Department of Commerce, the following appears In
a footnote of that report:
"Export statistics Include Government as well as non-Oovernment. shipments to foreign countries. The export statistics, therefore, include mutualsecurity program military aid, mutual-security program economic aid, and
Department of the Army civilian supply shipments. Separate figures for
mutual.security program military aid (including direct forces support/consumables and construction) are shown In table 1."
Another footnote on the same report states:
"The value for exports Is the selling price (or cost, If not sold) including
inland freight, insurance, and other charges to the place of export."
Obviously, these figures are used to show the comparative benefit or injury
that may accrue from the stated volume of exports and imports.
May I call to your attention that the import statistics in Summary Report
FT 000-D represent bare costs at the point of shipment to the United States,
wholly exclusive of ocean freight, insurance, United States import duties, and
the cost of clearing the merchandise through United States customs. If the
Import statistics were to be adjusted to represent the value at the point theyv
enter competition with American-made merchandise, the $13-billion figure would
be adjusted materially upward.
In comparison with American standards, it is common knowledge that the
great bulk of foreign-made goods are produced with low-cost material, and with
wages that would not even approach United States minimum wage law standards.
Prior to enactment of the Trade Agreements Act of 1934, the standard of
tariff protection recognized by section 330 of the Tariff Act of 1930 was a tariff
which would equalize the cost of production here and abroad. If this standard
were adopted as the basis of statistical Information, Instead of the foreign
Invoice price, the $13-billion figure would be further adjusted to a point where
it Is reasonable to believe it would approach If not equal the $19,50-million
export figure,
To the uninitiated, the export figure conveys the idea of products produced
for the purpose of entering foreign trade. Mutual-security program military
aid, economic via, Army civilian shipments, and similar items now Included in
our export figures would still be with us whether or not we have a trade agreements act.
As I have tried to point out here, we feel thcre is no logical justification for
extension of the Trade Agreements Act.
However, if it is found expedient, In the judgment of the Congress, to extend
this bill for 1 or more years, we strongly recommend that the bill be amended
to incorporate the provisions of a bill introduced by Mr. Simpson of Pennsylvania
into the 1st session of the 83d Congress, II. R. 4294. This bill provides for a
revamping of the congressional factfinding agency, the United States Tariff
Commission-the removal of the discretionary power of the President over
escape-clause flndlns--and various other features that would go a long way
toward raking the delegation of legislative authority by Congress come within
the constitutional powers of Congress.
I have read with great interest the comments of various Members of the
House of Representatives in the proceedings on the floor of the House, on
Monday, February 24, 1958. appearing at pages 2290-2304 of the Congressional
Record of that day (vol. 104, No. 28). I believe the views and the arguments
there set forth comprise as able a brief a. can be written against the extension
of the Trade Agreements Act. I commend them to your careful consideration.
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arguI y'ish that my time would permit me to enlarge upon and pinpoint the potver
ments there Iade--as to the uncontltuttonal delegation of discretlohary
to adminto the Executtve, the policy of the Executive In ignoring, or failing
economists In
lster, the acts of Congress, but above all, the policy of free trade
our 1X)Mprttnent of State with respect robbing Peter to pay Paul.afforded an exist.
It Is axiomatic that when you reduce the tariff protection
you
Ing Industry (Peter), to encourage the 61ports of another Industry (Patti),
are robbing Peter to ray Paul. This occurs every time the State Department
In the
economists reduce, a rae In aitrade agreement. But tht Is not all.
the escape
few lnsta ceswhere the State Department economists have allowedcommodities
clause to function, it has immediately published schedules of other for any Inupon which reductions are offered for negotiation In compensation agreement
creases made. So sacred has become a cOncession made In a trade
enacting
that even where Congress has exercised its constitutional obligation by
been
a remedial statute, compensatory reductions on other commodities haveAgreeunable to find a single provision of the Trade
offered and effected. I aRim
action,
ments Act of 1934, or any of the acts extending it, that contemplate such
much less requires it.
The following are examples of discretion run wild.
On August 18, 1955, the President disregarded the recommendations of the
United States Tariff Commission under an escape-clause action and proclaimed
a niggardly increase In the rate on certain types of imported bicycles.
Subsequently, the Interdepartmental Committee on Trade Agreements gave
notice of intention to negotiate under article XIX of GATT, In the following
language:
"Notice is also given of intention to negotiate under article XIX of the
general agreement regarding compensation to contracting parties to the
agreement that have a substantial Interest, as exporters, for the recent
escape-clause action by the United States Increasing the duty on bicycles,
should such negotiations be found appropriate. Accordingly, some of the
Items In the annexed list may be considered for possible compensation for
this action of the United States" (T. D. 53906).
On July 8, 1954, Public Law No. 470 of the 83d Congress was enacted by Congress and approved by the President, setting forth Its intended application of
paragraph 1530 (e) of the Tariff Act of 1930 to rubber-soled footwear. This
was a corrective measure defining the Intent of Congress, with no alteration
of tariff duties. However, we find the following In a release by the State Department, dated November 12, 1954, covering proposed negotiations with GATT:
"Notice'ls also given of Intention to negotiate settlement of several outstanding problems arising out of various actions by the United States.
Negotiations are contemplated looking to such modification of trade agreement obligations as may be necessary In view of the enactment of Public
Law 479 of the 83d Congress relating to certain rubber-soled shoes and
Public Law MS8of the 83d Congress relating to certain prepared fish. In
addition the United States modified its concession on figs, fresh, dried, or
in brine, as a result of an escape-clause action. Finally, the United States
did not find it possible to carry out obligations negotiated with Uruguay
with respect to certain meat products. Among the possible outcomes of
these negotiations might be a granting of such concessions on some items in
the annexed list as may be necessary to compensate for the above actions of
tt i United States."
I sul mnit that the above Illustrations clearly show a determination on the part
of the State Department and the Executive to take from Congress, under the
allege,. authority of the Trade Agreements Act, its constitutional obligation "to
" (art. I, sec. % U. S.
lay and collect taxes, duties, Imposts, and excises *
Constitution).
To sum up and reiterate what has already been said herein, we feel there is no
logical Justification for the proposed extension of the Trade Agreements Act.
Respectfully submitted.
J3.G1.Lxom.

Senator CARLSON. The next witness is Mr. Richard A. Tilden,
Clothespin Manufacturers of America.
Mr. Tilden, you may file a statement if you care to, and speak

extemporaneously or you may read it.
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CLOTHESPIN MANUFACTURERS 'OFAMERICA
Mr. TILDENz. I think the statement is rather' brief and I would
Mthe, read it if I nay.
Senator CAmrso. You may proceed.
Mr. TwLPEN. My name is Richard A. Tilden, attorney, practicing
in New York, and I appear on belialf of the Clothespin Manufacturers of America, a trade association representing all of the doInestic producers of wooden clothespins.
The domestic wooden clothespin industry began its battle for protection from low-priced imports of spring clotlespins almost exactly
10 years ago. During 1947 the industry consisted of 13 'lants located in 8 States, which produced and sold 9,300,000 gross pins.
After 10 years of trying to invoke the escape-clause procedure, including four investigations by the Tariff Commission, I have to report
virtually complete failure.
The industry now- consists of only 6 plants. During this 10-year
period, 7 of the 13 plants have either closed down completely or discontinued the production of cl6thespins. These seven plants were
located in Phillips, Maine; Glen Rock, Vs.; San Jose, Calif.; Richwood, W Va -Ellsworth, Maine; Munising, Mich and Spencer,
Ind.Lall smali towns in which the loss of the employment opportunities previously afforded by the clothespin plants was particularly
serious.
Domestic sales in 1957 were 6,800,000 gross-a decrease of 27 percent from 1947. During this same period imports increased from
870,000 gross during 1947 to 1,940,000 gross in 1957-an increase of
123 percent.
The only thing the industry has to show for its 10 years of effort is
an acknowledgment by the President that the industry is being serious injured by increased imports.
This acknowledgment, which was made in a letter to this committee
dated November 9, 1957, was accompanied by a token gesture of relief, in the form of an increase of 10 cents per gross in the import
duty.
At first blush it would appear that the President's action was an
appropriate means of remed-yng the injury caused by the concessions.
I will not take up the time of tle committee with a discussion of all
the reasons why such action will not remedy the injury, but will
merely point to a few very basic facts which should satisfy this coinmittee that the real effect of the President's action is to add the
clothespin industry to the growing list of injured industries which
are being sacrificed to further the administration's program of encouraging import&
These ar6:
1. In its report to the, President the Tariff Commission categorically determined that the maximum permissible increase in duty
would be inade~qiate to remedy the injury found to exist, and recommended imposition of Ain import quota of 650,000 gross annually as
the ony possible remedy.
2. Depite the increase in duty, imported spring pins are presently
selling on the domestic market at prices ranging up to $2.45 per case
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less than domestic pins. Domestic packaged spring pins currently
sell for $6.30 per case of 6 gross delivered. Comparable imported
pine are now available at prices as low as $3.85 per case. It should
i noted that the domestic price has not been changed for over a year
and that the Commission found that the industry has been losing
money at this price.
8. Within 3 months after the President announced the increase, one
of the largest plants in the United States, located in Richwood,
W. Va., closed its doors, adding more than 200 to the rapidly growing national unemployment figure which is now causing so much
concern.
4. During the 3-month period immediately following the increase
in duty, imports totaled 5N2,574 gross-an increase of 222,334 gross,
or 60 percent, over the imports during the same 3-month period of the
preceding year; and an increase of 300,317 gross or 103 percent, over
the average imports during the same months in tie previous 10 years.
5. During this same 3-month period immediately following the
duty increase, domestic shipments of wooden clothespins declined
530,024 gross or 30 percent, from the shipments during the same 3month period of the preceding year; and declined 571,454 gross, or
32 percent, from the average shipments during the same months in
the previous 10 years.
These facts are presented to the committee to demonstrate the accuracy of the Commission's conclusionA that "the maximum permissible
increm-. in duty would be inadequate to remedy the injury," and that
the ft lure of the President to follow the recommendation of the
Commission has resulted in further serious injury to the domestic industry.
The experience of the clothespin industry is indicative of the treatment which every industry concerned with import competition can
expect to receive from the administration if H. R. 12591 is enacted
in its present form.
I am aware of the assurances which this committee has received
that the administration will administer the powers which it has asked
for in such way as to protect all domestic industries
However, the same assurances have been given each time the act
has come up for renewal. The record does not indicate that these assurances have meant much in the past, and there is no reason to believe
that they will mean any more in the future.
m yIn
opinion, the most effective means of giving domestic producers the confidence in the future of their businesses that is essential
to the future welfare of this country, would be for the Congress to
retain final control over determinations as to whether or not to effectuate the recommendations of the Tariff Commission for relief in escape-clause cases.
I recognize that it would unduly burden this committee and the
Congress if it became necessary for the committee or the Congress_
to pass on every escape-clause case. However, the necessary control
could be exercised by providing in the escape-clause procedure that
the President shall proclaim such increased duties or impose such import quotas, as may be recommended by the Tariff Commission unless
ho files within a specified period, with this committee and with the
House Ways and Means Committee, the reasons why he feels that such
recommendations in an individual case should not be effectuated.
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It could further be provided that unless this committee and the
House Ways and Means Committee both adopted resolutions within a
specified period of time approving the action recommended by the
Presidenth the President would, be rv-,uired to put into effect the recommendations of the Commission.
This procedure would have the advantage of requiring the Congress, acting through this committee and the House Ways and Means
Committee, to take affirmative action only if the reasons advanced by
the President warranted disregarding the Commission's recommendations with the consequent risk of sacrficing a domestic industry.
Moreover, such a procedure would not put the President in a straitjacket, since in any case in which he felt that the action recommended
by the Commission would -,ndanger our relations with foreign countries, would unduly injure ay foreign country, would result in compensatory measures injurious to our export trade, or would in any
other way be detrimental to the best interests of the United States, he
could ask this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee to approve some other action.
The administration should have no concern that such committees
would not approve the President's recommendations if the reasons
advanced were sound and justified action other than that recommended
by the Commission.
I am aware of the fact that the bill before this committee contains a procedure to give the Congress some control over the President's actions in escape-clause cases-through the adoption of a twothirds vote on a concurrent resolution.
In my opinion this procedure imposes much too "at a burden on
domestic industries and on the Congress. It is difficult enough for a
domestic industry, particularly a very small one like the clothespin
industry, to persuade a majority of members of the Tariff Commission
that it is being injured. If such industry must also persuade twothirds of the [embers of the House and Senate, the task would be
virtually impossible.
It seems to me that Congress has previously evidenced its intent
that domestic industries injured by increased imports were to be protected unless overriding international considerations indicated that it
would be in the public interest generally to deny such protection.
If there are such considerations in any individual case, it should be
the responsibility of the President to point them out to the Congress,
or to this committee and the House Ways and Means Committee and to
secure approval of the Congress, either directly or through the committee, of a denial of protection.
Domestic industries should not be expected to assume the burden
of proving that there are no such overriding international considerations. The impracticability of imposing such a burden on domestic
industries is well illustrated by the clothespin case.
The President, apparently because of overriding international considerations, refused to impose a quota of 650,000 gross per year on
imports of spring clothespins, despite a strong recommendation by
the Commission and a warning by the Commission that any other
action would result in further injury to the domestic industry.
He rejected the Commission's recommendation despite the fact that
the import. quota would have had a negligible effect on foreign countries. If such a quota had been in effect during the 5-year period
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i052 6 19)50, inclusive, the loss itn
dollars tb the 10 foitIgn, countries
which'shipW spring pins to the United States would hav8 averaged
$28,000 por year.
Such 6afint ig aprbximately, 6ne-oqe-hundredth of 1 percent of
the total shipments of $2,029,126,000 made by such 10 foreign countries
to th Uniti Sto in 195i6.8
I do !iotkfi* wh*k codsiderations prompted the President's action
int fl 1thespln tase, but I do know that it would be an impossible
jo
itlhe domestic indtistry to persuade two-thirds of the Members of
the 116iise aiid Senate that such unknown reasons were not valid, so as
to'6verrde hi sa tion.
Tho' donfestic wooden elothespin industry has already suffered the
los of t of the 18 plants which were in operation 10 years ago, and the
remaining 6 plants are entitled to something more than token relief.
The six plants thatare left are located in Dixfield, Mfattawaumkeag,
and
WestMinn.
Paris, Maine; in Montpelier and Waterbury, Vt,, and in
Cloquet,
They fill
contribute materially to the economic welfare of the small
towns in which they operate.
For example, the Mattawaumkeag plant is the only industry in a
town of 803 population. It employs 188 persbns- -90 percent of the
total number employed in the town. The WVest Paris plant employs
116 out of the 186 employed in a town with a population of 670.
This is a small industry-much smaller than it was 10 years agobut it, and the workers dependent upon it for a livelihood1 are entitled
to the protection which Congress intended all domestic industries to
have when it enacted the escape-clause procedure.
It can receive such protection only if H. R. 12591 is amended so as
to impose on the President in escape-clause cases the burden of proving
to Congress, or to this committee and the House Ways and Means
Committee, that the public interest demands action other than that
recommended by the Tariff Commission.
Thank you very much.
Senator CARnAoN. Mr. Tilden, we appreciate very much your statement here, and I know that this problem of the clothespin industry
is of great concern to this committee because it has been brought up
on many occasions.
Mr. TILDEn. I understand it has.
Senator CARLSON. Even with the full maximum tariff, it still
wouldn't save the industry.
Mr. TiLDP.. That is quite correct. There is a price differential
between imported and domestic pins greater than any possible increase
in the duty would take care of.
Senator CARLSOW. And the Commission had suggested that it would
take an import quota to protect it.
Mr. TIL .N. That is correct.
Senator CARLSON. And I assume that that was what you are recom-

mending.
Mr. TiLDEN. That is correct, sir.
Senator CARLsow. Would you go far enough as to say that you

would recommend it for all imports
all products ?
Senator CARLSON. All products.
Mr. TiLDEN. On
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Mr. TLDEN. No, I would say that in the event the circumstances
show in any particular industry that protection cannot be afforded by
mneahs of an lncrese in t h6 dity iid th6atn im rt quota is the only
possible means Of protecting thab industry,, en an import quota
should be imposed.
Senator CAkLSON.
ou, do
bi fi
rat section
of the
country that appreciaComing
very asmuch
receiving
subtantial
quantities
of residual fue oil, and I, coming from an area where we are greatly
concerned about these imports, I wonder if you would be willing to
agree that we establish import quotas on that
.
Mir. TmEN. I am not particularly familiar with it in detail, but
if it meets the standard I just mentioned, I certainly would favor it.
Senator CARLSOn. I think we could make a good case, but I can
appreciate that you have some problems, too.
We thank you Mr. Tilden.

mr.TUMw.N. 'Tihank you.
Senator CARLsoN. The next witness is Mr. Joseph Detweiler of the
Argus Cameras.
Mr. Detweiler, we appreciate your appearance here
STATEMENT OF JOSEPH H. DETWEILER, VICE PRESIDENT AND
GENERAL MANAGER, ARGUS CAMERAS, DMSION OF SYLVANIA
ELECTRIC PRODUCTS, INC.
Mr. DrrwE n. Thank you sir. I would like to file my statement
with the committee and speak from notes, if I may.
Senator CAPRSoN. If you will, the statement will be made a part

of the record and you may proceed in any way you want to.
(The statement of Mr. Detweiler, in full, is as follows:)

FULL TExT OF TUB WarrrN STATEmENT By JosEPH H. DLPTwza, VICK PE1sZT
AND GENERAL, MAN AoE or ARGus OAMERAs, DivisIoN OF
ILVAnL& E oramo
PeuMVos, INO.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Joseph EL.Detwelr.
I am vice president and general manager of the Argus cameras division of
Sylvania Electric Products, Inc. I am here on behalf of Argus, an organization
that is representative of the still-camera industry. We sell still cameras, still
and motion picture projectors, exposure meters, viewers, various related photo.
graphic accemories and, from time to time, precision optical military
instruments.
Argus does not oppose reciprocal trade in principle. We do object to the way
it has been administered and we oppose H. IL 12591 because it contains provisions which could be damaging to the photographic industry in general and to
Argus in particular. This is important not ony because It affects the livelihood
of 900 Argus employees, to say nothing of those employed directly and indirectly
by other photographic companies, but, also, because the photographic industry
is an industry vital to national defense.
We were the first American manufacturer of 85-millimeter cameras and over
the years we have probably produced and sold more 35-millimeter cameras than
any other company in the world. But today we are competing with 35-mUlimeter cameras imported under hundreds of different brand names, from many
countries but principally from Germany, both East and West, and Japan. This
damaging competition comes from those countries where the standard of living
and wages are lower than in the United States. Our competitors in Japan pay
wages equal to about 10 percent of ours, yet we are expected to compete with
them on an equal footing and we are now faced with the possibility of even
further reductions in tariffs which are already so low as to represent no major
barrier.
2T29-8--pt. 2-12
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We and other photographic manufacturers are now buying precision compo.
nents abroad In order to compete. Thus we are exporting skilled jobs in what
the Munitions Board has termed a critical production area. Products with a
lower skilled labor content will be affected eventually-even material and overhead costs are really someone else's direct labor, generally that of suppliers.
At present, however, the operations most severely damaged are the small ones
which tend to specialize in limited product areas.
Exhibit I shows tariff reductions that have been made In photographic prod.
ucts In recent years, and those which would be permitted under the proposed bill
extending the Trade Agreements Act:
EXHIBIT I
Item

1930 rate

(1) Camews of which lens is the component of chief value.-.....percent..
(2) Still cameras valued at $10 or more each
percent..
(3) Film ..................do ....
(4) .......................... do ....
Motion-picture film ............. do ....
Sensitd pbotographl paper.. .do ....

45
20
25
45
I 4fo
30

Present
rate

2
15
1,
25
10

Lowest
Teduction
Total
rate under
now
reduction
H. R.12591
proposed
1831
113li
41
11
3Ho.
8

44
25
75
44
73

65

55
4331
83
68
sill
73

I Cents per foot.
Exhibit 11 shows the value of certain photographic products Imported into
the United States since 1954. Charts 1 and 2 at the end of this statement show
similar Information In graph form and Illustrate the rapid growth of photographic Imports. Note that imports of still cameras above $10 each from Japan
In each of the past 3 years have been considerably more than double those of
each preceding year:
EXHIBIT II
(In thousands of dollars)
1954

195

1958

1957

Still cameras valued at more than $10 each by source:
Rast Oermany .....................................................
,672 1,842 2014
1,094
West Germany .....................................................
6,456
,165
,818
9.250
0 1,021 2,7
6,037
O2n10.............................................................
tl ............................................................
632 1,250
1,265
Total.. ................................................
8, 744 11,ow 14,900 17,6
Photo lens e.................................................
35
3,078 3.095
4,762
Motion picture cameras.t*......... , ................
87t 1,309 1,713 2,150
Pbototraphl films and plate...............................
2.650 4,286 5,518
967
Photographle papers ................................................. &88 4,61 6,734
&,597
Other products included In photographlo categories ...............
2.210
.712 3.116
3.96
Total ............................................................
20,69 27,634 35.67
46,076
Compare the above with the approximate value of Argus saks of 35 mm
7,747
1%044 9,654 9,537
cameras .............................................................
Argus is one of few manufacturers who can say that Its major product (the
C3 camera) is selling at a price lower than Its price 8 years ago, In spite of
steadily rising unit costs. We have recently introduced a new model of this
03 camera priced &percent below the 1949 price but including a Japanese light

meter.

A few years ago 1 of the 2 manufacturers of camera shutters In this country
filed an escape-clause action stating that without satisfactory protection Its
business would disappear. Relief was not granted. Today 90 percent of the
shutters used In this country are purchased from abroad. Wollensak has lost
its shutter business, Including skilled workers and technicians who had 3 to
5 years of training. This resulted in the layoff of between 300 and 400 people
In Rochester, and the company was forced to give up its shutter engineering and
research along with the shutter production.
Up to 1957, there were 84 escape-clause actions Instituted. The Tariff Commission made favorable recommendations In only 26 of these and In only
0 cases were the favorable recommendations approved by the PresidenL
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Let me tell you a little more about the type of foreign competition we are
facing:
First, it is mechanized to practically the same degree that our industry Is
mechanized-more efficient production on our part is not the answer.
Secondly, this competition is subsidized by various devices of foreign governments (such as the income-tax reductions allowed Japanese manufacturers of
products for export).
Thirdly, there are indications that many photographic products have been
dumped on our market at prices even lower than Japanese cost. For further
Information on this, please see my testimony before the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representatives, as reported on page 597 through 611
of the Hearing on Renewal of Trade Agreements Act (February 26, 1958).
Fourth, these competitors are also imitators. Let me show you (exhibit III)
the Argus PreViewer, originally designed and produced in this country. Compare it with some imitations which have been coming in from Japan during the
past 2 years. Not only is the design similar in appearance but many of the
detailed manufacturing features are almost identical, and even the display box
shows a great similarity to ours. In order to sell It, distributors of one of these
viewers describe it as "Identical to Argus."
Reciprocity in this Industry is a myth. During the past 4 years 130,000
cameras now valued at $8.6 million have been imported from a market completely
closed to us-East Germany. Many other countries effectively prevent the
import of American cameras. Our export volume has been steadily decreasing.
Our only substantial foreign market is in Canada.
While the Japanese can bring any photographic product into the American
market in any quantity, Japan discriminates against importation of some
important American photographic products in their own home market. One
geta le Impression that their policy may be to hold down to token levels, or even
to prevent completely, the importation into Japan of American photographic
products which would seriously compete with their domestic industry. They
are nevertheless working with the backing and, according to the Japan Camera
Trade News, the financial support of their own Government, to take over as
completely as they can entire sections of our American home and export
markets.
EXHBrr III
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The same situation prevails in other producing countries. In France and
Italy high duties and currency . .,trictionsprevent us from being competitive;
we can send only relatively small quantities to Great Britain under the
British token Import plan, administered In pert by.our own Department of
Commerce. In Belgium we also face serious barriers. Yet on more than
one occasion our United StAtes negotiators have granted cuts In United
States photographic duties In favor of Belgium while, with the formation of
the Benelux Customs Union, we wound up with substantially Increased duties
In the Netherlands and Luxembourg.
Developments have shown that the reciprocal trade agreements program has
become mainly a device to place the United States as nearly on a free.trade
basis as possible. One ihajor exception is the United States market for agricultural products, which Is of great Interest to many foreign producing conntries. Yet, nstead of freely opening tip our home markets to Importation
which would seriously compete with our own agriculture, we wisely, I think,
safeguard them by duties and In some instances by severe quota limitation.
The photographic industry's peacetime skilled labor force, maintained at
a satisfactory level, would be sufficient only to provide the essential nucleus of
key workers for an expanded wartime 'production of photographic products
as well as In the mnakink of precision nonphotographle products which this
Industry is counted upon to produce (height finders and rangefinders n applUcations not suited to electronic equipment, fire-control devices, timers, proximity
fuses,
.r! .e.),
If "reciprocal" trade Is necessary to preserve world peace, then no price is
too great to pay for It. If It should not wholly succeed In Its purpose, however.
whom will our country call on for essential photographic and optical products?
World War I provided :the impetus for the growth Of the optical Industry In
Japan. It is Ironic that we must suffer today to help develop and expand
their industry. We should gravely quqstlon the wisdom of a procedure which
reults In ti-nsferrlni our stratoglcally Important Indubto and out critical
skilled Jobs to foreign countries,
In the Interest of maintaining tariff reduction oa a selectite, gradual a4d
moderate bass, we believe that,#afeguards should be Imposed to prevent further
reduction of tariffs which have already been reduced more than moderatelyy."
'we believe that more attention shquld. be given to prgvlslons for reetoratol
ofadequate tariffs where they are inadequate now, and to provision for
uotas In tooe segments Or the Industry where tariffs alone will not sufle
Know you will give these matters serious consideration.
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Mr. DrrwzFux. My name is Joseph Detweiler. I am employed
by Sylvania Electric Products, Inc., as vice president and general
manager of the Argus Cameras division and I am here on behalf of
Argus.
Our organization is representative of the still camera industry in
the United States. We make still cameras, slide and motion-picture
projectors and we sell meters, viewers, and other photographic accessories.
We are not opposed in general to reciprocal trade as a principle,
but we do object to the way it has been administered and we object
s ecifically to H. R. 12591"because this could be damaging to us, to
the photogphic industry, to our 900 employees, to our suppliers
and others who are indirectly involved, and this could also be damaging to the country, because our industry is one which is vital to the
national defense.
We were the first American manufacturers of 35-millimeter cameras,
but today there are hundreds of foreign 35-millimeter cameras being
sold on this market. These come primarily from countries with
standards of living considerably lower than that in the United States.
The wage rate in the photographic industry in Japan, for example
is about 10 percent of ours. The average wage of men employed
there is about 25 cents an hour compared to $.50 in our industry,
in Ann Arbor, Mich. The wage rate of females employed in Japan
in the photographic industry is about half of that, half of the 25 cents.
Yet we are forced to compete on an equal footing with this kind of
competition. One way we can compete is to buy components abroad.
That we are doing, and in doing so, we are exporting skilled jobs
in a critical producing area.
Would you please look at exhibit 1 in my statement, which shows
the 1930 rate of duty on various major divisions of photographic
equipment, how that rate has changed to the present day, and what
further reductions would be possible under the provisions of H. R.
12501.
The category with which I am most concerned, personally, is the second category, still cameras valued at $10 or more, which has now been
reduced 25 percent and could be reduced under 12591 to a total of
43% percent less than the 1930 rate.
. The other categories all could be reduced under the bill to an even
greater degree from the 1930 rate.
Now how does this affect us? Would you please look at exhibit 2
which shows the growth of imports in this industryI
The items again with which I am most concerned are shown there
at the beginning of the exhibit, still cameras valued at more than
$10 each and V have shown the amounts coming in from various
countries.
You will see that the major source of these imports are East Germany. West Germany, and Japan. Please note that the total imports
from West Germany in 1957 constituted $9,250,000, those from Japan
constituted $6,037.000, but that in each of the last 8 years those imports
from Japan had doubled. It doesn't take much figuring to se what
can happen to our industry in a few more years of growth of imports
at that rate.
Pleas. compare the figures at the bottom of the page showing the
approximate value of Argus sales of 85-millimeter cameras in these
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same years. You will note they have been steadily decreasing in a
market that has been expanding rapidly. Yet Argus is one of the
few manufacturers in this country who can say that our major product, which is the C-3 camera, is selling at a price lower than its price
8 years ago, in spite of steadily rising costs.
We have recently introduced a new model still selling lower than
the price 8 years ago, which includes as a part of the package a Japanese exposure meter.
There have been two major manufacturers of camera shutters in
the United States and a few years ago one of those manufacturers
filed an escape clause action protesting that without satisfactory
protection, his business would disappear.
Relief was not granted and it has substantially disappeared. This
has resulted in the loss of three to four hundred jobs in Rochester.
This company is Wollensak. These people laid off were in the main
skilled, trained, optical technicians (who require 3 to 5 years of training) in addition to engineers and research people. This company
has been substantially forced to give up its shutter engineering and
research.
This was 1 of the 84 escape-clause actions which have been instituted
prior to 1957, of which the Tariff Commission made favorable recom.
mendations in 26, and in only 9 of which were favorable recommendations approved by the President.
Let me tell you just a little more about this type of foreign competition that we lace.
In the firstplace, it is mechanized practically to the same degree that
our industry is mechanized.
In the second place, it is subsidized by various devices of foreign
governments. To take one example, the Japanese Government gives
a credit against income taxes for products which are exported.
Thirdly, there are indications that many of these photographic
products are being dumped on our market, For further evidence
along those lines, I would refer you to my testimony before the Ways
and Means Committee of the House on February 20, 1958.
Fourth, these people imitate the United States products. You will
see attached in my statement a picture of a viewer which we first produced about 3 to 4 years ago, compared with similar viewers which
are being produced by Japanese companies today. I might say that
this country, and I am sure this helps to sell the product, as "identical
to Argus." You will see that not only is the general design of this
viewer similar, the features and the components are similar, and even
the packaging is similar.
T1ie photographs you have there are in black and white, but in
most cases, the colors of the boxes are almost the same as ours.
Now, this is supposed to be reciprocal trade, but reciprocity in our
business is a myth.
For one example, during the past 4 years, as 1 of the earlier tables
showed, there were 130,000 cameras
at $0/ million imported
Germany.
Eastvalued
from a market that is closed to us,
Similarly we cannot sell in most foreign countries of tie world.
Canada is the only export market which is of any significance to us.
We have on occasion in past years sold to some of these countries, but
we are prevented from doing so now.
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Senator BENNvrr. Would you satisfy my curiosity I Why did the
volume from East Germany drop in half between 1956 and 1957?
Mr. D :Trwum. I'm sorry, I couldn't answer that for you, sir. I
do not really know.
I suspect that they have'probably been suffering from the Japanese
competition to somewhat the same degree that we have.
Senator BzNwvr. The West Germans are still going up?
Mr. DrwEmnni.
There are only I believe 1 or 2 brands of cameras
sold in this market from East dermany. The primary one that I
am aware of is the Exacta. I think there are 1 or 2 others, but very
few.
Most foreign countries do discriminate against our pro.ucts. The
discriminate by quotas and by currency restrictions, if not by high
tariffs. They apparently recognize the value to their countries of the
photographic industry. The people employed in our business here in
this country are only a nucleus for a wartime production, that might
be required to make heightfinders, rangefinders, other optical and firecontrol devices of various kinds.
Senator CAImSOx. Mr. Detweiler, if you would be willing to let
your statement stand as the balance of your testimony, that is a rollcall vote that Senator Bennett and I are in to have to make and I
would like jery much to try and conclude this if Imay.
Mr. Di x i . Thank you very much, sir.
Senator CARLSON. Is Mr. Richmotid here?
MSr. Ri MO14). I am, sir.
Senat6r CARAO. Mi. Richmond,will you proceed?
STATEMENT OP HOWARD RICHMOND, VICJ PRESIDENT,
OROMPTON CO., INC., NEW YORK, N. Y.
My nam is Howard ltichond. I am vi*cb resident and director
of Cromptn Co, Ino., New York City, with Eve wholly owned manufacturingsubsidliariin th' -Stas
Gergia' Rhode
m of Arkansas,
engaged inmtnu1tcturing
Island, fn4 Vitginia. We are jpf | irily
and merT*hAndimgn velvetens, corduroys, an&Qvlvets, all oP which are
I am 9 pering before 3od toda in bIUif of the Coildury Council of Are ica, 15 .asij 63d'Stet,
O ew Yo * City, a tra as iation
that has'an ongst it*nYdmbere'the leading mknufacturerg an, distributors of cduroy, repriesenting a hUrge jereitage of the total business done n this falfffi
I am also apoarifig before you in behalf
of the in rican-velveteii producers.
I feel juStified in impoeirig oil your valuable'time at these hearings
because hive had the uniqtexerince for the st 10 y'are of being
closely a'ciated With $11 phl"id of tlib jra tict
s Ipec
of tOe working offh tr§de grqtspro4 mS' -..ffeU8
4s
"fiidustry that
has beenlb~tth loki v fy survival. The pi le of 'foreIgn cometition faed by'thb Velvoen industry during this p *iod are well
kmown tb is'committee,
to Congress and to the adinihibtration.
Theyne t*Ye
We h

1IOieVerY,&YeruoPpn

u

y..&

Tiadd Agree.

ments Act as amended from time to time. The velveteen' industry
applied for relief under the escape clause, and received a favorable
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finding by the Tariff Commission, recommending higher rates of duty,
but the President fled to approve these recommendations, believing
that the Japanese voluntary quantitative restrictions on exports of
cotton goods to this county would solve the velveteen industry's
problems. We have expressed our views and recommendations in the
past before this committee, the House Ways and MOAn.M Committee,
its subcommittee, the different branches of the Executive, the Committee on Reciprocity Information and the United States Tariff Commission. .We were privileged to express our views on the extension of
the Trade Agreements Act before the House Ways and Means 'Committee on February 27,1958.
The Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958, H. R. 12591, recently passed by the House, in a number of respects is an improvement
over the present law expiring on June 30. It falls short of the needs
sevof American producers suffering from foreign competition iii
eral important aspects.
The improvements are as follows:
1. Extending to the President the authority to increase rtes of
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ommendation for relief under an escape-clause action, in our opinion,
is of little or no practical value in restoring to Con ress the determination of relief under an escape-clause action. While it is true
that no such provision appears in the current legislation, and while
it is also true that this amendment would direct Congress' attention
to those escape-clause actions disapproved by the President, from a
practical point of view, we cannot visualize an industry seeking relief
being able to muster sufficient strength within the Congress to achieve
the required two-thirds concurrent vote.
6. We feel that the proposal set forth in the national-security
amendment is another sound improvement in the current legislation.
There are certain features in th. present bill that we cannot support.
1. We can see no justification for extending to the President the
authority to negotiate trade agreements and to reduce rates over a
5-year period. The main reason for this excessive length of time is
claimed to give the President the means to negotiate trade agreements
in light of the prospective developments in foreign countries, particularly as it applies to the progress of the European Common-Market which is being formed by 6 countries in Western Europe and the
proposed establishment of a free-trade area, including Great Britain
and some other countries, together with those 6 members of the Common Market.
It is our belief that, with the rapid population growth particularly in
this country and with the dynamic and rapid socialoical economic,
and technological changes that are taking place here, in Western Europe, and throughout the entire world, it would be far more prudent to
limit the authority granted the President under the Trade Agreements
Act to a 2-year period, thereby giving ConyrM an opportunity to
modify or change the legislation in the light of these dynamic changes
that are taking place in this country and throughout the world. We
strongly urge, therefore, that the authority granted to the President
be reditx~d from 5 to 2 yearm
2. H. R, 12591 grants to the President the authority to decrease rates
of duty in effect Jimly 1,1958 by( not more than 25 percent;
b not more than 2 percentage points or
in the case of existing duties which are higher tian 50 percent ad valorem to not less than 50 percent ad valorem.
The base date on which reductions are permitted is changed from
January 1, 1951, to July 1, 1958. Furthermore, the present bill contains no provision limiting the reduction in duty to the end of the
renewal period, providing only that an agreement be concluded before
the end of the renewal period. Therefore, it is possible for an agreement to be made in the fifth year, providing for reduction over a
further 5-year period. This means that the President would be authorized to negotiate reductions which might not be completed for a
total of 10 years, which is far too long a period in view of the rapidly
changing conditions. We recommend that the authority to decrease
rates of duty in effect July 1, 1958, be limited-.-(@) by not more than 10 percent orb) in the case of existing rates which are higher than 50 per.
-cent ad valorem to not less than 50 percent ad valorem whic his
now provided in the law.
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We see no justification for the provision permitting a reduction by

not more than 2 percentage points. Such a reduction on low rates
could amount to considerably more than the present request of 25
percent and, of course, more than our recommendation for limiting the
authority to 10 percent. We further recommend that no reductions
in duty go into effect after the end of the renewal period as is now
provide by law. In addition, we recommend that the 10 percent
Limitation be confined to 5 percent a year during the 2-year renewal
period.
3. We recommend two further amendments to the escape-clause
provision:
(a) A provision that injury shall be presumed to exist whenever,
as a result of a concession, domestic production significantly decreases
since the concession and imports significantly increase since the concession. It is not our intention that this provision in any way be restrictive to the findings of injury, but as an additional criterion which
to us seem manifestly fair.
(b) We recommend that the fndings of the Tariff Commission be
conclusive as to the fact of injury. At the present time after a
finding of the Tariff Commission, the President submits that finding
to the various executive branches of the Government and obtains from
them further information on the case. There have been a number
of instances where the President has turned down a recommendation
of the Tariff Commission based on facts that he has obtained as to
the injury in question. The various branches of the Government in
most cases do not give these facts to the Tariff Commission but rather
withhold them and give them to the President after the Tariff Commission's findings. There is no opportunity for industry to contest
this information. If this amendment were added, it would force all
branches of the Government to supply their information to the Tariff
Commission along with all other interested parties. This then would
permit the Tariff Commission to make its findings based on all relevant information. The Tariff Commission is the factfinding body
and it is our belief that they should have all pertinent information in
making an escape-clause finding. This, we think, is a very important recommendation and one that is fair to all concerned.
4. In order to restore more properly to Congress a share in the
determination of relief under the escape clause, we recommend that
the Tariff Commission's recommendations prevail, unless the majority
of both Houses of Congress, at the request of the President direct
otherwise. Ve know there has been considerable discussion on this
point and we know the administration is dead set against it. If,
owever, ijwould be more palatable to all concerned, we believe it
would be *satisfactory if this were modified so that the Tariff Commission's recommendations Would prevail unless a majority of the
House Ways and Means Committee and a majority of the Senate
Finance Committee, at the Presidenit's request, direct otherwise.
Either of these two variations would, in our opinion, be highly
desirable.
When the Tariff Commission, as a result of an escape-clause investigation, finds as a fact that relief is required by an injured industry, there is no reason why its recommendations should not automatically be put into effect unless the President's finding;, to the
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contrary, based on the needs of national defense; national security,
general welfare or other overriding reasons, are approved by a
majority of Congress or by a majority of the interested congressional
committees. Otherwise, there can be no assurance that the will of
Congress in writing the escape-clause procedure into law will be
followed by the Executive.
Thank you.
Senator CARLSON. Thank you, Mr. Richmond.
The meeting is recessed until next Monday at 10 o'clock.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)
AMERICAN Tuxo OIL AssOCIATioN A. A. L..,
Poplarville,Miss., June 19, 1958.

Hon. ALLEN J. ILLEN DER,
United States Senator from Louisiana,

Senate Ofice Building, WasMngton, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR ELLENDER: We have been amazed by the overwhelming vote by
which the House passed the administration's Trade Extension Act last week.
We frankly cannot understand the attitude of many Congressmen on this score,
in view of the terrific amount of harm that the imports of foreign commodities
and manufactured products are doing to many Industries In this country. We
understand and appreciate, of course, the fact that our country must do a certain amount of foreign trade In order that foreigners may earn dollars with
which to buy the products and commodities produced by various industries in

the United States. We do feel, however, that there must be some satisfactory
middle ground on which policies may be formulated to continue the necessary
amount of export business which this country must do with foreign nations
to maintain healthy trade balances between the United States and other foreign nations, while at the same time protecting those industries in the United
States whose very lives depend upon a proper and adequate control of unreasonable amounts of imports of cheap foreign ccmmoditles and products that
compete directly with the commodities and products which these industries
produce.
It would seem to us that if the present trend toward all-out foreign trade is
permitted to continue unrestrained that many of our industries, including certain segments of agriculture, are going to the wall, with a resultant loss not
only of investments to the owners, but of countless numbers of jobs to the
workers, who are employed by these Industries to carry on their production.
We trust, therefore, that the Senate will take a much more sober look at the
administration's proposed Trade Extension Act as passed by the House, and
seek to make the necessary and reasonable modifications In the act !hat prudent
judgment would seem to indicate.
We trust that we may have your attention and the benefit of your good and
sound judgment on this matter when it comes up for consideration in the
Senate.
In the meantime, with kindest personal regards and every good wish, I am,
Sincerely,

MmSHAL BALAm),

J.

RESOLUTION or CHAMBER OF COMMEc OF NIL", MIWH,

Whereas today's world conditions reflect rapidly changing patterns of world
trade, and a shift in economic and defense predominance to the United States;
and
Whereas an extraordinary growth has occurred in the economic self-determinism of a great number of nations abroad, often aided by United States donations and know-how.
Whereas our country's tariffs have been reduced by approximately 75 percent,
so as to cause the United States to have the least restrictive trade policy of
any major trading nation of the world; and
Whereas over the past 20 years this country's procedures governing the administration of tariff and trqde matters, haie become a hopeless jumble, so
as to make necessary an entirely fresh appraisal; and
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Whereas the impressing of our present tariff and trade policies, to the detriment of the economic well-being of our country, has wrought great harm to
thousands of United States employers, and to many thousands of their employees; and
Whereas a strong United States is essential to all our foreign policy considerations, which strength should not be sacrificed for the short-range interests of others; since it is upon that very strength that almost the entire
defense competence of the free world rests: Now, therefore be it
Resolved, That the Chamber of Commerce of Niles, Mich., declare itself to be
emphatically opposed to the proposals the United States Congress is about to
consider on this subject, which proposals provide for a 5-year extension of the
Trade Agreements Act and the further reduction of tariff duty levels by 5 percent each year, or a 25-percent reduction over the 5-year period; and be it
further
Resolved, That the said chamber of commerce make the following specific recommendation to the United States Congress:
1. That the Trade Agreements Act be extended for 1 year only.
2. That no reduction of tariff duty levels be permitted during such period.
3. That it take immediate steps to restore to itself its constitutional obligation
to regulate foreign trade and assume final approval or disapproval of decisions
of the United States Tariff Commission.
4. That the United States Tariff Commission be ordered to prepare a complete revision of our tariff and foreign-trade regulatory structure to prevent
American employers and employees from destruction by inequality of trading
opportunities.
5. That the Antidumping Act of 1921 be amended to the extent necessary to
enable it to be enforced with the effectiveness Intended; and be it finally
Resolved, That copies of this resolution be sent to the Governor of the State
of Michigan, to each Member of the United States Senate and House of Representatives from the State of Michigan, and to the chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee and to the chairman of the House Rules Committee, In
Washington, D. C.
Dated this 9th day of May 1958 at Niles, Mich.
Attest:
JA0K 0. SoHICI,
President.
FRANCIS 3. COLP,
Ezecutive Scoretary.
BICYCLE MANUFAoTUBRs8

AsSOcATioN Or AMEICA,

New York, N. Y., June 24, 19.5&
Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Ohqfrman, Senate Fiance (ommiltee,
/Senate Office Building, Washington, D. 0.
DEARSENATOR BYis: The American bicycle industry is opposed to H. R. 12591,
in its present form, as being harmful to the best interests of our country, as
well as of American business and labor.
We strongly urge, therefore, that the Senate Finance Committee favorably
consider amending the measure to include more appropriate safeguards for
domestic industries threatened by excessive imports. We urge adoption of the
following changes:
1. Limit the extension of the Trade Agreements Act to not more than 2
years.
2. Modify the provision which permits overriding the President's action
by a two-thirds majority of each House--to a simple majority of both
Houses.
Aware of the pressures on your committee's time, our industry has decided
to waive its right to present its argument in person before your committee.
Instead, we enclose 15 copies of a statement we presented to the House Ways
and Means Committee on March 12.
This statement, which we hope will be read by your committee, reviews some
significant aspects of our industry's problems arising out of the trade policies
pursued by our country in recent years. Those policies brought our industry
close to the brink of disaster as imports threatened our very survival.
Our industry's problem may be best illustrated, perhaps, by the fact that in
the 8-year period from 1950 to 1957, we suffered a loss of 5,195,000 bicycle sales
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in deciding who may or may not emeure raw materials which they need for the
conduct of theli business is vital.
Whenever the Government impoe limitation upon access to a commodity,
it Increases the difficulty oft preserving competition among those whQ must use
that commodity. It should be extremely careful, therefore, not only to establish
limitations with due regard to all enterprises In an Industry and their needs;
even more important, once having established those limitations, it must so
diide the amount thus limited as to dislocate to the minimum the competitive
endeavor of the persons affected by the limitation. This i merely putting into
action the American principle of fair play.
The present legislation contains no language by which this principle of fair
play is declared as a matter of congressional policy. We believe this omission
to be frightfully serious. The Congress, as the polloymaking branch of the
Government, should correct such an omission forthwith and while It has the
opportunity to do so.
There are a number of ways of doing this. It is not necessary to consider them
all or the relative merits of each, for we can readily understand the heavy
committee
pressures whch exist to bring the present legIslation now before t
ple approavl
to completion without delay. Accordingly, we suggest a very
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As for those firms which can prove serious injury from this kind of national
trade policy, I would recommend that sound economic measures be adopted to
facilitate adjustment-measures which do not weaken a foreign trade policy
that serves so well the Nation as a whole.
Sincerely,
GERALD GMIWITZ,
chairman, Board of Director.
PROVIDENCE RUBBER WORKERS FEDERAL UNION,

LOCAL 21172, AFL--IO,
Providence, R. 1.

Ron. JONs 0. PASTORSE,
Senate Office Building,
Washington, D. 0.
DEAR SENATOR PASTORE: We recommend that an amendment be attached to
any reciprocal bill "That all products be exempt from further Presidential cuts,
which already have been cut 80 percent of the maximum or more, since the
1954 extension of the act."
This, we believe, would at least hold the line so far as our products are
concerned.
Sincerely,
ELvro LoSTACCO, Presidenft.
P. S.-Rubber footwear has been cut the full maximum under the 1954 extension, and rubber-soled fabric footwear &5.71 percent of full maximum
thereafter.
. L.
GiEF.NWICH, CON N., Julie 19, 1958.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
chairman, Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Offiee Building, Washington, D. 0.
DiAn SENATOR BYAD: The administration's trade-agreements-extension bill,
which passed the House as H. R. 12591, is now before the Senate Finance Committee for consideration.
The basic points at issue are:
1. Shall foreign-trade policy continue to be formulated by the executive
branch, or shall this responsibility be returned to the Congress? ,
2. Shall the executive branch continue to have the authority to ignore and
veto findings of the Tariff Commission of injury to American industries and
workers, or shall this authority be returned to the Congress?
3. Shall the executive branch be authorized during the next 5 years to reduce
our tariff rates a further 25 to 30 percent?
It is respectfully urged that:
1. Responsibility to determine foreign-trade policy should be returned to
Congress. Administration of trade policy so determined should be by an expanded and strengthened Tariff Commission.
2. Findings of the Tariff Commission should be implemented within a reason.
able time, unless their modification or veto is supported by a majority of either
or both Houses of Congress.
8. Further reduction of tariff rates should be deferred until an overall, longrange, foreign-trade policy has been determined by the Congress, and, then
negotiations seeking reciprocal benefits should be conducted bilaterally. Concesslons should be granted only if truly reciprocal benefits are obtained.
4. The executive branch should always be heard on the foreign-policy aspects
of our trade and tariff problems, but the interests of workers and business,
national security, and economic strength considerations should also be fully
evaluated in arriving at final conclusions and ultimate decisions. I Many factors Justify, even necessitate, the procedural chang
r6posed, and
call for a new approach to the administration of our foreign-t%-de policy. I
hope you and your committee will present to the Senate a trade-agreementsextension bill which will accomplish the objectives necessary to the long-range
welfare and security of our Nation.
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Some of the facts and considerations supporting this recommendation are as
follows:
WORLD TRADE

Proponents and opponents alike of the administration bill favor an expanded
world trade. But opponents of the bill, as passed by the House, point out the
urgent need for truly reciprocal trade. Since World War II, foreign-trade arrangements under the Trade Agreements Act have not been truly reciprocal.
1. The United States is one of the lowest tariff countries in the world. Under
the Trade Agreements Act, our tariff rates have been reduced 75 percent. Over
half our Imports enter the country free of duty, or at token rates.
2. Foreign countries, on the other hand, regardless of their tariff rates, have
found many ways to impede entry of our exports of manufactured goods. The
plain fact is foreign countries will buy from us what they need and do not
produce themselves, but they will not permit our goods to enter their countries
if their own manufacturers can supply their needs.
3. Foreign nations are not prevented for lack of dollars from buying more
products or services from us. In fact, quite the contrary. Foreign holdings of
gold and dollar assets increased $7 billion in the 4-year period 1953-50. The
small gap in 1957, $300 million, was due to nonrecurring needs arising out of
the Suez crisis. This was more than covered by the $1 billion surplus foreign
nations had against the United States in 1950 alone.
JOBS

Jobs are vital to our national welfare. Our whole economy is based on Job,.
One large provider of jobs Is industry.
1. A McGraw-Hill publication, Business Week, reports in its June 7, 1958, issue
that from a peak of 17Mg million late In 1953 employment in manufacturing Iudus.
tries has declined by almost 2h million workers. Ir, ports in 1957 were nearly
$3 billion more than the $10,215 million of imports during 1954. These increasing imports, encouraged by substantial tariff-rate reductions during this period,
contributed materially to the disemployment of American workers.
2. Administration witnesses in hearings before the House Ways and Means
Committee conceded that the llgure of 4% million jobs, widely alleged by pro.
ponents of the administration bill to depend on exports, was, in fact, unreliable,
misleading, and inaccurate.
3. It is, of course, a fact that many jobs are dependent on world trade. Just
how many is moot. It Is unequivocally clear, however, that we cannot absorb
unregulated or unlimited imports of manufactured goods of the kind our manufacturers can produce in adequate volume for our needs without out workers
suffering a serious job loss.
COMMUNIST THREAT

The administration claims that if we do not continue present trade policies
and procedures Soviet Russia will be able to wean friendly countries away from
the free world and Into the Communist orbit.
1. This claim overlooks the fact that at any time we wish we can resume
friendly bilateral-trade negotiations with any country, with a view to establishing truly reciprocal and mutually beneficial trading arrangements. Proof of
this Is the so-called voluntary self-imposed Japanese quota on textile exports
negotiated by the executive branch.
2. The summary of the report on Foreign Economic Policy for the Twentieth
Century, prepared by panel III of the special studies project of the Rockefeller
Bros. Fund, Inc., just released, states: "Sino-Soviet aid promised (only a small
part has been delivered) to the less-developed countries from January 1, 1954,
to February 1, 1058, amounted to $1,952 million, of which $378 million is
military." We have provided the free world nearly $70 billion of aid since
World War II, of which about two-thirds has been economic and one-third military. We currently are providing nearly $4 billion of aid annually-more in
1 year than the Soviet has promised in 4 years 1 month. And the Soviet recently
canceled $250 million, over 12% percent of its total promised aid (Yugoslavia).
3. If we are losing the battle of aid to free countries, it is due to reasons other
than tariffs, and it would seem reasonable to suggest we need a new team of
Policymakers, negotiators, and administrators of foreign aid.
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CAB HISTORY

Two new items from the Philippine Islands which appeared in the Daily News
Record on March 25 and June 18, 1958, vividly illustrate the folly of our aid-trade
policies. These items are attached.
1. The Philippines in 1955 were a substantial cotton-textile customer of the
United States.
2. With our financial aid and technical know-how, the Philippines by the end
of 1058 will be essentially self-sufficient in cotton textiles and, in fact, will have
some exportable surplus.
8. Encouraged by representatives of the executive branch of our own Govern.
meant, the Philippines will soon erect a protective tariff to exclude cotton-textile
imports.
4. United States industry has lost another foreign customer, and more Ameri.
can workers will lose jobs.
5. This is but one of many comparable examples.
The conduct of foreign-trade policy in recent years has been unsound. Objectives sought have not been achieved. Appointed departmental officials, neither
accountable nor responsive to the electorate, have demonstrated a total incapacity
to wield wisely the great power they have had over our foreign trade for the
past 24 years. It is time to safeguard our national economic and social interests
by a change in procedure. Especially, it is time to return responsibility to our
elected representatives who are accountable to our people. To this end, your
assistance is sought by this letter, which I hope may be included in the record of
the hearings before your committee on this subject.
Respectfully yours,
A. U. Fox.
[From Daily News Record, March 25, 19581
PHILIPPINES SEwN HAvINa 29 TEXTILE PLANTS BY 1959
MANILA, PHILIPPINE ISLANDs.-By the end of 1958, there are expected to be
29 textile-manufacturing enterprises operating in the Philippines with more
than a quarter million spindles and a capacity in excess of IM million pounds
of yarn.
This prediction is made by Paul D. Summers, Director of the United States
Operations Mission to the Philippines. Mr. Summers observes that this anticipated capacity by December will mean doubling the present Philippine yarn
production in a single year.
Savings to the Philippine economy as a result of the establishment of textile
plants, according to Mr. Summers, have already exceeded $13 million. This
is considered to be a conservative estimate. People in the industry have placed
the savings at as high as 40 million pesos ($20 million).
This bright picture of the textile industry is painted by Mr. Summers in a
review of the assistance that the United States International Cooperation Administration, through the industrial development center, has extended to major
Philippine Industries.
Textile manufacturing, according to the ICA Director, 'has received very
substantial help from IDO, and has responded with spectacular expansion."
It is noted that in January 1955, there was only 1 textile firm in operation,
with 37,000 spindles and an annual output of 4,700,000 pounds of yarn. Today,
there are 19 mills with a total of 111,656 spindles and a capacity exceeding
16 million pounds a year. This represents an increase of over 800 percent in
less than 3 years.

(From Daily News Record, June 18, 1958),
PHuj.NEs OFFICIAL PLANS To ASK YARN, CLOT!

IMPORT BAN

MAN LA.--Jose Locsin, chairman of the top pollcymaking National Economic
Council, has assured textile manufacturers he would recommend shortly the
banning of imports of cotton knitting yarn, gray cloth, aind finished fabrics.
All of these items, he said, are now being manufactured here and thpir
continued Importation would jeopardize the development of the infant textile
industry.
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This assurance was given by the head of the country's economic planning
and implementing body to the members of the Textile Mills Association of the
Philippines who called on him for a policy statement.
Mr. Locsin said there would be no need for special legislation to implementt
the steps necessary to protect the local Industry. All that would be needed, he
explained, would be to reexamine existing laws and policies and see that they
are enforced,
He suggested, for instance, a rouvJtable conference with ofildals of the
Central Bank, the Department of Finance, the Economic Council and the members of the textile association so existing policies could be coordinated for the
protection and promotion of the industry.
t-The textile men have particularly complained against the entry of Items
that are now being produced here and warned that the Industry would face
ruin unless such importation is stopped.
An American textile consultant has also recommended to the Philippine 0Government benning of cotton yarn Imports and setting up of a protective tariff
on cotton and synthetic gray cloth and all finished textiles to permit the growth
of the local textile industry.
Sidney L. Buflington, who is under contract with the Industrial Development
Center through the United States International Cooperation Administration,
has recommended these measures to give the local industry more Incentive
to expand.
He warns that unless the necessary steps to encourage the installation of
looms for weaving cotton cloth are taken at once, the Philippines a year from
now will have a tremendous excess of yarn which It cannot utilize.

STATEMEMTsY T

AziaoAq PAm &PULP ASSocIATION

This statement expresses the position of the paper industry (including the
manufacture of woodpulp and paper products within this term) in regard to
proposed tariff legislation, and is made by the American Paper & Pulp Assowlation, the overall trade association of the industry, which is comprised of 14 dlvi.
slonal associations of which 280 primary manufacturers Of pulp, paper, and
paper products are members.
The paper industry believes that its place in the national economy, the character of its products, its experience in taiff matters, and Its position in international trade render its opinions on tariff matters of particular value.
The paper industry ranks fifth in size of all American industry. Its product
is truly international in character, for paper Is used in every country in the
world and is manufactured in almost every country where its basie raw material,
coniferous wood, is available.
chiefly
. In the field of International trade,' the paper Industry's market which includes
paper, paper products and woodpulp, for many years ha, imported much more
than It has exported. In 10M, exports were somewhat un-jer #280 million, while
imports ran well over $1 billion, or close to 4 times the value of exports. Of the
Import Items, less than 6 percent were dutiable; and those that were dutiable are
estimated to have had an average duty rate of less than 9 percent ad valorem.
In other words, the paper industry Is a "low tariff industry." Under reclprocal trade agreements its tariff schedule has been lowered. U'sder these eircumstances It might justifiably argue, from a viewpoint of self-interest, that reductions have gone far enough, and that legislative authorization for further reduction through extension of the Trade Agreements Act is not warranted. However, this industry neither reason from that viewpoint nor reaches that conclusion. Our industry is confident that negotiations promoting international trade
through the elimination or reduction of tariff and other, Import barriers In
foreign countries against paper and paper products should be encouraged.
THZ TRADt AGeZZTS ACT sHo1U_

9E ExTEDED

The paper Industry believes and advocates that the Trade Agreements Act
should be extended for some reasonable period, but takes no position as to the
exact number of years of elctension.
This legislation has now been on the statute books for nearly a quarter of a
century.' It has been repeatedly extended for various periods under widely vary-
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Ing circumstances of domestic and foreign economic prosperity, recession, And
depression. It has been extended in time of peace, in time of war, and in years
of recovery from war. It has become an integral part of the foreign-trade policy
and practices of the United States. And today, when the Congress is faced with
the alternative of another extension or an abandonment of the policy of "bar.
gained tariffs" as distinguished from "unilateral tariffs," the United States is in
a position of unquestioned leadership among the free nations of the world, with
all of the responsibility inherent in that position. It has the responsibility to
do everything reasonably calculated to strengthen and unify the free world.
In the postwar years in which this free-world leadership has emerged, the
United States has encouraged and supported moves toward economic integration
among the free nations of Western Europe, while bearing in mind that the basic
initiative must come from those nations themselves. Fundamental in this sup.
port has been the implicit approval of the reduction of trade barriers by volun.
tary agreement between free nations. If the United States, in the context of this
recent history and the present situation, should suddenly abandon and thus infer.
entially renounce the principle of international agreement on tariffs and trade
barriers, it would be abandoning Its duty of leadership.
TRUE AND MANDATORY RECIPROCITY

But this advocacy of further extension does not imply that we believe the Trade
Agreements Act has provide to be the perfect or final method of solving the
intricate problems of International trade. The merits of its basic principle of
reciprocity- the lowering of trade barriers by agreement-hiis too often been
dissipated by agreements which are reciprocal in form rather than in substance.
When a United States tariff is bargained downward in return for some com.
mensurate lowering of the tariff of a foreign country, the agreement appears to
be constructively recipro(al. But when the foreign country still imposes import
quotas or currency cotrols, its concession in the tariff field is meaningless.
As an example, in a reciprocal agreement Canada cut its duty on import of
kraft paper in exchange for other concessions by the United States. On the
effective date of the duty reduction Canada placed an embargo on all imports of
kraft paper. The United States went through with its concessions. The reciprocity was formal but meaningless.
We urge, therefore, that the basic requirement of true and substantial reciprocity be made more clearly mandatory. Reciprocity Is implicit in the concept of
agreement upon which the act is based. It should be made explicit.
NEOIATION wITH PRINCE PAL SUPPLE
Another aspect of reciprocity which has been overlooked too often Is the necessity of the basic international bargain being with the principal foreign supplier.
If under a bilateral agreement, the United States lowers a tariff rate in consideration of the other party making some commensurate concession, it would seem
to make no difference whether the other party is the principal supplier of the
commodity on which the United States has cut its rate. But of course the effect
is not limited to the two parties to the agreement, for the most-favored-nation
treatment produces a multilateral effect, giving to the principal foreign supplier
a benefit not measured by the bilateral bargain. In other words, we have given
up more than we have bargained for.
In multilateral agreements the necessity for bargaining with the principal
foreign supplier is Just as great, or possibly greater. With many nations at the
bargaining table, the aim can well be the adoption of a sort of multilateral code
of trade ethics, and the idea of a quid pro quo for each substantial concessionthe whole basic idea of the Trade Agreements Act-is subordinated. A rate may
well be lowered In consideration of an Ideological concession, or to strengthen a
government sympathetic to our ideals. However, this Is not the purpose of the
Trade Agreements Act. The statute should not be permitted to be a tool for
bargaining in the field of diplomacy but rather It should be an instrument for the
furtherance of international trade. To assure that it be thus used, bargaining
with the principal foreign supplier-manifestly the congressional Intent--should
be mandatory.
TARIFl REDUCTION AUTHORriY

The paper industry favors the tariff reduction authority requested bY' the administration insofar as it is based upon an annual reduction measured by per
centage of present or prior rates, but Is opposed to the proposed alternative of
reduction by percentage points.
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The percentage-point proposal would simply be unfair to those Industries with
already low rates. For example, Under the proposed authority to reduce by
3 percentage points, the 5-percent duty rate on fiberboard, a major product,
could be reduced to 2 percent ad valorem, or a reduction of 00 percent.
This proposal is of vital Interest to the paper Industry because, as has been
pointed out previously, the average ad valorem rate for all dutiable papers and
paperboards Is below 9 percent. The percentage-point proposal actually discriminates against such an industry whose commodities have already lost the
greater measure of their protection. There is no reason why this discrimination
should be broadened.
Tariff reduction authority should be on the basis of percentage, and not percentage points.
ESCAPE CLAUSE

The paper industry endorses the proposed change In the basis for escapeclause relief, from the 1945 rate to the 1934 rate. Domestic Industries should
not be sacrificed solely because the Executive is limited in the extent of escapeclause relief which he can grant. This proposal thus would more readily enable
the Executive. to ameliorate import difficulties without resort to the imposition
of import quotas, which are totally inconsistent with the entire concept of
reciprocal trade.
Respectfully submitted.
ROBERT E. O'CONNOR,
Eirecutive Secretary.
TILE COUNCIL. OF AMERIOA, INC.,

Neew York, Y. Y., June 26, 1958.
Hon. HARRY. F. Byan,
Chairman, Senate Pinance Committee,
Building, Washington, D. 0.
Senate Oe
DEAR SENATOR BYRD:

As the representative of an industry that has been

glevously affected by the uninhibited influx to this country of the products of
cheap foreign labor, we are constrainted to register our strongest opposition
to extension of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act as passed by the House of
Representatives.
Since we testified in detail on our position before the House Ways and Means
Committee, we feel we have had our day in court, and therefore we have not
requested time to testify before your committee. We are, however, taking the
liberty of enclosing our brief filed with the House committee setting forth
our position.
We call your attention to the official transcript of the Ways and Means Committee hearings, part 1, pages 980-998, which set forth the views of the Tile
Council of America on the extension of the Reciprocal Trade Act. We also
call your attention to the minority views in House Report 1701, pages 55-S,
and to the supplemental minority report of the Hon. John Byrnes, of Wisconsin,
found on page 87 of the same House report. The Tile Council of America
concurs in th3 above entitled minority reports as essentially reflecting our own
viewpoint on the subject legislation.
We cannot stress too strongly that It Is the considered judgment of the members of the Tile Council of America, composed of manufacturers who produce
nearly 90 percent of the ceramic floor and wall tile made in this country, that
extension of the Reciprocal Trade Act in Its present form Is Inimical not only
to our own industry, and industries similarly affected, but to the interests of
the United States. The type of legislation approved in the House, after what
we consider a disgraceful display of sheer power politics, could sound the death
knell for a host of small industries in this country. We feel confident that
the Senate of the United States will not permit this to happen.
While our Industry does not rank among the giants, its productive facilities
and dependent labor are nationwide. Domestic tile manufacturers operate
plants located in Alabama, Arkansas, California, Florida, Indiana, Kentucky,
Massachusetts, Mississippi, New Jersey, New York, North Carolina, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Tennessee, Texas, and West Virginia. If you consider our suppliers, contractors, and dealers, we reach into all of the 48 States. We do not
feel we are expendable because of our size. We cannot bellev6 that your committee Is of the opinion that our Industry, and those similarly affected, are
expendable.
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We sincerely hope, Mr. Chairman, that your committee will exhibit a more
sympathetic attitude toward the industries in this country that are being
driven to the wall by the influx of products manufactured by labor paid only
a fraction of the wages paid in this country. At the same time, we feel confident that the United States Senate will reveal itself more immune to the pressures of political expediency than was exhibited recently by the other House.
Based on your many years of great public service, we are sure you will agree,
Mr. Chairman, that the administration must have paid one of the highest prices
In the history of Congress to obtain passage of the legislation in the House.
If a 5-year extension of the Reciprocal Trade Act, with its added tariff-cutting
authority, Is enacted, we feel that there may be some among our number who
will be unable to register their opposition in 1903-they probably will be out
of business.
We therefore respectfully request that your committee unfavorably report
31.R. 12591 in its present form, and support legislation that will preserve the
role of scores of industries in our Nation's economy adversely affected by the
provisions and administration of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.
RIOHAID B. AUXANDICR.
COMMERCE & INDUSTRY AsSOCIATION OF NEW YORK,

New York, V. Y., June t$, 195P.
Subject: H. R. 12501.
Hon. HARRY FLOOD BYRD,
Oha(rman, Oommiltce on Finanoe,
Senate Offlce Building, Washington, D. 0.
DzAR SENATOR BYRn: The Commerce & Industry Association of New York,
Inc., as the service chamber of commerce for the New York metropolitan area,
with half of its 4,000 member firms directly concerned with expanding international trade, strongly urges your committee to act favorably on H. R. 12591,
designed to promote even further expansion of our foreign trade In the best
interests of all elements of our economy-industry, labor, and the consumer.
Under the stimulus of reciprocal trade agreements negotiated by virtue of
authority in section 850 of the Tariff Act, our country's exports and imports
have grown tremendously over the last 24 years. As a result, there is increasing
awareness of the inestimable importance of international trade in maintaining
domestic employment at maximum levels, and more general acceptance of the
desirability of a liberal, long-range trade program is evident among leaders in
all segments of our economy.
The bill as passed by the House of Representatives contains several shortcminga which we believe reduce the potential benefits to be derived from Its
enactment, such as, authority for escape-clause duty increases of 50 percent
above the rate in effect in 1034 and authority to fix a 50-percent ad valorem
duty on imports presently bound on the free list. Such features militate against
the fundamental objectives of a measure intended to create an atmosphere of
cooperation among trading partners and a degree of stability in tariff rates.
These shortcomings, however, are far outweighed by those aspects of the measure
intended to continue our established trade policy, especially the 5-year extension
of the President's authority under the program.
In that connection, we firmly believe that the legislative branch owes it to the
business community to create a relatively stable climate in which the necessarIly long-range plans required to complete international commercial transactions can be made with the maximum of assurance that governmental action
will not precipitately negate them. Accordingly, we urge your committee to
approve of a 6-year extension of the program and to reject any proposed shortterm extension which could leave our manufacturers and exporters so vulnerable to concerted action contemplated by European nations now developing the
common market and free trade areas.
Extension of the trade-agreements program without vitiating amendments
is of particular importance to hundreds of New York firms, inasmuch as their
prosperity and even their very corporate existence are so intimately related to
the movement of domestic and foreign cargoes through the port of New York.
Any developments retarding opportunities for increasing this two-way flow of
commerce are of much more than academic concern to such firms. In this
respect, however, their status is not unique, but is multiplied countless times
in the other major cities of the country, and particularly throughout the Industrial heartland of the United States.
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Your committee's action in passing H. R. 12591 without any debilitating
amendments thus would be a notable effort in behalf of the economic security
and prosperity of our country as a whole.
Respectfully,
VINOENT J. BaUNO,

Assistant Director,
World Trade and TransportationDepartment.
ARMSTRONO CORK CO.,

Lancaster,I'a., June 25, 1958.

HOn, HARRY F. BYRD,
United States Senate, Washington, D. 0.
DEAn SENATOR BYRD: We In the Armstrong Cork Co. have tried to maintain
an enlightened view with respect to reciprocal trade agreements. However, over
a period of 20 years the results of this program insofar as we have been affected
have been unsatisfactory. In the several trade agreements with the United
Kingdom and other countries, and the multilateral trade agreements under the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT), there has been scarcely
a single item emerge from the negotiations that has been of direct benefit to us.
Perhaps we should not complain of this.
However, there have been Instances where our State Department negotiators
have made concessions that have been detrimental not only to the Armstrong
Cork Co. but to the entire American economy, In our opinion. For example, In
1055, in connection with the Japanese trade agreement, at the request of Denmark, the United States reduced the duty on cork tile from 10 cents to 5 cents
a pound, although It was clear that Portugal (a non-GATT member) would be
the principal beneficiary ot this concession. We correctly forecast at the time
that Portuguese exports of cork tile would increase, and that Portugal would
reap most of the advantage. As you probably knov, Portugal has done nothing
to cooperate with the reciprocal trade agreement program, but on the contrary,
so to speak, sits on the sidelines enjoying Increased sales to the United States.
By way of Justifying this concession to Denmark, the State Department explained that Denmark agreed with Japan to bind her existing duties on monosodium glutamate, mother-of.pearl, buttons, agar-agar, and bolting cloth of silk
for milling or for similar industrial purposes. It Is difficult to discern any quid
pro quo in this situation.
We believe that the 5-year extension in the pending bill Is too long. Congress
should examine the trade agreement program every year or so. We also feel
that more authority should be lodged In the Tariff Commission to Make effective recommendations under the escape-clause provisions and other procedures
established in the law.
We shall greatly appreciate your Interest In these suggestions.
Yours very truly,•
O~.3J. BAOKSTAIW, Pfe#Itden.
Tin AumoK A

LEIO0N,

NATIONAL LEGISLATIVE COMMISON,

Washington, D. 0., June U4, 1958.
Hon. HARRY FLeO

BYRD,

Chairman,Senate Finance Committee,
Senate Ofjtce Building, Washington, D. 0.

DL.a SENATOR BYRD: Referring to the hearings now being conducted by the

Senate Finance Committee on H. I. 12591, the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1958, I enclose copy of Resolution No. 41 adopted at the April 0-May 2,
1958, meeting of the national executive committee of the American Legion, our
governing body between national conventions.
This resolution urges Congress to enact legislation and the Government to
adopt a foreign trade policy that will prevent injury to and liquidation of
industries essential to the defense and the economic welfare of our country.
While we are not asking for the privilege of a personal appearance by a
representative of our organization before the committee during the hearings,
we would appreciate it if this resolution could be given consideration by the
members of the Senate Finance Committee during their deliberations on this
subject.
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I also respectfully request, if there be no objection, that the resolution be
incorporated in the record of tho hearings.
I am also sending copies of this letter to all of the members of thp Senate
Finance Committee.
Thankiv.g you for your courtesy and cooperation, I am,
Sincerely,
MILES D. KENNEDY, Director.
National Executive Committee Meeting the American Legion Held
April 30-May 2, 1958
RESOLUTION No. 41
Committee: Foreign Relations Commission.
Subject: Amend Reciprocal Trade Act.
Whereas certain American Industries, labor, and segments of our agriculture,
essential to our defense and the economic welfare of this country, are being
injured by the provisions and administration of the Reciprocal Trade Act;
and
Whereas the continuance of this act and its administration will seriously affect
the defense of the United States; and
Whereas we are becoming more and more dependent upon Industry, agriculture, and raw materials located near Communst-dominated c6untrles and in
easy reach of potential enemy army, navy, and air forces: Now, therefore, be I
Resolved by the national exeoutlve committee of the American Legion in
regular meeting assembled in Indianapolis, Ind., on April 30, and May I and
2, 1958, That the American Legion urge the Congress to enact legislation and
the United States Government to adopt a foreign trade policy that will prevent
the injury to or liquidation of industries essential to the defense and the economic welfare of this country.

WOVEN

LABEL INSTITUTE, I NO.,
New York, N. Y., June 27, 1958.

HOn. HARRY F. BYan,
Ohairmac, FinanceOommittee,
United States Senate, Washington,D. (7.
DEAR MR. CHAIRMAN: This letter, stating our views on the Trade Agreement
Extension Act, is submitted for insertion in the printed record of the hearings
In response to the suggestion contained in telegram dated June 20, 1958, from
the office of your committee.
The woven-label-manufacturing industry in the United States consists of approximately 45 manufacturers operating factories in 15 States. The average
concern has about 75 employees. There were several more domestic firms a few
years ago, but these have fallen by the wayside as a result of foreign competition in this country. Although the woven-label-manufacturing Industry Is the
smallest segment of the domestic-textile industry, it nevertheless maintains the
highest average hourly rate of pay, since its manufacturing process is the most
complicated and technically developed.
The domestic woven-label-manufacturing industry Is in a very serious condition today as a result of foreign imports. The tremendous increase in these
imports since the Foreign Trade Agreements Extensioa Act of 1951 became
effective can be gathered from the incomplete reports of such imports published
by the Census Bureau. According to data published by the Census Bureau, imports of foreign woven labels from one country alone increased from $1,909 in
1952 to $86,462 in' 1957. We would like to point out that it Is difficult to ascertain the true extent of woven-label importations because the Census Bureau does
not include in its statistics small-mail shipments of $250 and under, and we believe that the vast majority of woven-label imports entered the country in this
manner. We estimate the actual value of the 1957 imports, based on prices at
which the competitive domestic product is customarily sold, to be at least
$1,500,000 and constitutes approximately 10 percent of the total annual wovenlabel business done in this country. This estimate concurs with one given by
Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks in a recent letter to Congressman Sadlak
of Connecticut, a meinber of the Ways and Means Committee.
What frightens the domestic woven-label manufacturers the most is the rate
of increase in the Importations oA woven labels. Past history indicates that
these importations will increase substantialy by reason of the fact that these
imported labels are being sold in this country considerably below the cost of
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domestic production of competitive products. For instance, if a domestic manu.
facturer cuts his price by 50 percent, be cannot begin to meet his cost and at
the same time such a staggering price cut is of no avail against foreign competitors who can undersell him and still derive a satisfactory profit. These low
prices not only divert a large volume of business from domestic manufacturers
but also create the equally serious condition of a depressed price structure for
the products of the domestic manufacturers In their vain attempt to operate their
business In competition with the imported product. It Is obvious that, should
foreign woven labels continue their rate of increased sales In this country, the
domestic woven-label industry will be extinct within a decade.
The average wage in the domestic woven-label industry is $1.85 per hour. The
average wage for the same work in the country from which the bulk of wovenlabel importations originate is 17 cents per hour. Herein lies the source of our
distress. Many businesses are highly mechanized and can spend hundreds of
millions of dollars on the necessary and automatic labor-saving equipment to
enable them to cope with foreign labor costs. The domestic woven-label-manufacturing industry cannot do this because of a lack of capital, and more important
and even if capital were available, there Is no new labor-saving equipment that
could be purchased that is superior to the equipment used by foreign manufacturers. The machinery on which woven labels are made is the same all over the
world. In addition, there is no incentive for a manufacturer to spend large sums
of money developing such equipment as the market for such equipment would not
be large enough to Justify the cost of development.
The domestic woven-label-manufacturing iridustry has no possibility of exporting its products on any great scale to any locality in the world. At present,
it does sell obsolete woven labels to certain Eireas in Central and South America but at prices far below cost simply to unload these labels which are
unsalable in this country. This undesirable business constitutes less than onehalf of 1 percent of the Industry's volume and Is so negligible that It is not worthy
of consideration in this discussion. The dom,3stlc woven-label industry, in practice, has no overseas market and is utterly defenseless against imports at the
present time.
Because of the tremendous difference In the cost as between the American and
Japanese woven label, to choose a specific example, application by the domestic
woven-label industry to the Tariff Commission for relief under the escape clause
in the foreign trade agreements through imposition of increased tariff duties
on Japanese importations, will not stop the ever Increasing Importations of
Japanese woven labels. Actually, even If the existing tariff were raised by
200 percent, It would avail the domestic woven-label industry nothing. Furthermore, we understand that an Industry must be virtually destitute and In
ruins before relief is granted under the escape clause. We are not in that
condition as yet and do not seek to operate under a policy of locking the barn
door after the horse is stolen. Therefore, the domestic woven-label manufacturers ask that H. R. 12591 be amended to restrict foreign woven labels to a
quota of 5 percent of the domestic production or provide that there be imposed
completely protective tariff rates of duty on such class of articles.
The primary reason for the dramatic upsurge in the Importations of foreign
woven labels in recent years Is the lack of uniformity in enforcement of tho
marking laws. Many customers do not realize that they are, for example, purchasing woven labels made in Japan since frequently only the outer container
specifies the country of origin and the Importer may remove this before making
delivery. We have seen Innumerable cases where the employees of a garment
factory assigned to sewing labels to the garments had no idea that these labels
were of foreign origin. And certainly the consumer purchasing the garment
in a retail store had no Inkling as to where the woven label was made. To correct these abuses, the domestic woven-label Industry asks that H. R. 12591 be
amended so that in the future "all such imported articles capable of being
marked shall be marked In a conspicuous place as legibly, indelibly, and perm.anently as the nature of the article will permit in such manner as to Indicate to
the person obtaining by purchase or exchange such imported article, separately
or such article which subsequent to importation but before delivery to a person
is combined with another article, with no intent to sell such article in any
form."
We feel that these two amendments will enable the domestic woven-label In
dustry to survive and serve the needs of our country as It has for nearly a*

centurig.Cordially your,

JOsEPH L, KLEIN, Director.
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STATEMENT BY CF IL H. UNDERWOOD,GOVERNOR Or WEST VIiOINIA, TO 71I19 SENATE

FINANq

CoMurrTzE, JULy 2, 1958
Mr. Chairman, it was my original intention to ask that your committee permit
me to appear before it in person as a witness for the national security amendment to the bill extending the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. Unexpected
developments in Charleston have made it Impossible for me to schedule a visit
to Washington this week, and I am, therefore, submitting this statement through
the office of Senator John D. Hoblitzell, Jr.
The need for legislation to protect the economy of West Virginia from the
destructive effects of excessive imports of residual oil has been established on
a number of occasions before congressional committees as well as on the floor
of the House and of the Senate. West Virginia's men and boys were home from
World War II only a short time when it became evident that many of the op.
portunities which they had envisioned were being dissipated in a sea of foreign
oil.
Mr. Chairman, regardless of what States the members of this committee may
represent, we can be sure that many of their adult constituents share the same
war experiences as did our West Virginia veterans. From the steaming jungles
of Oundalcanal, through the waters of the South Pacific to the inland seas of
Japan, In the outposts of what were then friendly Asian areas, and on to the
beaches of Algiers, Casablanca, and the Italian peninsula, and finally across
Normandy and the mountains and plains of Western Europe; from the 48
States our military men joined in combat to finish the task that had been
thrust upon them. Through almost 4 fateful years they made whatever sacrifices were necessary to answer the demands of their country.
When the fighting was over and our boys returned to their respective homes,
those who had fought shoulder to shoulder against the common enemy never
dreamed that any of them Would be deprived-through policies of the Federal
Government--of the means of earning a living for themselves and their families.
I call to the attention of the committee the fact that foreign residual oil
began to usurp domestic coal markets--thus reducing the available Jobs in
the coal and railroad Industries of West Virginia-even before many of our
World War II veterans got out of uniform. As early as 1946, some 45 million
barrels of residual oil entered our shores. The coal equivalent of this intake
amounted to above 11 million tons, representing a loss of $20 million in miners'
wages and $12 million in the pay envelopes of railroad workers.
At the time, 45 million barrels of residual oil may not have seemed like an
Insurmountable flood. To protests by coal-industry leaders who recognized
the economic threat in this flow of a waste product from alien refineries, policymakers in Washington replied that mutual benefits would accrue to United
States workers in general, and that unemployment in the coalfields would be
restricted to a very limited period.
As residual oil imports spiraled upward, however, both Houses of Congress
took cognizance of the inherent dangers. Before committees of Congress in
1050, Indisputable testimony of imported oil's harm to the economy of West
Virginia and other coal-producing States went into the official records. As
part of my testimony, I should like to include these brief excerpts from witnesses
appearing before the congressional committees 8 years ago.
"The residual oil imported in 1949 directly affected 25,000 coal miners. Some
were completely severed from their work, and the remainder had their workdays
drastically reduced ln'number."--Thomas Kennedy, vice president, United Mine
Workers of America.
"In the last 3 years, from February 1947 to February 1950. the number of
men employed by the railroads of America has declined from 1,368,285 to
1,170,192, a decrease of 198,003. While we do not ascribe all of this enormous
increase in railroad unemployment to any single cause, we cannot escape the
obvious significance of an increase in oil imports of almost 400,000 barrels a
day in the same 1947-50 perlod."-Harry See. Brotherhood of Railroad Trainmen.
"The prosperity of the coal industry heavily affects the economic life of the
area for which I am speaking. To disturb such a status Is not to disturb a comparative few who may have ownership in coal properties, but to directly affect the
lives of 120,000 miners and their families, and to indirectly affect, and to a
major extent, the lives of a similar number of workers who engage in business
or professions almost wholly dependent upon the regular and consistent pro.
duction and shipment of coal. Including all workers and professions, together
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with their families, It may be said that the entire economy of this area with its
2 million citizens is built on coal."-Walter R Thurmond, Charlestown, W. Va.,
secretary. Southern Coal Producers Association.
Those statements were made In May and June of 1950. Now, 8 years and
more than a billion barrels later, the distress is so chronic and widespread as to
have become a malignant burden upon our entire economy. A large portion of
our mining force has been unemployed since the start of the so-called peace years
fr, 1940. Many of our people have been on a day-off, day-on basis so long that
they have never In the past decade been able to catch up on bills and buy the
household equipment and repairs that have been needed these many years.
Unemployment compensation, relief funds, local charities, and surplus foods
have kept thousands of our men, women, and children alive since this blight
imported from the refineries of Venezuela and the Dutch West Indies first struck
our mining towns.
I have taken It upon myself to analyze the makeup of the Senate Finance
Committee. I am confident that the members of the committee in whose States
there is coal production are entirely familiar with the economic situation In our
mining towns, although it is true that West Virginia alone has been hit hardest
by the encroachment of foreign residual oil on the fuel markets of the Atlantic
seaboard. West Virginia's output of bituminous coal Is approximately one-third
of that for the Nation as a whole, and the proportion shipped to the utilities and
heavy industrial plants on the east coast is much greater.
Members of the committee from oll-producing States are most certainly sympathetic to West Virginia's position. Your oil people have been hurt. Domestic
production has time and again been cut back to accommodate the selfish demands
of importing companies. West Virginia Is a pioneer among the oil producers;
and, this industry is still important to us. I also speak for West Virginia's oilmen when I appeal for a limitation on imports of crude oil and oil products.
As a matter of fact, there is not oue resident of West Virginia who can escape
the impact of excessive oil imports. While the miner and the railroader are hit
hardest, a blow of almost equal force is struck at the community merchants, the
gasoline-station owner, the barber, the butcher, the baker-everyone whose income
is in any way dependent upon a vigorous coal industry suffers under the present
oil import policy.
When coal production is off, our churches cannot possibly receive the necessary
funds for essential maintenance and expansion. Our schools suffer, for only by
State and local taxes are we able to provide for our public educational system.
Finally, the deficit Jeopardizes our State and local law-enforcement agencies,
our fire departments, and other vital State, county, and municipal functions.
To those members of the committee whose States are not harmed by policies
which permit alien oil to undermine our domestic fuel Industries, I appeal to
your sense of Justice for a fair decision with respect to the proposed national
security amendment. Will you please permit us the opportunity of economic
resuscitation for at least the duration of the coming reciprocal trade extension?
Include a 3-year provision if you wish--or 2 years, or 1. But at least allow
this measure of economic resurgence to those of your compatriots who have been
forced to endure an obnoxious governmental polcy for more than a decade.
Before concluding, may I remind you that the Nation's defense structure is
in danger so long as coal production cannot be quickly accelerated to wartime
demands. Under the present circumstances many of our mines are closed down
and would requhie as much as a year to reopen and be made operational. Last
week I talked with a coal operator whose production Is In the vicinity of 200,000
tons annually. His markets on the east coast have been shut off by the influx
of residual oil. He explained that his two continuous mining machines are
idle and that, unless surcease to the unfair foreign competition comes within a
very short time, he will be forced to dismantle them and put them up for sale.
Some of our larger mines are operating at a loss and will soon be forced to
close unless their markets are restored to them.
I am sure that the committee is familiar with the railroad situation. Unless
coal "rafflc lncrc-ass, thousands of gondolas and hopper cars will rust away
and a perilous car shortage will develop.
The economy of coal-producing States and the security of the Nation demand
that the national security amendment be included in the bill which the committee will soon act upon.
Thank you.
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ASSOOATION Or PIIOTOOKAPIIO MANurAORum8, liKo.,

NeW York, I. Y., Juily 1, 1958.
Uttslcd Seseu Senale,
Wthlngacon, D. 0.
SrAUIK)JSNT IN DIXiIALV O TIlM AUMBaIOAN PIOtiOOr.ApiIO MANUVAOTUINO
INIDus'ra(

3M1.Ch~lrman and members of the comiiilttee, this statement, in respect to the
bi, H. R. 12J01, to extend the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act now receiving
your consideration, is presented in behalf of the American photographlc manu.
faetnrlng industry as represented in tha membership of the National Association
of Photographic Manufacturers, Ine., wlose members, according to best availpble information, produce more than 00 percent of the dollar volume of photographic
the United States.
In ourproducts
present In
statement
nMay be briefly outliue the problems confronting the
Industry and emphasixo three
particular objections to the bill in Its present
f
form, namely:
(1) Positive and certain relief provisions for injured domestic industries
and for the protection of essential defense potential are needed.
(2) Iattther important reductions
could be made in rates already excessilvely
rediked.m
+.
) -(Many tem e4ul4 be placed on what Would almost amount to the freelist
it authority contained In the bill is utilliotd.
Probkme of preolloo photograpo massufacturera
In previous appearances before the commlWee, going back over a period of
years, witnesses speaking In behalf of the Industry or of their own individual
photographic manufacturing interests, have called your attention to the increasIngly heavy percentage of the American market, especially with respect to
fine cameras, leases, precision shutters, and similar products, which was being
taken over by Imports.
Your attention was called to such facts as these:
(1) content.
That products principally
affected are those having a high skilled.
labor
"
(2) That the problem is almost entirely one of substantially lower forelgn wage rates (running f tom one-tenth to one-fourth of ours), combined
with the fact that foreign producers in general have available to -them the
same advanced production methods and -equipment as the American
manufacturer.
(8) That American manufacturers of such products would either find
themselves waging a losing battle to maintain a satisfactory share of their
own home markets, or would be forced to seek to overcome the situation
by having lenses, shutters, and other precision subassemblies and parts,
or possibly even completed products, made abroad for them. This has now
come about to a significant degree.
(4) That these product are a major peacetime means of livelihood and
continued existence of highly skiled workers and specialized equipment
essential to national defense.
(5) That to the extent the American manufacturer's domestic market
Is taken Over by Impoits or ha finds himself under the necessity of buying
precision parts abroad, we are to that extent in effect exporting skilled
Jobs In what the Munitions Board has termed a "critical production area."
(8) That certain segments of the photographic manufacturing Industry, principally those referred to, had already been seriously Injured as a
result of foreign competition promoted and aided by reductions which had
already been made In United States tariff rates on photographic products.
, (7) That the impact of this competition Is being most seriously felt by
the smaller companies sine they are the ones which tend more to specialize
in limited product areas.
To show you how these developments have progressed at an accelerated pace,
please not4 the btrikdng growth of photographic Imports Into the United 8tate%
whieh in total have iore thain doubled In the lat 4 years '(from just 'under
$21 million to Just over $8 million). The situation In the critical areas of fine
cameras, lenses, and parts Is set forth in table .
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In this table, first presented Is the very Important classification known as
"Cameras valued at more than $10 each." These are the so-called better cameras
intended for the serious amateur or even to some degree for professional or
other nonpersonal uses. There is a relatively limited market for such cameras.
Trade estimatem are to the effect that there are only about 10 million such
cameras in use in the United States of all ages and conditions. Yet, In 1967
more than 407,000 such cameras were imported, and in the 4-year period 1954-7
almost 1,400,000 have been brought in. You will n6te the amount Imported in
1057 was well over double the number brought In in 19M.
The table also shows the imports of these camera from the two principal
countries Involved-namely, West Germany and Japan-ns well as showing the
total for all countries. By way of comment, It might he noted that East Germany in this 4-year period was the source of United States Imports of more than
180,000 of these cameras valued at more than $0.6 million. It is unnecessary
to add that their markets are completely closed to us.
As table I indicates, the predicted increases in imports in cameras, lenses, and
parts have taken place. This further strong growth serves to emphasize the
point that these areas of precision equipment, necessarily Involving a high
Pkilled-labor content, are particularly vulnerable to competition from low-wage
countries such as Japan and Germany.
It is particularly in these areas of high-precislon products where trained
workers and specialized equipment (for the most part not commercially available), and up-to-date plants, constitute a vital defense potential.
The industry's peacetime skilled labor force, maintained at a satisfactory
level, would be sufficient only to provide the essential nucleus of key workers
for the expanded wartime production of photographic products as well as In
the making of nonphotographic products which this industry Is counted upon to
produce such as height-finders, rangefinders, fire-control devices, time and proxImity fuses, and many other precision devices.
Need for more positive and certainrelief
Although' the present act provides avenues of relief for injured domestic
industries and for the protection of defense potential, efforts by various affected
industries to obtain relief have been most discouraging and largely unsuccessful,
as the record shows. Without undertaking to judge the merits of the individual
case, it would appear that some more positive and certain means of obtaining
needed relief Is necessary if such provisions are to be reasonably effective.
Although-1. R. 12591 contains certain changes in the relief provisions, testiinony has already been presented in some detail Indicating these are still
unsaiisfactory and in need of further Improvement. We will, therefore, not
burden you by repeating this information, except to state that relief provisions
.ore in accordance with those contained in the Simpson substitute measure
considered by .th House would, we believe, be much more effective.
Iii our own ndustrY, we see highly specialized, skilled Jobs, representing critical and, In some Instances, bottleneck defense-production areas, being, in effect,
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exported. principally to Weat Germany and Japan, by reason of the Increasing
imports and of the increasing extent to which American manufacturers have
been forced through competition of them imports to buy precision parts or even
completed precision products abroad. The latter practice has forced some
American manufacturers, In an effort to retain their market, to become, In part,
distkibutoro of foreign goods which they formerly manufactured themselves or,
as in the caso of loses, for example, which they customarily purchased from
ether American manufacturers.
It must be evident that, to the extent that the United States low or emaseu.
late. Its high-preofioen Industries, notly quite small, which represent essential
defense potential, It will bo Ina weakened position in the event of an eoergency.
Substantial and, in some inssanee, eroetesfu reducton made
in negotiations which have taken place under past authority, many United
States tariff rates on photographic products as established by the Congres In
the Tariff Act of 1080 have already been materially reduced. Examples oe
various
table IL)key categories show reductions ranging from 25 to 76 percent, (See
TA-ar IL.-Bfiamples of reductions
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bIt.R.1291 provides for further reductions, eovn li rates which have already
been excesively reduced. An example of Its posble effect on photographic

dutties Is provided in table 111, obtained by adding twvo further columns to
table 11, namely:
Column 8: Rate possible under ff. It. 12691, assuming Its full authority
is utilized.
Column 5: Percent reduction which this rate represents In terms of the
original 1030 rate (col. 1).

TASLE III.-Bffect of further reductions under I. R.18691
118 rWe
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Prwsnt rate

H. Rl.12501 rate

Percent
reduo.
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aedti.
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11.

()

(4)

(a)

)

percent ......
18fiperent....
iscent.15
percent ......
11

percent ....

44
25

3. Ylln..................peent .... 614
parent .4tent
75
4. eree
e..................
ppercent.....
18p.ent
44
Motion.pkure im .......... . c nt per
scent per
94ent per
75
loot.
foot
foot.
Ienslcsedp otogphle pper... 30 percent ......
10 percent.... 8 percent ........

1101

68
4334

83
s8
8114
79

Fvr#Aer reduotot"
tould virtvalli plaoe fany Oem. on free 14t
Except for a specific provision In H. 1L 12591 barring such practices, Its duty.
cutting powers could be used to put many items on the free list. However, actually, theee powers are sufficient to accomplish this for all practical purposes,
even If not in actual fact.
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As one example of this, such items as (1) cartridg or roll film I (2) X-ray
Jiln; (8) other film, except motion picture and (4) motion-picture film, less
than I Inch wide, originally carried rates of 25 percent ad valorem. Through
successive ulashes, these rates are now only 04 percent. They could be further
cat to 4% percent, thus virtually achieving free-list status for all of these classes
of products. The resulting rate would be at a level of only 17 percent of the
original rate.
It would seem that, In tOe Interests of the announced program of maintaining
reductions on a selective, gradual, and moderate basis, some Rafeguards should
b~eImposed to prevent the further reduction of rates which have already been
reduced more than moderately, or reductions which would substantially, In
effect, place tn item virtually on the free list.
Concluelon
In this statement we have undertaken to provide up-to-date Information concerning the Impact of Imports on this Industry which, we hope, may be helpful
In connection with your present deliberations. In doing so, we have reminded
you of certain points previously brought to your attention, but without burdening
you by repeating the supporting evidence. The fVirther evidence provided herein
does, however serve to emphasize the soundness of the previous testilmony, as
well as to Indicate' the reasons for the objections raised herein In respect to
11. It. 1201 In Its present form.
Your sympathetic consideration of our statement will be greatly appreciated.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLIAM C. PAIjaiTT,

Maxanglg D(reefor.

Tits INTZWANATIONAL

Re hearings on II. 1. 12501
lin. HAUTW 1P. BYRD,
Ohafrma$, l'enate PFnaiom Commilel,

SILYM CO.,

Meriden, Qonn., July 8, 1958.

Smote ONe building,Wash i sll O, D. C.

My DAx SrJNATR BraD: The United States stainles-steel flatware Industry,
for which I speak, urges the Senate Finance Committee to accept the amend.
ment to H. IL 12501, proposed by Senator Strom Thurmond on June 24, 108,
so as to make the Tariff Commlsslon responsible to the Congress We also
urge the Senate Winance Committee to spell out the conditions under which
quotas are tobeImposedon imports of foreign products.
We believe the action recommended above is necessary so that the will and
intent of the Congress to protect United Statoe Industry, as expressed In escape
clause section 7 of the Trade Agreement Extension Act of 1951, cannot be
thwarted by executive action.
Let me make fery clear the fact that all United States manufacturers of
stainless-steel flatware, Individually and collectively, believe In and support
the Intent of the foreign-trade policies of our Government. We do not believe,
however, It Is necessary to destroy any United States Industry In order to enjoy
favorable and profitable trade relations with any foreign country. Past decisions on escape-clause actions Indicate the executive department may not
share this belief.
I will appreciate your courtesy in reviewing the following material:
Exhibit A-A report to President Dwight D. Eisenhower
This was prepared following the Tariff Commission unanimous finding of
serious Injury to the United States stainless-steel flatware industry caused
by Imports of foreign stainless-steel flatware, and prior to the President's
acceptance of the "voluntary" quota offered by the Japanese.
exhibit B-A copy of letter to Senator Bush
The fact that our Government accepted the proffered Japanese quota Is
prima face evidence It recognizes quotas must be Imposed on Imports
of certain products to properly protect United States manufacturers of
those products. Therefore, if Its protestations of protection for United
States Industry are sincere, it should take no exception to the spelling out
of conditions under which quotas are to be recommended by the United
States Triff Commission and proclaimed by the Executive.
2T629--8--pt. 2-

14
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Uxhlbit O-rProJected full-year 1957 stainless-seel flatware imports compared
with United States manufacturers' sales
Exhibit D
May I also refer you to the statement by Miles H. Robertson in behalf of
the United States stainless-steel flatware manufacturers found at pages
22W8-2251 of the hearings before the Committee on Ways and Means of
the House of Representatives made March 18, 1958?
I repeat; the United States stainless-steel flatware industry believes in reciprocal trade. It is willing to share its market with imports from foreign
countries on a basis that will permit both United States manufacturers and
foreign manufacturers to prosper. So far as we are concerned, the Reciprocal
Trade Act can be renew(,d indefinitely, providing, and only providing, the conditions for administering it are spelled cut so clearly that those charged with
its administration can follow only the course legislated by the Congress.
It Is our earnest hope the Senate Finance Committee will write such measures
Into theSincerely,
act.
CO D. MuxsoN,
Prenfent
(For United States Stainless Steel Flatware Industry).

ErHmrr A
A REPORT TO PRESIDENT DWIOHT D. EISENHOWER FROM THE UNITED STATES NIANUFAOTURER
Or STAINLES-STEEL FLATWARE, SILVER-PLATED FLATWARE, AND
STERLINO-SVER FLATWARE
TAW"

COMMISSION RECOMUENDS RELIEF

Commissioners Talbot, Jones, and Dowling recommend the withdrawal of the
concessions granted in the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade on stainlesssteel table flatware, regardless of value stating (the Commission]: "Having
found the domestic industry to be seriously injured * * . The only proper
remedy is one that would afford the entire domestic industry relief from Import
o~etion."
ICommissioners Brossard, Schreiberi and Sutton,. however, recommend the
withdrawal of the concessions granted In the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade only on stainless-steel table flatware valued under $8 per dozen p eces.
If the increase in duties is limited to flatware valued at less than $3 per dozen,
the domestic Industry could be faced with less competition from imports of lowpriced flatware, but it would be confronted with increased competition from
Imports of higher priced flatware, not only from Europe but also from Xapan.
QUOTA ON IMPO TS ONLY REAL HOPE rOR THIS INDUSTRY AND ITS WORKERS

We do not quarrel with the intent of the foreign-trade policies of Our Govern.
mInt. The only issue Is the extent to which these policles have so far berlously
Injured'and, If continued, will destroy the United States flatware industry, as
clearly demonstrated in this report. All we are endeavoring to do is properly
safeguard the Jobs of American working men and women and the rights of this
American industry to exist.
We welcome the finding of serious Injury and recommendation of the withdrawal of existing concessions by 'the Tariff Commission. However, we sincerely believe the price differential between Imported stainless-steel flatware
and United States stainless-steel flatware is far too wide for the resulting duty
Increases to do anything but bring a partial relief.
We are convinced the only effective method by which the American standard
of living and American wage scales can be maintained in competition. with Athe
.low wage scales and living standards of foreign countries Is by the establishment
of a reasonable global quota on imports. Mr. President, we very respectfully ask
you to proclaim such a quota.
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TAMRF COMMISSION UNANIMOVUS--SEaOUS INJURY OAUSED By IMPORTS
,The Tariff Commission unanimously found In its report of January 10, 1958,
"'that stainless-steel table flatware Is being Imported into the United States In
such increased quantities, both actual and relative, as to cause serious Injury to
the domestic Industry producing like products."
TARIF

COMMISsION REPORT SUPPORTS TH1S FIN LNO

Investigation by the Tariff Commission and its staff was thorough and complete. It included a public hearing, exhaustive questionnaires, and excessive
leldwork covering both United States producers and importers.
The commission stated In Its reportthat Imports of stainless-steel table flatware have increased rapidly following trade-agreement concessions;
that the domestic Industry has increased the efficiency of its operations,
as evidenced by increased labor productivity, and it was able to reduce Its
operating losses between 1953 and 1950, notwithstanding substantial increases In the prices of stainless steel and wage rates;
more labor Is expended per unit of value of stainless-steel table flatware
than on other productS, IrcludIng silver-plated and sterling-sliver articles;
• that, In the face of the competitive advantage possessed by foreign producers because of their lower wage rates, United States manufacturers have
been unable to tarn their operating losses Into profits, and in the first part
of 1957 they suffered sharply Increasedoperating losses due primarily to
the greatly Increased Imports from Japan ;
at least a part of the substantial increase In total sales (or consumption)
of stainless-steel table flatware In the United States In the postwar period
lias'ien' at the expense of siles of other typei of (able flatware" (silver
plate, sterling sliver)."
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THE 1957 TREND IS
INCREASINGLY OMINOUS
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UNLESS LIMITED BY QUOTA
IMPORTS OF STAINLESS STEEL FLATWARE
WILL DESTROY
THE ENTIRE U.S. FLATWARE INDUSTRY
RATIO OF IMPORTS OF STAINLESS STEEL
FLATWARE TO U.S. STAINLESS STEEL MANUFACTURERS
COMBINED SALES OF FLATWARE MADE OF
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U.S. MANUFACTURERS
CANNOT OVERCOME THE COMPETITIVE
ADVANTAGE OF FOREIGN PRODUCERS
BECAUSE OF THEIR!,LOWER WAGE RATES
AVERAGE WAGE RATES
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ENIBNT B

TimS ]KTIRNATIONAL AMYrVgn CO,
McuidcMs Oom.., Maroh 14,1058.
lion. PaasooT Busn,
Bote Opfoo Bwldig, WaasIglon,D. 0.
I)PA SUNATOR Busit: A rumnor appears to be circulating in Oongres that
the United States stainless-steel flatware Industry ilid right well when the
executh-o branch accepted for It, and by exentive order Imposed upon It, a
voluntary Japanese quota lliniting exports of Japanese stalnlew flatware to the
United States to 5,500,000 dozens In the yer 1IM8. Became 6,50,000 dozens
is roughly halt the total of estimated imports of Japoneee salnlem flatware in
1067, whoever planted the rumor hopes you will feel the Injury being done
the United States Industry has been greatly alleviated,
That Is complOtely contrary to the facts.
The T tIdent's decision actually did this:
1. It gave the Jalpneoe alone, 25 percent of the present total United
States market for atainles steel flatware, instead of the 10 percent for all
imports which the United States Industry recommended.
2. It provided no safegnard against a declining United States market due
to general economic conditions. Thus the Japanese share of the market
may actually exceed 25 percent, while the United States manufacturers'
share reduces still further.
. It made no provision for revoking a still further reduction In duty
on spoons, effective June 80, 19
under previous negotiations under GAIT.
4. It left European producers free to make greeter Inroads Into the
United States market, thereby causing further losses to the United States
flatware Industry.
M Most Important: In essence, it permitted a group ot apaneee manufacturers, aided by the Japanmee Government, to decide the fate of a United
States Industry.
Let me make very clear, the United Statte stainless-flatware Industry had no
part In the aemptance of the socalled voluntary quota from Japan. On the
contrary, it clearly stated to United States Government oftals that,if the case
was to be decided on the basis of a Japanese voluntary quota, then sueb quota
mu* be Imposed on the United States industry, rather than accepted by It.
It It had been legally possible for the United States Industry to negotiate
with the Japaneae, you can be very certain It would never have settled for a
quota anywhere near 5,600,000 dozens. We know serious Injury to our industry starts the minute Imports absorb more than 10 percent of the United States
market.
Our constant hope, althouA now poved a vain one, was the President would
o a United
recognize the extent of Injury this Industry has suffered, an4
States Government global quota, if not at 10 percent of the United States
market, then something much more oely approaeing it than 26 percenL
With kindest regards.
RaLvx Burmr, Beowtk
Assistant.
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lHiiMnIi 0
Unless restricted, Imports of Japanese stainless-steel flatware will exceed
United States manufacturers' stainless.flatwnre sales In 1068.
United stte
manu
Is
J
Imports
facturers'
Sales I
(dozens)
(dozens)
9 ......................................................
1954 ....................................................
196..............................................
1950.............................................
1957 .............................................

58S678
9,406921
13,19IA302
12, 6A 6
211,073,942

7K4738
1,101,149
3; 134,193
1,4% Mg
11 '7%3,;00

Ratio
apanesea
Imports to
United States
(sales)
9
12
24
50
97

I Reports to Sinles Stee Flatware Association by 12 domestic producers (85 percent Industry Trifl
Cmm=ison report January 196.
Il95S-68 U.8. TarLff Commission report, January 1966. 1967 estimated e below.
SAs stainless steel flatware Imports
not
rtely repoted by U. S. Burau of Censi, 1957 Imports
mnutbeesttmated. Tb 'orf Commission determined that actual mports o Japse dtlsnls fatwar
were 7petoent greater than Quantity reported by'panese Ministry of Finnce in I5 ThIs sameratio
was used to estimate probable scual Imp6rts o apanese stainless steel flatware In 19357.

Tariff Oommisslon determined actual imports of Japanese stainless steel flatware greatly In excess of Japanese Ministry of Finance reports of exports io
United States.
Ministry of Taiff Com. Ratio of
actual &bo"
Finance
msi
dozenss)
(dozens)
Japanese
1953..............................................
1954 .....................................................
195 .....................................................
1956 .....................................................
4Years, 5-5 .......................................
1967 ...........................................................

421,476
711,767
,618,403
,922,226
9673,
8,49K000

76473
1,101,149
8,134193
7,40.86S
1,450W3
, 703,0

+so
6
10
+96
+20
...........

I As stainless steel flatware imports are not separately reported by U. S. Bureau of Census 1957 Imports
must be estimated. The Tariff VomlWon determined that actual Imports o spree stainless flatware
were 26
% recent greater than quantity reported by Japanese MInLtry of Finanoe In 156. This same ratio
was used to estmat probable actual imports of Japanese stainless eel flatware In 1957.
.omptled
by Feb.
United
States Manufacturers of stains steel flttware, slver-plated flatware, and sterling
siver flatwure
1IM,8

at

(Whereupon, at 4:20 p. m., the committee was recessed to reconvene
ia. m., Monday, June 80,1958.)
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MONDAY, JUNE 30, 1958
UNTED STATES SENATE,
COMMITTEE ONr FNANE
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STATEMENT OF GORDON P. ROALSo DIREOTOt OF EXPORT
PROGRAMS, MILLERS' NATIONAL FEDERATION
Mr. foAls. 'rho chairman and members of the committee,the Mill.
ers' National Federation welcomes this opportunity to record Its position In support of II R. 12691, an act to extend the authority of the
President to enter Into trade agreements under section 850 of the
Tariff Act of 1030 as amended, and for other purpose.
The federation is the national trade asosolation of the wheat flour
milling industry of the United States. Its members account for approximately 85 percent of the flour produced in the United States
and almost 100 parent of the flour exported from this country.
There are flour mills in 80 of the 48 States and in the District of
Colunbia which in 1957 processed around 550 million bushels of
The" federation has had a long and consistent record in appport
of the reciprocal trade-agreernents proam. Its continuing Support
is basel primarily on its belief that a
Idgh
level of foreign tradE is
in the national interest of the United States and that the tradeag emonts program helps to maintain and expand United States foreign
tv'ade.
It is also based on much practical experience in developing foreign
markets and with the many difloclt pi-oblems associated with trade
restrictions and import controls throughout the world with which
the federation and its members doling export business are frequently
confronted,
In this connection, it may be useful to point out that wheat flour
has been exported regularly from the United States for over 100
years so that it may truly be mrprded as a traditional export based
on economic advantage. It is also one of the few commodities that
is shipped regularly each month to an unusually large number of
foreigni markets.
. Some wheat flour is exported monthly to around 90 to 100 countries or istuid areas in te free world. Thus from the standpoint
of the long historical period of exportAthe fr quency of shij~ments,
and the large number of countries involved, wheat flour provides an
unusual example of a United States commodity that has been and
continues to b on the frontline in facing all types and descriptions of
trade problems and restrictions and in the day to day operations of
the trade-agreemenits program.
Based on this experience, the federation would like to make*the
following specific observations and recommendations regarding H. U,
12591. It Will be noted that they are directed to two aspects about
the trade-agree
ts pgr -that ou industry believes should receve special attention at this time. The first relates to the need for renewal for a 5-year period while the w3ond empha es t4 need.1or a
more coordinated United States economic policy regaxding foreign
trade.
1. Need for renewal for a 5-year period.
The federation favors the 5-year extensmion of the act. This is an
important and necessary feature in order to accomplish the constructive objectives of the proVram.
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We have notod repeatedly the diffculties of trade negotiations,
psrtioularly on a multilateral basis, when the act has been renewed
or a limited oerid
With theI lmited negotiating authority for tariff rates as provided
under the bill, the longer effectIve poriod-of the act appears even more
nooeeary, Our expeamenc with the 1055 act, for example, which
negotiating authority of 15 percent during
a maximum.
prided
period
of the'act (of which 5 percent per year was per.
the
8-yearfor
missive), was that relatively few significant concessions could be obtained by the United States. Other countries were not interested'in

granting many significant concessions if the maximum United States
concession amounted to 10 or 16 percent.

The federation submitted requests for many country adjustments in
trade restrictions in regard to wheat flour. We believe that they
were practioal and constructive but the results of the 1056 GATT
negotiations In Geneva were certainly disappointing in this regard,
Tlie -year extension would permit the possibility of making some
further progress in negotiating with foreign countries about many
of our existing trade restrictions and barriers.
'There are continually new problems and country situations also
arising that are not covered by existing trade agreements. Without
the, possibility of supplemental or new negotiations, as would be
permissive under the extension of the act, there is presently no way
m which the United States can effectively deal with such trade problems.
While the United States has trade agreements with most ol the
larger trading countries, there are numerous smaller countries not
covered 4y the program at the'presenit time.
Many of these areas are presently or potentially important markets
for wheat flour and many other U nitea States surplus products but
without ej trade agreement or their membership, in GATT,it is very
difficUlt to deal wiih the trade problems that arise.
A case il point is the new British federation that is being formed
in the Caribbean area. This Commonwealth federation includes
about a. dozen islands of which Jamaica andTrinidad are significant
markets. They also are important sources for many noncompetitive
imports as well as a growing tourist area. The. island federation
government is now getting organized and will be considering tariff
rates for import, commodites as well as trade-policy matters during
the period aheid.
It would be !most unfortunate in our opinion if the United States
were denied' the opportunity of establish g its trade on a sound
basis with this new federation area which ties almost at our doorstep. Without an extensioni of the act and negotiating authority,
thoem would ap.r: to'be no possibility of deag with new trade
problemsof this kina.Anotherexample is the developing Common Market area in Europe.
Almost constat, attention will W required dur'ing the next. several
ypars in order that United States trade with the area imay be handled
on k,prteical basis.
Wil6-trade agreements exist with all of the individual countries,
to .besupplemental 'negotiations in order t,6 take aothere will &0e-d'.
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00111t of eliangos that, are likely to develop lin connection with thle
tariff adjustment~ called for lit the Conotia Manrket, Without n
extuIRitm of file 'Thule, Agreeinenta Act and adequate nsgothalnF
authority, thle United States wYill have Its hands tied lIt dealing ot
festively with this no1w type)of problems.
Simlae Common Maot. or Apecial trade-area proposals are bei
suggi'otedl for' m1aly otheri rgionis of tile world. Also, a tumberoi
lInportanit countries whic, Irni markoe for United States products,
fromi whiIIh1 we obtain luiyImport itoims, aro requlestling chikilgo ill
ol thi ariff rates oeohArgo controls, and other features affecting
theo fowr iuntrde of 11%,country.
1Akmv iqetho u luitod Statkes1 frequently fllds HAtHself ii a ositioll of
IWKifyuu 0wIshlInj
oll
to Change Rino of ittovioYiOs taifft rates establishedt witr
earlier tigixvtionto.
White limiNted djuitilwilts 111m os.MIllo undolr oxistig authority, we
are informued that It.Is not, possible to deal adequately with tile mnany
now Rdjusituents; without on extension of (toe act nnd(additional iiogo21. fo
eexa orecoorimned econoii ploy regarding foreign
trade,
Scnri'kv a day or week passes without onn or more now trade restridtIon, problenus for wheat flour arising lit Homne forol n market.
Similar trade jproblimis are also developffig on many otficr United
State export products in soine cases uiateral action in raising
duties ",urs", ill mothers it maty ilve- thle imposition of lii'enses or
quotas, often discriminating igaiust thle United States; elsewhere
foreign-mciange controls tire instituted to rest-rict imports, or special
taxos aud charges aro added to tWriY duties.
Numerous other methods arm noted thant affect, tradle, such as bilateral
or barter typm' of trade agrements, artiflcial exchange rates, special
pricing, or subsidy arrangements, and so forth.
Ont of the newest forms of restriction that appears to boon the
icrtmase is associated with so-called econonnop developing projects in,
niainy eoumtrke& Capital investment is obtained from United States
governmentt or international agencies or private Sources for new industriets and then prohibitive barriers or oilher restrictions to imports
arm imposed to hurt United States exports especially when such projects are unecononilo for the country.
Such retrictions. are being imutosed in1many eases evenl on trade
agreements items for which thle \Ynited. States has already' grante
conesions to the other country so that not, only has the value of the
original cone mion been lost but further exports of the commodity
to that country are prevented or greatly restricted.
Perhaps a speifio example or two will help. illustrate this serious
and grw tt"p of trade problem. The United States has been thie
major suppie; of flour for decades to most of the islands of the C~aribbean. It has been part of a mutual form of two-way trade with sugar'
coffee, or other items being imported, often onl the same boats on whic
the flour was shipped.
Flour, because of its regular and frequent movement., has done nmuqh
to pooe mutually advantaeus two-waty trade,by encouraging better shipping service eseially with additional ports-qf call.
Drin the past yer new flour mills have been built in 'a coupte of
the isliad both ofwhich have reuested and received sugar quotas
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fIrom tho .United States. rn Ote cam a trade agreement was negotiated
a number of years ago it which wheat flour was Included among the
Init ldStatos export items t return for which the United States gave
spial,concessions on sugar antd other items of that country.
The import of 11niteT Stntes flour Into that country is now being

Ahnrply curtailod by hnport licwn and quota controls.
lit nnothor case tho foreign government ins recently taken unilatral nation without any conisultation with the United Statesto Inereaso
th duty on wheat flour by 250 percent. 'rho exiting duty of around

1O percent is aliady it very high one and must be paid by all of the
I)oor cotisuimors of bread In fho country.
The niow duty, of course, represents a virtual embargo by means of

a irohibltivo duty. At the time the duty action was being taken It Is

of interest to note that a special million from the country was In the
tnitvd States asking for financial awlstance.
WheVn t-1 Sugar Act, Is again considered by the FPinnce Committee,
it Is quzto likely that a largely'quot, Will be ioilesteA by the country
oveti though Its recent action against, the Unit States would seem to
have removed any basis for reciprocity of trade relations between the
two countries.
No action reportedly could be taken In regard to the establishment
of the now prohibitive import duty on whet flour because technically
flour is not listed as a trade agreement item fortfiat count.9,
Should further trade agreement negotiatiohs with at country
include flour and the duty were to be reduced at the United States
pormissive rate of 5 percent per year, It would require the next 50
years to undo the increase imposelunilaterally on one day.
It appears obvious that notwithstanding the constructive work
being done tinder the trade agreements program in negotiating new
agreements and reducing many existing trade restrictions, there is a
big need for more attention to discouraging the imposition of nvw
trade barriers wherever possible.
Otherwise the program resembles a mountain climber who slips
back a half slep or more for each step he takes forward.
For many countries, in fact, it is now evident that some United
States programs, especially involving aid or financial assistance, are
resulting in increased restrctions against United States exports.
While it is recognized that the many actspassed by the Congress
in i&ent years relating to foreign trade and economic matters have
been for specific purposes and the responsibility for administering
them is scattered among numerous agncie in various departments o
Government, it would seem doubtful that the Congress would have
intended that one act should increase the problems being handled
under another act.
If this situation disallowed to continue for any length of time, consideralble damage is likely to result to United States exports which
the trade agreements program can never resolve satisfactorily
We believe that a more coordinated economic policy regarding foreign trade can be handled effectively by administritive action Pnd
without amendment to the act at this tine if the record is made clear
that such coordination should take place..
Tho present anomalous situation of United, States exports being
seVerely restricted in mAny countries byvarious torms of imp6d controls or other measures, while special requets for aid and assistance
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as well as accem to the United States market are being made and
granted by the United States should be subject to careful review.
There Is no other Important trading country in the world that op.
orates its foreign tr ea and foreign economic activities on as unrelated as basis as the hinted States at tho present time, It Is believed
that much of ths critiosm of the trade agreements program could
be overcome ad effective safeguards provided if the United States
wore to operate the program on a broaderand more coordinated basis.
Inconcluding its statement in support of H.R. 12891 the federation
believes that if the act is extended for 5 years which will pennit a
real effort to be made under the program to reduce existing .barriers
sad a more coordinated economic poicy Is developed regardig foreign trade aimed at preventing new iriers from beings established
United States foreign trade and the national welfare will make reai
progress in the years ahead.
Senator ANDimor.
The next witness is Mr. Dan Daniel, of the
American Cotton Manufacturers Institute, Inc.

STATEMENT OP DAN DANIEL, THE AMERICAN COTTON MANVYAC.
TURERS INSTITUTE, INC.; ACCOMPANIED BY R. HOUSTON
$EWEL14 VICE PRESIDENT OP CRYSTAL SPRINGS BLEA0HERY
OP CHIOHAMAUGA, GA., AND BUFORD BRANDISH, CHIEF ECONO.
MIST F0R AMERICAN COTTON MANUFACTURERS INSTITUTE, INC.
Mr. DANrI.
Thank you, Senator Anderson.
Senator Anderson and gwtlenen of the committee, my name is Dan
Daniel
ville, Vaassistant to the President of Dan River Mills, Ino., of DanI appor here today in the abserce of Mr. W. J. Ervin, the acheduled witne§N who is out of the country. ,
Mr. Ervin is president of Dan River and'is chairman of the foreign
trade coniuttee of the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute.
Seated with me this morning is Mr. R. Houston'Jewell, Vioo president of Crystal Springs Bleachery of Chickamauga, a.wh iSvice
chairman of the ACMTs foreign trade committee. '
- i.
Also appearing with me this morning is Dr. Buford Brandi* thief
economist for ACML
The American Cotton Manufacturers Institute represents thegreat
bulk of those segments of the textile industry of the United States
processing cotton, man-made fibers and silk.
Geographically, our hundreds of member companies are concen.
treated in the great textile-producing arc swinging from Maine
through Texas.
employs
a mIlion
The textile mill products industry currently
people. Our friends and customers in the relatedgrmeht industry,
who convert our product to wearing apparel, employ Another million a a quarter people,
Ou, member mills together constitute the largest single customer
of the United States cotton farmer.
Our industry is one of the largest customers of the United States
urchase about $0 billion Worth of
chemical manufacturers.. y.le
materials
annually
from
the
chnical
theequarters .representsm~-madefiers industry,
. . :". of-which about
o:•"i
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Clearly the textileI Industry! I -a major factor i thli economic
activity of the united Stites economy.
Let us make cleat at the otset that, thi textile Industry favors
mutually advantageous, truly rwlprocal 'trade among -nations.
Therein lies otur basic opposition to the program before this &tommittee.,' A lrr6 number of well-intentioned and fine American citizens really believe that the so-called reciprocal trade agreements are
actually reciprocal.
Nothing could be further from the truth. There is little,! if any,
of our present:. tradofound iii the administration
reciprocity
Agreements t betmi
'•
.
inustry does not stand for "protectionism" In the
The textiYe'f
sordid sense of its current usage. The textile idustry does not stand

for isolationism, We want to see a healthy foreign trade and we
want to enjoy the friendship of Qther nations. We sincerely believe,
that this trade and this friendship can be had. on a fair.
however,
basis.
If a forwig manufacturer can make something Itter and sell it
In the Unit4d Statkson the basis of quality, he is entitled to do sO.
If a foreign manufacturer is more efficient and canl sell bisprodut
cheaper in the United States because of this efficiency, he is entitled
to do so.
If however, a highly competitive Amerin industryv loses its own
market to a foreign cmpetitor solely because the foreign competitor
has the advantage of cheap raw material and cheap lalor, wd do not
believe that there is any degree of fairness to the dolnestic industry
when it is hamstrung by regulatory decree.
reAppraisal of our foreign tijide polia
We believe &cotprehensive
cies is long overdue.. Since 1984, the statutes relating toUnited States
partioiptlori ifttrade agreement iliter'allyhave dinended the original

Cordell wl11 cofcept of,recijprbtAl tithdeoUt of 6xistence. -That eons-.

cbpt had asit pimn u' Wtheithanlation of United8 tatps export
trade on the basis of bilateral pacts with other nations.
In fact, it is our observation that after a quarter centtiry of'the
ements program, el oftrkts foi' United States textiles
trade
are constftn
and'
other
... byoverme*gorn,
y ov- ea governmoint aciO good
,
" ... :'b 'm7' resttctbd
'
,to lim iidu~tz'y
b&therji
a mter,
of
exists today as
enter
isbeconbm
i,,"
textile
'InTis
a ao
'fee is
states ,t. -I hoe1 I'8;& not, bOih'kg'ths- . i-lt'too bidly, but I-d

hYo
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ou G
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establishedby leiolative anpd epeutive determination .. Our primary
foreign competitor pays his employees only one-tenth of. our Kale.
pa eenlessi. , iae pohIee, i ~d nde terms''and coilOthir
ditions which are barred by statute in tho.United States.-His .utilization of modern machinery, some of it provided by our
Government with our tAx money, is equally as efficient as ours. His
modern management techniques are equal to ours because we have
supplied the technical know-how. The factors being equal', now
comes themost telling blow of all.
Our Governmentbuys raw cotton at a Government-fixed and subsidized price from the American farmer and sells it in turn to foreign
mills :at a price 20 percent below that paid by the American mill..
Our Government says we should compete
In all fairness, gentlemen, we ask "How V
In an effort to be practial and realistic, we make the following
several proposals with reference tq H. R.' 12591:
1. A 2-year limit of its authority.
2. Tariff reduction by 5 percent per year, nonaccumulative and
not applicable to any article oil which a reduction has been made since
January 1, 1955.
3. A change hi the terms of the present escape-clause procedures
whereby a, fiiding of injury on the part of the Tariff Commission
inalwould be deemed
Senator ANDERSON. May I stop you again?
Mr. DANIEL. Yes, sir.

Senator ANDERSOx. As you know, this is a point very dear to my
lieart,
We have a big argument now with the antidumping bill because of
it.
Would you in the course of your later presentation, or at some future
tim, supply me with some formation as to what other countries
do aboit a finding of injury on the part of the Tariff :Commission
being deemed final?
Mr. DANin. Yes.
Senator ANDERSON, 1 ask that, because you will fin d ip the testimony
a dayor two ago when Secretary Dulles was testifying,I pointedoit
to him that Under Secretary Dillon had said if we WrOte into tie
antidumping bill the fact that if the Tariff Commission did nog act
within 90 days this inaction should be presumed an affirmativefjirdingI; and he thought tiat was extremely severe treatment and horribly
bad. I thought, well, if Canada by the mere finding of d unping.can
,determine there is 'njur, thatis infinitey woise. Why is it all right
for Canada, under that law of 1947'to do oiething, and other cOuniobe ableto do it?
tries to do the same thing and this count
I apologize to the other Senators for interrupting here, but s*ice
this is the point of controversy, inthe conference, n9w goxpg Poi, on
H. P. 6606, I just happen to ask this morning for information on this
point. Any information you cn, give me I ivo J every happy
Which 3'introd-.in ,neffort, to
the amendment
to
helpa*ive
the be6lse
potash industry
was originally the rayon _nddspy'samndnild that
ment. I think it is doctored'down- now 0o'wireit isi
even its authors feel it ism.etinpngi9.gtive and yt i" ae'm to
be a complete stumbling bo4 I may, turPIt tobe mor of
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stumbling block to reciprocal ti ade -than .contemplated because if
we cannot really et anything done we are in frightfulon
Obam;
that which
eli, Dr. Brandis has some information
Mr. DAN1.
I am sure hewill be'glad to suplply you now or it a later date.
Senator ANDPRSON. I am trying to keep to tile rule. I will get
it at the end of your presentation, but I did not want to omit it and
suddenly take you by surprise."
Thank you.
Mr. DANrE Thank you, sir.,
Fourth, tho establishment of 'practical and workable criteria for
the determination of peril points.
In the Case of the third proposal we feel that joe1 ave been e
tirely too many instances where the President "hssuperimposed his
judgment
on that oftoa find
congerssional
agency.
-ested
facts and 'authority
injury. WeY
subnut
thit vitl
an& statiStical
etnsion
of, this act. should declare .the intent of the Congrems that any.finding
of injury or threat of serious injurydeemed
on th6 final.
part of the Tariff Coin.misson, except as noted, shall be
We recognize that in the interest of A'ationa) security there may be
extenuating circumstances in some Instances which may vey well
entail the recognition of other factors. In such cases tihe let the
President state those other considerations and so advise the Congress.
If a determination of inury is to be'made by a fact finding'bo- y
then let that body have the facts before they Aike such dteiMination.
There ems ]itfle justification tor an Agenc' sjpendirgD months in
finding injury to domestic industry and then have the resident say
"But you did not haveI'll the facts, and therefore I ind yotir'determlnation in error."l
We consider an escape clause amendm ent to be ono of the twt real
majir chang&'that shouldd be made in t.e act by thfis committee.
The other is the establishment of pril- int criteria and this is tha"
area to which we shall address the balance of our testimony..
Experience has proved that one of the most serioiu "d"Mcieios of
tride agreements l islation is theinadequaey of its peorinPo*t:pro.
visions. These provisions specify no criteria whatever for Uis iii the
determination of Aprill points."
The statutory language directs' only an investigationo n," without
indicating.either its ,nature or scope. There are no r.qirements're.
lating to the factual basis of such an investigation, or to the pattern
of analysis which it should follow.
'Under the law, thereis 'no way of knowing, ow a particuaI peril
point is arrived' at, or what considerations of fact or.poli y iimay
embrace.
act or po. y..a
Yet these undefined and mystical peri points are bu46eed with a
purpose Which is essential to the successful o-eration. 9* eny trade
agreement. ,
Regardless of how thieypay be construpld,
their legal purpose is
!.i.dcatiois o d tie may be xte d ed to mark the limit: to whihnj
'

*ithout zaualig -ork threateath (serious 'Injury- to the domestic industry pro.
ducngk ortdtlly ompettveatUle *,* *
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The prohoit sot attrlbutei to peril points 'the further porpoee of
inxdicaI4w he
rest r~ctoths, are requiro4 to &Y014
trieei to lditlei 'or addltonIdnk fit
vetods It* to the dobloei ladustro*
rore a,~ A114 W~.
end what t
Inithr csethe peri points Osifservle their purpose only in~ t1h
initial stages of a tracs negotiation. That is the time, when the force
of goor ofevil areunleahed
o i~e then, ma% lead t* costly an~d possibly irreparable
ae anvo r Mtandar4o Of reference i4ud our gidde
t~
ihurr
VQ e. of.p~ril points manufactured without even asmlneo
ontrat exists 'with respect th the laI ug
Ao4t~ 4 sr
Isption. of esapo clsuse oass Therm grti care
govrnig te
and- neasnble exacness have boon pxercose to deitne, the scopq of
Oplally,
supplyvr
tbUarlt Conmnieion'A inveatigation'Aind to
th4'criterip. on whichl the Oqfiso' indinj 8101based.
The CommnisIn is. required, without excluig other factors, to
181(0 ito 9O.slderati -preuoton, empioy'meii pricv p rofits,
W4~es ialms increased im prts (actual'or rel ative), nwont y,r'M
46ecline in theo propordin0, tho domestic hnarkeV iupplied by domestic
l ati n has a countetpart in tho
thwQsndei
"of0
Not ono 'of
,pv~o
dw4rwu:6
a his
per01-poh1O~inO
the escApe, clause provisions of the act asi essential,
We rog'
because thy majke ps i hs correction, of Injury brought about
by eooomlo chang or Iipred OtAble d6velopments.
At t h aewime we t6naider'it to be 'xtremiely unfortiluito 'and
as, well as to our triude relationlhighly, dwongiig, to .our economy,should
have to be rel i p~ o.
,C'
caso actions
shi , aftes
judgimei"nt and prCeduio
of
Orol
avqidable
corect)~uO( us to
lUvel.
pe I
ar&of iiwurA46., in peril.poit admiinisti'ation Wo* I'd
Hnighe
At only svoi? much**neels iny' domestic i ncistry, but '*'bild
also'ser-ve establish Aflrrii set of prctical'con.%Mderatin. Tho
fg~t,1iV
ak 0b
Tpent, therto of supply and demnd
t6 do with tii realitiq8oR rade.
.yet tile !Wae LA~reements Act relegates theni A6 'esoap lauise
bS7e'-.
iW16ih which ii o6ri66ndary'Imea of detensio
~i
e, et~
-fritieand o*erql
oughtntupofI 1?-thi
11e shul be
oc
pi-6slit
#Ael01
~~sely
nsedamrm
nta
ebiilt~~
Mutal
kkd
a 96und
";~Atv6
hiii for its
of thepprsuiofitiHM docqtrine
inv7v,~n ortrtli&l bl1066n. Oith fore4ig- b t 6they!A'r
d "ot4
rus
o~tef np res 1 nsibil ity, a fact whic&06
am
is
f r& Oure0 of ifoij1t'M
1 &

of66f

t Ml4

r6~iIS

Ths ~v&of. ewspe-cause, route, - n the other hand kas the6 only
itnfttl frbin, iuriode
ef~eway of safegarding ' Ath6Ku 1ax
foreign competition, is an a-dow poorly charted ai4d somewhat
road to.1trevel. .It- is clearly for- emersceo use oy
VMflSr(1
foremost ies ini trade. igrementsI&leiW6Atii is the
the
One of"
question of Presidential authority in the disposition of Tariff Corn-
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miflon' findinis and reommendations, It is an isue which is not
likely to be re6olved, one way or the other, by direct action and we do
not refer to 1t at this point with that idea In mind.
, HoWever, it is very perVnent to the major sbstance of our testimony to point out that Presidential intervention in trade cases
almost always a consequence ol errors mrde in trade-agreement

Yhad the original concessions been made on the basis of considerations more flt d to their purpo there would have been no ensuing
string of calamities to find their way to the Irosident's lap.
A concession which is sound in the beginning is not likely at a
later date to become a vehicle of serious injury, except under condi.
tions of radical ewonomic change.
If it io unsound, It becomes a festering sore and, as it seeli remedial
treatment, it draws into itself, many corollary evils, as we have explained. By the time it reaches the White House area for final
adjudication, it is entangled in a web of intaational Interests and
commitments and counter adjustments extending throughout our
trade structure. Thus, the Presidenta in his final decision, rightly or
wrongly, is reassuredd into takingc tount of 'considerations which
are not within the intent or provisions of the Trade Agreements Act.
A major objective, therefore, in the revision, of the act should be
an enlightened revision of its peril-point provisions by the Incorporation of defiant and comprehenSive criteria, and of realistic and
effectivb procedures.
Thank you.
Senator AitDzsMON. Senator Williams,
Senator WIXLAMS. No questions.
Senator ANDER0Nso Senator Crlson t
Senator OAI*Loif. Mr. Daniel, just this: I can assure you that every

member of the committee is advised of the difficulties of the textile
industry because of our distinguished chairman, the very able Senator from Virginia Mr. Byrd, who has continually called it to our
attention, and a former chairman, the late Senator George of
GeorgiN was always reminding us, so therefore, I am not only familiar with it, I am concerned with some of the problems of the textile
industry.,
You do6, however, have a very substantial export trade.
Isthatnotcorreot
,
Mr. DAML. Well, we hadatone time, I'would say Senator, a
substantial export trade, but that export trade is slowly diminishig.
For example, in 1047, 15 percent 6f our production' went to foreign
tnaket.&
,Today that has been reduced to'about 5 percent So itis a trend, actually, sir, that we are woMrled about or one of
the major things we are worried about.
Senator CA*woN The figures I have -here show in 1958 you had
exports of .$272 million aid it157 they *ere $253 million; the
fiuresthat
hav6
been
furnishede"prttzrde.....
ne by the Department
.- of C6mnmevee,
sub~atial
w
Ichi#,afteik
all;&
,ow~w hen, Y b6rh to the -imporbOlItur6 whielh !ei
aWs the &lres
I have he th# ilnporta of cotton manufactures doubled from $78
millich: i ;ioa, to $1154 iiuon in 1950,'and 'amounted to $186 million
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last.year. In other woids there was a reduction of $18 million over
I want to ask you this question:rIf Japan did not. onits own

iiltiktive 'make some revisions in the imports they were making to

this country.,-

*Mr, DAW1 4. I would like, Mr. Anderson, if I may, sir, to have
Mr. Jowell comment on that question.
Senator"AzmzasoN. Surely. Mr. JewellI
Mr. Jew=L. Senator,Japan did make a voluntary agreement to
limit imports into this country, and the agreement was that there
would' be no more than 286 llhon yards coming into this country
either in the form of piece goods or cotton products.
This figure contrasted with about 50 million in the preceding year
or two which meant that it was increased gm.tly, but it did put a
limit on the number of yards that Japan might send in, and I might
say that they have kep4 that agreement.
Senator UARuL5o. Did I understand you to say they had been keeping that agreement?
Mr. JawEL. Yes, sir.,
Senator COuSoN, That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Senator AmWEIMoN. Senator Bennett?
Senator BNiNErr. No questions.
Senator ANDRso. You started off by recommending first, a 2year limit to this authority, a 2-year extension in other words.
Mr. DANtZL. Yes, sir.

Senator ANDsoR.
I commend you for that. We have so many
people recommend it for 5 years and 3 years and we are glad to get it
down to a figure that some of us regard as more probable.
Mr. DANmiU. Senator Anderson, it occurs to us that it is impossible
to judge just what our economic condition will be 5 or 10 years from
now and actually when we talk about a 5-year extension we are talking
about a 10-year extension because agreements negotiated, for example,
in the last 2 or 8 months of this program, would actually extend over
a 10-ye4r period.
Senator Kim. You mean 5 years from that time I
Mr. DAzrmt.. That is right; extends 5 years from the date of that
negotiation.,',
Senator AziDRsom. I know the Senator from Oklahoma is.interested, in your 2-year proposal and I just wanted you. to know that I
Qm also.
Mr. DANEL., Thank you, sir. We think it is realistic..
Senator ANtnnsoN. Now this third clause is the one on which I
want to have some comment, It suggests a change in the terms of
the:present escape-clause procedures whereby a finding of inju
the pait of the Tariff Coimmission would be deemed flntd. -; - on
The amendment which.is now pending on the antidumping bill
providesthatin case there is a tie, 8to 3 as sofietime happens, that
that',will be regarded "'an affirmative finding. -The State Department,$, I must say does not take strong exceptionvto the first p
Sxvlon.
-Threis
trthbrprovision that.ii case theTariff Cotnmiiol does
not
.vwlthiA'the -time, that seems to be prescribed by the statute,
narnoly, 90 days# that that failure to act will be regarded- s4n affift a?-
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tive findfig of Injury. That iswlwht seems to be causing tr~ble aid
in
is made that no other country Is
the
it,.
rconstant.
vso s.statement
..
. so hratie
. .Voti
the Canfadiai 'duniping provision, which ffids
dumping as an injury per se, more necessary for thb prete ion of
American industry than the mere fact that we are btind by some other
roii

I brought it up last Saturday when tle ihttendance was limited,• and
..
Mr. BRANDIS. Senator,-1 would7agree in that th" provisoniyou have

IWould ie happy to brtn it upagain.

just described is certainly not as drastic a provision as that that exists
elsewhere in the world.

As you know, antidumping provisions differ around the world coniiderably arid with your permission I would prefei to file a statement

for the rorddud
with
respect
ng.to how other countries handle that prob-,
dnp
le " of injury
Sen!Itor
nDERSON€. I would be happy to:have you file it.
Only we et an awful lot of pressUre to'dispose of this antidumping
legislation before we get to tl1s one, and if you can help me by fiing
it earlierMr. BRANms. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDERSOx. It would be that much more appreciated.
Mr. BmA s. We will'do it very promptly.
(The information is as follows:)
Tim

AMuE1cA

Corroi MANUFA0TUBR M INSTITUTE, INO.,
Washington, D. 0., July ., 1958.

lion. CLINTON P. ANDEsOx,
UnIted Staics Senate,
Senate Ofcc Bstding, Wasington, D. 0.
SENATOR ANDERSON: During the Senate Finance Committee hearing on
Monday morning, you asked that I promptly submit any information which I
DEAS

might have concerning the application of the Injury provisions of'antidumping

acts in counties other than the United States.

. I have made a preliminary Investigation of the subject as iiresult of Which

it Is my understanding that, with the'exception of Canada andpossibly Germany, all foreign antidumping acts require a finding of injury by the administrators of the act before the remed4e1 provislops become effective. J also under-

stand that the failure of tbe administrator In these countries to make" any
flnding whatsoever, or, in otherw6rdo, mere Inaction on their patf, Is not suf.
ficlent to constitute a finding of Injury. and does not result in the application

of the renedial provliions of the act. O Cour tls

probleni does not arise In

Canada.which does not require a finding of Injir. ; and ifithe ease of Germany,

the operation of the act In this regard is uncertain.
respectfully yours,

R. BuJro

BzANDis,

Senator ANDzESQN. The problem is this one: Thetroubles of the
potash industry attracted me to this dumping problem.
Mr. BR NS. Yes, sir.
Senator: DERI0N. -There was aln stuiyi of it, and then after
dumping was found 3 Commissioners thought-there was injury and
3 CopuflIi0ers thought there was no injury.,
*f
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Senator NDXIsox. 7ile mnphlty'of ' aet
vie a gr ,W

-nd
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ithnge'od amd
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4ecase,

was n~ne, an 1 thought t there was46
something el6se and the decisions
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were slit all .around. But effectively they saw to it tlerewa no
relief forlead and zino.
,1
Mr. BRmis. That is right.
Senator Ampmso . As-I tried to point out the other morning in

the lead and zino caseMr. Buins. Yes, sir.

Senator ANDmSoNr. When it came up, the statement was made that
three would be somo way. of deal ing with it by legislation.".'.
'[donot question the good faith of the President at all in this, but
he di submit a bill, through his Secretary of the Interior, for the
stabilzation of la and Zinc.
If
Mr. BRANDI& Yes, sir.

Senator AzRmsox.I said at the time I did not think it. had one
emhane in a millionsof posing in the shape that it was in. Itnever
even was considered by tlie committee.' If you don't get it considered
by tle committee it certainly does not have nuch chance of passage,
Subsequently a final readjusted formula
was pr'epented to the cornmitt, carrying 148 cents a pound for lead anm12% cents a pound
for zinc,.
X0w the! nterior Committee' report the bill out' this last week

carrying 14W plus the so-called Allott formula which adds about a
quarter of a ceqt for lead and 18%, plus the AUott formula-I am
am soy I should have said 14 cents per pound for, lead and
18p cent per pound for zino.
I . .
.,I
_
Her again we do not know if the bill will pass, or if passed, whether
it will be signed nto law because the limits have been raised.
The question is does that effectively answer the provision of the law
that says the President must act I
If you say "I don't apt because bill is pending," there Is always a
bill jpnding on'every subject under the sun.
Mr. BANDis. Yes, sir.
Senator AN DmO. If you did not act on farm legislation because
a bill was pending, you could just as well say if there are not less than
a htmdred bills pending and still there are always that many. to help
the fam pobletn.
So therefore the provision that the bill is pending certafnly should
not stop action on the Commissioners' recommendations. , o therefoie wiput in the amendment if 'they did not act Within 90 days that
wa tq e regarded as an a matve finding.
Mr. BR i. I would'think it was avery reasonable provision.
Senator ANzRsoN. The rayon amendment provision that was submitted was much more drastic than that and as I understand it was
pretty well proved by all the rayon industry. I thought it was
a wr.t fair amendment or I would not have picked it uip and tried to
apply it to another industry.
If you would then, Dr. Brands, when you make your report to us,
see hW't soine of tbse other countries are doing, it wouldtbe appreiated bV me very much.
Mr. BuADI. All right, Senator, we' wil! do that ver promptly.
Senator Ax asox, You know the .pviio in the laWI

Mr. 13n~tig Ye 'Mr.

-'Seniator A"kZn There mia-f6ellg we cannot iinge it 6inibo
we united inito it in 1947. "Bitthat srely gies yery Other country
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a tremendous advantage over us and would have a very definite bear.
.on whether or not the Congress should pass a reciprocal trade
Mr. BRANDIB. Yes, sir.
Senator ANvDxsozr. If we cannot stop dumping because we com-

mitted ourselves to something that nobody else committed themselves

to then we are In bad shape,
VMr. BPANDI5S It hardly seems to be reciprocal, does it?
Senator Azs;zsoN. That is why I enjoyed the very beginning of
this presentation, where you said that a large number of well-iitentioned and fine American citizens really believe the so.called reciprocal trade agreement program Is actually reciprocal.
Nothing could be further from the truth. There is very little or
any reciprocity in the administration of our trade-agreements program. That has been my objection to It.
Theoretically, reciprocity is fine. It can never actually be applied,
apparently, when the time comes. It cannot be in p-tash; it cannot
b in rayon. It can't be in lead; it can't be in zinc. I think we did
find it in oystershelis or something.
Mr. BRANDIS. Senator, those of us who have had some experience
with that aspect of the law would certainly agree with you that there
is nothing more frustrating than to try to obtain reciprocity under
the kind of administration it has had in recent years.
. Senator AimDJsoN. Well, the law does not exactly--I read it very
carefully the other day.
Mr. B3eANDIS. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDzNr.
The law does not absolutely say that a commission mu3t find in 90 days.
Mr. BRANDIS. No, sir.
Senator ANDEROsQ. I don't know how else you could read it and
come toi any other conclusion, but it does not get right down to say
you act or ese
Mr. bIRAND. Yes.
Senator ANDER89N. As a result, as Mr. Daniel has pointed -out
in his testimony, .9 months go by while the try to makeup their
minds, Then after they have act6d at the end of months, they get it
kicked back in their teeth and are told, "Well, you did not know anything about it when you acted on it at the end of 9 months."
So I assume it would take really longer to find out anything about
Mr. BR.Axis. Yes, sir.
Senator "ADmsox. I think that is the greatest weakness in reciprocal trade; there is no effective remedy in case you get into trouble.
Mr. BiAwvs. Yes, sir.
Mr. DANvil That is the point we wanted to make,sir.
Senator ANDmaos.
Thank you very much.
Mr-DI iu, May I read one paragraph that you did not have on
your copy in the record sirI
Senator A-xpso.r. Wo; indeed&
Mr.DANIXI1. It willjust take a minute.
On last Friday, MrC
Ohairman, language for several
stie
amendments was submitted to this committee by Mr; Hooker, who
appeared for the Synthetic Organic Chemical manufacturers Asso-
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elation. Wo wloloheartedly endorse a11i urge the illelusion of tlt
Cin tlibill t0 b6 rportdto the Sollate.
I4t %orAN DwVtsoN. Wlieii you 01lot0,, yel say yell are the AinerlCl Cotton Mltitfaet lrers $stitutel.
oi sith
l
sol hiniig L ItI
lit
million I)eople ii this industry.
row mnuiy o t he,m te tllIml'iu

of youi' group ~ Now milly of the
1111'1.4 that imiloy the% peopl11r0 nwiuhers of the Iitiutot
Mr. I)ANIF.U,. Xblt. 80 Ireult.
fr, l),NIFi Yes, sir.
Senator AiNnFroN. So you1 81*1.k for 80 peient, of (ll of the employineiit there Is In.
illM iArrt iclttr ilmI .lt ry I
N'Ir. . iv.
Yemaii'l t right.

Sonator ANDY10oN. ' i~ank -'oui very

uiniel.

Mr. 1).\styI.. 'lnik yotu senator, for (he privilege of having i
peare{I before yoll.
Senator ANrmttso. Mr. ll1, it is nice to see yon gain.

Will you procodt

STATEMENT OP W. RAY BELL, PRESIDENT, TE ASOOZATION OP

COTTON TEXTILE MERCHANTS OP NEW YORK
Mr. lh

[i~kwdoi

IutA

''hank you,1'M.l.

Chairman.

I aml W. ]ay Bell and nqu

of the Asw,.iat.ioi of Cotton Textile Merchants of Now

ork greatly appreinto the privilege of npenrnneo before your
committee.
Our remitbers are markvtiug ilrnis ard sales agencies which sell nud
distribute through both donestio and export. chnnels of trado, the
great bulk of woven cloth and other textile products mndoe by the
cotton mills of this country.
SBecause our functions tre concentrated in the market, we have to
face at pointblank rango the challenge of foreign conlp)etition, and
llttempt to cope with the adverse effects of its stimulation under the
supceni'e extensions of the trade agreements legislation.
As this law has been administered during the postwar period and
particularly since 1054, we do not believe it has hIelj*d to promote
the national welfare or that. it has served the original purpose of
developing truly reciprocal trade among the nations of the world.
On the contrary, it has been used by our Government agencies to
widen tlie margin of price disadvantages for American producers
and to stimulate the flow of low-pried- imports into our markets.
T'he concept of reciprocity has vanished and in its place has been
established a giveaway program of American markets and jo5b
Nowhere is this more apparent than in the fields of textiles and
apparel whose production and distribution are of vital importance
to the domestic economy of more than half the States of our Union.
In the combined industries over 2 million workers are accustomed
to gain their livelihood and many hundreds of communities are primarily dependent on their continued operations. What are we doing
to them in the guise of free trade and supposed trade benefits I
As a starter, tariff schedules have been slashed to :the bone-'to
accommodate first one and then another of tht dozen or more textile
producing nations which covet our markets.
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Although peril.j)olnt investigations were held prior to each of

the OA'll negotiatloti there lelittle 'reason, to fIlleve ihat'theseo
hearings gave uly woleht to industry opinion or judgment. In any
event, eacht GA'I.
wosson has tieant fitrther concessions in tIe greatly
reduced duties, culthnlmitlg with the broad concessions tOJapan which
woro made effective inSoptenber ISji and those con cessons of course
wore generalized to all the other countries.
IHaving scrapped this protection for the domnestie economy, we next
began to sell to all our foreign competitors our Government stocks of
raw cotton at a huge discount of 20 to 26 percent 1elow time price
which American ml]Is ar forced to pay under Government price
tUl)tporis in our qItola protected cotton markets. On 1-inch middling
cotton the subsidy lst month was 015 cents a pound or roughly $320.5

per bale for the forcgn producer.
lleyond this tivailhbillty of chenp cotton, the United States Govern-

ment has employedspecialprograms for the purposes of financing rawcotton exports, through Export.Import Bank loans, the ICX, and
Public Law 480.
In the fiscal year ending July 1,107, total authorizations were
$402 million anl for the current fiscal year ending June 30,
. 1058,
inay well reach $500 million.
In addition, the ICA Ies concentrated its purchases of textiles from
foreign mills in fiscal 1057 at the ratio of $80 million of foreign
textiles to $7 million of American. Over half of the foreign textile
purchases, or $50 million, was from Japan. For justificatFon of the
ineager American share of this business, it is explained that their
higher cost took them out of competition with the foreign product.
lieyond these subsidies and special benefits for the foreign mIlls,
their l)roductive operations are exempted from the statutory requireunents of American social and labor Iegslation. In this country
sweatshop operations were legislated out of existence many years ago.
Child labor has not been permitted in 80 years and products of
prison labor were barred from sale in interstate commerce by Federal
statute in the early thirties.
American mills must conform to the Fair Labor Standards Act,
Labor-Management Relations Act, antitrust laws, State safety laws
and many other Federal and State statutes which are built in, mandatory costs of operations in this country.
.
o
Yet for foreign textiles and apparelbrought into our markets in
direct competition with domestio products no standards of working
conditions are required and their operations may violate our standards
with impunity. Typical of this wide gap in labor costs is the rate of
15 to 20 cents an hour in Japan, or the 9 to 10 cents an hour in Hong
Kong andIldia, less than in Pakistan, versus an average of $1.40 to
$1.50 per hour in the Unite4 States.
Unter these conditions of bounties and special privileges bestowed
by the United States Government on foreign competitors, and the
American producer tied to compliance with statutory requirements,
it is obvious that there must be equalization through adequate tariffs or
quantitative l imitation on lw-priced foreign finports.
Otherwise, it woula be a delilerate choice of crippling one of our
basic livelihoods and citing away all pretense of equitable principles
in international competition.
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Roooillng these aross lziequltlq in the long.drawn-out negotia.
-wth Japan during 1050, tho administration spokoemenmade It
1"r .that.-.
' ,I
r torelg trade t*ey mutt not Wtk out own enterprin or destroy the Jobs

11

With this end in view and to balance in some measure the one-sided
ground rules, the executive branch worked out arrangements with
Japan for a voluntary an selective limitation of textile and apparel
expmrto from that country to the United 8ts for i period of 6 fears.
SThe program was termed as "extraordinary means to provide a roady
remedy foir the misfortunes of the textile industry that stem from

the Imporq$ problem."

Thesjoit antounoement of this program on January 10, 1057, by the
Departmfnta of Stat, Commerce, andAgrlculture, stressed the mutual
hIefl t of orderly trade between the two boumtries and its demonatraton ofundertanilinpon the partof Japan.
Among the immediate effets of these arrangements were ' Presi.
dental veto of Tariff Commission recommendations and I think It
was a unanimous recommendation with respect to velvetoens and
withdrawal of the industry-from apeolause proceedings on going.
hanis and related fabrics as an understood condition of -the overall
adjustment with Japan,
The roeourcofuln M of the administration in concluding the Japane arrangoents Mthout positively acting to correct its prior exceaive redetitons of tariff and without itself setting quotes, cannot
conceal that this was an extraordinary means of granting relief to an
Industry quite aprt from the provisions of the Wrade Agreement. Act
itself, and that -it involved Inducing action by Japan rather than a
direct mo" of our own country.
SIn efct it mans tbatuthorlty to regulate our foreign commerce
delegated orifiially by Congress to the President hks. n, tpura been
4e0g atea to a foreign country.
li me einphasize that Important point. 'Opngress, in wbhi power
to reglato trade is Jlxed by the Constitution, delegt that poverto
the
P'residet.
The
it .eto, tiePDepartment
State atd CoM" .ro.
°.De parnen
ts. Preident'
Theo.Statedelegate
and Commt
'de.e
Wed it-to the Japanese Gbverment. And the Japaese Mi istry
of Trade and Ind$utry carries on t is quota, defines the goas that
go into it polio e" what it sondo'hero, and if it goes over te quota on"
any item it apologies and the injured Americhn industry lacks any
real court of 0pea
This delegation of Congress' +constitutional powers and obligatioth
to a forei1state is without precedent or lawful basis gr v*a1 realrd
for the -ritsdf American citizenshigp and. American usitess.;, - '
While. is extra-legal quota system as'benefitedus to '&deg emt0
negotiated arranements demonstrate anew the arbitrary . ture of
the powers vested -in our bureaucratic officials through this vital
• Fromjperil-point mvestiga ions to escape-clause proceedings, 'Tariff
or throat of injury would remain'sub,
Commission finin.. of inj
jeet to Preiential dmissal, ed redress xi6u be found ;in Oktra-,
ordinary predures always subjt to the vagaries of worl politei.
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Practically, the temporary relief froin intolerable quantities of
Japanee Imports has ben diluted because of largely inctued shipmonts of slmllar goods from Hlong KOnsc and more recently Formoa.
Soon It may be India, Pakistan, and the Philippines since all of
these countries are developing textile industries through our b6unty.
And the poison of uuconoclonably low prices continues to flow in
the bloodstream of American commerce.

So long as this legislation continues to dominate our forelgn-irade

polioy And Its administration is weighted on the Import side, we are
fearful of the potential consequences to many American industries

and their millions of workers whose jobs depend on the domestic
market for their product..
Instead of comietlil in a free economic system based on American
standards of wor an living, they must compete with foreign pro.
duoare, heavily subsidized by our own Government in ,aw-materia!
costs
andhnS.
op era tio
eexempted from our minimum requirements
. in
.. productive
Simple justice demands on equalization of them fundamental
con.

ditionsioeither through adequate triffs or quota limitations applica.

ble t6 all countries which sell in the United' States market,
We believe the Congress should make this k responoibillty of the
United States Government rather than rely on the sufferance of for.
ign nations.
If the' proposed le slation does not include corrective provisions
for the gross inequXes, we are convinced that the coming years will
see a multiplication of escape-clause proceedings and their adverse
influence on friendly international relationships.
Thank you, ir.:
Senator A4M-SoN. 'Thank you very much, Mr. Bell.
Senator Kerr?
Senator C . I want to onratulte you on a very able statement
and an indictment of the administration of this program.
Mr. BELL. It is a sincere one, Senator,.
Senator Kim. I believe that, and I think it is an accurate one.
bit. lDzi,. Thank you.
Senator Ktzu. That is all.
Senator ADzw o. I would be tempted to think it was a sincere
one because this Association of Cotton Textile Merchants of New
York is an old and fine and well-respected institution.
Mr. B3zm. Thank you, Senator.
Senator Ams..o..
When we were dealing with agricultural problems, the association never came in with anything that was not sound
and well reasoned, because it took time to study before it came to a
point of view.
Senator Williams?
Senator W-.L.Ams. No questions.
Senator Aiwsnsowr. Senator Carlson?
Senator CAnLuaoi. Just this, Mr. Bell."I notice you make two suggestions that Would be helpful, either an adequate tariffMr. Bmu- Ye6 sir..
Senator C snsoN. Or a quota limitation or a quantitativelimitation
onmports. ':
"
Mr.- 13LL. Yes, sir.
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enator.OARMLON.S $owl I alssumne It would take a gicat Incrows Ill
tarft t6 jiroteot you Industims.
of how tuoli of a arif htwol(e
Do uhavoiany'Ideals
~t,.O oi6 there Is one reAl value lit thes new bill, Ina that
ia;
-bywhich, tarifs can be Ilicreased, niter escapecjaile p owodit4gs, (11111011c as t$0 perceliti over the tWINf Ini existence
It, lIOU,
Tho fundamuental difficulty In.this provision1 Is that Its application
Is Aubjeet t6oth0 anM-al of tile executive, branch of thle Goverinment,
alid It Is vory'quesfloiuible, bAse i o experience, that thle adinistratio11 would out such a high tariff litto effect even iIf It faced a ulianiinotto-decison 6 the part of the 'Thriff Commisson
Another tjilng I wifnt to miay Isthat hi 1030, the'tArlff Commissionl
hiad nuadel n vestigatloil on blwl ed joods and i'la te fabrics coyprifig abotta year updqn, section 883 of the Tarif Act of 1030, whichi
SVAS geared to tcomparaqtivea costs o ,production. 'Vliey did not ihid
th%Cost 6if Iii' doet1o Ii Ja)nn but they did take and use thts price,
tts import valuta of thie goods as tite Japanese base, and they recoinwhich amounted to an average of 43 percent ovor
incroas
i11rad1a
thle 1 0Oskiiratos,
which President Rloosevelt and Secretary Jiull put
into efec'. lixnediattoly.
B3t that did not have any great effect, In limi1ting thle volume of
Ct16 goods that were cdiaulng In ait that time. Instead of ths -value
being lnvoicod at 4 oent a.yard, it was just mande 3a~ cents. at yard) so
the taitt inceae,was 16roly Inleffectual.
t don0t know Whethler there can be-in most of these goods, I don't
believeS there are tarItT6h that we culd reasonably ex pect to have imposed whioh would effecetively balance thle actual. difference, in costs.
Senator Cmtw~N. 1 am glad you mentioned this p revision which
was it the bill which' I hoped would be helpful- whipli would permit
the Presidenit or executive branch of thle Oovernment~ to raise tariffs
up to 60perc6ent.
Mr, ]arm. I am glad it isput in there, and I *thinkthe reason It~ was
put. in was8 that the executive'departmeonts of the Government, found
in their discussions with the Japnes tMat under thle existing law,
there was not a eiflc authority to raise tariffs high enough to compensate for the uliscrepancies.
Scunator CuRsox. Wel I, I can assure you, Mfr. Bell, I think every
member of this committeee. feels, keenly the situation we are confronted with and*we haVe le~rislatiomn before us.
i believe xoU stated, you had somes question as to the effect, even
Did you make
6f -adequate trffs *oi thxis, on the imports of textile,.
that statement.just nowt
I thoughtyou said you had some concern.
Mfr. BE.LL Yes, adequate tariffs would be all right.
But whether we could ever get adequate tarffSenator CAWIA~OX. Of course that isthe point,

Mr. BE~u,. You have got to realize also that when you. arrange a
tariff structure that would be fair and equal with thes Oriental competition, it would be so high that the Euiropean competition would find
it most difficult to get y.
Senator CALSO. Then your second suggestion was quota, limitations and that is thes point I want to discuss with you briefly$, be:

I
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cau1 thieoxl ar6lothe' idu8trles In lis Nation that Would like very
Ilicit to haveqlota lImItatilons.
Mr. 13L. Yes, sir.

Seiator CARl AN. And onq we start, I don't see that we can select one group a1l not give I to others an'd that ges to be a problem.
I want to montlon It bccaisei I come from a section that produces
oil.
°irh.BF Lw,Yes, shr.
"
'
Senator CAntsox, And th0 ihuorts of textiles, based on this coinii161ll statement whIeh I hiavO before 11e, says that all Imports of
textiles still ranik only between 2 an( 3 percent of domestic producI would like to ronmid you that the oil Ifidustry which Is also
having sone pvobl~msIt Is imitted that in the third quarter of this
ear ite increase of oil imports, residual oil, crude oil imports, finslland un flitIshed prodittA will be70 l" rent higher thin It was in
1057 and it is a hun dred percent higher han it was In 1054, so When
we begin to talk about quotas, get1 ntb this picture, there ai other
fields too, that will have somoe-have a very good case for quotas and
it is one of the problems confronting this committee, one we are
seriously considering.
Mr. Bi,,. I know it is. Jcangiveyouaspeclolexnmpleofoneof
i 1niiediate i)rblenis. Ii tli .apanosee program one limitation that
the Japanese Inposed upon themselves was something like a million,
I think it was a million Mty thousand dozen shirts.
They kept within the quota, according to ollieial Japanese statistics by sliipping in 157.only, 055,000 dozen shirts. But in the meantime we have s lits comm in from ItongKong amounting to around
450,000 dozen from Hong Kong as against about maybe twentyeight or
tthry thousand dozen the previous year. Hong Kong was the largest
market for Japanese piece goods in 1057, taking over 10 million square
yards of cotton textiles.
Senator .CAJmom. Mr. Bell, I assure you as one member of this
committee I am sympathetic with your problem and I thank you for
your testimony.
_
Mr. Br. I just do not see how you can write the textile industry 0iT
the map of the United States. It is too much embedded into our whole
American economy, with all the textile plants and all the sewing
plants, located in over half of the States of-the Union. This is probably .n .understatement, and I imagine it would be three-quarters,
whert.the xfi6uction and distribution of textiles and apparel is a very
vital part of the'Americtn economy, arid a-s far 's price competition
goes, we just cannot do it under the handicaps of Government disiws.as 0
crimination against
Senator ANDE .oN. Did I have these figures right that it was 30
A0,O1
dozen from 10ing Kong the year previous and it jumped to
Mr. t L.*450,000. ,
Senator -An.ason. When you said a million dozen-you soid a
ml li
4n from Japan I
SDoesa tthat suggest to you the only way to get at this is quotas?
fMr.'BEm Yes, quotas imposed by the United States, not by Japan,
I don't see how we can go to each of these countries in turn that are
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buUding up .er textile industry, as they "me up, Hong Kong, and
then maybe Formosa, and the Philippines, we haveSenator
PakistanPakistan
I
Mr. Bwu.Kx.Pakistan.
used to be a verylarge"importing
country, and now they have an exprta,e suriPlus of textiles,
* Seator AIIDEsoI . Ahd it will gro* Isteadof diminishing
Mr. ni. uiquestionably and of 6ouis we are iot worri d about
Red China yet but they are building their textile industries, because
they can getprofits quickly from them and thus obtain capital funds
for
their plant facilities,. for the'making of cteel and heavy,
g inceasIng
w duetrfes.
Senator KXzn. That is the orily nation you havo mentioned that is
not borrowing money from us to build textile industries?
Mr. )3"tJNot borowing, I think we ha, gven in our foreign
Senat
, What we do not giv thM weassur tbem is avail.
abl6
by
lo811.
*
. Th
i3 To pay Inforeignenrenoie, yes.
Senatr At0piVoS. Senator Bennett?
Senator Nwxvivr. No questions.
Senator A . nasox. Thajhk youvery much, Mr. Bell.
* We appreciate your testimony.
(The following statistical data was submitted for the recicl by
mt. Bell:
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STATEXEU OP WILLI1AN P. SULLIVAN, SECRETARY, NORTHIMO
TEXTILE ASSOCIATIO, ACOXMPAI
BY ,BY Y T4USLOW,
PRSmUT NORTR TEXTIL AsooATr
IN
Mr. SVvWr. My liame is William F. SulliVan.
I am sec tary of the Northern Textile Association.
With me is Mr. Henry Truslow, who is president of that association
and is also president of the Ponemah Mls in Tafvilleb Go0n,
cotton textile concern..
The- association which was founded in 1054, is an' orga iiation
which represents the textile mills located principally in New England'
We oppose R. . 12591 first, becas it aUthorizes further,ieauctions intixiffs, and second, because it provide no kuarknties that in.
jury to the industry or its variouss segments will be rmedied."
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The bill authorizes the Piedent to do nothing about serious inJury caused by imports.' In -fact, he Is granted the specific power to
"disapprove", th6 remedies whoh hav been found neessry to prevent or .remedyserious injury toa domestionduftry.,
His "disapproval" can only be set aside by a vote of two-thirds of
both Houses within 60 days, an unrealistic procedure whlch offers no
assurance to the industry.
.
*
The, pril-point and esecpe-elauge procedures in the bill, which
give conareidnal direction to the Tariff Commission, are completely
nullifled-by the subsequent authority to the President to ignore the
findings and recommendations of the Commission.
This is further aggravated by the complete lack of any diredtion by
the Congres, to the President, a to the crtesria or rules he should
apply in a situation involving serious injury to-a domestic industry.
Our fears about the operation of H. A., 1591 are founded upon experience and injury ywbeh we have received tden prior trade agreementslegilatton. Weave been wounded in omat. by, the GATT,
and it is being reloaded with a 5-year supply of ammunition in this
bilL
'.
ift
I n ils
While the Tra4e 4ements Act hasol
e no
_incr
a
ing
f ,re
t
omsti
e
market for their
products but 'in the cea opotton two-uOrds of the export market
which that industry hadii 99 hasbeen lot ,w
,
From a textile pn pm yiiw, t0 trade agreements prgram has
been companies _y askD kg
our foreign and domestic markets
which .mount. to about 18 percent of our toUl producton of co,n
textiles for domet
stiissne .1949. 'Thi hostknpaei h
la8t8 years, and wimcontinue unless Federal poles are clanged.
I said we had been hurt. by this tym, of.leilation, and there are
certain assurances' that have, been pven that there ar plenty -of
safeguards in the p resent
'bil
Three yea ago .last Marchl when we appearedd before this committee, as 44lmany, others here today, on the matter, of extending the
presen t, a.a. . 1, the f loWi asoxnce had been given by the
President to,the Honorable JooeMart on February .17, 1955:,
Iwish to oomient on the administration of thli legislaton if ltis enacted Into

!aW* *.. This .program must. be, and will be,. administered to the benefit
of the NaUon' economic strength and ot to, Its detfenLt. No Amertean
industry will beplacd i JeoPardy by the administration of thi measure
.

Just 1 week beforeRepresentative Perkins Bass ,wrote to the

President and stated: the textile leaders-

fear their Industry may be in serious Jeopardy if textile tariffs are further
lowered--

and added:
Sa&IW
51Ore

Soite aware o t'ptb
pkcullar
roi'will bear this in mindi and will take no aetio w

to teitiee, and that sboul4
th'd Rd.pr6fat Trade Act be eittndd bj"We Oonress
a provided In -IL . 1;,
will inume or Jeopardize

this Important: Industry, or any other for,that matter.;

The Tesident reassured Mr. Bass on February 1'T 1950, as follows:

Ap"p.ate -thdat e nation of tis'
+e44 h,.awys aroused onebrn
among iodustres that ate fea'fql itmay I*'
adml0natered 96as to'Afet thein

advetsely. -Bach fears are In fact groundleui for It would Ill ser
2T629-05--pt 2--16

out Natio's
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Interest to undermine American'industry or to lower our high living standards.
Our own economic strength is a pillar of freedom throughout the world, and
it would be Irrespon4ible to tale any action that would weaken it. For this
reason no American industry is going to be placed in Jeopardy by the administration of this measure. Nor will any American industry be placed InJeopardy
in,
tte trkde negotiations which are to begin next week at Geneva under. the
oxistng trade agreements law.

On June 8 1955, the House and Senate conference committee
h. 1 in the form in which it was shortly thereafter
adopted. On the following day, June 9, 1955, the Department of
State issued a press release stating that a new trade agreement had
been signed at Geneva on June 8 with Japan and other. nations.
The full text of the release regarding textiles is as follows:

approved H.

Among the concessions granted bY the United States were moderate reductions
of rates on some carefully selected cotton textile items *

Senator X(.R'R. That is ali it said ?
-Mt.SUTwIvAi. That isWall ittated in relation to textiles.
Senator Kr.ur Yotd' know that song, "That is all she Wrote."
[Laughter.) "I will send his saddle home."
Mr. SuLuvvA. Subsequently, it developed. that duties on about 90
ercent of thecotton textile piduction of this country were cut.
Thd reductions averaged a out 25 percent and in some cases were
as high as 50 percent. ItIs interesting to note that had the Departtnent of State waited 3 days longer,-at which time the ilion-curreht act
expired-it would have had to act under H. RI. 1 as enacted and
reductions would have been limited to 5 percent or a total of 15 percent
over a 8-year period.
Senator A"PMzsoN. You think those dates were significant? Mr. SuivAw. Yes, sir.
Now assurAnes' by the proponents of the present bill that it c!'Ontaiis fully adequate 6afeguards for 'domestic' industries" are hardly
persuasive.
The Pofisequences 6f the Geneva reductions of '1055 for 66ttof textiles are well known. The rate of Japanese textile "nports began tO
soar and became so alarniing' in 1956 that even the Japanese volun ,
teered not to increa-e their imports further. In'the meantime, however, many of our mills had been permanently closed. This voluntary
limitation by Japan, which is due to expire in 1961, is the only thing
industry
which stands between 850,000 workers in the cottonI textile
II
0&4dnnempoymeht ' .
A B5-year extension of this act might well be construed by Other
countries as an invitation to take greater advantage of our low textile
duties.
The cotton situation is bad and the wool situation is in many ways
worse.

Duties on wool textiles were drastically reduced ip 1948, and imports subsuently rose. In the fall of 196, the United States finally
exercised its right to establish a tariff quota under the so-called
Geneva reservation, but this arrangement fails to make any provision
againstthe concentration of imports in certain categories of fabtits.
Imports of wooten Gods tenrto concentrate in the higher-quality
goods which are relatively light in. weight and contain a' relatively
greater proportion of labor. For example, imports during the first.
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6 'miths of 1957 of .wole'd arid worsted fabrics weighing not over

6 ounces per square yard amounted to over 33 percent of the total
dopnestle production of such fabrics.
'In other catetories of high quality Wooen fabrics, industry sources
estimat' that'E ,portsare as high as 60 percent of United States
_ -- - I :
production Of sich fabrics.
- and numerous mill witnesses have testified-be.
firm
belief,
It
is
our
fore the Committee br Reciprocity Information, last December, that
many mills have been fored-and there have been many of themhave ben forced to liquidate because of this,type of!-com". tion.
The bill before this committee provides no reme for this situation.
If this legislation is adopted, we urge that it be amended .in the
following particulars.
(1) The extension should be limited to 1 or 2 years, aqd the authority to reduce tariffs limited Accordingly. If.the tern of the Act is
shorter it will provide an opportunity to review its operation sooner,
if theamounts are not as griat then: the damage Will not be as great.
The Japanese cotton textile ' quotas~are on a-voluintary basis and
although the Japanese have stated their itentionfto maintain them
until the end of 1961,there is no guaranty of this.
The sencoid oint and this point I wish to make strongly, we believe
the Congress should, by law, establish the policies to govern the serious
situations which face domestic industries as'a result of the trae-ageements program.
For example, textile inills ne d to kftow by what rules And on what
basisfthey nust operate inrelation to mills lOcated in other countries.
Mill managements-and I could'bring a parade of witnesses heremill managements are constantly faced .with the problem of-Whether
improved plant and equipment or whether they
they should invest ifi
should be thinking in terms of liquidating present facilities.
Thii,,likeany other industry, is not static, you don't -live on the
7 1 ;*I I
statusquo. You move one way or the other.
Now, textiles, being an international, labor-oriented, and highly competitive industry, are peculiarly susceptible to international trade.
In Order to make intelligent decisions, mill managements need to
know what the rules are, not only in the natter of encouraging or'l s
colik
rig
Imports, but also what actions, if any, will betaken if the
mills are seriously-in"ured by importss.
. .
i Cmi. .
al'The riles contained in the Lill to guide the Tariff Commission-al,
re reasonftbly expl it and colA be
though they o6uld b .ipjv!;p
used as the basi for jud ment. however, no such rules apply to the
President, who makes, the final decision,
It has been our position, and itstill is our position, that-Conre.
shouldm!iake the policy and delegate to an aeny responsiblO o it
such as the Tariff Commission, the adm16istrhti4f; and that the Prisident should not be authorized to substitute fljs sa-made rules'for that
of the Tariff Commission, or for those of the Congress. This approach
we still urg6.
Lt however, the Congress feels that the Taiiff Comnision should
act Qx yiii6.ai aj1srycaplity arid that the President shidd exercise
the -final authority, it is respectfully suggested that the Congress
should, in this bill provide the rules to bo applied by the President
in administering the act.e
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In other words the President within his own discretion should be
dire ted to provide a remedy when he finds that an industry has been
injured.
inshould like to also add that the proposals regarding the peril-point
provisions suggested by Mr. Daniel of the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute, meets with our wholehearted approval, and as a final
point, I firmly believe that both in the peril-point provisions and in the
escape-clause provisions, that it would be wise to include as one of the
criteria to guide the Tariff Commission, differences in cost of production between producing products here and in foreign countries in
accordance with the criteria which are set forth under section 8386 of
the Tariff Act.
I think that would be helpful.
Thank you very much.
Senator ANDEmRoN. Thank you, Mr. Sullivan.
Senator Kerr?
* Senator Kim. Have you provided, or has your technical staff pro.
voided language that will implement that last suggestion?
Mr. S

iMAZAN.

Well, I drew some language as a sort of an example

and I drew it in perhaps its weakest form.
Senator KIu, Would you want to prepare and offer it in fairly
virile form? [Laughter.]

Mr. SUAvAN.Wel the virile form is to leave it to the Tariff Com-

mission and let that fe final.
I can read you an example of how that might be expressed.
Senator Kin. I wouli rather you would leave a copy with the
committee.
Mr. SLUMvA.

Thank you.

_

(The following was later received for the record:).
Nowrnim

Re H. R.12591.
Hon. Romstr a Kna,

Unied States Senate, Wahlt n,

trw

Bos#to

Assocztoz;,

Maess., July 90 1958.

D. 0.

Nun 8NATO3: I wish to thank you for the courteous attention which we

received from the Oommittee on Finance at the hearing on U. R.12591 yesterday.
You requested that I submit language regarding our proposed amendments.
We propose the following amendments:
(1) Extension of the act by only 1 or 2 years, and a limit In the authority to
reduce tariffs accordingly.
..
(2) Make Tariff Commission recormendations final, but if not, the Congress

should at least give some specific direction to the President when he fails to
accept Tariff Commssion escape clause iecommendations This could te done

by adding the following words at the end of section 7 (c) of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as amended:
P*
ed, Aovw , That If in the opinion of the President serious lnipry has
been caused to such Industry be shall take action to remedy such Injury after
consultation with representatives of such industry."
(8) Differences In cost of'production should be a factor to be considered by
the Tariff Commission In both peril-point and escape-clause actions. This could-

be done by adding the words, ItaUcized below, In section 7 (b) of the Trade
Agreements Extension Act:
•
"(b) In arriving at a determinatio in the foregoing pac-urc. the Tariff
Commission, without excluding other factors, shall take Into consideration differenoee in coat of prokivllon according to the oriterf# setforth in ,eolin3 8
of the Tariff Ao

of 1950, aesamended, or a downward trend of production,

employment, * * * etc."
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(4) We endorsethe amendments to the peUii-potnt .proisions proposed by

the American Cotton Manufacturers Institute.
I am sending copies of ts letter to the chairman and other members of the
committee.

VMry.
truly yours,

Wnt.U 1P,BMVA.

Senator Km. I would like to ask you this question:

In view of the degree to which prices have risen and the extent to
which tariffs have been lowered, do you think that within the frame.
legislation, if it is to be renewed and continued to be
work of t
operated there ii any way to effect that degree of limitation of imports
necessary to the vitality and healthy vi or'of domestic industry ?Is
there anything that you know of that will do the job short of the arbitrary imposition of quotas I
Mr. SbLLvAN. I think in the csee of textiles insofar as eastern
competition )s concerned, that probably quotas will be necessary, because if ou pit the duties high enough to have an effect on the eastern
competition it shuts out Western Europe,
Senator ki;;. Yes.
Senator ADR xso.Senator Carlson I
Senator ArLsoN. 1r.Sullivan isn't the real problem of the textile
competition Within the fihers I notice in your statement here you
make this statement,:.
From te Ue poipt of view the trade agreements program has been accom.
panled by i isbrluking of ovr foreign and domestic markets which amounts to
about 18 percent of our total production of cotton textiles for'dOmestic use.

In view of the fact that our imports Aire oply about 2 or 3 percent
of our domestic production doesnt the other percentage coms from
competition with other fibers?
Mr. SuLL AN. Let'me first explain this: In 1949 the United St tes
cotton textile industry exported 1,500 million yards of cotton textile
fabrics.
They are currently exporting, and this J4 a rough flgur abouE half
a billion yards or 500 million. They hlave lost a b!ion yards of
exports while thi#,Tredeent I . beenineffect.
o ~t bin
yards or comption.
10 yerm of ourI
I do notproduction
bieve that
ti.iterber
hasthaf-~oso~
been causedby
domestic
think that has been lost to cotton textile mifis of other countries moving thworld
jiarke.
.tin
&W
ou
tid,
maket of which we had'virtually &U,
import have amounted to about 8 percent of our domestic production.
SoN t to* ' ,t hat is about 18 percent.
Now act,ally there has been a small expansion as a result of increased population, not pomparable to the 18percent, a slight increase
in the total consumption o cotton textiles in this country over that
period, which 4as offset that 18 percent to a small amount,
We still have1h loss.
Now as to the interfiber competition, there is no doubt *a to the

woolen texH!tI fiduftry interfiber pompeJtio that has bm a
POT
ant factor in re u oss
0 that U*,cutti it m
the emlyes half%th o)? hW1 th.5 4"pmen.4 but the very faci thqt.
the indutysa
struggling wit t4at mnter~bor competition, ink it
tie like tha the
all the more difficult for*us to understaui4 'why at k%
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Government should encourage further imports and concentrated imports of foreign woqlens.
It l9 a tihu when the Industry nids the greatest consideration as

it goes through the diflcult problem of adjusting to that,.
Senator CAosON. I appreciate your problem, ard based on the figures there was some reduction in imports in 1057 over 1050.
.,:Mr. SuLmLvAN Now, il cotton textiles, I believe that was true, and
I think the reason for it, the present reason foi it, is that the American market was so bad anyway, as a result of the depression that we
have been in that foreign countries even had trouble in selling their
products atther very low prices.
Senator CARLJSON. I thank you.
Senator ANF.RSON. Senator FrearO
Senator Fru"..
NO questions.
Senator ANDiW.oS. Senator Douglas?

Senator Dououks. Mr. Sullivan, I take it'then you are in favor
either of higher tariffs on cotton and woolen goods, or the imposition
of more restrictive quotas; is that truet

Mr. SUmuVAN. Yes.
Senator DovoTAs. Are you acquainted-I presume you are ac-

quainted with the tariff history of your industry?
Mr. SULLIVAN. Well to some extent I am.
Senator DouoTAs. You remember that in 1880 the cotton and wool
manufacturers of Massachusetts and New England came down to
Washington and said that they Were an infant industry and needed
protection in order that they might have a chance to grow up, and
said that if a tariff could be imposed for a few years they would become so virile that they would not need any further protection?
Do you remember that?
Mr. SuLLIvAN. Yes I do I rememberSenator Krim. If Y"may ask a personal question, which one of you
men were here then?
Senator DOuGLAs. We read the debates, I may say.
Senator DouaLAs.
I see.
Senator Ka.
That is trUe, is it not Mr. Sullivanf
Mr. SuLLivA. That is true. The first one really that did that was
in 1821. Francis Cabot LdwellSenator DouoLA. Yes.'
Mr. SULLVAN (continuing). Came to the congress and said he

would like to build a large textile mill, the first in the country, Merrimack Manufacturing (o., in Lowell, and got that protection and
that mill ran steadily from 1824, when it was completed, until December of last year.
The mill finally made velveteens and the Japanese sent in so many
velveteens that that mill had to be liquidated.
Senator DouoL.Q. In 1830 you got a still further tariff increase in
the Tariff Act of 1830?

Mr.

SuLLAvAN.

That is right.

Senator DouoGLs. Aftez' the Civil War you appeared and said you

wanted higher tariffs to.ptect you. Thatth&85 years you had were
not enough so you wanted ,ZOre;isn't that trua
Mr. SuLLIAN. I will take your word foi it,
Senatoit Dovauos. Yes.
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Then in 1897.when
p~z, 1Dingley was chairman of the House Ways
and Means C ofliimt6e1 the industry appeared and said it wanted a
further increase in tariffs; isn't that true?
Mr. SuLL vAN.

If you say so.

Senator DouoaAs. It is true. Then in 1009 when Nelson Aldrich
presided over this committee, the industry appeared and said they
wanted a still further increase because they had not had time to grow
Pr.SLtivAz. If you say so.
Senator DouoLAs. That is right.
In 1001 when Chester W. Forilney was chairman of the House Ways
and Means Committee the industry appeared and said it wanted a
still higher tariff in order to protect itself.
Mr. SULLIVAN. Yes, sir; if you say so.
Senator DovULAS. Weli it is true.
In 1929 and 1930 when heed Sinoot, whose picture is outside there,
was chairman of this committee and Mr. Hawley was chairman of
the House Ways and Means Committee and Mr. Joseph Grundy was
a leading member of this committee, the industry appeared and said
it wanted an increase still further.
Mr. SLvAzI. That is correct.
Senator DoUaLAs. Now the question is, how long is your industry
going to remain an infant? Mr. Sullivani when is it going to be able
toget off the nursing bottle and walk on its own feet?

Mr. SULVAN. Well, I would like to answer that.

There is no doubt that in the beginning we sought to protect ourselves as we learned the techniques of manufacturing.
Subsequently, as a result of a lot of reasons, incuing
this industry adopted standards of labor more or less commensurate
with those of the American standard.
Senator DoUoLs. Did you do that or was that a result of unionization and also the Fair Labor Standard Act?
Mr. SULIVANi. Let me say this, even if a mill is not organized it
pays a minimum.
Senator DOuoLAs. I grew up in New England and I know the cotton
mills ahd woolen mills of New England prior to the coming of unionism paid extremely low wage# and worked extremely long hours.
Mr. SULL VAN. I think that is probably true, because even then there
was pressure of international competition.
I think one of the reasons that the cotton textile wages in this country are relatively low to other industries now is because of this constant pressure.
Senator DOUoLAS. Even in spite of the high tariffs?
Mr. SULLIVAN. These tariffs are not high and will not compete
for the very much lower wages and costs of foreign mills, and that is
one of our problems.
Imports are depressing the whole industry, depressing not only the
earnings of workers but the earnings of stockholders. And the industry, in fact this being a labor-oriented international industry
did grow upbehInd, if you want to use the Words, behind the tarid
wall and it-built its costs and its earnings and its wages on that basis.
When that wall is torn down, the industry is left exposed to a kind
of competition which is not competition at all. It is attrition.
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Competition implies that you have a chance of su'oeeding, the Japauee mills landing cloth here at landed prices which no American
milt could reach by way of costs.
Senator Douni.s. I have always thought that American Industry
American mn1agniont, and American invention were extremely efil.
clent, and I woold smy tht thmits a case for protecting an Infant

Industry to live, it a start but I would my that your industry has
certainly ha(i
a long-enough period, well over a century, so that it
could be expected to stand or fall on Us own norits.

Air. SuIvtvAN. In point of efliciency, we do not take our hats off to
Any other country but you must remember though those Countries
wore making textilea oven bfore %%were and those countries also
have available to them the skills and the machinery and ate as efficient
or can be as efficient as our mills.
Sonator DoitaAs. I have been through the British mills and I
would not say that the British mills were as efficient as ours and I tmember that Mr. OrIhard and his wife visited Japan prior to World
War It,and reported machinery And teelmiques of the Japanese mills
at that thno were very much Inferior to American mills.
SeNator K ru.
That was before we gave them replacements. That
is a good example.
Senator DouotAs. I was careful to say it was before World War
IT,and I am not certain whether the same condition would hold since
World War II,

Mr. SuLtLVAN. Since World War Ifthere has been a vast change.

For example, taken voolens alono. This country before the war had
about 40,000 woolen worsted looms.
We6 are now down under 1000 looms. Japan from nothing has
built up an industry of about 6,000 woolen looms, and that is a new
industry.
They have more looms, almost twice as many looms, as this whole
country has in woolens and worsteds.
Senator DotrtMs. But Mr. Sullivan, isn't this due in large part
to the decline in preference for wool as a textile? I mean wool is a
fine textile, but it is a heavy textile, vad what has been happening of
course has been the development of the synthetics, wich have largely
replaced both cotton and wool, and aren'tyou blaming upon international trade some of the shift in the, industry from woolens and
cottons to synthetics?
Mr. SuLixAx. I think I acknowledged to Senator Carlson 'that
interfiber competition was an important factor, but the vbry fact the
industry was going through that adjustment to have its imports increased by 600 percent and by having concentrations of imports in
thee fine woolens up as high as 60 percent of the domestic, production certainly aggravates that problem all out of proportion. 4
We do not claim that all the problems of any branch of the textile
industry are solely attributable to this actL There are many areas in
which we have to work but all I am saying is this is in important one.
Mr. Truslow, our president, would liki to say something to one of
our questions.
Senator DouotAs, Yes.
Mr. TxusxwW. I was interested in your statement about England,
I was in Manchester about 6 or 8 weeks ago. I was in a mill,'a kood-
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sized mill, and they did not have a machine in Chore over 4 years old.
So far as the Japanese go, their own engineers have develoipe-first
as the chairman mid we supplied them with machinery after the

World War. Since then they have developed their own machinery,
and I hate to admit it but some of It Is well ahead of ours.

Senator DouniAs. )on't you think that mill you saw in Manchester

was a somewhat unsual mllf

Mr. TausLow. It could have been; but take that as the peak. There

were 10 looms in a chain. But the average loom would be, in that
group, comparable to our average mill. -We have top-flight mills

which have new machinery and other mills that do not.

As far as the industry as a whole, I think you want to remember
that in most fabrics your labor is anywhere from 45 to 55 to 60 percent
of your costs and if you are paying 10 times the wages on 00 percent
of your costs you have more of a problem thant some steel fabricating
mills where labor would be 10 percent.
Senator Douorts. What is your average hourly rateI
Mr. 'TRusow. Our average hourly wage is $1.46 plus 20 cents fringe
benefits.
Senator DuOLAS. How much is the hourly rate in Japanf
Mr.TnusLow. Twelve to fourteen.
Mr. SuLivAN. Fifteen.

Senator DouoLms. And in Britain I
Mr. SVLvAN, We figure Britain around 40 cents.
Mr. T" ustow. They were 30.

Senator DouGLAs. Of course, there are some good fringe benefits in
Britain.

Mr. Tnusww. They are not as heavy as ours. Fringes cost my
company 20 cents per hour peremployee.
Senator DouoLAS, Fringe benefits?
Mr. Tnusv ow. I think thie main point to remember is our percentage
of our costs in labor is very heavy.
Senator AnDZRSox. Has not the nature of your need for protection
somewhat changed in the passing years?
In 1830 you were not very much worried about Hong Kong shipping
shirts into the United States.
Mr. SULLIvAx. I think not, but my memory is not too sharp as of
that time.
Senator A
oDxRso.
And Pakistan and Formosa and so forth, it is
quite a different story is it not, than the picture mentioned here a
moment ago, maybe by you, of how many thousand additional
shirts are importedMr. SuLvAN. Mr. Bell gave those figures.
Senator ANDERSONx. Four hundred and fifty thousand dozen shirts
coming in from Hong Kong this year as against 28,000 las_ year.
Is tfht prt of the reason why you feel your industry needs some sort
of protection?

Mr. SUUIvAN. Yes; it is. That is whythe present status quo level
of duties as they have been reduced under this Trade Agreements Act
is really too low to protect us and as I think someboy else pointed
out under our other'programs we are selling to foreign il American
cotton at about 25 percent less than we are allowed to buy it for, so
they have a raW-material advantage on tdp'of a labor advantage.
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bunt I only saw there oft r nuniber Of factors.
13ut I think iiotib of its brou ht up thld 1est ion of arguing thle fact
we et11 though thati hild been neted b~y now.
It 18 junt at iattr'of seeing lil'aded ptices and tho nillhun
looks at 1%14 own coats and knows, h6eft'Anut tou6iht tein.
SenAtor Ambwttaom, Thore was on Intoi'tttlot1 cainra shlow -in
Walngton n ebuplM of veaft ago, and (is, Lea fant - went to take
A look fit Old~ DeW08t, tACA 0eIPM, 1 RHOM' got 1)[11t the JAPlpee
exhibit, with-the Nikot Rnd now loameras4 with their very remaitrkAle
lon*,q. A solewhaft. niew faetot' In the p)hotogi'Aphy bIfimSin thle
mrm businegi, and I finagine It nppikas All the way (town-the line.
Mr. Stxtvm;. That brinim up an 1Interes~tinig point which Is-patr.
tioularly true lit woolens. Tito principal wookua-produecig Couintries,
Sacdh a Japito United Kingmdoni, Franee, Italy$ and (lerilltiv 1.
-omptiglIn th(%ie d S tat iket. now and diIvins m
ich hes
pritos down In the 11Jnitead Staites markets,
hl
eUie
te
piroducer with Il hgher, cots based onl higher %WijeSIs left atrandedl.
Itoe annot comie near any of themn. Menttwhilo t oy ComIlp-te aimonig
theniselve Iii thia market.
Mr. ~tmustow. Air. Chanirmati -this might be of Intoreat to ~Oil.
While I was lit thrit rThigli ilil the mafniaing -dirctttm who i il It
rma state of worry because of limports froi Thdbt, and Zas raising thme
devil lit the Mftteiester Area, heo got through telling io all his tfroibles
slid lhe turned to meo and said, "When are you diaps going to lower
yor I md Yo
1 are worrying about the Indians and~ we are worried
about you.'
In my own particular business mny company was Rtarted in 1810.
We wern the first cottipany fin tis country to run Egyptian cotton,
liningtt(1116eeotton, and Iift s been In operation continuotsly ever
in
har fo e o derstand why we should have 400 people
Out of work) 800 people ott part time, when just thle other day they
announced in Pern thtat now they hafve their own textile Industry and
thyare not 6oimP to import Aiy more fromt tisl country, aind they
raised the tarff 85 tol 10
liret..
I think there ame som1e things here wve mnust keep fIn mind, thtt
never in the world wvill we be able to help others if we allow our,own
t~tngth to be sapped.
It, is 0ust as a np le" t Itat,
S~lio Awrnwiox. Thannk you bothv for your testimony,
Setiator KvxR. I want, to aisk you a questioti.
The disinguislied Senator fromn Illinois refeired to thte woolen atnd
textile industry as a disapjeang one.I
Senator Douoi.A& I dfd not say that. It is; not.corret,
Senator IRR What did you say aboilt its reduced production aind
other fibers?
Senator Douor~a. I afid it-had suffered.
Senator Kxnu. WhAt does it meaf?
Does it mean it Isbeing reduced itvolumelI
Senator DouoL~s.I did not say it was disappearingSenator uan, Just what does that tneantI
Senator Douar~As. My I finish the sentence V
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Senator Xti t, It you would ahawer my question.
Senator DouQLAs. May I take a sentence to finish my answer to
youth question I
Senator lCmru. There Is nothing in the world I can do about that.
Senator DouotAs, If Senatot"Anderson agrees, may I be permitted
to answer In terms of a P

Iraplt
t

Senator AxDRosoN. Jo ahead.

Senator Dovors. I said that tlhW woolen industry as well as the
cotton industry had suffered not merely from the tariff but also from
the growing use of synthetics which has helped to take over some of
the market for cloth nnd textiles, formerly possessed by woolen and
cotton.

Now, If this is not an accurate reproduction of what I said I will
be very happy to revise this sentence to make it c6nform.
Senator SM. Well, I would rather for you to be devoted to giving
111 accurate Information than to make it conform to a previous mis.
taken statement.
Senator 1)vots. Just a minute. Are you saying that synthetics
Eave not taken some of the market for woolen and cotton I
Senator Kman, I was accepting your word for it.
Senator DOUGLAS. Why do you question it?
Senator KpRn. I was accepting your word for it that they were
taking increasing percentage of it. Isn't that the gist of your stateSenator Doutes. Well, over a period of time, certainly, they have
taken an increasing percentage of it.
Senator K~nn. I don't know anything that occurs simultaneously.
It has to take time.
Senator DouoLs. If you go back to 1930, it is certainly true that
since then the synthetics have taken a larger share of the market for
cotton and wool. I would imagine they are taking a larger share
now than 1930. Whether 1957 is different from 1056 is something
else again.
Senator KiRRa. Is the overall trend one in which synthetics are in.
creasing and the others are reducing?
Senator DouorLs. If you go back to 1930Senator KEas. I am talking about today.
Senator DOUoLAs. In terms of 1980 base, I would say that is true.
I am not informed as to comparing what happened yesterday as to
theSenator
day before
yesterday.
Krzf.,
If the Senator does not know, he would relieve my
mind
by
utg saying
so. If he does know, he would relieve my attenti inDII
telin
mes.
Senator Douorms. The Senator from Oklahoma Is very well versed
in all matters, and able to inform people of his knowledge. If I do
.
not. khn6w, he should set me right. .
Senator KM. I have too many. other burdens to take it on.
Senator DouoAs. You took it on. Take it on.
Senator Kxiut. Youpunish the ob.
Senator Duoi;As. don't wan_'to get into a verbal fight with you.
Senahtor.KzRn. Don't do it.
Senator DoUOGLS. 1If you start it, I am not one to back away.
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Senator KXmn. That is well enough known to be admitted by the
Senator from Oklahoma, and if you do not want to enlighten the Senator
from Oklahoma, then just be quiet while I am questioning the
wltaeis,
Senator Dototis. Just minute. Did I interrupt you I

Senator Ky. Yes; you did. Just now, when I made a statement
to this witness.

Senator Azinzaow, Senator Douglas, he said "Senator Douglas
said certain things."
Senator l)OUOLAS, I beg your pardon.
Senator Krn. I will retire until you finish your statement.
Senator DoUrLAS. I have finished.
SenatorKut. Then retire until I finish mine.
Senator DouorLs. l will be glad to do so.
Senator KimR. Was I mistaken in interpreting it, in feeling flnt
one interpretation of what the Senator from Illinois said, or did you
et the impression that he indicated that the business of textoiIe oPration in woolen and cotton was on a reducing basis by reason of an
increasing amount of other' textile products; namely, synthetical
Mr. SULLIVAN. Well, my impression was that, in relation to wool, I
acknowledged that the interflbor competition was an important factor
in causing the decline of the wool-textile industry.
Senator KXrR. In that decline you said nothing was static, that it
either went forward or backward. Aside from Wiat lie said ust ns
a matter of information to me, Is the present posture one in wich the
decline continues?
Mr. Sum.tVA, We do not like to say it, but, in my opinion, the posture is one of continuing decline.
Senator Kzna. Insofar as the textile industry utilization of woolen
and cotton materials is concerned I
AMr. S UVAN. Well, insofar as wool is concerned, and there has
been a decline in the past year insofar as cotton is concerned, of
course, we all hope that both of those will turn around.
Senator Kxm. I understand.

Mr.

SULLwAN.

And, also, with synthetics, because we repre.

sentSenator K.RR. That is, you hope that the overall consumption will
increased
Mr. SULLwAw. Yes.
Senator KmJn. But, insofar as the relative percentage supplied by
woolens, let's take it one at a time. Its percentage is on the decline?
Mr. SuLLrvAx. Well, it has been; let me answer this as best I can.
I had a feeling that that decline, which had dropped so markedly, and
had been so much liquidation, about half the industry, would stabilize. I thought it would stabilize around early in 1957 or late 1956
because we--after all, we had cut from 40,000 down to 18,000 looms.
But it did not stabilize there, and, even last week, a couple of mills

closed.

Senator Km.rn. Involving how many people?
Mr. SuuvAi. Well, there is a Virgihia-wdolen mill; I do not know
just how many are involved there. I think probably around 500; and
a mill up in Munson, Mass, closed, or closed part of their operations
and dropped their employment from 500 to eout 130.
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I have a fooling, but it ls'ne of those things that Is very difficult
to prove, that that stabilization which we hoie for early in 1957,
was upset largely by the increasing imports of foreign goods a
particularly Japaneso goods, which come in at vey low prices.
Now, those mills in ew ingland which have 1_quidatod, many of
them have been what we call the fine woolen mills that make a lig ter
weight fabric, high quality, high cost.
That means there is a lot of lAbor in it, and the importer, of course,

likes to bring that sort of goods in because there he makes most of his
proflt because tie thing ho has plenty of Is cheap labor, and before the
Committee for Reciprocity Information we had a number of those
woolen manufacturers hero and they told directly how they lost this
order and that order and w1o they lost it to. They just cannot meet,
and some digging around was done. It 1L awfully hard to prove statistically, but it was estimated on those very fine woolens that it was up to
60 )rcont of the United States production-an amount equal to 0
percnt of the United States production was Imported.
Senator ANonrxso. Could I Ask this question? Several years back,
I could not say exactly how many, the competition for these woolen
goods, to a degree, came from Australia where they have very fine
woolen .goods. It was frotn Australia anA New Zealand that we were
importing some cloth. Could it be p bible that the Japanese have
oirt of rWduced that threat to some degree? What is the source of
the JapaneseI
Mr. $ ,tv.m-. I don't know, Senator, and I would rather not guess
at it.
Senator ADsomsox. What is the source of raw material? This is a
matter of purely idle curiosity. What is the source of the Japanese
woolen goods? Where is the raw material from; Australia, New
Zalmnud?
Mr. SurMIAN. Where do they buy it from?
Senator AwDisoN. Yes.
Mr. Strr,
%.x.Australia, I am told.
Senator A-D4nnsox. I am sorry.
Mr. Sujav.vx.. Mr. Wilkinson, of the National Association of
Woolen Manufacturers, is slated to ' testify, and he will be able to
testif'bn that.
Senator KERR. The statement I made that, apparently, has put a
psychological block in my esteemed friend from Illinois, was that I
had gathered the feeling that the business of-textile operation in wpol
was a disa eringl business. I will withdraw that and proceed on
the aitump omn if t ere isri basis for it, and f there is not, you correct
me, that It Is one,' the volume of which, percentagewise, to the total
textile industry has been on the decline, and, if tlie decline had been
arrested, yoicanfi6t establish it by available data.
-Mr. SaLLVA. That is cokrc.
Sepatr K1i.. Vet, while it I9 in-that posture and while our own
n tlvt field was, repeed by 40,(00 looms capacity a of

Mr. SuLLvAzA.

Around 1947 or 1948.

Sehater K~.1.

.194 ' o ~ 1948; itda declined uifitili tiiayiour calc-

Mr. Src L5AVA
t
Z

iat aigAt
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. Senateor Kuak. Now,during what part of that time has the Japa-ineso

industry grown to where they, now, operate 88,000
Woole,rtextile
rooll
Ti Japale, growth, I tOink, began bout. 1050,
Mr. SuLi'"ii
Souator:KRr. Do you, or is there anybody else present who knows
what their capacity was in1050 1
Mr. SuI,tv.a. 1 can flnd it out,

I am told it was about 18,000 or 20 000 in 1950. We can check it.
Senator Maw. As of now, it is 40,600t
think it is 80,000.

Mr. SuJvIAN. I

Senator KERR. So !n the same tine that ours has reduced by.more
than 50 percent theirs has increased by more than 100 percent?
Mr. SULT.IA . That's correct.
S11ator KRR. Itas thero ben an increase in wollen loonis operation in other countries during this smine Irriod of time?
. Mr.; Sui.LvAN. I do not think there ins been a decrease. How
much of an increase, I don't have the figures on.
Senator KXrR, Then to the extent apparently that it. has declined
this country, it has largely been developed i Japan I
ill

M. SuwJAvAm. They come out about tie same, yes.
Senator KER. Some indication was made here and I am again re-

ferring to the statements by the Senator from Illinois; if I am incorrect not only will I expect but hope lie will correct me, that there
has been some indication that there has been an attitude on the part

of the Anierican textile industry to be "nursed," I believe the word

was used, by having some protection available to it in the form of
protective tariffs.
Let me say so far as I am concerned, I neither resent nor criticize
that,
It just happens that I believe in the first amendment to the Constitution of the United States which, among other things, provides
that Congress shall never pass itlaw denying the people of this country
tie right to petition their Congress or Government, and I would
expect them to petition their Congress on the basis of what they feel
their interests are.
Is it possible that this situation tday is a contest between those
who believe that if there is any nursing, to be done it should be done
for American industry and on the other h and, those whb believe that
the nursing to be done should be done'for the benefit of foreign
industry I
It is possible that that is somewhere near an appropriatedescription
of the situation, assuming that them is an attitude on the part of some
or man wanting to have a little nursing done for their benefit?
Mr. SUULVAw. Yes, sir.
*Senator Kram. And the contest is primarily 'those who would dry
up the milk bottle or the nursing bottle for American industry but
open innumerable spigots to it to an infant industry in just aINut
any corner .otheworli'that mislht want to get hold of the teat?
thl 1sa"
~lolustraton that isnot so farfetched but what
""YOii'thip
.
there is some basis for it?
Mr. SuutvAx. I do.,

Senator KE6LI I 'wint to~ sa~v yo -and I are in 'close Rtreemnent

I am not right sure but what t1hat c6nstitutes a Majority of whatI can see around here,
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'That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Awor.tsoN. I only want to say as a grandfather that. I do
ziot like the word "spigot" in connection with the device by which
I,
they are nursed.
Senator RiE11. I tell you I know a lot of Anericani industries tlat
feel it has to be a spigot or else those attached to it in other countries
cold not be ntourished to grow as fast as they have.
eie
liqtpr ANm~soN. Thank yu, SM.
Thie iext witiiess is Air. Bar.i
31r. Bitrkin I
STATEMENT OF SOLOMON DARKIN, DIRECTOR OF RESEARCH,
TEXTILE WORKERS UNION OF AMERICA, AFL-CI0
ifr. BARKiN. Gentlemen? my inmne is Solomon Barkin. I am director of research of the loxtile Workers Union of America1 and
associated with me is John Edelman, Washingtoii reproentative.
In our pesentation, genttlemen, we have waived the need of presonting detailed flgures and statistics because we have presented them
to tie Boggs subcommittee in November and then again in February.
The data on tie industry have been summarily discussed by previous witnesses. We are, however, very much impressed with this
important fact: The passage of the 11ouse.bill is an extraordinarily
important event, because its passage signalizes to us tie last effort
to protect or secure the maintenance of industries such as textiles.
The authority vested under this bill in the President and the authorization for reductions have had fatal effects on many traditional
industries such as the textile industry.
We Point out that the entire textile industry, including cotton,
synithefics, wool and others, employed 1,300,000 people, may I repeat
the figure, 1,300,000 production workers in 1951.
At the present time, the number is below 820,000.
Senator K]mm. If I may interrupt you right there.
Mr. BAusiN. Yes.
Senator Knit. Are you not aware of the fact that there are 4%
million American workers who have got jobs because of the exports
made possible by this tradeI
Mr. BAmXN. We have indicated that there is this reduction of
500Senator KERR. On the one hand.
Mr. BAsin. On the one hand, and we are certainly aware that
at the present time there are at least 5 million unemployed.
Senator KmRu. I am one who does not believe there is a word of
truth in the statement about the 42 million being employed by reason
of the program.
I wouldlhope that you or somebody else would provide corroboratai.en that position. I don't aim to continue to
tai~e'itwhhr you do or not, • !q.use I know I have got as much
bisis for it as those who complain other ways.
Senator MAirrw. Mr. Chairman if I might suggest, I think it
would b6 helpful to us, you have given the number employed in 1951
and" tbid- the number now-if you would give the comparison, say,
the nuthbek employed in the steel industry in 1951 and then the number employed now-s---
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Senator Kxrnt. I think it would be wonderful It he or somebody
with him 0ould give this committee acc1rate Information s to the
number inot now employed by reason of the reduption of domestic in.
dustry because of imports, as compared to 0 or 7 years ago In every
Industry
MrKB^rN.l I think that the issue that you present is a very serious one, and I agree. The underlying question that you present has
unfortunately n6t boon dealt with frankly by oil group. It Is the
Govormentys figures and the various studio s mad eby the bureau of
Labor Statistice and by comments and estimates on the other side.
Unfortunately, I couldn't present to you the detailed study. couldn't
do It at this mobint bocausi this Is one of the huge gaps of Inforis.
tion which the Government should have properly supplied. It Is a
statistical vwiture of real proportions.
I have studied the problem and can tell you Mr. Kerr, that the
figures furnished to this committoo by Mr, Mdlchell and others on
emplo~vunt effects are most inadequate, Statements before the flour
coniuttc and the house Ways and Means Committee, completely
underestimate the employment displacement reulting from import.
The closest tstimato that is available which reflects some dogroe of
realism is that made by Mr. Salai.t at the Bogge hearings of November. le has made what I think is the first fort at some degree -of
objectivity, in making these estimates of displaemennt.
As an illustration -let me indicate what the complexities are.
If wve lose one textile job In any ara of the country, there are te.
mendous indirect repercussions on employment.
It means that that oneN factory job Is offlninatod. The supplies for
that factory job are eliminated,
Senator kmnu. Or are affected.
Mr. l AURIN. Are affected. The real-estate values, the town sales
are affected, and way down to the ultimate source of all materials.
Senator MA Wm. Another thing that Is affWcted Is transportation.
Mr. BAKNW, And a variety of things. .
Senator MAnTN. What I was trying to bring out was, my idea was
if you could give us some information other-what other types of
industries, my, on up to what we call the recession-now I kiow in
the steel mills at that time there has been a great increase in number.
There has been a great increase in aluminum and things of that
character.
Mr. Bmuum. Could I just answer that f
Senator Momw. I mean, maybe'you cannot answer it;
Mr. BArtiw. I can give you the principle.
Senator MAma .Ntprinciples, but if you could give this conumittee the figures, submit them liter.
Mr. BAzumi.

Very well.

.

Senator Aro a '. I was just going to say to you Mr. Barkini, I
think this staff, of this committee, would e le'I l to have your
help and the help of various other people similarly situated ,%Youare
director of research of a-very Important segment of employmient, in
this country, and ,if
we cold ' have figuress tepared, bh -femplioy.
ment displacement,"l and I..like ,your tWin, I think itW buld, very
useful to this committee.. If you could submit yodriendof this, then
perhaps we could address our inquiries to Mr.Mecopld, forth stel
end of it and to the list of major industries affected.
I
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O course, you would come back to the ones collaterally affected
like translortation, but the Immediate displacement of a man from
a job would give us most Intorosting fiires and I am very happy
that you have used one that Is a hal million In your own Industry
alone.
There must be many others. There are certainly some largo displacement. In the moal mining industries whore every load and zine
mine lit
the country Is now successfully closed,
Mr. BARKIN. One interesting fact that I shouldSenator MAnNH. I should like to make this clear. I don't want

any of my questions to indicate that I have taken a certain position
in this.
What I would like Is information so that we can come to an intlligent decision,
Tislj( for example, Mr. Chairman, I have a list of 107 factories
of various kinds which are being affected by Importation in my State
of Pennsylvania.
Now that does-also we have a lot of employment by reason of
aut
.u
imports and by exports.
There is not any question about that. But what I would hke to
do Is to got precise figures so we can Intelligently reach conclusions.
Mr. BARKIN. May I make one positive suggestion which may be
hlAful I
Senator ANDtSON. Do that.
Mr. BARKEN. Because all of us have bandied around figures, if you
will instruct your staft to bring technicians from both wings together
and try to reconcile and to study this problem, we could very well
gt at the source of our conflicts in estimates, because I don't think
o Bureau of.Labor Statistics estimates are proper, and I believe
that the committee could very well enjoy the results of such an exchange of views and facts among the technicians
Senator ANvzRsow. If there is no objection, I am going to ask the
staff members to do that
You would take the labor union principally involved and the Department and Bureau of Labor Statistics that handled the material
from that particular group to try to get the figures whore they read
from the same book or very much the same?
Mr. IIARKIN, Very much the same.
Senator AzzsoN. Thank you.
Mr. BARic.. Gentlemen we think this problem, we have started
off our presentation with the realization that it is probable, to use a
rather frequently used phrase it is later than you think.
Consequently, we are proposing here a new approach which I be1eve reconciles the various points of view t the point of view that
Mr. Douglas represents, and the point of view which people taking
opposite positions, the so-called protectionist point of view.
We are attempting to provide a practical substitute for the present
escape clause and,- possibly, the peril points, in order to implement
them in a way that the so-called liberal traders say it will operate and
which they indicate is the purpose of current le Islation and the ob.

jective which many on the so-called protectionist side intend to
realize.
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. And it is with this purpse of finding a new solution which reto ciles th~s6' pint of view' that w& ai' appearing here before you.
This isa huge undertaking.
Senator KEaR. I just want to say to you at that point, I appreciate it andl anijust one member of this committee, and I have publicly professed my ignorance on many phases of it many times for
the ininy reasons, one of which was that I hope by exposing it to
"eliminateit,Ybut I want to say to' you we have had a lot of witnesses
here before this committee and especially thoserepresenting the Department of State, and the Department of Commerce and the Departnient of 'Labor, .wiO'have beeh in the posture of providing us with
language of legislation to be approved and enncte(, an'd it would not
be entirely out of orxler, and I want to say there have been some very
fine witnesses here, some of them this morning, that have followed the
procedure of furnishing us information, indulging in what might
seem to some to be the vital presumption that if adequate and accurate information and data are provided, it is just entirely possible
that we might come up with some suggested legislation ourselves.
Now it.isyour day in court.
Mr.BARKIN. I am going to be presumptuous enough, Senator Kerr,
to offer this proposa , because it appears to us to be a constructive
elucidation'of the purpose of current legislation as expressed by the
proponents on both sides.
Senator Doxoims. Mr. Chairman, since I believe very strongly in
the first amendment to the Constitution, and the right of petition, I
move that Mr. Bai-kin be permitted'to make his constructive" suggestions to the committee.
Senator AN ERSON. He will have no trouble doing that.
Ar. BARKIN. Thank you, Senator.

Senator KRRi. It will make him feel better, though, to know he is
thus represented and protected.
Mr. JJARXKI. The Textile Workers Union of America appears before you to urge a new solution to the complex problem of prevention
of injury to domestic industry..
Most groups and interests are in agreement that tariff reductions
shall not cause serious injury to American industry. There is also
widespread dissatisfaction with the present escape clauses and peril
points.
The amendments in the bill before you provide no real assurance,
that is the bill before you, the House bill, that injury will not be done.
serve to calm the fears of industry. Presidential disregard for the
findings of the Tariff Commission -cannot inspire*confidence that*the
The mechanisms prescribed by the present escape clause cannot
act will be administered with sympathy for American industry no
matter *,hat assurances are offered in an effort to allay widespread
fears of economic harm.
spread
Contrariwise the liberal traders, if that ivord is a proper characterizat ion of people supporting the bill, I im using this as a convenient
label, the liberal traders have also expressed discontent with the
present provisions.
They characterize the escape clause as it self being a barrier to
trade even where it would otherwise be contemplated,
They alleged that foreign countries are unwilling to hazard tride
expansion so long as the' threat exists under the escape clause. While
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they are willing certainly to concede that protection is justified for

America's contracting industries, they are opposed to protection for

those American industries which are expanding.
Fearing that any concession world represent a show of weakness,
the advocates of liberal trade have been unwilling to propose a set;
of substitute regulations under the Trade Agreements Act which
would fully reflect the sentiments they have repeatedly voiced both
orally and in writing.
They continue to resist agreements, even on proposals and principles to which they agree lest liberalization of the present provisions
would raise protective walls indiscriminately.
But, the well-being of this country and the administration of a reasonable Trade Agreements Act demand that the parties set aside
debating points and tactical positions and deal forthrightly with the
well-being of the industries likely to be injured by further liberalization of the rates of duty and particularly those industries which are
contracting in the United States.
Senator -CvEm. You mean declining.
Mr. IIARKIN. What is that?
Senator Kma,. You mean declining.
Mr. BAIKIN. Declining, contracting, I use the word in that sense.
Senator ANDF)FsO. Shrinking.
Mr. BARKIN. Shrinking.
There is a great need to r6place tihe present formula in the escape
clause with one which fully reflects both .the views of the liberal
traders and the protectionists in those industries which are contracting. The proposal which we offer herewith attempts to achieve this
reconciliation and we hope that the Senate Finance. Committee will
give it the attention it deserves.
In substance, the recommendation of the Textile Workers Union of
America is that the Congress of the United States specifically define
in section 6 of the Trade Agreements Act the type of protection to be
provided to prevent the injury from foreign competition which the
escape clause now seeks to give.
We propose that the Congress establish a historic level of physical
production for certain basic and essential existing industries which
shall be protected from imports by requiring the Tariff Commission
to establish such rates as are necessary to safeguard this level of
production from imports.
The Presideit may exercise the powers granted him under the Trade
Agreements Act to negotiate. the rates of duty for the remainder of
the volume of American consumption.
The consequence of such a provision would be that it would open
up to free competition between American and foreign producers the
growth element of national consumption on existing products as well
as all new products which may in the future ome on the market.
Tradecompetition will center primarily in the expanding indus-.
tries and the newer domestic and foreign products will be shifted away
from the industries which are contracting within the United States.
The virtue of this proposal is that foreign trade will no longer
aggravate the plight of ailing domestic industries which are facing
serious adjustment problems.
The principles underlying these. proposals have been urged upon
theCong.ess of the United States by various representatives of the
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affected ditressed and contracting Industries such as textiles, pottery,
and the like.
I may say they have not propo"d it In the form in which I have
offered It,. am simply s%y' this plea is based upon this request.
This concept
has also on
belforeign
urged trade
in principle
by many
policy before
the liberal
Boggs
ttaderW
The testimony
Subcommittee on Foreign Trade Policy of the house e Committee on
Wqs and Means contains a number t ofstatemen.s by liberal traders
endorsing this position, in theory,
Prof. Don Humphrey in his paper declares that,It seem unfair to furtber reduce the tariffs of declining and stagnant Indus-

tries.

He further argues that-.
even though Imports ate not the principal cause of declining employment, it
seeta onl fair to consider such (declining) Industries for relief under the
escape clause If increased Import*-

contributo substantially "toward causing serious injury.' (P. 691 of
Compendium of Papers) Professor Humphry took a similar position
in his report entitled "American Imports" Issued under the auspices
of the Twentleth Century Fund and the National Planning Association.
An almost identical position was taken by Prof. Irving Kravls in
his oral testimony before the Doggs subcommittee. Similarly Walter
Salant of Brookings Institution n discussing the problem expr
sympathy for this position though he expres&d several qualifcations
and offered suggestions respecting the specific formula which I was
proposing.
At the same hearing similar understanding was expressed by other
liberal traders. The American Federation of Labor and Congress
of industrtal Organizations in its endorsement of the extension of
the Trade greaments Act has made it clear that it recognized that
reductions in duties should not adversely affect basic and essential
American industries.
'However,
groups
done
to implement their understanding andthese
sympath_. have
They havelittle
abstained we bel'evebbecauso
it appeared to them that their bargaining position had to main.
tained no matter what injury the crea tedand what confusion and
difficulties they produced n the administration of the Trade Agreements Act.
Frankly I feel bold enough to say that because I have ap pared
and appes-ied and spoken to many men in that camp, and found
them to be s~ymJathetio to my plea, but could never arouse them to
the point of taking action of ameanding their position to have it reflect,
the sympathy which' they expressed privately.

.
Kx x
,inpathetio
inSenator
lementationriJt.
• to yqur
•. objective,
. but indifferent to the
Mr.BMxmw, They"have never ,-(camcon"to assure thi.'As a
matter of fact; Imay say, I.wish to undqrscor it. Inthe councils
of th Ani.erican Federation of L1bor and.Oi0, i havo appeared and

my organization has appeared before their executive g'roqusm nconvention resolution "mmittees and they have modified their resolution to Iogize .th prhiple. Out of these proposals. cameth
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concept of the Trade Adjustment Act but we believe the proper
method of Implementing the resolution of the American Federation
of Labor and 010, Is to support suoh proposals as we make.
Senator Axxzsoxr. May I ask you here when you refer to "the"
have abstained, because It appeared to "them," does thatmean the
AFL-CIO? Does itapplytothem.
Mr. BAnwzr. To other iberal trade groups.
,
Senator AXNDmtso€. "No, matter what in ury they created," that

refers to the representatives of the AFL-O I

Mr. B.AREN. No, to the liberal trade groups as a whole. I think

while this statement may appear to be sweeping, I would judge It to
be
fair representation
the political
to use the word-which
beenposture,
developed.
wasa previously
employedof thatl'as
I can say I have talked to the Taft group, to the Americans for
Democratic Action, for the AFL-CIO, With outstanding spokesmen
of the liberal trade position, and have always found them interested
in my position and my attitude.
As a matter of fact the report attached to Don Humphrey's survey of the Twentieth century Fund consisted of many men who are
liberal traders.
I was a member of that committee for the Twentieth Century Fund
and found they were all interested in dfnoingbut
some
solution
go
notthe
would for
they
type of problem which I am presenting .here,
so far as to try to find some new legislative proposal which would
meet that situation.
eSenator AiDERSomr. I was only interested because I thought the
Textile Union was a part of the AFL-CIO,
Mr. BARwtr. We are.

Senator ANDxPsox. This reads, "4The American Federation of Labor and Con.
of Industrial Organizations," "these groups,"
"they," sometfiig that appear to them., injury they crted'-I
thought you were referring directly to the AFLt-IO.
Mr. Brnum,. Yes; we are part; we have presented our testimony
before the resolutions committee and sometimes we have been persuasive, but not fully.
* Senator Km. As an illustration, Mr, Chairman Oklahoma is part
of the United, States of America, but we resent what the other gang
is doing to us in -ome regard. [Laughter]
Mr. BPww. The Congress and the President. of the United States
have both solemnly declared 'on numerous occasions that they had no
desire to injure domestic industry. President Truman stated sb in
his me
to Congress urging extension of the Trade Agreements
Act in 1I"$.
1" Auot,6:

"-"

* I assured CongreSs when the Reclprwoc

,

ide Agreements Act was tended

In 1945 that domestle producer. would be safeguarded In the process of expand.
Ing trade.':Tbat commitment l been kept., It will continue to be kept.

I may'note we borrowed his word "sagfuaj in in the legislation
.-we e proposing.
-The Senate Finance 'Cmmittee,in 1955 declared that it approved
H. R., 1, with' tho'desire that trade cati be expanded "without serious
injury to any segment of our economy."
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President Eisenhower has declared that -

or general
threat of serious Injury to Industry
changes which would result In thenot
the ecollomy of this country or
strengthen
would
employment
in
reduction
the free world.
find-

on principle, there is need of
In view of the general a reement
establish this-objective
adequately
more
woufd
ing a formula which
clause.
presentescape
the
of
that is'the case with the operation
for.ost of the
substitute
to
be
would
offer
we
which
The proposal
the fol.
establish
would
which
present section 6 a new clause
lowin procedure and principles: a safeguarded level of national
1. he Congress would establish
essential industry. This safeguarded
reduction for all basic and output
such as the average production
historic
level would represent
in physical units of output.
defined
for 1954-57.; This level would beCommission
would be charred with
Tariff
States
2. The United
level of outSafeguarded
such
of
establishing whether the protection
respecting
finding
Its
rates of duty.
put required any increase in thethe
States and
Unitd
the
of
President
to
these rates shall be reported
ag.in.t
recommend
shell
shall become effective unless the President
shal
rates
higher
These
States.
the United
them to the Congress6fThe
have
would
States
United
the
of
Congress
be stayed for 0 - ays
President.
the
sustain
to
vote
to act by majority
the tern "basic and essential
3. Fo6r the purposes of this action,
meet any of the following
which
industries
include
industry" shall.
criteria:
for or employs persons with skills
(a) It rodues goods required
for maintaining the balance
required
or
defense,
required or, national
economy;
and dynamics of the American
than foreign com(b) It is measurably more efficient and productive
because of
primarily
States
petitors and is undersold in the United
manageand
technological
provides
it
if
only
but
wage differentials;
counother
in
competitors
its
to
hip
rialed1rship and design leaders
tries;Ia
it is undergoing a serious
(o) For any reason, domestic or foreign,
lar eupheaval resulting in plant closings, geogra phical migration W

increases in machine af-cle employee displacement, and marked
investments are ourlarge-scale
ciency or it is an industry in which
modernization,
for
rently being made
area,
i 'It isolated in (i) economical, distressed or contracting
d
andor (it) single industry communities;
and its work
(a) Its producing units and capital resource are small
force of advanced age;
in the United States
(f) It is an industry which is declining not onlyconcerned
has tradiproduct
but also in the countries from which the
States.
theUnited
to
tionally been exported
all comYou might be interested in the case of textiles; practically
Japan.
including
industriesi
textile
declining
have
petitive countries
I
Japan
Senator AN ,so;N. Including
would Submit
Mr. B mn,-. Yes, air. We would feel on that-I
thRt effe.
to
data
desire
you
if
effect,
that
substantial evidence to
that they had so
Senator ANDERSON. Now, we just heard testimony
many woolen looms, and now they have twice that many.
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Mr. BAiKIN. The woolen industry in'
theT-in
.. termsot the three
major divisions, cotton, woolen, and synthetics, the Wool is the expanding division, rayon is expanding, but cotton is cOntracting-but
you take the industry as a whole, the textile industry of Japan as a
whole, It is also a contracting industry,
Seator Ki, Even the American operators over there are doubling
and tripling their productive facilities for the production of nylon.
Mr. B^AI;KUr. Nylon,yes;
O but cotitn is contracting and even rayon
Js contracting.
No domestic Industry shall be treated as a basic and essential industrv if the prices of Its products have consistently risen, at a relatively higher rate than the rise in the general level of prices of products
in the same group.
4. 'Te'determination as to what constitutes an industry for this
purpose shall be made on the basis of the following criteria:
(a) Avoid making an excessively narrow application which identifies an industry with a speifically limited product; and
insufficient
of alof the
account
whether, because
(b)' Take
ternatives
forinto
shifting
or ceonversionof capital
or labor,
the industry
shall be identified with all the products' to which such capital and
labor at6 devoted.
5. Whatever rate is set shall be designed to protect the safeguarded
level of national production and shall apply to all imports during
any calendar year after there has been imported in such year a quantity of the product concerned which, when subtracted from the domestic consumption for the immediately preceding calendar year,
equals the average annual domestic production of the product concerned during the base period.
I will illustrate this shortly.
In an earlier draft of this proposal we suggested that the tariff
duty to'be applied to the safeguarded level revert to the rates existing

on July 1, 1034.

We have altered this base date for the present proceedings believing that our alternative procedure would be more selective. We are
quite ready to prop the use of the 1945 rates if the committee
desires to adopt a simple rule and minimize the amount of work
required to be referred to the Tariff Commission.
.The special value of this proposal is that the safeguarding process
allows for the development of a double rate structure under our tariff
system. •The higher rates are designed to protet the American safeguarded level of production aid the lower is applied to the remainder
of the imports. As a result these lower .-ates will apply to newer
products and to the growth margin in American consumption.
The above formula would focus the impact of the imports to the
united States upon the newer and expanding industries rather than
upon tle older ones already faced with their own internal difficulties.
Such free competition between the foreign and domestic producers
of newer products or those with vast growth experiences would
tend
to insure real reductions in costs, and this isimportant and induce
f0oign countries to invest in the newer industries where the opportunities for sound economic expansion for them really lie, rather than
in the older traditional industries which will, in the long run, not
even be rewarding to the foreign producer.
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We do not believe that it Is in Japan's own Interest, or Italy's own

interest, or"Belgium's own interes to select several countries, which
iae b en dolng some expansion in some sections of their textile in.
dustries, th continue to ipvet in th textile industry because in the
not tbodistAft'tfuture theyv will- fini foreign mtirkts closed out to
them so that It is unrowarding fot them in trm' of their own economy
tO'IM. c pital, the meager 'c6atAl that they have, to develop an indus-

they ha b to depend on'foreign exports.
try f such ~sizo4t
tndian
hwe made"thb Same point and pri"Inh'iokin''to
vately,I maI say, that the more reflectiye men from thee countries
to whom oa'sepoketi recognize the points, ven though they Oxpr' .
despritto as to how tNlY ar going to earn foreign exchange if
th".dit't at least try to tush ox 1rt8 inthese known areas.
lIt world trade in textiles will continue to decline, and any country that counts on Increasing thibr foreign exchange in terms of new
investment in textiles is' a y doing itself great injury in terms of
using Its scarce capital.
This selective principle for the reduction of tariff rates would
remove the fear of injury among the American producers, diminish
the resistance to the lowering of rates in other industrial areas, and
would open up untold opportunities for the expansion of trade
among countries.
The application of this prindiple would at some future date leave
a vast area of American consumption on the free list or with nominal
tariff duties.
Such a program would constructively weld the free nations tother, for it would minimize adjustment problems, l3ritain has got
ese adjustand Italy,
problems,
adjustment
those
principesorgine
knoJopanh
these and
and
if we dovelop
meat problems
of the rest of the world, it would be a very constructive innovation,
and would invite the various countries to exchange liberally and to
seek the best markets for the hundreds and thousands of new products
which are likely to be produced in the future.
It would represent a real dedication to the principle of liberal trade,
rather than just an insistence on keeping all duties alive.
At the same time it would minimize the threat to those current industries which were developed and protected from foreign competition but which would be injured and seriously disturbe& by foreign
imports. The young, vigorous, and new producers, rther than the
established industries, would carry the br nt of the adjustment.
Not only does tihs program definie the pohiy for future tariff agreements, but prescribed a more precise formula for the application of
the escape clause.
We believe that the incorporation of the above principle In our pdministration of the escape clause would do"'.uch to simplify the determination as to when a particular industry is entitled to protection.
The manner in which the double rate system would operate would
be as follows, as I contemplate it:
An industry would apply to the United States Tariff Cornnission
for certification as basic or essential. After such certification the
Tariff Commission would establish statistically the safeguarded level
of production and the rate of duty to be applied to imports when they
threaten such safeguarded level.
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The Tariff Commission shall also determine for the year prior to

the application of the procedure the level of domestic consumption
of such products. When imports in this flrst year reach a volume so
that when they are subtracted from the domestic consumption for the
prior year the balance equals the safeguarded level of domestic production, a1l additional imports shall enter this country with this
higher rate of duty.
In each subsequent year, the Tariff Commission shall make a de.
termination of the level of domestic consumption of the preceding
year for ts In the application of the formula. This procedure shall
be a continuing one.
One important question arising in the administration of such a
provision Is the determination of the scope of the industry. Obviously an excessively narrow definition which identifies an industry
with a specifically limited product is so restrictive as to be unrealistic.
The Tariff Commission has been wrestling with this problem and
has, in fact defined the products more broadly titan the proponents
of the original tunondments of 1954, had intended.
It is necessary, therefore to clarify this point.
Actually, we are all concerned with a definition of an industry
which t uly constitutes a separable unit so that if it loses markets for
any of its component products, there will be an insufficiency of alternatives for shifting or conversion of capital or labor with the re.
suit that serious injury of the nature defined above wil ocur.
In the textile industry, for example, velveteen is a distinctive in.
dustry because the equipment Is not convertible, the boms and the
processing is not convertible to the manufacture of any other product.
But when you get into the broader areas of textiles, we define them
in terms of flnbne of yarn, if you get into the print cloth classification of textiles, you have a separable group which covers a wide span
and the technique for doing this is now implemented in the voluntary
I
control system established by Japan.
This formula of definition of industry is not in effect under that
voluntary agreement.
The American textile industry has recognized this principle in the
broad fabric classifications used in the voluntary agreements with
Japan. The quota arrangements have been set up for broad groupings
similar in character to that adopted by the-United States census of
manufacturers which are the result of years of close study and consultation with producers, sellers, buyers, and workers.
The purpose of the definition is to ascertain an area in which ready
transferability occurs for capital and labor. The more specialized
the labor and capital is, the narrower must be the industrial definition.
The aim is to measure the impact of imports and the injury these
inflict. If the imports are beginning to exceed the safeguarded level
for an industry there should be the type of protection which we have
outlined.
We urge that the above program would not only facilitate the
administration of the escape clause but also give meaning to the
concept of the peril points.
The American industry as well as foreign traders will be moral
certain of the nature of Ainerican foreign policy.
Frankly, it might very well be possible under those circumstances
to have a 5-year extension, but if you don't have some precise rule
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of this kind, I think It Is foolhardy to coneive of thie )reomi bill
trigto renaie tho objectives whichl nit porpoiled to be Inlherent
11111them11 tha~t Isthe0 prevoiitioii of In1july.
e1 lt1 "'Mflat~purpose of the above provision 18 to wsive the established prodIucion level itchatie of iniiitiig Iitold of theo domesti0 Market and Is not jibusing this pwitioii through iiionopolistia
price policies.
Ott (toe other hand foreip~ produicers will be able to sbare more
freely III the Cor1ix*tItIon for t(be area of growth fit Ainorkauu con.
sumptiou on "xinrg pj ducts and1( in the ink-kets for thie salo of now
One final, coiniint. wldchk might be relevant: l~eoering back againk
to the questions of atafltis, new products ill this Counutry require liigli
caupital iveattimt per worker fin Industry and one of the ( ilcult tea
of cevting n equivalent. number of Jobs for ench ono disp)laced by
imports Is that. you may have am nuchl its 2, 3 and even tfime. as
mutch capital per worker hIItho new indhlsti-I n8 you did in the old,
and lkyeoulat-Iotis tRid miy estimates Ill th1 116
lIe ndicate that the
highcaptaldemni of thne10w inua~ltries Inhibit the possibility
of equatig th iion of now jobs for old jobs.
And thifs istetemnostsk with which we are confront~kl.
We hope that this formula which we have propod which we
have discussed with many muon, and miany men63
ave hoad1 a hand In
shaping it in its present form, wIll provide yu itsoegidane
as to Vtatt we think represents R fair way of giving Congres the
means for Implemnenting and making practical the Intent of the
wape clause and the peril points.
Thank you, air.
Senator ANDMRON. Mr. Barkin, it's been at most interesting 8uggvdstku and I think a.valuable one.
Now iii order to let(the POO6 know what our program will be
when the questions of Mr. Ilarkn are finished, we will adjourn until
2 :8.0 p.m., this afternoon.
Ame there any questions?
Senator Hzam No questions.
Senator ANrnusox. Senator Douglas.
Senator MoumI^ No questions.
Senator Amasoz?. Thank you very, very much for nn interesting
report.
(Whereupon, at 12:-.30p. in., the committee adjourned to reconvene
at 2:80p. m., the same day.)
AFFEBNOON SMSION

Senator KrRR. Mfr. Berkowitz.
STATRENT OP MAX BERKOWITZ DIRECTOR, NATIONAL
AUTHORITY FOR LADIES' HANDBAG INDUSTRY
Mr. Bxazowrr. Mkr. Chairman and members of the Senate Finance
Committee, my name is Mfax Berkowitz. r am the director of the
National Authority for the Ladies Handbag Industry a national
trade association of 250 handbag manufacturers. Our aldress is 347
Fifth Avenue, New York, N. Y.
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Our An in appearing before the committee isto express our views
concerning the trade agreements bill recentlT jmssed by the House.
We are particularly concerned with the provisions whk,h extend the
President's authority for a period of 5 years to cut'tariffs up to 25
percent of rates oxistln on July 11058,
T~ils feature we flnu objec ([enable, and, as to this, wish to register
our disapproval. Wo also find objection to the escape-clause features
of the illH, and, therefore1 oppose passage of the bill in its present
state.

It Is our contention that trade concessions hitherto granted have re-

sulfed in a marked increase in Imports, to such an extent as to cause
serious Injury to the domestic handbag-manufacturing Industry generally, and very serious injury and crippling effect on the doniestloe
handbag manufacturers of leather handbags. The domestic leather
handbag Industry Is In a most depressed state.
'The rate of duty on handbags made from leather is presently 20
percent. Under the Tarif Act of 19, itwas 85 percent, a reduction
of 48 percent. ite rate of duty on handbags made of reptile leathers

is 17%/ percent. Under the Tariff Act of 1030 it was 85 percent,
representing at reduction of 50 percent. The rate on reptile handbags

imported from Cuba, a principal source of these imports, is 14 percent tinder the preferential treatment afforded Cuban Imports.
The steady and continued increase of imports of hand bgs in the
past few years has placed the domestic industry at a decided disadvantage.
Imports of leather and reptile handbags have risen from 520 458
units valued at $2,060,701 for 1951, to 2,760,878 units valued at
$7,88,828 for 1956. As concerns units there was a 428-percent increase and asto dollar value a 145-percent increase.
This is an alarming increase with most serious harmful effects upon
the domestic manufacturing industry, Just recently, the Department
of Commerce prepared a pamphlet titled "Foreign Trade Impact
Study, New York City, N. Y.,' which lists the handbag industry as
one of a group of industries in New York City adversely affete by
import competition. This Is putting it mildly.
In 1051 the average unit price was $5.60 per handbag. In 1956 the
unit price went down to $2.63 per handbag. In these pas few years
while the costs of material and labor have consistently risen for the
domestic manufacturers, the unit price on the importedhandbags has
followed a downward pattern.
Further aggravating this problem is the fact that more and more
retailers are clamoring for foreign-made leather handbags and have
increased their promotional activity to the extent that hardly a day
passs but that the stores advertise Italian handbags and French
handbags to the exclusion of all others.
Investigation, upon even a superficial basis, will show an avalanching number of stores throughout the country are advertising and
promoting foreign-made handbags. The Macys, the Gimbefs, the
Ohrbachs, the AMC chain and many other chains of department stores
are featuring, almost daily the imported leather handbags.
The big stores, the big buying officers and big chain outlets, have
been and are presently sending their representatives abroad in increasing numbers. This has started a chain reaction, and smaller stores
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are more and more clamnorng for foreign lether handbags, mostly
beus they are compelled to inoet the competition that has come into
being as a,result of throe impots,
It is because tho hrudbag industry isInthis doprosd state and
so seonsitivo to te slightest itange that we are opposed to a bill whioh
rants the President the authority to further redue the rate of duty.
xy ohRge downward, however slight, could spell doom for Rgoodly
number of manufacturers and omployeos, Evon ifthe authority to
reduce the rate of duty on handbngs is never Invoked, the right, If
profit would be just as objectionablo because the industry would
always b0 In a state of fear that they might become the saorlflical lamb.
As concerns the eealpelauuo features of the bill, we believe ti
bill In Its pkrosmt,state makes It almost Impossible to be u)hold In an
eOpOelaus alplileatioln, even when Imlports in flncreeom quantities
have caused serious hijury to Ihe domeatio Industry.
Back In 1055, our association reqiested the 'Trlff Conmis!ion to
institute an Investigation. to deteminino whether Imported leather
handbags were calls ig serious Injury to the domietle Industry, tinder
hOe
oeslclhsoof thepreact law.
Th
T
Ri commission sent a most searlhig and voluminous quoWtiontiare to the Industry. It requirld infornntion that weont back 0
,pars in the rocordkeeplug of the manufacturers. It sought details
6nd records of &nature tlit oily a handful of firm kept. -The hand.
big mnanufoeturre ar ve.ry-mmtlnllbushieM men.
The Information sought by the Tariff Coinnilsion required the

manuillfactrerls to salmd hourI

ltipplyiug this information.

It to.

quired the setvkc of aecunt e to do juistioe to the forms. This
literally soared off the domstie manufacturers, with the result that
the T0ariff Commission dlsiissed our application.
We, therefore urge an escape clause with reasonable features to
Wroe a ca." of injury. The present clause and te one contained in
. . 12591 are too burdensome and teorous.
I
If the pr*nt rate of increase of imported leather handbags wore
to continue, and assuming that they were clearly and undeniably im.
ported in such great. nunibers that there wAs no qjuetion but that they
c_^se injury of a crippling nature to the domestic industry, under
the prvwnt
cape clause, we would still be unable to prove our case.
We would be sacriflced as an industry. We believe the escape chlitle
should be liberalized, and made less formal, to permit shall indus.
tries to get out from under an avalanche of imports.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and members of the committee, for this
opportunity of appearing before you today.
Senator Kmi. Thank you, Mr. Berkowitz.
Is there a question t
Senator C.%Rmo. Just this, Mr. Berkowitz. I don't know that
Mrs. Carlson knows anything about the reciprocal trade agreements
and the number of bags they import, but every time she comes home
with a new bag, she never hesitates to complain about the 20-percent
excise tax and I, being a member of the committe, she takes it out on
Mr. Baxmownr
I don't blame her, sir, and I agree with her. I
know you have been very kind to help us in many, many cases.
Senator CAir.
TIat is aU,Mr. Chairman.
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Mr- InRKOWITIZ. Mr. Chairman, may I add a word more I

Senator Km., Ye sir.

Mr. ]l,IKowrrz. I want to take this opportunity to express my ap-

prelation to the stalf of the Soiato Firnwico Committee for their co.
operation and their kindzosm and the fine treatment they have always
given me whon I appiarod hero In Washinkon for the last 26 years,
Sector Kr.ao, 'That is very very Moo oryo to my th eir.
Mr. Edwln Wilkinson.

STATEMENT OF EDWIN WILKINSON, EXECUTIVE VIOE PRFEIDENT,
NATIONAL ASOIATION OF WOOL MANUPAOTUREZR
Mr. Wzit,sox. I in .EdwinWilkinson, executive vice president
of the Nalional Associaton of Wool Manufacturers. We are very
grateful for this opportunity to appear and present our views to this
committee.
The National Association of Wool Manufacturers is a trade asso.
elation with he0adquarto In Now York City. Its membership comprises about 70 percent of tho industry processing flers on the woolen
and worsted systemss of manufactue.
Tile association opposes on several grounds the extension of the
trado-agreo.onts program as proposed in I1.
It. 12691.
Constitutional objection: The Conmfitution of the United States
y)rovldes that Congross shall have power to regulate commerce with
o irnations, To the oxten t that Congrow; de qates or surrenders
this clearly established authority and responsibility we witness the
erosion of constitutional government.

.We believe that in the broadest national Interest Congress should
effectively recapture its constitutional authority. Moreover, this reassunption of authority should go beyond the mere "doctoring" of the
oape clause proc4duro such as-has occurred In the instant proposal.
We-believe tlat to preserve this responsibility Congress must recapture Its authority over any changes in duty rates, procedures, and
reg latlons.
In our judgment, the dock-red escape clause procedure in this mesasure requiring a two-third, vote of both Houses of Congress to over.
ride the President's disapproval of a Tariff Commission finding, is
both unrealistic and inadequate.
Bound up, as it is, with several pages of procedural regulations is
appears to be of value only to the proponents of free trade who may
now acclaim it a magnanimous concession to those in industries highly
sensitive to unfair import competition.
On the other hand, it is an admission that on the record the past
escape clause procedure has fallen far short of achieving congressional intent. It has none of the substance necessary to restore confidence in our foreign trade policy in industries, such as ours, that
have experienced at first handthe withering competition of low-wage
foreign mport&
Economic objection: The members of our industry fail to see the
wisdom of our Government pursuing at one and the same time, with
respect to domestic commerce and foreign trade, diametrically
opt&e policies.
on one hand the Congress, in the name of fair competition, under
the Fair Labor Standards Act (and similar measures), erects barriers,
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the0 (0111 of $tato boifidrIkS, to (to flow of itoods niatitifatured
lIt Aomerleti plit ffllilig to Ineet prlbed IFediera nihlinuinl labor
lit

Oft the otlieo. hand, Cokigis dekogates tauthority to aniothern brant
of Ovormiiet toencorag, tild, and abet tho HIow of gatode imido
abroad ittdor labor' staiulard that do not i'oprwiett even t4 rcsp(wta
bit appiftdi to our' inhum labor standlards.
'II~
of ixetlon eoul be bettor calculated to dig.
W;e atibmt nooim
011l'ilg ItivotneAit, ox plorat ion, and dovolol)ineut.
&naiptor X1" Ao yolk want to Add theme within thle United WtAWA~
Ur Wunlsi. Within the United Statoij, I would happily add
thilt) Air.
Ii on inditatry such at ours, Rn iwdhutry acknowledged by thle OflMe
(iment lal hiduatry In o1ur defelao
of Doefom1*6 Mobilintitel to bW 111%
iotuir thiA iNa matter of extremeo importance. M~uch mlore thif
tho persoml fortne of thle Iiivestoi', mi nlgewI Biand empO1loyees is
in~volvod. Thorm Is the matter of national amermily.
%n urstit of what we considered to be our pubtle responsibility
NNe luiveo oalledl to thle mtention of the lDh'etor of Defenge Atoblkh.a.
tim the ftvere contration that, lifs occurred lit our hidtistry sine
har
itev
mi cotriaction to wich-1, we believe, I
cen
l 60lLt.)
contributed mid wichi wo further believe, liay impwel o1u1 security
If not. ec-ked.
I would bW lot thin frank If I did niot, report that thle 0DM IDireo.
for found, despite thits contraction and, based on certain eatimates,
ou- Prvit plAnt, is adequate for d(r;;t mniltary reqpu~remnents.
I Would be derelict Ii iy duty If I left you witl the ImnI1Pesloll
that our concern has been allayedlq the Diretor's findi &-.Iivle
Senator Kmuuv. You think fle htthe national secur ty liov
other thing with Mxefitmnc to an industry than its ability to furniah.
Jugt thell itary reqjuirmnmits of the country at war.
Ntr. w~u oit Anore than just thle direct military requiremits;that Is%-oarrxvct,air,
SkixAtor Kxmai. I think thie position issound.
Mr. Wnns~ At. this point I would call your attention to (te
hoolet. which. we submitted to the Offilc of tbefense Mobilization,
Danger Ahead-5OR IPerent Contraction in the Wool Textile Industry. Such data as could be brought up) to (late is covered in exhibit
A attached to this statement.
I would call IpArticularly your attention to the change in the nia,ehiywry loss In other words, t here is nothing to indicate thast this
trend to liqiidatiopt has been termiinated.
Seator KUrR In other words, you think the statement I made
hme this m-orning that indications are it is a vanishing or disappearinidustry was not entirely without foundati!onI
Mr. Wu.xnto. There has been nothing that has occurred to sug.
gest to us that it has reversed the direction.
Seator KER. The trend

Mr. Wnxxsrox. That. is correct, sir.

Senator Km. All right.
Mr. muio.On page 6 the data is outlined there iii exhibit A

but in summnary let us just point out that thle reduction in broadlwffis
is now 51 percent.
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Mr. 1Vil'KuIsH. Pilgo ( of 111114 booklet, girt where we have Chatrted
tile d"1lin0.
'1'i d~elitlin Ill wVoVmt(3 spindles hs 1now 03 percelit in5tend( of the
50 e!rceel there Itidknted.
Seditor l(Uui. Anid lmo first elslust ta(l of 41$ i ht?
Air. 11JLCuNsoi. IFifty '0110 1ercent,
senlator I(.,, '1ie of fir io 3?
Mr. 1VnxhsmN T1hie ot her is 03 jpeicefltt nnd in woolen spltidles
the deeclite instead of 63 percent. Is57 percent.
'1'ho decline Inii orsted combts Inso
110 percent, Inatead of 44 Ifercont. Sindlli ly, tli proluet loh chn rt. on jiage?7 we fitid tlint, thle figure
for 1957 to 29 million linear yards wit cli represents a production
drop of 40 pweent lIsteait fi e Indicated 41 percent.
'1'lie Imiport figures are given there. 1 slirndnot take the tline now
and1 Iomose onl time committee by inmdicatiing thle corrections, but, with
relation to tile ( question flint were raised earlier this mnorning, 1
would like to ili dicte that. while ouir Industry has been contraiftm9g,
the Japitese, one of thie noweMt arrivals and most severe arrivals on
the seehave beent expanittliqtheir physical plant,
I will give you the data from our bulletin, which has no its source
tho CIommonwealth Ecmnomnio Committee, and I will start with the
year 1952.
Senator KmitiR. You are going back now toyour statement?
Air. WVtxmeox. No, 81r; I anispe-aking extemporaneously. Japan
ill 19152 had 10,776 brondloonis. ly 1055 thant figure find increasel to
24,8A53 broadlooims. T11le figure flint we have for I0 5 D( is approximately
27,000 broadloomms. rThe dis parity In thant. figure. and figures put in the
may be attributed to thle fadt that
records earlier this morning
ill these figures we exclude those loonus occupied onl the rnanufacturo
of cmrp~ets, carpet loons. These aire the apparel cloth looms.
r shAll not at this tiie,read in thle additional corrections an( uip-

VIth1ink

(tat iigof "Danger Ahead)". but, I, would like to deal with this ques.
tioln of syntfhetic competition tlint Is constantly brought up when one

speaksof fihe cont ractirng wool textile industry
Some import inlterests and clothingr manu facturers constantly throw

this out as the explanation of our difficultyy. As an explanation, we
think it is quite inadequate.
it thle rt place, there, Was ain Increase over thle past 10 years of
m1o0e than 50 million pounds in the use of manmade staple fiber and
tow- in- the spinning of yarns on time Woolen and worste(rIsys)8tems for
*ub
other than carpets aid
.SenatorKERR. IS that pounds Of Woolen fiber?
Mr. WrLKINsoN,. This is the pounds of synthetic fiber which our

inills employed.
Senator KIMnu. I thought' you said there had been a decrease of 50
millionpounds. What was that?

M,%r.AWjixJ?;soN-. No; there has beenafn increase.
Senator IRR. An increase?
Mr. WzL!mNsoN-. There hasti been an increase over the past, 10 years
of more than 50 million pounds in time use of man-made 4taple'fiber
and4.3Nv~ihmtbesifnimg ofy-.atns on the woolen and worked systems
for other thanl carepet and rtmrgs.
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Senator CARLSOx. Can you give us the figures on carpetsI
Mr. WmIiusoN. I do not have the carpet and rug data, sir.
Secondly, this explanation lacks corroboration in the poor business

conditions among the weavers of man-made fiber and silk broad-

woven fabrics. The output of broad-woven fabrics wholly or chiefly
by weight of man-made and silk fiber or filament yarns during 1956
was below that of the 7 of the 10 pr)ceding years, and was 13 percent
below that of 1950.
During the first 0 months of 1097 the rate of output was below
that of 1950.
Third, in addition to glossing over imports putting all the blame on
synthetics ignores numerous other factors such as the effect on wool
prlce of (J0vernment buying and statements of stockpiling during
the Korean war. It ignores revolutions in the manufacturing technology
the relocation of the industry and the changes in Amierican
hng habits.
Mr. Stevens who is your next witness. is involved with all these
fibe.s and wilt speak with much more direct authority than I.
This booklet, Danger Ahead, involves io a largo degree, matters
which can be measured and plotted on the basis of past and existing
records. What cannot be measured or plotted is the attitudes created
in the minds of our members as they listen to the endless propaganda
issuing from high Goverunent officials and the various agencies
of Government supporting this proposed extension and as they
witness its progress through the Con.gress.
From my day-to-day contacts with these people I can assure you
the effect is one of deep discouragement leading to the frustration
and disillusionment that breeds stagnation or what is worse-hiquidsation.
Until and unless Congress demonstrates a determination to reassert
its responsibility in formulation and administration of our foreign
trade policy, I predict without hesitation that this trend in liquidftion will continue, blighting employment, tax revenues, and in many
communities, the main sustaining industry.
It is true our association has stood in opposition to this trade
agreements program from the start We have had good reason. We
have been keenly sensitive to the inroads foreign nations could make
upon our domestic market, practically our sole market, once freed
of the lreocupation with preparing for or waging war, or the preoccupation with the filling of the vast vacuum for wool textiles
created by the destruction of wars; wars which incidentally, were
not averted by this program des ito its early supporting slogan,
"World Peace Through World Trade."
to discredit our position by contrasting
beenformade
it Attempts
with the have
support
the program that has come from so-called
heavy industries; but now we see the basio fallacy of this program
becoming manifest elsewhere.
Revere Copper &Brass, Inc,, was reported in the Wall Street Journal on May 12 to be cutting prices 'because of imports at quotations
sharply below United States prices." Mr. C. A. Macfie, president of
the company, is quoted:
Labor rates in our wills are 3 to 8 times higher than those of the foreign
manufacturerers. This poses a real threat to the domestic copper and bra
industry * 0 *
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Similarly, Roger M. Blough, chairman of the board, United States

Steel Cor., has reported sharp increases in steel-barbed-wire imports at $40 per ton below comparable domestic wire.
Mr. Blough indicated that had this imported barbed wire-some
64,000 tons--been made here it would have represented about $8
million additional in American steelworkers' pay envelopes.
In short, we would have had the wire, the pay, and the taxes and
other collateral benoflts, and the employed steelworkers would have
been better customers for our industry just as our workers are better
customers for the consumer products of these heavy industriesif employed.
The General Electric Co. is reported to have come to the belief that
rising imports of heavy electricel-power equipment pose a threat to
national security and should be curbed under the national defense

clause.

Gentlemen, we suggest these are but portents of more to come if
we continue to expand the paradox of our domestic and foreign trade
policies.
Further, we reject the proposition that the resolution of this paradox lies in so-called "trade adjustment" proposals which encompass
some form of Government aid in retraining workers, in relocating
industries, in moderizig plants or methods, or even direct subsidies. Such largesse by Government is not only in many ways undesirable and impracticable but also would be self-defeating. They
serve only to highlight the basic contradition in our trade policies.
Who fains, for example, if we say to the world, "send us your wool
textiles, cut our tariffs for this purpose, and then in turn subsidize
our domestic wool textile industry so as not to be displaced by imports in our own market? Are we to believe our foreign friends will
not see through, will not resent, this kind of sham? Of course they
will. They have; in fact.
For example, there was immediate reaction to the administration's
minerals subsidy plan-both abroad and at home. Said Britain's
Mining Journal:
If the scheme offers a subsidy which Is a potential threat to the trade of another country, it will almost certainly be a contravention of the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs (OA'T).

At home R. S. Reynolds, Jr., president of Reynolds Metals Co., asserted the metal-subsidy proposal discruminatd against aluminum.
Now, we understand, aluminum is to be Included if the metals-subsidy
plan goes through.
We must protect competitive American industries from unfair lowwage competition from abroad by more realistic tariff policies. If we
continue to make insincere gestures toward free trade, in a world not
ready for free trade, cutting tariffs and then subsidizing affected
industries, we will be forced to abandon our American enterprise
The United States has twice served as the arsenal of democracy.
If we ar to serve the cause of a just and lasting peace we must preserve our strength here We cannot do this by exporting our essential industries.
2T62--6--pt. 2-
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Further, should we socialio these industries to l)l'wvvo them, lis

not the battle already bollt los80

(Icueral. objections: This bill has not been clearly rej reseiited. It Is
1
year" extension. ActIullir if I iiuerstatidii le, lanreferred to asa118
Puage, (lhe tariff rediclisg authority It wou ai extend call be used up
uu13Yn
yer,
Viatthoui I f tit atb ieue heiyou will beconfronted with demands for additional tarlff-cuttiiig authority prior to
the end of the 5-year period when the bait it; all gone.
On the other haWd, should world events defer the limmediate utilization of this tariff-cutting authority, (to President could itiulliately
1003, enter into aigreemients that could have 5 years
June 30 tis
prior
pleasuiro potentially effective for 10 years. On
lorulltoI making
both counlts we emn this measure unwise.
Fioreign
Commencing July 8 before it special Senate Interstate Andic
Couilieo 81ubcoi1liit tee it will be the Senate's pur~poseto conduct a full and complete study of all factors affecting commerce and pro.
ducio, lit the text ie Indust ry of the United States.
In this connection Senaitor Norris Cotton of New llanipshlre 11118
said:
As a Nation, we simply cannot afford to let this basic Industry perish.

Senator John 0. Pastore of Rhode Islanid has desribed the basio
purpxoe of the investigation:
to analyze the cause of the decline of the American textile industry and consider possible cure&.

Further, Senator Cotton has said:

4 * 0 tbo Industry cannot be cured Inasingle stroke.
Gentlemen, the greatest malaise affecting the wool-textile industry
in general is the lack of confidence in our foreigni-trade policy as
charted in the bill before you. Deal effectively with this ineasure by
recapturing your constitutional authority over our fore ignh-tramde' po?
icy; gwe us reasonable, expectation of fair. foreign competition , and
theet. will be singular-aind to the nattionail bei&flt.
(Exhibits A, B, and C are as follows:)
ExitIBrr
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DATA OM

"50

A

PERCENT CONTRACTION IN~ THE WVOOL
TEXTILE INDUSTRYDANGER AHEAD"

Page 5. "WThere the Industry Is located": As of Der-ember 1957 the distribution Is as follows: New England, 44 percent; South, 32 percent; Middle Atlantic,
18 percent; North Central, 5 percent; West 1 percent
Page 8. "Machinery loss over 50 percent since
18: The 1948~ab~d -1low
fignrem as chltrted are repeated here with the addition of the 'years 1060 and

1931.

YCM

IM
...............................
IOU ........................................
iM .........................................
1W .........................................
Decebt ,pm

Broadlooms
Worsted
(inthouspindles
sanis)(In ilons)

37.4
2.0
19.4
M4

--------------------------------

1.92

.95
.5.3
.7A.3
6

Woolen
sIndies
(nmillons)

1.48
.69

67

Worsted

combs (ad-

Justed bests
In hundreds)

10.7

11.1
10.0
&I
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Page T. "Cloth production employment drop sharply": The 1940 and 1950 fig.
urea as charted are repeated here with the addition of 1007:
Million
linear &,ard.
1040................................................................... 004
1956 ------------------------------------------------------------------39
10 7 ----------------------------------------------------------------329
Production drops 40 percent.
Pages 8 and 0: "Wool textile Imports hit United States from East and West".
Page 8:
Pounl.
Yarn Imports, 1057 ---------------------------------------------2,800,000
From Japan ---.
.
.
..----------------------------------------'700,000
From Belgium ---------------------------------------------500,000
From Germany --------------------------------------------400,000
From France ------------------------------m-------------200,000
From U. K .---------------------------------------------400,000
The footnote on Japan for 1957 should show:
Wool yarn ------------------------------------------------700,000
Wool knit Items ------------------------------------------1,s00,000
Page 0: "'Imports of woven wool cloth Jump 078 percent to 82,Z85, )0 yards In
11 years.
1957 main sources
Yarti,
Britain
----------------------------------------------15, 00, 000
Japan -----------------------------------------------------7,800,000
Italy
-----------------------------------8,)0,000
France
-------------------------- ------,300,000
Page 10. Loss $26,88,000 In 1054.
Page 11. "The threat to national security":
1057 broadlooms, 18,400; lost capacity, 20,000.
1057 total production: 817 mill ions of linear yards.
E xIIBIT B

Mr. EDwIN¢

WILKINSO,,

IEmphasia added]
xEactuIvg OFCE Oi THE PRESIDENT,
OrricE or DzNsE MOVIIzATION,
Ofice of the Director,
MVaahington, D. 0., January 6, 1958.

Ezeculve Vice President,
NationalAssociationof Wool Manufacturers,
New York, N. Y.
DEAa ME. WILKINSON: On March 14, 1956, your association requested the Di.
rector of the Office of Defense Mobilization "to Investigate or reappraise what
the petitioners consider to be the threat to national security presented by wool
textile imports, within the meaning of section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1955."
Accordingly, Investigations were set In motion and included, on June 3-4, 1957,
public hearings on your petition. Since that time, additional and more current
Information has been sought and obtained, other agencies of the Government have
been consulted and an analysis has been made of all the evidence available.
This review and analysis , have been directed at the material presented, and at
the various viewpoints expressed, as well as at other pertinent factual data.
It should be noted, however, in conformity with the legal responsibilities of
the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization, that our study has been co.fined to the national security implications of the Imports in question in relation
tothe domestic wool textile industry.
We .accept the general premise you stated that "past experience In national
emergencies has established beyond reasonable doubt that an adequate iool
tcztile Industry it essential to national security." At the same time, past mobIl-
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nation experience is no longer an adequate guide to many specific current or
potential national security decision&
Thus, in the national security sense, even though we can concur in your general premise, we have been required to examine It in the light of current or
projected mobilization requirements for wool textiles On that basis, we have
found that while the domestic wool textile Industry will continue to be essential
to effective national security It wlU represent a smaller factor in national defense planning and operations than in recent periods of mobilization.
Under these circumstances, we have Investigated further your statement that
"the wool textile Industry has contracted severely since World War II to a point
where there Is grave doubt that it could meet mobilization requirements in a
national emergency." In our judgment, based upon examination of the informa-

tion available, your conclusion cannot be supported.

Fundamentally, our position rests upon the fact that military requirements for
woolen and worsted fabrics under mobilization conditions are now drastically
reduced from previous emergency levels. Although the figures are necessarily
classified, an interim Department of Defeme estimate shows that military mobil,-

ation needs, as computed currently, have dropped to levels lees than half of
those formerly indicated to be necesary In emergency.

Therefore, despite contractions in the wool textile industry since World War
II (o utractions caused by a variety of factors), the indushy* current an4 foreaeeabie produoltve eopacly remain s eeveral times greater than direct miltmrv
requirements. Likewise, in a mobilization period permitting substantially full
though allocated production, the industry's estimated productive capacity, both
existing and noeo, appears to be more than sumclent to provide for all domestic
and export requirements.
Finally, we have sought to discover the extent to which, ab you put it, "Imports
have contributed to the industry's contraction and now stands as an effective
bar to any expansion of industry capacity and one of the most important
prospective factors In determining whether or not there shall be even further
,contraction in the dangerously low capacity level." We have found It Impossible
to concur fully in this statement, but neither can we discount It completely.
Many factors have clearly contributed tO contraction In the domestic wool
textile industry: a decline in consumption and demand sines the peak postwar
years, higher costs and prices, and the development of and shifts to synthetic
fabrics, among others. No doubt the level of imports has also been a factor,
dithough one Raving an uneven, mpat Within the industry. In addition, the
trend of Imports is unquestionably an important element for some companies as
they discuss decisions affecting contraction or expansion.
On balance, however, twe have been natO to conclude that the level of
.**Ports of wo; teettlsehte
of iself caused severe contractions in the dome,.
Uto wool tectq e tad netry. As a matter of fact, in 195 and 1956, when imports
of woolen and worsted goods bad reached the highest annual levels, recorded, total domestic production actually reflected a 2-year net increasean increase which n total was larger than the total Import volume for those 2
years Wool textile imports have risen gradually in recent years but, on the
basis of the most current 0g"
available, still represent only about 7 percent
of domestic wool textile production.
In view of these and related facts, I do not have reason to believe that the
level of imports of wool textiles threatens to impair the national security.
Sincerely yours
GoWow Gar, Director.
0

lxa

NiTIoxAL A8sOCui.Ox O1WOOL MeWUFAM,
Noew York, January14, 1958.
Hon. GOuDOn Gacy,
Director,Ofoe of DefaoneMoblixato, Washingto, D. 0.
D.au X&uUAY: This relates to your letter of January 6, 1968 in response to
our petition of March 14, 1956, by which you have advised us, and publicly announced, that you do not have reason to believe that the level of imports of wool
textiles threatens to Impair the national security.
No Individual or group of individuals could be more anxious than we in
hoping that your present conclusion is right, in the public interest. However,
we note that your deesion is fundamentally based on a classified interim esti.
mate by the Department of Defense. Because this is an interim estimate we
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presume it is subject to confirmation or revision. Meanwhile, because of the
nature of this problem, we offer the following observations on other points
raised by your letter.
L FULL PRODUOTION

Your conclusion is predicated, in part, on your belief that in a mobilization
period we may rely on substantially full production on existing and new capacity through allocation and achieve all our domestic and export requirements
for military and civilian use. This assumption, in our judgment, Is open to
question on the basis of past experience In war emergencies. The fact ts that,
with all the controls of manpower an-l materials in effect for World War II, at
no point did the Industry approach full production.
Because your premise involves substantially full production on existing productive capacity and, in addition, on new capacity of undisclosed size, we are
unable to appreciate how you arrive at your conclusion.
In the past, textile machinery manufacturers were turned to the manufacture
of military hardware and implements of war. It is our assumption they may
well be recalled to these tasks. We, therefore, question the wisdom of relying
upon these sources for new equipment virtually under a crash program, if that
is contemplated.
I. 10Z8Z~AL3 OAPAOfltI

We make no claim to superior powers of prediction. Your prediction that
the "foreseeable productive capacity remains several times greater than direct
military requirements" is based, in part, on Information not available to us.
However, as respects the nonclasalfied data on which this assertion rests we be.
lieve we are, in modest measure, qualified to offer some words of caution. It
Is our considered judgment that the Government's action on the Implementation
of the tariff-rate quota (Geneva reservation) for;198 and thereafter will have
appreciable effect on the rate of industry contraction in the foreseeable future, as
will the course of imports of woo! textiles of all kinds. We observe an attitude
of discouragement and frustration in the Industry with respect to Government's
disposition to deal effectively with these matters which, if not checked, may so
accelerate the course of liqidadition as td substantitally change our capacity to
produce and thus Invalidate all predictions.
I... IePAOrorIMPoRe...
* As you recognize, Imports of wool textiles have an uneven impact within the
Industry, In 1057. the tariff-rate quqta appears to have had the capacity to check
the upward iurge of overall wool cloth Imports. It s however, a limited remedy
as It applies. directly only to woven fabrics. Of Itself it oferS no solution to
the probldni poged by importb 'of apiJArel find knit Iteins, yarn.a and semimanu.
features. Precently, various factors mayhare slowed the upward surge of Imports of some of these latter Items but we would point out that such deterrents may be temporary. Should they disappear or diminish there Issow no
effective, timely bar to keep them from r( ufilng their ata tmtg gi'owthb Our
reducedd utles Ae nkdedbate to offset th vast Wage gap advantage enjoyed by

our foreign competitors.
Furtheribore, as presently

adninisteed, Ithe tariff-rate quota fails to take Into
account the uneven Impact of imports In the area of woven wool cloths. .It Is our
consadeted judgment that unless this fault Is corrected 1ii 1958 Its capacity to
alleviate the InJitttOUs frelt competition conffronting many weaving Mill, which
are sources of military requitements, Is doubtfuL
IV. L"nVL OF

"PowT

Implicit in the statement accompanying our 19M petition and iA our; statement at the hearing in Jnune ,l957, is the thesis, that increasing imports contribute to the contraction of our productive potential. In otbar worse, we are not
only concerned ith the absolute volume of imports but also irith tlei pteclpitous
increase and their uneven Impacton our mills.
This letter Is written with the full 'eohcurrence of the members attending our
executive committee meeting today. Because you accept our general premise that
an adequate wool textile Industry Is essential to national security we urge 0DM
to keep under constant surveillance the effect of imports on the industry and
hence on national security. To this end we will consider It our responsibility
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aind duty to continue to supply you with nil material data nld to kTp you
allprise4 on the lnmeniastroble psychologtcnl factors bearing on this uitier of
I)ITlle I11lx1rtnicl.
IlteAelli
Mlly.
EwI)WIN WiIIIN8ON,

RxccultO Vio Prchdcnt.

Senator Xmitlt. Thank you very much, Mr. Wilkinson.

Are there question?
Mr. WnKINSON. If I may just add in conclusion, sir, if it seems unlikely that this committee s to report out a new concept of a trade
pooy, we would like to endorse the four recommelndations that have
been advanced this morning by the American Cotton Manufacturers
Institute as going in a direction that would give sono reasonable
modilfcation of this current proposal. ThankyonvetIch,8ir.
Senator Kirtu. Thank you, Sir.
Mr. Stevens.
STATEMENT OF ROBERT T. STEVENS, PRESIDENT, 3. P. STEVENS &
CO., INC.
AMr. STrau~s. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Robert T. Stevens. I am president of J. P. Stevens & Co.,
Inc.
We are manufacturers and distributors of textile fabrics made of
wool, of cotton, arnd of synthetic fibers.
This is Mr. J. R. Franklin, Senator Kerr, from my office, an assistalt,
I am most appreciative of the opportunity to appear before this distinguished committee in connection with your consideration of the
extension of the Trade Agreements Act.
I am keenly aware of the heavy demands on the time of congressional committees and on individual Members of the Senate and the
House. Accordingly, my remarks will be brief considering the im-

portance of the subject at hand.
Having served the Government under both Demooratie and Re-

publican administrations from time to time over the past 26 years, I
ave some understanding of the broad problems our country faces,
including its foreign tra o policy.
I recognize the extent to which foreign trade policy becomes an
inteal p artof overall foreign policy.
foreign trade
believe economy,
our present
although
personally
Tlierefo
American
I do not appear
polic,
is re,
harmful
to a Idynamic
here in any effort to kill the act, Rather, I appear here as one who
would like to see the legislation extending this act amended in such
a way as to provide a greater measure of consideration for1. Our national-defense posture.
. The American worker.
8. Truly reciprocal treatment for American exports.
I come before you as an individual American citizen engaged in the
textile business. I do not represent any group or organization. I do,
however, speak in behalf of the 30,000 workers in our company, most
of whom have been faced with short-time operations in varying
degrees.
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IVe have s8'iigfled very dilige(tly in our company to keep our
people fully employed, Vhilo we meet a s
o.9tantial
payroll every
week, file payroll is not. 118ar'ge as it8tohlsn e in orler properly t
provide for Ohew (11011stlio Amoericai fainili e who are depeiellnt
should ave fill-t'111e operations.
oura corlr. )ahiysseffor is.'
ipon,,
TIhese fanlies are located ill aille t Now H ampshire Massac
.hretts, New York, New Jersey, Virginia, North Cnrolilla, Ao1 th (aroJilin
d (and
orgia. Their fortlines rise and fall with the tides of

the

liiistry nrl(l, unforrlnately, textiles have not known good times

for several yeais.
('heap imports have played an important Irt

in tlhis unhappy state

of affairs.
Wages paid to workers abroad, making all kinds of imported goods,
range from 35 ceuts or 40 cents an houir (lowi to about 8 cents per
hour. By cormjparison I an sure it is unnecessary for me to cite the
hourly rates of the average worker inthe United States.
No amount of technological improvement in processing can compen.ate for those wage differentials in the light, of what is known
about present-day equipment here anti abroad.
As a matter of fact, some foreign countries have very modern, new
equipment that was partly paid for by the American taxpayer. How
can wo6,11 a nation give money, know-how, and lowered tariffs to our
friends abroad, and, with their low wage rates, not have trouble here
at home V
I do not contend that the only problem faced by the textile industry is the problem of foreign competition. I do say, however,
that the record shows that imports have increased dramatically over
the last several years. As one who is in daily contact with the primary textile markets I know firsthand what the impact of these
imports has been. They have wrought damage on an industrywide
basis far beyond what would seem possible when the absolute figures
of thesimports are considered alone.
Furthermore, while cheaply made cotton textile imports from Japan
have been the principal source of our trouble, our markets are wide
open to invasion from India and other low-wage areas where local
textile industries are being steadily enlarged.
After a long and painful period of effort, our Government worked
out a voluntary quota on cotton textile imports with the Government
of Japan. This has been in effect for a year and a half and has worked
reasonably well, although there have been problems involved with
transshipments of merchandise and garments through third countries
This voluntary quota, however, must be considered as tenuous in
character and it applies only to cotton-textile imports and only to
Japan. In addition, Japan has now made serious inroads on the
American woolen and worsted business and our plants, especially
those in New England, have been seriously damaged by this competition. About 8,00 of our workers are located in New England, and
we are determined to do everything in our power to preserve their
jobs for them.
Too many textile workers are already unemployed.
The mortality rate among New England woolen and worsted mills
has been nothing short of tragic. Almost half the industry has been
liquidated since World War II. Having served the Army three
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times, once in World War I once in World War II, and again as
Secretary of the Army, I believe I have more than an average appreciation of what the combined textile industries of the United
States have meant in doing the job for the arsenal of democracy in
two world wars and the Korean conflict. It is unthinkable to me
that any further segment of the industry should be considered expendable. I contend that what is left of the textile industry today
is already below the minimum essential for the adequate defense and

survival of the United States.

If we are to have a healthy textile industry during any future
emergency it would be wise for us to stop exporting textile 4obs
abroad, as happens when textile imports are increased.
There are many figures which can be cited about the industry, but
I will mention only a few.
Since World War II, this is what has happened:
(a) Employment in the textile industry has declined by 345,000
jobs.
b 717 textile mills have closed.
The number of spindles in place in American cotton mills has
declined by 2,375,000.
(d) Imports of cotton textile yardage have increased from 15,962,000 in 1947 to 122,444,000 in 1957. The total value of all imported cotton manufactures increased from $24 million in 1947 to
$136 163,81 in 1957.
(eS Impofts of woolen goods hicreased from 4,085,000 square
yards in 1947 to 32,313,000 square atds in 1067. The total value of
all imported wolen manufactures increased from $33,100,000 in 1947
to $143,069,942 in 1907.
As regards employmen I would like to refer quickly to the oftenmentioned figure of 4.5 million Americans who'depend upon foreign
trade for employment. Any figures cited in this connection cannot be
completely accurate because this is an area which i4 very difficult to
break down or analyze. However, a recent Department of Labor
study estimates that, of 4.5 million jobs dopendingoriforeign trade,
about 8.1 million depend upon exports and about 1.4 million are employed in the importing industries.
I
1
•
It is reaonable to assume that Americans will not stop drinking
coffee, cocoa, and tea, no matter what you do with this legislatixi.
It seemsfair to assume that the 1,40,00 American jobs dej'eTidin'_g
upon the importing industripes are not likely to be affOected very muc
With respect to the 8,100,000detpendi upon exports i )Shoud
be pointed out that about t8 percent of our ex'ports i 10T-ere
wi paid
for with dollars that foreign countries earned from touriss,' ivestment s, and nondutiable priduets. Only bout 22 percent of those
working in' the United States for exports are affected by the rovisions of the legislation under consideration. The number of jobs
affected, therefore, would be about 680,000 rather than 400.000.
I contend it i" a fallacious argument to state that 4,500,000 Armen.
can jobs are dependent upon the enactment of the administration bill.
Senator Km. If you will permit me to interrupt, you contend
that it is fallacious I
Mr. STvxxs. ,Yes,sir.
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I contend that it is false.

Mr. SrvFwNs. I think your word is better, sir.
The problem of cheaply made imports is the same whether it be in
Rhodoeisland Ohio, Georgia, or Olfdahoma. OnlyI the names of the
products inved am different.
The blight is on a vast variety of items: textilqs, machinery, machine andThand tools, chemicals- metals, cameras, appliances, ceramics,
and countless others. We get the sime end resul whenever low-cost
our plants and mines and our people are put out
imports
of be. shut down of
o an i dication the tack of reciprocity in foreign trade, the following are examples according to a recent survey of the devices used
.
0
to restrict our exports.
Six y-two countries require import licenses to t goods into the
countries; 46 require export licenses, sometimes tied up with stringent
restrictionss
capital movements;
on 0utgoig
currency controls; 36 have
28 have restrictions on incoming capital movements; 83have exchange

licenses; 23 have multiple exchange rates; 9 have import quotas, but
the import licenses operating in j2 countries ar, in effect just the
same as quotas.
These commonly used devices refute claims that trade policies
abroad are reciprocal. The record proves the reverse.
As regards possible amendments to H. R, 12691, I would suggest
the follpowg for yoor consideration:
1. Extendthe act year instead of 5.
2. Develop a joint legislative-executive function to bhare the responsibility for escape-clause decisions.
8. permit no increase of tariff-cutting power at this tlme.
Senator K" . Mr. teens, we have still got some tariffs.
Mr. STzvzNB. Yes; w6 do have ,
Senator Kinn. How are they going 6 eventually eliminate them all
if w6 stop any authority for reduction t,
Mr. Sim s. Senator Kerr, if you extended in the new act the
existing authority that wasextended and that still remains unused
under the !955 act, there will be plenty of area for tariff reduction.
Senator K m 1r .would like to have somebody give me a recommendation that would point the wa as to how we might restore it to
Wfithey
about
• .agreement
. . over
'• there in
. . that last
.
1955. wh tvabf .
Ms. I certainly would like to make a constructive suggeMr, .
tion on that.'.
SenatoV Km. I wudlk oae
up, good bargaining
-T6 extnd61ac , years would e•gi
'Ooint i' th ield of 'foreign tiad at a time w'Ln we are approaching
Crucial climaxes in world afflaii. This is both necessary and unwise,
especially since siorter extensions of 1 to 8 years have been the establised pattern. The foUoWing other points are worthy of considers.1. It is impossible to predict to what extent foreign currencies will
deteilorate over even a year period, with the attendant pereusions
on foreign trade.
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2. Tho character of our imports has been changing froii raw and
partly proposed materials to mtiore and more finished goo(ls.

Senator Kt-Rr. I wonder if I can Interrupt you there.
We will resume shortly.
(Short recess taken.)
Senator Kxill. We will resume Mr. Stevens.
Mr. SnvWNs. Mr. Chtdrian, I was just at (lie point of distetising
the 5-year extension.
The following other points are worthy of consideration.
1. It is impossible to prIeict to what extent foreign currencis will
deteriorate over even a 2-year period, with the attendant repercussioms
on foreign trade.
2. The character of our imports has been cliang 'Ig from raw and
artl prcessed
o
materials to more and more it.siied goods. The inustriabitation of foreign nations will cause an even greater increase
in manufactured imports with its resultant impact upon American
employment. The period of extension should be as short. 0 practicable
in order to perinit early ovaluatin of this growing trend.
3. The Export Control Act was extended on June 16 for a period
of 2 years. Tlis establishes a precedont which might well be followed
in the extension of the Trade Agreements Act..
With regard to my second suggestion, to return to the Congress a
share of tlie responsibility for dletermining escape-clause action, I
believe that a simple, yet constitutional procedure can be developed.
The history of relief under the provision of the escape clause from
1947 to Denmber 1, 1957 is not what one could, from time standpo!:'t
of the American worker, describe as encouraging.
In that 10-year period, 84 applications for relief were filed. In
26 cases the Tariff Cominussion recommended favorable action to the
President, Only 0 cases were approved.
I am confident in ny own mind Congress intended that American
workers would have reasonable protection by the device of the esca %
clause, just as it expected the Trade Agreements Act to be truly
reciprocal.
I do not believe Congress expected the tariff structure to be eroded
without effective recourse, nor did Congress contemplate that the
gaining sessions abroad would result in the -Acrifice of so many
jobs in important American industries. The resultant flood of imports
is affecting so many kinds of American industry that effective escapeclause procedure is essential If we are to preserve our hard won
American high standard of living.
In 1934 when the tariff cutting began, the average tariff levels protecting our industries were 46.7 percent-now they are 11.7 percent.
The so-called protection is three quarters gone. And there will be
more of the same if the act is renewed as proposed.
Surely this committee in its wisdom can develop an effective and
constitutional procedure for protecting American jobs. As an illustration, it might be obtained by providing that the House Committee
on Ways and Means and the Senate Committee on Finance, could
sustain or reject the decision of the President with respect to*the
Tariff Commission's escape-clause findings.
This procedure would more nearly reflect a current cross-section ot
the interests of the American people and would give Congress the
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o)po;'tuilty of sharing with the Presi(lent the responsibility for inaklng these far-reaching decisions which can doom whole communities.
lyfast suggestion is simply this. I do not believe that any new
authority to reduce tariffs is needed or should be granted, llnused
existing authority to reduce tariffs can be continued intact. This will
ielp spread the burden of tariff reduction more widely instead of
making present bad situations worse.
From the information available to me, it would appear that only
one-quarter of the tariff cutting authority granted under the extension
of the act in 1955 has been used.
Of the 4,801 dutiable items in schedule A commodity classes of
imports only 1,300 itemis were considered for tariff reductions by
the GATT teams in Geneva. Why do we need more tariff cutting
authority now just as we run into an adverse balance of trade or
payments of more than half a billion dollars for the first quarter of
1958, as reported by tie Depart meant of Commerce?
The enactment of this legislation, as pas.,ed by the House, will
encourage and accelerate the movement of American manufacturing
from the United States to foreign countries. Surely we can agree that
we do not want. to facilitate the export of American jobs to foreign
countries. In addition, every time an American plant is moved abroad
it comes closer geographically to the'Communist orbit of influence.
Is this wise under today s world conditionsI
What advantage is there. to the American worker and his family
if we permit the further liberalization of foreign trade?
The gains that have been made in this country in the fields of minimum wages, overtime pay, social security, industrial safety, and other
measures to protect the health and welfare of the American worker
are being seriously a affected by cheaply made imports.
Why should two identical garments, one manufactured in the
Unit edStates and the other manufact hired in Japan, encounter different rules of the game at our State borders ?
The laws governing interstate commerce should not discriminate
against goods produced in the United States. The problems American
industry faces by competing with foreign manufacturers are compounded many times over because we want to insure the highest
standard of living possible for the American worker, and we must
also meet our obligations to Federal, State, and local governing
authorities.
That, gentlemen, is my story. I do not seek the defeat of this
legislation. I have attempted to take a broad view of where does the
real interest of our national policy lie.
raving approached the matter in that spirit, I respectfully submit
that minimum amendments to the legislation now before you require
an extension of not over 2 years, the adoption of a system for returning some realistic measure of responsibility on escape clause procedures to the Congress, and no further authority to cut tariffs at this
time.
I thank you.
Senator Kn. Thank you, Mr. Stevens. Are there questions I
Senator CAULsox. Mr. Chairman, I just wish to say this. It is a
pleasure to have Mr. Stevens before this committee. He has rendered
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very fine and patriotic service to this Nation, and this i3not the first

time he has appeared before a congressional committee, so it is really

a pleasure to Iiave you here this afternoon.
Ifr. STvZNS. Thank you,, Senator Carlson,
Senator BzENK-r. I see you back, and I imagine you are a little

inore comfortable.

Mr. STmvzNs. It Is a'subject on which I feel quite at home. That

is certain.

Senator Kmm.Mr. Taylor.

STATEMENT OF TYRE TAYLOR, GENERAL COUNSEL, SOUTHERN
STATES INDUSTRIAL COUNCIL
Mr. TALOR. Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, my
name is 'yq Taylor. My address here in Washington is 1010 Vermont Avenue, and I am here representing the Southern States Industrial Council, the headquarters of which are in the Stahliman Building
in Nashville, Tenn.
Mr. Chairman, on behalf of all of our officers, directors, and members, I want to tell you we sincerely appreciate this opportunity to
present our views before this great committee.
On June,12 1934, President Roosevelt signed the flrd Trade Agree.
ments Act. Like the Gold Reserve Act, which became law a few
months earlier, the Trade Agreements Act was regarded as an emerneey measure. It was never thought of or intended---at least in
ose days-as an instrument of normal trade policy,
As C0rdell Hull then Secretary oF State and author and chief
advocate of the bill, explained to a congressional committee:
The bi-11. R. 8687-frankly proposes an emergency remedy for emergency
conditions.

And, again:
With respect to this opposing view (that the bill should not be passed), it is my

Judgment that extraordinary conditions call for exlaordinary methods of
treatment, and that the proposed measured of relief is urgently needed at

this time.
Looking back over it, it is doubtful whether any period of time

in all. hunian hisor has seen more far-reaching, revolutionary phange

than has charactertzed he 24 years that have elapsed since this bW
first became lawv.
recovered
the great
depression.
•We
W6eoujht
andfrom
wof"NWorld
.War,
[L
•
(And, Ii mayd here, we re ve
from the grt Sdepression
not because of the TradA
A bu
t war and
its enormous and insatiable demand upon our econoray and resource&)
We harnessed the atom.
We exienc 'he greatest nd most prolongd economic boori
in our entire history-again, not as a rVult of tlemrade Areents
Act but because of pent-up demand and accumulated purchasing
power growing out of war scarcities.
We changed our political orientation of a century and a half from
nationalism to extreme internationalism, and handed out some $8" bil.
lioniM' postwar aid to our friend and former and present enemies.
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We found ourselves engaged in a cold war with the Communist

world and a hot war in Korea.
A totally new set of power relationships came into being. It was
during this period that the British, French, and Dutch Empires disintegrated and disappeared, and America became the unwilling leader
of the free world.
Beginning with Korea, we engaged in a massive defense buildup
whichi, under the threat of Communist aggression, is still in progress.
The dollar declined in purchasing power by one-half-from 700 to
50 cents, and I believe it is now at 47.
The Soviets beat us to outer space with their earth satellites, but we
were hard on their heels.
Such, in brief are some of the developments during the momentous
near quarter of a century that has gone by since the first tradeagreements bill was signed into law.
The problems, emergencies, and crises crowding upon us today bear
little i any resemblance to the emergency envisaged by Mr. .Hull.
For this general reason, if for no other, the council deems it in the
highest degree appropriate and necessary that a thoroughgoing review of the entire trade-agreements program and concept should take
place.
We need to determine whether this 194 program is fundamentally
sound, whether it is suited to the new conditions of a changed world,
and whether it really serves America's best interests as a nation.
But there are other, and more specific, reasons why such a review
should be undertaken as I shall now attempt to demonstrate.

America is a free-enterprise0 capitalistnation. In order to continue
to operate and remain solvent, indsry i a free-enterprise, capitalist
nation must recover the cost of the gods it makes and sells, plus a
reasonable profit .
Several things go to make up the cost of any manufactured product. Interest on the original investment is one. Raw materials is
another. Labor-management is another.
Transportation is another. And there are others-insurance, for
example-of relatively less importance than those named.
These are the things which, added together, are the cost of any
manufactured produce, whether it be textiles, plywood, pottery, or
what have you.
.Now, with these inescapable facts in mind, let us take a look at an
import-vulnerable southern industry which finds itself in serious
trouble. I refer to the cotton-textile industry and I would not imply
that imports are solely responsible for the Mifficulties in which this
industry finds itself.
There am of course, other factors to blame, but that low-cost raw
material and low-wage cost of foreign competition is a major one is
not difficult to demonstrate.
Let us look, first, at the cost of raw cotton which, in the cas of the
cotton-textile industry, accounts for 54-55 percent of the total costs.
In this country the price of cotton Is artificially supported at a
level approhimately 20 percent above the world price.
Thus, cotton for which the domestic manufacturer would have to
pay 84-5 cents a pound, has been selling in the world market for 28
cents.
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of adequilte tWINf protect Ion, Air. Qiieeny maid that Mlonsanto would
not go out of business if (lie bill passed Uifier, he said :
The chtrncter of our buifnenw will change-and our country will suffer.
We would not research and build new plants for new products which we know
In tli'ane6 can be duplicated abroad and Imported Into this country at prices
which would make our production unprofitable. We would concentrate on products which can be produced in volume and which have cheap, Indigenous raw
mnterlalo. We would place greater emphasis on our foreign plants and perhaps
establish new ones.

The other tholiigt we find disturbingis that the textile and other
American industries are expendable in the i nterests. of foreign poicy

aind this idea is frequently coupled with the assertion that the Governnient should subsidize industries that are injured by the trade agreements prgrm

While there is a certain plausibility in the argument that foreign
polipy is csmducted for thom benefit of all the people and hence its cost
should not be saddled off on partcular industries, the suggested remedyin this case i"s, we submit, infinitely worse than the disease.
For what the Government subsidizes it also-of necessity-controls'
and if -such a plan, were ever adopted, it would mark the beginning
of the en -dof free, competitive enterprise as we have known it.
Accordingly the council recommends-1.An immediate ard tijorot' gliging review of the whole trade agreements program and concept to determine whether this program and
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concept really serve America's best interests as a nation. We should
not continue to accept rigidly and blindly the philosophy of this program as high policy dogma.
2. If it passes that test, in situations such as now prevail in the
case of many import vulnerable industries, where adequate protection
cannot be afforded through upward adjustments under the tradeagreements program, fair and reasonable import, quotas should be
established.
3. The General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) should
be eliminated from tariffmaking, and the proposal tohave the United
States join the Organization for Trade Cooperation (OTC) should
be defeated.
We feel that in this connection and in connection with the trade
agreements program generally, effective control should be restored
to Con gres
4. W ee no merit in the idea of Government subsidies for domestic
industries injured by the trade-agreements program.
5. And finally, if it should be felt necessary to extend the trade
agreements program we would earnestly suggest and urge that the
extension be-limited to I or 2 years.
Thank you, sir.
.Senator.Ki. Thank you very much, Mr. Taylor.
Mr. Harry Moss?
All right, Mr. Moos.
STATMNT. OF HARY A. M[OSS, Ms XEUTIVE SUPTARY,
AWRIOAN KNIT GLOVE ASSOCIATION, INC.
Mr. Moss. Thank you, Senator Kerr.
My name is Harry A. Moss, Jr., and I am executive secretary of
the American Knit Glove Association, Inc., of New York.
Honorable Chairman and members of the committee, I appear befor you today as the representative of labor and management in the
knit, leather, and fabric glove industries and, in a larger sense, a
spokesman for an area of many communities inOtseg% Schenectady,
Fulton, Hamilton, and Montgomery Counties, New York State.
The .love indt permeates that area historically. -06yond that
connection, thouh, the entire area.has a social and economic relationship ithe seil ivity of it payrolls to loss of employnent through
import competition from foreign carpets, rugs, and electrical pructs, as well,as gloves.
Hence dur deep Interest in'thebill before this Committee.
First, mayl prfaoce our. recomnpendation, by .noting the oblectives
involved. We ar6not opposed t foreigl trade, nor do we nunimize
its importance
to: oUr
econom.Aroad
In formandtlf
faqt we j~iiiha her,'alfhough
a large percenta
of our raw
materials
ou Frhigher wtages and 6tWer costs pre~lud6eu§.u
P 4xort
The issue is not'whether we shou i have foreiigtride but'rather
the rules nd eq ties
d under which hat triad srould'be conducted,
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dustries for the past 6 months to have them incorporated in the
present bin. I refer to the provisions which improve the peril point,
escape clause, and national security safeguards of current law.
We are encouraged by the fact that, for the first time, this bill
establishes the principle that Congress shall be concerned with the
final determination of any tariff rate or quota modification recommended in an escape-clause action.
Such changes, coming as they do after long deliberation by the
Ways and Means Committee, prove the fundamental need for improvement in our trade-agreements program. However, this bill needs
unpovement in two cardinal respects to make it truly effective.
. R. 12591 provides for an unprecedented 5-year extension of
Executive authority to enter into trade agreements, ano the language
prmits tariff rate reductions negotiated during that 5-year period to
_put into effect in 5 annual steps extending beyond that period.
Hence a law enacted by this Congress would carry through the
terms of 2 future Presidents and 5 new Congresses-in reality, 10
years of extended authority.
We respectfully challe
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paid out half a billion dollars more than it received; and it also means

that the dollar gap is closed.
Senator Kiaw Didn't that actually create another dollar gap just
hi reverse?
Air. Moss. It did soyes, sir.
One might expect that these dollars would have been used to buy
American products and that this new-found prosperity would be reflected in the level of our exports. But this is not, unfortunately, the
case.

The same Commerce Department report indicates that our exports,
in the same period, declined almost $1 billion from the preceding
"
quarter.
Not only did weas a nation see $550 million leave our country,
perhaps permanently, but we also lost a billion dollars worth of b1usness in just 3 months, which indicates a contributing
factor to this
,
iecesaioni.
Iii 4l fairness it must be pointed out that these two statistical fads
are slices from the same pie--that, if other nations had purchased an
additional billion d'illars worth -f American goods, the dollar gap
would not have closed; there would still be a foreign deficit of $450
million.:
And yet, to our mind, there is a very disturbing conclusion to be
drawn. Other nations would rather' have our dollars than 6ur prod;
ucts. If this trend continues, we am facing a national economic catastropDbutiprecedented in iden
times..': , " Nor are our fears allayed by the fact, also reported by the Depart6nt of .Commerco, that th nations' benefiting from our outflow of
$$n(i rtillion converted most of this sun into l1. . " 1
If the last 4 months, there has been a veritable flood of gold leaving
this country-gold worth $1.2 billion. And the magazine, U.
Nes & Wrld-Report of June 27, 1958,- sports that, while our gold
serves stand at 21.4
billion, if
we tohad
tb pay
the 'we
claims
of foreign
instrumentalities
amountingg
now
11.6
billion)
would
be let&
with $1.7 billion less in gold than we need to support our currency
I ast sure the members of this committee are giving this matter
their deepest consideation.
SSpeaking of exploitation of I.bor, which is always involved in'the
trade agreements program and import competition, the new Russian
offensive boldly Prlwaifmed as an economic war, Poses a threat to
American labot of ii magnitude never before imagCied.
In thbe ComniuniSt economy,'costs are not mor han fictional fi~urs.
True costs and prices are subject to the whims ot political expediency.
The present trade agreements program is a pushover in the path o)f
Russian international ambitions.
Conseuently, we plead that-this bill -will be amended to limit the
extension to 2 years instead of 5, so that, the United States may be
free to review and revise our program in"the light of acoelerated
changes in world conditions.
.
As to further tariff cutting authdrity, we must plead against additiOnal cuts;
Rates have been cut-by over 75 percent under this program, thousands of them only recently, in the past 4 years. We point to the
inconsistency of continuing down the road to free trade, on the one
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hand, while we stive to improve American wages and living conditions, on the other hand.
If any concession is to be made to those who demand further tariff
cuts, we submit that a carryover of presently unused authority should
be adequate during the next 2 years.
As to the power of the President to approve or nullify Tariff Commission escape-clause decisions, we plead that the present bill be
rewritten.
Simply stated, as we understand, the present bill would authorize
the President to reject or modify a Tariff Commission recommendation unless Congress, by a two-thirds vote of both Houses directs
otherwise. The likelihood of any industry ever obtaining support
of two-thirds of both Houses is in the real of sheer fantasy.
Therefore, to be practical, we urge the approach whereby the
President would initiate congressional action if he wishes to reject
or modify a Tariff Commission recommendation. As Chief Executive, he has at hand facilities, such as all executive departments,
defense agencies, and foreign diplomatic offices, to marshal promptly
of an overriding national
all
pertinent facts to convince Congress
..
interest.
We propose that H. R. 12591 be amended to provide the Tariff
Commission escape-clause: recommendations become effective, unless
the President within 60 days obtains congressional approval for re-jection
or' iodification. we have mad we sincerely believe, are equit-.
The recommendations
able, practical, and realistic in the best interests of our domestic
economy and a fair improvement of United States foreign-trade legislation.
I would like to add, Mr. Chairman, that in answer to your question
of one of the witnesses earlier today, the United States Department
of Labor reports that in 1947 employment in our industry. amounted
to 5,000; there were 44 fa&riesSenator KrER. Say that again.
Mr. Moss. Five thousand employees in 1947..
Senator KtiR. Th what?
Mr, Moss. In 1947.
Senator B NIrr. in his industry.
Mr. Moss. In the knit-glove industry.
. Senatorpm. Yes,
r. Moss. And&the same Depirtment of Labor reports that as of
1954 there were 2,025 employees ;that may not be a large industry, but
the unemployment is very largo considering the size of our indur
and the size-of our manufacturers.
Senator KUR. Well to the people that are in:it it is nearly as umportant as the development of more productive facilities are either to
some foreign-owned company or some American-owned company in a
foreign country seeking tW'dispose of their products in that market.
Mr. Moss. Yes; that-is right.
We have lost aboutSenator KuaR. I dissent here on the part of your testimony and that
of others that some of you boys are against any combine you a-e not
Mr. ios Well. you mean why no--
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lentor l( mit. I llen11 Ihnt is (he basIo Concept of the people II

Oklthlouiu that, lo the way Choy fool,
Mr. Moss, I see.
Se01ato' I(i1,

8

ieoritod,
Mr, Moss. I sme.

we 111101itnlld how yo11 fel so fill' RA 1 11111
No
(V'-

Thank you.

Sonlator Kvi1t, Than1k yoit very 1m111h,

A tv there aity qitostlonif
We will l ees untIl 10 o'clock in (lie morning.
Sir, Moss. Thank you Vety lUcli Mir. Chldruim11.
(it dIr1ct011 of t1 climnaln, tie following is Iuide it aItiof lio
CITIKNIS 0)MM)I"IfK 101 StAIMJRATION1 L IAD}.dNO KNDUUSTSr

. lat Mer, Mo., J4we 08, 1938.
lieu. IlAu*" F, lla,
8Oewile 011ct HNIld(., IVWl1191aon, D. 0.
l)nt 8aSaA
MaD
it
We believe you are familiar with the eltuatiou now
coutrmitIng the sot-tmetalt Industry. We have corresponded about the problem
and you are Indicated a desire to we It corrected, The price of lead and sino
has fluctuated during the Iast year and Is 27 percent below that of a year ago.
This area, with the largest lead mines In the Nation has a large surplus of unsold
lead and vine. Serious unemployment has already occurred and a substautlal
cut in workluil time Is Immilnent.
It appears much of our pigt In due to unrestricted Imports of lead and sine
from low-wage countries. While we recognize the Importance of world trade
both to our economy and the turthoranco of world peace, we do not believe an
important basic Industry should be saeriftced on the altar of expediency.
In examlniu
the various proposals to alleviate a problem that has been
mounting for a number of years, we sincerely believe the following should be
considered
by the Congresst
I()
A sliding sale import tax would give protection to domestic producers
without serously affecting the volume of Imports.. Imports are necessary beause we do not produce sufficient lead and sine for our needs.
(b) An Import quota system based on the wage cale of foreign producers
would aid In regulating large-scale dumping from extremely low-wage areas.
Higher quotas would be assigned high-wage areas. Tite attached wage schedule was used by the Schwab committee In congressional hearings lut year. It
seems unlikely a workman earning a few cents a d "4 could purchase goods pro.
duced by an American workman.
The theory of the Trade Agreements Act to that other countries have dollars
with which to purchase our goods. At present, there Is little balane between
the purchasing power of a miner In South America and a miner In North Amer.
lea. A recent Aesociated Press dispatch from Ottawa quotes the Canadiait Prime
Minister as critical of the "Imbalance of trade with the United states " Canadian
wages are only slightly lower than ours. Therefore, a Oanadian miner has
more dollar to purchase our goods than a South African native who earns 8
I
ceets a day.
Certainly there Is no permanent cure-all but any legislation enacted should(1) Be long range to encourage exploration.
(2) Pemranent enough to permit the Industry to plan 4 or 5 years ahead.
(3) Gie firstconsidertion to our domesU Industry.
(4) Be wifsustalning with as little burden on the taxpayer as possible.
(5) Be enacted speedily. Other areas are more seriously affected than we
ind the gravity of the situation daily grows worse.
The subsidy plan now being considered would, in Our opinion, afford some
reUe but has no more permanency than stockpiling. The makeshift policies
ot our various ]Federal agencies over the past several years has brought the IndoOsry to Its present condition.
If the Congress adjourns without enacting some legislation to relieve our di.
tre"s the future of the entire nonferrous metals Industry in the United States
is In doubt.
Sincerely.
T. 3. WATKIms, (7aoknm
Best personal regards. T. J. W.
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Extension.
R0.1 Trade Agreements

Xerniei Square, Pa., June fS, 1958.

lion IIAtRY

FI. IYRD,
Ohafrman, Fintn0e omiftee,
United States Seaate, Washinon, D 0.
;Dua SENATOR hinD: In order to conserve the time of the Finance (Oommittee,
by not requesting the privilege of making a personal appearance, this statement
is offered for Inclusion in the hearings record, and for consideration of the
committee in making amendments to I R. 12691. This statement is authorized
by the board of directors of this association whose members produce more than

half the mushrooms grown in the United States.
Since annual imports of canned and dried mushrooms Into the United States
represent, when In their fresh state, an amount equal to at least 10 percent of
the domestic annual production of fresh mushrooms, the price to the farmer has
been subject to many drastic declines. This situation Is further aggravated In
times of economic recession. This cooperative was formed at a time when farm
prices were depressed. Knowing full well the Impact of low-priced imported
mushrooms on the welfare of the American producer, it has represented their
position before the Congress on many occasions, starting with the Tariff Act of
190.0
Rates of Import duty established In 1930 saved the Industry from collapse
during the early years of the great depression. However with the enactment
of the Reciprocal Trade Agreement Act of 1034 and the 1935 bilateral negotiations
for a trade agreement with France resulting in a drastic tariff reduction, any
sustained stability In the industry was rudely upset. Until World War II cam
along, financial distress among mushroom growers was the rule rather than the
exception,
As the extension of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act came along the use
of "reciprocal" became somewhat- obsolete; bilateral agreements became multi-
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lateral; the "most favored nations" b,,cano beneffclarles of what had been at
one time Intended as bilateral dealings OATT (General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade) became the agency deciding ilb ftte of the United States mushroom
farmer and continues to do so. "Peril points" were provided, but few domestic
businemste were successful In averting the damage done as a result of the actions
taken under the Trade Agreements Act by the United States delegation to
OAY,
In at least one case, where the United States raised the tariff to protect an Americat industry and the skills of workmen engaged fit it, "compeneatory" duties were adjusted downward on certain other items of export by
that country. The administration of the Trade Agreement Act has put ninny
mall businemses to a great economic dlsadvatitage. As adnitmitered small
business has suffered, and being relatively small bus been unable to receive the
consideration it believes it Is entitled to at the hands of our own Oovernment.
canned mushroom tariff rate adjustments downward were made nA follows:
10o30 act ---------------------45 percent ad valorem plus 10 cents per pound
WO031
trade agreement --------- 26 percent ad valorent plus 8 cents per poun0d
11118 nATT ------------.----16 percent ad valorein plus 5 cents per pound
1111 GA-I' ..
.
..--------------12% percent ad valoretn plus 4 cents per pound
We urge the Congres, It the act is to be extended, to give consilderation to
amending it along the following lines:
(1) An extension of less than t years an specified In the House bill. With
the building up of many industries in foreign countries through our technical
assistance program and United States financial aid coupled with the low-wage
rates in these countries, a long-term enactment could deprive American bustiiessea of quick relief front low-priced foreign competition.
(2) Provide the United States Tariff Comnission with ratemakug power.
lince tariffs are, or originally were, based on the economic needs of American
producers, not originally designed as a political weapon, it seems they should
be administered by a factfinding body responsible to the Congress. If the
Interstate Commerce Commission has the right to govern transportation rates,
which it has, then it would seem to te equally reasonable for tarifftaking
pW*eMi to be entrusted to the Tariff Commission.
(3) The right to impose quotas on Imports of any commodity. Certain foreign
agricultural products have been subjected to the imposition of drastic quotas
under another act of Congress; oil imports are at present restricted to protect
domestic companies in their explorations; our State Department, for 2 years,
has made what is termed "an arrangement" with Japan restricting the quantity
of womes' blouses to be Imported lest domestic manufacturers do battle to have
a substantial tariff Increase made. This is one case in which it In charged to
be entirely without the realm of the Trade Agreements Act.
(4) Eliminate authority for any further tariff reductions, but retain the right
for increases where warranted. As a result of several tariff-cutting sessions,
It would seem that bottom has been reached, and any additional concessions
would be close to total free trade.
We finally urge upon the committee that every consideration be given to the
reestablishnient of proper safeguards for American businesses. Our foreignaid program has been of great assistance to those countries helped. Under it
they have established many industries which now supply goods formerly exported by the United States. As our scale of living has advanced, our costs
have Increased to the point where we have priced ourselves out of some foreign
markets.
Respectfully submitted.
By WALTU W. MAULS, f'eoretarV.
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Or STATEMENT

It is the purpose of this statement to present the viewpoint of the lead pencil
manufacturing industry relative to pending legislation which would permit further possible reductions In lead-pencil tariff rates.
Tis statement is submitted by the Vead Pencil Manufacturers Association,
Inc., 00 East 42d Street, New York, N. Y., on behalf of the 18 lead pencil manufactu ng companies of the United States, comprising'18 association member
eompanles and 6 nonmember companies which have specifically approved Of
this statement. A full list of the participating companies is attached to this
statement as exhibit A.
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Nature of product
The lead pencil manufacturing industry is approximately 100 years old In
the United States. During this period, the lead pencil has been the basic writing Instrument of education and industry at an economic, consistently low cost
to users, in striking contrast to the general price Inflation seen in other consumer products.
The lead pencil is it precision-made instrument, composed of up to 40 Ingredients which are put through more than 125 operations to bring to the public
the writing tool with which It Is so familiar. Among the better known ingredients are California incense cedar, sheet brass, crude and synthetic rubber,
graphite, clay waxes, adhesives, pigments, lacquers, and packaging materials.
The Industry Is a substantial contributor, relative to its size, to the import trade
through its foreign purchase of clay, graphite, rubber, waxes, and other raw
materials.
Makeup ol Industry
The lead pencil manufacturing Industry is a small Industry. The 18 manu-

facturers, who account for the entire production, range In size from Arms employing leas than 50 persons to those having upward of 500 employees devoted

topencil making. In total the Industry employed more than 5,000 persons as
of January 1 108, and is payroll amounted to almost $18 million In 1967,
representing 94.8 percent of the Industry's $2,800,000 sales during that year.
The 18 manufacturers of lead pencils In the United States have an Investment
in land, buildings, production equipment, and inventories in excess of $75
million, In 1067, the Industry paid taxes of more than $2 million to Federal,
State, and local agencies, aside from the taxes paid by Its employees.
It should be noted that manufacturers f load pencils and components thereof
are Important local employers in scattered areas of the United States. In
Connecticut, New Tersey, Pennsylvania, New York, Georgia, Tennessee, West
Virginia, Kentucky, Missouri,' and central California there are local communities heavily dependent upon this industry.
2BXTZALITY OF nPVOT

With the development of modern industry and industrial methods, and regardless of the creation of newer types of writing Instruments and writing machines,
the lead pencil has shown no decline in its essential importance to our national
life. Pencils are indispensable operating supplies for every branch of American
life, and are essential to the maintenance of practically all functions and operations of cooperative life and business. They are required for the entire student
po ulation. They are indispensable In the pursuit of all trade and commerce,
to? the use of financial and insurance organizations, for the operation of all
transportation and communication services and systems and for public utilitIe,

and by all operating departments of the Federal, State, and local governments.

Because production of all machines, machine products, and construction of
every type starts on the drawing boards, the lead pencil is a basic tool of the
designer and draftsman In preparing his original sketches, finished drawings and
blueprints.- The pitoducta'of the industry are used not only in offices ard draftIg rooms, but black )ead pencils, colored and copying pencils of many types are
used In all factories for planning, supervising, and directing production, and for
recording production data on which workers are rated and compensated.
The wood-cased pencil Is a product which meets all of the standards of essentiality laid down by the War Manpower Commission In World War II, except
that it'Is not directly utilized for combat purposes. In a large measure. It is
almost like a machine tool; neither Is used directly in combat, but both are
essential to the manufacture of combat materials. Actually, huge quantities of
pencils go into-combat areas along with other small but indispensable Items.
A review of lead pencil import figures during the past 50 years will show
clearly that in 1914 and 1940 thIs country and Its allies were abruptly cut off
from ,I1 foreign supplies of lead pencils. Had not American manufacturers
bee able to fill the dritlcal need for general and special pencils required by all
civilian, military and industrial elements, a truly serious situation would have
created.

Maintenance of the pencil industry and its skills on a standby basis,

to be activated only In time of war, is Impossible.

.
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VONDITIONS

Vomltitvo btdusIry
'hO lead pencil mianufacturing Industry in the United

conpetitive, low.profit industry.

states Is a highly

It Is almost wholly dependent upon the

domestic tuarket, sineo It is today effectively shut out of uliost nil of Its
in addition, dmunestic manufacturers are unable
former export market.
to compete, prI'ewise, In the few export markets still open to them because of
the substantially lower cost advantage enjoyed by foreign producers.
RIetsg oa et
Industry costs for both material ind wages have continued to rise through
the year 10M, 110, and 100?. A recent survey shows industry costs over
the past 25 years to have Increased on an average of almost 200 percent. These
coat increases from 103 to tho present time have far exceeded the 1038 tariff
rate on Imported lead pencils. The Industry has barely manged to survive by
improvement of Its processes and equipment to the mxinimum possible extent.
Report dmd imports
Our industry Is now more than ever vulnerable to foreign competition, In
both export and domestic markets. Because of the Industry's difficulties, caused
by keen competition, low price levels, a production overcapacity, and the fact
that exports have been drastically reduced, the Industry continues at the "peril
point," or below, under present tariff rates. Any further reduction of lead
pencil tariff rates would greatly increase pencil imports and destroy the domestic
industry. Even under present rates, foreign manufacturers continue to Increase
their share of the American market. They do not need lower tariff rates to be
effectively competitive in a normal, peacetime economy,
The reasons for this are clear. Our domestic pencil products have no intportant differences in appearance or performance to shield them from being
displaced by closely comparable imports.
goroign
manufacturers are equally
meehanlied and have equivalent productive skill. Their production ter manhour is equal to ours. However according to official Government figures, the
average hourly earnings for individual workers i:k the United Htates Is $2.08
while iu Japan it is $O22 and in Germany it is $0.55, and this substantial wage
gap will probably increase as higher vage rates come Into effect. The effect
of this tremendous disparity in wage rates can be judged by the fact that payroll
represents over 54 percent of the Industry's dollar volume.
Since the close of World War II, the grossage of Imported lead pencils has
increased substantially with each passing year. In 190, the increase over the
preceding year was 33 percent; in 19K6, it amounted to 47 percent; while in 1901
(the first 10 months), the In.crease was 10 percent.
Since 1946, Import duties on lead pencils have been cut by 50 percent. To
reduce further these tariff rates would cause dire hardship to all facets of the
American lead pencil manufacturing Industry.
CONOLUBIONG

The lead pencil manufacturing Industry of the United States earnestly opposes legislative provisions that permit further reductions In Import duties on
pencils or pencil leads. The lead pencil industry is already at the peril point,
and must have for survival at least the present tariff protection for the following reasons:
1. The import duties In all important classifications of lead pencils have already been reduced a full 50 percent as permitted under earlier trade act
amendments. In addition, It should be recalled that the effectiveness of the
remailning specifle duty has been greatly weakened through years of monetary
Inflation.
2. The industry's products are articles of prime essentiality and of strategic

necessity.

& Since the Industry continues in serious difficulty because of rising costs,
loss of exports, and Intense domestic competition, It Is clear that a large influx
of foreign pencils, which would inevitably follow a further reduction in duty,
would be fatal to American manufacturers.
4. The American pencil industry cannot convert Its main productive facilities
Into the manufacture of any other product: its ;naehinery can be used only to

make pencils.
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5. The total dollar volume of the American pencil Industry In so small that If
foreign-made pencils captured the entire domestic market the resulting benefit to
international trade would be insignificant, yet American workers would lose
wages in excess of $18 million each year, government would lose annual industry
taxes of inore thnn $2 million, and a century-old industry, essential to the nation In time of war and peace, would be destroyed.
LEAD PXINCIL MANUWAtU'axIt

11 ..
Ju r.24, 105.A

AssOOmATION, INC.,

VAN Do0N,
Ohairbman, P.rodn Trade 4hd TarIff oommfitee.
EXIIISIT A

LZAD PENO1L MANIIFAOTURFAS

IN 1ll11

UNIiEb STATtM

American Pencil Co,,' Lewisburg, Tenn.
Richard Best Pencil Co,,' 211 Mountain Avenue, Springfield, N. J.
Blalsdell Pencil Co,,I Bethayres, Pa.
Commonwealth Cedar Company, Inc., Shelbyvlle, Thn.
Connecticut PenCil Co., 541 Maple St., Bridgeport, Cohn,
Joseph Dixon Crucible CO.,' 107 Wayne Street, JerSey Oity, N. J.
Vagle Pencil Co.,' 703 East 18th Street, New York, N. Y.
Empire POMil Co.,' Shelbyville, Tenn.
EberhardFabe- Petil o.," Crestwood, Wilkes-Barre, Pa.
,General Pencil Co.,' 07 Fleet Street, Jersey City, N. J.
I. & C. Iardtmuth Co.,' floomb'uty, N. J.
Mallard Pencil do., Georgetown, Ky.
Musgrave Pencil Co., Shelbyville, Tenn.
National Pencil Co., Shelbyville, Tenn.
The fled Cedar Pencil Co., Inc.,' 215 Second Avenue, L4*isbur*, Tenn.
Reliance Pencil Corp., 22 South Sixth Avenue, Mbtnt Vernon, N. Y.
The Huwe Pencil Co.,
821 West Ptxtnkm Avenue, Greenhilm, Cone.
Wallace Pencil Co, $ Maplewood Branch Post Office, St. Louis, Mo.
UNIZE STATES SXAMz,
CoMMITrsu ON iNrTRsMTAT AND FOARIGN CouuMc, ,

Jane 24, 1958.

Ite amendment 6-28-8E.
Hon. HAInY FLOOD BR,
Chairman,Oommittee on Ftnae,
United States Senate,.Wdtington, D. 0.
Dean Ms. CUAIRMUAk: It 18 with a sense bf gr6et urgency that I appeal to you
and your committee to give favorable consideration to an amendment I have
Introduced to II. B. 12591, the Trade Agreements fxtenslon Act of 1968, which
the Committee on fiAnace is presently considering.
The amendtehf introduced on JUne 23, 1968, Is a simple one. It would apply
the present tariff quota on woven *oolen fabrles on a fabric category basis
rather than on, a total and overall import basis which i tiow the case.
As you know, Mr. Chairman, the present tariff quota was applied In 196
and resulted from the havoc which unrestrained woolen Imports had caused
the domestic woolen and worsted Industry. Such imports had largely brought
abobt a 81-percent decline in the dobnestie Industry's employment between 1947
and 1956. During that same period the production capacity of our woolen
Industry declined accordingly-looms by mioie than 50 percent, woolen spindles
by 41 percent, and *or*d spindles by 56 percenL Since 1947, 132 woolen
mills have been ibquidated and in excess of 100,000 wool textile Jobs have been
lost. It wa4 this tragic deb&llnb of a former strong American Industry which
brought about the tariff quota of 1958. Under the terms bf this qu4ta, however,
all the 14.2 iflllion pounds Of Wool fabrics allowed to enter the country a a low
rat6 of duty cai be concentrated in one of a. few types of woolen goods. In
other words, the quota Is on total imports and not on each type or Weight of
*bol imports. It fails to make. any pfovislon against the concentration of
Imp6rtA in different categories of fabrics.
Ue
mbers, Lead IP

York, N. Y.

i luanufaetireru Asoetaton, hne., 60

st 42d Street, New
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Consequently, slce the tariff quota took effect, Imports of woolen goods lightaro r9latv'ly
tended to concentrate in the higher quAlity goods which
Therefore, dirin
weight and contain a re1atively greater proportion of labor.
Imports of woolen and
the irst 8 months of 1067 for wbIch we havostatisiics yard
amounted to Over
Worsted fabrlei weighing not over 0 Ounces per square
In other categorigs
22 percent of the total domestic production of such fabric&.
equal as
of his-quallty woolen fabrics Industry sources estimate that Imports
Many wills,
high as 00 pe00ent of United States ptoducton of such fabrics.
forced to liquidate tincb the quotas went Into effect
aeen
Mr. Chairman, have
because'ofthis type of competition.
of the tariff
It Is the purpose of my amendment to end this unfair application
Is the only way
quota and to establish It on a category-by-category basis. Thisand
most unfair
to make the quota truly effective. Otherwise It isbut acutfarce
in half since the end
to the domestic woolo Industry which has already been
textile industry be
of World War I. It ishigh time, Mr. Chairman, that ourand
I sincerely and
taken oN the sacrcAlsI altar of our foreign-trade program,
and objective
profoundly hope that you and your committee will after thorough
would also be
ocoaderation, recommend the adoption of thiq amendment. I of
the hearings
most grateful if you could make this letter a pert of the record
now conducting.
your committee
z
,P
incerely iyours,%Fz~

~
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1).a Me. Ovltn aw: It is with a sense of great urgency that I appeal to
I
yoeu and your committee to give favorable consideration to an amendment
inoduced on June 28, 196% to H. B. 12591, the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1068 which the Committee on Finance is presently considering. quotas on
The amitafieit Would provide for the establishment of import It would
all import"of cotton manufactures -on a category-by-eategory basis.
of the
prohibit total imports of cotton manufactures In excess of 2 percent
Imports of
domestic production of the previous year, and it would prohibit
cotton manufactures In each individual category in excess of 6 percent of the
domestic production of such categories of the previous year.
This amendment, Mr. Chairman, has been vitally needed for a very long time.
I cin think of no domestic industry;.whlch has suffered more since, World
WAr II than our cotton textile industry. Since 1947 it has lost approl, pely
K),000 Jobs. A total of 88 cotton-rayon mills have been liquidated and these
liquiaations are still continuig. The cotton textile industry of, ibis ation,
has suffered to a point where itN no w. In danger of leaving the Americqn scene,
and thqre Is little doubt that one of the most Important factor produ~ng this
decline Is the unrestrained competition, which. the domestic industry has had
to face from extremely cheap foreign imports.
In 1947, the United States exported 1,437 million square yards of clot, This
represented 14 percent of the total United States textile production. In 1057,
however, the United States exported I38,186,.000 square yards which represented
only 4.9 percent of our total textile production. This was a drop n exports
of approximately 66 percent. What is Important to note, however, Is that in the
meantime imports of textiles have risen by more than 1,0 0Opercent. rurthermore, them imports have frequently con"ntrated on partcular type' f otthon
wire
fabric&', For example, In the case of velveteen.s, imports In IIO and
t.mrr
pollallmost twlce as much as domestic production. ,Su&unrestrained l
.-cannot
eles, Mr. Chaliman, have m disastrous to the domestic Inoustr.
possible compete against the. low wage standards of I s.foregn compeutore
where In cases ueh as ,.ipan'te hourlywage 'ofa textile, worker Is 14 to 15
cents while in the United StateS it average $1.40. Tbhe 14justry Iein desperate
need of anistance in order to sufvlte, There Are present0ytowns throughout
New England, the Middle Atlantic States, and' the o .th with chronic cases.
of unenuloyment directly 4s a result of textile liquidations, and cut-backs.
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It would not be fair of me not to point out that the d, Astrous effects of unrestrained imports led the Japanese (oviarnment to establish voluntary quotas
on Japanese exports of cotton goods to the United Sfttes. Where the quote,
of various types of Japanese goods wore low enough this has worked out fairly
well. Where the quota was too great to begin with, however, the results have
continued to be disastrous. Furthermore, Ina number' of categories the Japa.
neso have exceeded their own voluntary quotas, In soe cases by as much as
one-third. In addition, there Is no protection from Japanese-made textiles
transshipped to a third-party nation and then sent to the United States. And,
of course, thero Isno assurance that the Japanese will not fully reopen the
floodgates at any time. We cannot, therefore, rely on this voluntary quota and
it is not fair to continue to leave our dowestle cotton textile Industry completely
at the mercy of a foreign nation's own voluntary agreements.
Consequently, Mr. Chairman, the amendment I have introduced Is essential
for the continued survival of our domestic cotton textile Industry. Unless we
act now we will only contribute to the growing unemployment in this Industry
and to the liquidation of precious textile mills throughout the Nation. I sin.
oarely hope, Air. Chairman that you and your committee will give this amendment thorough and objective consideration and will adopt It as part of your
recommendations to the Senate. I would also be most grateful if you could
make this letter a part of the record of the hearings your committee is now
conducting.
Sincerely yours,
]!R=MOK

. PAYEE,

Uptled States Senator.
STATEEMNT ON 1119 POsITION Of Tat SOUTHZN OASUzZ~I MAN WAoUrZS6

Asso-

111o., ON II. I. 12591, PI'omeD RzNywMt or Tat RzoxnooAL TswAz
PsToatM, JuL-Yl, 1,958
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the Southern Garment Mann.
facturers Association is a trade organization, with offices In Nashtille, Tenn.
The several hundred members of that association, operating plants In27 States,
on who-'behalf this statement is submitted, ziormally account for the predomi.
nant production of all men's and boys' work clothing, together with a substantll percentage of the total produetiez of men's; Women's, and children's sport
and utility clothing.
This industry is allied closely with the textile Industry. Our basic raw
I
product is cloth, the product of the mills, cloth.
The :fundamental economic facts confronting this industry which accounts
for' continually increasing alarm over the mounting detrimental effect* of
foreign imports on our markets are:
1. The wage, rates of foreign countries shipping products to our markets
competitive to ours are one-tenth'of the wage rates In the American plants; .
2. Cotton; as the members of the Senate Finance Committee know, whether it
be American or foreign grown, is available to the foreign country manufacturer
at 20 to 25 percent less than it isto American competitive companies;
8. Cotton and wages in textiles will amount to about 80 percent of the total
product cost. In the apparel Industry the cloth and labor amount to approximately 15 to 82 percent of the finished product, depending on whether it is a
staple or seasonal merchandise.
4. In addition, total taxe3 and other cost elements entering into the production costs in American plants are substantially higher than those In foreign
country competitive plants.
The attention of the committee Is earnestly invited to the following facts
respecting the end result of the effects of the present reciprocal trade policy on
the economy of the American apparel Industry and the communities in which
the plants of this Industry'are located. In this data will be show-n the extent
to which the present trade policy Is furnishing employment to foreign country
competitive workers, dnd hence denying employment to American wage earners
in our. industry, with the consequent undermining of the economic base of
American communities.
-'Secetary of Commerce Sinclair, Weeks has recently stated, and we understand this statement was made to Members of Congress, that be estimates the
totil foi ,gh,imports competitive to our- industry to be not more than 3 percent.
CUrTION,

I
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that tit's 1 percent of
Assuming Ht. WoOks is correct, then It would follow
torign Imports, on the basis of eniploymnet In the textile and garment Indus.
e".
tri Wotld take away the jobs of 00,000 textile and auirel emplo
are sulit 020,000
10ficiai United States 0ovornet statitlcs show there
Is
textile employes and 1,100,000 garment workers. Three percent of 2,020,000

About 00,00.

that
When this point is made to proponents of the idtministrntion bill, tiey say
and un.
much of thewe Imports comes Into the United states In pie,o goodscountries
finished textiles llowever, It itobvIously true that Bitch exporting
flulMid
as Japan find Itto their ad tage Increasingly to concentrate on the
and thus widen their
0lothihn Itetm as Inthis waY thyV CAn export itore labor who
nre committed to
tte Rdvntage over VrAtted States fatnufftcturers
IM
scales. It in submitted that in alt probability thnn1gure aulove,
Bage
merican w
Jo),
IMlow. It w=1i be obvious to the committee that in Addhitio to the 00,000
to be thO
that have bon destroyed as mrlut of only what Mr. Woeks admIlts industries,
ip,,ort~~nainely, 8 percent other allied industrial employees and etc., (re
dyentus,
uch s machinemry, thread, button cotton gins, chemical,
tlkewise Affected because of the Impact of the imports on their etntonvars, the
textlle mills and gnrment plants.
Tt& effe of the foreoIng hak ben to redtt capacity operations In the
AmeriCan plant. In April of thisfyer R survey of only I 11iuember coalpo.tlm
of this association showed tils situation as curtailing the Atnerlan plant
operations.
The Matubtr of enupioeroos of the 1l companies contacted is actually 84.0
pteht of oapelty emiploynent and tlese etiployces now working are only
erworking 77.8 percent of a full-time week. Multiplying 84.0 by T.8 showsthose
cntaoe of apacity employment as only 0.8 peent, or, in other word,
are only producing At two-thirds of full capacity.
aonqlnIos
Ono Indiatton of the drop IC our plant employment In the United Htnte,
which this asoctitton charges Is duo in large part to the Industry being coin.
polled to absorb the foreign country, low-wage-mado goods, is the report of the
Bureau of Labor Statisties, released on jone , 106, showing thatlasled-textileProduction-worker emnploytent In the apparel and other
Products Industry was down to O§,400 In May 1D8, from 1,030,000 in May 196?,
a drop of 80,60 eIyes
a soond factnorsis at the nmtqber companies of this saOclition report the
following comparatlv* man-hours worked for the periods shown: Hour, worked

Il

1, 13, throg. Dec. 31, 1N --------------

--------- 22, 430, 032

22,82, 412
Jan! 14 10K8, through June 8. 19KM. --------------------------July 1, 10K through De $1,l0T................................ 19, 030,002
20,497,88
---..................
Jan. 1, IN?7, through June 0, 1057 -------------ftnce, under normal conditions In our Industry production varles considerably
during different periods of the year, for ah intelligent approach to the trend
of hours worked, which naturally would follow closely the production pattern
It would be necessary to compare the second halt of 19W6 with the second hall
of 108 and the first half of 108 with the first half of 1057. When this Is done
the committee will at once see that the period January through June IOA
showed a decline of 8,9-,240 man-hours worked over the same period In 1956,
or a decline of &,13 percent. From January through Juno 1057 the man-hours
worked were 1,829,514 less than the entire period of 1080, a decline of 8.19
percent.
We desire to point out to the committee that many hundreds of the plants
In our Industry are located In small towns, where the plant Is the only source
of Industrial employment In that town and in the greater number of Instances,
the only employment In a wide area. The towns and areas referred to are in
the Southeast, Southwest, and Midwest. When such factors as foreign imports
clos these plants for subtantial periods of time, not only are the employees
and their Immediate families affected, but the life of the entire community and
area Is likewise affected, L e., merchants and other lines of business, professional
people, and the source of taxes for municipal and county governments, which
depend upon this employment for community existence.
Th beginsIng of the seriousness of the foregoing country imports was in the
&.t half of 19M.
It has bees charged by the proponents of a liberalization of our trade policy
that foreign imports are not, in reality, hurting the economy of our Industry,
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1wid that the inability of our American appgarel industry to compete with Im.

jiorts is due to iiefllclency In our Indttstry,
On exntiinatlon of thee charges, It will bifound that this kind of Indictment
Is thung around freely by soine economists who arrive at their conclusions
largely on theory, and without tie books they would be lost. It should be
unnecessary for practical and successful businessmen to have to answer such
utirellistie Indictment. However, answer miust be made lbcause of this unfair
Indictment behig repeated by people who should know better but are allowing
themselves to be misled,
It Is belloved that any fairrinnded Member of ongress Is already convinct1
that the Inability of stch Industries ns the American apparel Industry to coinpete with forelgn-mede products comes down to nothing more complex than the
low wage rate paId In other countries. No such theorlst-econoinlst would dare
face this Issue In open debate. When they deny this, they only succeed In
discreditlngthemselves in the eyes of those who, day In and day out, are confronted with this low-wage competition problem, as well as In the eyes of those
Members of Congress who have, themselves, analyzed this problem.
Sich theorlsing is, In the final analysis, unimportant. What Is Important
Is what should be done about Injury to our domestic Industries, to workers who
ire forced to take long layoffs of several weeks' duration, to work short workwivks of 2 and 8 days, due to their employers having business taken away
from them by low-wage-made foreign goods.
What these theorists do not realize Is that, when they support the type of
reel lrocal4rade policy that disregards the competitive angle rostiling from the
low wages of foreign countries where the competitive products are produced,
they strike a mortal blow at the ability of such Indusattlex as this one to
shoulder the responsibility expected of It In # time of emergency.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the Industry on behalf of
whtch. this statement is presented Is the one that produces clothing for the
Armed Forces, Including thu kind of clothing men who fight on the battlellnes
must have. Ours Is the Industry that enables the defense authorities to boast
that the Amerlnn soldier Is the best dressed and moet eflfiiently dressed soldier
In the world,
When, however, we must submit this industry to forced liquidation In numberm of plants, reduction In skilled workers, and curtailment of financial re.
sources supporting the industry by subjecting It to a competition so devastaUng
as to make operations unprofitable we repeat the assertion above, that the
industry which provides clothing for the fighting forces Is being prevented
from keeping ready to clothe the fighting boys.
We conclude this statement by asking the committee a question; namely:
Pick out an article of general consumption in this country that gives the
consumer more for his dollar today than the domestically produced textii and
garments. Find the proof showing what Industries have contributed ls to
Inflation than the American textile and apparel Industries.
Look for yourselves at what ishappening to employment, to the price structure of our markets, to investments and earnings.
A gradual deterioration of the American textile and garment plants has been
underway for some 8 years. We believe that the greatest single factor responsible for this condition Is the unstable price structure of the industry caused
by foreign-country, low-wage products manufactured at wages one-tenth and, In
some countries, less than wages paid in American plants.
It may well be that this Is the last time a committee of Cngregs will fmve
the privilege of an industry like this placing such proof before it. Ifthe set
Is renewed, as U. R. 12691 calls for, the spokesmen for this Industry now sy
to the committee that many of these plants may not be in the industry to raise
their voices when the trade policy now up for renewal next expires
The amendments proposed to H. R. 12591 by Representatives Simpson, Dorm,
Davis, and Bailey wo0ld halve afforded a nieasure of some relief to this Industry.

Finally, this association urges the conlmittee to write Into, the bill the following provisions which it Is believed will correct the unjust situation outlined
in this statement:
1. A 2-year limit to the authority of the Trade Agreements Act.
2. Tariff reduction by 5 percent per year, nonaccumulative, and not applicable
to any article on which a reduction has been made since January 1, 19565.
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3. A change In the term of the present escape-clause procedures, whereby a

fludingot Injury on the part of (the Tariff Comission would be deemed final.
4.Ite establishment of practical and workable criteria for the determIna.
tlon of peril points.
Respectfully submitted.

SOUTIIERN GARMENT MANUVAOTURERB
AssOMIATION,
By H .A. Moais, Preaident
STATEMNT OF TIlE PAPERMAKERS' FELT ASSOCIATION, BY RAYMOND J. Iz&
This statement is submitted to the Senate Finance Committee by the Papermakers' Felt Association in connection with the committee's hearings on the
Trade'Agreements Extension Act of 1058. Currently pending before the Senate
Finance Committee is I. I. 12591, embodying the administration's recommendatons for a new trade-agreements program as passed by the House of Representn-

tives. Our Industry considers this bill to be Inadequate and misdirected; It
does not take Into account problems of serious concern to Amerlcaih Industries
such ns ours.
SUMMARY O R1ECOUUMNDATIONS
Our industry believes that, before II. H. 12591 Is reported out, amendments
should be made(a) to cut down the duration of the proposed extension from 15to a
maximum of 2 years;
(b) to limit the President's authority to reduce tariffs In the cases of
Industries who tariffs have Already been reduced significantly; and
(e) to channel Tariff Commissilon recommendations on prevention of
Injury to dome.tle Industry to Congress, rather than to the President.
THE
U NDUsrEY AND ITS PRODUCTS

The papermakers' felt industry manufactures woven woolen felts for Industrial
uses, primarily for use on papermaking machinery. Our industry employs about
6,000 workers, and has 11 plants in 9 States. It is a small but essential part of
the American industrial scene: its importance has been recognized by the Department of Defense, which declared it essential to national defense. What
we produce is essentially a tallormade product; a strong, porous, woven *oolen
belt, ranging In length from 1t to 250 feet and In width from 24 to 300 Inches,
for Industrial machines. Each felt Is manufactured to exact specificatlois for
its machine and is specially prepared and treated chemically for use with
particular raw materials, machines, speeds, etc.
TO HELP EXPORT INDUSTRIES, OUa 1NDDURY IS THREATENED

The problem of our industry is representative of the problem faced by all
American industries except those mass producers of vehicles, motors, iron and
steel equipment, etc., who stand to benefit from free trade. Those industries sell
vast quantities on export markets; our Industry does not. Because of the stand.
ardized nature of and the mass market for their products, the export Industries
have been able to cut labor costs per unit of production to a minimum. Our
industry produces what Is essentially a specially fabricated product; its technology is known and shared throughout the world. It has high labor costs per
unit of production. Our foreign competitors' labor costs are one-fourth to onetenth those of American producers.
UNITErSTATES DEMAD

FOE FELTS 15 InELASTIO

We are forced to rely upon the American market for our economic life. The
demand for our most important product, long continuous woven felts used on
papermaking machines, is inelastic. The price of a felt isInsignificant when
compared with the cost of a machine on which it is used and the value of the
paper output of that machine. Indeed, tho overhead cost when a paper mill is
shut down to change felts exceeds the cost of the felt. In the circumstances,
no change in felt prices will Induce a manufacturer to change felts more often
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than he has to or to use more felts. As a result, the sio of the markrat which
we supply Is relatively fixed. Increases In American paper consumption hfs
been counterbalanced by Improved longer wearing felts on which the paper Is
produced.
THM ,UROPFAN

OAWR=

Our major competitors are European felt mills. They have already forced the
American industry out of the export markets in Europe, South America, and
Japan that we held for a brlef period after World War Itwhile European In.
dusty was recovering from the effects of the war.
The European felt industry Is In form and operation, a cartel. It eslablishes different export prices for different markets, Independent of considerations
of cost, while relying on protected home markets for Its profits. In Its home
markets, the cartel's customers are locked Into the cartel operation by a prlcrebate system. These low labor cost European producers can operate with a
price freedom not available to the American industry. Thus there is every
reason to believe that at any time It desires the European Industry could
launch a full scale attack upon the domestic markets of the American industry.
Our only protection comes from tariffs and the less than satisfactory antidump.
lag law.
IFLT TARIF

U AYV1lErN OUT 15 PZEN'

The ad valorem duty on felt imports has already been cut from 60 percent
under the 1030 Tariff Act to Its present 15 percent level and the administration
now proposes that It be authorized to cut the tariff by a further 20 percent
Fr.,T AND SUILAB 1NDVTRirS WL PAY 12cs or1nris LZOSLATION WITHOUT
RECEIVING ANY BENEFITS

The problem confronting our Industry has been recognized by the United
States Government. The Department of Commerce, in a paper submitted to the
Foreign Trade Subcommittee of the HouSe Ways and Means Committee In 108,
recognized that If tariffs were further reduced "the major part of the Impact
would probably fall on textiles and an assortment of other light manufacturing
industries, especially those dealing In specialty lines ** * On the other hand,
the principal mass manufacturing Industries of the United States would be very
little affected * * * Many of these industries compete successfully abroad, and
should not experience greater difficulties at home."
The benefits of an expanded trade agreements program accrue to large, mass
producing industries; the burden falls on smaller industries like ours. We are
forced to give up domestic markets to provide foreign countries the dollars with
which to buy from American mass producers.
Such a program of robbing Peter to pay Paul Inevitably will have a serious
effect upon American workers. For example, the Federal Government several
years ago estimated that the average annual sales per worker In the wool textile field Is $12,00; the average annual sales per worker In the automobile Industry is $81,000. Thus in order to provide one additional export Job In the automobile industry, it Is necessary to wipe out 2% Jobs In our industry. Whatever the theoretical economic arguments In favor of free trade, these are harsh
practical consequences for Industries and workers who are being sacrificed to
the theoretical goal.
NFMSARY AMENDMENTS

As a result, our Industry requests the committee to amend H. I. 12501(1) To provide for more frequent congressional review of trade agreements legislation;
(2) To limit Its Impact on industries such as ours; and
(8) To make more effective escape clause relief, the only relief from
serious Injury now available.
I. More frequent congresslonalreview
A 5-year extension of trade agreements legislation Is simply too long. Under
rapidly changing economic conditions, Congress should not give up Its rights
to review and revise the trade agreements program for a 5-year period. Our
industry believes that a 1- or 2-3ear program Is the maximum acceptable extension. This limited extension will permit responsible congressional review of
the wisdom and operation of our trade policies in the light of the kaleldoscoplc developments In the world.
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S. LkniI poatrof tariff reduction,
We believe that any new tariff-cutting authority shuuld I, listed so no to
take Into account the problems of Industries which have already felt the ax
several times. 11. It. 12591 grants the President authority to cut existing
rates by 25 percent over the next 5 years. In the case of our ludustry, thls additional authority is on top of the 75 percent cut in ad valorem duties that
already has beeui Infllcted upon us.
We recommend, therefore, that industries, whose tariffs have been reduced
either (a) to less than 50 percent of their 1030 level or (b) to 25 percent
ad valorem or less, be exempted from any additional tariff-cutting authorization undelr the 1ew trade agreements prograln. Such a Iilltdltation
would provide a degree of Atabiltty for American manufacturers who have been hardest
hit s It would e1inhle themn to plan for production, employment and tales und0
reasonably predict-ble conditions.
S. Uopiressto ttieo eceope-clause inldge
Finally, our Industry asks that escape-clause relief be made more fair and:
cvrtaln. Tariff Commission recommendations are, of course, little comfort fto
manufacturers who are compelled to wait for foreign industries to take away
their markets before seeking relief. Nevertheless, existing legislation does pro.
vide, through the escape clause, a theoretical avenue of relief from serious
Injury.
1lowever Tariff Commission recommendations for tariff relief although based
on factual Andlrtgs of Injury to dontestie industry are of little value because they
can be, and usually are, nullified by Presidential veto. In less than 80 percent
of the cases of serious Injury has the President followed, in whole or in part, the.
recommendations of the Tariff Commission.
In reviewing Tariff Commission findings, the President has obviously been
influenced by defense, economic, and other objectives of United States foreign
policy that have no relation to the specific case of Injury before him, While the,
resulting decision may further United States foreign policy goals, thus benefittting
the Nation as a whole, the whole cost of the decision is borne by the specific.
Industry whose Injury has been disregarded. Thus cetaln small industries are
sacrificed, without compensation, to an Executive determination of what the.
national Interest Is. This amounts to class legislation.
The consideration of extranweus factors In reviewing Tariff Commission recommendations Is an Executive amendment of escapeclause legislation; It was not
written into the Trade Agreements Act by Congress. In carrying out our foreign
economic policy, the President has many weapons in his arsenal. We believe that
he would be able to fulfill his constitutional obligations even if he were deprive
of the power to veto Tariff Commission recommendations based upon findings, of'
serious Injury to American industry.
Under II. I.125091, as passed by the Hous, Congress is given the authority to.
overrule the President, but a two-thirds majority of each Chamber is necessary.
As a practical matter this "concession" by the freetraders is a safe one; it will be.
difficult, Itf
not Impossible, to muster the necessary votes, especially after the.
President has already acted.
In order to give the principle of congressional review some. zening, we recom-%
mend that II. I. 12591 be amended to provide that Tariff Vommission recom-.
mendations shall be sent directly to Congress rather than to the Preuident,.
Congress should have the authority, by a simple majority of both Houses, to.
override Tariff Commission recommendations; otherwise the recommendation&
should be put Into effect.
Such a procedure would return ultimate decision In tariff matters to its proper.
home, the Congress. This proposed change would also operate td thr w action,
upon Tariff Commission recommendations open to the public. Decisions could
no longer be made under the cloak of Executive secrecy; they would no longerbe based upon considerations about which the industry concerned has no knowl-.
edge or opportunity to meet.
APPROVE NEW

POWER

TO INSUASE TAIUTS TO CoRRcTi "IJURYR

There are provisions In H. 11. 12591 with which we agree, For example, we.
approve of thegrant of authority to the Tariff Commission to recommend signifl..
cant increases In duty, I. e., up to 50 percent over the rates Ineffect In 1034.
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Thp worldwide inflation, coupled with the tremendous reduction in tariff rates
through 1045, has made the present authority to raise tariffs inadequate to protect against cases of injury to domestic Industry. We hope that this proposal
will be accepted by the committee.
CONCLUSION

The l'apermakers' Felt Industry asks the committee to report out a bill,
incorporating recommendations similar to those made by our Industry, to insure
that our trade agreements program does not become a vehicle for sacrificing
smaller American Industries to the needs of mass producing corporate giants. We
ask also that the committee reject entirely any Executive domination, based upon
the Presidential power to veto Tariff Commission recommendations, over Industry's right to relief from Injury caused by United States trade policy.
RATYOND J. Lgg,
Ohairmn,Tarf# Oommilce, Papermakers' Felt Aeeoolation,

Lockport Felt Co., Newane, N. Y.

Dated June 80, 1958.
STATEMXNT OV T03 TnRieAD INSTIT

rB, In., Naw Yoax, N. Y., sy A. U. Fox&
27, 10I8
IJ
Juasj27, 1968.

JuN

Re Hearings H1. R. 12501.
Hon. HAnY FWoD BY,.
Chairman,Senate FinanceCommittee,
Renato Ofloo BiUdng, WoMngton D. C.
DAs, Sia: Although we are not making a personal appearance before tho.
3enato Finanee Committee, on behalf of the thread Industry, we wish to present
the following views to you and the members of'your committee in respect to
H. B. 12501.
The members of the thread industry deeply appreciate the high purposes and
motives prompting the endeavors to Increase our foreign trade and to aid4
friendly countries, but they are sincerely apprehensive of the damaging results
to American Industry, which would follow if H. H1. 12591 is enacted in Its,
present form.
Accordingly; we wish to go on record as being opposed to the enactment of
It. It. 12501, and herewith state in brief the reasons for our position.
nRSAD INDUSTRY-OMPOSITION AND CAPAITY

The thread industry at present is composed of approximately "12 manufac
turers with a total of 150 plants located mainly, In small towns In over 20
States, where their economic importance is a vital'factor. In addition to the
manufacturing establishments, the Industry maintains and operates many depots,
branches and warehouses in hundreds of cities and towns throughout the
country.
Payrolls are the economic backbone of a community. The strength of our
Nation resides in the communities scattered all over the country., Therein Hes
the value of the thread Industry and trade in the Nation's economy, providing,
as it does, payrolls In communities, large and small, distributed throughout
the country.
The industry produced in 1957 approximately 68 million pounds of thread.
The capacity of American plants manufacturing cotton, linen, *1ik, rayon, and
synthetic thread products Is more than sufficient to furnish the requirements
of the American market. Any marked increase in thread and textile imports
caused by continued reduction in tariffs Would reduce the employment of American workers and the textile industry as a whole would suffer commensurately.
The textile industry is worldwide, and the thread industry, as an essential
branch of It, Isalso.
Thread can be produced In many otler countries at muclA
lower costs than is possible In the United States,, but the textile industry of
America, the Armed For e% and the public, cannot do without; thread, and they.cannot afford to be the victims of foreign monopoly or whim,
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tRABOMS WlY T1IN TiITRAD INIUsRaY 1s OPPOSED TO H. B.-12591

IPassago of the bill would extend the Trade Agreements Act for a period of
5 years and during this period the President would be authorized to negotiate
cuts in tariffs up to 25 percent of the rates existing on July 1, 1058.
. Since a related provision permits negotiations embracing the full 5-year
period of reductions, there Is a grant of authority which could have an effect
over a 10-year period. This is an unpre4edented priod of time, to say the
least. The duration of any extension of authority should take Into account the
Imminence of the forthcoming tariff classification and schedulo revJslon which
Is to be submittid to the Congress by the Tariff Conimisslon. In the light of
rapidly changing world conditlou4, both political and technological, and In view
of the unsatisfactory character of the past administration of the trade agree.
inents program, certainly Congress should not set such a lengthy period which
would preclude Its making frequent reviews of our Nation's tariff policy.
Furthermore, the alternative methods of computing tariff concessions authorised by the act could lead to tariff reductions far above 25 percent. United
States is one of the lowest tariff countries In the world and our tariff rates have
already been reduced 75 percent to the lowest level in 'the 20th century, with over
half or our Imports entering the country free of duty, or at token rates. Further reduction of tariff rates should be deferred until an overall long-range
foreign-trade policy has been determined by the Congress.
I. 1R.12591 in its present form, provides that when the President bas disapproved a Tariff Commiesion escape-clause recommendation, such disapproval
may only be overcome by the action of both Ilouses of Congress within a 60-day
period by a two-thirds vote of each House. This affords scant relief to oppressed
industries whose businesses have been damaged by excessive imports, as in actual
practice such action by Congress in the above situations Is highly remote. In
the litht of the very few cases of actual relief given In the past 10 years, namely
only one-third of the escape-clause recommendations of the Tariff Commission,
it is Imperative henceforth that these recommendations should prevail, unless
Congress, by Its action, supports a President's disapproval of the Tariff Commission's recommendation by a majority vote in each House.
Wn
ff. IL 12501 again provides that enactment of the bill constitutes neither approval nor disapproval by Congress of the General Agreement on Tariffs and
Trade (GATT). This is the fourth extension of the Trade Agreements Act in
which this qualification has been made and yet during all this period Congress
has not been disposed to resolve the Issue.
GATT has actually been accepted only provisionally by all 8? contracting
parties. It was made effective in the United States by Presidential proclamation. Experience under GATT has shown that the treatment accorded contracting parties has not been "reciprocal" by any means, and the so-called "concessions" granted have cost the United States deep cuts in our tariffs. Practically
all GATT rules have been more honored In their breach than in their observance.
During tho entire history of our country, and especially during the period of its
association with GATT, we have always attempted to abide by the spirit as well
as by the letter of international rules and agreements to which we have been a
party. This has not been the case with the vast majority of other countries
associated with GATT, who, although they may agree to certain tAriff reductions,
are notorious for the manner In which they avoid the effects of their concessions
by means of quotas, Import licenses, currency restrictions, advance deposits,
evehange restrictions, exchange taxes, multiple-exchange rates, preferential exWhange systems, preferential trade systems, and many others. In the revitiou
of the GATT rules in 1965, the United States Is placed in the subservient position
of having to report annually on any modifications effected under the waiver"
granted It with respect to any Import restrictions and quotas imposed under section 22 of our Agricultural Adjustment AcL
In accordance with our Constitution which provides for the fostering of United
States trade, our tariff system and rates should be worked out through the
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Tariff Commission and the Congress. We recommend, therefore, that Congress
disapprove United States participation in the General Agreement on 'Lariffs and
Trade. Negotiations seeking truly reciprocal benefits should be conducted bilaterally. The recent textile export quota established by the Japanese after
extensive consultation with our Government clearly demonstrates that when the
vital interests of our country are at sake, bilateral negotiation is necessary and
should not be replaced by multilateral action of a conclave of 87 nations.

aoouors or T119 TREAD INDUSTRY AND ZXISTINO TARLYF RATES
The products of the thread Industry may be divided into two general classes
(a) sewing thread, and (b) threads for handicraft. These threads are made
of cotton, linen, silk, rayon, nylon, and other synthetic fibers.
The products manufactured by the thread industry are included in schedules
9, 10, 12, and 18 of the Tariff Act of 1930 (par. 902, 1004 (b), 1204, 1804) ; but
at this time, as an illustration of how the present tariff system and the operation of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade proceedings have affected
the thread Industry, we wish to draw your particular attention to paragraph
002 which covers cotton sewing thread and cottons for the handicraft art.
In the agreement negotiated at Geneva In 1947, the tariff rates for paragraph
002 on cotton sewing thread and crochet, darning, embroidery, and knitting
cottons were reduced 50 percent from half cent per 100 yards to one-fourth cent
per 100 yards.
IMPORTANCE OF TARr TO 'THU THREAD INDUSTRY AND THE PUBLIC
It Is a matter of statistical record that the entire textile Industry has been
in a depressed state for the past several years. Every branch of the Induptry
has been caught in the squeeze between rising, costs and low prices and the
thread branch of the Industry has been no exception.
,
According to the latest figures of the Federal Trade Commission and the
Securities and Exchange Commission, the earnings in the textile industry have
been among the lowest of all manufacturing industries, in fact the 21st out of
22 listed industries Any substantial increase in textile imports brought about
by further reductions In the tariff, could well postpone the now long overdue recovery of the textile industry and could well place American manufacturing
business and American jobs in serious jeopardy. Imports In 1957 were well
over $18 billion, nearly $3 billion more than the imports for the year 1954.
Thestj Increasing imports, encouraged by substantial tariff rate reductions during this period, contributed materially to the disemployment of American workers. A McGraw-Hill publication, Business Week, reports In its June 7, 1058,
issue that from a peak of 17% million late in 1V3, employment in manufacturing industries has declined by almost 21 million workers.
If any segment of essential Americah Industry is put out of business because
of heavy inroads of foreign mechandise, the general health of our entire national
economy will be endangered. In times of emergency, we have experienced the
adverse effects of depending upon foreign sources for our supplies. Rubber,
oil, certain dyestdffs are cases In point. At such times we must pay a high
price fortforeign supplies or may i ot even be able to obtain them at all The
thread industry, th6igh small; Is more important to the textile industry as a
whole than the relative volume of its products would indicate. A healthy and
prosperous textile Industry must be assured of a continuity of thread supplies.
The lowering of tariffs and the transferring of our sources of thread supplies to
foreign countries would threaten the continuous operation of the textile and
apparel industries and the entire American economy.

kxcasvm IMPORTS 07

OTEr TzxTI

PRODUOTS SERIOUSLY AM=Io THIMAD INDVSTRY

Of even greater impacts'on the thread industry Is the fact that imports of
almost all finished textile products and wearing apparel, In which thread Is
consumed, have Increased drastically during the past few years as a result of
the successive decreases in our tariff rates which have already been made under
the General Agreement on- Tariffs and Trade. It is obvious that to the extent
foreign textile finished goods are displacing United State. production, to the
same extent proportionately will the sale of sewing thread for such goods be
reduced. It must be emphasized, therefore, that the Nation as well as the thread
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~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~lR
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trirrodtnis
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rirsnnrM to ba ouir gocirity
In wartimeo on Imports from foreign countries, %yecannot becio thopomidezit
tit petAcotim on forolgiv suppliers of msentiat good@, It im oentt to ilia
American people thM t nVicetioe maintain thia Jeba nti meinis of iivellhoodii
ftir the enIlovee andt Mir~t skills lin this country. There Ip io other way It we
at* to hivo thm invnilnl In at national eoirgelier.
moceto ts
Tlhe vu'tun tit f oreign trada jiolly Iit recent yoam him beon unsound. Objec,
Ivs *ought have not Ween aeioved. Massive retluctliol it our tariff rautes hfive
boon watte Our ittarketa have@ been opened for time disal of the uurptuNox of
Many~ ferohait
pauatri
rottct which our own manufacturer. can liitdtco
In akdequlate quatsity to inet out need., it hns caused disomniloymnt of
Awerica*n worlm randut trangforred their jobs to foreign workers. It hAo aot
achieved trade reprismty. We have reduced our tarif rMoe drastically In thie
past 10 yers. Foreign nations have reponded by Increasing their barrie rs
against 011 tr061% or haVe nia1dO MeY Wiuth anialier roditationo. Also foroign
mutese empoy many nieasures other thaim tariffs to prevent us fromt weiling our
uanufeture gotuds to thein. The 1'lrade Agreements Act linii not pirovidedd
dmjato escape olatiso or other indimtry anti worker protective nuespures.
Witr all af the above rmaons aind conaideratious, we are oppoised to 11. It. 12J501
In ItN present form. WYe would strou,1ly urge that the Qongress estAblish it policy
Whith lit usiructive andi broad, a policy whereby Oongrem would determine (lt)
tarift stritetuMe and the Tariff OoMMIseion Would carry out the Intent of Congress.
The policy of the United States should fote r international trade through truly
reeiiirotal bilateral ogreenmentti for the good of all American producero amnd
Wormsr and at the sacrI&*c of none.
ilespeetlly submitted,
Tha TiuRAD Imsiiuivi I~c.,
A. U. FoxJ
OA0a"ai oI 'f OoesW#
ie
ftrxumzNV BY bIAu Lawis, GIURA 60MANY-TRvAsuRZU, UNIT=D iIAMlU,
CA? ANID M11UJNUY W61XUS INTUNATONAL UNION
My sauxe is )Zarx Lewis. I am the general socretary-treasurer of the Unito
HatWers Cap and )iilltery Workers Interntional Union, a labor ortanisaUou
having a membership of approximately 40,000 non and women employed in the
menm's hat, caps *to millinery Industry of the United States and Cnada. W#%
are affliated with the American Wveration of Labor-Congresa of Industrial
Orgnluations.
we are opposed to 11. It I2MI, which extends the trade agreement. program.
It does so under coaditiona which we believe are Injurious to our Industry and to
many other sall industres.
Our oppositIon to not to reciprocal trade as such, Along with the labor wove.
mat generally, we have conatently favored the liberalisation of trade. .We
bare recognised that the inordinately high tariff duties which prevailed up until
the early 19V0s constituted a serious barrier to freer trade, upon which the
welfare and possibly the pee of the world depended.
While rejecting the high-protectve policies which we traditionally followed
tince the Inceion. of our Republic, and while accepting the theory that a system
it freer trade would benefit our Nation and the nations of the world to whom we
iriwA "eR If our 6wf ecoomy Is to be'soud and healthy -we wte convinced, tha t
the reciprocil trade treaty program, which H. IL 1Z591 prooaoes to extend for
a 5-year period, as presently administered, fails to, achieve the professedt objective at reciprocal, trade and at the same time does grave Injury to many of our
seller Industries, without offering any compensating advantage for world trade.
Our reasons for these conclusions are ts follows:o '
(1) 'TU reiprocal trade treaty program; when- It wasi first put forward In
IM34 was predicated upon the assumption that there would to an iall-round lift--
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tug of trade barriers. Mutual conceslons on Import duties were considered to
be only one of many methods by which a freer now of trade would be accompllshed, There wore also many other lmpedimenta to freer trade which It was
thought had to be removed If tho purposes of a recprocal trade treaty program
wore to o attained.
We have done our portj I tn sure that the evidence presented to your om.
iltteo reveals the lengths to which we have gone to meet our obligations under
the program. But our trading Imrtners abroad have not done theirs, They have
employed a large varlet of devices, such as embargoes, import quotas, Import
lIensling programs, exchange control, cartels, and state trading to Impose the
very etrictions that the program was Intended to eliminate,
bus the nations
with which we have been trading have maintained and even multiplied the
Impediments to world trade.
If reciprocal trndo Is to be more than an illusion, we should restrict Its benefits
to those nations which adhere to the spirit, Intent, and letter of the program.
We Should insist that the barriers which the other nations have erected, while
we wore elimInating ours, should be abolished.
(2) It was also thought at the time the reclprocal trade treaty program was
launched that one of its eofects would be to raise tihe living standards Of the
masses t6rougbout the world, and thus create a better market for the products
produced by. their: own, Industries awl for the products which our Industries
hers hoped to sell to them.
This expectation ha not bon realised, An Improvement, W living standards
has undoubtedly taken place since World War I.. But It would he too snuch
to say that It was due to any appreciable extent to our tariff pol1le or reclprl
trale, Spqh Improvement In living standards as has oc60rred was due, rather
to the reonqtructln of Industrifs destroyed by war and fto tbq reovery
various eonoiqes facilltated by-ouy foreign aldprograms,
l.
Whil we
Iniirgeparts oXt
.,world the improvement has been
lile
In e;Ulted States a'we .nacted minimum wa e sturds In order, to prevent
unfair competition between one State and another d
irvng from Impovershed
labor and low.wage stanards, we have throWn our gates Wide open to the receptlono fprodufts m e under virtually slave labor conditions btoad.b
It is their loW 'wage Itndards which give many foreign coUntries the com.
petjitveidvautages which the enjoy and enable them to undersell us and
undermiz 0our Industries. Certainly, tit is true In the case of our own Industry,
1o, exam,11 most of the raw materials pso4 In our hat-body industry 4ra
so d t w0Wd'market,. The eechoblot .
manufactrer pays the $Ame oes
for thee ra mateM.18 as th40 Amelcih wmahuactotr. If, nevertbeless, 1e
can Chip
Tisnat b6ed( Into ou' country'and sell them at a pric far below the
price our manufacturers charge, as is the case, It In due solely to thb low wage
rats whIcb, prevail In i country,
Japan is a good Illustration of what I have In mind:
According to a report published by the Trade Unions of Japan In February
of this year 4,600,000 Japnese Industrlal workers, or approximately 15 per0nt
of Japan's total numberfof workers, receive wdges which, in terms ofUhited
States currency amount to $2 or le per month. Some 1,700' workers, o# 12
percent of the total work force, according to the same source, are unable to
maintalna minimum standard of living, which In Japan would require $77.70
(in terms of United States currency) per month. It Is impossible for the large
majority of the working masses to approach the minimum they require even
when they engage In overtime work or In work on rest days. The official figures
show that unscheduled hours of work reach some 22 hours monthly besides
180 hours of scheduled work per month.
This report goes on to state:
"In addition to low wage and long working hour systems, which charactertze
the working conditions of Japan, modernized ways of exploltaUon have been
introduced, chiefly through 'scientific labor management' carried out by over.
seer system,: speedup of conveyor belts, motion study by stopwatches, and Increase -in the number of machines in charge. Labor has been tremendously
intensified In the last few years along with the mechanization and autoMsttzation of Industries, as a result of which labor accidents have greatly lneteased
in nupaber.

"I$n spitOf somie'lidreaM6 f eiWAges working conditions bave been dras-

tically deteriorated sance tW6 end of the War, due to labor Intenflcatlon and
excess , n' tervous tenslon, br ght soUt thbroggh Introduction of modernized
ma blec threcent years. "_ . .
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"Boine 0 percent of then [the day workers] cannot afford to obtain maximum
profits through trade with foreign countries. Their basic policies have been
anti are to lower wages, and production costs. This resulted in the low living
standards of the pneral public on one hand and social dumping on the other,
This has been the source of their exorbitant profits."
The foregoing proves at least several things: irst, that reciprocal trade has
not contributed, at least so far as Japan Is concerned-and the same could also be
tald of other countries-to the Improvement of the living standards of the largo
masses of the people, which Improvement was one of the avowed objectives of
the program; second, that domestic manufacturers cannot even begin to compete with the Japanese manufacturers making similar products, who, In addition to a high degree of efficiency, have the advantage of a low-wage cost; and
third, that the principal beneficiaries of any liberalization In trade which we
further have been not the workers but their exploiters.
The Japanese trade unions are now engaged In a struggle to obtain by legis.
nation a minimum wage of $22 per month. They are also engaged in an effort
to enforce certain social welfare laws which, they claim, on paper compare
favorably with the social welfare laws in other countries, but are honored more
In tho breach than in the observance.
We ask the Congress to establish as a fundamental objective of our International trade policy the promotion of fair labor standards In International
trdde. In particular, the Congress should direct the Presldent to seek In multi.
lateral trade negotiations effective action by exporting countries to establish
and maintain fair labor standards In their exporting Industries commensurate
with the level of productivity in such Industries and In the general economy of
the exporting country. The prosperity of those countries abroad would then be
fostered by the building up of their home markets rather than by an Invasion
and destruction of the markets of countries with higher standards of living.
tegislation along this line has been proposed, and we feel that such legislation
ought to be considered favorably If we seriously intend to make reciprocal trade
a fact Instead of a slogan and theory.
(3) We believe that If It Is necessary and desirable, as we are convinced It is,
for other countries to have 6 reasonable share of our market, In return for whatever share we may be able to obtain In their markets, a method ought to be
devised to establish an equitable basis on which this exchange of products can
take place.
We have Industries which are expAnding and which can absorb a fair share of
the products of other nation.%even if the effect of such absorption might reduce
their profits. In such cases, other nations should be given every encouragement
to participate in our market.
On the other hand, we have Industries which are contracting. aud where
importations, of whatever amount, constitute a terioua economic problem. OUr
industry is one of them. The market for our product Is shrinking. Our
capacity to absorb Imports Is nil. Any such absorption, however minor, must
have seriouq economic consequences for our Industry. In 1050, when imports
of women's fur felt hat bodies constituted close to 40 percent of our total do.
niestic production, we obtained purported relief under the escape clause. Yet
today, ImporLb amount to almost 65 percent of domestle production. We believe
that this iMmore of a sacrifice than we should be called upon to bear.
If, in the Interests of a more liberal intermeatlonal trade policy. sacriflees must
be made, those of our Industries which are growing and expanding should, at
the very least, bear a proportionate share of the burden. There are such
expanding Industries iln our country which have imports that amount to less
than 2 percent of total domestic production. They are ail In favor of free
trade. Yet wben one of them, a large stLl corporation, was suddenly confronted with Imports which amounted to less than I piercent of their own production, it demanded protection.
In determining tariff policies, our Governument should exercise a proce,4 of
selectivity. Expanding industries should be required to take their fair share
of imports. Smaller and contracting IndlAtries should noi be. expected to
shoulder the full burden. Our tariff policies ought not to be used to facilitate
the destruction of small Industries.
We believe that one way of accomplishing this would be the Introduction of
a quota system. We know that the idea of a quota system Is anathema to free
traders. They see in it a nefatlon of the iUberaliZation of trade to which they
aspire. They also foresee difficulties and complexities such as the building
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up of a bureaucracy and the creation of a mazo of regulations. They also
purport to see the possibilities of corruption, the Inj(xtlon of infltienlce, favoritIsn and peddllig.
But none of these are the inevitable (vust.41iences of it quota system. 'They
way have existed In the past. To some extent they iny slill exist. Bust we
feel that a system can be devised which would V'lable other nations to have a
fair share of our market without Incurring iny of tie dnngers which quota
systems fit the past have produced.
Legislation along that line has been Introduced in the congress. W6 are onfident that such legislation offers a satisfactory and constructive alternative
to the present system, which creates undue hardship on Industries least able
to stand It, and substitutes for It a system which would give other countries
an assurance that they would share equitably In wlintever benefits our market
has to offer.
(4) We feel that the eascpe-clause proleduro as presently set up Is wrong
In theory and quite useless In practice. It Is wrong In theory because It transfers to the executive branch of our Government a function which under the
Constitution Is vested In the legislative branch. We do not believe that such
constitutional changes should be made by such Indirect methods. If they are
to be made they should be made with full knowledge of what the change Involves, and after due deliberation, as Is done whenever constitutional changes
are considered. We feel that the escape-laues procedure is useless In practice
because it falls to achieve the purposes for which it was designed. It does not
afford the protection which It was thought it would provide.
The bill under consideration proposes to make Improvements In the escape.
clause procedure by shortening the period In which investigations by the Tariff
Counnission have to be undertaken and completed, and In several other minor
respects. We do not believe that these additional safeguards are adequate. Instead, we believe that thu final power to determine the fate of recommendations
made by the Tariff Commission In cases where the Commission, after investigation and due consideration, finds that an industry Is threatened with destruction,
should be restored to Congress, where It properly belongs.
(5) The Almerican labor movement, as represented by the American Federation of Labor and the Congress of Industrial Organizations, has consistently
supported the reciprocal trade program from its Inception, It Insists, however,
that, since our tariff and trade policy Is a national policy adopted in the interest
of the entire Nation, It Is the responsibility of the federal Government to feduce the hardship of those adversely affected by Increased Imports resulting
from reduced tariffs. We concur In this view.
We are not sure that the answer to this problem Is the incorporation, as an
integral part of reciprocal trade extension, of provisions for various types of
assistance to workers, communities and firms to make the necessary adjustment
to the impact of increased Imports.
We are not prepared to accept a dole in lieu of jobs. The workers in industries such as ours cannot be retrained very readily to take jobs in other industries. One of the arguments advanced In favor of a liberal trade program, as
distinguished from economic aid, was that the wokers in other countries want
trade, not aid. That is precisely what our workers want-trade, not aid.
If there are any safeguards that can be erected to minimize the hardships
caused by mounting Imports, we would favor their inclusion In pending legislation. But we do not regard a proposal of financial aid, which is tantamount
to a dole, as the kind of safeguard which meets our need.
We have indicated several ways In which the principle of a more liberalized
world trade can be maintained without creating the hardships which the present
program has Imposed. We do not believe that the safeguards we advocate,
several of which we have suggested, mean a return to the days of high protective
tariffs. Those days are gone. They are not likely to return. We do not favor
their return, Protectionism, as It was known In the past, Is gone beyond recall.
But we do believe that a liberal foreign trade poicy can be advanced under terms
and conditions which will give foreign countries a reasonable part of our market,
without destroying our own industries.
In the meantime, we would very strongly suggest, in addition to some of
the precautionary measures we have recommended for your favorable consldera.
tion, that the proposed extension bill be limited to 2 years. We ought not bind
ourselves for a longer period under rapidly changing conditions. We ought not
to surrender for a 5-year period our freedom to reconsider our declslon If in the
light of new conditions we find that a change in policy Is justified.
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TANNERs' COUNoIL or AuRIoA, INa,

New York, N. Y., June 80,1958.
STATEMENT ON

BSEALF or LFnATIViR INDUSalY ON PROPOSED EXTENSION OF
REOInOOAL TRADE AORnMENI" Aor

Senator HAur F. Byap,
Oharman, Senate Finanwe (lommu#tee,
Senate O o Building, Washington, D. 0.
D"a SSNATOR Bnw: This statement Is submitted by the Tanners' Oouncil of
America, the national trade association of the tanning industry. It embodies
the views of leather producers, their employees, and communities in which
leather plants are situated throughout the country.
The foreign-trade law and the bill for itR extension which you are considering
is a cruel misnomer to our industry. We believe that if the bill IS passed ifnits
present form,, It will help perpetuate a condition which has become nothing more
than a hoax for the leather and leather-consuming industries of the United

States.

THMa IS NO RECIPROCITY

For 10 years we have been waiting for reciprocity in foreign trade, andfor 10
years this Industry has been the victim of a completely One-way deal in foreign
trade. In return for the sacrifices we have made under the law, almost every
other country has subjected our industry to the grossest kind of dicrlmination
In foreign trade.
For 10 years we have asked for equality in ti'ade. Thie answer we invariably
receive condones, excuse, or justifies dlorlnatlon abroad, urges patience,
and holds out the promise of foreign-trade reciprocity at some future date.
,Inthe meantime.our small leather markets abroad have been almost completely
loot and bur own markets at home have been flowded by forelgn shipments of
subsidized ind low-wage-cost products. The reiaty we experience abrasd is
discrlminatiob, the use of an endless variety of.artificial devices to deny United
States tanners the privilege i trade which the United States accords to, other

countries.

Here are the faets. First, the total dollar volume of UitW States leather
exports and United States leather imports demonstrates the conseqflences of
a one-way deal in foreign trade.

Leather impo 1s and reports
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Our exports have shown the foregoing drastic decline because quota restrictions, exchange controls, bilateral deals, and outright embargoes are the order
of the day in country after country. No major trading nation in Western
Surope accords United States leather any reciprocity whatsoever. For example, our markets ate free and open, .without let, hindrance, orretriction, to
shipments from West Germany. Cat United States tanners export on a smilar
basis to West Qermany?, No.
In spite of the West German favorable balance, of trade, that country has
deliberately procrastinated oh the elimination of Import quotas and exchange
restrictions which effectively shut out United States leather. Since "dollar
shortage", can no longet- be an excuse for West Geimany, the iner~dible reason
offered for discrimination against United States leather fs--The cuirent'depressed state of tbe Germali-leather Industry undoubtedly plays a part in the
-

ermnan re uctance to lberalise dollar leather import

t this time." 1The tote

goingis quoted from a letter received froi an administrative agehey of the
United States, dated February 25, 105& The description waO not cort,
but
even If true/,are obligations to engage in trade reciprocity affected by the vary-
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Ing economic condition of an industry? Would the Government of the United
States Impose restrictions on leather imports into this country because the
tanning industry Is experiencing difficulties?
Tariffs and trade treaties are meaningless when contractual obligations are
violated through artificial and discriminatory foreign tactics. It Is utter nonsense for the United States to reduce Its tariff rates progressively, in exchange
for supposed tariff benefits abroad, when foreign nations simply do not permit
United States leather to be imported. The treaties negotiated under the law
are hollow and a mockery of the objectives approved by Congress. Instead
of receiving reciprocity the United States leather industry has been and is the
victim of gross inequality. Leather from United States is effectively barred by
the United Kingdom, France, Italy, West Germany, Spain, and dozens of other
countries.
Throughout the postwar period the tanning industry has urged and beseeched the United States Government for protection against Inequity and lack
of reciprocity. Time and again the industry has been assured that foreign discrimination was temporary, that some day reciprocity would really come and
that our foreign trade would be genuinely two-way instead of completely a
one-way proposition. Nothing of the kind has happened. Instead of trade
barriers and discrimination being eliminated, they have multiplied. Appeasement by the United States has led to indefinite delay, to constant excuses and
to the adoption of discriminatory trade barriers by more and more countries.
When West Germany, with a favorable dollar balance of trade, can cirfumvent
the obligations of reciprocity with impunity, other nations have no hesitation
in following sult.
FOEON SUBSIDIES e

NOT PENAUM

Complete lack of reciprocity in foreign trade is aggravated by the subsidization of foreign leather. Here, again, indirect'dovices are used to circumvent
the penalties and prohibitions of the United States tariff law.' Foreign leather
enters the United States with the advantage of tax remission at home. In West
Germany, for example, exports are subsidized by the remission of taxes on shipments sent abroad. Such tax advantages for German exporters are just as
much 'a subsidy as the direct transfer of funds from the Government to the
exporter.
There ate other forms of foreign subsidy. Mexico impsceb an- export tax of
45'percent on raw niateriais such as cattle hides and goatskins.' The effect Of
this export tax is to give the Mexican leather producer a 45 percent advantage
in raw material cost over the world market cost Of the United Stateb tanner.
The committee's attention Is also called to the export quotas on calfskins maintained by the French Government. -The latter: cohtrd* supposedly in need of
foreign exchange, and dollars above hl, deliberately restricts commercial exports to 'give artificlil protection t a domestic group. Such dental of access to
raw materials abroad has plagued United States taners gain 'and again in the
postwar period.

SThe United !States Governm~ent has refused to acknowledge that remiss~n of

taxes by foreign countries on export shipments represents subsidy. The competition of such subsldized imports has already caused serious damage to the
United States leather industry. Unless such unfair competition is stopped and
penalized, it will grow to an extent jeopardizing the price strUcture, employment, and profit In a host Of domestle industries.
.NzQrTALrr to AYwo-nDOn sWoRn

Tck of reciprocity in foreign trade gravely Injures the tanning industry of
the United States in two ways. Foreign leather producers, protected at home
against any competition by unfair trade barriers are able to raid United States

raw material markets with Impunity. The foreign leather producer who enjoys

a monopolistic or cartel profit at home can pay prices for hides and skins which
the competitive United States leather industry caftnot afford to pay. It is an
amazing paradox that supposedly Indigent countries abroad are able to buy raw
calfskins in the United States at prices which the United States economy canI'
- .
not afford to pay. ;
Loss of raw' material in the Unithd States has burned the handle of the
tanning Industry at both ends. In the first 4 months of 158, 85 percent of the
United States :raw calfskin supply has been exported to countries Including
Japan, West Germany, France, Holland Italy; Loss of this raw material, a
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direct consequence of, one-sided trading in leather, has injured tanners,. shoo

manufacturers, shoe retailers, and consumers. Piscriminatory protective trade
barriers abroad Insulate foreign cartels against competition and enable them to
Inflate United States raw material markets.
OOiLPOUONPIN

WNAQUItY

The growing difficulties, problems, and InjuY offered by the leather Industry
of the United States during the postwar period'has been compounded by a flood
df Importation in finished leather products. The restrictions and discrimination
to which United States leather is subjected abroad are exaggerated by the great
increase in shipments to the United States'of handbags, glove, -wallets, sboee,
-camerk cisef, sporting gobd,' and i groat variety of other leatiei' products, in
addition to leather Such imports reflect the enormous disparity in wage itAndards'between the United States and every other area of the world. Lack of
iecipiocity in trade in leather products has had effects Just as.vidlous as the
bsene of ieclprbcity for 'the leather industry itself. 'Foreign discrimination
Ittr a!iv#tes th6 effects of the vast difference in wige standards between the

United States and every other country

TMNA NWDZE

1N LAW

'.he present foreign trade law, and the..bil for Its extension have no teeth.
The likw pOrmitsother countries to fRout reciprocity and to discriminate against
United. Statesindustry. It Imposes .no penalty whatsoever against countries
which do not do unto us as we do unto them.
"
1
The absolute minimum change needed In our foreign trade policy for the sake
of the objectives espoused by the United States is a clear-cut and enforceable
quid pro quo. -.The ,privilege of -open and unrestricted trade with the ,United
States must be denied to countries which Ignore their treaty obligations,. Countries which discriminate against the United States by. raising and maintaining
Import',barribra to protect their cartels or monopolies must not ,be given the
privilege of open and unrestricted, access to our domestic market.. The leather
industry demands that the law be made clear and emphatic in .that respect, In
-order to end a situation that is certain to destroy great segments of United
States industry.
In the name of reciprocitythe. tanning. industry also asks, that the penaties of our tariff law-against subsldied imports be enforced without delay
and without equivocation. ,True competition -and equity, for United States Industry demand that antisubsidy penalties .be enforced -and not excused. ., The tanning industry submits that the history of the postwar period has expsed the operatlop, of the IReciprocal Trade Agreements Act as a one-way conrmunt by the United,, States. The objectives of the law have not been- net.
In practice. They have been frustrated- and defeated by foreign evasion. D mestic industry has already paid a heavy price for constant appeasement by the
United States in failing to demand reciprocity. Unless appeasement qtOM binless Congress. requires the enforcement of reeiprocity a costly and tragic climax
-awaits United states Industry.
.
"
To meet the cellar-cut difculties of the present law and its operation the
..
leather industry asks that(1).+quity be restored to foreign trade. Discrimination against exrts
by United States industry should be penalized by equivalent reetrhctons
against nations guilty of such discrimination.
, (2) The law should lay down explicitmandate for enforcement of aitisubsidy penalties including subsidies based on the remission of taxes abroed
on shipments to the Unltd States.'
(8) Any, further tariff reduction bY the. United States should be' avoided
until and unless injury to domestic industry caused by lack of reciprocity
-has been rectifed.. (4) In view of the amazing shortcomings -and failure to Oractle red-procity by other countries It would be foolhardy to eitdnd thb law. for 5
-yeams.
Such a.-long-term commitment' by the, United States can 'only
,strengthen the aoldane and evaslon of reciprcity by others: The law
should be subject to annual review In order that shortcomingsin, trade
practice by other countries be rewarded in kd.
A, Sincerely -yours,
-

OviV

se ProA.de,u, Ta,ms'. Oofo4l oo.'Amerk*.
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STATEMENT or E. L,. WuEATLET, PREwxNTi, IlnmJNArioNAr Baovnranoov -of
OPERATIVE* POMPAR

This statement to submitted in lieu of a personal'appaac because my reh ed
quest to appear was denied on'ti~e kioundp ikiat it a eevdfe
line. I therefore request that it be made a l~rt ok tfieprinted record .
I do not consider It necessary to repeat our reasons for permission to be heard.
The makers of pottery in this country have told their story many times before
congressional committees. This Industry Is one of those tbat Is highly vulnerable to Imports because of the high percentage: of labor cost to the total cost of
production. Our employers, we recognize, could not support the prevptilingwage standard In this country if the low-wage competition from abroad were
not offset by tariffs.
Our present concern Is that these tarliff areifi fact not high enough even today to be of wnuc help. They bave beq# ~duced frpm time to time under the
trade agreements progam Wbit we teally need Is an im~ort quota 'that woual
not allow Imhports to ske iire thanaaredeterined share of the marke, 'thus
nldwing the dolnesttc Industry to- live. Already In t ihe'fine china-Aeld imports
tire supplying over 90'percent of the market. They; do not have far t6 go to wipe
out whet Is left of qur domestic Ipduptry,
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continued In the Ilouaewpaud bill, and would require congroslonal approval
of a Prealdential rejection of a 1'ariff Oonmmimlon recomiugndation under the
escapo elause before it could take effect.
WYe support the Thurmond amendment and urge Its adoption.
RANT LIVYDIOOL Onto, Jullf 1, 1958.
l oWAab & Affaou,,
Ncotideee, R, I., J"Nie U, 19S8,
bill
"egareeeuents-extenalon
He
. n
BY
11011.Ir rIAVIt
St+ao O eo BuRdinW, 1Vaihutlot, D. 0.
I was much distm od by the passage by the lIotse of
l)tAw StAroa lll:
Rleprwenlativos of the administration's bill (If. IL 12501) extending the Trade
Agreements Act for a further period of 5 years and continuing the President's
power to retgulate commerce with foreign nations, including the Imposition of
ttrlfs a legislative power expressly vetted by the Constitution In the Congress
(art. I, oes. I and 8).
aet4
We s7hae#
M
That the legislative Vower of Oongrms cannot be dolelated,
M
Rlotuor (o. (2 U. S. 7 (19A2); Pa6ama Meflabg 0o.
v. RArevorl Grat
(104)).
v.oRia,(2 M U.i8.
Tho apparent attempt to remedy this detect In tbo existing law by giving to
Ookgrew the power to veto the President's action by a two-thirds vote of each
lone does not I submit, render the measure constitutional. Incidentally, the
Inlrtelon of this provision In the bill (with the full backing of the adminitstra.
ties) Is a clear admission that the power conferred upon the President Is a
legislative and not a mere administrative one.
-ly the terms of the bill, the President Is given the power either to approve
or disapprove a report of the Tarlff Commission of Its investigation and hear.
tugs regarding alleged serious injury to a domestic industry.
If the report is approved by the President, the action recommended by the
Tariff Commisslon becomes effecUve, without any acUon at all by the Congress.
It the report of the Oommission Is disapproved by the President, In whole or
In part, such disapproval In final unless the action recommended by the Commlsson is approved by both Itouses of congress b a two-thirds vote.
In the came where the President approves the port of the Tariff Commission,
the Conges Is deprived Of all power whatsoever In the matter--a clear violation, I submit, of the rule forbidding the delegation of legislative power by the

Congress.
Int the ease where the President disapproves the reportI of the Cotnnission,

the power given by the bill to Congress to veto the President's action does not,
I submit, render the delealion of power to the President lawful.
The ConstitutIon proves for the enactment of legislatlon by the tonress,
with the right of the President to veto the legislation. It does not provide o r
the enactment of legislation by the President, with a right of Congress to exerelse a ret9 power, which Is what the bill under consideration does.
This, I submit, Is an Important distinction. The President's veto power Is one
that should be sparingly exercised, and his action in" many eases should be Inituenced by the acton which Congress has already taken.
If we have gotten to the point where the President is to enact the legislation
subject to the approval of Congress (by a two.thirds vote of both Itouses), we
have, In effect, rewritten an Important part of the Constitution, a procedure
which I used to think was by way of amendment In Accordance with the terms
of article V.
go much for the constituUonal question.
There Is, In addition, the fact that the executive branch of the Government
has exercised its powers under the act arbitrarily and In such manner as to
inflict great Injury upon certain of our Industrles, not the least of which is the
textile Industry. As a result, huge pecuniary losses have been suffered., and
you
hundreds of thousands of employees have-lost their Jobs. I am sure that
'
must be througbly familiar with the facts which hai-e been presented to the
committee of Clongres by nmnerouls witneesas.
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I earnestly urge that the tariff power be returned to Congress, where, under
the Oostitutlion, It be ongs. Let those who think tho power should be vested
in the President seek au amendment to the Oonstitution, but let's have an end
to the unlawful exercise of lesislaive power by the lNzcutiv..
With kindest regards, I am,
Very sincerely yours,
llomzar IS.Daseasu.
BAXUPINT Or 11K NATIONAL Woo,. Uraowrwi

AssociATIOX,

10WIN It MsAR,
l Wctvn 8iPW'rAXr
The National Wool Growers Association Is the oldest national livestock
organization in the United States, and for 092 years has been the recognized
spokesman for the farmers and raiveliers of the Nation who grow wool and
lamb,. This statement is also presented In behalf of the National Wool Marketlug Corp., with headquarters In lBoton, luass. The National Wool Marketing
Corp, Is the farge t grower cooperative wool-inarketing organization In the
United States AMd has some 85,000 woolgrowers 1. its membership.
The domestic woolgowlng Industry wholeheartedly endorses the amendment
to H. It. 129.1 Introduced by Senator Strom Thurmond on June 24. We strongly
favor the 2 features of this amendment to* (1) restore to Congress somei anthority over Tariff Cominisslon recomendatIons and (2) give Congress an
opportunity to review this program In the light of conditions 2 years from now
in l1bu of freezing the trade-agreements eitenslon for a 5-year period.
We are sure this committee and the Congress are aware of the economic plight
of the domestic woolgrowing J ustry during thelas decade Already hard
bit by a squeeze between price ellings a4 mnountm
g costs'during World War II,
the industry faced almost certJn extinction whed in 108 a 2 -pqrcent reduction
In wood tariffs was negotiated under tho Trade Agreements Act Ineffective
methods of obtaining relief under the act allowed the situation to get so bA
from import competition that by 1054 the industry had loot almost 50 percent
of Its production. Co res1, tberefore, found it necesary to ent special leglslation tW prov6nt thwse inports from completely destroying American production.
As a result of our experience we feel strongly that tW welfare of the Amerkon
producing economy, including Industry, agriculture, and labor, depends on the
resumption by Congress of Its established authority to regulate tariff and trade
policies., -We are certain that the Senators and Representatives in Congress are
much more responsive to and familiar with the needs of their States than Is
the executive branch of our Government. Senators and Representatves have
a greater knowledge of the Impact of Injury on domestic industry and labor
than do the tariff and trade polleymakers for the administration. We'feel that
epUtr ly too much of this trade policy 40
determined by the career member* of
te 8tate DePartmet, ,who are dealIng in International affairs without full
k wl
of, concern for,,or responsbllty to the American producer.
.bhrfore, we are concerned with what we comider abandonment by Coupes
of theo. rights of the p&ple t9 control forel" trade through their Seators and
Re r~4~ntatve# 4n Co gress, as set forth In the Constitution, through delegation
offU
ulhOIWt,'aJ these matters to the executive branch of the Government
.t is tup. t;aioongreas has pet up safeguards In the Trade Apreemeunts Aet
.wlih h vI, aen tbish;4 forte Protection of domestic industry. However,

in ~

~=1wefesttq 0, effQWv
,
of thes intended saffghards has'

beeh 4 bft-)b
. 0w ftdp,',onry power vested In the executive branch of.
tho'Goverpnent whiCh permit the overruling of TariffCommision recommend,;.

tions.. A&6nin itve dec
4yo obylooply hoo strongly influenced by,ftauldhr uo far remoyd from thoseinteded by Congress when safeguard pro-

vsons.of
tatute were e.acte4. -. ;
Senator Thurmond's amendment would return to Congress some o Its presently:
abandoned authority over. tariff and trade negottatons.- It would give added
as urane that trado and tariff negotiations and safeguards in the Trade Agreemteifs 14a &re,administered -both on th basis of our relations with other nations
and
oO the. bsis f consideration for, the economy of - Amerlan lnduiry
a _,e

, nd

labor

.

.

-. .

. -

When tbe' escap e cause was made a part of the Trade Agreements Act, it was
don with the express purpose of providing a means of protection for domestic
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Inutrty suffering front imuPott-competition.

lVowavorl the Oonlvess which
obacted O esape- clause pesentiy has nto authority whittsoover lit seeing that
TsrIt 0ointiftseion reconunendittions under Its provisions aire ninde elY&Otve.
Senator Thurinowi's atuendinent would return to Oongress sonto of Its authority
in escap*-vlause procedures ani would provide an effective check on decisions
of time ad minilstratiti, bratiei.
We fsol very strongly that ti strengthening of the ewapo clause Is vital
to the future tweitoutice welfare of a%
greAt number of agricultural And Industrial
enterprise. In tin' Unitedl States. COne reason for our Interest Is the present
thres I to our ltinib market fromn importations of frozen dressed latub. More
thatt (0 percent of tho Unted States sheep producers'l Incotte Is derivedI front
tt. sato of lamtibs, Now freelg p~roceiwes for dresedo weatis In forelgit countries,
Nvhere labor and production vosts are UIuCII lower than OWin, 1have Made It advautageous to ship frozon lamub to thu United Htta, regarded as a most attractive
waRkot. During certain seasons of the year a senaill Increase In the supply
of drcsaed Iamb tank brvak our wtirket. Now Awsiland mlI ped it" 40,000 iunds
iihimii rose frout 021,M0, pounds In IOM6 to .4 uuilliton.lonuid [it 10(7.
Caitadaxs %hiptents chimbed fu'om 10,000 pounds ltION1( to 4&'1,000 pounds In
With low production costs In NeW Zealaild, tor example, and a tariff of only
IK'r pound dotetile lamb itroducerd faceosrious trouble. 'We $oubt
that, the preset Inmetocttvp methods of seeking relief either through the escape
clause or section V kif the AgrleulturAl Adjustmeont Aet can save. the sheep
Industry from severe daitnge If this lit ntl corrected.
We also feel strongly that the provisions in Senator Thurnd's ntelidment
for a 2-year extension is moast sound. lit view of unsettled andi rapidly changitg
coniditionts on the inttivational scene, we feel that Congress should not bilnd
itself to a B5-year program, L'oigress should have the opportunity to reexamineo
out ttado picture antd lgilate accordingly In axmuch shorter opace of time than
11% i'entit

ThorefoMe In conclusion and lit the Interests of both a souild international
Polity aind a.sound douteetie0 policy we stronglI urge the Adoption by the Senate
Pitaa Committee and the passage 14$Congwes of Senator Tifiton d's amend.
11erit to 1C~ R. 12"11.
NAvuON'M. 8110ot HANtUAoTvRZ AssoozAtioN, 1140.,
Veto Yot*, N.Y., -]olg 1,-1958.
lieu. HAN 1001D
Oraett~a, SenaN aei Oommillees,
Stsatfice1k BuIldlow, Was.mopt, D. C.
I)cxw Brat The National Shoe Manufacturetrs Assocation, representing matiu.'
tacturers producing over 80 percent of all footwear manufactured In the United
State, respeettally urges that the Trade Agreeunieuta E~xtension Act be limited
to akperiod of Svm
eas'with the additional provision that any Increase negotiated
shall not beconte Initially effective after the elpiratlon of the 8-year period.
We believe that an. extension beyond the 8-year period at a time of 'considerable,
uncertainty Is not sound policy. A 6.yftt extensioneof the dct would be the longeat in the trade Agreements' 24-year histoty. To moye 99 tar Into the future with,
so many Imponuderables today both at home and abroad 16 wholly Uinnecessayy.
The remor Indicates that all authority granted by the 1988 Nztenuston Act has
not been used. Negotiationsi with the Colnmon Market, furthermore, admittedly
will not get underway until 1961. 'Furthermore, a 5-yea extension iles the
hands of future Congresse and a future adininistratlou. Changed conditions
before the expiration of the 5-yeair period may well require a new approach to,
the problem. Ev-en from a world psychological point of view it &year, extenilon
wHi serve the purpose quite its well as a 5-year extension.
II.
The use of any tariff-cuttlng authority, furthermore should be limited
to the
period covered by the &Mt Undot the -rejent 5- ~ti extension, ta'tift C6u
could extend overamiperiod of 10 yem
rs. Fo
r
lt
bill ah passed bythe,
Bouse anthortzrs a maximum 25 peent reduction of k' rate eltendM. over: a
perod of 5 years If, however, a 28 percet reduction were to be .rrdngod
just prior to the expiration of the 6-year act but to become effectivd.-t U6thette
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of 5 percent during the following 0 years, the effective life of the extension would
in reality be 10 years.
For these reasons It Is urged that any approval of the act be limited to a
period not to exceed 8 years, and that tariffc.utting authority be limited to the
period covered by the act.
The provision for escape-clauso relief In the House-approved trade agreements
bill requiring a two.thirds approval for each Houso if Presidential action Is
unworkable. We urge that consideration be given to a practleal plan whereby the
President report to Congress any recommendations differing from recommendations of the Tariff Commission, If Congress does not act on the I'resldent's
proposals, the Tariff Commnission's recommendations should then automatically
go into effect. Under some such procedure congressional participation In any
policy of deviation from Tariff Coimnlssion recommendations would seem sound
and Just.
Respectfully submitted.
M
A. WA'Ox,
Rceoul(ve Vo Presldenl

(Whereupon, at 4: 16 p. m. the committee was adjourned, to reconvent at 10: 05 a, m., ''uosdlay, July 1, 1058.)
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UNI7'r

STATES SENATE ,
Ommiirru ON FINANOK

Waehinton, b.0.

The committee met., pursuant to recess, at 10: 05 a. m., in room 812,
Senate Office Building, Senate Harry Flood Byrd (chairman) presiding.
Present: Senators Byrd, Kerr, Frear, Anderson, Martin, Williams,
Carlson, and Bennett.
Also present: Elizabeth B. Sprinpr, chief clerk.
The CJAIRMAN. The committee will come to order.
The first Witness is Mr. E. L. Torbert, United States Potters Assoclationi
Mr. Torbert, you may proceed, sir.
Unfortunately I have to o to the Armed Services Conittte
where Mr. McElroy is testifying. What I do not hear of your stgt
meant I will read.
Mr. Tormzwr Yes, sir.
The CiiAIRMAn . IProce sir.
STATEMENT 07 . L TORBERT, UNID STATES POTTERS
ASSOOATION
Mr. Toarrr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, before
reading my formal statement, I would like to make some comments
with reference to the bill under considetion H R. 12691.
We urge that no further cuts in the tirift rates be permitted.
We recommend strengthening ofth'e esbape-clause procedure to insure reasonable opportunity to prove ii jury.
Extend the Trade Agreements Act for Iyear.
Now to proceed with my formal statement.
I am of a domestic industry which has been severely hurt by an
Inereasingf fl6 of imports that has been encouraged by the Trade
AgreemeItI Act as It has been aaministered.
It would be repetitious of me torcountt the growing injury suffered
by this Industry, manufacturer lightweight chlna and earthenware
tableware for householduse, ercoept to say that by 1957 over 90 pbr-

dent of lightwei ht" h" a'tablewar purchased for use in this country

wAs produ cAd aroad; and domestic earthenware production in 19.
had been reduced to'50 percent of 1947 production. .
-got onl have We been denied relief on two ccdasiona, though tho
cilterla o ni
1
were clearly present, but tariffs
....on offendingg imports
were subsquent y reduced.
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As you have beon told, and will be told, the list of domestic industriA being mdvelrly affected by Ilpo ts Is lengthening. And you
will be told that some of this forelgn comlpetitton for our (omestic
market has been financed by United States foreign aid dollars and

that more of it is duo to private United States Investment abroad.

Dismnissing for the moment the question as to whether this is good
or bad, this situation is growig out of our foreign-trade, policy, of
which the 'Trado Agreements Act is a basic part,. And the trade
mtasure which comes to you from the House of IRepresentatives Is
designed to extend this sort of change iII our economy and the econ.
onlies of other nations with which we]have counter

This policy has been adopted Inthe calse of good relations with
the free nations of the world.
We are, through our trado polloy, encouraging Interdependence betiveen the Uiterd States and other countries laving difterent economic
standards, different political structures and evon differnt philosophies regarding the rights and dignity of citizens.

M',*y questIonis not whether t.hlfs materialistio approach to the probmx of contining communism is good in itself.
Instead, I wonder whether the elements which we are unleashing
q*i
those,
which wbI eati.control. If not, could they undo what we
seekto
baeonmplsh
Allow me, for a moment, to review our chrumstances as I see them.
lj.iink imwill agive with me that, are in a difficult period of

611htli6 %tir; th6 %hftod States was the arsenal for do cracy.
Industry and agriculture were encouraged ujider our froe.enterprise
systems to supply our allies and erstlhih allies with those things
needed to defeat a common eneny.
Sigthe.war, we.,hqvq done what we could to fill the war-created
void of both the endi"aid the meais of production in' friendly countries and in countries we would have as our friends
IWitthout question this has created a productive capacity in agriculture and in many branches of our domestic industry in substntial
excess of domesticdemand.

As we move toward ompletion of this phase of our free-world

mission we find two very normal developments taking place. Both
affect the pattern and volume of trade conducted between the United
'a
States and other countries of the world.
On one hand we find nation after nation, singly and in groups,
#rivmg.for self-sufficiency and strengh within.
'Manufacturing is encouraged by direct governmental aids; home
inirkets' are protected from competing imports; and exports are, iM
many cases, subsidized. These countries have become stronger with
our assistance, and I believe this was one objective of our foreign-aid

program.

.On the other hand, we find the cost uationii the natural laws of
supply and demand asserthig itself.
re and more product which
we once supplied can now be mad'moie ehaply rb0a.
Our know-how is'now common krowl6edg throughQgt the world.
The availability to other countries of vast markets now permits production there on a mass scale that was once exclusively ours,
In consequence of this and our wage scale which is hig-hr than'
that of any other country, we are pricing ourselves out of the world
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I think we must accept this and treat as a fact that our

oxpoils will be Increasingly restricted to those items which, for one
reason or another we can supply more cheaply or by virtue of excinsiveness. And this might be ilnilted trade hideed.
This, in my opinion, betrays the fallacy of the contention that we,
by opening our markets without restriction to the free world, can
balk Cominuist trado aggression).
Our markets are valuable to another country only if (lie exchange
is valuable. And ini the barter of international commerce, our tradillgostlon Is weaker that it has ever been.

Th'ie elitnination, of all United States tariffs would only delay

briefly the inevitable reckoning that United States exports are no
longer a bargain. What country play I ask, could be expected to
paya long price for goods out of friendship or for ally other reason ?
entlemon, In my opinion, these are tlo facts of this situation as
opposed to the theories of certain ecoiojiists a(1 visionaries that have
becon1o so widely accepted.

Il the face of these facts, I feel it would be worse than idle to continue to expect that trade agreements and inconsequential tariff reductions by the United States can preserve a commerce that no normal
set of Circumstances will sustain.
For this reason, should we not. view as potentially dangerous the
encouraging of foreign manufacturers to Iply onl tho United States
market that will not return to then the vlue of production oi which
continuing trade depends ?
What Ipoint out us a probability is an appallhig thing to contemil)lato, as 1 hear tho State Department describe our relations with
other countries as being so sensitive that the United States must show
no disposition toward the Imposition of quotas or higher tariffs.
An(d I think none of us is unmindful of the reaction of our South
American friends toward us as a result of the recent drop in commnodity prices and demand for their products which came about
through the play of forces over which we, and they, have no control.
My question is this: Is unrestricted trade with other countries a
dependble instrument of foreign policy under today's circumstances'
This is not just our problem. It is mutual withl every nation in
our ti-ading sphere. In my opinion, it is one to be dealt with in open
frankness and in full view of the natural laws that control demand
and supply.
I mean no offense when I advance this proposal as a comnmonsense
appraisal of our foreign trade program. I feel the path we have
ben following has created needless and avoidable dislocations here
and abroad. I cannot justify its further pursuit when it will, in my
opinion, lead to greater harship and adjustment here and within
countries whose alliance with us is so important.
Gentlemen, if the unrestricted encouragement of trade between the
United States and other nations ever was justified, I feel it has outlived i6 usefulness. -In our general interest, I am convinced that a
carefully regulated trade is now required.
I make no pretense of being an economist, My views represent the
accumulation 6f impressions gained over the years as the problems
of foreign trade have been forXed upon my attention.
In alprobability, the extent of ifiy services toyou will be the raising of the, questions which I have posed, in this testimony.
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I thin thpy are (nit, quostioiis midi t think thoy intiat be fairly
aiisworod befor we eommtit trsolvos for another 0 yeAro, a1years,
or 13year'i to a forign, trAde pro 1%11
Olm hily
IIIt ojlinioil, Coulu
uk t andl evoloiiii objoctive we
di
vey iI dotat, the uplift'li

dis 11111C
nilt s aitfteched to debate oi li
I atu liwitt of tile emlotionl(Ia
tor Rud rnt fearful of It, Too, niucl Isait stake to allow tuiythliig but
*amit
ialike cosildoratioii of faets nd jwobabil khis to determined
(te oao %eAhould set for ourselves in world trade.
Thank yot very knuch, getmn,
Senator Rt (peslg). Ifhank yo, Ate. Tlorbert.
Mr. 'I'~N""Am Mlky I tild that as though to eptiniru some, of the
ldeAs th110 have Witr submiltkd here, I would like to tvad thie first
Iiaofb ll received *trda ur0-11i nSyaue
Assoiated bIdustries of ewyYork State.
n yrcue
Whit to set to maut iesthuoughit tho State aud It toads:
The~ offivrs of Assochlod Iffiuitties fire sorlouigly coummred over the evertrifts NdO of Imidotai Of 1URiuifatured artkeno.
Many of out i wheuIr* Wae r ported that they have already suffered seriowi
t10jury.

Fromu another nows Item conilg fromi the, Chamber of Commerce
of the United Statces and dated Junle 20, 1Iead.
rutheormtwut
iiat nmestit abrmat totait about sm~ hflilon, atid $M3
j~eww~t of out kImpots mo frm toretgn braniches of Amorkean ceinpanlee.

That wrould Indicate that the trimsfors of our jobs to foreign coui-.
I Would :%k for, the privilege of til g a short additional supplemnt to mly stAtemient, Which Would review III greater detail the aiam.
&Me don6 to our Inthistry 0ll of which ha~s been submitted in hearing
befre the Ways alid Afeatm Committee and other bodies, and tie

'raritYCnusl

Senator Krm. I would bW glad for you to do that.
(Tho hifornmatioft requstetI wasmseuquently supplied in an addendum at the end of Air. Torbert's tetimiony.)
Senator Kur. I iqee on'the first pae of your statement here "domutstio production in 1957 Wa~d been reduced to 50 percent of the 10)57
produtlon."
b~that the present relationship of your production I
Mir. Toni~tr. We have two braliche, the earthenware branch and
the finue china branch.
Senator Ksa Yes.
MAr. To~anTr. In the fine china branch of our industry, I have
Senator KERR. Is that in this paper?
Mr. TbauaT. Thtt is in here, yes, sir; I have staed that of all
the thinSenator Bnixrr. It is in the sames paragraph, Senator; it is
marked 9ightweigrht china.')
Mr. Tonuzrr. Lightweight china. I have stated that all of the
china bought in the United States last year over 90 percent of it was
SadrKun. What is the relationship of the total Value of the.
production of cina and earthenware?
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Mr. TonuxT. The production In earthenware-Senator Kulu,
iat I am trying to get, Mr, Torbert is the reduction figure that would be accurate as to the entire Industry you speak
for.
Mr. ToRInT. The report as to the china branch i the result of the
figure compiled through our association and are in plants from which

we get regular reports,

We find that 'they do not check exactly with the census report,
because
the census reports Include some plants which do not report to
our
association.
My point is this: The figures from which we do quote are constant
Irona year to year or we reelve regularly to that we are able to get
t1 drift, antid hakin of the trend, I gave the production of this
group of fine clina tableware lImtteries to which 1 have referred for

ill years belaJun'ng with 1060.
Taking 1950 as -00 percen t and note the yearly drops 100 percent
in 1050

O5lD0percmi

Senator iKraH. Is this jusehi

'i',ware or both I

Mr. Tow mrr. TIn Is just chinaware china only,
To go onIn 1052, N percent; In 1668, 80 percent In 1954, 76
5 rcent; IB955
reent 1"95, 1 percent, Ad in 1967, 64 percent .
This was a drop in our domee'io production every year and It Is a
total of 80 pelient from 1050 to 1067.
Now as to the eartheware branchSenator Krm., Well, your figures are that that is off 50 percent,
that Is your statement f
Mr, ToRoxnT.

Yes.

Senator B1sNNrr. Now we are confused here a little because I think
Mr. Torbert has just been discussing the drop In domestic production,

There wa.s some foreign importation at the beginning.
Senator ]m, At the beginning?

Senator l3ImqrNrr. Yes.

Senator lXRw. I would just like one simple figure it he would give

ittome.
Mr. Toitu .r. Which is that?

Senator l¢ m. What percent of the combined sales of earthenware
and china in this country are produced abroad ?
Mr. 'roUv.wr, Thie figures are not combined in any records we have,
and I might add that the earthenware industry has always been rep.
resented fin these hearings by Mr. Wells, of the earthenware industry,
but since only one witness was desired for each-Senator Kum. Would you do this for me: Would you just get me
the total volume of the two and add it together and say "of this
total volume, 50 percent, 60 percent, 80 percent is foreign produced,"
and just put that in the record 1,
Mr. Tnnxr. We will put that in our supplemental statement; yes,

Sir.

Senator Kum. Fine.
Senator Bmi.-iLTr. If I might ask for one more, could you do iat
for the year 1947 and 197, because you have used both years in
your
Mr.statement.
Tonn~wr. Yes, sir.
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(Thoic Informiatioun requcetod wa8 imbsequciitly Huipplod III All 9ddellditn at thoe ml of Mr'. T1orbort8 testiony,)
Sc&410t11 111NNffrI SO %VA 00111d WiO ;Mat, oln11ge 111010 tWtll hlas
occurred In 10 yeams
Air. Touw All right.
$01i11tOi' l'C.a. *rliaik .voit yery much, Air. 'I'orivit.
Senator l~ulYes, Mr. Thank yout.
Mr
Smatr K it.Any qus.tionR f
Senator llNN4M'.- 1 would Just. like to iike ike t'omnieit Mr.
Clutlinwnii, that. I ha~d tho privilege of midillg this Statemot~i Itili
night, mtid I think It 18 one of the mulst iipmrilit t11a4 1h111eel Illilde
thii. far IIn theov* heariligs becIIaus It.gathers together III RiVery atatom.
mIA11like 11111n1101 it lot, o? problem tM. hanve heeii, presented to Iie
11(XIIIt''N11i Mnid -.1110111 VIVO 11s ItNA for seriou0s s.ttihty of tho future,
And Illaybe Amore fiiithIiieiitnl"01hi
tha1t weC inify IO to oidor
i'ather 011111 to q'Olfltiilo to pat14111 11
t 1 policy that %VAR Wet inl Imotionl
41

wears ago.

) 'witthis11 NtRatementt and it, hasF Set liy 1mi114 ruII*
t iln Very ha~py
mining tlowil ti lot.01 Mlleys
Nr'.fi)llm1wm\ I wqwchol your commnit, Mlr.
Senator Kiuu, 1i 6110 mine, like the Senator fron Mtahi
Olntly runniiing-1 am niot. going to say down a lot of rleys fm, .10r",
tmnine very dibito lite&
Nvoidd say tho statement thant I hRve J1101
hoard, the pat of it I leard, ace-klerated athem' thain set It.
Senator l1KNiilvr I think that ist pi'ohahtv nccurate InI my onse but
It cortaiy has celebrated it.
Senator Kum Thanikyou Mi'~fTorbert.
(Tho material roforred to Mimtos -)
IMddendunm to brief of R. L.. Torbert prceentpd to Senate Covutulttee on Finance, July It
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IUS1lIOLD TAuLRWARE (CkRAUIO) BIICWIM FOSIKON AND Do.
In, response to the committee's request for data indicating, for recent years,
lebauges In the Bite ,of our market and the extent to which it'has been supplied
by donetic and foreign produers In the same period, we submit the accompanylag tableof Intormation.
AnMplying with this request, as best we can, we face the familiar problem
of being unable to measure the United States household tableware market, as
It also includes and may have Included plastic and glass wares. Within our
koowledge, no statistics have ever been collected that include all food-serving
atetsis for home use
SIn the absence of comprehensive data, we are obliged to interpret available
Information In the light of long experience In producing and marketing our
With respect to the 8-year period embraced by the submitted statistics:
The United States household tableware market probably increased In keeping
with Population growth and the rise In real Income in this country. Much of the
added demand was apparently satisfied with plastics and glasawarq-domesUcally
oted and Imported.
Sawi. Increase In tMe sales of ceramic tableware, for household use iNto be
note&. The quantity of ceramics In use, however, ts thought to be greater than
the sales increase Indicates, as a more widespread use of dishwashers and-improred detergents Is prolonging the life of this ware.
MWs data oh ceramics submitted herewith are deficient In two respects. (1)
7Me utatis on iowre quality earthenware and lightweight china produced

TRADE A0111MENTO
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Ini WhIN Cou11ry are 1not aVAilable to tin for the years compared and( 2) Glovern.
intnt Import staftltci (which do not include hoAvy quantities of high, and
modiuni-qualily ceramics entering thio United Btates duty free) are not con.
tintiously niialyzod for ti'iniity and componlion,
However we no discussing the pohitlion of naiiufndureru of quality ceramfo
ware III tis country, nd the decline fi production volume hero is clearly read.
iHxcluded iiro piliianmd glass-wliatover market Inroad@ thes two materials
inny
1vo
10de
ithin 0 CerMIunl field, It Is obvioux fint Ainerican manufacturers have not
ben ubio hold their own niwrket, ngaist foreign producers.
After making dujo allowance for quilly and composition Of linpotti the Avertiro prices shown for the several countries lstod betray the insuporablo disad.
vaiitigo thatt tho equally eoflont, American manufacturers suffer by reason of
Moeir higher wage levels uui, therefore, higher labor comts,
Tihe 0mcien($y KIp lins closed between t heoe (PfnJoting countries, but the wage
toyolis 2~col In Japan., 43 cents fit Ialy 11cents In Weet Clermany, 01 cents
lit tile United Kingdom, and $2.08 In the ~Jnted Hstte) rernaln-as they hAve
for doentdoo-ynxlly dispa)(ratO.
lit Ibis 8-year period, foreign ware hiss been produced at stable and eyen do'
dilning prices. lminestie producers, however, with lower "olume and heavier
promotion expense induced by these Imports plus orroatiy increased wage cots,
hitvu been caught lit a prico-fquallly-col, predicament that further aggravates
their conipotilivo cllwidvantageQ
J'nPAnceo Imports In partleguinr-.regarloom of quality and compos1,1tione.
priced no low t hat products of like quality fromn other isources simply cannot
exported 0,141,000 dowmn of earthenware and
Line Japanese
As a result,
corn pte. dosen
to this country in 10M0.
of chlinaware
6=20000
Though It inust be obvious that Inmports of thine nature and volume represnt
displacemnent and also forestall the development of domestic manufacturing
coinpxetion, our escape-clauso and section 830 applIcallons for relief have been
deniedl, and United States tariffs and other protections have been reduced remnidly over this periodl of years
We consider this to bb evidence, per so, that the Trade Agreeasents Ac, as
administered, Is not being used to protect a long-estabisbed Industry In tb#
manner Intended at the time this legislation has been pasWe and subsequenty
amended.
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Mr. Carl Gustkey I

STATEMENT OP OARL W. GOUBT Y, AMERIOAN GLASWARE
ASSOCIATION, ACCOMPANIED BY L L. DAVIS
Mr. Ousr y. Senator Kerr and members of the committee: My
name is Carl W. Gustkey. I am president of the Imperial Glass
Coip. in Bell _ae, Ohio.
I am testifying before this committee today on behalf of my company and the manufacturing members of the American Glassware
Assowation producing handmade, pressed and blown table, stem, and
ornamental glasware, and for cutters and decorators of glassware.
The manuring members we represent provide approximately
75 p
t of the total dollar value of shipments produced by handmade glassware manufacturers in the United States
A proximately 5,000 workers are dependent upon the companies
in te industry for their bread and butter-many thousands more of
their families depend upon their wages.
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Rteductlons in tariffs on Imported glassware competing with thb

domesticc manufacturers have driven tariff duties dowlt ftrh'i as high
nw 60 percent'itt 1930 to a low of 15 percent tinder various extensions
of the act.
hlandmade plants producing illuminating scientific and laboratory
glassware have suffered in like measure under the act. IRoductiong in

ariffs range from 70 percent, uider the TiVriff Act of 1930, down

to 25% percent inder the present extension of the act.
These manufacturers make such products as electronic tube, fire
warning lenses, lenses for shipboardrunning lights ahd many other
en ineered glass articles essetial to the &iuntry In Wartime.{
fIn about the past 4 years Q 1jandmade glassware companies have
either gone out,of business or their operation have been severely re
oWing prinoipally to imp6it competition.
attlete1
Within the ptat S months'the famous A. H, H6isey Co', bf Newark
Ohio, has gone ott of business and the Gi1 Glass & Fixture Co.,
another handmade&glassware plaht in business foi probably 50 years,
ceased operations. on June 29 and Is being liquidated.
Altogetherivithiii tho pot fet' years,16 companies have been forced
out of business and'their workers put out of thei 6obs."
Any application of further reduction in taiff undkr the act as
propoedn',l I
opinion, will drive the hanI dmade glassware industry
1nexorablY toitard oblivio..
In this crucial situation of the industry we Otre left with no alteknative but to oppoee the provisions of an act, which, If effectuated, *i1
place the industry in the gravest danger and' result in widespread
unemployment and hardship inourcommuniti ,
The Mamworker, unlike workers ini Other hidusHidi
is iiprepated
to work in other- idusies in a similar sklld position .
In most (or a very high percentage of) instances his skills were
developed through generations'of 'glassworkers in his family, :
To accentuate this bit of informatlorl I would like to offer the testimony that in my own company, 58 years old, the average age of our
skillid workers Is 54.
The industry remokizes the United States must honor its commitments and obligations but when our industry, let alone whole
segments of -industry, composing an important part of oUr national
economy is seriously Injured by impo rt comittiotl to the point of
business cessation in the only markets left hi which to sell its Vrodicts
and, coincidentally, with exports practically eliminated we submit
it is time to reverse such a trend, and we believe now is dhe the.
Senator Kn. I am not going tointerrtiptyou at all."'
Mr. Gusmy;;. Go right ahea- sir.
Senator KE. But Mr. We6al told..t that exports were up.
Senator Bsw? w. Exports .ere 19 blio last year.
Senator KERR. Nineteen billion dollars .
Mr. Gusrm.
I touch further in detail on: the exfoorte of thid group
.o hand manufacturers further alon ,
Our figurebawqit#contraytoitEitSoator Kerr,.
Senator Knmm. Allright.
Mr. Ovstm, .- Although w'e'feel nunbet of chges codd be niade
in' the presently poposed ate4, there ar two
t.prdviton : 6nsidered
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particularly objectionable whioh, with the greatest justiflationo we
strongly feel should be rectified.
.First,the 95 percent tariff cutting provision over the next 6 years Is

altoether too great a reduction.
go, an tension of the act for 5 years Is too long a time.
Secondly authority to regulate commerce and trade as provided by
the Constitution of tet OWnled States, should be returned to Congress.
Specifically, the President should not be dolepted the authority to

re ot te recommendations of the Tariff Commission.
The Tarif Commission's recommendations passed by a majority
vote should be final except in a situation o proven danger to the
country,
In, support of these views we lay before you pertinent information
on the condition of the industry. Attached to your copy of this statement Is exhibit A giving a comparison of handtrado blown glassware
with significant economic trends,
The source of information Is the Department of Commerce.
In recent years there has been a tremendous economic upswing in
the United States as indicated b the fact that the gross national
Product increased in value from 988 billion In 1950 to
4 billion in
07-nnr
ef
ercent..
- During the same per od, shipments of handmade blown glassware
went down every year from ,410,000 dozen in 190 to 1,804,000 dozen
in 1087-a drop since 1060 of 925.4 percent.
. Senator Kai& In order that Imay understand, does that refer only
to domiestio production I

Mr. GiJuSTK*.

Yes, sir.

Senator Kam In other words during that same period shipments
of domestic handmade blown glassware would be right I
Mr. Gusisy . Yeai,
sr.
Import figures fam the Bureau of Census are not yet available for
1957. However, it will serve the purpose to use 1956 figures to show
the adverse balance of trade in handmade glassware items.
In this year after deducting exports from domestic shipments,
United States consumption of handmade glassware made by domestic
producers totaled $30 095,000 as compared-to imports of like glassware
amounting to $1,529,W Thus imports have increased to 26 percent
of the total shipments for United States consumption.
Senator Awvwusox. What does it normally run-what did it run
in 1950?
Mr Gurs
. 1950?
Senator AxmnDmso. You don't show what it normally is. This might

be the normal figure.

Senator Kim& In other words, you show the domestic production in
1950 was ,419,000 of them, but you do not show what the imports were
in 1950 do you or s that later I
Mr. 4 m . Yes, sir I do.
Senator AiNMrsoN. I did not wpe it..
Mr. Gusrzz. Well, on exhibitA, when we get to that, sir, we will
cover itif you desire to wait until then.

It is most difficult for the industry to recognze anythg reciprocal

About the present B~oprocal TradeAg
ents Act when faced wAih
the stark reality that in 1956 the value of domestic shipments totaled
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$80 820 000 of which only eight-tenths of 1 percent, or $231,000 represented tl exports of American-made hand made glassware.

Tlho ruinous competition under the act from imported glassware
continues to intensify and to dlsproportioiately outstrip the consumption trend. It is anticipated that when the 1057 value of
imposed. glassware is reported by Census the percentage of the
domestic market taken over by foreign concerns wil exceed 25 percent.
In addition to the lowering of tariffs, the low cost of production
made possible by extremly low wages paid foreign glassworkers as
compared to domestic glass wages, his caused a disriptinig influence
on home markets.
Approximately two-thirds of the total cost of making handmade
glassware is in the wages paid workers. The following comparison
includes fringe benefits of both Americai glassware workers' wages
and the wages of foreign workers. In the latter instance fringe wage
factors have been accepted for use from the United States )epart-

ment of lAbor.

In becembe. of 1056 the average wage of American skilled andunskilled workers was $2.23 per hour. The most recent earnings per
hour of foreign glassworkers and, in certain instances related indhstries, shows Japan pays male and female workers an average of 30
cents; France in glass, ceramics and construction material, M cents
to 11 cents; West Germany, males In the glass industry only, 64 cents;
Italy) in the glass industry only, males and females averaged 60 cents;
Belgium, maile workers in nonmetallic minerals including glass, 56
cents; Sweden in the glass industry only males averaged 92 cents; and
in the United Kingdom, in glass, males received 83 cents an hour.
Costwise, these wages show a tremendous advantage over the average $2.23 per hour paid by the glassware industry in the Uniited
States. Low-wage scales resulting in low-cost foreign glassware, also
have been responsible, in the main, for the exclusion of the industry
from -foreign markets.
The wage scales in the United States do not permit the manufacturers to sell their products in competition with foreign glassware
in other countries. Even in our own hemisphere Americain manufacturers cannot compete for a part of the South American markets.
Twelve years ago our own company, Senator Kerr and gentlemen,
exported into 14 different countries. Today Canada only is open
to us.

Thus, on a note of conclusion regarding the proposed 25 percent
tariff cutting provision over the next 5 years, we submit that our industry'not only can stand no tariff cuts of any nature in the future, we
say, on thebasis of all of these specific jusifiations that the industry
igalready suffering under the extension of the present act.
Now we come to our second conviction that the Tariff Commission's
recommendations should be final.
In 1952 the handmade glassware industry petitioned the Tariff
Commission for relief under the escape-clause provision. The President rejected a 3- decision for the industry's relief.
,Our testimony has demonstrated to you how impols are forcing
the handmade industry to its knees in the only market left for its-products-the home market in the United States.
Senator Kmm. Just one minute.
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That notion in 1952 was rejected and I would presitito on the basic

of your testimony that actually If you could only reclaim what you

had In1OSg you would then think time inillenhun had arrived, would
you not I

Mr,.Ousratnr. Yes.
Senator ANoDmox. Are you able to say how many 3-8 decisions
they have made down there

Mr. Oimrs tu

nin igoluig to try to sumnllarie cawea that canme up.

ftnator Ammxisom. There are more tie ball gaines in that league
than I ever heard of. (fAughter.].
Mr.Guevr
,Through I1 onlY aventUe open to cure the relief it
8o desperately needs, the industry within the next few weeks will
again apply to the Tariff Comnission for relief Inorder to save this
350-year-odd industry froIn destruction at the haud of foreign com.
petition.
Even with the situation as eruclal as it is today, what chance has
the Industry of securing such relief under the laws of our land even
if
onmission Is unanimous in its opinion that such relief should
bo the
$ranted,.
-.
An of June 1, 1958, 80 eases have been sent to the Piesident for
approval
or reaction.
lIrildentlial
rejection. Of these 80 caseeS 17, or 57 percent, received
Of the 17 cases, , or S percent of them, carried the unanimous deol.
sion of the Commissioners for relief, but were rejected.
Six other cases, for another 85 percent, carrying a majority opinion
for relief were rejected and finally 5 other cases representing 30
percent of the total carried to the President's office, carried a split
dision of 3-41 and also were rejected,
_
,I
At many thousands of dollars in expense to both the industry as
well as the Government, applications for relief are thoroughly in.
vestigted, Thousands of hours of time and effort are iut into the
analysis of investigation findings and into weighing all the elements
for and against the problems of the particular ind stry.
In our opinion it it inconceivable that the President or his stuff,
within 90 days after receving a unanimous or majority recommend.
tion front the Comnission for an industry's relief, can justify a rejection of the Commissiom's findings,
It takes the Comnunission 9 months of investigations, anAlysis, and
hearing to arrive at their conclusions.
Dismissal of reconmmendations for relief on the basis of so-called
overriding political and/or international considerations are in our
opinion meaningless: American industry deserves specific reasonsoo and sufficient reasons related to national emergency for any
rejection of the Commission's majority and unanimous recommendations.
The proposed extension of the present act clearly indicates that
the executive branch proposes to continue its tariff cutting. It is
equally clear that industries like the glassware industry cannot, with
any degree of certainty depend upon receiving relief under the escape
clause although conclusive injury may be found by the Tariff Commission.
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Tihe resent extension of the act has placed the industry in the
conclusive position that. thig situation is totally unfair and objectionable.
The Constitution of the United States specifically states that authority over the trade and commerce of the country is under the authority
o the Congress alone.
Therefore, we urgently recommend that. this authority be restored
to Congress where It. rightfully belongs. When the Tariff Commission has investgated In lstries and found they have been injured or
threatened with Injury, the Commission's recommendation for relief

should be final.

The Industry Is cognizant of the fact that in a period of Iternational uncertainty it may be desirable to provide some means to the
President to overrule the Tarlff Commission In an emergency.
) But tinder the provisions of the proposed extension of the act the
President can reject a unanimous recommendation In favor of an
indugtryls relief, thus making it necessary for that industry to secure
a two-thirds vote of the Congress to overrule the President.
This Is patently Impractical and a ossl unfair burden to place
upon any Industry. However, mindful of rhe country's welfare, we
commend for your most serious consideration that the provision of
the act be amended to reqIre the President to proclaim the reoin.
inoedations of the Tariff RoWmission utnlesa in 8-0 days he tells C6gress he wishes to take a different action and unless Con/ress within
a further 60 days, by law %uthorlzeshim to do so, the President should
then be require to proclaim the Commission's recommendations.
In conclusion, Senator Kerr and gentlemen, any application of the
excessive tariff cutting powers to' foreign glassware prod ucfs sold in
the United States will-ertainly serve to compound the fractures that
already have been imposed upon the domesticndustry, with the result
that even a greater percentage of the domestic market will'be handed
over to foreTgn Interests--the very markets left to the industry upon
whieh: workfmen and their fainrlies must depend for their livelihod.
It will be most gratifyingt the Industry if, by ur testimony and
our f appeal to you, we may1 have bought forcefully t your attention
that there are industries Which can be,h ave been, and are being injured
seriously by the Trade Agreements Act as it presently exists and as
it is piopoted for extension.
In fairness we point out that the industry is not averse to c~Q1petition from Impored glasware if the prices at which it m sold in our
markets is based on comparable labor rates and the standard of livinof glass workers in the United .State,- Nor are we against trade with
foreign countries onthe basis of fair reciprocity.
However, the facts which we have offered here cornel us to apeal
to you as our country's representatives to do everyt "rn possifl to
rectify the ipjustices inherent in the proposed Trade Agreemets Act
as prop4ped for extension.
Thank you.
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'nAtor Kmi, Tlidik you,'Mr. (ustky.
I still want to know what tids khibit A shows as to-the relationand aice It is your product that may be you will help me to iler.
stadvit, between donestic p roduction ni inpoits in 1047, say, and
eaclh subsequent year shne then.
If you r*al it. fight, i1 1051

1do1esth1

shipmeiitS wer

down %0

poreent but I dob )ot know) the next oito shows t te increase iti imliors;
s that htAt It Is
1;Mr, govern.
lat is t'i lit. It isup 50.1 pq. nt.
"SenAtor Ax umsoq. Wild It be fair to say between 1090 Aid 1065
th shipments of donlestlo handblown glass are doWft 17 percent t
Mr. Gutrma. 10546 did you stop there?
--Senator Ihmwrr, tes; iekeeps going back to his orighIPl figllers,
Senator Kerr, so it is down 17 pereet..
,
SeAtor Amases. Down i7 percent; and the imports wor up •143
percent,
"Mr.GITsrY. That is correct.
Senator,
r. Unfortunately,
the first.
set question
of figures
keI.in
dozrs
the Bvmiw
second set
of figures i dollars,
and tie
you aSked
of thb previous witness is still not answered by this witness; and
maybe we could ask for it.

Senator Kwm. Why didn't you make both tabulations in terni of
dozens?
Mr. Gusrzy. Itis practically impossible to get dozen figures -on

the import product.
Senator BR irr.

product?

Can you get dollar-figures onth6 Ahierfcan

Yes, air; we can.
Senator KEM. Well t at would not be accurate.*
Senator BwnT-rr. No; it would not beMr. GusTKzr. The only accurate comparison we could hope to get
Mr. Gsfr.

would be the number of items.
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Senator KanR. That is rilhts
Mr,Gurmatr, That Is right.,
Senator Kw, You do not have any way-somebody Is trying to
raise his hand back there do you know film I
You would not have any way to get us a figure that you would be
able to assure us Is reasonably acourao.
Mr. Gumr, I know of no source.
You do Mr Hanson.
make an attempt, Senator Kerr, If you would .like for us
We
to Senator
do will
so. KRn.
Well, I would tlink your interests would be served
If you could give us Information that would be more Illuminating.
Now for instance, it Isof considerable Interest to know that imports
are up 144 percent from 1050 to 19-0.
You do not have the flaurtp for 1957, I take it, but they are up
further; and domestic production isdown from 1050 to 195'fby 954 0
percent.
We know that the imports have supplied the rest of the market. Do
you know whether the overall consumption Is greater In 1057 than It
was in 19501
Mr. Ousrtww. Yes, sir; it, is greater.
estimates as tohow
Wduld
Senator Ki,
much
ar
t? --..
. . anybody
'
:" have reliable
",
.,

Mr. Ousmy. At this particularSenator Kml . There is a man just raising his hand. I can't teli.Mr. DAvIs. We can give figures dollar for dollar.

I am R. I. Davis, American Glassware Association.
They approximate the same figus that you have here. On a
dollar basis comparing imports to domestic shipments for consume.
tion, imports have gone up every year. In 1954 Imports were, 20.9
percent of shipments for consumption, in 1955 they were 28.8 percent.
.
and in 1050 250 percent.
Senator k-, Can you tell this committee the relation between
the overall consumption In this country of both imports and exports
of 1057 as related to 1950 1
Mr. Divis. We cannot do that because the import figures at the
present time are not available.
Senator Kzk. I :am talking about the total consumption.
Mr. DAVIS. The total consumption
Senator-Ktan; The totil quantity marketed.
Senator BzNx~m. If you will asic for 195 Senator Km~n. Forget imports,
Doh't you have figures as to the total market consumption of this
product, whether it comes from Yugoslavia or Ohio?
Mr. DAVIs. Well ,we will have those figures but, Senator, when you

get .consumption figures, that means Uiiited States shipments plus
the imports that are sold in the United States.
Senator KMn. I know that.
Mr. DAvis. So you have to have the import figures in order to tell
what the total consumption is.
Senator Kmas. I would suppose you might be able to get it from
re&r6ta-of sale&."
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Mr. Gu-rxmv Stator K~orr, Your IhWOl que tinit of Mr. Davis-

ean the figures be furiished for ION t

Mr. OIUTIKM. Of cote tlhy can mid ill prior years ,ud tho dopr11ction IlgurcA for ION can be funished.
They RP WAiilable.
Seatol,
11P.MMMr, lAW'A lMvO 19VT out, of the (tls
beaue you

WOMet-o

linvi not. got tI 107 Import figures yet, apparently.
Mr. Querkt'i Hight..
Suitor 1 'mrr. Get th1 latest I ures you can which Is 1960.
Mr. t(ystyv, We Calf furnish 16 doineati prouotdonSeaiator KtIut, You ive !o1050 doinestio production right hero.
It.
million
11
dozen, Is Itnroto
Mr, C TRmrKBY.
Your questionlo
,%WAS the
Of lId,
honaUilnt
nmado glsware, total conamptIon, lit the Ulfhited States it 1950 equal
SeaMtor I

wht t was In 1050.
W11o

SnAtor AN mou. How do you know it If you don't know tfle
total of domlestIc imports?I
.
Mr. Oustgy We were talking About te domeNti Agure.
Senator XmR. We are talking about total consumption.
SMr ,(ittsty., We are talking about &figure we get. based ol glass.
ware shipped In th United State& Ws wIll be very glad to furnish
tho 11gures.

SenatorrKut...You have given us thedommuesiti I)rMuetIn; have
you not t
Mr. (3twrKir. That is right,
d
r
,natorp Klav. It you know the total production, don't you reekon
vmould be able eventually to figure out What the inports were?
we
fMr. GTr v. In the retail market..
Senator )tRw. I learned to count tip to eight before I left the second
Mr. OvrKmtk,
I am torry if you believe I nil incapable of underi.tamling
the language.

Senator Krvmni, I have been incapable of getting over to you what I
I understand what you want and we can furnish it.
Senator Rum. You see it is Informative to learn that imports have
gone up 143 percent from fifty to 1950.
But suppose thilmpoits were a thousand dozen in 1950, that would
nieai there are 7 000 dozen in 1056, and that would not hurt anybody,
b-At When you tel me domestic production has 'gotie froiyi 2,400 000
dozen in 1950 to 2 million I cannotknow from that whether the redu0tion has beeii becaut-e oi excessive imports or because of a reduced
demand.
Mr. Gusrxm.
Well, doesn't the hxcre ase in imports reflect that it

Mr. (us'rmxY.

might not be from a reduced demand I
Senator KRvR. But you do not give me the increase in imports, except
"
f .
percitage; do you?
Mr. Gr-mrwy. No; that is the only figure we can give you just as Mr.
ienson explained.
Senator 1(r~w. Let's take the import figure for 1950 as a thousand
dozen.
Nfr. GusrxEr. Bight.
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Hot

Senator Krim.. And I Increase thant. 150 percent, that would only ho
7,000 dIozen wouIld It not,I
Senator l3miEHzrrP. It wouldl be much less than that, Senator. It
would be only about 1,800 dozen
Senator Xvin. Nol It.would be 2,W0 dome, If the Increms is 150.
'1'hant-would be 20600 dowen,
Well that would not account for R reduction of 419,000 dome;

would It I

Alli iht., Mr. Davis.
Ali%IJAIS. Maybe I can clatrify that in this way
If what you are talking about. Is whetherhere is it favorable
balance of trade-.. .
Senator Kraut. No, sirl not at all.
Senator Axwzmwoir. Not at till.
Mr. DAvia. That lpermetfgetlat I gave youSenator Krnia. Forget the percentage.
Air. DAvis. I have got It hero.
Senator Ktin. I just want one simple fi re
While-doinestlo production has gone 69 419 down, Is that oorrwct
f rom 1050 to 10 G- Senator I3Nnrwr. That's tliefgure givonus.

Sir. DAvis. 104%8sir.

Senator ICPPRR. Hrow much in terms of (o,'.es have imports gone
Mr. Cluffriar. That will take us time to prepare but we will do
that because as Mr. Benson suggested we wil Fhave. to initiate a study
of Import invoices.
Senator Iiun. No, you will not. You won'tat all.
You told me that you knew from retail distribution outlets wha
Ihe total sales were.
Mr. Gusmasy. Dollars.

.Senator A~oFmawo. Dollars.

Senator KERRi. Can't at man wiio has beeni in this busing 58 yes
relate that to iitnbers of items on a pretty reasonable basis I
if you can tWl isehow manydZollar were spn in thisoountq
for gasoline it would not take me more than C minutes to tel you
approximatelyhow many gallons thatWas.
-Mr. Gusmmy. We can approximate it.
Senatr KmR. I want tosay that I am enieyn yptetio to
your 1proimtion. .1 ami just As strong forlwhatyou a e
abot~-her as
are.4 I amn just as anious to revm
sea
Agreements Act as you*are to effectuate the objective you have in
,
mind,
Bub you see when you got oii'the goor of this Senat over here hese
are 'Ob other rnombers, there and it is amazing their ability t;6 as you
qu*1s~n,- and4uiiles I oan answer them better thaq You have an.
swered mc andlIam norriticizing you atall-I am auttellingj
th4t you "4V down widiout having Made mauch prgi an
am'askngyyou to do is to -arm us with iformaio n that wall enable
ustobeefeetkive-in getingvwhatyou want done
so 1l41i not tawkng to you-I am' talkn to you in the, most,
frienly
wa thati ow how to talk. ItmynU sound that way
but It is.
2T629-58-pt. 2-22
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AKy oter questions.

Senator AtozmsoN. Could we have Mr. Davis confirm something
that I thought I heard him sayt Did you not indieAt-that the
volume of sales from domestio glassware were up 20 or 25 percent?
.Mr'DAis. Not the sale of domestic glassware. The percentage of

Inports to United States consumption of glassware was up 25 percent
in 1056.

In other words, imporls had taken 25 percent of the total market.
Senator ANpmwox, How do you know that statistically I
Mr. DAvis. We have figuies, I ant going to give Senator Kerr tho
fligres on the whole thing.
Senator Kna. If thatIs the case, I can give you the figures now.
Mr. Dvis, Well that tells the story.
Senator Kaun,. I! imniports are 25 percent and if domestic production
is a 1,804,000 dozen, 25 percent of the sum total of the 2 is 00,000
dozen,

Have you ot a nmthieiatioian with you?|
Isn't t at right
Mr. DAwM The. 2 percent is on the basis of comparing import dollar vlues to United States consumption. Wages have gone up each
Year and are reflected in dollar sales. Where dollar s*les are shown
as goiof Imports.
up from year to year, dozens of pieces are going down be.
cause
Senator lzn. Do you see what I mean?
Senator lB%-sirr. Mr. Chairman, while we are worrying about fig
urea and trying to get a,clear picture of this Industry, I would like
to raise a couple of other questions.
Senator Kin. All right.
Senator 1BnzNx.
I think we would like to know, if you know,
whether the total consumption of glaswareSenator KUR. Of these products he Is talking about?
Senator Bzw;r,. Goblets, tumblers,. and other stemware is up and
to what extent this total consumption includes (a), plastics that are
now sold in the mArket in competition with these products, and I
would like to be straightened out -ou are referring here to handmade
blown glasware; is there such atlingas machine-made glassware?
Mr. DAV Yes- there is.
Senator Kzm. ilownSenator BsN mr. So the market may be moving from handmade to
machine made without being so greatly affected by inport&. '
I think we neqd a picture of the trends in the whole consumption
of product of this type.
Mr. D.m _We expect to have those figures .
"That wasthe point that was brought up at the time of the Tariff
Commission hearmi gack in 1952, an we are collecting figures at the
present time from The machine-made people and we AVi6 them from
the handmade people. We feel the figures are ging to show we do
not have them as yit, but we have a fee
that they are going o show
that the two markets are well defined at this time.
I think what you imply was true to some extent a number of year
go, when the Tariff Commission investigated the handmade industry,
hut today those markets have become defined, and those people, who
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ask for machine ware ask for them because they are in a certain category of purchasing power.
On the other hand, those who request handmade glassware are at
an entirely different level of buying power, an entirely different level
of buyers, consequently the two markets have become pretty well
defined at this time. It, Is my opinion that the machine-made glassware Is no longer making inroads into the handmade glassware industry.

..

On the other hand I think that imports very definitely are and are
doing so to the great'detHfineut of the handmade industry.
'hie increase in the percentage of imports of the hAndmade glassware that you are talking about, Senatot, correlate well with the decreases in domestic prod action for this market. For example, the
present increase of -imports to United States consumption in 1054, the
latest available figure at this point, is 25 percent. The percent decline
in 1957 in dozens isM.4 percent.

Senator BENm'r. That is what we want.

SenatotKiam. That is the information I want,.
Mr. DAVIS. There is a very definite correlation betweeniithe two
.~
figures.
Senator Iistz wr. The reason I bring it. up I am not conscious if
I walked into*a stbre. -I ,wold say I want a hAmndinade glass rather
than that I would want a machine-made Ola.". Maybe there lire
differences in quality that are obvious to our Ivyes.
...
..
Senator Km . Would the Senator yield I
If you or your wife is to walk in, it is not going to be you unle.
your family is different from mine.- (LAughter.]
SenatorhINr'vrr, Is this a machine-made glass?
Mr. DAvIS. Yes.
'he reason I brinig tlisa up,,Mr. Chairman, I am
Senator BENNM, JT
in the flat-gluw buuiihi or was befoiu I &tnib t6 the Senate and.there
was a time whet all the flat glass in the United States Was handmade
and over a period of years'that transferred to ,a point Where it is
now all machine made,,and I am just wondering whether this same
is to any extent going on in: this particular aspect of the
industry so that there may be other forces than importation working.
Senator KrWL Well Mr. Davis has made two statemehts which I
believe nre-c'flt*

lW

nhuit. I..am interested in both of thewiand I

hihve him 'br this witness or somebody else'Advise us
would like ton
, - 1-- .
.,,
.
definitely..
-I understood you to say that thb overall consumption in this country of this handmade glassware i greatert nowthan it was 7 years ago.
my statement,
Mr. DAvis. No, air, I am afraid- you misunderstood
.
Senator. : - I think if you talk about consumption, I am not quite sure againSenator KERR. I am talking about how much of it is bought day by
day In the market..
Mr. DAvws. Well, those are the figures I would want to give you
when you say United States consumption. I always think of confi&- includingg imports, and I am not quite sure that you
sumptloi
are i-ncludink imports. -- lin_.,.
o6w Could it be the overall purchases
Senator I . Yes, I am.
without Including imports-
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Air. IAvis. T'int iscoiet. It.musm. hinlude imports.
Senator lCtEkH. Another timi' you ttald flhnt Inyour opinion Inipor(H
had apprnoxillnfnely rcphied the decrease thint has ocem-red In domes-(*
INIr. Dvwis. That IsiIght, yes.

Suntor Ktnts. If Imports have. jult. about rt'placod tile deeme se ill
doilleatle prodtuetlon1, 1 wolild MO1el(e thatt the overall amoun11t, wouu
i the market would have to he about. the ane, because the aim
total of dotiietle production and Imports rep~rwiettithe total amount
narkotelI whether it,Isl9bO or 1050, does It not I
AN, I)Avis Yvil roumghly thAt. Is prolm~blY corret, Senator. It Is
R matter of Alit Ill the oliime thint Iscgoing to imports fromt (he
doe IneIndutry.
Senator KxRR. Then we are dealing with an-Indlity that nppar.
eut linhe a teasonAly steadky outlet 1it spite of the fact" that Nye havil
got.!
Or 10 mnIll Ion 11ore. people now thanil we h1ad then.
.It. 6would
oocur to mip that. mayem thle over-6ll amount mairkcetedl
would have been increawed anid It the overall mnbunt, had boon litcreAsed-and If doinestic production Isdown 21$ percent, tlmvn It.would
swem to mne that the Imports not only had replaced that mutch of thb
domnestio produtois market. but. almo absorbed thei Increase, And
what I would Ike to know Is which of those limitations Isthe one that
exists t
Mtr. l)Avm. Thto market. itself, that. is, domeostic shipments plus1 uniporta in dollars lisa gone up Nit. imnports year after year are getting
anl Inereasina prtentage of the total available volume.
Senator KiRn. Your production has gone down
Xr. D~kvis. That. It. has, gone down for doiestc 8hipmlonlitI
dozens sold as indicated in ex miblt A.
Senator AINWON. Mr. Chairman, may I ask aquestions
1Mr. DAviS. Incidentally, Senaitor, may I say this when Mr. Weeks
told you that the domestic shipments had gone. up, I ani afraid lie did
not haveo the modt. recnt figure from the Census. The Census has
Ist 3 years showing ftat dozens the
corrected their figures for th pa
domestic market has gone down.
Senator KvKR Yes.
Senator ANDEIISO-. You have got mne badly confused now. You
siay that the increms in imports has Just about replaced the decrease
in doiiestio Oroduction.
Mr. DAvIS Percentagewise domestio production is down 253 percent in~ dozens in 1857 from 19MS. Impors are up to 25,percent of total dollar consumption in 1958 on a dollar volume basis. This is an interpretation that provides the only, and we feel valid, conclusion
view of our not having imports in dozens for direct comparison to domestic. shipments in dozens.
Senator AY..DxsoN Now will you tell me what it is in numbers, or
don~t- you knowI

Ur. DAVIS. As I say, Iwill have to estimate to give you those figures
in dozens.
Senator Amiizmox. You said the market has stabilized. 'I wrote it
down anyhow -I thought you said the market in handmade blown
glass had stikbiiized and had not gone up.
Is that, about rightI
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M'. )AVIS. That is My feeling at thepresent time.
1 1i1

goillg to have to check those figures out wlieui
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do not want to be oiarecord as making a positive statenient in this respect until I can support it fully. Eefimateo of imports in dozens will
havo to be Iiade for addit Ion to domestic shipments,
Senator Anxit.sox. That iswhat I wanted d to quostioa you about.
If you. do not know (ito numbers of foreign Importationg you cannot posibly testify whether the market Is lip or down, can you.
I spend my time in a business and live oil statistica when I got a
Seiaior raEiti,
Accurate Information.
Senator ANin.nsoN. If you do not know what the facts are In the

way of itgiires, how Can yof testify what the (rends are?
Vol (t0 ot

know what the foreign importatioi by numbers Is;

do you I
Mr. )AVIS. Not by numbers. They are available.
Senator AznmRox. No. And therefore even though you do know
what the domestlo numbers are, if you don't know what tle foreign
importations by numbers are, you do not know whether'the market
lys stabilize or not; do you
.
Air. DAVIS. We have not, by numberi--well, yeb, I would saySenator ANDRUSoN. How do you know iF you don't know by
numbers?
t t
Ar. DAVIS, Well, by nllmben4, If you are going to talk about

dozens-

Senator AWDICISoN. That is what I want to talk about because that
is what lie talked about hero, dozens.
He went from 9,419,000 dozen to 2 million dozen; that Is In dozens,
isn't itMr. DAvis. Yes.
Senator ANDI)RSO. Yes.
Mr. DAVIS. Are you comparing this to imports?.
Senator ApmsoNR
. I asked that question a while ago, because you
do not have the numbers on imports. If you do not have the nTbers, how can you testify whether imports are going up or down,
merely by.dollars I
You might have a shift in grades. You mighthave any number of
shifts that take place; you might have a shiftn the total dollar value.
Money has become a little easier in the way of not buying quite
so much these last few years and it might take more dollars to buy
tl same amount of imported goods .
Unlessyou do have numbers how can you testify what the market
is doin
n.n .utMr. D.
We can find OutSenator ANWDISON. If they are trading on the New York Stock
Exchange and they do not know how many shares are tmed, but
figure it in dollar you:coil4 be way off by trading in high-priced
. toks one day or h -p
prices the next day. They have to list how,
many shares in order !o ind out thes trend of the market.
How con you do it otherwise? Dollars do not meap anytbI'y to
you,* itis-dozens?.
11. DAvio. That is q~tte so, except, Senator, we are dea]i
with
this proposition 'here on the Overall figures for all blown handmade
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lassware regardless of differences of dollar value of types that are
lown.
Senator ANmxmoxo.

,Do you have the overall figures for all hand.

niade glassware iegardless of thatI
Do ou have the overall figures on consumption of handmade glass.
ware?

Mr DAVS Yes; we have the overall.
Senator Am~xitsox. You have the overall?
All you have to do Is subt met the domestic.
I don't believe you do have the overall from what you testified but
If iou do have the overallifr.Da. On handmade only now, Senator.
Senator ANiExmxo. I know It, that is all I am interested in for the
mnoment.
Do you have a total consumption In numbers of handmade blown

glassware?

Mr. DAis. No; because numbers of Imported ware are not avail-

able.

Senator ANDERsoN. All right
Now, then it is vey simple to find out theimportations.
Senator K'. WMat was it?

Senator Awrbaso2. What were the figures for 1050 through 1056
Mr. DAM. On Importation s
Senator BiRmNXrr. Consumption.

Senator AiNDESON. What you just got through saying you have,
total numbers consumed of handmade blown glassware In the United

States,

. Mr. DAvIs. We only have the shipments here of the domestic industy by years and imports in dollars.
Senator AmEsok. Well, isn't that just what I got through saying;
you said you did have the total consumption.
Now Isn't it a fact that you do not have the total consume option? Can
we get that established, by number?

Mr. DAvIS. We do not havelit by numbers because weSenator ANtrm o.. That is right.
Mr. DAvis (continuing). Because we do not have the dozens on imports.
Senator ANDrsoNx. Now if you do not have it by numbers, how do
you know whether the market is going up or down?
Mr. DAws. Well, we can only tellw liethei it. is going up or down
with the figures that we have available to work with, an those are the
total dollars of shipments plus the total dollars of imports. We do
have dollars of imports and we can only make our comparison on that
basis and make an interpretation of-what the dozens of imports might
be based on dollar value of imports.
Senator Awmsox. .Well, Ithink it would be-Mr. DAvis. I think it'is indicative; I think it is clearly indicative.
Senator AxDERsox. I do,too. I think it would be very difficult to
go back and trace each indhviduAl invoice. Th'a.is what I was trying
to get youtosay. In the absence of figures, you have to look at these
dollars and conclude from them, that the imports are staving at a
certain level or'increasing, and, a&I understand it, yoUr te~unony to
Senator Kerr was that, looking at those, you decided that the ifports
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had increased about sufficiettly to match the dropoff in domestic
production.'
Mr.DAyis, On tie basis of dollars, interlnljtcd roughly hetii terms
of what the imports would be in dozens complnarel to domestic shipments that have declined.
Senator ANDERsoN. I do not want to cornpare.oranges to apples

Can't you do it on numbers Can't you translate it from dollars and

say that It looks as if the numbers Imported have about replaced te
slump in domestic production in numbers, iii dozens?

Mr. DAvis. I think that we could just make an estimate of that,

Senator.
SenatorANintsoN. Would you do so
Mr. DAVIs. Yes.

I would be glad to.

(The information Is as follows:)

AM I ixA

Senator Roam S. Kuaz,

(LASAWAIs

ASSOCIATION,

New York, N. Y., JulV 8,1958.

Oommittee on PF4anoe,
United Slates Senate, Washington, D. 0.
MY DuXz SIaToa: Mr. Gustkey and I greatly appreciated the interest your
good self and Senators Anderson and Martin showed in the plight of the handmade glassware Industry at the hearings July 1.
As requested, I had our oee develop the kind of statistical Information we
feel sure you and the other Interested members of the Finance Committee would
like to have.
Attached Is a table giving a comparison of shipments, exports and imports,

on handmade pressed and blown tumblers, stemware, and other table, kitchen,

and art ware from 1050 (as requested) through 1956. Information was given
on this same basis of presentation before the House Ways and Means ommilt.tee for the years 194, 19M, and 1960. (See pt. 1 of the hearings before Ways
and Means Oomnittee, p. 1470.) All figures in the enclosed tabulation are
based on statistics from the Department of Commerce.
As established at the Finance Committee hearing, figures are not available on
imports, In dozens, of blown glassware. A clear indication, however, of the
Increasingly desperate circumstances of the handmade industry Is portrayed In
the attached table on a dollar-volume basis.
Note that in 1950 adding $29,170,766 (domestic shipments less exports) plus
$3,080,899 In Imports shows a total market consumption of $32,260,16 In that
year as compared to 037,623,768 total con4umptloip In 1056-this In answer to
your question posed at the hearing as to whether or not the total market had or
had not increased in view of increases in population.
It Isalso important to note that, In every year since 1950, foreign Interests
have secured a disproportionate part of the total available market until, In 1956,
foreign interests had Invaded the market to the point of securing 25 percent of
the total shipments for United States consumption.
When Secretary Weeks Informed khe committee that there had been an Increase
in volume of the domestic handmade-glassware Industry, he was correct as far
as the dollar volume was concerned. It went from $26,715,000 in 1MV5 to
$30,094,000 in 1956. He failed, however, to tell the committee that the handmade
Industry's volume of $30,094,000 In 1956 is just about where the industry stood
In 1952, When total shipment/ for consumption came to 20,800,000. Also,
apparently, he did not point out that foreign bandmade-glassware manufacturers, as Indicated above, have taken an Increasing percentage of the total
available market away from the domestic industry until, in 1960, It reached 25
percent of shipments for consumption.
As indicated at the hearing, the industry Is preparing an application for
presentation to the Tariff Commission for the purpose of seeking relief under
the escape clause. We have intended to bring this case on blown, handmade
glassware, as was done at the time the 1952 case was instigated. However, there
is definite Indlcattoti that pressed Ware has greatly ineeased n the country and
our committee in charge of preparation of the proposed case now contemplates
bringing a case both on blown and pressed handmade gi.-ssware. This brings
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Senator ANnwrmsox'. Agmii, I want, to say I nin just, like S14enator
Kerr; I hope I al i IIYour Corner.
Mr. DAviq, Well, I hope I have clarified that.
Senator AXDTiJWo-.. I only Nvant to say to you-

Senktor Kr~io. I want to say the best; you have done is to agree to try
to elarifT' it, and I am going to encourage you to really ttoy.
An)-thing else, Senator?
Senator A-.apDirmox. No.
Senator Kvu. Thank you, Mr. Gustkey.
Our next witness is Mr. Htibert M. Patterson.
Mr. 1.&RcinwIm. Mr. Chairman, I testified here the other day.

Senator K~m I know. You made a,very fine witness.
The flint glassworkers had intended to testifySenator KuRm. Are you talking about Mr. Pattersont
Mr. S=m-mix'.
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Ar, .SiuT( .IN. Yes, but they have nmked 111 to i)rw*nt their statenient for then for the record, and I have done so In thie Inner oce.
Se ator 1(ixnn All right,
(Thostatement q pears at p. 1106.)
MAr. STIIAOKUNIN, would I take ndvntnge of thim partictiltr point
of peaking, to this question of dollars versus numbers?
Sector Kiui, .Sre
Mr. 8TmAUXIN. Many of our iports have no iluantitles, really, to
thetnatnil. You take sniall hmnrdwnre nnd things of that kind; what Is
itdozen piect of hardware wheu, you have a lot of different sizes and
tteioren t qualities and even lifterent kinds of tools? So, in the glusware industry, there is alo a great mixture in Importsi so that to say
so many do.os imay cover quite q multitude of different sizes, different
q(Ilitlk5 and differo t p~rle. So, the only real check that you have
is on the dollar value of 010 Im
sports,

Senator ICV.

Willyouwtit
iy.
right therO?

Mr. STRACKnRIN. YeN.

.Hntor Kv.u, I an trying am best I could; I could not got the dollars out of either one of those witnesses,
Se8ntor ]JJKNNI-r. You mean the dollars of domestic production.

Senator (mmu. No; of imports or domestlo.
Senator ]iPNNBrr. 'JflTe dollars of ini1r1s are on their statement.
It Isthe dollars of donestio production.
Senator AnDmzsow, Here Is my problem,
We have im automobile dealer I my hometown who sells both
Cadilla(s and Chevrolets. I know that they can build a Cadillac ip
to over $8,000 now in our country, including all the air conditioning
and other extras you have--as you know, if you have any Texas
friends--and Chevrolets for $3500. If he sells 100 of each, he would
have a total volume of sales. if the next year, he sells 200 Cadillwcs

and only 50 Chevrolets, hasn't 1e got a larger volume of sales than

he had before, but the numbers are offI
Mr. 88TRAWCB.iN. Yes.
Senator A?1D11W0. That is all we tried to say. In order to understand the problem we have got to know something about numbers.
Mr. SrTmcsKuny.
Yes. Senator ANDV1zss.
And if you can take the total value of Imports
and translate that back into numbers, into dozens, so we can match
it with domestic production, we can begin to find out whether something has moved into the local market, domestic market, and replaced
domestic production.
Mr. STReACUBmN. Yes, sir.
Senator ANDRSON. In the absence of that, you cannot do a thing.
Mr, SmrAoIBFA. Well, in the absence of that, you.will have to fall
back on the valuesSenator ANDFesso. You cannot fall back on the values.
They might start to import some very high-priced ware that does
not mean a thing.
So, as Senator Bennett pointed out, there may be a change in this
business. There was a time when I used to go out to a swimming pool
aid people would bring glassware out to serve you afternoon tea. -But
I have plastic ware out Mr now because I have grandchildren and I
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do not went the glass to fall and cut their feet. That Is a change, Is
It not?
Mr. SrAiCw IN. lt,

Senator, the point I aln making Is that lit
all

the different classlflcatlons of our Imports there nre many, many

olassifleations where quantities are not stated.
Se.ator lKRR. That bng true, let. m ask you this, Mr. Strackbein.
Let's ay that Is trite; it I hanve limit in a business for 50 years, and I

knew that the imports were a million dollars' worthMr. STRAOKBINIM. YeS.

&IlAtor ICEtR. I hlieve I could liive n pretty fair mental picturee
of tho quantity; wouldn't you I
Mr,STRACAMI~mN. I would think so nnd I think tiey-Irobably the

glasi

Industry could supply It,I still question how ineanlingful it is,

for the vtry reason 'ou

int ioned.

Sentitorluten. It.'s say it is not nenningful at. all, sir, hut here ore

t%
bnch of friends on the comiitto thlat want It.

Would you supply it.to themil or not?
S-mAuxuak1.
I would certainly
too.do ny dead-level best.
Senator IrsiRi. I certainly would,
If I had t%bunch of fellows tryig to help ine I would try to give
then what they ask for, if I could.

Mr.

-Ntr.S

mn.%Wtx. I maun sre I would, too.

Senator MAWMnT. Mr. Chairman, may I make a statement?
I appreciate fully the difieulty in getting the numbers because of
fie different tyl "s and different classes and different prices but it
dts wiee to 11e0 that you Can give its, a muan like yourself, with the

amcess to the diffemnt organizations, both the Manufacturers and the
workers t that you could give us a pretty definite estimate of the number of piect" Itluink yon will be aumozed at the number of the pleesI want to say I ani most appreciative of the attitude of the distinguislied Senator front Oklahoma and the distinguished Senator from
New Mexico, I do not know whether you folks have any glass indus.
try down in your country or not.
Senator Kxmm. It jmt happens we do in Oklahoma and we have got
a glass factory shut down.
Senator MARTIN. I was not sure whether you did or not.
But I from personal experience know what the importations have
done in my hometown where we had a hand-blown factory in existence for 75 years put clear out of business by reason of Importations,
but it would be awfully hard to just give a defnite number of pieces
that this Duncan Miller Glass Co. would produce each year but I
do beliee you could give us a pretty good estimate on it which I
believe will be very helpful when we are making up our conclusions.
Mr. SmAcKiam. I am sure that the industry will do that. endeavor
their best to give you their best judgment on the information that
they can get.
Senator A,.Niwsox. Here is the difficulty: It may not be meanIngful to anybody else, but we all have our own habits by which we work.
We have our own yardsticks by which we calculate these things
Mr. Simcxmiz. That is true.
Senator ANxzmox. I happen to have a little casualty-insurance
company, and I know that not every time a man breaks his leg is the
cost. tbe same.
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One time it is $80 the next time It is $000, and the next time it is
$20. Hut we put them all in our statistical accounts by numbers
even though they do not cost the same.
Mr. STAOKDRIN, But, Senator, the ideal statistio is where you have
the quantity and the value and you have-Senator Amznusom. Yes; but in the absence of that, people who
have been in the business a long time can make a much more intelli.
gent guess as to what the numbers mean in dozens than those of its
who are on the committee and just look at the dollars.
Mr. SitAormmK.
That is quite so.
Senator AxiEasoir. The last witness supplied us, and I have gotten
them to supply this much, that domestic production was 2,410,00_.
dozen. Ithas gone down to as low as 1,182,000 dozen, and up again
to about 2 mill on dozeln. That is a significant drop in numbers.
Then lie gives Its dollars in the importation, and it does not mean
a thing unless you relate that to numbers somehow, to know that they
are taking your market.
Air. STAu0Knn4. You are right; there should be a dollar value
on thesN on the American production.
Senator AND19,o60i. Yes.
Mr. SWmAolunmr. Then at least you would have a dollar compari.
son.
Senator ANmDmso2. Then we would have the same things to compare. That is right and that is all I am frying to say.
Mr. SrThoxiimm. I am sure they will get that to you, sir.
Senator ArNDEMsON. Thank you. If tiey can do that it will be help-

ful to us. This is one industry that has Wen hurt and I think it is too
bad it has been hurt and many of us would like to help them.

Senator I3NNwI-r. Senator, may I make an observation.
Senator KwUR. Yes.
Senator BmNierr. If foreign importations of hand-blown glass are
really replacing domestic production, the price per thousand dozen
must be somewhere related or there would be no replacement.
Senator Kam. The Senator is right,
afthe rord;)
hater Kzim. Thank you, Mr. Strackbein.
Mr. Stein f
STATEMENT OP MELVILLE STEIN, PRESIDENT, LED
NORTH . -1? CO., PRFSENTED BY GEORGE P BEOGS

&

Mr. Dmoo. Gentlemen, in Air. Stein's absence due to illness he has
asked me to speak for him.
My name is George E. Beggs. I am assistant to the president of
the Leeds & Northrup Co.
Senator Rzi. Then you are an assistant to Mr. Stein I
Mr. Boos. Yes, sir. Of 4901 Stenton Avenue Philadelphia, Pa.
Mr. Stein greatly regrets he cannot be here but he has requested
that I present his statement.
Senator Kx. Go right ahead.
Mr. ST.rn.
Our company manufactures scientific instiuments for
industrial-measurement and automatie-control applications and also
for research, teaching, and testing applications.
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Neither I nor our company desires to takc any extreeno position in
the age-old argument. of protective tariff versus free trade. Adlittedly, this subject is in ntd of sound and unbiased study to bring
about real clarification but I know that this Is not the purpose of the
preset hearings, whicI I understand to be limitAd to the single question of whether or not the so-called Reciprocal Trade Agreements

Act should be continued or discontinued, and if so, for how long and
with what amendments.
Another I nor our company desires to take the position that our
ConilpaIV has boon hurt in recent years by the reductions I n tariff under tho ,nocalled
Reciprocal Trade Agreeents Act, although I reogize fully that some important companies in our vital industry have
ben seriously hurt by such tariff redluctions.
I do wish to take Che position, however, that our company has been
handlcapped In carrying on its business In foreign countries through
the restr~otions that have been imposed by many foreign countries
through import licenses and other restricive 1neasures quite apart
from tariff rates,
Specifically, I wish to express as strongly as I can the feeling that
the
puros
e by
of the
Trade
Agreements Act has boon misrepresented
to the
public
it pts
oneta.
By repeated empIa"ss ol the reciprocal features of the act the publ has been lod to believe that In return for our Government reducing
tariff restrictions ol imports of foreign countries into the United
States, producers in the Vnited States producers to those countries.
Actually it has not worked out that way and quite apart from
tariff restrictions many foreign countries bar United States goods by
the use of Import licenses and other restrictive measures, apart from
tariffs, so that our products are not allowed to enter notwithstanding
that. United States tariff concession have been made to those countries.
In other words, the United States public hs been badly deceived on
the manner In which the reciprocal feattire of the Trade Agreements
N
Act actually works.
I know that this is not a new question and that it was discussed at
some length in the hearings held in January and February 1055,before the Committee on Ways and Means of the House of Representatives in connection with IT. R. I of the 84th Congress,
In those hearings Secretary of State John Foster Dulles presented
a comparison of United States import restrictions with those of other
countries, and this showed that most other countries require imp.ort
licenses whereas the United States, in addition to Its tariff restrictions,
has only some quota restrictions limited to agricultural products.
With reference to such licensing and other nontariff restrictions,
Secretary of State Dulles stated:
Tes and similar practice% unless checked, could vitiate the tariff conceselons by reducing the Increase of American exports bargained for and expected as a result of securing decreases In foreign tariffs.

Also, Secretary Dulles stated:
"However, the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade and the
articles of agreement of the international monetary fund have committed member governments to use trade and exchange restrictions
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of pnynelts dlifcutltes or in. other speciflc

Apparently this general coitmitment, not. to use such restrictions
except in special cases, is ineffective, probably because it is always

easy for foreign governtnents (o take the xition that they have a
"dollar ahortage.'
i
It should lilke to make it clear'(lint I
not restrictions.
adversely criticizing
an
I thin

these other governments for imposing licensing

they have the right and duty to take steps th-t are in the best interests of their own counties proved these do not actually violate
agreements with other countries.
It seems clear that the commitments under the General Agreement
on Tariff and Trade are not adequate to protect the interests of the
United States in its granting of tariff concessions.
I feel that the remedy is to make lower United States tariffs avail-

nble to all countries when those other countries wish to apply for
them and actually qualify by removing all restrictions whih would

otherwise vitiate the reciprocal effect of such concessions as are
received from the United States.
This approach has another and very important feature that it leaves
the decision up to the other countries as to whether or not they wish
to take advantage of the United States concessions and avods the
ifrlendliness that results from our attempting to apply retaliatory
measures when any nonreciprocal restrictive treatment is applied to
the United States.
lion. Samuel 0. Alaugh, Assistant Secretary of State, in a letter
of October 20, 1054, addressed to lion. John D. Dingell, of the House
of Representatives, stated as follows:
The reciprocal trade agreements program which the United 8tates has followed In based upon experience in attempting to obtain tariff reductions. This
experience has proved that retaliatory measures to bring pressure upon a country
for tariff concessions are more apt to lead to Increasing restrictions upon trade
than to tariff reductions and trade liberalization.

I heartily subscribe to this statement.
While on the subject of friendly relations with other countries, I
believe that very much can be done by improving the procedures
relating to admission of foreign-made products to our country.
After reasonable tariff and other control measures have been established to permit the entry of certain foreign made products, I feel
that when these products arrive at our shores we should, in effect, "roll
out the red carpet" just as we do when officials from those countries
visit our shores, and we should avoid awkward procedures which
introduce delays and unpleasantness in admitting the goods to our
country.
The Congress and the Treasury Department are to be highly commended for their efforts in this direction through the sponsoring of
legislation Included in the Customs Simplification Ac&
There is one specific provision in the proposed trade agreements
extension bill, H.-R. 12591, to which I should like to voice very strong
objection, and that Is the provision that when the President of the
United States has vetoed a recommendation of the Tariff Commission,
a two-thirds majority in both Houses of Congress is required to overrule such veto.
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This provision seems to be at variance with the base law of our

land giving the Congrss control of foreign trade. As a practical
matter, neither the Congress nor the President should be burdened
with details of individuaftariffs.

As a matter of pratctical fact, soniL appointed group must deal
with the details and present proper recommendations regardless of
whether the President or the Congiem takes Ihial action. The Tariff
Comnilsslon is charged with such iesaonsibility.
I a quite sympathetic wvith the idea that the Prlsiden should he
gKv'oi tie power to approve or veto the re~onmendations of the 'rarlit
Comn dssion in order to give the President a freer hand in working
out relations with other governments, aimed at creating it more friendly
and peaceful world.
But when the r-cominendations of the Tariff Comnmisbotl are vetoed then the final decision should go back to the basic authority on
forelgn.trade control; namely, the Congrews, and this final provision
should not be nado unworkable by requiring it two-tllir&ls majority
in eaclh touse,
Only an ordinr
1111m11orit y should be iquired. Tle ilquireliieit of
a two-hirds inajority, in Ofl'ect, would ieilly prevent Coligres froi
having ttina1l authority in the niater.
I an keenly aware of the disturbance to our foreign relations that
night be causId by not. renowinig the Trade Agreements Act. Accordingly, I aim in fi'vOr of reneiinrg it for I or 2 years, during which
Interval the whole matter shoul(-be given further slud in order to
eliminate the defects in time present proposal and ,till rltniai the real
virtues of tile act.
li the I or 2 year interval in which the act should be given further
study, the public should be kept fully informed of the real leaning
of t he pirovisliois of the act.
I have great confidence in the views of our citizens when they
are fully informed; and I think it is contrary to the best interests of
our comitry for the public to be misled or misinformed oil important
legislation.
In saying, this, I hasten to add that I ani not one of those who
believe that our Government must always operate in a goldfish bowl.
I think that in security inatters we must, have confidence in those who
have been elected or appointed to defend ourl country, and we should
not ask them to carry on all of their operations in public..
With this single exception I believe that the publicc should be kept
fully and correctly informed.
I greatly appreciate the opportunity to submit thb statement..
Senator Kiuut. Thank you, sir.
Are there quest ions?
Senator MtAnrTI. Mr. Chairman, may I ask just one question ?

Mr. BEws. Yes, Senator Martin.

Senator MAirIN. You make tie statement there that you think it
is contrary to the best interests of our country to be misled or misinformed. Who do you figure is misinforming or misleading the public?
Mr. Braes. I think Mr. Stein's intent, sit, in that statement was
that in stating that the act is a reciprocal act, many of of the public
do not realize that there are quota and import lceise restrictions
applied by foreign countries which vitiate the reciprocal part of the
actual customs percentages involved.
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And ho feels that this situation should be more widely publicized.
Senator MArIN. All right, Thank you.
that regard.
Senator KCV.rr. I want to say I agree with Mr. Stehl itn

Tile act is presented by its proponents and even I -who have been
oppoed to much of wMint wo have done for several years talk about
ti6 reciprocal trade agreements and I think it is a misnomer.
I thin-k that is thegist of what he was trying to say.
Mr. limos. That is tIo gist of his statement; yes, sir.
Senator KIPRR. I do not-think there is anything reciprocal about it.
All right, sir.
Mr. Ilansen I
All right, Mr. Hansen.
STATEMENT OF RIOHARD F. HANSEN ON BEHALF OF THE
MANUFACTURING OHEMISTS ASSOOIATION, INC.

Mr. l[ANssN. Mr. Chairman, my natne is Riclald F. Ifansel,. I
am chairman of the interInutional trade and toriff' committee of the
Manufacturing Chemists Association, whose 169 members produced
more than 00 percent of the chemicals produced in the United States.
I appear at the direction of the absociution's board of directors to
express it8 views on I. Xt. 12691.
The record will show tlt when I testified before your committee
on March 8, 1055, I asserted tree objections to II. 1, the proposed
'TradoAgreements Extension Act of 1055,namely:
*(1) 'flint it did not, iquire that the powers it would grant must be
exeroimMe ona moderate, gradual, select ive, and reciprocal basis;
(2) 'That it was drawn to authorize wide discretionary powers and
was almost devoid of any standards to govern the action winch might
be taken under it; and
(3) Thit both the actions and attitudes of the administrators of the
Trade Agreements Act raised doubts that the powers granted would
exercised moderately, gradually, selectively or reciprocally, unless
be
the Iaw so requird.
Senator KERR. Let me get your identity a little better now.
Does this mean that companies like Monsanto and Dow are all of
this group that you are talking about?
Mr. HANSEN. They are all members, yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Alf right.
Mr. HANSEN. Although this committee made a nitiber of valuable
amendments to II. I. I which were later enacted, we now feel obliged
to raise the same objections to H. R. 12591 because it has the same
basic shortcomings.
As a matter offact, the objections appear even more valid now because of our experience over the past 3 years and because the administration seems to have abandoned the thesis that the powers sought
will be exercised on a moderate, gradual, and selective basis, although
it continues to emphasize the elusive goal of reciprocity.
PROR DUTY REUCTONS

To bring the provisions of the bill into focus, it is necessary to
consider the sweeping reductions in duty rates which have already
been effected under the trade agreements program.
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Approximately 88 percent of all dutiable impols have had their
rates reduced, many to the full 78% percent limit authorized.
Senator Kim.Let me got myself more oriented on that. right there;
n youmentioned I
MAr.HANssEN. Yes, sir.

Senator KyIm. Is the amount which Congtess has authorizedI
Mr. HAiss'r;. That is correct
Senator Kei. That rates in existence in 1930, let's sayMr. HAxSam. In 1934.
Senator KERR (continuing). Have been reduced ?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. That is right.
Senator Km. In other words, you are telling us that 88 percent
of all dutiable imports have had their rates reduced but you do not
say how many of them have been reduced 78% percent.
Here is what I would like to know. I would like to know ifyou
know, how much, percentagewise, as applied to the total tariff struc.
ture of 1934, has been reduced.
Mr. HANSzN. I think we can calculate that figure.
Senator KERR. Fine.

Mr. HANSN. I do not have it.
Senator Kmm Do I make myself clear?
Mir. HAxsr. Yes, sir, I understand entirely.
Senator Kxim. In other words, I am under the impression actually
that the overall reduction had been greater than these figures would
indicate.
I had thought that the overall tariff structure had been reduced
approximately pretty well to the 78 percent of the base that was
in effect when this program started.
Mr. fAnsws. I think that is true and I think we can develop the
figures that will prove it.
Senator KERR. Fine. I think it would be very helpful to me.
Mr. HAw Ns. Yes, sir.
Prior to the last 15 percent reduction, the Department of Commerce
reported that the average effective rate for dutiable imports had been
Reduced from over 50 percent to approximately 12 percent.
Senator Kzm. Well, that n .v, you see, would beMr. HANsE.N. About three-fourths.
Senator Kwm. That would be a little over 75 percent.
Ar. HANsEN. That is right.
Senator Kum. All right, sir.
Mr. HANsEs (continuing). And the Commission on.Foreign Economid Policy (Randall Cofmission) was able to state-* * it eeem clear by any test that can be devised that the United States is
no longer among the higher tariff countries of the world.
*

But even these deliberately authorized reductions amounting to
nearly 80 percent, tell only part of the story, as the actual incidence
ofWholly
customsapart
dutiesfrom
has rate
been lortuitously diminished by other force
reductions, the impact of specifle dutie's'which apply to over 70 percent of all dutiable imports--has, on average, been reduced 60 percent since 1933, and 40 percent since 1946, by
ifljtion; I and the amount of ad valorem duties has been further
'The domestic wholesale price index for 1956 was over 2 ' times that of 19M3 and i%
times that of 1946.
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diminished by the elimination of foreign value as a primary valuation
ba§&.
Senator Kam Are you in position to tell me whether or not the
main structure of our tariff rates is in terms of ad valorem rates or in
terms of cents per pound or per unit or import?
Mr. HANsEN. Well, over 50 percent are duty free.
Of the remaining 50Senator Km% [am talking about theMr. HAzNszN. Of the remaining 50 percent) the approximately 60
percent that are dutiable, nearly three-quarters, over 70 percent are
subject to specific duties.
Part of those will lx%compound rates, where they are subject both
to specific and ad valorem duties; then the rest of the list would be
ad valorem, and I do not know that there is any way to calculate
precisely the percentage reduction on these. The National Industrial
Conference Board is responsible for the calculation that over 70 percent are subject to specific duties, in a study they made just a few
months ago for our industry.
Senator Kiuw Well, of course the reduction brought about by inflation is greater with reference 1o those subject to specific duties.
Mr. HAwNzS. Yes, sir.
Senator Kvw Than with those subject to ad valorem duties.
Mr. H-Asp. Yes correct.
Senator KE. But the gist of your testimony is that nearly 80 percent of whatever import duties existed in 1984 have been eliminated
by negotiation.
Mr. HANsUK. Correct
Senator Kim And with reference to the structure now remaining,
its effectiveness has been further reduced by reason of the fact that
approximately
percent of .it is specific uty and thereby further
reduced through70inflation.
Mr. HAzNS . Yes, sir, that is true.
Senator Km. Ye. All right. That is very helpful to me.
Mr. HAszt. As a result of all the foregoing factors-reductions
in rates, inflation, change in valuation base-our tariffs are now at
ths lowest level in United States history. That they are low and do
not prevent the mportation of foreign goods is shown by the fact
that in 1956, dutiable imports exceeded duty-free imports for the first
time since 1910, and in 1957 amounted to 53 percent of total imports,
the highest since 1908.
Moreover t the effect upon the national economy of the last round of
duty reductons--neg tiated at Geneva in 1958 pursuant to the 1955
Tra de- A". ments Extension Act-annot yet be evaluated as the
final cut ust goes into effect today.
Senator Ki.
Will you tell the committee how much authority
to cut further still exists under the existing law or has that now been
exhausted t MXr.- M-AtaN. Mr. Dulles gave some testimony on that subject before the HouseWays and Means Committee and we have been unable
to get- any elaboi-ation or clar'ifeatlon of it, and i am frank to say I
-cannot make sense'out of It.
I don't know, there are eonfiietrtig figures.
7829--6--pt. 2--
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Senator Kzn. You encourage me when you say you cannot make
sense out of it because I so often have found myself in that situation
and now as one who is the expert that you are publicly and without
bhame admits that daree of ignoranceI see no reason why I should
further continue to hide mine.
Proceed.
Nfr. I-ALsEN. The purpose of all the rate reductions was, of course,
to bring about a reciprocal lowering of restrictions on United States
exports to other countries. ' There is considerable reason to believe
they have not done so.
Senator KaFR. Let me stop you just one more time.
Mr. HMNsy.EN. Yes, sir.
jntor KEm. The fact is that as of July 1, and that is today,
additional reductions are going into effect which will augment or
which will do further damage, accepting the assumption that those
which have gone into effect heretofore have done damage.
Mr. IANsEN. That is correct,

Senator KmP.n. AU right.
Mr. HANSEN. Certain statistics were given to the House Ways
and Means Committee by the SecietAry of Commerce purporting to
show that, for the whole period of the trade-agreements program,
concessions granted by the United States were mateh,d, or more than
matched, by concessions received from other countries.
The source or makeup of these statistics was not disclosed. Quite
different' were'the results depicted by the State Department in 1956
in summarizing the Geneva negotiations just concluded.
Based on 1954 trade data, it reported that the United States granted
concessions on imports into the 'United States aggregatin $rT8
mil:
hon and obtained concessions on its exports amounting to a98 million.
Senator Kmma. Is thatin terms of tariff revenue orMr. HANSEN. Value of articles.
Senator Kmaw. Value of articles?
Mr. HAzs. Value of articles.
Senator KnR. And in the absence of information as to the figure
to be applied to that value we would not know what the result was
in terms of rate, would we?
Mr. HANSEN. That is true. There would be a wide variety of
reductions on different things.
Senator KXu. Yes.
Mr. HAN8ENi The concessions granted by th6 United States it

stated, "(consisted. almost entirely'F of actual duty reductions, twIle
concessions obtained by the United States consisted to an undisclosed

degree of "bindings," . e., agreements not to impose new dtuies or
increase existing duties (Dpartment of State Publication 6348, Commercial Pohicy Series 158, June 1956, pp. ,15-152).
A mere 'I)nding"is a dubious equivalent of an actual reduction.
As a forecast of what might now be expected from future negotiations, we submit that the record of the last important negotiating
session-in 1956-is far more illuiiinatipg than that is now claimed
to be the reMlt of negotiations held for the most part, %number of
years ago when nations with which these negotiations were conducted
were the recipients of generous outlays of American aid.
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It should be apparent that with each lowering of the effective level
of duties it becomes increasingly necessary to imit the amount and
pace of further reductions.
In 1055, the administration itself laid down the principle that to
avoid untoward effects, further reductions should be gradual and
moderate, which it defined as meaning not more than 5 percent per
year for 3 years.
Clearly under present circumstances, an aggregate reduction of
25 percent, with as much as 10 percent to take effect in a single year,
oversteps the bounds of gradualness or moderation.
Senator KERR. Even as they themselves had defined it?
Mr. HANSEN. Yes, sir. We have been unable to find any explanation a. to why the 15 percent authorization requested and granted in
1955 has now supposedly become so inadequate in amount that it
should be increase 60 percent, or why the 5 percent. annual reduction
should
be increased
100this
percent.
The argument
that
degree of bargaining power is needed to
meet the situation which will arise when the European Common
Market fixes the amount of its common external tariffs in 1962 would
seem to relate to the time of exercise, not the amount of the President's
authority.
Senator ,CERR. Has it occurred to you that the approach we are,
taking to this matter amounts to aii invitatiol on our part to this
European Common Market group, to start in With an announced Very.
high tariff structure so that they would be in the position to give substantial reductions from the announced structure they were to have in
return for further concessions from this country on the basis of'what
the reality is and thereby arrive at a situation where we would'give
away a lot more without oui getting anything in return
Mr. HAsSE. Yes'sir just as we havein the past.'
Senator KERR. Would not that seem to you to just be screaming to
the high heavens, "All you have got to do over there, boys, is Just to
announce you are going to have a certain rate structure unrelated to
reality but then you can come into the negotiations and give away a
lot of that which you never had and did not expect to implement in
return for which we reduced still further from the present realistic
situation that does exist"?
Mr. JT4ssN. In fairness to the European Common Market, I think'
it sfid6Idl be said that the rules are roughly laid out which *ill determine the amount of tariffs which'thdy will have, because they are
to end up with a common tariff which is the average of all of their.
present tariffs. So some will go up and some will go down.
But I think your point is very well taken, that-to advertise for i
period of 4 years that we have this much bait Would result in them
requesting a great deal from u, and I think that prior experience
indicates -at'our negotiators would give up a lot of it..
. Senator KERR. You would not expect those fellows over there to
be stisfied with'much less th n'we.liad, as yon sy, been advertising
for years that we had available for them I
Mr.HAN8N. That is correct..
Senator Km .. All right.

Mr. HANsB.N. Wlit6ithe. negotiati6ii with the Conmolt Market

countries take place in 1959 or 1062 would seem to have no bearing
oXn the amount of authority to*b6 wanted.
The Coniinton Market piblem in' fact, would seem to militate
against, rather than for, any present grant of authority to reduce
tariffs
by member
a substantial
amount.
thebring
Common
agreenient the
nations
will IiotUnder
begin to
theirMarket
respective
external tariffs to a common level until the year 1082; and in that year
only
the first installment of the total necessary adjustment will take
effect.
Not until 1962, at the earliest, will these nations be able to put into
effect any concessions which could possibly constitute a quid pro quo
for concessions by the United States.
A surprising tut nonetheless undeniable result of the Common
Market is that it should result in concessions by some member nations
without the necessity of any further concessions to these nations on
our part, because those nations ihich'will be obliged under the Common Market agreement to raise their national tariffs to the average
for the group are reqtdred under GATT to offer compensatory reductions to other OATT members.
Even the GATT would require no reciprocal concessions on our
part. The Common Market would seem therefore, to provide, if
anything, a reason against rather than for further concessions by
this country in the near future.
In any event, the Common Market affords 11o grounds whatever
for reductions on the scale or in the time sequence provided for in
the House bill. If Congress now grants the authority proposed, it
is posm'ble that this authority may be frittered away before the supposed eed for it arises.
'The drive for continued lowering of United States tariffs places
its principal reliance on the oft-repeated theme that imports must be
increased at any cost in order to maintain our export volume-the
familiarargument of the dollar gap.
I
The Department of Commerce, however, emphatically negatives
any notion that the world.in general is handicapped n the purchase
of our goods by any lack Ofdollars.
Just ast! week, the Office of Business Economics reported that in'
the first quarter'of 1958 "foreign countries andinternational organizations as a whole" had an excess of (ollar receipts over expenditures
of approximately $550 million, much the greater part of which was
invested in gold, the balance in dollar credits..
For the: preceding quarter the excess approximated $114 million.
These balance represented the net of a multitude of different items,
such as experts, i ports,
private Mvesttnent, Government shipments,
et ctera too det~ied to enumerate here.
, oreign holdigs of gold and dollars at 'the end. of Marchi908
were $
mililo greater than in September 1056,'the time of the
,1 "
.
14 Z
Suez crisis.
-,The Noew York Piies-olearly not a protectionist paper-reported
these developments n its issue of June 24, 1958, under the headline
"Dollar Gap'Ended in 1958.'
1958, un er
Some proponents of sweeping tariff deductions have kiWtet thesubstantial excess of the United States chemical exports over chemi-
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cal Imports as demonstrating that the domestic chemical industry
stands In o need of tariff protection. They have said that this country's Ability to export considerably more chemicals than it imports
proves a competitive superiority over other countries that renders
tariff protection unnecessary.
The contention is based in par upon characterizing as chemicals
the thousand of different commodities included in the statistical classification of "chemicals and related products" which embraces fertilizer materials such as dried blood, and phosphate rock, pharmaceutical preparations, herbs, leaves, roots, pigments paints, varnishes,
soap, toilet preparations, turpentine, gums, and oher naval stores.
It also disregards the state of development of the industry or the
economy of the countries to which exports go and from which im.
ports come, et cetera.
Such an argument obviously does violence to the principle of selectivity, which has been recognized by the administration itself as
fundamental to sound tariff policy.
A few well-known facts cast grave doubts upon the basic hypothesis
that our ability to export some chemicals demonstrates a competitive
cost advantage over foreign industry with respect to all chemicals.
As demonstrated in appendix A attached to this statement, our
laws create floors under domestic costs, and otherwise discriminate

against domestic industry by permitting access to the American marproduced under conditions we do not
ket of foreign-made g6o
tolerate.
The committee members may also be aware that the chemical industries in several foreign countries have been expanding at a rate
which substantially excess our own.
-In West, Germany, Japan, England, and Italy, for example, this
,expansion has been planned to provide a substantial export surplus.
The three largest Grman chemical companies currently export 80
percent or more of their output, a ratio many times that of the major
American,chemical companies&
American chemical companies have, themselves, bee locatingsubstantial plants in foreign countries, in order to supply foreign markets from foreign production, for the perfectly obvious reason that
foreign plants had demonstrable advantages over American plants
n supplying foreign markets.
.Th~danger is that such .lanta will also become important suppliers for the American market, if our tariffs are materially lowered,
thus adding to the growing volume of chemical imports, particularly
of coal-tar products.
In any event, they will certainly reduce the present American excess of exMorts over imports, absolutely or relatively.
Senao MAwr. Mr.Chairman, might I ask a question there?
The C'AiAw. Senator Mmrti..
plans been established in Russia by
.HaUA
Senator
.
the Soviet *overn 0ent?
HANs1E. We have very little information. We may have
Mr.
more next w.ek because team of Ameri ca chemists, 5 or 6, just
returned on the Wen, from a tour of the plastics industes in
1R0si, and i think we .will have a good piotdre of what they are
doing.
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We do know that behind the Iron'Curtain there has been a very
substantial expansion of the chemical industry, for example, in
Poland and in East Germany.
Senator MAn.,.Mr. Chairman, the reason I am asking that is of
course communistic-produced things are entirely a greater advantage so far as price is concerned over the private enterprise countries
and it is forced labor and so forth.
I was just wondering whether the Communist countries had entered
into the chemical line as they had in glass and pottery and some steel
industry and so forth, that is the reason I am asking the question,
Mr. Chairman.
Mr. HANSEIN. 'Ihere have been some magazine articles indicating
some very substantial expansion. I was trying to be more specific.
I would be delighted to submit what information is available, for
the
F-eord.
's6natorMARTIN.
Mr. Chairman, I wish the witness would, because
I think it is important in that we are fighting an economic war and
as well have the facts. As a military man I would like to
have all the information I can relative to the enemy.
Mr. HANSEN. I would be very happy to provide whatever informa'tion is available.
(The information requested Will be supplied for the committee
files as soon as compiled.)
*Mr. Ihspi. The European Common Market, so prominently featured by the administration as grounds for its tariff policy is also
Otpeted to cause a substantial decline in United States chemical
exports.
Chemical and Engineering Neivs of June 16, 1958, points out that,
although chemical consumption within the area will materially increase, United States chemical exports thereto are more likely to
decline than increase.
More efficient production within the area made possible by the
larger available market will also offset any present advantages of the
United States chemical producer.
The strengthened position of the Common Market producer will
also enable him to compete more'effectively with the United States
producer in other world markets, resulting in a still further decline
in United States exports.
Having in mind that the Common Market poses a new problem
which will require consideration several years hence, this association
urged, before the Ways and Means Committee, that the President
now be granted not more than 2 years within which to exercise the
unused portion of the authorization granted in 1955.
If this no Iongr :appears to be attainable in view of the House vote
in favor of H.TI. 12591, we now urge,,as a preferable alternative to
the House bill, the same authorization as Was grantedin 1055--to
negotiate reductions 'not exceeding 15 percent in the aggregate, to
become effective in annual installments of not to exceed 5 percent
each.
Such"a program would have, among other advantages, the highly
-practical one that such bargaining power as .till remains tit our tariff
*chedifles would' not be exhausted by the time of convening of the
first session of Congress under the next administration.
"
:wevmight
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A 3-year extension would also conform to the policy consistently
followed in respect to all of the 10 prior extensions granted by Congress--each of which was for a period of 3 years or less.
We also wish to record our specific opposition to the provisions of
the House bill, which would: (1) double the permissible annual reduction from the 5 percent authorized in the 1955 extension to 10
percent; and (2) permit arbitrary, alternative reductions aggregating
up to 2 percentage points (ad valorem or ad valorem equivalent),
with up to 1 point-becming effective in a single year.
A reduction on the scale of the first type is neither gradual nor
moderate.
The second type of reduction would, of course, amount to more
than 25 percent where the existing rate (or equivalent) is less than
8 percent.
'In some instances such a reduction might be of drastic proportions.
If the reason for such a proposal is to avoid the inconvenience of
small fractional adjustments a more reasonable measure would be
one permitting a rounding off of fractions, like that provided in the
1955 Extension Act.
In addition, we recommend that any further grant of authority
to reduce duties be subject to the express condition that it apply only
to products which are described specifically rather than by class or
category, in the notices and other documents pertaining to the negotiations.
When the Trade Agreements Act was being considered in 1955, we
urged that specific provision be made for tariff determination only
on a selective and product-by-product basis.
*This was in keeping with the President's statement that-the program would be selective in application, for across-the-board
revisions of tariff rates would poorly serve our Nation's interest&

This principle of selectivity has not been fully observed, at least
as to chemicals, in actual negotiations.
The public notice given in connection with the peril-point proceedings preparatory to the 1956 Geneva negotiations employed nine
basketclause designations to describe the products considered for
negotiation. These descriptions were so broad as not to give a do"mestic producer adequate notice as to which of his products might be
put on. the auction block. By the time domestic producers ascertained that these basket-clause descriptions covered some 600 organic
chemicals commercially produced in the United States, it was too
late for them to take appropriate action.
It took us weeks to ascertain what their context was before we could
start compiling data on our production, cost of production, the relationship to the rate of duty, and the amount of imports, and there is
a fabul-ous amount of work required to make a presentation to either
the Tariff Commission or to the Committee for Reciprocity Information, The time- that was permitteid for that was nearly exhausted
before we had any real conception of What the products "*ere.
Senator Kim. in other words, you bought a license .to fish and
while you were getting the bait, and the tackle ready, the open season
Txhired
Mr. HA&sSr;. That is well put.

p
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Congress has left no room to doubt its firm intention that the escape
claue hall be a safeguard against serious injury to (omestio industry.
In several enactments in recent years Congres Iiaa metlculousl
tried to Improve the administration of this provision by olarifying
the standards to which the Tariff Commission must conform,
What has been left substantially Untouched, however, is the unlimited power of the President to reject or change Tariff Commission
t6oinmemdation6 for relief,
The House bill, in proposing several chan$s relative to the escape
clause oleyly recognizes the urgent neow sity for further improveitent In this Provision. One commendable change proposed in the
House bill is tie shortening of the period for Commission investigations to 6 months. However, it is most unrealistic to look upon the
6ther changes by It as really meaningful.
The central problem--of placing some restraint upon the Presideant's now unlimited right to ado t or disregrd the Commission's
recommendations for relief-s not solved in the House bill by the
provision permitting reversal of the President action by a two-thirds
majority
of both Houses.
_Actually,
this presents no significant change from the existing
law. Today, an ordinu7 bill or resolution implementing a Commission recommendation could, if vetoed, be put into effect by a two-thirds
majority of both Chambers. The substitution of i vote for 2 would not
ano7wer the base problem.
In some instane in the past, Presidential nonacceptance of a Tariff
Commission reominendation has been due to a different evaluation
of the same factors whichh~ye already been evaluate by the ommission in accordance with speifl. principles presoribed by the Congress.
This ishardly conwonant with the proper flmctioning of the escape
clause.
. Surely the President's economic, advisers, upon' Whoiii he must ob•vioisly rely, are less well equipped to evaluai these factors than the
Commission. In such a situation a two-thiras majority 6f Con gres
should not be required to give effect to what the Commission has
already found to be necessqr to accomplish what th Con
as
said it wants to have accomplished.
g. h
A much more difficult situation is presented in instances where 'the
.President rejects a Comnission recommendation for political reasons
beyond the scope of the Commission's consideration. Since quch action has the effect of superseding the criteria specified in the escape
clause, however, it would appear apprpri,4e, nevertheless, for Congess to have an opportunity to pass upon the reasons for such action
Oe ittakes effet..
But to require a two-thirds majority of each for Congress to express
it. disagrement with such action does not seem realistic.
'Thankyou very~ much for the opportunity to present these views
on behalf of the industry.
(Appendix A is as follows:)
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APnNDIX A. Tuu Un~ra= 8TATt DIsUMINATa AOAIWST DOMrTsw MANUraruVaus 1N FAVOr O FoRoS MAWurAoTuURS
The United States Is fortunate In having an abundant supply of a wide variety
of raw materials, fertile agricultural lands, a large supply of electric energy,
a moderate climate, free public education, an Intelligent work force, a high
standard of living and a large market. In varying degree these characteristics
tend to distinguisA the United Statts froi other Industrial countries. So also
do our antitrust laws, out minimum-wage lawS, out high wage rates our agricultural prics supports, and what PMf. Ed*ard N. Chamberlin d&srlbes as
the "ominou power" of labor unions (I'he Economic Analysis of Labor Union
Power, published by American Enterprise Assoelation, Inc.).
While these factors have created floors under domestic costs, and Inpooed
conditions of equality under which all domestic industry must compete they
have also made It more difficult fot Anl~rican producers to compete abroad, and
bave made the American market--the laIgest single market In the world-more
attractive to foreign producers who are beyond the reach of United States laws.
As a result, the I nhted States discriminates against domesUc manufacturers It
favor of foreign manufacturers by permitting access to he American market of
foreign-made goods which are produced under conditions we wonld not tolerate.
Basically, it
th purpose of our customs triff isWs to offset this discrlmInaton.
The chemical Indtiatry Is a creative industry and one which Is proud of Ita
accomplishments. 'Thlb pioductito of fetilters and eiposiveg from the air, of
synthetic rubber from petroleum, and of delicate fabrics, dainty perfumes and
lifegiving medicinals from crude coal tar are real achievements. But the aNility
to fashion scientific miracles dots not, nqcessarlly, Include the ability to
clrcufnent economic obstacles, And a chemical company must do both In order
to be successful.

The CUAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Hansen.
I

want to eXpress regret

that I was unable to be

present at the first

part of your testimony. I shall read it.
Mr. HANSEN. I a'm Very happy you were able to get here and I hope
Mrs. Byrd Is d6ing'nicely.

The UAuMAN. Thak you.
Are there any questions I

Senator Krmu. I lave no questions, Mr. Chairman, but I just want

to say this: I hope that every Member 9f the committee, including the

chairman, reads this statement very carefoUy.
I think if they do, they will be constrained to accept his statements
here as being quite mild.

04

I want to say that your reaction to a provision in this law that
would have required the Congress to pass a resolution by two-thirds
of the votes in a manner greatly prescribed as compared to present
rules of procedure of the Senate, in order for the Congrebs to put into
effect a recommendation by an application which it has created seems
to me to be without rhyme, reason, justification, or sense.
I think your reaction to it is quite Mild.
Mine is much more positive and even approaching to the situation
that could be described as violenL
Mr. HANSpi. Thank you very much.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you.
The next witness is Mr. L. N. Beuthel.
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STATEMENT OF L. N. BEUTHEL, OHEMSTONE CORP.
Mr. Bun'ruf,. Senator Byrd and members of your committee, I
ain here in behalf of the limestone industry.
I have talked with the Drummond Dolomite Co., Russ Steamship
Co., Boland Cornelius Steamship Co., Ogelby Norton Co., and many
others and, with your permission, I would like to submit a statement which they have more or less approved or ]lave approved.
,. My attention has been called to the fact that a Senate bill, now
being considered by this committee, will enable the President to
reduce the present duty on stone of 25 percent per net ton in 5 successive steps to75 percent of that amount.
Your committee knows that this tariff was $1 per net ton in recent
years and was reduced to 50 cents per ton and very recently to 25
.nt8 primarily because very limited shipments from Canada were
made. Now that the St Lawrence seaway is about to be completed,
boat movements of Canadian stone will be changed so drastically that
waterborne stone will be brought into the ports on the Great Lakes
at such a cheap price that the original duty of $1 per ton would not
be out oflIine. .
Bear in mind that an average price of limestone is around $1.15
per ton while average boat-transportation charges are around $1.50
per ton.
I believe I am qualified to testify as one familiar with the aggregate
picture on the Great Lakes because for 15 years I managed a branch
of the old Kelley Island Lime & Transport Co., which marketed a
andbeen
customers'
over3 our
million
yearsdocks
I have
general
docks ontons
the of
lakeaggregate
_stem. pr
For year
the past
around
5
million
Corp.
which
markets
of
Chemstone
sales manager
tons of stone yearly on the Great Lakes in the, area directly affected
by this duty.
One thing, I believe, should be kept uppermost in mind at all
thnes: the fact that there is a plentiful supply of limestone in this
country and the raw material, as-such, does not have to be conserved.
As we look at the complete limstone picture, there is enough available
stone in the United States to keep the price low and competitive, and
the volume available is such that it does not have to be protected or
stockpiled as a scarce raw material.
I have prepared a map of the area of the lakes directly affected by
Canadian stone competition, together with a geological study of the
numerous aggregate plants in the State of Ohio.
I will attempt to simplify my presentation by showing how a
change of duty of nearly 7 cents per net ton will affect the city of
Cleveland.
Please bear in mind that this same effect will be duplicated in all
ports on the Great Lak,

As mentioned previously, the pattern change of boat movements
brought about by the St. Lawrence seaway will affect this city even
more than the proposed dutt, reduction.
Larger Canadian boats will move into Lake Ontario because changes
in the Welland Canal will permit larger cargoes.
Transhipment for overseas demands will mean heavy movements
of coal anlgrain in an easterly direction,
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Boats normally coming back light will now pick up bulk cargoes

inLake Ontario and move through to any port in a westerly direc-

tion on the chain of lakes for greatly reduced rates.
Two stone companies on the Canadian shore have come into the
picture anticipating this boat movement (besides hoping for a tariff
reduction).
One shown as (20) isat Picton, Ontario, and another at Port Colborne shown as (19). The Picton quarry was opened primarily for
cement production and commerical stone is a byproduct material, and
the Port Colborne company is being opened by a Canadian steam-

ship company for back-haul purposes.

Now, to come back to the city of Cleveland stone situation.

Normally stone for road work is handled through dealers who have
docks on the waterfront for reception of waterborne stone and plants
located inland for reception of trucked, railed, or waterborne plus
trucked stone.
These dealers either prepare this stone for delivery in ready-mix
plants for road work structures or buildings, or batch it dry in trucks
for eas handling in contractors' equipment.
Anticipating a large road program sponsored by the administration
to give a spurt to the economy, these dealers would normally look for
I
new cheap sources of aggregates.
As you may see by the aggregate map of the State of Ohio, there
are many suitable sources to supply Cleveland. While all the nearby
gravel and slag plants market in the Cleveland area' truck and rail,
the two stone plants, Wagner & Sandusky Crushe Stone Co., at
Sandusky, and the National Lime & Stone Co., of Findlay, ship most
of the limestone into the Cleveland area by rail.
Waterborne stone for road work comes from the Inland Lime &
Stone Co., the Michigan Limestone Co., with plants at Rogers City
and Cedarville, and the Drummond Stone Co.
In the face of all this competition from land and water plants,
men from the two Canadian plants have been actively Soliciting business in the Cleveland area for the past year.
The Cleveland dealers know from previous experience that Canadian
markets have been noted for dumping in the area when they have a
surplus and pulling out when they have a good market elsewhere.
Considering the previous reputation of Canadian suppliers, dealers have given these representatives little encouragement, The net,
result is that a new dealer company is being formed to market
Canadian stone.
Three stone companies supplying established Cleveland dealers
by rail have recently succeeded in getting existing freight rates reduced from $1.71 to $1.51, July 1 in an effort to meet boat and
Canadian competition. These freight rate decreases will be followed
by decreased trucking rates.
Should this reduced rate prevent the stone companies from selling
what they consider a normal supply of stone they will move south
and west to invade the markets of other stone and-gravel companies.
One indirect result of Canadian competition would be to raise the
base price of metallurgical limestone and have a long distance effect on
the price of steel. Michigan Limestone, Presque Isle, Drummond
Stone Co., and Inland Lime & Stone Co. produce stone primarily for
the steel industry.
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While I am acting as an Individual In this hearing, I normally rap.
reet acompany that seriously considered a capital expenditure of
$2million to butid a plant at Marblehead Ohio, to serve Cleveland
as well as other ports on the lakes with waterborne stone.
•This plant was considered to be economially feasible and the ox.
ponditure wise at this tite partially because of the United States
Government's present roadbu lding program.

Cleveland dealers prior to the arrlvaT of Canadian representative
considered onmnitting themsmlvoes to the Cheinatona Corp, to t-year
contracts which were not.consider seriously when the Canadian cornpetition appeared. While this was not the only consideration In
turning down the expenditure for the plant I wil/any itwas not the
least,
There Is far from a shortage of agtreet or competition for price
of iggreates In the Cleveland area ot-the recently enlarged public
work "U~ograin. Bodies polite which award consfructlon-cotdntota
for roats and public worki in the Cleveland area am getting real value
received when atone Is bought.
Cnadilan aggregates coming in by boats, some of which are non.
union that depend on backhuils and stone produced by cheap labor,
in the list have been classed as "dumpers" as evidenced by tho independent action taken by Cleveland dealers.
Dumpers have so far helped to cause a lowered freight rate foisted
on the rall industry which seems far from healthy. '1 uckers follow.
Ing suit in lowering rates should feel less interested in buying now
trucks. A $2 million stone plant at Marblehead would employ about
100 men steadily and in the building wovild take steel, rubber, motors,
besides enploing engineers and men during construction.
I have outlined in briefest detail two specifo and concrete instances
you can pt your teeth into where the new Canadian competition has
hele disturb this industry.
oIould go on at great length to show possibilities of how this foreign
invasion will snowball disturbances of competit ioix throughout the land
plants of the State. The three land b
stone plants serving Cleveland by rail will find a market for their stone as Cleveland's demand
is reduced.
This will be at the expense of other stone producers throughout the
State. The four water-based stone plants will do likewise. Gravel
and slag producers (acptable aggregates replacing stone) will do
the same. Bear in mind, Cleveland is only one city in the State of
Ohio. Consider, if you will, the cumulative effect in the all-port cities
of New York, Pennsylvania, Michigan, Indiana, and Wisconsin.
At the risk of being repetitive, the tariff on limestone should be
placed back at the old rate of $1 a net ton instead of being reduced from
the existing 25-cent to 18-cent rate because of the changed transportation situation.
An estimated 20 plants now supply a typical area like Cleveland
with much more stone or aggregites than is required for an enlarged
public works program at prices which are highly competitive.
The public is and will continue to get a real bargain in destruction
stone in Cleveland because of the large number of producers and-the

tonnage they produce
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Normally when a large highway or public works program Is underway the money speent for this construction moves rapidly from aprime
contractor to subcontractors, roadbulhling machinery manufacturers,
truckers railroads, boat companies, and materlalmen.
ConsiDer' If you will the reverse of this happening in the city of
Clevelandi blug magnilied by a decreased tariff In asmall segment of
the material Industry.
First, the railroads have already made a rate reduction giving them
less revenue. Immediately truckers will lower their rotes to meet the
rail competition, to be followed by boat rate reductions. Established
dealers in Cleveland will tighten up on purchases of equipment because of anow dealer.
This new dealer will have a temporary advantage in price of lihi
material nnd will buy equipment, but if, as we suppose, the foreign
people are merely dumping, these equipment purel iti could be a
boomerang to the manufacturers.
Should my company see a more favorable sales climate, it is reason.
able to suppose they will look with more favor on a plant construction
program already described.
Cleveland Is one American city of about 26 on the Oreat Lakes.
I personally believe in foreign trade, but I sincerely feel the country's
best interests are served in this very minute part of our economy by
having protection.
I recognize, sir, that we are a very small part of the industry as a
whole, but we would like to add our voice to those of many other peepie in the hopes that the legislative branch of the Government will
not bargain away the rights to regulate the economy in favor of the
State Department.

'rhe CiIAMhMAx. Thank you very much.

Mr. Bru'ranz I want to thank you sir.

.Thedocument referred to Isfiled with the committee.)

The CArMAx. The next witness IsMr. Isadore Paisner.
Mr. PAWtenR. Thank you.
STATEMENT OF ISADORE PAISNER, PRESIDENT, MANUFACTURING
JEWELERS AND SILVERSMITHS OF AMERICA
Mr. PAISNEN. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I wish
to thank you for the privilege of appearing before you today.
My name is Isadore Paisner. I appear today as president of the
Manufacturing Jewelers & Silversmiths of America, Inc. I am also
an officer of Brier Manufacturing Co. a manufacturer of syndicate
store jewelry located in Providence, R.I.
The Manufacturing Jewelers & Silversmiths of America is a trade
association representing substantially all of the low and mediumpriced jewelry manufacturing industry countrywide and has for 55
years carried on a wide variety of trade association activities for the
benefit of the industry.
Ours is a typical small business, consumer goods industry which
has been hard hit by an ever growing flow offoreign imports produced by workers paid pitifully low wages. Just before the war,
these imports totaled about $11? million per year; immediately thereafter, this figure more than tripled the last year, the figure of im-
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Porta hlad growth to the0 staggering amoun11t of $17 1111lio01 oil 1botil 12J
tiniem thoprewar r'ate
Tla p ieomienal growth matches In thlin Kand i)Iolprol1 the
restuece of (toe Japnese and WVest Gennnit jelry hiditstry and

conleIdes with tlt%. reductions mado in tited Itateg joivelar tarifs,
most of which are now at about, ltf of thle 1044 rates.
Approximately 80 pereent of the total Jewelry Imports hli 1057
Or iinated from these 2 comilites, that lit Japan ndt W est. (Jerimanty,
VIthi (lhe

JAIpanese

accounting for approximately 00 percent of the

Almost Invariably, the coilwptitlon pilovided by the impose 1s
of one kind: price eompletitloii based entirely onl low wages.
Tite Imports are styled like ouirs; lin fact many amm direct copies.
l'he quality Is substatittally comparable. Th'fe prl6, however, lande
and dilty paid fromn (orinaty Is 60 to 00 percent of the price of
similaIr aoielstic produts., ndi from *Ipan, fromn 30 to 60 percent
of such prime.
It has beeni suggpsted thiat. thie answer of ouir problems lies inl Iiiell.
anlifation id increased 011160e10y of produclltionl.
I C-ai MsUMe you1. gVenlen talt. W110re It. is at ll pom~iblO to (10 so,
the domestic ie ery idustry has- taken advantage of niew teclunolleal
develop m,'aid has nIeitesl its elllcieney.
Ve d~s
are
iethyiited, however, by the~ hph styled nattire of
ouir prodc which 'eftetively limiits Itno~lmall; at 1011 to a very Small
percentage of our Producetion prloesses. T1'le Randall report recognlifed the limitations of this typeo of lit dstry, which. it. described ats
the handcraft type industry whllere mmaciniery- is a reatiely ino
element. And wherem (Itkite obviously, with. labor tile major cost, iii))ortScan be not mervly serious hilt tiestrict ire to tilt)dmilestk' iIIdlistly
without, a tariff.
Thus limited by the iatture of otir Inodutte, we aro conmile to
resort. to a~ very lairg p~weetag of-udok, planting uis ii virtually
di.t conpetitioi wvitx low frI
wige costs. Rt is not diflilt to
sethe impossible positionl in whichil we flind o selellhe ourl lverlage rate of pay, Approximately $1.69 per hour, is contrasted1 with
Gerlmall rtes of ftpproxilnimitel.: 45 cet pe hour andl Jammu'ese mates
.in inmeible MS cents per hour.
Wecaus of the seasomal demmuind for our prl'Odultsthe iist iv it,4
frequently work onl anl overtime basis. 'fie premiums proilied by
our laws then substantially increase the already large diffivretial be)twen wage rates.. Theo fr"Inge benefits paid to ouirifA ericami workers
i the jewelry industry are unheard of in the countries with which
we ame Comp~*tmg.
We hiare been a.-.ured over thme pa~st 10 years that. we need not fear
the reciprocal traile agreemtents program since Congres had provided
an escape clam-* which would save uts from such destructive coinpetition.
We have no doubt, that Congress intended that the inclusion of the
escape clause would protect and preserve the jobs of our thousands of
empovees and the economies of the communitie,suhaPrvdne
U1.. and Attleboro, 'Mass, where a good deal of this industry is
concentrated.
M
We am' certain that the Congress fully expected that awln inistration
of the jproraml would carry out the spirit of the remarks nvide by the
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Secretary of Commerc as late as February of this year before the
House Ways and Means Commiltte when 11e said:
I want to stress equally In)' belief that when we work for Increased trade, we

have a clear duty to see to It that we do riot grant tariff reductions which cause
serious Injury to Individual segments of American business.

(lentleten, th afegurds for (omestic industry which you enacted
Into law have letn thoroughly emnculatod In practice. You are
awaro of the ecape-clakso record.
lot me be spectll about segments of our Indust.ry
In 1064 we reported the following to the Tariff Commission:
The 1IIT census reports that the domestic Imllitlon pearl business was about
$l8,2?2,000-sone 3,000 employe".
Japanese pearl Imports at that ine amounted to about $200,000, or landed,

constiltuted about 2 percent of the total market of pearls. We stlmite
that * * * the Jalmnese are now sending In about #3.f inillion worth of pearls,
landed value, which conslltutes over 00 percent of the domestic market * * * intasnmured on a piece rather lint a dollar basis, It would constitute
over M percent of the domestic Industry.
Employment Is now less than 500 persons. At least a dozen Ilants are out of
buslae.

Today, what I just read to you INfrom 1051--today even fewer arm,
employed and th,e in Specilty fldhls.
Pearl imports nan aettured by 15.cents-an-hiour Japanese labor
have cost. nearly 3,000 American Jobs.
The 1954 C0tMIFIu reports that the watch-bracelet business was about
$31.7 million-solne 7,000 employees. Imporfs constituled about 2
piveent of the total watch.hand market and uthmbt 3 percent of the
lower prico band market.
In 1957 domestlo production dropped to $24 million and imports
reprwe:tted about 0 percent of the total market. and 40 peent of the
lower priced market .
Approximately 20 of the 40 lower priced band manufacturers are.
out of business. Tie remainder are suffering. Band imports cost
3,600 American jobs to 15-cent-an-hour Japanese workers in the pas'
4 years.
In 1953 domestic production of stainless steel and silver plated fiatware was about 23 million dozen pieces; imports represented 8 percent of the domestic market; in 1950, 30 percent, in the first 4 months
of 1057, 40 percent. By th third quarter of 1057 imports rose to 85
percent of tie United States industry's sales. Another 2,000 American jobs lost to 15-cent-per-hour Japanese workers.
During this period representatives of my association, as well as individual product groups within the industry, have availed themselves
of every opportunity to present their cause to the Government.
We presented our arguments before this committee and the committee on Ways and Means b 1955. We are no strangers to the perilpoint hearings, the Tariff Commission and Committee for Reciprrcity
information.
Sevei-al industry segments have petitioned for relief under the
escape-clause proceedings. Others have watched these proceedings
carefully and after seeing the results obtained and on the advice of our
own Congressmen, determined that they were little more than a costly
waste of time; we became convinced that there was really no serious
thought on the part of Government that our free-trade ,oals should
be modified; in spite of Secretary Weeks' statement.
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Last Jamiuary, for oxwanplo, the Tariff Commission found unanimously thatesshons granted *
As a result In part of the duties reflecting the c
* *0 are being Imported In
the United States In such quantities, both actual and relative, as to enuse
serious Injury to the domestic ludustry producing !like products.

taole )hntves, forks and spoons of stainless steel

This, in accordance with the footnote isf rom thi Tariff Conmidssion report. to the resident on escape-clause investigation No. 61 on
January 10, 1058.
l"vsident Eisenhower on March T, 1068, reviewed the Tariff Ooinniition's recommendations and denied tho industry needed reliefa clear violation, we submit, of the intent of Congress in enacting the
legislation.
We are not urging the abandonment of our reciprocal trade agreements program. We are urging that H. It. 126"91 be passed with
amendments, as a temporary stopgap measure, for a duration of no
more than 2 years, which should give all parties an opportunity to
consider a modern, up.to-date foreign trade program.
In the interim, ive strongly recommend a revision of the proposed
escape-claus% procedure so that it. will be administered the way we
believe Congress intended.
It has now been proved that to accomplish this, final authority
must revert back to the Congress. We propose that in event the
President repudiates the recommendations of the Tariff Commission,
those recommendations nevertheless become effective 60 days after-the
President reports to Congress the reasons for his repudiation, unless
by an affirmative act of congress the President's decision is upheld.
The escape-clause provisions of H. It.
12691 offer no more remedy
to industries suffering serious injury than does the old act.
To expect Congress to muster two-thirds of its forces to assist a
small-and perhaps-politically insigniflcant-industry is unrealistic.
We approve of other portions of the bill as an interim measure,
including:
1. Permission to allow the President, to increase tariffs to 50 percent of the 1934 rather than the 1945 rate.
2. Reducing the time that the Tariff Commission may spend to
complete an escape-clause case from 9to 6 months.
3. The retention of industry and labor representatives to work as
advisers during tariff agreement negotiations.
4. The inclusion of the requirement that the President report
annually on what foreign countries are doing to end discrimination
against American products.
So much for the proposed bill as a stopgap measure.
Our most urgent recommendation is for a thorough review and
revision of our entire tariff program. Geared* to conditions of the
1930's and 1940's, it is now obsolete and fails utterly to meet the
challenges of the 1950's and 1960's.
We lielieve that the primary objectives of our foreign trade program, stated simply, are1.To raise the standard of living of our foreign friends to retard
t he spread of communism.
2. ly permitting them to export, to put. purchasing power in the
han(is of foreign workers so tit they may become consumers of
our exl)orts.
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3. To permit fair competition to exist between the nations of the
free world.
Our present law has failed to accomplish these objectives. The
additional patching by i1. R. 12591 does not materially change the
degree of its obsolescence qr its lack of effectiveness. These are the
failures that 11. It. 12591 will perpetuate:
1. Although technology is increasing abroad and imports to this
country are rising to the danger point for many industries, differentials between foreign and domestic wages continue to increase.
Foreign workerS are not slinrinlg in the frits of increased trade,
although it is they who will finally determine the ebb and flow of
communism.
2. The export decline experienced by many of our industries is an
additional indication of the failure of our present foreign-trade pro.
grm to generate markets for many of our exports.
3. Although we have been consistent in cutting tariffs in the interests of freer trade, little progress has been made in eliminating the
many barriers that other nations have set up against many of our
products&
Intolerable competition without effective recourse still exists for the
domestic manufacturer.
We advocate starting this reappraisal with the premise that blanket

cuts in tariffs are not the answer.

We urge that future tariff reductions be linked to a decrease in
differentials between foreign and domestic wages in those industries
such as ours in which wages are the important factor of production
costs.
Future tariff reductions should be clearly dependent on a gradual
but steady increase in foreign wages toward levels equal to American
legislative minimums at the very least.
Such a , program will insure the degree of selectivity recommended
b, the Randall Commission when future tariff reductions are considered. It will furnish a hope to foreign workers that they will
benefit directly as a result of this trade.
It will provide assurane to exporters that the purchasing power
of
foreign populations and their ability to consume our exports will
increase.
It will furnish foreign nations an incentive to open their doors to
freertrade.
It will stabilize the non-mass-production Industries of this country
so that they can continue to offer profitable employment to tens of
thousands of Americans.
Such a program will not:
(a) Equalize foreign and domestic prices. Our present tariffs are
now so low in most cases that, even without future reductions, many
foreign imports will continue their encroachment.
(b) Equalize working conditions of foreign and domestic workers.
Average wages in this country are, in most cases, far beyond legislative minimums.
(o) Impo0e impossible wage conditions on foreign producers. Such

a program should be gradual. We recommend that it be even less
drastic than the NRA legislation of the thirties, which imposed large
27629-68--Pt. 2-24
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increases in wages on domestic producers over a relatively short period
of time.
The idea is not new; the RandaII Commission report of 1054 urged a
high degree of selectivity for future tariff reductions. Sinclair
Weeks, Secretary of Commerce, in 1953 said:
I suggest that * * * when we come to those products where there exist radical differences In domestic and foreign labor costs not offset by greater productivity and where the output of this product is Important to a substantial segmeat of the American economy, then we be guided in our tariff determination
to the end that an"adequate recognition of the labor standards of our workers
in that industry be made.

Gentlemen, the impact of imports is spreading across our country.
The complete abandonment of our foreign-trade policy might well be.
come the cry unless it is modernized and tailored to the current world
and domestic situation.
The reciprocal-trade agreements program, tailored for past decades, has brought us from a high-tariff to a low-tariff nation.
SIt. has pumped new economic life into the war-devastated countries.
It has served its purpose but it has outlived its usefulnesm.
It must be revised radical if it is to continue to serve as a useful
instrument of international reTations.
The CIAIRIAN. Thank you, Mr. Paisner.
Mr. PAISNER. Thank you, very much, Mr. Chairman. May we have
permission to file with the committee a brief in which we give supporting data for many of the statements that were made in this necessarily brief statement?
The CrIATRK. Without objection.
We will now recess until 10 o'clock tomorrow morning. You may
file your statement later.
Mr. PAisx'z.R. Thank you.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)
STatSrKT 0P WEST VIRGINIA GLASS WOaKEnS' PwuOrcivu L.AoUz or MORGANTOWN, W. VA., SUBum-r

BY MIss HUDsRA M. PArTERSON, SECRETARY TO S N-

ATE FINAVOE COMMIT-nri
iooAJ TRADE Aomzuxn m

OPPoSrto TO H. R. 12591, L'xrrztsoN or RECP-

Mr. Chairman, the West Virginia Glass Workers' Protective League, representIng glassworkers not only in the State of West Virginia but thoughout the
the entire country, wishes to present the following brief statement to the Senate
Finance Committee for consideration.
We are of the opinion that working conditions in many industries in the
various States are deplorable, due to continued increases In foreign imports.
Foreign glassware is one of the products flooding the American market, and unemployment in this industry is continually on the rise. We believe that immediate action must be taken If the glassware Industry Is to survive and to provide jobs for skilled American workers In this and related industries.
We are taking this opportunity to appeal to the Senate Finance Committee for
some Federal assistance to help alleviate the present critical Situation in the
glassware industry In the United States. We would strongly recommend several
amendments to be made to H. P. 12691 as passed by the House. We feel a 2-year
extension of the present law is adequate, and we oppose the 5-year extension.
We believe In the recommendations of the Tariff Commission and Presidential
action thereon should be subject to confirmation by a majority of the Members
of the Congress, rather than to allow the executive department to have unlimited
powers to control the foreign-trade policies of our Nation.
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Sin*e the 1%11 act, there have been 22 cases In which the Tariff Commission

decided In favor of escale-elus action, and so recommended to the President.

All of these 22 cases represented situations In which the majority of the Com.
wl"ion found, after duo Investigation, that an American Industry was suffering
serious injury or was threatened by serious Injury as a result of Increased quantities of Imports of products which were the subject of trade-agreement conres.mllos.
The dlsappointing record of action on these 22 cases has grown more and
wore disappointing with the passing years. Out of 18 recommendations for
escale-clause action, the Presldent has followed the Tariff Commission majority
view in only 0 cases.
The case of the glanaworkerB was one of those presented to the President which
received negative action. Over a very short period of years, 10 glass companies,
including Dunbar, Ceredo, and Paden City, all In West Virginia, just to mention
a few, have gone completely out of existence. The rest of the Industry Is not
operating at more than 50 percent of productive capacity.
While our members are walking the streets, running out of unemployment
compensation, the glassware Industry In other countries is thriving.

The American glassworkers have been a proud industry with highly skilled

craftsmen, but now their skills are being sacrificed. We are not against recllrocal trade, as such, but, as people of the riches tcountry in the world and
as cltizenm, we feel that our employment should be of primary consideration
to the Congress. The Nation Is weakened when any seginenit of the economy
is in jeopardy such as the glassware Industry Is today.
In order to help others, we must, of necessity, be able to help ourselves. The
only way we can held ourselves is by being fully employed. The unemployment
If tile situation is not
situation has tended to lessenthe morale of the country.
Improved soon, we dre fatful of the future economy of the Nation.
It Is our belief, If 1I. R. 12591, as recently passed by the flouge of Itepresentalives, is approved by the Senate, conditions will lecrjnie far worse Iii ,,her Industries, as well as our own, snol the country as a whole will suffer.
We, therefore, urge the Senate Finance Committee too adopt nimeldlinenis
which will provide additional protection and consideration for domestic Infdustries, and thus Insure additional jobs for American workers.
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The American Flint Glass Workers Union has had a continuing and vital
interest in the tariff and trade policy of this country, and Its representatives
have testified before congressional committees on this subject over the years.
Ours is an Industry In which direct-labor costs are high. It manufactures
hand-blown tableware and other Items in which craftsmanship and artistry
count for much in producing a high-grade product such as is demanded by the
consumer.
It Is precisely 1weause of the high labor content of the fiual product that dur
industry Is so vulnerable to import competition, and it is because Import competition affects our welfare so closely that we have so long been Interested in the
tariff. I believe that we are quite familiar with the arguments for free or
freer trade. We are aware of the various export and Import interests that
clamor for lowered tariffs so that they may be benefited by an expanding trade.
We are constrained to say that we do not believe It fair on the part of our
common Government to Injure us for the supposed benefit of some other economic groups. We, on our part, are not seeking assistance from the Government to have It do something against these other groups so that we may benefit
at their expense. Why should the Government, which Is supported by all of us,
by way of taxes and otherwise, play a role that throws its weight on the side
of the one group as against the other?
Some will say that the tariff Itself was an act of favoritism. It was Instituted, however, many generations ago as a means of building this country
economically and all our Industries and economic groups have long been
adjusted to It. The fact Is that we have also practiced free trade for many
years with respect to full half of our Imports. Also we have In the past quarter
of R century reduced our tariffs drastically.
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UIaey more care should b taken thanm eir blefore in further thrift redcioIns bicauso Iaiklty rattos are iroatdy at or below the terll point. Yet We nom1d
that 1I It, 191 would authoriso tho 1residetmt to make itit
ndditlonnl 25 per.
ent reduction. IN us this is alarmlin bemuse we know what such a reduction

would do. We know what wait reductions have done. It-etwis very straetiO

that a Uoyernmwent that we Pupport should continue to Insist on doing Ihinglo
to %tRthat will tnko otir eml toymient awny front tn.
h'tis is not only odd but
atualy roprosett a deeoree O
ritatlly (to the eiportintlport groulm) and
osotilitry to us) Ithat should be out of place In this country.
We well kitow that If th tariff Is further r ludedt lit fact, If It in lot rnanel
01n the products that we help to imanuticture or it no imtxort quoit Is established,
wwilI 0nthInuo to suffer from Ulceultloyintent and lower earnings. We have
atd
suftired serious 1n ury
Rurei', It will be said the lati Delartment and other executive departments
and a4uei" concerned with negotilton of trado agreements would not make
turth#er tariff reductions In the* cases where Injury was already belui oxperimed. We wish that we could have that much faith In the executive branch
In Its adminlitIon of the trade agrenents law. We are not alone In the kind
of exporlonce that has destroyed any such hith. We are convinced an the result
of more than 10 years of close Obrvation and frsthand ex terience that the
ptrmnnel that administers the trade agreements and negotlates with other
countries io In many Instances distinctly hostile to American Industry and so
ste d in the doctrine of tree trade that we would be stupid Indeed to took for
an I dliferemt troAtment In the future,
We a" coined that It Is to the detriment of fair Import competition and
InJurtious to the eonomt weltare of all Atuerican Industry and their workers
and also to agriculture, that are faced with ruinous import competition, to
hav our tortigti.trade policy administered by the executive branch of the Oov.rnnmot under a system that sets our Qongrem to ono aide. Such a system
permitt ths
I
eMartment ot State to do about as It likes with American Industry
and this, to say the least, is a mistake.
8ince IL It 12 0t would contirm this State Department control over our
toriltirade and maintain It Intact for 6 ignore ye r, we are completely opposed
to the bill.
I Congress has no right to step aside for 5 years. Our Representatives are
elected evOry 2 yearl not simpl.v so that they may go to Washington as tourists
but to do the wilt of the people. Two Congresses would come and go in this
li
r period without having a chance to vote on another tariff and trado bill.
We object strenuouldy to this method of disfranchising our meinbers--and that
to mctly what is Involved here.
It must be cear to anyoe who has had any close connection with the tariff
and trtde quetlon In the past 10 years that the escape clause has become a
req joko. We are convlncd that It will be nothing else until the control of
CWAgres ever Its own field of authority Is restored.
This s another raon why we are opposed to It. It 12801. It would sustain
the State Department In Its highhanded manner of administering the Trade
Agreemnts Act.
In place of this we wish to give our support to an amendment offered by
Senator trom Thurmond of South Carolina, which would reduce the extension
to 2 years and bring to Congress the review of escape clause recommendations
made by the Tariff Oommisson,
Te arndment provides that such recomnendatlons would become effective
unlk,
p et by a majority vote of both Houses of Congress when rejection it
r*crvnmendcd by the President. In other words, the President must seek and
ob>tain a nuajority of both Hou," of Congres in order to reject a Tariff Commnl..
Mon re-*mmendation. Today he has unlimited power to vote such recoimendstiorm and there Is no appeal. This i s the source of most of the coin.
plaints over the failure of the .. eape clause; and we urge you to put an end to
this antocrmtle power. It Is entirely out of plave in this country and we know
from experience with Import competition In our own Industry the reason why It
should be eliminated.
TIhe foretgo g Is a brief .satenient of our objections to IT. H. 1251 and our
r.n
for importing the Thurmond amendment. We request that thiR statenwt be printed in the retrd of the bearings on 11. R. 12fY1.
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Rie tm flied by J. Miller Hebert, predrnt, 0orvalliel Ore v.
ThI isnti('lil In 1fli in bif of
(3herry (Itowerm A IfJdusttles, FoundztiviD, it itnite associntiun of more Mhanthe184.000
growers shippers, iiud jitocessors
of sweet cherries grown ne
W, 1tex of Cialifornia,
Washington, Idaho
1Mb, Mh'iiigali And New York. 'rho fouiids.on'mOregon,
nnIti omfee Is Pstod Ili
:W2 North 20th 41roet, Coryalii Ore .o
h
'r
fcretn
Wd itropiogo nu Anwn01dimett (A It.1 1201or
h llWo
orego
iq'rioii ih'flecitey of fte ixlrliii~lht and eselixe-cinus
o
irotis
of the present
Trnde Agreoiids Att, which If. It. 125111 a* It imaxed the House
does$ not
'varrr'c.
hm jiroilwdetl nmendoucut Inan
"Addi to ovetiot IS or 11. It. 124301 t.'ltowx:
n xubhncilou reading nubsnntinhy aix
"Bubecilon (0) of secton I of tho Trnade Agreements E~xtension Act of 10i1,
as amended (19 V.H.C.1304 (o)) Isitmncioed to read no follows:
I(C) Ax used In scion 181)2 (a), (c), 131'A and 1140-130? of thigh title And
,Nertleii 024 (b) of tubl 7, the tornis 'doniomtie
proluclig like or directly coinpe'ltitve giroilct' and 'domilc industryIndustry
p roducing like or directly cotnpetitive artilesi4 mean that portion or suibdivision
of The producing organizalong mannufacturing, Assembl ing, porocesing,
growing, or otherwise
produting- like or directly comipetitive prI(1uettextracting,
or artlefs In commercial q~uat.
Ifles and the brats litkl or directly competitive
products' and 'ike or oorn.
pC176articles' sMall Include among other products or articles rate or
proc.
cited apriciltural 6r horttoulturql
product# from which~ there I's manufacture,
ezc'rreled, or procescd a product or arile which
or directly competitive
to dxy roduct or article upon which a clonoeslo, I*it ike
pro Wed or proposed to be
gratleunera trade aprcemetil. In appfirlo t0e preccdfnp
antences the
VOuitssion all (so far ins pr~ctIcablo) (i all rguish
sepa ra te the operations
o1f the producing organizations Involving the like or or
compete itive. produacts or article* retorred to Insuch sentences from the directly
of such organ!.
zationii involving other products or trticies."1 (Nowoperations
matter Is Indicated by
italic. I
Tho present peril-point aid escape-c-lause provisions (10 V. S. 0. 130M, 13M,
130) purport to be means of avoidance or escape from "1serouaq
Injury" resulting
front attariff reduction or other concession under a trade Agreement.
The peril.
point and escnpe-clause procedures, however, apply only to "the domestic
try" which produces artilees which are 'li-ke" or "directly competitive Industo the
Imported article Involved (10 U. H.0. 1304 (e)).
In an escape-clause proceeding In the year 1052 relating to glace cherries, the
majority report by the Tariff Commission declared that:
"The domiestic industry producing glace cherries cannot properly be conxqidered as Including the cherry growers or the primary
processors of domestic
cherries who put ui sulfured (lned) clierries." (Tariff
Commission's Rtept.
No. 181), 2d series, Giace Cherries, October 101)2, p.7).
Under this view. the Oommission's determination of whether or not glace
cherry Imports were causing or threatening serious Injury to the "'domnestic
Industry" had to be confined to the effects of those Imports upon the 20) to %1
domestic companies which were then manufacturing
cherries. The serious
effects upon the many thousands of cherry growersglace
and briners dependent In
large measure upon the glace cherry outlet were thus considered
to be Immaterial.
This apparent exclusion from peril-point or escape-clause
Involving
manufactured products, of growers and other producers ofproceedings
materials from
which the processed or manufactured products are derived,raw
who do Dot themPelves manufacture the raw materials Into the final form In which
they compete
directly with the imported commodities, was pointed out to the (Congress
the
time the trade-agreements legislation was uip for extension In 1W16.Atatthat
time the Senate Adopted an amendment expressly for the purpose of rectifying
this situation, but the amendment was eliminated by the conference committee.
evidently on an assumption that the definition of the term domestici ndustry
producing like or directly competitive. prod ucts" which was then Inserted into
the act would be sufficient to accomplish the same purpose. That definition now
In the present statute (19 U. S.C.184 (e) ) reads:
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.Theterins 'doniestle Industry pr(Iucing like or directly ( )inlwlitlve lprodut-'
mid 'domestic tihduslry producing like or directly competitive article.' mean that
portion or subdIvision of the producing organ nliations innnufacturing, assembling,
processing, extracting, growing, or otherwise producing like or directly coinpetitive products or articles in conmnerdal quantities."
This definition, however, clearly does not ineet the situation is to the growers
and briners of cherries vhich are normally sold to manufacturers for processing
into glace cherrles. The Tariff Comnmission readily could again rule that even
under this added definition tile cherries grown by the cherry growers and the
brined cherries produced by the briners are not "like or directly competitive"
to the ported glace cherries which may be involved in any future peril-point
or esciape-clausb proceeding.
Consequently, the United States cherry gowers and briners may be precluded,
under the present Trade Agreeinents Act as it would be continued by Ii. It.
12M11, front obtaining peril-point protection as to any future proposed tradeagreement concession involving glace or other finished cherries, or from [institutIng, or oven appearing as interested parties in, any cscape-clause proceeding
relative to the present or any future trade-agreement concesslons on suclt finished
eberrtes.
The domestic sweet cherry Industry Is gravely concerned by this situation,
for the industry Is highly vulnerable to imports of cheaply produced foreign.
brined cherries and finished cherries such as glace and maraschino cherries.
Forty percent of the United States annual production of sweet cherries is now
normally brained for use as the raw material in manufacture of maraschino,
candied, and glace cherries. In some producing districts, such as in Michigan
and New York, and the Willamette Valley in Oregon, more than 80 percent of
the sweet cherry production is marketed in brined form.
The bringing market for United States cherries Is of key Importance to the
orderly marketing of the entire domestic sweet cherry production, whether
marketed In fresh form, canned, or otherwise processed. Brining Is the only
method whereby supplies which cannot be taken by the fresh markets, the canters or other users of the fresh fruit can be carried over from.year to year and
utilized. Any substantial reduction of the brined market for United States
cherries would inevitably create a seriously surplus condition, as the other
airsilable markets could not possibly absorb any appreciable portion of the
volume now brined, and demoralization of all cherry markets would quickly
follow. The domestic cherry Industry has no present or potential foreign market, but is dependent wholly upon the domestic United States markets.
Access to the peril-point and escape-clause procedures under the trade agree.
ments legislation afford every Industry a measure of protection against serious
meats legislation is thus of critical Importance to the cherry industry. The Industry's present position is made especially precarious by the fact that many
It not most of the manufacturers who previously purchased domestic brined
cherries for the manufacture of glace cherries have ceased such domestic manufacture and now handle exclusively the substantially cheaper imported French
glace cherries, the tariff rate on which has been substantially reduced under the
existing trade agreement with France.
If the domestic industry producing articles like or competitive to the French
glace cherries Is confined to the manufacturers of glace cherries, the disappearance of the domestic glace manufacturing industry by reason of the tariff
reductions on the Imported cherries may deprive the American cherry growers
and briners of any peril-point or escape-clause protection or relief, no matter
how seriously they may be affected and injured by the Imports of the foreign
finished cherries.
The purpose of the proposed amendment hereinbefore set forth Is to rectify
this grossly unfair situation, and to make good the Government's frequent assurance that the peril-point and escape-clause provisions of the trade agreemer,ts legislation afford every industry a measure of protection against serlours
Injury from excessive Imports resulting from trade agreement concessions.
With further reference to Section 5 of H. R. 12591, we urge amendment of
subparagraph (a) thereof so as to make clear that the term "Any interested
party" Is Intended to Include aglcult iral producers.' Sectioh 5 (a) of H. R
12591 would then read as follows:

''iADE
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"gIfo. 5. (a) The first paragraph of subsection (a) of section 7 of the Tradet
Agreements Extension Act of ]ol, as amended (191U. 8. C., sec. 1364 (a)), iN
amended by striking out 'any Interested lmrly' and Inserting In lieu thereof
'any Interested party (Including any organization or group of employees or
agricultural producer,)' ". [Italic Indicates new matter.
We further urge that the trade agreements legislation not be extended at this
time for any period greater than 2 years. We concur in the widely expressed!
view that United States tariff policy. and legislation ought to be carefully and
thoroughly reviewed and reappraised, In order that they may be better adapted to
changed world conditions and serve the best Interests of the United States.
Extension of the trade agreements legislation for a period longer than 2 years
would, we believe, unreasonably deter and postpone a much-needed reexamination and revamping of the United States foreign trade loolles and procedures.
BENFA

lon. HARRY F. BYaD,

WIN, & MANUFACTURING

CO.,

Fostoria, Oh Io, June .6,1958.

Seafe 0Offc Building, Washingtot, D. 0.
DTMR MR. BRaD: We must register ourselves against the bill now known as
H. B. 12591 In Its present form. We feel that we should even go as far as to
Increase the tariff rate considerably on material such as ine wires.
We realize there Is a lot of heavy steel and other Items being exported by our
country that contains very little labor, but the damage Is to the smaller people
who must necessarily put In a lot of labor to manufacture such an Item fa our
fine wire. That Is where we are being hurt, as well as labor is being hurt, because
of the high number of labor hours put into such fine products.
A good example of what Is taking place Is 82 gage oil tempered brush wire
which is selling domestically by our domestic producers at around $62 per 100
potinds and it Is being brought in and delivered in Chicago at $33.67 per 100 pounds.
This, of course, is due to the cheap labor contained In foreign Import:, and we
just cannot compete with this situation. The same thing is existing In other
fine-Wire Items, such as broom wire, mattress wire, stapling, box stitching,
bookbinders, flat, gutter.broom wire, weaving wire, etc.
Our sales are now down about 20 percent as compared to last year. Not all of
this Isdue to foreign Imports, but the foreign imports are an lmporjant part of
this. , It is hard to estimate just how much of the reduction is due to foreign
Imports, as importation of Items is also in other Items that are imported and
that require wire. go the effect is snowballing.
Reciprocal trade, of course, is a good goal, but Cordell Hull's Idea has been
turned into a foreign aid program, while the interests of small manufacturers in
this.country have been shoved to the background.
We feel it is important that Congress reassert Its constitutional responsibility:
If nothing is going to be done to increase the tariff on sich items as we manufacture, and other high labor content Items, then these small manufacturers
manufacturing these finer goods, should be compensated for losses.
It would be practically impossible for a single company or industry to obtaina two-thirds vote of both Houses of Congress to override any Presidential
decision In an escape clause case, as provided by the bill.
The -year extension is entirely too long as it ignores possible changing eco;
nomle conditions and such an extension certainly should not go beyond thepresent Presidential term, rather than binding the hands of a future administraUon.
The present Reciprocal Trade Act and this bill certainly will encourage new
plants and facilities to be located In foreign lands, rather than here to provide
future employment for our expanding labor force.
What is going to be done to replace such fine wire drawing equipment that will
be scrapped as the result of no domestic demand, In the event of a future war?
We are already dumping all of our round tempered brush wire at a heavy
sacrifice and discontinuing Its production, as the result of the present program.
Respectfully yours,

L. Manage"
Vice President ad H.
General
Mlaager.
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Subject: H. It 12591.
lion. lAsar 1P. BR,
V'hah-mafl, 8ctnate Filn"e VtI.01111c,

lranlord, Oonn., Juno-e, 1958.

WaahA(tgtoi,

U.

0.

I).A 8?:RA1o1 ihRO: Atq Cialrinam of the senate Finline Committee [ would
lik to urge that you amend the subject legislation to Include the following
Ptovlaons:
1. Reduce the term of the Ixtension Act from 5 to 2 years because none
of us can judge at this time what the economic climate will be In thin
country or In the world 6 years from now. To commit our country to a
-ymar program In thlt field may not only be regrelted but might even I
disastrous by 103.
2. Reduce the tariff-cutting nuthority from 25 percent or more to 10 percent
or lee. The reductions which have already been made in our Import duties
have Injured many domestic companies rather severely. We manufacture
tine and specialty steel wire and have had our production operations reduced and our employment figure ieduced because many of our customers
can purchase similar quality from abroad at considerably lower prices.
This, of course, is due not only to lower wage costs abroad but an indirect
subsidy program on the part of some foreign governments, particularly the
Benelux countries.
8. &ltore
the responsibility in determining escape clause relief to the
Oongree where It does belong and not to the Ptesident. We feel that It
Is entirely c,'adenmc and certainly not workable to expect that the Congres,
could muster a two-third's majority to override a Presidential veto in the
event the Tariff Commission sincerely felt a domestic Industry was going
to be Injured or wiped out of existence by low tariff duties.
We hope that you will exert considerable influence In bringing about these
amendments.
Sincerely yours,
W. I. lr
ICOO, JR., Preafdehf.

Orswrman or Ornosieom To H. R.It.1
Y
N
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This statement is submited on behalf of the United States Wood Screw
Service Bureau, a trade association representing approximately 60 manufaeeturem of wood screws, machine screws, cap screws, socket scefws and rivets.
Thee'producers, their stockholders and employees have a direct Interest in
proposed legislation H. It.12591 (Trade Agreements Wtenslon Act of 1958)
because Imports of screws Into the United States have Increased In such quanUties as to cause or threaten to cause serious Injury to them and their employees.
A list of these producers Isattached to this statement.
Vincent J. Roddy, president of the American Screw Co., and I testified before
the House Ways and beans Committee strongly opposing this legislation. We
are unable to testIfy before your honorable committee but are submitting thin
statement and a copy of Mr. Roddy's statement before the House Ways and
Means Committee to register the screw manufacturing Industry's strong protest
against H. IL 1251. Our principal objections are:
1. Five years Is too long for this law to go unchanged. Of course, the law
can be changed at any time. But from the standpoint of our Industry,
which has suffered Intensely from tariff cutting and unfair administration
of the escape clause by the executive branch of the Oovernment, we know
from disastrous experience that a 5-year blank check will leave small Industries without help or recourse during this long period. The screw man.
ufacturing Industry hu exhausted Its remedies for all practical purposes
with relief procedures now In existence or those proposed under H. R.
1291. This Industry, as well as many other small businesses such as
handtools (which we also represent) have no other source of relief except

through Congres
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2. We objet.t to the further power given to the President to reduce tariffs
at the rate of 6 percent per year for the next 5 years. Advocates of the bill
say, "the President won't cut tariffs In your Industry If It is being presently
Injured. The peril.point procedure will safeguard you." The screw industry
knows this Is not true and has seen tariffs reduced consistently since 1948
even though Injury to this Industry has been clearly established. 'More tariff
reductions will occur in the future under this law, If passed, even though we
vigorously protest and establish Injury beyond any possible doubt.
3. This bill falls to provide any effective change In the law which will
Insure aid to seriously Injured Industries under the escape clause which
until now has not been administered as originally Intended by Congres.
We submit below reasons why the domestic fastener Industry needs help from
Congress and why enactment of It. It. 12591 will merely continue the deplorabte
Inequities that have arisen under previous extensions of. the Trade Agreements
Act.
XVIDZIMDOF INJURY TO DOMTIHO INDUSTRY

As an example of what has happened in the domestic wood screw Industry, we
attach hereto a chart showing the huge volume of imports since 1950. Note
that although In recent months Imports have declined somewhat, so also have
domestic sales volumes, due principally to the current business recession. Using
a monthly average Import figure for 12 months from April 1957 through March
168, Imports of wood screws amount to 20.10 percent of dompetilc orders received
during that same period.
From charts attached showing Imports as well as domestic sales, it can be
observed that domestic shipmenta have declined from an average of over 4 million
gross per month during 1960-51, when Imports began, to an average monthly
shipment of 2,400,000 gross In 1057 and 2 million for the first 5 months of 1968.
The combination of adverse business conditions and huge imports In relation to
domestic orders is causing a major catastrophe In the wood screw Industry and
In In danger of wrecking it as an essential domestic industry. During World
War II no screws were available from abroad. Our domestic Industry was
expected to produce them on short notice by the trainload for vital war needs. In
peace as well as war other articles cannot be fastened together without screws.
NEGATIVE KWSAPa-CLAUSZC

EXPiRIINCZ OF WOOD SCRoW INOURnrav

Small domestic Industries, such as the screw and rivet manufacturing Industry, have not received the kind of protection envisaged by Congress In the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1961, as amended which made the escape-claus
proceedings a matter of legislative directive. bomestlc wood screw manufacturers contend that they have been seriously Injured by Imports and that remedial
acton can only come from imposition of an Import quota. In the face 6f imports
of the relative volume shown on the attached chart, here is what happened to
the wood screw Industry when It applied for escape-clause relief (from United
States Tariff Qkmmisslon survey on outcome or current status of applications
filed with the Unltd States Tariff Commlsslon for Investigations under the
escape-clause of trade agreements, as of :uly 2,19560) :
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When It requested dismissal of Its application on April 9, IONS, the United
'States Wood Screw Service Bureau and Its members had concluded, based obi
their experience and the experience in other small industries requesting similar
relief, that effective Import quota, aid would not be granted under the then
current presidential foreign trade policy. It was decided to waste no more
time and effort pursing remedial reII9f through escape-clause procedure. Obviousl brach
theexeutir
s fa remvedfromthe mpot tr4l$s of julal
manuactrer,
woud b anIntrnatona
a
agncyas te Q~ga~za~onfor
Trad
(OO),tha
Copertio th prble Islitle ndesto~ ad asisanc
caCnges
o~ycoe wic
ro
i mrereposie o heseiosnssoffh
plight of small business.
SMALL BUSINESS MUST SEEK HELP THROUGH CONORESS

The screw manufacturing Industry Is c miposed of small manufactuiies with
many plants having less than 100 employees, although some have as Liany as
a thousand employees. The Screw manufacturing business in Mhe United States,
divided among 200 companies, is essentially small business. Its principal Avenue
of relief In the current desperate Import situation apparently is through its
Congressmen who are lose to the screw manufacturing plants located in theIr
various districts.
H. I. 0902 AND S. 1599 PASSAGE NEEDED TO ESTARUSIK QUOTA

Be-cause no adequate relief could be obtained through escape-clause proceedings as originally Intended by Congress% and because import quota relief Is
despera,'tely needed by the wood screw manufacturing Industry, ait our request
Congressman Noah M. Mason. Republican, of Illinois, Introduced a bill. H. R.
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0902. Senator Everett M. Dlrksen, Republican, of Illinois, Introduced a companion bill in the Senate, S. 1899, which would establish an Import quota on
Imports of wood screws.
REASON QUOTA 15 NECESSARY

The reason the domektlc Industry has requested an Import quota In Its appli-

cation for relief to the United States Tariff Commission under escape-clause
procedure Is that increases in the tariff rate alone would be Inadequat., to cornpensato for the wide difference in cost between domestic and foreign producers.
The average price of Imported screws sold In the United States today Is approximately one-half of the average price of domestic wood screws. Increases In
tariff rate from the present 12 to 25 percent ad valorem, the maximum allowed
under the present law, would have little or no effect In offsetting the unfair low
labor cost advantages of foreign producers, particularly those In Japan.
An Import quota of a reasonable amount, allowing foreign producers to participato In this market and yet not to such a degree as would totally destroy
the domestic Industry, is the only reasonable answer. Even though the present
Trade Agreements Act, as amended, contemplates use of import quotas as
remedial relief to aid a seriously Injured domestic Industry, the executive
branch of the Government has steadfastly attempted to maintain as one of Its
major policy platforms of free trade that no Import quotas on manufactured
goods shall be imposed. Foreign countries establish quotas, embargoes and
licensing arrangements which, In effect, are no more than quotas. Yet, our
Government stands forth like a white knight in shining armor refusing to protect
Its own small Industries with reasonable Import quotas. That Is why we ask
your committee not only to defeat II. R. 12591 but also to act now on our Import
quota bill S. 1899.
LACK OF STATISTICS IfAMPER FAOAPX-C6AUE

RELIEF

Another reason effective relief Is denied the screw Industry Is that the Census
Bureau does not collect or disseminate adequate statistics of imports. For
example, machine screws, cap screws, socket screws, tubular rivets, and many
other type fasteners are lumped In a metals and wares category of Items, not
elsewhere specified, in paragraph 897 of the Tariff Act of 1030. No suitable
statistics of imports are collected for these products by the Census Bureau.
They are lost In the shuffle and, although the domestic Industry knows that
huge quantities of these screws are being Imported, through sources such as the
Import Bulletin of the New York Journal of Commerce, no adequate statistics
are available to establish Injury as required by the United States Tariff Commission under escape-clause procedure.
SHIP MANIFEST DATA INADEQUATE
As a further illustration of why adequate statistics are difficult to obtain, we
cite the situation of certain importers securing a ruling from the Treasury Departient preventing such agencies as the Import Bulletin of the New York
Journal of Commerce from publishing their names or the quantities imported
by them in the Import Bulletin. As a result of the New York Journal of Commerce and this Industry vigorously protesting this rule, the censorship was
changed slightly so that now quantities may be published, but no names of
Importers are listed.
Sample of the type of Information taken from ships' manifests published
by the Import Bulletin of the Journal of Commerce, covering not oply screws
but thousands of other products, is on the sheets attached hereto. This type
of statistical data Is confusing and useless as a basis for establishing an escapeclause caso by an Industry being Injured. No Census Bureau statistics are
available showing actual quantities In pounds, pieces, tons or dollars except
In the case of wood screws (see chart attaebd).
Minor administrative actions by executive branches of the Government are
misguided efforts to carry out the top policy of the administration to free up
trade, and, caught In tio middle are small domestic industries which are hAmstrung In Obtaining vital Information essential in eqtablishing their case undet
escape-clause procedure. 'this is another reason why we urge Congress not to
extend the present Trade Agreements Act for i5years because the new law would
be ahotlker blank check to the free traders In the administration to Ignore the
plightof small business.
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PASSAGE OF S. 2240 NEUED

TO INSUUZ MARKING OF FOREIGN ORIGIN O

PACKAGES

Passage of 1I. R. 12501 is further opposed by the screw manufacturing industry on the ground that it does not establish adequate safeguards for protection of small highly competitive businesses from Unfair import competition. For
example, at our Industry's request, Representative Noah M. Mason (Republican), Illinois, has introduced H. R. 8111 In the House of Representatives amending the Tariff Act of 1930 with respect to marking of imported articles and
containers. A companion bill, known as 8. 2240 (attached) was introduced in
the Senate by Senator William A. Purtell (Republican), Connecticut. The purpose of this legislation is to prevent commingling of imported screws with
domestic screws by importers, jobbers, distributors, and others, and offering
then in the trade as domestic products.
Foreign producers select the most popular sizes of screws to import. Their
purpose is to make large volume sales at low prices of so-called heart-of-the-line
items. When these are sold through the distributing trade and also to large
users, resellers find it a simple matter to commingle the imported screws with
domestic screws of odd sizes and unusual diameters and lengths and offer them
without clearly marking the new containers indicating that most or pert of their
offerings are imported screws.
Since there is considerable preference throughout the trade for domestic
products, misrepresentation of this kind constitutes unfair competition and
places domestic producers at a further disadvantage in competition with Imported products. The Federal Trade Commission has attempted to rule this
kind of activity as unfair competition under section 5 of the Federal Trade Commission Act, but the conditions and limitations Included in its various decisions
make effective enforcement practically impossible.
Accordingly, we have had introduced H. R. 8111 and 8. 2240 as bills which
will prevent commingling ard help establish fairer competition between
domestic and imported products. We refer to these bills Introduced by us as
evidence of the urgent need for protection of our small Industry. Because
H. R. 12 O provides no tangible assistance of the kind needed by our industry
and proposes power in the executive branch to reduce tariffs still further and
also fails to return to the control of Congress Its power over tariffs and inports, we are unalteialy opposed to its passage. We support Senator Thurmond's amendment to 17. R. 12501 which would reduce the period to 2 years and
restore congressional authority over tariffs as under the Simpson-Davis bill
(IT. R. 12676).
STATUSENT OF VNINrT J. RODDY IN OPosIToN To H. R. 10388 Bo"
IlOUSs WATS AND MEANs CouUrrnlr, WASRuwoTow, D. 0., TnURSDAT,
RWARY 27, 1NS

Fan-

My name is Vincent J. Roddy. I am president of the American Screw Co.,
Willmantic, Conn. As a member of the screw-manufacturing Industry, I represent my company here today to express our concern as to the damaging effects
II. R. 10368 may have on the economy of the United States, the economy of the
State of Connecticou and the well-beig and Job opportunities In the fastener Industry., The underlying objectives of bill H. I. 1038, helpful as they may be
to international policy, should kot be the sole consideration, especially when the
sacrifice of many United States industries is Involved.

We probably could arrange for a dozen manufacturerss of screws to tesify

before yo r committee to tell you of the economic stangulation occurring to this
industry due to Import& However, to conserve time, I have been asked to appear as an Individual manufacturer typical of the industry. I refer in this
statement particularly to imports of wood screws; however, my company has
been hard hit by Imports of other types of fasteners, such as machine screws
and tapping screws.
The material presnted by Mr. Byrne speaks for itself. The cunent recssIon, of course, vastly increanes the economic hardship caused by the flood of
imports. Our company's ncomingl orders have declined severely In the past 8
months. Our plant has been oPerting on a 4-day week, but has returned to a
ay operation with the layoff of a substantial number of employees.
The
-Screw industry Is one of-the o
.leriadustrlie
In the United States,
and the American Screw Oo. has betn a prod.uerof wood screws for 12 years.

In all that time, Imports were no problem for our company until 190 following
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reductions In the tariff and devaluation of the British pound. Since then, the
ever-increaslng volume of Impotts has been a serious problem. Wood screws,
machine screws, tapping screws, etc., are readily subject to substitution as to
source. No style varlatimns, or even much In the way of quality differences, can
be emphasized to offset and outsell Imported products. What occurs Is simply a
substitution of our sales by imported products with resulting economic loss to
our company and cutbacks In employment and Idling of etuipnment. Yet In
escape-clause cases, relief has been denied to our Industry. Despite the loss of
.0to 30 percent of the domestic Industry's volume to imports, we have not been
considered as seriously Injured bi the executive department of the Government.
Facts do not substantiate this conclusion. and I would remind you that, without
these products of our Industry, our entire transportation system as well as all
basic Industries, would grind to a dead halt. If for any reason the Imported
product was unavailable--and our domestic fastener Industry had been reduce
to an Impotent source of supply-what would be the result?
In May of 1957, after a great deal of study, our company reluctantly decldeu
that, due principally to Increasing Imports, it would be necessary to close our
Norristown plant. This plant had produced wood screws and other fasteners for
over 50 years. Approximately 100 employees In the small town of Norristown,
Pa., lost their Jobs as a result of this cutback.
As Mr. Byrne states. there are over 200 companies producing various types
of screws, nuts, bolts, and rivets In the screw-manufacturing Industry. The
Industry is composed prInelpally of small manufacturers, and Is extremely competitive. We consider our company basically small business, although we know
that our payroll In a locality such as Willimantic, Conn., gives much-needed
employment to people in that area.-.The majority of job opportunities in Willimantle are for women, whereas most of the jobs at the Amerlcan Screw Co. are
filled by men. Hence, job losses at American have a very serious impact on our
community.
I would like to draw your attention particularly to H. R. 8111, providing for
an Import quota of wood screws, and also H. R.60902, which would require persons selling Imported screws In the Unitod States to plainly mark packages
containing them with the country of origbi. We have not obtained the relief
desperately needed by our Industry through the so-called escape-clause procedure.
These bills, reducing Imports In the case of one and Insuring fairer competition
In the case of the other, would help considerably though they will not solve
the entire problem. Both bills are now in your committee. We hope you will
act on them favorably without delay.
While I refer to these bills which were designed especially to help our own
Industry, I am here today primarily to express concern over the extension of
the present Trade Agreements Act; first, because It would give the executive
ranch of the Government authority to reduce tariffs further, which Is unthinkable for the products of our lindutry, and secondly, because effective relief to
seriously Injured dpmestle industries cannot be obtained under the procedure
now established In the present Trade Agreements Act. Decisions of the Urlited
States Tariff Commission in cases nvolving seriously Injured Industries should
be final except for review by or appeal to an appropriate committee In the Congress. I believe that Itsuch procedure were Initiated, some commoseno solution would be found for the corrosive aid cancerous effect of unlimited Imports
on this Industry which has proved so vital to the Nation In a period of national

emergency.

I have attached to this statement material released by the Connecticut Trade
& Employment Council, Inc., of Iristol, Qonn., telling of the formation of this
organisation to assist and protect the Job opportunities of Connecticut men and
women, threatened by imports of products from low-wage foreign countries. I request that these telease be Inserted In the Congressional Record along with this
statement as reflecting the'
i
ts efforts now going on In Connecticut to
obtain assistance from lowlabo Imports.
Thank you very much.

(The material attached to Mr. Roddy's statement appears on pp.
701-71 of the printed hearings on the renewal of Trde Agreements
Act by the House Committee on Ways and Means.)
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This statement is filed in opposition to 11. It. 12591, on behalf of the Insulation
Board Institute, a trade nsociation of domestic insulation-board manufacturers.
Insulation board is used principally in building as an insulating medium against
temperature changes. It is made of wood, cane, and other vegetable fibers ranging from one-quarter to 1 inch in thickness, which Is cut into convenient buildIng sizes. Board seven-sixteenths inch and over in thickness Is used in construction of structural sheathing, roof insulation, plaster-base lath, building
board, or is used in the manufacture of acoustical tile, interior tile and plank, and
insulating siding. Thinner board has a variety of uses, ranging from shingle
backer and building board to pipe gasket.
Imported insulation board Is classified under tariff item 1402 of the Tariff Act
of 1930 as "pulpboard, wallboard * * * not plate finished," on which the duty
rate Is now 5 percent ad valorem, having been reduced from an original rate of
10 percent ad valorem by i 1949 trade-agreement concession.
In considering the proposal in H. R. 12591 to extend and broaden the tariff concession negotiating powers of the Executive, the domestic ins ilation-board pro(ucers, although appreciative of the basic aim of the trade-ai,,eements program,
are most apprehensive over the results of that program durb.g the past 24 years
of such delegated authority.
Instead of being, as originally Intended, a program of trade agreements for
the interchange of tariff reductions designed to increase two-way trade, it has
become a one-way street for this country to' Open its markets to foreign merchandise. No longer being oriented, as originally conceived, as a matter of domestic policy in our own self-interest, It has become an instrument of our foreign
policy to meet the Soviet challenge, and an answer to any other foreign relations
problem that arises. Contrary to its original concept of leading to mutual concessions from abroad, It has resulted in. increased quantitative and other evidences of economic nationalism.
Having meanwhile already negotiated our tariff rate bank acvount down to a
small fraction of its 1034 condition-which would suggest a prudent reappraisal of the results achieved by the program-it Is now proposed that we commit ourselves for an unprecendentedly long period to accelerating the withdrawal of our remaining tariff bank balance.
Believing that we will not win the peace.by such profligacy and rather than
our only sound defenses to the Soviet challenge are our own production, our
independence of foreign sources for strategic materials, and the economic wellbeing of this country, the domestic insulation board producers believe that new
and more effective methods of encouraging two-way trade are vitally needed in
stead of simply blindly continuing a warmed-over method.
Specifically, we are opposed to four features of IL R. 12591.
A. The proposed 5-year duration of the proposed Executve's authority to make
new trade agreements is unprecedented, and destructive of the needed periodic
congressional review of the trade-agreements program. • Such a lengthy delegation is particularly anomalous now, in precluding a long-needed congressional
consideration of the Tariff Commission's recomnrew4atlons regarding tariff
classifications, in preventing correction, of procedural. dficts, and in destroying
congreMsional flexibility in adjusting our tariffs to fluctuating d9n~estl economic
activity and employment, etc. We urgently recommend, at most, a 1- or 2-year
extension of the present negotiating authority.
B. We further are opposed to the proposed Increase in tariff-cutting authority
and particularly the proposed alternative authority of reducing any, rate by 2
percent ad valorem below the rate existing on July 1, 195. As applied to the.
present reduced tariff rate on imported insulation board (. e., 5 percent'ad
valorem), this alternative authority would permit a 40 percent reduction in the
present rate and reduce it to a 8 percent ad valorem rate (80 percent of the
1930 rate).
These percentage limitations on the proposed grant of new changing autlhority
appear to have been pulled out ot the air. -Why a 95 percent blanket reduction?
Why a 1"2 percentum point" reduction? How can alone possibly know what
the impact of such excessively broad new authority can be on domestic Industries?
h
c
b
d
t
0. The three abstract, alternative authorities to cut tariff rates are proposed
without any standards to guide the Executive in exercising them. There Is no
direction to the Executive In lowering our remaining tariff rates by trade agree-
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ments, to distinguish between products and Industries essential to our national
security and those that are not; or between those tariff rates that have been
heretofore reduced, either relatively or absolutely, and those who have not; or
between those products and industries now adversely affected by or sensitive"
to Imports avd those that are not; or between the relative wage rate or costs
of production here and abroad;'or between those products and Industries that
process Indigenous commodities or their byproducts, and those that do not.
Yet these basic policy distinctions that would be left entirely to Executive discretion by the bill, determine the continued well-being of most domestic Industries.
Such policy matters, constitutionally committed to'the Congress, are now to be
exercissd by the Executive freely and independently for a 5-year period, and if,
exercised near the end of that period can have an effect for many years beyond.,
Such a lack of bench marks for the Executive to follow in the proposed tariffrate changing authority make it an unbridled delegation of power to select which
of the domestic industries are to be sacrificed In the furtherance of our foreign
relations and preclude the impact of Imports falling equitably on all segments
of our economy.
D. These proposed new tariff cutting powers are even more obnoxious in
view of the failure of the bill to provide an effective escape from improvident
concessions that may be granted. The present escape-clause procedure Is a
hollow, Illusory remedy, In which relief Is dependent upon the judgment of the
Executive. This defect Is not cured either by authorizing a larger restoration,
or an Executive-fixed tariff on products now on the free list where the Exectitive retains power to follow or Ignore an escape-clause recommendation of the
Tariff Commission. Effective congressional control over administration of the
Trade Agreements Act, and escape from the harshness of its impact on a particular industry, cannot be provided by the proposed two-thirds voting rquirement.
De0lte assurances of both major political partleq In their 1956 platforms of
the protection of domestic Industry and labor In the exercise of the escape-clause
and peril-point provisions, the proposed bill fails to reaffirm the baste purposes
of the trade-agreementA program of avoiding Injury to American workers and
producers, of furtherifig our national security, or of insuring effective reciprocity
for our trade concessions. Summarily stated, there is no protection In H. i.
12591 against the proposed broadened authority, to cut our tariff rates remaining,
simply. an Instrument of our foreign policy.
For these reasons, we oppose the passage of the bill In Its present form, cognizant that Its defeat will not end the trade agreements already made but will
affect only authority to make new agreements. We respectfully urge a period
In which to. digest tariff rate concessions already made, to consider the entire
realm of duty classifications and rates as recommended by the Tariff Commission
In Its present study, and to appraise present domestic economic problems.
VINm

]PARhcs INST ITUI,
New Yoei, July 1,1958.

HOn. HAURY F. BYRD
Ohafrman, Senate FPinnce Oommittee,

Woa~(gpo, D. 0.

DrAa SsiATon Bv:
The members of the Vinyl Fabrics Institute wish to,
express their opposition to the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 198, H. It.

12501.

This Institute was formerly known as the Plastic Coating & Film Association.It Is comprised of manufacturers of pyroxylin and vinyl-coated cotton, all-plastic'
vinyl sheeting, and synthetic fabrics primarily for upholstery purposes In thefurniture and automotive Industries. In addition, there are many other applications, including luggage and case coverings, folding doors, garment material,
shoes, handbags, and a wide range of specialty items.
In recent years there has been a tremendous Increase of foreign Industrial out-'
put, not the least of which Is competitive with products similar to our own
Industry's. This has all been engendered in large measure by economic aid*
and know-how from the United States. This prbgiam has, In turn, enabled
Western Europe and the Far East to produce goods of a quality and In a quantity
which presents a constantly increasing competitive threat, now of very reAtl
Proportions.
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While such aid from us has helped to restore much of the free world's economic
health, it is our strong opinion that any move-to further increase the flood of
cheaply mass-produced foreign products into the United States will serve only
to diminish rather than strengthen our United States economy.
The act proposes a further 5-year authority for the Executive to decrease
tariffs. In effect, this can mean 10 years, since a reduction negotiated just prior
to the end of this 5-year period could be made effective in successive steps for
a further 5 years. Such an extension is, in our opinion, not only dangerous but
-completely unnecessary. It appears most unwise to extend tariff-cutting authority in the face of rapidly changing world conditions, the direction of which is
in no way ascertainable. The realization of the European Common Market will
certainly result in the application of its common tariff to all other countries over
the period of the next few critical years. What impact this will have on United
States trade cannot be stated, particularly as regards any particular product or
group of products. It seems inconsistent with good Judgment under such
circumstances to authorize further extreme tariff cutting by a future Executive
who is not now known, and In a direction which may become increasingly more
harmful to the free world's strongest single economy.
While it may be said by some groups that there are protective features in
the proposed act which will provide a reasonable measure of safety to our industry from the competition of lower standard countries, the record clearly shows
that very little such aid has been forthcoming or is likely to be.
As a country, we are unable to measure the extent to which it is claimed the
program of reducing tariffs has been beneficial, if to any real degree at all. Yet,
further reductions are indiscriminately proposed which could extend through
this administration and into the next one. We strongly feel that the continued
extension of such broad powers to the executive branch Is unwise and undesirable.
It is our urgent recommendation that H. R. 12591 be not passed.
We appreciate the opportunity to present our views in this manner before
.thecommittee.
Respectfully submitted.
PAUL F. JoHNS0oN,
Ngeoutlue SeorelorV.
M. MILLEm, 0HARLN, AsSOCwTMn RzPaSENITATIVxs oF
STa-roRDsxz Porims, Nzw Yox, N. Y., iN Sunpowr or THe PRoPOazD TuDn
AoumuzrTs Aor or 1958

-8rATzMEZ? or DONALw

The Associated Representatives of Staffordshire Potters, New York, N. Y.,
submit the following statement to the Senate Committee on Finance in Support
of the position thit'passage, by the Senate, of the proposed Trade Agreements
Extension Act of 19W8, H. It. 12591, is vital to the mutual economic 'and political
interests of the United States, the United Kingdom, and the rest of the free
,vorld.
The Associated Representatives of Staffordshire Potters is a trade orgabizain, including In Its membership 18 separate concerns engaged tn, among other
things, the importation into the United States and sale therein of various earthenware and bone chinaware products from the United Kingdomi. Imports by said
-association account for a very substantial portion of the total imports of such
products from the United Kingdom.
On June 20,1958, the Senate Committee on Finance began hearings on H. L
12501, the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958. This proposed renewal,
already approved by the House of Representatites by an overwhelming maJority, provides for extension, with certain amendments, of the existing re-'
ciprocal trade agreement law. This legislation Wmeis at a time when Increased
reciprocal- trade is becoming more and more of a net*olty In fostering and
maintaining world economic and political security and stability.
Reciprocal trade agreements have played a vital part, since their Inception,
in bringing about a more vigorous and dynamic growth to the United States
economy. Continued two-way trade is essential to the maintenance of economic
welfare, both for the United States and the United Kingdom, as representatives
of the free world. United States industries need export markets and it is
Incumbent upon the United States to open its markets to the Industries of
foreign nations so that they can be given the opportunity to earn-the dollars
to pay for the goods we sell. Aside from the direct benefit to the actual economy
of the United States it is equally as Important to support the industries of our
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allies in the free world so that they may maintain a healthy economic and
political status.
Historically, the United Kingdom has virtually always been a most-favored
nation in economic and political relationships with the United States. Our
mutual pasts have always been linked in the forefront of the struggle for
political and economic freedom. A continued most favored relationship is
vital to the future struggle in keeping the bulwark of free economic endeavor
healthy and strong.
There are occasions when the effort to aid foreign industry by facilitating its
exports to the United States results in injury to domestic enterprise in whole
or in part. However, in the fields represented by the Associated Itepresentatives of Staffordshire Potters, that of bone chinaware and high-priced earthenware, the situation is unique in that there Is virtually no such possibility of
serious injury to the domestic industry producing like or directly competitive
articles. Even if the possibility of any injury should arise, adequate remedy
is provided for in the proposed bill as passed by the House of Representatives.
First, bone chinaware and the high-priced earthenware, in which the association is interested, are distinctive products which are not in direct competition
with domestic ware, and second, domestic manufacturers of high-priced and
high-prestige ware have expanded and prospered over the years in which a
reciprocal trade program has been in effect. Since importation of these products
fron the United Kingdom In the past has not proven detrimental to any domestic
interest, there is no reason to believe that future continuation of this policy will
alter the situation.
Despite some reductions in tariff duties, there has been a downward trend in
imports of bone chinaware and high-priced earthenware from the United Kingdom
due to a number of factors. Prices of chinaware, both domestic and imported,
have increased to some extent in recent years, Figures are not available on
domestic lines, but any domestic increases in price and cost have been more
than matched by a total overall price increase on imported bore chinaware of
at least 30 percent since 1953 and an ocean freight cost Increase of at least 10
percent during the same period. A further cause of the decline in imports of
British ware has been the trend toward modern designs and decorations and
away from the more traditional patterns which have, in the past, characterized
British ware. In the last year, sales resistance to higher priced luxury items
and substitution of lower priced products, the tremendous volume of imports
of chinaware and earthenware from Japan, and the increasing sales of competitive products, especially plastic ware, have contributed to .this decreased
volume. Without a renewed reciprocal trade agreement law, containing a
possibility of additional tariff reductions on imports of bone chinaware and
high-priced earthenware, there would be no chance of offsetting these increased
costs and arresting the downward trend of import volume. Certainly, reversing
this downward trend would be most advantageous to an important industry of
one of our allies in the free world and, therefore, advantageous to the economic
and political security of the United States as a segment of the free world,
without any Injury or threat of injury to the domestic china industry or to any
segment thereof,
Tariff rates of duty now applicable to bone china tableware are still relatively
high. The effective rate of duty on decorated bone china, for example, is now
85 percent ad valorem; the effective rate of duty on undecorated bone china is
80 percent ad valorem, under paragraph 212 Tariff Act of 130, as aniended.
Bone china s.i not produced in the United States and imports are supplied
almost entirely by the United Kingdom. It differs markedly from the feldspathic
china produced in the United States and elsewhere in the world. It Is highly
distinctive' in character and appearance and occupies a historic high-prestige
position in the consuming trade in the United States and elsewhere." Bone china
sells at prices generally higher than theprices of the great bulk of chinaware
produced, In. the United, States
Bone china products gmerally have designs
that are distinctive and differentt from 4"igns usd on domestic ware.
The importers and distributors of bone china products in the United States
and the manufacturers In England have uniformly maintained the position that
bone china is special and distinct from any other type of china produced Ini the
world. Due to its unique characteristics it enjoys a specie.l reputation which
has lasted for over 100 years. Its reputation has created a universal good will
for the product, which has formed the base for the specification of brand on
the part of the purchasing public. It is believed that this is as true today as
It has always been, and that a prospective purchaser who desires to purchase
2T029-89--pt. 2-25
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bona china dinnerware has arrived at that decision because of the foregoing
factors and is not satisfied with substitution of any other type of china.
If there 16 any domestic product with which imported bone chinaware Is in
competition, It ti only the highest priced brands of feldapathic chinaware,
eNoying the highest prestige. The domestic producers of the highest priced,
highest prestige feldspathic chinaware have greatly expanded their production
and prospered In recent years. It follows that the competitive impact, if any,
of the imports of bone chinaware has not interfered with the operations of
said concerns.
* The volume of imports of bone china from the United Kingdom In recent years
is shown by the following table:
Imports of decoratedbone china tablewarefrom United Kingdom

Yw

W:....................
105........................................u,

1W::................

Q a

.........

"ut V"

438f

~

_

The high-priced earthenware products imported by the members of this association from the United Kingdom have, as a result of past-negotiations under
the trade agreements law, been separated In the Tariff Act by sie and milmum
value brackets from the large-v01ume imports of lower priced earthenware productsimported principally from Japan.
Decorated earthenware tableware plates, cups, and saucers principally from
the United Kingdom, are currently dutiable under paragraph 211 of the Tariff
Act of 190, as amended, at 10 cents per dozen pieces and 20 percent ad valorem.
Other higher priced earthenware, both decorated and plain, Is currently sbject
to a duty of 10 cents per dozen pieces and 25 percent ad valorem under said

'.I
I
,,paragraph.
T kneribers of this association also Import earthen artware for Which it sepa-

rate tariff provision has been created for products valued at $10 or more per
dozm pieces by trade-agreement action. Sueh ware is currently dutiable at 4
cents per dozen pieces and 21 percent ad valorem.
Just a In the case of bone chinaware, imported fnglish earthenware Is
largely noncompetitive with comparable domestic ware. Household toblewaro,
both plain white or undecorated and decorated, Imported Into the United States
from the United Kingdom, is uniformly of high quality and ts sold In the United
States at prices generally higher than comparable American produced wawe.
Oontlnued marketing of the British product at higher prices is due In large
part
The -prestige which It enjoys in the American mrket. It Is 1old on the
basis of consumer preference rather than because of anr-underelllng or displacement of an cnparable product made in the Uniteo States.
',British art pottery,, possemln cobiderable ntrinsic artistic meit,also gen
era1y commands a- higher price than the general class of the Aierlcan-made
ware, and a considerably higher price than the imported Japaneb
German,or.
Italian ware. - Most of these art pottery Items, are decorated by band and *nd
no eounterpart In domostle production or other forp
importation& 'The sale
of these Itmp is effect
solely 'o the bea of Individual consumer appeal or
preference and there is little or no direct competition in tie sale of these Items

from dmerent sources. In recent year

art pottery, Imports from the United

KlngdI n have ael suffered a downwa&d trend,

'er

%

Is set forth hereafter imports from the United Kin[dom of earthenware

tableware products and artware for the years 1962-7, inclusive.
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Imports froms Ut~c4 Kingdonn of ea fteinc~tre fnbblowre, decorated an4 andecorate44 valued over the m4ufmum valuee e#eol)e in par. 211, Tariff Act of71930,
as atnetided
Yms

Quantity
..

1,032,510

1954....................................

917,800

1952.................................

V"lu

4

a

%6554,932

JImpots fromn United Kingdom of eartlieaerearticlee, other than, table and
kitchen articee, v~alued $10 or more Owr doe,
Yeen

_Vaux

f(uUJ

9
..................I..........
.......
1953....................
1954....................7,...
:...
.......
5..........
9
I1
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Our deep concern over the proposed new sweeping powers in I. R. 12501 to
negotiate tariff concessions can be graphically Illustrated by the following:
S3 rate

Present reduced rate

Probable under
I1,R. 12591
..

0.1 cent per pound.. Free I... ......
Pretabristed metal studs....20 percent ad valo- 7Mpercent ad valo. 30 percent ad vs.
rvm (per. 312).
rei.
lorem.'
ad vs.
Metal lathaid other coes- 45 percent ad valo. 19 percent ad vale- 15 p recent
ren.
kbrem.'
series,
rem (par. 397).
0.2(tar.
cent312).
per pound.
Ce*d-roUed channels .........

Rcduo.
tIon from
1930 rate
.Pernt

100.0
72
6&

By 23percent
valorem alternative.
reduction alternative.
sBy
percentad
reduction

It will thus be seen that the direct effect of the proposed 2 percent ad
valorem reduction alternative, I of 3 alternative reduction authorities in
the bill, can be to wipe out all duty on cold-rolled channels and make it a freelist item, 1. e., a 100 percent reduction. This result follows because the
present reduced specific duty of one-tenth cent per pound is an ad valorem
equivalent on such imported channel of less than 2 percent.
Such a result is particularly anomalous in view of the fact that the industry
has raised in good faith with the United States Tariff Commission In its
current tariff-sImplification study, pursuant to the Customs Simplification
Act of 19543, the present anomalous tariff classification of cold-rolled channels
In which the present reduced duty (I. e., 0.1 cent per pound) on a finished
manufacture or article of commerce is the equivalent of less than one-tenth the
duty (12% percent ad valorem) upon the raw material from which that
article Is made; I. e., Strip steel. Yet by the proposed 5-year extension, Congress will have foreclosed itself from objectively considering the Tariff Cornmission's recommendations on that matter that are due next January. •
The same 2 percent ad valorem reduction alternative can reduce the 7%
percent ad valorem duty on prefabricated metal studs to 61A percent ad
valorem, which is a 281-pWicent reduction, and similarly preclude congressional consideration of a Tariff Commission recommendation as to the anomalous tariff classification of such metal studs, which illogically is just 60 percent
as much as the duty (12% percent ad valorem) Imposed upon the raw material
from which most such metal studs are made. •
By what logic Is the Executive to be' given the novel and unprecedented
authority to redue all' existing 'rates by 2 percent ad valorem? Such an
alternative will quite obviously apply differentlyy, and inequitably, to various
domestic industries, because a 2-percent ad valorem reduction in a 2-percent
ad valorem rate is a 100-percent reduction, and on a 50-percent ad valorem
rate is only a 5-percent reduction, Can it possibly be assumed that the effect
of completely wiping ouk a tariff rate Is no different than reducing one from
50 percent ad valorem to 48 percent ad valorem?
By, what reasoning Is the Executive to be given the broad power to reduce
the present reduced rates by 25 percent? With as much 'or as little factual
foundation that figure could as well be 10 percent or 35 percent.
Such figures, presumably pulled "from the blue," suggest that by the enactment of H. I. 12591 Congress would in effect be abrogating its constitutional
powers over tariff matters to the Executive for a 5-year period, and-beyond that
tor the duration of the trade agreements negotiated during that period:
Can It be otherwise? There are no ehannelizing standards for the Executive to follow in the exercise of the proposed powers. 'le lsnot'enjoined in
any way as to. how such ,powers are to be exercised. lie can recognize or
Ignore, .as he.wlshes,. ,suc4 considerations as national security,' reductions
heretofore made, whether the domestic industry is affected by or' peculiarly
sensitive to imports, relative wage rates and production costs, and the like.
Under H. R. 12591, the Executive alone would have the power to destroy or
harm the domestic industries affected by Imports, for the escape clause would
not and cannot be a substitute for policy benchmarks on the Executive's exercise of such powers. Where Congress can now exercise its constitutional.
tariff powers by a majority vot, the bill would seek to require a two-thirds
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vote to override the Executive when he chooses to Ignore the Tariff Com.
mission's escape-clause recommendations.
Moreover, the present ineffectiveness of the escape clause can hardly be cured
by the proposed authority to restore tariff concessions back to the level'of 1034
rates, or by the highly questionable power of the Executive to fix tariff rates on
free-list commodities, especially where the Executive retains power to Ignore or
follow escape-clause recommendations as he chooses. We recognize the effort In
If. It. 12591 to balance the needs and interests of all sectors of our economy
and that the Congress should have a voice In esca p-clause matters, although we
do not believe that congressional supervision should be by a two-thirds vote.
While under tle trade-agreements program perhaps rates should be reduced
In furtherance of foreign-policy objectives, the preventive and remedial safeguards within the law to prevent Injury to domestic producers and to furnish
redress if injury results should be strengthened, Otherwise stated, the "injury"
test, and not a "foreign relations" test, should govern such redress.
We believe that the proposed unprecedented 5-year extension, which In effect
would be 10 as to trade agreements negotiated near the end of tho 5-year period,
is far longer than is necessary or desirable. . Such a term could bridge 2 future
presidential terms and 5 new Congresses. NVe believe It imprudent to commit
this country's trade policies that far In advance., While stability and prepara,
tlon to cope with the European Economic Community are desirable, the needs
to revise our nntiqunted tariff classifications next Congress and to repair procedural defects that appear, which suggest a much shorter extension, are far
more compelling.
For these reasons, the domestic metal-lath producers respectfuly urge that
H. R. 12591 be amended to provide for i short extension uo as to permit the Congress to review again the results of the trade-agreements authority in a year
or two. The Executive, in the meantime, can utilize the unused authority to
negotiate trade agreements contained in the last extension act.
WzNCrsr
z

Re H. R. 12501.
Hon.

HARrtY

rrour,

San Prawf oo, Juty 1,1958.

FLOOD Bytw,

Ohalrnan, Oommnitee on Finance, Senate OfOtee Building,

Washington,D. 0.

DAR S SATo Bynw: This statement, in opposition to several features di thd
above bill, Is submitted on behalf of the winegrowers of California 'and also on
behalf of wire growe -a of other States similarly situated.
The United States wine industry, ah agricultural Industry Important to the
economies of many States, is peculiarly susceptible to import competition during
recurring periods of grape uipluses both, abroad and here. These periods of
surpluses, have -occurred lnathe past and will occurt again in the future.' It is
therefore ofIparamount importance tO us that the laws of the United States
provide clear procedures, and fair solutions, to take care of the problem of importation ot wiup into the United States market in excessive quantities at unduly
loyr prices durlhg period when agricultural surpluses, in the form of wine, occur
from time to time both here and abroad.
.
x
We have never opposed extension of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act a
such. We have always opposed, however, the present framing of the act which
permits the executive branch to disregard injury findings of the Tariff Commission either (1) because its judgment is formed on a different set of facts from
that presented to the Tariff Commission in the formal record of an escape clause
hearir,, or (1i) because of reasons of domestic economic policy, or of foreign
policy, which are formulated solely within the executive branch, without benefit
of statute, and with the executive branch as the sole arbiter in the matter.
We respectfully submit to the committee that any findings of injury in escapeclause cases by the Tariff Commission should be given full weight, and that such
findings should be put into legal effect, with the proviso that new procedures be
so arranged by statute that the executive branch (if it feels the findings of the
Tariff Commission should not be put into effect) must then go to the Congress
with pertinent facts to support their reasoning, and that final judgment In such
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matters be made by the COngress only and not by any other branch of the Govern.
met.
H.
1X501 pays only Ulpsrvlce to the idea that Congress should be the final
arbiter in such cases.
This bill propom that the findings of the Tariff Commission on injury In esape.
clause cases shall have no weight whatsoever against a contrary decislob of the
oxective branch unless two-thirds of each House of the Congress shall affirm.
U"tVy support the Tariff Commnission and overrule the executive branch. We
respectfully submit that such a procedure i a travesty on the legislatiyt procem
and has no place In the statutes of the United States. 10ven today the powers
exercised by executive branch in matters of economic policy in the foreign-trade
field are clearly "delegation run riot." The proposed two-thirds provision of the
aousbill must be construed as an attempt, not only to eonfirt this' situation,
but also to make its correction Impossible.
We therefore submit that it is absolutely essential that this provision be
stricken from the bill by the committee and that there be substituted a provision
which will make certain (I) that any disparity between Tarift Oommission find.
ingaou injury and a contrary opinion of the executive branch be formally brought
b fore the Oongress on Its merits, and (i) that a final congressional judgment
be then made In accordance with normal legislative procedures.
Our sfeond objection to 11. It. 1291 as sent over by the llouse, is that It po.
pose a -year period of further tarid cutting by the executive branch up to as
muth as 25 percent off present rate. We respectfully s, )mit that this is too
long a time and too great an amount. From the testimony of many industries
before y
It must be clear that any further tariff cutting will enter Into an
extremely sensitive area for American businesses engaged in producing for the
home market. It must be obvious that a "blank cheek" In this sensitive area is
going to cause much trouble and disturbance in addition to what has already
arisen.
Further, the length of time involved Is going to mean that there will be a post.
ponement by the Congress of consideration of permanent foreign-trade legis.
tMon as a substitute for many features of the, In our opinion, already outmoded
Trade Agreements Act -We respectfully submit that It is highly desirable for
Congress to consider new and permanent foreign-trade legislation within a rela.
Uvely short time. For this reason we feel that the extension of 5 years proposed
mIU. IL 12601 sould be materially reduced.
We believe It to be most important, and most urgent, that the committee give
full consideration to the two principal points above discused. We are most
hopeful the committee will recommend and report to the Sena.e suitable amendmeats on,the" points

(Whereupon, at 12:45p. m., the committee adjourned to reconvene
at10 a. m., Wednesday, July 9, 1958.)
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WEDNESDAYj JULY 9, 1958

'UNFih STAinS SENAin,
COMnrrrns ON FINANs(

Waehingtan,b. (.
The committee met, pursuant to recess at 10 a. m., in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Harry Flood Byrd (chairman)
presiding.
Present. Senators Byrd (chairman), Kerr, Frear, Long, Douglas,
Martin, Williams, Flanders Carlson, and Bennett.
Also present: Elizabeth h. Springer, chief clerk.
Herb rt Levin, Office of International Trade, Department of State.
The (OIAMIIAN., The committee will come to order.
We are very much honored this morning to have with us the distinguished Senator from Connecticut, Mr. Purtell. We are very glad
to have you, sir.
STATEMENT OF NOW. WILLIAM A. PURTELL, UNITED STATES
SENATOR P.OM THE STATE OP CONN CUT
Senator PUmTLt. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I
appreciate very much the opportunity I have here of appearing before
your committee to testify or just a few minutes on what is very vital
to our State and I think to the Nation.
I do not appear here to urge the destruction of the trade-agreements
program. I support the program of President Eisenhower, which; I
understand,: is essentially the program that has been sponsored by all
chief executives since the ReIprocal Trade Act was enacted I 1934.
This program has always been declared to be the joining with other
friendly countries to mutually reduce trade barrers to the fullest
extent that 'this can be, done without seriously injurying domestic
industries.
The peril-pont and escape-clause proiisons of th1 trade*-areements legislation implement the declared p&irpob Of avoiding serious
injury to domestic industries in carrying out the trade-agreements
program..The~ provision, which this aldntstraton has embraced,
are, woven tito tlhe fabric 6f Te' ade-agreements foiula for the
regulation of imports into the United States.
It is self-evident that, but for these safeguarding provisions no
extension of the trade-a ment legislation would- have been approve b.y Congress in 1951: oi 1955, and that withoutthem the administration's bill would have not the slightest chance of passage in this
Congre.
'1215
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Now tile pl-'llilt
anld escaj elfause provisions may be described
by sone its protectionist provisions. I'rotectloiiisn iN not necessarily
a naughty word, nor does it necesarily Iniply high tariff walls. I do
not fAvor high tor'I? walhls. Buit protectionism itIs till Ili fredlient of
the ~rad~ageemets
ormua sice ts ilce
T ll.Te poen -po it and

tctpe-cdause )rovislolis, Ilerely illleiieiit thle Assertions of President,
UMoOsVelt, alli each of his successors in office tlint ill thle admimullstra.
tiotn of tile Trade Ageeemts Ant serious injury to dommistle intilstries
would ho avoided.

world since 10:14 is tlint we will
tfn ue tha
ave een not
~Vha
werevemiue10-buit
forego tile
protective a1spects of ou1t laws, if they
will do the sAie indl no more.
It. It. 10091 Meainis thle esape-chnuge jWivioI1s aud strengthens
them somiewhat, I tun not advocating any amentliiint, that il (ll?
thle Pmesdent thle discretion that thle bill' extends to lhm inl the ad ministrat ion of tih sa-lue
provisions. Bunt I do wtint to manke
a plea for thle utilivationl of tile escapo-claunk remledy whenl thle facts
Justify Its use.
After till, our-trade agrements contain esape clauses which call be
invoked whenever it is justified. '1heir presence in thle agreelIiets
constitutes con-tmit to their use whenever a case is established. Why,
then, should there. be such reuctance onl tile part of those lldinlllterihig the trade-ngenents legislation to use thle quotas.
One of the remedies permitted under the escape clause is tile inpositionlof quota.
miyu
ut salgtmt eeyine
our th'ade-agreeinent escape clauses, so that there is no quest-ion of
violation. of our international obligations in tile imposition of quotas.
under the saeoas procedure
A former Donerati6 chairman of thle United States Tariff Coinmnission (Oscar 11. Hyder), who certainly cannot, be classedt asa
tectionist, had this to say about the escape clause When hie tsed
before this committee in 1047:
The waepe clauim amid the proeedmres established by It, together, provide
what It la very important to have aid the uncertainties of tlie postwar tranition period, a flexible Instrument for prompt amnd adequate action to prevent
injitry troin an unexiectedly large and excessive Ilicrease Ini imports. And what
ist Just as Important to the maintenance of the trade-agreements program, by
this provision It will be possible for the United States to take such safeguardIng action with the minimluml of risk of causing the other country party to the
agremnlent to terminated the agreement, In whole or In part, as it of necessity
Is given the right to do in case of such action.
The authority to impose quotas Isimportant In this connection-

and I am still quoting Mr. Ryder.
In temporary emergency situations, such as may ariso in the transition period,
quotas aire probably the most effectiveo method of Import control. They may be
set at such a figure as to prevent serious Injury to producing Interests and at
the samne tnim to perit a sufficient volume of Imports to satisfy the exportIng country.

The chairmann then interrupted and asked:
Will the pr-ovision for quotas be Included In the future trade agreements?

Mr. Ryder replied:
The safeguarding clause permits quota action.
Yet, despite thme fact tliat the use of quotas as a remedial measure
in escape-clause cases is internationally approved and the fact that
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the United States Congress has given its consent to the use of qTiotas
ill "w.icape" actions this and previous adin nist rations have practically
closed the door to de use of this remedy.
In a recent "escape" action on clotlesj)ins the Tariff Commission
found that a inximumn permissible Increase in duty was not adequate
to remedy the serious fijurq, suffered by the domestic clothespin inbecauseremedy.
of excessive imports and recommended a quota as the
dustry
oni
adequate
'Fle President rejected the quota recommendation and increased
the duty instead,
Subsequent developments have proved the Tariff Commission to
have been i ght. The increased diuty has not been effective and the
domestic inlduistry is little bettor off now than it was before, and I
have with me, Mr. Chairman, a Jetter indicating that-written June
25, by the Clothespin Manufacturers Association, indicating exactly
that.
I recognize that the employment of quotas as a normal method of
regulating imports may not be desirable, aiid I ami not suggesting
such a policy be put into effect in all cases.
But tie adjustment of imports by the escape-clause procedure is
not. our normal method for reguhathig imports; it is a procedure for
anl emergency type of action to correct unintended results of tradeagreement. colncessiolls, namely, serious injuty to domestic industries.
I see no reason why the quota remedy should not be used in eScapeclause actions when the need therefor is'shown. Such use violates
of the United States and their use by the
obligation
no
international
by law,
President
is authorized
I urge that the sense of Congrem that quotas should be used when
nece.sary to remeldy serious injury should lie expressly stated in the
extensions legislation presently before this body. This rule should
apply to innnufactured products and raw materials just as tile administration now invokes quotas for agricultural products to protect the
programs of Conmodity creditt Corporation under section 22.
I Tank you very much, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you very much.
The CiHr.xzt101.
We are glad to ,ave you before the committee.
Thie CIr iM X. We have with us also the distinguished Senator
from South Ca rolina, Senator Thurmond.

STATEMENT OF HON. STROM THURMOND, UNITED STATES SENATOR
FROM THE STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA
Senator '1T'mrw'mom. Mr. Chairman, I believe I can see all right here
and my voice will carry, if it suils you, unless you want me to go over
there,
inasir.
The Cn, RMAN2. As you plASe
Senator TvIrUMOND. Mr. Chairman and members of the Finance
Committee: I appreciate your coutesy in permitting me to testify
today in favor of my proposed amendments to IL R. 12691, the, trade
agreements extension bill. I shall try to be as brief as possible in
explaining my amelidmnents, and then I shall offer for the record two
statements from South Carolinians who have been grievously affected
by our present trade policies.
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Since its very Inception, the trade agreements program has been
taggd as "reciprocal.
Indeed, its author, Cordell Hull, so envisioned it, yet in the 10 pre.
vious extenbons of the ac. we have marched steadily in the direction
of lowering our Nation's tariff barriers with very little "reciprocity"
on the part of the nations with which we do business.
The credit, exchange, licensing, and the myriad of other hindrances
to free trade invoked against us by foreign governments is an old story
to this committee.
My amendments to H. R. 12591, which I have introduced in the
Senate and which I formally present to the committee today, are, I
believe a strong step toward the goal of fairness to all. For those of
our citizens interested in freer trade, they do not affect most of the
provisions of the House bill. For import-affected domestic industries
and employees, they offer a portion of the safeguards to which they
are entitled.
I am sure that most of you gentlemen are aware that I favor full
and proper safeguards to protect our domestic industries, our war
mobiization base, and the jobs of the millions of working people
and their families.
It Is my opinion that these safeguards can best be provided by a
system of select legislative quotas. I am, however enough of a
realist to know that legisltive quotas cannot be enacted at this session
of the Congress.
I am, tferefore, proposing a more than reasonable approach to
make it possible to continue an effective and efficient trade program
with a few amendments that will give our domestic industries and
their employees a fighting chance to survive. I feel certain that you
gentlemen will agree witff me, after hearing the explanation of my
amendments, that they are very reasonable.
My 8 amendments to the bill would accomplish 2 major purposes:
first, to extend the trade program for 2 years instead of 5, thereby
providing the President with the power to reduce tariffs by 5 per.
cent each year, or a total of 10 percent instead of 25 percent; and
second, to return to the Congress a portion of its full power to regulate commerce, as authorized in article I, section 8, of the Constitution.
I feel that 2 years is the mNximum period that the act should be
extended for several reasons.
First, there is no precedent for a Presidential request to extend-the
act for 5 years. Iii 10 previous extensions, none has covered more
than 3 year. In postwar years, the trend has been toward 1- and 2year
extensions.
• Secondly
the Tariff Commission's Report and Recommendation
of Reclassiication under the Customs Simplication Act of 1954 will
be filed with Congress on January 1,1959.
Congress will act on this report at the next session, approving or
modify ing recommendations by the Tariff Commission. These will
then be the statutory tariff classifications and rates. This will require adjustments and reconsiderations of actions taken under the
Trade Agreements Act; thus the only safe and logical procedure
requires at the Trade Agreements Act be reviewed at the time, the
reclassifications are under consideration.
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Next, the administration has indicated that no agreements will be
negotiated until the course of the European Customs and Trade Union
is clearly determined, so our trade relations will not suffer by the
extension for only 2 years.
As my fourth point, I would like to suggest that we not extend this
program into the next administration-regardless of whether it be
Deniocratic or Republican-but that we reappraise It after a 2-year
e:.nsion. There is ample reason for this limitation. World conditions are subject to rapid change.
In recent years, weave come to expect sudden upheavals in political
and economic structures. We have learned that a policy considered
sensible today may be outdated and Ineffective tomorrow.
Hence Con ress must act to encourage frequent review of our foreign trade Voticy, and it should not seek to tie the hands of a new
administration on such a controversial program.
Next, I believe we should reappraise our trade policy in the next
2 years in order to permit early evaluation of the switch in imports
from raw and partly processed materials to more finished goods.
This trend can have serious repercussions on our economy and on
em loyment.
As my sixth and final reason, I would point out that the Congress
just recently extended the Export Control Act for 2 years. Wly
should not we also limit the extension of the-Trade Agreements Act
to this same period of time?
The second major purpose of my amendments is of the utmost importance not only to our domestic industries and their employees, but
also the Congress itself.
As I have already stated, it would restore to the Congress some of
its ,power to regulate foreign commerce, as provided in the Constitution.
My. propo al would require that the President obtain the support af
majority of both Houses of Cnr before he could be susainqd in
his refusal to implement a Tariff Commission escapeclause finding.
The President would be given 90 days within which to gai approval throughpassage of a concurrent resolution of the two Houses
of Congress. These resolutions would be regarded as privileged
matter
in order
to insure that the Congress would definitely act within
thle t90-(la
period.
If the resident submits his report to the Congress when the Congress is not in session, or less than 90 days before the adjournment
of the Congress sine die, and no action is taken by the Cong
prior
to djournment then the decision of the President would stand
prOisior'Ally until 90 days after the Congresis reconvenes.
If he is not sustained within 90 days after Cong
reco
r nvene
than the Tariff Commissiofi finding would become fmal.
Mr. Chairman,' there i~not tbing uxii'eon tble about this proposal. If the President has any case at all fbr vetoing a Tariff
ommission finding, then he 6.oud easily obtain a majority vote in
both Houses.
It might be notd that, re.nt years the President has vetoed
approximately two-thirds of the "Commission's recommendations for
relief.-I
'.
0
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I assume, Mr. Chairman, that no one questions the right of Congress, under tile Constitution, to regulate foreign commerce. Furthermore, it is evident that the need for returning to Congress a
portion of this power has been clearly established to the satisfaction
of the House.
Otherwise, the Ways and Means Committee would not have proposed that the Congress reenter the trade picture.
I am glad that t e Ways and Means Coimnittee and also the House
this need, but I am also alarmed at te unreasonable aprecognized
proach which
they took in placing the burden of obtaining a twothirds vote of the Congmess on a single industry to override the
President's veto of a Commission escape clause finding.
To pretend that this would bri,'g any relief at all to an industry
found by the Commission to be inp-ured by foreign imports or other
aspects of our trade program would be a sheer delusion of the most
grandiose nature.
Congressmen and Senators are only too aware of the difficulty of
obtaining a two-thirds vote in both houses on most any issue. To
say that a small domestic industry with limited resources and few
plants in few States-or for that matter any single American industry, no matter what its size-could obtain the necessary two-thirds
inajority vote in both Houses is ridiculous.
The amendment I am offering as a substitute for this provision in
the House bill is a reasonable approach. I repeat, that if the President has any case at all for vetoing a Commission finding of relief
for a domestioindustry, then the President will have no trouble in
winning a simple majority vote in both H1ouses to sustain his action.
By making the concurrent resolutions in each House privileged
matter, the President would be assured of a vote within tle 90-day
period.
I amn not asking that you give American industry and American
workers anything but a small parcel of what they are due-that is,
that the Congress shall reenter the field of regulating foreign commerc6, not to the full extent demanded by the Constitution, but just
partially.
In other words-as I stated previously-give them a fighting
chance to continue to exist. I do not believe that this is asking too
much.
I have here with, me today two statements from representatives of
two of South 'Carolina's most vital industries, the textile and plywood-veneer industries.
I One gentleman Mr. Walter A. Stilley, Jr., the president of Stilley
Plywood Co., In onwvay, S. C., is here in the committee room today.
He has already talked to several committee members, explaining
hiq present plighit as a' result of low-wage fe6ign imports which today
accoiknt for 52 percentof our domestic plywoodl market..''
Unless Congress acts to provide some way of giving Mr. Stilley
Mnd his employees a chance of competing on some equitable basis with
Japanesce labor costs that run about one-tenth of his, then he will
be forcd fto follow coitless others .and give Up his business and
pti mio'&"Mricans out of work.
He is a man who could have walked away with pockets full of.
insurance money after his plant burned to the ground in 1155. Instead,
he put his trust in the President's promise that he would not let any
American industry go under as a result of his trade policies.
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Mr. Stilley is not guilty of exercising bad business judgment, Mr.
Chairman; he merely put his faith in the President's word and in
his couiitry. Now, lie staids to lose everything, unless congress
amends this bill to provide some small safeguards.
The other statement which I have comes from Mr. William J. Rod-

dey, Jr. the president of Victoria Cotton Mill in Rock Hill, S. C.
Mr. JRoddey's mill, which was organized in 1898 and has provided
employment for 2150 families for these mnaiy years, was Iorced to
close its doors a few weeks ago.
Mr. lioddey states thathe had to quit as a result of the terrific
competition which lie has been receiving from low-wage Japanese
gingham imports. lIe states further that the carded gingham
industry has now been effectively destroyed in America, and expresses

the hope that the Congress will not permit the same fate to befall the
entire textile industry.

We have already dallied too long to save many plants and jobs in
the textile industry. Since World War I1 employment in this vital
industry has declined by 345,000 jobs, and more than 700 mills have
sluit down. I do not know how this industry can stand much more.
Textiles, plywood and veneer are not the only American industries
that are in peril today. I am sure that the committee has also heard
testimony from representatives of the following industries that have
been seriously Affected by foreign competition: Appliances, cameras,
ceramics, chemicals, metals, machinery, machine and hand tools, tuna,
and many other industries that provide numerous jobs in America.
I ask permission, Mr. Chairman, to have both of these statements
placed in the record of these hearings at the conclusion of my remarks.
The CHAIRMAV. Without objection itmay be done.
Senator TIIU IO.ND. In closing, Mr. Chairman, I again thank you
for permitting me to present these amendments and these statements
for your earnest consideration. If this committee should act to adopt
these very reasonable amendments, then I am confident that they will
be approved by the Senate and the conference committee.
Once these amendments are approved by the C~ngress, some vital
segments of American industry will have at least a chance to survive;
our war mobilization base will thereby be given some'added strength;
unemployed Americans cnn have some hope of returning to work; and
ernployedi Ameriean workers and their families can sleep at night
knowing that their country is for them and not against them in that
they will stand a reasonable chance of continuing on their jobs.
Thank you.
(The letters referred to and amendments to H. R. 12591 proposed by
Senator Thuirmond are as follows:)
I'M R. 12591, 85th Cong., 2d segi.)
AMENDMlNTS

Intended to be proposed

by Mr. TnauttoD to the bill

(H. R. 12591) to extend the authority of the President to enter into trade
agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, and for
other purposes,' viz:
On page 1, line 0, strike out "1983" and insert in lieu thereof "1900".
O page 0, beguning With line 11, strike out through line 10, on page 10, and
insert In lieu thereof the following:
I"SE. . ubsection (c0of section 7 of the TrA Agrements Extension Act of
1951, ats amended (19 . S. C., sec-. IM8 (0)), Is amended to read as follows:
" 1(e) (1) Within thity days af ter recept of the Tariff Commission's recoinlaendations, the President shall proclaim such adjustments In the rate or rates
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of duty, impose such quotas, or make such other modifications as are recommended by the Commisison to be necessary to prevent or remedy serious injury
to tho respective domestl industry, unless, prior to the expiration of such
thirty days, the President shall have subitted a report to the Congress recon.
mending that no such adjustments or modifications be made, or no such quotas
be imposed, or recommending a rate of duty as an alternate to that recom.
mended by the Tariff Commission or recommending a quota as an alternate to
that recommended by the Tariff oNmmission, or recommending a rate of duty
as an alternate to a quota recommended by the Tariff Commission, or recommend.
Ing a quota as an alternate to a rate of duty recommended by the Tariff
Commisslon, as a means of preventing or remedying serious Injury to the
respective domestic Industry, be adopted. If either the Senate or the House
of Ilepresentatives, or both, are not in session at the time of such submission,
such report shall be filed with the Secretary of the Senate or the Clerk of the
House of Representatives, or both, as the case may be.
"I'(2) If the President submits his report to the Congress while the Congress
is In session and more than ninety days before the date on which the Congress
adjourns sine die, he shall, within ninety days after the submission of such
report, proclaim such adjustments, quotas, or other modifications as have been
recommended by the Commission, unless, prior to the expiration of ouch ninety
days, both Houses of Congress shall have adopted a concurrent resolution stattug In effect that the Senate and House of Representatives approve the recomrnendations matde by the President, In which event the President shall proclaim
the recommendations so approved. It the President submits his report* '(A) when the Congress is not In season, or
"'(B) les than ninety days before the adjournment of the Congress sine
die and the Congress before such adjournment has not acted on a concurrent
resolution approving the recommendations made by the President,
the adjustments In the rate or rates quotas, or other modifications specified in
the recommendations of the Commission shall become finally effective ninety
days after the date on which the next session of the Congress begins, unless
during such ninety-day period the Congress, by concurrent resolution, shall have
approved the President's recommendations.'"
On page 11, strike out lines 8 to 24. Inclusive, and insert In Heu thereof the
following:
"(b) As used in this section the term 'resolution' means only a concurrent
resolution of the two Houses of Congress, the matter after the resolving clause
of which I i as follows: 'That the Senate and House of Representatives approve
1o )
the action recommended by the President in his report (dated
pursuant to paragraph (1) of section 7 (c) of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1951, as amended, disapproving in whole or in part the action found
and reported by the United States TariffCommission to be necessary to prevent or remedy serious injury to the respective domestic industry, in its report
10 on its escape clause investigation num.
to the President dated
bred
wnder the provisions of section 7 of such Act'."
Vwroaxa Co-M MM11
Rok 9i, 8. 0., Jua 2e ,1958.
Senator Srm THusuOxiO,
Senate ON"co BufdIn,
Woah(t os, D. 0.
Dxz
faSom: I was sorry to learn that the rules of the Finance Committee
of the Senate did not allow me to appear In person and testify as to what it
happening to our branch of the textile Industry, Since It is not permissible to
appear in person, I would be glad for you to use any part of this letter you see
fit to help the committee understand what is happening to us.
The VIctoria Cotton Mill was organized by my grandfather, W. L. Roddey, and
others In 1898 It was organized to manufacture colored goods, primarily
ginghams, and has operated continually on this type of fabric ever since., We
had one man who worked here continuously for over 54 years and quite a number
who were here for over 40 years. Like most colored goods mills the Victoria
Cotton Mill has had Its ups and downs but has always felt that It could compete
with any other American mill in its class, both as to merchandise quality and
price. About 25 years ago there waE a style trend away from ginghams and the
quantity used dropped very appreciably. This was only a temporary period and
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we were able to make other colored goods to carry us through, Since that time,
largely Influenced by styling and advertising, ginghams have become very popular
and are used in a great many different ways.
After Japan surrendered our Government spent a lot of time, money, and
effort to build up the Japanese textile Industry. At one time I was shown Japa.
nese ginghams which were brought to this country and displayed for sale by our
Government. After the war the Japanese gingham business was built up from
year to year, so that by 1905 they were able to flood this country with goods
and seriously Impair our markets. When the reductions In tariff were author.
lied by Congress the escape clause was put into the law to take care of such
situations. Our industry, therefore, appealed to have the escape clause put Into
effect, This, of course, took a great deal of time to gather all of the Information and to present It to the Government through hearings, etc. In the meantime
we In the carded gIngham Industry saw most of our customers and our market
taken over by the influx of foreign goods with which we had no earthly chance to
compete. We drastically curtailed production and tried to tide the situation over
In the expectation that our Government certainly would not sit idly by and .e
us all destroyed. After many months of waiting our Government finally came
up with the voluntary Japanese quota system. lven If this system had been
strictly adhered to, It still permitted a tremendously large amount of carded
gingham to be shipped into thia country. After this quota agreement was pub.
lished we did have a customer come to us who felt that he would probably have
trouble In getting goods needed over and above the quotas.
With the realization that we could continue our people working and probably
be able to work out something better later on, we acepted a large order below
cost, started to work on It and began to spend money improving the plant and
equipment. When It came time for taking on new orders our customer told us
that he not only would not pay any Increase In price but could buy Imported goods
considerably cheaper, Our investigations have convinced us that Imported goods
are still flooding the country In carded ginghams and at prices much below our
cost of production, even if we had the most modernly equipped plant. We believe
imported goods are absolutely controlling the market and American production
has been so reduced that It has practically no Influence in setting prices. Under
present conditions, It is simply do you want to meet the price of Imported goods
or do you want to pass up the business? We don't have the ghost of a chance of
competing with goods made from cheap foreign labor and wor!d priced cotton so
there Is no other alternative that we can nd but to close up shop.
How can you expect American industry to compete when Imported goods are
made from cheaper raw materials, with labor costing one.tenth to one.half the
cost of American labor, and with American know-how on modern equipment?
Upon this basis foreign Imports can destroy our industries one by one or In
any manner they choose, whenever It suits their pleasure.
All of us recognize that a large volume of world trade on an equitable beats
Is not only desirable but almost a necessity under present world conditions. On
the other liand, there are few countries In the world which do not recognize that
their InduAtries can be destroyed by a large volume of foreign imports and have
attempted to protect themselves by paying antidumping legislation. Our Government too has at least recognized this danger on paper but to date has refused
to take any effective steps to protect the textile Industry. The carded gingham
Industry hw- already been destroyed. I certainly hope that something will be
done to prevent It before the whole texitle industry is destroyed.
These sudden changes are the cause of heavy financial loss to investors In
industry but the greatest loss must be borne by the workers In the Industry. In
full operation the Victoria Cotton Mill employed about 250 workers. Being
an old-established concern the average age of Its employees s higher than the
average for the industry and many of them have never worked any where else
in their lives. It Is, indeed, a, source of deepest regret that we can no longer
work with and for these faithful and loyal people In earning their tivelhood.
Senator, we feel that you are waging a very worthwhile fight and if there Is
anything in the world that I can do to belp, please feel free to call upon me.
Sincerely,

W. 7. Booov,'Jr., Preeess.
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WALTLA AOSTILL9YO J 1LP][ IDMt, 8IZLLVY PLYWooD
CON4 WAY, S. 0.

Co.,

lzw.,

My namo Is W. A. StIlley, Jr president, of the StIlloy Plywood CO., Inc., of
1
C.,
ConwAY,
1have ben In the plywood business since 1020 and during this time have
been connectetl only with two companies. In all these years,,good times and
bad, with the exception of the last 2% years we were able to meet any and all
competition and show a reasonable profit. The Stilley Plywood Co. was built
by uny father and myself In 1031 with a paid In capital of $75,000. From a
competitive standpoint, competition in those days was not exactly a bed of
roses but we did not have Japanese competition. We started fit the depths
of the depression and were successful.
In May, 1
our plant was destroyed by fire. We were not fully insured
but were fairly well covered. We had a substantial cash reserve and all of
our receivables were good. I could have retired and lived well and I liquidated
the business at that time. I finally decided to rebuild, not for monetary consid.
eratlous, but because I felt an obligation to the people who worked for us, to
the community, and because I loved my work. In view of the Japanese plywood
competition, I hesitated to rebuild. I was advised by many not to rebuild.
I finally decided to rebuild because I had faith in my country.
The President, In a letter to House Minority Leader Joseph W. Martin, ad.
vised Congress that no American Industry would be placed In jeopardy through
his adminstration of the Reciprocal Trade Act. I thought the President was
telling the truth. I could not believe than any American President would follow
a policy that would destroy a single whole American Industry, large or smwll.
I thought the escape clause was Included in the act for a purpose. I never
dreamed Congress would permit a whole American Industry to be destroyed.
At the time of, our fire, our paid in capital stock was $200,000. Our fiscal
year runs from September 1 to August 81. During our 1955-66 fiscal year, we
Increased our capital stock to $480,000. During our fiscal year of 1056-7 we
Increased our capital stock to $780,000. We increased efficiency, produced more
plywood per man-hour, but fewer dollars per man-hour due to foreign com.
petition.
Our sales, profit and loss figures prove my point Beginning with our fiscal
year 1050, through 1053, my company made reasonable profits. Our best year
was 1061, when our net sales were $1,510,075; our net profit was $287,830; and
percentage of labor coats of sales was 26 percent, and profits on sales 15.6 per.
cent,. From 1951 through 19W8, we still had profits, but they were declining.
In 1954 we showed a net lose of $11,678, on sales of $1,044,046-our percentage
of labor costs to sales was up to, 85 percent. • This Is the first year we were
hurt by Japanese plywood invading our drawer bottom and other markets
Our prices were down due to the competition of the low-priced Imports and
costs were up. From that year on we have had net losses, climaxing In our
fisal year 1957 when our net loss was $160,250.
* In:thatyear, the percentageof labor costs to sales was 45 percent reflecting the
lower prices we were required to accept for our product. Thus from a 150 per.
cent profit to sales picture in 1951 we went to a net loss In 1057. ih March 1956
the .minimum wage under Federal statute went from $0.75 to $1, which compounded our difficulties. My most recent labor-cost figures are for May of this
year when the percentage to sales rose to: 62 percent, and our sales dropped to
$78000. Ordinarily In business as costs Increase, prices Increase, but this has
not followed In my business. Despite the rise in our costs the price structure, as
I will Illustrate subsequently, has been depresked.
We have learned that we cannot overcome the Japanese wage scale of 11
cents per hour as compared to our minimum legal required wage. Our minimum
wage of $1 per hour plus 5%A-percent payroll taxes, plus as a'etage liability in.
surance rate of 8 percent makes a total minimum of $1.083A, which is a ratio of
over 9 to I to Japan. In addition to this, the Japanese mills work 50 hours per
week with no overtime, As you know, our overtime rate starts after 40 hours.
Labor is Just part of the advantage that the Japanese have. They can con.
strict a plant at far less than our cost. The supplies and other Items going into
the manufacture of plywood cost them less, and, of course, their fixed charges
are far less than ours.
Our bread and meat business for many years has been drawer bottoms for the
furniture Industry. Since 1956, we have seen oak drawer bottoms go from $110
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per thousand square feet f. o. b. our mill to $8 and mahogany drawer bottoms
from $116 to $85. This Is an average reduction of over 24 percent.
Since 1050 our labor has Increased 331A percent the supplies and other Items
used in the manufacture of plywood has incredi;d, but plywood has gone down
In price. When 52 percent of domestic consumption of hardwood plywood li
being supplied by Imports and 80 percent of these Imports coining from Japan, it
Is not possible for ue to recover cost.
I have always favored a reasonable reciprocal trade policy, and I believe If our
reciprocal trade policy had been administered am Cordell 1luln originally intended
for it to be, and as I believe you gentlemen wanted It to be administered, there
would be no occasion for me to be making this plea before you today.
I think the State Department has prostituted the original Intent of the recipro.
cal trade. I believe they have used the Trade Act as chips in a great International
poker game. I think that most Americans know the State Department bets high,
wide, and handsome, and seldom wins. The net of the State I)epnrtment with
reference to our Reciprocal Trade Act brings to my mind a statement made by
the late Will Rogers: "America never lost a war, but they never won a con.
ference."
If you gentlemen do not want to destroy some American industries, it you
do not want to deprive Americans of the livelihood and property without due
process of law, if you think the peril pIlat means anything, you will find
some way for the Congress to stand behind the Tarilff Commission and the
President. It Is not fair for the President who is the State Department to be
both judge and jury. I hope and pray you will find ways to be the final judge
os provided by our constitution.
As a law abiding American, I feel that my welfare should be considered as
well as the problems of the whole wide world. I feel that my induStry has
pas much right to be considered. as. copper, lead1 zinc, and oil industries It
has never been the American way to judge right from wrong by size of Industry or individual.
Am I to be deprived of my property and livelihood because approximately 80
foreign countries say they will all go over to Russia unless we do everything
they want done? If this Is tne, then we have lost our fight for the American
way at home and abroad.
In America, we have not in the past deprived Americans of their livelihood
and property without Just compensation. If the House's bill pasqes without
some changes, I will be deprived of my property and means of livelihood without any compensation. Such things are supposed to happen In Russia and not
in America.
I know that Japan has the prodrlion capacity to supply all of this country's
needs of hardwood plywood. Unless some restrictions are placed on them,
they will open the floodgates. If the House's bill becomes law, I will be forced
to close my plant. My employees will be out ofwork and what I have worked
so bard to build up, will overnight become pracUcally worthless.
The fact cannot be denied that I will be deprived of my livelihood and property through no fault 6f mY own. I believe the Tariff omlmSlon will grant
my Industry some relief and the State Department *through the President, wil
veto any relief granted. I believe the Congress will uphold any relief the
Tariff Commission would grant my industry. I believe I can save my business
if Congress finds some way to be the final Judge between the Tarff Commission
- say that
and
thb President.
. Some
of you might
I showed poor business judgment in rebuilding
our plant after our fire. I do not think I showed poor business judgment.
My past record as A manufaturer'should prove this. My only mistake so far
is that I believed in America. I believed In our consttutional rights. I be,
leved that pany man who occupied the White House would not destroy any
American industry, however small. If the man in the White House attempts
to do so, I did not think'the Congress would go along with such an outrageous
thing.
In conclusion, I would like to state that I know now how a condemned man
innocent of any wrongdoing feels when making a final plea for mercy.
The fate of my little bislnes, all that I have In the world, the hiellhcod of
niy people rests in your hands.
I appreciate this opportunity to appear before you and tell you a story that
could, with minor changes, be told by thousands of small American manufacturers.
27629-58-pt. 2-26
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The CHAImmAx. Thaik you vry much Senator Thurniondp -for
your stteme
aewill consider it cftefQy.
Senatoi TUR~O*MD. 'Thaiak you veyuo,~r hirmz and gentlieu of the committee.
Senator Kam. May I ask a questions Mr; Chairm'an?.
-

Tite CH'AIRKAH. Yes, Senator.

Snaor Kiu. Tho referto three amiendments': One_ hake the oxof 5; second, -toreturn 'to tht (ngrema Por.
tio itisyeas'Instead
tinof
N~il'pw to regulate commerce, which would change the
provision bollevoof sectiofio--_SenatorTnt tICxN, Yes.
18euator Kahn That would make'the President's vato of t 'a Tariff
Commission recommendatlor. effective if approved by tkimaj orityof
the Congress insteA of,requiring two-thi rl majority of Mixh Ilou
to overrule, his vetot
$eao*T

uRm 4D. Yes

Smator KxWs. What it the other amendment I
-Senator ThuiiomD Senator, there'are three anlondments to accoinplish those 2 p',rposes,
Senator Tupiwo".: There is just a technical niatto6r In the word
of the laws
Senator Kso. 1 "e6. It has two puroe 4ndttas8aneMotnts to6 acompllih thbee 2 putosse
Senator T~v~oNPYes, r
Thi CIRwxAw.- Thank youveryn uoh.
Senator 'nuomt. 'Thaik you'vrt mcPdCaimn
The (hunuw. The noi4 wtes is Mr. 0. J. At~e'
BTATZMRNT OF 0. J. POTmx PUIDRN,
OI8R~PT
BURGH 00"I,06.0 NIJP
Mr.
?r~zR.Whan you, ik.
My name is 0.4i Potter. ,I am president of th ~cetz&Pite.
burgh Coal Co., of Indiana, Pa.
I r-esotto ay #ton lol* ' It.'"i tmtrd~ogiit
of the-1tminoukoo. ioprators ofthUitdSaen
oe Idustry groups,
As ia inbr of 'the task -forve which served the President's Adylsort Coanxmttee oit Energy Supplies and RakesoToe 'llo~ I have
4
mior, than a passing interest in the subjet matter b ore ytw coinmitte today.
The marlfiat rest, of the, coal Ind",tr in the. Trade Agre
.Act of 1058-~ an Ofort to hiv*,carrid~tti o
Ahcwap so clearly defined, by UI olnue and
gresloiil ii~e
other Membe i of the Seate ' hen "Ii 1rde Agrenntxl4ensicn
Act of 19515 w~s adopted.
ra* n 01 ng.suimi6 on thcomtitb*ttin e nd, Uence,
thusthe pe
1towevir,lr wodaito
mission -of the chairman, and the ommittee to have th ocuent
Cat batlgrun.
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-which I have herv,. together, with aiticiunents and a pendixes tiiereto;
rnO i dajrOf tbi *d is my statements ul
(The d1ooments am, o ~Uow1:)
SmvsTusw:r oc BwmAur or NAMINAL COAL, AssocuTION sr 0. J. POTM
41y nawe isi.Pto.

am pr.d~t p9 tbf, I ,~ester

'0pitsburgjh coal

co., of Indiana, 1M.' I consider It an. honor and privilege to appear before your
00~eQgal*O
conitte today 6n behalf of the National (.;qI AsocEtAn
I
of the bituminous coal operators of the Vi~nted Stte.Iin
a
In Odep that, you M~ay have som~e Idea as to my qualificajoni'as4wiMus
tbls matter, I call your attention to thme fact that, dulo World ar 1I, 1 acted
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Jubilant over the rqmedy provided through sectioil 7, we were hopeful that some
benefits might be derived from the control metl ods provided Inthat section.
Pursuant to the provisions of that settiono our Industry pakticipated in and
submitted a formal statement in connfttion whih the petition to 0DM by thq In.
dependent Petroleum Association of America for effectuatlon of section 7 of the
Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1O0 with respect to petroleum Imports.
This was omi October 22, 195. Again, we urged that something be done Immedlately to relief the critical situation which was affecting the coal Industry
because
residtal. of the Increasing volume of petroleum Imports, more particularly
On March 0, 195, before the Senate Judiciary Committee In hearings by the
Antitrust and Monopoly Subcommittee, we again told the Atory of coal's plight
because of increasing oil Imports. Intermittently frolmn 1955muntil the present
time, we have been In contact with Government agencies, specfleally the Office
of Defense Mobilization, the Department of Interior, and the Department of
Commerce. In all Instances we have tried to emphasize the need for action to
restrict petroleum Imports.
In 1) 5 a group of 27 Senators (and again 31 in 1056) In a Joint letter urged
ihat the 0DM1 take imnedlate action. Individually, Members of the senate and
of the lIW'mse have repeated the plea for relief.
, When tue Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1055 was being considered by
the lI6use Ways and Means Committee, I appeared as a witness for the coal
industry on March 4, 1958. In my presentatiou, at that time, I urged support of
a provision that Imports of crude oil and petroleum products "In excess of the
1954 relationship of such Imports to domestic petroleum demand shall be deemed
to endanger national security and permissible Impbrta of crude oil and petroleumn
products shall be limited to such relationship as IndicAted above."
Subsequent to that time, an amendment to the Trde Agreements Extension
Act was offered by Congressman IkArd, of Texas. -This amendment lost in the
House Ways and Means Committee by a vote of 14 to 10.
It is my Intention today, In appearing before you, to urge that this committee
Incorporate Into the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1958 a provision which
would spell out the necessity fo' definitely restricting the volume of Imports of
crude petroleum and any product, derivative, or residue of crude petroleum, in
excess of the ratio In the year 1954 between such Imports for-consumption and
domestic production.
I
In urging your committee to adopt such an amendment, we are only asking
for the fulfillment of those assurances made In 105 on the floor of the Senate
and the carrying out Of the specific recommendation Of the Presidential Advisory
Committee on which I served.
While at that time thing committee was Warranted in expecting some substantre%
benefits front the voluntary approach, nevertheless, such has not been the
case.
Despite conimdndable effort On the Part of those in government charged with
the voluntary control effort the volumeof crude petroleum imports has net
been idequately curtailedi'and i6 the etsi of reidual oil no attempt whatsoever
has been anid'r
made.ommended.
to bring the" level .of those
Imports, to. the, 1954 ratio as was
expected
.
Aside from the administrative problems which the so-called voluntary program encountered, on June 21 a suit Was filed In Federal court inLthe District
of Columbia asking that PLdeclaratory Judgment that the Government's volun.
tary oil Import Is Invalid, be issued. The Suit esults frotn actions by the'admin-.
Istrator of the voluntary program In refusing to assign Import allocatloist0 tWe'
Eastern States Petioleum & Chemicals Corp. Atis quite likely that regardless
of the outcome of that -instant litigation, subsequent efforts will be 'made
by dissident Importers tO void the Voluntary re~tritive efforts. If steps are not
taken now to firm up the cofitrol Ptovisions of the Trade Act, before congress
can again consider this problem, there may not only be no mandatory controls
bit no voluntary, program either.
I In 19W4, bituminous coal production was only 801,700,000 tons. The coal industry's position today Is comiarableto that of 1964 when the economiic plight' of
our industry warranted sleial "onbideratlon from the. Presidential Advisory
I
Committee on Energy Supplies and Resource.9 Policy.
'That committee had to take Into account, among -other things, the defense,
needs which obviously would vary from time to time, as well as riniritmum peaie-'
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time requirements of fuel which would permit, under many ircurmbtances, the
prosecution of a successful war. The committee quickly recognized and agreed
that whenever coal production dropped below a sustained minimum of 500 million
tons per year, the coal industry itself would be in trouble and the fuel require.
ments for the Nation would be in Jeopardy.
In 1957 total production of bituminous coal was only 490 million and on the
basis of 1058 production record to date predictions are that the annual produc.
tion will be something more than 400 million tons.
In contrast, In 1984 Imports of residual fuel oil amounted to 120,124,000 barrels.
Under the l'residentlal Committee formula this was a ratio of 5.6; 1958 estimates
will produce a ratio of 7.0.
Based on data from the United States Bureau of Mines, 198 estimates of
residual oil imports are placed at 182 nfillilon barrels. it coal equivalent tons,
the 1954 volume equaled 80,987,000 tons and in 1058 will equal 43,G80,000 tons,
an increase over the 1964 level of approximately 13 million tons.
At the same time, Imports of crude oil increased from 239,479,000 barrels In
1054 to 376 million barrels based on 1958 estimates. The 1954 ratio of imports
to production was 10.8 and today is 16.6.
Further aggravating the situation Is the residual oil produced from foreign
crude which in 1954 amounted to 17,760,000 barrels, and In 1958 is estimated to be
75 million barrels. A complete analysis of this situation is contained in table A
which is attached to this statement and which I ask be made part of the record
of this proceeding.
One of the greatest threats to the welfare of the coal industry, resulting from
the imports of residual fuel oil or "liquid coal," comes In the operation of the
pricing pollclea on residual which wrought such havoc to the coal Industry In the
years 1949,1953, and 1954. Table B shows the prices of residual fuel 611 in New
York Harbor for the years 1940-80, and the subsequent price changes by specific
dates In the years 1957 and 1958 to date. Compared to this is the price of coal
equivalent computed on the basis of 4.107 barrels of oil to 1 ton of coal. It will
be noted between 1953 and 1957 the variation of the coal equivalent price of
"liquid coal" was as great as the price of coal at the mine which runs between
$5 and $6 per ton. To the f. o. b. mine price, transportation charges totaling
more than $4 a ton must be added to reach the eastern seaboard. This means
that whenever the suppliers of imported oil wanted to take our coal markets they
did It by selling at a coal.equivalent price approximately $1 less per ton of coal,
but when there was a world shortage of oil the delivered price was raised to al.
most $4 per ton higher than the coal equivalent.
Today the same major oil Importing companies, through their pricing policies,
threaten to wreak the same havoc on the coal industry that they did'in the years
1049, 1953, and 1954. They are again offering fuel oil at less than coal parity
prices and we know from past experience that If they are not able to get the
business at parity they will continue to reduce the price to the point where they
will be able to maintain their desired volume of shipments at the expense of coal.
In the April 25 New York edition of Platt's Ollgram, one of the petroleum
industry's recognized and respected publications, there appeared an article en.
titled "Prices Are Whittled Down on New Contracts To Land Heavy Fuel on
East Coast." A copy of this article is attached and labeled "Appendix Y."
It will be noted from this art!cle that the buyer of residual or No. 6 oil
Is able to buy on a contract basis for fuel at 35 cents off the barge price which
is the price shown on table B. This means that despite the posted price actual
trades are made at prices 85 cents below this and, as the article points out,
in some cases as much as 40 cents. By comparison with the figures shown on
table B, this would mean that oil can be procured In the neighborhood of
$2.20 a barrel which would have a coal equivalent price of $9.17. Also
attached Is a reproduction of an article which appeared in Petroleum Week,
issue of May 16, 1958, in the regular column entitled "The Market Trend,"
marked "Appendix Z." This again points out the prices being quoted for No. 6
or bunker 0 fuel, which Is the same as residual, at $2.25 and, as the article
points out, In at least one rumored case, a 10-year contract was negotiated
at 28.5 cents off the Gulf price which would mean that the contract price was
less than $2 a barrel.
The effect of such pricing policy and the major importers' ability to make
such wide price changes is almost catastrophic to the coal industry. Any
attempts by the coal industry to meet these low prices cause It to sell below
the cost of production or else maintain a price which will allow imported
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sidual oilwhatever Voluthe of btlneem It chooses, PrhnsrIly, direct com.
tttion between coal and resldual oil is confIned to the eastern seaboard
6t while Imported residual oil is marketed merely on the eastern eabordo
conl Is sold atinwide, Ooal producers cannot charge their Inland custoumers
higher prlest than they sell to customers on the eastern seaboard. The net
fect Is that the coal industry, when it makes an attempt to meet residual
oil prices alonh the eastern seaboard l inust go back to Its other customers
and reduce prices accordingly, thereby lowering the price structure of the
coal industry throughout the United States. I would impress upon you that the
proAt matrgai n coal a ry exceeds 96 cents a ton.
Uentlemen, I again appeal to you on behalf of the coal Industry for definite
action which will restlet oil imports to the 1084 level. The coal Industry,
as well as the United State@ peroloni Industryj felt encouraged as to the
"posibilityof some relMf in 1XOA based upon the statements made on the floor
of the
ienat when the Trade Act was being considered, however, those
assurances havi not materialised and today we are again faced with a fight for
sutvivat of our ery lve4.
I sincerely trust that this conmittee, In Its final deliberationt, will tvccognlz
the mriousnes of this probletn just as It did In 1ON and thtat ou will take
steps to complete the prognam which you so ably Inaugurated in 1O6 by
includint Inthe Trade Agcements Extension Act of1958 a provision that will
"defnltely Yequlre mestrietton of limorts of crude petroleutu and an product,
dorivtre, or r idue of crude petroleumW to the ratio in the year 1254 between
such imports tor onmunmptlon and domestic production.
Gttlemen, I appreclate the time and the attention which you have given to
this p4resentatiok and I again express the hope that the domestic petroleum
and coal Industries may look to this committee and to the Senate for help.
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the commuittee to Indicate that (in increase of Imports over the 190i4 ratio night
endanger the national security?
Nfr. Mwi.mmis. That Is mny persnal opinion. The Judgment of the committee never focused on that question, hut that Ismv personal Judgmuent
Mr. DANiEL Doe" (lhe Senator feel that action would he tokent If over an
extended period Imports should be In "esa of the ratio which existed lit 10~54?
Mr. MMaLIRIN. I do: and while I do not p~rop~ose to put a jinx on the proceses
we hare recommended, If tho.e proceeds do not work, I shall be among the
first setively to support seal. measures.
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Air, Mu.LIKIs. The naendnent which the Senator from Texas and, have
been diwsumlng has15
beeni fAccpted by the administration, It has been approved
by Mentors from States where the production of items essential to the national
security In large and important.
MalM 8, 1085
Mr. OAtI so. 'ho proposal I was a pporlIng for Speolle treatment an to oil
was made nevemnry -imumo
of lack of Allny effort to restrlet tie excessive |mjicrtntion of oil, coupled wilt the potentil power to Incream" Import of oil
to much nh extent that they eould dtitroy file domestle petrolienu Industry

and render Ouilcountry dependent oil niheertain sour(s of oil to Mostain out
expanding economy ns well ns our s-eturty.
I tnW know thit this mltuatlon Is recognhied in fhe hlghtt filaves In our
(Jovernment. The Hennte Finamice Couiilalt(", in approving Ii. It. 1, sPleifically
recogisle the problem and inserted it Its report i portion of the report of the
I'relilelit's Advisory Committee on Energy Huppllem nnd lesoirces whrih had
Ie, l' biilmited ly th Wil lou e. In addition, the comintiltee added sectIon 7
delegAting to fhe President specific authority to act witi relation to time restriction of ImportA of certain commodities, which I understand to ltielode
ttoelin, Under this provision the Dltector of Iefense Mobilization, wleAt
he Iln renom to believe that any article Is being imported in sich quantities
as to threten or Impair the nntionil seirity, may so Advise the President.
Then, If tim President agrees, he may cmise nn Investigation to he made and,
If the investigation mpports the findings of tC,' Director, the President is reipilred to take such action as he deems necessary to ad just the Imports of such
article to a level which will not tdireaten to Inmpair the national security.
As d member of the Finance Committee, I supported th proposal an a substituto for various ainendments providing limitations upon the Importation of
specific comnmoditle, one of vhich amendments, wa. the one which I had supported In regard to petroleum. I supported the roposal adopted by the com.
imittee because I was asmured by those in the adin nistration responsible tor the
adimulistratton of the trade-agreements program that If uech amendments were
adopted by the committee and by Congrem action would Inimediately follow, and
that Imports of petroleum and Its products would be definitely restricted.
I wns further assured that such restriction would be based upon the stbdy
previously made, to which reference was inade by the committee; that the basis
of thb limitation would be Inaccordance with the rcotnitnendatton of that study.
This study Indicated the necesity of limiting Imports of petroleum and its
irodtc ts to an amount and in the relative position of the Imports of petroleum
in 19t54 as related to domestic prodution of crude oil la 1054,
I was further assured that the DireMtor of Defense Mobilization would take
the actlon Indicated as necessary to adjust imports of petroleum and Its products
to the level and relationship of INK,
It Is my Judgment that, If these assurances can be supported by such further
evidence is this body may think proper, we can all rely upon these assurances
and that the importation of petroleum and Its products will forthwith be limited
to a relationship to our domestic production and In an amount equal to the
1054 position.
I Since the report of the Finance Committee. I have further explored this
situation with administrative agencies charged with the responsibility for the
ai)plication.of this program, and I can say to the Senate that again I bays complete assurance of compliance of these agencies with the direction set forth In
that amendments'
Based on these asurances, I heartily support the report of the Finanee Committee.
During the executive sessions Much consideration was given to the limitation
of oil imports and the limitation of other. imports on a percentage or quota
basl- After literally days of discussion and thought, the committee wrote km a
general amendment dealing with thce commodities, There can bo no doubt to
my mind as to the Intent of the committee, nor, do I believe, as to the intent 01
the Senate In regard to limiting the oil Imports to the average dally Imports of
the year 1064, based on the report of the President's Commission on Energy
Supplies and Resources Policy.
I canassure ,the Senate that I would not have agreed to the amendment In
1. It I, dealing with Imports of commodities which are of national defe
interer, had I not been assured that It would be the poliey of thoe who ad-
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minister the act to follow the intent of those who participated in preparing the
report of the Advisory Committee.
I think it Is interesting to note that on April 18 Secretary of the Interior
Douglas McKay, who was a member of the President's Advisory Committee,
stated in a speech at Mount Vernon,II., In referring to the question of oil imports, that he not only approved the Committee's recommendations but also
stated:
, "To state it simply, it means that appropriate governmental action should be
taken if the importers do not voluntarily hold down the rate of imports in proportion to the 1904 level."
I think, as the senior Senator from Colorado (Mr. Millikin), the ranking
minority member of the Senate Finance Committee, stated yesterday, that we
expect those In authority to administer this program on the basis of a limitation
of imports; and if It develops, and we find that the program is not being so administered, then it will become the duty of the Senate Finance Committee, the
House Ways and Means Committee, or individual Senators or Members of Congress to demand full compliance with this intent.
Mr. OAso0N. I will say to the Senator from New Mexico that I believe that
this amendment will establish a standard on which we can rely; that It will
limit oil Imports, as recommended by the Advisory Committee on Energy Supplies and Resources Policy, to 18.6, and we expect that recommendation to be
carried out.
Mr. ANmnmox. I thank the Senator from Kansas for that information. It
is reassuring to me,
Mr. DANisL. That was the next point I was about to make. Not only Is it
of great concern to our States and to the independent oil Industry, but it is of
national concern if 'we are to believe the President's Advisory Committee on
Energy Supplies and Resources Policy, add I certainly do believe them. If
Imports are allowed to exceed the ratio they bore to market demand or production in 19064, the national security would be endangered. Is that not correct?
Mr. CAkmso;. I thoroughly agree with the distinguished Senator from Texas.
It was for that reason that the junior senator from Kansas and the junior Senator from Texas and many other Senators cosponsored an amendment making
the limit 10 percent. I say very honestly and sincerely, had It not been that
I was satisfied with the amendment adopted by the committee, after days and
days of bard work and conferences, I would still have supported a limitation
on oil Imports of 10 percent.
Mr. DANIW. Based on that evidence, Is it the Senator's understanding that if
oil Imports should exceed the 1954 ratio, there would be injury to our national
security?
Mr. CARLSON. There can be no question about that.
Mr. DANmrl. Was there any reason Why the committee Included the amendment at all, If the committee did not feel that the national security would suffer
ifbil imports were In excess of the 1954 ratio?
Mr. OAwso. As I said earlier in my remarks, the Finance Committee spent
much time on this amendment and on other amendments dealing with quota
imports and their effect on the national defense. We were seriously concerned
about the matter. For that reason we have assurances that those administering the act will act In accordance with the proposal submitted by the President's
Advisory Committee'on Energy Supplies and Resources Policy and the evidence
submitted to our committee. I have no doubt ot it.
Mr. DANmE. Since the Senator from Kansas was an original coauthor of the
Neely amendment, I think his statement as to what the administrative official
will do with the committee substitute for the Neely amendment is very Importint
4s I understand it, the President's Advisory Committee which wrote' the
Fleming report recommended that it imtots of crude oil exceed the 19*4 ratio
between Imports and producton-- believe they used the word "production"
rather than the words ' market demands"--appropriate action should be taken
to limit the imports. Tlhat portion of the Fleming report on oil imports Is
contained In the report of the Finance Committee; is it #,ot?
.Mr. OCALSOx.
That Is correct. In my statement to the Senate, just before
this Interrogation by the distinguished Senator from Texas, I te d a sttenent
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and an excerpt from a speech by the Secretary of the Interior, Douglas McKay,
who was a member of the Presideit's Advisory Oommittee. I shall read it
again; this is a quotation from the statement he gave on April 18, at Mount
Vernon, Ill., when he was speaking of the report of the Advisory Committee:
'To state It simply, it means that appropriate governmental action should
be taken if the importers do not voluntarily hold down the rate of imports in
proportion to the 1954 level."
I do not see how anything could be any plainer than that.
Mr. DANIL I certainly agree with what the Senator from Kansas has baid;
it seems plain to me. I simply wanted to have assurance from the Senator from
Kansas, who, throughout the hearings, served on the Finance Committee, and
heard the evidence. I wished to be sure that he understands the matter as I
understand it. I refer to the reports of the 'danger to national sec ity which
already have been made, and to the statements that administrative officials feel
they can stop the threat to our national security under the provision the
Finance Committee has written Into the bill.
Mr. DANI,. As a member of the conitittee, is it the opinion of the Senator
from Kansas that a majority of the committee, which supported the amendment,
intended that the necessary action be taken to keep imports from exceeding the
1954 ratio, which has been interpreted by the President's Advisory Committee as
the ratio beyond which injury would be done to the national security?
Mr. CAiwoN. One reason why I say that is very definitely the oplniont.of the
committee, or at least the Intent of the committee, is the fact that the chairman
of the Finance Committee included in the report of the committee a part of the
Advisory Committee's report, which, after all, in my opinion, gives the intent of
the Finance Committee.
Mr. DAzNit. Yes. I was particularly Impressed by what the Senator from
Kansas has said in the course of his able address today to the effect that be has
received from administrative officials assurances that they will enforce this
provision and will see to it that imports are not allowed to damage the national
security.
Mr. C( uon. Of course, I would say-and I think it was mentioned yesterday
by the distinguished Senator from Colorado-we expect the administrative agencies to carry out the intent of the Senate and of the Finance Committee; and I
feel confident they will do so. In fact, I think I can say we bad definite assurances that theyintend to do so.
Mr. DANwE. A moment ago I understood the Senator from Kansas to say that,

as a member of the'committee, he has received such assurances.

Mr. CAnsoN. I have.
Mr. DANIEL I wish to say that I, also have today received such assurances.
However, I think It is more Important for us to consider the ksurances made to
the Senator from Kansas who is a member of the Finance Committee. Further,
he Is a coauthor of the Neely amendment. Is that correct?
Mr. OAsLsort. I wish to say to the distinguished Junior Seiatoi from Texas
that, Insofar ag the Junior Senator from Kansas is concerned, this colloquy at
least interprets the congressional intent, including the intent of the Finance
Committee, as i Interpret It, as a result 6f my attendance at the hearing-end I
attended most of them. I feel confident that this situation can e taken care of
on the basis of the recommendations of the President's Advisory Committee on
Energy Supplies and Resources Policy. ,
Mr. DANnE. I hope that action will be taken, and I am sure the Senator from
Kansas will be one of the first to support enactment of a stronger provisioi
requiring the reduction of excessive oil Imports, if the administrative officials
fail to carry out the intent of the amendment.
Mr. C&ULso*. There is no question about that,
Mr. DANIEL. Does the Senator from Kansas understand that after the Cabinet
report was issued, -administrative, officials expresed themselves to importing
companies as feeling that the'recommendations of the Cabinet COmmittee should
be followed, and that the Importing companies should ,oluntarly cut-their
imports to the 1964 ratio?
Mr. CAwLsow. I think that Is a very fair statemenL, As'a toatter O fact, durng the hearings, when we hadbefore us some of the presidents of and other
witnesses representing the larger. lportiug companies, I brought out the fact
that I did not like to have imports limited by means ot a rI*Id percentage basis,
and, thatJI hoped they would voluntarily make an'effort to hold the Imports
within the limits set forth In the Advisory Committee's report. They assure us
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the 1're~donts and to jouattv notion by the Pnreidont under this amendment?
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Now Tohi. Autl 24-4'ricee-are being cut on delivorod-enrgo lots of bunker

tooful to east coAnt buer. This Is indicated In reports today that several flew
101#t1eM oN~traCts rintly have been closed, with prIces,11) cents to 20 cents

abi"r lowe than hieretotoreI.
'Up to nww vIrtualy all Wtersupply counts to east coastresargo buyers of
bunkeo oil have called for 20 cents it barrel allowance (below bargerie)
VMh new deals, It apw~ars, will land oil In New York at about 85 enits orb:e,
.I '
.III.
or 15 cets better than existing cargo prices.
IUade cortain creunistance, it Is said, oil will land hero at as much as 40
mets off bar**, or 20 cents off cargo.
Three custwane and one supplier are involved In current break with prova.
lent supply arriagenientsi, according to reports, Amount of oil sold already
ts maid to total 10 maIllon barres per year. Source of oil probably will be the
Catibbear. arm, although suplier also has available bunker 0 fuel on west
eot at Unilted States gulfs and In Persian Gulf.
Dietalls ot tho three term deals are hard to pin down. -However, one tosiBd
to be an t. o. b suply arrangement on about 5 million btirrels annually at a.
mibtantll discount off gulf and/or Caribbean, prices. Other ttrades rang about
2.5 m~lion Warels a year, and reprtedly call -for larger deliveed-cargo, allowance, depwAdin to wn* extent on niargin between gulf coast cargoes and N~ew
-"
York barge Either way, contract oil landsa here cheaper than formerly.All ot the deal tend to mninimise the effects of gulf coast prices for heavy fuel
oil on those along the east coast, In fact, under new conditionsi buyers repoftedlly will have bunker 0 fiel landed at New York Harbor for price very
dofe to the,at United States gulf.
.Restrictions on crude oil imports have stepped up, efforts. to sell products, of
ftel crud origin according to some reports. Competition from Interruptible
mas sMiles I&the New. -York aria at something under $2.501 delivered to industrials also has fostered the new, lower-price arrangenients,, 'It Is said. Barge
qvatatims for No. Sat New York currently are $2.65 a barrel., Mstgry of heavy fuel marketing In New York, has been one of terminal operabos trying to buy aere cheaply than'eila cargo arrangements permit. Terumal cipwtouu ba" looked to paldCenUtnt to wp oast, to Mexico, and evon..
bmoItay and Perdan 004 -to fin bunker oil, that will. lot then; get edge on
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Now, a now sifft to Wvder onargo iargin wems Ithretened.

(Vtrm Putrolevwa Week, May 141 1091

Tho tnorkel Iri'cl
IIA incerteAmsilgly peldounI this week thtthere fit a pronounced price cleavaje
betWten t:11Utl 16d niAl 1C inUhd the CAelbfliu. I'O§te tiries for products
luniell to In!' the' Main III both areas, Bunt that isN1t Ineessarily the way jthe
p(AstlAre NOld.
At the saine price levels, look at the Contrasts. O"Nsoliud iN trying Wogther
a little 11trc-lgila at (hie V1l1 I It,* weak III Ill Cairibbeali, Pi'stillate pWke have
a good chalice of risill 1111 nanIfer at th il f IfIn tho'caribi~nn, 9ellers gloomily
concde tlhat they' edikt reach the Toronto market this suniter except
_ ' as largo
- i .discounts,
r06
*In
e
the gulf is
fu,
'heUdo
4
Ilhe'shartoot contrast lain bunker 01
it rc nth albee s.060 $24-wtt Very Weak,
22-quito
5
fir,
Is week# news filterd oul that a big utility In lYl6rifa Is buying 6n A'16-year
colitrMet at #rIces to not tho Weller 28.65 cents off tho gulf pvkeo, delit'red-the
NUPRI. COW it from the 0%aribbea n,
r~ho drop last -wek in Now YorU residual prices throws; this SnUlf.arlbbeatt
conflict Into a more (ldIxv# phbase Ilarge pries for No. 0 were cut S cents
atbarrow. ilgplilean1iy, the atove wats started by An independelLtI,
If wajor eait eoript tharketets theet thle New VoriredactIx their Caribbean
affiliates will be under'str~lng prouure to grant similar allowances on cargo-lot
deliveries, Tisi would inean tlint substntial quantities of No, 0 fuel would
land In Now York, delivered 14 cargoes, at $2,22 it bar", . This would mike
the A.6. 6. price of $2.25 In the gulf howeverer firmn) look 'vulnrable. Caribbean
prIcem. too, wolild look In neeOd of an overhaul.
Then you Ask: 116w long will Caribbean refiners con1tinue t6 follow the lead
of cargo prices at (ho UnIted Slates gulf ?. A.formasl breakaway Ill take time,
probably,,~t~ of. supply contracts calling, for hegulf or Caribbeanu price;
whichever fit lojwr,'will have to expire f1rot.
I Buat you'll se6 the breAkaway Immediately In'Governieditbid business and in,
new supply contracts. Tn these two areas, especially, the Pressure of supply
will prove too much for tradition,(Iaeolmw; The season oomingf
!There has been inore gtasoline -buying, both' at the gulf and in -the upper
11idwest. As yet, It hadn't ppt much starch In price*. At Wood River, about
000,000 barrels were picked up last week--92 octne at about 1041 cents., At the
gulf, iaart cargo of regular went at a discount of about 0.275 cents.
There 80ill are price fcars
..The retail1, plctu re on gasoline !;,)ko much worse than the wholesale. In
Now J6=, fair-trade, prices werv I- t 1 cent to 18. cents for Blue Sonoco 2W0
(reguld*t) on May 9;
In the Midwest, the area bounded by Detroit, l1oulsvllle, Kansa City, ma
Minneapolis Is a big rectangle of cut prices. Wts not unusual to se" p"p pries
8Scents to 9 centobelownhorimal.
'qnk.

Laptrnontb, 49 tazakers went Into, lay-pp because of poor nteiL The Id*e
fleet now totals '38 hIps totali* 5 million tons -deadweit -A hopeful sign
bowe'ey, ) that tbenbtnlietof
oen frso mre~hsdiadfo
oesl
-, aboutOG toAbcte
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Mr. 1'mT'i'r. Ai t%ienix'r, of tile task feive of thip lre"Ideiit's Cloinmittee h1O06, 1 had a pArt In the dele1pment of thle recoin mendRtl oil

of tho C011mi1ttee thait Qei'cs forel ga oil iiiiports, WI1kII were defflie Y
colidoretl n throat to ttu iinftitmal security, be rmotricted to (lie rat io)
whieh InIIIorts of orudte, petroleum Pand petrolotin products, Itieltiig
residual oil, boro to tho 1066 donliestke prtoduetiln of 01-ude1 peti-olelll.
Wile minOhileetN felt, ait thatt thin) thnt imuchi n mtielo thim
i1M l4n~li'y.
r iled not. iV11111 (lIa C0onultteO Of (lhe hou1ri of (lel11itrAtlIl %V11101
ypu gaV0 to thlt, problem, and thle Reriousn01es with which volt eoiisidered thle
maoimntainudo
by thie Preaident's Comilmite.
t tink you 0ll will agree that. It waR emrly thle Initent of thc 19enuto
1Fillauc (11111111tee III ilepthg Section I of (111W
net of IO0fl thit, It was
toro Ad
1%
Nvehkle( for tile volluntary rentyrkthml of 4)l 11npolts tit t110
,1964level, ,n lieu of tho mandatory control proposed In fthe Neoly

amnendmnillet%

There afre onl reord statements coneritinig thle oiussinnc whichk
wevro Rivn to thie Senatte lFitnee Vomtmilte andt thle Membetlrs of (-'oil.
grvm thlit the adnntratln %voildearry out. mmcli tt program ider
Iirtlmer stixtements weiv made that Itoil inupoits were not restricted
to the 1054 level through the modlum of section 7 Aporatoon, leilat Ion
would be introduced. to imike suchl control linlidttory,.ld
Wo are here today to again urge you gentlemeon 14) len your beat
efforts to wee that those assutrances and pronmtse are ciirried out, and
the Integrity of thle vdmnfIiltrative body, ati well as thle Senate ktid (hoe
IN urge that yell adopt, anl An',endimelt to It. R. 12591 which will
1itive restriction of oil imports at, the 1054 level uts recoinposid
I should like to digress for at moment andl address myself to a subject
or more general interest. It. R. 121S01 would extend te Piesiden Ia!
po-wer on trade agrements; for isyears. For the linst time in manny
Mers of trade agreement negotiations, we are faced with a.downturn
in donwstiq business 'Whilie we are A hiopeful thatt this downturn
may be of short duration, there is no positive assurance as to)when thme
brighter day may be exi eted.
I, therefore, suggest trat a '5-year extension in the face of the iimcertai economic condit ions would be nothing less than foohmardy'.
It waes to me that everything is to be gained and nothing lost, in a
renewal of this act for at shorter priod. I would suggest not more
than a 2-year extension. Certainly, we should have time to appraise
the situation and then make such necessary decisions as the future
maindicate.
Ihen has been some indication that foreign nations would look
askance on an extension of less than 5 years. Tis, I believe, is merely
propaganda.
As a matter of fact, we, in the coal industry know that the so-called
policy of free trade is not what it seems to be. It is well and good
to ask that we nthe United States, ma
eessions, whcae
lived up, to, and then have 9ur foreipu brethren nullify such concessionsthrou internal or adiitrtv poeures,
On'March 4, 1958,Ia1ard fore the House Ways and Means
Quimittes and a copy ofmy fMl testimony at that time is available
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to you gentlemen. I made the prediction then that despite trade
agroments, cortain forvign countries would take stops to protect
donientlo Industries, uot through the niedium of higher tanr'is, for
hlis would lot be free trade, but by quotas, subventions, subsidiest and
other internal devices,
I refer to Canada whore (he Canadian coal industry Is protected
against forelgn comlpetItion by just such devices, particularly subvenitin plimstarlfrs and currently Increasing and expanding subsidies.
To digrss the Canadian Government has just recently stafrtl
paying subsidies which are greater than the total cost of production
of the coal In the United taes In order to protect their own coal
Industry.

'hatN is un internal affair in thi case of Canada and is not subject
to bargailling with respect to tariffs and trade.
In ttgh1in not through any tariff control or trade agreements, lit
wholly through an dmlnhilstrative, prohibition United States cml is
now excluded front that market. "he same Is true In France, and
currently a program is being dovelold to provide the coal Industry
of Western Oormany with the same type of protection through a
barring of United States Imports.
This policy Is to give 100 percent operating tie, If possible, to the
coal mines in these countries, so we take not only our own decline In
business but the pyramid of theirs,
lglum likewise has on at least two occasions endeavored to stridl
prohibit United States coal from Its import program. Venezuela will
miot permit importation of any commodity that is manufactured in
Venezuela. Tuis is done by prohibition of shipments, as well as by
increased tariffs,
It is not fair nor wise for this country to be so naive as to insist
on an uninhibited free trade policy when those who seek our cooperation in their own way counteract the free-trade efforts by protectionism, attained through devices not generally subject to control under
tariff agreements or laws.
I would further recommend that this Congress take some steps to
restrict the administration of trade agreements by the Department of
State. I believe that there should be a closer scrutiny by the Congres
and a closer working arrangement between those Government agencies
with the administration of our foreign-trade program and
charged
the
Con reeo.

I think its necessary that such a policy be followed if the interests
of our affected domestic industries are to be best served.
You gentlemen just heard Senator Thurmond deliver quite a discourse on that subject and I heartily agree with him because I believe
he has very soundly analyzed that particular problem.
Gentlemen, I appreciate very much the opportunity of appearing
before this committee and have limited my testimony so that I will
not bore you.
Thank you very much.
The CHAptmAx. Thank you.

Senator BzNxmwrr. Mr. Chairman, for the benefit of the witness
I think he has made two statements that are exactly opposite to what
he wishes in the record.
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On page 2j about th ree-quarters. of thle way down , he said, 'it therefre suggest that a 5-year extension .in -the face of the uncertain
econoin o conditions would be soniething les than foolhardy"' and
I aml stro hie meant. "nothing les than" foollhardy "'-and on page as
hie said, "It. Is not fair and unwise for this country to be so'lnaive,
and I am sure he meant "wise."
SMr. lVMRre, Sir, that Is a typographical error; the corrections have

been made il most of the copies.
Senator 13rxf.fr. I ai m*[appy to give him the op)orttunity to correct
therecord,
ifr. Pcn'riM. Thank you, sir.
Thi CItnMAN. The next witness is Mr. T. E. Veitfort, Copper &
lram Rteearoh Association.
Mr. Veltfort I

STATEMENT OF THEODORE E. VELTFORT, MANAGING DIRECTOR,
COPPER & BRASS RESEARCH ASSOCIATION, NEW YORK
Mr. VEizrrowr. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, I am
Theodore E. Vel fort, managing director of Copper &Brass Research
Association in NoW York.
This organization is a trade association having as its members essentially all of the brass hills in this country.
Tia brass-miill industry comprises the mills which roll, draw, And
otherwise form sheets, strip, plates, rods, wire, shapes, tube, pip_ and
forgigs of copper and its alloys, such as brass, bronze, cupro-nickel,
ad nicker silver.
Our industry does not include the makers of wire and cable for
electrical transmission, br the foundries.
Nor does the industry cover the mining or refining of copper, zino,
or any of the other metals which it uses.
I Instead, the brass mills are customers of the metal producers, and
I aml speaking to you here solely from the viewpoint of the brass-mill
industry.
Imports of brass-mill products have been growing at an alarming
rate. Moreover, these imports have continued to expand during the
current recemi6n, despite the fact that the overall domestic market for
brass-mill products has been curtailed during the recession.
Imported brass-mill products have already inflicted serious injury
on the domestic nills' with respect to many items, and the threat of
even greater injury is clear.
. The provisions of any extension of the Trade Agreements Act are,
therefore, of great concern to the brass-mill industry.
Before turning to the specific provisions of the House-approved bill
now pending before this committee, I believe that it might-be helpful
to outline very briefly the scope and size of the brass-mill industry,
and to supply some basic 'facts showing how the industry' has been
injured by imports.
Brass-mnill products are extensively used throughout the economy
for a myriad of uses. :These products are particularly important building construction, especially residential building, and ini autono
.
..
tire- appliance, and electronic applications.
Moreover, on each occasion that this country has been faced with a
wartime emergency, the brass-mill industry has been taken over almost

""IDn
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entirely for defense purpoem. It Is quite likely that, under similar
circumstanoes in the future, its products would again be of vital
neesit both for defense and for survival.
The industry normally employs about 80,000 production workers
Its wages are among the highest in the Nation, averaging $2.85 per
hour not including so-called fringe benefits of 48 cents per hour.
The Industry's labor relations are g6od. Its employees are fine American citizens, and in most Instances they have spent a considerable
period of time In beink trained for their work.
The mills are located In 18 States, and are an important factor in
the economic health of the communities in which the are located.
Some of the mills are located in small towns, and the welfare 6f
the entire community Is Virtually dependent upon the local brass mill.
The committee will also be intereted In knowing that these mills are
not huge organizations, because the majority of the mills are "small
business" inhat they employ less than 60 workers.
The products of the industry are made to high standards of quality,
and in general the products conform with the specifleations of both
the Government agencies and private technical societies and other
standardization
1 or unique eharaetristles in.
There are .no groups.
f actors of style, model,
volved. A given brass-mill proAuct must conform to its speciflcations
or widely established standards In order to be salable, but any item
which does conform is the same article, hi matter who makes It, here
or abroad.
The industry has been cooperative and progressive. During the
wars and the Korean situation, It expanded its facilities readily to
meet the Government's requirements.
It has since improved te facilities to produce its products among
to latest technical developments and economic principles. It- has
freely exchanged its know-how with foreign producers, often at the
request of agencies of our Government
War requirements of the brass-mill industry have always far
exceeded the existing peacetime requirements, so that since World
War II there has been more than ample capacity to meet all domestic
needs. The industry through the promotional efforts of both the
individual members and theassociation, has been fairly successful
in. expanding the use of its -products, and believes, firmly that it
should be permitted to reap the benefits of the-latpge amountdof money
that have been invested in research, development and. promotion.
In the 1930's, prior to trade agreement concessions, the industry
exported an average of almost 50 million pounds annually, and at
that, time this Nation imported less than three-fourths of million
pounds.
In other words, exports exceeded imports annually by more than
49 million pounds.
In 1957, after deductions in duties -had bNen, inade by trade agree.
mients, the industry exported only 13 million pounds, but imports
had leaped to .108 milion pounds.
Imports last year efeeded exorts by 95 million pounds, and hite
ontifedto prow. Thus far in-19, the.,anua1 rate of net irhas
e 8 milo pounds.
,
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The export-import pcLture"has thus boi completely revorsl. The

Industry's export markets howe been completely takeis over by foreign
mills, and now the foroti mills are tlivateniig to take the domosesi

markets. For exampl, fit
the 7 years since 1050, annual Imports have
Increased froni 1 inillion pounds to 108 million pouIs, or an increlse

of 240'prcont.

Even more disturbing Is the fact that since 1055 domestic brass
mill shipments have declined 38 percent while net imports of bras.
mill products have increased 110 percent and are t ill Increasing
raIdly.
o appreciate the extent to which imports have already captured
the
domestic
markets,
is necessary
to look their
at theefforts..'
speooflo markets
importers
haveitthus
far vonci'ntrated
in which
Unfortunately, Government dita 6 imipot. are not available in
the detail needd -to establish the.percent of these specifl markets
supplied
imports,
some examples
can be given,
perhapsby the
best but
example
is the domestic
market for thin wall
brass tube for plumbers' tubular goods, because imports have now
pxeemptel virtually the entire market.
There are no separate government data showing thb imports of
this specific product, but we know it is a fact that imports supply
almost, 100 parent. of this domestic market--simply because the do.
mestic
brass mills are no longer able to sell any of thin type of
tub
Sonie data are available oei broader categories of products which

cut across several domestic markets, and oven these data show that

the importers' share of these broad categories has boen growing at an
alarming rate since 1950: Copper seamless tube, from 0.0 lo 11.1
percent.
Senator KFs. That is of the total market?
Mr. Vatrowr. That is correct, Imports, plus; yes, sir. Copper
sheet and plate, from 4,8 to 18.8 percent; brass seamless tube, from
.
1 to 22,4 .rcnt
The basio cause for this situation iA that foreign labor rates are
exceedingly low compared with ousM
Compared to our average rate of $2.35.por hour without fringe
benefits, wages in the-Uifted 'Kingdomar 7 cefits pe hour; ini
WeA Germany, 55 cents' per hour; and .3 percent of imported braM.
mill products come' fr6mVthese 2 conntkie."
The CHfAIRMAN. That is the' i)renent rate?
Mr. VSmroIr,That is the, present.rate.
It was 1057, the latest figures we could geL.
The.CIAIMA. Has there been any increase in those labor latest
Mr. Va,'owr. They tend to go up percentagewise just like ours
with the result where we increase 10 p onti,say.'twenty. and some
odd cents, they increase 5 or 7 cents. The gradually are departing,
disparity grows as the-years'go' by;
.
To continue:
Production efficie'ncy in foreign mills closely, approaches'.ohm .
Their production, equipment is excellent, and with respect to some
items of such equipment, it might be-sutpior. to ite productionn
equipment available to our brass mill fron domestic source& :In,
deed, domestic brass mills have purchased
equipment
front
,
the foreignsomeiJlg
abroad in orde, to keep abreast of
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Alt-hough our production per man-hour is at least as good as in,
foreign Millol, the vest difference in labor rates enables foreign mills
easily to soll thoir products here up to 25 percent and more under
dome toi prices. They compete in the well-established marketarsulting from millions of dollars spent by the domestico industry In.
rvearch and promotion to create tllese (omestic markets; while we
have to continue to "hard sell" itthese markets, impbrtero need only
to offer the lower prices which their low wage rates readily permit.
Since we cannot (and do not want to) reduce our wages to match
theirs, we have to depend for relief on appropriate provisions In the
''I
'Tr-ade Agetements Act.
By seeking such relief, we are not "protectionists" In tie sense'
thntwef.want an umbrella of high tariff rates held over the industry!
to protect it against better foreman products and more effient pro.
diction Abroad. We have a highly efficient Industry of ample ca-,
papit.y-t satisfy domestic needs for mill products produced by highl
paid American workmen under American labor and business standards., If Congress could develop a flexible tariff system which would
encourage foreign mills to observe our labor standards and which
would (10 no more than offset the lower foreign production costs re-

sulting from low labor rates, our domestic brass-mill industry would.
welcome the opportunity to compete with the foreign mills In our
own domestic market& We ask only for the opportunity to compete on a fair basis, but in our view it is not fair for the Government
to encourage high domestic labor rates and then force domestl producers' to compete with foreign producers who do not ob.erve the
same ground rules.

The impot problem as it relates to the copper mining industry
has been recognized by the Government, and various steps are begin
considered to remedy .hat situation. That Isns It should be, for thatindustry i6 a vital one'and our industry welcomes any qteps that can
ie taken to assure the adeuacy and
-tability
of our copper supply.,
It is appropriate to submit, therefore, that inasmuch as our iiduYt
consumes normally about 4h percent of tits new copper refined in this
country,
the economic
health
the industry
copper producing
industry
can-'
iot be restored
unless our
brassofmill
also prosers.
In other
words if 6ur Nation's requirements of finished millIproducts are
im nred from abroad the market for copper mined in this country
wi I be vastly curtailed,
ILet me now efer, to M, R--12591 which reflects the administration's
proposal to extend the trade agreements program. For the sake of,
emnphasis and clarity, my comments will be directed prinipally to
only one suggested amendment to I,.R.1691. This amendment.
we believe,, is necessary to 6liminate dicrimination' and is noncon-

*A joint press release of the State:.epartment ana the Commerce
re-

department, commenting on the admitastration's proposed bill;
ognzed 'the need for limited authority to increase our duties up to
I
percent more than the 1984 rates:
50

,.Alltmfepardk fow merCA i . f duitr. contained in the
tct -.6iM'dbe
continued. In; ad4dtloh,- ineqisd" authority. will be sought to
sIaedutce to,
rmedytratq1e4 01' RuA artoUs InjurY to dOestie IndttIrs *lit oud-

ne4~e~ry atqe eict ec ausqrveqtlstonp,
,ut4orluq
Y'ae.i

woul 1e
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to ralset dut, In ech ceam to 6 pereut above the rate of du Ineefect on
JeW 1, 1934 (Insted of 50 percent above the lower duties of July 1 945, as In
xlstftn law), (preq releaseNo. 60, D)eceber 90, 1057.)

Section 8 (a) (1) of I.
H,
12591 embodies this proposal of the
adtninisttation, and it is noncontroversial,
The House till, however, contains one large gay. Although the
bill recop.gnizo the need for increasing ad valorem -utiesin deserving
cases, the limited authority to increase duties does not take into account the unique plight of domestic industries making items subject
to a specific duty. Since the provision in the House bill applies ony
where there Is serious injury to the domestic industry involved it is
obviously unfair and discriminatory to provide some domestic in.
dustries with adequate relief and to deny such relief to other industries merely because they happen to produce items covered by a.spocifli duty. The only fair thing to do is to amend this part of the billlso

as to provide for substantially the same treatment to all domestic
industries, iraespective of whether such en industry, by mere chance,
produces an item on which there is a E,peoflo duty rather than ad
valorem duty. Such an amendment wjuld close the loophole in the
House bill.
Let me point this problem up with an illustration. A speclflo duty
in 1934 of 8 cents a pound on a given article, which then had a value of
20 cents a pound, would have been the equivalent of an ad valorem
rate of 40 peromt With the value of the article having increased
to 40 cents a pound by 1958 the present ad valorem equivalent of the
8 cents a pound specific duty would be only 20 percent.. Under the
Administration's proposal as set forth in H. R. 12591 the mavimum
relief in such a case would be to increase the duty by 56 percent above
the 8 cents a pound which existed in 1934, or to 12 cents a pound. Under current prices, however, the ad valorem equivalent of 12 cents a,
pound would be 80 percent, In other words, the competitive signif.
canoe of the duty after a 50,percent increase would still bless than
the 1984 duty on the basis of prices existir at that time.
This point can be Illustrated In still another way by comparing two
products both of which had a value of 20 cents a pound wheli the duty
on themwas originally established If the duty on one product Were
fixed at an ad'valorem rate of 40 percent, whereas the duty dii the
other product were set as a speci fi duty of 8 cents a pounds both
products would have had exactly the same level of protection. Under
the Adminiistration's bill however, it would'b. possible to increase the
duty on the first product to 0 percent, and if the: product now sells
for 40 cents a pound, thi's *dd amount to a duty of V4 cents a pound,
in our illustration. But foe'theother proZduct-whioh now selIs for,
40 cents a pbund--the Admimtration's bill would, pemt adt of
only 12 cents a pound. In other words, under the House-approved:
bll it would be possible--with' respect to two items that ot ginally

had th6 ame level of t'ot6eti6n 4o Increase the duty o* one iteZi

to 24! cents k pound, whereas the Mnixnium duty ojt the other item,
1"
'1&
"
-1
*' 1would be only 12 cents a pound.
is not a theo"retical or imagi, nr case.,Brass mill imports
, owh~~~
during the:years 1980 through '1988, whiCh was before t te.agremeats made ay reduoton n ,,riffes off
on jich dte
ti6 k ett v'aa
titff 6f 0.8 b:gts'pr' ound, 'whic
tIah'e~idal 41 etii f te bdlebi I
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value of such imports. In 1957, the tariff duties averaged only 9.4
cents per pound, mnd these duties amounted to only 6 percentof the
deelare value of th imports. Thus while successive reductions in
the speciflo rates applicableto moet brass mill products have been
severe, the greatest difficulty has been caused by the inflation in prices
which has occurred. The ad valorem ecjuivalents of the duties on our
products average only 12 percent of their original level. If the spectflo
duties on brass mill products were increased to twice their initial level
the ad valorem equivalents would still be only slightly above the level
which existed d tring the years 1980 through 1988.
Undersecretary of the Interior Chilson n his testimony before the
House Ways and Means Committee on february 19, recognized. the
presence of this problem with respect to most mineMd commodities,
when 'ho said: Most of the ,trtffa ou mineral eoinodltfeia sA low Iq comparlson ! Wlih other
schedules** The duties to moot cases are apecifelc they 'remain ftied re.
prdlew of price. during the past 16 years or so the rising prioe, of theme
products have reduced the ad valorom equivalents of practically all the duteq,

Unfortunately Mr. Chilson did not suggest a remedy though it
was inherent In his testimony that a remey was called for,
At an? event, a remedy ought to be provided: Since the adminSstration s proposal already permits b6th ad valorem and eoyecifo
duties to b increased up to 50 percent above their July 1, 1984 levels,
we suggest that, in addtioi, the measure should authori-ze the cover.
slon f specific duties to ad valorem rates on the basis of 1984 values,
and to' permit increases of theselhew ad valorem rates upto 50 percenL
Such an amendment seems to us to be entirely reasonable. It would
provide for equal treatment for all Industries and thereby avoid discriminating against theimndustries *hOse products compete with im.
ported adlessubject to specfio duties. li brief, the dscriminatory
features of the adn nistretion's bill wouldbe eliminated, and all do-.
mesti0 Industries would be played on a par with respect to the available relief In escapo-lanse proceedings.
Attached to my statem:6sit ii a propos amendthent of H. B. 19691
(appendix I) whichwould authoize the conversion of spifia'ditli
toitel! ad valorer equlvalent6. The'bras mill industj urges that
this amendment be adopted by the oommitt-.
There are other aihendments to Hi -. 12691 which the brass mill
industry favors and which deserve the committee's -careful c0nsideration,,but'l do not propose to dIscues aI1of thew-in any detail. I WoUld
like t6 direct the' committee's attention to one of these additional
aineiidments dealing with the p0wer Of the Pkeident to overturn the
recommended decision of the Tariff Conmission It t our position
that whire the Cohkmissibn's flidingofbact are suP86rted4byub
stalitI4 evidence, mh finding s ouA be final- the same,as the factual
findings of other administative agk
.ls,
such as the Federal Power
OommioN the- Federal -Trade
iflst1
,snd the Civil Atr6.
nautic* "Boad. 'ndir th . srIetlaWh
dent--atually: his
sta~a~tue~y ljeced heN
Coipniuim' rcommendations b~r
meam of ovrurfnng the Com mlssonlfnd~t ,of fact 'andby subotituting wri fiftil fbfidings 'ThIO Is a seerio stlf4e nth6 lkw, fid if
tuh sod
anyast b htoverrdu
we,
t Tatiff (ose
such pwrshould at least be lmM t totated
forei gn "H4lkw ons
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In the- asuoe of a foreigntpolioy ground for overturning a Commission decision based-on findings of fact supported by substantial evidenc, there is no sound reason for permitting the President's staff to
substitute
judgment for that of the Tariff Commission.
I There isits
.one'lother pbolnt which is of peculiar significance to the
brass mill industry. This point concernis the- copper import excise
tax which was enacted for the protection of the copper preducin
industry, not the brass mill industry. As I have already mdicat.,
brass mills buy copper from the producers, and the excise tax is ultimately reflected in the amount which the brass mills must pay for
their copper. Since the country's import tax does not affect the cost
of copper at foreign mills, however, the copper import
excise tax
.was also applied to-the copper content of brass mill produce in oxler
to offset or equalize the increased price for copper paid by domestic
brass mills. .As this committee knows, the tax was suspended for
many years by act of Congres.
d It may come as a surprise to many members of this committee but
apparently the Tariff Commission has taken the position that whenever the copper import excise tax is suspended, the Commission has
no jurisdiction whatever to entertain an application by the brass mill
industry for relief in anescape clause proceeding. The Commissioun's
theory seems to b that since the tax is suspended by special statute,
Congress itself has elected not to impose the full amount of the duty-

including such taxes-which the United States is permitted to charge
under the trade agreements, and on this basis the Commission concludes
that there is nothing for the United States to "escape" from. It
seems somewhat ridiculous to us that the mere suspnsion of an import
tax designed to help another industry. has the effect of eliminating
the relief otherwise available to the brass mill industry.
Since the supension of the copper import excise tax expired on June
80, 1958, the brass mill industry is atleast temporarily relieved of
this technical barrier to obtaining relief. On the other hand, the
suspension might be reinstated at some time in the future. Accordingly, we suggest that the committee should seriously consider elimindtting the bais for this unreasonable interpretation of the law.
This could be accomplished by deleting from subsection (a), of the
escape clause the phrase which appears in two places, requiring a
showing of causal -connection between increased imports and trade.
agreement concessions. ' ,
- '•
. II
ln fact, relief should be'made available to any domestic industry
which proves injury caused by imports, whether or not a reduction
has been made since 1934 in the duty of the imported product involved.
Duties on certain products may have been adequate in 1934. Under
changed conditions, such duties may be wholly inadequate today, even
thou . they have not been- reduced by a trade agreement. This is
mosthkely to occur, of course, In the case of specific duties, the impact
of whichhas been substantially reduced since 1934 as a resultof the
continuous rise in prices., The escape clause should be expanded so
t1o apply to such ajtus'ti0i. This could be don by :merely adding
a clause to subpection (4): o the escape clause in,
two places, which
wo' udd athorxe theTariff Commissionto recommend relief whenever
injury is found to have been caused by increased imports, even though

tka,34
0 ut remains unchanged.
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Before concluding, I should like to offer for the committee's consideration 1 or 2 general comments. Even if one accepts the
proposition that, this country's imports ultimately support a thriving
ex port trade, this still does not justify causing serious injury to specific components of our domestic economy. Certainly it is not in
keeping with American principles to inflic injury on one segment of
the business community in order to bestow a benefit on another segment, It is for this reason that. Congress has always insisted that
the Trade Agreements Act contain means of relief for any domestic
industry seriously injured b, imports. Moreover, I believe that it
is fair to say that every P1reeilent and every Secretary of State commenting on the act has invariably pointed out that it is not the purpose of the act to injure any domestic industry. Yet, in the administration of the act there has been serious injury in many instances.
From the long-range point, of view, Congress should, I believe, give
serious consideration to a tariff law which would provide an inducement to foreign countries to rai.0 tlieit-standards to the standards
which are app icable here. This would mean that foreign producers
who elect to compete in oti' markets would observe the same rules as
(loinstie producers. If this were the case, no one would object to
removing all trade barriers and having completely free trade.
The immediate problem, however, concerns H. R. 12591. It re.
quires n anmendlent to permit the conversion of specific duties to
their ad valorem equivalents. Such an amendment is necessary to
avoid discrimination, and it is noncontroversial. I most seriously
urge again that the committee adopt such an amendment.
(The amendment referred to is as follows:)
APPENDIX I. PRoPOSED AMFNfMRNT TO H. R 1201 'To PzRMIT Co.virsmto
5PrFcrrro DuTIea To AD VALOR u EqUiVALxxTS

Two amendments to H. R. 12591 are needed.
delete subparagraph (1)

thereof the following:

or

The first amendment would

of section 3 (a) of H. U. 12591 and substitute In lieu

"(1) Paragraph (2) (A) Is amended by striking out the entire paragraph
"'iA) Increasing by more than fifty per centum any rate of duty existing

and by inserting in lieu thereof the following:

on July 1, 1934, except that in the oac of a epecito duty, the proclamation
by the President mayl convert such epeollo duty a it exieted on July1, 1934,

to its ad.valorem' equivalent baged on 1934 value and nay inorease such
ad valorem rate by ot more than fity per ce nta."'"
The second amendment would consist of adding it subsection (d) to section 5
of H. M1,12591 as follows:

"Section 6 (d). Subsection (a) of action '7of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1051, as amended (10 U. S. 0. Section 184), is amended by striking
out the third sentence and by inserting In lieu thereof the following:
"'Should

the Tariff Commission find, as a result of Its Investigation and

hearings, that a product on which a concession hai been granted is; as a result,
in whole or in part, of the duty or other eustoxhl treatment reflecting such
concession, being imported in such increased quantities, either actual or-relatlve, asf to cause or treaten serious Injury to the domestic industry producing
like or directly competitive products, it shall recommend to the Presdent the

withdrawal or modification of the concession, Its suspeIQpIn in whole or in part,
M establishment.of
import quotas, or a* meorease o7 t . dpplo(ql6e duty, to
f
ekfint ind'&
the time necessary to prevent and temedy such Injury. The
Tartff (omntL#eon at uot recommend any inCeased duty whk~h'ih sbre than
)1lly per ecutum above the rotc ettsting on July 1, 1934, proided, houYver, thot
En the
an
ut
omm
ot
co ert svc* spcr/fo d ty as
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July Is 1984, tova ad Va'eorem equovwa orn Ohe basu of1934 Vaelue
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one qestion if I may, M
)Kerr.

-On-page 11 inthe first large paragraph, second
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Doyou know the -'Verag reduction, of all tariffs which have been
broUght about under, the administration of the trade agreements acts
sincd first passed in 19341.
Mr. VKJOi Tm. No; I do not,
I know that for our o*n industry but I have no overallfigure.
Sen~or K~.im What is it foryour. industry!
from, a&*aerMr. Vavrroir. For.our industry, it has been reduced
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Mr. Vwmmaow. Yes.
Senator KxmL As WIS rega p if o tariNf rather than: ad yaloen
tariffs.
Mr. Vwmrrirr. That is right, air.'
Senator Kumw Doeo it not seem to you as etirey ~ble that a
Vro6ram the purpose of which was to lo'wver trade bare in order
to encourage more trade might have already substantially acconplished that purpose if it has resulted thus far in eliminating 80percent average and agod dea more when you give effect, to inflatin Of
the barriers that existed when the-program was inaugurated?
Mr. Vzvrrr. I should certainly th~nk so and I do not see how
much further you can go.
Senator Kifim. And that a continuation of granting not only au
thority*to maintaiti in effect the reductions thus far made, but to-give
authority tb'make still further reductions, could be approaching not
only the point of gravely incrasig danger to the domestic Iidustris but the point of being ridiculous.
Mr. Vwmrolrr. In our particular
ust ,I"would
say, Senatot, it
mIglt be disastrous.
Senator KERR. Well
ank you very much.
nt
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would encourage foreign mills to observe our labor standards. We
all admit that that wo uld be an ideal thing to do.
lo
Do you have any suggestions to put In the law that itwould -m
ItmAndatory upon the administrative authorities to comply with that

.ideat.,

Mr, VwroRT. Well, I would simply put. it on the basis thai it
seems to me a tariff should rlflet tIle .diterence in wage, with the
tariff varying in accordance with the difference it wages.
IR other words, there ought to be some wage equl|,izat to1, what I
call a wage eq alization, tax or tariff.
, Senator A mrriN. ()f course, !is
1 iudestand it, that Ias been the
ideat ofthe Ameriam taril from the early days.
Mr. Vviaro.
Yes.
Senator MAI IN. But is ther Ally language that yoU could suggest
that would require the administrative authorities to comply with that
pla I
Mr. V TrOnT. I could provide such language.
Senator MAmtni. I wish you would,
Mr. VEYyrouT. I would be glad to.
(Tieinformation is as follows:)

Iaoimoa Augaourxs To It R. 1251' To Paovxs ftoA FLr.XiLi TAI
ON EqUALMSIKO PRO UMQION COTS 1 ICAN D ASOAD

BASED

This amendment could be appropriately added as a new subsection (e)' to
section 6 of H. R. 12I91, as follows:
"S . . (e)Section 830 of the Tariff Act of 10 and the second sentence in
section 2 (a) of the Trade Agreements Act of 1084 are hereby repealed. See.
tion ' of the Trade Agreements Act of 1951, as amended, Is amended by Inserting
In subsection (a) I(I) before the first sentence of the third paragraph$ by making
the last sentence of the third paragraph a separate but undesignated paragraph,
and by Inserting immediately prior thereto the following:
* "'(ii) Should the Initiating request resolution, or application ask the Tariff
Commission to recommend a flexible tariff based on equalising production eots
here and abroad, and should the Tariff Commission find, as the result of its
investigation or hearings, that a product is, as a result in whole or In part of the
applicable duty or customs treatment, being imported in such increased quantities, either actual or relative, as to cause or threaten serious injury to the
domestic Industry productfg like or directly competitive products, the Tariff
Commission shall re onend to the President, and thq President shall have the
power to Impose,- an ad valorem duty not In excess of the rate needed t6 offset
the higher production costs 6f the'doinestie Industry As compared to the piodueUion costs of producers in the country from which the greatest quantity of Imports
of the product have been received during the next preceding two calendar years.
In ascertaining differences In costs of production, the Commission shall take
Into account all cost factors on which evidence Is presented to the Commission
by any Interested irarty and which have any practical competitive significance
(including raw materials, labor, depreciation, and sales and administrative
expenses). Where no interested party submits direct evidence of the production
costs of the foreign producers Involved, the Commission may compute such costs

In accordance
with the following formula:
4

'Irm 1. Rapresentatve or average sM6 price of theimported product during
the preceding year (for the largest quantity customarily sold In the trade, at a
popular port of debarkation in the exporting country involved, packaged and ready
for shipment to this country.)
"'Item 2. Plus-any export license fees or other export taxes levied on the
foreign producers by the exporeng country.
ISe. 5 of H. F. 125961 now has three subsectione, and a new'subsee. (d),o 1onverting
seele dautles
to ad valorem equlvalents was proposed for Mr. VeItfort's or glnal statement
tho aikendmeht
proposed
;rr706=bltM Caf
gZbeem
d6a etSenate.a qa~bsm Aordlingl,
(a)
.,:
. ,* here
,'.,
,,,,
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'Item 8. Less--any export subsidies, bounties or other forms of export Incen.
tives received by the foreign producers.
"'Item 4. Plus-normal transportation and Insuranco costs to a popular United
states pott of entry for the product.
"'Item 5. Less--profit, computed at 10 percent of Item 1.'"
/
The Commission may, whete necessary, make reasonable adaptations of the
above formula to fit the particular facts of the proceeding Involved. The Commission shall not proceed under this provision (11) unless an Interested party
submits accounting data fairly representative of production costs of domestic
producers and also submits, when requested by the Commission, a report of an
Independent firm of add itors setting forth the extent to which such data are based
on cost factors reflected In the regular books of account of all of the Individual
domestic producers said to be representative of the domestic Industry. After
a duty on a product has been established under this provision, the Commisslon
shall entertain, not more frequently than annually, a request of the Piesident,
a resolution of eiter the Committee on Finance of the Senate or the Committee
on Ways and Means of the House of Rtepresentatives, or on application of any
Interested party, to decrease the rate of the duty In order to reflect reduced differences In the production costs of the domestic indtistry as compared with the
production costs of Vroducers In the country from which the greatest quantity
of imports of the product have then been received during the next preceding 2
calendar years, and the Commission shall proceed In the same manner as in
original proceedings under this provision, except that the procedures relating
to proof of production costs shall be reversed, that Is, the formula specified above
may be adapted and then applied In determining domestic production costs where
to direct evidence of such costs is submitted, but proof of foreign production
costs shall consist of accounting data fairly representative of production costs
of the foreign 'producers Involved and, when requested by the Commission, a
report of Independent auditors as provided above.

Senator MTnzN. Personally, I think it depends more upon the administration than anything else but if there could be stronger language
inserted I would like to see it done. ,

Mr. V'ij1;-rr. I will be glad to doit.
Senator MAwrTn. Thank you.

Senator DounLAs. Mr. Chairman, if the Senator from Pennsylvania
has finished I would like to ask some questions.
Senator RLwnt;. I thank you.
Senator DoUGLAS. I want to say while I do not agree' with your
general conclusions, I want to. complirpent you on your statement
which is accurate and Ithink you have argued youi case with' complete accuracy. It is completely accurate in what you have said about
conditions.
But there are 1 or127questions which'I ,should like
to ask. At the
bottom of page 10 of your statement you say. "Since the suspension
of the,&pper import tax expired on June80, i58."
Now that is stated in the form of a negative, does that mean that
beginning yesterday that there is an import tax on copper I
Mr. Vrr7roFr. There is.

Senator Dours. How much a pound?
Mr. Vx r0n'r. One and seven-tenths cents . pound; not only copper itself, but oh copper content of fabricated products from , pper,
Senator DouOLAs. So that on brass tubing and so forth it Would be
thattariffoncoppercontent'?.
Mi.'Vu r. Senator, I worked it back for 19570 in 1i51 it would
amoufittoanaverageof %1 6icntsa pound..

Weltank yu
SntrDou&qr..s Ie
_Now, the second question I wanted to'ask, [s your industry what
is known as an integrated industry? That is, does Anaconda, Xeniecott, Phelps Dodge, own any of these brass mills?
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Mr. VY.LTrowr. Some of the brass mills are owned by copper
producers.
Senator DouotAs. Would you state for the record what mills
Anaconda owns?

Mr. VIMFORT. Anaconda owns American Brass.
Senator DovoLas. American Brass?
Isthatallt
Mr. V FORT. That Isall.
Senator Deotaes. And Kennecott owns Chase Brass & Copper?
Air. VEIrmon'r. Yes.
Senator DotuoLts. And Phelps Dodge?!
Mr. Vm irm. Phelps Dodgeows -helps Dodge Copper Products.

Senator DovatAs. What percentage of tMe brass products industry

will thes three subsidiariesown, roducer, rather?

Mr. VymRTowrr. I do not bellove I could toll you.
I mean we very carefully avoid having any knowledge of the representation of the Individual mills but I can assure you that the majority of the mills are independent and-

Senator l)ouot.,s, The majority of the products is what I want.
Mr. VxLTmRT. I do not know about production.

I have no figures that would justify any estimate of that because
as I say, we carefully avoid getting into that.
Senator Doun,As. Why d. youi arefully avoid It?
I should think that would be very important.
Air. VrLmro1T.

We do not like to be in a position where we can say

what. the relative percentage of each company is. All statistics of
that kind are gathered by a confidential agency which just publishes
the overall.
Senator BrN'r. Will the Senator try him on employment?
Maybe that will give you a cue.

Senator Douals. Ifay I just finish this?
Mr. VELT irro.Yes, indeed.

Senator Dotmas. Do you want to make an educated gubss on this?
Mr. VPtFORr. I dislike to because the tendency, the trend of the
proportion of the business which is handled by those three companies
is tending down as corn aed with the rest.
A nuniber of new mills have come irto the industry that are new,
I mean independent.
Senator DMoYLAs. Am I correct in understanding that Revere Brass
is independent?
Mr. Vrorr. That is independent.
Senator DouoAs. Thank you.
Mr. Vimoirr. Not at all sir.
Senator Bmr~wN . I would like to try him then.
Do you know what proportion of the total industry is represented
by these three integrated companies?
Mr. Vri'omirr. Have not those figures here.
I do not know that that would be too safe a guide, because employment differs whether-what particular p rodt a mill makes, obviously if it makes only one product, andproduots require quite a lot
of fabrication in the way of fine tubing and so forth, it m iht make

a differenceI
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Senator BRPNNrIr. That is all.
Thank you.
The CAIRIMAN. Thank you, Mr. Voltfort.
Mr. VxurroRwr. Yes, sir.
The 0ThAIMAN. The next witness is Mr. Charles Schwab, who is
aprating for the Lead and Emergency Committee.
Senator BrNNv,r. I understand Mr. Schwab withdrew yesterday
but Ie will submit a statement.
(The following statement of Mr. Schwab was subsequently sub.

initted:)

Rzmro

rL:AD-'Aio Coiunrrr,

OAIR or AUKnIOAK MINING CONORSMS,

lion. HlAur F. BYRD,

WaoMnglon, D. 0., July 8, 1958.

Ohufrmon, Oommfltee ots Finance,
Senate Office Bu1dinp, Waesngto,, D. (.
DARASENVATOR BTaD: We had hoped that the President would have taken
action on the Tariff Commission's second unanimous finding of Injury in the
lead-zinc escape clause case (T. 0. No. 68) before the conclusion of your committee's hearings on extension of the Trade Agreements Act.
Since the President has, under date of June 10, advised you that he it suspend.
ing consideration of the Commission's decision, we respectfully request that thim
letter and the attached exhibits be made a part of the record in your hearing
on II. It. 12591.
We wlh to call to your attention the experience which the domestic lead-zine
mining Industry has had under the procedures of the Trade Agreements Act
and the Tariff Act of 1930. This Is outlined in the attached exhibits and sup.
plemented with four important letters.
We have faithfully sought an answer to our problem in accordance with provisions of present law. We believe we have established an unparalleled record
in conscientiously pursuing every procedure available to obtain administrative
relief according to the provisions of the Trade Agreements Act. Mtwlthttand.
lug the second umanimous finding of injury by the Tariff Commission, all our
efforts, thus far, have been in vain.
It is Important that our position concerning Imports of lead and sine be
clearly understood. We are not opposed to imports. We agree that substantial imports of lead and sine ate needed to supplement our own mine production
In order to supply consumers' demand. We do not promote any action that
would deny consumers all the lead and sine they want at prices that are competitive and, at the same time, prices which are reasonable for our mines. We
do urge, however, that imports are much in excess of need and the Tariff Commission In Its April 24 second unanimous decision concurred In a finding of
injury. Government action, therefore, Is required to reduce the volume of Iaports to reasonable proportions. The critical condition of the lead-sine mining
Industry was the subject of hearings before your committee ota July 2Z-24,*1967,
at the conclusion of which, after consideration of this matter In executive sessions, your committee reported out a bill (Senate Calendar No. 1075, Rep.
No. 1053 August 20,1967).
It continues to be our base position that the fairest and most effective answer
to all concerned-to United States producers, foreign producers, American consumers and taxpayers-would be legislation permittlng duty free Imports of
needed lead and sine; providing "peril point" prices of 17 cents and 14% cents;
and providing for an Import tax of 4 cents payable only in the event unneeded
imports forced the United States price to decline below these "peril point"
pries. We are still of that mind. A copy of legislation providing the above
mentioned features is attached herewith.
Notwithstanding the unequaled record which has been made for these two
commodities, the documentation of Injury by the Tariff Commission and our
maximum use of provisions of the Trade Agreements Act, the Secretary of the
Interior, in behalf of the administration, on April 28 presented a mineral atbHllsation plan to the Senate Interior Committee. This plan has been the subject of
lengthy hearings before the Senate Interior Oommittee and a bill Is being
reported to the Sente.
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It Is readily a parent, that If the lead-miue mlnint Industry of the Uited
States is to surv ie two alternative courses of action are presently sivallablo:
(1) an amendment to the Trade Agreements Act as set forth above ;,or
(2) the Implementation of the mineral btabilisation plAn by the Congreu.
One of tho courses must prevail if the Industry is to exist. Hixatninaton
of only the outline of the tast record of our Industry on the accompanying tiges
leaves no doubt that we are understandably very deeply concerned as to what Is
meant by "reciprocal" and what Is meant by "escape." It has been our unfortu.
hate experience that Insofar as these two commodities are concerned there Is no
evidence that reciprocity has or will prevail or that there is any escape for an
industry which has twice received a unanimous finding by the Tariff 0onntton
of serious Injury due to excessve Imports.
We respectfully urge your committee's consideration of our problem, the
solution for which must necessarily at this point originate In the Senate of the
United State.

tespectfully submitted.

S JULY

3,1V38.

(Details are on accompan)'lng sheets)
LAU-ZIo
1. Repericmee of lead-elbno IndustrV umder various provisto , o1 United Statese
t'ude lies urid legl talieo proposals
II
1. May 10, 190, lead Industry petitioned for "escape clause" pursuant to
Mexican Trade Agreement and Executive Order 0832. Denied by Tariff Com.
mision July 18, 1980, formally dismissed by Commission January .20; 1951.
Reason given was that United States had canceled Mexican agreement effective
Deember81,190
Duty on lead temporarily returned to 1030 rate.
2. Early 1951 lead-zine Industry advised Committee on Reciprocity InformatIon against cuts In duty at forthcoming Torquay meeting. Despite this, duty
on both lead and sine was cut at Torquay, effective June 6, 1031. Lead duty had
only been restored 5 months before by United States abrogation of Mexican
agreement.
•3. Industry petitioned the Tariff Commissloni on February 14, 1001, for a
section 86 "difference in coat of production". Investigation. Denied byCommission on May 29, 101. Reason given was that trade agreement rates could
not be changed by section 886 action..
4. Lead-alnc Industry petitioned the Commission on September 14, lft, for
"escape elaue" action under section 7 of Trade Agreements Extension Act of
101. On May 21 1954, the Commission unanimously found serious Injury and
recommended maximum Increase in duties.
S. Concurrent with the 1058-4 "escape clause" Investigation the Commission
conducted a section 82 "general Investigation" and on April 10, 1954, forwarded
Its 356-page report to the Committee on Ways and Means and Committee on
Finance.
6. On August 20, 194, the President declined to implement the recommendatlions of the Commission and Instead Initiated defense stockpile purchases and
barter acquisitions.
T.Nearly a year ago (May 28, 1087) the Department of Agrculture, by a
series of regulation,-% stopped barter, the major alternate program Instituted by
the President. August 1, 1957, Office of Defense Mobilization announced defense
stockpile goals were nearly met. ODM ceased sine purchases In April 1958 and
has announced lead purchases will cease In June 1958.
& ODM has stated that due to very large Government'stocks of lead and sine
(over 1,250,000 tons of each metal), the Industry is not eligible for consideration
pursuant to the national security amendment (sec. 7 (b)) of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1983.
9. On June 19, 1957, the administration forwarded to the Congress a bill
suspending present duties on lead and sine and substtuting a series of Import
taxes to be effecUve only If the United States price of lead was below17 en.s
and ine below 14% cents,

10. Hearings were held on the administration biit I.Xguqtn. 2 (

and July 22-24, 1957 (Senate).

0o.use)

Industry concurred In "peril point" prices of
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1? cents and 14 1/ cents, but said schedule of Import taxes inadequate. On the
average, proposed schedule was about 25 percent loss than 1954 recommendation
by Tariff'Commlxilon which the President said was insufficient.
11, Following the exchange of letters in August 1057 between the late Mr.
Cooper and the President the-industry agalti petitioned the Tariff Commission
for "escape clause" action. The petition was filed September 2',,and hearings
held before the Cominilslon November 19-20, 1057 (T. 0. No. 65).
12. In his letter of August 20, 1954, the President stated the maximum In.
creased duties as recommended by the Tariff Commission would have only a
minor effect on United States lead.zinc prices and would not reopen United
States mines. The industry petition, therefore, requested quotas and Increased
duties. A complete plan of quotas was submitted to the Commission.
18. On April 24 the Tariff Commission again unanimously found the domestic
lead.zine Industry was '"suffering sr~us injury.'" Thtee Commissioners recommended rMmposlti6n'of the'1004%atts of duty and three Commissioners recommended maximum Increase In duty and quotas.
j14. Under date of June 20, 1968, the President announced he was suspending
consideration of the Tariff Commission's recommendations pending Congressional consideration of the proposed minerals stabilization plan (including provisions for lead and zinc) which was submitted by the Secretary of the Interior.
15. Rather than quotas or a combination of tariff and quotas or a stabilization
plan with no control of Imports the Industry continues to believe that a fair and
effective answer could be provided by legislation suspending the present duties
and In lieu thereof establishing "peril point" market prices 17 cents for lead,
141A cents for zinc with a 4 cents Import tax Immediately behind these "peril
point" prices. Tax would be payable by importers only if they Imported unafi
! would '.ireak the United States market
or 'szj
dq4
needed .inolimt Of l
price beloWthese "pe'ril polit" prices.
10. Such legislation would Increase the flow of trade dollars since Importing
countries could supply United States needs at much better prices than they are
receiving today. Vhile the quantity of import lead and zinc would be less, the
prices for needed imports would be greater and would more than offset any
decline in volume. This would serve to provide Importing countries needed
additional dollars with which to purchase other United States commodities and
manufacturing products.
11. Comment, on icad-zino staaolt L.a
1. For 10 years United States industrial consumption of lead 4nd zinc have
been fairly constant at about a 1,100,000 tons per year. During this same period
the ratlo ,ot lead imports to United State ulue.production has grown from 68
percent to 150 percent; 'In the case of zic Increased from 40 percent to 124
percent.
2. During this 10-year period imports of lead have Increased from 220,000 tons
a year to 500,000 tons a year;. zinc Imports from 280,000 tons a year to 730,000
tons a year. United States mine production has stayed fairly constant during
periods of reasonable prices but has now been curtailed more than 80 percent.
3. The statistics attached herewith are based on "net imports from consumption" which are those used by the Tariff Commission. Statistics are also coin.
piled on the basis of general Imports (which include material entering bonded
warehouses). Estimates for 1957 would show "general Imports" for zinc exceeded 800,000 tons and lead exceeded 580,000 tons. ; ..,
4: Varying United "States tnarket prices during the last 10 years have had
very minor, if any, effects on United States Industrial consumption of lead and
zinc.
5. Unneeded imports caused United States supply of lead and zinc to greatly
exceed industrial requirements. - Before barter ttopped, almost a year ago, large
amounts of these excess Imports were absorbed by governmental acqolslttons.
0. Unneeded Imports have forced the price of lead to decline from 10 cents In
early 1957 to 11 cents-a drop of 30 percent. Zinc has been forced down from
13 %cents to 10 cents-a decline of 28 percent.'
'7. Tie sharp decline in United States mine production nas occurred in the
second, half of 1957 and. early .1958.- Present annual rate Is lower than the
.
depression years of the muld-1930's.
8. Utmployment in the lead-zinc minink Industry, has been cut in half.i In the
1954 escape'claus6!atIon Tariff Cbmmission found employment had declined by
9,000 Jobs., , In Its Ai-ll 1958 decision the Commission found that since January
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1007, 450 employees had lost their Jobs. The present total loss of employment
within this industry since January 1952 is now well over 18,000 jobs.
9. While United States prices Improved in 1965 and 1956 under the alternative
programs initiated by the President (in lieu of accepting the Commission's recommendations), employment did not return to the early 1052 level.
10. During Korea United States prices of lead and zine were frozen by the
Government Import duties were suspended subject to reinstatement if the United
States price would fall below 18 cents for each metal.
11. During 1957, In contrast to curtailment of United States mine production,
Imports of lead and zinc were exceedingly high-in the case of zinc reached alltime record levels.
12. While United States mine production has been curtailed 80 percent, foreign mine production has not declined substantially. Noteworthy during the
severe price break of 1063-54 (the ttmQ of the prior Tariff Commission recommendations) mine production, outside the United States, did not decline and,
In fact, increased despite low prices.
,18. Stocks of refined unsold lead and zinc at domestic plants are over 420,000
tons.
14. Calculations show that the 4 major importing countries (Canada, Mexico,
Peru, Australia) are actually losing dollar exchange revenue by flooding United
States market with unneeded metal.

MZOUNDUu-L.D-ZMo

I. Details of experibeee of kad-(no Walu,try uHder various proviefonm and prooedures of United 8tate# trade laws and legUkotio propose.
1. On May 10, 1050, the lead mining Industry petitioned the Tariff Commission
for "escape clause" action. This petition was filed in accordance with Article XI
of the Trade Agreement with Mexico (1943) and with the provisions of Executive
Order 9832 (1947) which first established the Commission's "escape clause" procedures, On July 18, 1950, the Commission informed the industry that no consideration would be given to this "escape clause" petition because the Mexican agreement was being canceled by the United States effective December 81, 190.
The Industry's petition was formally dismissed by the Commission on January
26, 1961. With the cancellation of the Mexican agreement the 1030 duty on lead
was temporarily restored.
In spite of presentations in early 1951 by the lead-zinc industry before the
Committee for Reciprocity Information In preparation for the trade agreements
negotiations at Torquay, the duty on lead, which had been restored only 6 months
before by abrogation of the Mexican agreement, was cut toits prior level on
June 6, 1951. In addition, the duty on zinc was also cut at Torquay on the
same date.
S. On February 14,1951, the lead mining Industry made application to the Tariff
Commission under the provisions of section 830 of the Tariff Act of 1980 for an
In estigation of tht A'differences In the cost of production of lead In the United
States and foreign cotmtries.' The Commission, on May 29, 1951, dismissed this
petition and advised the industry that trade agreement rates could not be
changed by action under the provisions of section 330.
4. On September 14, 1953 the lead-zinc industry petitioned the Tariff Com.
mission for escape-clause action under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Ex.
tension Act of 151. Hearings were held during November 1963. On May 21,
1964, the Commission made a unanimous finding that serious injury was resultIng from excessive Imports and recommended maximum permissible increase
In duties.
5. Concurrent with this 193-54 escape-clause action, by resolution of the
House Ways and Means Committee (July 29, 1053) and the Senate Finance
Committee (July 27,1953), the Commission also conducted a general investigation
in accordance with the provisions of section 832 of the Tariff Act of 1930. This
was transmitted to the Committee on Ways and Means and to the Committee oit
Finance on April 19, 1954, and Is a 8-page volume with a detailed analysis of
the economic conditions and pertinent statistics concerning the lead-zinc Industry
of the United States.
. On Afugt 20, 1954, President Eisenhower advised the Committee on Ways
and I xns and the Committee on Finance that he would not implement the unan.
Imo,
ecommendatlons of the Tariff Commission in their May 21, 1954, report
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(T. 0. No, 27). In lieu of accepting the Commission's recommendations the
President instituted increased defense stockpile purchases of these two metals
and subsequently initiated barter. The President further stated that he was
directing the Secretary of State to seek recognition by foreign countries who
were principle Importers that they would not take any unfair advantage of his
alternative programs. However, the record now shows that imports for consumption did not decline and. in fact, have increased since the President's letter.
7. In a series of regulations issued May 28,196?, the Department of Agriculture
essentially stopped all bartering in iead and zinc, which was the major alternate
program Instituted by the President, In testimony before the Ways and Means
Committee last August 1, Mr. Gordon Gray, Director of the Office of Defense
Mobilization, announced that the defense stockpile goals for lead and zinc had
almost been met and that purchases would cease In the very near future. This
statement was again repeated by Mr. Gray in his testimong before the House
ODM announced that
Appropriations Subcommittee during February 19&
April 1968 was the last month it will purchase inc and lead buying was scheduled

to be stopped at the end of June.

& Testimony was also presented to the Committee on Ways and Means by
Mr. Gray on August 1, 1967, and repeated on February 18, 1958, th4t the lead.
zinc Industry is not eligible to seek relief tinder the national security amendment
escape clause (sec. 7 (b)) of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 190. He
stated the reason for his decision was the existence of very large stocks of both
metals in the hands of the Government which were acquired by the two alterna.
tive programs instituted by the President when he declined to follow the recommendations of the Tariff Commission. It is estimated that there are now in excess
of 1,250,000 tons of each of these metals in the defense and the supplemental
stockpiles.
9. In his letter to the two congressional committees of August 20, 19(4, the
President concluded by stating that if the action, he was taking, Instead of
following the Commission's recommendations, did not accomplish the objectives
he sought that he "will be prepared early next year to consider even morefarreaching measures, and to make appropriate recommendations to the Congress"

On June 19, 19(17l Secretary of the Interior Beaton forwarded to the Congress a
bill providing for the suspension of present duties and substituting a series of
Import excise taxes which would be effective only If the price of lead was below
17 cents and the price of zinc below 14% cents.,
10. Hearings were held August 1 and 2, 19(17 before the Committee on Ways

and Means on H. R. 8257 (and similar bills for an import excise tax on lead and
zinc). Hearings were also held on a companion bill, B. 2376, by the Committee
on Finance on July 22-24, 1957. The United States lead-zinc mining industry,
concurred In the proposed peril-point market prices of 17 cents lead and 14_
cents zinc. It also pointed out, however, that the proposed schedule was wholly
inadequate to sustain the peril-point prices. The proposed schedule for zinc was,.
on an average, about 40 percent less than the Tariff's Commission's 1954 recommendations; for lead, on an average, about 20 percent less. In only one instance
was the proposed schedule greater than the Commission's recommendations-that was for lead, and then was only 45/100 cents more than the Commission's
report. In the President's letter of August 20, 1964, he cited as one 'of thereasons for not Implementing the Commission's findings was that the maximum
permissible increase In duty was Insufficient to reopen closed mines and would
have only a minor effect on United States prices.
11. Following the exchange of letters betwt:n the late Mr. Cooper, Chairman
of the Way and Means Committee (August 16, 1957)1 and President Eisenhower
(August 24, 1967), the Emergency Lead-Zinc Committee again petitioned the.
Tariff Commission for escape-clause action. The petition was filed September27,1957, and hearings were held November 19-26,1967.
12. Commenting on the Cmmlsslon's May 21, 1954 (T. . No. 2T) recommend.
tion for maximum permissible Increase In duties, the President stated in his
letter of August 20, 1964 that the Increase in duty would probably only have a
minor effect on the United States price of lead and zinc. He also said it was
"questionable whether the tariff action would have any important consequences:
In reopening closed mines." In the 1957-58 case (T. 0. No. 65) the United States
Industry petitioned the Commission not only for increased duties, but also forquotas. -Acomplete quota plan was submitted to the Commission.
1& On April 24, 1958, the Tariff Commission again unanimously found thatthe domestic lead-sine industry was suffering serious injury. Thre6 Comms-.
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sloners recommended reimposition of the 1030 rate of duty and three Com.
mimioners recommended the maximum Increase In duty (60 percent above the
1048 rate) and also recommended the imposition of absolute quotas.
14. At the conclusion of the 00-day period, as provided In the preqtit Trado
Agreements Act, the President advised the Chairman of the felite 'litaue
Committee and the chairman of the Ways and Means Committee that he was
suspendingg cnaideratlon" of the Commission's recommendations. The Prei.
dent further stated that a final decision would be appropriate after the Congress
had completed its consideration of the proposed minerals stabilization plan
which was submitted by Secretary of the Interior Seaton.
1 5. Rather that quotas or a combination of quota and duty or a atablltmtion
plan with no control of imports the Industry continues to believe, that a fair
and effective solution can be provided by legislation suspending parent duties
and, Irk lieu therebf establishhig peril-point prices of 17 centafor t69d and 14%
cents for sine witi a 4-cent import tax. Such tax would be payable by
Importers only It unneeded Imports forced United States prices down to below
17 cents and 14% cents. At these prices, or above them, needed imports would
enter the United States free of any duty or tax whafoever.
read-Zino
t ollached atallf 8(ot osCenming
It. 0o0nmel. ,ol
Nova-Attached statistical data Is current to January 1, 1D5 and conforms
and
to prior submissions to Committee on Ways and Means (August 1, 10
March 20, 1068); Committee on Finance (July 22, 105?), and United Rtates
Tariff Commission (November 19, 105?).
1. During the period (1947-57) industrial consumption of lead has been relatively stable at about 1,200,000 tons a year. Likewise, Industrial consumption
of sine has remained fairly constant at about 1,100,000 tons a year, In this same
perlod,,however, the ratio of net Imports of lead to Unted.Statds mln production
of lead has Increased from 58 percent to 150 percent and In the ckso of sine
Increased from 40 percent to 124 percent (see tables L-1 and 4,-1).
2. During this period annual net Imports of lead have increased from 220,000
tons a year to 50,000 tons a year and zinc Imports from 280,000 tons a ear
to 730,000 tons a year. United States mine production has dropped from abut
400,000 tons of lead to 830,000 tons and zinc has declined from 040,000 tons to
20,000 tons (see tables 1&-I and Z-1).
& The statistics for Imports submitted herewith are based on net imports for
consumption as reported by the United States Bureau of Customs and are those
utsed by the Tariff Commission. Statistics are also compiled on the basis of
general Imports which includes material which enters bonded warehouses. Earmates for 1007 would show, on the basis of general Imports, that zine exceeded
,
"L
800,000 tons and lead exceeded 50,000 tons.
4. During the last 10 years, United States prices of lead.sine have had very
Ittle, if any, effect on United States consumption. Average yearly price for lead
has varied from over 18 cents to slightly over 181A cents but consumption was
about constant. Zinc's average yearly price also has varied from 18 cents to
slightly over 10% cents with very little difference In consumption. Moreover,
the price of consumer products containing lead or sine do not reflect variation
In the basic price. As an example, the retail price for lead storage batteries
(which account for over 30 percent of United States lead consumption) 4ijereased
In early 1008 Inspite of the fact that the price of lead has declined,25percent.
5. During the 0 years (1052-51) supply of lead In the United Stat exceeeded
Industrial requirefitenth by 18 "percent ahd, In the case of zinc, §upJt:epeedM
demand by 16 percent due to e.xestive imports (see tables T'-2 find ,-2). Until
a year ago, when barter was stopped, large amounts of these excess Imports were
absorbed by supplemental stockpile acquisitions.
6. Since the time when barter ceased 10 months ago, United States lead-zinc
prices have declined drastically. Except for the period In 1954 (coinciding with
the- ('ommisaion's prior unanimous report) United States prices have now
declined to their lowest level since mid.150 (see tables T,-8 and Z-8). Unneeded
Imports have forced lead to decline from 10 cent down to 11 cents-a drop of
30 percent. Zinc has been forced down from 18% cents to 10 cents---or a 20
percent decline.
7. During the first 4 months of 105, United States mine prodii'tion of lead
was at a rate of 365,000 tons a year. During the last-4 months of 107 It was
lhls'ld * dielline of 60,O0 'tf6rf or hn 18.
at a rite of only 208,000 tons a yeier. T
percent los In'United States mine production.' Thf' Mme has ocktirred In the
case of sine. During the first 4 months of 1057 United States mine production
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was at a rate of 508,000 tons a year. 'With the break In price this production
declined very sharpI and during the last 4 months was at an annual rate of

only 480,000 tons. 1!his Is a loss of 108,000 tons annually and a decline of over

28 percent (see tables L-5 (a) and Z-5 (b)). Further domestic curtailtments
during the first
quarter of 1958 Indicate that current United States mine produelion has now declined to an annual rate of 270,000 tons of lead and 400,000 tons
of zInc.
8. In Its decision in the May 1954 escape-clause action, the Tariff Commission
found that employment in lead and zinc mines had declined from 20,000 on
January 1, 1052, to 17,000 on October 1968-or a loss of almost 9,000 Jobs In the
industry during this period. In Its April' 1058 decision, the Tariff Comhmisslon
found that since January 1067 4,00 employees have lost their jobs. Continued
curtailment and shutdowns since the Tariff Commission's date of thli filing

(October 1067) now reveal that jobs in the industry have been cut In half as
employment In lead-zinc mining has declined some 20,000 to now less than 18,000,
0. Prices Improved In 1053 and 1050 under the conditions of the President's
directives of August 20, 1954. However, einployment did not return to the early
1952 figures since United States mine production of lead and zinc, was 1000000
tons less in 10W8 and 200,000 tons less In 1057 than production figures for 1952
(seo tables L.-1 and Z-1).
10. During the Korean conflict United States prices of lead and zinc were controlled by the Oovernment and the Import duties were suspended subject to auto.
ruatle reinstatement should the United States price fall below 18 cents (see tables
L-7 and Z-7).
11. During 1057, In contrast with the decline In United States mine productlon, Imports of both lead and sine continued during the year at very high levels-.
in the case of zinc, imports reached an alitime high (see tables L-.10 and -. 10).
12. While the 107 figures are not yet available for foreign mine production
it Is noteworthy that during the severe 1953-4 price break free world production,
outside the United States, did not decline and, In fact, increased substantially
despite very low prices (see tables L-4 and -4).
13. Inventory stocks of refined lead at domestic plants increased during 1057
from 150,000 tons at the beginning of the year to 208,000 tons on January 1,
107 (see table L-0). Similarly in the case of zinc Inventory stocks at domestic
smelters have increased from 07,000 tons on January 1, 1957, to 107,000 tons on
January 1, 108 (see table Z-0). During the first quarter of 1958 stocks of both
metals have continued to Increase-zinc stock were rently reported at over
242,000 tons.
14. A calculation It attached to indicate~that the.four major ImpQrting coun.
tries (Canada, Mexico, Peru, Australia) are actually losing dollar exchange revenue by flooding United States markets with unneeded metal and forcing severe
price declines. It these four major Importers would have exported to the
United States 85 percent of their actual 1957 tonnage and If such curtailment
In the United, States market would have maintained the peril-point prices
proposed In legislation sent to the Congress last summer by the administration,
they would have Increased their trade revenue by $26 million over conditions
of 1057. Iased'on March 1, 1058, prices, this increase could have been almost
$57 million. This calculation shows that foreign producers would be In a more
favorable position interms of United States dollar revenue If they would import
the amount of lead and zinc needed to supplement United States mine produce
tiod rather than Import excessive amounts which places* United, States supply
and
demand badly out of balance and forces a drastic decline In United States
p~rices.
BuzawcoB LrAD-ZINo Oo umirrc,
. H. SOiwAn,

Ohairman, Oars of American Mining Oomgrets, Ring-Bi.lfxtg, Wal..
inglott, D. 0.

The following'letter to Chairman Harry !'Byrd, Cominiittee on Finance; and
to Chairman Wilbur D.Mill%' Committee on Ways end Means, was released by
the United States Tariff Conimisslon on Jupie 20, 108:
Jun,19, 1958.
DEAR M. CHAIRMAN: Under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Ixtensiob Act
of 1051, as amended, the United States Tariff Commission reported to me on
April 24, 19(38, Its finding that the domestic producers of lead and zinc were
experiencing serious Injury. The Conmisslon was evenly divided on its recon-
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mendation for remedial action. Three of the Commissioners recommended maxlmum increase in tariffs with quantitative limitations. The other three Coinmissloners recommended an increase in tariffs to the 1930 rates without quantitative limitations of any kind.
lam suspending my eonsideratlon of these recommendations at this time. A
final decision will be appropriate after the Congress has completed its consideration during this session of the proposed minerals stabilization plan which was
submitted by the Secretary of the Interior with my approval. This plan offers a
more effective approach to the problems of the domestic lead and zinc Industries,
and In view of their urgent needs, It Is hoped that the Congress will act expeditiously on this plan to help assure a healthy and vigorous minerals industry In
the United States.

sincerely,

Dwz1OHT D. lftsauown.
Tn: Wnrrn Hous:

AuouST 24, 1051.

The White House today released the following letter from the President to
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee of the House of Representathe
tives:

Hon.

3rm Co~ou'z,-

OomMU1ee,
Okodn ,w, Wsai~,nd M
hoeeot ffpremsaftvoe, Woehigloi, 1). 0.
* Dm Ms. OAraiAX. I appreciate having your letter concerning the adnin.
istratIon's proposal for sliding-scale Import excise taxes on lead and Sine. It is
gmtifting to know that your committee Is giing attention to the distressed
condition of the lead and mine mining Industries.
In 1964, aS you pointed out, the Tariff Commission recommended higher duties
for lead and nine wider the escape clause of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1951. But other means were available at-that time both to meet the public
need and afford the relief immediately necemary. Such means were found in the
program of Increaed purchases of domestic ores for the stockpile and the barter
of surplus agricultural commodities In exchange for foreign lead and zinc.
These programs had the advantage of Increasing our Inventories of these materials as a security measure while, at the same time, removing price depressing
excess supplies from the domestic and world market. Recently, however, the
attainment of our stockpile goals has necessitated adjustments In these programs,
and the problem of distress has reappeared.
As I indicated In my press conference on August 21, my view with respect to
maintaining the Integrity of setion T of the Trade Agreements Extension Act
of 1961 Is at one with your and, I am sure, with that of all the members of
the House Ways and Means Committee. H. R. 6804, as you know, Is the sole
exception proposed by this Administration In over 4% years. In view of this
fact, I think you Will agree that such exceptions are not proposed lightly.
The special circumstances of this case that suggest the desirability of following
the legislative route were set forth by administration witnesses before both your
committee and the Senate Finance Committee.
It I understood, of course that the Initiation before the Tariff Commission of
an escape-lause proceeding by the industry Is available In the last Instance. It
Is my understanding that the Industry will take such course it the Congress does
not pass the requested legislation. In that event, I would request the Tariff
Commission to expedite its consideration of the matter.
You mentioned the possibility of relief through the national security amend.
ment of the Trade Agreements Datenslon Act of 195. Although a continuously
productive mining iduStry is of fundamental Importance to the national seeur.
Ity, it i deemed appropriate in present circumstances to invoke the relief afforded
by the escape clause of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 161 If the
Congress does not enact H. X. 6894. The importance of this industry to a strong
national defense should, however, not be overlooked.
I share your belief that expansion of foreign trade Is in the best interests of
the United States and I reiterate my conviction that such an objective can best
be Implemented by reciprocal trade agreements programs.
Sincerely,
Dwou D. EtssHowx.
*
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oN WArS AND M"ANs RUzLSa A
CHAnRMAN Jnx Coopzz or Tu Coumnri
Limc TO THu PMaxawNzq REMATIV TO Tun ADmJIiTuATION's PROPOSAL rO A
SLino SCAL or Impom NIxtois TAxs ON IAD AD ZINO
Chairman :ere Cooper, Democrat of Tennessee, Committee on Ways and Means,
released the attached letter which was delivered today to the President relative to
the administration's proposal for the imposition of a sliding-scale of import
exclse taxes on lead and sine.
In the letter, Chairman Cooper points out that the President not only has anm~ple
authority under existing trade agreements legislation to pLovide whatever relof
he may deem necessary to the lead and sine industries but that can do so In a
more expeditious manner than Is provided In the administration's proposal which
it submitted to the Congress.
Chairman Cooper stated thkt the other 14 Democratic members of the Committee on Ways and Means concur fully In the letter.
In the letter to the President, Chairman Cooper states:
"I sincerely urge you to personally review the situation In the lead and zinc
industries and the proposal submitted to the Congress. Upon such a review, I
am sure you will be convinced, as I am, that you do have ample authority to
provide such relief as you deem necessary In the nationalinterest to the lead and
sine Industries. I am also confident that you will agree that to bypass the
existing provisions of our trade agreements law Will undermine the trade
agreements program." .
Chairman Cooper was here referring to the escape clause provision and the
national security amendment. He points out that the administration has not
made recourse to these existing provisions.
The letter also refers to the unanimous finding of the Tariff Commission in 1964
that duties be increased on lead and zine, which was rejected b the Presldent,
who gave among other thingS, the reason that the proposed relief did not meet
the needs of these industries. The letter points out that the instant proposal I
almost identical to the Tariff Oomnlssion's recommendation. Reference is also
made to the tat that the State Department submitted t strongly adverse report
on almost an Identical proposal which was pending before the Committee on Ways
and Meansin 130.. Chairman Cooper reminds the President that the proposal to
provide relief by legislation to the lead and zinc industries Is Jutt one of many
proposals now pending before the Committeeoh Ways and Means, and states:

"Ain confident thak dt would not want to see the Conz
resbypass and undermine your present authority under the trade agreements legislation by acting on
individual Items."
Chairman Co6per made It clear that In making these statements he does not
Intend to Imply that the'lead and sine industries may not need relief.
Auoavs

16, 1067.

The "u~ZsMZNTi,
Fhe WVhite Ilowee.
My Dm M. PiaswrxiN: I am writing to youI'connection with the prbpoWa)
of the Honorable Fred A. Beaton, Secretary of the Interior, on behalf of the
Administration, for the enactment of sliding-scale import exctse taxes on lead
and zinc.
Although the communlcation from Secretary Seaton on this 'sUbjec;was not
received by the Committee on Ways and Means until June 19 1907, at a time
when the session was far advanced and the committee was diligently following
an agenda previously detremined by It, due to the importance of the subject and
due to conditions in the lead and zinc Industry as depicted by the communication of the Secretary, the committee broke Into Its agenda and conducted hearIn# on August I and 2,197.
I have now had time to carefully review and study the testimony which was
presented to the committee at the public heating on this important subject It
Is my sincere conviction that you already have authority, previously delegated to
you by the Congress in the trade agreements legislation, to afford relief to domeso Industries from Import competition in appropriate cases. The testimony ot
your representatives at the public hearings, i coJuncUtp with the written
recommendation of the Secretary of the Interior, indicates that the lead and
sinc industries properly constitute such a case in the opinion of the administra-
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tion. The testimony further shows that your present authority Is adequate
to As
afford
have recommended to the Congress.
you the
will relief
recall,which
one ofyou
the principal purposes of the so-called eseape-clftps
provlslon (section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1001) and the
national-security amendment' (section 7 of the Trade Agroenients Extension Act
of 1965) was to afford you an avenue under which you can provide relief from
import competition to domestic industries according to the procedures and standarda set forth therein. As may further be recalled, the Committees of the Con.
gress and the Congress In phst years have devoted inuch time, thought, and
attention to providing you with these powers so that our'domestic industries can
be afforded protection in appropriate cases and so that the national interest
can be served by presidential action without resort to further legislation.
It Is clear that In this Instance you have not piade recourse to existing administratlve procedures which are available to provide relief to these industries, In
addition you have not advised the Congress that your existing authority under
the escape clause and the national security amendment Is Inadequate In these
matters generally, although a subcommittee of the Committee on Ways and
Means last fall specifically called upon the administration for any recommendations which it might have for modifying or strengthening these provisions of
existing legtlation.
The testimony presented to the Commlttee on Ways and Means during the
course of the public hearings on August 1 and 2,' 1957, indicated that the propomaI for a sliding-scale import excise tax on lead and zinc is almost identical
in major respects with the recommendations of the Tariff Commission made to
you under the lead and slne escape clause proceeding In 1004. You ejected this
recommendation, stating among other things, that the proposed relief did not
meet the needs of these industries. The testimony of your represetnatives further
indicated that the situation today in the lead and zinc industries is substantially
the same as it was at the time of the esape-clause investigation by the Tariff
'Commission and your rejection of the unanimous finding of the Tariff Commission.
. The testimony at the public hearings also clearly showed that the proposal
which the Secretary of the Interior now recommends on behalf of the administra.
tion is almost identical In effect to a proposal that was before the Committee on
Ways and Means in 1053 and on which a strongly adverse report was submitted
by the State Department. The State Department set forth 10 reasons why this
proposal was Inadvisable and contrary to the national interest. This report was
made a part of the recent public hearings.
The proposal which the administration has now recommended would not become effective in event of its enactment, until January 1, 1)8. Yet under the
national-security amendment any relief found appropriate could be put into effect
by you almost Immediately. Also, under the escape clause I se no reason why
you cannot direct the Tariff Commission to report to you within a stated time as
to measures which it may deem appropriate for relief of these Induarties, and I
see no reason why you could not have done so on June 19, the date of the proposal,
oreven earlier for that matter. It is clear from the testimony presented to our
committee, aside from the merits of the proposal, that relief can be afforded by
you much more speedily than would be the case even with enactment of the proAs you of course know, I have been a Strong and consistent supporter of the
reciprocal trade agreements program since the inception of the program in 1034.
I have consistently supported and worked for proposals which you have made
to continue our foreign trade policies, including, for example, your proposal
during the last Congreas and in this Congress for approval by the Congress for
membership In 010. You have gone on record strongly supporting the reciprocal trade agreements
program. At your request the Congress has provided three extensions of your
'authority during your administration. An Important consideration of the Congress in providing these extensions was the fact that should trade agreements
concessions result In such Import competition that domestic industries are injured
or are threatened with injury you would have the authority where It is in the
national interest to relieve domestic industries of such Injury.
.. I cannot refrain from expressing to you my very great concern as to the Impact
of a proposal such as the one which your Administration has made concerning
lead and sine on the whole structure of the trade-agreementS program. In
stating this. I do not Intend to imply that the lead and zinc industries may not
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need relief. My concern Is due to the fact that this proposal would completely
bypiss existing authority given you, in present trade-agreements legislation.
You are asking the Congress to do that which you already have ample authority
to do. The authority which you have Is not selective, but broad and general,
and applies to any and all Industries which are Injured or threatened with injury
as a result of (rade-agreements concessions. I am sure you are aware of the
fact that there are many other industries that are asking toe relief from import
competition. Among these are textiles, velveteen and ginghams, tunafish, hard.
wood-plywood, stainless steel flatware, fluorspar, natural gas, petroleum, and
many others. There are numerous bills now pending before the Committee on
Ways and Means which would provide relief from Import competition on the
above specified items and many additional ones. I am confident that you would
not want to see the Congress bypass and undermine your present authority under
trade-agreements legislation by acting on Individual items.

I sincerely urge you to personally review the situation in the lead and zine
industries and the proposal submitted to the Congress. Upon such a review, I
am sure you will be convinced, as I am, that you do have ample authority to
provide such relief as you deem necessary in the national interest to the lead
and zinc industries. I am also confident that you will agree that to bypass the
existing provisions of our trade-agreements law will undermine the trade-agreements program.
I can only observe in closing that there Is considerable sentiment that, in the
absence of your exercising such authority as you may have for an expansion
of our foreign trade and the protection of domestic Industries, the Congress will
be forced to study again the delegation of authority made to you under the tradeagroqments legislation. This Is an eventuality which neither you nor I would
contemplate with equanlmity.
The'other 14 Democratic Members of the Committee on Ways and Means concur with me in this letter.
Very cordially yours,
OkaIrma, 0omm Ittee on Was and Mean.
(Wor release August 23, 1954)
UnITED STATEs TAnRr

OM6musstoN,
Waahloto,n.

PuBMo INFORMATION
WiuT HOUSE STATnMUNT CONCERNINO nE PRErSDr's AcimO ON LEAn AND Z11o

There is reproduced below the White House announcement concerning the
President's action on the Tariff Commission's report with respect to lead and
sine:

1Immediate release, August 20, 19541
JAMMS O. HAor,

Press Beeretari to tAePesAifenS.
Tin Wimrr HoUSE

The President today outlined an expanded stockpiling program for strengthening the lead and sine industry as an integral part of the Nation's defense
mobilization base. The President took this action in lieu of accepting the
recommendations of the United States Tariff Commission for an increase In the
duty on imports of these two metals.
In letters to the chairman of the Senate Finance Committee and the House
Ways and Means Committee describing his program and explaining his decision
on the Tariff Commission's recommendations, the President said that "a serious
question exists as to the magnitude of the direct benefits that could be expected
from the recommended tariff increases" and that "since the benefits to be
derived from an increase of the tariff on lead and sineare so uncertain, I am
not prepared to seek them at the expense of the serious adverse consequences that
would f0dlow for our international relations."'
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I The President stated that he is "taking affirmative steps at this time to
strengthen and protect our domestic mohillsation base for lead and sine."
These steps are i
1,' Increased purchases at market prices of newly mined domestic lead end
sine Under the long-term stockpile program. In this fiel year the Government
could purchase up to 200,000 tons of lead and 800,000 tons of sine.
2. The acquisition of lead and sine of foreign origin for the supplemental stock.
plle authorized by the recently enacted Agricultural Trade Development and
Assistance Act,
8. Action by the Secretary of State to seek recognition by the foreign count
tries which are principal suppliers of lead and sine that this Increased stockpile buying Is designed to help domestic production.
The President said, "The outlook for lead and sine ts Improved." He noted
that there were some excess stocks at present but said that "It appears that
these Inventories can be reduced by stockpiling purchases together with a high
rate of conouaption which Is Indicated by the general economic outlook." "In
addition," the President said, "the volume of Imports thus far this year has
been considerably lower than the rate during 19N."
The President concluded his letters by saying that If the course of action he
Is taking does not accomplish the objectives he seeks, he "will be prepared
early next year to consider even more far reaching measures, and to make
appropriate recommendations to the Congrs.'
The text of the President's letters to Chairman Milliken of the Senate Ft.
nane Committee and Chairman Reed of the House Ways and beans Commit.
tee Is as follows:
DaAa Ma. OntauAw: In my letter to you of July 10, 104, I Indicated that
I was extending somewhat the period of my consideration of the recommend.
nations of the United States Tariff Commission wlth respect to the escape
clause investigation relating to lead and &inc.
Readjustment from war-stimulated levels of prices aud production has Im.
posed severe strain on many segments of mining, agriculture and Industry. In
the case of lead and sine this readjustment has produced unemployment for
miners In some areas and hardships for their families. Some communities In
mining States are distressed. An adequate mobilization base is not being
maintained.
During the past several weeks, I have held many long meetings with Cabinet
officers, members of the Congress, and other Informed persons. It Is my belief
that we must maintain a strong and vigorous domestic mining Industry for the
production of strategic and critical materials Which have Important defense
uses, and that this should be done In a manner consistent with our geeral .eonemis and foreign policy objectives.
After, a thorough review of the lead-zinc problem, I am €opvinced that a
serious question exists as to the magnitude of the direct benefits that could be
expected from the recommended tariff Increases. The Increase In duties would
probably have only a minor effect on the price of lead and zine Inthis country.
There ts a real question as to whether the tariff action would have Important
consequences In reopening closed mine. Moreover, the increase In the tariff
would most likely depress the prices of these metals outside the United States.
Since the benefits to ibe derived from the Increase of the tariff on lead and
sine are 9o uncertain, I am not prepared to seek them at the expense of the
serious adverse consequences that would follow for our international relations.
Lead and sine are Important to several key countries In arePa of vital Interest.
Moreover, it must be recognized that our economy requires su' tantial quantities
of Imported lead and zInc to angment 'domestic production in peacetime, and
that the United States relies on nearby friendly nations to assist us In ineeting
fully our mobilsatloni requirements In wartime.
The Tariff Commission has made a thorough study of the lead and zinc problem
but J recognize that it must necessarily confine Its'conslderaton wIthIn a
limited fild. Accordingly, after a careful weighing of all of the factors Involved in this complex situation, I have decided that to Implement the recomimendations of the Tariff Commission would not rheet the problem nor be In
the public Interest. However, I am taking affirratve steps at this time to
strengthen and ptotest' our demestie mobilization base for lead and zinc.I
I am directing the Director of the Office of Defense' MObllsi, tln tO' ine'ease
Purchases at market prices of new4 mined domestic lead and mne under the
long-term stockpile program. The Government is In i position where it could
purchase in this fiscal year up to 200,000 tons of lead and 800,000 tons of sine.
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J am likewise directing the Secretary of Agriculture to Initiate action designed
to acquire lead and zinc of foreign origin, from the proceeds of foreign sales
of surplus agricultural commodities, for the supplemental stockpile authorized
b section 104 of the Agricultural Trade Development and Assistance Act of
1064. This supplemental stockpile is intended to be above and beyond the
needs of our regular stockpiles under the Stockpiling Act, and the materials
In the supplemental stockpile will also be Insulated to be released only under
stringent statute.
In addition, I am directing the Secretary of State to seek recognition by the
foreign countries which are principal suppliers of lead and zinc that tho increased stockpile buying Is designed to help domestic production and that they
will not themselves seek to take any unfair advantage of It.
It Is my belief that the above actions will help bring about the attainment of
market prices for lead and zinc that are sufficient to maintain an adequate domestic mobilization base.
The outlook for lead and zinc Is improved. There have been some increases
in prices since early in the year. There are some excess stocks at present, notably
in the case of zinc, but It appears that these Inventories can be reduced by stockpiling purchases together with a high rate of consumption which is indicated
by the general economic outlook. In addition, the volume of imports thus far
this year has been considerably lower than the rate during 1O53.
if the course of action above outlined has not accomplished the objectives we
seek, I will be prepared early next year to consider even more far-reaching
measures, and to make appropriate recommendations to the Congres.
Sincerely,
DwxonTD. szziuown.
The following calculation on lead-zinc imports into the United States Indicates
that were these countries to continue flooding United States markets with importe in 1968 at the 1957 rate, and were 1958 prices to prevail at theft current
level throughout the year, exchange derived from sale of this large tonnage
would decrease by about $80 million. It further Indicates that a reduction of
15 percent In deliveries would increase dollar revenue by $26 million over 1057
it such a reduction would result in maintaining prices at the administration's
peril points.
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ore comnsuedfrom
dIwU
in th umftewof lad~

pigments sad slta zeportedto the U. S. Bnrea of Mines. Te
dat donot include
!=W::wi
a
for tweatr t"eC Govenment stockpe.
&Avae New Yot* pim of common lad as reported by t. & X. 3.
tvlab.
Sorc: U. S. Bureu orfines. U S.-Departmntof Co-mmere.
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k~bY614

IN UNIED STATES 'ND

IN FRE

WORLD

1968

Estimdate,
1967

TAB'!M L-2.-Lead, in the United Stage.
1%82

1963

1964

19-

8dp~ymary lead:
tcmine production, abort

tons, recoverable lead ............ 890,181 342,644 828,427 3MO.253582
&
Importslfor consumption:
Ores (recoverable content)...109174
IN
87,409 197,167 168,87 198,182
Pis Wea,etoc................. 6,04
389,64
2K56M
248497 291.843
Tota......................64,217
4$7,057 482.82
4A6374 487,82
Total supply...............1i,0OK 378
799k701 80620 791.899 84AM6
Distribution, pmaylead:
0onsm~ption ofall lead ........... 1,130,795 1,201,604 1,209,330 1,213.644 1,209,717
1ess copvsmptlon of secondary lead... -471,291
489k73
0,925.
001 510,820
Total minus secondary consump.
tics of primary lead ............
669,601
714.867 72406 710.69
8689
Exports ................
;.........
3,66S
8,118
8,22
4,234
7,976
TOta distribution...............6M3168
719,M8
733632 714.827 708872
Difference (excess In each yar),
totaling l,839f"r6 years)
...
~*371,212 79,716 74,618 1 8,672 133,77

333,M492
200000
308,000
83,000
83A492
1,4000

49000

8M000
8,600
6W8,65
192,942

A
Of"i

dlftwene Industry stocks accounted for approximately 4.85&on&. In the United States supply
was in excess of industrial requiremenetainthe6yea period b"9M tons or 1&.0
percent. Yea yoversupply was as follows: 1962, 35. percent; 1953, 10.0 percent, 1954, 9,2 percent; 1986, 9.7 pecent;IM96, 15.9
percet; and 1967,21.8 percenL

TABLE"I-.-Lead, 1954 to mid-195-7: Free world mine production, free world
consumption primary lead, and free world excess production
1984
8Unitd t~syin prouction...........
...
1326,419
Estmated free world production outside isA United Statm1,613,232
Total freeworld supply ............................
1,838,651
Indartrial demand:
United~~~
)ttscnupinQ
primary lead (total con
63
gumption less secondary led...-i........
*
Estimate free world consumption outs
U679,15
t~
'63,4
St. .s........I.................................
1.078,432
Totalfreeworldoconsumnption......................1,800, 378
Excess ofsupply overIndustrial demand IS...............+14%,273

W7e,9

1965

1988

p3A8025
11,67,039.
1,914,064

13528M6
11, 656,974
1,908800

1063
L 134,829
1,843 421
+86&643

S 13
1,103.103
1,7825
+128,844

IU.S8. Bureau of Mines.
IAmerican Bureau of Metal Statistles.
a xcs of supply over Industrial requirements varied from 3.7 percent In 1965 to 8.8 percent~in 1964
averaged 8.5 percent for the 8.yea period
Sourcew U. S. Department of the Interior.
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T&,zu La-&- Usmanfactured lwJd-Min. productim& and UAWle State. importsfo-' coneumption from major foreign spplivr
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MU
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oMDI

uwe imports ftr

umo

89, A*
3,42
8r''
,78

=.......20kW64
Xu~opou~n
Otbaw ti wrld:
Mh18 prdo

Tote) Ow world:

iono do UWW ted81..........
-=
M fo
thUno
to

Acepou~uodsUn~ted StUM ---W00mPtOLo...----.
ouldsu
tvt

12041

13,706

213445
70
3272

216
M32

72.2

10,7M9.

13,97
2M51

90,774
32.0ON

3L.36

10557
74.406
70.4E,

2.202
7,5
56.

13,22
13.61
44.19

3MM80
6560
53.05

=4301
5M2
612

,7
106
8.80

2677n
9&.437
20.74

25552
76L422
20.56

2,056
.8"4
2L32

211,86
76,7
24.=

2132
1U7,799
37.59

5225
863
a5

5,271
141,05

O604
102.01

53957
351,60

69512
34963

700,32*A
M48,1

1,20&82 23,250.412
21. 23
565 2105

1,35850
6447

3,42.087
487,057

165M=,2
MW21

71,554
A6062
7MM3

2=,a84
33458~t~or39
1.30
&s80

2K=25
34. 15
3I&1

231,971n
3,195
14.=

369,14
6902

419
32001

478,727
M2,1

1,054,2S
331794

%U9.407
4=5001

990%=7
=W,86

185842
W2,5

44.11M

72.0K3
A09M
70.72

23,86
40

M52
70,79

250
MW.54

52,80
3,001
bin3

35

POet--

14007
775
189,....IOW
112.013
6.a"
065

StditoVWBA@e ImOrko~nzpti17.
Soe.*Wo.o dno1c6i Ainsdms Boaa of Met@WaglUie

M0,9

I4WO7

US. Deprtnmot of omnaro

1.374.=8
4374

1,35,74
W,=

I

I
I
z

. --

TAWX L-.--Miie produioi of lad in Ow Unitsd B a

vjnot=)
168

I 4

195

WWWUn 5btuMdAb.O
2
Corado,
w.Zawassm

A,110

, ,M
A8411
2 777

Tana...

170
85,gm
7,147

140
X.3

51
33
10,818

27,007
100025

218a

7929
17.m9
A=0
4,652
m=
S,072
6,417
16

44,7W
1,=t
17

I

,lmOI

no6

2
17,394
13,967

I

7V,13
2,302
7,146

73.719
21.279
6,790
7.021

48

1%.744

31002
4

3

64,16

17.Z

74,610
1%,949

17.02
3,3M
3,2W

U,41
597
-44,72-

10,402
3

14,.577

6,402

15

n

.m
I
0,817

0
%,42

86,210

n

123ii

91.20
64.321
1%642
6,34
6,04M
14057

9
Kes18ky..
O~a~.

.r-

..

..

..

_

i_

Nwo York
-=='i

'. III
.....

&li

;-

4,M3

3,327

4,6=

xise

0,772

9,497
234,M3
A ,72

226,702
16,5

]Z -'___. N
•

4,37

1283
70.226
40
44,83
M
12,342
MI
4,70

4,772

1I23
16,91

1XW

0,35

4,4M1

&,916
120,24
15,1W

3.347
%,304

4,03
125,250
14,2D6

5,401
225412
14,225

4. M

4,232

'8,519

24,06

6,642~
7.65n

12.7
2%330D

125,00

"

440

I III
8.------

skmiuts Wamui

U,476 I
mow.

4M

I

4j0S12 Iul641
8bitu

34102j
mtqu m ft

34 2 244
Nortb CaOM

1 335
U.
1U2.=n

AM Lid
W4
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L-a.f-Minc Productionof recoeablelead in the United States in 1956 and by months in 1957
[in abort tons]
January

Total

Region and Stat

Febru-

March

1966
8tatee mat of the MheheWppI
River:

-

,n-.--

241

-------- 3,

Wluconala-------------Total--------------Centeal Sta
WeitK-OM..................-..

281

t3.,045
2W

AiU.

AW

I=,02

942

54
10.639
1,260
12350
12.51
14376

10,]082
1,121
1172

11,300
7,35

1-.75

Oklahoma.--------------Total ------------------Western Statt
* Arizoa ----------------... ----.------Cal
---AColorado
Idaho, ---.----Monta ..................
................
Nevada
xo.......
N'ew
- --------, ew -e-8outh Dakota ......

'Wasinngton,------------.... ---------Uotal
......................
"ltkt
Tl, . UnIted
8atee....

11..9
629
19,M
64,=t
W642

957
m40
. 1745
6.000
L.1no

6.394
6,042

570
... 616.

1079
60
2.007
1,7.2
5.
61"s
6.0
d695
6,759
51071
L~lw
480
620

Spt-

Augus

Deem-

October Novm-

bar

3,87
928

49.55
DM'7
197, 757

10
%3840
13D
"...
.. 9... .... ...-120
--------------------------------------........
8...-..
.3.......................................
-----------------------------------..
100..
.
159
287 ----------------------------22
255
7'i*
70
-----35
160
--2,.0D
o~v
425

1,053

5m
11,239
92

269

20

160

150

.....

I1
m

27
10. M
124
x
1.0

67

749

532
9,805
7

10.569

378
10,344
7w6
11,420

1.203
3D0

1.10
30

1,06
.30

6,257
1,40

6.6an
1,209

5,670
1,113

6.025
3006

5.914
1,176I

530
725

440
804

2.1o

g

619

5

170
10
149
289
10.0
IZ3
9,M5
10,658
=1----------------------------..
12.55 210.170
10,104
11.168

1,176
0

2329

so

575

674

512

900
650

2371

I'M

1,142
30
1,2M
.810
1"10

IM

12
40
1,247
10o
60
097;

770
30
1.22D
4.8oM
05
3.800
0

400
go 0
910
470
W702607MD 1....................................
6 ..........
........

10 tons from North Carolinm.

.0

8

9.20

315
9,319
253
9.887

4.300
25.000
Ga80
12n8=

740
3D
1.200
44,80.

250
3,640
21.6
.=7%2
U.325

310

o

-- -------------

3,92
9 5

4.1
1274

0
1.007

3,86
1,294

17.996
17.910
18,024..............
16,315
16,651
........
1
m....
" ..........
-a~xg.
973166 A.=
30,967 31.65
3,91
971
1.055,
99
L035
97

1

Total.
7

0
....

988j
smcliud

565
10,251
1.059
1185

July

Iune

-7

6

1.093
770

460
72

May

,

435
320
215
111
-----------------125127

JO~nJov..............
Ksn

Tenume---------------

I

Aprai

3,77
1,015

2.57
1.105

40
912

3A 876
15.20
15.95
.....
..
I .............
909

3,418
85

3,843
1.339

3,480
816

1,570
8o

14.=3

5..23

1. 519

139

........
. ....
...-..

- - -II

-

Z

Oro

83D

917

0

9

7W,

44200
12.32
188392
I
-244

--

1
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TABLE

L-6.-Consumplion of lead in the United States
(Short tonsi
Metal
products

1947 .........................
1 98
.........................
19 ...........................
low3

..........................

laments

4toram
bttm

0,
406
414,44

428,877
513,827
313,71

61l 5M

3K7M

19,54
..........................
470,M
IM5 .........
801,482
195
............
44384
M.............
49 320
1
5
.
48%,5w
1957 (11 months) ..............
40AM68

.9M
........................

a m73?
367,5756
337,272
M~3
370,771
331,067

75,166
94,089
83,83,

t387

13941M9
IK 71
180,419
167, 11
170,625
193136
163,309

1t2,200
129.890
116.409
121,4as
120370
10,356

20 7

Pilgments'

7-Ja ary
...................
3. 409
Vebrury .............
68,
M
.....................
arcrh
tO.326
April ......................
67.243
MAY .....................
67,071
June ......................
,673
July
"879
A ugUSt
u---.........
?2.96
Se jtr
e m kr
67.307
Octotr ...................
71,214
N.nvembr ................
.5, 954
1 moths ..............

AlisceUs.
neou use
31,80
29,186
21

3%,305
33.83
3,622
33,231
3385
36,070

Total

1,373.00
1,1 3M898
97.674
1,201,08
110
1,201.60N
1,094,871
1,212,6,4
I ,209,7I7
1,01,500

bureau ol Metal Statistlcs.

L-6a.-Consumption of h'ad by industries
Metal jwoducta

1

ChemIcals

6-!!, 2
143,388
107,147

3 Include lead content of kdled sln oxide production.
SEstImsted dLqtrlbutlon for 1947based on reports o Amerimca
'I948 to 1957 bureau of M Ines.
TABLE

I

.

737765

Chermloils

I,7
i

9. w
9.334
9.9W4
9,615
9,596
10(30
7,88
10.409
9.921
10,820
K 3

M527
14, 800
14.,567
13,966
14,113
14,737
1,288
14,261
17.396
14,078

105.35

162,30D

1includes WAil
content of leded sine oxide production.
Includes lead content of scr p used diretly In fabrimted products.
Sourte: 1F.8. Bureau of MIlnes.

Others
3, 64
3 161
3,400
3450
3,3.50
3,478
2.904
3,M8
3.205
3377
3883
3 000

Total
101.47
94.409
97,370
94,87
A 99
90094
84,206
101,661
94694
10
85,344
1,041.490
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I
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4.4
.18
14
4.71
3.87
11
1
001
1158..............................
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0.06
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6.18
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1
.79
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1
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&14
&.34
6.16
4.27
4.80
4.10
4.60
4.10
6.0

1.80
10

M69
16.19
17.11 16.17
12,l 1&0O
I&0
19.1 1&31
1J,
o, 14.87
1700 18.26
'I 2

IR
17.78
19.00
I00
1IL0
114
14.0

1.71
1.23
17.13
11.44
1&23
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49,8
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2&.0
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Do.
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7.3
Do.
8,8
Do.
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Do.
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TABDI J,-9.-Lcad afoeke, United Stae.
SMHLTERS' AND REFINERS' STOOKS OF LEAD
tin tons of 3,000 pounds)
In ore
In base bullion (lead content)
and
Refined AnUmo- Total
matte
pWglead nJ lead 3tocks
and In
Wansl
In procosa
At smelt In
pro"
atsmeit- sdm snd to refn, at refine res fineries erWe e e
3,106
17,583
196-Jan.I ................. 6771
,0
2. 2,67
,64_.., .................. 67,61
1,723
6at074
17
, -an.I ...................
$,764
140,6
1966-ljan. I............... 71,
%g4
12,222
1987-Jen. I1............... .77,9,
4.061
10 ,6
80,431
Feb.i ....................
4,94
1,8o
Mar.I .!..............8, 4
8,3
4o
82,61
AwlI. I...................
84,
may........ ........... .8,6
7,086
June..
8$1,361 1,
Jul? I...................
8%8
1% 0

2,70
L.071

Dec. I...................
66,141
11,646

,7

779,3130 11,019

2,779

1968-lan. 1...............

31,40
60"6
77,30
21,106
29 ,48
82,418
8479
8630

1,,,
1,110
14 ,7 0
9;w
11
10487
100
9,794

149,8
,
M,850
180822
3,20
1 N8
.9, 7
172,03

N089 4061
o1,0*
43,2e
,880
6,388

9,
9,1
9,
9,80

17 30
867

,76
79741

1,9
11,867

172,276
207,912

19,760
,713
164
7,65
26,02
2827
,
2,401

91
154

7t

CONSUMERS' STOCKS OF LEAD I
Aetloed so(t Antlmoal
letd

Totl

2%380
8
6-lan. I ...................................................
4o,87
7380.
194-ln ........................................
17,673
398--Jan. ! ..........................................
23,061
73480
196-lu .......................................

10t,19
,66w
612
90861

CONSUMERS' AND SECONDARY SMELTERS' STOCKS OF LEAD'
'118,8
342M
7,678
196-an.I .............................................
100096
3sS061
668
1967-lb. I..............................................
10,10
38,796
Feb. I.................................................. 10,33
101,803
8928
6,044
ar I ..................................................
Janl
.
....................................
.5,61,827
37,1
6,1 5
V
..
....................................
6570
32,8
,448
77
5,2
..................................................
31,248
85,844
3322
0 1......61,758
6715
32a
Nov. I..................................................
71,681
85,647
Dec. ...................................................
'U. S. Bureau of Mine; betizqntng 193N, consumers' stocks wot separatey r*Porte by mootbs,
I Reved annual totahs

9%475
87,00
K9461
107,298
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TRADE AGREEMENTS ACT EXTERNS10ON

ZINC SUPPLY AND CONSUMPTION

IN UNITED STATES AND IN FR E WORLD

TABLE Z-2.-Zine, in the United $gates
1953

13

194

19

1958

647,340

473,471

614,671

642.340

Estimate,
1987

Supy,
primary%Ine
sin*: production, abort
-Doautio
tons reOraline ..............

6001

620,128

Imports Forconsumption:,
470,00
8046K
7M 407,739 48A,7M
84196
48432
7Anoo
ree..............
Slab, block, etc ...................
116,643 233,88
181,226
198343 248;328
276,00
Tott ...........................
6K60
697,896 0&,995
M
(3,082
731,117
7&%O00
Totasl
p............
1,384,810 1.248,238 1,139,466 1,117,783 1,273457 1,28K128
Distribution, primary sine:
Cosm pt Ion of primary slab... 797,72 933082 81,68 1,083,70 91&,148
888,000
Consumption
of tn in
109,277 11244
99,247 10839 II0,000
108,000
E'sports recoverable
zincore,n...........
ore and
sl
..r............
bb
6,056
21,922
41,684
39681
23.734
12,500
Total ............................
9.00 1,073.,218 987,217 1,201.848 1,01.,882
8,100
Differences (in 8 yeas, 1,160,882
-84,093 +221,575 +22 ,8
tons) I.......................... +39, 6 +172,018 +129
Shipments to Government account from
Amera Zinc Institute sources, 61,8%$
tors .................................... 3 626
42,332 108, 97
87,200 157,014
179,466
IEsttmste.
IIndustry stocks: (a) Smelter gained froman. 1,, 952to Dee.31 1957,144,474: (b)consumersgained from
Jan. 1.195, to Dec. 1,1957, 23,068, Supply In tbhUnited Statee for the 6-year period exceeded industrial
consumption alnd exrts by I!0 2 ton.%or 18 percent. The eceese by year were: 1983 29 percent;
19,IS pereat; I , 16 percent; 195 7.8 percent; 1986, 17.4 percent; and 1957,
14.2 percent.
TA13LE Z-3.-Zinc, 1954 to mid-1957; free-world mine production-Free-world
consumption, primary zinc, and free-world excess production
1954

106

105
'837,69
'2 11093

Vited-States mine production ...........................
lJmated
pree-world
production
outside the United States.

473,471
1,89,344

1 ,4.671
3 ,0258

Total free.world supply ...............................
Industry demand:
United States consumption of slab tine (primary) .........
United States &incores for plgsnts, et0..................
Total unted States consumption ..................
Estimated free-world cosumption outside the United States.
Toal free world consumption (primary) ................
Excess of supply over industrial demand ...............

2,370,815

287,229

81IN288
9,247
'0, 5W3
1,351,011
2,266,874
104,241

1 08377
I114,000
1 167,7
1,4396746
2,607,816
-4, 287

, 4%579
918,027
8110,000
11,028,027
1,3, 0
, 4H,837
224,042

' U. 8. Bureau of Mines.
IAmerian
' Eimate. Bureau of Metal Statiste.
Excess of supply over industrial requirements varied from -1.5 percent In 198 to 9.2 percent in 1986
and aver d 3.9percmt for the 3-year period.
Soce: U. 8. Department of the Interior.

Tztz Z-5.- Unmanufaured ziuc-Imporut for comumpton-Principalforeign supplier*
[(Znc cant
1947
Canada:
Mine prodztL ................................
Urafe States Imports for consmptin ...
P ercent.......................

Mezlco:
MIn
dG
.
Un ndStates Imports; for cosmto.191,098

o

110,195
43.72

215,848

194

194

a0

1961

192

193

,464
1M9,302
43

264
1K410
63.57

313,=
19,909
a&.35

3,41,12
1 4951
4&.43

37,02
20,90
67.49

401,72
, 204
A&$8

197,344

1 6

24,

1,485

30,65
29K,120

174,690

18685

77,834

100,257

707

8.6

3.5

114,284

1154692

ports for consumpt .....io n.....
8.105
A0,18
Pe r.t . .........................................
12.64
al.63
Mine prod tion ................................
10,300
167,200
Un ta
Imports for ooumption ...........
1.157
794
Percent ...........................................
0.07
0.05
Othafreeworld:
M produou, outside United State .........
s
3m82
432,475
Other

Imports for consumpUn....

Peo"
r,..........................................
Total
free world:
Mtn production, outside United States ---United States Imports for coneimptioc ..----Percent. .......................................

t in short tons)

7896
22.18

3371U
7.8

1,048.524
38,540
37.-1

1,39,345
289.616
25.41

U45844

1MW64

9 4
376, 421
284.967
7& 69

58.691 244,6=

16,390

5.27=

0.334

55.23

20.64

57.06

45.14

9.63

18.6u
4.7
139
49.361

18284
so
0.
%8.16

179.87
2.495
1.39
681.271

185,557
3.888
2.1
7=

223.004
16.=
7.28
8.25

2=.701
.462
Z29
86,83

1,L338
296.002
24.o

1,427,924
407.296
28.52

1.511,879
334.049
=.09

1,733,785
6.09
40.7

1,875,441
67.896
37.21

1,897.344
66m.95
33.1

,43
Li

210
0.04

&62
0.683

92.309
IL74

6L2

100.27
IL74

Source: Mine production, American, urean of Metal Statistics. United States Imports for conMmption. U. S. Department of Commerce.

88467
10.24

19 65

1

433,3
270,76
62.48

41%402
255,798
G&35

299

2743

116,

4.IL376
6 3
2.74
897,794

68,700
7.66

25135M

W00
49

21.L520
2.L64
828
974.=
la2,062
163

2042,558
2,10.29
O&.oR 73=117
29.52
34.71

T"zLz Z-5.-Minprodution of zinc in d Unied Sidtae
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TABrx Z-5b.-Mine production of rcoprlf

zinc in O Unie Ste in 1956 and in 1957 by mo,a

I

L abort tow)l

_________

Reoio and State

Iebro-

TJnuary

March I ArI

May

Jxme

July

Aut

1950

Octob

Nob.

iiY__

De
i-.

, ! , ,

mat
wRlvw:en of th

Tes.

TOW ..... ,......

,.

ota.ln.

1, m

4A 023
19,196
2a,800

5,3
2,00
Ob3w

1,613
2.210

17734

1288

158

2,9
2,577

1,759
29
243
,I 2,60

4,910

4,65

2%466

2,50

28.665
4,380
xa0m ...................
MlNUorL
............
A7515
-

.
0
Olmiomik
..... ...........
TotStates
..................
Western
-

.
-

Coloa- .. .............
...........

Total
Dai

.

t.........

el .go
i R~laind figures.

.....

25,580

$ ,049
40,246
49,561
7,48
35,010
42,609 4

Uonta
.................
h

2,130

-

670
4,300
4,718
,21
052
700
31
2,59

* 0447 26,'=7
-I U%2,34& ^174

2 Based

1,482

26OW5

...........

West Cetrail Stt

N o,

I

Total,
w
-

Mtm/ppl

nitnob
. ........
....... 2d,019
417
Kew Yok ................
4,667
Now IYo
r
.----so,111
T

~b
.-.

1,0191

on number of da

5,441

1,597

1,3
2,355

2,530

22

4,8n

18,24

218
1.805
306
423
2,52
2,89
z6w
,---,

4,504

5,065
1,625
%,155

18,001

14,391

846
3 2

1,383

2,350

2,601

3,2

2,=1

2,63 ,3

25,434

27,778

49 0,
1

51,0671
I1,04

3.312
12

2855
1, 7141

5NO
4,5
5,379
4,889

5,072
1,077
1,450

17.07

1,505
5,092

4,200
1,299
1.190

1342

,85

20
%=..62

1.858

,25

%,0
2790

2
2616

tan
2269

X,6
2,094

2565

24602

45,400

1 ,67

1.510

2D
4,002
5,387
4,119

t for Sumiys and holidays.

1,650

2,110

1,450
-----'-

4,764
1,573
1,400

17,217

14,874

61
in

700
180

5,407

64,88

1,573
1,2o0

1347
Mms0

4,063

1388

19,87

ag4

1Soo0
13,00
1430
14;m

1,770

3,100

%500

2,500

3,0

3,05
1,412
2,2

_3,12
1,444

3,300
1,050

40,200
231
0,5

134779 39.3W0
1,259
).1Up

34,967
L lee

8

2,82

1927
3,684
1,351

166
1,50

1 42,376 1
1,377 1 1,3671

1,730

1,06
173

2D.
2,3
4,746
3,501
70
1

2,4

1,m

0..-......

1,205
o

3,074

47,12

767
6120

1,049
675
197
187
61
=,o --. ... .....

2D
4,264
4,0
3,735
57
3060

.~314

1,870

1,484
20,
00
mw

2D
4,2
4,819
3,316
7
247

1,724 1I'm.20

In the mont witbout j4justm

5,544
4,19D

17,006

1,74

510
4,6
5,421
586
70
3249

4,=2
4,78D
1.363

1,800

2,400

4,912

Go0
4,418
5p542
,1
770
3,419

1,S2

979
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,,

No0
3,s
4,432
461
70
3,3 0

1,640

,vm

1,518
5,385

041
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3,=
4,912
3,924
50.
10

-

-

890

2D
2 9W
4,=5
3,253
0

. 30
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3,91
3,1V2
50
1,60

923

1,8
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346
1.l08

2,80
46,200
5,%642,
49790
0

$A0,1n
1,425
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TRADE _AaREEMENTS ACTP VXTEN8IOI*
TABLE

Z-5o.-Producdion of elab tinc in the United Stae, accordinglto grade '
[in tons of2,000 pounds)
Orad A
Sg
d

Year

Oride O nd D

Orade B
(eItr)

Grade z
spediw
.,)

19 ....................
220241

191.69
49,106
32,294
I8
4
23684
19 ....................
I90429
36,812
4
239,24
194 ....................
482
38892
W346
1 9....................
21.13
7
1
23%=
1"9....................
21671
192,075
71m
19 ....................
I4
176,9
281,671
6
19 ....................
17,903
12
296,801
195 ....................
80188
1720
If,
2
.
31..............
1
19
6

2W
2% 1
4.............

1

9

56' .

37,21

183,69

9M.............";
215
9 .........
8 . 3K
1487
.66wI
1957 "-anuar........
29,1f36
13,987
Febru
,067
1,013
M
archy ........
30,....
491
14,482

80,26
.... 31,968
June.............31,31
29,216
July ...........
583
August ...........
667a
2...
September .
23,356
October .........
2%610
November ....

32,111
December....
Yenr........5. 9

l95-January .........

29,76

16,26
177
123
11 219
11, 576
9,867
9,444
3,06
t,413

IA106
146,
3,8

Total

Selected

Brass

e

M e~l ,or
d.
percnt z. nary)

R749
7 26
81,104
446
8.388
46
611
4817
219

17,67
167

it ,09
291

4ON
400
48,498
41,483
43,713
47,314%N
4385

696

192 4
23,79
!.
'7
,2M1
361

1,643
,615
3,238
3.661
2,6
2,19446
1,668

12,84
6

4723
2,58
4021
1494
130
1,930

%233

25%701
234I41
21k674
319
asK 130
3 2
4
401 3
41

8,903
72,778
037
8M04
86,2
910437
290
6
9 0

440,29
=

1102,4
84, 52
1,066,737

4120

400,182

3438

A3452
4078
%2
9k,86
9719
86,779
84,166
3

41677
42,72
39,769
41,45749
42,010

3,230

1,662
,3
1,074

S%7

44,863

88

24,2
W32,022
1,65

____

,087,450
,43

42,823

U.B. Bureau of Mtnes; d tilled and electrolytie uinc, primary and secondary.
aAmnelcan Zino Institute, preliminary (with deduon -for meUturgical losses In converting grades).
TA13LU Z-6.-Reported consumption of primary zine in tas United Stake
Oonsumptlon of slab sine

Zin
Reported
consump.
ments Others tion
and
salts
a
-pig-

Galva- Brea Dlecast. Rolled Other Other
Ing
zin
alloy parnUlsig prod.
ucta
por
1947.................
30, 110 1
18
8
1949.............35
131
1950..............441

70,7"6, 22.631..............
911
21%214
, 1,.
20,

19
2

400,7 143 22,81
1961 ..............
226,877
85.
1952..............377
173,18297
1953...........06
.406463 1
1964.....
141 160
41,
1955...............
1968.............. 439,14 124,004 39
330,61l
.... 31,413 103,
1957(llmonths)
I As reported by UBM.

6,
"4
4.
51,31
64
7,
61,

47,

1
2

ToWa

7860
132,
87,,5 14

107,
o.
46,

7'7 711,841 8%31 26,
917

967134 134

47,

1,049. 3

82
.,14 992

1116,24
933,971 1A3w 83,
31 o1,
109,2771 55%067 1,0179147
28017 14,176 852,
1,186.61
985927 11I241k 2
0
7,M
1.0250
884, 99,
2 41,4
871 1,
19292373
57
17, 191191812 10,3951 K,1
1,164.490
100, 000 14
30487 13,614 1,003,7
,
9 90 142
29, M 24,712 & 62 a 91,tl

'Adjusted to Inchde consumption of smaller users not reporting to USBM, plus estimated quantity of
Zlo recovered from old srap and onsamed In forms other than slab.
8Estimatedi
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TABLE Z-8a.-Consumption of stab zinc by industries

Golva
niUe

Dress and

brone I
• products

IN?
34.3
u.....................
316
......... ............
3.
........a ............
6
... ..
........ 30,637
2%97
Juni .............
26067
July ..............
27.88
g4.............
AU
28,651
b er.......
*pem
32,940
Ober..........
2%025
Noreniber.............
331,413
1imobths ...............

Rolling
mills

Die
eutetsI

Zinc oxide
and others

Total

3,4
20
3
33 0
3.097
2,848
2.981
3.009
2,875
3.241
2,614
8711

302
317
10,800
324
W
9,158
33
30,98
880
41
9,49. 29,1so91:68a
W
2%4283
9,5ma
3.613
27,688
9,710
2,60
26,116
6361
366
9,0'755 29,23
2.91
31,051
A,588
3.3
36,480
1942
2,843"
32,89
10,024
3
341,833
103,20

8500
92
74
7,
7009
7254
84,223
7A66
75%076
K~98
75,69
M70

I Induding otpmakers and fotundries.
I Includes producesof lno-base castings, zinc-alloy dies and zlno.alloy rod.
Boo'ee U. 8. Bureau ot Mlnes
TABLE Z-7.-Zinc tariffs, price, and protection
Averaig zinc

pound
Tarif par pound Pric We

Yew

Percent
protect

_ion

Ore

Metal

New London London
York

CQa

Crat

Criat

1

436 T4

044

4 456 & 6M5
1
190 ......................
2.519
I &640
,1 ........................... 1 II
1876 2.143
1
I
1932 .............................
1
4.029 2.978
1
1933..............................
1 4.158 .096
14
I3 .............................
1 4.328.102
14
9.. ................
336
1 4901
196 ...........................
619 4.932
1.4
I1
.................
19 ......
&07
14C0,5
1.
........
19W0....................
2.
10 10
14
IMJU
.............
191 .............................

19-...........................

1

Ii

I
I1943,an.-30 .................
1943,Ian. 11lto Dec.
1944...................
I945 ............................
19I ......................
........
191 .............
I.
Ion. I .......................
1,
........ ...
1694 ..........
1
lo6 ...........................
1
..
JL to Jonae.....
ION4,
1961, June 0to Dec.31 ...
f
19% IaL to Feb. II......
I%% nFb.12 to July 221..........0
4i
1962 July 23....................
44
1953 ..........................

1ON..64 .....................
1965.........................
196 .............................
196 .........................
1958, Feb. 19................

....

4 4

5I's
44
I

1

I

Ka

3

1I4633850
4.633
&250
8..........
1260 4.633
&
51 6
f .250
7.761
872
10. 00 1591
94
. 13 50
.
17
12.144
3.86 i.90W2
17.500 1t 349
33. &06
1....3t87
a4 16.600 33.755
0 17.50020go0
500 1t250
4 13I&
o410.85% 9.338

1is

6aa
.783
68
i 12299 11.333
is 1&494 122210
s 11.399 10.2 2
85
0.0(i
0t 0

Treaty or agreement

47.88 Act of 1930.
1Do.
69.47
Do.
81.66
Do.
5T.76
D .
6.564
Do.
_6.42
DO.
5.46
Do.
48
.9
72
22

-- D.
agreement.
Canadian
DO.

Do.

A 22
13.8

Do.
Mexicanagreenent.

6t88
11.2?
95
69.5
16
5 87
4.68
304
2.95
04.31

Do.
Do.
Do.
Geneva Agreement.
Do.
DO.
Do.
Torquay agreement.
D
t
Suspenslonm
Reinstated by President.
]Do.

118so

7.80
7.16
6.18s
&73
6.86
8.66

Do.

DO.
Do.

Do.
Do.
DO.

tTariff suspended subject to automatic reinstatement should price fall below 18 cents.

TALz Z-8.-Meal price zinc
ZINC, LONDON'
lAmount In
1947
Jaur...................
brU-ry.
........................

1946

11.504
12.594

..

March ..............................

12651
1& 493
1&493
12.493
1& 495
L3.403
13. 493
13.493
16.582
16. W2
19.071

11594
J79 ....................

o

................................

1594
12.4
12.594
12. 54

...........

September ...........................
October..............................
Nowmer .............................
December......................-----

11594
lz a4

Elza

Yewa. ...........................

11504

.

14.396

1949
19.071
19.071
19.071
18.261
1. 685
14.411
11.996
IL6
IL 109
10.289
10.779
10. 704

14.4v

1950
10.Mu
10.688
10.864
IL 611
11.847

l&=
1.063
17.817
18. 875
18.875
M8873

14.

-MI

1951
18. 875

1&873
29.000
20.000
72.164
21.750
M.750
23.
2& 70
7W0

2&.760

195193
23.750
23.730

2&, 730
2Z.750
17.146
1M.250
15370
15.384
14.769
13.875

C :DOESTI
17.082
2L4771
ZL

IL124

10.268
9.903
8.914

&.629
&am
8.856

9.1 6
9.118
8. 776
9.1
9.419
9.288
. .. .II . l N II

1954
9.129
9.028
9.25

1955
10.730

15
116 04
Ix. 361

IL031
IL Mq
a1 210
11.494
11.403
IL214
IL485
IL362
11.554
1130
I

11280
ILSO
1L751
IL S
11.043
11.950
IL966
12,671

9.1031

IL33 1

1%2.0

2.760

11.600
11.500

13.431

IL00

1&NDO
13.5a0

1232

1&500
M1300

9.956

9.941

9.990

9.605
9.415
10.077
10.316
10.1&5
10.340

1957

12.907

1431
11077,~

N"b............

.. .............-

Deember..............................
== =======================

..

10. 50
10. 50
10. S
10.&500
10.500
10sO
10.50

1L077
11000
12.000
11000
12.002
1& 000

10.50W

1& 240

a00
10.
000

16 786
17.600

17.50
17.500

9.750

17.056

9.940
10. 664

14.058
11.
ND
O.ma
10.000
10.005
9. 32
9.750
.755

IkWA94..2.A1,
1$4.03 through SOLt 17, 1949).

IL973
14.647

17.500
17.50
17.500
17.50
17.500
17.500
17.500

17.30

19.5w
19.3w
1.500
19.a00
19.500
1&740

1&.000

14.061
11.297

17.500

17.50
19. 50
19. 0
19.500

1;k86" I

l0001:.__2151

17.100

17.80
17.500

12. 00
11500

12.58
IL493
11.02
II.029
11.000
IL000
IL000
10.982
10.180
10.000
10.000

10.000

9Sul
L

9.375

9.637

10.250
10286
10.90
IL 00'
IL00

IL 4408
lLaO
IL500
IL a0
le16811

11.500
11928.
18.000
13.000
A 000

I& Bloo
I&o
1Ma00
I& =0

122901

23.404

';

11297

7.W4
1o.72
8
136'

ZINC, DOMESTIC
Janatry.................................
Februa .................................
March ..................................
Apr ...................................
ay.......
.........................
..
June................................
July .....
............................

2.

10.206
10.5000
10.80
106000
10.000
10.000

1L399

25

.

pri--Z&*--Continued

TAMa Z-&-Mdl

Z(C LONDONS
i

d
..................... -.
..-------.

lam
2.094

9

,.,j@,,

L.574
L340
L493

2004
.......-

--C8w--.-

------- w.............._

-------

1094
.004

L117
.9IS
.0=6
.997

4.=
41.606
4.S05

.- 74

LeM
1.10
1.009
I.5I2

Yew....... .......... ..... . .

ZOk
&KM TUWOag
SOpi 17, 190.

LS71
1.S7
2.015

-

2173
L375

4.250
4.260
4.250
4.0
L1405
L250
1.4601
.309

2.I00
4.(160

.717
L
275
:L37b
L375

4.260
4.260

L431
L472
L-7

Lm

3.

L~m I

______

L

, ,,.,,

+-

Am

4,1M
1.42
j2U)
10

%004
2.004

________________________________

,,.

,i

.

-

WoML-PYmwm

.

_

(0.p

LIF4
(1.4)
(L

4%.70

I
.

( ) drmoWrd Rs.

_

71i)

L1)

Q.51)

,'

c'Mel

(.Nei4

I

I

- =Q
I

O,.l0)Z
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AOT NXTENSION

"..-Socksof stab zinc

(In towiof WO0Poundul
At
metl!u.'rsgeil intransto
Osumers
woik s
"an. ....................

I 11

........

................

~I,...........

344
2,..........
8021

At
conwme
plants

i,

84

.............
7,27

',
186064

16000
0000

"

..:::::::::

'a,

, 19.,,::::::
91 ..............................
... ..

IM644

14963

T

7.........................
7...
MI 410y
.13 I,60
1967
...................................
1197 ...................................
156.g
7...................................
I&M

178,80
1.1

186,883
amX

sk,
40 I63

lie

I
No
J, .1..98...............
O
8
IO. 1, 18" ...
1G6

Tot

,8

W ON
13,
'20,88

274.
1.

t prary and eoa
p ld
IfyocasMers
Is ttg=
=nse brans makers deIs tsetc.
8
8of fotwell tr eIuded
follows: Ian. 1,1950 103 Ions Jan 1,.1961 M2tWns Jan. 1 9A Re7
tan In.1,19W3,Flw
Jn. , 95, 67toNs lan. 1, 1I68 474 toNs Ian. , 6. 898 tans lam. 190
62 to"
4Not 0et avalable.
' Revsd
Source: ADM&.

TABLY& Z-10..-Zinc import*and exporte I
I

ore
(cOntnt)
.

Blok, pigs,
4,

196......................
&M"0
1 tnurty.................
Febr r...............
48,16
kft
Marc .............
U1.314
47,619
41,633
Ocor.......o.o
..
ovee...............
44.2n3
Toal .................442M

R

TOW.o..................o

U24 730

44. 978

'k

276
2470,46
A37
A

It,
16.82
1.77

2AIM

I Tbis table Ubasol n "Cows)gImports" asrepoted by U. 8. Buauo Cansusheea table Z-1Its
based on "Lmports for consumption" asr
Lred
by U. S. Bureau of Customs. Monthly figures of 1967
U~~rsfor onsumptlonu ane not &;&Wale The minor difference
between thes two methods of report.

49

"notoov.szafant

in .viewof the very large quantities of Imported 8tn In both tabulations

Source: Amerien Bureau of Metal tastWst.
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EXTEN6M

AMDXDMUENT

Amtndnt offsre by Wr
to the bill (if. II2591) befoore the Committee on
~M alet of tie 5eaab amendmt to be inserted N'the proper place Inthe bill -

Cptr88 6f the Internal Revenue Code of 1064 Is hereby amended as
*(a) b: redesigna~ing subchapter 0as 11;
Mbby reaumbering sectons 44)01, 4002, and 4008 as sections 4631, 482, aud
4038. respectively; and
to) by insertIng after subchapter F'the folowing now subchapter:
T

Subhapter G-Lead and Zinc

1. Lead.
'qaut
11 Zinc..
'P1attA Mt.
General Provisions.

61PART I-LEAD
4MZ.401.

WRMIflON OF TAXES,

. All duts Imposed under paragraphs 801 and 302 of the Tariff Act of 1930,

as amended, shall ceaoa to be applied to articles specified in this section 'in.

p~rted Into tbft United Sitates, on and after the day of Initial application oi this
section pursuant to the conditions provided for In part III hereof; and there.
upon,-there shall be applied to such articles and to the articles provided for In
paragraph T2 of the Tariff Act of 103, as amended, Imported Into the United
States, In addition. to the duties provided in such paragra ph taxes at the rates
set forth In this section subject to the conditions provided for In -part III
bereot.
Artke descrbed In pergrah ?20of the Taiff Act of 19A au
.......................................
cents per pound.
.................
@...................3.05 co
Pee pound.
Piments otalaingkied, dry, ipup, or. ground In or

In h*dv~

ofiusdubst.mt

Attcle descIbd in peisgiPla

"o ...
eal@
01

ind.........
the Tart Act 01 12, a

ents perpouno

cdcnet

1"ad buflo orbanebulloa, hd in bars andr )addro!u 4 cents per pound on Ieed content.
2
lba!&VWXr,
ype m*W, end all allays
ccebbtos of iced
. f1
T~idambet
pie, =
'&iced, end Ied. r
.
4icnts
W
pcr pound.
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"PART 11-ZINC
"8gEQ. 4611. IMPOSITION OF TAXlIS

"All duties imposed under parsgraphs 98 and 804 and the duties Imposed on

zinc wire under paragraph 816 (a) of the Tariff Act of 10, as amended, shall

cease to be applied to articles specified In this section Imported Into the United
States, on and after the day of Initial application of this section pursuant to the
conditions provided for In part III hereof; and thereupon thete shall be
applied to such articles and to the articles provided for in paragraphs 77 and 93
of the 'tariff Act of 1930, as amended, Imported Into the United States, in
addition to the duties provided In such paragraphs taxes at the rates set forth
in this section subject to the conditions provided for In part III hereof.
"Artcf
A~k.6ubed in paragrph 77 *1 the Tariff Adt of 10k~ a
and other comb(nuocs or mtwum at sine
1Ao
by weight ela&1*
MAk
Abarum sulphate ctln
de: per centum ...............................
ful
radnr'00
,....
3l0
per cautwn or more .........................
1.7 cents per pound.
U
per
not
over
containing
tno
oxides
aded:
leded
ZiLao
oaldeoel
centum
Around In ined with oil or water ....................
s cents per poun
Iny oorm ofdry powder................
t~Ks
becl in paragrph 93 di the Trti Act Ni H0,As
I Cents per poud
Zin chlorlds .................................................
1.6 Cents per pound.
Zne sulphate ...............................................
2.? cests per pound.
inc aniphide.
d
Articles
Une

ir

~4o ~

4
o
e4
.....................

.

e.

~

.DeO

.'..

go

*

;'

I'ato pet pound $and S0per cetum ad

Tatift Act of IM0 as
In pargrph
Atdesribed
except pyilte containing not
ofall knds,X930ofthe
Zino-bouang orm
.Scts per pound on a dotest.
over iper celtum of 1ino.
Articles dexribed Inpasrpb M4 of Tb. Tariff Act of 120, as
ameaded:
sn e
o du and tne dust ........
4 cents nr pound Ad gP" cetoa
:
or piltd with nck or othernWetl
Zi
t
(
awdsarm.
0 ept gold, platinum, or silver) or sout os,
lntS oH,M wa out, fit ony to be remAbkeWted, alne 4centSper potd.
dross, W4 &InaSlUMPIngs

* (b) In addtlonto any other tax or dirt Iixpwo -by law, there otr#

eel

, . add $7 o the
Imposed upon the articles described In paragraphs. .
1ltdstates.txes at W
Tariff Act of 1930, as mended. Imported into thie
rate of 4 cents per pound on the sine contained beren, subJvOc to the condltions
provided for In pa4 III hereof.
*PART II-OGENERAL PROVISIONS
"Bee. 4621. Definitions.
"See. 4622. Applleblllty of taxeS.
"aee. 4028. Weanous proatsnu.
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"SC.46h. DEFINITIONS.
"For purposes of this subchapter"(s) The terms 'average market price for lead' and 'average market price
for sine' mean, respectively, the average market price for common lead (in
standard shapes and sizes delivered at New York City), and the averagemarket
price for slab sine (prime wweern, free on board, Fast Saint Louis, Illinois),
0ach determined for a period of one month as provided in section 4022.
1 1"(b) The term 'imported for use' applied to any article means that the article
is imported by or for the account of a person who Intends to use the article, or
to process, manufacture, fabricate, or combine it to produce a different article.
"(c) The term 'sold for use' applied to any article means that the article
has been sold or otherwise transferred, or is subject to a binding agreement for
sale or transfer, to a purchaser or iranferee who intends to use the article,
or to process, manufacture, fabricate, or combine it to produce a different article.
"'S 462. APPUCABILITY OF TAXES.
"(a) Errrva%
DATL-The provisions of sections 4001, 4611, and 4623 shall
be effective on and after the first day of the third calendar month, which began
at least fifteen days after the enactment of the rrade Agrteeents Extension
Act of 195.
"(b) DETtaMINATION By TAUW1 CoMUIssIoo.-As soon as practicable after
the fifteenth day of the calendar month which m-ecedes the effective date of
sections 4001, 4611, and 4023, and as soon as pracV.cable after the fifteenth day
of each subsequent calendar month, the United Strtes Tariff Commission shall
determine the average market price for lead and the average market price
for nine during the period of one month ending with the fifteenth day of such
calendar month, and shall notify the Secretary of the Treasury, or h|¥ dqeglte,
of Its determination, and shall cause such notification to be publlshed in the
Federal Register, as soon as practicable, but in no even later than tbe last day
of such calendar month.
"(c) Ai'ruckmLrry or TAX-Sc-LrAD.-If the average market price for lead so
notified shall be 17 cents per pound or more, the tax Imposed by section 4001
shall not be applied to articles described therein entered for Consumption, or
withdrawn from warehouses for consumption, during the calendar month followIng the first such determination and each subsequent such determination. If
the average market price for lead so ndtified shall be below 17 cents per pound,
the tax imposed by section 4601 shall be applied to articles described therein
entered for consumption, or withdrawn from warehouse for consumption,
during the calendar month following the firAt such determination and each
subsequent such et~tinlhtion.
"(d) APPCmBnLIyTr or TAxx-Ziwo.--f the average market price for zinc so
notified shall be 14% cents per pound or more, the tax expressed as cents per
pound (but uot the tax expressed as ad valorem per centum) imposed by section
4611 shall not be applied to articles described therein-entered for consumption, or
withdrawn from warehouse for consumption, during the calendar month follow.
lug the first such determination and each subsequent such determination. If the
average market price for zinc so notified shall be below 14'/ cents per pound, the
tax Imp, %edby section 4611 shall be applied to articles described therein entered
for consumption, or withdrawn from warehouse for conisumptlon, during the
calendar month following the first such determination and each subsequent such
determination.
"SEC. 4U. MISCELLANEOUS PROVISIONS,
"(a) ENTRY or CwaAnt Agrrcs. .- On and after the effective date of sections
4601 and 4611, certain articles described therein shall be entered, and the tax
imposed by such sections shall be paid, as follows:
"(1) Lead-bearing flue dust, mattes and ores of all kinds, described in paragraph 891 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, and zinc-bearing ores of all
kinds, except pyrites containing not over 3 per centum of zinc, described in paragraph 393 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, shall be entered for consumption,
and shall be subject to the taxes Imposed on such articles by section 4601 or 4611,
at the case may be, If such taxes are applicable on the data of entry.
"(2) Any article described In section 4601 and in subsection (a) of section 4611,
except as specified In paragraph (1) of this subsection, shall be duly entered for
warehouse by the Importer under bond. Any such article may be withdrawn
from warehouse only upon proof by the Importer that such article has been sold
for use, and any article so withdrawn shall be subject to the tax Imposed by
section 4601 or 4611, as the case may be, if such tax was applicable on the date
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such article was sold for use; Provided, That during any month in which the
tax provided by section 4601 or 4611, as the case may be, is applicable with respect
to an article covered by this paragraph, such article may be entered for consumption, or may be withdrawn from warehouse for consumption without proof
that such article has been sold for use, upon payment of the tax imposed by
section 4001 or 4811, as the case may be, applicable to such article, and payment
of the applicable tariff, if any: And provided further, That any article covered
by this paragraph may be entered by the importer for consumption upon filing
proof that such article was imported for use, and upon payment of the tax Imposed on such article by section 4601 or 4011, as the case may be, if such tax is
applicable on the date of entry, and payment of the applicable tariff, if any:
And providcd further, That any article covered by this paragraph may be entered
by the importer for transportation In bond through the United States pursuant
to the provisions of section 563 of said Tariff Act of 1030 free of any tax imposed by section 4601 or 4611.
"(b) BOD n SMELTING WAimiwousza, El~r.-The first proviso of section 8 of the
Act of June 18, 1034 (10 U. 8.0. 81c) and section 812 of the Tariff Act of 1930
(10 U. S.0. 1312) shall not apply to any articles described In parts I and II of
this subehapter.
"(c) EREULATIONS, Dre.-The Secretary or his delegate is authorized to prescribe such rules and regulations, the form, condition, and amounts of such bends,
and the form of, and time and manner of filing, such reports as may be necessary
to carry into effect the provisions of this subchapter."
Szo. 2. (a) The second sentence of section 4222 of the Internal Revenue Code
of 1954 is amended by striking out "or Y and inserting "), or "; and by
striking out "4001' and inserting "4631."
(b) Sections 6156, 0207 (9), and O804 of such code are amended by striking
out "and E" and Inserting "D, and G"; and by striking out "4001" and inserting
"14631."

Sze 8. (a) Subject to the provisions of section 4622 (a) of the Internal
Revenue Code of 1954, as added by section 1, this Act shall enter into force
on the day following the day of its enactment
(b) Notwithstanding the provisions of section 4631 of the Internal Revenue
Oode of 1954 (as renumbered by this Act) the taxes imposed by sections 4001
and 4611 of such Code (as added by this Act) shall apply to the articles
enumerated in such sections, and at the rates specified in such sections, without
regard to the provisions of any trade agreement entered Into or modified under
the authority of section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended (48 Stat. 948;
19 U. S. 0. 1851), or of any-Presidential proclamation heretofore or hereafter
made thereunder, or of any other agreement whether such trade agreement or
other agreement was entered Into before the date of the enactment of this Act
or is entered into on or after such date.
The COtAIMAx. Mr. James E. Mack is the next witness.
STATEMENT OF XAMES E. MACK, ROLLED ZINC EMERGENCY TARIFF

COMMITTEE
Mr. Chairman, my name is James E. Mack. I am an attorney
as counsel of an industrial committee
here in Washington and apr
known as the Rolled Zinc mergepcy Tariff Committee, the members
of which manufacture more than 90 percent of the rolled zinc pro-

duced in the United States
The companies participating are: Atlantic Zinc Works, Brooklyn,
N. Y.; Bal Bros. Co., Muncie, Ind:; Edes Manufacturing Co. P y-

mouth Mass.; Illinois Zinc C., Cicago, Ill. .Imperal Type Metal
Co., Thiadelphia, Pa.; Matthiessen &Helet Zic o., La Salle, Ill.;
and Plitt Bros. &Co., Waterbury, Conn.
To briefly define this industry, let me say that the zinc rolling
companies start with zinc metal in slab form that is usually 99 plus

cs it m
o
percent pure zinc.
This metal smelted, cast into molds of a desired size: and shape,
and then rolled into strip that may be Wound into long c6ils or rolled
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into sheets that may be stretched, leveled, polished, ground, or otherwise treated and then trimmed to very exact dimensions.
The zinc sheets, plates, and strips that result-from these processes
may be used for making engraver's plats, lithogrphic plates, weatherstrip, terrazzo strip for terrazzo flooring, identification tags, termite

protective sheeting, flashing, gutters, mailbag grommets, drawn zinc
batter cans or for many other uses.
SenatorYk4s. You have used the word "grommets."
Will you tell us what it ist.
Mr. MAO. It is a small ring that is placed in a series along the
top of the mailbag to prevent tearing when the cord is placed through.
Senator Krum.Like an eye in a shoeI
Mr. MAoK. That is right; that is a good answer, Senator.
You have seen them in mailbag a b
Senator KERR. Well, I may far e but up until this moment I was
not aware of what they were called; I thought they were an eye, you
see.

Mr. MAoK. All of the facilities that are required for the rolling of
zinc are available today in the Netherlands, West Germany, Belgium,
Italy, Frtnee, and in the British Isles.
However, with the exception of the facilities owned by the conipanies I represent there are almost no facilities in the Western Hemisphere for the rolling of zinc.
The Roied Zinc Emergency Tariff Committee is opposed to H. R.
12591 in its present form and recommends that amendments be made
by thisbomrmittee before reporting the measure to the Senate. It is
our belief that:
(1) .5year extension as proposed in the House bill is too long.
We are o the opinion that Congress already has gone too far in abdi.
eating its legislative function as provided in the Constitution for con.
trolling (Wriiffs. The Congres should act to reassert its constitutional
responsibilities rather than act to further delegate them.
rnour opinion, the'Trade Agiements Act should not be extended
for more than 2 years. I do not believe it will be disputed that there
has been a oie-sided administration'of the act'with lilte or no concern
for the welfare of domestic industries adversely affected by imports
An extension for only 2 yers wotild permit Congress to maintain
closer control and be in ay&ltion to terminate the delegation of

authority, should there not be a fair administration.

regardig
apprised
fully f6r
already
thisindustries
committeewhich
import
increased
applied
have is
given
treatmentas
theInasmuch
protection under the escape clause, I shall not unless requested, discuss
this aspect in detail. *
(2) Any authority to-reduce tariffs further should be limited to
5 percent each year for 2 years, Which reductions should not become
initially effective after that 2-year. period.
In view of the extensive id uctions which already have transpired,
serious question might be raised as to whether any further reductions
should be authorized. .However, with the recommendation which we
will make following this recommendation, reductions of 5 percent per
year for 2 years might be undertaken on some commodities with proper
fegurds,
sion should preparetholistof itemson which
n
.(.TheTariff Conmi
public hearings will be held to determine peril points and the items
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subject to negotiation instead of the present practice of the list being
prepared by the Trade Agreements Committee.
(4) The provision for Cong

to affirm the recommendations of

the Tariff Commission over thge objection of the President should be
by a majority vote of both Houses rather than by a two-thirds vote.
The provision in the House bill permitting such action by a two-thirds
vote is a meaningless gwture.
Let us look at the situation from a practical standpoint.
Industries today needing increased import protection first must
convince the Tariff Commission.
This, in itself, is a very difficult task and to win a case at the Tariff
Commission for increased import protection, overwhelming evidence
is necessary.
After a case is won in the Tariff Commission and the Commission's
recommendations are sent to the President, the future of the particular
industry concerned is determined by the decision of the President
with the aid of his advisers and the vice of the Commerce and State
Departments, among others, who ususally recommend against in.
creased import protection for the domestic industry.
Even if Congress should be permitted by a majority vote of both
houses to affirm the Tariff Commission's recommendations over the
objection of the President, the road still would be a difficult one,
exceedingly difficult when a small industry is involved.
To illustrate my point, let us turn to the lead and zinc mining industry, which is not a small industry, but one which has tremendous
political interest and support in connection with its problems.
The President, very early last fall requested the Tariff Commission
to expedite an investigation under the escape-clause procedure of the
lead and zinc industry.
After the Tariff Commission concluded its investigation and all
six Commissioners recommended increased import protection the
President should have been in a position to act quickly, particularly
since he had requested the Tariff Commission to expedite its investigation.
You know what has happened,
The President, instead of acting promptly, waited until almost the
end of the 60-day period in which he is required to act and then
announced that he is further suspending action pending conpeasional
consideration of %subsidy program for lead and zinc which would
cost the taxpayers tremendous amounts of money.
This is an example of the attention a politically powerful industry
receives. A small industry is completely at the mercy of administrative whim. The lead and zinc case is an excellent example of abuse
in the administration of the act.
The Rolled Zinc Emergency Tariff Committee, while sympathetic
and ever mindful of the problem of the zinc mining industry, is taking
no position on the controversial subject of the proper import duty
on slab zinc or on zinc concentrates.
We ask only that if increased import protection should be imposed
on zinc metal that compensatory changes be made in the applicable
import duties on our pr ducts.
(5) The Tariff Commission should be authorized to consider the
effects on related industries when holding an escape clause investiga.
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tion tbna~ic JnIdus~ree In order to explain thig recommendation
I must briefly review the problems of the rolled zinc industry.
Last'year II. R. 8257 ws introduced. This bill proposed to enact
part of the'adnnistratioh's lo' ra'i metals program into law and
specifically pi6'sed to raise t eduic onimports of zinc concentites, zinc fi'slab form, zind sheets, afnd other enumerated items.
administration
strongly supported this bill. A maority of
theThe
members
of th House-Ways
and Means Committee, however,
concluded'that existingadministrative remedies should be exhausted,
even though not completely adequate before resorting to legislation.
Accordingly, the lead and zinc industries filed an application with
the United States Tariff Commission and requested reief under the
escape clause
Tis application included rolled sine strip, rod and wire, as well
as sheet and plate. The Tariff Commission ruled that the rolled
zin'd products constituted a separate industry and that, therefore,
these products could not be included in the same escape clause action.
When we learned of this, we filed a separate escape clause application for the same rolled zinc products.

The Tariff Commission ruled, however, that the language of the
escape clause provision would not authorize the Commission to recommend increased duties. on rolled zinc products'even though they
might recommend an increase on slab metal duty that would make the
duty on slab'metal higher, by 100 per cent, than the duty on the same
metal in sheet form or plate form.
In effect they told us that according to present rules our industry
would have to wait until the increased duty on slab metal actually
created sufficient imports of foreign rolled zinc products before section 7 could be used for our protection.
In other words, the Tariff Commission ruled that the provision in
the escape clause authorizing increased import protection when injury
to the 4omestic'industry is threatened means a threat based on the
then current rates of duty and not a threat which would occur should
the import duties on raw materials be increased.
It is quite possible under such regulations that sizable portions
of the rolled zinc industry might be out of business before we could
satisfy the present requirements to obtain additional tariff protection.
Upon carefl. refleaion we felt that there was one administrative
remedy still open to us, and only one. The same article XXVIII
which it was stated the administration would use to put the increased
tariff into effect if the tariff had been increased by legislative action
(H. R. 8257) could be used to accomplish the same purpose if the
tariff into effect if the tariff had been increased by legislative action
Accordinglytour group filed on November 22, 1957, an application
asking for relief under article XXVIII of the General Ag ment
on Tariffs and Trade. We felt that our situation met the "special
circumstances" requirement of article XXVIII.
Action still is pending on this application. I shall not, however
discuss the situation pertaining to this application unless request d
to do so by the committee, in which event I shall be pleased to discuss it.
The point which I would like to make is that ,me disagreement
ls been expressed as to the correctness of the Tariff Commission
ruling. It has been suggested that under the escape clause, the Tariff"
Commission already has authority to include related industries in
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escape clause application#W& basis that the' provision i the escape
clause regarding threatened injury also means threatened injury contingent on anticipate;d increased impbrt protection on raw materials
or on lproduds which are supplied to 'other industries for further
processing.

To clarify the matter, however we believe statutory provision
should be made authorizing the Tariff Commission, inhoding an
escape clause investigation, also to consider the effect on related industries and to submit recommendations to the President for increasing import protection on these related industries at the time recom.
mendaion is submitted to increase the import protection on the basic
industries.
The House Report on H. R. 12591 on page 9 states a8s
follows:
The committee recognized that effective relief in the case of some products on

which trade agreement concessions have been granted may suggest the advisability of some remedial action on certain closely related nonconcession products.
In such a case, the committee agreed that the Tariff Commission should draw to
the attention of the President such other course of action as It might deem appropriate to avoid Injury.

Although the above-quoted paragraph refers to nonconcession items,

it would seem to follow that if the Commission is authorized to recommend action on items not within its scope of consideration, because
of their being nonconcession items, that the Commission also should
be authorized to recommend specific action on concession items which
are directly under its juisdiction.
The statement in the House report would seem to imply such authority; however, it does not specifically so state. Therefore, it is our request that the statute be amended to specifically provide this authority.
Let me illustrate the importance of this recommendation.
The rolled zinc industry, as I have already indicated, manufactures

zinc sheet, strip, rod, wir% and plates. .These products are manufactured almost 100 percent from the basic Zinc metal. If there should be
any increased import protection on the basic zinc metal in equity

there should be and, necessarily there must be, if the industry is to
survive, simultaneous and proportionate upward adjustment! in the
duty on rolled zinc products.

Under current Tariff Commission interpretations, such a simultaneous consideration is not in order and we are asking that the statute
be amended to provide for consideration of the products of related
industries.
I would like to state that we are very much concerned with what,
appears to be a new determination to handle cases of injury to domestic
industries by providing direct subsidies instead of increasing the import protection.
In our opinion, the tariff is the logical way to protect, not by means
of subsidization. A subsidized industry is not a healthy industry. If
a policy of subsidization were practiced generally, we would have a
Nation of sick industries and fantastic expense to the taxpayers.
Recently we have been told by leaders of both parties that the
Nation could not afford tax reduction, a decision which most citizens
have accepted reluctantly.
Now, however, we understand that a program is being considered for
subsidizing various mineral industries as an alternative to increased

import protection, a program which would cost $350 million to finance.
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Inasinuch as it is the f Unction of this coiiitteo to consider taxes,
I would like to say that if we can afford such extravagant subsidies,
and we believe them to be not only extravagant but unwise, then it

would seem far preferable to increase the import protection for the
benefit of mineral and related industries and then to reduce taxes.

For example, Federal excise taxes, according to information sup.
plied by the Internal revenue Service, indicate that if we were to
spend $860 million in tiax re4uctiton instead of mineral subsidies,
then we could repeal entirely the exciso taxes on refrigerators deep
freezers, air conditioners, hot water heaters, kitchen ranges clothes
driers and ironers, d umidifkers, dishwashers, and many other.electric) gas, and oil app itances, electric light bulbs, radio and television

sets, phonographs, photographic equipment, fountain pens, mechani.
cal pencils, lighters, and matches. '
We believe, therefore, that the sound and constructive approach, if
the mineral industries are to be assisted, would be tariff protection and
then to spend the $850 million in tax reduction for the benefit of taxVe urge your careful consideration of our recommendations.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank-you, Mr. Mack.
I want to say that I thoroughly agree with you that industries tlnt
are injured by importation should not be subsidized but there should
be other means to remedy the situation. If we carry that to the logical
conclusion there may be many industries that) in the future, will need
to be subsidized.
Any questions,
Senator KxRm. Isn't it a fact, Mt. Mick, that the program kind of
gets down fo these elements.:N. 1, excessive concesions tinder the
Reciproc.l Trade Agreements Act actually amount to the transfer
ofMr.
economic
benefits to the nations who receive and use the concessionsI
MACK. That is our vie*poinn sir.
Senator Kusn. So actually*that iWf6reign'aid in another form is it

#
Mr. MAC. Ye, sir.
Senator Kxnn. Doesn't it look like folly to you not only that we
would grant a concession in reciprocal trade agreementA, As you say
that would create a sick industry here, that would require subsidita.
tion to the extent of $0 million a year just for one industry, but at
the same-time have a-fight over he tying to get the foreign aid
program reduced from what we think are exorbitant levels anda then
open up mother door which, by itself) actually amtounta to$850 million
additional ,foreign aid but made in a different form' and -paid
for by taxing our people and providing a subsidy to the industry thus
intired
f
,,,
.
r MACx.
Absolutoy Senator, I could- hot believe 'this
program
had been proposed until, saw it in print; I just cold not believe if't..
Senator Kva When there isa remedy soeadilyakrailable "
Mr. MAox- Yes.
Senator Kz . Authorized by law, and in fact,-specified in the very
law which is iu effect being bypassed to create the situatioh?,
Mr. MACX. In that connection, Senator, I think it isveixynterestin#
thatfthe President asked the Tariff Coimmissioh to expedite it6 investigation of the lead, sino situation; and then after;they did expedite it
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to the extent possible, and it arrived at the White Hlouse, the President

failed to act within the statutory period of 60 (lays.
Senator KZRR. Did nothing whatever.
Mr. MACK. That is right, sir.
Senator Kzjt. Let us refer to the history of that investigation, the
result of it and the ignoring of It by the President.
fr. MAcE. Well sir, you know the entire history startedSenator KZRR. The application was filed tinder the provisions of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act I
Mr. MAcK. Yes sir.
Senator KERR. Under a provision which Congress after long deliberation and labor and effort put into the act to protect domestic industry.
Mr. MAcx. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. And the lead and zino industry made its applicition, the Tariff Commission made its investigation, and made its report
to the President.
Mr. MACK. All six commissioners recommended some increase in
the import protection.
Senator KERR. Recommended action.
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.
All six commissioners.
Senator KERR. To avert serious injury under the operation of the
act

Mr. MAcK. Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. And no action whatever was taken by the White

House.

Mr. MACK. Yes sir.
Senator KR.. o action whatever was taken, you say-.Mr. MACI. To date.
Senator KERR. No action has been taken by the White House; is
that correct?
Mr. MACK. Yes sir.
Senator KERR. hey have, however, come to the Congress and asted
for a subsidy program that would cost $350 million, to keep a, great
American industry alive, whose operations are at the low level they
are, and whose vitality is in the weakened condition that it is by reason
of theoperation Of the reciprocal trade agreements program.
Air. MAvc. Yes sir.
Senator XKiH. Isthat crrectf
Mr. MACp. Tha Uis
my understanding, sir.
Senator KEu. Is that your belief, conviction, and judgment t
Mr,MwK. Yes sir.
SenatOr Xg.,'ThAnk *o0ve'ry,muh.
The CAAnUAzt. Ai Nurther question?
Senator DouoLms. Mr. Chairman, unless members who are senior
to me wish to ask questions' I would like to le 'my applicgtioh to
ask questions. ,hav
tI" l
f
The CUHAIRUAw. You. do, if0t hay 6 1.6'in -applileation, Senator,
just go ahead and ask the q t 0ipn.,
Senator :Douoai. M
.
c, yot
to 'the 'amini_#".tion sub,
sidy prograix forle
I dndznc.
d A.
s it your i60derVhiding this i 'to be extA ded"tcopo
IelI
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Mr. MAoCK. The provisions that were reported by the committee,
I can read the exact provision, I believe with reference to copper
which I believe I have here--for copper, this is the announcementSenator DOUOLAS. Is this from the committee, the Interior Committee?
Mr. fACK. This is from the Daily Report for Executives, Bureau
of National Affairs, Friday, June 27,1958.
Senator DouorAs. This is the recommendation of the Interior Committee?
Mr. MAK. Yes, sir.
Senator DOUbLAS. Thank you.
Copper, how muchI
Mr. 7McCK (reading):
For copper the 150,000 ton, 1-year stockpiling program was retalited as agreed
to by Interior Secretary Fred Seaton. Several changes were made in the language of the copper provision. The words "domestic production" were changed
to "produced from domestically mined ores," and the price stipulation was
amended to provide for payments by the Government at market price but not
to exceed 27.5 cents per pound.
This provision, it was explained, would permit sales of copper to the Government at less than 27.5-cent premium price in the interests of drawing off

the excess stocks from the market.

Senator DouOlAS. In other words, the stockpile purchase of 150,000 tons a year.
What proportion of the domestic production would that be, do
you know?
Mr. MfACK. I don't know that.
Senator DouoLAs. You don't specialize in copperI
Mr. MfAoC. I don't have that information, Senator.
Senator Douores. What about lead and zinc?
Mr. MAci. You would like to know the committee reommendations, sir?
Senator DouoLS. Yes, sir.
Mr. MACK. They are:
The Increased stabilization ceilings approved were as follows: Lead from

14% cents--

Senator DouaLAs. That was the administration's proposal?
Mr. MACK. "To 15.5 cents."
Senator DouOLAs. The administration's proposed was 14
Mr. MAcXK. I am not sure-I believe originally that was it. I
think 15.5 was the latest recommendation.
Senator DouOLAS. The committee increased it to 151is that right f
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir. The maximum payment though was still 4
cents, And I believe that was the original administration recommendation of 4 cents.
But I cannot be absolutely sure of that, sir.
Senator DouOLAs. And zino?
Mr. MACK. Zinc from 12% cents to 1Y 2 cents per pound, maximum
parent 4 cents.
Senator DouOLAs. Now to what extent will this raise the market
price for lead, zinc, and copper.
Mr. MAK. You say to what extent would this raise the market
prTce?
Senator DOuOLA3. The market price, yes, forr fabricators.
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Mr. MACK. Senator, I would guess, but there are people who could
give you a direct answer, one would have been Mr. Schwab, had he
en here today.
Senator DouoLAs. Can't you give me the answer?
Mr. MACK. I do not know the answer to that.
I could guess but I do not think it should go into the record.
Senator DouoLAs. With the understanding you won't be held to prevision, we would appreciate it if you would give us your best estimate.
Mr. MACK. Well, I would question whether the market price would
be raised if they got this subsidy. To the contrary, it might be even
lowered in which event the taxpayers would'still have to pay the cost
without proportionate industry benefit.
Senator DouoLAs. Now then is it your understanding that the administration is proposing a production payment system?
Mr. ]NAK. rdo not know, sir.
Senator DouoLAS. Well, you are an expert on this subject.
Is this a production payment?
Mr. MACK. I did not hear you, sir.
Senator DouoLms. WVhere they buy at market price and thenMr. MACK. Excuse me, production payment, that is just what I was
discussing, sir.
Senator Douows. I wanted to find that out.
They would buy at market price and then pay a subsidy equivalent
to the difference between market priceMr. MACK. That is right, and 1%cents.
Senator DouoLAs. In other words, this is the Brannan plan?
Mr. MACK. Yes, I think it might be described as that, sir.
Senator DouGLAs. It is the Brannan plan for metals?
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.
Senator DoaoL.s. You say the cost of this would be $350 million a
year
Mr. MACK. This is what this report said and what other reports have
stated.
Senator DouoLs. Including the subsidy on copper?
1kfr. MAOK. Yes, sir.
Senator DouorAs. Now, is it your understanding that this is acceptable to the primary producers and first processors of zine, lead, and
copper!
Mr. MACK. I cannot speak for them, sir..
Senator DouoLAs. I am somewhat struck with the fact that the
representative of the Emergency Zinc and Lead Committee, Mr.
Schwab, who was to have testified this morning, has not appeared
and has asked to be permitted to make a later statement.
I shall be much interested as to what attitude they adopt, what
attitude copper adopts, because, this is an effort by the administration
to buy off the opposition of the zinc, lead, and copper mining States
and the first processors so that they will not oppose the reciprocal trade
bill; isn't thattruet
Mr. MACK. I think it was an effort in that direction.
I think they would prefer the tariff approach, however, Senator.
Senator DouoLAs. Well, you mean the administration?
Mr. MAoCK. No, sir, the industries concerned.
Senator DouoLms. But you think it is an effort to buy off these
people
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Mr. MACK. I would not use those words, sir.
Senator DouoiiAs. What would you use?
Mr. MACK. I would not comment on that, Senator.
Senator DOUOLAS. Well, it was an effort to soften the opposition
of this group, would you accept that--of these groups?
Air. MACK. Well, Senator, you are an expert on legislative strategy
and I am not.
Senator DovoLAs. No, I am not.
As I watch you gentlemenMr.
K. I am an outsider.
Senator DouorAs. As I watch you gentlemen testify, I know I am a
novice here.
Mr. MACK. I am an outsider, sir.
Senator Dououks. You tire?
Mr. MA K. And you know thoroughly the operation of the legislative process.
Senator Douoes. You are the attorney for the Rolled Zinz Emergency Tariff Committee.
Mr. MACE. I am very happy to talk about rolled zinc.
Senator Douoes. You are very much of an insider, and we are the
outsiders. We would welcome information on this point.
Do you think this is an effort to soften the opposition of the copper,
lead, and zinc mining and first processing industries to reciprocal
trade?
Mr. MACK. Well, I do not see how it could be interpreted any other
way, sir.
Senator DOUoLAs. That is what I understood.
Mr. MACK. But I think you are far better able than I am to evaluate
legislative processes.
Senator DUoGeAs. I had those suspicions, Mr. Mack, but being a
charitable man I did not want to express them publicly until I had
them confirmed by expert testimony.
Now, Mr. Mack, you are opposed to the subsidy plan?
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.
Senator DoUOLAs. That leaves you out in the cold, does it not?
It protects the mining groups and first fabricators but does not
protect the processors ?
Mr. MfACK. No, sir; that is not the position-we do not know that
this would do any injury to our industry.
Senator DOUGLAS. No; but it does not do you any good.
Mr. MACo. We are not seeking good in that sense.
Senator DouoLAs. Well, it does not do you any benefit.
Mr. MACK. We are not seeking benefit
Senator DOuoLAs. Oh, this is all altruism, I see.
Mr. MAcK. Our position is this, Senator: We are ever mindful of
the problem of the mining industry, and we have tried to point out
that since our product is made 100 percent from the base metal, that
if you do increase the duty on the base metal, we need a simultaneous
increase.
Senator DouLAs. But they are not proposing to increase the duty
on the base metal ?
Mr. ACfKc. It has been proposed. It is before tie White IHouse for
action, even though no action has been taken.
Senator DouoLAs. But it has been postponed.
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That is right.

Senator DouoLAs. But in the meantime the Eisenhower-Seaton
plan has been pushed to the fore?
Mr. MAc U. We think it is an unsound approach, this subsidy pro.
grain.
Senator DouoLAS. You would prefer a tariff because that would
protect you?
Mr. MACK. We feel the mining interestsSenator DOUIJLAS, Is thattrue?
Mr. MAbK. Senator, we feel that if the mining industry is to receive
,additional tariff protection it should be obtained by means of tariff
and that any upward adjustments which may be given to the mining
industry should be occasioned by proportionate adjustments in tariff
on rolled zinc products.
0
Senator DOUOLASr
Whereas now, they are going to get the subsidy
and you are going to be out in the cold; is that right?
* Mr. MACk. Although we have tariff problems of our own, we by the
present lead-zinc escape clause action would not propose to gain anything, Senator. We just would not want to be put in a worse hole
than we are in now.
Senator DouoLAS, So you did not feel like postponing your testimony?
You wanted to come up here and propose it; is that right?
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNG. I would like to ask a question now.
The CHAnuMAN. Have you concluded, Senator Douglast
Senator DOUoLAS. I have not but I woujd be very glad to waive it
Senator KMR. I ask for the regular order..'

The OCHnix

. Senator Douglas will continue.

Senator DouGLAS. What is the regular order ?

Senator KERR. That the Senator'be permitted to finish before he is
interrupted.
Senator DouoLAs. I will beglad to waive.

The C1AIRMAN. Why not -ahead,'Senator Douglas?
Senator Loxo. After you ave finished I will go ahead.
Senator DoUGLAs8. I know at the bottom of page 8 where you say
you are opposed to subsidies because you do not think the taxpayers
should pay for the coda p0ting-pay the expense of protecting
high costs industries and what you favor is a tariff.
Now, you want a higher price for zinc products?
Mr. MACK. We thin1 , there should be an economic price.
Senator Douos. A higher price than now exista?
Mr. MACo. We believe in protecting the standard of living we
I
have in this country.
Senator DouoiAs. I understand.
But you want a higher price for your products, isn't that true, than
what you are getting.
Mr. fAoK. I do not want to be evasive. We want an economic
price
Senator DouoTAs. But you regard that as a higher price, isn't that
true?
Mr. MACK. Well, it might in this instance.
Senator DouoMs. Dofi't you think it would be in this iiitancel
Mr. MACK. If you raised the tariff.
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Senator Doums. Yes.
Mr. MAoK. It would be a hi her rice.
Senator Douo.As. It wouldbeahigher price.
Don't you want the tariff raisedI
Sir. MACK. You might provide for certain suspension of tariffs.
Senator DouoLAs. But the higher tariff, raise in tariff would be a
higher rice, the next question is don't you want a higher tariffI
Mr. MAOK. Yes, sir.
Senator DouoLAs. Then, since you want a higher tariff, and since
a higher tariff means a higher price, you want a higher price.
,r. MACK. We want toSenator DouoLs. The chain is complete.
Mr. MAoK. We want to cntinue to-be able to pay 52 percent of our
earnings into the Treasury to make possibleSenator DouoLAs. I se. In other words, the joy of paying taxes
is what you want.
You want a higher price in order that you may have the pleasure
of paying taxes. You are an extremely unselfish man.
Mr. MACK. These various programs cost money, andSenator DouotLs. I see.
Mr. MACK (continuing). And when the product is made here in
this country, 52 percent of the profits go into the Treasury.
Senator DoUoLAS. In 6ther words, you want-you are not interested
in the 48 percent that you will keep; you are merely interested in
the 52Mr. MACK. Oh, yes; we are very much interested in our minority
share, the 48 percent we keep.
Senator D oLAs. I see.
Now we are getting down to cases, and it is nothing against you
either, I may say, but you do want a higher price.
Mr. MAicK. We believe strongly-in tie profit motive.
Senator DouoLAs. If you have a higher price, who is going to pay
for it?

Mr. IAcK. We feel that an industry-

Senator DouoLAs. Just answer, please If you get a higher price
because of a higher tariff who is going to pay the higher price ?
Mr. MfAcK. Whoever buys the article.
Senator DOuGLAs. Exactly.
Mr. MAcK. I would like to say,--Senator DoucLA§. No; I want to finish that.
Mr. MACH. Any time you are interested only in the price, if you
would reduce the price of any article, the person who buys it would
get it cheaper.
Senator DouoLA. If you increase the price, then the consumer
pays, the purchaser pays.
In other words, you think itis all right for the industry to be subsidized by the consumer, but not right or the industry to be subsidized
by the taxpayer?
Mr. MACK. It would not be subsidized by the consumer because he
would be paying only for the cost of production.
Senator DouoLAs. Yes he would because of the higher price of
the tariff.
Mr. MACk. But that reflects the cost of the production it1 the United
States. That is, it would if the tariff were adequate.
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Senator Douors. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
I want to thank my colleague, to say that he is always most courteous.
Senator Loo. Have you noticed in your experience under subsidy
programs that it is always a very determined, very conscientious group
of Senators and Congressmen who are ready at all times to oppose any
appropriations to carry forward a subsidy program on an annual
basis?
Mr. MfAcK. I think I understood your question.
You mean so far as appropriationsSenator LoNo. A subsidy requires an annual appropriation.
Mr. MciK. Yes.

Senator LoNe. Have you ever noticed there is a unvarying number
of Senators and Congressmen who oppose a subsidy appropriation
when it is authorized ?
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.
Senator LONG. You realize then the industry can never be sure when
it has a subsidy that the appropriation is going to make it good on
an annual basis?
Mr. MACK. That is correct, sir.
Senator LozG. Each year you boys have a sword of Damocles hanging over your head. You don't know what will happen until Congress
is gdifig to act,
Senator IERR. You believe in the American system of free private
enterprise?
Mr. MACK. Strongly, sir.
Senator KERR. Can it either operate or pay taxes without their
making
a profit
I sir.
Mr. lAo.
No,
Senator KEm You don't know anybody trying to furnish the consumer with any product with their requirements on the basis that
would eliminate profit for the one who provides them, do you?
Mr. MACK. No, sir.

Senator KxRR. You knowMr. MACK. That was the point I was trying to develop With Senator Douglas.
Senator KERR. I know a lot of men that talk about their devotion
to the consumers and I recognize it as being valid, and it has :often
occurred to me to wonder why they did not provide the consumers
some of their requirements on a more fortuitous or economic basis and
geto into the posture of trying to implement their objectives of aiybddy
ing able to acquire something on which-no profit was mado by their
own efforts rather than by their seeking to persuade or compel others
to do that.'
Did that thought ever occur to you?
Mr. MAcK. Yes, sir.
Senator Kum. Ponder over it a little and someday when you have
a little more tihe you and I can talk about it.
Mr. MfAcK. Well, we are convinced that no industry or even the
United States Government can, for that matter, succeed indefinitely
on any basis that is not economically sound.
Although we have almost $300 billion of debt, we do have good
resources, however when we get into this situation that other cormtries have been in that have tried thee various socialistic governments
there is not going to be anybody to bail us out.
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Senator KeRn. You mean if We weaken ourselves enough in our effort
to bail others out we will be like the sympathetio fellow was about

the drunk whosaid "If I can't get you out of the gutter I will get
in it with you." (Laughter.]
The OAIRMAN. Are there any further questions I
Senator MAwru.

Mr. Chairman.

The CHAIRMAN. Senator Martin.
Senator MAwn. You are an expert on the tariff because you repre.
sent a very important industry and you are coming here desiring aid
of the tariff.
At the turn of the century our country was pretty largely governed
by a combination of individuals and corporations getting tariff advantage,
That is correct, is it notI
Mr. MACK. Yes, sir.

Senator MAWRIN. From what you said I fel you are now afraid that

we will come to a place where there will be a combination of those
individuals and corporations and so forth that get subsidies from
government, there will be a combination of those j people and that will
control our country.
Mr. MAOK. Wel that is one of our very important concerns.
Another one is, we have not felt that there has been an impartial administration of the trade agreements program.
We felt that there has been a one-sided administration of it, and
that if there had been an objective administration of the program this
bill would have gone through without any trouble, because everyone
is in favor of trade.
The nations that you trade with, you don't fight with.
- Senatoi MAmrI. The ideal situation would be if we did not hhve
any tariffs or subsidies of any kind, and then an industry that could
not rest on its own feet would go out of business; that would really
be the ideal thing so far as the consumer is concerned.
Mr. MAx. Well, if the consumer wanted a job I do not know
whether it would be ideal.'
Senator Em. Don't you think that the consumers could find somebody her to hire them and then give them the opportunity to buy their
produeti6n from other countries where labor is ohe-tenth of what they
geyou don't think they would have any trouble finding anybody
.
heres to kep on hiring themtn
Mr. MA.K. You are getting into a rather involved situation, Senator.
I would rather you answered that question. [Laughter.]_
Senator Mamwn. After you had made the statement of the greatness of our country and then you admit that we are $300 billion in
debtMr. MAcx. I do notknow the exact figure.
Senator Byrd, Iam sure, can givi it to you.

Senator MAwrnx. If we took what Uricle Sam has bailed, as we call
it, out in the country it would be probably a way over because how
many of these things he has guaranteed he is going to pay one of these
days we cannot answer.

These things are all speculative.
Mr. MAcx. There are so many interesting things about this that
I think are not brought to light.
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For instance in discussions of the balance of trade when it is stated
that we export more than we import, you do not ever see tourist dollars
in there.
American tourist dollars represent a tremendous amount of money.
A lot of Americans go to Europe, even Japan, but there are not very
many Japanese tourists over here and that has a great deal of effect, in

my opinion, or should have on the balance of trade. Now back to the
administration of the escape clause, and the program generally, we
feel if there had been an objective administration there would not be
need to ask Congress for the right to affirm a Tariff Commission recommendation over the objection of the President.
It would not be necessary, but unfortunately we think it is necessary.
The CHATRUAN. Thank you, Mr. Mack.

Senator CARL8Ox. Right on that point, is it not a face that the Tariff

Commission divided three and three on their recommendations to the
President and therefore he suspended any action on itf
Mr. MACK. All six commissioners, Senator, recommended an increase in the import duty on both lead and zinc.
Three commissioners recommended a higher duty than the other
three, and three commissioners recommended the imposition of quotas.
So there was a unanimous finding of injury by all six members of
the Commission. The only disagreement was the amount.
Now, of course, the President could have resolved that and that
would seem to be his function.
But to date the Administration, in lieu of taking action on that, has
proposed a subsidy program,
Senator CARLsOx. I 1ust happen to have the hearings and Senator

Anderson went into this very thoroughly with Secretary Dulles and
I just happen to have it here.
You stated it correctly, the Commissioners all agreed there was
injury in the industry but they did not agree as to how it should be
corrected.
They divided three and three and I have a copy of the letter here that
the President sent, and he said:
I am suspending my consideration of these recommendations at this time.

That is the concluding sentence in the President's statement here
and of course Senator Anderson stated that is quite often the situation,
they divide three and three, which is a very frequent situation.
Mr. MACK. They all recommended an increase in import duty.
Senator CARLSON. That is correct. There was a question as to how
it should be divided.
Senator KEa. He said there was a recommendation for an in-

crease in the import duty unanlmotuly.

The CHAMI.
The division came on the question of the amount.
Senator Kin. The division was on how much it should be raised.
Mr. MAcx. And there was the question a".o on quotas but they all
agreed that there should be some increase in the import duty.
Senator CA^8I6N. But they did not agree on amounts.
The CHAI3RMA. And the President has the authority to dwlds
how much the increase should be.
Senator KRR. Buthiedid'n6t raise it any.
The CiyAIRv(rA. I understand that.
27e29

-6S--pt.
2- Si

-
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Mr. MACK. Mr. Chairman, although I am happy to discuss this
subject, I came in here primarily to talk about rolled zinc which
are the products manufactured from tile base metal, and our interest
is that if the duties are raised on the base metal that ours be raised
correspondingly.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you, Mr. Mack.
The next witness is Mr. Gordon R. Connor.
I want to say, sir, you have made a clear and able statement.
Mr. MACK. Thank you sir.
The CILURM3N. Mr. dordon 1R. Connor is the next witness.
STATEMENT OF GORDON R. CONNOR, REPRESENTING AMERICAN
HARDWOOD PLYWOOD MANUFACTURERS
The CHAIRM AN. The Chair has an extremely important engagement
and has to leave and Senator Kerr will preside during my absence.
I will read your statement carefully, but it is imperative that I keep
this appointment.
Mr. CoNsoR. Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my
name is Gordon R. Connor. I am vice president of the Connor
Lumber and Land Co. of Wausau, Wis., an president of the Northern Hemlock and Hardwood Association.
I am a former president of the Timber Producers Association of
Wisconsin and Upper Michigan. I am appearing on behalf of myself
and the Hardwood Plywood Manufacturers Committee, which represents the American hardwood plywood and veneer producers and
their suppliers.
In the June 23, 1058, issue of Time magazine, there is an article
praising the House of Representatives for its passage of H. R. 12591.
In the business section of the same issue (p. 83) there is a paragraph
entitled "Successful Invasion" which reports that in April foreign
automobiles took a record 7 percent of the United States market
West Germany's Volkswagens' alone outsold Chrysler and Desoto
and were more than double the sales of Edsel, Lincoln, and Studebaker.
Time's praise for the successful invasion of American markets made
no mention of the unemployed in thi Chrysler, Ford, and Studebaker
plants throughout the United States.
The American hardwood-plywood industry is also the victim of
what Time terms a successful invasion.
In 1951 at the request of Canada and the Benelux countries, the
duty on plywood was reduced under GATT the maximum permitted
by law. Under the most favored nations clause Japan was the principal beneficiary of the duty reduction.
Imports of hardwood plywood have increased 1,200 percent since
1951. The share of the American market supplied by American producers has dropped from 93 percent to 48 percent.
Imports now control the American hardwood-plywood market.
Shipments of American producers declined 16 percent between 1955
and 1957 and the Department of Commerce reports that the first quarter of 1958 shows a decline over 1957 of another 16 percent, and I would
just like to add that during this period of 1951-57 when the domestic
production was decreasing, the consumption in the United States
of hardwood plywood increased 700 million square feet or 89 percent.
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rT1e Bureau of Labor Statistics H[ardwood Plywood Price Index
shows a decline from 110.8 in 1951 to 103.7 in 1957, in spite of increased
costs of the industry.
A survey of representative plants in tie industry shows that profits
on sales were approximately I percent in 1957, a drop of II percentage
points since 1951.
My company is one of the victims of this successful invasion. We
had long been a supplier of plywood for the luggage industry. This
business was lost. to Japanese plywood delivered to the luggage plants
at 7 cents a square foot when our price was 171 cents a square foot
f. o. b. our mill. Our costs are considerably more than 7 cents a square
foot, and over 30 percent of our cost is wages paid oln the American, not
the Japanese scale.
In tile fiscal year 1954-55 our monthly sales were $211,000 and our
monthly profits $5,700. In the present fiscal period, our monthly sales
are $132,000 and our monthly loss considerably more than our previous
monthly profit, We have reduced our work force from 239 to 132
men and our payroll from $03,000 to $13,000 a month. Our company
justcannot compete with the Japanese labor cost.
Our plant is not the. exception. A South Carolina producer reports
that in his fiscal year 1953-54 lie had a 10-percent profit on sales,
whereas in his fiscal year 1056-57 he had a loss of $175,000 and on the
basis of 8 months operation, his loss for this fiscal year will not be less.
I would like to add here that one of the largest manufacturers of
hardwood plywood in the world, a Wisconsin concern, shows for the
6 months' period to April 30 of this year, a net operating loss of over
$%205,728 compared with the profit of $325,251 for the corresponding
period of 1957.
Plywood imports from Japan are the primary cause of our industry's condition. llardwood-ploywood imports from Japan have increased 6,800 percent since 1951. Japan's share of the American hardwood-plywood market has risen from 1 percent in 1951 to 42 percent
today and its share of the total plywood imports from 7 percent to 82
percent.
In quantity, Japan has increased its plywood exports to the United
States from 10 million square feet in 1951 to 670 million square feet
in 1957.
The Japanese plywood industry is not a cottage industry as some
fie traders wou(d lead you to believe. Since the war, the Japanese plywood production capacity has increased 400 percent.
Today,. Japan can produce 3.6 billion square feet of hardwood
plywoo-d a year, over 4 times the shipments of the American industry in 1957.
The Japanese can sell no more than 1.4 billion square feet in their
home market and the balance, 2.2 billlion square feet can be produced for export.
Japan's plywood plants are the most modern in the world and
their labor costs per 1,000 square feet are the lowest in tile world.
They are not more than one-ninth of our labor costs.
As a result of the extremely low costs, the ,Japanese duty paidhardwood plywood sales price to the United States is considerably
less than the bare cost of-our labor and materials of the American
producer.
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The Japanese plywood industry has operated at less than its
u capacity for the past few years. World markets would not absorb the tremendous quantities the Japanese could produce for export.' The passage of H.-. 12591 without amendment by the Senate would le'an -Invitation to the- Jpanese to let loose a new and
increased flood of exports to the United States. Many more plants
inour industry would most certainly be forced to close down.
The "hardwood plywood industry is made up of small business
concerns. There are only four fairly large, publicly owned companies. The companies ihour industry do not have large financial
resources And their ability_ to survive the successful invasion has
been seriously weakened in the past 8 rears.
My f mily has been in the logging and woodworking business
since 1872. We have had our ups and downs in meeting domestic
competition
years of our production.
IHowever, during
we findtheit86impossible
to meet the present competition
of foreign hardwood plywood especially from Japan and *hose total
labor rate does not amount to what w6 pay our men for holidays and
vacations.
It is difcult to believe' that now it is necessary for our industry
to come' here to Washington and beg not to be included in the catego' of the expendable.
Ithaxrdly seems American ot in keeping with our free enterprise
system of business.'Ameriican industry deserves the same thought and eofisderation
that the State' Departhent accords foreign countries and their induatrlalists ItsI i'bishful thinking for ul to hope that our industry
and our workers could induce any consideration from the:State Department when ouk interests conflict with the interest. of f6reign
podueris Or
on614 recourse is to ask that Congress intercede in
our behalf and act as an unprejudiced tnmpire over escape-clause
aese to assure a fair and equitable decision for injured American
indufttr
Our industry had an escape-clause hearing in 1955 and the Tariff
Commission, after finding every factor of lijui7 parent, denied relief on the ground that the injury had not continued for a sufficient
length of time.
'The question; has been asked: '-'Why ourindustry has not filed -inother escApe claus'-complhntt.

There' ard i'
nmber'of reahs. Under the present law, th6 odds
a
favorable decisionn ar6%, oVerhelmingly igaist
Americain dustry.' In only. I out of 9 doihplafnt-has the American industry prevailed.
'Of 87 6asbs the Tariff-Onimission has fo fid injury, to Ameridan
industry in-0"c"es, Of tho e,20 have b6e6A rejected by 'the President. In only 10 cases has there been some relief grahted. The oddg
ag.in t stiocei u der the present act are higher, but' that Was'not the
sole reason our industry has not'filed a new d6nilaint A second reason is' that the Prebjdeht, thb" trate Depqftment, and
th SecBetar. of Co.
rnmerce'have repeatedly said that no quotas would
bWsppovYed for mtishi od
in;escao.clAuso casis. .This
•llity Creates a"serious detirent tdVan'escape-clause complaint.
As the dirt result of the most-favor d-nation policy, which-e,
'quires any reduction of duty accorded one country be extend to ubl,
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quotas are the only remedy which would provide adequate relief for
the American producers without closing our markets to all hardwood
plywood producing countries except Japan.
This condition arises from the tremendous differential between
the Japanese hardwood plywood p prices and the prices of American
and other producing countries. Hardwood plywood imports from
Japan have increased over 6,800 percent since 1951.
Japan, due to its low prices, controlled 82 percent of all of t&
American hardwood plywood imports in 195. Dung the 1951 5
period, the average export sales price of Japanese plywood to the
United States was $63 per 1,000 square feet.
The average export sales price to.the United States of hardwood
plywood from other countries during the same period was $114. The
average cost for American producers of hardwood plywood is in
excess of $150 per 1,000 square feet.The 100 percent price differential advantage over other plywood
producing countries and the American producers will permit the
a anse to absorb an increase in duty and still undersell American
producers.
A duty, increase would widen the differential between the Japanese
and narrow the differential
prices and the prices of o
e American rolce8
between the prices, oer oountr ea, an
prices.
n
The countri oter'than Jaan woud
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The constitutional authority on tariffs and foreign trade lies in
Congress and not in the Executive. The P'resident's rights result
solely fromn the delegation, of Congress and Congress should dictate
the terms.
Our industry has never opposed im extension of the Trade Agreements Act. We have not advocated the exclusion from our markets

of plywood imports, but, we have contended that imports of plwood

should be permitted in an amount which did not cause serious injury

to the American industry.

Our indtitry has two serious objections to If. R. 12591. The first is
the period of the extension. We believe that a 5-year period is too
long. The administration has not demonstrated a need for a 5-year
The testimony shows that authority to ad'juist duties iii relation to
European Common Market and Customs I union will not be needed
until 1963. Congress should be in a position to review the act at an
earlier date in the light of the rapidly changing world conditions.
We believe that the best interests of the United States would be
served by a 2-year extension.

rI,'le other provision, of IT. R. 12591 with which we disagree is section 0. This requires that an American, industry obtainl the favorable
vote of two-third's of both 11ouses of Comi~ress to overrule the President's rejection or niodificatiou of the "lariff Commission's recommendations.
The House provision does recognize that Congress does have and
should assert some control over escape-clause recommendations. We
commend the iouse for recognizing this principle, but disagree with
the mneams provided for Congress to review Presidential rejections of
the Tariff Commission recommendations.
The requirement that an American industry, whose injury has been
established, must secure a favorable vote of two-thirds of both Houses
negates the principle which the House has acknowledged in this sec-

tion.

It, would be impossible for a small American industry, such as ours,
to develo
he interest and support of two-thirds of the Members
of both I houses. This requirement effectively destroys the opportunity for an American industry to secure a hearing before Congress.
In escape-clause proceedings, the Tariff Commission is the agent of
CongrOs. Its duty is to investigate and determine, on a factual basis,
whether imports are causing injury to an American industry. A finding of injury and a recommendation by the Tariff Commission is in
substance a recommendation of the Congress.
Thus, a finding of an agent of the Congress should not be subject to
rejection by the President except where Congress approves such
action. The provisions of section 6 of H. . 12591 do not require
that the President justify his rejection of the findings of the Tariff
Commission.
The burden of proving the President in error is required of the injured American industry. This burden is unfair and inequitable.
If the President deems it necessary or advisable to overrule the
findings of the Tariff Commission, then the President should be propared to seek the approval of Congress for his action in overruling
this agent of Congress.
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We believe that the Tariff Commission's determination on injury,
having been made on, the facts under criteria established by Con-

gress, should be final unless the President can persur de Congress to
overrule the Commission. We, therefore, ask that your committee
consider a provision amending section 6 to provide that the Tariff
Commission's recommendations be final unless the President's modification or rejection of the escape-clause recommendation is approved
byia majority vote of both Houses of Congress.
The President has access to the tremendous resources of all the
executive branches for development of facts and figures to support
any! position which lie wishes to take with reference to the Tariff
Commission's recommendations.
When the President has vital and compelling reasons for modifying
or rejecting the Tariff Commission's recommendations, these resources canbe called into play; and, with no difficulty at all, he will
be able to secure the approval of Congress for his decision.
Senators Thurmond and Payne have introduced amendments to

11. R. 12591 which provide for an extension of the Trade Agieements
Act for a period of 2 years and also provide that the Tariff Commission's decision in escape-clause cases shall be final unless the President's modification or rejection is approved by both Houses. We ask
that your committee give consideration to the Thurmond Payne
amendments.
I would like to express the appreciation of the American hardwood
plywood manufacturers and their suppliers for the consideration your
committee has accorded me.
Thank you.
Senator Kniui. Thank you, Mr. Connor.
Has there been a reduction in the employees of the American
hardwood plywood industry?
Mr. CoNiNoR. Senator, there has been a very considerable reduction
in the number of employees, and also the number, total number, of
plants that are still operating.
Senator KPIIIR. Can you give us the details of both?
Mr. CoNon. Well I am more familiar with the situation in the
Lake States, especially Wisconsin, and there have been 5 plywood
plants closed there in the last 4 years, I would say, and I understand
that for the rest of the association there have been 16 other plants
in hardwood plywood plants in the United States closed.
Senator MAIMN. Excuse me, that is in addition to the four?
Mr. CoNNon. That is in addition to the ones in Wisconsin yes, sir.

Senator KEiR. Do you know the number of employees that were
thus thrown out of work?
Mr. CoNxoR. I don't have that figure, but the ordinary plant would
employ about the same number that we did employ, which was
around 230 and we are now down to 125.
Another thing that has taken place, too, and which is just as effective, has been the reduction in hours of these plants.
Senator KR. We will get to that in a minute. I am first trying
to get the number of employees that have been put out of jobs.
Mr. CONNoR. Yes, sir.

Senator uRui. Apparently there have been about 20 plants employing approximately 230 each?
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Mr. OCxNOxt. That is right./
Senator Ksm. That would be 4,600 or upward of 5,000 employeesI
Mr. CoNNoR. That is right.

Senator KERR. Now of those in operation, do you think that the
reduction of employment in your plant is an example of the industry?
Mr. CoNoit. I think it is.
Senator KERR. In other words, you have laid off something over
half of your employees?
Mr. CoNNOR. That is right, sir.
Senator Kmm. How many plants would you say there are in the
country that you would estimate have had a similar experience?
Mr. Coriou. I would say in the neighborhood of 55-54 or 55.
Senator Kiuw. Then, if they have laid off an average of 125, there

would be anotherSenator MARTzx. Pretty near 7,000.

Senator KER.. Approximately 7,000 employees?

Mr. CoxNon. That is approximately right.
Senator KzRv. And add that to the other 4,600 makes 11,500, we
will say.
Now, of the remaining employees, what has been the average reduction in the time employed? Number of hours?
Mr. CoNNOR. On a percentage basis?

Senator KRm. Yes.
Mr. CONo. I would estimate that they are running on an average
of 20 percent less in hours.
Senator Kimm. In other words, running at about 80 percent of
hours that they would be working otherwise, or had been working?
Mr. CozoR. That is correct, sir. The remaining employees in
these plants are working on a reduced hourly basis.
Senator Kzrm. Now are these remaining 6,000 employees and the
11,000 that have been laid off, are they consumers?
fr. CoizoR. Consumers?
Senator KuPm. Yes.
Mr. CoNNoR. Of hardwood plywood?
Senator Komw. No, no.
Mr. CONOR. Yes, sir; they are.
Senator Kw. They are consumers
Mr. CoNNoR. That is very true.
Senator KFR'. Their ability to provide the necessities or the things
they want to consume has been somewhat curtailed?
Mr. oCoNNoR. Very much so, sir.
Senator Ki=n. Now then, Tou referred here to the fact that after
a hearing before the iariff Commission and a finding by the Comnission, the President could either ignore it or reject it arbitrarily.
Mr. CoNNqOR.' Yes, sir.
Senator KERR. Who has the burden before the Tariff Commisison of
establishing facts which show injury before the Tariff Commission
is authorized to make a recommendation for relief
Mr. CONNOR. The injured industry.
Senator KERR. The injured industry?
Mr. CONNOR. Yes, sir.

Senator Kum. In other words, the injured industry under the law

must assume the burden of proving injury before the Tariff Commis-
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sion, before the Tariff Commission is authorized to make a recom-

mendation for relief
Mr. CoxNoR. That is right.

Senator KFIR. Now, does the President have any burden of showing
that the Commission was wrong in finding injury before he is permitted under the law to reject or ignore that recommendation?
Mr. CONNOR. None that I know of, sir.
Senator KERry. Is the industry even permitted to appear befor" the
President to sustain the findings of the Tariff Commission?
Mr. CoNon. I don't believe th-at they are, sir.
Senator Krmn. In other words, under the procedures set up an. industry has to assume the burden of establishing the injury_ before
it can get a recommendation out of the Tariff Commission?
Mr. VowNoN. That is correct, sir.
Senator KERR. But then under the law and the practice, the President can disregard or reject that, without any finding of fact or basis
insofar as his explanation is concerned?
Mr. CoNNoR. That is correct.
Senator Kniun. Now, in his findings or in the investigations before
the Commission, the industry claiming injury seeks to validate that
claim by showing of economic injury?
Mr. Coxwon. That is right.
Senator KEIR. And regardless of the degree to which they succeed
in showing economic injury, the recommendation of the Tairiff Commission to relieve that injury can be rejected by considerations other
than economic t
Mr. CoNNon. That is possible, sir.
Senator KERR. So f r as that is concerned, without any reason
at all?
Mr. CONNOR. That is correct, sir.
Senator KERR. But I recognize that at times the Executive ignores
a recommendation which was founded upon the establishment of
economic injury on the ground that political consideration or elements
of foreign policy are more compelling than considerations of the
economic welfare of an industry might be.
Mr. CONNOR. That has been our feeling as to the results of the case
that we had before the Commissioner, sir.
Senator KRn, Isn't that the mostV-that is the most charitable explanation that could be made for the action of the Executive; isn't it I
Mr. CONNOR. That is certainly one of them, sir.
Senator KERR. Do you know of any others except just arbitrary
action?
Mr. CoNNoR. Well, I think that no doubt that has more influence on
I
his action than any other.
Senator KERR. I asume that is the basis of his rejection or ignoring
of the recommendation, that he feels that there are considerations in
the field of foreign policy more compelling than the considerations in
the economic field of an injured industry.
Mr. CONNOR. I think that is correct. That is why I mentioned in
my offhand remark here the fact that it is a little difficult for a small
industry like ours to understand how we can be worked into the
position of being considered expendable.
Senator KR. In other words, it leaves the affected industry, which
is definitely injured, and whose plight is not corrected, with the
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conviction that they have been sacrificed on the altar of somebody's
concept of what a foreign policy ought to be?
Mr. CONxon. That is the feeling in our industry at the present
time, sir.
Senator Kmuy. Let's go back to the fact that the employees you
did have and the employees you now have, operating at less than a
hundred percent time factor, being consumers, there is a way that
you can meet foregin competition isn't there I
Mr. CONNOR. Not at our present labor rates.
Senator KuRR. I understand.
If you could pay labor the same as it is paid in Japan than you could
meet their competition; couldn't you?
Mr. CONNOR. I have said that I am in favor of free trade with any
nations that has the same minimum wage laws that we have in the
United States.
Senator KEnR. Well, I will say to you that you are more liberal in
your viewpoint there than I am.
I don't even go that far. But let's hold ourselves now to the question
at hand.
If you could employ laborers at the same rate per hour as they
worked in the factories that constitute your chief competition, you
could either compete with them or be in a lot better position to compete
with them; couldn't you?
Mr. CoNNon. We certainly could. There is no doubt about that.
Senator KERR. Do you know what the Japanese laborer gets?
Mr. CONNOR. In the plywood industry he gets about 11 cents an
hour.
Senator KiEWn. He gets that in Japan; desn't he?
Mr. CONNOR. Yes, sir.
Senator KraR. He sure isn't an American consumer ;is he?
Mr. CoNNOR. Well, I wouldn't say that-Senator KERR. le is not he in America, in the posture of a consumer?
Mr. CONNOR.

No.

Senator KERR. If your employees had to work for 11 cents an hour,
they would not be much of a consumer, would they
Mr. CONNOR. Practically none, sir.
Senator Kpatiz. Practically none.
Mr. CONNOR. No.
Senator KERRi. Consumers then are just people, employees, or professional people or people in some posture in our economy who have
incomes which enable them to buy their requirements in the things
that they desire.
Mr. CONNOR. That is right.
Senator KERR. And their position as a consumer or the degree to
which they are a consumer depends first upon their income and second
upon their desire to spend their income.
Mr. CONNOR. That is right.
Senator KFni. So if we have a. progrmn hero which first brings
about unemployment of people and, secondly, reduces the income of
those who are employed, we are in the process of eliminating consumers; aren't we r
Mr. CONNOR. We very definitely are in the plywood industry.
I have already stated the number of plants that have gone out of
business.
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Senator Krm. Or any industry similarly situated?
Mr. CoNNo. That is correct, sir.
Senator Kmaut. You don't take the position that the plywood idustry is the only one?
Mr. CoNNoR. No; I think there are 60 others, other industries that
have been very seriously affected.
Senator KEWt. And isn't it a fact not only that the injury to the
affected industries is increasing but also that the industries are increasingin numbers who are adversely affected?
Mr. CoNNOR. It is correct, sir.
It is growing very rapidly, especially the last 8 years, I would say,
the last 5 years.
Senator Kuilu. So that itcontinuation and broadening of this programi from the standpoint, of bringing about a more faivorable envii'onment to the encouratgment of imports is it program actually to make
(lisappearing industries out of many Americn industries?
Mr. CoNxon. That is very true. I agree wholeheartedly with that

statement.

KEuII. And the position you take is, not of opposition to
theSenator
programMr.CONwon. :No, sir.
Senator KERR. But of sponsoring remedial legislation that will not
only encourage but compelithe administration of it on a basis that will
leave the benefits to our country, at least equal to the cost to our
country?
Mr. CONNon. That is correct, sir, and I think that some regulation
as to the amount of hardwood plywood, for instance, in our particular
case that could be brought into this country.
Senator Kini. In other words, on the picture before you there is
but one remedy and that is the imposition of quotas I
Mr. CoNwon. That is right, sir.
Our industry does not take the point of view that they want a high
tariff or that they want to cut out all imports. They feel that-but
they do feel that when 52 percent of their total home hardwood plywood market has been absorbed by imports that they have goneSenator KERR. Would you say absorbed or usurped?
Mr. CoNOnt. Usurpedel s probably better.

Senator Knnn. Captured?

Mr. CONNOR. That is probably better. They think it has been
carried a little too far, and that they have suggested going along on
the basis of 15 or 20 percent and sacrificing that part of their home
markets in order to hep the foreign countries on their production.
Senator KnRR. And to help the foreign trade program or the foreign policy of our Government?
Mr. CoNNoR. That is right.
Senator Kjan. You feel that you would be willing to operate under
and in a situation where a part of the domestic market was just
assigned to foreign natior ; that come seeking it?
Mr. CoxNon. That is right. A certain percentage of the previous
year's sales or something of that sort.
Senator KERR. Well, strange as it may seem, as I analyse your position it adds up to this, that you also favor a situation in which the
American producer can have a child's part of the market.
Mr. CoNNOJ. We would like to get part of it back.
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Senator Kvn. Fine. That is all right.
Any other questions I
Senator FLANDRnS. Mr. Connor, I would like to ask 1 or 2 questions.
You spoke of the decrease in the number of plywood plants and the
decrease of employees, you used the phrase "over the last 4 or 5 years."
I would like to be able in some way to segregate the results of our
recession and the results of foreign trade.
Was there a decrease in plywood firms and employees say, up to
1957 or can the assertion be made that this industry is suftering from
a recession aid not fr)m competition?
Mr. Coxxon. I think I stated that during the period of 1951-57
that the consumption of hardwood plywood In the United States increased 89 percent.
Now if the American industry had gotten their fair share of the
new developments many of which they brought about themselves
through their promotion programs, research, and now product developments, if they had gotten their fair share of the increase in the
consumption of hard wood plywood we would not have any problems.
Senator FL.ANDE S. Well, was the Japanese competition serious in

those years 1951 to 1957?

Didit show results, did it result in damage to the industr ?
Mr. CoNon. Oh, it certainly did, sir. The percentage of imports
increased 6,800 percent.
Senator FLANDERS. The question is when did these plants close?
Were they closing in 1957?
Mr. CoNwom. They were closing during-I think most of the plants
that I know, of and am familiar with, closed from the period of 195457, the majority of them and there has been a larger number of them
outside of car own area tiat have closed in 1955, 950, and 1957.
Senator FLAN)ERs. Yes.
Then, definitely they closed during a period of general high production and general high employment?
Mr. CoNNoR. Some of them did, yes.
Senator FLANDMs. Well, that period was one of that type?
Mr. CoNNoR. That is right.
Senator FLANDzRs. I just wanted to make sure that you were not
suffering from recession and that we could be sure that the difficulty
was largely that of foreign competition.
Now are there any plywood exports from here to Japan I
Mr. o6I oiR. None that I know of, sir.
I
Senator FLANDERS. I have been told that there was a considerable
export of softwood plywood from the Pacific coast to Japan, used I
suppose, as cores for the hardwood surfacing.
Do you know anything about that?
Mr. CONNOR. I don't know that there is any plywood such as you
are referring to shipped to Japan to be used for manufacturing there.
Senator FLANDERS. You don't know about that?
Mr. CoN n, No, sir; I do not.
Senator FLANDERS. i have had it intimated that there was a little
difference of point of view between the hardwood plywood people
and the softwood plywood people from that standpoint
But you don't know about that?
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The only thing I do know about that angle of it is

that the softwood plywood is used largely for other purposes than our

hardwood plywood
Senator JLAN)I tS.

Do you use softwood coreI
Mr. CoNNoit. No. We use hardwood core.
Senator FiANi its. You use hardwood throughout?
Mr. CoN-Net. Hard wood throughout, yes, sir.
Senator FLANDxIns. I was interested in your reasons for not applying
again. One which seems to mne to he a reasonable reason is that you
don't want to apply to the Tarilf Commission again until you know
what the law is, that seems a reasonable reason.
Mr. CoNNoR. Yes, sir.
Senator FLANDERs. It seems to me, if you will permit my saying so,
to be an unreasonable reason that you sTiould not apply again where
damage is more clearly shown, that you should hesitate to apply because you have been unsuccessful before.
It would be my advice that you try again and try again and try
again, and I think you will have congressional support for doing it.
Mr. CONNOR. WellSenator Ku nl. If lie is still alive.
Mr. CoNNoR. If we can live through it.
But actually reviewing the results of the cases that have come up,
the odds against getting any relief are so great and I believe also that
you will find just in the case that was brought out here this morning
of the clothespin situation, they went through the mill, they won their
case, and then instead of getting a quota they finally ended up with a
tariff which has not done any good for them at all.
Senator FLyDEns. I am quite familiar with the clothespin situation. I have appear before the Tariff Commission on behalf of clothespin manufacturers and my advice to you is that you continue to present
your case wherever there is additional information that you can bring
toit.
In fact, I am a little bit disappointed in youMr. CONNOR. I am sorry to hear that.
Senator FLAwDmcIts. To tell you the truth. You can get more support
if you keep on fighting than if you throw up your hands and say
"It is no use."
Mr. CHAIRMAN. I am greatly concerned about the notion that the
prosperity and success of the world depends, of necessity, on handicapping American industry. That is what it seems to me, at times,
that the point of view of the State Department figures down to.
I would like to find us some line of development of international
policy in which the whole world moved up together instead of making
it necessary for us to move down in order for the rest of the world
to move up.
I am quite sure we can find means of moving up together. And
then there is the added case in which both the clothespin industry and
the plywood industry resemble each other in that they are both small
industries, and they are unadaptable industries.
The machinery that the plywood manufacturer uses cannot be used
for anything else.
Mr. CoNNoR. That is correct, sir.
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Senator FLI
4AM.s, The machinery that the clothespilinnifiafacturer uses cannot be used for anything else alnd when the iiry observttion is made that manufacturers iiilrd should shift to other production,
they
have toThlat
go out of
business first.
Wr
Cor~wort.
right.
Senator
F.Alhants. isExcuse
me, Mr. Chairman, I am making a
speech.

Senator IRR.And

a good one.

Senator FLANmDaPs. But the fact that they are small industries seems

to ine has some bearing: because we want to talk out of both sides of

our mouth about small industries, we talked out of one side of it yesterday, III otlir vote yesterday, titIl we want, to be Ile to talk out of
the other side, I think, as well when it comes to both plywood and
clothespins.
Mr. CONNOR. I certaitinly agree with that.
I thinc another interesting observation is that with the woodworking industries that very often, in fact, il HMost Cases they 11e located
in small communities-Senator FLANDERs. That, is right.
Mr. CONNoi . And for anyone to say that, as you have )ohited out
the plywood plant is closed ind they are going to go to work elsewhere,
it does not work out so well in the case of the woodworking plants.
Senator FTANDInis. T may say that o cl(othespin manuifact urer in
my home State has hedged on'the perils of his industry by canning
corn in summer, but he can't use his clothespin machinery.
Mr. CONNor. No, that is for sure.
Senator FLANDvms. That is all, Mr. Chairman.
Thank you.
Senator Krnir. Senator Douglas?
Senator DouOrLAs. Mr. Connor, T think you made a very good statement. There is just one question that I should like to ask and directed
to the general points you touch on at the bottom of psige 5.
This is the last paragraph where you state:
"The Administration has not demonstrated the need for a five-year
period. Testimony shows that the authority to adjust duties in relation to European Common Market and Customs Union will not be
needed until 1963,"
I wondered what the line of reasoning was which led you to say
that?
Mr. CoNNoR. Well, only that it was our understanding that the
European Common Market, so called, would not be in full operation
until 1963.
Senator DouGLAs. Well, it is in operation now.
Mr. Co NoR. Not, as I understand it, now I am not an authority
on that particular angle of it but it was my understanding that it
would not be in full operation until 1963.
Senator DouoaLs. Well, the common market is in full operation now
with six countries, member countries.
The aim is over a 12 to 15-year period to abolish all duties between
these countries. This is divided into 3 periods of 4 to 5 years each,
and the first of these periods, during the first of these periods the
tariffs are to be reduced by 30 percent.
But this is not necessarily postponed until the end of the 5-year
period.
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This can )eat the rate of 5 or 6 percent each year. In fact, as I
Understand it that is when I visited there, and therefore, according
to my understanding it is that the reductions in Europe may begin
next *year,and as they, as the tariffs, betwe(ni the six nations in ]Europe
are reduced even though tariffs against the outside world including
ourselves, are not increased, that puts the American exporter at, a
differential advantage because his tariff is staying up while the other
tariffs are going down.
Therefore countries such as Germany will be getting a greater share
of the European market as compared to our people.
Is there any representative of the State ])epartment here?
May I ask if my understanding is 'orrect?
Would you identify yourself for the record?
Mr. Lcv]ji. Herbert Levin, Office of International Trade.
Senator I)OUeILAm. Do 1 understand therefore that the decreases in
tariffs of the common market are not to be postponed until the end
of their 5-year period but they can be continuous during that 5-year
l)eriod, an I right on that
Mr. L1EVIN. With certain limitations that, is correct.
Senator IoUoAs. Thank you, sir.
Well, that was the point 1 wanted to bring out, Mr. Connor, because
I have recognized that others have made this statement before you
and I was not here and for one reason did not cross-examine them
when they spoke up and I wanted to have the record clear on that
point.
i t is a ve(,ry able statement that you made.
Senator krout. Is the witness back there named Levin?
Mr. LivIN. Yes, sir.
Senator l(iut. How many tariffs in the.-what do you call it--the
European economic community, have b(n determined
I would not be prepared to answer that at the moment,
Mr. LVwv.
sir.
Senator Kmut. Are you prepared to tell us that a single one has?
Mr. Lvvwx. I would not be prepared to say either way, sir, without
checking.
Senator Krim. If you are not prepared to say either way, then you
are not prepared to say that there has been a single one of them
agreed on.
Mr. Luvix. I said that what the Senator had stated as a principle
was correct as a principle with certain exceptions.
I am not prepared to testify, sir, about the rates and what is actually
going to occur.
Senator KPmu. Well, you did testify. Did you do it without
0
knowledge?
Mr. Lvxit. Within the limit of the Senator's question to me, I
stated it was my belief that that was correct.
Your question goes a bit further, Senator, and I would not want
to misinform you on it.
Senator KY.IR. I do not want you to misinform me-if you don't
know of any I want you to tell me.
Mr. Ivmw. I don't know of any specific rates; that is correct.
Senator KRmt. You don't know of a single specific rate that has
been agreed on to be effective in the European economic community?
Mr. LPviN. That is correct.
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Senator 1miu. Senator Williams?

Senator DoVOLAS. Have you finished, Senator?

Senator Kta. Yes.
Senator Douqixs. May I make a statement?

The so-called common market was only formally organized as I
remember it on the first of January.
It has therefore had only 6 months to get under way, and I do not
thhlk it would normally be expected that you would get decreases in

the first 0 months.
All I was attempting to do was to point out that the 80-per.

cent reduction in tariffs which is directed to occur during the first 5
years need not be concentrated at the end of the period and indeed
it is not contemplated that it should be concentrated at the end of
the period but that it should be a gradual reduction of approximately
5 percent per year, and it is for this reason I think the administration
asked for a 5-year program and could reduce our programs at the rate
of 5 percent per year reciprocally.
I simply mention that in order to clarify the position. I think Mr.
Levin's statement as I understand them are correct and made in good
temper.
Senator Kmm. I want to say that my information is that there have
not only been no tariffs agreed on in the European economic market
but there is grave doubt as to whether or not their program will be
implemented within the 5 years, and certainly it seems to me like
permitting a speculative tail to wag a dog of reality to talk about our
needing to extend this program 5 years to negotiate tariffs with an
identity which is neither in official existence nor with reference to
which is there any firm basis of believing that it will be in finn existence, with a tariff structure applicable with reference to which negotiations could be had.
Senator DOUGLAS. May I say, if it is appropriate to reply to this,
that if the European countries do not go into this agreement then we
will not need to make the same concessions we otherwise would.
So that could be handled administratively.
So far as the actual existence of the Common Market, it is there
administratively, it is built on a model of the Coal and Steel Community which has had its headquarters at Luxembourg at which I visited
in December and saw its physical form.
The structure is fundamentally the same for the Coal and Steel Community, for the Common Market and for Euratom, namely an administrative council with 1 member from each of the 6 nations, a, legislative body drawn from the parliaments, a supreme court which is
common fgr all of the agencies, and advisory committees of industry
and labor.
The Coal and Steel Community has finished its work and under it all
tariffs have been abolished in coal and steel so that there are no tariffs
on these goods which flow across national lines. That is an achievement which has already been attained.
It is true that the recent change of government in France has introduced some notes of uncertainty as to what the future policy of
that country is going to be, but it has been an affirmation from General
De Gaulle and his Prime Minister that they intend to go through with
it.
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So that it would seem to me that the existence of the Common Market cannot be brushed aside as summarily as some have done and it is
a factor we need to take into consideration not merely 5 years from
now but continuously from now on.
Senator Kum. It is not an identity that can be brushed aside because it is not an identity.
It does not even exist. It has a legislative body and has no power
to legislate and it has not legislated, so what would a court adjudicate
with reference to laws that a legislative body that does not exist has
not even considered, let alone legislated?

Senator DoUULAS. Senator I suggest we both take an excursion at
our own expense abroad and visit the headquarters of the Common
Market and of the Coal and Steel Community, and, even though the
doubting Thomasos may question its existence, you can put your
finger on the body and find that the body has substance, and possibly
you may find a nail wound or two to coiiplete the analogy.
Senator Kiciat. I would be just as disiiterested in taking the trip
for myself as I would be in prescribing whether or not the Senator
took it.
Senator I)ouoaAs. I cannot think of a more charming companion
than the Senator from Oklahoma when he is in his lighter moods and
I would be very glad to travel with him provided it is understood that
we only discuss the tariffs 20 minutes a day.
Senator Kn(ntu. That part of it would be bearable but taking it at
our own expense-I want to tell you that would be a matter that would
require tle gravest consideration. [Laughter.]
Senator DouLAs. It would require grave consideration on my part,
although I do not think it would be as-heavy a relative burden on the
Senator from Oklahoma.
But the pleasure of the company of the Senator from Oklahoma
would be so great that I would be willing to incur even that burden.
Senator KiFn. You are not offering to assist the Senator in taking
that tripI
Senator DoUGLAs. I am not going to assist you. [Laughter.]
Senator KPijt. I know you would not do that.
Senator DOUGLAS. I am not going to rob Paul in order to pay Peter.
Senator Knmt. I believe you stated there would be a limit to what
a Senator should do for another or do for himself, and the contemplated trip would not come within that limit.
Senator DOUGLAS. I merely want, to say if the Senator wants to
go abroad at his own expenseSenator WILLIAMS. While you two are traveling, could I ask a
couple of questions of the witness? [Laughter.]
SenatorKiu. Senator, I had thought that the Senator from Oklahoma had tried to'put himself in the posture of niot traveling.
Senator WILLIAMS. I see.
I just wanted to know for the record how many plants did you say,
private plants, had been closed since 1951?
Mr. Coxion. Sixteen outside of our own district and five within
our district.
Senator WzLiAms. That is 21 total?
Mr. CoNNoR. Yes, sir.
2762--18--pt. 2-82
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Senator WIUIAMS. What is the average investment, would you
say, in each of those plants, that is including the plant and the
machinery represented?
It is pretty hard to average
Mr. CoNxon. Plant and riachinery
something of that kind but I would say at least a half million dollars.
Senator' WILLIAMS. IS that plant or the machinery of any use
whatever if the industry is not put in a position where it can resume
operations?
Can it be converted for any other purposes?
Mr. CONNOR. Of l)roductionV
Senator WLTIAMS. Yes.
Mr. CoNwor. No, sir. None that I know of.
Senator WIITIAmS. And it is of no use at all, unless it can be producing the production for which it was intended?
Mr. CoNoR. I would say at least 90 percent of it is machinery
that is especially made for the production of plywood and veneer.
Senator Wil'I.AMs. That was my understanding.
Mr. CONNOR. Yes.
Senator WILIAmS. There is no further question.
Thank you.
Senator KERR. The committee will recess until 9: 45 in the morning.
(By direction of the chairman, the following is made a part of the
record:)
TIIm RISDON MANUFACTURIINO

(O.,

Naugatuek, Oonn., June 25, 1958.
Senator HARY 14. BYRD,
Chairman, Senate Finance Oornmittee,

United States Seinate,
Washington, D. 0.
DIOAt SINATOn BYRI): For the future well-being of our country, and as an

immediate check to growing unemployment, Is is essential that our International
trlde policies be restored to the determination of the Congress. The present
condition, in which the President and the State Department are making and
administering trade agreements without the consent of those elected to protect
our interests, is not a democratic procedure.
Many of my friends in Connecticut Industries hope that hearings now being
conducted will result in a complete overhaul of our trade policies to restore
their determination to Congress. They Joint me in urging your support of
measures which will protect our home enterprise and our economy from the
onsulaught of importations which are practically unlimited and unchecked.
Senator Strom Thurmond has introduced an amendment to H. R. 12501, the
Mills bill, recently passed by the House. Senator Thurmond's amendment deserves the support of your committee to restore congressional control to our
international trade negotiations, and to assure protection to American Industry,
not only in the present recession, but for the strength of our country at all
times.
Respectfully yours,
S. L. HOTCHKISS,
Sales Manager, Wire Goods Division.

RHODE ISLAND TEXTILE AsSOCIATION,
Providence,R. I., June 6, 1958.

Hon. HARRY FLOOD Ryan,
Chairman,Senate Pinance Committee,
United States Senate,
Washington, D. C.
My DEAR SENATOR BYM: Your bonorable committee has before it at the moment, H. R. 12591, the so-called Mills bill which has passed the House and on
which your committee is holding hearings.
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The Honorable Strom Thurmond has introduced an amendment to this bill
which, in our opinion, corrects some of the faults of the bill as it passed the
House.
It is our belief that if the Mills bill is passed by the Senate in its present form
It will do great damage to the textile industry, South' ad North, as well as to
many other industries which are vulnerable to competition from foreign lands
where living and wage standards are far below ours and approach the level
of slave labor as compared to our standards.
Further, the Mills bill would continue present policies as regards international
trade over into another Congress and another administration, thereby tying
the hands of a Congress yet to be convened and a President yet to be elected.
It would seem to us that continuation of the Trade Agreements Act for 2
years, as provided in Senator Tburmond's amendment, and the return to Congress
(f the right to determine whether or rnt the recommendations of the Tariff
Commission should prevail, would be in the best interests of our great country
and the recession-hit industries which furnish so many thousands of Jobs to
Americnns.
We are sending copies of this letter to Senators Green and Pastore and also
to Senator Thurmond, the author of the amendment.
lteHspectfully yours,
EMERSON M. BULLARD, President.
MONSANTO CimMCAL Co.,

Washington, D. 0., June 27, 1958.
HaIL HARRY F. BYRD,
United States Senate, Washington, ). 0.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: I am a native as well as a resident of the Stote of
Virginia and as one of your constituents am writing to urge that you give consideration to Senator Thurmond's amendment to 11. R. 12591. This amendment
would as you know, (1) cut down the 5-year period to 2 years, and (2)
restore congressional authority which would mean a Tariff Commission recommendation wot,'d become effective unless the President obtained a majority of
both Houses of Congress in support of his proposed veto.
There are no arguments, in my opinion, that would justify an extension of the
Trade Agreements Act for 5 years, together with a possible reduction of 2.5 percent in tariffs on any given product. With the unsettled conditions both at howve
and abroad, it seems to me it would be the part of wisdom to extend the act for
only 2 years and at that time make the necessary decision for a possible further
extension.
The restoration of congressional authority would still permit the President to
explain to both Houses of Congress the necessity for supporting his veto. This
should take care of any situation in which the President felt there were overriding reasons for Congress to follow his leadership.
Your consideration of Senator Thurmond's amendment would be appreciated.
Respectfully yours,
EDWARD W. GAMBLE, Jr.
DETREX CHEMICAL INDUSTRIEcs, INc.,

Detroit,Mich., June 26,1958.
Ie: Our approval of Thurmond amendment to H. R. 12591.
(:Iiir opposition to H. It. 12591 (House passed) Mills bill.
Ho. HARRY F. BYRD,
Senate PinanceCommittee,
Senate Ofice Building, Washington, . 0.
DEAR SENATOR BYRD: It is our understanding the Finance Committee is conducting hearings on the above two proposals. We feel the adoption of the Thurmond amendment will apply some commonsense control to this whole foreign
trade issue and will provide to a degree, some safeguard for both our domestic
industry and labor.
We anre. opposed to ff. R. 12591 (House passed) Mills bill in its present form
for this would continue to give the PresidentaithdiMy, under which we have
beeh unable to obtain necessary relief recently, and will further continue to
Injure segments of our industry already hurt by heavy low-cost imports.
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At present, we are being very adversely affected In the manufacture and sale

of out' cmihal prodc|tm, parthcuarly, tichl-rctsylete.

I owVco(1n imports into

the rapid erosion of the mianufacturo of tWis chemical

Ilk

tile United Staitof of this product to rapidly increasing, shipments thereof in 1907
lneri'.sed Miwp'eolt over 10110!- -rcaIu19 an 0t41t high in 11)57 of 86 million
pounilm imported, The Itnevitable iesults If the MIM4 bill In enacted, will lead to
the United Strtes.

Thin product is of vital imlportanco to the United States tduistry and to the
eonoinie strength of the United Sl rates, for 100 percent of this product was on
rigid government allocation during World War It.
wo Iwo unvAhle to compete with there low-comt hopnprts beialso of tih many
controls Imposed ultom our doluestic industry which are the very essence of our
economy, such as M1nimunm wage laws; obligatory collective bargaining;
Federal TIrade Coxumislon regulations; higher costs of raw nat;erials, etc.

We

would appreciate whatever assistance you may be able to give for the adoptloii
of the T hurmiond amendment and the defeat of It. It. 1251 in its present form.
. . ArLISON, Secretary.
Yours very truly,
A'rLANTM Ifrtqnu Co0,
Atlanta, Oa., June 26, 1048.

lion. h[AR Y'F. livan,
Ctirh'men, mtsnalm rimtiev Votwiteittrc,
$emole, 0jf'e 10luitu, W1ahilon, 1). 07.
I write as chairman of the bmrd of Atlantic Steel Co.
l)MAN $S1AWr Iv:
of Atlanta, Ga., and I appreciate very much tei Invitation to appear before
your conimttt to testify on tho reciprocal trades bill, In reading your telegram and in discussing the subject with Senator Talmadge, I realize that
your committee is htvily pressed for time.
After due consideratiou, I feel that the Interest of our company and Its
employees will be adequately served by this letter. Hence, I will not appear
In Iurson, but do request you to consider this letter and make It part of these
hearings.
We are unalterably opposed to the bill an passed by the Hlouse. A major
lurt of our business is in the manufacture and sale of wire and wire products,
i cluding items such as barbed wire, fence, nails, reinforcing bars, etc. Rapidly

we are being forced out of all four of these large segments of our businessdue Iargely to the competition of similar foreign items In our markets.
On March 12, 1058, I presented our ease in a statement before the House
Ways and Means Committee when this legislation was before it. I am enclosing a copy of that statement because conditions have not changed, and I sinceuely believe that this will prove of interest to your committee. Will you
please consider having it become part of your hearings ?
chairman.
R. S. LxNo,
Most sincerely,
My name Is Robert S. Lynch. I am chairman of the board of Atlantic Steel
Co., Atlanta, Ga. We are seriously injured by foreign imports. Our stockholders are suffering-the company having skipped its dividend for the first
tine since the depth of the depression. Our employees are suffering-one-third
of them having been laid off from work. Our predicament, and that of many
in steel and other Industries, is caused by deliberate action of Congress through
Its trade agreements legislation. Hence, we must look to Congress for relief.
Atlantic Steel makes a variety of small steel and wire products. We are comparatively small business. Our plant is located in the heart of an area of
great growth, served by us since 1901. After World War It we analyzed
regional prospects for steel and determined that, with major improvements,
we could compete with American producers. So, we recently spent $15 million
to moderniae our plant and equipment, reasonably expecting to share in these
markets. To our complete shock, however, we find ourselves rapidly being
closed out of then, even though our prices fully meet American competition.
They are now being taken, consistently and increasingly each year, by foreign
producers.
Foreign imports were no major problem to us until about 1954, but since
then our experience, coupled with knowledge of what imports have done to
industries stricken earlier than we, gives cause for much justifiable alarm.
The extent is shown by the following examples: In 1957 our sales of fence
were 72 percent below our fence sales In 1953, and sales of nails had dropped
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Our 1057 sales of barbed wire wore 84 poreent below those In

1933, aild 1957 sales of reinforcing barn were 40 percent below 1958. However,
during thip period imports of these items Into our area rose as font as the

mpoed of our lofises.

~Th us, In 195)7 imports of foreign fence were 000 percent

wire Imports were up 412 percent in 1967, and reinforcing barn were. 1M percent

more than 1953. These figures provide an accurate, not theoretical, comparison
of ei actual situntion, ihowing our actual losses and the import figures showing
who have benefited directly by our losses,
Those who urge for free trade will arguo that import tonnago of certain
steels in 1957 was no higher than in 1050 and hence the spiraling trend bat
leveled off. This is far from the case. In 1957, and thus far in 1958, the
entire American market for steel in down. Our plants now operate at only
5i3 percent of capacity. Sales of domestic steel are down tremendously, while
stool imports have not dimrinihed. On the 'contrary, many imported items have
increased substantially, despite reduced American demand for steel.
Atlantic Steel is not the only steel company in the foreign-lmport vise. In
fact almost the only companies free from it are those who markets have not
yet Ieen reached by the foreign producers, or because they make items which
are not yet being sent over here in large quantities. But their time will come,
too. Unless this trend of Steel imports is sharply turned by Congress, it is
only a matter of time before every American producer, regardless of where
located, will suffer, The problem becomes more acute, and more permanent,
each year, By paying their labor only 10 percent to 25 percent an much as we
pay ours, and with lower cost raw materials, foreign producers make topquality steel at a fraction of our cost. Because of much lower costs they can
always have lower prices. And, since the lowest price gets the order for similar
steel, foreign competitors are sure to take the American markets, as long as
they are permitted to do so. The situation deserves your close attentlc.
Let us see how it is developing. Serious injury from steel imports was finrt
felt in the Southeastern States. The foreign producers have been both intelligent and subtle in their approach, and in timing their entry into American markets. They have moved into carefully chosen areas, so as to create, the least
awareness and reaction from the steel industry. But wherever they have come,
they have taken what they wanted. From the south Atlantic ports, foreign
steel has spread until it is now a serious and growing problem In the areas
served by the gulf ports, the north Atlantic ports and those up the Misiippi.
Also imports of steel are up 88 percent in 4 years on the west coast. The problem will soon be nationwide, particularly when the St. Lawrence seaway is
open. Then Pittsburgh, Cleveland, Chicago, Detroit, and other industrial centers affected by the seaway will feel what others of us feel now,
Not only will this problem cover the entire Nation but it will also cover most
of the products in most segments of the industry. In these first years, the
foreign producers have used their vast cost advantage to send smaller steel
products. The speed of growth and the trend are clearly shown by the percentages as to specific products referred to above. However, they are now increasing their shipments of large items; shapes, plates, ple, etc. And by
underpricing, they will take those markets, too. Thus, in 1957 the amount of
plate imported was about 1,200 percent higher than in 1954; structural shapes
were up 58 percent, pilings up 1,600 percent, and pipe and tubing were up
255 percent in 1957 as compared with imports in 1954. True, these imports do
not yet amount to a vast part of the whole market for these large items, but
the trend as to them is following the pattern of the smaller items. It In not a
question of "f" but "when." Since a' mill to make large Items costs many
times more than a mill for small items, limitation of capital has chiefly limited
the scope and speed of imports of large steel items. However, the immense
profits from sales of small items over here, when coupled with their government subsidies and with little or no income tax, will provide the foreign producers the capital for the large items. Before long, major phases of the steel
industry, just as a growing number of other important industries, will be fighting for survival.
In considering the motivation of these imports, note that many imported items
do not come by chance, nor are they standard products distributed in the course
of normal business. They have been designed and manufactured solely in order
that they can enter and take our markets. For an example in our industry,
barbed wire is an item scarcely used outside the United States-but foreign
producers have recently begun to make it and send it here in growing quanti-
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ties, so that about two-thirds of the American barbed wire market is already
in their hands. Foreign competitors treat many items in many industries
similarly.
The general trend is bound to deter further expansion of American steel capacity. The immense capital for new capacity cannot be justified without 10-to-20i.
year prospects of good demand and fair prices for domestic steel. Though the
long-range outlook for American steel needs is bright, confidence in prices is
lacking--largely because of import trends, Free trade proponents will argue expansion is continuing, based on the fact that the industry has plans to spend $1
billion this year. Do not be misled. The expansion in 1957 was almost twice
this amount, and most of 1908 spending will be for repairs and replacements-little for new plant. Unless Congress turns the tide, there will be little more
domestic expanion, and much of the steel fr oem- futime industrial growth will
come from foreign sources.
Others will argue that Congress should not yet concern Itself with imported
steel (1) because some large mills have maeo good profits in recent years, and
(2) because our export tonnage is still much greater than import tonnage. They
will provide statistics showing many man-hours of work and much dollarvolume of income which come to us from steel exports, concluding that by lhniting imports In order to fairly protect domestic industries, the direct result will
be to lay off the workers who produce exports and to cut off our Income. Such
arguments ignore the real point. It Is of much national Importance that our
steel mills prosper, because when they cease to do so they will either retrench
or liquidate. Or, maybe the mills will be moved overseas where great profits are
virtually assured them,
It Is also of much national importance that we always have a sizable surplus
of exported steel over imports. Our steel industry must at all times be unequally
strong, and to be so the United States must be the stel suppliers for as much of
the world as possible. The more of the world which needs our steel, the stronger
our mills and our Nation will be. In this connection, let us realize that our steel
exports are large now only because overseas buyers today have no choice other
than to buy various Items from us at prices determined largely by our high wages.
And let us also face the certain fact that the minute that foreign mills can supply
the Items which we now export, American industry will lose those overseas buyers
and will cease to export, because the foreign prices are sure to be much lower than
ours. The more mills we help build for overseas competitors, the sooner we will
be out of the export business. Stated simply, our exports will be large only so
long as we are the necessary source of purchase.
Statistics often are misleading, and all of them submitted to you must be well
sifted before being used to support legislation as important as that here considered. I learned long ago that a skilled statistician can often clearly prove either
side of any question. In the highly complicated matter of foreign imports, you
cannot sustain a general proposal to give away certain American industries to
foreign competitors purely on the basis of some general statistles which theoretically Indicate that certain other American industries are currently prospering
from exports. Remember that, America must export in order to continue upward
growth. But, to export, our businesses must excel in newness and quality of pro.
ducts because we cannot generally compete in price. However, to have newness
and quality of products we must have constant research, and constant research
cannot be carried on by dying businesses.
Some will argue that Congress should not yet worry about steel imports because
only part of the total Industry is now seriously damaged, indicating that you
should do nothing until mammoth Injury to the vitals of the industry is proved.
This Is a complete and serious fallacy. If currentness of vital injury determines
Con&es' interest in the import problems of basic Industries, this Nation is in
for real trouble. None of us should for a moment forget our situation at the
start of World War II, caused by our failure to have kept strong certain in- '
dustries which were basic to military strength-aluminum, magnesium, synthetic
rubber, chemicals, explosives, optical goods, drugs, etc. Those who were then
our enemies took full advantage of our glaring lack of vigilance and, in one way
and another, saw to it that many of these industries were kept inadequate for our
needed wartime use. On that occasion, our weakness was brought about by the
economic maneuverings of enemies--and we were highly blamable. But how much
more blamable are we today when the jeopardy to our capaicty to produce steel,
chemicals, textiles, oil, etc., Is of our own making-and caused largely by the
considered actions of our own Congress. We might do well to look realistically
at what has been happening to our strength for fighting world war 1II.
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Congress determined, soon after World War II, that it was extremely important to keep the so-called free world strong. And, to do this it placed major
emphasis on our helping to build the industrial capacities of various foreign
countries. As the first step, Congress provided the money (usually as gifts,
though often called loans) to build new plants for them. Our experts were
sent to establish their operations and give them our know-how. Many of us
were encouraged to Invite them over here and to open wide our plants in order
that they could further learn our operating technique, Finally, to assure their
success, Congress empowered the President, through his executive departments,
to make binding contracts whereby the foreign producers could take American
markets at the full expense of our producers. Im practice, the President permits
the State Department, as an arm of our foreign policy, to reduce tariffs and thereby to give away and destroy our businesses in exchange for political concoawdons.
Congress thereby declared, in effect, that Industries so drafted were expendable. Hence, if country A says It would like us better if it had a large textile
industry, the Department can arrange to provide one. It can help provide new
mills, ataff them in key positions and then by tariff relief assure them American
markets. As a result, down goes the American textile Industry. Or, if country
B says it will be our friend provided it can ship us 100,000 barrels of oil a day,
the State Department can, by easing import restrictions, greatly disturb producers in Texas and Oklahoma, wbooe prices must refle-t that they may have as
great drilling expenses for a 40 barrel-a-day well as is had for a 10,000 barrel-a.
day well in country B. On along the line, the State Department, following Its
own Instinct and whims, can use hop, skip, and jump tactics to cripple and kill
any of our industries it feels like.
Thus, Congress empowers the President to reduce almost any Industry, selected
for the ax by the State Department, to whatever level foreign governmental
pressures might convince the Department. Many businesses have already been
sacrificed. Textiles, oil, small steel and many others today feel the boot on their
necks, and more will soon feel it. Certain industries, because of their immensity
or intricacy or for other reasons, have thus far been immune, but the immune
list shrinks each year as more foreign producers become able to compete with
more of us. This entire situation ls literally unbelievable. It is as though we
were holding a gun at our own head with one hand and digging our grave with
the other.
Congress may have felt that procedures, whereby import sufferers may seek
relief from the Tariff Commission, could and would protect American industries
from extreme hardships. However, the poor results of nearly all who have
sought the Commission have destroyed confidence in it as a worthwhile source
of relief. Thos6 who seek its Pscape clause and peril point shelter find none
and, further, they are unduly delayed many months by the slowness in receiving
decisions. The Commission lost its chance to be materially effective when Congress authorized the President to override Commission decisions and let his departments alone decide whether to back up or turn down an industry in a tariff
fight for survival, In practice, the State Department finds it much easier to
make international friends by acceding to tariff requests from foreign nations.
It operates on the theory that the more of their requests accepted, the more
friends we make. And the more friends so made, the stronger our Nation.
Speaking frankly, this right and use of Presidential veto has reduced the real
value of the Commission to about the same practical extent that the right of
veto by the Russians has reduced the real value of the United Nations.
Undoubtedly, Congress, the President and the State Department are sincere
In their belief (1) that it is to our major interest to keep friendly nations strong,
and (2) that it is all right to sacrifice and destroy our domestic Industries
to do so. To me, such beliefs show a very clear-cut failure to put first things
first. I believe that the first thing of importance to the United States Is the,
strength of the United States Itself---and the strength of any other nations must
definitely be second. It is both unrealistic and foolhardy for us to place first
(or even major) military reliance on industrial capacities located overseas, re.
gardless of whether they are owned or operated by foreigners or Americans.
And, it is equally foolish to dilute our own prime strengths by nourishing those
of others to such extent that we jeopardize our own. In considering this point,
let us face one fact honestly. Our Government has never been really expert or
really accomplished in the field of foreign relations, and we consistently come
out second. But we are the world's greatest expert at being Industrially strong.
Is it wise to place our chief hope for national survival on our talent at the international conference table where we have always been weak? Is it not wiser to
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devote our prilipal attention to thome fields where we have always been strong
and which, It properly developed, tan asmure our continued (1xi4tee?

Nothing in fi world today Is moro signflt(At to the UTilted States than the

threat of tumnunisin, to lot ts not be tt all mistaken about tMoi. The (oinntulista are tottAl roalists, and by inatlnet they face facts, They understand
people and they tmlerstand history. Th y know the vital value of stayig fntionally strong and lert. They know what they want and are dodleated In
thlfr effort to got it, Thy gobble up all who aro weak or not wise enough to
mailntano
their strength,
otrtl1rmoroo, the (oniumnuNrti mtideritmid Americans
very well, History abows them how ou three mpart te occasons (before World
Wtr T, before World War IT find since World War I) we have casually pernutted ourselves to fall Into secondary position in military strength. They ean
see how little real wisdon we have acquired as a r'iullt of thro bitter wars,
and they vou see the laek of down-to-oarth ronltma that stilt direct our foreign
policy.
So, the Oommunlsts plot our downfall intelligently, They keep themselves
strong, aind simultaneously weaken us however and wherever they can, trying to
bled uN white by encouraging every possible country to put endless pressures on
us for evonome and military aid. it is obvious to them that even we cannot
keep 1 % billion of the world' people materially strong and promporous without
hankrupting ourlveT.
Let um be sensible enough to face tlo fact that If all
of our groat resmourees wore divided equally inmong all the peole of thi free
world, this would not Improve or sumstatn them long-but, it would lave dostroyed us in the process,
Congress must Rive first, soeond, and third consideration to eep this Nation ulnequally strong for war, relying Its far as possible on militarily useful
facilities within our own borders, Put to keep us strong a first step is to make
abolutely certain that our basic military industrios (of which strol is the moat
basie) are strong. (1n this point, all of us should be Impressed by the fnt that
in the last 3 yearn American steel production has not Increased-bt during that
same period foreign production has Increased by nearly 110 percent. Tn 1)53 we
provided nore than 44 percent of the world's total production, but In 1.961 we pro.
vided only 34 porcent-and the trend Is steadily downward. There is more than
statistieal signifleanee to these figures. Our world position In steel Is slipping.
There Is ono point in this problem of the effect of foreign Import that par.
havo no right to confiscate such industry or business without pay. The situanent to select and destroy an Individual industry without compensation, solely
in order to benefit our national foreign policy. It is grossly unfair for any
private Industry to be forced in such manner to be sacrificed for the common
good. If the State Department determines that friendship with a particular
country must be gained by having us import certain goods on terms quite harmful to a partleular domestic industry or business, then the Department should
have no right to confiscate such Industry or business without pay. The situatton is precisely similar to situations involving "eminent domain," whereunder
It the Government takes a person's property for the common good, such person
is compensated fairly from the Government Treasury. There Is, no difference
whatever In principle between an agency of the Government taking private property for a Federal building by eminent domain and an agency of the Government taking private property for our foreign policy by tariff manipulation. In
each instance, the entire Nation receives beneft-hence, In each Instance the
Government Treasury should provide fair compensation. Such an arrangement
would also have a very useful value in that It would Inject the element of practical reallin into these activities of the '1tate Department. The State Department would have to budget Itself and consider the specific dollar price of each
of such purchase of international friendshtp--a situation that does not today
prevail. I ask your careful consideration of the merit and justice of this
In looking to the future, American businesses ought to be told If Congres'
definite Poliey is for foreign productive capacity and employment to be Increased
(even though It causes a drop In domestic production and employment). If this
is to be a long-range policy, some of us In steel and other Industries wish to
know In order that we can carefully consider the possible advantages of transferring our money, machinery and know-how from this country overseas to
build new industries there. In fact, many major American concerns have already
done so, and the number Is growing rapidly. Using low cost labor, these firms
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are making their products overseas and then ship them back Into the domestic
market it prices well below domostl Competition. AN examples, American
firms now make cara oversans and ship theni here to tAke tho markets of boH1o-

mado ears. Amorivan oil companies are producing foreign oil and sending it to

Amnertcm nmarkets, whilo allowables atre being cut drastlcally In Texas and
Oklahona.
The same situation Is true of textiles, farm equipment, electrical appliances
and on down the line-dupilcatod niany times In mrnny Industrie. Let fn mite
a single example, purely to givu an idea of the general meols and direction
of this situation. One 1iropeah country, about half the size of West Virginia,
Is now widely circulurIzlng American firms (and has comnmunicate4 directly
witli us) to set up at business there, It lilsts over 70 American companies which
have estahblishd operntions In the country in the pamt 10 years, stating tbat 18
American companies came in 1957 lone, Think what this means worldwide.
These overseas efforts are bringing the participating American firms great profits,
und are providing employment for countless thousands of foreign workers. The
profit are so attractive that inny such llrms havo changed their former philosophy lnd are now strong "free trade" advoentes. Their changed views, which
are directly related to their pocketbooks, are probably shown clearly by their
testiniony before your commni ttee.
We do not wish to state major problems without suggesting realms for Plution. If Congress agrees that the situation deserves relief, we first suggest that
the Tariff Commission be given the "teeto" necessary to be useful in backing
up qualilied American producers who are suffering from undue foreign imports,
Its decisions miust be given finality, And, quicker decisions, especially in peril.
point cases, must be required. We suggest further that a system of quotas be
established and made known, setting and limiting under definite formulas the
annual volume of particular Imported products. Ifour businesgoe know which
and how much goods foreign producers can bring into this country and over how
long a period, both they and the foreign producers can plan in accordance,
Present indefiniteness Is not helpful to either side. Finally, we suggest that
a just system be established, whereby the Htnte Department may no longer
by import manipulation destroy or cripple, without fair compensation, a particular American industry or business for the common good.
The nature and scope of the future American steel industry Is largely up to
Congress-because Congress can control Imports through ito control of tariffs.
It can neither sidestep nor shirk its position-one which Is of its own creation.
Until Congress makei up Its mind as to tariffa and then fixes the results of Its
decision for a reasonable number of years, American steel producers can chart
no intelligent course for their future. And, let us note very carefully that today
about 5 million Americans are out of work, and cur economists and newspapers
talk much of long-range recession and depression. Remember, we are deliberately building up the productive capacity of the rest of the world, primarily
to leot them share the American market, and we are employing their workers
in great numbers while at the same time our own go Idle and our baoine*smen
become grim as to both present and future Utentlemen, this approach will not
keep America strong-it may not keep it alive.
NATnoN!rA
Hon.ITaY F. ByiD,

CoAL AssocuTiow,

Washington, D. 0., June lit, 1958.

United St6tes Senate,

Washin.gton, D. 0.

SENAToR: The coal industry continues to suffer heavily from eirceslve
imports of foreign oil, both crude and residual. For several years spokesmen
for the Industry have been endeavoring to Impress those in positions of responsibility with the seriousness of the situation. We have endeavored specially to
impress the 0ice of Defense Mobilization with the need for effectuating the
recommendations of the Presidential Advisory Committee on Energy Snpplies
and Resources Policy issued in February 1955, and the need to Implement the
congressional intent in adopting the defense Industries amendment to the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1955.
On May 30, 1958, I wrote to Mr. Gordon Gray, Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization. A copy of that letter and the attachments are enclosed.
DEAR
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Tkhis wAe written Mile Mr. tiray had indicated the col industry had it coin.
lint Pogardlngf the vol011e of regitlel oil Importts biWcAuie of the pet'Tentnie
that;
wm being hnported "in bond," You will note frout the facts mtlipied Mr.
Gray that tie "in bond" sports do not lessen the degree of Injury to t"e domnestic coal and petroleum Industries by the utnrestricted importatonm,

TPhe reovoni muodificatioll by tile dinis~rittlon of its voluntary program oni
oil lprto to include certain ohl products oa ian by.-passed the problenis of tile
eoilt tind dotnestic petroleum industries arisintg fromt lIetorts. The voluntary

roigratn was expanded to Include tfillished gamllne ali oil, The recoinin,-.
at on was that tie imports of these products be kept at present levelsm-not that
thoy bo reduced, Thils actio conmplotely ignored, agali, tileresidual oil Import
situation.
in view of tle attitude of oficis tdaenlsterlng tle voluntary oil iluport

program, wo felt there In no alternative but to Colntillue tile
light for approprttte
cmgreoslonal determination of tan dards for ra llslIcand1doquate limltatIon
on oil llports.erutdo, residual and products, We shall cttinue to urge thot
congressional onaetnment of a inudatory program is the 0nly effOtlO remedy
for tle situation that 11sItlring
the capacity of the dotiestlc energy source
to supply In the Nattion's requirenonts, We hope thtis
actIon will be tuitioby
the CoMngress li conosidering the extension of the Trade Agreements Act now
pending,
. We respectfully solicit your active nssistance tiothe
acconipllshnment of this
objective.
Yous very trulyT
tomt 1'tc nrr,+ ) swotitttt, V~e. Pr-osldcnt.

NATIONAL COAt, AssoIATioN,

WashingtonD, V.,May 1958.
Ditwfor, 0

00 of Dolowe Mo14t*a,

h
tte Oflcflo IMtik
, Washtgto#t, D. (I.
l)nIA MR, GRAY: Supplementing our short conversation of Thursday, May 22,
when we met in the anteroom of the House Ways and Means Committeem, I am
enclosing two copies each of statistical material, which I Indicated I would have
prepared for you.
You raised the question as to the volume of residual fuel oil imports being
brouglat into this country "free of bond." Ior purposes of comparison we have
had prepared a table showing the volume of residual oil Imports, excluding "in
bond," for the years of 194 through 1957 and for the first two months of 1068.
We also show the total domestic production and the total domestic demand for
eah of these periods. ,Other columns show the ratio which residual imports
bore to domestic production under the 1954 formula recommended by the Presidential AdvIsory Committee and the amount by which actual ratios exceed the
1P4 levels.
The lower part of the table shows the Increases In the volume of residual oil
producetl from Imported crude oil, which Is likewise an Important factor in tile
competitive Impact on coal's markets. This is a segment of oil Import competition which Is not generally Included In the consideration of effects which this
competition has on our Industry.
As a vivid example of what current conditions have done to the coal Industry's
production, I am also Including a table showing the bituminous coal production
in the United States from the years 1947 to 1957, with actual production through
May 10, 1Wrl, and an estimate of 1958's production based on best Indexes available at this time.
After a study of these figures, I am sure that you will agree with us that even
with residual "in bond" excluded from the calculations, we still have a very
serious situation facing us in the form of the growing volume of the residual
imports and their effect on the coal Industry.
I trust that If you have any questions regarding this submission, or If you
desire any additional Information, you will feel free to call on me.
Yours very truly,
ToM PICKIITr, 17'wenuti/o Vise President.

THAVJ
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This statement Is filed on behalf of the Hardboard Association, a trade association of domestic hardboard producers, in opposition to H. R. 12591, extending
and broadening the President's authority to enter into trade agreements.
Despite the fact that hardboard %is a wood product by composition and use
competing principally with lumber and plywood, imported hardboard is classified,
administratively, as "pulpboard * ** p late finished," in Tariff Item 1418. Although the original 1930 rate for Tariff Item 1418 was 80 percent ad valorem,

that rate was subsequently reduced in trade agreements to where imported hardboard as presently classified now carries a duty rate of $7.25 per short ton, but
not more than 15 percent ad valorem nor less than 7% percent ad valorem, which
has been estimated to result In an ad valorem equivalent of 8 percent, that 1954

1Hardboard is the generic term for a hard, dense, grainless board, composed of wood,
having high tensile strength andi density, and low water absorption, It Is essentially
reconstituted wood, being wood that has been taken apart and reformed Into large, wide
boards having great utility, i.e. wood made better that will not split, splinter, or crack.
From a aimpie origin In 192h as an American invention of a way to use sawmill slab
waste and edgings, hardboard has become a product of hundreds of uses In all walks of life.
It is widely used in the merchandising and display, transportation, furniture,and millwork,
education, recreation, electronic, and manufacturing fields.
Hardhoard manufacture affords a real opportunity to utilize more fully the tremendous
quantities or wood waste g.neratedannually in his country In lumbering operations and
woodlout. DUring world War II. hardboard became highly essential to the war effort
and literally went to war, virtually the entre domestic hardboard Production being preempted for war uses. Because of this essentiality and utilization of our forest resources,
the Federal Government since World War II has encouraged and fostered in various ways
the development of a large hardboard industry.
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estimate being "based on an estimated average foreign value of 4% cents a
pound." "
Although mindful of the basic objectives of the trade agreements program
the domestic hardboard producers are opposed to -. 1R.12591 which would extend
the W0xecutive's authority to make new agreements for an unprecedented -year
term and grant him exceedingly broad new tariff cutting authority.
Interpreted in light of a typical imported manufactured article, 1. o., hard.
board, the trade agreements program has already resulted in a 78.4 percent reduction in duty ' the reciprocity for such concessions being entirely unknown, A
the same time, although the maintenance of prohibitory tariff rates abroad
lias virtually stifled exports of American hardboard, imports of foreign hardboard
to the United States are at an all time high, imports from principal exporting
country (Sweden) having increased 450 percent in the last 5 years.
Our objections to the bill are threefold:
1. The proposed f-year extension is clearly excessive. In effect, it is an
authority having effect for as many as 10 years, because of its provisions permitting negotiations involving the full -year period of reduction up to the
moment the legislation expires.
Such a lengthy abrogation of congressional control of tariff making authority
to the Executive is particularly obnoxious now. If enacted, Congress will have
placed itself in a position where it cannot consider objectively the nearly completed Tariff Commission's recommendations for correcting anamolous and illogical tariff classifications due next January. If enacted, Congres will be unable
to correct deficiencies iat develop in procedure, to adjust tariff policy in light
of periods of slowing economic activity and growing unemployment, to redefine
import policy in light of national security and agricultural programs requirements, etc. Obviously, Congress should review the trade agreements program
annually or biannually.
2. The proposal to authorize the Elxecutive by negotiation to grant concessions
leading to the lowest duty possible under three alternative approaches.-which
can readily lead to reductions in present reduced tariff rates far in excess of 25
percent
and up to almost 100 percent in many InstanoN-is alarming In Its
reiplica tions,
The 25 percent reduction authority Is grossly excessive in light of their generally being only about 25 percent left of the 190 rates, However, the alternative
authority to reduce any rate by "2 per centum ad valorem below the rate existing
on July 1, 1958" is even more far reaching and is a tremendously broad new
power.
This latter alternative is particularly discriminatory to commodities now subJect to a specific rate or to a combination of rates Including a specific rate.
As applied to such an article as hardboard, which is subject to a combination of rates including a specific rate, this 2 percent provision Is to apply "on the
basis of the ad valorem equivalent of such rate or rates, during a representative
period (whether or not such period Includes July 1, 1958)," which representative period is apparently to be determined by the President.
The extraordinary effect of first converting such a specific rate to an ad
valorem equivalent rate, and second reducing that ad valorem equivalent rate
by 2 percent ad valorem, in accordance with H. R. 12501, without more, can
amount to as much an 57.1 percent reduction In the present reduced duty on a
product ice hardboard.
Where values on imported hardboard can and regularly do vary from different
countries and from different producers in a country-where, for example, Swedlsh hardboard values are as low as 60 percent of Canadian values for the same
Rea atff Commission Report of March 1955 on flardboard, p 27. An estimated average
foreign value of 4 % cents per pound is the equivalent of $88. per 1,000 square feet, of
%;Inch standard hardboard (750 pounds).
The 1030 rate of 30 percent ad valorenm hn been reduced under the program to an
entimo td ad1valorem equivalent of 8 percent (see note 2). or a 78.4 percent reduction.
'Although our reduced ad valorem equivalent rate may be as low as 8 percent, Mexico
imposes aS50-percent ad valorem rate, France and Brazil 30 percent, Venezuela 38 percent
It ly 20 percent, Belgium 24 percent, Canada 21 % percent, and the United Kindom an3
apply import
Ilso
or exchange restrictions to
Cub a 20 perscht. Many of these countries
hardboard
tirted from the United States. See Tariff Commision Report of March 1955
on Hardboard, table 2, p" 81.
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hardbhord .'-tberequired con'ersion from a spoctle rate to tinad valoront
v1ilvilit lt itlevaiu INteiltiai to intijor r tttioitn litltit y of front 10-40
percent. Suih it step Is the equivalent of averaging aplrs and biittllis, flild
is
grossly uifnir to imports from Country A nlid
overly beiicllelal to import from
Coluitry It, Ald, if Cotint1ry
Is iii
, tle tronti result of 11, It, :2flt1 Is
to rttward tlhat dlipitig,'
Then reducing the coliverted rate by nu additional "2 percent ad valorent,"
in acordiiiic wili II, It. 12l1, would be itfurther redletion lin excess of 25
percent ol any id valorent equivalent rate tliat 7i/4 percent or less.
Why a 2 portckit ad valor tin alternative reduction, instead of sonie other or
any such percentage? lit view of the great nurtnber of tariff rates that have
been reduced during the past 24 years to 8 percent ld valoremt or less, this
Iliioctit njmpe ring "'2 porvent ni valoreii" ilteriliative could olilmminte all
ventige of protetloit of such ratep.
Such tilt alteruatitive Is tlielttiiilly iiitonillolim Ill vliv of the liiilltO lack of
beneilmiarks in I. It. 125)1l to guide thie lfteetit l
It exorcli g such powers.
lie Is given no direction, and has unbridled discretion to grant concessions,
without regard to national security considerations, reductions heretofore made,
sensitiventess of tle industry to imports, relative wage rates, conservation of
natural resources, etc. There is not even a benchmark for determining a representative period in converting specific rates to ad valoreni equivalents.
Such standards, the lack of which cannot be cured by the escape clause, are
needed not only to insure constitutionelity, but to avoid individual Industries
being sacrifleed lit furthering our foreign relations and to iake the impact
of tariff concessions fall evenly on our whole economy.
type

8.The proposed amendments to the escape clause are wholly abortive. Such
anuendntents would ironically change the constitutional control of tariffs by
Congress by a majority vote to one that can be exercized only by a two-thirds
vote,
Such an obviously ineffective escape remedy is not cured either by authorizing
itlarger restoration of tariff cocessions, or by authorizing Imposition of Executive established duties oit "free list" comunodities, a highly questionable power
under tite Constitution, in those instances where the Executive decides to follow
an escape clause recommendation of the Tariff Commission. That would have
heretofore aided only 9 Industries in the li-year history of the escape clause.
It would be unpardonable if what was intended to be a workable escape
from individual hardship resulting front trade agreements were to remat a for
3 more years as an enipty, theoretical remedy. We strenuously oppose substitution of the implicit "foreign relations" test for the traditional "serious Injury"
test for escape from improvident concessions.
For these reasons, 1. e., because of the excessive duration, the broadened
novel powers to further reduce present reduced rates, and the absence of a
workable escape clause, the domestic hardboard producers oppose passage of
H. R. 1291.
UNITED STATES SENATE,
-COMMITTER ON INTERSTATE AND FOREIGN COMMERCE,

Won. HARRY F. BYRD,

JYuly 2, 1958.

Senate Ofloe Building,
Wasington, D. ,.
DEAR SENATOR R
BInD: For niany years now (since 1949) both a Senate majority
and I have been convinced that our trade agreements program must be made to
conform with the domestic agricultural policy and farm programs laid down by
the Congress and administered by the Secretary of Agriculture-in other words,
we must write into the trade agreements legislation an effective means of preventing the State Department from so administering the trade agreements program as to interfere with our domestic farni policies and programs.
5In recent years, the volume of imports from Sweden to the United States, as a percent
of all hardboard imports, has grown from less than 10 percent in 19152 to well over 150
percent in 1957. Moreover, suoh Swedish imports have been and are being sold for
extremely low prices in this country, as is evidenced by the August 26, 1954, finding of
dumping with respect to Swedish bardhoard. Such Swedish hardboard is being valued for
duty
as well
as dumping
for as
little
as $19.40
per thousand
feet
d' inch
untreated)
which duty
Iste purposes
compared
to the
$13.75
per thousand
squaresquare
foot ngure
usedin the 1954 ad valorem equivalent
estimate
(see
note
2).
vaiorue
ad
an
from
result
As Swedish values are r-dued, the lower the duty that would
cculvalent.
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If we do not have a prompt and effective mechanism of preventing imports of
agricultural colilnoditiem from Interfering with our various agricultural price
stqpport programs, we put ourselves in the position of trying to support the world
price of agricultural products; or we multiply the cost of programs, designed to
put tile American farner on a par with the Income and earning power of other
segmlents Of tle United states econoliy.
We have had on the statute books, section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment
Act, since ,1935, It was clearly designed to provide for mandatory limitation
on imports at tany time imports threatened or tended to Interfere with a price
support program or iny other farm program administered by tile Secretary of
Agriculture. However, in spite of repeated amendments to strengthen this
statute and to restate the mandate of Congress that the trade agreements be
tlna1e to conform thereto, the statute lhs been continuously honored by the State
Department and the President only In its bresch rather than it, enforcement.

Tthe repeated assurances of both Republican and Demoeratic administrations

that section 22 would be more effectively administered have come to naught.
The time has now come, therefore, when the Congress must so amend the procdural provisions of section 22 and the Trade Agreements Act as to put section
22 entirely under the control of the Secretary of Agriculture..as is the control
of our price support and other farm programs. Only in this fashion can we
prevent circumvention of section 22 by the State Department and the gradual
erosion of the farm policies and programs laid down by Congress.
When the Secretary of Agriculture adilinisters a price support, marketing
agreement or other farm program with respect to an agricultural commodity he
should have parallel authority over both the domestic supply and the Import
supply. If he is in a position to deal effectively with only one source of supply
it is obvious that fis program cannot be effective. Domestic production plus
imports constitutes the overall supply In the domestic market with which the
Secretary must deal. It i self-evident that lie cannot deal effectively with one
without having parallel and simultaneous authority over the other.
Since we have section 22 on the statute books, why do we now need an amendment to the Trade Agreements Extension Act? The answer is, we must have
such an amendment because in spite of the repeated congressional mandates, the
State Department has continued to circumvent the congressional intent expressed
in section 22 and has clearly Indicated its intend of continuing to do so unless
Congress makes it impossible. A little background will be helpful to your committee in considering this problem.
In both 1949 and 1950, the Senate ;rssed amendments which I, along with
other Senators, offered to section 22. These amendments would have transferred
the administration and the fact-finding functions under section 22 from the Tariff
Commission and the President to the Secretary of Agriculture. Also they provided that our domestic farm programs and section 22 should prevail notwithstanding any foreign trade agreement to the contrary.
To refresh your memory in this connection, I am enclosing a copy of a statement I made in support of our amendment before the Senate Agricultural Committee in 1050 and a copy of my statement on the Senate floor In support of this
amendment which was then contained in section 3 of the Commodity Credit
Corporation bill, 1-. R. 65 7. This amendment in 1950 was approved unanimously by the Senate Agricultural Committee and adopted on the Senote floor
without objection. A copy of the amendment appears in Senate Report No. 1375
of the 81st Congress, 2d session, and in H. R. 567 as originally passed by the
Senate.
However, both in 1949 and in 1950 our amendment to section 22 was either
dropped or reversed in conference with the House, based upon assurances of
the State Department and the administration, then In power, that section 22
would be more promptly and effectively administered.
In 1950, on the Senate floor, I moved to reject the conference report because
I was skeptical of these assurances. My motion was lost by a tie vote. which
was broken in favor of the State Department by the then Vice President.
Following that, it 1951 I proposed a similar amendment at the time the
Trade Agreements Act was up for extension and your committee very wisely
recognized the problem and included In section 8 of the Trade Agreemtets Evtension Act of 1051 an amendment to section 22 which was designed to aecomplish my purpose of making the trade agreements program subservient to
our agricultural programs and section 22. But you did not include in amendment improving and expediting the procedure as I had propom-d. Tie amend-
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meant included by your committee, enacted into law by the Congress and signed
by the President, provided as follows,
"(f) No trade agreement or other Inter sitional agreement heretofore or
hereafter entered into by the United States shall be applied In a manner inconsistent with the requirements of this section."
You will recall at that time you and I discussed the matter and we coneluded, in view of the again repeated assurances of the State Department, as to
jitore effective nd more prompt administration of section 22 and assurances
that the trade agroements program would be made to conform to mectlon 22,
that the anwndlent approved by your colmniittee would be itdetjuate,
lit counequencve on the floor I (lid not insist on the balance of my amendment
whii would have transferred complete adnin stration and enitrol over Hection
22 to the Mecetary of Agriculture. However, agaln, tie State )epartment
a urances were not honored.
In view of tihe record up to this point, in 19)518 1, along with other eosponsors,
proposed iinonditlents which would have expedited the procedure of mectloii 22
and would have made the findings of the Tariff Commission final and binding
upon tihe President, At that time, the need for further strengthening and proce.
dural improvement in section 22 was most ably stated by Secretary of Agriculture Benson as follows (taken from the Secretary's statement before the House
Ways and Means Committee during its consideration of It. It.420, the Trade
Agreements 1fxtonsion Act of 1958, pp. 720-428 of the printed record of such
hearings) :
"I rec ntly recommended to the Senate and the Ihouse Agricultural C(oinmittees that the Iteciprocal Trade Agreements Act be extended.
"At the saMie thle I ltdIcated that; Import controls should be provided for
those United States agricultural products which were under price suppop,t, and
recommended that section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 10113 be
strengthened so as to make this possible, Let nie review for you the conditions
that made these recommendations advisable.
"We in Agriculture have in operation, as a consequence of congressional
aetiom, various price-support programs. Many of tle commoditles included In
these price-support and
arketing-order programs atre subject to substantial
import competition. In many cases the price-support level Is substantially above
the world market price, even after allowance for the customs duties assessed
against Imports. When that happens, imports are attracted to this country
from all over the world, including areas whose products would normally be
exported in whole or in part to other countries where they may be badly
needed. But the price-support level in tits country acts like a powerful magnet
to draw these commodities out of their normal flow in International trade.
When we seek to limit the effect of this Influence, we are simply seeking to
diminish or avoid the distortion of trade by the stimulus of an artificial influence, such as a price-support program.
"I am sure the Congress would not enact a statute making mandatory the
support of the world price of agricultural commodities at 90 percent of Amerlcan parity. Yet that Is what the present mandatory supports mean if we do
not have a readily available and effective method of controlling imports of
those commodities or products whose prices are maintained hero above world
levels by price-support or mnarketing-order programns. Our price-support activities, already costly, would become much more expensive.
"In recognition of the fact that a stimulation of imports can impose an intolerable burden on a price-support program, the Congress enacted section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act. This section provides for the Imposition of import
quotas or import fees whenever imports of any agricultural'commodity or
product thereof render or tend to render ineffective or materially Interfere with
any prIce-support or marketing order (or certain other) program. This is permanent legislation.
"Although section 22 was originally enacted in 193, It was very little used.
It calls for investigation by the Tariff Commission after recommendation by the
Secretary of Agriculture. Only 5 such investigations have been instituted in the
past 17 years. Experience has shown that these Investigations are usually
long drawn out and this procedure, has proved to be wholly ineffective to meet
the problem.
"Because of the failure of the executive branch to use section 22 In such a.
manner as to achieve the objectives of its enactment, Congress enacted section
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104 of tho 1)efenso 'roductlon Act, This section applile only to certain fats and
ioils, bitltor, (llem, iiid other dairy products, IsianutN and rice an(I rice products,
0 113013JI111Iit,a
,'itrequires tiiat imports of 1uch cM1n1ioiitih, sall be i m ited to
its the Hocretary of Agriculture finds will not (1) Impair or roedue domestic
production elow ciuro at lvois or swch higlr levels as ilenwsAl ibHirobile; (2)
result In IIn imZinterforo with orderly doinestlc storing and mu rketing; or (3)
lecesay burden or expoedituere under It prLi;l-HupIport |irograin.
I'"ihe control of 'niuiportm under sect. 1 104 is pronliit and efTectl ve, ]1lt it has
beol subjeted t oevere crilliism on the groin that the procedure Is a rbitrary
III fillracter, ind it hls been theo ollre of inuch fraction III Internalilonal rlall 1oit.
It reillt res he
Inll p Iloll of Lo e drustlc iniport, roitrictonl than would be re(1ilrd siply to potoet our lrIlce-support program ms,
'"WO fNOl strongly thait. Co1/gr1ie intended section 22 to be iu,+, mi send (fffesl othor prog'aln, , 1he
ively wlll lver
iu('essaioy to, prote(t I 'rie-ilij|
$4tat.ntory history (illy 34 indlmtes. Section 22 4-,n be midie on effectIve l1t IItnIIt by 'InIprove Illdmingitrittiv e procedlire an3d by sippliclentihg It withb
witthorlty, III en einerglncy, to liiip(me th quotas or iiip'ort fees witbilit lhix lts
Specified~ by the0 5('(tiol, oil aIll interim ntslw* pending die'isonl by le~ Tariff Coul1mils4ion
land
action by the Prshhnt. Ho mtrengthoned, sectlon 22 would assure
tim protection of the Doelrtmient's price-support and other prgrais a gallst
interforotee or nullitication1 by tile dlstortlons in lInternational trade whicl such
programs are Ilkely ,tocreate.
"Purthermiore, under this procedure the Import restrictionhi which are nocSeggary
to protect our price-support programs would be subject to deliberations in which
all parties could be heard rather than being Iposed arbitrarily as is now the
case. This would be in harmony with the policies embodied in the reciprocal
trade agreements.
"The Tariff Commission, at the request of the President, began hearings on
Monday of this week in an effort to expedite action on agricultural commodities
now under price support.
"With the strengthening of section 22 there will be no need for an extension of
section 104. The strengthening of section 22 can be accomplished by expedited
administrative action and by a separate legislative action, I point this out
merely to clarify the fact that extension of the trade agreements for a year,
pursuant to the President's Tequest, need not Impair our price-support operations
nor our protection of them.
"r wish to emphasize that the limitation of imports for commodities inder
price support Is made necessary by our price-support laws,"
Slilhlr statements were made by Secretary Benson earlier In IWO3, mfore
both the House and Senate Committees on agriculture.
When the Trade Agreements lOxtension Act of 1911%was on the Senate floor
for debate, I believe the Senate would have adopted my proposed arnendmentm
to section 22 had not the Secretary of Agriculture and other members of the
current administration assured us that the new administration would more
effectively administer section 22 to prevent trade agreement and Import Interference with our domestic farm programs. In view of these new assurances,
the Senate, In lieu of my proposed amendments adopted an amendment proposed
by Senator Cordon which was finally enacted into law and signed by the
President, providing as follows:
"In any case where the Secretary of Agriculture determines and reports to
the President with regard to any article or articles that a condition exists
requiring emergency treatment, the President may take immediate action under
this Section without av'iating the recommendations of the Tariff Commission,
such action to continue In effect pending the report and recommendations of the
Tariff Commission and action thereon by the President."
While I feel confident that Secretary of Agriculture Benson, In 1953, fully
Intended to provide a more prompt and effective administration of section 22
In accordance with his assurances and the clearly expressed Congressional
Intent; the above amendment enacted by Congress and signed by the President
has never been used although there have been many occasions when it apprqt
priately should have been used. The good Intentions of the Secretary of Agri.
culture have simply again been overruled by the State Department and the
foreign trade advisers In the White House.
The ineffectiveness of section 22 and the cumbersome procedures under which
It now operates-under the Influence of the State Department-has been pointed
27629-58-pt. 2-
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out to you by the Dairy, Tdustry and probably others in your current hearings
on legislation to extend the Trade Agreements Act.
A rather detailed review of the legislative history of section 22, since its
inception in 1935, Is contained In a statement prepared by Mr. Karl I). Loos for
presentation to the Boggs Subcommittee on Foreign Trade Policy. This statement is entitled "Agricultural and Foreign Trade-Seetion 22 and Congress
Versus GATT and State Department," This statement reviews the repeated
times that Congress has amended section 22 to strengthen its procedural and
substantive provisions-also the manner In which the State Department and the
President still continue to Ignore section 22 and to make it subservient to the
trade-agreements program and t)he contrary provisions of the executive agree.
meant,known as the General Agreement on Tariff's and Trade (GATT).
I feel that this statement clearly (hemonstrates the need for further amendment of the procedural provisions of section 22 and the Trade Agreements Act
an a condition precedent to any extension. I enclose a copy of this statement
for the consideration of your committee.
The State Department and the President have continued to take the position
that the executive agreement known as the GATT is superior to and controlling
over tie mandate of Congress as expressed in section 22. They even go so far
as to contend that the existing restrictions on agricultural imports, such as
(lairy products, are possible only by virtue of a gracious waiverr" which the
State I)epartment has obtained from the foreign contracting parties to GATT.
Also the State Department and the President have assured the other foreign
countries who are members of GATT that the limitations on imports imposed
under section 22 will be removed In the near future--and that domestic agricultural price support and other farm programs will be gradually amended to
conform with the requirements of International trade and the provisions of
GATT.
This presents a situation which I believe the Congress must correct. We
cannot allow the State Department to ignore the congressional mandate which
was contained In your committee amendment of 1911.
The Intent of the State Department on this waiver was very clearly revealed
in a speech made before the Gradmite Institute of Tnternatlonal Studies at
Geneva, Switzerland, in December 1956, by Mr. Erie WyndhamnWhite who wa
Executive Secretary, of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade, and a
delegate thereto from the United Kingdom, In this speech, published by GATT
at Geneva, Switzerland, in March 1957, Mr. White attempts to Justify the
reluctant granting of the limited section 22 waiver, to the United States, in
the following words:
"At the same time, the policy of agricultural import restrictions cuts across
this general direction of United States policy and weakens its position in international discussions on these matters. The United States is, therefore, extremely
sensitive to the political pressures which bear upon its policy in relation to agricultural imports. In order to take account of these difficulties and In order
to put the,United States in a position to go to Congress and seek the ratification
of the Agreement on the Organization for Tradef Cooperation, the contracting
parties found it necessary to give the United States a waiver leaving the United
States free, so far as GATT is concerned, to take measures affecting agricultural
Imports which are necessary to give effect to the domestic price support program. * * * It wao recognized that the United States could be expected to act
with moderation in the use of the waiver * * * the United States administration
has consistently striven to limit the area in which restrictions are applied.
Moreover, the contracting parties were impressed by the expressed determination
of the United States administration to attempt over a long period to adapt its
agricultural policy to deal with a situation which is not only an external problem
but an increasingly acute Internal problem as well."
The above statement clearly reveals that the State Department obtained the
OATT waiver only to pacify the Congress and only for a temporary period.
Unless we very clearly amend the law I believe the State Department and
the President will forego the temporary waiver which has been "so graciously
granted on a limited basis by GATT" (as expressed by Mr. White) and withdraw
the balance of the agricultural import 'reStrictons which now exist'under section
22.
t submit
to *on that In fairness to the foreign countries involved, we must
utaend the T1rade Agreements Act to make it abundantly clear to everyone that
our domestic farm programs and section 22 must prevail over foreign trade
agreements.
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I urge your committee to thoroughly study this problem and include in your
trade agreements extension bill some amendment which will adequately protect
tie superiority of section 22 over foreign trade agreements and will give to the
Secretary of Agriculture authority he needs to consider total supply in our
domestic market places.
I respectfully request that this letter and its enclosures be made a part of
your hearing record.
Best personal regards,
'WARREN G. MAoNUSON,
United States Senator
Aao

LTUIM AND FourIGN TRAin-ftcrxoN 22 AND CONGREss V.Rsus GATirT AND,
STATE DEPARTMENT

Statement of Karl D. Loss before the Subcommittee of the Ways and Meang
Committee on Customs, Tariffs and Reciprocal Trade Agreements
OCTOB ER 15, 196
My name is Karl D. Loos, of Washington, D. C. I appreciate the August 29
invitation of the subcommittee to testify at its recent public hearings on the broad
subject of "Agriculture and Foreign Trade" and rep ret that my previous arrangements would not permit my appearing personally att the hearings. I am
submitting this statement for the record in lieu of a personal appearance.
Since many outstanding witnesses have appeared and commented at length
on the broader aspects of the various subjects, related: to agriculture and foreign
trade, listed in the letter of Augz ust 29, 1 believe this statement will be of most
service to the committee if it 1H limited to a discussion of section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act of 11.33, as amended, and related subjects. Section
22 is one of several import relief provisions of existing agricultural legislation
and foreign trade legislation. These import relief 'provisions are designed to
provide relief to domestic agricultural programs and to American farm producers
(and other domestic industries) facing serious competition and threatened Injury from excessive imports. Examples of such import relief provisions are-(1) Section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1933, as amended,
(2) The peril point (sees. 3 and 4 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1951, as amended)
(3) The escape clause (sees. 6 and 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1951, as amended),
(4) The Anti-Dumping Act of 1921,
(5) The countervailing duty statute (see. 303 of the Tariff Act of 1930),
(6) The unfair trade practices in import trade provision (sec. 337) of the
Tariff Act of 1930, and
(7) Section 336 (The flexible-cost of production-tariff provision) of the
tariff provision) of the Tariff Act of 1930.
The lack of proper and effective administration and enforcement of these
Impott relief provisions in existing law covers a wide field upon which the Ways
and-Means Committee and the Senate Finance Committee have heard considerable
and growing complaints from domestic industries in various foreign trade hearings in recent years. Jn the interest of conserving record space, I will not attempt
to comment on all of them in this statement. However, I hope that the sub.
committee's staff may have time to give consideration to the following statements
which have been made by me or by my partner, John Breckinridge, at previous
public hearings held by the Ways and Means Committee and the Senate Finance
Committee in connection with previous consideration of trade agreement or
other foreign trade legislation:
Finance Committee hearings, H. R. 1612, Trade Agre nents Extension Act of
1951, pages 885-912, 885-914.
Ways and Means Committe hearings, H. R. 4294, Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1953, pages 824-841.
Ways and Means Committee, H, R. 1, Trade Agreements Extension Act of 195,
pages 1964-1978, and 2302-2307.
Finance Cmmittee hearings, H. R. 1, Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1955,
pages 14B9-1513 and 1514-1527.
Ways and Means Committee hearings, 1956 on H. R. 5550, Organization for Trade
Corporation, pages 198-216.
These previous statements before your Committee and the Senate Finance
Committee all relate tW zhe procedures and executive administration (oi
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.As pimnted out above, I do not: teel that there INany conthiet; between our agricultural legislation and our foreign trade legislation which has not been ,'ee.
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Whenever these agricultural programs are successful,
04
In maintaining American agricultural prices above the world priee levels for
the same commodities, the program nets as an artificial anid unnot(anal magnet
drawing floreign agricultural commodities to the American mnarkcet and out of
In
their normal channels of trade wheite they would normally flow to consumers in
their own home market or other foreign markets. These agricultural programs
naturally tend to draw to the United States market agricultural commodities
t
which we do not need and of which we usually have a surplus.
do
In its earliest legislation providing for such agricultural programs, the Con.
tie
grefs recognized this factor and enacted section 22 of the Agricultural Adjust-'
r,
meat Act of 1933 (as amended In 1935) which was carefully designed to limit
2
Imports of agricultural commodities when such programs tend to disrupt the
W
normal channels of world trade In agrIcultural commodities and when such
a

abnormal Imports tend to Interfere with the successful operation ofwhe, Ameri- 1:0
can farm programs.W_
On the ether hand, we have a hong established legislative foreign trade policy 00
of encouraging the maximum beneficial expansion In foreign trade (both Imports and exports), Including agricultural commodities, so long as Imports' do10
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Particularly section 22, have been repeatedly ameinded and strengthened by 0Iongretis to malc, then m afelctive. Am Congress bag disocovered NUbstantive or
p~roeditrstl defects, It ham acted promptly to correct them. The CJongresslonal
po licy hals bltm mado aibundlantly clear, Although frequently over the, objection
ofCfile oxeclOeIwauchi
brtoltf govf'ritielt, which even now appears reluctant to
carry out fihe directives and mnd(atem of Congress.
The problem is sliplo and fundamental, So long am we do HOt~have the cornideoly fr'oo morveiii.itaross national borders, of all the factors of production,
suceh am labor mill capital, we just sliply cannot have the completely free movemont11
of comynmodities.
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Wheo our legislation irives sonic discretion to the executive branch of goyernment (the President) as it does In most of our foreign trade legislation (par
tietilirly the relief provisions referred to above, with the exception of section 22)
this gives occasion for a possible confit between the administration of our
agricultural (And other domnestic legislation) and our foreign trade legislation.
Mince 10)34, the executive branch of government ham been strongly opposed
to most of the domestic industry Import relief provionsm written into our agricultural. And foreign trade legislation by the Congress. The Congress has adopted themtl
t(]Veir- strengthensing Amendments, o,ver the objection of the admin-

istration. Consequently, wherever the President and the executive branch
(which means the State Department In the final analysis) has any discretion
In administering these Import relief provisions, there arises a seeming conflict
between thre two sets of laws.

flowever, this conflict Is solely one of administration and enforcement rather
than a conflict Inherent In the legislation itself. Thiso conflict in the administration of these two sets of laws becomes mostt apparent through and Is most publicized by our own State Department which originally opposed and now openly
criticizes any effective administration of thesw laws of Congress, such as section
22 and the escape clause. Upon careful and searching Investigation, the sub0ommittee will find that the State Department and our representatives abroad
have actually encouraged foreign countries to criticize any effective administration of these Import relief provisions and to claim that they are inoconoistent
wiNth what they conceive to be our free trade program as announced to foreign
countries by the State Department. The State Department has grossly mrisrepreoented to foreign countries our Import relief laws and the power of modification on It
claims to have. Then, once a foreign country hos stated a criticism of an import
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the Cimae or the Vrooldent Into inodityliag or muhlifying our Import relief laws
or to watko I ent Pinhoerviettt to the Htate 1)prntut xecutive Inuternautional
agtemnnt", tuch om QATIT, 1 diicussed thIs setion 22 waiver which ourl 81:100
llartinnt Improperly sought from OATI', litntore detail. In mny .utittenmt boforo
~to Watym ond Means Caoitunittoo earlier thim yeur dirlii g ItN boaritigo on tho
Orgilation tot, qTrade Cooperation (01i10)--sce pages :1118-216 of printed botar.
III" Ol III R. M,(hl),
Tlho clat'ity and., I bellevo, coitilto consmisten('y Of our doiestic agricultural
and foreign trade logislatioit on written by (I tigress, withI tho mooiniiig !oliitt

arising only out of the Moextivo Drillih'm uiiwiiliitgnom to itroporly adiniitor
tsuch lawm, is very well Illustrated by the history of motieit 22 utaid the Adirdnls.
tratlitu's ttlempt to discredit, modify or nullify It through executive action and
throtigh agremntnt with foreignt nations lit (IATT-oen atteiiit to discredt saitd
nollity mectiou 22 by Improper and unauthorized executive foreign itgreoitnts,
LIVOISLATrVIC

HISTORY Of $NlOTION 211 ANtD ITS At)MININT'IATION 1WYT111
NXIDOU'rrVn 011ANUIr
I w11l attertipt to review briefly the legislative history (f section 22 asmorigi.
tnilly enacted and the several clatrifying sand mtrettgtheiting antetiditntm thereto.
I will a~lqo discuss the miannter lit which the I'lxecotive liraich of Oovernmeit
hats conalsteatly refused to effectively administer section 22 and the resulting
ceclittventioti and nullitleation of the Intent of Congress tit every turn.
'rho reasons for andl the purposes and intentt of section 22 cannot he better
stated than they were, by Secretary of Agri'ulture lienmon in im statement
hetoro the Ways and Meansm (loitnittee tin April of 105C8 In connection with the
Contnuittee's consIderation of It. It. 420)4, the Trade Agreentents laxtension Act
of ION&3The following Is quoted front Secretary hiensout's statement appearing
at pages 7~26-70-8 of the printed record of such hkearings.
"'I recently tvcoiitmnndod to tito Senate anmd tlte lItiits Agricultural Commait'
tees that the RIeciprocal Trade Agreenments Act be extended.
"At the same time I Indicated that Import controls should lbe provided for
those United States agricultural products which were nder price support, and
recommended that section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustmnent Act of 10)38 be
atrengthened so as to make this possible, Let mte review for you the conditions
that ade these recommetulations advisable.
"We, In Agriculture have In operation, as a consequence of congressional actien, various price-support programs. Many of the commodities included to
these price support and ruarketing-order programs are subject to substantial

Import competition.

In many cases the price-support -level is substantially

above the world market price, even after allowance for the customs duties
assessed against imports When that happens, imports are attracted to this
countr-y from all over the world, Including areas whose products, would ni?wally be exported In whole or In part to other countries where they may be
badly needed. 'But the price-support level In this country acts like a powerful
tuagnet to draw these commodities out of their, normal flow In, international
trade. When we seek to limit the effect of this Influence, we are simply seeking
to diminish or tivoid the distortion of trade by the stimulus of an artificial InfIleaee, much as a price-support program.
"I amn sure the Congress would not enact a statute making mandatory the
support of the world price of agricultural commnodities at percent of American
varit)% Yet that io what the present mandatory supports mean If we do not,havq
a readily available and effective method of :controlling Imports of those comn-

aaatIlloio or jaodooucto whome prices aoe naaiaatalncal here abovo world levels by
rpirellod
ogranaas, Our jirio-s~ujaport; activities, already
price ouport or
costly, would beeoine mai noore (,xpieUolve.
"InVocoigaitioll of iiae fact 0111, a stMUiidlon10 Of Jxiijiorts (!filli IIIONO 411 ifltoleOrblo bulnil1 a pi'"u1iawozt pr'ograma, the CongressM otas vted Nection 22 of
tilt) AgiculturaIl Aiijtistojidiii Act, T1'JI1 54421A0u pIvidiIE for the ImitionIJ of
eodity
ieiajaolt qalotusA m- Imatport fees whaeneover Impa~ortm of sily agricultural comm
or product tiaa eof resaider or tend to render ieftective or staterlily Intearfere
* WIt It 1111Y Ipric0 MlpI)1' Or 111111lketliag ordfit (or certain oiir) progiaias, Th'is Jos
* pormiiitleit Iegislatioa.
"Althaougha mooCtiui 22 was Originalily 0114(404 In 10, It was 'very lRI ittedo.
it ulls fotr invotigatioll by tlae 'l'ariff Comidssion sitter ret-oinamonfltion by
the oecrot iry of AgrIceaiture, Only F0such inVestiatiolis have been Instituted
lit tClbpast 17 yoars, lixperlonco WaIN mhoWn that these iia'eN1,igitions alre uostily
long 4u1iawia out; And thIsIprocedure, las proved to be wiaolly Ineffective to noeet
the probleata.
11Jievallm of thet failure (of thio eocutivo branch to timesecotion 22 InI much* a
naaaner am to aclaleve the objectIves of iUs eiaactineiat, Congromfo enacted 5owtioi
104 of thelao lfolase l'roductiai Act, Thial section ajopllom* Only to certain fats
awtil olsm, butter, ciaeese, and other dliry prodlucts, pauts and rice and rice
prooluctm.,
"it requires thaat iaaportm oft 514ill ('0111111001 ILION s11allb 1)0lmitedl to much quantitles its tlae Secretary of Agriculture Utai will not (1) Imipair or reduce donieotie
prolcti4)l baoow cutrPont levels or such higher levels its dewned desirable; (2)
Interfere with orderly doinaetic storing ando maarketing; or ($3) rtmult in an unnecemsary burden or expeniture under ai price-support Program,
effective. Butt It
"'Ti'h control of lilaloli uleor soe-Con M0 Is prompt andIE
h ground thaat the prOOeduref Is arbihaly boll oiihjoctwi to moVero critlelin On Rfio
trary lit character, andu It Jail lheon Clio source of much friction Ire Internationali
relationsm. It requIres tiac Ianpoolton of more drastic Import restrictions than
would be required msitaply to protect our price-support; progrots.
"We fool mtroaagly that Coaagremy ilInened olsetion 22 to be uiseul, andl use4
offleati vely wheniever neoceiisary to protect prive-stapport and( other prograzis.
qTejmtaltutory idtory learly so Jindicates, Hection 22 can be made an affertive
Instrument by laiproved adinistrative procedures and( by supplementing It
with auftbority, $itan emergency, to Imapose tiae quotas Or Import fees within the
IlimIts spectiloed by the section, on an lIatorina basis pending decision by the
Tariff Coinniissoo and action by the i'rooident. So #strengthened, section 22
would assure the protection of the Depnrtrrent's price-support and other programns agairast: interference or nullhllcation by the distortions in International
trade which

suchI programs are likely to create.

"lFurthermore, tinader this procedure the Import restrictions which are ilecessary to protect our price-support programs would be subject to deliberations In
which tilt parties could be beard rather than being Imposed arbitrarily an Is
now tbe case. This would be lit harmony with the policies embodied In, the
reciprocal trade agreements,
I"The Tariff Commission, at the request of the President, began hearings on
Monday of title week In an effort to expedite action on agricultural commodities
now under price support.
"With the strengthening of section 22 there will be no need for an extension
of section 104. The strengthening of section 22 can he accomplished by expedited
administrative action and by a separate legislative action. I point th~s out
vierely to clarify, the fact that extension of the trade agreements for a year,
pursuant to the President's request, need not Impair ourprice-support operations
nor our protection of them,.
"11wish to, emphasize that, the limitation of Imports for commodities under
price support Is made necessary by our price-support laws."
Similar statements were made by Secretary Benason, earlier In 19M3 before
both the House and Senate Committees on Agriculture,

The read congressional objective land, Intent behind the enactment of section
22, ard Its various amendments, ns Is, so ably stated by Secretary of Agrriculture Benson above, have never changed materially since Its original enactment
on August 24, 1935,(49 Stat. 750). which added section 22 to the original Agrt.
cultural Adjustment Act of 1933. .However, since the original enactment of
section 22 in 10,35, the Congress has, repeatedly (in IM3O 1940, 1948, 1950, 1951,
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and1 In 19W)8 broatoned and strengthened Ito Mobsitantive and prooedural pro.
vislioim. I~nqdh tinte ait
iolo of suboutanee or procedure haot devolopild, the
ttngreas hast moved promul My to plug it up and moke It a more oftoetive limitatiou'upon i ortm. The Votngroa hids attempted to eorreet weiAknessesl as they
d"Vltpet1 wit-i ehnging conditions WtO(I ttgrictilttrai pro ratins anud has tried
to avoidb#I Ofircnvikitiou of section 221s, provisions through, procedural devicesl
empiiloyedl b!V tho e 4tlvo bookeah.
A brief review of the loglisiative history behind those various strengthening
imendtotntI4 to sectionl 22a
will servo to omophasise thoe lear and inandattory In~
telt Of 0019gIV that 0004ion122 sitild and mustit I* used promptly and effectively
to limit imports whotiover the Dopartment of Agrictilturo has In operation ainy
farit liogmmm whieih imports might tend to 11tem're with. It Is Iportant to
keep In luthd that seetiou 22 hoait alwoty beon mandatory upon the President
sire Ito weptlotw In 1.115., The ertinent language directs anti mandteso thftt,
"It 0 * tbe Vtreoet fnd, the .0002. Of
or 01 Much Iatho
shall tby proeianmat'lon Impos 0110h feen * * * of $"(% 4tiantitative iinitationso * *
Originally sect1in 22 providodm for Import, protection only for "on itdjum~nomnt
untler this; title,"l referring to a portion of the Agricultural
*~
irogram
&tutmont Act Of 118 ltn the firmt yeaor after it" original enactment In 1986),
Vongreasm reognised the neeeosity of ibroatieihil the protetion of section 22 to)
other agricultural programs. in ani amendment of F'ebruary 21), 19801 (41) Stat.
1149)) tho Uoiigress4 broadened the programsn entitled to setion 22 protection
to Include programs Operated under the Soil Conservation ond 1)omaertic Allot.
timt Act,
On Juno 8, 11187 Clongre~ss rosaftirined thim policy andi reontleted section 22 as
atiart oft the Agrimultural Marketing Agroemont Act of 2,037 (tO Stlat, 240)
Without any moditicatlon.
On January 21), 11)40 (1)4 Mtat. 17), section 22 was again broadened and
stregthnedto provide protection for agricultural programs$ initiated and
adrnbiniatorod by the Seerotary Of Agriculture under seoon 82 of the Agricultural Atimbtount Aot of 1088, whieh setion all10411t05 80 percent of the gross
receitb front import diiiies to assist agricultural producers through purchases,
direct p nn'wnts to itroti omrs and other programs designed to expand conslumptioti of agricultural eommodittia and to encourage and develop exports and
other noew niarkers for American agrliultural sommtodittes, Up to this point,
0etion 22 had applied1 only after excessilve itiports had actually entered the
United Rtatesk and had actually Interfered with an agricultural program. Ho0wever, ()ongrea fine to reognise that we should not wait until the imports had
ac-tually entered and Interfered with a program, but should anticipate such
Intrferoace and iopose section 22 limitations In advance of such Interfering
imports. in tis same 11140 act, to accomplish this purpose, the Congress
farther amended w.ction 22 by adding the Itticixed words lin the provision now
reading "are being or are practically certain to be imported Into the United
Stat"." Another Important amendanent of this 1040 act was to authorize In
mitboection (bt), the imposition of additional Import fees as well as quotas and
to make it clear that the quantitative restriction applied to "entries for con.
muptlon" and not to the more Indefinite terms "which may be imported" as
pi*eviously usaed, Also the base period was changed slightly andi the language
elarided,
"Mus, this 1940 amendment again broadened the agricultural, programs intended to he prteted( by section 22, but the more important provision wats that
direiting that the Secretary of Agriculture and the President should anticipate
exewssve import and Impose a limitation under section 22 prior to any actual
Interference with aim agricultural program. lioth the H~ouse, and Senate Com.
muitee on .&grieulture, In explaining the necessity for this amendment to seetko 22 (eontaIied In 11. IL. ?In, 7th Cong.) , had the following to say (R., Rept.
1116 and R.Itept 104)
"One0Important technical shortcoming of the present proVisions of section 22.
Is that a domnestic farm program cannot he protected against foreign Importations nti such Importations have actually arisen and have adversely affeted
the Program. In other words, at least one of the chickens must be stolen before
the coop may be locked. This Is a wholly anomalous situation because in some
itance It to known to a point of overwhelming certainty that fi particular
farm rogram will he ineffective, In the absence of some protection, against Inceaosed foreigni Importations& Consequently, the bill provides that, restrictions
against foreign Importations may be Imposed under the provisions of section 22
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provision Was ebatold on January 18, 1040,
On the 8onatUe floor,
Henato; Contiaily exiluined the aniendmnent In file followig language:
"* * ) tlh preset law prfovldus that; quotas and onitsintonp amay be 'em4tlblislbed * the coitmodities te fltually cotining In, We have to wait uiltil they
collie i, bolore we a'an make tiLe act. 'T'he pending bill merely provides that we
do not have to wuit until the comiiitodities actually cotite in, but "lay invoke the
provisions In lines l And 12 by Inserting in submction, (a), after the word
beingg' the words 'or are practically cortaiol to be.' That is the really ubstantiill part of io bill, and I Ujlnk thore will be no objectiou tA It if the Menators
understami It," ($40 (ongresslonttal record 406,)
Title Inutguge wilS Adopted by the Henitle And elaetd into final law, h1ere
again, It Is clear that Cotgress Intended to strengthen and expedite the effeetive adnilntistratioa of section 22.
Again oi July I, 10480, 0ongreus broadened and further strengthened section
22 by an ante dieont contained in the Agrivultoro Act of 1948 (02 f$tnt, 1247),
This Agrlcultural Act of 148 broadened and str ngthen#d section 22 by Adding
the words "any loan, purchlase or other program of operation undertaken by
the Department of Agriculture" as additional programs entitled tA the horoteetion of Import limitations under setloin 22. Thus, after having added new programs entitled to section 22 protection In J980 and 1940, Congress recognl,eA
that all agricultural programs required section 22 protection and amemdnd sectIon 22 to cover any loan or any other program undertaken and operated by the
Department of Agriculture. Tils act of 1048 also amended section 22 by clingng the base period specified in subsection (it) of January 1, 1)20, to J)ecember
81 19311, to)the present phrase whict iS duringg a rores ntative period wl deterined by the Presldent." Another amendment In 1948 added a further proviso
to subsec~tion (b) permitting description of articles by physical qualities, value,
use, or upont sch other basis as the President shall determine, Of even more
importance, this act of 1948 broadened and strengthened section 22 by making
It provide for import limitations upon processed products containing a ricultural comodities as well as limitations on Imports of such agricultural commodities themselves. This was Intended t0 limit Imports of products containing
agricultural commodities such as wool textiles, cotton textiles, and any other
product which constituted an Importation of the agricultural commodity In processed form as well as In Its natural form. Congress here recognized that a limItation on an agricultural eommodIty was of little value if It could be circumvented by importing the commodity In processed form, thus losing the American
employment in processing as well as the market for the raw material.
These amendments to section 22 were contained In section 3 of the Agricultural
Act of 1948 and were explained by the House Committee on Agriculture (11.
Ifept. No. 1776, April 21, 1948--to accompany H. It. 6248) In the following language:
"Section 3: This section would amend section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Ad as reenacted by the Agricultural Marketing Agreement Act of 1937.
The bill is designed to strengthen price-support programs for Ameilcan agricultural commodities and to prevent their disruption through excesuive imports of
foreign commodities.
:"The revision of section 22 would carry out recommendations heretofore made
by the President to the Congress and more recently requested of this Congress
by the Secretary of Agriculture.
"nIt reqnesting revision of section 22, the Secretary of Agriculture stated:
"The field within which the authority granted by secton 22 may be exercised
Is so limited that the authority cannot e of much aid to the Department of
AgrIculture in discharging Its price-support obligations In this period of adjultment. If a program of the Department is not undertaken pursuant to I of the
8 statutes referred to in section 22. the authority conferred by that section
may not be utilized to control the Importation of an article the Imporation of
which Is materially interfering with the successul operation of the program by
the Department.
"The principal changes contemplated by tlhs section of the bill are"(1) to extend the authority of section 22 so as to cover not only agrlcultural commodities but also the products thereof; ' '
"f(2) to extend such authority o , to cover, articles the Imports of which
affects any l0ap, purchase, or other programs or operations undertaken by
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the Department of Agriculture (including price support and stabilization
operations) with respect to any agricultural commodity or product thereof;

"(3) to mako the provisions with respect to quantitative limitation reOstrictions applicable to the total quantity of an article Imported during a repre-

sentative period as determined by the President, rather than to each country's average annual quantity of the article imported during the period from
January 1, 1929, to )ecember 81, 1933, as now provided;
"(4) To authorize the President, by a specific grant of authority, to describe designated articles by physical qualities, value, use, or upon such
bases as he determines;
"(5) To clarify the definition with respect to the fees authorized, which
are considered duties for some purposes, as now provided, so that they
shall not be considered as duties for the purpose of granting any preferontal concession under any international obligation of the United States, as,
for example, our duty l)reference arrangements with Cuba ;" (At thim point
in the committee's report reference was made to subsection (f) of section 22,
as amended, by the 1048 act, This particular point is discussed later in
this statement.)
As pointed out by the House Agriculture Committee In its report quoted above,
these broadening and strengthening amendments to section 22 were recommended by the President and by the Secretary of Agriculture as being essential to any
effective operative of the agricultural programs provided for and made mandatory by the Congress. Thus, up to this time, all of the amendments to section 22
adopted by the Congress In 1930, 1940 and 1948, were designed to broaden the
coverage of Section 22 and strengthen its effective operation itsan Integral part
of the various agricultural programs enacted by Congress and administered by
the Department of Agriculture, Each amendment enacted by the Congress was
a further recognition that the agricultural programs could not operate effectively without a prompt and effective administration of import limitations under
Section 22.
As amended at this point (1948), upon the recommendation of the Secretary
of Agriculture and tile
President, section 22 was an outstanding piece of legislationD(1) for its clarity of substance and intent,
(2) for its procedural provisions designed to provide prompt and effective
administration and enforcement, and
(3) for its completeness in recognizing and providing for any possible
conflict between our domestic agricultural legislation and our foreign-trade
legislation.
No reasonable man, either American or foreign, could possibly misunderstand
its intent, or Its mandatory, detailed provisions. It leaves to the President only
the ministerial duty of determining the facts with the assistance of the Tariff
Commission. Congress has not changed Its substance since the 1948 amendments. Yet, we will see how attempts have been made to circumvent and
nullify it.
These executive attempts at circumvention have resulted in a constant running battle between Congress and the State Department since 1948, with Congress
making procedural amendments to counteract each new State Department effort
to undermine and discredit section 22. Each time Congress has made a change,
the State Department has come up with some new device by which it has
delayed, modified or nullified the intent of Congress. The battle is not. yet
resolved. The latest State Department device Is its persistent claim that
article Xt of GATT is superior to section 22 and prevents'its use unless we ask
for and get permission from two-thirds ol the 35 foreign countries who areparties
to the executive agreement known as GAT'T. GATT members, after much
denunciation-(1) of the United States,
(2) of section 22 and
(3) of the President for thevery few Instances In which be has followed
the Congressional mandate and imposed a section 22 limitation,
have graciously granted the United States a temporary and conditional waiver
for the limitations now in effect under secttop 22., Bnut, even this graelouszess
was accompanied by an admonishment that the United States should 'modify its
Agricultural legislation and policy, and that eftrt sh0ald be made to modify
section 22, to comply with Afticle XI
!of
GATI:'. The Stat6 Department has
attempted to comply with th'ediectiv* Of GATT'by proposing that Congress
ratify the superiorti 'of GATTr6vei section 22 ini>Iart III of its proposed OTC.
Congress rejected this proposal at the last session of Congress. No doubt the
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State Department will propose this again at the next session. I hope the
Congress will reject it again and reaffirm the superiority of section 22 which
now says in subsection (f) (as amended in 1951) :
"(f) No trade agreement or other international agreement heretofore or
hereafter entered into by the United States shall be applied in a manner inconsistent with the requirements of this section."
HAUKOROVND AND LEI8SLAIVE IIISTO4Y OF

BOurNEUION

(F)

We have previously discussed the broadening and strengthening amendments
to section 22 contained in the Agricultural Act of 1948. Those amendments
were made upon the recommendation of the president and the Secretary of
Agriculture. An additional amendment, subsection (f), was added at the request of the State Doeprtment. As then enacted (before Congress repealed and
reversed the policy in 1951, as quoted above) it read as follows:
"(f) No proclamation under this section shall be enforced in contravention of
any treaty or other international agreement to which the United States is or
hereafter becomes a party."
Tis subsection (f) which was added to section 22 In 1948 had not been recominended by the President or by the Secretary of Agriculture, which recomnmendations were mentioned in the Ilouse committee report quoted above. It
was inserted, late in the bill's consideration, at the request of the State Department. The significance of this subsection (f) apparently was not realized at
the time of its proposal. Not even the agricultural organizations recognized
the real meaning and intent of this subsection (f) amendment until after the
Agricultural Act of 1948 had been enacted into law. This new subsection (f)
did not even receive any prominent mention or discussion in the House or
Senate debates. It seems that nobody but the State Department was aware of
its true significance during the debates of the Act--and the State Department
did not make the real intent known until after it was enacted.
However, soon after passage of the Agricultural Act of 1948, the State Department began to argue that section 22 import quotas could not be imposed
because they would violate Article XT of GATT which was proclaimed effective
by the President as of January 1, 1948. The State Department contended that,
in the light of subsection (f), the trade-agreement provision prohibiting the
imposition of Import quotas or other import restrictions was paramount and
that section 22 and all of our agricultural programs were subservient to such
trade agreements, past or future. (See State Department letters of April 10,
1950, and June 27, 1950, to the White House and Tariff Commission in connection with section 22 investigation No. 4, at pages 78-80 of Senate hearings on
H. R. 1612 in 1951). In other words, the State Department suddenly asserted
authority to overrule or modify any farm program by merely agreeing to do so
in an international agreement.
This immediately aroused the indignation of many agricultural groups in the
United States and their representatives in the Congress. Immediate steps were
taken towards repealing said subsection (f) and toward a congressional mandate
that the exact reverse must be true; that is, that section 22 and the agricultural
programs shall be paramount and any trade agreement heretofore or hereafter
entered into must be amended and made subservient to section 22 and the agricultural programs. At the very next opportunity, in the Agricultural Act of
1949, the Senate inserted a section (see. 415 of 1I. R. 5345) completely reversing
the language, intent and legislative policy of subparagraph (f) to read as
follows:
k
"(f) No international agreement hereafter shall be entered into by the United
States, or renewed, extended or allowed to extend beyond its permissible termlnation date in contravention of this section."
This amendment was adopted by an overwhelming vote in the Senate; however, it was dropped in conference with the House.
The Congress did not accept this defeat. The Senate renewed its effort to
reverse the State Department policy embodied in subsection (f) and to further
strengthen the administration of Section 22 at the neXt session of Congress.
In 1950, the Commodity Credit Corporation-borrowing power-Act (H, R.
6567, P. L. 579) again contained a comparable amendment approved unani.
mously by the Senate Agriculture Committee. The Senate Agriculture ,om.
nittee commented as follows (S. Rept. No. 1875, March 30, 1950)':
"The committee amendment to the bill ts a complete substitute for section 22
of the Agricultural Adjustment Act of 1938, relative to import fees and quotas
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on agricultural commodities, Under tileauthority of section 22, the l'residont
way impose fees fr quotas on agricultural Inports if it is found that sueh Imports
are rendering ineffective or materially interfering with any prleo-supprt pro.
liran or any other program undertaken by the Department of Agriculture with
mesot to any agricultural commodity or product thereof, Section 22 presently
provides that the United States TarIff Commission will investigate the facts of
such interference and report to the President; the committee amelndient wol(i
transfer this function to the Department of Agriculture.
"Section 22 also provides that no proclamation made under it shall be enforved
in contravention of any treaty or other international agreement to which the
United States is or hereafter becomes a party, Tilhe committee amendment to
section 22 would provide that no International agreement could be entered Into
b the United States, or renewed, extclded, or allowed to extOnd beyond Its
termination date in contravention of setion 22. Your eomnilittee belevos that
such protection must be given the farm price support program In this country
if It is to accomplish its purpose, Therefore, the amendment is recominetnded for
enactment,,
Tills section was adopted by the Senate without objection. It will be noted
from the above comment of the Senate Agriculture Comnlttce, and fhe m ulmmnis
action of the Senate, that tie Senate had become so dIssantilied with th. nemiOr
In which section 22 was being administered and the manner In which the Htate
relmrtment was trying to modify and largely nullify it, that It voted to ionsfer
the administration of section 22 front the President and the Tariff Commission
entirely to the Secretary of Agriculture, making It completely mandatory, 'rho
Senate did this in order to remove or minitnme the Influence that the State Do
partment could have over the administration of section 22. Also, this amendment
adopted by the Senate again completely reversed the language, intent, and legs.
lattvO polley of subseetion (f), making It read as follows:
44(f) No international agreement hereafter shall be entered Into by the United
States, or renewed, extended, or allowed to extend beyond its permissible termi-t
nation date In contravention of this section."
However, the House conferees again refused to go all th way with the ,enate
amendment. The Senate amnendment was modified in conference in accordlpne
with the following statement from the Conference Report (1, Rept, No. 2260,
JTune 1N 1960. to accompany U. It. 0S67) :
"The Senate amendment proposed a now section 8 to the iouse bill which
would amend section 212 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act in several respects.,
The committee of conference recommended that the House recede from Its disagreement
to the amendment of the Senate and agree to the same with an amend-mernt,
"The Senate amendment made no change in the House bill with respect to in.
creasing the borrowing power of the Commodity Credit Corporation from $4,750,000,000 to $6,750,000,000. The Senate amiendmnent proposed several changes to
section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. There was no similar provision
in the House bill. The conference amendMent would amend section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act in two respects, and the differences between the
existing provisions of such section 22 and the conference amendment are ndicated below.
"The first change relates to subsection (2) of section 22 of the Agricultural
Adjustment Act which provides that whenever the President has reason to believe
that any article or articles are being or are practically certain to be Imported
Into the United States under such conditions and in such quantities as to render
or tend to render ineffective, or materially interfere with, any program or operalion undertaken under the Agricultural Adjustment Act, as amended, or the Soil
Conservation and Domestic Allotment Act, as amended, or section 82, Public
Law No. 820, 74th Congress, approved August 24, 1985, as amended, or any loan,
purchase, or other program or operation undertaken by the Department of Agriculture, or any agency operating under Its direction, with respect to any agrieul,tural commodity or product thereof, or to reduce substantially the amount of
an product processed in the United States from any agricultural commodity'
or product thereof, with respect to which any such program or operation Is being
undertaken, the President shall cause an immediate investigation to be made
by the United States Tariff Commission, which shall give precedence to Investigations under section 22 to determine such facts. Such Investigations shall be made
after notice and opportunity for hearing to Interested, parties, and shall be con4acted subJect to sueb regulations as the President shall spety..
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"In,litu of the eximting provisiotis of subsection (a) of section 22 which
piroiide ftht the President shall cause awir nintediato Investigation to be made
after he hits reason to believe that any article or articles are being or practically
ceteiitt* to he linportod whilh will afftct tho above mentioned program, the
onfterince anendilient places upon tho Secretary of Agriculture the mesponsibllltk of notifying the president whenever the Meoretary of Agriculture be.
1liesveor has retgon to believe that any article or articles are being or practically
(orltllll to be Imported Iito the country so as to render, or tend to render, InefThe con.
feelivO oP Materltlly Interfere with the aboveoinetitloned program.
freone anendnient further provides that, If the President agrees that there Ix
relason for slh belief ol the part of the Secretary of Agriculture, the President
0111111
cause nill
iniluidiate iavestigsltion to be made b*ythe United States Tariff
('oliniSsion whih under existng law Is authorlid to moke such Investigation.
"The second change relates to subsection (f) of section 22 which now provides
that no proclamation under section 22 shall be efnforc d In contravention of
any treaty or other Internationl agreement to which the United States is or
hereafter becomes it party. In lieu of this provision the conference amendment
would provide that no proclamation under section 22 shall be enforced In contravention of any treaty or other International agreement to which the United
States Is or heretifter becomes a party; but no International agreement or amendaent to an existing international agreement shall hereafter be entered Into which
does not peranit the enforcement of such section with respect to the articles
ad countries to which much agreements on tariffs and trade, as heretofore
enter d Into by the United Staes, permits such enforcement with respect to the
articles and countries to which such general agreement Is applicable. Prescrip11i( of itlower rate of dty for any article than that prescribed by the general
ogroe'ei*t on tariffs and trade shall not, If subject to the escape provilions
of stch generAl agreement, be deemedi a violation of this subsection. The effect of
the conference ulendnent with respect to such subsection (f) is to make sure
that future international agreements or amendments to existing international
agreements give effect to the provisions of section 22 within the framework
ofthe general agreement on tariffs and trade."
Thus, while the conferees did not accept all of the Senate amendment to sectioh
22, they did recognize the need for further improving the procedure of section
22 and of preventing any further nulfilcation or restriction of Section 22 by any
future trade agreements.
The amendment am approved by the conferees and finally enacted into law
specified that the Secretary of Agriculture shall have responsibility for making
protwpt preliminary Investigations to determine when imports might threaten
the effective operation of any agricultural program and that he report the same
to the President with the view of the President's ordering an immediate and
prompt investigation by the Tariff Commission. Such preliminary Investigationm by the Secretary of Agriculture were already. provided for by atPresidential
Excutive Oder,but the Congress felt itnecessary to Implement theoadminttrationof section 22 by making such preliminary Investigations and reports to the
President by the Secretary of Agriculture mandatory in the law. The conferees
and the Congress also recognized, that subsection (f), as It was enacted in
1148, might be construed to authorize the State Department and the President
to negotiate future trade agreements that might even further modify and circumscribe the effective operation of section 22 than was the case in GATT.
Consequently, they amended subsection (f) to make it clear that no future
international agreement could be negotiated with provisions any more restrictive on the effective operation of section 22 than thosecontained in the General
4reement on Tariffs and Trade, as then written.
lo illustrate the extreme dissatisfaction in the Senate with this conference
modification of the Senate amendment to section 22, Senator Magnumon of
Washington offered a motion on the Senate floor to reject the conference report
and require that the Senate conferees insist upon House agreement to the
amendment as originally adopted by the Senate. This moton-to reject the
conference report-was lost by a tie vote, which was broken in favor of accepting the conference report by the Vice President.
It was thus made apparent that, in spite of the failure of the House conferees
toconcur fully with the Senate amendment, there was a tremendous sentiment
for completely repealing and reversing the policy of said subsection (f) and
lacing the administration of section 22 entirely In the hands of the Secretary
I Agriculture-beyond the reach of the State Department.
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from the State Departmetnt that the

above anendmenit approved by the conferees would fully amsre the eftective
the
oporaitlon of section 22 to protect our dofestle agricultural programs,

Semte would not have agreed thereto.

For example, the following tooquoted

front Senator l1llonder's statement on the floor of th Henate coucerninig the
intetnt of the conferees nd of the Congress tit connection with paragraph, (f)
and Its relation to GATT (Congrossionat Iteword of Julne 20, 1)50, p. 0)30 )
I think I have made that very plhn it the doiate heretofore,
"Mr, IfttaNixa
but fit order to make It doubly certain, I requested i the Office of the Secretary of
the State to submit their views on this matter,
"This In as was sald in a letter addressed to rue by the )epltrtnent's idepuity
Ileal adviser, Jack B. Tate:
" 'Jfuan 20, i1050,
"'The Honorable ALxTiu J. 0tvLEotNot St,
"'U
Inited $tafea. Hotagto.
4.1,tV1aNu ,: You have askod the opinion of the Dopartm nt
'DtIAt SICRATR
a8 to what type of neasure would be considered ufli('elolt to Justify an import
quota under the general ngreeniett on tariffs and trade, referred to In the con.
ference report on the proposed aimendnent to section 22 of the Agricultural
AdJustment Act,
"'In the opinion of the Stato iepitrtment, the Nmste qnestlon Is one of' fact,
Import quotas would be permitted unoler the general agreement on tariffs andl
trade In alny case where there is an efetive limitation on domestic marketing
or production.'
"That is the point I emphnsised previously and on nany occasions, particularly
last Friday and also hore today. The letter continues:
"'A farm marketing quota, if not set so high us to exceed what the farmers
would ordinarily market, would, for exatnple, constIttite tt effective restrle.
tio within the meaning of the agreement. Marketing agreements and orders
anid farm-acreage allotments are other devices which milght also constitute effec.
jiv restrictions.
"'Sincerely yours,
"'JACK R. TATE,
"'Deputv Legal Adviser.'
"In other words, there is no doubt that it is the undwstanding of the conferees
on the part of the Senate that farm-marketing quotas constitute effective restriotior on production or marketing. It Is also understood that marketing
arements and orders and farm-acreage allotments may also constitute effective
restrictionson marketing or production, and that the Judgment of the Secretarj
of Agriolture wifl be accepted as the authoritative Judgment with respect to
whether a marketing agreement and order or farm-acreage allotments are effee.
tie restrictiot. * * *
"I am savi4V that with this language and with this interpretation of the
language whio, I have just quoted, the conference report makes it as effective
with respect to all of the basic crops and other crops with which it is possible
to have effective marketing controls or acreage allotments, as would be the case
[Emphasis supplied.]
nder the Magnuson-Morse amendment to section 2.
From this statement of Senator Ellender, upon which the Senate primarily
relied In adopting the conference modified amendment to paragraph (f), It i
quite clear that the Senate and the Congress felt that the conference version
would protect section 22 as fully as would have the Magnuson amendment which
was originally adopted by the Senate and discussed above. It was made quite
apparent that Congress intended that conference version of subsection (f), in
conjunction with GATT, should constitute no restriction whatsoever on the
use of Import quotas under the provisions of section 22 to fully protect market.
lng agreement and other agricultural programs. It is also significant that Senator Ullender advised the Senate that it was his understanding, and that the
Senate could rely thereon, that:
"'The Judgment of the Secretary of Agriculture will be accepted as the
authoritative judgment with respect to whether a marketing agreement and
order are effective restrictions."
However, in spite of all of these assurances on the part of the State Departmeat, the executive branch of Government continued to delay and to refuse to
effectlveLv administer section 22 (see letters of State Department to White
House and Tariff Commission cited above).
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Ap I result of this continitel evosilon on the part of the State Dleprtment,
otilfhlllt, the (,Iongress became thoroughly disrihJJ oflhlals,
wii sotie other
satisiled onid finally coricludod, siftor 8 yours experience with the State
apartment under their version of subsectlon (9), that the State Department
couldinot be trusted and that congresss would have to repetl subsectton (f)
a111doiipletely reverse the latnguage, Intent lind policy thereof so that It would

be completely clear and niandotory that section 22 and our agricultural pro-

graims should be paramiount and controllIng over any International agreement
tit
might Ib contrary or Incoislstnt therewith In any way.
(onseqaalitly, secio
(b) of the Trade Agreetents ,,x'tnmion Act of 1051,
aunenled Smahl subsectio (f) so as to compJletely reverse Its lngunge, Intent and
Congressional Jpoli(y, to red as follows (whihh Is the lnguage as It exists In
setion 22 today) "
"(f) No trade, agree wmnt,or other International agreement heretofore or bereafter entered Into by the Unlftefl Httes shall be applied in a shanner inconsismtnt
with) thei t'eItIIhonjitnt of this section."
to section 22 (f) wasm approved ilnanlmously by the
This '105t ame dent
Semlit|, 1IIIIII'ce Committtee, tover the objwjction of the Htote I)epartmcnt, woH
a(opted without: objection on the Senate floor, agreild to In the eonferenee comnalttee between the two louss and finally adopted Into law. 'i'him amendment
1s abnlnthiltly clear and inii,
iditory iii Its intiiiilat,e to the president (and other
exOcutivo boranes,,) that
tion 22 slIl b loramnout and that no trade agreement, heretofore or hereafter entered Into, shall be permitted to Interfere In
any way with tei fhll and effective operation of all Its provisions. Hince the
AItato Departmint still avoids and (rlrentrvents; this v:ry clear congressional
directive , a somewhat detailed review of the hegishitive history and Intent behill(] the udortlon of this sfbsectlon (f) amendment In 1951 Is In order. In
view of such legislative history and the qvite clear and overwhelming sentlment
on the part of the (Iongress thot section 22 small and must be made to prevail
over ttay tWade agreed ,nt, It is almost beyond comprehension that the State
1Departmnent has continued to Ignore it and continums to operate ofl the assumption that GATT is superior to seetion 22...-thnt the United ftotem must go to
GATT and plead for a waiver from two-thirds of the 35 members of GATT in
order to secure temporary permission to conditionally contile the Import lmitations now In effect under section 22, The position and continned hostile
attitude of the State D)epartment and the P1resident toward section 22 should
be carefully analyzed In light of the legislative history and Intent disclosed by
this 1051 amendment.
This amendment of subsection (f) was sponsored by Senator Magnuson along
with several cosponsors, and was initiated by a Henate Finance Connmittee
nmondmetit to the House bill (f. R. 1012). The Senate committee's report
(itept. No. 200, 82d Cong, 1st sess.) contained the following comment at
page 7:
"Your committee adopted an amendment designed to prct
the full operation of section 22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act. IWicase should arise
where required action under section 22 would conflict with any trade agreement, then the action under section 22 shall prevail."
The bill was reported by the Senate committee on April 27, 1951. It was
debated thereafter on May 21-23 and on the latter date passed the Senate.
In his opening statement, Senator George, chairman of the Finance Committee, first referred to the section 22 amendment as follows:
"Another amendment of great iW1portance was the amendment suggested by
the Senator from Washington rMr. Magnuson] which, as the Senate knows, had
already twice been adopted by the Senate in connection with other legislation.
This amendment Is designed to protect the full operation of section 22 of the
Agricultural Adjustment Act which now, in subsection (f), contains certain
limitations upon the full scope of its use by reason of the provisions of our trade
agreements.
"Mr. Gponna. Mr. President, I was discussing section 22. and I will restate a
part of what I said because it is most important. Subsection (f) of section 22
contains certain limitations upon the full scope of Its use by reason of the provisions of our trade agreements. That is, that was the way the matter stood
before the amendment was recommended by the committee. The amendment
recommended by the committee reverses this citation, and provides that if a
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"NIV, (Imowip 'M'tit IN mrrovt, iIOiOVO', whenl thP MotIlot' 4oe1utjlnlole ht'foro
h
lefiold"1tui
about poAt atixs, I ho agi9'iut tt that tI tto wits oiltm~ndn141tg, a111110
ctIl not oot lutde' Akttoit 22. No action could he takon under scilon 22 bcatim)
of the' awrtnt Itself, W" havo rtnoVINti ht Imped(ilment ol, IlnhkI)IIlon, Q11otam
k'so 1e IntiposetI andtinoplete )irotretion t'aii bo givon i itiootiioity wliil In
supuortts by Iiy'out of otur fitril pr'grallia.
-Slixtiou 22 rwiiWs the I'rosident to act. I believe If tho Smotr will voad
wouiou 22 lio will soo that tho fullest power Is there given, and that it direct and
mandatory rejuirement Is paictx upon the President. At least that Is iny tinder'
staniniug tfit t97 Cotutgrsloitul Reord 513410I).
When Nisiueratlon (if the' bill was resunied the next day. May 22, Senator
Goorge returned to the subject of setion 22~, saying:
"With r forente to setton 22, 1 wish to ake clear precisely what can and
crunot4t 1e done under it, In view of the amendment striking out subsection (f) of
aecilon 22.
of intorference by biports with a program of price support Is
"It the tt
ahowa-in other words, It must first be shown-the President niust act under
eeeiom 22.1,

After quoting front seetin 22 and making some additional comments, the
deM te tbken proceeded asa follows:
'iSena
tor Gtimrat n It was the opinion of the comniittee-and I think that this
is Imr~ rtant, and I wish to make It clear-that It further strengtheniing of section
22 was desirable. It should be done by way of amendment to that section In the
A4,rieultural Adjustment Act, or in th.:. act In which section 22 was originally
insprtvd. That would not be a proper function of the Finance Committee, and
we did not. feel that. we should undertake to amend that act. 'We did feel Justi.
fiext In removing the inhiittion against the full operation of section 22, notwithstanding tbeme might be In existence a trade agreement which, under the law
prior to the amendment removing subsection (f), would have prevented the
action by the President.
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rno-od, that I sIC) In ('ouIIIJA.tI symipuftiy with the recorn1111'lilti#'Jl Jim I tlnilut~t
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''Mr. (bweco, Us tillletit its I
I olitely ieectssrtry.
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f4re11t)
to lin iJDllafion of figrletiftural prlrutctso, vinder H4eetiors 22.
"Mlr. (Zeu~rlurlt". But lr'iW, with fleC arnndwent strike out osbwetion (f), that
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"Mr. Waniesy. WWI (07 C. It. 5730)-6737).
OIn May 23, Hentor Butler, a member of the
thre bill.

the first Instanre he comflelled
hlin ty the TrariN Comislon
then be haes full poower to act.
F~inanace Ciommrittee, discussed

In referring to the amendment of sewtIon 22 he sid:

"Section 8 (b) INparticularly important since it urirqulvneAlly giv" section
22 of the Agricultural Adjustment Act a priority or it gterior status to any
perovision which may be written or which may have be". written loto any
trade agreement. Section 22 in the stetlon which permits the $ecretary of Agriculture to prevent Imported farm products from destroying or Injuring our
domemtic agricultural programs.
"Time after time In the past, we have found that farm Imports have comme
Into this country and flooded our markets at thre very time when we were trying,
through domestic measures, to maintain farm prices at a reasonable leeL. In
an address to the Senate on September 9, 1949, 1 liated product after product
In which this situation occurred."
27629--pt. 2---

"Whollevor ulny attempt was 11110o to, tolot Ihim Mslito imiIrolgh Moetit
22 of thgo Agrlilturwal Adjuot ttmnt A4, we wor' tol ti lt n1oquota or enlmlltlonmi
4Mimor* NOe Could 110 11I)po
on much Itoports bcy Me He
$crotnry Of AgriotImire',
boimoio
hitdimtnred I t 0 trade igi't'vmttt wich
11#
mI prohkibted 11s froml pro,
tooting our dml
mcetic farm11 potues.
",i
h114
Ittittflit14 to ('tttoret thatt 41litioti
It sI itto m 1tl that 110 tratdo
mgt't'miltt shal01 hto nItlieti InI it wtinoimm 'iiotwtsnt with soot ion 22 Of tilhe Agricoiittt Adjwstitont At. I do, not Ithink I hero coim hit anty inmntdori'smmliti
about, thle 1tmonig of I him troVINlOIn, Ily JIJ NO114
140011011(itt(M190 is 940tVIIK10ii 1ir
tioth'.' thlt It willit" ottO donlostlo! ItW'10111 Itt't
PaI 1rtO MtV1itl~ttO rIt 11httttt,
''Mr. Prom'esiint thle tnegtoutsprogm'm hits already donte metlous hanrm
toita mtilhe of dottimfes
I'grh'll urnl I irodle.t", I hope It will ho liiiSMIhO to re'.
141111
this IIIIAmug 01ti10V thrOugh thle esac~huem
Otlior thri thLm41 "totin
22
1111due
tdem' thIs Witl" (07l 01 It, 8tI
Hoettor (1arhsom, of imssit then nishied a quetion saying, "
t #*
11k imt
It, IIn his opinion, t he penidingI)Iitil tek ere of the coumpetit ion whichk we receive
fPOWt httpot'ted 11gri01titurni C01nmmuodItIeme."
'the1r'eply ws.
"MV, MIrTUOM Of' Nebraska, I will say to the ,llstitgulsbod Notuttoi' from Knt8its that It JIstMy feeling 1,hat, Vi1Ii the adoptiont or' the provision with reforonvo
to imiking soot Iol 22 of the Agrictiltut'a AdIustnmiont; Act thle .eteri'vilng fnetor
whei sitoh msittitt in artme t1e hill wo1uld bring9 01e relief Which IN IMAMde to
wolet American agriotiture." (07 C~.It, 5%13).
Near the eonelusionl of Clie 1ena1te debit" oil tile bill, Senator Magntuson quoem'
thmtted Setitor (i'oorgo re'igardintg the tslgmtiicne of Clhe phratse ",the rorqui rentwits
of" as used III thle momi tttee amtetidittent. Senator Mtgnusot's 5tfittoiiot Int
part ond Senator tOeorge's reply were its follows:
"t,'entitor MAIINiItON I. WhmIt Votiteriod sontle of thle "pollmorm' of the nillolld.
tueont 111d mtcysolf wtts tile lise 0; the additional wvords1 'the roqutlrentmt of',' 1
talked With, thle 4sotiator fromn (l1olorado (Mr, M1111ikii) Informaully amnd lieo xphiMe ttitt hie thought those words tMightt Streltgthen1 the amendmb)-ent., t wasN
Wondering whether thle 'Senator front Gecorgia hall the satne opiniont.
"Mr. Gionoa. Mr. President, t have the slinte general view. I should like to
adld that the purpose of Inmertittg thds litugunge hImt~int If the Promilet, whent
cortain farts appear, can give an otfectivo remedy without violating lilt agreemtont, but within the sterns of ati agreoetunt, so to i4pemtk, lie many have that
opportunity -,but If hie ('11000, this setion will prevuill. This metiom omresiemit
the philosophy of the istiguishod Senteator front Wmshittgton In the two bills
viceh hakv previously pammed tile Senamte.
"Mr. MAGNiT8o. Iii other words, It Is thle opinion of the Senator fromt (leorgia
and the Senator front Colorado that this latigunge adds tii tdditiomil situation
to the requlrentettts of section 22, It might he that the remnedy could be carried
out within the terms of the agreemotat.
"Mr. (lronar. It might be0. lit If there were an Irreconeoilble conflict, the
President would he obliged to carry out the section 22 provision so am to grant
relief,
,"Mr. MAGN. )N. M r. President, I shall not press mny two nitmonduments.
"Mr. (ron.v I thank the. Senator very munch." (1)7 0. R. M856-5857).
he
Senator Mw.-P raised a stimlar question jusgt before passage of the bill mnmd
was answered by Senator Millikin (the ranking Rlepubican member of time
Finance Committee) In the following colloquy:
"Mr. Mons. Mr'. Pmrsdent, I have a couple of questions which I desire to
stsk the Senator from Colorado (Mr. Millikin) with whom I discussed the subject matter of the questions.
"In my State, And also in the State of Washington, there Is at situation In
wht<,h the two Senators from Washineton as well as the two Senators from
Oregon have been much Interested. The tree nut industry has been greatly
comncerned about the reciprocal trade problems which have developed over the
jrears resulting In tuatty detrimental effects to that industry. We aire seeking,
in connection with the pending measure, the elimination from section 8, subsectjon fr), line N, page 13%of the bill, the following three words: 'with the requirements.'

"It ix desired to have the section read:
"No trade agreement or other international agreement heretofore or hereafter
entered into by the United States shall be applied In a manner Inconsistent With
this wetion.
-r should like to ask my good friend from Colorado If I am correct In my.
understanding that the committee Is not disposed to strike the words 'with the
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rqutireio~ntm,' and Itfill would be so0kind am1
to make it statemt now, for the
jlilrpfl~fl of 1OttiMiUMtV0 hily,101y as Cowhy the coinifiilt~~o In inot dimpoxtod toS
strike
theemo three WOedIe,
64MP. MutLxazaM. InIllny Ophlnt tile langtumge19 Was plt Into the bill deli1bertely
lo sttreigthli raulier thal Ito weaken thint sec4?tlin It INintended to snuke It clear
thint out. dummae5tie prograa51 under metona 22 solhall Jsrovall an'ld shall override any.
th1ig IiiCODIiitiet found III 11terlintlonil aIgroeiotgtf.
That, 151the ptirposto of
tboelan jiin ge, to niako It very clear thant this rol4Idll'ento or the, provixionm of
s400tion 22, shll itrevall, siid mhaltl override all other Ificoniimtent things to be
fminsd i III eorittlonitl aigreemsensts,
"Ma'. Momi, Atis I correct lit lily 11ndermta Ilnrg that It IN thle view of the
Moaiss 1ol1frolill (Johorusde, 11114,
1 tlhcve, the view of th11(
coiiiiittee s a whole, that
ho14
atrlkiilg of theme, jaaitrtlar three words wotild weakena the best liosible
ii(t'ct loll f the hat eroit of thos slint Indamtry ra ther than mtressgtIhen It?!
"MI', MssaImaKN. That is ily 0ip0lilon, and I believe It Imthe ojpi i i of tho other
iiiC1i1hel'H or the ('oiiattoo. I should like to ask thle disthingidished chairman of
the ('(ulitiitteo whether Ieo cossciti lit lily view of the maitter'!
"Mr. (4Inoason, I coliulit oh Henistor's otateiiient' (07 U~,It. rWWWM5(I).
lit view saf sotr exper'ience ad theo roet'lotn oif (.$ongreso to the position taken
by the Ninte Departmoent wider the original subsectIon (f) enacted In 1 .48 and
Ihe coliijleo reverl-1 of that Isiusgo#stuidf Intent III thIs 1051 munensiment, of Mub-.
nest iol (r) ; Andi In view of thio very clear, moanahtory mid almost unaminm
congrwslsonat intent, msexpi'essed In the defoutem reviewed above, It Is very inysti.
I'ying to tile, and I am mure to fnnny others, how thle State JDepartilent NtI main.
Wills1 Its poiion that Clho provimlsin 4~ thin (ATT aro still the law f thle land
uasd tire controlling over section 22 to thle extent thart the State IDepartinetit eantt'idm thol. we3 (!i55iit cototlo~d to udmsiiitei' setou 22 in the United Mtstem without seekIg time jaeruilmsion of two-thirds of thle 35 foreign countries who are mo.t ttetling po rtles oif VAT.
Mince thle o1loostlon oft this amentlmneut In 11951, OATV hax bWon renegotiatied
and, we haive pumsseslioh date when the psrovIsions oif GATT would expiore or were
subject to termninationi or inodttlcatona; and yet thle State Department ham mad.
II!0 effort of oisy kind 14
tomnegotlato GA V to maike It conform with the rorvislonii of fmssCtoli 22 or to otherwime conform our Intei~nntional agreernefatx to then
(oigressifoil inundate of 1951 contained III the amended subsection (f).
F1"or tile State Department and the executIve branch of (loverrnent to continue
s'ssntonfding, am It does, that article XI of OATT ham any authoriation In law or
$lily elfectlvenesis Ifn the United Atates sleemsg to me to be completely untendable.
In addition to this complete reversal of subsetIon (f), the Congress, as part
of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951 (sec. 8 (a)), also further
strengthened tile procedural p~rovisionis of section 22 Ini order to assure Its moe
('xppsiitloon andI iore effective ailiistration and enforcement by the executIvO
brunch. Section 8 (a) provides am follows:
"Mc. 8, (at) InI any case where the Secretary of Agrieulture deteirminesl and
reports to the President andi to the Tariff Commission with regard to any agri.
cultural comimodity that dlae to the Fririsabillty of the coarsaodity a condition
existsl requiring emergency treatment, the Tariff Commission shall make ans
Inamedinte investigation tunder the provisions of section 22 of the Agricuitoral
AdJustment Act, as amended, or under the porovhdloas of section 7 of thixaet to
determine the facts avid make recommendations; to the President for same relief
under thome provisions as may be appropriate, The l'restlent may take ismediate netion, however, without awaiting the recommendations of the Tariff
Comti~son If in his judgment the emergency requIres such action. In any casae
the report and flndhings of the Tariff Comomission and the decision of the President
Mhol'tbe made at tile earliest possible (iate and In any event not more than 25
chlenfdar days after the submision of the cose to the Tariff Commiswion.'
This 1951 amendment also wan approved unanimously by the Senate Finance
Committee, adopted on the Senate floor without objection, approved by the Conference Committee and enacted Into law.
However, In spite of requests from several American producers of perishable
agricultural commodities, the administration has failed to use thin expediting
procedure pirovidedi by Congress.
As a result of thin continuing unwillingness of the executive branch of Governmient to promptly and effectively administer section 22 In accordance with the
Intent and mandate of Congress, steps were again taken In 19M3 to further
strengthen section 22. Senator Magnuson, along with several other coaponpors,
Introduced a bill In the Senate (S. 983) to further tie down the provisions of
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Pi'zimartly, Nx-io

of Secretary llos~n1 ftmilrateot* that sietton 22 wouil

be more protfly and more eftetively atiwaiuisterod In the future~ by the now
administration, and ass a result of the Soprtotiiry's Atiitoniolit that, ho ow1(ttot
foe) It aocesary to transafer the ad.hniatration of section 22 from the Prooialeat, State Department, and Tariff Comunlsslon to the D~epartment of Agrieui
ltre, as wae pxan tit the Magnumou bill (S. 083), and relying ott the apfsur-

avwes ftrwm Senators George and Millihcin (tho 'Deniopritice and Ropubilell
mnira of the bill on the Senate floor) that, As amended InI section 8 of the
ooanilttee bill, wetion 22' would be as completely and promptly effective ats If
(be Magnusen amendment should be adopted; Sensitor Magnuson and his cospesors detided to withdraw their proposed itittendinent to the Trade Agreemtenti. Ezteation Act of IOM8 and to accept In lieui thereof the assturances (If
Secretary Henson and the stalled Cordon iaondtneut wbich wits the mante as
the amendment recounniended by Secretary Henson, its quoted above. This
assturani( that the bill's section 8 amendments to section 22 would be just as
eft~etlve as the amendment proposed by Senator Usignuson and ise cosponsors, In
S, OS&%
was contained In the following colloquy between Senators George and,
Magnuson near the conclusion of the Senate debate on R. R. I:
"(S$enator MaAowio~ What concerned some of the sponsors of the aMend.
at qpd myself was the use of the Additional words 'the requirements of,
I talked with the Senator front Colorado (Mr. Milikin) informaiflly and, he
explained that he thought those words might strengthen the amendment. I
was wondering whether the Senator from Georgia had the same opinion.
"Mhr. Ozomic. Mr, P'resident, I have the same ptw~ral view. I should like to
add that the purpose of inserting this language Is that If the President, when
certain facts appear, can give an effective remedy without violating ana agreement, but within the terms of an agreement, so to speak he may have that
opportunity: but If he cannot, this section will prevail, 'Fhis section carries
out the philosophy of the distinguished Senator from Washington in the two
bills which bave previously passed the Senate.
"~Mr. Xaxvmsom. In other words, It is the opinion of the Senator from Georgia
and the Senator from Colorado that this language adds an additional situation
to the requirements of section 22. It might be that the remedy could be carried
out within the terms of the agreement.
"Mr. OulomoL It might be, But If there were an irreconcilable conflict, the
Presenet would be oblied. to carr out the setion 22 provision so as to grant
rVa~d.
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"Mr. (boomm. I tlunk tho iMonaor very sunch1" (07I V, It, 58M-48087)'
TihIN Cogrdon~ amoiiiniuhst wism 1A11411$d onSthe 14oDndI floor, am4.W0te14 to crinfor-

erwo with Mooi 'liiwo' ond 1fIsIlly Onact(d uit law, 'lisp conferoweo report (ISpinlduai tOw Vourdws aesweduent in the following lanuge (11, 1tt No. iVjA%,
S"AnsiodssuImoo No. 2. Thuim omnjsdinnt, which adds at now section 104 to the bil,
atimis section 22 (to) of tho Agrioturai Aaijattmnt Act. to provide that IIn
vamofwhoro ti0 wmo~4tary of Aoricalturo sietoriaines and reports to the 1'rosident with rusgard to ony airtile or artkclos that a condition Oxists requiring
4111krgoney I rontmeont, 0141 l'reslulnt uty take lrnadiat~i action ijuder secton 22
ofthe Agrilotua' Adjusitmsent, Act, ath amended, without awaiting the recolso
xasndulim of the Tariff (oit. inl"4sio, touchl action to VoIstinue In "(feet spending
thai rPJu.1t and reco unondations of' the Tariff Cosnmieslon and action thereon
by' thai Prosidont. The 'louse reedes with a clorical change."
M'uwrm PUPAUTUMN AND) V**siI1XsWV CJOXTSXU TO 01IIMPIET AND NUIwVv
Mavssou 22 AND T1114
VsX" OXhAS OosemassbOaAL MANKAI
thywov or, In Npite of the fitut thot this amendment recommended by Secretary of Agrivolture AUoson wis ftdopted by (3ongrees IA low (which hus never
beot I'modl) ; in spito of thes assuriracos or, bettor atlsinlstratfon by ecrotary
ollwn
at in' spite of the aunee of Senators George and Milikin the
$tteO Dt-pArtifent h41N Continued to c!ircumnvent MeAIMn 22 and the congrmionol
Mesny of um deeply interested In the agricultural programs and section 22,
Which Is An integral part of all agricultural program, relying on fleieotary Bentwonos skmsesressee of snore efeCtive and sMOre eXpeitioUS administration of secthi 22, felt tbat the 51ow administration would now recognize thi congressonfal
Intent and very clear mandate that sectionl 22 he maede paramount and comnploely coo rolig over GATT or ausy Other exeCUtive agreement. We felt; that
tho State D~epartmnt would be forced to renegotiate artielo XX of GATT snd
lnoy aoher Iite rntional. agreement, which might he Inconsistent with section
22, to suenke iheiui conformt to the full force and effect, and prompt, effective
adminimtratos, of section 22, Hlowever, this has not developed up to this thrme.
It 11ppIears that the State Department has again p revalled In Its Completely
unfounded contention that the executive breach of Government should consider
the (;ATT,' (avid other executive International agrements) to be paramount and
controlling over section 2.
I feel quite confident that Secretary of Agriculture Renson, and the now adinistration in the Department of Agriculture, heave wade every reAVYonable effort t. make good on the Secretary'# 190~ promises to Congress and to wake swctMon 22 effective and to prevail upon the President to so modify GATT? an4 other
International agreements as to make them consistent with the fuM effective"es
of section 22, Hlowever, apparently the S4ecretary of Agriculture and his Departinent have been unable to prevail Inthis position, Secretary Renson has bees
unable to fulfill his promises to Congress maede during 29M5 when an amendment
to Rection 22 and the Trade Agreements Exstension Act of 1905 was being toosidered. It Is now abundantly apparent that the Congress must take stml furtbor steps to effectively Isolate the $tate Department and GATT from say Influence over section :22. Perhaps a thorough Investigation by this subcosmittee Into the Otate Department and White House staff handling of section 22 matters to In order.
This failure of the new administration to make good on the promises of Seeretary of Agriculture Benson way have resulted from the findings and recoinmendatlons of the so-called Randall Comnmission which was prodd for and
set up by the Trade Agreements E~xtensions Act of 19(58 for the purpose of stu"Ing and reporting to the President on our foreign econowic policy. Including
the negotiation of trade agreements such as GATT and their admilnistration.
The Randall Commission report states that there Is an Inconsistency between
our agricultural legislation (and our agricultural pram
adwMsered bvy the
Secretary of Agiculture thereunder) and the ontining freer trade polic
which It recommended that the President follow and seek enabling lgdto
for. However, I was very Pleased to note that thw digulathef chairman of
the Wak' and Means OeMSinlt who was a member of the Ban" ants
slen (-and is-ex-offito member, of this subcommittee) dissented trms this finding
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ande rooit
~)
tttclftion (if t,11 Rawtiittl contItttiliot, chairtitliti Cio or Aitbitted a
s4'lperit imtmoeitig mtttentnt; with res Milt to Out figrilItOVIre TI0Nt~itI 411id
po0rai andt setiin 22. Uheitirinan Cooper'et doine110110xtg ciatenetnt efids ean

*

4"t lto with regrot that I ntn unitbio to itgreei with toitto of tho viewet (mpretflmte
by it iitiaiovity of thie nienihor" of thel (ioneisuletsioe WithI reespset to Agriculture.
"1
have (11%
ovory ocecaloti ploetetblo Oxerted miy 14!St efflorts to tinprove the role,
of Agiiioulturni itrodt'tetm ti forolgii treido, I fully~ rete the tillortanuwe of ex.
port inrketm to narivuit tire ; however, I iietVO itiwo sup orted nied voted for our
dlotini aegciiltiiral irogrants when they were ner t'otimIdttitioit by tbm
111 roolfie that there itro ltite e where our domooltie it ricuil trtil prograin
andi our forigti tratte Policy Inty moont to be In eotifllct. VIt It woul ippoar
titt t itrelt eidJUN0t etetit could beo11110 and thant we should not ari trut ci ly suitbor(titate the role of our donteAtte tigrioultural, programs to our foreign ecouiomie
"Ourt climatic elgrilitti Itrogret m ecvi ioet1lty, 1111 havi
ce been, of 4-ollempc,
enneted by the ti tigres aint lImprtoved as the yooerm Itevo gotten NcY.'i'icee progrants ltre it majt~or filctor IItI to ttbllINett'ioli of reflit
iiee titif-14
11cttilt.
lited
aro about the onily prot4~ott NViit'h the fill-reteret have fronti the bavseirds1 of Ocohomic eoutitouls wh101 aro lectpossithle to elttlpeito itil Which call titeati the elifferecic betwouect tlnael"tia falilre diti tilAunIIIIII success,14 it; Is mny belief theet our
dottiest Ie agrlettuiral pwrogrutlw4 ond our foreign, trade policy both tire very finilertent to our tgrliiitturl interests.
iI
fe'illettoll
"I tiny event, our domote agrivultunt programlis should nte hoe
to ouir foreign trade policy without full mtid encreful eomidonictioti, with iproiper
emlihasis being given to our domestic fotrm economy aend Its liipeiect otn our overoell
1114110
lentil ionlyY
Senaitor Wttlliki of Coloratdo, also disseclted, In the( followilig ieutgueelge
"A.s I see It, the report injets itself gritit ously itto the highly cotroversil
subjqet of our dottiestlIcprogrcms hat acd of etgrielhltr.
twice oif tie I
"Neiher the Cogesnor the exectilve dlepoertmtent lit thlee'
section of tMe report, would bethamiperedi by IeIck of etplo fel ecrold
piil
III
reviewing the suhlijet duiciig this session of the Cottgress.
"it the polit Is that wve 11u1st tear tip or radicailly reeaeuk oth' tlomtiitlt'
aftriotlturati progr.auns and Wihape them to tit tho vairlous lproploslm itt tism setti
of the report, includ1Ig those opliositig support price progia om, then I cinniot go
alowg.
"I believe It Is not suffic~ently euiplintzeel theit our doiomei ogrh'ultacre mind our
(lovornmout's dotte-t Ic policies reget ilnha It should not be rsulorinieted to foreign
police.
"As, I Pee It we mast flrst of all stfegueir( our agrieulture at homee emnt the
doing matthis reuniires alert etitentlon to tiny. adverse oects abroade. We ttiioiid
try to avoid -much adverse elteets by measnres always short of jeopari~isng it sound
The decision )%living been made, our foreign
agricultural position at home.
pomlcies should he shaped to accotnmodato the results."
CogrssenReeNd, of New York, Simpsion, of P'ennsylvaia, and Battle,
of Alabama, Senators Hlicketiloolaer, of rows, and Gleorge, of Georgiat, als(1 ellvented from this recommendation of the Randall Commission, As did Mr. Mae.donald. Actually a majority of 8 out of the I 5 members failed to approve this
portion of the Randall Commission report. These gentlemen particularly dis4v*.ntod from the recommendation that our agricultural legislation and programs should be modified to bring them Into conformity with GATT and
the recommended freer foreign trade policy. However, apparently this freer
trade recommendation of the Randall Comtmission, along with the free trade
advic* of the State Department, has prevailed upon the President, over what I
believe to be the contrary policy of the Department of Agriculture and recoininendatlons of lkee'retary Benson that the foreign trade policy should be suibordinate to our American farm program and section 22.
Ithe views of the Randall Commission (the Chairman, Mr. Clarence Randall,
having subsequently been made foreign economic adviser to the President) and
the free trade views of the State Department apparently have prevailed with the
President and have become the policy of the cultrent administration. In any
event that appears to be the result.III
When H. I. I was submitted to Congress, (wbiclh I understand was drafted by
31r. Randall, with the assistance of the Randall Commission staff and, the State
Department) it contained language which would have substantially broadened
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41441491
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for
T1'ldlll Voopti4l.'SI 144wiIl woild asitivnIistsr thes General Agreptumnt on T1ariffl;
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an~d 1V51m
(9fl51(te I ti Ilw,
Al4 further evidence of the falet that, the frees trisls' reeotCOnagtionfaM of the
ltlllll
5'olliffltIlonii~ a4141
(!ontiiig refesati V) folly siW) effectively ,sdrultiuhster
oieetioit 22 lisis boe'oifle the jiesley of the current: P'rsident und 14tate TInlyrtrtist,
the current
nlr test boomnt
i reriego~titeti the jirovilionx of (IA141 (renesgotIited (IAT'l i' tgued b~y the UnItod Staltes Miirch '21, 1955) without inikIng any
('htitigo lit ortlele XI thereof. wlichb Ns ftonllent, with sso'tlion 22 ornd oisr
agricultural progrslinm, sitis without any oithler evIdesnee of inly Intent tio bring
our foreign triple Ilgreeinentsl Into eoriformity with wteon 22 Fn enacted aind

imheaided lby (CongresN along with the COngrernslonall manl1dalte In the Mo1uoub-

prirstgraish (f) which st111 Ireetso tIA
I(fM No trade Flgreelraelt or other internitonatl togreeutent herptofolre or
heretifter eteredi Into by the United Staites shrill be applied In a vianner inconsistent with the resiulremients of this seetton,"
MCIlI further r'onitliitlon of the policy ovnd Intention of this administration
to 'onltinuei Ignoring Congrems andi its setion 22 (f) uasndrite Is evidenced by

the fact thrit the Rtate Deprirnit andis the President felt It necesary to plead
for arid secure from the contracting parties to GATT a. teursporary waiver Tierndting them to continue even those few limitations which were already In e"fc
tinder section 22.
Also, the Organization for Trade Cooperation (OTC) proposedl by the administration at the last session of Congress (11. II. 55-5), If adopted by Conigress.
would have legislatively ratified the superiority of GATT over secton 22 and
would have ratified and set ijp the procedure whl(!h the VnIted States would
have to follow in the future to seek temporary waivers from OTC and GATT
(part Ill of OT.C) In order to continue ainy effective adminlstraton of section
22, Congress failed to act on OTC, although the bill w~as reported favorably
(by 4 vote of 17 to 7I) by the Ways and Means Co nmittee. ffere again I
believe I am correct in saying thst the OTO!-6VATT prohibition of Import quotas
atid virtual nullification of section 22 was one of the principal reasMAS for the
refusal of the Congress to even consider OTC.
It Is thus apparent that, right up to the present time, the Congress has; cottinued to repeatedly and constantly reaffirm Its Intention that secion 22 should

Ond malot be foode fully effetivo regardifemop of "fly Ititerniltionill lareell)"ilt
thot itiIAh be tonctot thorowlth, Yeto
t Cuerrent 1011ibtetro01m0iuiy
tin bao equally reatllimd Ito Intontioti to Oolitinule to ttgnolre Aetioli 22 and to
titie it" efforts to got (longross, by book or erook to ititko the trodo nga'e
tnontt ltcglelntion nudi (;ATT superior~ to and eontrodin (sver our agrit'iltiirili
1011iin d setloki 22,
Wile Clolisromt rojeteil OrI lAt the Ict: eerNonof of (lougres" it tnty b" predontod 419aIn at th" next aecelon. It In mny hope thot O(lgromm will Aigin rojet
0V ital 099in rooffirni INe innotate that Nootion 22 tnet 1)0 fully and otto;'tivoly onilnIsitored tiud o~rced by the exeentlvo branch of governmtit,
The freohig rok-low or the leitative history of mortloo 22 eon etine ito
doubts as to the intent of Congreee, The prtemont I ngtifge of thalt cecti1oll Is
#kIclear kind expliolt As "fny langliage thatt cold 110 Wititl Ini OXI)PPM1cel ill'h
ittnt, All thnt to mn'edod Is a wvillling "Ceptitle" by thle expeetire doluktI'leute(
of the otia Ionamandate.
It ftoign countries could ec

iattiaei

111d eollipiett exintnatte

of

Mh~ loh 22 kand tho trklO Intent Of (gle tie~ eIkene Ii It, flipy would 111IPI.-r
atand that on effective etion 22 IMfi ailul an1Id in~tegrAl pe11t of 0out' 41010411414

iriewtrol Iegtislatton and progaetIA find tlint the (iOnOPt'ee 11101111
what It Hays
In section 22. It thle 8tate IDepartillent (1oftlil be0 Indfleod to diccontinue making
Ve1t e1ete antI n~got tikJIn International 11greemonto Wh114'h fire nc thoiied
Mid Inconsistent With s80tion 22, 11,l forePign 00ouwitriec would MOOn 1-01109tlee the
P4t1"os and fairnese of etion 22 fiel written by 'Oog em nd woldd fully
respet the reo"ns and lneed therefor, thus ending Neuther friction onf ti point.
It is the
Iu~tng
of the reitn for meetion 224 induceod and tfocerOd
byV the State flepArteiont, fithatIcauges ;limeord among and cotplointm from for-

Oliba "11triVA.
Since sectice 22 Is already mandatory iipon this President, inti Is

tco clear
In 1b; policyr, Inteont wind detitil of proedural execution4 further ainteitcui
oit resktteO the Intetit already, clearly Oxprececit, We AIIJX.5't that tis co11nitt, might woll obdvor to aeceirtoln wh'V th0e PXOtiVe tiep~tilteiut haklVe
not more effetiwv carried otit the eongreccionail will Ii the wiitufimtisittioti of
Imotlon 22,4 why thle State flepartniont has not reiicgotlti'd (lAT1 to conform
to secton '22-cAt the law has really required thein to do mince 1951 4-anti why it
,Nchwenlow' Oftort t) properly evplatn the reamonm and Intent of Congresr4 to l
foreign coxntries, without Any apologies therefore hian not been made.
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Mr, Chatrrman, this statement In ninde tip of two separate hut itelated parts,
Part I Is an explanation of the amtendmient stibmitted by tSenator Morse and nip
to 1.12826 together with a copy of the amendment Itself. Part It consists of eotements on the testimony presented to your comminttee by the Stalte Department's
ivitnee tq Mr. Winthrop lirown,
Part 1. explanation and Copy of Amendmnent
On W'bruary 20, 1 introduced a bill, S. 3(0$, which Is Identical In wording
and Intent to the Maglnson-Morne amendment to S. 2824. At time of Introduction, I Inserted In the Congressional Record a statement explaining thle meaning
and purpose of that bill, which, like the proposal we are now dicuacing, Is an
amndmient to section 22 of the Agricultural AdJustment Act. To avoid duplication iad possible confusion, I would like Inserted at this point myv February 20
statement on S. 8088, followed by a copy of the amendment itself. That statement ca*n he found on page 2001 of the Congressional Record and reads as
.P~rt 11. Comments Prompted by Testimony of State Department Witness, Mr.
Winthrop Brown,
Up to the time the chairman closed the hearings on 1,1.2820, Mr. Winthrop
Drown was the only witness from the executive branch who appeared to testify
an my proposal to amend section 22 of the AAA. Mr. 'Brown confined hIs teatimany entry to subsection (f).- We tmust assume therefore,'that the'State
IDeparthtezt and other executive agencies Involved have no 'Particular objeclim to subsectont (a), (b), (c), (d), and (e) of the amendment. These
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are what I call the streamlining provisions of the amendment. These are the
provisions which transfer section 22's Investigativo reponsltiiity from tie Tariff
Corumission to the Secretary of Agriculture. This transfer Is made in recognttion of the fact that the Secretary of Agriculture must deal with "total supply,"
In devising and adlitnfitsrlng a price support or similar program anid, therefore,
should have authority over imports paralleling his authority over domestic
production.
This year's 10 mtllifon bushels of imported potatoes, Odded to our 402 million
bushels of domestic production, constitute the "total supply" the Secretary must
deal with,
lncothere Is no apparent controversy over subsectiotm (a), (ib), (c), (d), and
(o), I will confine my remarks as did the State Depurtment witnesses to subsection (f). Before going further let me refresh your memory am to the wording
of that section in the existing law and compare it to the wording contained in
my proposed amendment.
Mtubsectli (f) of sectIon 22, am added by the 80th Congress, now rads: "No
proclamation tinder this section shall be enforced In contravention of any treaty
or othAr Internatironal agreement to which the Vnitl Htate in, or hereafter
becomes, a party."
I propose to reverse the emphasis. In the Magumuon-Morge amendment subsection (f) reads "No international agreement hereafter shall be entered into
by the United States, or renewed, extended, or allowed to extend beyond Its
permissible termination date In contravention of this Aection,"
The State Department witness allogem three major objectlons to the anindment. I will list th4n1 and then discuss each in turn. Here they are, (1) The
Magnuson amendment would require renegottati(m of all existing trade agreements. (2) The Magnuson amendment authortzes the President nnilsteorally to
Impose fees or quotas "without limitation." (8) The Magnuson ameinientr ]s
uhnecesary because existing agreement# already authorize Impositlorof fee"
or qiotam when circumstances warrant it.
The contention that my amendment would require renegotiation of all exist.
Ing trade agreements t mioleading to ay tho least, and In thole easm, where
renegotiation night be necessary the situation demands correctlve action anyway. Let me elucidate.
This amendment does not change In any way the basic principle of section 22
of AAA, as It Into stood in foll force and effect during the entire period In which
all of our foreign trade agreements under the so-called Reciprocal Trade Agree.
ments Act have been negotiated. Trade agreements are executive agreements.
In much agreements, our negotiators could not legally bargain away the limited
protection to farm programs contained in thto Vederal statute. Any pr(visions
in trade agreements contrary to section 22, therefore, must nmessarily have ten
null and void from their inception.
Paragraph (f) of section 22 was adopted In 1048. It could not have ersted,
therefore, any obligation to the signatories of any trade agreement, that did not
already exist. The only trade agreements negotiated, signed and plced in
effct, since existing subsection (f) was enacted, are those with Haiti and
Greece. All others were subject to section 22, mins smbwton (f). There
certainly should be no objection on the part of the State T",artroent to correctIng past errors--to retreat from a position they had no right to take in the first
place.
In the event renegotiation of any existing agr.eet becomes necessary, only
that part Of the agreement will have to be changed, which is ineonesstent with
the provisions of section 22. If the State Department's eiafm--whicb I will
comment upon in the next few paragraphs-are true. any change In existing
agreements required to bring them Into conformity with section 22 will be Very
slight.
The State Department witness contended Wfore this committee that them
presently exists no legal bar to action by the executive bratn-b to connection
With imports along linen proposed In my amendment. Speeqflcally the witne
said, beginning on page 7Ml, and I qnote: "* * * the general agreement aty
that we would be free to Impose a quota on agrieultural Imports tu any 0as*
where we are supporting the priee of the commodity In this country and where we
are restricting our own domestic production.
"The basis for that agreement, of course, i that where there is a limftatkni
on the domestic market, it is fair and right and proper that there should at*
be a limitation oni the Import.
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"There Is also a provision In the igretolet whleh

wouhl pernit Imposition

of qtota at any time, where we are disposing of outr agricu ltu ral surplus, May,

or under a mtali plau or any way of that kind us we, I think,
iii the free hch
aRle doing with MOnto Potatoes toiaty; 1111, 11mln11y, III the agreettienlt It would
permit the Inpositio of a quota or fee at any tiute when the imports of the
eotnodlty were causing or threatellng any series Injury to the dontiestI(e
production,'"
11ere, In t effect, the witness was paraphrasing article XI of the (enernl Agree.
admits,article XI author es re.
ateut on 'i riffs ald Trade. Am he frankly
strietions upton iniort

through

Varilols

devices whnit

country has

prograttns

in effect, the purpose ef whih is-and here I quote:
"* * * to restrict tl,&
quantities of the like dimestile product lperOtted to he
liltli4al
don
llthe (rodlietlo(P
of th,
marketed or produced or, if therei Is no stII
like product, of a domestic product for which the Imported product can be
directly substituted ; or
"to remove a telmporary morlilus of the like( domestic prodit, or, If there Is
no substantial donestle production of the like lprodiict, of it domstle product
(or which the Imported products can he directly substituted, by making the suirplus available to certain grolps of (dom1estic VomismnerV(S f1Te O charge or at
prices below current market level,"

These two paragraphs are front article X1 of the

general Agreement on Tralo

and Tariffm, paragraph 2, mubseetion (c).
Transtlted into section 22 language these plragraphs May: A signatory to
IATT' may take unilateral action to restrict agricultural Imports, If such iumports Jeopardize farm programs such itsa marketing agreement, direct price
su pport, school lunch purchases to reduce surplus, acreage allotments, etc.

Since provisions In this master agreement so nearly conform to what I am

seeking to aceolntpish III this amendinent, 1 soe no reason why the State l)epart-

ment should object, unless they Intend to completely vitiate section 22 In the
next round of negotiations. 'Tis is precisely what could be done unless sub.
section (f)Ifirepealed or changed. As a inatter of fact, the greatest danger of
loss of the limited protection of section 22 lies In what could be written Into now,
extended, or renegotiated agreements.
To conclude this phase of my discussion, If the protection of section 22 has
been bargained away In trade agreements, either section 22 should be repealed,
or the agreement should be corrected. If, however, existing agreements conform
to section 22, then there should be no objection to my amendment on legal or
moral grounds. In either event, the amendment Is a restatement of congressional
intent and should be adopted as a practical means of instructing our trade agreement negotiators as to the boundary within which they nmst bargain.
There ronains one final allegation of the State Department witness which deserves comment. On page 734 of the record of hearings, the witness stated, and I
quote: "The Magnuson amendment says in effect that we cannot by Internotional
agreement accept ony limitation whatever on the type of quota or fee or the
conditions under which we would Impose a quota or fee under section 22 * * *.,
Obviously this allegation Is a distortion of the facts. Let me read from the
amendment itself. I quote that part of section (b) of our section 22 amendment
which prescribes the limits the President must observe should he decide to
impose a fee or quota on a particular import. The pertinent provisions read:
"* * * If he concurs therewith the President shall by proclamation Impose such
fees not in excess of 50 percent ad valorem, or such quantitative limitations
* * * as he finds * * * to be necessary * * * provided that no proclamation
under this setion shall impose any limitation on the total quantity of any
article or articles which may be entered or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption which reduces such permissive total quantity to proportionately less
than 50 percent of the total quantity of such article, or articles, which was entered, or withdrawn from warehouse, for consumption during a representative
period, as determined by the Secretary of Agriculture."
Here, in the language of the amendment Itself, is the unequivocal denial of the
State Department's allegation that the Magnuson amendment would require or
permit Imposition of fees or quotas "without limitation."
There are further safeguards against indiscriminate use of section 22: first,
the Secretary of Agriculture must investigate the particular import in question.
He must find It is injurious to the enforcement of a farm program, such as price
supports or marketing agreements, and he must so certify to_ the President.
Second. If the President concurs with the facts presented to him by the Secretary
of Agriculture, he shall take action within the limits I have jilst recited, He'
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tony riot; Imipose a foe In excoer4 of 110 poeent ad valoremi or ai qu~oti tiant would
reiice Imptsi', belo0w 50 percent of the quantity brought Into the country during
it 10jpiomntit ii live period.
Am t a tter of fact., the rteveorst critcifamn that can justl Ihrbly be leveled against
Illy tttoniliioit INtha~t thle sitlilitioiitii iprEtAeelioit It.will affTord faris iarograt mind
tho Ioroadiler PIM
rtieiIa
IM I 1b ritl Imentirely too I It II d,
In M1111111111Y. Mr. ('11lmniruaeri, I1hatve polaite lit, Mlitt the three ief objieell(rigu
t(othis a11itendmeaitit, Inside by the Htto IJejartint wit ns, Mr. Wintbi-op B~rown,
Ite Ill-foiuuidoil. Thta', giojlIidhioit Woul1d 1101,140111hie '0mog~ in tiotic (f
o1 11110e1i41,in1
Iriot iigiietu'iit,1.M. 1O11ictIig li'odo togreoeeits t i
coniformi clomoty to the poroviNioim or illy Ittioudiatent.: ald Iho 11maiei
Would not; perlitl, the Presildenot
to Impose Imiport fees or' qutasti "without liailtnt ion,"
Th11Mislnel)adiaoiot to Hwflton 22, offered by Hremator Morce find HuyMeif, f4hoim
be adopted boy the (Congrem",ats a rextat'einent of Its Intent nd it it 1sec(iti" Insmtruction to the State O epartment unit our trade angreemaenat iiegotittort, 14f;to
I ho boumdory within which they mumt bargain.
Mny I remid the 'ottilnittee, ily way of postscript, that the National Gr,%nge,
NitionalCncl
of Fartner (looloorittivee, Attioricati Farmt Itmireaua Vteiermtiir,
Nat i oat i Milk 1'rodtiiere oiu liMiN it al Utwiderer Axoeoai~tot, Nutitonal
AII0
p1111,t14,1110, NorthWUNt H orticultural Coiucil, IP1orldis FrOft arid Vegetable
(I aowerm At criot ton, Omii Ifoi-tli IFrii tGrowe~rs 14ixli nge, Cal Iforrdai Almond
(Irowere4 IO clioi ge, Cal iforn ia Walnut (OrowerefNixeliange, Northwest Not Gmrowere, Aifnoriemin 11op (Iroweic Asoelidio, Nartional (Cherry Intidtute, find other
to111groulpN iamie h-1(l'diim or coiaimuulcited within thimlt(Ouaittee Its support of
liy ainael
G. MAOXIIHON, IJNITRO1 STA'ras SJYNAT01, IN WPOnT
or Mu'rlox i, or It. It. (1507, COM OITY (Camo0Te Couu'omn1AvsmN BlLL
Mr. Ii-eialoait: Section 3 of 11. TR.6563(7 In resility is ompli'tO ioixttt
for
section 22 of the Agriculinire Adjument Ac t of 1938 aonftiat section was uamended
by thle 8001
h C'otga'et.
Section 3 oif the peidig hill eorifornie genterally to two
to
affiendintentm I Apomtored In the Ormt fesilon oif thIm Congreow-fimndmiNn
the so-called Anderson fuin hill1 which was before usi lust O'toher, AVOWt
fumntore4 will reoIdl the mbehitlem on thorn'aendnne
t clrnnating
edb
InaMenate
tipprovol of the mnore Itntportsint ono by it vote of 44 to 28,
Section 22 of the AA A Act, wag d(eminerl by Its withore to provided if means
of prof edting dorriemte
to gieul torn promiueers-mrider ver t a i eretimpnenosfront rulnotim Iiports. Its machinery may he Intvoked through at proclamation
by tihe Trefehbent: when linports threaten the efflcacy of at marketing agreement,
piice, Huppot meol Itineli, export subsidy, or similAr turit program.
STA'rAlPMrNr OF WAIIW

Sect iotn 22 liae never henu the effective safety valve W4tc uttors Intended it to
bie, To the beet of my knowledge, (only two cots of slonWcte farm pr~glaeeg

lisive ever been mitoeesful In obtaining the protection section 22 imdemignsq] to
extend. The two sets of producers fire growers of cotton and wheat. I have
been unble to Iliad a single en"e In which prodticers oft a perishabble anmluo
commodity have been cmnocesmfil In obtaining action under SMctiof 22. Recent
experiece with Imports dictates that the Congress either maike setiors22 an efl'efive tool or write It off 'the books, There Is no point In having a safety valve
that doesn't work.
Since I argued this csirc here on time floor of the Senate In October, a nuimbe~r
of incidents have occurred which demonstrate the soundness of the course, oif
action I then Implored the Congress to take. Let me cite two of them.
Recently, newspapers throughout the country carried the story of Carndianr
potato imports. A shipload of Canadian potatoes renehN~I New Orleanif at a
landed cost 10 to 15 cents per 100 pounds less than the sujpport price on Maine
potiltoes In Mainhe. This Is a repetition of whant happenenl during the MA4
marketing season. During that period over 10,000,000 bushels of potates wore
imported from Canada at a time when this Nation was spending $200,000,00 to
support the price to domestic growers.
I draw the second example from the experience of the apple Industry. During
fiscal 1949, apple Imports amounted to about $15,710,000. During the identical
period we exported apples valued at about $5,500,000. From the same crop we
It
purchased for school lunches domestically grown apples valued at $4,500,00
Is obvious that school-lunch purchases from section 32 funds almost equalled the
dollar value of apples Imported.'
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I tiol't 11)ON1401lY' t'ottlltluo that oeotion 22 0mtiuld i1'Ro hoot Invoksod to stop
thomo Ink porin 11holigh ititny nionillormi of theo ltid~iotr rgd
m~ottili
neflo#,. I tdo
(Oiteflld, however, tttil; t11o 1ont')iltery to deal With ik e lithtjti'tt Allooae b"
411MtfIletly piat,
-0till ilo to jioruttit IMh 111t.1011
011111tit$ho I'ltN MO(1101 a fo.
1,11IN hill Ilr~oliln"
A1 Ptt'ie1tailtitti
of OtectIot 92. IO'MWhatl 1,h14
n~oriefoat
does" 10t, t I
stofrl tit" fuIA1tfl111dn tillition frill the i'11111M Vliitteloii
to tho Mocro;i'ry of Agritititre I thon, flip "owetoaiy will eiII1411 le I tiverII
tttull of the elroot of itmtortm ion
tt aVIetlItNllI'M 1141t'#I111 14i001 tON11111'l01lig 119114141
141111jIt, OeIiW t lb il tM t iiStuIlt1'I
rellir" 11,1vio#'
illoktn, M01410 it1tt011h O1
sCtroll, Poeoxt~t
lip ill roo till
1110114
o 00101 t0 1114PPON4ldtit. Witaedt Oulilu
01
tot
dotoilied thlrolgh his itvemtigti bit, Third, If 010 1111,11Idlil; ('otneti tII (Io Met"
Wrtauys 'wouullalts he :ttay by pillaaioath' litiuomo otilot fill tsijtiolt ftoo
lip fi O Iii icett
al oon), or Ilifte it llal~ttti4on i the t4tlRiIfy that 0011 ho lIIII
prtoil of I lie (o(11r11lity Involvedl.
WTInler this
t)
flidme
he t'rit'r rinfillmteeon woolti he~ evolved of thel remp oll.
"Ihilit les notw as4Mugne to It 11MIer sect (1122, OHIt
h
1kOf01'tho wotutw r1 11~llt
tho MSoevtat it Agtiltiro$to thw Pt'oidelitt ii11tetti of a11 i Ilow Mhl eti~e, tho
Pk4,rototy of' Aorieoltore to the Premidoot-the Prosident, to tho Taiff Com-

A

t my judgnteut this i4 jstiled, The Heecretnt'y of AgROltilro IN (11111V901 by
O)ehpi'ss4 Nith heavy re sions till ItI 4 fit eouutectin withl (jluwtio p:l iwton1 stiho
tip orI ttilil pirogritkn o l IaiOTP.
Ito should litove portillel
oihrtyover Ittllort-A, hett us donittste p'odtoo 1011 lillportm (ollsfi It I ho1
0 A~tl
ltply with whielh the MitretAry WIN to d1011.
The#t'roadoiut inaty or inaty wot eotiur hit the Meeretarylm i ,,eommolnflin, WOiI
At l060it Under Ased ton 22, not I
ioROs to Awhenal It, the0 Weotiry'n t'pt'iiiit.
tIotte would) edout frtomni
iarallel renlonnibIity on the one haond ovoir doltiestil'
11teucton, and on tilt other ovor holvortso of comiod~tles whiith threaten to
Veuder iuett'ectivo a matrketing Agireement, price support, or smilar farnk programh.
lIn additioll the hill Amoends subsetion Mf of section 22. That subiisection wan
adde bythei~it
ttgves.
t reads;
No prixau.lon tinder this section shall ble etiforeed In contravention of any
tretyt~ or other Intorntttiotnal Agrtenteut to which the Uited MIStto In or here,
after bomulea a pirtyv,
I propose that the emphasis be reversed. The section ebould be, Amended to
"No International agreement hereafter shall be entered Into bly the United
Stst~es or renewed, extended, or allowed to extend beyond Its perittmsible tornilnatit u date intcontravention of this wvon."
The issmoe here, is sliple. namely, shall the protection to narlcuthral proiteers and programs provided lit section 22 be tibbrogated bly art Interwintional
trrAty or trade agreitiontl Or to put it another way. s4hall theo Unitod Staten
Government on the ooe hand Ray to the farmers of thimemontry, "We have proaiosafelty Valv" Against Oecessivo and initurious ipors through the toed loin
Of seeton M." bot on the other say to our foreign friends, "The trade Agreement
w# are negotiating with you nullifles the effect of section 22."1
Tri <tcnlusion, setion 22 should be streamlined It It Is to be the effective tool Ito
auithuwe intollde4 it to he. ftubq.etion (f) should he reworded or reltealoel If
wev are to be honesqt with the farmers And taxpayers of this country andi with
our fareigtt friends.
May I add A postscript-i y way of preneral conunent-on toy ttttitiae toward
trade, agreemuent-a as they Meato to the bill 't have Jxist Introduced. T have consintlv snpporxted trado-agreeinent legislation. I see no ineonsistnybew n
that act eon antl what I am here proposing.
7%# nI~oted State of Anmerica has been catanpulted Into world leadership,
PReeiprocalI trade agw'cnent.s tire one( of the niedia throtigh which we seek to
oxereise that leadership. We do this because we believe freer trade will pro=Mot a higher standard of living In the world and will make a suibstantial contrlhNUM12 to world lPAce.
RerTxskal trade agreements cannot be negotiated tinder utopian circunistaces. We cant be Idealists and still recognize the hard facts as they exist.
if we wrere starting ouor trade-agreement policy with a completely clean slate we
could iemove all barriers, thereby adding Immeasurably to the effectiveness of
einr world leadership and at the sanie time avoid wrecking Irreparable damage
up=n s"ecfie industries and, therefore, upon selected groups of our own citizens,
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MIf1104 1fA0Word' (9Cr h119111449 ('tii04'19jVi IM~It, NO
tlkon*Ill it World W1909'l9 (WooiPCg ICCti 9Pfill9 find( 44ll l
iittIAor99 deatfin5FJ eVonM419499199,1

H011140r- 11A91(11',
lT111,

Ihoo Ang/olro, (IaI~f, Jumw ZY, 1048,

k4(Infto O)floo I14ild"Ifle',

MY IOAR HIONATi(J& liv no: iiefrerow'* irsil
P11
o ir p9Eov~sis (yOrp5im-lm1ewor
rregonrlIing 11, It, .12091 wit Is now tuf9(lr voltIfJle Ori1J fy tho Hewrtte of Offs
In our praCviohlN estri'olodewe, we inade1( rortftln, no91f(igiomfl"Is regoa'ing Pow"
Ri1191(
69109d9)tI(
f 99o01 7, ('(9IiorlfCy ('999904 thoew np (fInoMt Wno pf'
9.w4oo9t: wve, 1itoo i99vi1i(U in the( bIll oso p19909(91
by the J1ioae ; however, we f".1f
thorei 191900991 in, 1191(199onitl ouei9091191019 19inol wbl (!b worIet atold a)9191M
yVArdetek
by Willett tho 'PAriff (Ounirmlson emi91( prorlry 11941fl9te* 01911(1thtot (P11 bfore
It (st~ flitt matter of the entry of forelin ttrf)u11iwt Voi the offeet on Arnerioon
ItidiO.o
frl
that thle following (9tfltlflft. Odll WIn madhe try thet (1,omber of
(won(reeo f t he l11I1ted tetx5 il their Pwlity 4(9Olarfltls a(mOtotlit the
inettIng In April of thio year, expremie In Koneral the rriee*
whirb

auni

1ithmld heiInlulded not only In the etw/ape elausoe, Itoi In. the set Itself,
"Internottio91l tradet( [Policy : Conxtrwnetive sand roitlistle tariff Isolli0. Tho
Uifted S~totm i41otld polr4WDO s1eonoftnctive 1)19d realisottc tarif poly whfich will
evouirllge tho flow of ?isterrnat()911l trade and9(at the(nam9e time afford r "-Xfmahie
prtitpction for Aminerea Industry and agrieuiture againpat 4emtrtjctivo or noffer
corni etition from abroad.
"Thiere should be genrrt agreement among nations on acceptable and binding
deflitiOnfo Of Unfair proeticen In International trade, Laws of the United ffttem
laglnI much practice by other nations should be, Improved and effeetivoly
applied.
"While norne flexibility In desirable, stability of tariff policy- Ix ementia1 to tbe
healthy expansion of United States foreign trade and shotild be a integral part
of United Sitates foreign economic policy (19WH).11
We would like to emnphatilm the point made by the UnIted Staies chamber Ini
that general agreement among nations on acceptable and btndityg 4041nitions o~f
unfair practices In International trade, that these should he s"elle ont In thc
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act and tRat the laws of the Unitedl States, and
primarily setion 7 of the act, should be Improved and efftetive applied, and
to be fully applied and effective, therot must be given to the Tariff Comminsion
by the Congress a reasonable yardstick which we believe should be that they
should be Instructed to take Into consideration the average cost of profute-io
of the products In the marketing area In which the products are being imported
Into the United l$tates, In considering a petition under section 7,1
The basic act Itself should contain adequate protecton of American Indus"r
against cartels which exist In most foreign countries and which set the prices
of the various materials that are exported to evovy country In the world, and
should further protect the American industy from uulsiditiou of certain foreign
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indutstries by foreign goverkineito which (If vouirse resut;t hit their being able to
ship Into this country products at a iiiiih lower pirice than wo call possibly
inufacture thein iuder our uletioeratle systemn.
Therefore, It io our opiioni that the bill shlouldl include mpoeiitally that onuy
subsidy by tiny foreign coiuitry of the uinfe~riof anly IliodUot mhotld 1)44
aiitolliatlcillly olfset by it corresponditing inereiise iii tile titriff rate oil that pro(ilct
whenl It: is brought iuito the Uni1tod States.
We believe thait thle bill shoitld provide for lihe extenision of thle Trade Agree.
nielito Act for it period nut to oxeid 2 years mida thait during that 2-yeur period
a Joint coiuittee of the Hlouse and Meiate should be created for tile purposes of
making at thorough study of our entire iurill' tretilre, It is ouir olpiiloii that,
tariffs based (ll arbiltrairy pereTitagsOM Iti''hii Ando1t.
&iiiui0 I'clIWICt 1111d lally tar-iff
to be effective luoit bear a relationship to the cost of production (If the product
in thle United States.
Wo sincerely appreciate your careful consideration of t.11014suggestions before
t~e bill Is Passed by tile 8enate.
Very truly yours,
IJAitOIli) A. SrLANs,
1101, HIARRiY F,' liv an,
. V'.
VnilftOi fioI 0 ,A('Uflte, l1iS fi)# ~
Am owner of a1colliplilly III Dallualled1(4 moortl h'au1kM011411119 yo1u licreWItli
of Haurold Cole Ammooites, 1 I1111l
agiligm
a%statloillt of lily Supplort of 1t. It. 125011 its lullied by thle floltso. I urgeO 1.1111
the Semiite pilss thIm bill withoiit, anly crlipplinig ltlildilleltm.
I roset-fittly request thle considerattion of your eoniinittee of lily viewm 11i14thtilu
TiFIAl

SCN A'VOf llithI
1111(11 president

thoy lie ichted nm it Iart of the recordl of your heaurinigs.

STATEMENT IN SUPPNOUiT OF 1IQXTr,.N5ION OF TrE', TRhivs AouMws 's Acr1
ny MitAoLI 0. (Ioiz 1)Aij.Am, Trax.

It . 12591,

As the proprietor of at business that dloom a large wholesale trade Ill the State
lIN well as seiliiig niationlly to retailers tll over t11e country,
I
resp)ectfuilly ily views to the Senlate on) why I feel exteiasion
should like to suit
of the Trade Agreemnents Act Is vital to both phases of liy bushtems.
Not unnaturally, I speak with pride its a Texanx as I oho corning from a State
whose 267,399) square niles rank It first in the Nation tin terms (If land area.
Otir population of 7,711,19)4 make us the sixth largest State In the Nation iii
terms of population. Of this population the 1050 census tells us 2,758,433 persons
in the State of Texas were employed anid that the wholesale and retail group was
the most significant hri ternms of most eniployed, accounting for 21.3 percent of
total employment.
Before I discuss these trades which directly concern my business, I would
hike to onient. that agriculture is next In Importance In our State accounting
for 1II percent of the total employment, While I claim no particular expertness
In this particular field, I think It Is too little recognized by most of us that were
It not for exports our American agriculture would literally smother in Its own
production. Sixty million acres of cropland-I out of every 5--produce for
export. The large flow of agriculture produce for customers overseas not only
provIdes additional farm Income but also eases the Issue of supplies onl the
domestic market and strengthens prices.
'The Department of Agriculture has recently revealed that In the 195(147
marketing year, we exported $1,115 million worth of cotton, $958 million worth
of wheat, over $350 million worth of feed grains, $2.31 million worth, of dairy
produces $100 million worth of rice,,$111 million worth of tallow and greases,
and $46 million worth of poultry Including poultry products. Each of these is
important to farmers of Texas.
in ternis of the 1956-57 national export total, the proportionate share of exports
iu Texas was $329 million worth of cotton--over one-fourth of all cotton exports
in the Nation. The proportionate share of wheat equaled $32 million; sorghum
grains, totaling $=3 million ropr~sezted ,over 65 percent of the' national export
of Texas, itolf,
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of SorJzllltln grsninrc Timh propiortionte oliharo of llvemtoek sand livepto'k
jorililtNt WII $21.1Iiilloll, whle ff11 prop4rtlollate mare (if lxuportm was $21
III ll1loll.
Wl-l( fill fafr~Ms, 11141 11-110r 110'44 Vor NIJIpl'rt,
Well Over' 7(XP,(XX) liermoiIli 11'4190MN
Ilig MPI'VI(' 11*0400te eil114inVlett for tlhollon(liml iriors-, 'flit! Iminact Of exp~rrti
Otf FailIf 101-041110N IN 11VOoadly vot14eteil Ihrigieait; t he areai.
101 JMWO
e a1111
1long
Now these etsrllle'rr canl only niffi1r tO, fiay ctmto111erM fi
lI(INNWO11M. Tl'IN we( ea Iol. (1o loy restrlctlng theIr fortsign maorketm
k(411) 11141111

toiln

iltl(llllg filly delviceO which IN calculated to cot off fihe avallablity of dollars

tiliriIl for #11e glmelaimp Of' thirh prttfiace.
We momfit evor forget, thait tradle Imsoa wo-way street flood we wint ouir (,,Jst he foreign exelialltce to tt'ile Willi usg,
ip ,Eove
M
lie o-,lts bi'wrl
t.01114494 111011114tO-(
'10',,oa11
VII)II144 JIM(N
011iIiler onie (pt oor pvotail stlles In ft! Mir WJ~us, Jiisplri,
('oiltry, half the fslze of
iwiiel' I ir goig tiest. friot-(it ti so ltyltig trip. 1110Ml
!'eXaNf, boulghit l$iL5,8110t,(MK Worth ito exportsN from oilr lNate lIMM~f7
they Will 110 very gla1d to 1400 1110 (eMTMXecIlY
Wii011 1 go, 0114 01114 141111111144already aicted f"vorlly off ft-e tirde hill) beealame I Ifll)
If the Mewieto 11151M
going there o ti ily, uot lo milli, 'ills Mihoni iriike may fellow 'I'cexatis who haive
f stake In Itie exporit market lisippy sol15(1
IIil y alita topplease, this In niot the por0I
)vOllsly, tlloalgh I ylild to1fo 110111
ptmo4 of miy trip. I hilve to go there toJ boy masterIl to enable ine to, carry
(ill lily IPe]MluessF whllIIh IN 41E'P('lidlit IlpJ~ oiisfan~l'trtly flooding [lew anid IfnexpolisiVe
IuIgredl[fil' to preseit to the Atlaerl('an hiniscevife with ever 11ew strd ebhanging
ll'elllNOf a1Asiaartly 14tyled4 gift polwkage. I Own aind operlltou Modfemy PackWell asM1harold 0. C~olo Asso'lai eN, Inc!.
110IgMc 111N
IIi* yeair [ lmst style find jiroxilee a new package (cornplete with paper,
for t he major Ailuentol gift-gIvIng oeesllolNs ih am hbrist,ribbon,asiuite-d
J11U1N,
V llitllieM fillsy, Irlstoer, Mother's Day, Vlaher's Day, pliml birthdays,
wedd~inigm, gritdiinitilim, find ch I Idrvrn's mp45'lal packoiges,
5 fiecllusive aeeoilt$ In rionovorlapjling trading
My u11111111 ers IN 1100,
uliens f1l1 over' this country (for example, my Wamblifogl neecint In mry trade
name of Martha 1'age, Is Frank It. Jolieff, Ine.), Ilealle I style hIghi-fashion
sjeeclal-iscamloi gift pa('kigling for thef hiomr lliflrkot, sih typically Amnericain
tfamous am. Mother'f; i Jay are naisrally hIlglilghtg. Snell a prograin doesn't
lo11( Itmelf to (txport. But In getting now ideas find giminicks for tle-onx I freq~tently look for foreign goodsj. This ist natural for twit reasons: FYIrst. new
mtyling, an! mccond, cheaper tie-onx. These tie-onsj are Itoings whilh are put
oil t he paekitge, umiually affixed to the ribbon itself s one might a candily catne at
ChrIstmas, a flower In the spring, a rattle on a baby present, etc.
Ilecatume of the liatire f the erad use of theite IterMs, they are small physically
and1( small In their market potential. Tfhey are, developed for a market. that
iN purposely listed bly my accounts for the sake of exclusivity. hlence the

Item are mottly hiaudmade. Now, handmade things are expensive In the United
Mtates, and I know many of our handeraft Indsttry people want protection but, liy feelltng Is let us make only tile things In which we excel and can do
cheaper t1han1 anyone else. Then we can trade the things In which we use Our
labor anli capital more efficiently for thIngs, that don't lend themselves to our
typical type of man production (nor to the high lwages that go with It). Why
should we think of weakening, now, an inltegral Instrument of this Nation'.
foreign policy to render aid to domestic Industry just because It io faced with
it normally recurring business problem of technological change? Our prosperity
has been built on competitive advantage and the best interests of more than 915
percent of our people are served thereby.
Obviously, from what I have said about my busfiness, you can aee that making
novelties for special packaging papers, ribbons, and tie-ens do not lend themselves to economies of size. Part of their value to my customers is their snob
appeal, if you will, of being exclusive and new. 7Terefore, my business tW that
extent depends on so-called foreign cheap labor. But is that bad for others
In the United States? Let us turn from the microeconomilcs of modern packaglugs balance sheet in which I am principally concerned to the mieroeeonomics
of the national income account that Lord Keyes knew was so Important for
future of the free world., How does my plea for faith In Bicardo's doctrine
of comparative advantage shape up In our GNP which Mr Hauge and Mr.
Keyserling agree Is very, Important?
My Job is to get together the fanciest paper, the best ribbon, and the most
attractive tie-ens at the cheapest price for my customers. 1 have to sell the
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Wicatell iss theoosay with h10r 410litrM.

IcOrjcoraltn
lilyplic'ligicctg

t find soio article$ on my trtvels abroad to

olecouit. of
i
Idea I should be allowed to bring tbein bck wii ncciccic
eustono rldtape avid duty. I know the styllcig the voilmliler walto find my hn1si
nes sucless
tomlklr

epelids on "ati'fying it.

toethe newest,

Whatn

I niustt pllt together for my eoos.

nilartemtmiost lotor"Mtit g

package obtaltiable tit; th

cOnblilncitlon
chemt olivillty
alnld

lowist pxwmible price remaclricls

the free world brodnet1 the latI:ec'tal ,

of what;

lition

itI

these little fraeNt of lclyOwl buWses I
nIl
More litXrtant certainly 1.111111
olir lllem
that my trovels In vorlons ceouitries lkve reiluforef4l Illy f e4inlK thatl
OWl elony. Ask
ust stride with lisIn order to contl ice expiring tho owr
anlymeo Who tles hooln abroad reeilt.lv,
tloull traile O Amleriu jobs,
On bhlcee, What isIthe,etfeet of fvr h
11ii all the i1Wilgem, and 0.he standard of IIvIligI I'lhe 4-videllce or the plimsl;
dintors of future 4collnoll ex1ilsioni polit 1inistolkcbly to the eoellilon
tht frter trade crtes now 4u1d lct.tier jolts, lrot.octs the Ace1rIcon stactlerd
Co1p11ricng
tly.
O
nt
anl ndvAcK t10 N111d Krowtli If 1te Aniurhn#l
Illng,
tlsof tlIcreAscsi two-wiy trade with the Isolated
the I1prehNive aco nlili
ovidellnc on the, otllr sile shows i clear net: galin for the Nation, Moro and
better jobs and higher standards of ItvIig1-tese hlave lways 1e011 the 11111,01
results,
They havo 0l5 beoecItts
the traidelagroecetslcrarcsurl
objectives o(f
To restrit the country's foreign trade ettiocintA to ('cntrictiug Its o!,onoinle
growth, These are the faetm of life In this day and cige as never before.
There are it few cases In which foreign Industry, operating with cheaper
labor rates, has 1anaget to overcome all of its other obstovles and lIrs undersold Its A iurlean competitors In this country, II1the few cases In which tinl
ham laplpcid It Ithas reireented a reid trhmplh of mtan over lim onvironniet.
For the fort~gn cotmptitor of the American manufacturer sturtM with close
to three st rikes against hll, li mnuay foreign indumtries cheap labor Is not
cheap at all, once the nianufecturer calculates blue cost on a unit basis; it costs
very little by the hour but often costs a great deal by the piece. In every Indutstry, the Vlurolptn pays 2 or 3 times more for his capital than his American
ceinitet6r. In every ndustry, )lts power costs are higher; iII moust industries,
his raw material costs fire higher, too. Almost; universally, his volume is no
small that he cannot berhi to elual the economies of his American competitor.
And, finally he often operates in an environment saddled with the restrictions
of cartels, where the Inuntive to cut costs Is weak and diffused, Ills wage
co ts are multiplied by fringe benefits, too. With theoe handicaps, the European
who can match our prices it our market is a man to be admired. In any case,
for every Instance where a foreign industry can match our price here, there
are many that cannot; and some of the latter Involve products requiring a
hiah labor content Ibth inI the United States and In other countries, Scores
of American Industries, big and little, have been able to outsell Europeans in
their own home trritory and in third country markets. Our export figures
are a conclusive demonstration of the position of American Industry abroad,
The fact that foreign countries have had to ration the dollars which their citisesn use to buy our goods only emphasizes how much our goods are demanded
and bought Perhaps the most emotionally appealing plea for protection from
imports Is that domestic producers face unfair competition because of the low
wage rates which prevail abroad. Numerous groups are anxious to perpetuate
this sophistry. This has happened before, all of the tattered tramps who have
low grade ore mines and obsolete plants see their chance and move In with
the suggestion that if Congress will Just raise the tariffs high enough they
can put people to work In their Industries. This is true, but it Is only a halftruth when it comes to solving the unemployment problem; because to the extent
that we shut out foreign goods and materials in order to reopen these mines
and factories, we reduce the possibility of imports. Stated more simply, for
every man that is put back to work in industries that have fallen behind in
world competition, we put a man out of a Job in those industries that have
stood up in world trade.
In the production of a particular product, high wages in general indicate
relatively low per-unit labor costs. Furthermore, if relative wage rates do
indicate competitive advantage or disadvantage, how can one explain the fact that
United states products sold abroad (often in cheap labor countries), are often
lVwduced by ourhighest wage rate Industries?
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),lut oven
e
laor i ft (wageS In relation to productivity)
coolpetitive advantage or ditdvi Witge In world trade. Labor cannot determine
costs are only one
mirt of the total (osPt of producing iny product,
iln fact, inanny of the

chotip-labor countries are relatively capital poor and Incur high capital so-called
costs In
the lroduetlion of inany goods. India, for example, Is it relatively
capital-poor
cotitry and poteontlilly labor rich, but productivity
worker Is, In general,
still low so that the production of teany goods involvesper
both relatively high labor
(osts tonmd
high capital costs,

We pay high wages ibcatume we are more productive, Better
working condiiolns
oand
social protection contribute to hilghr productivity, not the
contrary,
Adosn Mtlh's theory of colmlarative advantnge was
that sotne countries bettor
mlitted to lrodmo'tlon of somot goods or services shooluh permtie
that
superiority,
inetolad o? trying to enolkpeto In goods or services better produced
elsewhere, Our
protectionlot friends now assert that ihe dic' not mean to Include
cases like ours
where the competition uiversally (except In Venezuela) pays
lower wages
But this Is rldlctiloot,
Smith and Itihardo would assert what we know, that it
you exclude till manufactured goods from tie United States
except those made
with our ceale of wages and our labor standards there would
be no internatlontl trade for time United States except with Venezuela, and
perhaps Canada.
l~wcn if wme geographic area enjoys low total cOts In producing
many or all
products, It in to the advantage of the particular country to
goods In which its cost advantages are relatively greatest produce only those
and Import those
products in which Its cost advantage Is relatively the least; that
is, to Import the
products which the lesN efficient country produceN niost
For Instance,
we would agr-ee that If the best lawyer In a particular effiliently,
town
secretary, It would still be of advantage to him to concentratewere also the bmst
on, or specialize
Il being a lawyer and hire (Import) a less efficient secretary.
But to get back to my busineNs again, my job Is to get together
the fanciest
paper, the best ribbon, and the most attractive tle-one at the
cheapest price for
my custonlerm, I have to sell the "sizzle" not the teak--and
the American
wonan Is choosey with her dollars, If I find some articles on
my travels abroad
to ihaorporote In my packaging Ideas I should be allowed
to
bring
them back
with it minlinum amount of custom redtape and duty. I know
the styling the
consumer wants and my business Nuccesm depends on satisfying
it. What I must
put together for my customers Is the newest smartest, most interesting,
and best
quality combination package obtainable at the lowest possible
price regardless of
what nation in the free world produces the materials.
More important certainly than all these little facets of my
own business is
that my travels In various countries have reinforced my feeling
that our allies
must trade with us In order to continue expanding their
anyone who has been abroad recently. Vice President Nixon,own economy. Ask
sighted foreign economic policy, said not long ago: "The pleading for a farstrongest Military
lstablishment In the world will not save our freedom If
we fall to meet the
threat which the Communists present In the nonmilitary areas."
Mr. Nixon last
month found these threats very real Indeed. It should be a
that even the once placid lands of our good neighbors have real warning to us
ground for the cold trade war which Mr. Khrushchev has become the battlebeen promising so
frequently this spring.
I can't help feeling that my welcome In Japan, an an American
will be very cool indeed if the Senate cripples our Trade Agreementsbusilnesman,
Of much more universal significance is the fact that the renewal Act.
of the Trade
Agreements Act at this time derives added Importance
from
renewal act would govern United States action during the the fact that the
formative
years of
the Common Market and the free-trade area in Europe and
perhaps similar
arrangements in other parts of the world; e. g., Central
America. It is all
Important that these arrangements do not become mere Islands
of free trade
among the participants, both that they also continue to reduce
the outside world. Agreements for reciprocal tariff reductionstheir tariff against
will be the most
effective way in which this can be brought about.
Unless we are prepared to abandon the leadership position
State occupies In the free world, we must harmonize our which the United
national interests
and our international Interests. The economic strength of
the free world as a
whole rests to a much higher degree on international trade
economic strength of the Communist world. There are countries than does the
such as England
and the Netherlanda which have to import one-third to one-half
of what they
produce.
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oreign toxtlmenlit thei hIgh] y comilt theUilted
o
Stt hoeRmarket. Thorefo rt,
even if the ianutry wl'01 to obtain relief lit givesi hanties by waty of ewa4*11c'law" isetio101, thle 1111101lnlI 1Wrtiamo 1r1iilttd by lakw, wouldl, tIn Houie 01114, not
bW tutlillout to ansoer thle probleM. 111e J01apanes volunt1Cry (11i0ta. IsYStell has,
tit course teorartly hellped to stom the rising t1de of textIle iIpolt5. We feel
however, that the nlpplcatiln of quotas4 should ho A ntatter of right ratber thain
the grace of a foreign govt'riitonlt. The Tariff Coiiuxulmmton Is Iill'oIOy ailthorilmd
to roO~lullmenfd quotas when it a4pti'N desirabhle andt such quotas are apilliil
In the cane o? some agricultural products. It Ix suggested that spoolfic provtalone for quotas under such conditions could be made by way of at further
aineicudent under escape-clauso provisions,
Provision Is already made In the Tariff Act for Tariff Coiaulsslon inresthti
gatlons to determine peril poiuN prior to the ntegotlatIons oft a trade agreewniit.
This bodly is the one established, qualltled, and equipped to make Investigations,
not only for esceape-elause atone, duinpiig cases, andl the determInlatIon of
I~'ril poInL%per se. However, there Is nio provision iII thle Trade Agreeinentis
Aet which reuires the State Department or other Goverunment agency or
branch to be bound In any way by the Tariff Commission reconmmendations or

findings.

It ts sumggested that If the Tariff Comilssioun peril-poInt findings or recoinnmndat ions were made mnundatory there wonl l be fewer applications on thes
part, of domestic industry for escape-clauste relief sIce Injury or threat would
te prevented rather than cured by withdrawing concessIons to which we hald
4'ornitted ourselves and paying off at the expense of some other branch of
ladustry by new concessions which have to be negotiated.
We have been told that tariff concessions would be applied on a gradual
and selective protective basis. Ini this connection, we would like to suggest
that provision be made t~o require that each Item which it io proposed to
negotiate 1e spveiftcally listed by namne when the preliminary list for proposed
negotiations to published. This would In no way place a further restriction

mnthe number of Items which could be negotiated and would eliiate the

Problem which results from the p'esent practice of negotiating whole groups

at clasme and basket clause

contained in many tariff paragraphs.
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CMairmaa, Twtile Sctfr*

(Whereupon, at 12:556 a. w.~the committee wast adjourn...t. reon
vone at 9: 45 a,. m., Thursday, July 3, 1958.

TRADE AGREEMENTS ACT EXTENSION
TRUEDAY,

ULY 8S 1958
Urmcn STATES SNrATZ,

CoxMrrn

oN

FUIANCEp

Wae ington, D. C.
The committee met, pursuant to recess, at 10 a. in., in room 312,
Senate Office Building, Senator Robert S. Kerr, presiding. (The
chairman was absent due to illness in his immediate family,)
Present: Senators Kerr (presiding), Long, Douglas, Carlson and
Bennett.
Also present: Elizabeth B
Senator KERR. Gentle!P0rf the committee I afivry happy to present to you the Goverpor of Oklahoma, who as made distingshed
record in many re*ds.
I believe that l administration has('suZeed not only
ing the finest ro d program thaf klahoma has #ver had but one that
would be view d ith a actionn by a'y St te n the Union:\
He has lo been a Oader in tfhe field. qfonseraion of n tural
resources.
e has be&n -_
r6
ti Inters1t Oil Co act
Commissio
and
he
is
here
to
Ir
his "ewon e Recip al
Trae Ag
gdoha
Trade
Agre en
mentsr Act.
%
Governo r , we are g~i~ohav .
STATEMENT

Governor

committee.r

OF NO1~ RAY
ARY.
A

Tk, yo.

1)'GAR ,GO

1OR-61 TRZ ST TE
an

m

r0

h

I cannot kee from saying intwvery begining t , Senato Kerr,
the present real n we have I%6n able to iiuild o pny roads' Oklahoma is because
the very liberal road police that you [ks have
made available to le various Stto
h Union, so we e go' to
have to give the Coldgtess of the United States cei( for our ig
stepped-up road prograni.
We are glad to have the mnei
d
td uslalt for the purpose for
which it was granted us.
Senator CURLSO.

Mr. Chairman, may we state that we in Kansas

appreciate the fact of the Governor of Oklahoma making a connecting
link of the turnpike into Kansas of Oklahoma.
Governor GAnY. Thank you. That fanner got tired of those cars
landing in his wheat, field up there and we got tired of reading
about it.,
Senator Kwo. That is an example of the amity and comity between
the States of Oklahoma and Kansas.
Senator CAmsox. It has always been that way.
1373
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0Setuttor ltit, YOs, ir, It11d th Governor of Olthoina just did ]ot
o
Kf i4t hild built, ld upt
aim to soo it graoit road that te X3olho
by not biln tn avenue, not only of htgrosm and egrems for 1aisa. itit
also for Oklahoma.
s1'.
(,A
ON, Y0,-1
801140t'
Governor GAIY. And, Sea0 ort

I might tell you that we halkve, by
connecting link between
thw end of this Vour,we will have Iiil of the Onew
Ka~ists, the toll roiid of Iatsam-Oklahoma State line, 1nd to a oint
south of Okhdoma City under construeoti umidet' (-1 riact.
41$ miiem m1
Sentot1- CuAIMON, t 1s g~atly appreclated by our people, I will say
tht; very sincerely.
(overvlor

(e

OAY. Are are Itsilg

th0 roid program

toll
hel) us to do

tell
n n it was in 1956 that I appeared hero in support of the

Nee y awiudunent to the RIeciprocal I rade Act. And then 1i1March
of tlis year I appeared before tl House Ways and Means C1111ittee
and tes ifled il support of restrictive legislation action to be incorporated into the reciprocal trade bill.
Now I tin here again, it,
will probably be my last time to appear
befo a eoilgre.sioniil comittee 115 Governor of Oklahoma 1b.ecause
this is my last wear as Govetrnor, but I am here today to imake virtually
thOe same statelmnt that I made in 19051$.
it 1t056, I pointed out to the committee ti need, in my opinion
f)r restrictive legislation on the imports of oil, lead and zinc, and

the rewsn I picked oil, lead, and zinc are some of the major mineral
resonwes of Oklahoma, and now I have a prepared statement that T
would like to submit ior the record, and then just pick out '2or 3
points in the statement that I want to talk about bi-iefly, and then
yiold for any questions that the committee might desire to ask me.
So I will:-Senator IAoWo. Governor, permit me to make this statement before
you go further. I did not vote for the Neely amendment in 1955 and I
lrgret to say that everything you predicted happened.
Governor'GARY. I regret that is true, too.
I know that in 1955, I feel there was not near as much support for
the program that I recommended in 1055 to this committee that there
is txday, at least I hope there is more support today and as you have
alady*admitted that you are a newly converted supporter to itSenator LoNo. The facts just proved you were right, Governor, and
the facts just forced me to change.
Governor GAir. Thank you.
Senator IAo. You were right and I was wrong as far as I am
concerned.
Governor GARY. I understand you removed the amendment yesterday to the bill.
Senator Lown. Ye, sir.
Governor GARY. I want to congratulate you for that and we are
supporting you in that and I might say in addition to what I have
already said, that I am here in support of the Long amendment

today.

N-ow, I know that it is necessary for a great Nation like the United
States to carry on trade between other nations of the world.
We are not here in opposition to carrying on trade, reciprocal trade
with other nations of the world. But f have always thought of
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triiao l) twtw3eel 11tioait s oi this kittd of it policy, th|t, We import int)
ltose raw muterifls toH t i1ti l4Ctitled 9004g that we
have it8hottage of, aInd that we ex)ort, those nialillit(tllled goods
and raw Initterils that we htve Itsirlphi of.
fiUt uldr the p-resen1t 1 oliy thit, we have h(d i operation for
ItInulri
o yeofr we
Ws tll(
olIrsilveS
inmpIor'ting i1ltO th414atiol1 huige
L a tdlnd
zic, and iniifactured goods of various
qUlWitites of oil,
kinds hi1t we IIl0 pIrodueing siiipluses of here in this country, and
to It(o,
thit IH iot ii, tolld tCrItle poli e ,
this country

I feel thlat, if we Colitile olln
this sort of a program, that we fire

actiiully going o (o two things: No. 1,we aire going to weaken our
own aiitionali dlefellse progian), anl,
No. 2, we' are going to bring
about. 11.11
ecoilloini deressilo htin thils country that will be far worse
than itay We have ever hlad in the past.
Now, the reason, 1. thilk, that it,
will weaken our national sec.urit,y
progrit
is beeitume Senaitoir Kerr h
he is in the oil bilsines, he
knos illlIt moIte abog)ut this than 1 do, but the reason that people
go ot in(l explore for oil (rill wildcat wells, isbecause they want
to produce oil IX)sll, tnd whenever you destroy that incentive or
desire to go out and explore for oil then naturally we are going
t) tind ouim-ves with less known oil reserves, and as our reserves,
known reserves, decline, why that cannot kmp from having a very
uinmatisfactory effect -oOn our national defense program.
Whenever we gradually increase the imports of foreign oil in
com)etition with oil that is prooluced in this Nation, replacing r)il
that is )roduced in this Nation, forcing the States of Oklahoma,
exas, lo)uisiana, and other oil-oiroducing States to reduce their per
well allowance, to reduce their daily outputs of oil, even though we
have it for sale, why then we are destroying the incentive or desire
to go out and explore for new oil reserves, and we are weakening
our own national defense program.
Not only that, but we are undermining the very philosophy or
aital
eterrise system that has made this country great We are using American taxpayers' dollars, we are using American enterprise
Capital to go out and explore for oil reserves and aid and assist in
the construction of roads and manufacturing concerns to go into competition with our own industries here in this Nation, and we find ourselves in this sort of a program gradually destroying the very thing
that has made this Nation great, and gradually destroying or defeating the very thing that we are trying to prove to the rest of
the world, that the free enterprise system is greater than the Communist system.
I really feel that that is exactly what is happening. I can point to
Oklahoma as an example.
Now we have read about, and fought the effect of the recession in
this Nation and certain parts of the Nation.
I have never admitted that in Oklahoma we have or have had an
overall recession but I have said that we have had a recession in certain areas of Oklahoma; certain sections, certain counties of Oklahoma, and we can charge the recession that we have had in Oklahoma
directly to our foreign policies on imports of foreign oil, lead and zinc
and glass.

In Oklahoma, where we have had a reession, sections of the State
where there has been a recession, where there has been a great increase
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In 111tiployttiktit, Itne the hielvy oill-pr)dt(it) c()tiiitieM, or Che hetvy
In f;16,4-11 holird over the rildio yVelAt
e y (t1a, Itlitohtw heu ad z me
operation Wits go)Ie to)lt~ (l0iM
i n1010 S1t14411 Of 0611101111, K11,o
Nils~ ItItd M i*400r~l Wel( 1,oidelt(Iyy
h iollslad of p~eol~le Ilitetuiployedl
in tI letdtItm l f~tOildltist'yIilol4
tl'
tittutlytt
ill thie oil jptollilt's
and rofininig ill ()dioilik hliks iii rlts 41
uIng tlie jptst, yea1r Ilid at ha11f.
Ini fatt it"ht1)
lte lohgraldl itlelti
Pt Ile l1u10 43or 4.years,
fo
ItOlHoWhat 'vesioll
We haIIve ill 0( 110111 WOahun
we ,1 0acharge it, dire01tly
to this Natlon~s foreign pole' (itH
oil tratdo
KNNw, I do4not. wNNttl
to talke 11p it lot of' tioe of'fi
te ottitlINIttee Yoll
hakve heard-1 atll of thlis. 1 have filed illy stitetient'. .1Want to close
liy statement. by 1111kila atvery brief recotttiendatttl,
Witen I Wits liero beore thei Walys an1d Wealls (oil'MAnitoe of thie
I lollse, I slibmiitted prttictthlly tlie Hsattie t'hinig that11,
I atl sHIInt'litilg
here, and yoll "re faiirwith it.
1.told yill1 thuit. report., I 401(d tlio I louse thalt Ok(lahomail hatd up'.
proxunviteh 701000t people tireetly eut hloyed. ill the oil inidustry, 11nd4
in~Nvadito
t hawehve ldditiolia thfolINIIuIds of people whjo atre
employd in1alied indtistries.

.it filet, tIbout olio- foil III of' oit' h)opilttiott, laint, onle-1third Of our
poplli~in, l)enirepotltitiont deptettilm oitlie' directly ort h idi 'ectjy
111oll ilto il ilt'r
11at1d of eours'o tliitt is the ititiiii t'eitoti .1ttilier;;.
1111t in addition to lit,
SenAtor IrNU, Gov0ernor,- you say at third of youtr lpeoplo depeiil
directly or indirectly upon theo oilt industry for: jobs. Ari' you iniCdudiI4 fill ing stiltiolis?
(TreNor-101 QAIM- Ye8, albont 825,00) people tire involved in ftt,.
I aml illelluditug the 111111u fact ring ('()tis~~thalt, nVIanII-uature ftnks
and "oiplies.
1ail not sure Whether tilig-staItion employees Would be inl that; I
don't, 1eliove they would be ott secondl thought, beeitise we try to include those who tire eniployed in Okhmthon i because we are, all oilprfAnedling Statev. Of ('()11se its you saty, you btave filling Station" in
eNery State Whether producing oi~l or not.
W hen I sivid 825i,000 that iiiciudes the nenibers of the families.
Senator L%'ING. Yes, sir.
Governor GA~RY. That is about at third of our entire poplutionl.
In faet, oil and tigriculture are Cte two main supports for our general
eenomy in Oki ahom a.
Then' in addition to thait, of course this reduction in thle production
of oil has had it very damaging effect upon our tatx structure of the
State of Oklahomat.
About 34 percent of the taxes that accrue to the, benefit of the
State treasury of Oklahoma to support the government is from the
oil industry, and this year we have had 6bout an $8 million loss,
accoording to our tax commission, as a direct result of the reduction
in the oil Alowables in) Oklahoma.
Well an $8 millio-t loss, of course, would not be very much to some
of the larger States, the more heavily populated States of the Nation,
but to Oklahboma it is a big loss in revenue.
It, means we are going to have to tighten up on our operation,
program or we will eventually have to levy new taxes to substitute
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lOV' 1110 10M,4 ill 1-0V,1111 1114
I I'J141
il t oI0
(1
;1i liieii i0' lie jMl
'
4flot
iO
of oil.
So
i closiiig, I woitl lile to niuake Mfo-es
brief recoini-

SinarIol.
re.
It' IMl411144111H1
ill LE)l*14ii1lft
J Wl1V4iiVe 14? tyy to 1111(l (doi('%VheJ'
fill($4
COalt M110010114-1 0114,
ii10il41fn,y
Wi0
(1 fltixe
e ili large suppoat pr%
(JOv01riioi' (WAaiV. W4I, I riiigld siy in ()klahoma, tho 1 ross pro(diletioll lax ,o1 oil giues to i'hlo ge'ii4Wll r1V4,Yii
fild styl stbolit, 70
(cel,
,i,
Of lio geli4'rIl iOvil,4i fIl iiioney ill the, StIlt of Oklahllilili gOef4 (1' ,11040
('Al lI(
1iO
, prOgraf).
So WlieIi Wo havo ill] $8 nail I(,1lowi ill tax4,S fr'oi Cli oil indlilstry
lint, lux,rm to t1im gelmlenl revenum tll l, that 1ieSix stIlolit, $-51.
400,000 less available ?onr the 4411ittiof pl'ograil of which thle imjIOr
jul14, Of it' g(OPA AllW (,0i111110li 11i0018 al11011
Mi(IO 0A4(, to t40,
is lw higher ijiistitiii
lf1trniing.
lut, 1. wilt tA) point that, out, evenll though that i" important that"
is not, (lie most, inijpot'tll.t 104181 why we W11,t thi rerocal trade
itien(d ,neuitalp'roved.
We want it approve p1rin1cilally 'beAall" it will strengthen the
ovi'lil1 tMcolliofly of Okfalahome aul tle Nation, all we, of cwunw',, flrt
of all, W eeI, i1,
1I it will streigthein our tinttiolsiai Msllity program,
So my No. I recomineilndation im thitt congresss place mandfatory
coItIN')l OVeo' li( irliportation of crud, oil a1d pe.roleulln prodjumts.
The( reason fhliat 1. r4mmijloid that C(ogrm t1o it, Is that we feel
tlhat the program, voluntary program, has not, ben a succeTm and
we f(44 it, will not be it 4iI'A4 ;I I)eat"1,,14 in effit., under this volunta'y program we are turning it over to the oil industry 4to decide
what to do.
Well, t e oil industry 'is going to decide in its own favor+and t,
decide in its own favor they are going to increase, in my opinion, a
the years go by, the imports of oil, loreigij oil, because the experts
tell me that domestic (Tilde oil will cost a refinery about a dollar per
barrel more than a barrel of imported crude and if that is so, and
I do not have any reason to question it, why these major companies
thit are importing are going to continue to import as long as they
can and as much as they can unless we have restrictive legislation,
and I believe it is going to require restrictive legislation.
No. 2, it is our recommendation that the imports be restricted to
16.6 percent of the national demand or the 19U. relationship. It is
my understanding that is virtually what your bill calls for, Senator
Long. I have not had an opportunity to have seen a copy of it.
Senator Lo . Yes. I introduced an amendment yesterday which
would limit the importation of foreign oil to the rates that existed
between imports and domestic production in 1954.
Governor GARY. Those are our two recommendations, and I might
close by making this further statement: That, in my opinion, the people
of this country will not stand for a healthy economy being for-- 'to
take bitter medicine in an attempt to cure the foreign-poluv patient,
and I think that is exactly what we are doing under this pm+gram.
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' We are forcing our people here in this country to take bitter medi-

cine in order that people in other countries might be more prosperous
and have a more healthy economy.
Gentlemen, that is my oral statement, and I yield now, Mr. Chairman, for anT questions that the committee might desire to ask me.
Senator K.RR. Your vvritten statement will be mado a I)art of the

record, Governor.

I have no questions and I appreciate your being here.
I think you have made a strong presentation and I think you have
called attention to one point that is quite significant.
Under the Constitution Congress is charged with the responsibility
of regulating trade and commerce.
Governor GAlY. That is correct.
Senator K1,uu. And we have attempted to delegate to the President
and, as has been said, he in turn delegates it to the State Department;
and, with reference to the importation of crude oil and its products,
then they in turn have delegated it,to the importing oil compani(.
Governor GARY. That is what I pointed out in my written statement, but you are telling it in a much better way than I pointed out.
Thank you for the help.
Senator Krin. I want to call attention to what I thought was the
significant phase of that part of the testimony.
Governor Gmty. Yes.
Senator KERnR. Are there further questions?
Senator CARmSON. I just wish to state, Governor, I appreciate very
much your appearance here this morning.
Kansas and Oklahoma are not only neighboring States, but we have
somewhat similar problems. Of course, you folks are a greater oilproducing State than Kansas. We are fifth in the Nation.
Are you are third or what?
Governor GARY. I believe we are fourth.
Senator KEUR. Fourth.
Senator CARLSON. We are fifth, and you mentioned the lead and
zinc situation. We are part of the tri-State area.

Governor GARY. Correct.

Senator CARLSON. And therefore I am somewhat familiar with your
problems as well as our own.
So your appearance here this morning was greatly appreciated.
I believe, too, you have just harvested your largest wheat crop.
Governor GARY. Largest per acre wheat crop in history.
Senator CARLSON. That is what I understood.
Governor GARY. Correct.
Senator KmnR. Just when we get to feeling good about that, Governor, we turn around and see that Kansas has produced about 21/2
times as many.
We produce more oil than they do and usually better football teams
than they do and they raise more wheat than we do and then beat us
playing basketball.
Governor GARY. Senator, I wanted to leave a good impression. I
did not want to mention the football team. [Laughter.]
Senator CARLSON. I want to say this to the Governor of Oklahoma,
that while we go to Oklahoma and they beat us every time that we still
are rooting for Oklahoma's team.
Governor GARY. Well, fine. Now that is all right.
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The record will show that.
Senator Kni. See that is because we root for Kansas when they
boat us playing'basketball and they have been doing it longer than
we have in football.
Senator C, mmoN. I am not sure about that.
Governor GAn. I want to make one further st atement. At the
request of General Th7ompson, of Texas, all of you know General
Thompson--the chairman of the Texas Railway Commission-the
general authorized me to make this statement to the committee when
I testified: That he endorsed what I said 100 percent. That is the
written statement.
Norw I might have said something orally that he would not endorse
here a hundred percent but; the tio written statement he Said he
endorse~l it a hund'ed percent. And Gov. Hugo Aronson of Montana
set me a telegram stating he endorsed my position here too.
I wanted to say that for the record because those two authorized
me to make that statement.
Senator CARLWON. Mr. Chairman, before the Governor leaves the
stand, I think the record ought to show that on Saturday, June 21,
Senator Anderson of New Mexico was presiding, Senator Malone
and I were present at a session at which Secretary Dulles and Secretary Weeks concluded their testimony.
They had both testified previously, and Senator Anderson and I
'both interrogated the Secretary in regard to lead and zinc, potash
and oil, and the record, of course, was printed. I have a copy here
of the transcript.
It was interesting to note that this committee-not the President's
Cabinet Committee but a special committee headed by Secretary
Weeks, and I am going to read just one statement, because I think it
is important to this effect:
He wrote the President on June 4:
DEAR MR. PRESIDENT: On May
Investigate crude oil imports to
recommendations with respect to
of Mr. Gordon Gray, Director,
necessary--

28, 1938, you directed a special committee to
consider and advise you of its findings and
whether in accordance with the memorandum
Office of Defense Mobilization, it would be

and this is the point I want to call to your attentionIn the Interests of the voluntary program to specify maximum quantities of
petroleum products which might be imported into the United States.

I am not going to read the testimony. But I questioned him on
that point in order to make the record clear. I wanted that record
to show that these petroleum products would not be just crude oil
imports. It was finished and unfinished gasolines and other derivatives of oil and he states specifically they are considering that as a
part of the import picture, which they have not done in my opinion
before, and the last statement that-Senator LONG. Would you please read his answer in that connection, Senator I
Senator CARLSON. Yes, sir; I will.
Secretary DULLEs--

I do not want to read all of it but it is here in the hearing, when I
interrogated him about all these different items which the resident
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And I state:,
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reate your frankness,

T wanted that for the record because I wanted the record to show

that if these imports continue we have some reason to expect thatGovernor G(ry. Senator, this lawsuit which hts been filed by the
Easterni Stats, if they happen to be successful it that lawsuit, and

Col"Or,;8 fiils to adopt a restrictive amendment, on this Reciprocal
Traa Act,, we would not have anything, would we?
Senator CunsO€. I think that is a very importat point that is
to be considered by the committee. I really do.
Governor GaRY'. I pointed out that in my printed mimeographed

statement tnd if we do not have anything, turn them loose, why, within
a. very few months we would have some independent oil producers in
this Nation facing bankruptcy.
Senator CAM.UoL. I thank you.
Governor GARy. And we would have some refineries in this Nation,
independent refineries in this Nation, in financial trouble.
Senator CARLoN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Senator Kijm. Senator Bennett I
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ji'it picking on one.
Now, si ,ply because some kind of 11greernent xnsde sens*., hIak in
,
today, When Anrericani in1034 (lems xiot ineallthat it makes llese
diu tries establish plants outside of the United States, when large
Amnericat oil producers withdraw their drilling rigs aid plants tO
foreign coulttries aid then (%)tlpletely destroy their domestic industry
witl their foreign operations, W file it seris that somethilig should

If you leave oul itlalml5, ,iuldyour other tropical fruits, leave out,
,('ocoa, leave out,cotee, leave out, irlati lit hemlp anl things of that.sort
tlatt we do not produe in this country, anid thelri we what ler(.ilt of
things we,produce lere that we also import, it works oit that imports

are o(liial to ahboit 2 percent of our gross prodlwtionl. Now oil is
lis they (all go olwtside the
the major iilduslxy where someone
EvenI Amnerian. are
'hited Stt;es and produce it more cheaply.
n.ortheaply outside of the tnlited ,Statos. 'They ire
producing
it,
i itposition to completely destroy the American industry.
We passed( liiws tgainit, Ftwet iops, and we enforce them here ill
America; but it is completely legal for in American to haiti his Sweat.

shop outside of America and to get labor below sweatshop prices
traii them in Aineritan plants established in foreign c0intries, aind
then sell goods xmadc in foreign sweatshops, and completely destroy
the American industriet,

It does seem to me we ought to take a look at these agreements. If
we are going to let Americans do thee things outside of the United
States, we at least should have some regard for American industry
and spread the burden of this foreign competition.
The oil industry ts being asked to take a 25 percent load. Oil, as
you know, is now fie No. 1 import into the United States. We import more dollars worth of oil than we do of coffee. That being the
case it seems to me it is the time for uis to say, "1et's spread this

burden, if we want to increase our foreign trade."

When more than 16 percent of our oil is imported, it is time for
somebody else to make way for foreign imports, not just the oil
industry.
Governor GARY. I agree with you, Senator.
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to this statement you will find it summary of efforts to control oil Iito 10M, It cal be readily stem that although the Hpeilal
(Ohlinet Oot1itnittee oil Fluels Polic foutd ili Pebruiry 11II0 that litioi'ti in oxAttachedt,

ports from 1t=

Imports conttlit:41 to rise
es; of the 1t14 ratio enangord national defetseo,
111il at the resent time, imports of crude and petroleum products have reached

the figure of 24.2 percent find we itre limporting daily 4i,(KK) barrels of crude
.4..
Ill 195
oi illid petroleum products It ex ess of that imp)rt
acli, dly we In port approxillnately a million and one-allf barrels of crmt~le oll
aind petroleuin products, which Iis about three tintes s ntclt am tie allowed

production of the State of Oklahoma, and eqUals the comblood totil production
of Kansas, Illinois, Oklahoma, New Mexico, Arkanoas, and North I)ilcota. I sy
i Okluin p.oduetion In
allowmi productIon of the State of Oklahoma, lice
excess of market demand constitutes wast. lAwh barrel of oil proditeod ltlse
Inite,1d States is In comnpetitiOn with every other barrel, Inelid'lg those barrels
of foreign olI which are Imported.

TPherefore, the Incrkase tv, imports has do.

creased the delland for Oklahota oil, which In reflected by thr, amount the tate
Ptrotitc

under Its conervatlon laws.

We must reallse that there are those

who advocate Inceased Imports biauso of an tileged Inability of domi'stic production to supply the deonand, and at the Slime time theme atme oil comipanl(Is
reftso to provide a nmorket for lawfully produced domestic crud,., Largo intlorters of crude aind ittroleni products are large iu-chasers and refiners of
donwtic crude, henive we find discrImintlon against domestic crude in favor
of cheap imlimrt d crude and petrolentm lroduets.
Ths amounts for the fact that we find i Texas tin estimated 8,0)O unconneetd wells and lit Okmiihom about o3,400 wells without a market--flush
prwIuetion proratedi to 1 to 2) barrels a day In Oklahoma--9-I production days
a nolnth In Texas, and corresponding situitiom Ihi other oil producing States.
Thso companies tire therefore In the pomsitlon of creating the economic problem
which they then use to Justify increased Imports,
I would gittn lIke to rolat. what f hilve previously Statute before this coinmittoi of the linportance of a healthy oil Industry upon the economy of the State
of Oklahona. A general declihie In the Industry such as we tire now suffering,
mffe '
very citizen of Oklahomna.
Alqioxhniately 70,00(0 eitiVA4ns of Oklahtona are directly employed 1in the

drilling, iroductou and reftlng of crude oil, They revive approximately
$280 million per year In wages, pIld by this Industry. li addition to those
diretly employed, 187,6315 people tire indirectly employed In furnistilg supplies
and tcrvlces necessary to theme operations, If we figure that 3.2 people are
dependent upon each fully enilloyed person, 825,(KX) Okla hontans are dependent
uphon this Industry. lit other words, the prosperity of approximtely one-third,
of the population of Oklahoma is directly dependent upon the prosperity of
the oil industry within the State of Oklahoma.
The gross value of the crude oil produced within the State of Oklahoma
amounted to $648,861,812 for the fiscal year 1950l-57. If these earnings are turned
over only once, our sales tax receipts from this source would amount to more
than $12 million. Since our welfare program In the State of Oklahoma Is entirely
dependent upon this source of revenue for Its continued operation, our aged
citlnens, our dependent children, our blind, our crippled, aitd other unfortunates
are directly affected by the economy of the oil industry.
You gentlemen are well aware of the Increasing costs of government, a matter
of concern also to the individual States. One of the largest sources of tax
revenue in the State of Oklahoma Is our gross production tax. It is the greatest
itngle item contrIbuting to the general revenue fund. For the fiscal year 195-57,
the oil industry paid to the State of Oklahoma, In this tax alone, $34,164,477.
This figure represents approximately 34 percent of the funds collected and
going into the general revenue fund of the State. We must therefore conclude
that the State is greatly dependent for its economic welfare upon the continued
prosperity of the oil lndustrv.
Since the oil industry is so important to my State, I would like to point out
what is now happening by reason of the loss of markets for our oil through increasing importation of crude and petroleum products. Otn May 1 of this year,
Oklahoma was marketing 153,000 barrels per day less than a year ago, following
the national trewi which shows that the United Sttaes produced 232,775 barrels
per day less than " year ago. This reduced production necessary to meet the
reduced demand ft. our oil comes at a time when our State can ill afford to do
without this revenue. Approximately $700,000 per month in gross production tax
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alone is being lost to the State of Oklahoma, The loss will amount to approximilately $8 million by tilt) end of tie year. 1 100 110t point 011t, W you wheot the
eltect wii be upton the tax structure of our State. But the loms In gross productio tax Is not our only tax loson-we lust prepare for a heavy loss In income

tax, gasoline and vellhcle taxes, Mles to xes, alld otler revenue sources,

I dislike

to contnip!utm what the full extent of the loss will ho, but I ca0 assure you
that It will have a, most crippling effect upon necessary governigental functions
within mny State,
Tax losses, no matter how great, are not, the only effect upon the ecoijomy of
OICahonia which Is felt by coninloued excesive importatiou of rude oil nd
products Into the United States, With red uced produ0tio, there Is less Ilncen
tive to drill addlithiml wells. In 1957, 1,821 less wells were (hillled thati In the
devious yeor, This reductions in drilli ug reprements approximately ome-half of
he national decline, and Is a 25-percent decline within the State of Oklahoma.
In this year of 1958, drilling to date has shown no Improvement over' 1157. III
1915 there were 44I active drilling rigs In Oklahoma, Today that total has
shrunk to the startling figure of 100,. What does this mean to our economy?
liach drilling rig constitutes a s10all Industry employing at least 18 usei1, and
has ain expenditure of approxinately $1,(X) per day for wages and serwvicis,
minitles of our ftite has had
The curtailment of drilling upo1 the small coian
it devastating effec.t. The figures of tihe Oklahoma Eniploynent $ckurlty Comsission on the mining industry (which Includes oil and gas) show aix Inwrease
of approximately 40 percent fit unemployment from February 1057 to February
1958, In one large oil-producing area in Oklahoma, unemployment hams Increased
100 percent ; in another, 250 percent. The largest service company in the world
(Hallburton 011 Well Cementing Co.) with headquarters In Duncan, Okla., ha
found it necessary to reduce to a 35-hour workweek.
In the tristate area-which includes Kansas, Oklahoma, and Mimsouri-40 of
the 44 operators of lead and zinc mines have shut down. Mome than 2.M,%wage
earners, directly and Indirectly connected with the Industry, have been fored
to leave their jobs, with a resulting loss In Income of apprn'ohnately $2MOW)
per week. At hhenryotta, Okla., the closing of the smelter plant threw 600 people
out of work. Is It any wonder then, that as Governor of my great State', I find
myself greatly concerned with the ever-increasing imports of crude oil, petroleum
products, and lead and sinc Into the United States?
Officials in charge of the voluntary plan have stated repeatedly that the
program has been successful. This is just not so. In spite of carefully prepared statistics from which they attempt to sustain their position, we must fac*
the fact that in the first 6imonths of 1958, we are Importing petroleum pr ducts
at a greater rate than ever before. Tile facts show that in If 4 we ilmlrtod
1,052,000 barrels of crude and petroleum products per day. In 1957 thl&figure
had increased to 1,570,(K00 barrels per day. In 1954 the ratio Imtween Imports
and domestic production was 16.6 percent. In 1957 the ratio had Increased to
21.5 percent. In the first 0 months of 1958, It has risen to 24.2 percent. The
figures also show that In 1057 the excess per day of oil over 1954 was 354,000
barrels. In the first 0 months of :1958, It has reached 490,000 barrels per day.
The figures speak for themselves.
The lates schedules of the Imp)rting companies as filed with the Texas Railroad Commission in June of this year (plus about 50,0X00 barrels daily of proouetion reports by companies which do not report to the railroad commission) show
Imports of refined products are scheduled to exceed 000,000 barrels daily during
the months of July, August, and September 1958. This is more than twice the
product Imported during the same period In 1954 (297,000 barrels daily) or an
increase of 100 percent. It represents an Increase of 45 percent over the same
period In 1957 when this same voluntary program was in effect on cude oil
imports. This startling Increase in finished and semifinished Imports would
Indicate an intention of Importers to circumvent and destroy the voluntary program and Is further evidence of its failure.
Another indication that the voluntary plan cannot succeed Is the suit of
Eastern States Petroleum & Chemical Corp., which s"eks a temporary in funetion from the Federal district court to restore the status quo to enable it to
make deliveries under its contract with the military petroleum supply agencies.
These deliveries were suspended on June 19 because Eastern States refused to
by many able
comply with the voluntary imports program. I have been advil
lawyers that there is considerable merit to the contention by FPastern States. If
this suit is successful, the so-called voluntary program has failed.
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Under our present foreign policy, we are greatly destroying our great free.
entxerprise syste~m. Wonare graduatlhy dostroyIng with in the borders of IbI tntioe
the very systoin we atre trying to create within the borders of other nations lIn
cmpextitlin with the comneunlstl philosophies of govermaent. We know it Is
necosseery for thels country to carry onl a very liberatl program of foreign trade
with the%free mntions of the world, bint It Is heard for Its to undl~erstanfd the c1eceesity of our haring to chose down our oil welis and lead anud zinc mines In Oklahomna and In other oih-produciacg Stat". of thee* Notion In order to make room
for lead and Minc and petroleum products front other countries. We Jacet caianot endorse a program flhnt gradually destroys our own domeestic economy while
Amerlean free-enterprise dohlarsacend American tatx dollars tare building the
eonoiiest5 atroiegor and stronger tin other mntions to compete with us.
The effects upon the lead tend zinc Industry In the Stae of Oklahoma on this
Imports policy has been most severe. Only this morning T was Informed that an
additional X50 enmployees, emud another 150 persons dependent upon allied operatlons, have been played off by the head and zine Industry In my State. This, lidded
to the several thousand fnalhes already placed In the ranks of the unemployed,
Is a serious problema in Oklahoma.
It i4 easy to see what has brought about this condition. For the period 1946157, Imports of zinc Increased III percent. For the same period, Imports of lead
ineased 231 percent. It Is difficult to tell several thousand wage earners In
Oklahoma, and the tristate arne, that they must be deprived of the right to earn
a livelihood In order that the economy of a, foreign country might lie advanced.
I have already told you what the effect of the foreign poll" has been upon
the eciony of Oklahoma. Our economy Is being destroyed to better the economy
of foreign countries by Increasing their production of oil. For the years 195.3-57,
,roduetion in the Middle East Increased 52 percent; Canada, 95 percent; Vene-
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001taure themre Itleroamew with thai p~roductiton Ita (i1ih1.m111

~een hoolil

our owto iurlisj the unna peiod, and tOwl with the
VttIlI-4 141,11,491
W1h01u1 ti,0 jirOC1101,lon 11Ini'r'Ane Only,10 pereoit,
AN (it#, I ismthtoil ibtmlimNN IN ,coia,'iOrj1i1i, 0111- 1001441111I INM11
111#l0. You IhaVe Pincei
it" III voiiLNtiiioli With foi'oigil countlitysi, antd Wil itit CanniIot ComIpete,. (31011P
foreign inino', wsifoflal prouducing~ lpro(1ieii, iduniotbndlzeid humlnessog are OAno
result lit the abeiiniuch't ror uon. A, IcontiIoiattio of thboIptoliiy will iaventitilt
iiiiillieit, or oiua' 111rgIIIIl wollm, iund huNilargely ilextroyeil the inventlvo to esoliore
4'u~
for flow oil i'omerIvi', thisaoa'y weuakeuaiug our siaational ni'ctirlty aind Will
nhaipogo tot toll III tihe y4*11'n Po cottio, Timi "tort (of program leadml to sin Ihtsornli
lorirltlown lit the oiomoy (if mir Nistimie and it graduali demtruction of our trety
(11ior lotinMN,i'il,
We sire told tlhat we sire ex;,oN.ing of .out $11? billion a year to foreign countries
we are Iiporltig fromt tluea sibout $12 boillon per year, 'Thin would meemn to
andu
11 4e balance lit our favor of' $7 blilliprs, flowever, If the bitot lDepartmont of
(leAnnuxee figures are co(rrec't Moro sire thlogm that the adiriluixtration neglect
UN msiusio the $191 billion figure Ifacluden not what we geil ito foreign
#tel sin1
comAtriem, but everything we nhlp In our vorloua aid and giveaway programs as
Willi,
'i'li United Htatos mpent $5411 million inore, during the Ornt quarter of the
present y4)nr--$54( naiiin ore (on goodnm Inported Into the Unitted flNW* than
It got for good we sold to foreign couzatrion, The truth Is then that after 12
yearn of theme tradeo.sigreonient progrfiaam, and which we are asked to extend for
another 5 Years, we sire b)uying more Cihun we are Melling at the rate of $2 billion
a year and jeopaortlling our national security tt the sameo time. Another 5

yearn of further reducing tArIffm will undoubtedly throw thes figure furthifr
out tof lalatnce4 and certainly not In our favor,

Private Inuiatry cannot build at pipeline from the prolific torodueing States
of thounideonti1nent area to the muanvuaturin~g empire tof California,and compete

with Imaported crude. The unitedd Statem bas loaned--yes, glvern--axoney to
build potroleuna transportation mystenrs In other atream of the world, yet has
* contlnaaahly rofumed to help with it pipeline that would tie our great Nation
together,
Thie went coast of the United Stsaten doenx not produce "if manch o#ilas It refined;
daily. Facetories dependent upon thin fuel mource would be greatly curtiled.
The building of this systemi In;nound econouraics, It in a must for our national
security, It cannot be built bieaumo we ctavan'it comete with limported orumb'.
TIsam convinced that If our forein policy wn 'hangtqd tA; eymble the ()il In
s;
try of thin Nation tr feel mieure In itm oxpansoion and exploration program,,
It would finance the construction of at pililne to the West coast without any
governmental ammintanm-. With the Increasing (of Imports of oil and products to
the went coat It lIn discouraging and not feasible, In my opinion, for the (oil
industry to construct much a pipeline,
Under the Constitution, Congress alone in given the power txo limit and control
the impwrits of foreign products Into the United HtatA-n. Under the Trade Agrees.
meats Act, Congresm has surrendered4 thin constitutional power to the ezeeuve
department, Recently, the Chief Executive ham, In turn, surrendered this sacred
power to the Importing oil companies of the United States under the voluntary
program. Congress should take back front the Importing conapanies this sacedl
constitutional right which has been passed froma hand to hand.
The people of this country will not stand for a healthy domeicl economy being
forced to take bitter medicine In an attempt to cure the foreign-policy7 patient
I respectfully suggest:
1. That Congress place mandatory control over the Importation of crude oil
and petroleum products.
2. That Imports be restricted to 16.0) percent of national demand or the 19F4
relationship.
STYA(MAMRY OF EFORTs

To CoNTRot. Om. ImI'oirs, 1955-58S

January 28. 1955 : P Ifteen witnesses, representing 21 cooperating assocla.t
tions of oil producers, testified before the House 'Ways and Meaux Committee
urging that oil Imports be limited to II0 percent of United States toil demand by
amendment to A. R. 1 extending the Trade Agreements Act~. The, House later
passed H. R. 1 after a series of very close votes without voflng on any sc~>."
amendment as to oil Imports.
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February 26, 1955: President Eisenhower's Cabinet Committee on Energy Sup.
plies and Resources Policy released its report recommending that oil Imports
be limited to the 154 relationship (16.6 percent) to United States crude oil
I)roduction.
March 15, 1955: Governor Gary of Oklahoma, Senator Daniel of Texas, and
witnesses from the oil industry testified before the Senate Finance Committee
supporting an amendment to the Trade Agreements Act to limit oil imports to
10 percent of United States oil demands.
April 26, 1955: Senate Finance Committee reported out HI 1.1 extending

Substitute known as the defense amendment (see. 7) authorizing the President
to control Imaports of tiny commodity, Including oil, whenever, they threaten

t national security.
May 4, 1955: The Senate approved the extension of the Trade Agreements
Act with the defense amendment and the debate in the Senate clearly showed
the congressional intent that the defense amendment should be used to limit
*IL imports to the 1954 relationship to domestic crude oil production.
June 21, 1955: President Eisenhower signed the extension of the Trade Agree.
nents Act for 3 years putting the defense amendment Into effect.
"ot July 30, 1955:
Twenty-seven Senators sent letter to Dr. Arthur Flemnming,
Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization, asking what actions he intended
to take under the authority of the defense amendment to restrict oil imports
'I.he
1954 relationship. Oil imports continued to exceed the 1954 relationship.
August 8, 1955: OI)M Director Flemming called upon the importing companles to furnish information as to their import programs. O11 imports comitinued to exceed the 1954 relationship.
September 13, 1955: OI)M Director Flemming stated that information submitted by Importing companies showed that oil Imports were excessive and
that the Government wouhl have to take action if the importers did not corrvt
the situation. huiamrts continued to exceed the 19,54 relationship.
October 29, 1955: ODM Director Flemming wrote to the Importing companies
stating that the Cabinet Committee had concluded that crude oil imports coti
tinted to be in excess of recommended levels and should be reduced volumtarily by the importing companies. Oil imports continued to exceed the 1954
relationship.
May 1.1, 1956: ODM Director Flemming requested that the Importing companies
reduce imports for the second and third quarters of 1956 to such a level that
overall crude oil imports for the year 1956 would show a satisfactory relationship to domestic production. Imports continued to exceed the 1954 relationship
and for the year 1956 amounted to 20.1 percent of domestic crude oil production
as compared with 16.0 percent in 1954.
June 26, 1956: O)M I)irector Flemnlng wrote to importing companies again
asking that they voluntarily reduce crude oil imports during the third quarter
of 1956. Oil imports reached new record levels in the third quarter of 1956,
substantially in excess of the 1954 relationship.
July 30, 1956: Thirty-one Senators signed a letter to ODM Director Flemming
expressing concern with regard to the continuing excessive oil imports and
asking what assurance could be given that the intent of the defense amendment
to hold Imports to the 1954 relationship would le carried out.
August 7, 1956: The cooperating associations of oil producers filed a legal
petition with the Office of Defense Mobilization requesting mandatory controls
under the defense amendment to limit oil imports of the 1954 relationship.
September 7, 1956: ODM Director Flemming advised the importing companies
that imports had not been reduced to the level he had requested and expressed
concern as to the failure of some companies to comply. Oil Imports continued
to exceed the 1954 relationship.
October 12, 1956: President Eisenhower directed that a study be made with
respect to the construction of large tankers but specifically stated that the study
should be consistent with the request that had been made to oil Importers to keep
imports at a level where they do not exceed significantly the 1954 relationship
to domestic production.
October 17, 1956: The special Cabinet Committee released another recommending reductions in crude oil imports which continued to exceed the 1954
relationship.
October 22, 1956: A public hearing was held by the Office of Defense Mobilization on the August 7 petition by the cooperating associations for the Govern-
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Meit to hn1111e itiaindttory oInItrols to Ill'event tle ('ontininig eX(cess Of Oil
Imports over the 1954 relationship.
I Jwectiber 4, 1056: 0I)M DIrector IlF'1cmilng stated that phnned ifnports for
.1957, if carried out, would constitute at threat to national security, but iwtion
Oil the petition to control Imports was beluig suspended because of tie situation
in the Middle Fast and the closing of ti HMiez (lnal, 011 imports were reduced
sonjtewhat dtiring the early lnonths Of 1957 as a result of the disruption of
transportation In tile Middle Est.it ald not because of any (overnment control or
voluntary it lois by liljortlig conipnles,.
March 5, 1957: (1IM 1)irector Fleniunig wrote to the importing companies
i'e iit tlulg ilmori, phns following tlie olhpeing of the Suez (ailii I.
April 23, 1957: 0)DM Dirctor Glordon (tray, wleo had replaced leillnilng,
ised
Preshidoit lilsenhower purslimulmlt to tie defense anilllnillt tallit lie
believed IruHle oil was being Iniported i such qnimntltlesits to threatten to tiPaill ilie national sevurIty. Two days lat;r the 1'rileslnt aniounced an Investlgallon to determined what action should be taken.
Jily 20, 1957: Tle special Clinllet Coumiiittllee fllhiliteol to ivet igate the
Imprtort sitting
released its report colielldiig thiat t;he Inereased Volliue of
crude oil Imports and proposed Ilmports for time littler half of 1V1)7 threatened
to linpaIr the national secllrity. The coimiltte . roconmennded it voluntary plan
establishing alowables for crude oil Inports for eatch coinpany In tie area east;
of (Callfornia. West coast imports were not Included li tlmls plan and total
I inliorts contl tinued to exceed tim 1U.54 relationship,
December' 12, 1957: A second report of tihe special Cabinet Cmonnlttee recoimender that crude 011 Ilmports Into the west coast be limited by extending the
voluntary plan to establish allowables for each Importer on the west coast.
Tie total allowables for the area east of California and the west coast continued
to exceed the 1954 relationship.
First. 3 months 1958" Under the voluntary plan crude oil Imports are limited
to about 990,0) barrels dally with no invitation on Imports of refined protest.
Mwt of the Importing companies have been complying with this plan but three
companies (Tidewater, Sun, and Eastern States) have not agreed to comply.
"TIdewater has continued to Inmort twice the volume permitted under the voluntary program. In addition, about 40 companies have filed applications as new
importers requesting to Import an additional W0,000 barrels daily. Even without these new applications, Imports In 195 85continue to exceed the 1954 relationship by nore tMan 800,000 barrels dally with the largest part of the excess being
Imports of crude oil.

Senator KvnR.

Nf r. Wood ?

STATEMENT OF ROBERT L. WOOD, BASIN DRILLING CO.,
MIDLAND, TEX.
Mr. VooD. Thank you, Senator.
Mr. Chairman and members of the committee, my name is Robert
L. Wood. My home is in Midland, Tex., where I am an independent
oil producer and drilling contractor.
Senator KERR. Sit down, Mr. Wood.
You are no longer a citizen of the biggest State of the Union. Now
just sit down. [Laughter.]
May I say definitely you are no longer a representative of the
biggest State of the Union.
Mr. WooD. Thank you, Senator, I hope to remain a citizen.

Senator Knini. But as one of the other smaller States we of Oklahoma welcome you into the brotherhood of the junior members of
the Nation.
Mr. WooD. Thank you. I know how you felt for 50 years, Senator.
[Laughter.]
I appear before this committee as chairman of the executive committee and immediate past president of the Independent Petroleum
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dAssoeittti of Attt'tieffl it, itfltotitl isPocittifon of' oil 1t )id giUN pro(111COi'N, Ititt littid 101(l rOylitty t)W110l'N Witli ltI~ti~b~it4 ill fill plodiittig
areats ui 31 sttttes.
I atppeari before 011H
IN olifitiitte to Ill eq ill t00 iiltttt'0 Of il
Ofititdt
14"Mirity, Clintt, oil in~ipori N 1w' liiitld iinter the ~ritde AivotiIit Acit,
Its PrOPOSetl ill t~i ttttdtoi
ilit-t'odilt'Od by Senlator Long, for in-

eneso h euie
so nid otl Isdtill-f of I te
As 111dustrTr repiesllittives we ill 11A A feel that; one of ouir printitry rttq )ottsitbitities is to keep thet Uovutrnintt ind the 41lo its woIl,
ittf~;vtedI its to those eollditiolls which cold illpoi iatt'),1
u i seeilrIty
Nittion's ipet-rot6Hi
supl)y
to
Chlo iltdillit y's ltbiitjI
11 thtrettitig
oitt
1( watr.
leittit
rquirelieits bothl l e1c
1'
I have, ia detailed stiitenlett aul retpiest it be nade i a nrt (of the
recOrd of this htearing.
Sentor 1(Eoi.

Titt, will be done.,

Mr. W~ol) Aliso I wVould like to pleNollt the tsta-t4Mtiet of the presidailt of thue ltt1doeodettt P.etroleiiit Association of Aniericit, 0ordoxt
Sim11psonl, for the lvcoi'd.
Senattor Itut. Vory well. It will be received atnd putt into tho
reeord.

(*iMIt sttttttoinot by' Mr. Gordon kSinipson, presidentt of Independent

Also I wotid like to mal itapatrt of the record thie other associations
the area wssocigttioits, whout we represent ilt titis lteiu'ing, if I 111y, anda
I ;should like to read them:
The &WsTexas Oil Association, Tyler, Tex.
IiidWendent Olimen. & Landowners Asooiation of North Dakota, Bisinarek,
Ilependent OR1 Proditeers Agency, 1,R)s Antes, (allf.
Indepetideut Producers & loyalty Owners socato of New Mexico, Rloswell,
N' Mex.

Ratisas Indelendent Oil & Gas Associationt, Wichita, Kans.
Keutocky Oil & Gas Association, Owensboro, Ky.
National Strlpper Well Asoociation, Wichita Falls, Tex.
North Texas Oil & Gas Association, Wichita Vails, Tex.
Ohio Oil & Gas Association, Newark, Ohio.
Panhandle Producers & Rloyality Owners Association, Amarillo, Ta.
West Central Wexas Oil & Gits Association, Abilene, Tex.

I would then. like to suiniitrize soine of the hvil')otnt considerations

as to our oil supplies in relation to o ir foreign trade policies.

JUSTWFICATION FOR SPECIFIC LEMILATION AS TO Oij IMPOIIrs

Tho amendment proposed by Senator Long applies directly and
specifically to imports of crude petroleiun and products derived thierefrom. Iii this connection, I appreciate the preference for dealing
withforegn
tade attes tho:g broad policies rather than through
tretnent of individual commodities.
In the cme of oil imports, however, the conditions are such that
there is both justification and need for individual and specific treatment.
First oil is one of the basic materials most essential to our standard
of livi-ng aid our security. We must have adequate and available
supplies at all times.
Second, it is impractical to stockpile or subsidize this product as
a safeguard against emergencies. Experience has shown that we must
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have
vigorous
and expanding
industry capable of meeting both
n (tuirelpentH,
p)4et,iti110
and effergen'y
'1 hi'd , the Congress gawv s4pevi ic recognition of tjh o11 i import
adoptilng the dItl ensi' ameidmet, in the 1955 eXIVmsion of
i)robleil ill

the

1rade

Agreements Act, with the clear intent that ti

defense

all)eminrdeit authority in l10 Chase of oil be used to limit, imports within
ti 1954 rehltioslhij to (1 nesic production.
Floltrth
e detimiSe aitiiielhtietit lists be,en applied only to oil imports, with te10)irector of I)efense Mobilization advising the President on Apil 121957, tbi e hd i,
eason to believe that (,rude oil was
being ilTpOr1te(l into t6e l it(,(, States insuch q1antities as to threaten
to

on jitir tie l1ttiolal sMWlit'.

Fifth, only in the ctse of oil imports lias th executive bratih of our
Government determined (a) thltt there is iadirect relationship between the Nation's sevllcrity a1,1d a4(l11ua0 and available dIomes0(0tic
petlrololillsupplies, (b) tha1tt it is essentIal t) follow a policy which

will enourage cOllitluatioll o freentrpisi
exploration and development in the United States and(i (e) that there must be a limitation
Oil petroleum imports that will insure a proper balance between imports and domesticc reductionn HO as to encourage adequate exploration
and development, in the Iblit.ed States commensurate with the growth
ill national requ iheiiii(it,.

Finally, the i)rolely of excesssive oil imports is not new. in fact,
it is (douldtful if any single issue has been more prominently before
the Congress in connection with foreign trade legislation. A lasting
solution of this problem by the Congress woulh clarify our foreign
trado J)olicy antd prevent iinpairnent of our security as to our all-ireportit supplies of oil.
he domestic oil-producing industry, over a long period of years,
has sought a sound solution to this problern in th( national interest.
Every approach has been explored, For example, an application under the escape-clause, provision in 1949 was turned down for reasons
that could not be supported by the facts.
In 1051, under fi6 peril-point provision, it was urged that no further rediuctions should be made in the excise taxes on petroleum
'nthis case, the findings of the Tariff Commission were disregarded.
Later, during 1956 and 1957, I devoted much of my time as president
of the independent P etroleumn Association of America in an effort to
help solve this problem through industrial statesmanship under existin laws.
Throughout this period, the domestic industry urged a rea.omable
limitation on oil imports, so that necessary domestic exploration and
development would not be discouraged.
These efforts served only to delay the critical conditions that exist
today. A basic policy decision must now be made as to whether imports will be permitted to undermine our historic self-sufficiency and
render us dependent on uncertain foreign sources.
EFFECT OP OIL IMPORTS

I want to make it clear that we do not attribute all the unhealthy
conditions that exist today to excessive imports.
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We recognize the effe(ets of the business recession oil the demands
for petroleum and other factors that, require adliistntnents in, the in.

dustry's opwt'tiol is.
Neither (to wI oppose all inports. We (lo tiot sek the elihliflatioi
ofimpoirts nor do wie oppose reasonable foreign trade ill petroleui.

TIhit has never been the issie, and is not the Issue today.

Instead, we seek a (leiite latioul,1 pohey ats to oil iinports, esta)-

( ICvelolm)lielit, of! dolislished by the digresss, to assire the adequate
Cie rieslll''s, Ave seek it rell soittl obatlance Ief \Oel irnlports and doniestte supplies So that both illiy expantiid ii rellation to t'he growthi in
Ilited States oil requiireinlents,
Today, and for the past 1'2 nionthis, there is clear evilce of deteti oration in the essentlil activi ties of fielding ald niialkilig available adekiiato sulpplie's of l)etrolltlli. Briefly doliestich oil produlCtio)i conveiy clirtaileI.
th'illes toe d(rastically Iin l
Shlle Fetrilary ofthis yearIU'lnitedt Stutis Ckruode-oh IrodllCtiOn ha,
daily low
brrlls the peltl¢ reakiced in March
beel reduced I ,560,Oo()
1957 and ahout 1(00,000 barrels dally less than the 1954 average.
Tn short., it is ia losing proposition today to find, develop, lufd prodiee (lonestic crude oil iii (ompietitioi N itli the exXC,55iivye ( alitit iCS
of iinported oil, with the average production frorr domestic wells
about 13 barrels pier day per well alld with Middle East wells aver-

aging More than 59000 barrels per day per well.
A iiott crit-ical sit station conifioiits doniestic prodliCos i lsofair as
obtat inning funds to carry out a sista ined exploration program. Londing inst itut ions are franlkly hesitant to advance ionoys for developint wells when the period of payback is so indefinite.
Without any assurances as to*how much oil a well will be allowed
to prAoluce, these lending institutions are not inclined to make funds
available for devel opnient programs.
The long Years, required to explore for, drill, and develop oil Properties make it essential, if financing for this work is to be m'iade available, that positive steps be taken to assure prodlieers 'that the same
ground rules will apply over a period of years nisofar as imports of
crude and products are concerned.
The uncertainty and the unhealthy economic, conditions in the domestic industry are reflected in a continuing decline in exploration and
drilling and a failure to increase proved reserves in keeping with the
increase in oil demands.
The number of exploratory crews active in the United States has
decreased by noe than 30 percent in the past 5 year. The number of
active drilling rigs has declined about 30 percent in the past 2 years.
Total well completions so far in 1958 are at the lowest rate in 6 years.
Wildcat drilling in search of new reserves has shown a particularly
sharp decrease in the past 2 years.
As a result., production in 1957 exceeded the amount of new oil
found for the first time since World War II and our proved reserves
of crude oil on January 1, 1958, were less than on January 1, 1957.
These trends threaten our self-sufficiency and our future security
as to the supplies of oil so vital to our mobilization base.
The welfare of thousands of communities depending on oil and gas
production throughout more than half of the States in this Nation
is being undermined. Reductions in State revenues from oil and gas
production, for the support of the schools, hospitals, and other public
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ins1titultions, are Creating serious probleins for local and State govelmlroritS.
Petroleum production, which hits been contributhig more value t
the UInited States economy than sill other dom sic mineral fuels and
mretils combined, has been seriously curtail(

and resiuts,1

ill reduced

purchasing power for other goods l)rodliced by other industries
throJiout the ITnihtA States.
This sitiatioi 1grtvates the current slump in getieial business
activity. If continued, the doniesticlpetroleum industry will !beweakeiied to such an extent that dependency on foreign oil will no longer
be a matter of choice, bit a grim necessity.
UNVJTE0I STATES FOlIEJGN TIAI

IN OIL

As previously pointed Out,, the linhealty coalitions in the domestic
oil-producing ini(histry cannot be attributed entirely to excessive
imports. The facts show, however, that iricreasing Oil itnports have
been a major factor tiat threatens to lead this NatJon inevitably into
it position of dependency on uncertain foreign sources Of oil Supply.
Imports have increased not only in total quantity but also in rela-

tion to the domestic production and the domestic demand. Year after
year, imports have absorbed a larger anid larger share of the MWit],
t4tates market.
I would like to call the attention of the committee to the fact that
imports of crude oil and refined products have increased steadily and
substantially throughout the period since World War 'I. The ratio
of these imports to domestic crude-oil production increased from less
than 5 percent prior to World War 11 to 16.6 percent in 19-1.
instead of being limited to the 1954 relationship, as recomended
by the Cabinet Committee in 1955, the ratio has coitinued to increase
to 24.1 percent for the first 6 months of 1958.
It is important to recognize Chat increased imports have iot been
a matter (if necessity.
These imports displacedd available domesticc production, aJid huve

now reached the point where the domestic industry has approximately 33 percent of its capacity shut in for lack of market.
In contrast to the trend in imports, United States exports of petroleum have declined. rThlis means that the domestic industry has been
losing out in the foreign market as well as in the home market. The
history

of United States exports shows that, whereas the United

States prior to World War II enjoyed an export market equal to 13.9
percent of domestic crude-oil production, today that market constitutes less than 5 percent.
As a result of increasing imports, whereas exports have decreased,
the United States has shifted from a position of a net exporter to a
substantial net importer. This change from a net exporter, in the
prewar years to an increasing net importer has meant a loss of market
for United States production amounting to about 1,550,0W) barrels
daily, or almost 25 percent of current production.
DOMESTIC OIL'S CONTRIBUTION TO WORLD TRADE

The petroleum industry recognizes the important role of international trade. However, let's take a look at the relative position of
oil in total United States foreign trade for 1957 and compare this
with 1934, the year the trade-agreement program was authorized.
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about $1.5 billion, or 12 perceJit,
Ill 1957, oil jiil)orts were valued tit
of the total value of till 1111porkt of all coliiiodities,
tit 1934, thse Ilgities wore $86 mill io, or '2 jn1reit of Illis Nation's
11npI)oit trldO. ObvioUSly oil lilts alreadyy ,oitribitted a sIIbstaiitillt
aid iireasiig sliiie of ie totil I hlited SI lates import ti'ade.,
Thts oue itilistry, so vital to itatioual security, should not, be
l Ia ftde beyold tle
expected to volitCibldIe to iratetsilig iitl
polit, that edangeros the 1in itollwe

of adequlate doiremlie supplies.

JtUVSTIPICIATItN FOIl IiIT[N(O I N1tM'tITHO14) 101)54FIi
4 VTiON8iIUP

The probletii of oil i l)or15, talld their elect; 11pon tle domestic
petroleill industry and 111t611al security, wits 011 of the prinliry
sideilt Eiisiihiower 1o estiblishi a special
reltsotis twilit va.isd Il'i,
Cabinet e'ollutlit|ee ill*July 1.954.
A eort ehensi.ve study wias conducted by the Cabinet (louunitteo
with the unistakablo 'gml of lmaintaining adeqtlatt defellse-fuet
suplies within the United States.
i its coclisioll, this Coilnittee recognized that Chiitllort,problein was a natiotial-defeuso problem til( mitde the S ciic recoinntt 1111)orts
'I)etro
fitalidtiotiol in its report of Februai'y 1955 thiat
should be limited to (heir *1954 relationship to domiiestic oru( e-oil
prodictiou in the interest of iiatioaltl security.
The filldings of the Cabinet Co11

4ittee as to oil imports constituted

a major basis for the adopt ion by Congress of section 7, or the defense
unexidinent, to the Trade Agreeone xtensioii Act of 1955.
It 'sour position that the clear and unmistakable legislative inteiit
of the defense amedmieut, as applied to petroleuil, is fli; the nationil security isii))aired wheiiever ittl)orts of (,rude oil auid refilled
prodiuets aree il excess of the 1954 relatio,,ship to domestic oil supplies.
It is our further lositioi, as documeittd fully illnly detailed
statelnleit, that developieut s si e the adopti on of t1e defense amendinent clearly support and justify the 1954 relationships as the bisine
standard for luiiting oil iMports ill the interest of national security.
VOLUNTARY rLAX TO LIMIT IMUflTS

As a consequence of increasing imI)orts relative to domestic production, a formal petition was filed in August 19.56 by the Independent
Petroleum Association of America, requesting action to limit imports
to the 1954 ratio under section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension
Act of 1955. Hearings were held on the petition in October 1956
but action was suspended as a result of the Suez crisis that disrupted
the world flow of oil with some temporary decreases in United States
oil imports and a substantial increase in oil exports for emergency
shipment to Western Europe.
Following the settlement of the Suez dispute in 1957, oil imports
again increased sharply. On April 23, 1957, the Director of Defense
Mobilization certified "to the President that imports were a tlhLreat
to national security.
As a result of the critical threat to security, the President's Special
Committee To Investigate Crude Oil Imports submitted recommendations, approved by the President on July 29, 1957, putting into
effect the voluntary import program that has been amended several
times.
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ldW tho Vol 1tti1tury import prograiii, progress hfs been made in
ristricting (crud-oilipiports, which htave , ei reduced by more than
2501000 barrels daily from th leuepak
level of about 1,200,000 barrels
dai ly rea,.ld inthe I'h
ird quarter of 1957.
'rhisprotrai on crUd(-oii iimiports, however, continues to exceed
the 195. relitionship by more than 200,000 burrels per day for crudeoil imports, with no limitations on imports of relined products oxcepting for unfinished oils which, under the June 4, 1958, recommendations, will be limited to currently prevailing levels.
As to currently prevailing levels, nihplns of crude oil and refined
products are averaging about 1,560,000 barrels daily for the first 6
months of 1958. This would exceed tho 1954 relationship to domestic
demand by about 490,000 barrels, with about one-half of the excess
being crude-oil imports.
INADEQUACY OP VOLUNTARY IMPORT PLAN

We believe that the efforts to restrict oil imports under the voluntary control program have been commendable and constructive. Even
a strengthening of this program by further administrative action,
however, would not remove the necessity of definite standards in the
law to assure the long-range objective of maintaining adequate domestio oil supplies.
In view (o l)resent critical conditions in the industry, it is obvious
that the voluntary program has not accomplished the basic objectives
of restricting imports to the 1954 relationship and maintaining a
vigorous domestic program of oil and gas development to assure
adequate domestic supplies for our expanding economy and national
defense.
A basic inadequacy of the voluntary plan is the uncertainty that
surrounds the program. Allocations are established on a short-range
basis of 6 months or loss. As a result, neither the domestic industry
nor the importing companies have any firm basis on which to make
the necessary long-range plans and investments.
The findings of oil reserves, their development and production and
the facilities to process, transport, and distribute petroleum products
involve major policy decisions applicable over a long period of years.
This is equally true for domestic and foreign operations.
A consistent and dependable policy as to foreign oil is a fundamental necessity to the activities of the industry and to our relations
with other producing countries.
Another inadequacy of the present plan is the stopgap procedures
that have been followed in the effort to avoid circumvention of the
program. The failure of a few companies to comply resulted in
the decision to apply a separate authorty-the Buy American Actwhen direct authority to limit imports would seem to be in order, in
view of the fact that national security was involved. The decision
to apply voluntary controls to imports of unfinished gasoline and
other unfinished oils represented another piecemeal approach.
The failure to establish a definite policy as to all imports of crude
petroleum and petroleum products, in effect, invites circumvention
of the program. This is shown by the latest plans of the importing
companies to increase greatly their imports of all types of refined
products.
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Biksel on scheduled imports, as submitted to the Texas Railroad
Commission in June with provision for petroleum product imports

not reported to the commission, the present outlook for the third
quart4'r of 1958 may be summarized as follows:
(The table is as follows:)
UtVnt4 St0tcas pttroti4m produ1ot i.ports
barrels dally]
IThol at~nd
Rtesidnl fool

Othor113god-

Total ?rod-

UulI

Sdquoter 107 ................................
ii1
qa1teri
tnmv: ... ...
Pawnt

.............
..........

198 over MA4 ............
...
I1 OVr 107 ............. .............................

a/ l
400

80 4
1, 1

lotK

75

420
o12

142
201, 9
1(W.
7

104I
43, 7

Senator KiRit. That is products onlyI
Mr. WooD. That is products only.
Reductions in crude oil imports since the third quarter of 1967 under the voluntary control plan have been largely offset by increases
in imports of refined prodiucts. The largest percentage increases itl
scheduled product imports for the third quarter of 1968 are ill Products other than'residual fuel oil.
Imports of these other products are scheduled at least, twice the
rate of last year and almost four times the 1954 level. Imports of
residual fuel oil also show a substantial increase. In view of the
low demand for this product,, both because of the summer period
when consumption declines seasonably and l)ecause of reduced (emands resulting from the business recession there is every reason to
question whether these imports are residual duel oil in fact or whether
they are being used for other purposes to circumvent the program.
Scheduled imports for the third quarter of 1958 show an'increase
of 31 percent for crude oil over the same period in 1954 while total
imports of residual fuel and other products are scheduled at more
than twice the 1954 level.
A further and recent indication of the inadequacy of the voluntary
plan is the suit filed by Eastern States Petroleum & Chemical Corp.
challenging the legality of the entire program and seeking an injunction against the Government.
This suit emphasizes the need for action by the Congress to establish beyond question legal limitations on oil imports. A program
determined to be essential in the interest of national security should
not be subject to question as to its legality. Neither should it be dependent upon voluntary cooperation on the part of those who have
large economic interests in increasing imports of foreign oil.
To illustrate the impractical and unsound aspects of relying on
voluntary action by those with private interests in imported oil, the
Gulf Oil Corp.'s statement submitted to this committee on June 23
concluded that, under the conditions that existed during the past 9
yearsA

it is impossible to hold that imports are injuring the domestic industry, or that
through such injury imports are threatening ti national security.

1
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rhat is gulf'ss statement.
Further, Gulf Oil concludes that:
In order to support the national economy and maintain the national security,
we will inevitably depend more and more on imported petroleum,

These conclusions are in direct conflict with the Government's find-

imurs on which the voluntary plan is based.

They violate the intent and the spirit of any program to limit imports in relation to domestic production. The -Ilf Oil Corp., one
of the largest importers and one of the largest owners of huge lowcost foreign reserves, has engaged in a deliberate campaign of casting
doubt on the Government's decision to limit oil imports and discrediting the ability of the domestic industry.
It is both unsatisfactory in practice and imsound as a matter of
policy to Iase t program involving the national security on voluntary
compliance by thome who frankly admit conflicting views and
interests.
in conclusion, I would like to point out that every p(msible effort
hIts be3en ma(l during the past years to revele nt excessive oil imports,
short of speci fie legislation.
The need for such legislation is clear. It is justified by the necessity to preserve our security in a commodity that is indispensable
to our economy and our defense. We simply cannot afford to place
the American consumer anl our military forces in a position of
dependency on foreign oil, subject to incidents such as the expropriafion of American properties in Mexico, the sinking of tankers from
Venezuela during World War II, the nationalization and subsequent
shutdown of Iranian production in 1951, or the most recent and
dramatic crisis resulting from the closing of the Suez Canal.
The essentiality of maintaining adequate supplies of oil within the
United States is now generally accepted.
The importance to national security was reemphasized on April 25,
1958, by Rear Adm. E. C. Ste)ha in a letter to lion. Wilbur D. Mills,
chairman of the Ways and Means Committee.
This letter read in part as follows:
Recent developments In the Middle Vast vividly demonstrate the folly of
depending on foreign oil to supplement local supplies even In peacetime. It
would obviously be extremely dangerous to rely on foreign sources of supply in
time of war.

This policy declaration is particularly significant as it was made
on behalf of the Department of Defense, with the approval of the
Bureau of the Budget.
The overriding consideration as to oil imports should be the best
interests of national security and the American consumer. A reasonable limitation of oil imports to the 1954 ratio to domestic crude-oil
production will serve the overall public interest without disrupting
foreign oil operations, foreign trade in oil, or foreign relations.
With United States oil production now curtailed below the 1954
level, Canadian production during the first 3 months of 1.958 shows
an increase of 85 percent over 1954.
Venezuelan production shows an increase of 33 percent; and
Middle East production is 50 percent greater than in 1954.
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l the eltse of Ca,da, shipimnls of crilde oil into the United
than the amount thit could ha1vo
States
have been
sulbstantially
less allocattions.
beenl Imported
111h(lr
t l voluiltitry
T111e greater profitS (Ierived fr(m Middle Eaist and Venezuelan oil

threatens the iinte1u0c1
States ai1d Can ad a.

of it healthy industry both in the United

Unisettled coilditt'ions exist today in the Middle Eas4t, the Far East,
Africa, and Venezuela. Worhl Pwt'oo seemlls as dishit its ev r bofer.e
(,eii ainly th imUnitid Sats must, remain strong lnd secure is to
those esoentials for nat io-nal secturity amnd world udledershi ).
Certainly, too, an adequate and aw1vid)le sulplly of petrol Icni is one
of thel most 11portalt, of those ossentils.
Prevellting excessive iIII )orts froi)l ilpt nitihg
tIlcessary devoloj),mint of domestic oil su)pl~les is a matter of public policy ilvolving the
security of the United Stttes which justifies and requires specific
action 6y the Congr ess.
IThroughout the past; centuryry, adequate supplies of (h nestic o11 have
been the indispenisable ingredient of our exp ending economy and have
been the bulwark of our security in WorI 1Vat I ,Word War 11, thm
kor-ean conflict and the Suez dispute.
I respeetfilly urge that we ask ourselves where, we would be today
without that assured supply of oil and what is our future unless we
preserve our strength ard seif sufliciency as to petroleum.
Senttor Kiom. Thiuk you very much, Mr. Wood.
If there are lio questions we wvill hear froim Mr. Paul Schltz.
(The (documents referred to are its follows :)
STATI

WMNTIY

OItmiT L, WOOD, CITAIRMAN, EXECUTIVE C oMMITIEMI,

PETROLIM ASSOCIATION

I NDIIVENI'rNT

or AMraiCA

My name Is Robert L. Wood. My howe is Milland, 'T'ex., where I am an Inlependent, oil producer and drilling contractor. I appear before this committee as
chairman of the executive committee and Inmediate past president of the Independent Petroleum Association of America, n national assoelation of oil and gas
producers, and land and royalty owners. The members of the association drill
more than three-fourths of all oil and gas wells in the United States and produce
more than 2 million barrels daily of crude oil, representing more than one-third
of all domestic production in the producing areas in 31 States.
I appear before this committee to urge, In the interest of national security, that
oil imports be limited by an amendment to the Trade Agreements Act, as proposed in the amendment introduced by Senator Long, of TAulslana, and joined in
by 17 cosponsors, as follows. Anderson (New Mexico), Barrett (Wyoming), Beall
(Maryland), Chavez (New Mexico), Ellender (Louisiana), Hoblitzell (West Vir.
ginia), Langer (North Dakota), McClellan (Arkansas), Mansfield (Montana),
Ma rtin (Pennsylvania), Monroney (Oklahoma), Murray (Montana), O(Mahoney
(Wyoming), Revercomb (West Virginia), Schoeppel (Kansas), Watkins (Utah),
and Young (North Dakota).
As industry representatives we in IPAA feel that one of our primary responsibilities is to keep the Government, and the public as well, informed as to those
conditions which could impair national security by threatening the Industry's
ability to supply this Nation's petroleum requirements both In peace and war.
JUSTTIOATION FOR SPECIVIC LEGISLATION AS TO OIL IMPORTS
This proposed amendment applies directly and speelfieally to imports of crude
petroleum and products derived therefrom. In this connection, I appreciate the
preference for dealing with foreign trade matters through broad policies rather
than through treatment of individual commodities. In the case of oil imports,
however, the conditions are such that there is both Justification and need for
individual and specific treatment.
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ro(c)gult4n of the4 ollneport probiemciti
Thi11rd, the CJongress gtVt N4jiPl
14dolinIg the defenJNe ttUii(IIdiOIt II)I Cho :1055 extension of the Tlrade Agreements1
310 ,omiltt-o st thief thniii l41(toed Clio
Act. TheJIreport or 11he Heiiiite Jintinc
Ji'ohl-uajry 1955PI'o4NPlI1~im
ldtPion of thmeIPO( la ibti(Jine Cjommittee that o#1lIuiportm
s4101141 hOt
101
XCeet the 1011 rattlo to domestice iproinution, with the clear Intent
thill; th dfv11auiedm
authority fit the 01154) of oil be used(. tIlimll itmorth
within that, relittionhjp.
applied (only to oil imp1orts', With) the
Fli'the ,1. defense 11iut1ieut has hpeem
JDireetor of iDefenso Mobpilizattioni sid visIng the PresPidentt onl Apil ZP3,10)57, that
lie 1111( roaisPt to Ibelleve tbat~ (1ildo oill ',&11 being ImIpor(te.d Into* Iue United
States lin suchb quantities as to threaten to Impir~I thpe nati1011(11 ecurlty.
Fiifthl, only Inth(le climoI of 'p11itporb4. 1111 the executive~ b~ranch of our1 GAovern.
O' tbe Nottion'm
vieat dietermnledi 01) that there Is at direct rehsitlonsltil heteen
security and adequate and avilable mu1pP11435, (bi) that It is essential to follow a
of free-enterprise 3xIpioraItiouI and1(
policy Which will ('llooEllirge cPtnti
deve~(lpmen~t lit the Unaited SNIPttS at It ratel COUI04sstn With the1 (101111114 of R
growing ee.onomiy, and (e) that tMoro 1mst be at il"Iitittilj oil impportm that Wit
inuliro a proper bahince between Iplorts atnd iloPieeitlc production No am to ell.'
145coifinencourage adequa(tet expiloration a1n4 dlevelpmuen t IIa the Untited State
mulrate with the growth in natilonnl requlrellhelts
Finally, the problem of excessive, oil Imaports is uiot new. In foct, It, IN doubtful, If any sin~gle IMsUe has1 ben More JPrQjinenitly before the Congress In

connection with foreign-trade legilIRtion. In addition, during recent yeiirs, It
has been it mutter of direct concern att the highest levels of the execuitive
branch of our Glovernment. AN promldelit of the Independlent P'etroleuin Asooclation of Mueorica, I devoted most (of miy time during the Ipast 2 years in the
efforts that have been inide to solve this problem through Industrial statesmanstll# under exlsthig lawN.
I believe that I spenk with some authority, from this experience, when I
respectfully urge further legislation to prevent eXcessive lInports from Impairing
the availability of adequate domestic oil supple.
EFECT O01, IMPORTS

I want to make It (,-ear that we do not: attribute sill the unhealthy condlitions
that exist today to exessive Imnports, We recognilze the effects of the business
recession on the (Jenands for petroleum and other factors that require adjustments In the inoiusti'y's operations. Neither do we oppose all Imports. We do
not seek the elimination of Imoports or the disruption of healthy foreign trade In
petrolleum. TVhat Im4 never been. theL issue, and Is not the* Issue today. In1stead, we seek at definite national poolicy am to oil Imports, esta~blished by thp
Congress, to usure the adequate development of ooitl resources. We seek
it reasonable balance between iimports *itio loinestie supplies so that both may
expend In relation to the growth In United States oil requirements.

historically, this Nation ham be-en secure alnd seif-muflh-ient in the petroleum
Today. we aire In critical (langer of losing that position of stretigth and world leadership through
unnecessary and unmound dependency on unicertain sources Of foreign oil supply.
Other witnesses will document the critical condition that now exists in the domestle petroleum Industry. Briefly, 'domestic oil production continues to he,
drastically and progressively curtailed. Mince February of this year, United
StateR crude-oil production has been reduced to an average of about 6I,Z10,000)
barrels daily, a reduction of 1,500.000 barrels (laity below the peak reached In~
March 1957 and about 100,M%) barrels daily less than the 11154 average. This
affects employment, as Industry experience shows I employee in the prodlucing
branch of the industry for each 20 barrels per dlay of Uited States oil production. Economic conditions are greatly depressed in the face of restricted
production and higher costs. In short, it Is a losing Iproposit ion tshuay to find,
develop, and produce domestic crude oil In comipetition with the excessive quantisupplies so vital to an expanding economy andl defense.
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ties of Imported oil. To illustrate, the average production front domestic wells
Is about 13 barrels per day per well. With Middle I0ast wells averaging more
than 5,000 barrels per day per well, one well in the Middle last produces as
much as 4() average wells I the United States,
A most critical Situatttio confronts domestic producers Insofar as obtaining
funds to carry out a sustained exploration program. Lending Institutlins are
frankly hesitant to advance moneys for development wells when the period of
payback Is so indefinite. Without any assurances as to how much oil it well
will be allowed to produce, these lending institutions are not inclined to make
funds available for development programs. 'The long years required to explore
for, drill, and develop oil properties make it essential, If financing for this work
Is to be made available, that positive steps be taken to assure producers that the
sate ground rules will apply over a period of years Insofar as imports of crude
and products are concerned.
The uncertainty and the unhealthy economic conditions In the domestic indusexploration nnd drilling andL4 failure
try are reflected in a continuing decline iln
The
to increase proved reservt In keeping with the increase in ol demand.
number of exploratory crew active In the United States has decreased by more
than 30 percent In the past 5 years. The number of active drilling rigs has
deelfnMd about 30 percent in the past 2 years. Total well completions In 19)58
are at the lowest rate in 6 years. Wildcat drilling in search of new reserves
has shown a Imrticularly sharp decrease ilnthe past 2 years. AN a result, production lt 1957 exceeded the nimount of new oil found for the first time since
World War It and our proved reserves of crude oil on January 1, itiS, were
less than on Janutry 1, 1957. Tlese trend threaten our self-suficieney and
our future security as to the supplies of oil no vital to our mobillzation base,
The welfare of thousands of communities dependent on oil and gas production
throughout more than half of the States is being undermined. Reductions In
State revenues from oil and gas production, for the support of the schools, hospitals, and other public Institutions, are creating serious problems for local and
State governments. Petroleum production, which has been contributing more
value to the United States economy than all other dotnestic mineral fuels and
metals f,,oblned, has been seriously curtailed and results In reduced purchasing
Ixwer for other goods produced by other Industries throughout the United States.
This situation aggravates the current slump In general business activity. If continned, the domestic petroleum Industry will be weakened to such an extent that
dependency on foreign oil will no longer be t matter of choice, but a grin%
necessltyp.
utNITFD STA'r55 PosIGN TRADE IN Ot,
As previously pointed out, the unhealthy conditions In the domestic oll-producing industry cannot be attributed entirely to excessive imports. The facts
show, however, that Increasing imports and decreasing exports have been a major
factor that threatens to lead this Nation inevitably into a position of dependency
on uncertain foreign sources of oil supply.
Imports have increased not only in total quantity but also in relation to the
domestic production and the domestic demand. Year after year, imports have
absorbed a larger and larger share of the United States market. It Is important
to recognize that increased imports have not been a matter of necessity. These
imports displaced available domestic production and have now reached the point
where the domestic industry has approximately 33 percent of Its capacity shut
in for lack of market.
A summary of petroleum Imports and the relationship of imports to domestic
production is set forth In the table following:
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United States petrilrmtm Imports, United S~tates crude oil ,sroduotm, an4
relationshipof imports to production,1086-58
[Imports and production in thousands of tmiels pbr (toy)

1,troleum Imports
Crude oil

tesidual
fuO oil

.
801
Prewar average 19-41..
War average, lih46 ............. 00
Postwar:
1040
........
......
23
1947

148

.

...

1940 ...................

.......
1
...................
102-.........73..............
15 .........................

Oth'r
products

3

487
491
-73
648

-1054 ........................
782
19A5.......................
(...------934
190
lt half 1057 ...............037
L.ast half 1957...............1,107
lot half 1058................ 20

produotlon

to prodtetion

171
209

3,474
4,301

4,9
4.0

122

1Y

877

4,761

7.0

140

21

437

$188

140
2W0
329
320
301

421

ToWA

Ratlo of
total
Imports

10
32

66
78

207

..................

Crudo oil

a0

354
417
445

620
429
535

15
1I8

34
27
28
20

42
49
57
(4
83
105

814
546
9150.
844
oa
ON

1,034

1,052
1,248
1,430

1,521
1,619
1,500

612)
5,047
, 40
01HA
,2WO
0, r%
0,342
5 07
7, .r
7,492
6,82
,410

8,0

9.3
12.8

15.7
13.7
15.2
10.0

1&0
18.3
20,1
20.3
23.6
24.1

Source: U. 8. Bure u of Mines. Prepared by ti Independent Petroleum Asciation of Amri-Ice, June

I would like to call the attention of the committee to the fact that imports of
crude oil and refined products have Increased steadily and substantially throughout the period since World War II. The ratio of these Imports to domestic crude
oil production increased from less than 5 percent to 10.0 percent in 1954. Instead
of being limited to the 1054 relationship, as recommended by the Cabinet Committee In 1955, the ratio has continued to Increase to 24.1 percent for the first

6 months of 1958.
In contrast to the trend in Imports, United States exports of petroleum have
declined. This means that the domestic Industry has been losing out in the
foreign market as well as In the home market.

This history of United States

exports is summarized in the following table:
Total petro- Reltonship
orexports to
leum exports
domestic
(barrels crude oil
daily)
production
(percent)
1935-39 ............... 447. 000
1940-45 ............... 4-,000
146-1 ............. 382,000
1952. .................432000
1963 ..................401,000
104 ..................35, 000

Total petro- Relationshlp
of exports to
donuemfi
loom exports
cride ll
(barrels
production
daily)
(percent)

139
1955...
......
3 7,000
7.......
9.9
190,9-IsthA3......... 3,000
2d half ......._
I ". 000
7,2
6.9 197--lt half......... 766,000
5.2
2d half .......... 361,000
5.6

5.4
4.
7.5
1 2
&3

SIncludes emergency shipments to Europe during Suez ctIsi

This history of petroleum exports shows that whereas the United States prior
to World War 11 enjoyed an export market equal to 18.9 percent oft domestic
crude-oil production, today that market constitutes about 5 percent.
As a result of imports increasing, whereas exports have decreased, the United
States has shifted from a position of a net exporter to a substantial net importer. During the prewar period, 1985-39, the United States was a net exporter
to the extent of 294,000 barrels daily. During the last half of 1957, we were
a net importer by about 1,250,000 barrels daily. This change from a net extxorter,
In the prewar years, to an increasing net Importer has meant a loss of market
for United States production amounting to about 1,550,000 barrels daily or almot
25 percent of current production.
21629--p
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aeunted for it steadily Increasing share of total Uited 1:31ates imports. Tile
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The s'liar)) itierease III out ltitit5
dutrinig tilit years 10)4(6 lt 1141- tbethame a
twitter of serious votilern both
i within tht, ei-toieunlit Diisf ry and(1 In the Goy(h
Oilueit
tilmerollis oecamliI l il~
that fleriod, tile Ind1(epoendo))t lPetroletinl Asoeittou of Anierl('ll eihhledl attenittin to the fMet fliat t0l1s tietith WitS
leadlv~g the United St~tes inevitably Into at 1514 osil
(f (1e(loe4y oiII foreign
sources of oil,. I'll(
h tw
inatoil sought corecttv( actions hlier tile e'5c111)e('museo provii4ons of tihe Tradell Agr-'eeets Act and1((1151 under tile ipeti-ioint
Ipro(luxre established by thle Congres4s.
lit 19441t),our associationt filed till esellilteilso atilicaiou w1ithl the United
State, T1arift' Comm 114141011
for anl investiga tion (If Injinry and1( thbreaitened further
Injury to thle dttloOsl( pe'troleum inltlstry re'sultingi front concessions made InI
foreign tr-tde agreen-tents.
This aplicahtioin was turned down. In its ruling denlyiig and(1(islIIISSIig tIle!

apple iction for lilt Investigation, tile' Comimission stated, "The present situation
with respect to [oil] Inventories, which has resulted In some current scaling
down of both production anid imtiorts. titus appears to, hiave lwoell due almost
wholly to factors other thanii past (changesIn duty." I Itailic added.]1
The re(ordl discloses that there was no scalingg (town" oIf tlilportm. In fact,
during 1948. average daily imports were 514,0(X) barrels4. In .1941), the year the
application was turned down, average (lliy Imnports Were tip 131 ,(X~w)
to 61,0M0
ilarrels per daly. This, we feel, mnifestly was ani ad mini straitive ailse, whielh
demonstrates the need-( for a definite policy ats to oil imports.
In 119ri, the peri-islint provision wits reenacted Into low. in1 1951, IP1AA
urged that no further reductions be made In the excise tax onl petroleum imports,
and that the excise tax levels established b.T Congress In 11)32 be restored to
avoid further serious Injury to (lonilestic o(il producers.
As at result of its Imvetigatton, the Titriff Commission divided equally oil the
proper peril point, for the oil Iimport tax. Thle 1're.deunt, however, disregarded
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tio poril-polit lindingts of both groups of (Connilissuoners and established his
own peri0lpiJOInt thi(hl1ig4 whIch was lower thiut tho peril poliits set by elthev
group of tite CoIinilsslonorm, (')livlolisly, In the opinion of the (onlinllssion, the
peril point wait no lower tlu the lower of the divided retominendation, This
again delitonistrites the need for congressional actioii that will clearly define
the standrds that shou l be applied in the Interest of ittlonitl welfare and
security.
.JUHTIVI(ATION

ORilLIMITINO RMIottir TO 1 954 tIOLATIONNIIIP

The problem of oil Iniliortm, nnd their efft, lion the domestic petrolewn Inin t itfloniiil security, witH one of the primary roamolis that itmused
dustry
lPresident lH'isenlihower to estaltlifh a special Cbhet Coninuuittee In Jtiiy 10154,
A comprehensive study was ("onducted by it(,1 Cabilnet Comlnmittee with the lnnmistakable goal of nmlataining ade °late defense fuel P1uppih41s within the
United Statec, This was made0 eai in the 1iteI1 flouso antomiiceilnent defollows:
C atblne1t (omlIt I..te'S obJctClive 11s4
iliulhig the
"* * * to evallul1ite tll factors Petinilnig to the continued development of
energy supplies and resource s arid fuels il the Unlt('d Alai c, with the aim of
strengthening the national defense, providing orderly lnduistrlil growth, and
lndfor any future
assuring supplies for our oxpanding national e(onoiny
[Italic SUll)1lld.]
einergei,1cy."
Within this concept, oil imports became a problem of major concern to the
Conimnttee. In Its conclusion, this Committee recognized that the Import problem
was a defense problem and anade the specific recommendation In Its report of
Februitry 1955 that pletroloum imports should be limited to their 1954 relationship to dlomnestic crude-oIl production, in the Interest of national security.
Giving emphasis to the defense nature of this recommendation, the Committee
concluded that if imports should exceed this standard, "I * * the domestic
fuels situation could be so impaired as to endanger the orderly industrial
growth which assures the military and civilian supplies and reserves that are
necessary to the national defense."
At the time the Cabinet Committee made its recommendations, the domestic
petroleum Industry and many in the Congress were supporting legislation which
would have limited oil imports to 10 percent of domestic demand, as compared
with the 154 ratio of 13.6 percent between imports and domestic demand.
Many In the industry and In the Congress felt that the Cabinet Committee's
recommendation that future imports be based on the year 11*4 constituted on
overly liberal formula.
However, many in Congress who were supporting the Neely amendment accepted and supported the Cabinet Committee's findings. Most domestic oil
producers also supported the Cabinet Committee standard, because, in principle,
It would have accomplished the same basic objective as the Neely amendment.
That:objective was, and Is, to stabilize petroleum imports and thereby prevent
increasing dependency on foreign oil.
Therefore, a, general area of agreement on a basic principle existed in the
domestic Industry and in both the executive branch of Government and the
Congress. Consideration of the Neely amendment, and the coincident finding
of the Cabinet Committee as to oil Imports, constituted a major basis for the
adoption by Congress of section 7, or the defense amendment, to the Trade
Agreements Extension Act of 1955.
It is our position that the clear and unmistakable legislative intent of the
defense amendment, as applied to petroleum, is that the national security is
impaired when ever Imports of crude oil and refined products are in excess of
the 1954 relationship to domestic oil supplies. It Is our further position that
developments since the adoption of the defense amendment clearly support and
Justify the '19D54 relationship as' the basic standard for4imiting oil imports in
the interest of national security.
On July 80, 1955, shortly after the enactment of the defense amendment, 27
Members I of the Senate addressed a letter to the Office of Defense Mobilization
reading in part, as follows:
Allott (Colorado), Anderson (New Mexico), Barrett (Wyoming), Bender (Ohio), Bible
Capehart (Indiana), Case (South Dakota), Chavez (New Mexico), Curtis
Daniel (Texas), Dirksen (Illinois), Goldwater (ArlIona), Jenner Oladlana).
Kerr (0klahoma), Kilgore (West Virginia), Inger (North Dakota). Long (Loultiianai,

(Nevada),
Nebraska)

Mansfield (Moitaa) Martin ('emiisylvanla). Monronev (Oklihouna), Neely (West Virglila), O'Mahoney (Wyorning), Schoelpeil (Kansas), Scott (North Carolina), Welker

(.Idaho), andi Young ,(North Dakota).
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"In adopting the national defense amendment one of the principle factors
considered by the Congress was the problem created by the large and increasing
importation of foreign oil into the United States. In this connection the Cones gave particular attention to the findings of the Cabinet Committee, that
n the interest of national defense oil imports should not exceed significantly
the ratio that these imports bore to the production of domestic crude oil in 1954.
"The legislative record of the Trade Agreements Extension Act In the Senate
Finance Committee and in the Senate itself shows that the new provision of
the act was adopted in the light of assurances that the executive branch of the
Government would take action under this new authority to assure that oil
imports would not exceed the levels recommended by the Special Cabinet Committee. In the case of oil imports, therefore, the executive and legislative
branches of Government are in agreement, without the need for further study
as to specific standards to be applied In implementing the policy contained in
the national defense amendment."
On July 27, 1956, 31 Members I of the Senate addressed another letter to the
Director of Defense Mobilization which also made clear the intent of Congress
in adopting the defense amendment. That letter stated, in part, as follows:
"In a letter to you on July 30, 1955, Signed by several Members of the Senate, it
was pointed out that section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1955
was adopted. In the light of assurances that the execulve branch of the Government would take action under this authority to assure that oil imports would
not exceed the 1954 relationship to domestic production. Responsibility for
initiating such action has rested with your office.
"It is our understanding that oil imports have conlLinuously exceeded the 1954
ratio to domestic production, and that these excesses have been increasing despite the efforts by your office during the past year to obtain a voluntary restraint
on these imports through a number of appeals to the importing companies. It
is our further understanding that the future programs of these companies, as
submitted to the Texas Railroad Commission, show greater excesses In scheduled Imports at a time when domestic production Is being curtailed. In short,
no evidence is available to us that oil imports have been, or are being, restricted
within the limits determined to be necessary in the interest o! national defense.

F

*

*

*

C

*

*

C

"As Senators interested in assuring that oil imports do not Impair the necessary development of domestic fuel resources, we would appreciate any further
advice or Information you can furnish us as to this matter, Including whatever
assurances you can give us that action will be taken to carry out the intent of
the defense amendment to hold oil imports to the 11954 relationship."
The record of legislative history is clear. It is definite that the Congress intended that the 1954 relationship between oil impi)rts and domestic oil production should be the standard for limiting imports in the interest of national
security.
Under the authority of the defense amendment provided by the Congress, the
executive branch of Government gave continuing and close attention to the oil
import problem throughout 1955, 1956, and 1957. On a number of occasions the
Director of Defense Mobilization, speaking for the Special Cabinet Committee,
requested reductions in oil imports on a voluntary and individual basis by the
Importing companies. It was made clear that the ultimate and basic objective
was to maintain the 1954 relationship so as to prevent excessive imports from
impairing domestic oil supplies and national security.
For example, on September 13, 1955, the Director of Defense Mobilization
released a letter sent to importing companies, regarding information furnished
to ODM, reading in part as follows:
"From the information furnished me it has, been possible eto reach some conclusions about progress toward the standard set by the Committee, namely, that
imports of crude and residual oils preserve the respective proportions that those
imports bore to the production of domestic crude oil in 1954,
"It appears that while domestic crude production increased slightly over 5
percent In the first 7 months of 1955 over the level of production in 1954, the

2Allot (Colorado), Anderson (New Mexico), Barrett (Wyoming), Beall (Maryland ,

Bible (Nevada), Capphart (Indiana), Carlson (Kansas), Case (South Dakota), Chavet
(New M.txlcc).
(Kentuekv)
(Nebraska),
Daniel
(Texas), Dirksen
(1Il1nois),
Ellender Clements
(Louisiana),
Goldwater Curtis
(Arizona),
Euuphreys
(Kentucky),
Jenner (Indiana), Kerr (Oklahoma), Laird (Wisconsin), Lunger Nort Dakota), Long (Louisiana),
Martin
(Pennsylvanis)
Mansfield
Monroner (Kansas),
(Oklahoma),
ScottMurray
(North(Montana)
Carolia ),
McClellan
(Arkansas), Neely
(West (Montana),
Virginia), Schoeppel
Walker (Idaho), and foung (North Dakota),
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imports of crude oil increased nearly 15 percent and the imports of residual oil
increased over 23 percent. Half of the companies reporting imports of crude
oil exceeded the ratio recommended by the Committee and three quarters of the
companies reporting imports of residual oils exceeded that ratio.
"The statements of policy which the reporting companies made concerning
future imports make it clear that, unless policy changes take place, the imports
for the next several months will continue to be substantially In excess of the
Advisory Committee's standard."
After efforts to reduce imports by requests to the importing companies, the
Director of Defense Mobilization released a statement on June 26, 1950, containing the following conclusion:
"The Presidential Advisory Committee on Energy Supplies and Resources
Policy has just completed a study of the plans for the importation of crude oil
into this country during the third quarter of this year. If these plans are carried out, the quantities Imported will be considerably in excess of the formula
recommended by the Committee in February 1955."
Later, the President of the United States in his memorandum of October
12, 1)50, to the Director of Defense Mobilization, calling for a study of tanker
construction to assure adequate petroleum supplies for the free world, state,
in part, as follows:
"The study should proceed, of course, on the assumption that plans which
are developed are to be consistent with the request that you have made to oil
importers to voluntarily keep imports of crude oil into this country at a level
where they do not exceed significantly the proportion that imports bore to the
production of domestic crude oil in 1954."
On February 5, 1957, the Director of Defense Mobilization testified at a Senate hearing in part as follows:
"And so we said that we felt that the oil Imports should be related to the
domestic production, and we suggested that the proportionate relationship
that existed In 1954 should be the goal and the objective of the Government and
of the Industry.
"We appreciated the difficulties that are involved in taking a historical base
for approaching a problem of this kind, but after considering a great many other
approaches we decided that this would be the best.
"We urged the companies to accept this on a voluntary basis. We said, however, that if companies did not accept it on a voluntary basis, we felt that the
Government would be under obligation to consider what appropriate action could
or should be taken."
"Now, after the passage of section 7 of the Trade Agreements Act, you will
recall that I took various steps in an effort to determine whether or not we
could obtain voluntary action on the part of the oil companies that would result
in maintaining that proportionate relationship. The chairman in his opening
statement referred to the fact that we had a voluntary agreement. I am afraid
I will have to say that I never obtained an agreement on the part of the oil
companies in this particular instance. But we did start on what we thought
was an orderly procedure.
"First of all, we issued a letter stating that we were going to ask them to lile
reports with us regularly so that we would have the basic information on which
we would determine what action should be taken.
"In the second place, after getting some of those, or getting the initial reports, we wrote to them and indicated that their reports indicated that they
were not going to achieve this objective of the 1954 proportionate relationship.
We made specific suggestions as to what they could do to reach that particular
objective. We asked them to let us know whether or not they would do
that."
As these references show, the executive branch of Government recognized the
congressional intent that oil Imports should not be permitted to exceed the 1954
relationship.
. VOLUNTARY PLAN TO LIMIT IMPORTS

As a consequence of increasing imports relative to domestic production, a
formal petition was filed in August 1950 by the Independent Petroleum Association of America, reqiuesting action under section 7 of the Trade Agreements
Evtenslon Act of 1955. Hearings were held on this petition In October 195
but action was suspended as a result of the Suez crisis that disrupted the world
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orpased sharply. Ot April 21, 1015T, the )ireetor of I)efeno Mobilization certifled to the President
.
that Itnmports wore a threat to national s4cnrity,
On iuu 21, 107T, the following telegraiu was sent to thei'rlsident of the
United States by 112 governors," ntweting at the governors' conference in Williansburg, Vic :
"lleeauso foreign oil imports itre far in excess of the 1)54 ratio above whiel
nutr
(1obiet Clontimittoe on 1ruis Policy found that the M cul'ity of the Nation
irlitgh
ig
would be 0mdnngirod and hoveMetj(s these ex-essive IhllimrtM are seriotlly dim
the eonlervotion and taxation progroni of naty of our

states wid calmiming cur-

tiihnl etlt I eXlortioion find developMettnt of necw (10111PtIC reservwM eH1n1i1 fillto
the economy and security of the Natom, we the umdersigned governors urgo your
prompt aCetou under the Iteelroeal Trade Act to limit oil. Imports to the 194
ratio."I
On the same inay, President Fliseuhower initiated a now Cabinet-level study of
the import problem. As a result of the critical threat to security, thle President's
Special (1ouiut tee To Investigatte Crudo 0l Inpo't smtbnitted rcininmnendtioms,
approved by the President on 4tlly 29, 1957, calling for a reduction In iniports and
establishing specify limitations for each inporlting company for all crude-oil
inports except those being brought into the United States west coast. Te basic
policy conclusions in that report demonsi;rate conclusively that oil Iports imust
1w limited In the interest of both the national security and the comusnting public.
Tn I)ecemter 1957, this Import program wis extended to cover imports into the
United States west coast. Importing coipahiles were requested to comply with
this program on a voluntary basis, but the Cabinet Committee also reeomilmendd
to the President that "* * * unless the Importing companies comply voluntarily
with the Import limitation plan hereinafter set forth, you find that there is a
threat to national securiy within the meaning of section 7 of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1955$."
On March 27, 1918, the Cabinet Committee reduced the voluntary allocatlons
for crude-oil Imports into all areas cxcept the west coast, and the Government
was directed not to purchase petroleum products in the United States made in
whole or In part from imported crude oil from any company that was not complying with the voluntary import plan.
On June 4, 1958, with Presidential approval, the Cabinet Committee recoinmended that importing companies voluntarily limit their Imports of unfinished
gasoline and other unfinished oils to the currently prevailing level.
ZXPEWilENCa 'UNDER VOLUNTAItY IMPORT PLAN

Under the voluntary import program, progress has been made in restricting
erude-oil imports, which have been reduced by more than 250,0(10 barrels daily
from the peak level of about 1,200,000 barrels daily reached In the third quarter
of 1957. This program on crude-oil imports, however, continues to exceed the
1954 relationship by more than 200,000 barrels per day for crude-oil imported,
with no limitations on imports of refined products excepting for unfinished oils
which it was recently announced will be limited to current levels. Recent and
current levels of imports in relation to United States domestic oil consumption
are summarized in the following tabulation:

3Danll of *reoas, Gary of Oklahoma, Dockting of Kansas, Riussell of Nevada, Macarland
of Arito'im. Stepovich of Alaska, Davis of North Dakota, Faubus of Arkansas, Folsom of
Alabama, Colipman of Mississippi, Simrson of Wyoming, Rossellini of Washington, MeNehols of Cvlorado, Clyde of Utah, Iolmes of Ore on, Timmorman of South Carolina,
Griffin of Georgia, Foss of South Dakota, Chandler of Kentucky, Aronson of Montana, Long
of Louisiana, Istratton of Illinois, Loveless of Iowa, Smnylie of Idaho, Clement of Tennessee,
Aoderson of Nebraska, Hodges of North Carolina, Blair of Missouri, Williams of Michigan,
Underwood of West Virginia, Johnson of Vermont, and Handley of Indiana.
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You will note that Imports of crude oil and refined products are currently
scheduled at about 1,560,O0( barrels daily for the flrst 6 months of J958. This
would exceed the 1954 relationship to domestic demand by about 40,000 barrels,
with about one-half of the excess being crude-oil Imports.
If imports had been restricted to the 1I0,4 relationship, total Imports would
be limited to approximately 1,076,000 barrels daily in the first half of 195$,
composed of 0'-'5,000 barrels per day of crude petroleum and about 410,^00 barrels
daily of refined products.
WAJ).QUJAVY OF VOLITrTAiY IMPOWr PLAN
We believe that tie efforts to restrict oil Imports under the voluntary control
program have been commendable and constructive. Even a strengthening ot
this program by further administrative action, however, would not remove the
necessity of definite standards in the law to assure the long-range objective of
maintaining adequate domestic oil supplies.
In view of present critical conditions in the Industry, It Is obvious that the
voluntary program has not occomplished the basic objective of restricting Imports to the 1954 relationship and maintaining a vigorous domestic program of
oil and gas development to assure adequate domestic supplies for our exnanding
economy and national defense.
We believe that further action by the Congress is necessary to strengthen the
oil-import policy adopted and approved by Congress, the executive branch of
Government, 32 governors, and the overwjhelmtng majority in the domestic
petroleum Industry
A basic inadequacy of the voluntary plan is the uncertainty that surrounds
the program. Allocations are established on a short-range basis of 6 months or
less. As a result, neither the domestic industry nor the importing companies
have any firm basis on which to make the necessary long-range plans and
Investments. The findings of oil reserves, their development and production, and
the facilities to process, transport, and distribute petroleum products involve
major policy decisions applicable over a long period of years. This is equally
true for domestic operations and foreign operations. A consistent and dependable policy as to foreign oil Is a fundauevtal necessity to the activities of the
industry and to our relations with other producing countries.
Another Inadequacy of the present plan is the stopgap procedures that have
been followed In the effort to avoid circumvention of the program. The failure
of a few companies to comply resulted In the decision to apply a separate
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authority-the Buy American Act--when direct authority to limit imports would
seem to be in order in view of the fact that national security was Involved. The
decision to apply voluntary controls to Imports of unfinished gasoline and other
unfinished oils represented another piecemeal approach. The failure to establish
a definite policy as to all imports of crude petroleum and petroleum products, in
effect, Invites circumvention of the program. This Is shown by the latest plans
of the Importing companies to increase greatly their imports of all types of
refined products.
Based on scheduled imports, as submitted to the Texas Railroad Gommission
in June with provision for petroleum product Imports not reported to the com.
mission, the present outlook for the third quarter of 1968 may be summarized
as follows:
Upitld States petroleum product Imports
IThousands of barrls daily)
Residual
fuel

othe'
poducts

uU er.
IgM ...
............................................
25
42
quarter, 167 ...............................................
851
75
3dquaYrt ,195 ...............................................
40
162
n :nimse:
19M over 194 .....................................
t4
1.9
l9w over Ig? ......................................
31.1
1027

Total
products

10 1
48 7

Reductions In crude oil imports since the third quarter of 19,', under the voluntary control plan have been largely offset by increases in Imports of refined
products. The largest percentage increases in scheduled product imports for
the third quarter of 1958 are in products other than resldu^! fuel oil. Imports
of these other products are scheduled at least twice the rate of last year and
almost four times the 1954 level. Imports of residual fuel oil also show aubstantial Incre4se. In view Of the low demand for this product, both because
i
of the summer period when consumption declines seasonally and because of ie.
duced demands resulting from the business recession, there Is every reason to
question whether these imports are residual fuel oil In fact or 'whether they
are being Usc-d for other purposes to circumvent the program.
Scheduled Imports for the third quarter of 1958 show an Increase of 81 percent
for crude oil over the same period in 1954 while total Imports of residual fuel
and other products are scheduled at more than twice the 1954 level. A further
and recent indication of the inadequacy of thq voluntary plan Is the suit filed
by Eastern $tates Ptro1eum & Chemical Corp. Challenging the legalit*0'f the
entire program and seeking an Injunction against the government. This suit
emphasizes the need fo1 action by the Congreks to establish beyond question legal
limitations on oil imports. 4 program determined to be essential in the Interest
of national security should tot be subject to question as to its legality. Neither
should It be dependent upon voluntary cooperation oil the part of those who
have large economicc lnterestA In increasing Imports ot foreign oiL
'To illustrate the impractical and unsound aspects of relying on voluntary
action by those with private interests In Imported oli, the Gulf Oil C4orp,' statement submitted to this ommlttee on June 23concluded that, under the conditions that existed during the pat 9 years, "it is impossible to hold that Imports
are Injuring'the domestic industrY, or that through such Injury lizports are
threatening, the national security." Further, Gulf Qil concludeo that: "Inorder
to support the national economy and maintain the national security, we *ill
inevitably depend more' and more on Imported petroleum." Theso conclusions
are in direct conflict with the Governments AnilooI on which the voluntary plan
based. They violate the Intent and the spirit of any program to limit Imports
relation to domestic p'roductlon. The'.ulf Oil 0o4., one of the largest inporters and one of the largest owners 'of huge 0W-eot foreign reser , has
enagd
W
n a deliberat eampalgn of c~tlidj doubt on th6 Governmezit's decision
oUl ports aud disctedtlng the ablUty'of the domestic indutr' It
is both uWnatsfactory In p
pray'tl" and unsound as a matter of pIlleyt6 bap a
Program InvolyIng the,;latIoual, scurit o Wvolunta-y compliance b*Ythoss
,yho
rank am'
t c tng ows an treftts.
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OONOUBIONG
In conclusion, I would lIk
to
point out that every poptible effott has beqn
9
made during the past 4 years to prevent excessive oil Imports, short of specific
legislation. The need for such legislation is clear. It Is Justified by the necessIty
to preserve our security in a commodity that Is Indispensable to our economy
and our defense. We simply cannot afford to place the American consumer and
our military forces in a position of dependency on foreign oil, subject to incidents such as the expropriation of American properties in Mexico, the sinking
of tankers from Venezuela during World War iI,the nationalization and subsequent shutdown of Iranian production in 1051, or the most recent and dramatic
crisis resulting from the closing of the Suez Canal.
The essentiality Of maintaining adequate supplies of oil within the United
States Is now generally accepted. The Importance to national security was
re-emphasized on April 2S, 198, by Rear Adm. H. 0. Stephan in a letter to
Hon.,Wilbur D. Mills, chairman of the Ways and Means Committee. This letter
read in part as follows:
"Recent developments In the Middle East vividly demonstrate the folly of
depending on foreign oil to supplement local supplies even in peacetime. It
Would obviously be extremely dangerous to rely on foreign sources of supply
I
in time of war.'
This policy declaration Is particularly significant as it was made on behalf
Of the DePartment of Defense, with the approval of the Bureau of the Budget.
The consuming public has a similar interest in assuring ade~juate supplile Of
oil. The July 1067 report of the special Cabinet Committee contained the
following important conclusions as to the effect of imports on consumers:
"Domestic consumers are utilizing an increasing amount of petroleum prod.
ucts for transportation, fuel, heating, and many othet alpee? of consumer
life. In the event of a national emergency, it Is essential to these consumers
that there be adequate supplies at reasonable cost, both now and in the future.
The low cost of imported oil is attractive, but excessive reliance upon it in
the short run may put the Nation in a long-term vulnerable position. Imported
supplies could be cut off in an emergency and might well be diminished by
events beyond our control. This vuirerability could easily result in a much
:higher cost, or even in the unavailability, of oil to consumers. It is therefore
believed that the best interests of domestic consumers, as well as of national
security, will be served if a reasonable balance Is maintained between domestic
and foreign supplies."
The oveairlding consideration as to oil imports should be the best interests
of national security and the American consumer. A reasonable limitation
of oil imports to the 1064 ratio to domestic crode oil production *111 serve these
public Interests without disrupting foreign of operations, foreign trade in oil
or foreign relations. With United States o11 production now curtailed below
the 1954 level Canadian production during the first 8 months of 1958 shows
an increase of 85 percent over 1954; Venezuelan production shows an increase
of 33 percent; and Middle Fast production is 50 percent greater than in 1954.
In the case of Canada, shipments of crude oil into the United States have
been substantially less than the amount that could have been imported under
the voluntary allocations. The greater profits derived from Middle East oil
threaten the maintenance Of a healthy industry both in the United States and
Canada.'
Unsettled conditions exist today in the Middle East, the Far East, Africa, and
Venezuela. World peace seems as distant as ever before. Certainly the
United States must remain strong and secure as to thee essentials for national
security and world leadership. Certainly,, too, an adequate and available
supply of petroleum I,one of the most Important of those essentials. Preventing
excessive imports from Impairing the necessary development of domestic oil
supplies Is matters' of public policy involving the security of the United States
which justifies and requires specific action by the Congress
Throughout the past century, adequate supplies of domestic *11 have been
the indispensable inkredlent of outr expanding economy, and have been the bulwark of our security in World War I, World War II, the Korean conflict an4 the
Suez dispute.' I respectfully urge that we ask ourselves where we would be
today without that assured supply of oil and what is our future unless we pro.
serve our strength and self-sufmeeney as to petroleum.
East Texas Oil Association, 420 Fair Founation Building Tyler, Te
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Independent Oilmen & Tandowners AssoclatIon of North 1)akota, Post Office
Box 013, Bismarck,N. )ak.
Boulevard, Los Angeles,
Independent
Cali . Oil Prodacers Agency, 714 West Olympie
Independent Producers & Royally Owners Association of New Mexico, Petroleum
Building Itoswell, N. Mex.
Kansas Independent Oil &Gas Association, 228 Union Center Building, Wichita,
-Kans.
Owensboro Ky.
Kentucky Oil & On Association, Post Office BOx OWX,
Nattoltal Stripper Well AssocIation, 010 Ninth Ntreet, Wichita Falls, TNx.
North Texas Oi1 Gas Association, 408 City National Building, Wichita Falls,

Tex.

Ohio Oil & Gas Association, Post Ofleo lox 150, Newark, Ohio
PAnhandle Producers & Royalty Owners Association, Post Office Box 031,
Amarillo, Tex.
Webt Central Texas Oil & 0as Association, Post Office Box 2882, Abilene, Tex.
SATSr11NT or

GoDox SIMPSoN,

PBMOIDSNT, INDKPVENT PjrROLXtiM ASsooIATION

or AuimcA
Dallas Tex. My background is the
My name Is Gordon 1imson. I reside lit
law but fortuitously, I have rather drifted Into administrative duties In a producing oil company and an%now president of General American Oil Co. of Tex8s.
.Time was granted for my appearance before this Committee at this hearing on
the extension of the trade agreements law.
At the same time, request was made for time for witnesses representing some
18 local trade associations whose members are Interested In petroleum production
in the United States.
The committee was unable to grant time for the apparanco of all those who
made requests.
In an effort to avoid repetition and at the same time reduce the thie of these

hearing to the minimum we have attempted to cofisolidate the testimony so thAt
It may be presented by a few witnesse. To insure as wide representation of point
of view and Information as possible, I have surrendered the time allotted to me
to Mr. Paul R.Schults, president of the Blackwell Oil & Gas Co., and the Oklahoma Independent Petroleum Association.
I am, therefore, filing a brief statement for the Independent Petroleum Associa.
tion of America of which I am president.
The Independent oil. producer specifically falls within the purview of the detense amendment to the Trade Agreements Extenson Act of 105. Ile has drilled
more than three-fourths of all exploratory wells which have been sunk in AmerIcan soil. Year by year, the oil industry has discovered more petroleum In the
United States than we have used preserving that reserve producing capacity
so essential to the surity of the Ration. The ability of the Independent to continue his contribution to this achievement iscurrently being severely curtailed by
a complex of factors, Important and foremost among which is the excessive Importation of foreign petroleum knd Its products.
For the.year 195T, the trend of discovery hh, been checked. Every year from
11W until then, except for the war year of 10M, we found more oil than we consumed. In 1D57 we consumed some 850 million barrels more than we found.
The decline In domestic exploratIon and discovery does not at all mean that
we are running out of oil; rather !tmeans we are running out of Incentive to find
It. The necessity to reduce our crade oil production because of excsslv.? supply
h9ts forced the producers in the Siat.' of Texas to limit their prodution, to 8
days a month for 8 months of this year. This reduction, although currently Increased to 9 days for the month of July, has been accompanied by price reductiLas Justifiable only on the grounds of excess supply, largely from Imports.
ThIs is a bleak outlook Indeed.
All the*e factors contribute alarmingly to a very real danger and present a
threat to our national security. Dependence on overs oil now available In
such abundance Is Illusory and extremely risky when we reflect that In case of
war, our enemy may effectively deny us access to those supplies, The. Sues
Incident Is a convincing "ae in point. All will agree, I am certain, that we
cannot afford to play Bussian roulette with our national security. t i imprative
that we insure for our Nation hn adequate supply of domestic Ol t6 provide
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energy for the sinews of war as well as the ongoing of those Industries which
are indispensable in such an emergency.,
There is no munition of war more Important than oil. We remember bow
gasoline propelled the tanks of the United States and its allies when In 1918
they broke the lindenburg line. And we recall how over two-thirds of all tonnage
of materials of war we shipped to Europe in World War It was petroleum pro.
ducts, products that powered the amazing tank columns of General Patton who
demonstrated what "blitzkrieg" really meant; that kept our war planes aloft
in increasingly dominant numbers; that in general furnished the energy which
made our 1Huropean expeditionary forces and those of our allies so mobile and
ultimately so victorious. The same story may be told of the vast and victorious
actions In the Pacific. Perhaps in a way of speaking it would not be Improper
to say that oil won the wars; certainly it Is accurate to assert that we could not
have won them without It. And by that I mean domestic oil adequate to, and
available for our every military need.
Now l turn more specifically to the matter before the committee. As I under.
stand it, the question Is generally, shall the President's authority under the
Trade Agreements Act be extended and of more particular concern to us, shall
the defense amendment to that act be amended to provide specific standards as
to petroleum Imports.
The weasures taken by the administration pursuant to the terms of the defense
amendment to arrest excessive importation of foreign oil have been most helpful
and the independent oil, producers are especially grateful for the wisdom and
earnestness of those efforts. No criticism of the wise and able handling of the
voluntary imports curtailment plan is intended or even implicit in this presentation. But the time has now come when more stringent steps are needed to cope
with a rapidly deteriorating condition which Immediately and really threatens
the ability of the independent producer to continue to operate, to continue the
search for this munition of war he has historically found in such abundance, one
so vital for our very survival In case of an all-out war,
The need for these tdore stringent steps arises from the inadequacy of the
voluntary plan effectively to cope with the Imports problem. The matters which
have been presented to you by other witnesses from the Industry argue this
point well. The observance by the vast majority of the importing companies
of the voluntary quotas alloted to them demonstrates the patriotism and business
statesmanship of the management of those concerns. May I pay them a tribute
for these attitudes.: But the disregard of the plan by a few gives rise to an unfair
even Intolerable' situation. It underscores that the curtailment of petroleum
imports to A dednite and sp.ific reasonable level should be done under specific
legislative standards. Not only to succor the Independent producer 'who has his
back to the wall but In fairneag to the companies complying with the voluntary
plan, present aud future recalcitrants, we submit, must be forced by law to accept
their fair share of the responsibility for'the Nation's security.
The recent threat to the program now In effect, resulting from pending Itlga.
tion challenging the legality of the procedures now being used coupled with the
current anbounement of plans greatly to Increase products Imports in such a
manner as to evade the effectiveness of the program, causes a dramatic change
Inthe status of this whole program.
Those new threats which have developed since the improved authority pro.
vided In the bill as it passed the House, in my opinion, make it doubly neces.
gary that the Senate now review the entire program with a view of adopUng
such measures as may be necessary effectively to limit Imports of petroleum to
a reasonable level.
I recognize the difficulty of separately legislating on single commodities.
I also reeognito th ditilculty and impropriety of representatives of one Indus.
try presuming to advise this committee on legislation that may directly concern
one or more other Industries about which we have little or no competence or
experience.
We L.ve, therefore, suggested procedures under which we belive the petroleuni
industry can perform the best service to our economy and to our Natiou'q
security.
During the consideration Of the trade agreements extension In the house,
language was adopted In lieu of atiction 7 of thl present act. We understand that
language was designed to provide more definite standards for the administration
of the authority gratedd.
-Webelieve the action in the House Jflmroyed the langu*. ' Olear language
requiring mandatory controls has not yet been written into the law.
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We have approTved the amendment offered by Senator
Long and Senators ausoelated with him. We believe all of the facts will support this position-that
definite levels should be provided so as to maintain a proper relationship between
imports of oil and Its products ad domestic production.
-This maximum level of Imports as to oil and refined products Is so well mbqdded In study of this problem by both Congress and the administration that
we think It a fair, a minimum criterion to insert In the act. It occurs to us
souod policy for the Congress to prescribe a criterion when It Isdelegating
responsibility. Likewise, It occurs to us that the administration should welcome
this kind of legislative aid In making its determinations under the act. It should
be added, however, that we would consider It desirable to provide in any such
legislation that the criterion thus laid down might, should the public Interest
require, be suspended by the President in the event of any shortage of domestic
supply.
When we consider the peculiarly strategic nature of petroleum in relation to
national security, and the fact that excessive oil imports have already been
determined to be a threat to security, prescribing a definite criterion isonly
giving legislation effect to an accepted and basic defense policy.
These approaches toward the grave and emergent problems facing the independent oil producer are not at all offered dogmatically but In the hope that
we can contribute something toward a proper solution. Other approaches are
sure to be suggested. We consider our own recommendations fair, reasonable,
and effective. However, any other fair and reasonable approach would certainly
be satisfactory to us.
Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, the independent oilmen wh6
have drilled 80 percent of the exploratory wells sunk In American soil, who
have factored so materially In finding and having available the petroleum the
Armed Forces of the Nation required In two World Wars, these Independents
are threatened with the real and present specter of being forced out of business
because of the importation of foreign oil and its productA which is supplanting,
not supplementing, domestic production. We submit the national security is
Imperiled because of this situation.
May I thank the committee for-this opportunity to present these views.

Senator KXrn. The Senator from Oklahoma.
STATEMENT OF HON. A. S. MIKE MONRONEY, A UNITED STATES
SENATOR FROM THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
-

Senator Mfownor.r. In the interests of saving time, I wonder if I
might have permission to file my statement to be printed in the record.
Senator KF.Rn. I did not-know the Senator wanted to appear. I
would be delighted to have him appear.
Senator MONROWRY. I would like to elaborate my views in a statement which I would like to have printed In the record.

Senator KIRR. I want to say my distinguished colleague is one of

the authors of the amendment that is before the committee and we
are rl ad to have your statement.

(The statement is as follows:)

5ATIUENr O SENATOR A. S. Mix. MoNaoNgy
Mr. Chairman, I want to thank you for the opportunity of appearing before
you to urge that oil import restrictions be tightened by freezing the proportion
Imports bear to domestic production at the 1954 level.
Although a Presidential Committee, which was not composed of members from
oil-prOducing States, found unanimously In 1955 after careful study that the
1954 ratio represented the maximum renttration of the domestic market which
can safely be yielded to overseas production, we have seen imports Increase 50
percent. This has occurred despite ,'o-called voluntary controls and despite the
fact that the Nation's known reserves of erude oil declined last year for the
first time since 1943, according to a report of the American Petroleum Institute
and the American Gas Association. If the present trend of an increasing ratio
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of imports of petroleum from the Middle East continues, I fear that the Government will be responsible for destroying a vital segment of our oil production
facilities for war and peace.
The Reciprocal Trade Act of 1954 empowers the President to fix quotas on the
importation of oil. However, because of the failure of the administration to
utilize this authority, the flood of oil from the Middle East has continued to
increase. I am not asking that importation of oil be stopped, but that it be
held to a reasonable percentage of our total petroleum usage each year. At the
time the Reciprocal Trade Act of 1954 was passed, oil Imports amounted to
approximately 10 percent of the total domestic consumption of oil. It was not
intended that the quota be used to stop Imports completely, but merely to hold
the proportion of imports within reason. The failure of the administration to
take effective action has permitted this proportion to ! cease until It now ranges
between 15 and 17 percent of total consumption.
Exploration for oil Is not carried on just by the huge companies. It is conducted largely by small firms using borrowed money to take long chances in the
hope that luck and science will help them find new pools of oil to add to nature's
stockpile of this most valuable strategic material. They must sell the oil if they
are to drill more wells.
Due to the failure to enforce any ground rules as to the proportion of the
domestic market to be allocated for foreign oil, the search for petroleum in
America has slackened. As fewer new oil wells have been drilled, unemploy.
meant has grown, small business has suffered, and tax revenues to the Federalf
State, and local governments of the midcontnent area have decreased.
Further than this, the complex of refineries that once fu nlshed employment
and an opportunity for small business in the midcontnent area is being rapidly
liquidated. They are being relocated with more modern equipment In the
Delaware River Valley and great Virginia tidewater ports, to receive the foreign
oil produced by the giant oil combines in the Middle East and brought to our
eastern seaboard for refining. Thus this policy-or rather lack of policythreatens to destroy not only the Independent producer but also the small aidwestern refiner.
The few major oil companies operating in the Middle East can produce oil
for about 88 cents per barrel, delivered to the United States. The cost In the
United States, It Is fairly well agreed, ranges from $2,50 to $2.75 per barrel.
This low cost is partly the result of the great thickness of the Middle Eastern
oil sand, where one well per square mile produces a tremendous amount of oIl
Part of this coat spread Is accounted for in the differing cost of labor. And a
substantial part of the difference is represented bh the taxes which go Into the
cost of the domestically produced barrel of oiL The domestic producer pays
taxes for support of city, county, State, and Federal governmnente-ncome taxes,
gross production taxes, payroll taxes, social security, county, and city school
levies. The major companies import oil which is practically free on all of these
taxes.

The 50 percent of the oil produced which represents the partnership share of
the King of Saudi Arabia is now classed as "taxes." This is a misnomer to the
ultimate degree and provides a windfall profit by allowing the Importing oil
companies to completely avoid United States taxes.
While' the major companies who have made their- money in the midcontlnent
area Invest it in the Middle East, bring their oil across the ocean and refin
it in refineries on the Delaware Riter and Hampton Roads, we become more
dependent on the sources. Let me remind this distinguished committee that we
nearly Ipst a war because of the interruption of our supplies of oil carried by
tankers up the east coast. It was the old-fashioned German submarine that
almost cut that lifeline and forced us to build the Big Inch and Little Inel
pipelnes to take these essential supplies across the continent.
If Germany was able to stop needed oil shipments in World War II, we certainly must recognize the danger of relying on foreign oil now when my In.
formation is that danger from Russia's submarines would be three times greater
than that from German subs.
Then, there Is the matter of continuing our own exploration. We all know
that only when thb Independent oil producers have an adequate share of the
domestic market-and it is largely the Independents who find oil and bring in
new fields-can oil become available to replace our supplies that are being ex-
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. I believe the 'roblezi deserves serious and careful consideration by the.Com.
mittee on Finance and I hope that the committee will accept the.ameudment
to the Trade Agreements Extension Act offered by Benator Long of Loulaiiana.

senator Kmi4Mr. Schultz.
,STATEMENT OP PAUL R. 80HULTZ, PRESIDENT, OKLAHOMA
INDEPENDENT PETROLEUM ASSOCIATION
Mr. Soinuur. 'thank you, Senator,
My name; i Paul Schultz, from Oklahoma..
'enator Xrmn. That i' a lood name from a good company and one
of the biggest.States in the Union.,,
I Mr. SoHvLTz, I will not read my statement but present it'for the
record andpresent my views that I would cover in 6 minutes.
Senator rocz6. I suggest
'his
•, ie printed in full.
-Senator XKz'rR. It wiff be', .'...statement
It will appear at the end of his remarks.
Mr. Souuurn. I am president of the Oklahoma Independent Petro.
leum Association and a director and member of the import policy
committee of the Independent Petroleum Association of America. I
appea,,.on
behalf of bofl of these amociations.
.Iwn also
presdent of, the :Blackwell Oil & Gas Co., a company
Whiohihas bee engaged for 53 years in exploration for and prduc.
Lion of cru deoi1anetural gas.
W6,have no other operations in the oil industry outside of production and exploration.
> My statiient presents figures and statistics on. drilling and exploration both in the UnifedStates and in Oklahoina.
Our' Honorable Governor has presented many of the figures that
ap ~e i n my statement and 'I will not try to cover those again,.
.. !wotld.like, to exloe t0 different idea that I have wh
are
no in my statement and can be uniniarized as ths: W iode hdent
prducers are often attacked, with the ideathat we hav0 ben.heUre
n111anY tiies;that We have beeb coming to Washingon for along
onig tim6 on this import thing ani'we have been hollering wolf all
these times.
Senator Kzm,. At the expense o taking a little timeMr Scliultz, I
want 1 minute t6 tell a story' aboUt Bridget who asked Pat for a dol.
lar ,on a Satorday morning, and*h9,ays "NXow, listen, Bridget, you
have askeA me for a dollar every 'day th s week.'
' Shq-sid; "That is right, Pat4 andI.hope yougive it tome tday.!
Mr. Soi'" '•z. I would 0itt aily.agree that coversr tw
h
lain ingtosay.,.
in
Bak
the twenties when the IPA was formed, its requests were
'fi01 iY
ansWered by tariff which took care of the situation, for.12
Prior to World War II, the import problem begai'toArar its, ead
dgainand (ye began our activities in this area again.
10 g
W16
,W la g , -"andthat iolved the problem" of
i ry hW,6'Vbahi
t least"
t tt
i
ifidiust
i
.
spell from increasing oil inmprts.
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After World War II again the import problem began to arise, and,

along came the Iranian shutdown.

This bolstered the domestic industry.

Then'the import problem wes again upon us and along came Korea.
Then the import probleth again; and then Suez.
So that every time We have said the domestic industry was suffering
S
some unpredictable thing happened which helped save us and caused
the things which we had predicted could happen to the domestic oil
industry not to occur. We don't believe that the domestic oil industry
so vital to national security, should be dependent for its health on sucl
an unstable foundation.
Now we have had a period where no emergency has arisen for several
years, and now we begin to see the facts.
First We began to see the reduction in exploration activity back in
1958 and 1954.
It takes 4 or 5 years from the time the explorers stop exploring
before we seethe results in wildcats.
We began to see the decline in wildcats happening in late 1956
and 1957.
ow 1956.
- Now they are down 35p
own 80 percent below 1953.
Geophysical crews a
decline in
o, Ias
in 1968-"06T-aftd 19561
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where ditrerent sands Arei)roduing where it was not thought they
woulhi
produce before.

We se wells now in Oklahoma being drilled to greater and greater

depth id uncovering new reserves.
We Iid new areas in Uth. Arivona soon I in mitre will be of it
similar circumstance whore we are tlnding major oil fields in areas
that. have heretofore been unoxplomd.
The American Association of Petroleum Goologista has predicted
that over 6O peient of the surface of the United States wit produce
oil.
To date there is oil.
only 2 percent of the surface of the United States
that.(1008 produce
So we are not. running out, of oil in this country.
Senator LoNe. What percent did they indict would produce oil?
Mr. ScnuTz. Fifty l)erent,
Senator LxOo. 'Of ihe United States?
Air. SuuIu.Tz. Of the suirface area of the United States; yes, sir.
So it comes down, it sees to me, to one idea,
Wlant are we looking for in this country I

Are we looking at the short-range viewpoint or a long-range continuing system in this country 1

If we want cheap foreign oil, and maybe cheaper petrolleuin prices,
thet the thing to (10, in my opinion, is take off al restrictions, let
them bring in all the foreign oil they call bring in and maybe tile consunler's price will go down 10, 16, maybe even 20 pement,
Now when you (1o that what halftppeosf
Well, the domestic industry I w"ll be very frank to admit, cannot
compete on a price basis with the folrign oil.
So we am going to stop drilling, an-d we are going to stop looking

for oil in this country.

Secondly, what will happen?
Many of the small marginal wells, of which we have more than
our share in Oklahoma, will no longer be able to commerciallyopero~e
and will shut the in, and lose the reserves behind those wel is.
Now, over a period of a few years, we will lose our ability to supply
our own requirements in this country, and you have seen as well asl
what happens in these foreign counTries when we become dependent
upon them.
The 50-50 deals in the Middle East would all of a sudden become
90-10 deals and all of a sudden we would find that cheap foreign
oil would no longer be cheap to us and then we would come into a
period where the price of petroleum products would soar over a very
short period of tine,
;ow these are my opinions.
Senator KER. What are they in France today, where they are de.
pendent on imports?
Mr. Scinumi Well, the price of gasoline in France is about a dollar
a gallon right now. Now the second alternative we have to this is
to-hold imports to a moderate figur, a figure which allows our domestic industry to remain healthy. Under such a circumstance we
can continue to have petroleum products at what I believe are bargai prices.
The price today is not an exorbitant price of a product that of the
quality and character that the American petroleum industry supplies.
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But we would continue to supply these products and would be self.

sufficient and over a period of time we might have some advances in
those products. But we have built-in safety factors in this country of
ours. We have the ability to make gasoline from shale. It is tech.
nically a success, but Mr. Rubel from Union Oil Co. says that it
is available right now at competitive prices with gasoline from crude
atDaybe
presenttIis
prime.
and maybe it is 50 cents a barrel higher than crude price

equivalent, but if crude oil goes up to that level, then all the reserves
of shale oil in this country act an an automatic stopgap to stop the
price of crude from going any higher. If you do not like shale oil,
we have got a lot of coal left In this country, and underground gasifi.
cation is pretty well worked out.
We can convert as the Germans did and we can do it much better
with coal or natural gas, for that matter, into petroleum products
and they serve as a ceiling beyond which the price of crude in this
country cannot go.
So I say that for a short-range viewpoint we may try to bring in
cheap foreign crude and get a temporary economic advantage, but
in the long run we are going to lose out on that basis.
Senator KrR. Isn't it a fact that the importers are the ones that
are holding the price of domestic crude at the present level in order
that they may have the advantage
Mr. Scnturz. On their foreign imported product?
Senator'KsR'. Foreign imported product.
Mr. Scurz. I believe that to be true.
Senator KzRR. That is just the cold-turkey facts about it.
Mr. Souuurz. I would just like to point out two small things and
then I will be through.
First I previously worked before I went to work for the Black.
well OH & (as Co., for a major oil company, the Standard Oil Com.
pany of Indiana, and for many years it was one of the few major oil
companies that was a completely domestic company.
It had no foreign operations whatsoever.
In the last 2 years they have become a company interested more in
foreign work than they are in domestic work.
To-day its offices in Tulsa are being cut down by their staff, I would
estimate 80 percent. They have opened offices in New York for their
foreign work, their best men are being transferred to New York,
and they are going foreign only un the basis of the dollar.
There is not a gentleman in the company, of whom I know many,
who is willing to concede that there is not oil to be found in this coun.
try but they say we can find it so much cheaper over therm
Senator KERR. And if the others are going to import it, we am
going to do the same?
Mr. SoHuu2' We are going to do it too.
My little company is 53 years old, born and bred in Oklahoma and
most of its activity and production is in Oklahoma1 and recently we
have taken a concession in Bolivia and we are getting ready to take
one in Africa and we are doing it only for one reason. If the Con.
gress of this United States is not goi to protect the domestic pro.
ducar, we feel we are going to have to find a way to depend on cheap
foreign oils ourselves, and so we, as a preservative measure have
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taken, are taking, and will take another concession foroegnwlde

mtely, because we feel we have to be tpotected, and If we aire not
going to be protected we have got to fid another way to survive,
Senator Kinn, So you can be competitive I
Mr. Suiia-z.
That is right.
That
en~ds m1y stiltenlent.
Senator JKHur. Thank you very much,
Senator DOVULAS.

MAfy I ask a question I

Senator KNrit. Yes.
Senator 1)ou0I^s. You have ninde a very conclse state nt.
As you know, Just prior to tile reportin of the reollWA tiAde bill
to the house there wns Insorted section 8 of that bill which, itgperal
terms gave to the l)tctor of Defense Mobilization and to the Iresi-

dent thie power to Impose quotas which threatened to Impair national

security.
Now) the oil industry was not speoiflenhly mentioned lit
this language. Hlit It was coinnionly understood that it was the ohlef indus.
try to which this sect ion referred.
As a result of the insertion of this section a number of Congrems.

men

from oil districts, I think the reord will show thils-who hind

previously been opposed to t iprool
trade
1

measures, voted for ti

provision, and It waa understood thatthis itcooptbleto a crtatl
portion,
at least
of the
oil Industry. Now, is my statement subqtai7till
crrct
your
judgment?!
Mr.Sonuim. 'Well,it is not acceptable to the oil industry of Okla-

homa, to the Independent plroducor8 of Oklahoma.

We feel that tie duty, the power of lIhnlting imports and foreign
trade rests in the Congress, and we do not feel that the prerogative
of deciding what level and where, at what level national security
is important should remain in the administrative hands of the Govermnentwhich has so many powers.
j :.
iSenator DotTor.s. You are not in favor of this discretionary power
given in the President?
Mr. Sonutz. No, sir; I believe it belongs to the Congress.
Senator DouGrs. May I ask this, what do you understand is the
attitude of Gulf Oil I
Ts this acceptable to Gulf Oil?
Mr. SonuL. I imagine it would be because they have been able
to get away from almost everything under the present law and this
does not do much more than what the present law has done.Senator DovorAs. How about the attitude of the various Standard Oil 6mpanies.
I notice they are not appearing.
'Is this acceptable to them?
Mr. SCnuLTZ I do not know but I presume that it is.
Senator Loxro. I believe I know their general position if I might
briefly state it,
-I think their position' is that they do not want anything comimulsory if they ean avoid it. They would much prefer a voluntary
program even 'f it does not work.,
Sepator DouGLAs. May I ask about Shell?
AfriScniwT. I don't knio.
.
" .
Senator DoUGLAs. I am.trying to .find out what the sit tition is..: .
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Is Itthis: That this provision Is acceptable to the so-called big oil
companies but ultacceptablo to the independent?
Senator Kint. I tMink I can explain that for the Senator.

The section that was added In the House is an Improvement over
section '9 but It is an Inadequate Iipnrovement and the industry
in Oklahoma and practically everywhere I know that is dependent
on domestic production and hoping that domestic production will
be the dominant factor In the future oil picture would rather have
the Congress fix the policy than to delegate It to the Presl~lnt, and
then the Preadent, in whole or in part, either voluntarily or In.
voluntarily see it delegated to the companies that you have named.
Senator DourAs. Do I understand that the companies with appreclable Inteenational holdings are satisfied with section 8 but the
.
donestic producers are not
Senator KEim. I would say that I am not,-I have not been advised
of their position, but that would be a reasonable assumption.
.Senator DoVOLA9, And that the commnies which do have International 'holdings are what-O-lf, Shell, the various Standard Oil
eonipanies?
Senator KEZRR. Not all the Standards. A number of the Standards
do not have, The principal Standard companies holdng large foreign
oilremerves are Jerseyt New York, Soony,,and Califoiaor,
Senator Douar~s. Indiana?

Mr. Slum.,.Indiana has only recently taken conces ions but they

have no production yet.
Senator DoUGAs. What is the position of the Tox* Mr. SonumrA. Yes, that is one.
Senator KRn,Texas Co. and the Gulf Co, and Shell. I believe
those are the greatMr. Soiuvrz. Those are the big five.
Senator Dovoris. Those 3 plus 3 or 4 of the Standard companies
Senator IErm. Correct.
Senator Deuoes. What about Sinclair?
Mr. SotUirm. They have been small -in the foreign field.
Senator Ki.R. Sinclair is not e big factor in the importing field.
Actually the Getty Combine, that is Western Petroleum Reserve, I
believe and TidewaterMr. cNum.rz, Tidewater and so forth.
Senator Kri. Arelargerinthatfleld?!
Mr. Sow;=. Larger thian Sinclair.
Senator DouoIAs.-Andltey are big developers of foreign oil?
.,SenatorK w, That is right.
"
Senator DoLe's. And therefore they do not want compulsory
quotas.

,

'

I

, "

'. 7

,

Senator Cw. That is oer t,.
For a while they refused to go along on the voluntary program, as
you know. They were one of the-.
Mr. Sonuum. It was only when the luy Ameripa Act was put in
that Tidewater fillyy came over.
Senator
Now that is in jeopardy by this lawsuit?
,,S rn KERR.
.T:Yes.."
Senator )ouo &s. I am very, g(-to get the PonIict of interests, so
, epk, clarified .
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Senator LoNo. Isnt this true: That as far as the major companies
are concerned dealing in the American market, it gives them a large
competitive advantage over an Independent refiner if they can bring
their crude in from abroad, produced at %cheaper price while the
independent refiner Is compelled to buy his domestically where he has
to pay the domestic price I
Mr. Somimrm. This is certainly true. I would like to make a com.
meant made to me Monday of this week at lunch In Tulsa.
A man who Is I of the 44 applicants asking now for another 800,000
barrels a day of p-oduction who are not importers now 44 cornpanies have applications in to become importers and I said to him
"What are you going to do If you get the imports I"
Ite said, "I can sell It I have a lot of companies back East who
want to buy my import if I can got one."
Senator Devot~s. May I ask anoth,. question, Senator Kerr?
Senator Kmaa. Yes.
Senator DoverAs. Suppose a quota Is fixed how is this quota to be
apportioned for instance between Canada and Venezuela?
How will this be apportioned between the various foreign countriesf
Senator Kzuu. Well, In the fixing of quotas, of course, Congress
would be confronted with the decision of making It an administrative
problem with discretion or without discretion and I do not see how It
could be made on any basis other than with discretion, and the fixing
of or the providing for quotas, I would say this, so far as I am con.
cerned, would not be limited to the oil Industry.
It would be a broad enough authority to be applicable to the oil
idustry, and to the minerals Industry, and the plywood and textiles
and all of the other industries who, without exception, have told us
that in view of the inflationary situation that exists pricewise, that
there would be no hope to secure tariff protection to adequate extent
to solve their problems and the only way it could be done would be
by the imposition of quotas and in my judgment that would have to
be on a basis that the administration while itwould have the directive
to app them
In and a formula e neraily for the determination of them
it woud. be discretionary Yd h them In the imposition of them-f
mean as to the application of them to the countries.
Senator Douozts. Well, now suppose you were to take 1954 as a
base which previous witnesses havo advocated. You mean it would
be optional whether the administration would put it Into effect?
Senator Kzmu. No. They would have to do it but they would have
to determine as to the applicability of it as to the nations and the
importers.
Senator DouorAs. You mean they would -have to determine how
much the quota would be for each of the foreign countries ?
Senator-Knt. Yes, sir.
Senator DouoLAs. Which otherwise they would want to ship in?
Mr. ScnLTZ. And then for each of the companies to distribute
amongst.

Senator DouoLAS. For each of the companiesI
Senator Bxr
ifr.
If it were left to us in Congress it would become
an impossible political situation, I would think.
Senator DoutwAs. Of course that is my feeling about this whole
matter. Fixing of specific schedules is so complicated that it becomes
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an impossible matter for Congress and that is why I have always been
in favor of reciprocal trade.
Senator LoNG. Why not lot them bid for the quota allotments?

Senator KizRn. Well, that should not be. In the first place you could
not disreyard entirely the history of imports and I do not think you
should disregard the refining capacity that would be in need of the
imports.
Senator IImNsm'r. You cannot disregard the world relationships
involved in our defense against Russia.
Senitor KURa. If States are able to put into effect conservation programs, and apply them to the proration of oil to the States there certainly should be no insuperable obstacle to the administration putting
into effect a proration system on imports.
That is what It amounts to.
Mr. Snurrz. That isessentially It.
Senator Lo..Don't you in Oklahoma like we do in Louisiana tell
not just every single producer but you tell every persoA in your Rtate
how much on a barrel basis he can produce per day from every well
in the entire State?
Mr. Scumuu.
That is right
Senator Loxa. And enforce it?
Mr. Sojiurz, 'hat Is right.

1 would like to point out one thing andfthat isthat inFrance the

French law says tFat all oil used in-France or any of its territories

must be refined from French crude up to the ability of French crude
to supply the market.
There is no allowable for any importation of any kind of oil, if
France can ever find itself self-sufficient in oil, and with Sahara they
may force the Standard of Jersey and Shell who have refineries in
France actually to take oil produced in Sahara by Cities Service or
Sinclair or someone else with concessions in this area and run their
refiners on their own crude and then what are Jersey and the rest of
them who are now taking their crude from the Middle East to do with
crudel Unless we have some limitations it is going to work its way
over here again.
Senator Rie. I will say this about the ability of this Government to
impose and prorate their quotas.
If they are lacking in either knowledge or experience in that regard
all they have to do is study the methods used with the methods of practically every state with whom we are signatory to the program because they are now doing it, practically every one of them, insofar as
imports from this country to their countries are concerned, so thatMr. Sonuurz. That is correct.
Senator Kzee. So that they would have all of the guidance in the
world in the matter of figuring out how to do it effectively because it
is now being done to this country.
Mr. Soiuvrz. That is correct.
The countries that we are talking about here, the oil-producing countries outside the United States, are not quite as libel as we are.
Most of these concession agreements that you si, require that if
you find sufficient production you are required to build a refinery and
refine the crude wilin their country.
Now these are thing that are conditions that are imposed upon you
as a producer of oil in their country.
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In stui.$i11g the effect of the Trade Agreements Act and the results of it.i
Is
tott,%illoul two titportauut fulera timst be considered. Mist, and foremost,
nutlonal 4foteiso and pkool, the itationsal economy. The two fctnrst Fire inter'
M*Wle because a democratic Waion cannot suceasfull. prepare for Its defense
Wttheut a heathy donlestic ecollomy.
III
it~y of crude oil And products lafgitO5 this Nation.
Currently all Ov
Additiork, tho Worldl othe thati the Inited Statex, has capacity to, produce
Wetiro far In exces of tho amount neeniry to sPupply luroment world nuirkots
irmtaido at tho United State" Our immediate problem In a result of the fact
tht rele oil pmrod outside of the Unttedt States aeeksR, anmI for inny year
hAs sought, to enter the nmt famoable petroleum inarket avnilablN, wi chI
to seek
of couroe the Amortceii market. This iaturat charfttterlatle of products
tho bost market Is the piiuary cause for the burgeoning litcrease In the quenti to oil Imported Into the United States In recent years.
ftrplus producing capacity In the United States was originally developedi by
Gounc producers In resivonse to the requests of the detenso agencies who
of
Indited that a large rtaerve producing ce ncity would be needed in casehas
none
negiy. N~o subeitly has ever been granted to the producer ana
ewr been might by inui, for the creation of thin reserve capacity for security
rwsrve capacity
laihiosms We are now In tb. position that maintaining excess
in tlie face ot evertincreain Imports Is an Insupportable burden on domestic
predKern At present about one-third of the producing capacity of this country
is8 shot tn.
To the difficultis of masintaining excess producing capacity for security
peurpoe Irk competition with Inereasing Imports, hats now been adde 'd a reducpresent
tion tn the rate of growth of the domestic petroleum market, and the reached
(.1-sis In the oil Indautry has resulted. Domestic crude-oil prod uction'
,an ailtime peak of 7,717,000 barrels daily in March of last. year, at the height
of the Suez criods. It bas declined steadily since that time and for the last 8
=mths, Matreh-?May, has armged about (lX50000 barrels per day. This is
almost 1,N0000 barrels below the March 1957 level and abor.. 100,000 barrels
daily lows than Car the year 1954. Although some Improvement is expected
duriug'coming month, production for the year 1958 is almost certain3 to b6 well
be4qw the averageproduction in either 1950 or W19%
Depressed conditions in the petroleum Industry during the past year have had
a wdous effect on exploration and development work. Etsperlence shows that
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timi discoveries ar. diretlly dependet upon the number of wells drilled, and
thtso de(,'lilig activities Indicaro a serious threat to our domestic oil supplies
Au viltl to ni lounI a.turily, HztesIve Imports of crude oil and refined prod.
titeare a prlaznry factor In this deterlnration of the domestic Industry.
Th doeteraso In United States petroleum oxplorallott, as measured by Ihe
nujubqr of 4i'iIve geophysicAl and core drilling crews, began In I)M when Is.
ports wero recogniod us threatening national security by the Congress and the
Ainlolstrntloti' special cabinet connliltee. During 1)4 sn average of 118 ex.

ploratory crews were active In the United states. The number of crown active
lox declined steadily ach year ulncs that time averagig 000 In J1)50, 0128 In 106,
80 In 10117 and 620 during the first quarter of 1.0,8. 'Aeis Is the lowest level for
thli viAl function of the petroleuto Indutstry since the first quarter of 1061.
The number of exioratory crews active In the first quarter of 10M is more than
80 percent below the average during the peak year of IM, Domnestle explora.
1i0 iNbe[ig discouraged despite the fact that vast potential areas remain an.
tested, 'ih0Anaricau Assoeiaion of Petroleum Geologists hes stated that ore
thus n1111'
of the total land area of the United States Is potentially oil producing
and yet, to date, we have only proven up 2 percent of the country's surfaft.
]n recent years now Stnt. have entered the ranks of thooe producing oil and In
inaly Stoloo Breno previously thought completely developed are now yielding
anew discoverlen Inheretofore untapped depths.
'le decline In expioratory croi actlvlty was followed by a decrease In the
number of active drilllin rigs and well completions. There are more than 8,100
rotary drilling rigs, In the United States, Durlug IMt,? an average of ,429
rigs were active, a decrease of 7,2 percent from 19M1,
The decline In the nuiber
of active rigs has become more pronounced In 108, averaging 1,806 during the
first 8 months of this year, Tils represents a decrease f percent from the
105 average and Is about 24 percent below tile average number a&tive In I0.
'This drahti decline IA drilling activity means loss of trained personnel ad
early abandotunent of highly specislied equipment, Such deterioration of the
drilling Industry menns Ia adequate new well, Inadequa'e discovered and Inade-

qute (16niell rexorves to meet future r&IDIrernents.

The decrease In active drilling rigo has been accompani'd by a decline In new

well completions.

ThO number of new oil wells, new ga. wells and dry holes

drilled In 2957 totaled 53888, a decrease of 4,822 completions or 7A percent as
compared with*1050. Wells drilled during the first 6 months of J08 show a farther decrease of about 18 percent below the same period In 19117 A continuation
of this trend would mean less thn 48,000 wells (oil, gas, and dry) for the year
108, This would be the lowest drilling rate since 1962. SInce 290 the national oil demand has Increased almost 25 percent.
In short, excessive Imports of crude oil and refined products are contributing
to a severe deprealon In domestic petroleum exploration and development.
Wildcat drilling for new reserves declined 10 percent In 107 against 1I)O8 and
shows a further decrease of about 25 percent In the first 0 months of this year.
As a result of these declines In exploration and development activities the domeastc industry failed In 19.7 to find as much new oil as was produced witb
the result that total proved reserves declined for the first time since World
War IL
There In no place for the pessimist In the business of finding and developing
oil and gas. It Is necessary to be realistic, however, and face the fact that excesilve Imports have made It uneconomic to explore and develop the United
Sates oil reserves needed for national security. The Mnly 1067 report of the
Special (binet Committee To Investigate Crude Oil Imports contained the
following warning:
"The sharp increase In Imports programed by the importer in their report to
ODM Indicates such a,trend of increase In relation to domestic production s
will bring about'a further decline In domestic exploratory and devepmemt
activities. This should not be permitted. The timelag between exploration and
production requires that we explore today for tomorrow's usable reserves. Any
other course will Impair Industrial expansion, availability of supplies for consumer Ue, and preparedness for an emergency."
,
In hearlngw conducted early this year by Captain Carson, administrator of
the voluntary impdrt program, applicants for quotas'tO Import foreign otl repeatedly testified that In order to compete with present importers and survive
they needed an allocation of cleap foreign oil. In the short span of a few
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months 44 additional applications lavo been received by Adinllstrator Carpon,
.rlTo nplicauts seek Iport quotas totalIu tiwre than .4)0,000 barrelq daily.
It
proof do we ned uf the threat to our ntIlonal security ,when
What further
Is obvious that oil Imports In excess of the 1PM ratio ore uenylig loatrkets to
do11estie oil, and conequently, redullg our dotentle eiplorntilon, drilling, antl
producing progrtU, as roletedM by the statistics we are sumittig.
Iong ago those "ho have stuiled our oil i1dltry learned thnt the drilling
an, tho producing arm of our Industry cnnuot hoUut Into mothballn anti thelIi
tillof emergney coile ui1pon to fill an urgent ic l.
In my owt1 Otato, the Oklahomna CorporatIon Oonitmilon won forced to rodoeo allowable drartically during the lost year, luring March of tlin year
the conitulssion orlered nil wells lit Ilia State, regardless of size or character,
to produce only 80 tercelt of ti1e amolit of ol which thoy prodired during
January. Three categories of wells were critically afrecte:l (1) f'riproduetom of stripper wells, which prxlueo only to1alal amounts of oil carh day, were
further reduced) (2) well producing largo volume of sit water with only
small vines of il wore restricted, and In tho opinion of in1a1y ciglueerN, the
ultimate recovery from thepe wells will be sriously affected; (I) for the flrst
the history, of Okiahoma'i t1Ncorvatlo11 prorarw, the prodtllton of seetihe i.li
endnry recovery project, uch an waterfioodo, was prorated, Only one other
State reAulatory body, the Kansas eolmnilslio1, has ever lIrorated waterfioads.
The Kansas connis ion'a order wat moon revisetd to exclude waterfloods heeAruso
a liernilnnetlt tom of
aniplo evIdenco proved that this procedure would result 1i1
State and aionl reserves. Now Mexl-o and Texn1a regiutory bolies, on
he ring evldenoo of the detrlinenal effets that would result, hove conslaten.ly
rojcted any action to prorate secondary recovery projects, The Oklahoma
ion later foUld It itoessary to remove certain wnterfloods
C.)rporatlon Comminn
frolu this order,
Oklahoma Is only one of several States that has maude drastol r duetiols in its
daily production. The oil roxuclig StateR of tie Bouthwest have redu(ed pro.
ductlon lit
the first half of 10M3 as compared to the flrst half of 1057 about I
million barrels daily, epresenting a decrease In total gros lueonme to producers
and royalty owners of about $3 million per day.
The Impact of this $3 million per day reduction Itfelt In the everyday Omon.
omy of each State, but even moore Important than the Impact on the econoity Is
the eet
on future reserves. Sixty cents of every dollar taken out of the
ground by the oil Industry gos back In, to explore for further reserves. Consequently, tho industry In Just 6I tates ta redncing Its search for more oil by
more than $1,800,000 each day. This figure tells only part of the sntry.
A great "gment of the economy of our section of the country Is geared to the
production of crude oil. In Oklahoma 07 of the 'T counties produce oil. 'etro.
ln represnts about 92 percent of our mineral wealth, Over 10,000 people are
directly employed In Oklahoma's oil Industry and receive over 4800 million in
salaries and wvages ench year. The economic, educational, and cultural life of
our States Is greatly Influenced by the oil Inthe people of every community 1in
dut-try.
the
people
of
our State Is directly affected by the present
The eo nomle life of
crisis. Also vitally affected, Is the economy of the Stte government Itself, The
State of Oklahoma, through Its gross production tax, receives a direct revenue of
5 percent of the value of all oil produced within the State. This revenue Is applied to maintain our schools, highways, welfare funds, etc. The welfare and
progre of any State or community Is geared to Its industries, and Oklnhoma's
oil Indury Isthe major Industry In the State.
Unemployment In our Industry IsIncreasing every month. Some of our larger
service companies hare reduced their workweek to 85 hours and In addition have
bad to reduce their personnel. Increasing unemployment In the oil Industry Is
In good part traceable to and proportionate to Increasing foreign Imports. This
unemployment Is tint confined to ordinary labor; a good percent of our technical
personnel Is entering other Industries. History Is all to clear on this: if an
emerseney demands all-out effort from the oil Industry, our lost technical personnel will have to be retrained or replaced, a heavy burden on any Industry.
The following Information, based on figures from the Oil and Gas Journal,
compares total wells drilled, wildcat drilled, and the number of active rotary
rigs in Oklahoma during 19M8 and 195I:
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We, an an Industry, are going backward, not forward. We are being required
to contribute to a higher economy (rising coats of steel and labor), and to compete

with a cheaper product (foreign Imports).

lHvidenco and examples could be cited here at great length to show that foreign
crudo cannot be rolled upon In time of emergency. fixtory has proved this
fact better than words could ever prove It. In recent mont ha there has been
considerable strife In throe ares#-the Middle FAst, Vennsuola, and Indon'.slathree areas that export crude to the United States, Can we, for a moment,
think of depending for our supply of a vital war commodity from area as
politically unstable n these?
In an effort to promote A better understandlug of the oil indtatr, an Indetry
whose statistics are frequently misinterpreted the attached tables, numtkred
1, I 11ill and IV abowln the economies at exploration and production In
Oklahom and In the United States havobeen prepared. The figures developed
nu these tables are all based upon Information published by tie American
Petroleum Institute, the Oil and Uas Journal, or the United States Bureau of
Mlnes. The basis of all of the figures used I, doepmented on each of th* tables,
Table I sets forth the statistics on oil wells drilled In the United States In 1040,
I00, 100, and lu.Oklahom4 In 1)00, and shows that the average productive
well In Olahoma developed only 44l010 barrels of oil reerves whereas the
average productive well In the Untied States developed 03,180 barrels. It
however, dry holes are taken into consideration, the productive well developed
only 81,70 barrels per tests" In Oklahoma and 8,080 barrels per "test" In the
United States.
The coat of developlng the reserves indicated above is shown In table It. The
average productive Oklahoma well costs $40,0, whereas the average productive
well in tb United States costs $0,800. After allocating to the productive well
Its proportionate share of dry holes drilled, the average cost in Oklahoma is
$00000 as compared to $90,000 In the United States.
'1Nble III develops the overall economics of oil exploration and production,
based upon the facts developed in tables I and It. This table shows that the
total Investment required to develop reserves in Oklahoma Is $2.01 per barrel,
as compared to $1.61 per barrel United States average. Both figures Inlulule a
leasing and exploration cost, exclusive of dry holes, of 48 cents per barrel, based
upon Industry experience for 1900. Using as a gross realization, the average
907 price for crude oil, and using a lifting cost of 50 cents per barrel In Oklahoma
and 45 cents per barrel United States average, gives a net realization after
operating cost of $2.50 per barrel In Oklahoma and $2.80 per barrel average in the
United States. This net retaliation must cover the Investment for finding and
developing the profit on this investment and Income taxes,
The oil producer in Oklahoma Is realizing only 49 cents per barrel return
on an Investment of $2.01, or a ratio of return to Investment of 24 cents per dollar
Invested or 8.5 percent per year spread over 17 years. For the United States
these same figures are $1.04 return on $1.01 Invested; or 605 cents per dollar
Invested or 0 percent per year spread over 26 years. These returns, In addition to
being low for a high-rlsk Industry, are spread over long periods of time.
The rate at which money Is returned from oil exploration and production
has been developed on table IV. Oklahoma Is producing its reserves at a rate
of 10.74 percent per year. The average United State. rate of production in 3.60
percent per year. On this basis, the average new well n Oklahoma produces
18.80 barrels of oil per day gross and In the United States 218 barrels per day
gross. After royalties and overrides, the average amount of oil received by the
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well is I.23 barrels per day III Oklahoma tt1 1111 barres
operator for each net~W
te. day lit tho 131it1d Hiatee.
Based ulsot' Rseling price of $1nr btirrel nattlnt operatic cost of 40 cents
per brrl during tho early year Xf rodoetion. the average income, before In-.
Coblei taxod, for Ilip Arm' welll is$0T6 o year lit ki) honin And $1,750
cost of drilling the average productive well
United
yereglitItathehilre
nreIlud
holesThe
Is ngitt $tO,o0 for Oklohoina nu. $90,000 for
of flMa
y tes.
tho intled States. However Icludin tugIhe cost of leasing and exploration,
these comla Der' prodtliVO Well Are Increased to $*?.0A 0 lalnhim and $122,.

Assunilng that there Is no decllite tit tib'pmodttction
Mtateo.
United
litt tlie
IVhow
the lkirIM~~PAYOUt rqulires M. yenrs In Oklahoma miii 70
dt ting
wells
ot
years Int the 'United Btatt.. If the nomal doeito iitoprodluctiotn Is Includmed, pay.
out will extends to 12.0 Yea lit Oklahomta and to 10.11 yoars lit the Uitited. Blabe.
The iwortile tato of reurn tor A t, VIM~ oil opvertor to 0.0 percent per year
itt OMRd10o111 And 0,0 pefrent lit the R ilted Aia tee Mimit total ekpondituret ro.
4"Ired tot dill"n and explorations i re 0otiitterwt.
ierdoeloped lit tablo# ItI antd 1Vs the eotinic, of
thbnt~rma
Comb~nng
asfollow'st
the oil eoplorAtton antI prodluctiont buslilost eilt be su intailtrill
'The typintil Oil operator cannot expet the reurn of his Invest meant In le"s thrin
1o Y4~. After his Inve~tent has been Mrettttd hb ion expect to tealiseit
invested, antu(thi" return
Iiott anon ntint to front 2 to0 eta for e Aoiatd
years front the tinie hit produelive woll
to 211
will be sprea ovvt R period of 111
wKs drilled makkintg the tmempg rate ot return only 8.3 percetit to 7 percent per
Oki ~tlvn befote Iieone taxes.k
yar,. All A
It&e tables Melso M
e the hlitorical Itterii of the oilinutyI htite
Mt"t over a 11-mer ilotI, Thl pAttoent Mhows the deptasing amount of
ell toud per well, tho trautatie increase in the most of drillingw these wellft, the
e~r-nereasIng finding costst, and the inerelan molt of iiftittg. The not t'ffet
of aill these facort Is of tourse ain ever-decreasing evonomic attractiveness for
the bit pronceri
Figure tor' 10117 mve tot yet Available, but prelimninary eatimaite Indicate that
the epottotics *Il took no better aind will probably look worse. Alime the firt
of IMA1S we have sen a gradual decrease lit the price of crude oil oversprading
the counttj through manhy price adJuatnints. Sine the Increase In Crudte price
6f TVShruary 196T7, N"bavo bad over 100 price adjustments, almost all Ina down'
Ward directon, In the Uinited states.
Out industry stands Mt a vital trostroad, and the figure I hve Presente to YOU
bear witun to this fact, Our eony has benCr)pletl And our seuritY
is being thtated. Never has the eoomuy of out section of the country dopendeq so eompletely on a single decision at the MatIO'tal 10"l, 01u0 Ability to
provide the fuel for national defnse in the comloag yea.'s Is no longer a foregone
~uovui, It the preset situation Is Allowed -to eantinuie. We do fint Ask
that all import be cut off, We ask only that Imports be reduced and that we
Meurn to the clear Intent of Congress when this legislation was renewed 2 years
anRtd that these contols be made mandatory,
1 Initod States doniestic petroleum Industry Is being forced to curtail it@
oprations drastically as Imports of foreign oil are allowed to flood Its ma~rket.
0"e many of Its technical personnel are scattered many of Its wells abandoned,
much of Its gathering and transporting system. allowed to fall. Into, disuse the
domestic 'Indatry will be eniable to regain Its positiolt of , trongth 14ulckly
onotth to meet the demands of atnational emergency. We urge that Congrms
provide Immediate relief by making It mandatory that Imports be hold to a reasosable percentage of domestic production.
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Senator KXmr.,The r eord will be kept open until.8 o'clock for the
insertion of any statements by any witilos.es not scheduled here.
At. the conclgsion of the hearing this morning the committee will
iess until 10 o'clock Tuesay morning at which tio it will meet

in executive session 6n tho bill.

The hearings will have been concluded as of today.
Mr. lrehm is the next witness.
Will you proceed, sir t

STATEMENT OF 0. E. BREHM, PRESIDENT, INDEPENDENT OIL
PRODUCERS & LANDOWNERS ASSOCIATION

Mr. lhiat~. Senator K€err and mnior . of the committee, my name
is C. E. Blrhm and I live In Mount Vernon, Ill.
I am n Indepolndent geologist, a drilling contractor and oil producer, nd preident of th1e Independent Oi IProducers A Landowners
Association, tristate.
Our association reelsents the independent,
I producers operating in
IllinoisN Indiana, and Kentucky.
I am here today because in my olinion,' the Trade Agreements Extonsion Act as passed by lhe house dos not provide adequate safe.
guards against extensive petroleum Imports, .which if continued at
fie present rate will theaten our national security.
On July 20, 1057, the Special Committee To Investigate Crude Oil
Imports made the following report. to the President, and I quote from
this report as follows:
It Is clear that there is a direct relatlonshlI

between the Nallon's security

and adequate and available sources of energy. 011 and gas account for two.
thirds of all the energy that is consumed In this country. Furthermore, there
Is no adequate substitute In sight for the foreseeable future. Therefore; we
must have available adequate supplies of oil.

And then sumns it iip by stating:
In smuniary., unless a reasonable lihidtation f je*tolI'W Imports is bought
about, your committee believe that- ,
(a) Ol iniorts will flow Into this country in ever.mounting quantitea,
entirely disproportionate

to the quantities needed

to supplement domestic

u(yThere will be a resultant discouragement of, and decrease In, domestic
production.

(e) There will be a marked decline in domestic exploration and development.
(d) In the event of a serious emergency, this Nation will find Itself years

away from attaining the level of petroleum production necessary to meet our
national security needs.

This report was made by members of the President's Cabinet-r-men
who had access to all the facts concerning foreign policy, defense,
finAnce- anmd commeice, If the report of that committee is based on
fact-and I, for one, sincerely believe that it is--then our national
security could be undermined if the 5-year extension of the Trade
Agreements Act becomes law as it is now written.
The voluntary import program though helpful is still a piecemeal
answer to a serious problem. Its lality is being questioned and it
still has not been put to the test of cutting back imports to their
realistic and necessary 1954 level by 500,000 barrels dairy.
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ChleapJ to prodii
e i gu oi. ilJ)Orts are 5oij)Jl ant II)domestic
pnymillefIon with iileeifiigiy serious OWNe't ill 0111- arcii,
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talloutiOi1 will shiow what 1 Iiiluiui.
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You can see that total number of wells drilled Is (down an average
of 24 percent from 19i.51 to 10-57.
'ilie average number of active dillinig rigs for tile samine. period is
(]owli 81 percent, considering the 3 States.
I personally) drilled an average of 00) wells per yenr from 1047
throlighU)56. In 1060 1 hond Ilia hiighest~ rae of discovories 4nd-in.
(lNivalin rmsr~~s lbhimy last V$ years of experience in the industry;
becaus-e of tile depressed conditions in tfie industry-it large part due
to inlporta-1 was forced to redium. my (drillingprograms to 07 wells
in 1957 and in the first 0 months of 1958 to only 25we s.
Thl e ont look for thfe next, 6 nioiitlis is even worse.
MAfny words have been sjpokeui and written about the necessity for
increased use of imported oil over domestic on thle theory that we ore
running out of oil. As a geologist I want to go on record now by,
stating. that, under; the proper "uncohtives, 'this Nation will be ado.
quately supplied with domestic oil for the foreseable future.,
Vast., 6ivks of, our tidelands alid ContinentallSheJf .have 'not been
toilchM~ on'bothi the sottif aind West coasts.
1)evelopient of the vast four-corners area of Colorado, New Mexico -Arizona; wnd Utah is just starting.
.khis area is a small segment of an approximate 1,000-mile-wide
belt which extends from blexico, to the Arctic Ocean. For just during the past year in this 1 small aitea, production has increased from
10,000 to 70,000 barrels per dayi them eofdsvrisrmth
Tertiary to and including Ordovician producing sections, and this
section, is froin the younger shallower rocks' to. the. older and still
dee ier r~ekh.'
I ere I hafve jiist been advised there is -over a billion barrels of reserves that. have been picked up from these new discoveries
The -Rocky Mountain area 011( Northwestern United States are
still it) the ifancy- stage. In~ this, area of probable producing sections only 1 wildcat well hons been drilled to every 28 square miles
of surface.
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Our good n~ghbod ' to the North, '~nada, with Its high Cot to pro.
dtte
crude oil like ours, has a great potential for additional" oil
reserves.
It is entitled to a share In the American market and ts certainly a
substantial partner fit
thoe defense needs of our country.
ALAska, soon to be one of our sister States has tremendous possi.
blitles _for oil and MA which are just starting 1o develop.
Just lat week at the Interstate Oil Compact Comission meeting
at Salt Lake City S&yetary of Interior Seaton stated that since

the discovery in the Kenai Penlntuila, 80 million snor have boon
lea ,l
or one.hidf as much It all of the leased area on the continental
UnltA States with selit iWcluded.
Moose Preerve Is to be ol)hend this year, nd by next year another
80 million esiS will be under lea . Likewise Port Barrow will be
open for exploration of ps and possible oil, all this pointing to the
fabulous reserves avallabli to us.
le further related that the present proven oil reserves of 85
billion barrels inthe United States can be further supplenented by
production of oil shales and coal to the extent of 800 billion barrels
of reserve .
This has already been proven by the Bureau of Mines research in
their refinery development at ltifle, Colo. This can be counted on to
be develoet only If there are adeuate incentives.
Such produeinz States as Teas, Oklahoma, Kansas, Louielana,

and other mnldeonthnent areas will continue to find eubstantial quantitlie of oil in undrilled atruciures and stratigraphic conditions which
research Is presntly bringing into the realm of reality.
In the last few weeks, a record depth test beyond 20,000 feet has
found a 800.foot productive section with pressures too high to test.
This latter test illustrates the immense, reserves left in areas which
in an arems where only 1
hae been drilled, the discovery well being
test has been drilled to every 1.8 square Lmiles in contract to the 1
in 28 as referred to before in the Rocky Mountain area.
Surely we are not running out of reserves, but we are running out
of incentive. This' Nation will not be in short supply of oil for. Its
defense needs if the producer are allowed the just and proper Incentive necessary to offset the risks involved.
It would truly be presumptuous on my part to tell this committee
what should be contained in the new Trade Act for the overall good of
this country, but on behalf of the tristate area I do feet the duty and
obligation to present the foregoing facts.
&
It is your responsibility to insure the security of' this Nation.
Any extension of the Trade Act, be it for 2, 8, or 6 years, must, in
my opinion include an amendmetit with language clear and speotfle
which will limit imports of crude oil and related products to a level
sufficient to regain and maintain a healthy domestic producing oil
industry.
Thank you.
Senator Douor s (presiding). Thank you very much, Mr. Brehm.
Senator Bennett, do you have any questions I
Senator BENNM'r. I have no questions.
Senator DouoLis. Thank you very much, Mr. Brehm.
Mr. Bwmi. Thank you.
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SOJItor. l)VOIuAM. Th~ie iiext, iltiiem1B Mr. J'oigeie At. 1Axkeo rep.hkoentig'the Tt'I'es Indepen(ide, Prodtueors & loyalty Offliert Am"o.

Mrt. lockeo I uiotive you hht% ilte it leiigthy statement.

Would It

be Hiltisofittotyto you i Idg11Kwere printedl In Iie record anld If yoju mrado

STATEMENT OP EUGENE M. LOOXCE TEXAS INDEPENDENT
PRODUMIOE & ROYALTY OWNERS ASSOCIATION
Aft, IAwIxp. Yom, Air. Chaliiniuo It certainly would, and as atmater
of filet', I had iIIntede Only to siim III re tile staterieit, and not t6
rend( it,

I wilil read thle luset pat, only, giving iny background,
Irntmig no M. Locke of Ilns, president of thie T1exns hIde'
poledet Prid iwors &utoynfty Mywnerm Akwociation.
I am1 nll aittoriley by profession, thle greater Puit of Ily practled
beig III thoeldu of oil nd gag lawi. 1flrn also tile owner of oil1 And
gas royalty andi ope-Ating Int0eeStM.
I ail) privileged to oppentr here today to peak onl behalf of the
111o1. thank OOooniitegrated Indlepetlent oil and gas producers ittd
owners. of oil and gasf royalty lIterests Il inle State of '116xaM Wld
make tip thlemobership of our AssocIation.
These are the sa'll eprnpam li,jtlneruiim And Inirlvldual oper.
ators of the kind thot haive accounted hIstorieahlfy for about W)percent
of the oil discovered IIn this country wnd who fi 19117, were responBible fo about 70 per-cent of all the wells drilled and more than onethird of all thle oil produced I the United Mtates,
Reluctantly, woliave concluded that, tile Trade Agreements Exten5s0o1 Act as passed by the Mfomw of Rtepresentatives is intidequate, to
deal with, thle acknowledged problem of exesive imports.
While we want ver much to cornply with the request that out
test imony be con firletlt consideration of thle bill as it now appears-,
and it eertaflriy is ily Primwary purpose here to'discuss what oeefms
to us to be clevoclencles in i t-we do feel it necess r to include Adiscussion of some background of the problem and te, administration
program for dealing with it.
1n short, our position is that thie volt4 .'Ary program has not worked,
is not working, and is not likely to work unless mome positive ]angunge is written into the securityclause.
Now I have divided My summary into these parts:
First, the need for controls and why it exists.
Second what controls are needed.
Third have the present controls workedI
Fourth',why haven't they workedI
Fifth, what is thle new language in the law put in recently by the
Holise of Repr-esentatives, and will it work; and, finally, what
Ianr'uIage is - eieddI
, ret the need for controls and why they are needed.
Every responsible summary or investigation that has been made
lias come to the conclusion that controls are needed.
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1rit, the. National Petroloilii Coutioil lii 1040, witkhl Is a group
11ah11) of all Regtnikit4( of tile oil 1101t
1 11(hiIIg I111plOtirfl
&4ou3 1 , tho oxomitive C0111111toe of tile Y4111 1003. -11114 filoo io R
group~ I iate 111) of aill W*AIII0111t of the oil iiu1tity, IBcl(lIIg 1111.
pqrtori
unit 1057.
111i,41 the Pmeseit-' Cibiet. Couuid1t te both ill 1066111(
ri'o, t10heh
Ol)(IiiIAg, OlHee Of D04'o100 AMobUilyftwt
Fifth, 014 findings of Conlgrfs, it"11(iudkted by (le seCurity 0e11180
of thle wreeonhtet.
nh
pattie
SIXtII, 8tat nets evenl of 801110 of tile injior CornIAIII
the 8tadard of New Jermy, to theo offix-1 thkat It.Is meesary to inoitStatement of the0 1)ofenso I.opurhnolnt, Itself to t'he
And finally 1%
il~o foi'01gli oi12 6 8httOlliet Which 1 (!OiltMiled Ill t16 statemlenit miade earlkii- Iy Mr. Robert L~. Woodl 111(1
m1ade oil behalf of tile Defenso lDepartimnt.
Now tile 011l. thig that hIAs beI- 88Ai toy Anyone thlat I know of
hI dissent. to NAM. Ihave just satid 18 tile otatemlent. that. we IAre runlning1 Oldt of oil,
We hmYQ oil page 34 of our booklet varliis dIifferenlt Atntemitits
mae
bX to overnnent. tit different times fit the past, bQ1ginning1
wvay badk i the year of l800 thatt we were, beginning
to ri'i oiitof 0iI.
Likely o1ne of t(o1M statements statedI that; they weoe not going to
Ril an~y oil hInTeucs.
The ittatementsla 'v, of cours, beeii )roved false.
It iNnot 01(e oil that Is itus"d It Is tile relaItionRship between the oil
that Is used and tho oil thait is fiound that Is Imiportant andl every year
praetIW4ll I tho past. we foxind more 6il thavi we ito nd'the reason
weNx
found itahs b-41180e we weit out anaddrilled for itL
This last )-or, for the first time we used more oil than we found,
aud the reason was that there were lc,,s wellsdrIlkd, find If we take
the vvrage oil dismovd Iii rmsrves per well drilled 'And it we drilled
ini 1O5T the same number of wells we drilled In 1050 thien pur reserves
would have 'Inease, not decreased ais has been the cam'.
Wow wo need controaN It is admitted.
VIA1, control s re nmloe
I
I think we could gofirst back to the Cabinet Committee statements
Made inl 107; what did tey say we needed I
Well, they sad if you dId not control imports first oil, woulA be
coming in in ever-mounting quant-ities dis roportiollat o tthe ipeeds
to supplement the domestic 8upply-supp lement, . iot supplant.,
So the prcgrani should, Ireannmably, -keep oil from. coming iiii in
thm ever-niounting quantities which would supplant the supply.
Secondly, discouragement of and decre-ase in domesticro noZtion.
&o presumably any program would b aimed at preventing the
decoeae in ddomestic, prodluction.
Thirdly, the marked decline in domestic exploration and4 deveop.
mnt, so again presumably any program would be designed to,prevent
that from occurring.
Fourhlyit should encourage tree enterp rise -exploration at .a r'ate
consistent with the demuanals of a growing economy.
So presumably the Cabinet. Committees found as demand increased
exploration should increase and that the program that, was adopted
should be designed to accomplish that result..
OVAO
thAt. we
V eanno
110
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'Io offectuttle, the above, naording to the CIabinet Committee, we
munt keel) it i'etIHoinl)o bad~lnce be(tweenl (on~leMi titad foreign "up.
Now, what, ratio would ncComfplisli theOm remlts ?
Them ratio that the Cabinet Cominltteo found back Ib 105 wim the
ratio between imports tind( dotiiestfl production flint oximted In the
year 1054 wloh Was 10IO
prcont..
111118 wats Opkcdfieahl fomid by the Coinittee, mid there were maly
Wtentii~l lxot1I by t alm conamnittep tind by various Senatmon the
floor of the Sennto which Indhicalt(l tMat It was f he Intmnton of this
cmitee1111(1
n of the Monme to preserve thatd rati.10
OOV. Price DAniel1, who hias subitted his statement; toay without
pemna ally appearing, hats doctimmentod thos talks on the floor of the
I0eia to and1( ItAtenlents by the VAious1 members of thin; comittei,
And I refer you to GJovernor Daiel's statement for that purpose.
Now have t. controls workedI
T~io administration cAym they haive worked,
Tliq adn Inloitrat lon miys they tire 115 percent successful. And whyl
Well, I will readh you one paragrapli from a statement, t speeh
nimido by tm Hlonorable F'eA.SeaFtoft ertnyofteItI
ms delivered by thme Honorable Hratfield ('1h =11on Under Seceretary
the Interior, at the nheetin jof theo Inteistte Oil borPPAt eOomMilon
at Salt lAke City on JunoU2 of th Isyear.

ar

"n~ip Poleral (lovormnnnt limit Iamel 58
Awnte
IMport Aflocatifts And to
any best knowledge there hWe been only' A3who cold possibly be called no*.
coniplletit, thorefore the program has gained 00 percent compliance over the
pVaOL
0 months,.
Moreover, bccauu one compay, which had preylously not been In conpli.
ano s o and probably wlIremain so In the future, the program today has
prmtcompliance.
Mreoyer, it stiil another cothpany reverues Its present policies and practicef
and one is reported considering doing so$ the program will have achieved al.
moot 00O
percent COMPiHAnCO.

Now we might argue with the question of how manySenator Dbuor~is. Which are the companies fliat have -not oenI
phiet
-Mr. Looxs& Eastern States is definitely not complying. They have
definitely filed a lawsuit. Tidewater was not complying for a long
time. It now states that it is complying.
I can't call offhand the three companies that lit refer to here in
the beginning, but I feel certain one of them is FAstern State&.
Senator Douor~s. Is not Tidewater the center of the so-called
Getty Empire?
Mr. Loodxi. That is correct. It certainly is sir.
Senator Douglas, the thing I warit to invite your special attention
to here is this: In the first place the effectiveness of the program as
to being,09 percent effective does not depend on the amount of com-.
panies mar comply.
-The one company that is not complying might be Gulf Oil which
is concededly the chief importer.
We could get a hundred percent compliance by quadrupling the
quoas ouset.. So to me saying the program is 95 percent effective
becuMse 956 percent of the companies comply iz somo*wt ridfieulot~s,
frankly.
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Now,,wlhrA is a proper standard and has it worked, by the proper
standardI.,
.Well, let's take the 1054 ratio. 'lhnt is the standard that they set.
I,.
'Tlhat isat least, one standard.
WVe have itcliart in our testimony, chart No. 1 at the back, which
shows the increase in the percentage of imports to domestic supply
t through theyears from 19-f on ip through 1918.
It shows that in 1954) the critical year, there was a 10.0 ratio. In
1958, to date there is a 28.6 percent ratio.
Now you will notice that the difference between 16.6 and 23.5 is
over a 40 per-zent increase.
In other words, imports today are 40 percent greater than they
would be if the 1054 standard had been retained.
So the obvious answer is that it has not been retained and we
bave about a half million barrels a day coming in, in excess of the
1054 rittio.
But let's go further than that. Let's just not take the ratio, let's
take these general standards that they set for themselves in the Cabinet
Committee report.
0
Standard Ko. 1, oil coining in in ever-increasing quantities, dispro.
portionate to the needs to supplant the domiestic supply. It was sup.
posed to prevent, that, We are getting 500,000 more barrels per day
above the 1054 ratio and what is happening to the domestic produetion?
The doniestic production today is 100,000 barrels a day under 1954
ratio and actually it is a million barrels a day under the 1957. '
So actually we have a great increase in imports and we have a decrease in domestic production.
So they have not accomplished No. 1 that they set themselves to
accomplish...
Two, discouragement and decrease in domestic production. That
is supp
to be stopped. Well, it has not been stopped, because
as we have stated there is a decrease of 100,000 barrels a day over
I
1954 even though there is an increase in imports.
Third, marked decline in domestic exploration and development.
They are supposed to set program that will prevent that. Well, in
1957 for the first time, drilling was down in 1957, about 10 percent
in 1956 throughout the country and below 1954.
In 1958, it is down 18.5 percent from 1957; in other words 10 percent
in 1957 from 1956; 18.5 percent from 1958 to 1957.
But look at exploratory drilling, wildcat wells. It was also in 1957
in 1958 it is down about 26 percent over
down
1957. about 10 percent but
You have the same thing on rotary rigs, 1957 they were down about
9.6 percent, rotary rigs in operation; 1958 over 1957, down 27.8
percent.
The exploratory crews in operation, down 13.2 percent in 1957 over
1956.
I do not have the exact figures for 1958; but if you have the same
exploratory crews going out that you have in rotary rigs why
ratio in,
then they.would be down about 50 percent.
So th6 administration definitely, if oie of the objectives of this program is;to keep these cieWs operating and keep these wells producing
domestically, they have not done it.
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'rhoy have not encouraged exploration; they have discouraged it.
-Now, one of tMe things they said we ought to do is encourage free
enterprise exploration at rates consistent with rates of the growing
economy.
Mell t they say we ought to increase exploration as the economy
grows and the demand increased in 1957 over 1950, demand for petroleum production, but even though the demand increased exploration. went down substantially.
So we find that by the standards that the administration set for
themselves through the Cabinet Committee report that they have not
accomplished a sngle one of the things that they set out to do.
Now, why haven t the controls worked?
In the first place, there has been no attempt to make a ratio that will
achieve the job, to provide a total number of imports to achieve the
job.
In the second place, voluntary controls depend on the good will of
these importing companies anlthere is a limit to how far you can
drive thfmt goo(d will, and when they are making moitey more on importedI oil than they are on domestic oil, why the amount they are going to comply is going to depend on how, much money they can make
over here as opposed to how much voluntary pressure you can bring
on them ver here, and that just is not, going to work.
Third, whht about the pressures on the Administrator?
Now what hap1ns.
Take anybody administrating this program.
Yo get a number of independent refineries and new producers who
come in and they want a quota.
. re l, they ought to have a quota because you just do not want to
give a quota to t-h1big companies so where are you going to have to
tt.ketliat quota from?
You are going to have to either increase imports or cut the big companies. When you cut the big companies that have been importing
what are they going to say ?
They are going to come down to scream. What is the easiest thing
to do, that is, for the Administrator?
That is for him to say the national security requires the level to be
I
up here instead of down here.
So long as it is voluntary you have got those pressures that are
human and you just cannot get around them.
Now fourthly, the administration has not made attempts, outside
of
imp6rt controls, that we think they should have made, :such as
encouraging
a weit coast pipeline, enabling us-to put oil out in the
west coast, which isa: deficiency area.
tI undershnd the administration has indicated that imports are too
great on the Pacific coast and stocks are too high, but today they
eam out and did not cut the imports on the Pacific coast.
I just got that information while I was in the room.
Senator Dounr4As. There has been some reduction on imp~orts..
Mr. LOCKE. Yes, sir; they reduced them to.713,000 barrels in-districts 1 to 4 in March; Tihe quotas that they setf'om quotas which
had previously beeii high,
" "Now those quotihs which they set in March have not been met, actus!
"iimpOrts'oi 50000 barrels a days I understand in excess of those.
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Now on the west coist, I (to not think thepy linve cut. thotv, and they
were stating that the%, woul, nd~ the west coast, Is at theq present. thiue,
although a detlelenoy area lit jnoductlon, anid needs atpjllne to take
crofthat nevertheless they have hind Ho manny hnppor imin there ltey
have been flooded with oil on thie west coast, but1 todlay we imnderftandtint sy,
m I )utst, got, it since I ha1ve been ill the 1voiii'-I ha1ve niot,
wont any order but, I understand thint the adllnistrlltlfn detoritnied
not to out back west coast Iinport.
801t11tOr l1ovoiLAR. Wa 11 thi01do0 to 8W(Vteti the ln11I)CIiig Vimit Of
Ihie Pi'1xIldent- to CIua?
Mr. Locot. I don't think-I don't know, sit-, whiy it,was (tone. Bunt
I think it lot of thosek iilmots ol t le wve.s Coiixl ,1,e niot ('anaiantl

import

Act tiidlY Canadian in01'n8, (1

t his cmintry- all of

a11
lt en 11ble1 to import Into
thie oi thint ('atdin wnted to. lio (Ilohwi which

had booll 84t for Coiiipaiie imjiporting Canadian oIl its I tinderstitnd It
hanve ell L411h1
Senator IDO11oi.s aainnwp c' n 'ndinrpeet
tives have coml)ailnd quite bitterly iiiot it Mhat thoy atlleged either
hiad happened orw~asgoing to liapoi,
Mr. Loerm. Weoll, fIthitikprobly tey inivy3 hakve. tears about whaltt
n1ifiht. hagipeit, Senator, but. as I understand it, Capnada has been able
to ingi nto this country, and I ittight aso may tt'itl i'e5nlet, to (Caiilida that as a1coittiguilts voluntry froml it (10e0116 state idpmnltl pitrfieu.
larly if Calnda were to limlilt her imports so thant they could( not be
a. fund and would Op erate just as8manother' state that then Caindianl
situation could be takeit care of and I thiink propoilj's.
h
Senator DITULiAS. You 111anl it. is Venesue111 h 1n Ultilft~ the
Persian Oul f stiitte thint you fti worr'iedl about. reallyI
Mir. IA)AR. A
Well, it,. 11 Nift
id(llO 144'11t tisi iRt1t10 lriiiary th1iiig.
Of coursei we are worried about all imports.
Suitor Dotfl1l,A8 Is the Mitddle Ratit shtipp~ing oil into here now?
Mir. IAWKEvr. Ye8, Sil'.
Senator lDotiomhu. Into the United Sta
Mr. 1LOCKIR. AkV 11uidevStanlding is thaft. theY Are.
Seitator 1)OVOLAS. riint. is itno~w ohamge, is; it not. tI
Previously thle iddle pat
Mr. LovKh,. Well, the Middle East hats. sold most of thielt oil to
Etn'opo, of course.

Senator DovoiLAs. Yes.
Mr. IoCKx. Replacing Venozutelan oil in that area wmid replacing
sonio of the United States oil in the old days in that area but I understand thero is oil from thie Middle East coming into this country.
Senator D~OUGLAS. I wondered if lin the Otim remaining you could

some~ figures onx that.
for the Irecord
suply
Mr. 1.00KI.
do not havelhose, figures, &entiior, butt we can supply
them for the reord, yes, air, if we can.
Senator Dovo[1Ae. WIvll you do that before 8 o'clockI
Mr. LOOMu~ Yes, sir.
(The information referred to appeArs ait p. 1448.)
Mr. LovYr.. Now, as to the new language of the act, the new Iange that the House of Representatives put into the act that is now
bfore you, as to whether that language will .work, wvell. basically
that language does nothing more than to establish general criteria.
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t elve no yardstick. Will It workI Woell youalldy have that

criteraln th reports of this committee, the pasod act,$ In the debates

on the floor of the Sonnte, in the Cabinet Committeo report, Wvid
thoy wore slolled out much more carefilly there than they hav been
in this now language and yet thoy Iaven' worked so I would say tht

the effect of saying t'tat t to President should consider thto, that, an([
the other tlhin , is inot telling how he sholihd consider It or what yard.

stick to use il that that ang ago will be inadequate.
Now, secondly, the adminlaltration line has been that the voluntary
Iwolr)aw works and It is not working and presumably if they say
tht the vohutary progiani works, tioy don't intend to nako any
substantial chages In the,voluntary program,
Now, Mr. SM-ton's recent statements that I Just referred to con.
taied a statement In t-1 won't attempt to read It, but Ile goes along
the lhie of tile voluntary program Is working and that nothing further
noods to he done.
Also Mr. Muoller, in aieent speech that lie made up In Bradford,
Pa., slated:

It wo are to toko Me Ihomlopntlet petrolemn aniocntlono' words for It,

iomvrily of conulliolm enusted by foreign Imports, I Suspect, It would bo difficult

to 111.

Now his i ea Is that foreign iml)orte wlreosinuably are not causing
any problems because our iosilon that it does catoi problems anl

the position of theindependents throughout the country would be
diflicult to e11.
I don't think we call expect much help from people who are administoring this program and who take that positIon.
Another thing is the lawsuit that you have heard of, Eastern

States is already ohallengwg tie legality of the entire program.
So I would say that the language in the bill is not adequate, and
that it needs to bW implemented.
What language is needed I
In tile first place, Congress should find, rather than the President,
Congress should find that we need import controls.
Secondly the controls should be made mandatory.
Thirdly, there shoud he some kind of a yardstick and we think the
1054 yatstick that was originally put in by the Cabinet Committee
and tiat this conlilitteo in tie Senae-should be or is at least a good
yardstick, but there should be some yardstick.
Finally, we believe that there should be some equalization features
such as tariff or license feature that would equalize the profits that
are made on foreign production with those made on domestic production.
Now, the Long bill does those things and we want to publicly compliment Senator Long and say we are a hundred percent behind his
ill and also we Want to express appreciation for all-for the work
of all the other Senators who are on Mre bill.
We think it is a fine bill and we are for it,

There is one other thing that I would like to mention here which
is another reason that I tliink imports should be limited, and it has
nothing to do with the national defense.
We have been talking about natiorial defense. But basically I
think, and we think, as an association, I would state, that limitation of
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0,i1 tiporta is Mo~nthda to thle imecess of our fre'o 1 'ivato enterl)riml
NObasically, tie'coIn r1anies wich~ are producing (1011104i0 oil ale
it lot. of thle oil, 80 percent of fill the 1101 oil founld iN
Tliadl
1i colililes,
by fidepolidonts,
Imeticall [I of thle oil that is impor-ted isimoted by American
-Xow, we thInkt~I think, that free private enterprise Is built oil little
busies, not, onl big buisiness.
IN%have no complaint. with~ big business. We think big business
has its patrt. in the systein, but weo thifik basically f ree. private enlterw)Iise is bIsed onl little lisines anld that, 6 0110 great (ifferenice be~woon f ree'private enterprise in this country and( free p~rivte. enterthat don't have antirust- laws where they have
countries
In yoursystemsi,
prise
had cartel
and where a, Socialist or sonmi.RocIRUst. econlomly
hias begun to reign.
1NOWv thle oriiary m1anl, to believe in 'free, private eidtrjriso (1008
not have to be a caplitalist, but hie hasR to think maybe heo van, one,, or
ait least. maybe his chlldriil can, hie has ain opportunity to (10 some-.
tillIg
There are not many people, who think they canl be prsident of the,
stendai Oil Co'niany of New Jersy or the Gulf Oil Co. or fthe
Texas C4, buit there are a lol, Of pebpll who hink with Alittle luck
Miid a~ybe k fAir amllounlt of liud~ent) And a-little bit of courage,
Canl go out ill tile oil business and1ma111ke, some mionoy for themselves.
No6w, of outse, that'is true in aill busiecm, but compare the oil
Whsime with other major Iidistrieks In the United States, such i gthle
11utomobilo business, the, steel induistry, and time oil business is one, of
the few, itaj or industries where'the little man still plays at very m.
prat part.
POurIr aftsocantion, for examplle, has over 0,000 members, independent
oil operators and rvyalty owners inl TIexas, alone, and thene are thouSaudi of opei'ator, its youl klnow *throulghouit -thle country, A~nd as T?
say, they find 80 percent. of the 'new oil, and aI flood of inports will
sqlieezo tho small Muaii out. of the oilI bis;ness, not. the~ big mnan, because
miany of thle dollars thiat' ,ve 61*e talking about. here on reciprocal trade
are not dollars that -go into the pock0t of Frenchmen ndi Britisuers
andi *people who trade witli bus, but. Are dollars that go out. of thd
pockets of one company and'into the pbckets of a Inripr company,
ond'we think that'*is anotherimhportant reason'to limit imports.
Senator Dvor'As. senator 1tenmett I
Senaito'ENNEmr. Noque.~tions.
Senator)Quow-&s Mr. Locke.
j*.~,JE ves,si r.
Senator Dolot.4. You made at very able statement.
I notice in the long statement that YouMr. LoKiu. Yes,snr.

'it
ube of"ages.o h queston
Seuvator .Doumi.., You devote6
of the foreigi oil situation, notably beoinnimik onl pagde 28.
8.r. LX~bKF

28, sir.

Senator Douar.~s. The bottom of pageD 28, page 2, p~age,30, patge ai.
It'so hakppensi miy co0Y is8 bqllmd* backwrd , sqT hhave s6ine troUbleq
getting the seqtience.
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You have evidently given the relationship of the American prices
to Eouropean prices and costs soio consilerat ion.
Mr. W .AMK.Yes, sir.
Senator J)ouoL.A. I notice that earlier in the (lay, In response to
a questions from iny colleague, Sentor Kerr, it was stated that tho
price of gasoline lit France was a dollar it gallon.
Mr. Txt. Yes, sir.
Senator I)ortov,,s. That is substanit ially correct?
Mr. IA)CKr. Yes, sir; I heard that.statement.
Senator I)oMIAs. Now, the French gasoline comes from oil of
the Middle ,ait.
Mr. LOUKV. Middle East, yes, sir, that is correct.
Senator )otro,,s. Now, the production costs of the Middle Eastern
oil at extremely low.
Mr. Lo1KR. Yes, sir.
Senator l)ouos. It is somewhat. hard to flgire out why this is so.
1 111nde1110
some roug estimte. which are not fat from the point, that
cost probably would not exceed 60 cents a barrel. DIoes that sound
coriect I
Mr. 1IV.K.

That suilds correct.

Senator 1)ouol.ws This is the puzzle to me. Iow cnn oil costing
ft0 cents a barrel on the Persian (ulf develop into gasoline costing
a dollar a gallon in France?
Senator IIY*rs rr. Senator, there is'one factor in there-that is
looAl taxes.
Senator )ouOLAs. That is part of the problein.
Senator 13NNMrr. I mean the Frenclh tax on refitted products, the
tax on gasoline assuch in France, is very high.
Senator I)oXrIAs. I see. But hmave'tI posed a problem that is
woth considering?
Mr. TALCKFE. Yotl have, and I think fou might also fAnd that inEngInd and Switzerland and practically all European countries, the
same lhing is true.
Senator-DoiUoLAs. How do yol account for that.
Mr. Lokuk. Well, the price is not exactly the same--te price of
gasoline-but in all of those countries it is very suibsantially higher
than it is here.
Senator DoUm 4As. How do you account for that?
Mr. OCKV.. I would say taxes are one part of it, of the equation,
us Senator Bennett says.
Senator BRNM-Mr. May I interrupt at this point?
The Bennetts were in Italy 8 years ago, driving a ile automobile
and in Italy they give the American tourist the right to buy gasoline
without tax.
We poid 28 cents a gallon for our gasoline, though the Italian was
'pgi,8 5.
o I think that probably the mainMr. J CK. Great.

Snhtor Bg4-mirr.'Great part of that excess is local taxation on
the finished product.
Senator Dovois. Are there any other reasons?"
Mr., Loc;, Well, I wold think that compaitnies naturally want to
get, sll at suich prices aS they canl get, and I would say thai probably
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the competition'in foreign oil is not the same as the competition in
domestic oil produced.
Senator -)OULAS. Do you find there is an international oil cartel?
Mr. L*cKE. Senator, I don't want to comment on whether there is an
international oil cartel or not.
I do know that the number of companies that produce foreign oil
are small in number.
Senator DouoLAs. Few in number?

Mr. LocKE. Few in number; yes, sir.
Senator DouLAS. And, therefore , it is easy for them to agree on
prices#
Mr. LOCKE. I would say it could be done.
Senator DouorIs. Some years back, I think it was developed that
the price of oil in Europe was the Galveston price, plus the shipment
costs of oil from Galveston to the various European ports.
Isn't that true? Galveston was the base of the world basing point
system.
Mr. lOCKE. I think that is true.
Senator DouGLAs. Do we export any oil to France and England,
now?
Mr. LocKe.. I don't believe we export any to those countries,
Senator.
Senator DoueLAs. As a matter of fact, the oil moves from the Middle East to the European ports, isn't that true?
Mr. L CK. That is true.
Senator DovoAs. But they used to and perhaps still are charging
the Galveston price based on the higher American costs, plus the
transportations costs from Galveston to France. Is that still in
operation ?
Mr. Loom. So far as I know. I amn not familiar with the pricing
policies.
Senator DOUOLAS. Even though the oil from Galveston moves small
distances and even though the production costA along the Persian
Gulf are only a small part of what the production costs are in the
United States, is that correct?
Mr. LocK. That is correct.
Senator DouGLAs. Isn't that an extraordinary situation?
Mr. LOCKE. I don't know whether you would call it extraordinary
or not, I would say that more money is probably made on oil sold
over there than an independent operator makes on oil sold over here.
Senator DouoLAs. I want to commend you for your very frank
statement.
Mr. LocxE. Thank you, sir.
Senator BE.NjrIr. Now that that question has been raisx, isn't it
true that the oil produced in the Middle East is produced on tile besis
of government concessions?
Mr. Loomp. That is correct.
Senator BEm1. So it is impossible to set up a group of independent operators of the kind we have in the Unite-States?
Mr. Loui. I would say that that is correct
It is difficult, certainly, and it has not been se up.
Senator l3ENm'r. W4I1, are there any couintiles' in the Middle
East grantingeonce ions that'have opened their toincession§ up for
small oneratorsI .
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Mr. LOCKE. I think that there is a group in Libya where there is
no production now, but generally speaking, I would say that con.
cessions have not been opened up to the small operator, that that is
correct
Senator BENivmrr. Thank you.
Senator DouoLAs. Mr. Locke before you go, there is another question that has come into my mind.
What is the Galveston price now per barrel?
Mr. LOCKE. WVell, it would depend to some extent on the type of
crude, of course.
Senator DouG.As. I understand, but just stated generally?
Mr. LocKx. But, Mr. Turner do you have a list of the prices of
various crude and types of crude in Galveston ?
Mr. TURNMR. It iswithin the range of $3.
Senator DounLs. Around $3 What would be the shipment costs
from Galveston, let us say, to Le HavreI
Mr. LoKm. 1 don't know that.
Senator DouorAs. Does anyone know that?
Mr. Looxr. I am told about 40 cents.
Senator Douaws. So if you take Galveston as a basing point, our
products would be $3.40.
Now let us look at production costs. If the production costs of 50
cents a barrel in Asia Minor exist, plus the cost of a short distance
for shipment. say to Marseilles, and if oil is selling at Marseilles
around $3.40 I presume that the shipping costs from the United
States to Marseilled are only a little higher th an Le Hlvre, you would
get quite a differential between the United States and the Middle
"astern cost of oil to France, wouldn't you ?
Mr. LOCKE. Yes, sir.
Senator I think maybe I can answer some of your questions about
this Canadinn and Middle Eastern situation now. I will quote from
the Oil and Gas Journal here, really this is quoting the Oil and Gas
Journal in another publication.
Itsays:
The United States Ambassador In Canada, Livingston Merchant, fluently
declares that Import curbs on Canadian oil are jeopardizing United StatesCanadian relations.
On this point, however, the May 26 issue of Oil and Gas Journal says that.
only about 28,000 barrels a day of Canadian oil are moving Into the area versus
the daily import quota of 64,000 barrels a day.

-United States Import curbs can hardly be blamed for the situation.

That is the Oil and Gas Journal.
Now we have here a summary of Statistics on imports from the various different places.
Here is your Eastern Hemisphere.
Senator Douoxi&s. That is into the United States?
* Mr. Iooxe. In the United States; yes, sir, and would you like me
to read these or shall I just give them to the reporters
Senator DouoLs. .Ifyou would be willing to summarize'them?
-All right, sir, I w0uld say tat 889,.00' barrels movedMr. Lo
ino the'filted States from thelEmtern Hemisphere i4March, 363,000
barrels in February, that is of this year. I 'wili go b&k to 1957 and
yu have 304 000 barrels' 1956, 819,000; 1915 308,000; 1954 .51 000'
Avid yoi get back in'1947 and there was only -1,000. S in 1W tere
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So yoi go t oin 1000 lii 1047 to 61,00( In 1048; to 101,00
i 1040" to 114,00 in IoM. Their yoll come up to 1M, 251,000 on up
wa n't Any.

to March of

o,8ooo.

Senator D)OOLAS. About 6 p'Ivent of the total doesti conslrmnp.
..
tion..
At r.TUr.
'Barrelsaerday.
Yefi; I a1Slln0; yes, sir.
Senator DOUGLAS.

WeVoll, Mr. Locke, I think yourl testimony has been

Very valuable.
Thank yoi very much.
Mr. TAOKi.

Thank you very much.

(The statement, in full, of Mr. Locko is as follows:)

STATEMENT BY

VFOENKNE
M,

I'SIl3ENT, TEXAS IN)YPrDKNT
IHK,

ROYALTY OWNFjR ASSOCIATION, AUSTIN, TrX.

1aoPiuetVA A

Mr. Chairman, r.entlonien of the committee, I am Eugene M. Locke, of l)allaf,
president of the Texas Independent Producers & Royally Owners ARsocialloit.
I am an attorr.y by pnfe4slon, the greater part of my practice being in the field
of oil and ga, law. I am algo the owner of oil and gas royally and operating

Interests.
I am privileged to appear here today to speak on behalf of the more than 0,000
nonintegrated Independent oil and gas producers and owners of oil and gas

royalty Interests it the State of Texas who make up the nmeiwrship of our
amoclation. These are the small companies, partnerships, and Individual opera.
tors of the kind that have accounted historically for about 80 percent of the oil
discovered in this country And wi, n 1057, were responsible for about 16 percent
of all the wells drilled and moreithan one-third of all the oil produced In the
United States.
I Reluctantly, we have mclnded that the Trade Agreements Extension Act as
passed by the Ilouseo f Representatives is inadequate to deal with the acknowl-

edged problem of excessive imports.
While we want very much to comlly with the request that our testimony he
confined to consideration of the bill as It now appears--and It certainly Is lay
i imary purpose here to discuss what sees to us to be deficienc es in It-we do
eel It nece.sry to Include a discussion of some background of the problem and
the administration program fot dealing with it.
In short, mr position Is that the voluntary program hasn't worked, Isn't
working, and Isn't likely to work unless more positive language Is written Into
the security clause.
1. IIOU5T. HILL INADEQUATE

1. Coais. mo real conce .,
The House of Representatives has passed a Trade Agreements Act containing
what has been termed "conceslons" to domestic producers of defense-vital

commodities.

•

The principal so-called concession is an amended. national security clause
which authorizes the executive department, when determining whether Importation of a given article is endangering the national security to coaslder the effects
of such Imports on the present and future aialiability of th article, the need for
the domesticndustry growth and to attract suffikient capital to assure growth,
and the domestic Industry's capacity to meet the Nation'sdefense requirements.'
The "conce"ion" merely consists of reducing to writing sonie of the criteria
which manifestly should be tsed In weighing the effects of tbe.' Impqrtation'of
any article, and which we believe *eie used to Some extent by the executive
department In finding that oil Imports were excessive td the polht 6f endtdngering
the national security. - Nothing of real significance has been added,.
', : I.
The amethded security clause leaves it up to the executive department to exeresfull discretion in determining at what point imports become dangerous, to
wh;at'extent the$ shall be testricted, and by What means. No-guidellns aare
given.- It Is cortletely xneafilngless'Wo dlrect the executive department tb look
at certain faetors Witholt directing it to draw certain conclusions or tb take
erlaln-actlon. The Intention: otL Congress. to assure that Imports will not
beegme excessive can be. Ignored-and indeed, we believe It Ie
6'
- ' .,f
Jarq"
be
...
.
..
.
I
Ign6ied at this time.
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The exocutivo department has amply demonstrated Its uuwilllnsm to take
decisive ac'ton-to bring oil Imports hack into reasonable balance with domes.
tie producion, and there does not sem )tobe nny basis fo, assuming that the
minor changes In the wording of the security clause as passed by the House
will noeody
ths record of inaction.
In fact, at a meeting of the Interstate Oil Compact Coumlsion last month,
Undersecretary of Interior Ilatfileld Chilon read a statement on behalf of Hecretary of Interior Fred A. Heaton in which io mlitained that Imports are not
too high, that the voluntary program Is effective, and expressed confidence that
mandatory 'ontrols would not have to be imposed.
This statement was made by the man under whose direcion imnport restrictions are adminIstered. It was made In spite of the additional verbiage written
into the mcurity clause (with admintratlomi, approval) that "* * * the requiresents of growth of such Industrh.- and such supplies and services Including
Investment, exploration, and development necessary to asure such growth" were
to be considered in determining whether inports are exesslve.,And the stateiment wan inado at a time when domestle production Is down to the 1062 levels,
when exploration and development In this country have fallen precipitously,
and when this Nation last year did not even drill enough wells to find eitough
now ofl to replace that we used.
0an there be any doubt that there Is no hope for the domestic oil industry
In executive department discretion?
9. ,Constflut onda and legal questions not resolved
The claim has been made that the now version of the Trade Act remove*
the conlitutional and legal questions which, according to the administration,
have militated against mandatory restrictions on Imports. Congress cannot
properly.be said to have delegated a certain power or authority unless It has also
laid out standards for the exercise of that atthorlty or discretion. It is gal
that the enumerated criteria which are to be given consideration In determining
whether imports are endangering national security constitute the necessary
standards.
It Is hard to see how this can be so, when time proposed security clause gIves
.no standard or guide as to what action the President shall take, or What ,ondition of the doinestic Industry shall constitute stifillent Injury, or to what
extent, and by what mean. Imports shall be curtailed. The exact duties of the
President remain undefined.
IBesides being told continually that the voluntary program Is a succe, we are
told that there is no need for legislation on the subject of oil Imports. The
•Presldent,.they say, has. amiple-authority ,uder existing Iaw to Intoke mahd$tory.controls If the. are needed,.,
°la"
. .. to.. ok "and$.In.the first place, if-i-n the Judgment of the adminiltration-the time hasnqt
yet arrived when mandatory eqntrols are needed, then It may never arrive.
Additionally, there seen)s to exist a question over the authority to Impofe
mandatory controls by Executiv orde. President Eisenhower stated In a letter t0 Senator ,yndon Johnson that thereart cOnstitutlonal and legal Issuers
tending to prevent the ItposItion of mandatory controls under exislft authority. The Hlouse version may have corrected thil, but not the disposition of the
administration to retrain from mandatory controls however greet the need,
There..seems to he confusion, top, as to whether. the,vbtuotary program Is
actually.In response to section 7 of the Trade Act. The July report of' the
Cablnet.Committee prefaees Its recommendation with the statement that "unless •thweliporting. powpanles comply voluntaril~Y with the importltmlttHoes
hereinaftex set-forth," Itis
t recommended that the President "find that there ts a
threat to the national security within the meaning.f section'76C the Trade
Agreements Act pf. 15.5." ...
L to w .
When there ii doubt as to the extent 6f thel authorlt' and evic as to which
authority they are acting under, there would elderly poem t' ;j a dirtinet nebd
for Clarify n lislatton sl*ittig 'omtexactly what the pollT e. the GOegres Is.

& OI~e
c~mwtaalniae Ollaonarb
.Duirlng'the pr'grest ofqthe Trade-Agri"meuith'Act through the House, -other
0-caIlled
'oeii.sslonswere mad# by the bllls'prpnezts. While these are not a
part of the' bill'ltself, they Illuktrate the Inability of ther Trade Act to assure
that the/importit probleni wI.II, be met." At a dectslvo nmment, for example, It was announced that untintshed gaso.llde- a d other fiflp!ehedfoils V
to be f'rsen at current lelrelba Yolun-
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tary
b1ss, sA part of the voluntary Imports progtan, It it has been Inferred
mthis actionthat Imports of petroleum Products are how Under effective
rlattctlon, that Impresilon should be dispelled, Most product Imports are
unaffected by the now ordet and even thos6 that were brought under control
were merely field at a level very near the maximum lerel that had been foreaxst by the importting company Ivolved,
In actuality the restriction of unfinlshd gasoline had the Immediate effect
of stting upon one Importing company the exclusive right to Import that
product. It (Another company now wishes to bring in unfinished gasoline, and
main In compliance with the voluntary program, It must get an allocation
ftrot. the program administrator, lie, In turn, must either raise the overall
qtoia o We the ne aopicalt a siltq of the quota how held by the first com.
paty Whil this deolsion IN being made, the first comply wilt continue to
havea
product
allocation
which amounts to a substantial and profitable Inorease
Its quota
for crude
rThen,into
we must
view oil.
with some bewilderment the hurry-up trip by Mr.
-NM do Is 0ovsa of the Venesuolan Oovernment, to Washington to protest such
an innocuous move on the part of the admintstration--ules, of course, he
feels that perhaps somhe of the great quantities of residual products being exported from Venesuela are In reality partially refined or topped crude that
should be under this order, surely these companies who may be guilty are
aware of the very severe penalties for mislabeling Imports.
It was heralded as a concession,,too, when the administratIon Inaugurated
a policy of awarding contracts for purchases of military petroleum only to
those companies that are In compliAnce with the voluntary program. This
was ostensibly an enforcement provision, but in effect It seems only to have
tased confuion over standards of compliance. Apparently the primary standard for Judgintg whether an Importing company has eOmplied with the program
Is attitude of a company as judged by the progrqhw administrator, and his
decisions do not stee to bind other ofletals of the %Rverhmuent. No perhaps
tan they be binding when the entlt program may be thrown out Witthe courts
at any time.
One example of the- poorly defined yardsticks and contusion that has characterlsed the voluntary program since its very Inception can be seen In the
recent Vestern States afair,
lHarly In June the Military PMtrolkum Supply Agency awarded a contract for
12 million gallons of jet fuel to f~stern State Petroleum & Chemical Corp.
with the announcement that ' * * * to the best of our knowledge they (MasteM states) have been In compliance with the voluntary oil Imp6rts program."
Just 2 days later, however, the Imports Administrator released a port sayln$,
to*
*
atern 8tate Vannot be deemed to beIn complance with respect to
bids opened during the month of May 10." It seems that Hastern States had
not even filed a report with th Administratot since January.
Meanwhllt, the company-hrougb Its. attorney-stoutly maintained that they
were in compliance with the program, while there was another sugketlon somewhere in tCke adminitration that the company might qualify for a military
contract It It merely declared that the products sold to the Qovernment were
made from domestic crude.
Tus we bare tour veir strong opinions as to what constitutes compliance.

But only that of the Administrator has any relevance, for ft term "~compliance"

as It aprplea to the voluntary program has been removed from our three-dimen-

sional world and endowed with some riastie meaning known only to him.
'hia situation enomralged master States to tiy a little "mysticism" of their
own by simply applying for a retroactive increase In their Import quota to the
ett of the exce*, but this request has been denied.
A
As a result, ftatern States announced that It would file sum
t asking that
the enutre voluntary program be declared Invalid. The company, alleges that
the pTMogrm Is "1 ' In 6' WpoPrI*1* knd was'never'sanctoheO1 by authorty

granted wider'

(the Wily Aimerican'Act) or any placeelse.lf

Another so-slled conce*son to domestic Induotrle hard hit by Imports was
the provIsion that tari
could be raised underescaps clause findipop 5 O:l.r.nt
abem the duty exiting on, July 1, 1934. Thits a 14ghly desirblet ep In the
rgt dire41oem If the eape eltum Is aituafly to have. any real meaning. In
most eases a 50-percent Increase In the current, duty -would fall substantially
At of the amount required to achdeve the objective, Ieatng the, President
Vtt the unmhppW alitmi
ve o, having either to resort to, far l
desr, ble
quotasriovided In the escape clause or leave the domeodei tnddutf unirAeGed.
8ince this adminlsrtton, its predeceor, and mot students of foreign trade
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agree that the tarit ispreferable to quotas when Import controls are necessary,

it Is only logisal that the limitation on tariffs should be relaxed to prevent the
wholesale resort to quotas.
In the ease of oil however, this o-aliled coducelon to of little consequence.
In the first place, oil being a No. 1 munition of war should be protected under
the security clanse. While there presumably Is no limit to the powers of the
President to impose either a tariff or a quota under the seculty claus the
tariff so for has been rejected In fav" of voluntary quotas. Notbing-In the
security clause In its original form or inthe House revision provides specitteally
for the tariff or assures it can be effectively employed.
• AS for relief from excessive oil imports under the etape claine, the duty
on oi1Imports even under the revised language might not Prove adequate. 7%e
duty on crude oilon Yuly 1, 1104, Wat,a eLNfli excise tox of 21 centit barrel ;
Ieductlon by trade
thus a 5O-percent Increase would amount to 81.0 cent.
agreements and creeping Inflation have rendered It Ineftective-fromthe
equivalent of about 24 percent of domestic value to about 8.5 percent.

la"sIoud
In order to imake this "concesion" meanlngful, therefore, the4vi
be changed to provide for a 60percent Increase In the duty existing July 1,

1934 or, in the case of specific duties affected by indation a 50-perceilt Increase
in the ad valorem equivalent Of any specifIc duty In Weet on that date. In
the case of oil thIs would provide for the Imposltion of a duty fully adequate
to restrain imports, leaving the President free to neotHate dutlew downward
on the basis of probable availability of supplies from Weden hemisphere
sources during an emergency.
4. Adm(mielrol(on action not fkely
The adequtcy ok the presently proposed trade act must be judged to
extend on the asis of past actions of the administration under congressional
mandoteq given in the Trade Agreements ztuslon Act of 190. It i therefore gerunane to the question to iee the failtdre to et imports to the United
States wst coast In suffliceat dege, the failure to Include everm4nounlg In.
ports of etroleun products in the curtailment program, and the falure of
the execs Uyldepartment, to date, to certify as essential to defense the building
areas of the Southwest to the wes
of a etude o4 ppeline from the stus
toast. That atrehas a tsiable oil deftet that has long been used as an excus
for IfiermaIn Imports. Without such a plpt~ne, a suddon emerg.ey coutM
find the west cest eriously lacking in a vfitl Industrial fuel and muniton of
War.
But the most telling-and siocklg.-evidence that the admInistrtion is
unwilling to deal effectively with the probitm Is the Jde 24 speech of Interior
Secretary seaton telUng the Industry in effect that Imports ate not excessive
and that the voluntary program U effective. This sttement follows on the
heels of administration concession to evaluate success In the light of industry
growth.
todesctlbe the voluntary plan as
W
As evidence of almost blind determltn
ed as distortion In recent and consuccessful, we cite what can only be
tinuing statements by administration spokesmen. To no avll. whatever we
have called attention to certain of these distortions, some actualy involving
statistical errors, and If It is the wsh of the committee we would be p
to file for thisrecord our cor"s dence with certain o icis callng attention
"Inude, for example, 4 challenge o the as.rtiou
to these discrepancies. These
that adherence to the 104 ratio mandate would have meant only negigbl
Increases in production Of domestic wells.

In short, we are saying that the admInlstration unhappily se.r see, In-

terested in the ftctual stuation or In Implementing the pwuose of the program
than in defending i as a phenomenal success. We believe this serves as ample
evidence that pertafn qxecutlve department oficals have become so intent on

promiotn other, Mectlves that they are uuwillin,.to act decisiely In trying
out. their own national security cneuslons. So devoted have some become
to
ble tarif or quotas that they refue
to the obJectiye of- avoid6gl
come to grips with this iecognised Import problem.

'
v0t1htaa* prOitam for linltatlon of.oil Imports Into the United
e~eckept
ititeei had failed Iotnpletly IfI It 'goals" are stated In memnIngu term&
plefnoet tbe deir eoatres6na'm andate to imit Oil0im
It,.hM9&9faitedt
birts't6 the 1954 raio t6 koestle prodnution-nd It has faied ev to achieve

-
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the relatively inodest objectives laid out for It In the Cabinet Committee report of July 1057.
yvem had it achieved the "sttcce.8" claimed for it, however, Iie prograin
would be undesirable In tlt it Invests too iiiich arbitrary econoinle piower
In the hands of an administrator, tend. to encourage concentration of economic
'pbwer, and falls to produce tile
long-run stability of eximcetatlon so uuceessary
to induce capital outlays for drilling and development.
. (otgreessloal steitamsiored
The Cabinet Comnmittee report of Pebruary 1kiW5 concluded that oil Imptorts
sigitllcantly itexcess of the I0I ratio to domestic production woild conmtltWte a threat to our national security. The adinitlittion, however, strongly
opposed legislation to Imlplement this security conelivsion itconnection with
the 10M extension of the Trade Act.
At the urging of the executive deplrtniont, however, language nppll hle to
all products emsential to national security was accepted In the Renato as a

substitute for legislation phwtdiig more positive limits. This security clausew,
Agreed upon and adopted by the Renate and approved by the Howute, left enforoemacnt up to the executive department. The record In car, however, thant this
was' done only After executive department officials gave aurannes that It

could nd would be used to limit oil imports to the 154 ratio ns reconinmthu
l
by the Cabinet Committee.
On thig point, (oy. Price Dantel of Texas-who in 105 as a Member of the
United States Senate was active in the movement to obtain mandatory curbssahl liteAimony before the House earlier this year:
"With a finding already nnde that petroleum Imports above the 1054 ratio
would tmpAir the national security, we had every reason to believe that they
would be limited under this authority. The debates In the Senate and the sub.,e.
quent action of the House show that this was the intention of Congress. On the
senate floor, this intention was expressed by members of tli Senate Finance
committeee without dissent."
The evidence Is unmistakable, then, that the intent of Congress in the 1055
legislation was to limit oil imports to the 1034 ratio, and that the broader
language of the security clause was agreed to only after assurances were received
that this broad discretionary power would be used to affect such ft limitation.
The executive department has not kept faith with those assurances.
. latent of babsetComnmfttce report ignored
lNot only has the voluntary program failed to implement the 1054 ratio as was
-the Intent of Congress, it has failed even to achieve the objectives enumerated
Inthe Cabinet Committee report which brought it into being.
Still, we are told that the program has been "0Wpercent effective" or has come
w-ithin 2 or 3 percent of Its "goal." For the most part, such statements are
based on the meaningless criterion of the number of companies "complying" with
the program-not on the quantity of oil being brought In.
But we hear proud claim, too, that the program has been "successful" In limit.
Ing Imports to its "goal" of 782,000 barrels per day. The fact is, however, that
the Cabinet Committee did not recommend a goal of 782,000 barrels a day-but
rather 758,000 barrels per day. This limit was subsequently raised by the
Administrator to 771,000 barrels per day to make room for new Importers and
later revIsions brought It iip to 782,000 barrels daily.
Can "compliance" or "succeW1 have any meaning when the thing to be complied with loses all relationship to the announced objective or when the yardstick
for measuring success may be changed to compromise with performat)ce?
Even when the cutback to 719.000 barrels per day came at the end of Marchby coincidence concurrent with congressional consideration of mandatory oil
import curbs-it was not sufficient to reduce crude imports into districts I through
TV to the stated objective of 12 percent of domestic production. Norhave the
importing companies been complying with this new order any better than with
the old. Through May, Imports have exceeded this quota by more that 50,000
barrels a day.
How, then, do they arrive at the conclusion-as. Secretary Seaton did only last
week--that the program has "95, 97, or 99 percent compliance."?
First, they ignore thepurpose of the fundamental whole program. - Then, they
assume we are concerned only with crude oil Imports Into districts I through IV.
Then, because even the per-barrel compliance figures no longer support sch "
claims of suctest. ey suddenly start figuring percentage of companies which the
Aduminrator, In his broad discretion, declares to be noncompliers. "
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By netting dIfferent quotans for different areas of the Nation, and quoting dif.
ferent llgures and percentages for only portions of the Nation, adminIstrative
offilinis have suceeded In creating great confusion as to the effectiveness of the
program. For example, we have oeen recent evidence that mOme Members of
tiogress have been led to believe that Inilwrts were reduced tnder the program
from 11% million to under I million barrels per day. This confusion arie no
doilbt from the practice of referring oily to crude Implrts in districts l-IV.
Actually Imports have averaged abont 1,4 OfKJ barrels daily so far this yeatr
l'ercentugteand remain at near record levels--despite the voluIntry program,
wis, total Imports for the Nation have In -reased from a 10.0-1errent ratio with
tonmestle production In 1t 54 to a Z.5-.percnt ratio In 1058.
Even In ratio to domestic production for dlisriels I through IV (rude only, the
figure Is 14.7 iprcent as contrasted wlti the Cabinet Comnitee's own July
1057 finding that 12 percent should be the niaximum.
But even at best quotms and nllocatlwis aire a ineans and not an end In
themselves. ('omplianwe wilth a barrelper-day quota Is largely irrelevant. The
Cabinet Committee report nade It (lear that the objective (,f the program was
to achieve a reasonable bnlanee between Imports and domestic production.
The report listed tie following as InlmuhItive of failure to achieve tils balance:
(1) "Oil imports will flow into this country In ever.mountin ~quantitlex,
entirely digprolprilonne to the qnuntites needed t; supplemetit domestic
prodlctio."
(2) "* * * dicourogemient of and derease In donesIVL production."
(8) "1 * * a mnrked decline in domestic exploration and development."
Let's look at the success of the voluntary program In terms of the objectives
of the report which set It up. Has this program brought about a reasnable
ialauce hiorts annal domestic prohtctioI ? Ifere are Ite facts by the Cot"mInttec's
own yardsticks:
(1) Imports are currently averaging abont,a half million barrels per day
vore thafn In the yardstick year 1or9. 'Thus,they have continued to flow Into thl
country liever-mornting qua ntitle.
(2) While Imports have grown almost 50 percent, we are actually producing
about 100,000 barrels a day less thain In 1r4. As compared to a like period In
10571 we are producing about 1 million barrels per diy less. There has been,
then, resultant discouragement of and a decrease In domestic production.
. (3) go far this year, drilling isoff about 135 percent from the comparable
period In 1957; exploratory drilling is off about 25 percent and-most alarming
of all-last year, we didn't even drill enough wells to find enough new oil to replace the oil we produced. There has been, then, a marked decline In domestic
exploration and development.
Thtls, by, the Committee's own criteria the voluntary program has failed
miserably to acbeve a reasonable balance between Imports and domestic production. By any meaningful criteria, the program must be termed "inadequate."
8. Imports are causeof d(stress
Even the most uncompromising apologists for the voluntary program are
able to deny that the domestic oil-producing Industry I In desperate circumstances. We are told, though, that competition from alternate sources of
energy and the general business recession are to blame-and not Imports.
These statements simply will not stand the test of objective analyLs. There
cast be little doubt that 'alternate'sources of energy affect the market for crude
oil to some extent, but by no means to the extent of current cutbacks-in domestle
production.
Actually, natural gas-the most often named-iS used primarily for heating
and cooking and as a fuel source for large industrial and institutional installations, while domestic crude oil, due to modern refinery techniques, Is used
primarily In the product ton'of motor gasoline.
A major portion of the natural gas liquids, too, are used for Imrpo*s which
complete very little with domestic crude. Even at that, through, they comonly about 1.6 percent of petroleum energy demand In T57 as compared
with 4.5 percent 10 years earlier. They would hardly appear to be a major
.f
factor idoil production cutbacks In the mdgnitude we are now experiencing
It would seem, then, that natural gas 'and the natural gas liquids,. to the
extent that they are not used as a blend stock for motor gasoline, compete
primarily with imported residual fuel oil rather than with domestically produced crude.

(prised
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As to the other alleged cause of production cutbacks--the general rece slonthe United ftates.Is currently producig crude oil at least 500,000 barrels per
day below what can be Justified on thebasis of declining demand alone.
It may be well to point out that aillough total demand In off, demand for
motor gasollue-tho primary product made from domestic crude-Is actually
somewhat higher than for the same period last year. Demand for residual fuel
oil, on the other hand-which is, as we noted, the principal product importedwas down some 2? percent. Evidently, then, the recession logically calls for a
reduction In product imports rather than in domestic crude oil production.
4. Arblirarypowers vettv free esterrrito
It has been frequently contended that congreslonnl action to enact defltite
yardsticks for oil Import controls should be avoided on the grounds that Web
legislation would lead to Government control of the industry. This allegation
is Invariably accompanled by the claim that the voluntary program is a bulwark
against socialism.
In evaluating this clear Implication that legislation per so Is tantamount to
Government control, and that exercise by Congress of Its constitutional authority to regulate foreign trade Is objectionable, we. can only conclude that it
would be difficult Indeed to imagine a program for dealing with excessive iports that Is more conducive to the expansion of federal powers over the operations of private business than the current one.
In the first place, the security clause Itself-by the very breadth of Its word.
ing-empower-t the executive delprtment to de'side not only whether Imports
are excessive, but how, when, and even It they are to be limited-all without
congressional guidelines as to how this provision should bqoadmInlstered or for
assuring any sort of equity In its execution.
Out of this has evolved the current program where an administrator has virtual life-or-death power.over many small businesses through the arbitrary
allocation of economic advantage in the form of import quotas. Failure to
receive such a quota can actually mean ultimately being forced out of business
for many small refiners. They simply cannot remain competitive with big,
Integrated companies running large quantities of cheap imported oil.
This fact was brought out during the- recent hearings regarding west coast
quotas under the voluntary Imports program. One refiner testified that its
competitors '* * * and particularly the moir companies operating in Callfornln, are all Importing this low-coat crude. Unless we do the same, It will be
impossibe for * * * (us) to remain in businis.1" He went on to say that
under preb.nt circumstances, small refiners are forced to operate at a loss.
Wven as cmcerns bidding on Government contracts, the Import quota amounts
to an arbitrarily assigned economic advantage. One small refiner Indicated recently that he would have had to bid below coat in order to meet the bids offered
by refiners who were fortunate enough to obtain Import licenses and who had
acces to cheap imported oil.
This matter of Import quotas has become such a life-or-death affair among
refiners that-according to trade publications-a gray market has sprung up
for the sale of quota allocations. Some companies are receiving quotas and
peddling them to their less fortunate colleagues at prices running as high as
65 cents a barrel.
But who gets this Government handout so readily convertible Into dollars?
And on what basis? Nobody seems sure.
If you've got a history of imports, you are almost a cinch to get one-but
there is a least one exception.
If you've got refinery facilities In this country somewhere near the coast
where tanker transportation Is available, whether or not you have &hy foreign
production or ever bought any foreign oil, you have a good chance-but there
are exceptions.
If you've got any foreign production, whether or not you have any refining
facilities here or ever Imported any oil yourself, you're probably in-but there
are exceptions
If you have no production whatever, here or abroad, and no refining facilities ,
but Just want to get In on the lucrative business as a broker, you probably won't
make It-but there are exceptions.
We fall to see how such a confused, complcated, and discriminatorY, method
of assigning Import quotas can be described as consistent with free-enterprise,
or bow congressional action to spell out definite Import controls would be tanta.
mount to socialism.
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The voluntary program then-with Its arbitrary allocation of economic advantage to the Import quota on the basis of criteria known only to the AdministratorIs by Its very nature Inimical to the maintenance of competition within the
petroleum Industry. In order to avoid the vesting of so much arbitrary powers of
quota assignment In the hands of a Federal oflleal or bureau, and at the same
time remove some of the monetary regard for excessive Imports, there should
be imposed some form of equalization or competitive duty on Imports. This would
provide a control mechanism that In thoroughly consistent with free competitive
enterprise and American trade history In that It would allow economics to decide
what companies would Import and In what quantites.
One tueaus of accomplishing this Is the proposal authored by Senator Russell
Long and others which would set a quantitative limit on Iniports and provide
for competitive bidding among companies for Import licenses as a means of
deciding which companies should be allowed to import and how much. We
believe this is an enthely proper means of dealing with a critical problem.
There are other means also, Including the addition of phraseology In the security
clause which would assure this fundamental objective and which would avoid
the objection raised by some to a so-called commodity amendment In the Trade
Agreements Act.
We realize strenuous objections have been raised In some quarters to the
employment of the tariff, but we believe all those objections can be fully met
and consider It significant that the same sources objecting to the tariff object
even more strenuously to mandatory quotas.
For example, this administration Itself Is on record on several occasions an
preferring the tariff to quotas a a means of restriction when mandatory controls
are found necessary. Secretary of Commerce Sinclair Weeks stated essentially
that before the House Ways and Means Committee in May, and both this adminIstration and Its predecessor has successfully resisted quotas except for certain
agricultural goods enjoying price support, 'Thqs It seems that the objection to
the tariff i actually nothing more than subterfuge for objecting to effective
Import limitations.
Moest'often cited obstacle to the tariff Is the so-called unconditional mostfavored-nation clauses In trade agreements, which are supposed to have the effect
of barring Imports from most desirable sources defense wise--that Is, In the case
of oil, Canada and Venezuela.
The most-favored-nation objection Is vastly exaggerated as an obstacle to
realistic Import limitation. In the first place, all our trade agreements, as required
by Congress, contain exceptions to thli prznicple for commodities vital to the
national security. With respect to oil, the agreement with Venezuela has just
such an escape hatch. Moreover, not to use this exception to ebbanee our national security would be unthinkable. There lei and can be, no good and sufficient reason for the United States or any other nation not to protect an industry
vital to Its security. National security is consistently recognized as paramount,
and there can be no valid agreement which would prevent restraint on the
Importation of goods on which this Nation cannot become dependent without
jeopardizing its security.
In addition, even the OATT agreements, themselves provide exceptions to the
favored-nation concept which are being utilized increasingly by other nations to
enact restrictive measures. One of the most common exceptipns In vogue now to
escape favored-nation obligations is a common market or free trade area. There
is no valid reason why the United States could not negotiate such an agreement
with source countries In the Western Hemisphere which would provide for reduction of regional tariff barriers on a limited basis, and we are a party to no International Instrument which would preclude such an arrangement.
In other words, there Is no reason why this Congress cannot provide In this
Trade Agreements Aet for the Imposition of tariffs as necessary to achieve the
national security objective which all recognize to be Involved in the case of oil
imports.
6. La& ol labil y
Finally, the voluntary program, with Its confusion, arbitrary discrimination,
end ever changing, poorly defined yardsticks, falls to bffer the domestic Industry
the' stability of expectitlon necessary' to induce heavy capital commitments for
drilling, exploration, and development.
We have been told repeatedly that the executive department veed. a 5-year
extension of this act In order to be'able to deal with the new Zuropeap Comnon
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Tho soontl point on which we hase liefroleiiin'n exception to free trade 1Isthe
fort flint tree trade, In order to be operative, maust l'reaupz'1e pamfeItlon. It
the object of free trade fit to) take advamnteage of lower coot.ii through internaltional specilzatlont the entire doctrine lowe Its rtevance when 111Ke I1sno
echaeuiisin for muuuring that thes iciwer tvsts will be pressed on to the other
ntlona. Without the restraining force of competition there Iseno reason to
expect that 1)rlees will not, be set Ity "what the market will bear"' Once we hay*
become ieeident on overseas suppilers.
fly no oitretch of the Imnaginat ion could the term 'eonipe I lion" he applied to
the situation that exlsts today In the, Mtiddle Imat anA In V'enezuela where a
handful of giant corporAliouiR control most of the production. With their convesslons-obtaiitied with United Statea Abate Departmnt aid-,and their control
of huge quanttes of crude oil reserves am well ax purchautn& transportation.
refining, and marketing facilities In the United Otates proper, the big Internstionil companiensiat astride thn world pet roleumn Indulstry like a colossus-deffyIng State conservation authority anti so far auccefafhty stilling Import controls.
On the subject of competition In the production of foreign oil, 0. A. Knight.
president of the 0il, Chemilcal, and Atomice Workers International. Union, said
to atrecent statement:
. "We questlo'n the existence of a truly free world trade Io the petroleum Industry. We do not have atsituation In which the producing and manult'-turing
complanies. of various nations compete with one another In the world n.Arke for
petroleuto products. Instead, we hare a, worldwide. Industry dominated ma
almost entirely controlled by a cartel consisting of 7 corporationst 5 of which
are United States owned and controlled.
voaluntaury iirolneuan
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"We bt teve that the President of the United States * b * (and) the Con.
gres of the United States should view the movement of petroleum and petroleum
products Into this Nation not simply as a matter of ftie trade, but also as a

matter of market manipulation by a nporgovernment of vast corporations com.

blnd Into a world tattel."
Whatever may be the degree of concentration of world petroleum power, evldene Is Abundant thit thee companies are already charging "what the market
will bear" for their oil, A Senate Judiciary Committee subcommittee found
that I
"It Is a well-known faet that Oil from abroad, particularly Inthe Middle Mast,
1o produced at much less cost than In the continental United States. Never.
thelm this eheaply produced Imported crude sells at the same price as higher
coat domestic crude 0 * * American consumers do not get the benefit of the
cheaply produced foreign crude * * * American importing companies are sell.
Ing their products at prices based on hilgh.priced American crude and pocketing
the resulting high profits,"
A similar conclusion was reached In a United Nations Hconomic Commission
for Ilropo report entitled "The Price of Oil in Western tropee" which said that
Middle Vast prices could not be regarded as "resulting from the free play of
com iItlive forces"
Under these clrcumstances, It Is Inconceivable to us how effective oil Imports
controls can be refused on the basis of free trade. This country does not got
the benefit of lower production costs now, and there is oven less likelihood that
we would Share in the benefits once we became totally dependent oi overseas
soyurces.
And there Is substantial disagreement as to the benefit to our friends and allies
overseas from this relatively unrestricted trade in petroleum.
Remember first that most of the revenue from imported oil goes to American
companies and not aourcm countries, i fact which may hell) to explain the
increasing hostlity toward this country In some areas of the world. I might say
here parenthetiatly that we hear unconfirmed reports that these American
companies may soon have to share with foreign companies the profitable husl.
ness of bringing oil into this country. The Ineftoctiveness of the voluntary pro.
gram for dealing with this kind of thing isimmediately apparent.
At least one European viewpoint says that United Htates petroleum policy
makes it possible for these giant corporations to siphon badly needed fuids front
our Waropean friends by ebrffing extortionate prices for petroleum they so
badly need as an energy source.
&. N. Darbyshire of Geneva, Switterland-oil economist and consultant to
MIIrol, the Swiss petroleum company-has pointed out that the greatest service
this Nation could perform for Rurope in an economic sense would be to Idace i
tariff on oil imports into the United states. If we did, he says," * * * Perslan
must come down, otherle'16 they (the international companies)
Gullf pril
Wonjd stand proved partlcipatort In agrand cartel."
YHe *jnt oil to my thalt pries of olt reaching the rest of the world would have
to reach mir logical 'levels And the cheaper energy so badly needed to raise

l1'iig standards in lXuroeyi'ould bb inade Aivaliable. "It * * dollar resources
wFere not being used for this purpoe (purchase of Middle IHast oil at excessive
prices), man* cbuhtries would have much larget amounts to Invest In develop-

ment projects and In American manufactured goods."
It may be pointed tit, too, that the present Unied sAtes petroleum policy
ectualy setves to perpetnat6 the concentrated contr6, of he wol-d's petroleum
Ilis
"the greatest commercial
which has, rsulted Inwhat Mr. Darbyahire
sandal In the world to date."
The production of crude petroleum In'the United States Is in the hands of
literally thousands of operators, no one of which Isable by his actions to Influence
either price or supply. Here, then, we have a situation approaching the economle Ideal of the term "competiton." Anyone with the drive and ambition
can
enter the
field-and with relatlvely small amounts of capital.
I Foreign
production,
on the other hand, lk primarily in the hauds of a few
giant corporations--what Mr. Knight called the super government-who operate
uer sessionss" granted by the foreign governments. entrance tseither
severely restricted or completely forbidden. In oil-rich Kuwait, for example,
only two companies are even allowed within the borders.
Up to now, it has been te effect of our petroleum policy to provide thcte
jiant corporations with an iver-growng Share of the United States market at
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the expense of the one competitive segment of the pertolenm industry remaining.
It this situation continue, we can look for the stagnation of the domestic
producing industry and prepare to bargain with foreign governments and the
international comlmanies for the oil we need for our security and for our Industry.
4. National ecoNrity iso
Finally, It may be pointed out that every nation has goals which are not
strictly economic In character and wih may take precedence over ecmnouile
goals when the two come into conflict. Just as there are values on which the
Individual cannot place a price tag-lilx honor, fila country, his way of life-so
there are aspects to the policy of a nation which outweigh internal considerations.
Our Nation Is forced to remain In conatnt readiness to flight for Its very
existence. National defense considerations take precedence over any other
aspect of United States policy.
Our security requires a strong, well.balanced Industrial base. This does not
mean that we should-or even could-produre everything we need or use. It
does mean, however, that we should scrutnilze carefully in the light of overall
objectives any proposal to sacrifice a domestic Industry to the supposed benefits
of international speclalhiatlo.
Particularly under present world conditions, the United States should under no
circusstances relinquih her self.sulciency in any vital defense commodity.
To become unduly dependent upon any foreign source for a commodity vital to
our national defense would be to invite demands for Impossible political or
economic concenlons an a price of delivery In timeof emergency.
Seven If foreign oil were cheaper, It may p7ove much more expensive in the
long run If we become helplessly dependent upon It, I4ven the most rabid free.
trade advocates recognize this In principle to the extent that-to our knowledgenone have so far advocated buying the planes and weapons we need for our
Military lNtablishment from cheaper sources abroad.
But if they recognize that we cannot depend on overseas sources for the
machines we need to defend our Nation, they still maintain that we should
become dependent on unreliable overseas sources for the petroleum we need to
run those machines. Their logic seems to go so far and then stop.
WV.CONCLUSION
I would like to preface our conclusions with a brief mention of the many
Inferences--particularly among thoe Interested In preventing adequate controls
on oil Import--that the United States Is running out of oil and therefore needs
foreign oil. There Is no more factual basis for such claims now than there
was In 18,0 at the Inception of the United States oil Industry when such crieA
were first heard.
Prophesies of the end of oil in the United States hate an unprecedented
record of Inaccuracy.
In 1885 the United States Oeological Survey said there was little or no
chance for oil in California. Since then, more than 11 billion barrels have
been produced by that State.
In 1801 the United States Geologleal Survey said there was little or
no chance for oil In Kansas and Texas. I don't believe we need any
elaboration on this prediction.
In 1008 the Oeological Survey told Us we had a maximum future erwde oil
Pupply of 22.5 billion barrels. Since that time, we have produced about
CO billion barrels.
In 1014 we were told-this time by the United States Bureau of Minesthat total future production would reach only [,Mbillion barrels. Since then
we have produWd about 57 billion barrels.
In 103 the Interior Department predicted that United States oil supplies
would last only 18 more years. That was ahnost 20 yeirs ago and we still
have about 18 years' supply.
Ranking with these, perhaps, Is a statement of Interior Secretary Senton
last week that "the willingness of Individual companies to comply [with the
program) will be remembered long after the present program goes out of
existence and the United States finds Itself using every drop of oil that It can
both produce domestically and bring in from beyond our borders. We beUev
that there simply is no responsible study to support this Implication o
Impending scarcity either here or abroad, and very much fear that this
statement Indicates the Secretary has accepted without careful evaluaUon a
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ItIWd III the Ntsktnte" of time oll-t1Illdelnig HtAlrs.
(8) That the nie K i nnesho
amll pettrolen mFtN~lreex to nieet nil ouir
i%(4xI for the fol'cst'eable fitmre-jprovlded thle lieentivo In no0t dlenied by extcts.
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"lid developlmnt, alil stitouly oidiigerlng fihe ability of It ditniestic iniunutry
tII'41w (I~kto
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weiitiuWld
ll,1In till 0lnergeumu'y.
(kN)That to aplleo of a eer-eli! tomgrmssoma imiiidte it) deal with tfil
akiawtedgd thlxat it) otir nai~tonal security, the ininllstronionha failed to
take adiequtae
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(6) That the current. volintary programn-by any itiontlgtul mtandartds-lini
faIle comlnuetely to aceo~ijilsh thle objectives sot for It.
(1) That by Its %vrynature the current. voltuitnry lirograin is4Iniiilnti to
tr rivate enterprise and tends to promote even greater coittit rat toil of co-

ie t)owe01r,

the volmutr pirtrani fix ti0w undergoing challenges it (to courts
wihare likely to ret
It%Its nullificationl nmes Comgress now provides n
toroi adequate lepl. basis.,
4$) Tha

(0) That there are no, valld objections to providing whatever equalialog duties
oux till buiports required, the tariff or duty hiavinog been generally acknmowledged
to be the motst desirable nmns of enforcing positive Import restrictions while
iavoling the risk of ezxilndbW 1Federal controls over domestic cilterprise.
(11 That the so-milld coticessions lit the security clause of the Trade Agrree.
merits Act ats lia,~Il by the lIomse are totally Inadequate in that they leave correcilre measures to the discretion of the executive department which has dent.
onmtrated Its unwillingness to deal effectively with the problem,
We ask, therefore. that defitilte, eicar-cut criteria for asriwq rcftsounblo
balance between oil Imports anld (domestic production be written Into the Trade
Agieewents lRxtenslou Act of M&3$
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hali falttd and
t(3) There is tit) valut roneulut uniter "fret tratule" litililpN for n14t 1-111
(illtotn whktt the, aluiltltr tion has t edx ns it Imirrier to inininltory MImort
%NtuMiaway nt have tbet renuiovott fromt flup Trnde Act
Hoe wild otAhr ic.Iismettl 11wiut' exelltite deiatiiit, suchl an re1lrteItotus ti 111it
titotutut1lihed Inisolinto ati ft% granting oft nillitry; contract
were Ihlumlouinry.
onlyV to t1 nila tinplyltug wlit flit%' volitttary pro ri,
irogriifuii hiRPO
e
s It olille to t tolunlitry
lx-%mittetermi "otltAtte
Wui1ut1
14011tlIIV111
PIOWith
boont retoinod front ti r thrtv tiiineitloial worldly Mitleltw
tiut'iltg known only to tho Itiratit aduitist rntor."
IIItiligi(N
ttinku
ratted
IN
hti
A
ititii
deittotust
'T'he oxutttivet dlihartuiiit
hiracA Itou teeuoiuaiilt' lncne with uioitieu
deciivo Action to lfilf tiltltot
pioNxihtion Atid ther%- t it ot seen% to tue tiny hosts for npsutiidiigflint I It n uier
ohAnjw4 lit the uvortlituf of fte vturt clatsnu
psle hy lte Ihoito will retited1y
thIA reoiril of iactlon," Locke itaid.
As aishocking examptlle of aduutiutztrAtlt'e uItent, lie cWted a mtaletticiut road lasit
month before the Interstate oil contpetet voinuntetAlon by lUnuerscretary of lit.

letter MOMiel

ChIloeoni behalf of Interior SecretAry Predl A. flcuton. Locke

said the sttement xtiahluAlnoed that imorts nrt tnt too bith id lint theo vol.
initary prormu I,%effectie and that It exitres.4d vonldence nitintiory control
uld not have. to be limos.
-This, statement wets inetul tnoedlately after lte adiniitrioo i bud coiteculeu
the aidditional vorbiage written ttnto tile socurty clause tliat indiftairy growthi,
exiiloratton. tiuvesitictt. ati dtevelopmuient were to be cohuslereul liid
uetteriuiihu
whether liikwts wore exces-sir -,"txxke del lad Iiutug.
lit ulown tol
'T'he statement wats made at n titt whent doinestit' pitlnn
the lN2 levels. when exploration anid levelonutuent hmave fallen proriPioutuly.
anti when this Nation Nos year l i nt evut lrll enough wells, to flhuld M'ouglipnw
oil to replace that we used.
"('ah them be Any doubt that there Iq tn hotie for the domtestic oil Induistry Ill
executive department %1i-retiounT'
Locke maintained that another adiunitrRtt~lN Vrw(-sesiit written linto tMe
Hiow* version, which uld 1ertit the dnty on ol Imports to he raisedI front ti
ciireat maximum of WS cents per barrel to 31.5~ cents, is unrealistic. TPo nmake
thIA provision meaningful. he said, the law should provide for a MOpereent increasce In the ad valorenm equivalent of the ditty existing In 14 This would
offset Inflation and keep the ditty effective, he said.
"We are told that the voluntary program has mitne within 2 or 3 percent of
lit "vI. FNr the moest p-Art. such statements are based on the tueauliiutlesse
criterion of the number of compamnies complying, tnot ott the quantity of oil Ieluig
brounght In,"' locke declared.
"Administrative officials hare succeeded In creating great confusion as to
the effectiveness of the program. Some Members of ('ongre." havoc been led to
beleve that Imports were reduced tinder the program from 1.1$
million to under
1 million barrels per day. Actually Iiports have averaged about 1,480.000
barrels daily so far this year and remain at near-record levels. Percentagewise,
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STATEMENT 6~ ELKO F. ROGERS, PRUEIDENT OF THE FEDERATION
OF INDEPENDENT OIL UNIONS; ACCOMPANIED BY :OEL D,BLACKMAN, GENERAL COUNSEL;I AND LEO MARTIN, SEORETARYTREASURER OF THE NATIONAL UNION
Of(le comiiftte my
All% fliiim, Afi% (1lirmiii id membersfflol~l
iolit Is 4liI() V, Rogers~, 11111 liiwillt, oif tlia Federntioii of Inrde.
WVith~ y'our peruinslmon 1 Wvould like to rendi my brief statement. It
Is vrly $ tort.
Also I hanve here With 111 this afternoon Joel 1). Bllackman, geiieral
c0u1111610 of (hoe national tmiloti and Mlr. Iko IMartin, secretar-y-treastirer

of the 1111001111111111on.
T1heo ledoratlon of In'dopendent, Oil Ui~uons Is a ngitional labor or.
ganizatlon voiiposed! of independent, labor unions representing em.
pOYCCJ of oil andic allied industries.
w4iintor Ilympimn'. Mfay I inlterruplt at. this point to ask you what

mean I
(1008 the Word liInend el Viilo
Mfr. Rotxi". It, it; it group of indepuendenit unions wich are tied in
neither Witli Api" or (130 unionsq.
Senator lIHNNi Mr. 'rhnikyou.
IWill you proceed I
Mfr. Jworoiw. We are liere to testify to tile serious impact on tile empdo;:ee in. (lie petroleun ifitdutry as a result of the increasing amount

of liflpiUt

of crude oil and reflIned products. The primary aim of

the employees represented by our group is to earnestly urge the Con.
gre~s of the0 11111(0( States to pass such legislation to afford the protect ion and safeguardi of our national security and, at the same time,
protectd11 aeguaird our individual economic, security.
F-uts and figures regarding imports. of crude oil and petroleum
products have been submitted in volume by those who have already
testified. TIhese facts andfigures are already in the records; therefore, it would be of no avail to0 burden the records further or use time
i n
rrsningl
of temseeagen
T wallbe
of thpyesg engage in the production of crude oil,
natural gas, and process of crunde petroleum is dependent, to a

t4d

fkb8k *RD
A0A Et4ENt6 X&r lik5t1N'

liare extent, on th6rat6f 1i,6ductl6n and processing. For example,
it i. as been determined that sino e1946, for each 20 barrels per day
of increased production, the industry has added anaverage of 1 employee. Using ths factor we find. that approximately 15,000 additional employ' n the o0i i 'stxy:
would have beenhieccssary In 1057
to produce domestically the 800,000 barrels per day that was imported
ab.ve 1954 ratio to domestic production in spite of the efforts to rebtrict imports through the voluntary import program.

The importation of crude and reflned oil products directly affects
the number of employees enpaged in production and rflning of crude
oil as reflected in the following figures. .United States production of
etroleu and )atural-gas decreased from 8,548,000 barrels daily in
March 157 t6 1,080000 barrelg' daily in March 1958 "a decrease of
1,474,000 barrels daily. This decrease WaS reflected in the employment of oil workers. According to BttD u of Lab6e Statistics, the
number of employees"engaged in production decreased 22,600 for the
san6 period.
An oil Oenply os5mhhi job due to excessive oil ip6"rts also directly affects the tobs of'approximately three-plus other Americn employees engaged in service occupations. _ In other words, a chain reaction of unen.ploynient has been started which viciously attacks the
economy of individual Stateh nd our country.
The entire economyis geared to oil in States id which the production and pro"sing of oil is' the chief industry. Because three-plus
Workers are dependent on each employee of the oil industry, many will
become unemployed if imports continue to increase. When scores of
drilling rigs, expl6rationcrews and other production crews are forced
to remain idle the impact is terrific on labor. Right now large oil
well servicing rews have much of their equipment idle. This affects
the groceryman, the laundrymanj the auto dealer--in fact, right on
down the line in every business the impact is felt in the form of unemploynment.
Oil employees realize the foreign trade is necessary, but when imported crude and petroleum product become excessive to the point
of depriving them of their normal rights and job security, it presents
a very serious personal problam. It is next to impossible to explain
or convince those employees that oil imports are necessary so that
the economy of a foreign country mightbe advanced. When oil inports reach the point. that American, workers' wages and jobs'are

jeopardized, then something needs to be done to curb .excessive im-

ports of petroleum and petroleum products.
Unemployment is created by loss of taxes to Federal and State Governments by the reduction of production and processing of domestic
crude petroleum. Loss of taxes due to excessive importation of crude
petroleum and refined or partially refined products tend to cause individuals to be burdened by higher taxes to take up the slack. Of
course, this loss of taxes cannot be fully compensated from other
sources; therefore unemployment will increase because of the'lack of
Government funds to build roads, aid schools and pursue many other
- - ,. :,
Government project&
To further protect the Ainerican oil worker, it looks logical and fair
to remove the V%/ percent tax allowance for depletion on overseas oil
while permitting it to remain on domestic production; also to required
royalties paid to landowners and foreign governments to be charged
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off gross'iniome as a normal business cost, as isthe situation in domes.

tic production, rather than to permit the taking away of such royalties from net income taxes, as Is now allowed Ufited tates companies
opertig in foreign countries. This procedure would increase our
own Government Income from taxes, thereby lessening the burden on
the individual taxpayer.
.Crude oil stocks as of April 1958 are at an alltime high of 281.2
million barrels which is 20 million higher than expected.
Many companies that produce oil have stacked and set aside their
drilling rigs and equipment. The independents who have drilled 80
percentof the exploramtory wells are the hardest hit.
Many large companies are Withholding capital expenditures based
oh the unfavorable economic outlook.
From the increase in the number of importers announced recently,
many companies evidently have decided to spend their money on
expnding and building ne w refineries in foreign countries.
ital expenditures for drillng and pruction so far this year

not compare with the,approximately 54,000 wells drilled last year.
ton*ftK xtditures for exploration and drilling will be 6 percent
below teo IM iiiiount of approximately'$4 billion.
Unless a change is made in the trend the oil industry has fallen
into, the American oil worker Will suffer the brunt of this crisis.
Our country is under a strict conservation program, while the
countries from which crude oil is being impbrthd are allowed to
produce, without limitation. Excessive imports Will force hundreds
of marginal and stripper wells to be abandoned which means the
resources from most of these wells will be lot forever. It is estimated thso, approximately one-fourth of our present, production comes
from these marginal and stripper wells. Furthermore, exceive imports will also tend to discourage exploration and drilling. This, of
course, will reduce our known oil reserve. These conditions would
not only endanger our national security, but would also result in a
great impact in the labor field of oil workers.
We must never forget the effect of oil imports on our national
security. The unemployed are not only financially depressed but
P-re likely to become mentally and morally depressed as well. Psychoic lly these people are easy bait for our enemies.
To one would seiiously consider locating our ballistic missile plants
on some remote island in the Far East. Why then let our Nation
get in the position of depending on securing oil(a vital product in
case of an emergency or war) from foreign fields?
The Suez Canal crisis proved we can't depend on .oreign oil.
The importation of crude oil and oil products, apparently does
not help the constunor. Observing retail prices, it appears that cormanies, especially on the east coast, ithporting oil and processing it
o not pass on to the consumer any part of the lesser cost of products

processed from imported crude oil. In Other word, oil products
processed from imported crude oil or partially processed oil products
are sold for the same as those processed fromf domestic crude oil.
Ain, the American worker is forced to give up his high standard
of living because his job has been given to foreign labor working for
a lesser rate of pay. Apparently the only one gaining financially is
the importer or processor of the imported petroleum and petroleum
products.
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tile pressure. Tlis indicates thtit aliiltation oil Imp~orts is RNtel)
o
In (lhe right. direction. Itoweiver, sivte this program Ii milli on vo
unaybasik and siice it 18 presently being attacked n18 all Illegal Ilse
Of logilative flulftiolls
by the, execive branch o'f thle government, it.
behoovos tlie (1oiugros4 Uf tho United States to tlike lte necessary
legislative atidol warranited by thle present critical mituantionl.
8 l may Contend thlat. tleipaenn.of our dlomestic pr'oduiction
ofpetroleumil with foreign prlodIuction1I Inevitable, and1( consequently
lte displacement of employee in (the oil Illdluatry id their 61"sorp(iloll lin other lelds of endeavor Is thie only molution to our p~robleml.
We wish to polit, out, howeer, tha1t. this priblemi is not. as simple, and
workable as may appear oil fthe suirface.
111a1Ny of thie emlployees have over th ye)-ars established Seniority
lit' theirt Job~s which wats intended to give them job security in therr
older. years whiel it vold bex mlost. d filcutlt. for theni to obtain neW
ae )rici
emiloynin.
rq hermore, they itvp lipated'i retirementfud(ln.wr
met aside lit lieut of wages, anid whielk were intended to give them old-age
Forcing these people to seek liew%employment lin other MANld, which
are presently already overcrowded, would cause, them to lose nil that
theoy have gained ri for which they have labored so long to obtain
i
'111'
me ad hallppy retireleilt. ill A1(age.
Such a disillusionment and disrup~tion would n10 doubt, force many
of tho more highly skilled workers in tho oil industry to leave their
native laikld ill ktrcli Of em p~lovent, in lte foreign oil fields which
have replaced our domestic industry. Event so, they03 would be com-.
pelled to accept. lower rAtes of pay and a ccept lower stnndnrds of living for themselves and their families. This could lend only to bitternes in their hearts and loss of resp ect, for tihe, great country for which
so many of them have nobly fought rind were told tht their country
was thie "Arsenal of 1enoccy
Ur. Chalirm and members 'of thie committee, 'we again submit, to
you that thle oil workers problem is presently a most serious onle, and
we rspet fully urge your serious consideration in enacting the necessary legislation to help innintalin a permanent aind stable economy in.
the Amnerican oil industry.
-Senator Douav.,%s. Thank you very nmuch, Mr. Rogers.
The final witness is MNr. Rfichard 1Kithiil, of lte Carwin Co., North
Haven.

STATEMENT OP RICHARD KITHIL, VICE PRESIDENT, THE

CARWIN C0.

M.Nr. Krrim. .Gentlemen, I appreciatte. the opportunity to be before
you, aid it is so do*ggone late I will not. read, but comment quickly.
Perhaps I should, as the previous speakers have -done, introduce
Iam Richard Kitl1il, vice p resident, of the Corwin Co., of North
Haven, C'onn., which is a small business employing about a hundred
people, aind we manufacture industrial organicchemicals.
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It o litippens w~e a rocustoniers oftf lie oil industry not-only for fuel
1111( power, but for benzene ond toluene an1(1 other basic raw mlaterials,
ii II9341 and litvo always H'eeii able to coinpote With Dit Ponit, Allied

('lenikal, CJyainamid, and (lie other very largo conipfnies, because we

[tle able to obtain costs that itre equal to theirs.
We itro able to jirocess clliciend~y We tire ait (hisi point, because of
?IfiiiiiistratijoiI of the 'Trade Agreerepeaoted1 experience Iv1ti~ li
ients Act and tho rather traiuintle experiences of seeing our teati-

niuybefore the

'I'ilii

(3onaim~ion and the Comnmiittee for Rid

procity lInforiiiat lioll Ignored with the result tha~t the1(luty 0il OtW
Woutlino has lbeeiu re(duced by 40 perceiit. itt. loilquay, w tlc hgo-s
This, warrants us to go lInto it jrogiiu of (leveloinlent~ of pro~duicts
I int would not he open to compJetition tliat we could not iiieeto and
Itre iN only onie killd of such product, in the organic cliictl. in-

1hIis is t110 type of product tflat is; proprietary, thmankg to aI patent
onl a vomnposition. of matter, at useful composition of inatter.
This requird thalt, we become inventors and that we organize our-*
.wives to this eiid.
Ave have consistently since 1D52 Spent 10 percent of Sales Oil research and development to this end, and believe me, this is (in awful
rn
n iet
lot. for a small company to suor.jriis
We have developed certain inetogthat.prmsin(netbig
our paticular siinall elnterjprise over (lie hump of being subject to
foreigui competitions.:
'Ihiese thiiigs tire Iit (lie patent office now. Ave hope to see patents
issue; we (to exJeit filte iiornuil course, of events fromut a lon g period
Of history in this Iiduistry, to require at le-mt 7 years from thenitia(i

of anl invention to tile initial reaping of commercials rewards.

It. takes this long to cominercinlize a, new concept in'this industry

pairt icularly.

It. niay (liike longer in some and( shorter in others.
We nre Rt this stage-we have, however, (hlproblemn of existing
utitl we canl start becoming independent of foreign competition.h) tile Illealtiuie 2 we have se'ii foreign, competition grow each
y-ear, and at this point. this year we see it amounting to bo5atloads of
hgiere that is an extract from the ship
nd Ihavesom
i~linmicls,
iianifests,
and
this, incidentally, is all of (lie information that we
hanve,'the ship manife-sts arriving at various ports that carry chemical
commodities.*

This information is derived from (lie New York Journal of Corninerco and I have jtist a few sample days which cover periods from
April, May, and early June of this year, and I might point out that
these are. identified in badcket categories as chemicals, as pharmaceuticals, as dyes, colors, things of that nature.
We don't know what of our particular commodity line are included
in this.

We have substantial reason to believe that appreciable amounts of
ourprticular products-we only make some twenty-odd productsare included in this B4~.,
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The reason we have this belief, Is beeaue our partleular business on
these 20 cominoditles is somewhat les than oulr cii4Stone business
level at. thin time.
We Sprletstrongly,hut cannot proe
v that thedifferenee is hli)Orted
goods.
Nobody is very IFoud of importing in this industry. They are all
on the fence, and fhey won't adllit it when they do despite tihe very
close relations on niloerplanes with them.
This, incidentally, Is a rather unfair thing, at. least in my opinion.
The Customs 1) vision of the Treasury JDeparliment is not permitted to reveal the natuiv, the specific nature of these basket categoriesof imports.
If we knew this, we would know whether it. would hurt now or not.
As It. is, we have to wait 18 1uths until the Tarlir Comission
provides an annual suma1Tir' of what went on a year aRid a half ago.
In that. year and a half, we Coud stay out of Imslne,.
Senator DoVOLAs. Are you ,my tha|t companies which want, a higher
protective tariff on the goods, which they produce and sell, are pureJitwin~ fromt abroad ?
Mr.,KITIIi,,. No; they buy their raw materials.
Senator DouoL-s. Jngrelients which compote with you?
Mr. KITuIII, Yes; that is correct, an(d .incidentally, we have a perfeet. example of that the Stunner Chenical Co., who purchased one
of our pirbduci makes a pharmaceutical, were a l)aty, the prime
art., to a peril-point Investination in which the majority of the
81'arit Commission recommended to the President that, injury be
found.
The President ignored this and did not act accordingly.
Among the recommendations that, were made by, Government witnesses before the Tariff Commission was the recommendation from
one Government witness that the Sumner Chemcial Co. buy their raw
materials abroad.
Senator DouoLAs. Buy their raw materials abroad?
Mr. Krrlii. And they did and we are out of that business.
We call unde-tand they had to because their finished product was
coming in and pushing them out of their business.
We are the ones who suffered in the final analysis.
We were not a partv to this particular investigation, excepting
directly we were a curious and interested party.
Senator Douoi.s. Would you say as a general rule that people
want protection onl the goods which they sell, aind~ free trade onl thle
goods which they buy f
Mr. Krrui,. There is probably a very general thing. I would
agree with you, Senator.

However, we do not feel that this is quite to the best interest of
the country as a whole. We would go along with the people who
believe, and we believe this, too, that it is necessary to support a certain amount of foreign trade in order to prevent economic chaos from
Occurring elsewhere in the world. "
The degree to which it is supported is the thing with which we
take issue when all of a single commodity or basket of commodities,
either one, such as petroleum, perhaps, or such as a chemical or a
group of chemicals are permitted to come from abroad and completely throttle this industry here, this is where we take issue.
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We would go along thoroughly with a system of product by product
imports and, honestly, I do not believe from the contaet that I have
lind with the customs administration, and I have been active in this
sense, that it woud be any more complex to administer a product-byproduct import quol system, than it is to administer a product-byproduct customs duty system, which we now have.

I amijust a little shocked, and this is far beyond my written tstimony to lind that of the whole organic chemical industry reprementing about 260,000 employees of all categories, in this country, that 11
am the only company representat ive here.
I at shoked by this because I know dainii wiel that every one of
them are in the same boat or are going to be.
Thgy are letting Joe do it.
'This is the kindof a athy you run into, elections, too.
Senator D)ouov.-s. ILow do you account for it?
Mr. KITHIn,. I account for it by the same mechanism that we see
40 to 60 percent of the voters turn out for an election.
'They are just apathetic. They think they have lost the game.
Senator BIlN, r'r. The industry has been represented by a spokesman?
Mr. KIT111. Yes, I read it by Mr. Oraf, of the Synthetic Organic
Chemicals Association. I happen to be on the board of governors
of that association.
Senator BE..a.,'rrr. The staff also reminds me that you are limited
to
one
witness
for ani industry by the rules set forth by the chairman
forMr.
these
hearings.
KrnJeL. Perhaps I shouldn't
be here, then.
Senator BI smvr. You are one witness representing your type.
Mr. KITIll.
j
I am representing my company.
Senator BExNE'r. Your'company and your type of operator, but
your industry has been represented adequately within the specificstions of the hearings.
Mr. KiTriIL. Quite likely. I still am shocked, Senator because
there are so many other individual companies who have been injured
and stand to be seriously inured.
Senator BzNNEwr. We ave had a problem of limiting the total
number of witnesses as well.
senator DouomAs. We have to impose quotas, too.
Senator BExNnrr. That is right. We haveto impose quotas.
Maybe your wonder is how you slipped through.
Mr. KITHIL. I do wonder that, frankly. [Laughter.]
I wonder that. I also wonder at the patience you have displayed
to hear all of this.
Senator DouoLss. We are very happy to do it. It is very interesting.
Mr. KrriL. I do, summarily, fee 'that we are but representative
of a vast number of small companies, who are in the sameboat or who
will shortly be in that boat, and I do urge your consideration of this
problem, and thank you very much.
Senator DouoLAs. We will print your prepared statement as well as

this statement.
Mr. Krrum. Thank you, sir.
Senator Douors. han you very mucji.
Mr. KrriIL. Thankyou.
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(Trto statteioilt, In full), of Mfr. Kitlil iitsau followss)
STATgxNrOY H11wlA~~RDIn.Tut,~iz L'OA
O.,NOaRHI I.AVES. CONN.
Iall Rlichard KItIIIt, vie Iri'aidelit of the ('arwin Co. of North Iiav'n, (%oit.
Aly cowi pany ist a small buiiaiem employing Jusi over 100 l)w3jlt lit tho iim1nutle.

Iture tif iidustrlial orgaid cheials, I am liere to bring to (lie Heuato iniance
"ommitkiteeo our views onl 11. It, 12,101 onl behalf (it tIhc'ie 100 people' and our 11M.
stockholders.
WVe wlere started lit 1.14 lit a buisa thant tInniediately lead um Into kei1lolietitioul
with some of tho largest chemical enierj'rlisaiil ilianiii to a system thant tier.
united equality of tiroduct costs4 we fundtt ourselvesm able to comui eto and thrive
lit the face of tile vastly larger rei lurt'si of our coiniwiliors. ThIt a ermlIttedl
its to grow In the business (if naklin and selling dlye intermiu'dlati'a until1 after
World War It, whieni we first saw duomiestie 11bilitY to counmoce 41lin1imil011ied by
lte negotiations under the Tradle Agreemmenits Act. conducted4 at Torquany, lNoglandi.
At this ile [lit,' negotiators Ignoredi our testimony given before tile ('omuit1tee
for Iteciproehty Imitortimioi and cut time dluly on ouir W~ire product lino boy40O
percent.
This war a warning to tin to emigago lIn atprograms of development tliat womibi
leadi to products that would not bto subject ito competitors. whoso costs we could
not meet or else find ways of making our dlye litermheiliates ait costs very greatly

below those that were current Indomaestic Inthslry. We were already opecrating
efficiently and know~~ there Just was lnt ny posibilitty of vuttling our costm nearly
lin balt. We knew what our coimpetitors Iattr and salary ctosts were ii (Oor-

many, England, and Italy, and Japain And( embarkedl onl it lrograum designed to
discover products that would not be as vulnerable, whmen we aw tlint the esicaiwi
clause id not provide ainy relief even whient we were mpiicnally liujiireil, ast
follows:
We lied inade and supplied to the Snimer ('imentical t'o., of '/4elnnd, Aiich,.,
one Intermediate, that they used to maske atdrugr, i'ar.' awmialieyiie acid or
IPA8 as anyone with tuberculosis catlls It. They tiled ai escape clause action
which was approved by a majority of the Taiff t.onmnissloa but deanied by lte
11readent. This action very clearly indicated that we were lit at husness thint
lacked1 stability, and we, went Qut of lte business of making this particular lit.
ternitliate, because we could not compete with lte Imuported hisliet thint our
customer wits then foreed to rely on to ren i li hi bushtess.
Since that Itie we have seen other negotiators at work At fleners, And again
testilied before the Tariff Cominilsalon and before the( Commuittee for Rieciprocity
Information that our b~usiness' would be destroyedI before our iplans for tea&s
,vulnerable products could mature If tariff cuts were mtado onl dye.e mid pigmen~fts
since these are our emstoiners' products. This (title these products were not
negotiated away. Probably bei-ause theso Industries are of Importance to dofense. Certainly not loecaumso an~y one eared If we stay i4%
businmess.
The effects of Torqnay are only this year corning Into their owit. Another
product we used to make at the ltme of T1orquay, beta oxy naphithole aoid and
derivatives has hadl over half of the inarket taken by Imported product, all
rzold at tower prices than ilomuestic produce rs can meet and stilt provide tiny
return even with the most highly mnechanixed and elclent iuethodls. Those
products were given speial treatment at Torqjny and Illegally carved out for
spacil reduction beyond those given our other products. To date this Illegal
aet has gone unchallenged. We have neither lte time or resources to challenge
it ourselves, and apparently there is no police inechantsin within the Oovernment to make sure the law IA observed by (Joverninent. The reason It has taken
thin long for the%.
(fleets of Torquay to take half thl-s market Is ftat itsar taken
outr foreign comeitors this long to bild enough capacity to p~roduce to absorb
the world market and have enough extra capacity to absorb n Increasing share
of viurs as well.
If this example of unfairnes on the part. of (lovernment to industry is not
enough. I would like to state there is another one. We are required by law
to disclose to the Tariff Commission for publication afnnlly detailed figures
on our production and sale of products. For 60 cents anyone In the world can
hare a copy.
At the same time we are denied information front the Customs Bureau of the
Treasury Department of the specific nature of products and their origin when
they ;,ro Imported Into this country. I have here list* of chemicals that were
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This is allie inforniattoin
uci eiterui termsn thot we cannot iloerui
we are atil to got andt It In Ii nc
whether our linrtltulcr protiwt. are anoig thflitloatti Whciig toroultht In. We
kniow flint w~e standi aubstauiltally injured 'At tini miomuent, but we cnnolto mrfain to tiliat degree tisx inre recent Injury Is dun to Iiaportahlons anti What
degree It Iitlde to flip eurreuit liiineso mitiniji. We know flint ouir huiness Oil
interneiplates apopearx off mnoro thuan thrlt of our vitstdoutors and hence fivl but
'This, too, neteds U-flelyalr
vnalil saibstuilati'f flint thle iiifferen te iorlflJ.
(1)rredbthn. Th'lis iiakground nay ihe :uect-sitry to explin why we take particuilar tsi with It. It. 12,101, wl'hidu pimply extenals, aggravates, nd per.
h Injurioum oituation dowestic business Is in an atresut of tile 'FrAdo
fip
pett
Agreementsm Art m4 It has%been for tile paxt peotM. I tuive followed this suliJect
am closely as the r( oirentients (of n aleninnallg buisiness perit andu havvit
iiijipri'ssel ioy fouir liolmli:
First : ilfl' manlipulation xil n reinIL- way to control or sitimulate trade
and sluice theo revenuue reason Ix megligihile. should lbe Abandoned In favor of at
dtolled~ jirim it. I.lbypriroud finuporl quoin system. adinIstered by rongrex.
14lo11l appolitlepi.
144-conul: Of all of thle projiosats put forth to date tile moxt siensilble one I
hare rend In that of Mr. Dorn, knon nu 11. 11.12412. 1 would orge that
th1is lie giveituurioiu ('oisileratlon.
Thid: P'assage of If. It. i2I with ftx yearr extennion will abort tlip xormi
tlint will eome f (itip0itoini Hnlpliflcntion Art sof 10-17. 1 have helpieu work
oil details f tariff reclasfstfvilmll 11114W-0 ho1w boully needed tlois Ill,
i'uiirth: I gather Ithat yinur committee Is interested In flnance-we are
Aunoipg lte groups who vontrIbute money as taxem of all kinds so that you
can hare somne finances to lie concerned about. We many not be important
to you, but we are just one of many small bumiuessee like iis, and laIi the
aggregate are vital to our country's otrongth. We do not want andl will
not acej it Governnt subsidy, we want to compete openly and fairly. 'ilihe
eecaf'o-cl ause proviloma of UI. R. 12AP1 bAre been demonstrated* to be Inhentall-immaines xegmient of uloieatic Industry.
nutequate to preserve fip
limportedj In A iihort period of Hoiw very recently.

I thank you for hearing mny statement andi will welcome the opportunity to
answer any queston w~athin my ability.

'Senntor JDovor.AS. This, concludes the hearings.and an I unesand
it, tlie chaiinin wvants to eloe tile record at 3 o'clock this afternoon,
is flint trite, so (lint nil grouipswiill have until 3o'clock I
1)o I furthI er I understand thint thle next meeting of thie committeee will
be 011 itesdn3' morning in executtive se"ion I
I nill nal'ised flint is true.
We 51111( adjourned until11flint time.
(Alr. W1.A. D)elaney, *Jr., of Ada, Okhu., originially scheduled to

testi *y Oil July 3, wasi pkmttdb tile chairman to make his lprJitation oil thine 124, with the understanding (lint it would be printed in
the record of July 3. The testimony, interrogation, and prepared
stateiiient of .1r.Dehaiey follows:)
STATEMENT OF W. A. DELANEY, JR., ADA, OKLA., ACCOMPANIED
BY HON. JOHN JARMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE IN CONGRESS FROM
THE STATE OF OKLAHOMA
Mr. DSXIAANKY. I deeply appreciate the kindness and consideration of
thle chairman nnl(] (li e nbe re of thie coinnuittee and of yourself in
giving me this opportunity to be heard out of turn.
For the purpose of the record, I would like to briefly recite my
ma n
tAaO~
background s . A eaeJ.Irsd
of il nd gs.I res ionAala.I am an iwer
AynaeisW
ayr
yfsioaiIa
dependent producer ofoladgs
having been admitted to practice in Oklahoma in 1114.
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My fiIst connection withthe petroleum industry began in 1913 when
I assisted in assemblg a block of acreage atd in the promotion of the
drilling of a wildcat well.
Since that time my entire adult life has been rather closely involved
in some phases of the oil business.
I have had actual experience from working on an oil rig, the assembling of leases, doing surface geology, reservoir studies, some
experience in the refining industry as a result of employment as an
attorney, have engaged in the natural gas transportation business, and
in that production and my experience in that regard extends
from
Louisiana, Arkansas, Texas, Kansas, Oklahoma, Illinois, and
W I oining.
have participated in the drilling of wells ranging in depth from
8 or 9 hundred feet to as deep as 14,000 feet or more.
I have been deeply interested in the conservation practically all of
the time that. I have been interested in the oil and gas business.
I served as chairman of the committee which wrote the rules and
regulations under which the corporation commission of Oklahoma
presently functions.
I hAppen to be the first er.son who ever secured a vell spacing
order from a regulatory antiority for the orderly development of nl
oilfield.
18 months ago the Interstate Oil Compact Commission execu1Some
tive committee established a committee for the purpose of studying
the effect of excessive oil imports on State conservation programs,
and I was designated as chairman of that committee.
The committee is composed or was originally composed of 11 members selected front the various States comprising the executive commnittee of the Compact Commission.
I do not appear here in anywise as a representative of the Compact
Commission or as a representative of my committee or as a representative of any trade organization or group*, and do not wish to have any
remarks that I may make attributed to t1ose grolips.
I am simply he're rather typically as an independent oil prodii'er
who is much iiaffected by the questionthat the committee has before it.
The first thing that'I would like to discuss briefly is the fact that
I think section 7 (b) needs strengthening in this aspect: The Conistiition places the dity, it. is defied clearly, that the defense of (lie
Nation and those things involving it is a direct. duty and obligation
of the Congress.
Section 7 of the existing Trade Agreements Act. delegates very
loosely congressional authority without any directive as to its administration.
It is a blank check that extends too far, and without the restraint
and restriction of congressional direction that in my considered opinion that it should have.
I think the burden of proof lies in the wrong place.
As it is, it requires an affirmative showing that the national defense
is endangered, that security is placed in peril before action may be
taken.
It is my thinking that. the burden belongs on the otlber side; that
the burden should be to definitely point out, and assuime the respolnsibility for any action that may be taken by the Executive by making
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a specific finding that the national defense is not endangered before
the application of section is made effective.
Senator IERR. See if I understand exactly what you say, Mr.
Delaney.
Ar ,you telling us that in your opinion if the Office of Defense Mobilization feels t here is justification for concern and to bring about an
inquiry on the Executiie's nart that the national security is endanger d, then you feel that rather than his having the burden of estab.
lishing that fact, since he feels, since the concern has been created, you
feel then that tie burden to prove that it is not endangered is on the
executive or that he should implement section 7 in the absence of a positive finding that (ie national security is not eidangeredI
Mr. I)r..rxv. That is exactly what I intended to say, Senator, and
you phrased it much better than I could.
I do not think lnt the national security should be entrusted to the
OI)M or whatever the proper designation of that body is. And under
the existing bill as it. was passed in the House, it is my understanding
that the Cabinet Committee does not have to review, as it (lid tider
tile existing act.
The ODM makes (lie recommendation and unless itmakes a positive
finding that national security is endargered, why then the normal react ion vould be to let it slide until something becomes involved, whereas if (te positive duty lay upon the Executive under the direction
given by th Congress to deternele that it is not endangered before
t~e fails to apply tie remedies of section 7, why then the responsibility
for that act rests squarely where it should be, and that is the weakness
in the present situation.
Now, in addition to that,, in my opinion, as a lawyer, the delegation
is so loosely drawn under the existing law, that it is clearly unconstitutional. I think perhaps some such procedure as defined by the
Administrative Procedure Act should be made applicable and I tlnk
that violation should be punished as practiced under the Connally
Act as violations of the conservation laws are now punished by Federal enact inont.
Now, gentlemen, I will leave that. The thing that I am concerned
with is that we are failing to replace the petroleum reserves that we
are daily producing.
Texas has been a deficit State in that respect for many years. California has been a deficit State. California perhaps cannot quickly
change its position, but Texas has ample petroleum resources that it
can again build up an excess productive capacity, if given the incentive to do it.
That is true of Oklahoma. It is true of the Rocky Mountain States,
it is true of Louisiana; it is true of the Nation.
I cannot emphasize too much that it is utterly and completely impossible for the States having conservation laws which restrict production for conservation purposes, to where allowables for the wells
are at 15 or 20 barrels per day, to compete with wells such as in Kuwait, where 175 wells or less, produce a million, 250,000 barrels of oil
a dav.

TIhe 175 wells there produce two and a half times the total volume
of oil produced by 75,000 wells in the State of Oklahoma, which are
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restricted in p roductloil to Provide an excess poiuclivo capacity to
meet the market demand of the Nation, both in peactI tinand in war.
In Venezuela which has some species of regllaftion-aud I miglit.
Pint out that. order and in the prairie Provinces in Canada and iii
ettela, there if no regulation of amount of oil that may be produced anywhere else in the world,
The pminp and plunder method of production iFapplicable in every
other nation 'on earth except In Venezuela the prairie Provilceq 6f
Canada, and in this coutitry, and I cannot think of any mennt whlnrebhv
the foreign relations of tuis country will be imore greatly damaged
than it. will be when the iople in those countries whose ol fields we
exploit wake up to the fact that we have left. literally billions of
barrel of oil iin the #round
e,coverable for want of establishing
there the practices whih have proven to be correct an(l well-grounded
in the production of oil in this country.
Senator AlAMNt . Mr. Chairman, nifght I ask a question there? I
know It. is violatingthe rule.
The (!TAIRIAN. Senator Martin I
Senator MARTIN. What percentage of the oil do they recover iii
those countries
,Mr.Du.YjN.Y. Tn continental United States?
Senator K.RR. No; in countries where there is no regulation.
Mr. DETA-F.Y. I beg your pardon.
Senator MATINX. In 'countries where there is no regntion.
Ar.
There is no regulationT)h,,sEV.
Senator MAR'rKX. I mean what percentage of oil do they recover
where they do not. have regulation?
Mr. DrIANRY. I see what you mean.

Senator Martin, in your own State of Pennsylvania, secondary recovey methods are reovering essentially the sane volme of oil fron
the Pennsylvania oil fields by secondary recovery methods that was
originally recovered from the same reservoirs under primary methods.
Senator MAWrJW. As I understand what you mean, that If we permit
them to go ahead and recover all the oil they can by natural methods
and then surrender those fields no one will be able to go hack and
recover that oil because it would be entirely too expensive.
Mr. DETA,NE. That is correct, sir. The oil will be lost, they will
then realize that. it has been lost, and that the piip and plunder
method has worked serious and great disadvantage to the economy.
Senator KEBE. The question he asked you is, What percent of thie
total amount of the reservoir will be lost?
Mr. D.i..AtY. I would say a minimum of the 60 percent of oil in
place. There is no method flat we know of yet that will produce all
of the oil in the reservoir but by scientific and orderly development
and orderly production and an effective secondary recovery program
I think we can recover in the order of 80 percent of the oil in place in
a virgin reservoir, whereas without the secondary recovery program,
absent the orderly production method then I would say that conservatively 60 percent of the recoverable oil originally in place will be lost.
Senator KEin. Never recovered?
Mr. DnANzy. Never recovered.
Now, I would like to point this fact-out: In the first place, the
uninformed conception of an oil man is either a tremendously rich-
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person or a great company stich as the New Jersey Co., or Gulf, or
concerns of that magnitude.
That is not the truth.
Tie industry is made up of very small individuals, a man who will
own a divided interest in one lease and take in partners and associ.
ates for the drilling and development of it on up to concerns of the
anitude of the New Jersey Co. or the Gulf.
lht in the exploration progain, these small operators last year out
of 13,00 exploratory wells iat were drilled in continental United
States, they drilled 80 percent of them.
Senator -K.RR, Wildcat wells?
Mr. DzIANzY. That is correct.
Now absent that exploration program carried on by small people
who (10 not have access to public funds to finance their operations,

it would be a physical impossibility if you gave the oil resources of
the Nation to the great integrated companies, it would be impossible
physically for them to carry on the exploration program tlat the
small independent producers of the Nation now carry on and they
find the oil.
Now they are the people who are being run out of business in
drovs, they ae the people whose employees, drillers, that it takes
some years to qualify for his job, their employees are seeking employment in the industries where they can make their experience
applicable, and once that group of personnel is dissipated, why, then,
it cannot be quickly assem bled and put back to work.
I would like to point this thing out: In addition to that, that the
refining capacity of this Nation is concentrated in an area of from
New York to Philadelphia on the Atlantio coast; from Lake Charles,
IA., to Corpus Christi on the gulf coast; in the Los Angeles district
on the west coast; in the industrial complex around the Great Lakes
and particularly in the Wood River area in Illinois and in the Chicago district.....
Now four bombing sorties by airplanes armed with Hiroshimatype bombs will render our refining capacity completely inadequate
and of no value and it will take 3 or 4 years to replace, maybe 5
years, to replace the refining capacity that could be destroyed in an
lour.

That is something thatto me is tremendously important.
As far as I am concerned, as an individual or a man in business,
I am perfectly willing to take the text of the Trade Agreements Exteusion Act on page 14 where it states:
The Interest to be safeguarded Is the security of the Nation.

Senator KERR. Are you reading from the text of the law or from
the report?
Mr. DMANEY. I am reading from the report of the Committee on
Ways and Means.
Senator Kuam. That is from'the House committee report?
M'. DELANEY. 'Yes, sir. (Continues reading:]
The interest to be safeguarded is the security of the Nation, not the output
or profitability of any plant or Industry, except as these may be essential to the

national security.
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Now, . Ain willing to pitch my case as far as the petrolemn industry
is concerned oil that, because no substance is more essential to the wel
being of the Nation, either in time of peace or in time of war, except
the food we eat and the clothes we weal, than oil and gas.
It is destruction or the destruction of our productive capacity that
will put the Nation afoot. There is a solution for it.
We can and should-as anl engineering project it is feasible to store
in exhausted reservoirs the finished products olpetroleum.
Now we have today aboveground roughly 270 million barrels of
crule oil. The market demand for oil last week was 8.4 million barrels
a (lay in this country.
Now tit, oil the face of things, would represent. approximately a
32-day sup, ly of oil, but that is not tle fact, because GO percent of
that T0 mn
illon barrels of oil constitutes pipeline fill an-(tank bettoms that cannot be made available absent thie purging of the lines
or the withdrawing of the bottoms of the bank Ielow the normal drawoffS.
So instead of having 32 days of crude above ground, we have got
about 18 days. That is not true to the same extent with regard to
finished products because not so many of them are transported by
pi ~line.
'iut in 1930, before the discovery of the east Texas field, we had 431
million barrels of crude oil in aboveground storage, when the market
demand of the Nation was 2 000,000 barrels a day and at that time oil
purchasers considered that the peril point had ben reached when 850
million barrels constituted the aboveground stocks.
Now, those are things that are facts that cannot be disregarded.
There is no pipeline capacity to the west coast except about. 60,000
barrels a day, which can be increased to perhaps 150,000 barrels a day
from the four corners area New Mexico, Colorado, ArizonaSenator Krma. And UtaMh?
Senator BENmr. I was pust going to say you might lose a vote.
Mr. DiAx .. Yes air I beg your pardon-Utah. [Laughter.]
'Mr. Drx.Y.-. Ana incideially Mtah will be within 2 years from
today perhaps the principal Oil producing State in the Rocky Mountain district, in ny opinion. it. has a ,reat potential. But for 6
years a group of independent people in 1'exas have sought to build
i pipe*line to the west coast. You can build a gas line by simply
starting it and a market will seek the pipeline, but. to build an oil line
you, have to own cr control the terminal market for the product that
is transported through it.
Now, these gentlemen have been to Washington, they have laid
their case before the proper authorities, they have been told that
when we have a war again that such a pipeline will serve no good purpose because the war will be a 15-minute war.
Now there may come a time when we have 15-minute wars, but
there will be survivors, and unless we have some means of moving
oil from the midcontinent section to thie Pacific coast, that areawill
bc subject to even greater peril in'the evehit war comes, than' the remainder of the country because we can, at least, move what we have
through pipelines which are not good targets.
Now, I will take only a moment more of your time amd that is
with regard to the myth that this country is running out of oil.
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the0 I)Hst. 2 ye41rs InI connection with 0111. studies, I hove read allyI have condced inlepndent
st u(1Ies to the best of Iny ability.
'IThe average Inyman, if asked concerning the available petoleuti
111

thinig flint. I Could lay illy, handIsR oil.

reserves of this country, if he is well informed will 0 times out of 10

quote the figures of the Aneriean Petroleum Institute for proven
rNserves of some :0,333 million barrels of oil as at the 1it daiy-the
31slt of December, 1957.
'The plain fact, of tlie matter is that we are not dependent up)on the
of any other niation on earth, either now or in
petroleum r ,serves
the foreseeable future. 'The reserve figures, the potential reserves
of the Nation linve been carefully studied by it number of autloritim

and if I may take ihe time to (o it, I would like to quote a few of
then.
Mr. E'gloff places---Soeiitor LxANrDmIs. Exeii.s ine. Are you reading from your tefstio110113'?
If so, give the pare, please.
'fis is o page 23 of my settlement.
lr l'. A.J.. Y"11 ,iri', fIa.
Egloff's estimano 01 potential reserves is from 1,000 to 2,000 billion
barrelss.
The est iminte of the Interior Department is 300 billion barrels. Hill
and others arrive at 250 billion barrels.
Schultz, 200 billion barrels; Murrell, 200 billion, Pogue and Hill,
1065 billion, Hubbert, 1r0 billion, Pratt, 142 billion and Ayres, 140 billion barrels.
Mr. Lewis (. Weeks, chief geologist of Jersey Standard recently
estimated that including past production, total ii timate potential resources of crude oil and natural gas liquids recoverable by conventiotial primary producing methods under today's economic conditions
were estimated in the order of 1,500 billion barrels, of which about
240 billion barrels are in the United States.
This grand total comprises past production up to the end of last
year of 100 billion barrels. That is the oil that we have produced
since Colonel Drake started.
Until now, it is worldwide.

With proved reserves at the end of 1956 at least at 325 billion barrels and some 1,100 billion barrels of reserves expected to be proved
from January 1, 1957, onwards.
With regard to natural gas, Mr. Weeks' total ultimate recoverable
resources are put, at a miniuiln of 5,000 to 6000 trillion cubic feetIhe calorific equivalent of about 1,000 billion barrels of oil-includiing
1,000 trillion cubic feet in the United States, or a crude equivalent
of about 200 billion additional barrels of oil, in the country.
In addition to these reserves producible by primary methods, additional oil resources which man may ultimately find ways of recovering
by secondary methods, may be just as large as the 1,50 billion barrels
of primary resources.
Mr. Weeks quoted recent estimates by the well.known geologist,
Mr. Wallace Pratt, that the United States has 535 billion barrels of
oil in sales whose content ranges from 11 to 50 United States gallons per short ton of shale, and also a further 1 trillion barrels in
10 gallons per ton, and much of that,
shales with a content average
ll.gta
Senator, is in your State of
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My own study convinces me that within the United States there are
ultimate reserves of oil recoverable from primary sources within the
range of current economic limits and only reasonable advances in
technology, of a minimum of 250 billion barrels without giving consideration to oil which may be recovered from oil shales or synthel ized
liquid hydrocarbons which may be produced from coal, or by the
publication of secondary rtwovery methods.
.Onthe basis of Mr.Walter Jamison's computation which was submitted at a symposium in 'orquay, England, in 1950, the national
demand, that is tie demand in continental United States will be the
equivalent of 14,800,000 barrels per day, 700 million tons or at the
rate of 5 billion, 14 billion barrels per annun.
Taking those figures as the demand, making it effective today, applying liy estimate, which is somewhat an average of the others, and
a low average, we have 47 years supply of crude oil available by
primary methods.
If you allocate the number of Mr. C. M. Nichol's estimate which
lie determined iight be utilized by nuclear energy in 1965, fie estimated that 10 mil lion tons of coal equivalent would be supplied by
nuclear energy in the world and by 1975, 200 million tons of coal
equivalent would be supplied from that source.
If yoil utilize his figure which has already been proven by atomic
reactor plants under construction, plants for which design, has been
permitted, plants which are in operation in this country and in England, his 1965 estimate has already been demonstrated to be too low.
But if you apply his figure you extent the period of time when we
may rely upon the primary reserves at less than 10 additional years.
Then if you double that on the basis of secondary recovery you
add 47 years to it.
So such publications as have been circulated under the authorship
of a Mr. Fanning entitled "The Shift in Oil Power Away From the
United States" is a myth and not worthy of belief.
Gentlemen, I thank you for the consideration you have given me.
I know it is a great deal to ask that aiy of you devote your time to
read this report. If it does contribute anything to your deliberations
I will be most grateful.
The CHAIRMAN. Thank you very much.
Mr. JARMAN. Mr. Chairman, may I say just one sentence of appreciation to you and to 'the committee f.r hearing Mr. Delaney, a distinguished Oklahoman, out of regular turn.
[know the committee will give serious consideration to the recommendations that he has made to your committee.
Thank you, sir.
Senator LO. Could I ask the witness one question?
The CHAIRMAN. Mr. Long
Senator LoNo. I am trying to understand how long you estimate
the known reserves plus the secondary recovery methods could earry
this Nation.
Mr. DAwNzy. You are talking about proven reserves-?
Senator Loxo.- Yes. Were you talking about proven reserves?
Mr. Dzzmwy. No sir; I Was talking about ultimate petroleum re.
sources that are redily equasibe-I mean by that there are factors
which
eiro
can
take
consideration,
applyinpast
experiene.
Those
Joounot
take
into consideration
any and
advances
technology.
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Senator Loo. Were you speaking of potential reserves?
Mr. DEr, ;AY. That is correct, sir.
I might point this out. if I may, it does not take into consideration
any serious technological advances, end if you will look back to 1920
when 1 or 10 gallons of gasoline were considered a good recovery
from a barrel of average gravity crude oil and compare it with 26 and
27 gallons of gasoline from the same source today why that is an improvementSenator Lxao. How many years would you say reserves would last?
You added 47 years to another period of years, did you not?
Mr. D.LANPIY. PlusSenator KERR. Ile gave you 47 years from primary oil, 10 years
from present nuclear sources and to double that for taking into accountsecondary oil.
Mr. DF,ANEY. It would add that to 104 years supply.
Senator LoNo. One hundred and four yiArs?
Mr. I)ELANY. Yes, sir.
Senator LoNG. Thank you.
Senator MAurIx. Mr. Chairman, I would like to suggest to each
member of the committee that you very carefully read this statement.
I have gone over it hurriedly and it contains information that will be
of I think, great valueto all of us.
V r.
Thank you so much, Senator.
Senator MAONE. Mr. Chairman, could I ask just one question?
Arepou familiar with the estimates that were made during the tenure
of Secretary Ickes and others, of the future production of the oil
business?
Are you familiar with the estimates of future oil production that
were made during tlie thirties a nd forties by Mr. Ickes?
Mr. DzIANZ. IYes; Senator, I am oven long before that time. For
instance, in 1918, a number was applied of existing reserves of petroleum of 7V billion barrels. I thinkMr. David White, who was either
then the chieff of the United States Geological Survey or in some
position in the Government, made such an estimate. Ile estimated
that the peak of production would be attained in 1920, 1921, that the
production would range in the order of 400 million barrels per annum.
I think that was the figure.
In 1024 when President Coolidge established the first Federal Conservation 1Board, that was the end result of studies made by the Geological Survey and by industries which predicted the end of petroleum resources in this country by 1935.
I might point out that if you take the proven reserve figures that.
exist today, that we have produced the amount with the amount of oil
essentially that was reflected in 1939 estimate of proven reserves and
now have some 2 billion or 3 billion barrels more proven reserves in
existence than we had then.
In other words, we took the estimate, we produced that, and we
now have more proven reserves than the experts then estimated we
did have.
Senator MAIom . Mr. Delaney, I think you are a very valuable witness because, as a matter of fact, whether you know the same thing
exists in most of these underground productions like minerals, we have
more proven reserves now of all minerals than we had at the time
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Iplo
were ki'edicting that, in a very few years we would be entirely
out of such mnerals.
Harry J)ex(er White who wis A-sistant. Secretary of the Treastry
in 1945, made an estimate that you would bt%out 6f oil in 13 years.
Ife also e.st, ited
that. you would be out of tunien in 2 yeats and
went. on with ti siine lwpedititni through a gxod imtiny a the miniera Is as well as fuels.
Well, of course, nothing could be mor1e erroneo.s, hit ho wanted to
loan R
ia $5 billion in Order to buy all the1e materials, and we have
had it tendency of IecWmtnll depelulentl l)oll foreign na1itions acros&K
major &k'sins for this nateria I.

Now, without prolonfing the questioning, some of us believe that
in minerals and In oil busnso." when the industry is Irolilable it. is
tlie exploration carried on that, continues to find new reserves. Isn't
that true?
Air. I.LhN.Y, Senator, I of coturso think that is true.
I would not take the posih ion before this ,ounittee that any American ought to be given a subsidy to manke it profit, except in those things
whero it, is absolutely essentidl to the nat ional seclity.
I believe every man ought. to solve his own l)roblels.

If ho cannot !o it why just take what he has got.

Now he has to have'incentive to look for those resoncce.s that are
stibject. to hazard discovery.
Senator A.Um.oNI'. Do you think it. is it subsity in either oil or
minenls or in fabrics if you have a fixed price oroa duty that would
make the difference in the effective wages and cost of doing busines-s
herm and in compel itive nations, is that a subsidy?
Mr. DF.LANEY. I do not think any subsidy is necessary or desirable.
l think thatSenator MANLON,. Do you think that is a subsidy?
MAr. 1)r~sN w. I think a man needs to have a market that is reasonably rewarding and reasonably available in which he can market the
products of his industry and tius provide employment for people that
are engaged therein.
f can point out to you so far as the oil country is concerned, that in
Oklahoma, employment. in the drilling end of the oil industry is
lower, both percentagewise and in numbers than it has been at any
time since the bottom of the depression in 1931.
Senator 'MAtoN .. The question once more, and I do not want to
prolong the questioning:If there was a duty, as the Constitution
provides, or a fixed price that made the difference in the effective
wages and the cost of doing business here and in the competing
countrie, would you call that a subsidy?
Mr. D',N\Ev. No, sir, I would not.
Senator MALO.E. That is all.
Thank you.
Mr. DE %-.;E'. I do not consider that to be a subsidy at all.
Senator MALo,%E. I think you made a fine witness.
The CiIRAmII
,r. Thank you very much, Mr. Delaney.
(Air. Delaney's preparedstatement follows:)
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Mr. Chairman and gentlemen of the committee, iny name Is W. A. Delaney,
Jr. I reside In Ada, Okla. I am an Independent producer of oil and gas. Pro.
feslonally, I ain a lawyer, having been admitted to practice fi Oklahoma in

1014.

MAy first connection with the petroleum Indubtry began In 1018 whe~n I assisted
in assembling a block of acreage and in the promotion of the drilling of a wild.
(lit well. Since that time my professional and business experience has been
largely devoted to the petroleum industry. I have had actual experience in
most phases of the Industry, Including the study of petroleum geology, drilling,
development, and operation of producing oil ald gas properties, natural gas,
transportation and distribution; and through professional connection as a lawyer, some years of experience In the refining and marketing phase of the Industry. I have devoted a considerable period of time to the study of economics
affecting the petroleum Industry as a whole, ndt( isore particularly as related
to my business Interests In the Industry.
For nany years, I have been Interested In the conservation of the oil and
gas resources In areas where I have carried on operations, and served as chairinan of the committee which wrote the rules and regulations of the corporation
commilssou, presently In force In Oklnhoma, governing the conservation, pro.
duction, transportation, and marketing of oil and gas In that State. It so happens that I secured the first well-spacing order ever Issued by a regulatory
authority for the purpose of planned, orderly development of an ollfleld.
In February 1057 I was alppo lted as chairman of a committee to study the
effects of oil Imports on State conservation programs. This committee was ap)pointed by executive committee of the Interstate Oil Compact Commission, and
the muniebers of the committee were designated by the respective governors of
the 11 States conaprising the tihen executive committee of the commission.
After the rendition of our report In Tulsa, Okla., on December 7. 157, the coninuittee was reappointed, somewhat enlnrged, and its directive from the executive committee Involves a ontinued study of our origini assignment In view
of changing conditions.
In appearing before you, I desire to make perfectly clear that I do not In any
sense speak for the Interstate Compact Commission, the executive committee.
or the committee of which I ana chairman. Neither do I speak as the represontative of any trade association, but only as an Individual somewhat typical
of the thousands of small independent operators who constitute a very large part
of the petroleum Industry.
My experience derives from operations In the States of Oklahoma, Arkansas.
Texas, Louisiana, Illinois, Kansas, Wyoming, and Montana, and includes participation In the drilling of wells from 400 feet in depth to more than 14,000
feet.
The sum of my experience In the Industry Is recited only that this committee
may have knowledge of the background from which I speak.
Except for the food we eat and the clothes we wear, no Industry affects the
well-being of more Antericans than oil and gas. The domestic petroleum industry Is basic in the peacetime economy of the Nation; and, In the time of military Involvement, It is at tLe same time our most Important weapon and our
most effective shield. These facts are my Justification for appearing before you
today. I am profoundly convinced that the security of the Nation depends upon
an Immediately available supply of crude oil and finished products to meet the
peacetime demands of the Nation or Its emergency wartime requirements. I am
equally convinced that the ability of the Industry to continue to meet these
requirements is not only In Je)pardy, but in deadly peril.
The petroleum Industry of America, contrary to the belief of many, does not
consist of a group of tremendously powerful intergrated companies and ultra
rich Individuals. It Is a vast industry composed of thousands of indIh "duals and
companies. It consists of operators, who own a partial Interest In a single lease,
and companies upon whose Industrial empire the sun never sets. It contains
indivIduals and companies ranging between these two extremes. In Ameri..a the
small Independent oil producers vastly outnumber all other segments of the industry. The Oil and Gas Journal recently posed the question.
"How small Is small? Nobody has ever come tip with a universal definition of
'small business'. It varies widely from Industry to Industry. In oil there are
scarcely any small business as small as those in the retail or service Industries,
for example. It takes a lot of capital and usually the combination of the talents
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of u coral mon to ott Into miost Ithasa of the oil liudntvj. Homie of the very
smokil com Alies In oil would seem iko gatsl to mmslbiliess men III other lili11%
be V11i los for tmw to atonpt the (16AIniton of ft termb for
Qertainl , It wodAN
%vhichlu ll oruvtito ublteat Ion oulA sio Aqwor I noerthoes, sinco "fools
ruah In*hero ainges Ma to tre'aid,
IW1 oti'el inat I believe to be At lehqI nt
I WuldIlk
todefnoa "onifll Itidepsildout ohl jredlcer'; As it corioy or
IviliiuAl which ~tn ls
1 lono Is 0XVelumled troilit i tsc itf b leri, j III1cly
A'lifift There, I believe, Idth truo line of dMrwti on [itoiwen
lndrita
'Thevsmall podume inist depend upon ismoWn resourcom or upon the oale
of 'r
at Pin interest in his l~aaes, nd tho drytmole eoiiiriiiution of' otherse
witon ho engage lIn an 6xiloratory operation, It ho io fortuniate and his opern.
tion reults in the discovery of a noew scuurce of Ofi or' gas, In hIls development
ilgu he must rell Uponu his own resourcom' and those Ofihim associated In In.
trsor uplon the olhertiternu credit available to hint from eoininercil bi)Ollifl
Inatitlulosi. Ito has pit ito receive a return frotu his prodnction, after Itex,
which will enable him i to rophir. withinrelatively short periodi of timoe-porhallA
a muftxlnnm of It %vars--tbo 'rrowod capil and iterest he ha'i uIllisd.
loet its now contrast the poition of a corn pny I have ilenominatedl as "lairge".
In the 1r1t place, a cenmpa y of this Inflonitud e will h"o a Ca pale Reologivl ild
Itophyaleal staff- It lit better prepare ito evaluate the posb iisof Ito ex plorn'
tory operations and to carry n it. Pearelh for oil out of generatedl capital, To
wany Insttincos It amociates Itself with other 'large" companies, or resorts to)
utittlsation ii the drilling of deep mnd ox pensive wildcats, When such a wePll
roasults In a discovery, a few diagnostic wells will he drilledt to delineate the pool1
andi to evaluate lit reserves. then the company'st funncial executives wvill d1o
terrine the capital requiredl fir fill ex plolittion of the discovery and the retuirn
of the o'pital Wiilitedl In the exploratory iregram, A detlenturo. or Ronme othor
Aorum ot security lit offered through lhIt, channelst and the required ontolblo
ompital Isobtained at a low rote, for a long period-anywhiere from 4ito 2.0 yeArm
or mere. The "large" eunilmny requires a return after tnxex of only suchl soinq
as will meet the iterost and sinking fund requirments necessary to rtirn fill
lour-tern 4de*btHiuch a txompatny Is therefore enaliled to withstand lte pich of
restrlct' allowable and slow retirm of capital much better than lte "11all In-.
depemdent prodncer who does not enjoy sliilar cedlit advantages.
Tto next qm~wsion posted for your consideration it, Is there continued.' imistin.
caton for the small inmdependent producer In the petrole'uiu industry? It fte
onmetle oil industry to to meet lit obligation to the Nation, the nwer musl't hoe
a distinct "a,""
In an article et-tletl "1Exploration-tho L~ittle Man's Domain." Appearing lin
the Noemnber 18. 1057h,
issues of the Oil and Oia Journal, is the following state.
meat-the opening paragraph of the article:
"hi~ploration Is the foundation of the oil industry, and It lis ti this olitsin
that the independent Is most prominent. Of some 13,ti00 wildcats drilled In
thIq colinty last year, SO pereent were credited to Independents. TMey alito
p153' a leading role In every step of exploration prior to drilling the test, from
Mesmlv survey to stalking the bexations,"1
Abslent the vigoront, active Independent segment of the domestic oil Industry,
the people of some of the coming States of the Nation who are crItleal of
what they refer to As "tax exemptions"l would be paying the same price for
ga.soline, and other petroleumn products that their counterparts Inm
England and
France, are forced to psy.
Absent this same, group In the Industry, we would have been importers for
Renerations and could not have, in any circumstance, met the military require.
sneuts of three wars, or the normal, expanding peacetime requirements of the
Nation.
All myv adult lite hast been to some extent devoted to the seh for oil.
It began In 1913 when I helped assemble a block of acreage upon which a wildcat
well was drilled. I recall vividly the exploits of such men as Bob 0lbraith,
Wirt Franklin. Roy Johnqon, Roland Smith, Joe Cromwell, Ed 'Moore, Tom Slick,
Dlad Joiner, Mike Benedlum. and Joe Trees, and the legion of others who have
I1teralljr "thrown out their hat" to stake a location and bet their shirt on
the outcme. 71~r are men, like so many others of their Ilk, who have been
resonsible for the discovery of tremendous reserves of oil where there wasn't
supposed to be any oil. These are the kin of men who Michael L. llenedun2, the
dea of wild*eMs had In mind when he wrote of them In an article In the API
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OnArterly--4 qu~otation from whichi was publiahed In at recent odition of n
"fl IsYr
timj the life of a wildealter Is Always A lug gamble. Any
oiimnn possessing it mixable Amount of vylldeAl blood shies Away froin provois
fleldsi And ateew clear of the xAeoeptod prates and oonvenilonm of his uie.
"The great unknown is him field of orlerallona; iem great risks are his corn.
p~lnIthe oireat serets of fnature are fit0 oysterm he INdetermined to pry open,
Hhould the daY arrive when thw Oil Indirr can't find ell(tiKle toMewith this
Instinct for Ohnneo discoverp and thfxIsmn for taking on lion enormous odils
(lint lioth nature rind a rosn 0 e4Nenime Inipos on wildenft hag, (lint will lie the
(mm owhen (ho indl jtry has grown sickt and weary,"
To flint. It mightf woll lip added that when such A Iloilo cotam to pass, the
fletioll aniropagrAniii
flint Ainorica In runninir oit (if ott will beOio the
truth i an d im Notion wilt Iwcompelled to rely on the uineertaities of mostionled
oil to impjily Jim rejuireiunetiv,
It is A souirce of much mallhraeflon to mne that I hare, In a small way, hfild
a part as a wildicatr, sekinog for mid sompletes finding oil In iinconventionail
placepo. It Ioo
a source of inueh Xreateir mati~naciion to know that (he brool is1
not dying omit. 'fhpe urlopIty, desire, and aublition which iiny@ insopird wild.
catlrs slince ('clont- Marke first ilmowui l w ay, tinl
1
rnsf In fit tbrr'aato of
our young nien who look for oil, 'Jimy, like Mike Ilenediimm and Joe Trees, chit
nieet onil overcoi "(tie enorouxii odd a flint boils nature find mani's e'onomrq
In)pose inn thei," but they can't iett rind ovorcorne thicso odds whiei they
R al mve ( pilay ngainqt Astacked deek,
li'in I read Inin lo ixe of tie ne iloition (if proporties of large and xus"ss
fill nlniienit comprinics or Iindividual lorirorso toy (hop great imternila
oil eonipnnm~. or Observe (lip ncilsitilmn of debentlures which nrre timmoimt
to control, I sommiclaiesi wondelrr with flhp hanrd, -of whamt moat do thowe, itur
('mwors eat, thint the), hiv e grown so great."
It iN-clirs to in fi th (ho apital out of wlii'-h thw eseaculsitifons *ro 1I ist
iine In alnrmnlg mumfilic-rs can only 1* itc'iernted from operiforn wihth'mt thiAm
country. When these great comianies c-am. repatrie their capiafl aind their
jIroffl from foreign operations of (Oil, eents it batrrel (Arid In the rage of n
finlIshed gasonline onie-foiurthi rent per gallon) tind! still retain aotremoenut'mo
amniiragio fin protit over nlomei'tienal) produced oil, I become ovinced thai. hiere
Ifem the Anowtr, Look Ing ulown tImle viota of yta rs to conme, I wonder hrw long It
wili be before we have Approximately Ie xame number of oil compaies In thmie
11nited tanic that1 we flow have Automobile mnfcue
Iain
f V
, under (lip President's directive, has diligently soright asse~i
ttonrft nlowport protilemn by voluntary mnethodii and has made. progress for
which lie Is to be commended, considering Ilia tools with which he Is trmed
to work. The recent inclion of *(,me petroleum products within tho linitslIonsm of (ho voluntary program will be beniefleist, In the sense that: It will rirerot
the circumvention of the purp(ses of the voluntary program by devces Intendotl
to subvert It.
I Amn ready to concede thint Captain arsonin Is conducting the voluntary pirograin fairly w%,ih great patience and with great Ability, but the nurf-ems of him
endeavors to keep Meo Importation of petroleum And Its prod"ct within limitA
which will protect the weuily of the Nation, stands or falls bi7 the rvotUntary
acquiescence of the Imiporters. This does not provide the protection necessary
for small operators to continue their exploratory effloit* to provide Amerlea with
the excess productive capacity which must be Instonttj' available to mee our
security requl remuents.
Without the Connally Act, plus heavy penalties which may he Imposed in
States which have conservation boards, or other regulatory authrsrles to controt the volume of oil which may be lawfulty produced, the carefully designed
statutes for conservation of oil and gas would Immediately become a sham mndl
ntoc% vw When economic pressure upon those volunti*ubmitting to the
imports program beconies sufficiently severe, or the reward for disregarding It
becomes sufficiently great, then the voluntary Import plan will become com-.
pletely Impotent and meaningless.
In the late twenties what is now one of the larger lntergrsttng oil copanies
In order to market Its; securities, was compelled to acquire a natural gas. distribution company to lend stability to secrities which It offered to the public.
The periods of feast and famine, which had theretofore existed In the oil Industry, caused bankers of tneday to regard the industry as a whole from an
Investment standpoint somewhat as they would backing a gambler Lt roulete.
2T62---pt. 2-42
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Today when oil producers litTexan are able to market their production on
the Mis of 8 or 10 or 12 days per mouth, when a vast percentage of nil wells
In Oklahoma are limited to aniaxlhuum production of 15 to 20 barrels per (lay
ilth no certainty of continuity of even these rilculously low llowables, 14utill
operators simply cannot finance exploratory an drilling programs. They lUst
have A stable market of reasonlble volnitne to stay In business.,
Tlinke In Texas and In Oklahomn, and In other oil producing aisles, have
been compelled to extend existing loans far I)eyond tile tlinie for which they
were originally contracted, or, as ln alteruitive, bring about Itle bankruicy of
reliable and Irustworthy customers.
Nince the close of the Korean war, ex(ept for a short ls'riox of lime ,lurilg it.,
Sne crisis, the noose of construction has been drawn lighter around allowaible
production In every oil producing State having regulatory Aulthority. The
result has been that we are now discovering less oil ttiml we Irtuco ent'hi year.
Texas and Californla tre major oil producing States which have long been havlug
deficits in discovered oil as coiiared with produtc l ol1 ia given period. Oklitcolmn.
flellt
hoi, In 1950, Joined these Slates And others by going Into the
In 1t57. Oklahon'a produced, iispIte of low aliowables, 81,222,000 moure barrels
of oil than Its operators found li the sane period. in 1tW-4, It Is my considered
opinion that this deficit will be more thon 150 tillon barrels.
th oil dilsicwered i Amerivo i,4
When you consider that TO percent of lilt
found by small producers: when you consider the fact that lit their nlisene It
would be utterly Impossible for all of lhe major compitules to replute thcir
discoveries, you can sv the absolute nemcity for a mandatory stable pl:n for
the control of imports of petroleum aid litproducts Into this cout ry.
I have heard since I was a boy that we are runningg out of til" in America.
Indeed, In 1021, President Coolhhge created lie Federal Conservation Board for
the reason that lie felt we were running out of oil. in 1018 the Ulited St4ates
(eological Survey made an estimate of total recoverable reserves In this cNulutry
of less than 7 billion barrels, of which less thn onehlf (N)t.tttttlah I)r, it'
reserves In the modern strict sense. it was predicted Ilat crude petroleun production would raise to a maxinut in 1920 or 11)21 of 400 million barrels per year
and then gradually decline. A book was published by an eminent professor that
it 10 years shale oil would be our nmain reliance for oil. Iltasd on this asulmiption, several major companies bought up large shale-oil reserves. Ketterhig of
General Motors told the APl In 1920 that the only hatard the internal-combus.
lion engine faced at that tine was oil for ademittte fuel supply, and that the
business community was apprehensive on tht point. From then until now the
experts within the Industry have teled to ininie the reasonable potenll! of
the United States to produce oil.
of con.
lietoll
Our proven reserves, as of December 31, 1957. based upon the
putatlon utilized by the API, were fixed at 30,333 million barrels. It must be
borne In mind that this estimate of proven reserves takes Into consideration only
the amount of oil that can be recovered from tle then existing reservoirs under
the method of production currently in use, and does not even take Into consideration those reserves which may be product by secondary recovery methods, ex.
cept In those instances where secondary recovery methods are actually it existence and being utilized.
One rarely sees i print a factual estimate of the potential reserves lit tile
hosiler.Nation. Thus far, few people, it estimating reserves. have taken Into v
tion advances in technology. There are not statistics except of the sketchiest
sort which disclose technological increases in the volume of products of petroleum
which translate energy into work. To Illustrate a point, In 1920 the gasoline
produced front a barrel of crude of average volatility was In the order of 15 or
16 gallons. T(olay's yield of 26 to 2 gallons of gasoline per barrel (of crude
of like quality Is the rule and not the exception.
Business activity and economic status have much to (to with market demand
for petroleum products, Just as they do with most articles of commerce. A shift
In popularity from one end use of a petroleum product to another, or vice versa,
profoundly affects the demand. When kerosene was the product most in demand
for lighting purposes, gasoline and the more volatile fractions were of little or
no value. "Oil for the lamps of China" provided a fertile and profitable field for
expansion which was capitai7y.1 by the Standard Oil Co. under the lead.,rhipi
of the elder Rockefeller. Many of us, reared In the Pouth, are old enough to
remember a familiar sign present in many gin yards. They read something like
this: "Don't dump you cotton seed in the gin yard." The shift In dendn,! front
cotton to oilseed products has placed a premium on a formerly valueless output
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of our cotton fleld. 'ritw advent of aviation profoundly affected both the quality
and volume of gasoline output.
Scarcity of coal or economile drives affected its cost and availability will prob.
oil
IPcrlxl of tle.
ably continue to Increase tht demand for fuel oil for n long
the other hand, the converion of aviation from plston-powerMd mnotors to Jetpropelled power will undoubtedly chunge the energy requirements of both i,,vlllan and military nirplanes.
The replacement of existing energy sourevs by ,uelear fisSlol fnd fusion Is nit
X for which no precise equation eximts. Mr. C. M. Nichols in hluupaper, Tho
Outlook for Atonite tergy, discinis this itlllject t'i)llptlently inldi oitaks front
it linekgrounl of umuch exl'rlen-e. Hiomed nploli lui conclulons, oin pllimate that
atomic energy will rellaco 10 million tons of coal equivalent by 100 seems prob.
aile. That thin figure will rise to more than 20) million tons tf (01 equivalent
by 1975 it not without the realism of reasonnhle pretlictionl.
fitIshis taper on The World Energy Otllook miHgsexts on evorMr. (. P. (ls
eSlesr.M)llton and sMcnior have coiled n table
Increasing eneregy demnnd.
showing world energy lemnnd for Ihe year 1955 and irojeetion of demand for
the decades ending 1005 and IMf5. 'rise bails for tis tnalblet as follows:
"in table I energy requiremaenI aind supplies from coal hydrowleetrility.
untilrl gan and atolic power nre expresmd in thelr exuilvalent c)al toinlllige.
The estiiates for oil haves been converil Into nIllllsnx 4t tons of col. liking
amount of tile higher thermal content of oil, and Include nu allowance for non.
file products mucitoin lbrIvatIng o11g. 41lmleal feteltorkii. and hitnilI4n."
TAs.RL
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Speaking of petrolelum as energy source, the Dalton-Senior paper relies on past
performance as a yardstick for future projection:
"One of the lessons of the postwar decade Is that the supply of petroleum can
be expanded comparatively quickly and without undue pressure on prices. It
follows that the above estimates for petroleum demand may cell be conteretlre
(emphasis added] in that failure on the part of the other fuels to meet the anticipated levels would result In a switch In dematid, due to its comparative elasticity
of supply."
It Is significant to note that 10 of the major oil-consumIng countries, which
represent ohly about one-third of the world's population consume about fourfifths of all the oil produced. At this time the United States Is by far the largest
single consumer, using some 56 percent of the whole In 1955.
History discloses no saturation point for petroleum as a source of energy.
The most pessimistic of demand projectors would hesitate to point out the
time when an actual leveling off of world demand will come about. The versatility of the hydrocarbon structure has already been demonstrated by chemists
on perhaps a wider scale than any other article of commerce. When one compares the singleness of purpose of a refinery of the teen years with a modern
petroleum processing plant, the difference Is as wide as a comparison between
an oxcart and today's most powerful motor vehicle.
With the demand for oil, such as it Is In the United States, as compared with
the per tatpita demand of Intla, China, or even Western l-urope. It Is Inevitable
that percentagewlse the consumption here is nearer a plateau t~lan It is In
other countries: nevertheless, economists looking-to the future, estimate that
the percentage of world consumption in 19"75 in the United States will still be
In the order of 41 percent, compared with 56 percent of the total as reflected
by the 195 figure.
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Where then is the oil for 1916, 196, or even 1968 to come from? What of
the plans of the international companies in reference to supplying world deiand? How do these plans affect the welfare of domestic oil producers? What
change in the programs of conservation will the years bring? How far can
the United States of America go in relying upon the oiifields of the world outside
North America without Jeopardislug the national security, the expansion of our
economy and The welfare of the people of this country? These are questions
for which an answer must be found. These are matters which must be solved
to the advantage of this country and with all speed possible.
A4gin it seems logical to look to the opinion of those experts upon whose Judg.
ment predictions the policy planners of the large International companies
rely. "The Ohanging Pattern of World Oil Movements" is the title of a imper
presented by Mr. W. Jamison of British Petroleum Oo., [Ad., at the Torquay
symposium.
Mr. Jamison aptly states that"The whole operation of the oil industry, once commercial crude oil reserves
have been discovered and developed, can be summed up as the efcient movement
of the oil from the producing field to the appliance which will convert the latent
energy into work. At some stage on Its Journey the oil goes through the complicated process of refining, but the successful operation of a refinery depends
to a large extent on the efficient movement of the oil through the processing
plants.
"The analysis of world oil movement falls into two elements. One is the geographical movement that results from the locations of supply and demand and
subject to the Influences of coinncrcial and politcal factors. [EmplinsIs rlIid.]
The other Is the physical means of transport which are determined by the very
nature of oil itself-a flammable liquid."
THE CHANOINO PATILERN OF WORLD OIL MOVEMENTS
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Fic.
FORECAST OF MAIN OIL MOVEMENTS BY SEA
There is Included on the preceding page as figure 8, a graph showing the basic
pattern of world oil movements from 1910 to and through 1055. This graph, a
part of Mr. Jamison's paper, Illustrates changes In the pattern of world oil
exports by points of origin. Figures 4, 5. 7, and 8 are graphs showing main oil
movements by sea-figure 4 delineating conditions existing in 1038, and figure 5,
those prevailing In 1065. Figures 7 and 8 are the predicted main movements
of oil by sea In 106 nnd 1975. Figure 0 I a forecast of world oil exports by
and 1075.
origin showing 1065 actual movement and the predicted for 10
JAmiSO.'S TABLE III.-Forecastof trorld supply and demnd excluding Ru##sa,
Easterm Europe, and Ohina
|l)Demand tprewd In rrude oil equivalent million tons)

supply
t'nitcd Stales oEAnerle:
Crude ...............................
Natural asoline ......................
Total ...............................
Canada ..................................
M eIo ..................................
Total ...........................
Caribbean ...........................
Other Ameria .......................

lemand

31

430
30 S....

17

50
50
25

406

I-- 30

119
3

447
I?
39

9

Ill

Demand

430
......

....o.

603
Dead

60
65
No

35

578

31)

27
bO

159

Total ...............................

191

13

.........

204
707

20
310
45
I)

....

$20
3
45

25

1.010

790

Total Western llemlphere .........
Western IAope ..........................
Middle East exceptt Fgypt) ..............
Other East ..............................
RLMsS, etc., elports ......................
World (excludlax Rus sa,te,) ......

Supply

3D1
6W3
........Its1
100
M
II 3751 79

250
.....

3,603I'

o.....

630
,60o

Mr. Jainison, as a prelude to his table III, said:
"in order to analyze the possible future pattern of world movements, It has
been necessary to make assumptions about world supply and demand. It Is
outside the scope of this Ismer to make a detailed study of isible demand and
the ntsuwptlons hare therefore been based on.the trends Indicated in recent
published forecasts, which hrve been made In the light of the probable world
energy positions.
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"Supply has been based on the availability Indicated by Ion, accepting In
general h14 production potential, for areas outside the Middle East, and then
assuming that the Middle East will provide the balance of supply necessary to
meet world demand."
It will be seen that the thinking of these experts presupposes the flow of a
large part of America's oil will come from the Midle East. The question of
whether this oil will be available when we need It is nbt a factor ip Mr. Jamison's
computation. Before we gamble with the security of the Nation by placing our
reliance on Middle Eastern reserves, I would like to briefly recount changes
which have occurred since the British Institute of Petroleum was held at
Torquay June 6-9, 1)50, the place and time Mr. Jamison's paper was presented.
I first camee concerned of Russlian aspirations in the Middle East at the
time this t'ountry and its allies had to put great pressure upon the Soviets to
bring about the withdrawal of occupying troops from Iranian Azerbijan shortly
after the end of World War II. During the Korean war and shortly after
the nationalization of the petroleum Industry in Iran, I had occasion to address
the Harvard Club in Tulsa, Okla., and discuss at that time some of my fears
concerning the Middle East.
I had this to say:
"Russla's lack of available oil, while probably the greatest single deterrent
to aggression, Is at the same time one of the major dangers to world peace."
"The Iranian program for the nationallsatlon of petroleum Is complete, but
the issues growing out of It are unsettled. I am more concerned with this as
a threat to world peace than I am with the war In Korea. Regardless of whose
view one may take concerning the proper conduct of the war in Korea * * * It
still has a chance to be decided in that theater. Soviet Russia can get the oil
she needs in Iran, and events within Russia or unrest In her satellites may
accelerate the timetable for Soviet action and no one can predict when or where
she may strike."
0* ** In other words, any Russian activity In this area (the Middle East)
Is to me significant of Russian willingness to precipitate the world struggle."
Let us briely consider the situation existing in the Middle East in the latter
lays of th" ,,orean war with conditions prevailing there today. Then, when
&ossadegh orought about the nationalization of the industry in Iran, he seized
the oil fields and the great refinery of Anglo Persian at Abadan. This action
took off the market the production of Iran and its huge refinery; however, other
Middle Eastern fields, the production of Venezuela, and of this country, easily
replaced Iranian oil.
So successful was this effort that within a short time Mohamet Mossadegh
was ousted from the Iranian premiership and room had to be made in the
market places of the world for Iranian crude oil and products. At that time,
Egypt and Syria were on the friendliest terms with the Western powers and
the best trained and equipped army in the Middle East, with the possible exception of that of Israel. was the Jordan army-trained, armed, and officered by
Britain. Syria.was a French protectorate and there were few disturbing factors
In the entire area, outside Iran. There was not a Russian man-of-war in the
Mediterranean that anyone had knowledge of, and no one feared an interruption
of crude production or transportation in that portion of the world.
Let us consider the situation as it now exists. It has been conclusively
demonstrated that the access of Middle Eastern oil to Mediterranean ports can
be stopped at any time. Today, the Suez Canal is an Egyptian river, for practical purposes, and every pipeline delivering Middle Eastern oil to Mediterranean ports traverses Syrla--a Russian satellite. Jordan has severed her
military connections with Britain. Syria and Egypt have been armed by Russia.
Russian men-of-war lie at anchor in Egyptian and Syrian ports and submarines
have been delivered by Russia to both Syria and Egypt. The British protectorate of Aden is in a state of unrest and its traditional foe, Yemen, is involved
in military action with Aden. British troops are involved in this action. The
Yemeni are currently receiving arms from Russia in significant quantities. For
what purpose, may I ask you, is a port of no inconsiderable capacity being
constructed by Russian capital under the supervision of Russian technologists at
Yemen, except for the purpose of neutralizing the strategic value of the port of
Aden?
And what of Russia itself? Who can question the fact that her submarine
pens In Albania on the eastern coast of the Adriatic are stocked and ready.
For the first time since 1917, Russian men-of-war made their way through
the Suez Canal early in the fall of last year.
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Russla's navy has 8,000 planes--many of them Jets. All of them are land
based. Other military aircraft outnumbered the naval planes, and every point
In the Middle East Is well within their range. She has many times the number
of submarines that Germany had at the beginning of World War Il, and It is
believed that her goal may be 1,200 subs. The Russian navy has expanded
faster in personnel and materiel than an- other branch of the Soviet's armed
forces. During June and July 1057, three Soviet submarines cruised through
the English Channel and Straits of Gibraltar Into the Mediterranean. A Soviet
cruiser and two destroyer escorts steamed out of the Black Sea, through the
Straits of Gibraltar and thence into the Baltic Sea late In the summer of last
year.
The Russian cruiser fleet consists of 27 vessels. Russian cruisers of Sverdlov
class are large, rangy, and fast. They have a wide cruisir.g range and heavy
antiaircraft equipment. They are of 12,800 tons displacement.
Their destroyer fleet of about 200 ships Is formidable. About half of this
fleet is strictly modern, having Ieeni built since World War II. These are big,
heavy vessels for their claas. The Rkorps are of 2,200-ton displacement and the
Kollins are of the 3,300-ton class. The submarine fleet at present consists of
some 5WO vessels, all modern except about 40. The present 5-year plan includes
nuclear-powered submarines and an Icebreaker for use In northern waters.
The Soviet fleet Is numerically second in the world.
Let's look for a moment to the Mediterranean. Gamal Abdul Nasser has
within the moth offered succor to the Cypriots. Our allies, Greece and Turkey,
have conflicting claims In Cyprus, and if I read the signs right, Great Britain
Is looking for a lap into which to toss this problem. The delivery of oil into
Mediterranean ports depends exclusively upon the whim of Nasser, because
every pipeline entering the Mediterranean traverses Syrian territory with the
exception of the small Israeli pipeline across Israel from the Gulf of Aqaba
to the Mediterranean coast. The Suez Canal can be closed to shipping of the
Western World; exorbitant tolls can be established by Egypt or, In the event
of armed conflict, it can be rendered inpassable on an hour's notice.
I do not believe there is a military authority who would contend for a moment that Middle Eastern oil would be available for the defense of this country
30 days after thp first blow Is struck.
In addition to these things I have portrayed, which presuppose some drastic
action by the Soviet Union or Its satellites, let's look for a moment to powerful
competitive conditions in world trade.
It Is my considered opinion that the Soviet Union will be an active competitor
for the Western European oil market within 2 years from this date. She has
recently demonstrated her wllipuess to utilize her oil reserves by exchanging
200,000 tons of oil for an equal value in Uruguayan wool. Russian production
at this time is, in my opinion, in excess of 2,600,000 American barrels per day,
as compared with no more than 000,000 barrels in 19-50. A year from today, it
Is my thinking that this total could easily reach 2%4 million barrels daily.
Five hundred thousand barrels daily of Russian oil diverted Into Industrial
use in the small, traditionally neutral nations of Europe, can do more to disturb
the economic balance of Industry In Western Europe In less time than any other
device which might be adopted. It will not be necessary that Russia resort to
Its own petroleum resources; Soviet infiltration into the Middle East is already
laying a simple base for accomplishing this objective.
In Syria there are two existing concessions under development by private
enterprlsl. (1) by a Mr. Min-Hall, of Illinois, In cooperation with Atlantic Refining Co. and another American company, the name of which I hare forgotten,
upon which oil has been discovered, and (2) a concession owned by German
industrialists, which Is under exploration. There will be no more concessions
to private enterprise in Syria. Soviet technologists are today conducting an
Intensive geological and geophysical survey in that country and in the future
its petroleum resources will be developed and marketed through the utilization
of Russian technologists and Russian capital, as a national enterprise.
The only reason Russia's ambition for empire Is not regarded as a process
of colonization, such as has been utilized traditionally by France and Britain,
and as Is being practiced by our own country In industrial expansion, Is that no
Russian colonies or large groups of Russian nationals exist to attract attention.
Along with their commitments to furnish technologists and loans, they Include a
sufficient number of trained propagandists who function unobtrusively to create
a climate within the country In which they seek to operate, by which they sooner
or later take over political and economic control.
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Within the year, concessions have been granted to Japanese and Italian capital
near the hjad of the Ilerxinn nlf which will disrupt the basis of the operation
of most American companies producing oil In the Middle Fast and throughout the
world. This situation has been accented by the recent deal made by one of the
large American companies with the National Iranian Oil Co. These three
transactions will cause Middle Eastern governments, where American companies
have concessions on a 5-M) basis, to give serious consideration to Nasser's recent
suggestion that development of Middle Mastern reserves should be based upon
90 percent of the profit inuring to the benefit of the nation involved and 10 percent
to the exploiting company. lie has Indicated Soviet interest In such a proposal.
This can accelerate the time when Middle 10nstern oil may be priced out of
reach in this country.
in cloing, I would like to point out that there it no necesally for the United
States In the foreseeable future to look outside North Apierlea for its petroleum
requirements. Studies have been made through the years by competent author.
ties concerning the ultimate reserves of crude oil in the United States. Set out
below, in billion of barrels, are the estimates of a number of experts:
Sourc':

(in billion barrelsl

lglorf ------------------------------------------------------1000-2000
Interior departmentt - -------------------------------------300
11111, et l .
.
.
.
..--------------------------------------------50
Schultz ----------------------------------------------------200
Murrell ----------------------------------------------------200
Pogue& ill ------------------------------------------------165
Htubbert ---------------------------------------------------150
Pratt ------------------------------------------------------142
Ayres ------------------------------------------------------140
Mr. Lewin 0. Weeks, chief geologist of Jersey Standard, recently estimated
that including past production, total ultimate potential resources of crude oil
and natural gas liquids recoverable by conventional primary producing methods
under today's economic conditions were estimated in the order of 1,500 billion
barrel., of which about 240 billion barrels are In the United States. This
grand total comprises 1ist production up to the end of last year of 100 billion
barrels with proved reserves at the end of 1956 of at least 325 billion barrels
and some 1,100 billion barrels of reserves expected to be proved from January 1,
1957, onwards. With regard to natural gas, Mr. Weeks total ultimate recoverable rescues are put at a minimum of 5,000 to 6.000 trillion cubic feet (the
calorific equivalent of about 1,000 billion barrels of oil), Including 1,000 trillion
cubic feet in the United States, or a crude equivalent of about 200 billion additional barrels of oil.
In addition to these reserves producible by primary methods, additional oil
resources which man may ultimately find ways of recovering by secondary
methods, may be Just as large as the 1,500 billion barrels of primary resources.
Mr. Weeks quoted recent estimates by the well-known geologist, Mr. Wallace
Pratt, that the United States has &35 billion barrels of oil in whales whose content
ranges from 11 to 50 United States gallons per short ton of shale, and also a
further I trillion barrels In shales with a content averaging 10 gallons per ton.
My own study convinces me that within the United States there are ultimate
reserves of oil recoverable from primary resources within the range of current
economic limits, and only reasonable advances in technology, of a minimum of
250 billion barrels without giving consideration to oil which may be recovered
from oil shales or synthetized liquid hydrocarbons which may be produced from
coal, or by the application of secondary recovery methods.
On the basis of Mr. Walter Jamison's computation of the demand figure applicable to 1915 of 700 million tons, or translated into barrels, 51A billion barrels
per annum, which is more than 14,300,000 barrels per day, ultimate primary
reserves in the United States of 250 billion barrels of oil represent a 47-year
supply. If any consideration, whatever, is given to Mr. 0. M. Nichol's estimate
that by 1975 atomic energy will replace more than 200 million tons of coal
equivalent, the period with which we could supply our own requirements for
oil will be much extended. Supplemented by reasonable Imports, limited so
that the domestic Industry will not be injured, the period will be further
extended.
If our country Is to remain free and continue its position of world leadership,
incentive must be given for the development of our petroleum resources. If,
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through shortsighted world policy, we base our security on petroleum reserve
without the North American Continent, disaster will be the end result, whether
it be economic or military.
Let me point out that the refining capacity of the Nation is largely concen.
trated In an area bounded by New York City on the north and Philadelphia on
the south along the Atlantic seaboard, between Lake Charles, La., and Corpus
Christi, Tex., along the gulf coast, in the Los Angeles district on the Pacific
coast, and in the Orent Lakes industrial complex In the midlands of America.
These refineries will certainly be prime targets in the event of nuclear attack.
With their destruction, In the absence of finished petroleum products in vast
quantities in underground storage, the economy and transportation systems of
the Nation will be paralyzed.
Every oil-purchasing company of magnitude Impresses upon us, that while
we should have an excessive productive capacity to meet any condition, it Is
wasteful to store large amounts of crude or products above ground. This may
be true, but I want to read to you the volume of crude and products In aboveground storage for the month of May during the years 1951 to 1968, Inclusive,
and call your attention to the day's supply of crude and products actually avail.
able to the Nation to meet a crisis. This table appeared In the June 1958 issue
of Petroleum Outlook. This table also shows the total daily demand for crude
and products.
United States
Inventoc.s I

Crude

hoducs

Tot.

Toet|
dally.

demand
d

n

1I11ion barrels
Iay10451'....................
270
May1057......................
270
May19M5......................
277
'M:yIM ......................
27
May19M5......................
280
May19%54.....................
282
My0219 ..................... 291
Miy 1931
......................
248

40
493
4-41
442
405
445
32
354

UnIt,
d States Inrertg I
_
Crud,

Products FTotal
]

729
769
713
719
68
730
611
(M

&4
3.0
5.8
7.9
7.2
7.2
13
7.0

32
32
32
35
38
38
43
35

F
&S1
51
M1
36
55
52
a
$1

67
62
83
91
941
101
91

I End of month.
I Preliminary estimates by 11. 0. bowe on API d,%t%.

I would like to point out to you that the above-ground storage of crude and
products Is not a reliable basis of availability, for some 60 percent of the crude
oil in storage represents pipeline fill and tank Iottoms which cannot be made
available except by purging lines and dralnlug tanks below the drawoff level.
To a lesser extent this Is also true of products.
I would like to further point out that In June 1930, before the discovery of the
east Texas pool, we had in above-ground storage in this country 431 million
barrels of crude oil. Then the national market demand for crude oil was in
the order of 2,000,000 barrels per (lay as compared with 8.4 million barrels per
day for the month of May 1958, when above-ground crude in storage was only
270 million barrels. England and Western Europe learned the lesson of their
folly In reference to stored oil during the Suez crisis.
Then no refineries were destroyed and the supplying of oil to meet the shortage
was only a question of transport. I would like to point out further that spot
tanker prices for transportation increased from I00 to 900 percent during the
period from August 1950, to Janunry 1957, depending on the source of the cargo
and its point of destination.
If we must utilize excessive amounts of oil from the Middle Bast and from
other countries of the world to appease and placate their governments, then
what better use could be made of excessive importations than to store their refined products In the depleted oliand gas fields of the Nation and other underground reservoirs where they would be instantly available In the event of nuclear
attack.
This Is an entirely feasible program from in engineering standpoint. Natural
gas, liquefied propane and butane are presently being stored in underground
reservoirs, and the content of these reservoirs can be recovered without substantial waste. I cannot overempl.qsize the fact that we should have in underground storage, available for immediate use, at least a year's supply of petroleum
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promblt". TCis is thle only l~it~ile Itimirmice ngtiinst dl4nsl1'-r II tile event. of
the udestructlin of our retfining synteinx.
Cmitidinn till. while I ronwalouis lin potential. doog not represent Mhe inelnve
to the doiometile Iidustry flint Middle 11'nstetai, bMayloyon, aud 1,01lii Anierivait
rexervept teoiitlltute. Bear lit itiltd thitt 110)regulittinit Iimil~itim ir rlittinhi of
oil exists i earthl except Ini thin (VIuntry, lit ft- Irairie I'rovlues of ('niinda
nd toni very limited extent lin Veteuueiui. Actutinlly, the averge diIly prodiitilt
oft Votiemueli well~ slini excess oif 2W0 barrelst per tiny each s omlred Mll
theititionl average lit this country of mot imore thn 12Jh'frrelii daily. Both of
these are Infinitesimal figures when conilarod with irodlion lit Kuwait where
1-flent% 171% welts lroduce more thau 1,200,000 balrrels per tiny. A Ihnndful of'
wedlN tit Kuwmait daily produce appiroximantely two) and one-lf tlim fte atinoutit
of till tlint 76,0M0 wellst produce lin Okiahomni during tho mionth of April 111514.
'I'le nixllinin ily product ion of 4 vast manjority of Okilninntm welts wntS 15
liarrels peor tiny by tvasoit of a ltp alIownle litftint a111011t, flX441 bly tile olrliorAttoit Coision of (lhinhotua, nd the inillity of ninny 1stripped wel"
to lron
ethm pltermittedl dily allowable oil. The sttrippor wels of flit, Ifiitevil
Stnats itente lesm ii their dhilly product i ua any other satin-c 4f I-.
trolenin In thlis eontry and constitiie our inoist reliable supply of oil. Otte docu
not linve to 61 a wlitnrdl to know thint It Is linpiossile for thin sourcev of lictroleit
to cmompete inI cost of production with a field Much nx Kuwait where time dolly per
well average 14tlI excess of 0I.0) rr'ls.
,rhe average Amerlican puniper can handle fihe prorulii n oif perhapsl six
wells per iay. hits ronterpart tin Kuwait ran easily be%responsl~e for t C X111aa0
number of wells. While I heinuuuper Ii Aterica, Is producing a inazianutit of
of :10,000) barrels.
VS barrels, hliq eounterpirt lit Kuwanit will produce, a Inulnu
Ilie filure to imo
ndtatory centrolsq will, In moy aphion, bring nloit. file
bankrutcty of those Amierican operators whose WfONt have created mid nuilatalted n extesale productive capacity through three great wars. It will mneanl
than ill, which our own petroleum resources were usedt to defend In World War
It, will Ixe the source of the destruction of the Independent oll producer of th10
United States.

(By diretion of tlie chairman, the following is niade a part of (lie
rkeCord: )
RlAT-Pt W. YmoRouni.UJNiirtI) STArINS SENATOR FHOMr runt
S4TAin or TEXAR
Mr. Chairman and miemberlt of this distinguished coninitiee, I wish to present
thi statement for the linrjwlse of c-alling to the( attention of this at'le committee
skome facts which bear upon the Trade Agreements Act thint Is being considered
her% today In order to alleviate the Iipact which the excessive oil limports are
having xupomi the economy of Texas and the southwest.
The Prosidetit's voluntary oil Imports prograin as currently operated under time%
Trade Agrcements Act. i4t a failure, It has not worked In the past, and It Is
not working now. lFewer wells are being drilled and less oil is being produced
lin the St ate of Texas, and Texas has the st rict-est quot a rest rlet!onq in the Natiton.
Our local unit,; of government, city, county, school districts-and our State and
Federal Government-are losing tremendous tax revenues because of the Inability
to produce due to#the floodl of foreign oil that Is being Imported into this country.
More, and more drilling rigs are being stacked In the yards, and what began
as creelling rtxession has developed Into galloping depression In the oil areas of
Texas slnd the 8-outhwest. To only a few months In Texas, some 300 rigs have
quit running. EAch rig employs an auverege of 25 skilled workers. These workers
are off the payrolls, and they are walking the streets looking :or work.
The issue onf cheap oil Imports Is not, as some would have you believe, merely
a fight between wealthy Interests. The moderate- and low-income bracket people
of America are deeply concerned here. The small merchants, the schools and
loca units of government, the service-machine, operators, the oil truckers, otlfield
equipment men, the geologists, and other directly and Indirectly related segments
of our economy at* feeling the terrible Impact of the continuing excessive
Imports.
OF 1O.
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donic'elio oil foid'ustry from tlio voluntary oftiOporl proprum
I'criIs)
too
Thes TIrade Agreviet Act of W55~ res)ulted In voluntary restrictionsi on o)il
in~imirt, buit themet i'oisiiry resti-folosis have failed to protect tMe oil Industry
mid11
the Recurity of tile United Nintem. There is nofllig loilldi~Ig In tile Volunltary
be resclinded or wiltisrsi at any ilew.
oil Import re'strictions islei. It 11151)
Under ,'uiit iierlanities It ist very dlflicuiif to hin for, or conduct. it buminexs
or tdcusieiyv'uiscvo urvaltiable oil resources,
ThoiudineIme 3K!1roleuut lIndtimtry In not griowiinx Mot
lust SIt cmnild or s~hould.
Bigt Iniports linve forced Ifonemik' proidure('r to keep liroductin down so tht.
iriceen w~ohud not dropi to dinsrous levels.
1n13)(rls 011i1w4 unisr thep voiunilr5 rextrielonP ipluan hinve unt only been
tuncvrinin lout they) have Mloo lu'eii i'xteesivo ie Hin
hent,5 years tol domestic
crad, (oil proiustitlii Increased onliy 5.01 percent, while luliortm of Crude aind fuel
(oil will proditeNs rose vonxitleraihly mnore. I IIIJ)lism nverngeul a little over I million
loiirl (I (Illy 11111053 nndl 10.-1 but lin HW? they iiveragedl about 1.5 million barrels
IK-r (liy. imposris; were 116 ls'rven, tit dusiiesile urdls oil pirodluction In JIM,
l8.3I peru'nt, fit
20.1 percent In 1050, anid 21.5 percent lin 1957. In tile first
re iiiaihii of i111A liilortit were aboulit 25sjpi'rei of doinisth oil 1-roductin.
fin Ilie first lialf (if ii5.A. which WIIH before tile Suez. urlooio briefly Increased our
1(li te [Ysilted1 itit loroduccul about 7.2 million lonrrs'lm pe-r tiny hilt.
prolluctn
ouar (Ilily lproluvletinh In March 11)5 wflH only about 0.3 million barrels, or it
production drop of 870,000 barrels per t1i1y.
Thc ctfccts of fnereamcd Imports rmTcras
In the Iixtt 15years Texam oil production tons dropped 2.5 percent whilp nil
Imports from Venezuela Intcreased 40 percent and Iiuportot fromn the 5iiddlo JYant
hmun'e icreased Inore tilli 52 percent.
I"OF 5i'Yvflh recent months Texas producers hanve been allowed to pump out
crudle oil onl only' 8 days n month. Texas flax reduced Its production mote than
ainy other Mtate. In tact, using the January-Jine 19.YI period as a biase, crude oijl
production lin Texas In March 1ION declined over 24 percent. This was MA.
percent of the total domestic decline In production over thin period. Texas usully
neeontts for 40 percent or more of total doiestic prodiction. This explains
effects onf the economy of
why) substanili drops lit Texas output have such badui
Texas Aind the CUnited Statem.
Totel unemployment In Texas hlax risen to nearly 5)percent of (he entire labor
force, the highest rate since the depression days (of the 1O30'. Mach of this
unemployment In tralceable to inereiisei oil Imports and the resulting drop In
dtomeIstic oil production. At the end of February 1058 there were 0,000 uunempsloyed because of the withdrawal of nearly 800 rotary drilling rigs from operafloms In Texas. It was recntly esttlmaated that oil producers Income In Texas had
dropped front about $5.1 million a day at the end of February to $3.5 million a
tiay In early Many 1058-a drop of $1.0 million a day.
The fiucquity of atififed, uncertain, domestic production compared to Inceased
im portei
it In unfair for United States oil producers to have to restrict their production
of and exploration for oil. Various States of *the United States have joined an
Interstate oil conservation compact to restrict the amount of American oil that
goes on the market and to prevent wasteful, excessive production. In cenact,
foreign oil Imports should he subject to policies, prescribed by law, Instead of
voluntary, uncertain restrictions, as at present
In cvca eA iiports are 0lowing doam new eiplora I ona for oil
Continuous exploration for oil Insures the future of the Industry and Is essentint to the present and future comfort and security of the United States. The
Independent oilmen are moat active In exploraUon: for example, they dritled
about 80 percent of the 13,000 wildcat weiis drilled in the United States In 1951?.
Increased oil Imports hare greatly discouraged oil-well drilling in the United
States In recent years. Drilling activity slumped sharply In 1967 and the unhealthy conditions of the Industry are expected to discourage drilling further
In 19M8
Domestic prospecting In 1057 decreased 7.15 percent below 1956 and new discoveries were 10.4 percent below 1IM.
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'rhis evidence of retlueedi aelivIly In the mearchl for new oil Kourceii demonmirates again the threat of blig Imito to a %olveitt deinxstle p'ctroleman Indusitry,
an Inditstry vital to the United Mtta.
i

In Immiliatry, i'nlyi'tlostei, drill~ing loitsei. andtilol liriltio)II Io,Ksito

niottting
t an inrotn roe iNrvoslon lit Ithest, ttit IlvIlea IN'ertiOnly eviileino
ate su~npplanting. not 1110rely supptcze11tit'g1, donplei productionl.
t'onsequeully, retlef by the ndhliltrition andi by the C'ongress io ovorulue.
What I im 4 leddit
deanonaliratedl tI on to relieve tlie oil crisis. Whoit iI*needol, is
a defnite bNOi for demonstrated ailon, Huch it definite policy should aboove all
be balitd X11III a sound policy of intioti" 1Iecurity. liu'se police huel
10o11
0ler and certain. Tiho'se genteral luollelcat mhului bo prescrilied by law In order
thitt (Otveruient officials van opeoraie effl'ewitiy andt li order that tirod~ucerA antd
%xmitunerotcan ol~rate with apsurAiwe of 11101)1 ivtroleu iupie~ls for national
defense and for coiumer evinsult in.
that

timphorts

1110) Rhig 11"1141149
Obur ap*ovialion at New Orlean La,, (,i lWebrtiry 11, 1I%'A iiaseu the followlng remlution:
"W~heream the Amorican Association of Oil W1ell D~rilling Contractoril hall
heretofore taken formal autiot to commnit itpelf to thIA proposilion that Iiporta
of crude oil and pietroleumt lirodutt should he limited to) the 1t)M4 relationship
of such liporta to domeatic prodluction rind at this 1nto desiri to reatirm this
1wosition and belief
"Now therefore this board of directors of the American Asoeintomi of Oilwell Drilling Contractors at ItN wteetinx held tit 'Now Orlenu, Lot,, Feburuary 10,
l9MS hereby reaffirms It* Itoaition thatt imports be um to supplement rather than
supplautt domnestic prodluction and urges That appropriate steps be taken to
correct imports to the 1954 ratio."
Our position was reaffied at a directors meeting held In Denver Colo., Juno,
A11INNK8The drilling Industry Is itteadily deteriorating And the position of
Santo lit In a critical state. You many make our position known ait the July 8d
hearing referred ton your telegram, We do not cmre to delegate a general
reiire~entAtion, however you are at liberty to use this telegrami or the contents
thereof as you may deem best,

J. U. TAOUX,
President Apoerl"ot Axtoriallo"i of Oil lI'ell D)riling (Ion tractors.
IiINOSXY COAT. MINING Co.
PH t,?* Ruto letel, Pa., JisN e ts, 1958.

lion. IIRR Fsr.livas
(CAairmoo, Seno~ Fiannace CJomitt(ee, WIashiueglon, D. 0.
ib.Al RotNAToR BYRDn: The following eoal-niining firms have requestcd me,

in myr official capacity as a director and oMficr, to write to you:; Lindsey Coal
Mining Co.. Maboning Corp, Coal Mining Co. of Oraceton, Inc., White Crest
Ceal ('o., Light ('oat Mining Co., and Wabash Ridge Corp. These companies aire
Maryland aind Pennsylrania firins, producing coal In Pennsylvania, Maryland,
and West Virginia.
Senator Bvrd, as you doubtlessly realize, the position of the entire coatproducing Industry Is being dealt a vicious below-the-belt blow by the continued tityiortation and dumping of huge quantities of residual oil with appalling
consequence to the coal Industry.
This foreign competition has resulted In a chainilke cutting of pricm for
coal, creating havoc,'and unemployment In the coal-producing areas, and a
heavy blow to our economy. rTe whole coal Industry Is threatened, and the
national seurity is. therefore, Periously and 'dangerously Imperiled., Many,
many mines are closing and going out of business due to this decidedly unfair
foreign competition, depriving many thousands of our citizens of a livelihood
and benefiting employment and prosperity abroad.
Thit condition bas also had disastrous effects on the railroad business as
I could cite you numerous places where thousands of our railroad employees
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who relpir hnulage equlr'ment sind man the rollroads, have been thrown out

of work through Mli

resultant slowdown of coal orders due to this forelin

reoldual oil repla(enent, This also goemfor thousands of other Ainerleans who
work In [ho stel and other Industries which Pupply material for the rallroqds
aid iltnes; i fact, It results In a whole chain of unemployment and disastor
to those who work In other contributing fields,
Venezuelan remidtlil fuel oil, and Importations from other foreign countries
which countries haven't Ien liariieularly pleasant to us (and wo can refer
you 1o lito recent Nixon diturbne ) have proMitfred notably where our people
and our Industry have greatly #uffered.
Please Henntor, rememnbr no I know you do, the old slogan "America Mrl."
,¢ot ileas not send fhl great comnlry of ours dhown tho skids In our bringing
prosperity to napprevinfive ot hers.
Although I ami personally a stokholder in at least two of! the largest Imrorlerf
of this re idual oil, I. e., 8lilndtird Oil Company of New Jerst-y, and tho
exils Co., I resltully
nsk that you help with the t'rolwr (orrectlva ineasures,
For other reasons, Ihose of eug tonAmerican citizen and n veteran of World
War 1. I wish to ilso personally oak you, Henator Hyrd, to help our pr#senlly
diturbei evonomlmy hi ,llmiinnllng or controlling tihin endangering of our national

seculrity.I.

I oin)
wrillng I sinillar ktter to the other 14 inemnbrs of thn Menate Financo
Conllli itt".
It Is utterly vital to our industry, our employees and the welfare of the Uited
Hints that the Ikard nnendmenlt be adopted by your committee.
Looking forward with keen and eager anticlpatlon to your constructivo cooperation, Henator Hyrd, on this residual oil menace, And thanking you In adTanc both personally and on behalf of the firms nOxve represented, I am,
Very sincerely yours,
$AM Lwmv. Treasurer.
INr)PYIP.EEI'NT 0r, Mr.'s Akso(IATO.X or ,NMw ENGLAND, INC., lIONTOM, MAKX.,
IMPONTs

Poiy

The Iudependent Oi Men's Association of New 1ngland raipectively requests
that neither addltloupl lightenlqg of voluntary quotas, nor Initiation of mandatory controls, nor instltulbn
b
new tariffs be made with regard to importation
of crude oils and allied pet
ineum
products under any amended extension of the
present reciprocal trade agreement.
ROMA is an organlation comprised mainly of Independent retailers and terminal operators marketing fuel oils and gasollne throughout New England, Representatives of this organization have testified from time to time In congressional
committee on this Iuue and more recently on March 0 before the House Wayst
and Means Committee.
We feel that If any further tightening of Imports are forthcoming they will
tend to:
(1) Ultimately Increase New England's fuel couts to manufacturers and
Individuals (who are currently recession bound) ;
(2) Endanger national security through literally handing to Russia and
others free-world.financed foreign oil, without which our Nation cannot operate at capacity; and
(8) Endanger our foreign relations-with Venezuela and Mid East countries, both of which buy billions of dollars worth of goods and services annu.tlly which flow Int9 our economy.
We urge you to vote 'against N )"changes In the Reciprocal Trade Agreement
Act which alter controls which now appear to be adequate to protect national
security. We urge you to do this in the Interest of the future of our Nation's
economy, for a future uninterrupted supply of petroleum products at resionable
prices for New England's homeowners and manufacturers, and for all who
market petroleum products in New England. many of whom we represent.
KENTtCKY OIL AND GA@ ASsocIATION,

LOUISVZLIZ, KT.

XEAOLUTION

Whereas the following statement of facts and policy reflects the thinking
and attitude of the oiland gas producers In the Commonwealth of Kentuky:
Now, therefore, be It
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flcRolved. Thal~t I ho' following Stateent lie thereby 1noloptil n flte pollty of
Kientucky Oil &tis Astwhltton, dla:
1.

It)RMsN

I)4roRri, CHUDl. 0il, ANIt O oiI~Crs

T

(1) hiwextwitive bloVic it ofor Coloerntou'iot, mider tho olireetloi tOf l'remlitct l.Iseolioer lit July 19t11l tisligitted an exinai
.lve revlewv by it ilifly
11ppolinted Cabinlet Coonooile' ont 1'uergli's, Suppoiliest, anzd Itcxourt*, which
(11111 to fte$following decistont "if wve are o
hov) enough0191
oil ft HMe Our
national seeurity net'ds. there 11111sIli% a liztottion Oil tuijrnrts that wvill lqaro
a piropIer balance bvetween hujolorl till oomest ii irotiloll." Th'iey totid that
tlie proper bailante Mewe.in tnjorts alil doniestle production should ble the
balannce existing In lt). , antd this Ilien'ry of Minot the vnriationl should b"o
boetwveen. Wiooorts andI dtonitle~t prodtitlou lhas liveno retained to the present
itionielit hv the Ciblinet committee.
In ft, entortent of thin formolmit tile
exeutive branch of our Jov'ernment hIms eletd to re~pies n vohointary pro~ritiu
Of M11101tlou Of the0 lonportottM0o Of crude stOil dIt lirtuck. TlhN inoelliod lin
been1 onfly purtlally
It haq fallen far mhort of mmominainlng the 111.31
batailtv.
112) The etorretot vonotiton lIn the 1l'uited '4tate.4 1oltoeste
h'Industry Is Sucoh
that:
(a ) 11nited1 ttem product tout of t'rudoe oil Is l'.its
lowest pohtit Mclearly
4 yetirs.
(b) To\tall wvcll conopletlono11t for tlie 11r"t :1 onoths of 105.8 were 12 is'rcdnt
beow last ye~ar.
te) Active, rotAry drilling is421 leiRlt below lW4 year.
M4 Crude oillorltvi have been. ro'duced4
itoqite Hubotat(ilni increies lit
iorodnetioo Csts.
(r) lEzptoratory activity hasi dec-linetl 25 percent.
(I) 'r'tft Imports. ielittling trude aoot its tirotit, during ft% frst 3
months of INNS, mounted to) the unmpreeoeiet average of 1,60O0,000 barrels
daily or 24 percent of domoest It product ollo.
up)Overall dleand lit the Uioted4 -Statvi ha been decreaosing rather
than Increasing.
(3) In light of the foregoing fact, the Kentucky Oil & (Gaw Apinciation be.
lieve~x that conditions In the lDOMOMstt Olt Industry have deteriorated progrvc'slively.

It further

bellerm~ that the threat to our security aos to oil hns

become Increasingly seriousi, rendering the need for further and timnet
action an urgent one.
Therefore, this assoclation on thin 0th day of June 10&%, In convent ion at lus.
Ville, Ky., state:
(a) That It does conctir In the decision of the executive branch of our
11overunment that exe.uIre Imoportation of crude oil anti its products do
seriously endanger our national security.
(b) That the proper relationship between Imports and domestIc productlion should be as of Junly 1lbil.
WC That instend of a voluntary compliance program for Importers, this
assoeit~on straiogiy reconienda that Imports of crude oil as well as refinett
products We lmitett by law to the 19311 relationship through an amendment
to the pending Trade Agreenments Act.
it. OAS M0oIS!AItO?

This Rtwicat ion relterates Its previously estatblihed posiltion that early le00.
lation In Cougress to restore compete freedom of natural gas production from
'derol control lis Imperative.
There Is no precedent In America for regulation of the local production of a
competitively produced commodity such as gas. Regulation of one fuel on a
cost-based concept, and nonregulation of competing fuels, is both unfair and
confiscatory.
The risk In exploration and development of natural gas In the same as that
in finding oil. The success ration, like cost, varies between States, between
areas, and between producers Ttie production of gas has none of the characteristics of utility enterprises wherein costs can be computed prior to investments,
retunsi can be analyzed and computed on a cost basis, exclusive franchise Is
granted, and competition prohibited.
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It ntilt, wilpf1e tirty to iml JJdilI nvitlinbile oiu a st-ale In keeping with our exlqtniiiig needs, the ('uigress must aisert i1t; itent that the local, comnpetitilro
Iliiers mid! lprodiwerx of unsind gam not be0regulated as 'Vederal Plublic U111
tiea.' Ify dilng No t'osKignw would pre'vent arbitrary control of gas prices on
N01110 fabricated lxisli ; und by this action would msake ivaiinlbie an amount of
gas on a wcili In kenping wvithi our c'xixinditig isoetu.
Therefore, this association hereby urges the Congress oif the Mitled Htaten
to correct the present Aitation by vorrective legimlation to be enacted during the
present siessioni of (Jonigrem.
Il

OIL AND (JAN TAX POIJOT

'1'iaiasvtltoij ealls ittteiilin Io, the teztreiuo liuiliorlanico oft oil and gas for
uialonnl welfare and security as evidenedis by:
(1) hfigh ration (if usable encergy to weighlt And bulk, ease of transmportation,
elcvuuiwss, nt! (onveIalenle.
(2) That petroleum In the primie fuel of national ivecurity. in modern war,
It In utterly essential to vittory wid survival.
(3) F'or reasons of security, the United Xtntes must encourage, development
oftinoro capaity than would normally J* required In lisc-etiboc.
(4 We cannot wait until an mnergeucy arises in order moadopt expensive
(rash programs for Increasing production because of the yearol of exploratWon
and development work which must precede additions to production.
That (1e production of oil In of atunique nature, d~stinguishing It froimarnufacturing, retailing, and other nonmining Industries In shown by lit hazardous
nature. The great uncertainly of tis exploratory effort is attested by the
record of relative failure. and successes. Of the well. drilled fin the search for
now 1101(15, only 1 fin 0 Ain somne production linfially, andi only I In about 50
Mid~s deposits of I million barrel, of crude oil reserves. There Is little shutiarity-bewees the-investment, '.rocems required to extablith petroSl 'ma promlue'
tion and that characterstlcs of other bunlne~.. 'Fi manufacturer In making
a given capital expenditure almost Alwnys realizes a plaint of a predictable siye
and capacity. With sound knowledge and planning, he ean create plants whose
economte value boars a reasonably elose relationship to expendtfurew. Not so
in the petroleum intdusttry. In usnkjng a given out lay lin explore tion, thle I nvextor
his little or no way of p~redicting iyhAt Vllluehe inay rmltze. lIe stands a goo
chance of losing his Investment altogether.
lit order for our coitry to have In Its possession adequate domei resene
of petroleum giving It a priceless weapon of national defense, It Is therefore
necessry for the petroleum industry to xtecure a dIfferentlal tax treatment which
will cucourage:
(I1) Developinent of spore preductive capacity.
(2) Provision of greater Incentive to search for new reserveg ot a given
price level.
( 8) Stimulation of dompotic explorntIon rind prodlitilon, the key to
doease, which serves to limit dependenice upon Imports from is~tAnt scartes.
It is well known that the present dlffcretsml tax of the depletlon allowance
Is also given properly to coal, copper, Iron, sand, gravel, sulfur, zinc, lead, and
tlmber, the rate having variance according to the availability of each mineral.
Therefore, the Kentucky Oil & Oae Associatlon strongly endorses the retention
of the depletion allowance, whic has been lit existence the post.32 years.
I certify that the foregoing lis A true copy of a resolution duly adopted by
the Kentucky Oil & Clas Assolatlon at Its annual membership meetIng held at
Louisville, Ky.. on June 6, 1058.
A~v
.3C
N ,Sceay
ouSi MrcumAar
BrANDARD OIL COJJPANY or INDIANA, 0108U1

ArzX.,4

CHIcAGO. IM~~

CucuwP 011. AND ['5T5017.UMI PsonVT8 IMPORT cOXTROL
O7.NIAL

SOMT.XTA

Although the imposition of mandatory controls will stem tkh growth In oil
Imports, It Is basically undesirable and could prove to be a long step toward
Federal control of the Industry.
2762"--pt. 2-48
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If iglslativo action become niemsary, to be effective it must (1) provide
fair and workable yardsticks for allocation aniong thto importing compnnies and
(2) ontrot Iinports of petroleum products inwell ancrude oil.
Deficiencies in the present voluntary program emphasIto tho need for Includlng
In a control plan workable standards for allocation of Imports among Importing
companies. Allocations now are based on arbitrary and, apparently, expedient
adjustments to historical patterns. Furthermore, the present plan provides no
systematic method for dealing with newcomers. Hince Imported crude and pro.
ducts have a very substantini coat advantage over domestic crude and products,
it Is essential that the method of allocating imports be both systetintie anid
equitable to all importers, whether large or small, now or old. It Is vital to the
Industry and to the public that competitive Inequities he minlmxci under
any crudelor product import.control plnn. The present systent of allocation pro.
serves, through Uoverninent policy, competitive itqutalitles whoso effects, over

time, are cumulative in nature,

Products Imports have not been a major problems in the past Wcaue imports
hao consisted principally of reildual fuel oils, which have supplemented the
available domestic supply of such fuel oils. 11t the adoption of crude controls
has created a strong Incentive for foreign producers to Increase their foreign
production by refining crude abroad and Importing the reflued products tnt ) the
United States. If this trend Is not controlled, the imposillon of Crde.oil q, iota,
will be ineffective.
oumINs: or coNsr1, PLAN
The plani outlined hereafter includes tae essential principles of providing equal
competitive opportunity for all reilnern and marketers who are afTected by In.
ported crude and products, and of restricting product Imports which If excessive,
would be as great a threat to national security as excessive crude imports.
The overall objective is to maintain the sano relationship ixtween crude and
product Imports and domestic product demand as existed In 1054, when total tin.
ports were 18.0 percent of domestic demand.

Adm*tittraI1oi4
This plan calls for the President to appoint an adiainistrator whenever total
imports (crude plus products) threaten to reach or actually do exceed 18.0 percent
of domestic demand. Of course, ( ts would mean immedlately, since the 1067
relationship was 17.6 percent The administrator Is given only necessary discrettonary authority. He Is requiredto hold hearings and announce Individual
allocations by October I of each year for the succeeding year.
RsrablsAhfop of Import quota
The base for determining the total volume of crude and products to be in.
ported would be a Bureau of Mines' estimate of domestic demand for refined
products In the approaching year. The total allowable Import volume for the
United States would be equal t9, 13.0 percent of the estimated demand. No
attempt would b1 made to desigoate areas of origin. Producers In various forelgn countries would be able to compete for the available United States market
for crude and products Import In the same manner as they now do.
For Illustrative purposes, this plan has been prepared, using 1054 ratios. The
table below Illustrates the Gegree to which the volume of total Imports would be
varied by using any other year than 1064 as the base.
Base year
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This plan establishes one Import quota for the entire United talts rather than
providing ieiarato quotas for the two areas, districts I-IV and V, as Is done
under the voluntary .rude-oil Import program. These two areas are now con.
nected by both (rude nid products tplpelines and, therefore, prl( "tructures In
one nrea will henceforth have n more pronounced effect on the obher area thnn
wan formerly the ense.
strictt V has been given specilI conxilerallon In the
Iat because Itwas a deficit area. ilJwever, with the completion of the new
Your C.
ornirs pipeline to the west coasi Iisno longer represents a problem,
Aofcatlng the quota to lndfvidual corpatnee
The United States quola would be divided between refiners and nonrefiner

marketers In such a way as to maintain the same proportlonate relationship that

existed between refiners and nonreflner marketers In 1061.
With respect to allocations for refiners who Import crude and/or prAunls, the
only sound and equitable plan Is one which gives all refiners allocations proportionato to their usage of crude., Therefore the Individual allotments to refiners
would be based on their percentage of total refinery runs for the preceding yeAr
ending Juno 80.
Allotments to nonreflner marketers of the total quota available for that group
would bo proportinlate to their alaes of crude petroleum or products In the pre
ceding year ending June 80. Data relative to basyear sales and Imports of
nonrefiners could be obtained from the Import applications of such companies.
To prevent unfair practices, such as the use of dummy marketing organizations
to obtain duplicate Import allocations, product sales used for allocation purposes
would Include only those products which had moved through the company's owned
or leased storage, terminal, or sales facility.
Aletbalton of hardahfp
It Isrecognized that, no matter what type of plan Is adopted to control Imports,
there will be certain cases of extreme hardship which de nand relief. The plan
would provide, therefore, that the Administrator may adjust allotments, taking
Into conilderatton past records of Imports and other pertlmnt factors. Ie would
be directed, howeipr, to observe the principle that hardship adjustments should
not be allowed to preserve, over an extended period, competitive Inequities such
as would result from disproportionate access to foreign crude oil or products.
.In order to grant hardship adjustments, the Administrator would be required
to also adjust the normal allotments of other refiners and nonrefiner. This he
would do on a proportionate basis so that the national quota of crude and product
Imports would not exceed the legal lImIL In no event could the aggregate of
hardship adjustments exceed 20 percent of the allowable yearly Imports.
Tranlcrabtiflf of allocate,
In order to provide the utmost freedom and to permit recipients of allocations
1: make fljllest tse of their Imports, this plan provides that all allocations to
refiners and nonrefiners can be transferred to another party without restriction.
Huepe"s(ox of the quota
Whenever the Administrator finds that total supples of crude and products
are Inadequate to meet current domestic demand, it Is provided that he may
revoke or suspend the established quota for the necessary period.
DIsCUsiIOn€ or or13

CONTROL PO oIA

Several other methods of Import control through legislation have already
been suggested. These Include (1) tariffs, (2) auction of Import rights, and
(8) basing allocations on the volume of foreign production or the amount of
Ifiveatment In foreign production. These methods are discussed hereafter.

ecauso of conditons pecuiar to the petroleum Industry, tariffs are far less

sarIsfactory than Is ordinarily the case. The costs of forei
cruade laid In at
United States ports vary widely, according to the country of origin and the
time of Importation. A moderate tariff Increase would Just serve to cut off
Canadian crude Imports, but would not halt the Importation of'South American
and Middle East crudes. Therefore, tariffs would have to be graduated from
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one country to another, which would conflict with the most.favored-ndtdons
clauses of various trade agreements. Furthermore, tariff rates would have to
he adjusted from time to time to offset widely Ftuctuating changes in tanker
rate3 and other costs.
Because tariffs might shut off all Imports if they are prohibitively high, and
would have very little effect on imports If they 7are too low, proposals have been
advanced to use tariff quotas. These would limit Imports above a preselected
figure by Imposing a much higher tariff on the excess. Such proposals have most
of the disadvantages referred to above and, in addition, present the problem of
allocating among importers the prearranged total subject to the lowet 'tarff.
f. Auction ol import rights
Legislation already introduced would grant Import allocations within lh total
quota to the highest bidders. Under such a method of allocation, foreign producers would be In a position to outbid other companies for the rights ,o impOrt.
They would have a great Incentive, for only in this way would they 6e sure of
disposing of their production and realizing the resulting high profit. It is quite
likely that all of the licenses would go to a handful of the major international
companies which are now producing extremely low-cost, Middle East on.
This would have several distinct disadvantages. In the first place, It Would
undoubtedly result in lower domestic crude oil prices. Even though they must
purchase licenses to import crude oil and products, the major intornatlnal
companies would still have net costs low enough to permit them to undersell
their competitors In the United States who are forced to use higher priced
domestic crude. The United States market is extremely competitive, and the
international companies having lower cost foreign crude would be enabled to
Increase their market position. This would force product prices down and ultimately result in lower crude prices. Lower crude prices Will discourage exploration and production,*and defeat the basic purpose of the Impott control prograbn.
A second result of auctioning import rights is that it would 'probably lose
the United States crude oil market to Canadian and Venemselan oil. The international majors would undoubtedly import the crude which has the biggest
profit and Is the most likely to be expropriated by foreign governments; namely,
Middle East crude. -The effect would be detrimental to our foreign diplomatic
relations. It would also be contrary to the security of the Nation siace it would
give preference to thome Imports which are most vulnerable to attack In timO of
emergency.
.S.
Aloootion according to Interest isforeign production
It Is often claimed that United States companies with foreign produetton hirb
a right to special consideration In the allocation of the United statess import
quota because of a need to recover their overseas Investment. This argument
is without foundation for the following reasons: (a) 'Typically, thea6 Compailes
already have earned extremely large returns and have recovered their Investments many times over. (b) Regardless of who brings the etude or products
Into the United States, foreign production profits go to the few companies which
presently own a large share of the Importable production.
It is Important to recognize that the method of import allocation will not
change the total Import quota by even one barrel. Every company with foreIg
production should have the opportunity to compete on a free-market basis In
supplying the United States total import quota. The foreign crude producer
has available three alternatives with respect to Imports into the United States:
(1) lie may refine his foreign production in his own United States facilities,
(2) he may compete with other foreign producers in selling hiS overseas pro
duction to United States refiners who have Import allocatloss, or (8) he niky
acquire import rights from other United States refiner so as to Increase utill,
nation of his foreign production at his own United States refineries. nrthermore, the foreign producer has the alternative of marketing his pi'odfttto
abroad. The foreign market dwarfs the United States market as an outlet for
foreign-produced oil.
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STATiCdNT or JULIAK D. ONOVFr,

ElirOUTIVg VIOl PASlIDINT, AMIIIUCAN Mni4NO

COooame, WAsaixoroK, D. 0.
The American Mining Congress, representing the various branches of the iniIng Industry throughout the country, appreciates the opportunity to present Its
views on the pending legislation to extend the Trade Agreements Act.
The mining Industry isone of our country's moat basic Irdustries. It provides
the minerals, metals, and solid fuels which are indispensable to modern Industry, transportation and the defense of our Nation. Its Importance to our
economy and our national security has been emphasised by thu Special Cabinet
Committees on Minerals Policy and on Energy Supplies and Rtesources Policy1
and a national policy has been enunciated that a strong, vigorous and effelent
domestic mining Industry Is essential to the long-term economic development of
the United States and is vital to our national secPurlty.
The American mining Industry as a whole normally provides direct employment for some 000,000 workers, and many tHines this number Indirectly. The
very economic existenoe of many communities depends entirely upon mining
operations. Any shArp curtailments or shutdowns-of which we have recently
witnessed far too many examples-mean unemployment and hardship not only
for the miners and their families, but also for those engaged In the related
service Industries, in rail and other forms of transportation, and in the mining
areas generally-with sharply reduced tax revenues to local, State, and Federal
Governments.
It is therefore imperative that we maintain A sound and healthy mining industry, upon which we can continue to depend for the major part of the base raw

materials essential to our Industrial progress and our national defense.

A major problem of certain Important branches of the mining Industry today
is that of excessive imports of metals and minerals produced at low cost In
foreign countries. As to many of the nonferrous and strategic metals, coal, and
various other minerals, our present tariff duties and controls on competing
Imports are far.from adequate to afford the protection needed it our mines are
to continue to operate and maintain a reasonable mobilization base of domestic
production. This has resulted in depressed conditions In the mining industry,
marked by curtailment of operations, shutdown mines and plants, unemployment, and distress In the mining communities.
The inadequacy of present tariffs on many domestic metals and minerals
Is duo not only to reductions In duties as the result of trade agreements, but also
to the tact that most of the tariffs on minerals provided under the 1030 Tariff
Act were specific duties, expressed In cents per pound, rather than ad valorem
duties. With the decreited value of the dollar today, protection which was
equivalent In 1930 to 40 percent or more ad valotem Is today In many cases less
than 10 percent on an ad valorem bass-far short of what Is needed to maintain
our mines In operation and enable them to carry on exploration and development of mineral reserves for the future.
The mining Industry is accordingly deeply interested In the legislation which
you are now considering. Our overall recommendations, as expressed in the
declaration of policy adopted by the American Mining Congress convention in
Salt JAke City last September, are as follows:
"We recommend that Congress reestablish and exercise its authority -over
tarifs We believe that adequate Import taxes and tariff protection, properly
applied, are necessary to maintain the domestic Mining industry. Therefore,'
we strongly urge prompt enactment of legislation, as follows:
"(1) That as to those metals and minerals In which the United States produeea a substantial portion of our domestic requirements, adequate import
taxes be established, to be Imposed and collected only if and when the average
monthly price falls below a reasonable prescribed point legislated fori each metal
and mineral respectively; thus providing a market free of any duty for foreign
Imports so long as the average monthly price Is at or above the prescribed point.
"(2) That as to those metals and minerals which are produced domestically
sufficient only to provide a small percentage of our requirements, special gov.
ernmental programs In line with the circumstances In each case should be Instituted and maintained to encourage continuance of such industries.
"(8) When the enactment or application of adequate Import taxesand tariffs
is not feasible, or otherwise falls to do what is necessary to protect the domestic mining Industry, we recommend that Import quotas be provided In cases
where much device Is practical.
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"(4) We urge that Congress amend the Antldumlogng Act of 1921, to provide
adequate provisions for greater certainty, speed, and effleiency In administration
an enforcement, particularly as applied to inetals and minerals."
This declaration of policy has received widespread support throughout the
Industry. We are convinced that adoption of these principles i. the most work.
able and effective answer to the critical problems of the mining industry
caused by excessive imports-and we urge that substantive legislation be en.
acted at this time to make these principles effective.
As to Item (4) of the above reconnwndntIons, this committee has already
taken action to strengthen the Antilumplng Act and make It more effective.
We commend this action and ex iress the hope that the strengthening amendment, adopted by the 8enato will he accepted by the Congress and the bill
made law at an early date.
Now as to our other recommendations ns set forth in the above declaration
of policyItem (1), relating to metals and minerals of which this country produces a
substantial portion of our requirements, has to do primarily with such metals
as copper, lead and zinc. As to such metals, the most effective, fairest and
most readily administered measure to protect the Industry-without Imposing
a burden on consumers or undue hardship on foreign producers--Is the enactwent of an adequate Import tax, to be Imposed whenever the average monthly
price falls below a prescribed peril point, and with the tax suspended at times
when the market Is above such peril point.
This proposal Isbased on the principle that Imports of these materials should
supplement but not supplant domestic production. An Import tax, applied In
the manner outlined, will permit needed Imports, in quantities which do not de.
9 ess the price below the peril point, to enter without re~trhetion. On the other
ndg Itwill provide protection for domestic producers against excessive and
unneeded Imports. It will afford foreign producers sees to our markets at
fair prices, but will penalize imports Inexcess of those needed to supplement
domestic production. It will tend to stabilize the price at a level making possiblea reasonable base of domestic production, and will assure consumers of
dependable supplies at reasonable prices. It operates automatically and Is
easily administered.
As you will recall, Import tax legislation for lead and zinc, based on a recommendation by the Secretary of Interior, was the subject of detailed hearings
by your committee, last July and was promptly approved and reported to the
Senate. The House Ways and Means Committee, however, took the position
that administrative remedies should first be invoked, and the lead-zinc Indusry accordingly submitted an escape-clause petition to the Tariff Commission.
Following hearings on that petition last November the Commission unanimously
found that the lead and zine Industries were being seriously Injured by Imports,
and recommended tariff relief. The President, however, has deferred action on
the Commission's recommendations pending consideration by Congress of the
administration's subsidy and stockpiling proposals.
It should be emphasized that the evidence submitted by the lead-zinc Industry
made It plain that the maximum Increaws In duty possible under the escape
cause would fall far short of what Is needed. Further careful studies show that
In orderto accomplish the objective of a healthy domestic Industry, an Import
ta: of 4 cents per pound on lead, to be imposed when the price falls below 17 cents
pee pound, and au import tax of 4 cents per pound on sine, to be Imposed when
tha price falls below 14% cents per pound, are required. enactedd Into law, these
Import taxes would properly take the place of other forms of protection. Thus,
foreign ores and metals, Instead of paying a flat rate of duty regardless of the
metal price, would be enabled to enter without duty or Import tax to the extent
Utey do not xeed this country's requirements, and would pay the Import tax
Ouly when Imported In excessive and unneeded amounts which depress the price
below the peril point.
SSimilarly, In the case of copper, studies by the Industry show that the minimum
protection needed Is an Import tax of 4 cents per pound, to be Imposed when the
price falls below A peril point of 80 cents per pound; and your committee has
before it a bill to aecomipish this result.
We ugqest that this same principle-of Import taxes applied below specfied
perll points-may also be applicable In the case of other metals and minerals
where unneeded imports are supplanting rather than supplementing domestic
production.•

wilt nupo the recomlI)enj~eforring.to.item (2) ivp our declaration, of policy, y9%L
datloo: tft - p to mctals and minerals. which are, produced domeqticaly In
amounts meeting. oxIy- a small percentage of our, requirements. special govern-t
IWSM41 plogrrnsj n 119.0 wAth the CIMU'pA~a; in eacA cp~s shoni be, instituted
Alla maintained to encourage cQatiuuance.of such Industrie.- This situation ohtalus, as to sonieoothe small but important strategic mineral Industries. Recoin,
4t~ilns as to specit minerals have been. made to the Senate, Interior #ad
Insular Affairs'Cmmittee, which Is nqw considering them,
I should now,like to address myself to a, critical situation affecting tbecoal winIng industy-te.whicb, Itemi (3) of our recommendation is particularly applicable, Tbis was dpcrlbed to you Iii a6 able statement by. Dr. 0. 3. Potter, press.
deat, Rqcbe~ter &Pittaburgh..0oal' 00.. ajid I will coet.thU iscus(.p to a brief
summary.
As poini~d out by Dr..Potter, excessive, Importof residual fuel oil are displacIng substantial tonnages of coal in Its naturRl market along the eastern staboerti
Since. reeic~ual oil is a waste product, Its price- Is not determined by. epndltlonsof
supply. and demand, At times when there has bepn a world shortage of oi%, the
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throughout the United States. Since coal's profit margin rarely exceeds 20 cents
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distress and unemployment not only in'the coal Industry, bpt -also Wnthe rallroad
industry which depends upon coal tot such a large part of, its trafii.
-The President's AdylsoryCommittee on Energy Supplies andliResources Policy,
in Its February.28,4055, report, recommended that Imports of crude and reuici'
usi oils be held to tie propor-tions that such Imports bore t6 the prbduction-of.
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The bill now before you takes cognizance of this serious defect in the trade
agreements program; but the ostensible remedy provided is clearly of no pracUcal value. As passed by the House, H. IL 12591 provides that failure by the
President to grant the relief recommended by the Tariff Commission for a distressed industry may be overridden by i two-thirds majority of both Houses
of Congress. However-since the problems of a particular domestic industry,
even though it may be in the process of liquidation as the result of excessive
low-wage low-cost Imports, seldom It ever have a direct appeal to the bulk of
our poplation-the possibility of such an overwhelming vote by the Congress Is
virtually none.'dstent. 1he clear-cut answer to the problem Is to refer the recommendations of the Tariff Commission to Congress and, If Congrees does not
act within a specified time, to allow the recommendations to become effective.
Another ostemsible safeguard for American Industries, adopted In the 1955
extension of the Trade Agreements Act, was the so-called national security
amendment. Tie history of this amendment clearly shows that It was Intended
to provide a means of assuring an adequate "mobilization base" of domestic coal
and mineral production. In actual operation and administration however, it
has not served to accomplish this end and, as a result, vital branches of the
mining industry are today in far more precarious condition than in 195.
Certain general language was written into the national security amendment
in the House, including a statement that the need for mineral-industry exploratlion, development and growth should be taken into consideration in d3terminlng,
in any case, whether action Is called for to curtail excessive mport& We believe, however, that this language Is Inadequate. At the very least, the law
should spell out a requirement that the maintenance of a sound mobilization base
of domestic mineral production
controlling consideration In the operation of the national securi
endment.
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its form as window glass or plate glass. It Is only when It has been further fabricated Into laminated or toughened glass or Into numerous articles of glass,
that It comes Into direct competition with other domestic products or with imports. Inclusion of products which are made for further preparation unfairly
distorts the volume of domestic production for comparison with import volume.
In past cases arising under the escape-clause provision the Tariff Commission has
followed no uniform policy. The Congress should specifically direct that consideration be given by the Commission to this situation. An amendment to
effect this suggestion Is attached hereto and marked "Exhibit A."
0. Itecommendations of the Tariff Commission to the President should be
made binding upon the President unless the Congress, by concurrent resolution,
shall approve the President's rejection or modification thereof.
In connection with this last suggestion, it is believed that the provisions of the
bill, II. R. 12501, p'rmItting the Congress to override the President Is largely
illusory, since it Is effective only where each House of Congresd exerelses its
power by a two-thirds vote--the same requirements for overriding a presidential
veto of legislation passed by the Congress.
No additional further reduction In existing United States tariff duties should
be made at this time and no sound basis exists for extension of the present
Trade Agreements Act. If that act be not extended, present arrangements will
continue in full force and effect Including the existing low tariff rates. During
maintenance of this status quo a permanent and constructive tariff policy should
be developed that will form a realistic approach to the development and pros.
perity of our foreign trade, both export and Import. If, pending the development
of such a Ipollcy, a brief extension of the existing law Is determined to be
necessary, then the amendments hereinbefore outlined should be incorporated as
the minimum action necessary at this time to avoid further and undue injury or
threat of injury to American agriculture, industry, and labor; and ultimately
to the Almerlcan consumer.
Exrn"n' A
"SW. -. Section T (b) of the Trade Agreements Extension Act of 1951, as
amended (19 U. 63.0., see. 1864), is amended to read as follows:
"'(b) In arriving at a determination In the foregoing procedure the Tariff
Commission, without excluding other factors, shall tnke into consideration a
downward trend of total production or of production intended for ate on the
open market, employment, prices, profits, or wages in the domestic industry
concerned, or a decline in sales of such products on the open market, an increase
in imports * * *'"
The foregoing text represents existing law with the exception of the italicized
clause. The purpose of the amendment Is to provide a more realistic and acenrate measure of the effects of import competition upon a domestic industry since
domestic production intended for internal use or Interplant transfer would be
excluded from comparison with imports.
Tjni STATE OF TEXAS,
ExEcuTivE DEPARTMENT,

Attaftin, Tex.,, July 1, 19-58.

Hon. HARRY F. BYRD,
Chairman, Scnate Finance Oommitlce,
Washington, D. 0.
Dr..s SNAT0 BYRD: Because of a heavy schedule here, it will be Impossible
for me to appear before your committee to present my statement In behalf of
mandatory restrictions on oil imports in line with the 1954 ratio betweeen total
petroleum imports and domestic production.
However, I appeared before your committee as a Member of the Senate on
March 15, 1955, when our State had been forced to reduce production to 18
days. The problem was so serious then that I advocated mandatory import
restriction& The problem Is far worse today. For several months our State
has been forced to reduce production to 8 days per month and this has been Increased recently to 9 days.
Our domestic economy and the security of the Nation is being endangered and
will continue to be threatened unless mandatory restrictions are ordered by
the Congress in line with the ratio found to be necessary for the national
security by the President's Cabinet Committee on Energy Supplies and Resources.
Policy in 1965.
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I would appreciate it it you would read this letter to the committee and
place in the record my statement' in support of mandatory oil-import controls.
Kindest personal regards and best wishes to you and the members of the
Finance Committee.
Sincerely yours,
PaiOn DAwrzr,
Governor of Texas.
13TATEsiENT OF (Joy. PRcE DANIEL, or TEXAS, BarOns THE SENATE FIWAXrCE

Mr. Chairman, gentlemen of the committee, it was my privilege to testify
before the House Ways and Means Committee on the reciprocal trade extension
bill a short time ago. I advocated an amendment for mandatory restrictions
on oil imports in line with the 1954 ratio, which was found by the President's
Cabinet Committee to be necessary for the national security. I still believe
such an amendment Is essential.
As Governor of Texas, I appear, of course, in behalf of my State, but I
firmly believe that what I advocate is in the best interest of the Nation. Having
served as a Member of. the Senate, I realize that your primary concern is the
effect of this legislation on the welfare and security of all of the people of the
United States, and it is with that in mind that I present these remarks.
Total Imports of crude oil and products so far this year have averaged some
1,480,000 barrels a day. This amounts to a 23.8 percent ratio to domestic produettion, as contrasted to the recommended ratio of 16.6 percent which existed
in 1954.
United States production is running approximately a million barrels a day
less than the same period of 1957. New well completions so far this year are
off 18.5 percent as contrasted with the comparable period of 1957. Exploratory
drilling has been reduced 25 percent. In Texas, which has borne the major
portion of the cutbacks, the drilling is off 89 percent. Most alarming of all,
we failed last year to even replace the oil we produced, and, for the first time
in 25 years, with the exception of the war year 1048, dipped Into our backlog
of reserve.
In short, the voluntary program has not worked. It is not working now
if measured by a meaningful yardstick. It will not work until and unless
Congress provides adequate legislative safeguards.
What changes have been made in the bill as it came to this committee from
the House?
The so-called concession most highly publicized is the new standard In the
security clause requiring the President to take into account the need for defensevital domestic industries to grow and to attract enough investments to carry
on necessary exploration and development to assure this growth. Unfortunately, this can be rendered meaningless if the administration does not choose
to interpret it in the way its House sponsors clearly intend. Indeed, if the
administration has in mind to take into account this need for growth, revision
in the voluntary program is already overdue. Therefore, this concession is in
fact hardly a concession at all, unless it is tied down by additional language In
the act to make it truly effective.
A second widely heralded concession Is the administration's announcement
that it was placing unfinished gasoline and other unfinished oils under the voluntary import program. This statement gave rise to the impression, In some
quarters, that all foreign crude products have now been brought under effective
control. This is not true. The bulk of oil products, including finished gasoline,
are unaffected. At best, it Is a long overdue step which, although highly welcomed, merely closes one gap in the voluntary program by which quotas were
being evaded.
Administrative actions thus far are wholly Inadequate to protect either the
domestic economy or the security of the Nation. They are far less than Congress Intended when It gave the President the power to limit these imports to
the 1954 ratio. Since the administration has failed to comply with the clearly
expressed Intention of the Congress, the time has come when this intent should
be made mandatory.
After careful study of petroleum Imports In 195, the President's Cabinet
Committee reported as follows:
"The Committee believes that if the imports of crude and residual oils should
exceed significantly the respective proportions that these imports of oil bore
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ti6th'6-'roducti~n of domestic crude oil in 154, the domestic fuels situation
could be so imfpaired ab td endanger the orderly industrial growth which assures
the military and civilian supplies and reserves that are necessary to the national
defense. There would be an inadequate incentive for exploration and discovery
of new source" to supply.
"In v ew Of the foregoing, the Committee concludes that in the interest of
national defense imports should be kept in the balance recommended above. * * *
"The Committee recommends, however, that if in the future the imports of
crude oil and residual furi oils exceed significantly the respective proportions
that such imported oils bore to domestic productions of crude oil In 1954, appropriate action should be taken."
Soon after the time this report was published, foreign oil Imports were substantlally exceeding the 1954 ratio..' This, In spite of repeated requests from
the administration that importing companies practice industrial statesmanship
and roluntarlly reduce their imports in the interest of the national welfare.
For more than a year, I had been one of those who hoped that oil imports would
be reduced by the importers themselves, all of whom are American concerns,
without the necessity of governmental intervention. Some of the companies
made efforts in this direction, but the majority did not. Many of us who had
patiently waited in vain for "Industrial statesmanship" to solve this problem
finally faced the fact that it could not or would not be done.
As a Member of the Senate, I Joined Senator Matthew Neely and 14 other
Senators in a proposed mandatory restriction as an amendment to the Reciprocal
Trade Agreements Act and testified before your committee in its behalf. Our
amendment would have limited foreign oll imports to' 10 percent of the total
domestic demand.
Your committee reported a substitute for the Neely amendinent, applicable to
all products essential to the national security. It was adopted in the Senate and
approved by the House. This was only after administration leaders gave assurance that this amendment could and would be used to limit oil imports to the
1954 ratio as recommended by the Cabinet Committee. The amendment, known
vs the national defense amendment and now a pert of the Reciprocal Trade
Agreements Act, provided:
"s * * Whenever the Director of the Office of Defense Mobilization has reason
to believe that any article is being imported into the United States in such quantities as to-threaten to impair the national security, he shall so advise the President, and if the President agrees that there is reason for such belief, the President shall cause an immediate investigation to be made to determine the facts.
If, on the basis of such investigation, and the report to him of the findings and
recommendations made in connection therewith, the President finds the existence
of such facts, he shall take such action as he deems necessary to adjust the imports of such article to a level that will not threaten to impair the national
security."
With a finding already made that petroleum imports above the 1954 ratio would
impair the national security, we had every reason to believe that they would
be limited under this authority. The debates in the Senate and the subsequent
action of the House clearly show that this was the intention of the Congress.
On the Senate floor this intention was expressed by members of the Finance Committee without dissent. Senator Carlson said:
"* * * The Senate Finance Committee, In approving H. R. 1, specifically recognized the problem and inserted in its report a portion of the report of the President's Advisory Committee on Energy Supplies and Resources which had been
submitted by the White House. * *
."* * 4 I supported the proposal adopted by the committee because I was
assured by those in the administration responsible for the administration of the
trade-agreements program that if such amendment were adopted by the committee and by Congress, action would immediately follow, and that imports
of petroleum and its products would be definitely restricted.
"I was further assured that such restriction would be based upon the study
previously made, to which reference was made by the committee; that the basis
of the limitation would be in accordance with the recommendation of that study.
This study indicated the necessity of limiting imports of petroleum and its products to an amount and in the relative position of the Imports of petroleum in 1954
as related to domestic production of crude oil In 1954 * * *
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"Since the report of the Finance Committee, I have further explored tills situation with administrative agencies charged with the responsibility for the application of this program, and I can say to the Senate that again I have complete
assurance of compliance of these agencies with the direction set forth in that
amendment * * •
"* * * There can be no doubt In my mind as to the intent of the committee,
nor, do I believe, as to the intent of the Senate in regard to limiting tie oil
imports to the average daily imports of the year 1054, based on the report of
the President's Commission on Energy Supplies and Resources Policy.
"I can assure the Senate that I would not have agreed to the amendment in
H. R. 1, dealing with imports of commodities which are of national defense Interest, had I not been assured that it would be the policy of those who administer
the act to follow the intent of those who participated in preparing the report
of the Advisory Committee." (Congressional Record 84th Cong., 1st seas., p.

5389.)

The following colloquy occurred between Senator Carlson and the junior Senator from Texas, who now appears before you as Governor of Texas:
"Mr. DANIV.L. In addition to what the President's Advisory Committee on
Energy Supplies and Resources Policy reported, I ask the Senator if there was
other evidence before the committee which indicated the injury that would be
suffered by our Nation and its national defense and security if oil imports -xceeded the 1954 ratio between imports and market demand?
"Mr. CARLsOiq.. Yes. There was much testimony both from witnemes who
favored importation of oil-importation in large quantities-and from those who
were opposed to all Imports of oil. There Is no question that excess importation
will affect not only our national defense, but our economy, and it Is important that
we have an economy that is thriving and growing.
"Mr. DANIEL,. Based on that evidence, is it the Senator's understanding that if
oil imports should exceed the 1954 ratio there would be injury to our national
security?
"Mr. CAELSON. There can be no question about that.
"Mr. DANIEL. Was there any reason why the committee included the amend.
meant at all, if the committee did not feel that the national security would
suffer if oil imports were In excess of the 1054 ratio?
"Mr. CARLsoN. As I said earlier in my remarks, the Finance Committee spent
much time on this amendment and on other amendments dealing with quota
Imports and their effect on the national defense. We were seriously concerned
about the matter. For that reason, we have assurances that those administering the act will act in accordance with the proposals submitted by the Presi.
dent's Advisory Committee on Energy. Supplies and Resources -Policy and the
evidence submitted to our committee. I have no doubt of it.
"Mr. DANIEL,. As a member of the committee, Is It the opinion of the Senator
from Kansas that a majority of the committee, which supported the amendment,
intended that the necessary action be taken to keep imports from exceeding the
1954 ratio, which has been interpreted by the President's Advisory Committee
as the ratio beyond which injury would be done to the national security?
"Mr. CARLsoN. One reason why I say that Is very definitely the opinion of
the committee, or at least the intent of the committee, is the fact that the
chairman of the Finance Committee included In the report of the committee a
part of the Advisory Committee's report, which, after all, In my opinion, gives
the intent of the Finance Committee." (Congressional Record, 84th Cong., 1st
sess., p. 5 0.)
Senator Millikin expressed similar Y'ews In the following colloquy:
"Mr. DANIEL. Mr. President, on Monday of this week, the distinguished senior
Senator from Colorado (Mr. MIllIkin) was kind enough to answer several
questions put to him by me. I appreciate his courtesy. However, I noticed
that the Record, as printed, shows an answer to my last question which I did
not understand to have been given, and which I do not believe the senior
Senator from Colorado intended.
"I should like to repeat the question, noting that the Senator from Colorado
is on the floor.
"The question is set forth on page 5209 of the Congressional Record of May 2,
1955; and I ask the Senator from Colorado to comment on it, after I repeat it.
The question Is this-and I now address it again to the senior Senator from
Colorado.
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"'At least It is the intention of the Committee on Finance that this amend-

ment---'
* "We were talking about section 7 (b)"'Shall be used to protect us in the matter of oil imports and the importation
of other commodities which are necessary to our national defense.'
"Mr. MrujxRwx. Mr. President, I am very sorry If my answer was not as
clear and specific as it should have been, when we had our exchange the other
day.
"I wish to say that was the intention of the Senate Finance Committee. That
was the purpose of writing the amendment and of adopting it in the committee.
"Mr. DANIm.. I thank the Senator from Colorado.
"Did the committee hear evidence to the effect that an increase of oil
Imports above the 1954 ratio between imports and domestic production would
endanger the national security?
"Mr. MiLxLKEN. The committee heard such evidence.
"Mr. DANEL. Does the Senator from Colorado remember any evidence to the
contrary?
"Mr. MnIRJxr;. I do not." (Congressional Record, 84th Cong., 1st sees., p.
5565.)
In spite of the many assurances given, the administration took no official
action under section 7 (b) of the law until July 29, 1057. In the meantime,
petroleum imports were Increasing from 1,052,000 barrels daily in 1954 to
1,248,800 in 1955, to 1,436,000 barrels daily In 1956, to 1,526,000 barrels daily in
1957. This year, oil Imports are averaging about 435,000 barrels daily In excess
of the 1954 ratio.
In 195, imports were 43,149,000 barrels In excess of the 1054 ratio; In 1956,
they were 87,570,000 barrels in excess; and in 1057, they were 122,491,000
barrels in excess.
At a price of $3 per barrel, the United States economy lost $120,447,000 in oil
sales in 1955; $262,710,000 in 1956; and $367,473,000 In 1957. The total loss In
sales in the period was about $759,630,000.
Percentagewlse, under the 1954 ratio recommended by the Cabinet Cominittee, petroleum imports reached a volume equivalent to 16.6 percent of doinestic oil production. Imports rose to 19.6 percent of domestic production in
1955, 21.1 percent In 1950, and 21.4 In 1957.
In spite of this terrific economic hardship in all the oil-producing States and
the continued threat to our national security, nothing had been done except Issue
more appeals for "industrial statesnianship" during the 2 years which elapsed
between adoption of the 1955 national defense amendment and the annual governors' conference in June of 1957. At this conference on June 24, 82 Governors
joined in the following telegram to President Eisenhower, urging Immediate
action. This telegram stated:
"Because foreign oil imports are far in excess of the 1954 ratio above which
your Cabinet Committee on Fuels Policy found that the security of the Nation
would be endangered and because these excessive imports are seriously damaging the conservation and taxation programs of many of our States and causing
curtailment In exploration and development of new domestic reserves essential
to the economy and security of the Nation, we the undersigned governors urge
your prompt action under the Reciprocal Trade Act to limit oil imports to the
1954 ratio."
It was signed by: Raymond Gary, Oklahoma; Price Daniel, Texas; Geoige
Docking. Kansas; Charles H. Russell, Nevada; Ernest W. McFarland, Arizona;
Mike Stepovich, Alaska; John E. Davis, North Dakota; Orval E. Faubus,
Arkansas; James B. Folsom. Alabama; J. P. Coleman, Mississippi; Milward L.
Simpson, Wyoming; Alber D. Rossellini, Washington; Steve MeNichols, Colorado; George D. Clyde, Utah; Robert D. Holmes, Oregon; George Bell Timmerman, Jr., South Carolina; Marvin Griffin, Georgia; Joe Foss, South Dakota;
Albert B. Chandler, Kentucky; J. Hugo Aronson, Montana; Earl Long, Louisiana; William 0. Stratton, Illinois; Herschel C. Lovelem, Iowa; Robert Smylie,
Idaho; Frank Clement, Tennessee; Victor Anderson; Nebraska; Luther Hodges,
North Carolina; J. T. Blair, Missouri; Joseph Johnson, Vermont; 0. Mennen
Williams, Michigan; 0. H. Underwood, West Virginlia; ff. W. Handley, Indiana.
On June 26, ti, President established a special committee to investigate, and
It found that the national security was being threatened and recommended a
voluntary program of restriction. It went Into effect on July 29, 1957. It has
been the charge of a very able and capable administrator, Capt. Matthew V.
'
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Carson, Jr., who has done the best that anyone could do with an unenforcible
voluntary program.
The magnitude of the problem and the strength of economic forces with
which he must deal require a stronger instrument of authority than the slender
wand 'which was placed in his hands. In spite of his efforts, the program has
failed to carry out the mandate of the Congress. It has failed to limit petroleum
Imports to the 1954 ratio.
Instead of decreasing, Imports of foreign crude and petroleum products under
the voluntary program have increased. Instead of the recommended national
security ratio of 16.0 percent, we now have a ratio of nearly 24 percent.
Domestic production has been reduced until it is a million barrels per day
less than a year ago.
We have tried the voluntary plan and found It wanting. There must be
statutory authority to make specific rules and regulations with enforcement
powers to compel their observance. A voluntary program works only when
the administration wants it to work and then only so long as the last recalcitrant conformee cooperates. The failure of only a few to do so gives all the
rest the right to violate the program. The future of our oil industry and the
security of our Nation depend upon the Inclusion of mandatory provisions in
the renewal of the Ptciprocal Trade Act so as to Insure enough market for
domestic production to cause search for and development of new reserves which
may be necessary at any day for defense purposes. We cannot depend on
foreign oil to supply us In time of war.
Each time I refer In these remarks to oil Imports, I mean and Include crude
oil and crude products, because they must be dealt with together in any succestful restriction of imports.
Continually increasing foreign oil imports throughout the last 5 years has
contributed toward unemployment, decreased buying power, loss of tax resources, and general decide of business more than any other factor in the
oil-producing States.
Under normal conditions, over 132,000 people are directly employed in the
production of oil In this country and many thousands more are employed in related businesses. Domestic oil refineries, which normally employ more than
132,700 are now cutting back their output and laying of thousands of their
employees.
We have been forced to cut oil production In Texas to 8 days per month while
foreign oil continues to take our markets. The producers of no commodity can
live long on the current 8 days per month. Over a million and a half dollars
Is being lost to the Texas economy every day due to production cutbacks forced
by foreign oil imports.
This matter became so serious In Texas that I appointed a commission to
conduct hearings on the effect of excessive oil imports onithe economy of the
State. Hearings were held through the State, and I have filed with your committee a preliminary report and a transcript of the hearings conducted by this
commission.
The economy of the oil-producing States Is a vital part of the economy of
the Nation, and I think it is high time that our country think as much about its
own domestic economy as it does about the economy of the Mideastern countries
which are flooding us with oil produced with cheap labor and without restrictions
geared to market demands.
Either the wages and living standards of our own people will be lowered to
that of foreign lands or we must give adequate protection to the production of
our own commodities. The economic strength of our Nation is Just as Important as our military strength. Both are endangered by excessive oil imports.
The Suez conflict demonstrated how quickly we can be cut off from foreign
ol in time of war. One of the worst fates that could befall the United States
defensively would be to become dependent on foreign oil for futuro emergencies.
Yet that Is what is sure to happen if the incentive to find new reserves in this
country is destroyed by lack of markets in time of peace.
Who want to take the risk of finding a well which cab be produced only 8
or 9 days a month? No one can afford to risk a million dollars wildcattingg'
for new oil 'flelds if he cannot expect to produce at a rate necessary to return
the amount of his Investment. Most wildcatters actually operate on borrowed
capital, and they cannot secure loans on today's markets, because present production schedules will not provide revenue necessary for the servicing of the
loan, let .alone a reasonable return on the investment. Four thousand fewer
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wel1s were drilled in 1957 than in 1956 and testimony developed in our Texas
comnlse~1on hearings Indicate that this figure will materially increase in 1958,
probably to 9,000 fewer wells drilled.
The amount of petroleum reserves in the United States has increased through
the years as a result of wildcatting accomplished mostly by the independent oilmen. In 1957, wildcat drilling was 9.8 percent below that Which took place in
1956. It was reported recently in the Wall Street Journal that drilling is
lower today than at any time during the last 8 years.
Some have argued that we should use the foreign oil now and save our own
for the future. That might work if we know where all the oil in this country
is located and if our domestic industry and its thousands of employees could
go without their livelihood for several years on end. Neither of these conditions
is possible. All of the oil In this country has not been discovered. The search
for new reserves must continue, and it can and will continue only if there is a
healthy and profitable industry.
Excessive imports are having their most disastrous effect on small independents
whose production has reached the stripper stage. Here the application of
secondary recovery methods is the only way in which production can be maintained, and then only at great cost. Three-fourths of the Nation's producing oil
wells, over 358,000, are in this category. Each produces five or less barrels per
day, but in the aggregate they account for one-fourth of the Nation's total production and about one-fourth of the known reserves in this country. These wells
and these reserves had just as well be marked off as total losses if they have to
compete without protection from excessive foreign imports.
Secondary recovery practices presently in use can bring to the surface
approximately 80 percent of the oil remaining in old fields, none of which could be
recovered under the methods used when these fields were first discovered. The
tremendous cost of this secondary recovery of oil, which would otherwise never
be brought to the surface, makes It especially vulnerable to low-cost foreign import production. The incentives which must be available for the continuation
of these secondary recovery practices are lost when that oil is placed in competition with uncontrolled foreign Importation.
In addition, many of the methods used to carry on secondary recovery operations are of such a nature that they must be continued to maintain engineering
practices necessary to bring the oil to the surface.
Engineers have pointed out that if this oil cannot be sold and if the operation
must be discontinued, it will be impossible ever to produce this oil, or the cost
to begin again the secondary recovery operation will be prohibitive.
In Texas, our conservation statutes require a restriction of domestic production
in line with market demand to prevent waste from excessive above-ground
storage. It was in carrying out the provisions of our statutes that the Texas
Railroad Commission found it necessary to reduce our production to 8 days per
month.
This is a very peculiar situation. Texas and the other oil-producing States,
in order to prevent the waste of one of this Nation's greatest natural resources,
are continually cutting back production in order to reduce excessive aboveground stocks. At the same time, the importers of foreign oil are continually
increasing their importations and thereby increasing the stocks which we are
trying to reduce. Obviously, this in time would destroy conservation practices
and conservation powers which have been so successfully administered by the
State in the past.
In the past 6 years, oil production in the United States has increased only
5.6 percent. Production in Texas has actually decreased by 2.5 percent-further
evidence that our State is bearing the brunt of the domestic production cutbacks.
Compared with our Nation's increase of 5.6 percent, production in Canada
has increased 92.8 percent, production in Venezuela has increased 46.8 percent,
and production in the Middle East has increased 52.4 percent.
The conservation program of the States must be continued if our domestic production is to be strong enough to meet the demands of national defense as it
did in two World Wars. Today its effectiveness is being destroyed by excessive
imports. It is not fair to expect States to bear the load of cutting production
without placing a similar burden upon the importers of foreign oil. If this is not
done in the same mandatory and enforceable way that the States restrict
domestic production, the entire oil-conservation program of this country will be
destroyed.
There in no legal restriction on most of the foreign oil production and none
whatever on foreign oil imports. Wells in the Middle East run as high as 6,000
barrels of oil daily, while the average well production in Texas is only 19 bar-
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rels. Foreign wells, owned mostly by a few major American companies, produce
oil every day, while in Texas, the largest producing State in our own country,
production has been shut down to 8 days per month and was raised to 0 only
this month.
Is it fair to the conservation program of the States to have it dominated and
ruined by foreign Imports? Shouldn't there be some legal means of keeping
imports in balance with domestic production and domestic market demand?
When domestic producers are restricted as to the amount of oil they can place
on the American market and are convicted of State and Federal offenses for
exceeding that limit, should there not be some type of restriction of foreign
importers? Or, should they be allowed to flood the market and cause even further restriction of domestic producers 7
Today, foreign Imports are determining the amount of production to be permitted from domestic wells, and 5 large American-owned companies and 1 foreign firm control over 90 percent of the oil imported into this country. They
and their desired for big profits should not be permitted to destroy the conservation, economy, and security of our Nation.
In 1958, the Congress expressed its intention that the President should use
the national defense anjendment to limit petroleum imports to the 1954 ratio
as recommended by his own Cabinet Committee. This mandate has not been
carried out. According to the findings of his own Cabinet Committee and his
special committee to Investigate oil imports, the national security Is being
threatened. Therefore, I strongly urge that this committee approve an amendment imposing mandatory limitations on petroleum imports in accordance with
the 1954 ratio between petroleum imports and domestic oil production.
Testimony before this commission in Austin, Abilene, and Corpus Christi has
been received from the administrator of the Federal Government's voluntary imports control program, Texas State officials, local governmental officials, Independent producers, officials of regional and local chambers of commerce, bank
officers and technical consultants. Purpose of these hearings has been to establish accurate information concerning the effect of the Importation of foreign
crude oil and petroleum products on the domestic petroleum industry, the operating revenues of all levels of government in Texas, and, most important, the
general economy of the State.
Based on the evidence thus far introduced, the commission has reported to
the Governor the following preliminary conclusions:
1. Cheap foreign oil does not result in ,cheapergasoline and healing oils for
the oon.umer.--All evidence established that consumer prices have remained
steady or Increased slightly in the face of a pyramiding flood of foreign oil into
this country. The importing companies have absorbed the economic advantage
in the form of increased profits, rather than passing on any savings to the consumer. In addition, the commission finds that in those countries which must
rely heavily on imported oil, the pump prices of gasoline are as follows: France,
99.7 cents per gallon; Italy 92.1 cents; United Kingdom, 62 cents.
2. The present level of imports of both crude oil and products.4e excessive.It was the intent of the Congress in enacting the security amendment to the
Reciprocal Trade Act to limit Imports of crude oil and petroleum products to
their 1954 relationship with domestic production. In the case of crude oil, a
subsequent Cabinet Committee has established voluntary limitations on crude oil
at a level higher than in 1964. No limitation on petroleum products has been
imposed by this committee despite the fact that such product Imports have exceeded the 1954 ratio by a constantly increasing amount. The excesses of
imports are reflected by the following statistics:
(a) Total imports:
Barrels In Loss to natkw
excess of 154 economy (0omrelatkshp
puted at $3
per barrel)

Year

1
.................................................................
...........................................................
1957 ..................................................................
Total los to national economy .................................

.

434o,Oo
87670,0OO
M 491, 00

$129,447, o
2M2,
7lO6
000
367,478,000
760, M 000
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(b) In 1964 imports of petroleum products were 6.2 percent of domestic pro.
ductlon. In 1958 imports of petroleum products have averaged 601,000 barrels
per day. Figured on the 1964 relationship, imports of products should have
averaged 411,928 barrels per day. Thus, importss have exceeded this relation.
ship by 189,805 barrels per day, or almost 50 percent above the level approved
by the Congress.
8. The announced objective of the Congress and the two Oabinet committee
to protect the na#tona4 security by maintaining a healthy domestio oil industry
has not beem achieved under the voluntary program.-This fact i demonstrated
conclusively by the reduced drilling of both wildcat and development wells
with consequent loss of tremendous reserves. Judge Olin Culberson, chairman
of the Texas Railroad Commission, testified that drilling of wildcat wells in 1957
was down 9.8 percent from 1956. Further substantial reductions In wildcat
drilling rate are expected In 1958. Judge Culberson testified that ult drilling In
1957 was down 7 percent, with further reductions anticipated. A study by
the West Texas Chamber of Commerce shows that drilling in some of the most
promising regions is down 34 percent. As a direct result of reduced drilling,
resulting in turn from excessive imports, the Nation's proven reserves showed
a net decline in 1957 for the first time since 1943.
4. Excessive imports have necessitated continued sharp cuts in Texvas pro.
doction, with a devastating effect on the general economy of the State.-In
February of 1957, Texas was on a 15-day producing pattern averaging 3,543,000
barrels per calendar day. In le5bruary of 1958 the State was down to an 11.day
pattern averaging 3,067,000 barrels per calendar day, a reduction of one-half
million barrels per day. In March of this year production has been cut to 9 days,
a further reduction of over one-half million barrels. Thus in 13 months Texas
alone has been compelled to reduce its allowable production over I million barrels
per day. This means that the loss of the domestic market for this oil, at $3
per barrel, is now $3 million per day. Testimony strongly indicates that this
loss of market has contributed to and aggravated the current national recession
rather than being a result of the general downward trend in business activity.
Reduced drilling, production, transportation, and refining of crude oil in Texas
has shown marked effect on employment. In some sections of Texas where oil
constitutes a primary'source of employment, unemployment has risen 17 percent.
The Texas Employment Commission states that there Is a marked increase of
oilfield workers filing claims for unemployment insurance. Proportionate unemployment Is evidenced In the refining segment of the industry. As a direct
result of reduced drilling activity, unemployment has risen in allied industries
such as steel tubular goods manufacturing.
5. Lower allowable production, resulting largely from excessive imports, has
led to sharply curtailed revenues to both State and local governments, thereby
Jpardizingthe continuationof vital service* to the people.-State Comptroller
bert S. Calvert estimates this loss In State revenue will total at east $20
million during the coming 18 months. Similar reductions are being experienced
in revenues of cities, counties, and school districts whose tax structures are
based largely on oil properties. Oil pays 40 percent of the school cost In Texas.
6. Rxcessive oil imports are undermining sound State onservation praotice..These conservation procedures, proven by decades of success, guarantee fair and
equitable opportunity to every independent producer to market his oil. More important, they Insure production from marginal wells, which comprise threefourths of the total wells In Texas. Unless these wells are consistently produced,
their enormous reserves may be forever lost. Moreover, continued curtailment
of domestic production in favor of imports will prevent important secondary
recovery projects. If these projects are not Instituted In Increasing numbers,
a huge portion of this Nation's reserve capacity will never be developed,
ArPENDIX
United States oft-well completions
9w ------------------------------------------------------------1951
----------------------------------------------Total (-10.6 percent)

30,780
27,476

------------------------------- 3,254
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Footage drilled

Feet

288, 902000

105------------------------------

221,901, 000

1957Total
1956
1957

---------------------------

12,001,000

lodat
owmpletione
--------------------------------------------------

12,024
11883

(-5.1 percent)

Total (-9.8 percent)

------------------------------Proven reserve

1,241
Barrels

195

-----------------------------------------

3 434,000,000

1957

-----------------------------------------

80,3,

Total

000, 000

184, 000, 000

-------------------------------------

JULY 3, 1958.
To: The Senate Committee on Finance.
Attention: Statisticians.
Reference: 11. R. 12591.
Subject: Currency valuations of imports.
GENTLEMEN: Most (89 of 104) countries tabulate imports c. 1. f.
Were the United States of America to tabulate imports c. I. f., the 1957 imports, $12,500 million, would be 20 percent to 80 percent more
This unmentioned Increment is a large amount. It alters de facto balanceof-payments. It alters calculations about United States Jobs.
In all countries, the debit and the credit impacts of imports on industries and
on Jobs can be gaged only by using.c. i. f. values of those imports. Any other
figures compound errors in all directions.
If the above statements are checked, it is important to check them with many
authorities outside the United States of America as well as with a few inside
the United States of America. I have found non-United States authorities better
informed on currencies in international trade than United States authorities.

Respectfully,

A.-

,

WaMington, D. 0., U. B. of A.

(Whereupon, at 12:45 p. in., the committee adjourned to reconvene
in executive session on Tuesday, July 8,1958.)
(It was necessary for Senator Albert Gore to be in Tennessee on

business during the time of the above hearings. When he returned to
Washington to attend the executive sessions on the bill he received
peimission of the chairman to have the following statement incorporated in the record:)
Mr. Chairman, in my opinion, the bill before the committee to extend the
life of the Cordell Hull two-way trade program is among the most Important
to be considered by the 85th Congress.
Unless this program Is continued, we will inevitably face a decline in International trade which has proved so beneficial to the people of the United States.
We should continue this program to keep our foreign markets; first, because
this means Jobs and profits for our farmers, workers, and businessmen at home
and, second, because It promotes friendship and strength for the United States
and her friends at a crucial time in the cold war waged against us by Russia.
Moreover, we should continue this vital program to gain niore trade, more
prosperity, and friends. More trade means more Jobs and better prices for
our farm produce, and friendship tends to follow the trade routes.
Trade Is Important to-my own State of Tennessee. Tennessee's proportionate
share of exports for those Industrial and agricultural products for which statistics have )een tabulated totals more than $230 million per year. Our chemical
industry ant our textile and apparel izdustri each has a substantial volume
of export tra4e. The two largest cash crops of Tennessee farmers are cotton
and tobacco. Both move heavily into foreign markets. Without out foreign
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markets, Tennessee farmers would be compelled to sell at disastrous prices
or severely redue acreage.
All of the States of the South have a net stake in foreign trade. It has always
been so and it remains so. Our developing industry needs new markets. Certainly we can ill afford to lose any we now have. Every Southern State has
the same interest in cotton exports as Tennessee.
On a national basis, more than 4% million people owe their jobs directly to
international trade. We must not jeopardize these jobs by reverting to economic
isolationism. Surely we could profit by the mistakes of the past. The hightariff walls of the Smoot-Hawley era helped to propel us into a great depression.
The recession which we are now experiencing can only be tragically worsened
if we again follow the mistaken path which was follored in the 1920's.
I strongly support a program to continue, and it advantageously possible,
to expand our international trade, Mr. Chairman, and I support this bill which
will help us hold our foreign markets and help us gain more. This bill is in
the interest of.my State, of the region of which my State is a part, of the United
States, and of the entire free world.
There can be no question but that we face a serious economic challenge
from Soviet Russia and her satellites. Mr. Khrushchev issued this challenge
publicly last fall when he said: "Wedeclare war upon you * * * in the peaceful
field of trade." Not only did Mr. Khrushchev declare economic war upon us,
he openly boasted that Soviet Russia would win.
Just as we strengthen our own economy by international trade, so do we
strengthen the economy of our friends with whom we trade. International trade
Is the cornerstone upon which we must build the economic strength Of the free
world. Unless we continue our trade, we inVite defeat in the economic cold war,
and insure depression conditions at home.
The program with which ,L.R. 1291 is concerned was originated by my fellow
townsman and Tennessee's greatest statesman,- since Andrew Jackson, Cordell
Lull. In 1934, he obtained passage of legislation which authorized the President
of the United States to negotiate mutually beneficial trade programs between
the United States and other countries. When the law was first enacted, this
authority was granted to the President for a period of 3 years. At the end of
3 years, the authority *as again renewed for a specified period, and it has been
successively renewed 9 times udder bdth Democratic and Republican adminis.
trations. Each time the expiration of this program has approached; the Congress has reviewed itand found it good for the United States. The House of
Representatives has, as ydu knw, already passed a bill to extend it again by
an overwhelming majority.
I wish toemphasize, Mr. Chairman, that the program which would be extended
by thb pending bill iS the same program as that conceived by CordeU Hull.
There are some who profess to believe in the Cordell Hull program, and yet
oppose the pending bill on the grounds that it is something entirely different.
It has even been referred to as a "give-away."
On the contrary, the bill would authorize the President of the United States to
negotiate two-way trade agreements with other countries. The purpose is to
make it easier for us to sell to them and in return buy from them the things we
need and can use.
Now, the law has been modified in some respects by the Congress on the various
occasions upon which it has been renewed. It has been modified by writing Into
it certain safeguards for American industry and business. We now have written
Into the law the "perUi point" and "escape clause" provisions which are designed
to prevent undue injury to American industry arising from imports, and to provide for a method for, affording relief to American industry when it is unduly
injured by excessive imports. Have supported these safeguards and am willing
to consider iny others that may appear necessary. Indeed, the pending bill
would write Into the law still further safeguardsafor American Industry.
I fail to see in what way these safeguards for American Industry could be
described as subverting the Cordell Hull trade program or how they could
Justify the characterization of the program as a "give-away."
Some of those who oppose this program would have the American people believe
that in some way we can continue to export our products in large volume'without
buying anything. -They would have us build a wall around the United States.
This would have disastrous effects. It would bring retaliation by other nations
such as we suffered before the great depression in 1932.
I urge the committee to awurove the pending bill without crippling amendments.

